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AMATEUR RADIO STATIONS
Argentine CBS, Buenos Aires, Argentine, 45, Aug. 1924
French !-AK, near Paris. France
61, Nov. 1924
Italian 1MT, Venice, Italy
56, Dec. 1924
New Zealand 4AG. Dunedin. N. Z
57, Oct. 1924
1CMP, Bridgewater. Mass
52, Nov. 1924
2BRB. Brooklyn. N. Y
50, Oct. 1924
SBMN. Petersburg, Va
49. Oct. 1924
410, Atlanta, Ga
49, Dec. 1921
4UA. Dundee, Fla
50, Dec. 1924
4XE-4IU. Jacksonville, FU
61. Nov. 1924
5AM H, Birmingham, Ala
49, Aun. 1924
TAGF. Troy, Mont
51. Sept. 1924
8JY. Cleveland, Ohio
53. Nov. 1924
8SP. Fairmont. W. Va
51. Aug. 1924
SMC. Roodhouse, III
50. Sept. 1924
9VK, Oak Park, 111
51, Oct. 1924
AMATEUR REGULATIONS
Army-Amateur Joint Bands. Use of same. (Maj. L.
B. Bender)
17, Dec. 1924
Be Careful. Gang. Warning re use of short waves.
27,
Oct.
and
42, Nov.(Prof.
1924
Conference in Relation to Amateur Activities.
A. E Kennelly)
18, Dec. 1924
Joker in New British Regulations. Restricting com
munication to other British stations. 54, Aug. 1924
New Argentine Radio Regulations. Digest of.
63, Nov.
1924
New Short Waves. Text of Department
of Com
merce order
7, Sept. 1924
AMPLIFIERS—AUDIO AND RADIO
Controlling Amplifiers. Suggestions for oscillation
control
49, Nov. 1924
Convertible Circuit. Method of using radio frequency
or oscillating detector only
38, Aug. 1924
ANTENNA SYSTEMS
Antenna at 9ZT. Method of erecting mast and an
tenna. (D. C. Wallace)
..27. Aug. 1924
Ant- nn;i Resistances. Theoretical considerations of
resistance and radiation. (A. H. Taylor)
Ant nnas for Short Waves. Description47,of.Oct.(H.1924
F.
Mason)
31, Nov. 1924

Beautiful Antenna. Description of 9CA. (G. W.
Bergman)
43, Nov. 1924
Better Guy Insulation. Kreuz porcelain insulator.
Oct. 1924
Good Guy Hint. Attaching guy to raised60,mast.
(E.
E. Miles)
70. Nov. 1924
Good Lightning Switch Mounting. Plate glass win
dow arrangement. (D. C. Wallace) , XIV, Sept. 1924
Some Antenna Pointers. Construction of good an
tennas. (H. F. Mason)
65. Nov. 1924
Transmission Experiments at 8AQO. Report with
photos and curves. (S. Kruse) Part I 15. Sept. 1924
II 28,and
Oct.trans
1924
Transmitting Hints. Various Part
antenna
mitter suggestions
47, Dec. 1924
BATTERIES
Puritans. Use of B battery plate supply. (M. J.
Caveney)
64, Dec. 1924
BOOK REVIEWS
"Practical Radio". (J. A. Moyer & J. F. Wostrel
69, Dec.
"Primary Radio-Frequency Standardization
by 1924
the
Use of Cathode-Ray Oscillograph". (Grace Hazen
and Frieda Kenyon)
69, Dec. 1924
"Quality Condensers". (General Radio Co.)
1924
"Quantitative Study of Regeneration 59,
by Dec.
Inductive
Feedback". (C. B. Joliffe)
61, Dec. 1924
"Resistors and Their Practical Applications in Radio
Reception". (Daven Radio Corp.) ..61, Dec. 1924
"Storage Batteries". (G. W. Vinal) . .51, Dec. 1924
"Westinghouse Papers & Fabrics". ( Westinghouse
Co.)
61, Dec. 1924
COILS
About "Low-Loss" Coils. Data on different wind
ings. (M. B. Sleeper)
XV. Sept. 1924
Basket-Weave Coil. Resistances with different sizes
of wire. (Dr. G. W. Pickard)
89, Sept. 1924
Receiving Coil Problem. Further consideration of
different type coils. (Prof. G. W. Pickard)
26, Nov.
Oct. 1924
Doping Coils. How to use binder ....49,
1924
Helices. Edgewise vs. flat strip
35, Aug. 1924
Inductance Design. Mathematical calculations for.
(P. G. Watson)
46, Sept. 1924

Inductance Standards. Bureau of StandaHJs Circular
108
ASf Oct. 1924
More About Low Loaa Coils. Comparis&n,°of dif
ferent types. (S. Kruse)
8Q, Aug. 1924
Quick Coil Test. Methods of testing toil losses.
, . . "26. Dec. 1824
Secondary Circuits for Broadcasr>#*Re^eivers. Proper
L/C ratio. (P. G. Scherme/hturiN ..88, Nov. 1924
CONDENSERS
Fixed
Condensers
for ^iijdfriB
Sets. Constructional
details. (H. F. M&spn-)
•
58, Aug. 1924
Some Suggestions to Variable Condenser Manufac
tures. Proper design of various types. (H. F.
Mason)
»
27, Sept. 1924
Variable Condenser, Noises. Causes
49, Nov. 1924
CONTENTS—RELAYS—RECORDS—
TESTS
Another Trophy I Offer of Chilean hat, 67, Oct. 1924
t Arjiip'odes Linked by Amateur Radio. Communication
*o/"New Zealand and British amateurs. 14, Dec. 1924
.Australians Size Us Up. Report of Maclurcan.
62, Aug. 1924
Communication with New Zealand. Account of suc
cessful two-way work
15, Nov. 1924
Communication with VDM. Details of contact
88, 0«t. 1924
1924 Trip of C. G. S. Arctic. Account of radio work
with photos. (Wm. Choat)
88, Dec. 1924
Entries Solicited for 1924 Hoover Cup, 8, Sept. 1924
Last Call for Hoover Cup Entries
8, Dec. 1924
Italian ACD at Sea Testing. Schedules of IHT
62, Aug. 1924
More News on IHT—ACD Tests. 62. Nov. and
41, Dec 1924
More Low Power Work. Report on station efficiency
contest
46, Dec. 1924
More on the Pan-American Tests. Report of ama
teurs heard in South America
45, Aug. 1924
More Pan-American Tests. Announcing additional.
41, Oct, 1924
Morrell Contest Extended. One year extension.
82, Sept. 1924
Regarding NKF Tests. Letter from Secretary of
Navy
XIV, Aug. 1924
Short Wave Tests with Australia. Announcement of.
(P. H. Schnell)
81. Aug. 1924
Short Wave Daylight Transcons. Advance notice.
44 Sept. and 12, Oct. 1924
Schedules and details of
8, Nov. 1924
Tests with FL, Eiffel Tower. Report on. 42, Aug. 1924
1XAM Copied Solid in Australia. Report on
25, Oct. 1924
20 Meter Tests. Details and schedules. 36, Nov. 1924
6CGW Nearly Wins It. Partial communication with
N. Z
67, Oct. 1924
CONVENTIONS
Australians Hold Convention. Report on.
68, Sept. 1924
Dakota Division Convention. Announcement of.
44, Sept. and 80, Nov. 1924
Delta Hams to Convene at Memphis. Announcement
of Delta Division Convention
48, Aug. 1924
Delta Division Convention. Report on. 88, Oct. 1924
Fifth Canadian Division Convention. Report on.
46, Dec. 1924
First Hoosier State Convention. Report on.
81, Sept. 1924
First Vermont State Convention. Report on.
48. Oct. 1924
Kansas State Convention. Report On. 44, Sept. 1924
Midwest Division Hamfest. Report on. 40, Oct. 1924
Midwestern Convention. Announcement of.
XVI, Nov. 1924
Ohio State Convention. Announcement of.
44, Sept. 1924
Report on
60, Nov. 1924
Sixth District Amateurs Attention. Announcement
of Sixth District Convention. 33, Oct. and
42, Nov. 1924
Western Penna. Get-To-Gether. Report on
88. Sept. 1924

COUNTERPOISE AND GROUND
SYSTEMS
Counterpoise Investigation. Measurement of resist
ances. (G. B. Ashe)
34, Dec. 1924
EDITORIALS
"Caution". Advice to use all amateur bands
8, Oct. 1924
"Exit the Spark". Recommending total abolition.
7, Dec. 1924
"New Problems." Result of Hoover Conference.
7, Dec. 1924
"New Short Waves". Text of Department of Com
merce order
7, Sept. 1924
"Our Bigger Circulation". Reasons for 7, Nov. 1924
"QSO Our Field Man". Re Mr. Hebert'a trip.
8, Dec. 1924
"Showing the World". Setting a good example to
foreign amateurs
7, Aug. 1924
"These Advertisers of Ours", Requesting patronage.
7. Oct. 1924
"Third Conference". Outlook for
7, Nov. 1924
"Third Hoover Conference". Importance of short
waves
7. Oct. 1924
"Transocean Working". Winter prospects. 8, Oct. 1924
"Winter Season". Outlook for amateur radio.
7, Nov. 1924
EMERGENCY AND RELIEF WORK
Amateur Emergency Work. Allowing emergency
transmission during quiet hours
59, Sept. 1924
Emergency Routes Tested In Middle West. Account
of day and night tests
28, Aug. 1924
FICTION
"Bum Relaying". A night with T. O. M. (G. Shir
ley)
40, Nov. 1924
FILTERS
Filter Condensers. Manufactured and home-made
types
47, Aug. 1924
Re Filters. Construction and circuits. (E. A. Tubbs)
63, Dec. 1924
INTERNATIONAL AMATEUR RADIO
Amateur Transmission Beginning in India.
53, SepU 1924
Australians Hold Convention. Report on.
63, Sept. 1924
Australians Size Us Up. Report of Maclurcan.
62, Aug. 1924
English Amateurs Experiment with Train Radio. Re
port on
58. Sept. 1924
European Conditions Promising. Increase in amateur
radio
58, Oct. 1924
Joker in New British Regulations. Restricting com
munication to British stations
54, Aug. 1924
New Zealand Activity. Letter from 7.4AA.
58, Dec. 1924
Notes on Holland and Germany
67, Dec. 1924
Swedish Amateurs Making Progress. . .64, Aug. 1924
When to Listen for New Zealand Stations.
67, Oct. 1924
LEGISLATION
Third Hoover Conference. Preliminary considerations
re short waves
7, Oct. 1924
Third National Radio Conference. Results of.
16, Dec. 1924
LOOPS
Low Loss Loops??? Common loop losses and remedy.
(W. W. Harper)
21. Dec. 1924
MACMILLAN ARCTIC EXPEDITION
"Bowdoin" Returns. Account of trip back.
16, Nov. 1924
Is WNP on the Way Home? Reported contact.
87, Aug. 1924
My Radio Experience in the Far North. Account of
radio work. (D. H. Mix)
17, Nov. 1924
WNP Nearing Home. Progress of "Bowdoin".
19, Oct. 1924
WNP Works 1BVR. Report of contact. 82. Sept. 1924

MASTS
Antenna at 9ZT. Method of erecting mast and an
tenna. (D. C. Wallace)
27, Aug. 1924
100-Foot Wooden Tower. Constructional details with
photos. (T. Rowe)
84. Oct. 1924
METERS
Concerning Hot-Wire and Thermo-Couple Meters.
Opinions by J. H. Miller. W. N. Goodwin, Jr.,
and H B. Richmond
68, Nov. 1924
Hot Wire vs. Thermocouple Ammeters. Advantages
»nd disadvantaees of both types. ( H. B. Richmond)
45, Sept. 1924
Inexpensive Filament Voltmeter or Plate Milliamneter. Conversion of battery voltmeter.
59, Sept. 1924
Meering Constanta. List of (E. M. Ward).
XIV, Sept. 1924
Thrmocouples for B Battery Potentials. Why unatisfactory
60, Dec. 1924
Vauum Tube Voltmeter. Description with circuits.
0. H. Turnbull)
44, Oct. 1924
MISCELLANEOUS
Arateur DX Report Cards. Description of types
wth photos. (H. S. Pyle)
86, Sept. 1924
Amiteur Radio to the South Sea Isles. Advance annou.cement of "Bigbill" trip
44, Aug. 1924
"iigbill" Installation. Description of set.
43, Dec. 1924
Animal Board Meeting. Report on. . .22, Sept. 1924
A. 1. R. L. Endorses Esperanto. Report on.
40 Sept. 1924
R< Esperanto. Comment on. (Dr. Pierre Corret)
68, Nov. 1924
A, L R. L. Job in the Far North. Photos of Anvik,
A', ska.
46, Aug. 1924
Atrospheric Electricity. Description of test appa
ratus and stations. (Dr. S. J. Mauchly)
87. Nov. 1924
AtUition, Second District Members. Announcing
cration of Hudson Division
34, Sept. 1924
Elecion Notice. For 1925-1926 Directors.
84, Sept. and 46, Oct. 1924
Finacial Statement. For three months ending
Mr. 81, 1924
42, Aug. 1924
Fo three months ending June 30. 1924.
44. Sept. 1924
Hamnalysis. Suggestions to radio clubs. (S. M.
Mxhes)
56. Aug. 1924
Mon International Intermediates. Additional assitiments
41. Aug. 1924
New Club Affiliations. List of
14. Sept. 1924
Our Index. Announcing issue for Volume VII.
27, Aug. 1924
Rule Governing A. R. R. L. Information Service.
28. Aug., 26, Sept., 46, Oct., and 33, Dec. 1924
Statment of QST Ownership
82, Nov. 1924
T. C M. Speaks
XII, Aug. 1924
Unseambling Things. Explaining several radio
terns
..48, Nov. 1924
Has Interference Gone? Description of transtrjr at Springfield Radio Show. . .85, Dec. 1924
OBITUARY
Tumuli, James H
8, Aug. 1924
POWER LINE INTERFERENCE
Autyfcta Case. Method used to eliminate power line
lett
42, Sept. 1924
Inteference References. Book references to.
49, Nov. 1924
Pow*r Line Chokes. Eliminating interference from
what bleacher
38, Aug. 1924
Powr Line Interference. Co-operation from electri companies
85, Nov. 1924
Shuting Down an Interference Factory. EHminatin interference from Cottrell precipitator.
85, Oct. 1924
RECEIVERS—DIRECT COUPLED
Britih 6LJ. Description of single circuit tuner.
67. Dee. 1924

RECEIVERS—GENERAL
Audio Frequency Fading. Explanation of bad short
wave fading. (P. J. Falkner)
66. Dee. 1924
Convertible Circuit. Method of using radio frequency
or oscillating detector only
88. Aug. 1924
Crescent Lavite Resistances. Description with photo.
41, Sept. 1924
Daven Resistance Couplers^ Description with photo.
41. Sept. 1924
Grebe Developments. Description of broadcast re
ceiver
36. Oct. 1924
How to Ruin Telephone Jacks. Advice on soldering.
50, Nov. 1924
National Velvet Vernier Dial. Description with
photo
60, Oct. 1924
New Hornless Loud Speaker. Description of Western
Electric
27, Dec. 1924
Prevention of Radiation from a Radio Receiver.
Description of method with circuits. (Dr. L. M.
Hull)
82, Aug. 1924
Secondary Circuits for Broadcast Receeivera Proper
L/C ratio. (P. G. Schermerhorn ) . .83, Nov. 1924
Static Reducer. Arrangement of multiple primary
coils. (Dr. Jack Rodgers)
41. Oct. 1924
Superydne Grid Leak. Need for
41, Sept. 1924
Tuner That's Different. Construction of Reinartx
type with circuits and photos. (J. V. Baker)
43. Aug. 1924
RECEIVERS—LOOSE COUPLED
Hassel's Super-Zenith Circuit. Description with cir
cuit and photos. (H. R. Starkeye) ..28, Nov. 1924
Super-Regeneration and Short Waves. Description of
receiver with circuit. (A. L. Groves) 82. Oct. 1924
Tuner at 9MC. Description of low-loss tuner with
circuit.
48, Sept. 1924
Well Designed Tuner. Construction with photos and
circuit. (H. P. Corwin and E C. Homer)
62, Dec. 1924
RECEIVERS—NEUTRODYNE
Backing Us Up. Hazeltine suggests one-control.
82. Sept. 1924
How to Change Your Ncutrodyne for 100 Meter Re
ception. Method used by F. H. Jones, 21. Sept. 1924
One-Control Neutrodyne. "The Supercalamityplex".
Construction and circuit. (J. Lj. McLaughlin)
9. Aug. 1924
RECEIVERS—SUPERHETERODYNE
Building Superheterodynes That Work. Theory, con
struction and operation. Edited by S. Kruse.
Part III
18. Aug. 1924
Attention Superheterodyne Owners. Further In
formation
27, Nov. 1924
Regarding the Ultradyne. Suggestion. (R. E.
Laeault)
70, Nov. 1924
One-Control Superheterodyne. Description with cir
cuit and photos. (J. L. McLaughlin) 9, Nov. 1924
Study Q_f Superheterodyne Amplification. Description
with circuits and charts. (H. A. Snow)
20. Oct. 1924
Superheterodyne Transformers. Data and curves.
9, Dec. 1924
RECTIFIERS
Number of Jars. Correct number for transmitters^
47, Aug. 1924
SHORT WAVES
Be Careful, Gang. Inductive coupling for short
wave sets
27, Oct. and 42, Nov. 1924
Canadian Amateurs Get Short Waves Too. Assign
ment of same bands as U. S. amateurs. 12, Oct. 1924
New Kind of Short Wave Tests. Urging more in
terest in
46. Dec. 1924
Poor Notes on Short Waves. Suggested remedies.
(D. L. Imel)
62, Oct. 1924
Another Possible Reason. (R. B. Conaughty)
62, Oct. 1924
Practical Short Wave Transmitters. Description of
several types
44, Nov. 1924
Short Wave Daylight Transcons. Advance announce
ment
44, Sept. 1924
Schedules and details of
8, Nov. 1924

Short Wave Tests With Australia. Announcement of
(F. H. Schnell)
Jl, Aug. 1924
Short Waves Do the Work. Report on better opera
tion. (T. Lowenthal)
, ..XV, Aug. 1924
Suggested 5-Meter Tuners. Description with circuits.
_
, , at 5 Meters. Description of42,transmitter
Dec. 1924
Working
with photo and circuits. (S. Kruse) ..IS, Oct. 1924
Working on 20, 40 and 80 Meters. Description of re
ceivers and transmitters with circuits. (S. Kruse)
,
9. Sept.
IAPW
s 6-Meter Equipment. Description
with 1924
cir
cuit
40, Dec. 1924
STANDARD FREQUENCY
TRANSMISSION
English Station Transmits Standard Waves. Report
on gBHW transmission. . ■■ ., ■
58, Sept. 1924
Standard-Frequency Set. at WWV. Description with
circuit and photo. (H. J. Walls) .,..9, Oct. 1924
Standard Frequency Stations. List of. 88. Sept. 1924
Standard Short Waves for Both Coasts. 6XBM joins
WWV
27, Oct. 1924
WWV Transmissions.
Schedules
8, Aug. 1924
85, Sept. 1924
WWV and 6XBM Transmissions.
Extension of Standard Radio Frequency Transmis
sions
61, Nov. 1924
Schedules
22, Dec. 1924
TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT
Eliminating Rubber Stamp Messages. Suggest mes
sages of more importance. (C. S. Polacheck)
61, Oct. 1924
Ham Rambles. Reminiscences of an old timer. (R.
Hutchins)
XVI, Sept. 1924
Hams Please Note. Criticism of amateur transmit
ting practice. (S. T. Runyon)
XIV, Aug. 1924
How to Get "Repeats" or "Fills" on Messages. Cor
rect method. (F. H. Schnell)
IX, Aug. 1924
These DX Hounds. Misuse of CQ. (J. Hayes)
XVI, Sept. 1924
Two Good Pieces of Advice. Using straight key and
break-in system (C. Tunis)
XIII, Aug. 1924
Handling the Key. Further suggestions. (H. M.
Lewis)
87, Nov. 1924
Word from an Old Timer. Remarks on amateur op
eration. (R. J. Carr)
68, Dec. 1924
TRANSMITTING—GENERAL
Double Harmonics. Causes and cures. . .48, Aug. 1924
Double Waves. Causes
48, Aug. 1924
Filament Center Tap. Proper location. 48. Aug. 1924
Quartz Crystal. Brief report of operation.
33, Sept. 1924
Third Harmonic Transmission. Method of tuning,
with circuit. (F. D. Bliley)
12, Aug. 1924

Transmission Experiments at 8AQO. Report with
photos and curves. (S. Kruse) Part I. 15. Sept. 1924
Part II. 28. Oct. 1924
Transmission Freak. Spark modulation of CW signal.
87, Aug. 1924
Transmitting Hints. Antenna and transmitter sug
gestions
47, Deo. 1924
TRANSMITTING CIRCUITS
Five Watt Sending Set for {25. Construction with
circuits and photo. (H. F. Mason) ..54, Sept. 1924
Making the Five Watt Set Work. Further details.
(H. F. Mason)
62, Oct. 1924
Parallel Operation of Power Tubes. Some trochlea
and remedies. (J. H. Turnbull)
24, Nov. 1924
Corrections
61, Dec. 1924
Practical Short Wave Transmitters. Descriptiox of
several types
4 1, Nov. 1924
Set That Works from 40 to 200 Meters. Description
with circuit and photo. (M. W. Goldberg)
20. Dec. 1924
Tip on Meissner Circuit. Grid coil condenser tun
ing. (W. K. Francis)
XIV, Sept. 1924
Transmitter at 6CHX. Description with circuits (R.
E. Geddes)
89, Oct. 1924
9APW's 6-Meter Equipment. Description witl cir
cuit.
49, Dec. 1924
TUBES
Helium Tubes. Description with photos. (F. S.
McCullough)
84, No* 1924
New Sodion D-21 Detector. Description with photos
and circuits
28, Dec. 1924
Power Tubes for Sale Direct. R. C. A.'b nev tube
policy
25, Aut. 1924
Cunningham Tubes Direct Too. Same polio
27, Oct 1924
Tube Test Sets. Jewell testers
61. Dec 1924
Weld in the Vacuum Tube. Method of. 29, Det. 1924
WAVEMETERS
Accurate Wavemeter. Construction and circuit of
oscillator type. (K. I.. White)
29, Am. 1924
Calibrating Your Receiver. Using broadcast jtation
harmonics. (G. Grammer)
XIII. Auj. 1924
Short Wave Wavemeter. Construction with diajrams.
(F. D. Bliley)
81, De:. 1924
Wavenieters. Description of Jewell and General
Radio types
62. Am. 1924
Wavemcters for the New Ranges. Constrictions!
details. (S. Kruse)
24, Sett- 1924
WHO'S WHO
Dobbs, Harry F.. 4XS
55, Dei. 1924
Quinby, Porter H., 9DXY
59. No>. 1924
Segal. Paul M., 9EEA
65. Dec. 1924
Shields. Bernard S., 5AJJ
55, Da. 1924
Wallace, Donald C, 9ZT-9XAX
69, Nor. 1924

Additional copies of this index may be purchased from our Circulation
Department for 4c each.
Suggestions for improvement will be welcome. If errors in indexing
or subject matter are found, please advise us.

Radiotrons WD-11 WWD-12

QAkde^utoryf

It isn't a genuine WD-11
unless it's a Radiotron.
It isn't a genuine WD-12
unless it's a Radiotron.
It isn't a genuine UV-199
unless it's a Radiotron.
It isn't a genuine UV-200
unless it's a Radiotron.
Itisn't a genuineUV-201-a
i it's a Radiotron.
You Can Change Your
Set to Dry Battery
Operation.
Ifyourradio set isequippcd
with navy type tube sock
ets, you can change to dry
battery operation by in
setting WD-12 Radiottons.
Ask your dcalet fot infor
mation as to how this can
be done.

These are dry cell tubes—
the tubes that made possible
the swift progress of radio
in the home everywhere.
They meant clear tone —un«
distorted detection — radio
and audio amplification —
and volume reproduction —
all with dry batteries. They
meant radio in the city—on
the farm — off in camp —
everywhere!
And to-day, there are mil
lions of these popular Ra
diotrons in use. Everybody

233 Broadway
New York

knows them familiarly as
"WD-llV and "WD-12's."
But they are not genuine
unless they are RADIO
TRONS.
Always be sure to look for
that mark on the base, and
for the RCA mark on the
glass. It's important, whether
you are buying a new set
with the Radiotrons in it, or
buying new Radiotrons to
replace old ones. Then you
have the genuine — sure to
live longest—serve best.

Radio Corporation of America
Sales Offices :
10 So. LaSalle Street
433 California Street
San Francisco, Cal.
Chicago, 111.

This symbol
of quality
Radiotro
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Use

an

Acme

30

KC.

for long wave amplification

%,
P

ACME 30 K.C
B+
G
P ^■

^
A-

jfy ■ s ^

ACME
30 K.C.

THE success of heterodyne
sets depends upon the long
wave amplifier you use in the
circuit. Introduce an Acme 30
KC. radio frequency transfor
mer into your circuit and im
prove the results you get. In
this respect the Acme 30 KC.
meets a real need of the ama
teur just like all Acme trans
formers.
We have found in our labor
atory that we can run these

transformers with the grid re
turn to the negative side of the
filament; in fact, we can run
them as high as six volts nega
tive.
We have also found
that it is not necessary to shield
the transformer, and that they
operate satisfactorily in cas
cade as high as four stages
without interstage oscillation.
Send 10 cents for booklet,
"Amplification without Distor
tion."

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY
Dept. 151, No. 1, Cambridge, Mass.

Af^lMF ~for amplification
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ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT, A.R.R.L.
ATLANTIC DIVISION
St. David's, Pa.
G. L. Deichmann, Jr.
Manager
C. H. Stewart
1824 Ingleside Ter.
Washington
A.D.M. D. of C.
Chapel
Gate
Lane,
Ten
HillsBaltimore
A. B. Goodall
A.D.M. Maryland
A. G. Wester, Jr.
A.D.M. No. N. J.
1076 Chancellor St.
Irvington
140 Washington St.
Collingswood
H. W. Densham
A.D.M. So. N. J.
E. M. Glaser
845 E. 13th St.
Brooklyn
A.D.M. East. N. Y.
698 Masten St.
Buffalo
A.D.M. West. N. Y.
C. S. Taylor
2086 E. Kingston St.
Philadelphia
J. F. Rau
A.D.M East Penna.
714 Johnston St.
Wilkinsburg
P. E. Wiggin
A.D.M. West. Penna.
805 Washington St.
Wilmington
A.D.M. Delaware
H. H. Layton
CENTRAL DIVISION
.132 S. Mich. Ave.
Chicago, 111.
R. H. G. Mathews
Manager
137 Hill Ave., Highland Pk. Detroit
C. E. Darr
A.D.M. Michigan
C. E. Nichols
739 Weadock Ave.
Lima
A.D.M. Ohio
Dwight
A.D.M. Illinois
G. W. Bergman,
443 Newton Ave.
Milwaukee,
A.D.M. Wisconsin
C. N. Crapo
1222 Washtenaw Ave.
Ann Arbor, Mich.
A.D.M. No. Indiana
M. W. Hutchinson
Rm. 66, Y. M. C. A.
Indianapolis
A.D.M. So. Indiana
D. J. Angus
Glengarry Farm
Lexington
J. C. Anderson
Manager
DAKOTA DIVISION
Minneapolis
D. C. Wallace
64 Penn. Ave. N.
A.D.M. Kentucky
M. G. Goldberg
711 Dayton Ave.
St. Paul
A.D.M. Minnesota
Orville Wheelon
800 E. Capital Ave.
Pierre
A.D.M. So. Dakota
Bert Wick
1025-3rd St.
Devil's Lake
A.D.M. No. Dakota
DELTA DIVISION
Memphis, Tenn.
Manager
W. W. Rodgers
1106 Union Ave.
Plaquemine
V. L. Rosso
Box 415
A.D.M. Louisiana
Mississippi
W. L. Kennon
University Post Office
A.D.M. Mississippi
Wind Rock
W. C. Hutcheson
A.D.M. Tennessee
Little Rock
Dr. L. M. Hunter
207 % Main St.
A.D.M. Arkansas
Atlanta, Ga.
H. L. Reid
76 E. 12th St., Apt. 6
Manager
A. DuPre NoisiAia Jino
290 xsvh
Wofford Campus
Spartanburg
A.D.M. So. Caroliina
V. C. Mclllvaine
106 W. 3rd St.
Sheffield
A.D.M. Alabama
C. F. Clark
c/o Western Union Tel. Co.JackBonville
A.D.M. Florida
T.
M.
Keith
601
Highland
Ave.
Atlanta
A.D.M. Georgia
Luis Rexach
Box 319
San Juan
A.D.M. Porto Rico
R.
H.
Tormo
Avenieda
de
Italia
No.
29
Havana
A.D.M. Cuba
MIIDWEST DIVISION
Omaha,
Neb.
P. H. Quinby
Box 134-A, Rt. 6
Manager
Ames
D. E. Watts
116 Highland Ave.
A.D.M. Iowa
Kansas
City
L. B. Laizure
8020 Mercier St.
A.D.M. Missouri
Tonganoxie
Clifford Peters
A.D.M. Kansas
Omaha
H. A. Nielsen
4708-39th St.
A.D.M. Nebraska
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
Mattapoisett, Mass.
I. Vermilya
86 Franklin St.
Manager
D. B. Fancher
118 Brook St.
Westerly
A.D.M. Rhode Island
3915 Union St.
Manchester
A.D.M. New Hampshire B. H. Stevens
Burlington
W. W. Hall
20 Wood St.
A.D.M. Vermont
Lewiston
L. Hilton
585 Armory St.
A.D.M. Maine
Springfield
A. S. McLean
39 Chester Ave.
A.D.M. West Mass.
Winthrop
B. H. Chase
1622 Main St.
A.D.M. East, Mass.
D. C. S. Comstock
E. Hartford
A.D.M. Connecticut
NORTHWESTERN DIVISION
Polytechnic, Mont.
Glenn E. West
Manager
H. E. Cutting
Box 517
Bozeman
A.D.M. Montana
Everett Kick
3802 Hoyt Ave.
Everett
A.D.M. Washington
LaVerne Martin
123-14th Ave. S.
Nampa
A.D.M. Idaho
P. R. Hoppe
1633 Williamette St.
Eugene
A.D.M. Oregon
Geo. Sturlcy
20fi E. 17th St.
Vancouver, Wash.
A.D.M. Alaska
PACIFIC DIVISION
M. E. McCreery,
628 W. 49th St.
Los Angeles
Manager
H. L. Gooding
Box 175
Douglas
A.D.M. Arizona
G. M. Lewis
211 West St.
Reno
A.D.M. Nevada
S. F. Wainwright
1926 Delta St.
Los Angeles
A.D.M. So. Calif.
16 Ellenwood Ave.
Los Angeles
A.D.M. Cen & North. Calif.B. R. Cole
K. A. Cantin
1593 Piioki St.
Honolulu, T. H.
A.D.M. Hawaii
ROANOKE DIVISION
W. T. Gravely
854 Main St.
Danville, Va.
Manager
J. L. Bock
Main St.
Farmington
A.D.M. West. Va.
J F. Wohlford
118 Cambridge Ave.
Roanoke
A.D.M. Virginia
T. M. Simpson
Peoples Nat'l Bank Bldg. Winston-Salem
A.D.M. No. Virginia
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
Manager
N. R. Hood
1022 S. Ash St.
Casper, Wyo.
H. C. Wilson
c/o Deseret News
Salt Lake City
A.D.M. Utah
P. M. Seunl
(',04 Interstate Trust Bldg. Denver
A.D.M. Colorado
P.
N.
Mitchell
Box
575
Greybull
A.D.M. Wyoming
WEST GULF DIVISION
Manager
F. M. Corlett
2B15 Catherine St.
Dallas, Texas
A.D.M. New Mexico
Louis Falconi
Box 421
Roswell
A.D.M. Oklahoma
C. E. Whartenby
211 News Bldg.
Enid
A.D.M. So. Texas
E. A. Sahm
Box 569
New Braunfels
A.D.M. No. Texas
W. B. Forrest, Jr.
502 Royal St.
Waxahachie
MARITIME DIVISION
Manager
Dartmouth, N. S.
W. C. Borrett
14 Sinclair St.
A.D.M. P. E. L
Charlottetown
W. Hyndman
A.D.M. New Brunswick T. B. Lacey
c/o N. B. Power Co.
St. John
ONTARIO DIVISION
Manager
C. H. Langford
258 Cheapside St.
London, Ont.
A.D.M. Central Ont.
Wm. Ohoat
241 Roberts St.
Toronto
QUEBEC DIVISION
Manager
J. V. Argyle
493 Decarie Blvd.
Montreal
WINNIPEG DIVISION
Manager
J. E. Brickett
260 Athabaska St., E.
Moose Jaw, Sask.
A.D.M. Saskatchewan
E. L. Maynard
Box 839
Morse
A.D.M. Manitoba
E. Nicholson
397 Burnell St.
Winnipeg
VANCOUVER DIVISION
Manager
A. J. Ober
Cor. Main & Minerva Sts Vulcan, Alberta
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"Hair's breadth"
Dial aajustments
\17HEN
arcner misses
VV the center of the target
he seeks for the cause of his
failure within himself."
— Confucius
The man who owns a Grebe
Receiver seldom misses, for
theTangentWheel Vernier
enables him to acquire ex
treme accuracy in tuning.

The Grebe Tangent Wheel Vernier
TO have once experienced the ease with
which you can tune in stations on a
Grebe Receiver, is to know the value of the
Tangent Wheel Vernier.
The keenest appreciation comes, however,
when you find yourself instinctively reaching
tor this ingenious little device below each of
the tuning dials on some neighbor's receiver.
This and many other details of Grebe crafts
manship are fully covered by patents granted
and pending. These details are sought by
the man who looks inside of the cabinet.
Let us te/1 vim more
uboii! Qrebe Receivers

Grebe Regenerative
Receivers are licensed
under Armstrong U. S.
Pat. No. 1,11 1,149,
Oct. 6. 1914-
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A. H. GREBE & CO., INC.
Van Wyck Blvd. - Richmond Hill, N.Y.
Western Branch: 451 E. 3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.
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EDITORIALS
de AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE

Showing the World
WITH the coming of international ama
teur radio and especially with the
birth of the movement for world
wide amateur organization, another serious
responsibility has been placed upon our
American Radio Relay League. Do you
fellows realize that A.R.R.L. is expected
to assume the leadership in international
amateur affairs? Do you know that ama
teurs in every foreign country are looking
to us of the United States and Canada to
blaze the trail, and as individuals to set
an example of amateur accomplishment on
which the rest of the world can pattern?
We amateurs in North America far out
number the rest of the amateurs of the
world, we have the strongest amateur
society and are the best organized, we have
had the most experience as an organized
group of transmitting amateurs. Ours,
then, is the duty of leadership, and the
rest of the world is frankly expecting it
of us.
It is a heavy responsibility. Our Board
of Directors and our officis will plan and
execute the part our A.R.R.L. takes as a
national association in the development of
world-wide amateur radio, but the duty
of the American brasspounder is much
greater than that. As individuals we are
expected to be the best amateurs in the
world! When the amateurs in a new
country come on the air, they are going
to pattern themselves on the hams of the
great A.R.R.L. We have seen how our
American practices came everywhere into
acceptance when transocean communication
was established, and it will be the same
way in the future. Quick as a flash, now,
don't you see the horrible truth? We're
not good enough for the world to use as a
pattern, our average of goodness is too
lew. Imagine the new amateurs of Fin
land or Siam getting aii set tT burst into
the amateur game, and carefully studying
American radio as a guide to conduct.
Think of what they will hear: the shame
ful QRM, the wobbly notes, the futile
CQ-ing, the minor violations of regulations,
the rotten fists! Are these things to be
taken as a standard for the world? Don't
you see, fellows, that we must clean house?
This end of the job is something that
can be handled only by each one of us as
an individual North American amateur
Each one of us, on his own, is confronted
with the job of making himself a better
amateur. Every A.R.R.L. member should
have the ambition to make himself so good

an amateur that it would be safe for the
amateurs of the rest of the world to pattern
themselves on him.
We have many problems we must solve.
First off, we must learn to be more courte
ous and considerate of each other on the
air, conducting ourselves more like the
brother-amateurs we profess to be, avoid
ing squabbles both on the air and in our
clubs and councils, and in our operating
showing more teamwork and less hoggishness. In our air work we must develop
greater efficiency and eliminate lost motion,
learn to handle traffic with a snap and to
chew the rag like good fellows, throwing
our whole hearts into the game anr. play
ing it hard, fast and cleanly, according to
the rules. There is a lot of messy operating
in America and we ought to cut it out,
send Continental that can be read, clip these
fearfully long calls and CQs, learn when
to stop., avoid needless QRM. Remember
that our signals can be heard the world
over and that we are supposed to be a
model !
It is our duty to demonstrate the use
fulness of the amateur and to encourage
amateurs in other countries, by our ex
ample, to do the same thing. When there
is a storm and the wires are down, or any
other such opportunity to serve, let us be
Johnny-On-The-Job and "show the world."
Nothing will so much help the amateurs of
the Old World to get needed privileges from
their governments as a demonstration of
their valu3 to the state. Let's show them
how. Their continued safety, and ours too,
depends on a strict observance of tlie radio
laws and regulations of our respective
countries. In that respect we must be the
best country, not the worst. B.C.L.'s exist
all over the world now, too, and the. policy
of the helping hand to the listener-in w~s
never so important as it is now.
But thruout all this efficiency and
machine-like precision we must retain our
"humanness" and our spirit of fraternalism,
for it is in the development of a worldbrotherhood that Amateur Radio has its
greatest opportunity to serve us. After
all, radio is our servant, a hobby which we
all enjoy, and there is no reason why we
should permit it to destroy our individual
ities and reduce us to automatons. We have
rules and system because coordination and
teamwork are essential to our sport, but
we must retain our perspective and re
main live human beings, not victims of our
own machine.
Technically we have a long way to go.
Because most of us crowd the daylight out
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of our tubes and suck the line dry clear
back to the power-house every time we
press the key, our notes wobble all over
the lot and our waves rarely stand still.
We tear up the neighborhood with a brutal
key-click and a supply growl that cries to
high heaven of misplaced ingenuity. Brief
ly stated, what we must master in trans
mission is silent plate supply, less power
and greater efficiency, chckless keying,
notes that are constant, and outputs that
remain on one frequency. Until we achieve
these things we are no model for the rest
of the world.
The internal organization of our associa
tion needs hearty cooperation from all of
us. We must build up our membership,

too, so that our society may continue to
embrace all the worth-while amateurs. We
should consider it a duty to bring the new
fellows into our A.R.R.L., particularly the
many thousands of potential transmitting
hams created by the popular interest in
reception, who now are standing just out
side our doors.
These are the most important of the
things we must tackle. By overcoming them
we will eventually perfect our A.R.R.L.,
make it a worthy representative of our
selves in international amateur affairs, a
constant example to the rest of the world,
and a better and more helpful organization
to ourselves as members.

Mime % (turnbull

Notice to Our Newsstand
Readers

In the unexpected death of James
H. Turnbull there was lost to us a
most energetic radio investigator and
a true friend.
Readers of QST knew Turnbull
through his incisive articles. These
articles by no means represent his
entire helpfulness to the A.R.R.L.;
his interest in us and our affairs was
demonstrated by loans of apparatus
and by almost daily notes, always to
the point, always helpful.
Turnbull's experimental radio work
was amazingly comprehensive and
varied. At station 2XQ in the radio
laboratory of Union College, and at
the Schenectady laboratories of the
General Electric Company, he carried
on a rapid series of experiments that
covers the operation of tubes in
parallel, short-wave transmission, key
click elimination, high frequency
dielectric losses, inductance design,
antenna field strength and associated
subjects. Some of this work has been
published in QST and additional
articles will appear posthumously.
Turnbull worked for the late Charles
Proteus Steinmetz in his historic in
vestigation of high-voltage cable
break-downs. In still another field,
that of photography, Turnbull dis
tinguished himself, inventing a num
ber of devices the patents on which
were sold to the Eastman Kodak
Company.
Such restless activity proved too
great a strain and a sudden illness
resulted fatally. "Jimmy" will be
long remembered, as are few men in
radio, by his many friends and
associates in Schenectady and by
the whole A.R.R.L. membership.

As announced in recent issues, The Traffic
Department Report and the "Calls Heard"
Department have been eliminated from the
newsstand edition of QST because our nonmember readers in general are not particu
larly interested in them. This results in
a saving in expense which makes possible
the publication of a larger and better QST.
These two departments are included in
the edition supplied to members of the A.R.
R.L. If you are interested in them, it is
proof positive that you ought to be a mem
ber of the League. May we not direct you
to the handy application blank appearing
on page 87 of this issue?

WWV Schedules
Schedules of Frequencies in Kilocycles
(Approximate wavelength in meters in parentheses)
Eastern Standard Time

Aug. 6

11:00 to 11:08 P.M.

125
(2400)
133
(2254)
143
(2097)
155
(1934)
166.5
(1800)
205
(1463)
260
(1153)
315
(952)

11:12 to 11:20 P.M.
11:24 to 11:32 P.M.
11:36 to 11:44 P.M.
11:48 to 11:56 P.M.
12:00 to 12:08 A.M.
12:12 to 12:20 A.M.
12:24 to 12:32 A.M.

Sept. 5 Sept. 22
300
(1000)
315
(952)
345
(869)
375
(800)
425
(705)
500
(600)
600
(500)
666
(450)

550
(545)
650
(461)
750
(400)
833
(360)
1000
(300)
1200
(250)
1350
(222)
1500
(200)
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A One- Control Neutrodyne
"The Super Calamityplex"
By J. L. McLaughlin*
There! We always did say it could be done.—Technical Editor.
IT seems to have become the practice of
radio designers to give some highsounding name to every new set that is
brought out, whether it be a modification
of some fundamental circuit or else an
old circuit jacked up with a new panel

would call for four tuning controls, one
for the antenna coupler and one for each
of the radio stages. Such a set would be
hard to handle, just as the ordinary com
mercial neutrodyne requires three controls
for two stages of radio. By a mechanical

o

•: V*.
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THE ONE CONTROL NEUTRODYNE
to tune with, three to "set and forget".
design and fancy dials. And so, not to be
outdone, I have named the set I am about
to describe "The Super Calamityplex".
The Super Calamityplex is an attempt to
simplify the operation of an otherwise
complex receiver. It consists fundamental
ly of three stages of tuned radio-frequency
amplification. Ordinarily such a receiver
•Experimenter's Section, A It. It. I..

arrangement that connects all of the con
denser shafts it is possible in this set to
tune over the whole tuning range with but
one control.
The Circuit
The antenna coupler and the three radiofrequency transformers are identical.
They are of the type used in neutrodyne
sets except that the coils are wound on
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skeleton forms instead of solid tubing. The
object of this is to reduce the high-fre
quency resistance of the tuned secondary
circuits as much as possible. These skele
ton forms are made by screwing 6 bakelite
strips to bakelite end rings. The outside

One of these small condensers is connected
across the first, second and fourth main
condenser; there is none across the third
main condenser.
Balancing
The Hazeltine method of balancing tube
capacity is used but a little differ
ently from the common neutrodyne practice. The first tube's
capacity is completely neutralized,
so also is the third, but the second
is only partly neutralized. This
allows the middle tube to oscillate
feebly and helps the strength of
weak signals. Any tendency to
oscillate too strongly is easily con
trolled by means of the filament
rheostat.
Rheostats
THE SET TURNED OVER ON ITS FACE
Showing the tuning dial on the "master" variable con
Only one rheostat is used and it
denser and the three vernier condensers shunted across the controls the radio frequency tubes
other three main variable condensers.
Notice the beautifully simple arrangement—three r.f. and the detector, all of them UVtubes in a row. then a detector-and-audio unit at the right. 201-A's.
Oh yes—notice that the third small knob is the rheostat,
The two audio-amplifier tubes
which you can also "set and forget".
receive their filament current
through a Cutler-Hammer resis
diameter is 3%". The primaries are of tance unit mounted inside of the outfit.
No. 22 S.S.C., six turns being made into a This is adjusted for the proper value and
coil that will just fit into a short tube that fixed.
slips inside the skeleton frame. This
The Jack System
short tube is adjusted to come inside the
filament end of the secondary. The secon
The phones and the loud speaker are
daries are of the same wire, have 70 turns plugged into the two jacks. Either the
and are tapped at the 15th turn for the phones or the loud speaker can be con
"neutrodon" as shown in the diagram, and nected to the detector, the first audio ampli7his atatr
on
shaft
of 'Master'
/*.-■«> 'u- jinp
runnina in ouit/es

FIG I

■t Short pieces of brass rack
G Gears on condenser shaft
S Flat steel springs to keep rack in mesh

as is customary in commercial neutrodynes.
With these transformers the tuning
range is 210-560 meters when using a
Cardwell condenser of 250 uu/d. (.00025
microfarad) capacity. With smaller coils
the range can be made lower as desired.
The adjustments of the condensers so
tl.at they all work in synchronism was the
difficult part of building this receiver—but
once all the tuning circuits were in balance
no serious difficulty was encountered.
As an aid to fine tuning three small vari
able condensers, of three plates each, are
used. They need not be adjusted for each
change in wavelength but are intended to
put the tuning system into balance, after
which it is controlled by the single dial.

fier tube or the second audio amplifier tube,
by simply operating these cam switches.
The Gear System
The method of connecting the condenser
shafts is explained in Figure 1. A 24-tooth
brass gear is placed on the shaft of each
condenser and temporarily secured with the
set screw. The bakelite strip with its
pieces of brass rack is now put into position
in the guides, which are not shown in the
figure or the photograph. The flat springs
push the racks into engagement with the
gears. The gears are now carefully ad
justed on the shaft until all condensers run
exactly together. Then the gears are se
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cured into place by soldering so that they 1-2-3-4 switch is "up", blades 1 and 2 make
contact with lb and 2b, respectively. When
will not shift later.
Other things being equal it is desirable the 1-2-3-4 switch is "down", 3 and 4 make
to have the gears and racks made with fine contact with 3b and 4b, respectively.
teetK The teeth should be of such
design that when the rack is pushea
against them the teeth will mesh
firmly without binding. All possible
slack must be avoided. If these
requirements are stated to a gear
works they will be able to provide
the proper shape of teeth.
The face width of both the racks
and the gears is
The Control Dial
The main shaft, that is, the shaft
of the third condenser, is run
THE REAR VIEW
through to the front of the panel
Nothing h
they
can
be
reached
without
acrobatics or extension wrenches,
and carries an Accuratune dial. the tuned circuits are inches
from everything-, the
Because of the extreme selectivity "neutrodon" condensers are onaway
the rear strip where they
of a number of tuned circuits are easily acessible to the owner when the cabinet is re
moved, and out of the meddler's way when the cabinet ia
working in series, it is absolutely back
again.
necessary to have a very high ver
nier ratio, such as given by this
When switch 5-6 is "down", blades 5 and
dial.
Switching System
6 make contact with 5b and 6b respectively,
To begin with, a pair of phones is
The cam-switch circuit is shown in Fig.
r—I—i
1ST.

FIG. 3

n-11-!
2hd_

RADIO FREQUENCY CIRCUIT

2. 1-2-3-4 is one cam-switch, 5-6 is the
ether. When the switches are "normal"

FIG. 2

i—
1—i
3RD

LoadSpaaker
AUDIO FREQUENCY CIRCUIT

the switch blades 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, make con
tact with the stationary contacts la, 2a,
3a, 4a, 5a, 6a, respectively. When the

plugged into the "phone" jack and a loud
speaker into the "speaker" jack. By oper
ating the switches it is possible to_ put the
phones into the detector plate circuit or
the first audio amplifier plate circuit, but
it is not possible to damage the phones by
putting them into the second audio step.
The operation is as follows:
Throw switch 1-2-3-4 to the "up" position,
which connects the "phone" jack into the
detector plate circuit. To use the speaker
in this position throw switch 5-6 "down"
and pull the phone plug out somewhat.
Throwing the switch 1-2-3-4 to the
"down" position puts the "phone" jack
into the plate circuit of the first audio
amplifier tube. To use the speaker in this
position, throw 5-6 "down" and pull the
phone plug.
Two stages of audio would damage the
phones; therefore the connections are made
so that only the speaker can be used in the
last stage. This is done by throwing both
1-2-3-4 and 5-6 to "normal".
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To use two headsets in parallel, proceed
as follows. First set switch 5-6 "down".
Then plug a headset into the "phone" jack
and another into the "speaker" jack. Now
throw 1-2-3-4 either "up" or "down" but
do not move 5-6 until the phones have again
been removed from the "speaker" jack.
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Result!
This set has been in operation for quite
a time and has given results that compare
very well with superheterodyne perform
ance. The ease of control is the finest
feature, as stations can be found by turn
ing ONE knob.

Third Harmonic Transmission
By F. Dawson Bliley, 8XC-8GU*
MY first problem on short waves was
that of making my antenna operate
at 50 meters when its fundamental
to ground was about 110 meters.
At first I tried to accomplish this
feat with two series condensers, one in
the antenna lead and one in the counter
poise lead. This worked fairly well down
to about 100 meters but it worked very
poorly on waves shorter than 80 meters.
I finally got the set to work on 50 meters
with some difficulty, only to find that the
series condenser in the counterpoise lead
did no good whatsoever; the counterpoise
could even be disconnected entirely with
no drop in the antenna current. Having
noticed this (the same thing is true at
many other stations—Technical Editor), I
began to wonder if the same rule applied
to the antenna. I tried taking the conden
ser out and connecting the antenna directly
to the helix. The set continued to operate
at 50 meters. I then reconnected the coun-

irmn—
THE CIRCUIT AT 8XC-8GU
terpoise without any condenser and found
that the set still worked on 50 meters.
This kept me wondering for sometime.
How did this set, with the antenna tuned
to 150 meters, send out a good strong wave
on 50 meters? The condition was really
as I have stated, for the number of turns
in the antenna and in the plate circuit
MM W. 9th St.. Erie. Fa.

were exactly those I had used when trans
mitting on 150 meters.
The next thing I did was to listen on all
my nearby harmonics to see if they were
anywhere near as strong as the trans
mitted wave, but no, they were all quite
faint.
The Secret
The whole secret is this: The antenna
and counterpoise, together with the plate
inductance, were tuned to 150 meters
(checked by wavemeter). Now the cir
cuit used was the so-called "reversed feed
back" circuit. It had a condenser shunted
across it and had been tuned to 50 meters
while the antenna and counterpoise series
condensers were in use. While the various
changes in the antenna system were being
made this coil had been left tuned to 50
meters, and it was compelling the tubes to
continue to operate at 50 meters.
The antenna was tuned to 150 meters, the
grid was tuned to 50 meters and the set
was operating at 50 meters; the set must
be transmitting on the third harmonic of
the antenna fundamental. (Most author
ities call the fundamental the first har
monic which makes the % wavelength the
third harmonic). The third harmonic
would be three times the frequency or %
the wavelength in meters, according to this
rule.
Suggestions
The odd harmonics are quite often stron
ger and more easily found so it seems ad
visable to use the odd harmonic if trans
mission is to be done in this manner. One
would then be able to transmit at 1/3, 1/5,
1/7, etc., of the wavelength to which the
antenna was tuned. For instance it would
be possible to work at 30 meters by tuning
the antenna to 150 meters and the grid to
30 meters or else by tuning the antenna
to 90 meters and the grid to 30 meters.
Experience
After using this set for some time for
experiments on 50 meters with NKF and
1XAM, reports came in that the wave had
a tendency to shift around. To stop this
I thought of coupled circuits. I did not
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think that harmonic transmission would feedback. With this arrangement it has
work in this way but was surprised to find been possible to do away with the variable
the antenna current about the same and condenser and to accomplish tuning by using
the swinging cleared up in fine fashion.
the taps on the grid coil and the capacity
It seems best to tune the grid coil first effect to the plate coil.
to the desired wave with the antenna and
At 1XAQ the arrangement shown in the
counterpoise disconnected from the plate diagram hsa been used without change and
coil or the coupling coil. Next both are fairly satisfactory operation secured at the
connected again and the antenna is tuned fundamental and at all of the odd and even
to an odd multiple of the wavelength of harmonics up to the ninth (nine times the
the grid coil. It might help matters a little fundamental frequency). The even har
to try tuning the plate coil.
monics should be avoided however as strong
radiation on the fundamental is present
The grid coil is of 8 turns wound on a when
they are being used.
tube 5 inches in diameter. The antenna and
plate coils are both pancake, each containing
A Daylight Relay
about 10 turns of one inch brass ribbon.
This
scheme
for getting the transmitter
This set has been used with a 50-watt tube
is so simple and the results have been
and an input of about 100 watts in noon down
so promising that I wish to suggest a day
day transmission to NKF and 1XAM.
light relay on 50 meters. It should be pos
At 8XC-8GU somewhat better results sible to make it transcontinental if all the
have been obtained by bringing the grid coil different X stations will take part. How
near the plate coil so as to provide stronger about it? Will you write me?

Building Superheterodynes That Work
Part III
Edited by S. Kruse*
A COMPACT SUPERHETERODYNE
which stiffens the base. The whole thing
can be slipped into a cabinet if desired.
For all wave* from 60 to 600 meters
Tube Arrangement
A superheterodyne that can be used for
all ordinary purposes is a pleasant contrast
Naturally the set is designed for small
—most of those we see today are good for tubes, either C-299 or UV-199. Going
across the set from left to right the tubes
one purpose only.
The receiver described in this article is are arranged as follows: 1st detector, 3
stages of long-wave radio, 2nd detector,
good for regular reception, 100-meter broad
cast reception, ship signals and,
with a slight change, amateur
work..
This set makes use of a novel
construction. The entire set is
mounted on a sheet of 1/20"
nickeled brass which has been bent
so as to act as panel, shield and
frame, all in one. The forward
part, which is bent up as a panel,
A Compact Superheterodyne
measures 4%" high by 18" long.
Compare that with some of the
"compact" superheterodynes you have seen. oscillator. This unusual arrangement gets
The part of the brass sheet which is left as #the oscillator far away from the first debase measures 8%" by 18". The rear edge * tector.
Transformers
is bent up to make a 1" reinforcing flange
In a compact set it is strictly necessary
*Most of the contributors to this series have been to use transformers that have very little
mentioned in Parts I and II. The editor here wishes stray field. In this set the shielded ironto give thanks also to Mr. Henry A. Hand. R. B.
Bourne. Don Canady. H. A. Snow of the Radio core General Radio transformers, type 271,
Frequency Laboratories, Inc.. H. S. Bixby of 8AKN, are used. They are set within V*" of each
Raymond Moore of 6ARX. R. T. St. James of the other yet there is very little trouble with
St. James Laboratories, and Brent Daniel of The
coupling between stages or with long-wave
Radio Instrument Company.
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station interference. The metal cases of
these transformers are grounded to the
brass sheet which supports the set.
The Input Tuner
The input tuner is shown in Figure 1.
It is intended for use with a small singlewire antenna not over 25 feet high and 50
feet long. For this reason the coupling
between primary and secondary is made as
close as possible by winding the primary
right on the secondary. Both circuits are
tuned by means of the secondary condenser
C Fig. 4.
If one wishes to use a larger antenna
this scheme will not work very well as the
tuning will become very broad. It is then
necessary to add a primary circuit which
is tuned and is very loosely coupled to the
secondary merely setting the primary coil
near the set. A convenient way of doing this
is shown in Fig. 2. Another convenient way
of doing the thing is to put an ordinary
tuned "wave trap" into the antenna and use
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the trap has several coils so that the wave
length range may be changed as desired.
When using loose coupling it is not very
satisfactory to use an untuned primary—
• . Put these, coils
/ near the set
' "
| /OOP

PRIMARY CIRCUIT FOR USE
"=" WITH LARGE ANTENNAS
L| - to turns anysort of wire, woundsoas to
fit closely inside ordinary honeycombcotl
1.2 - Honeycomb coil. To cover range from 60
to 600 meters use following coils /aturn
3$ turn/ *soturn. The 10 turn coil'wilt
have to be made by stripping down a*
jtonda>rdcoil
"7hit circuit is improved somewhat by
using a, larger primary with taps and
then one
miont as weltgo to the other
Circuit•t shown Selow
600-

CodE
[One
Wne layerfiL
layerfibre.
Coil O
400Coil F

® J

Jack.
'Bloc*.

To Coil G
To Shield, .
ond to +A. Bat.
7b Antenna*
To filedplates of C
and to De£- grid
A- TUNER. FOR. SMALL ANTENNA
ALL WINDINGS NO. 26 SCC.
6O-/60 METER.S 200-600 METERS
10 turns
Coil 0 3 turns
60
»
Coil E IB "
Coil F

I

ti

2

"

IMPORTANT NOTE
Lowest turn of coil D at Same, height as
lowest turn of coil £
The short-wave cutis must hare. their
turns spaced so as to make the lenoth of
the coils as follows:- Coil D —Yn"
Coil £ I '//<," This permits the use of
larqcr wire and double -cotton cover/no in
the ceil E if desired.
FIG.l
it as a primary, the trap being put near the
receiving set. This is especially handy if

'7/ie coil mcu/fie> 300almost anything
that is laroe*
enouoh andhas ■200enouqh taps.
Oanvenient di
mensionsare 60 100ti/rns efrVe. sat
tapped to 8point SOswitch as shown.
OO- | gso/j/jf
Tube dtameter
to 3"
M02S"microfarad
FIG. 2
TAPPED PRIMARY FOR USE WITH
LARGE ANTENNA
especially not when the set is to cover the
entire range from 60 to 600 meters.
The Oscillator
The oscillator, Fig. 3, is of perfectly nor
mal construction and uses the well-known
Hartley circuit. Its location is different from
the ordinary; it is kept as far from the
tuner as possible. This is as it should be—re
gardless of custom to the contrary. On
weak signals the set can be operated with
out any more coupling between the tuner
and the oscillator than is provided by the
fact that they both use the same batteries.
On stronger signals a little more coupling
is needed and therefore a loop is pulled out
of the oscillator circuit and carried over
to the tuner where it is wound twice around
the tube three-eighths of an inch below the
secondary. This is shown in the diagram
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and in the drawing of the tuner.
oscillator is tuned by C,.

The
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to another potentiometer so that this tube
could be made to oscillate separately.

The Plug System
The tuner and oscillator coils are espec
ially designed for easy removal so that the
wavelength of the superheterodyne may be
changed rapidly. If the set is left out in
the open or provided with a cabinet having
a hinged lid the coils can be readily inter
changed since each of them is wound on a
tube provided with four spring plugs fit
ting into the four sockets of a special
mounting strip. The operation of these
plugs and sockets is beautifully smooth and
in considerable contrast to most types of
plugs. It is indeed a pleasure to be able
to make a positive contact with a multiple
plug.
The oscillator coil may be inserted either
way without affecting the operation of the
set. The tuner must be plugged in correctly,
otherwise the set will not operate. No
damage results if plugged in wrong, how
ever.
The Voltmeter
The set is provided with a Weston Model
301 voltmeter. This may seem an extrava
gance but is probably a good investment
in the end as the C-299 and UV-199 tubes
burn out with discouraging promptness
when they are run on too high a filament
voltage.
Rheostat and Potentiometer
Only a single rheostat is provided. It is
in the negative A-battery lead and takes
care of all of the filaments; see Fig. 4.
The potentiometer is in the grid return
of all of the long-wave amplifier tubes and
controls the amplifier. Best results seem to
be obtained when the amplifier is not too
near the oscillating condition. If such a
set is to be used for continuous wave recep
tion it might be a good idea to lead the grid
of the tube just before the second detector

IG2

TTT1

JaciBlock.

To coil F
To oscillaior grid and
fixedplates ofC*
'7b oscillatorplate and
movable plates of Cz
To t-B
OSCILLATOR COILS
411 windmys Wo 26 SCO
60-180 METERS 200-600 METERS
CoilG, 16 turns
6o turns
toO
tt
CoilG* IB »
IMPORTANT NOTE
The turns of the. short -wave coils must
be. spaced so as to make the coit-lenot/is
as follows: Co/l G, — % "
Coil Gz — 3/j»

2mJ Detector Qscittfior

I

«

1

The compact superheterodyne turned over forward to show
construction

FIG 3
General
It will be noticed that the set has
no audio amplifier. It is not in
tended primarily to make the maxi
mum possible amount of noise but
to receive distant stations. An
audio amplifier can be added in
place of the phones if one wishes.
This amplifier need not be special
in any way at all.
The output of the set is brought
to a pair of special jacks on the
panel. An ordinary jack which will
fit standard plugs could be used
instead.
The condenser dials carry a gear
slightly smaller than the metal dial.
The vernier knob is on a spring
arm and just below the vernier
knob there is a small micarta

r
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pinion which meshes with the gear on the
dial. This gives a vernier having a ratio
of about 6 to 1 without requiring a vernier
shaft.
C.W. Reception
C.W. reception may be accomplished by
using a separate potentiometer on the grid
of the last amplifier tube and letting it
oscillate to create the beat note.
A more reliable way is to use a second
oscillator. This second oscillator must of
course be a long-wave affair. There is no
need to give details—the same sort of cir
cuit may be used as in the first oscillator
with no change except using two 750-turn
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The diagram, Fig. 5, is mostly self-ex
planatory. The first tuned circuit for the
intermediate-frequency amplifier is put
right in the place where the phones nor
mally go with no changes whatever. 10,000
meters was chosen for the frequency of
the long-wave amplifier. I used a separate
coupler with small mutual inductance both
before and after the radio-frequency am
plifier. The detector in the tuner is used
as an autodyne in the same manner as when
the tuner is used in the regular way, the
only difference being that two points will be
found on the tuning condenser where the
same signal comes in. An autodyne de
tector for the final frequency conversion is

F/G. 4The Compact Superheterodyne Circuit
Al, A2, A3.A4, A5, A6—C-299 or UV-199 tube*.
HI, H2,—One megohm Daven grid leaks.
Bl, B2, B3, B4—General Radio Co.
Jl, J2—Micadon fixed condensers, capacity .0005
microfarad.
type 271.
CI. C2.—General Radio type 247 H
K—General Radio .4 microfarad fixed paper con
D—Primary coil.
denser, type 236.
E—Secondary coil.
L—G. R. Co. rheostat, 10 ohms, type 301.
F—Pickup coiL
M—G. R. Co. potentiometer, 200 ohms, type 301.
G. G Oscillator coils.
honeycomb coils in place of the coils G,
and G...
This is an additional oscillator; the first
oscillator is used as before. This second
oscillator need not be adjusted often—it can
be left alone most of the time and tuning
done with two controls as before.
Still another way of doing the thing is
to make the second detector oscillate. The
way of doing that is shown in another
article of this series and will not be dis
cussed here.
THE REINARTZ TUNER
WITH THE SUPERHETERODYNE
By R. B. Bourne
I thought it might be of interest to the
fraternity to present another use for the
Reinartz tuner. This is the circuit I used
in copying European amateurs and it is
so simple to handle that perhaps some who
would otherwise balk at a superheterodyne
might be tempted to try it.

used instead of a detector and separate
heterodyne. To receive spark signals simply
put a piece of tinfoil between the coils in
the second autodyne. This is a crude way
to accomplish the results but I have found
that even music can be
brought in undisturbed in
this manner. The circuit
is, however, primarily for
C.W. I never listen for
spark any more anyway.
6KA, 6ZZ, 6XAD have
been heard all over the
nlace with this circuit.
Western Electric J tubes
were used for the first and
last detector and Western
Electric L tubes for the
st. James Airradio-frequency amplifier. Core
Transformer
When all the preliminary In Vacuum.
adjustments have been
made the tuner functions with character
istic ease over a wide band of wavelengths
and is no more troublesome to tune than
as ordinarily used. The selectivity is re
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markable and a swinging C.W. signal will
Bometimes go right out of sight in intensity
before becoming inaudible through tonal
reasons.
THE FAMOUS SECOND HARMONIC
There has been a good deal of puzzle
ment about the idea of introducing the
second harmonic frequency, as is done in
the Radiola superheterodyne. The purpose
of this is to reduce the number of tubes
required. The same tube is made to operate
as the first detector and as the oscillator.
In other words this tube is made to act as
an autodyne detector. It is necessary to
explain in detail what is done to show that
there is actually anything new about this.
We quote here from the talk "The Story
of the Super-Heterodyne" by Mr. Edwin H.
Armstrong as given in Volume 3, No. 2, of
the Proceedings of the Radio Club of
America.
"As a matter of fact this (autodyne)
was one of the very first things tried in
France but, except for a very snort wave
length, it was never successful. The reason
was this: if a single tuned oscillating cir-

termediate frequency. By reason of the
symetrical action of the tube there are
created in the circuit a variety of har
monics. The second harmonic combines to
produce beats with the incoming signals of
the desired intermediate frequency ....
On account of the fact that circuits A and
B are tuned to frequencies differing by ap
proximately 100% a change in the tuning
of one has no appreciable effect on the
tuning of the other. This arrangement
solves the oscillator problem and in addition
practically eliminates radiation."
ONCE MORE—THE "FILTER"
(For The Last Time)
The form of "filter" can be argued about
endlessly—the correctness of calling it a
"filter" is also a thing that can be wrangled
over—in fact we have already done it ia
these articles.
But all this does not clear up the "where
fore" of the so-called "filter." What is its
excuse for being there?
There is a double answer because two
possible reasons can be given.

j
kiwi—l^-6d—I
Li
PHONE AND C.W. SUPERHETERODYNE USING REINARXZ TUNER.
X - 2ooturn honeycomb choke.
C«,Cs
-toojjpfd/oo/mtcrofamd)
H, M2H.C
- Couplers,
twopairsof20c
turn
cult juggested-

Li**/)
■ £ \ Tuned toMue atmA/cA
L,,U1L3jL4fLJ-7J«-&vw
honey
Comb colli

For Mark orfAone -Jjt. detector
oici/latinO
fcrC.il/-iet/)
deUctmnoMiq.
After
firttad/ustmerttall
ijdcncwtth
CllC1or*iCt.tumnq

FIG. 5
enit was used the detuning to produce the
proper beat caused a loss of signal strength
which offset the gain of a tube. If two
tuned circuits were used in the oscillator,
one tuned to the signal frequency and the
other to the heterodyning frequency, then
.... a change in the tuning of one cir
cuit changed the tuning of the other. The
solution of this problem was made by Houck
.... Houck proposed to connect the two
tuned circuits to the oscillator, a simple
circuit tuned to the frequency of the in
coming signal and a regenerative circuit
adjusted to oscillate at such a frequency
that the second harmonic of it, beating with
the incoming frequency, produced the de
sired intermediate frequency (which was to
be amplified).
"The general arrangement is illustrated
by Figure 6. In this circuit A is tuned to
the incoming signal, circuit B is tuned to one
half the incoming frequency plus or minus
one half the intermediate frequency, and the
circuits C and D are both tuned to the in-

1—T h e condenser-tuned transformer
which is being called a "filter" is sometimes
used to provide sharper tuning than is
otherwise obtained with an amplifier in
which all the transformers are quite broad.
This use of the "filter" has been fully ex
plained in these articles. It mainly applies
to broadly-tuned iron-core transformers.
2—When a long-wave amplifier insists on
oscillating it is sometimes very helpful to
put in one transformer that is deliberately
tuned to a different wavelength. With ironcore transformers having fairly good curves
this is not necessary—nor is it necessary
with air-core transformers as a rule. With
very sharp transformers such a detuned
stage may really be needed.
Where Should It Go?
From the above it will be seen that the
"filter" can be at the start, center or close
of the amplifier. Just which is the best
location—or whether it is needed at allmust be found by experiment with each set.
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THE B BATTERY
In a superheterodyne that uses anywhere
from five to nine tubes it is natural to ex
pect one will need larger batteries all
around. The larger A battery is of course
provided as soon as the operator notices
that the filaments will not burn up to the
proper temperature. Curiously enough the
B battery is generally neglected and a good

? fundamental c ircuii ofthe secondharmonic t,
ofproducing the oictttafor frequency
FIG 6
many superheterodynes (and for that
matter other sets using many tubes) are
handicapped by an insufficient plate supply.
If 201-A tubes are used it is especially
important that the plate supply be ample.
Storage B batteries are best but if dry
cells must be used, be prepared for more
frequent replacement than on smaller sets.
THE C BATTERY
A C-battery may be used in the inter
mediate frequency amplifier of the super
heterodyne if desired. It is not particularly
necessary unless excessive plate voltage is
being used. With voltages up to 45 this
complication may be avoided. However, if
high plate voltage is being used the C bat
tery should be provided and should be made
adjustable so that voltages of 1%, 3 and
4% may be obtained.
The audio frequency transformers should
receive the full 4% volts of the C battery
To Battery
the -A
+
3 CCUS -=-^

from U>e filament'
term/naif
of the
/ono-MVut? rad/o-frequency transformerJ

from
the filament'
terminals
of theAudio
THE *C* BATTER V
FIG. 7
at all times if any plate voltage above 40
is being used; see Fig. 7. This is especially
true with strong signals.
WHERE TO PUT THE PICKUP LOOP
A number of our members seem all
fevered up as to the relative merits of
pulling a loop out of the secondary circuit
and running it to the oscillator as in Figure
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8A as against the other idea of pulling a
loop out of the oscillator circuit and run
ning it over to the secondary as shown in
Figure 8B.
Personally we are entirely for the second
scheme. It does not matter very much if
the resistance of the oscillator is raised a
trifle by putting a few extra feet of wire
in it and running them next door to a lot
of other things, but such practices are not
much good in a tuned secondary, especially
when there is no regeneration control.
THE "ULTRADYNE"
"Ultradyne" is a name that has been
applied by Mr. Robert LeCault to a special
form of superheterodyne devised by him and
first disclosed in Radio News.
In the "Ultradyne," Fig. 9, the first de
tector does not receive its supply from the

Pickup coil loopedout from secondary
FIG 8-A

Pickup cot/
Pickup coil hoped out from
FIG 8-B
B battery but insead operates with an alter
nating current plate supply. This alter
nating current is of radio frequency and is
supplied by an oscillator of the usual type.
The action, as explained by Mr. LeCault,
is that the incoming signal through the
first detector "modulates" the radio fre
quency from the oscillator.
It should be pointed out here that the
performance which takes place is not what
one would ordinarily describe as modulation.
The incoming frequency and the oscillator
frequency are mixed in the plate circuit of
the first tube in quite the usual fashion and
the resulting intermediate frequency is pro
duced by rectification in quite the usual
fashion also. The difference lies mainly in
the absence of an underlying direct current
in the detector plate.
The claim will be made that the first
tube in the "Ultradyne" acts in an unusual
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fashion because it operates without a grid
leak and condenser. To this one can reply
that this is characteristic of the tube and
not of the circuit; the same tube will do the
same thing in the ordinary superheterodyne
circuit—try it and see.
Ultradyne Advantages
Because the energy of the oscillator is
not fed into the loop (or tuner secondary)

Branstcn Antenna Coupler. The tapped coil at
the left is the primary which is mounted in fixed
position. The movable coil at the right is the
secondary. Especial attention is invited to the
loose couplng.
(Courtesy Eastern Cycle Co., Hartford.)
this circuit usually radiates less and causes
less local interference.
While not willing to make an argument
of the matter, the editor also has become
convinced that this circuit is distinctly more

would be very simple; use a large tube or
else operate with a C battery. Such a C
battery would of course need to be put right
next to the grid of the oscillator. These
statements are not made on a sound basis
of tube theory but simply on experience in
the removing of harmonics in superhetero
dyne oscillators. The cures mentioned will
work although the explanation of them may
not be correct. Neglecting selectivity, there
is no particular reason for putting a "filter"
into an ordinary superheterodyne. In the
case of the ultradyne, however, the editor
has not been able to secure satisfactory
performance unless the first transformer
had fewer primary turns and was shunted
by a fixed condenser as shown in the dia
gram. This is easy enough to do, however.
SUPER-HETERODYNE EXPERIENCE
Dr. O. E. Kelly, 50G
Those constructing their own super
heterodynes should understand the follow
ing points thoroughly:
1. Keep the parts well separated.
2. Use only the best materials.
3. Shield with 18 gauge copper sheet.
4. Keep all leads away from the shield.
5. Select your tubes carefully. No two
are alike. Use a soft or gas tube as the
first detector.
6. Use as little B battery on all units as
possible.

L- ffeltcoi type loop 2 'Stdcs 15-ft Twn*
outside/ tarn to grid
Lt-S7t fVa 22 on Jta&e tappedaa&L
Lz-lSO to 300 MH. choke^smaltand
dose top/ate oftuhe.
Ci - .ooos Variable*
Ca ~-0oof f Vernier
C3 - ooos~ Fixed
C4 -0002s'
Cs - 002 Fixed,
FIG. 9
'ULTRADYNE" CIRCUIT AS USED WITH R.T ST. JAMES
sensitive than the usual one when weak
signals are being received.
Ultradyne Disadvantage*
In order to supply enough power to the
plate of the first detector, the oscillator of
the ultradyne operates at comparatively
high voltages. It is believed that this
causes the more troublesome production of
harmonics which seem to be characteristic
of the circuit. If that is the case the cure

-.ooi Fixed
■ input Trans. R..F
termed/ate fLF
W- v~a — 20/A iuSes
R| — 2 megohm
R^a - 2 ohm master tyea
VACUUM TRANSFORMERS

7. Use large by-pass condensers (2 to
4 microfarads) across all A and B batteries,
also across the potentiometers.
8. Forget reflexing.
9. Forget second harmonics; you will
have trouble enough with them without
encouraging them.
10. Don't try to do the job in 43 minutes ;
draw your diagram first and think about it,
then do it a simpler way.
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11. Keep the oscillator as far as possible
from the grid circuit of the first detector.
The Important First Detector
The most frequent mistake of all is the
use of 45 to 90 volts on the first detector
tube. The average individual seems to ex
pect a feeble signal to work a grid that
is violently biased negatively. It will not.
Use a soft tube with 4% to 12 volts on the

2fTapped
* 24
ioop
total
turns12

Imeo
J7L

*A -A -B

Ptckup coilon
the OSCll/ator
(SeaFigB-ff

PLAIN DETECTOR CIRCUIT

PUSH-PULL DETECTOR
FIG. IQ
plate; this will bring in the faint ones; it
is the business of the long-wave amplifier
to make them strong.
This arrangement will paralyze on strong
signals but it is easy enough to detune
or to reduce the filament voltage.
Figure 10 shows two detector circuits that
have been used. The push-pull circuit has
proven more selective. Using this circuit
it has been possible to log French 8AB
through the local intereference of 10 or 12
sets using alternating plate supply. 2LO,
London, was heard under the same con
ditions. This is considered freak reception,
however, as it is not consistent.
Oscillator Coupling
The writer strongly urges that no coup
ling other than through the "pick-up coil"
be used between the receiving loop and the
oscillator. Shield the oscillator all around,
front, back, sides, top and bottom.
As just stated, keep the oscillator away
from the first detector. Fig. 11 shows all
about the construction excepting that the
tube is about 4% inches long. This oscilla
tor is far superior to honeycombs, spider
webs and particularly to freak oscillators—
we have tried 'em all.
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The Long Wave Amplifier
Almost any kind of amplifier is good
after you get your signal into it. However,
about one third or one half of the voltage
usually recommended is best. The 201-A
tube will work with voltages as low as 10
when it is resistance coupled. If voltages
above 45 must be used the amplifier should
be biased properly, not by guesswork but
by comparison and measurements.
All kinds of long-wave amplifiers have
been used here yet I still favor the re
sistance-coupled amplifier. It does require
more tubes and it does require excessive B
battery but it also does faithfully reproduce
the signals that are sent into it.
A rather unique amplifier was built by
Mr. Gabus of 5XG. In it alternate stages
are transformer and resistance coupled,
thus using less tubes than the straight re
sistance coupling and still retaining some
of its desirable properties. For those who
have the time and money it is worth build
ing. The circuit is shown in Figure 12.
The circuit was stable using UV-199 tubes
without a potentiometer. The grid leaks
are critical and should be of from 10 to 15
megohms resistance.
On the 201-A tube, 50,000 to 80,000 ohma
of resistance or impedance is sufficient;
anything more than this is not worth the
trouble and expense. ("Lavite" resistances
are good.—Tech. Ed.)
Most authorities recommend battery volt
ages from 90 to 300 on the plate. You will
get best results using from 45 to 90.
Principles
The real secret of the superheterodyne
is to loose-couple every circuit so that its
One/co'// 26turnsAb.20
_J-y*L_ Pre/u/p coti(/o turns

/o 1st
Detector

6fB 6-8 O+A
OSCILLATOR USED BY DR. O S KELLEY
Su/tch onpoint J -Amateurrange
» » >• 2 -Broadcast andshipronoe
Total ronya /so - /so meters
FIG II
natural period is not affected by any of the
other tuned circuits, but the "experts" com
pletely ignore this first requisite. If the
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things are loose coupled one gets real selec
tivity; if they are closely coupled any tuned
circuit controls the set. This occurs regu
larly in most of the sets that are being built
today.
By 'loose coupling" I mean both electro
static and electromagnetic.
Shock excitation from strong signals is
overcome only by shielding and by ground
ing the shields. The shields, by the way,
should not be around the set as a whole
but around the separate units.
Don't expect to shield the set and then
mount everything right on the shield. It
takes special skill to do that. It is much
easier to put into the bottom of the set
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which the operator is able to pick out a
certain station which is transmitting on a
given frequency or wave length.
2. An oscillator tube, connected to a
variable resonant circuit which is capable
of generating a frequency different from
all frequencies to be received in the modu
lator tube by the difference at which it is
desired to amplify the resultant beat note.
To put in a little more clearly, the beat
note is the frequency difference between
the output of the modulator tube and the
output of the oscillator tube.
3. An ordinary three-stage amplifier cir
cuit controlled by biasing the grids of the
three tubes by means of a potentiometer

J composite, long-ware ompt/Yier. isty and thirdcoup/ings 6y resistance,
and ana" 4th, Ay tuned transformers. Mo esciiiation centrot nee ded
C, - .ooijufd,mica/
R ( - so to 6o thousandohms
C2- .ooo2Sjufd, miccu
R2 - 10 to is' megohms
L| - 250turn duo-Zaternlcoi/s
R 3 - t to i'/2 megohms
Lz-jrso
«
>f
"
FIG. 12
a one inch pine board (dry and well var
nished) and mount the apparatus on that.
Conclusion
Bear down on the first two tubes. You
can't amplify a signal until you have it.
Couple things loosely, use low plate volt
age, use wide spacing and little insulation,
make the wires large enough, and solder the
joints thoroughly.
SUPERHETERODYNE
TROUBLE SHOOTING
By Captain H. J. Adams*
Most things that appear to be very com
plicated at first glance will be found, in the
final analysis, to consist of a chain or series
of more simple things.
This is particularly true in the case of the
superheterodyne receiving circuit. A stand
ard (the word standard is used as this
seems to be the usual number of tubes for
a super) 8-tube set will be found to consist
of the folowing circuits:
1. A modulator tube (more generally
called a first detector) which receives in
coming signals of varying frequencies from
a collecting agency after first passing
through a variable filtering circuit. The
latter circuit is the selector by means of
•Siitnal Corps. U. S. Army.

connected across the "A" battery.
4. A filtering system to select the de
sired beat note from the amplifier and re
ject other frequencies, thus preventing
other stations than the one desired being
heard.
5. A standard detector tube circuit.
6. A standard two-stage audio amplifier
circuit. The grids of the tubes of this
amplifier may be biased with a potentio
meter or by a separate "C" battery. The
latter practice is believed to be better.
For the purpose of discussion we will take
each circuit separately.
1—The Tuner, Fig. 13
There are three general types of modu
lator circuits, (a) where it is desired to
use only a loop for receiving, (b) where it
is desired to use only an antenna, and (c)
where both are desired and provided for in
a single receiver.
There is no loop set, regardless of the cir
cuit, that will receive over the distance that
a good set will cover connected to an an
tenna, all other factors being equal. True,
many people living in a congested city are
unable to erect an antenna, but those who
can afford a set in the "super" class are
people who spend a part of their time in
the summer at a resort or camp where it is
practicable to erect an antenna and the
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difference in reception certainly warrants
the combination set. Now for a few remarks
concerning tuning circuits which really are
filters. No matter how good a set or what
circuit, unless the desired signal is able to
trip the grid of the modulator tube, there
will be strictly nothing doing. I have seen

Branston Oscillator Coils. This coil set is
mounted back of the panel, adjusted once, and then
left alone. The movable coil is the plate coil, the
large coil is the grid coil, and the small fixed coil
is the pick-up coil which is put in series with the
shown in another figure.
(Courtesy Eastern Cycle Co., Htfd.)
many "supers" which never did and probably
never will receive a signal from a greater
distance than a thousand miles. The an
swer is that they had an inefficient (rotten
would be a better word) tuning device.
The balance of the circuit in most cases
was fairly good but no distant station had
a chance to force its minute quantity of
energy through the poorly designed coupler,
loop, "all loss" condensers, etc.
The tuning coils should be of negligible
resistance and distriDuted capacity kept at
a minimum. The coupling between primary
and secondary coils should be variable and
the minimum coefficient of coupling should
be low (not more than 5%). This means
that copper should be of ample size, cer
tainly not less than No. 18, and bank wound
or otherwise transposed to reduce capacity.
There is no coil which will equal tne effi
ciency of the air core coil. Pure collodion
used with care to cement the turns of such
a coil does not seem to do any harm. By
that I do not mean to give the coil a bath
in collodion. The leads from these coils
should not be fastened to the shafts of the
coils, as "hand tuning" due to body capacity
is sure to result. Needless to say, perhaps,
all leads should be kept as short as possible
and as far from the panel, grounded shields,
and each other as construction will permit.
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The primary coil should have a fundamental
greatly lower than that of any station it
is contemplated to receive from. Such a coil
is generally called aperiodic, and consists
of a very few turns of wire, certainly not
more than ten, for a set designed for broad
cast work. The tuning condenser should
be of a capacity squared type for best re
sults and the best that money can buy. Low
loss in everything is the secret of success
ful superheterodyne construction. The grid
leaks of this set should connect directly to
the negative "A" post of the tube rather
than across the grid condenser. A good
heavy switch should be connected across the
tickler terminals to short it out when loop
reception is desired. The large condenser
across the batteries is a radio frequency by
pass and is necessary.
We now have a GOOD one-tube set by
placing a pair of phones and B battery in
series across the output terminals of Fig.
13 and opening the switch. The phone cords
will serve as a by-pass condenser across the
phones although if it was to be a permanent
one-tube job, a .001 fixed mica conderser
would be better. The set-up just described
will be a real DX set and will have selectiv
ity almost unbelievable if properly built.
In addition to bank winding, the coils are
pied in two sections spaced about three
quarters of an inch apart to further re
duce capacity. They are supported in
special bakelite clamps of my own design
which I believe are an improvement over
those formerly used. Leads from the rotary
coils are heavy pig-tail connections.
Here then is the first test on a "super".
If you suspect the tuning unit of being at
fault, connect a pair of r hones across the
output ard the result is tne answer. Take

Tb+B
battery thru
primaryof in
put transformer

-B-A +A
A gooo* tuner to start with
Note: Men hop is used remove apparatus to feft of
X X, connect the loop to V.C ana close switch S
FIG.I3
the oscillator tube COMPLETELY OUT
OF ITS SOCKET BEFORE MAKING THE
ABOVE TEST. When testing in this
manner, the tube has become a true de
tector as the signal is brought to audibility
and it is no longer a modulator. The action
is similar, however, and if signals are
brought in you may rest assured that it will
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do the same when connected to the balance
of the set.
2—The Oscillator, Fig. 14
This part of the set is really a modifi
cation of the present much-in-dispute singlecircuit receiver. In a "super" this circuit
is harmless as its wails cannot pass back
through the modulator and get on the air.
The energy from the tube is fed back by
means of a large tickler coil to the grid,
thus causing the tube to oscillate and to
generate a frequency to which the oscilla
tory circuit formed by the coil and con
denser is tuned. The tickler coil is not
variable. The output from the modulator
tube passes near to the oscillating grid
coil and the difference between the two
causes the beat note. The speech or music
is here transfered to the new carrier wave
which is of the order of 40 kilocycles. A
large coupling coil is not necessary to pick
up the output from the oscillaor. About
three or four turns one inch in diameter
is sufficient. Too large a coil will have a
bad effect on the tickler coil in the tuner.
The best way to tell whether or not this
circuit is working correctly is to series
a thermogalvanometer with the variable
condenser and grid coil. If none is available
and the balance of the set is working cor
rectly, the removal of the oscillator tube
will cause the loss of the station to which
the set is tuned if the oscillator tube is on
the job. If this tube is not working, it is
possible that a nearby local station will
still be able to force a weak signal through
the set. Try switching tubes. When once
working, there is very little that can cause
trouble in this part of the set and it should
be the last place to look for it.
Wind the plate and grid coil on a threeinch bakelite tube about four inches long
and in the same direction. Leave a space
about a quarter of an inch between the
two coils. Connect the plate and grid of
the tube to the center windings. Use a
one-inch piece of bakelite tubing and wind
four turns of wire on it in the same direction
as the windings on the tickler coil of the
tuner. Place this in the center of the threeinch tube and pivot it with a piece of
quarter inch bakelite rod. Use pig-tail wire
to connect this little rotor to the tuner out
put and the primary of the first low-fre
quency transformer of the intermediate
amplifier. You may hear people say that it
makes no difference what is used in the
oscillator as it is a local circuit and any
old thing will do. Nothing could be further
from the truth. If you want real sharp
tuning and efficient operation it is just
as essential to use quality material here as
in the rest of the set. The oscillator coil
should be shielded from the rest of the set
but do not get the shields too close to the
coils. When working right, rotating the
oscillator will produce a series of sharp
whistles in the phones or loud speaker.

3—The Long Wave Amplifier, Fig. IS
The three-stage radio-frequency amplifier
is not as critical or hard to handle as one
for use at broadcast frequencies. Do not
get the idea, however, that liberties can be
taken with it. The transformers used must
be shielded to prevent picking up long
wave telegraph signals and must be efficient.
Air-core transformers are the best. They
cannot be built as cheaply as those with an
iron core as much greater amount of wire
must be used in their construction. There
is a vast difference in the quality of the
received signals, however, in favor of the
air-core type. Also there are no hysteresis
losses in the air-core type. Air-core trans
formers are sometimes called "fixed tune"
as the distributed capacity of the windings
and their inductance form a circuit which is
resonant to a given band of frequencies.
However, at 40 kilocycles distributed cap
acity is not great. Furthermore, in my own
transformers, each turn of the windings
is transposed which cuts it down to a neglig
ible value. For that reason they will am
plify equally well at 30 and 60 kilocycles.
This shows that there is not enough cap
acity present to do much "fixing." A welldesigned amplifier of this type should stand
36 turns No. /a.

26 turns No. /8

.001 yu.

£V. f 45V.
45V
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FIG. 14
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THE OSCILLATOR
about a five-volt negative grid bias before
breaking into oscillation. However, with
the inferior tubes that have been dumped
on the market lately anything can happen
and the amplifier may not stand this much
bias. Switching tubes around in a "super"
often helps its operation. With C-301-A
tubes about ninety volts on the plates is
best. A large fixed condenser is used to
furnish an easy path for the grid returns
around the potentiometer which of course
is a radio-frequency choke. This condenser
should be of the order of 0.1 to 1.0 u.fd.
capacity. The tubes of this amplifier should
not be nearer to each other than a space two
and one half inches between them. All
plate and grid leads should be short and
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well separated from the other leads and
from each other. All battery wires should
be bundled together in insulated wire if
possible. This makes a neat job and adds
to the by-passing effect of the battery con
denser. It is also beneficial to shield the
battery leads as they are quite long on most
sets.
The following are about all the troubles
that can develop in this part of the set:
broken or poor connections, a defective by
pass condenser around the potentiometer,
a defective potentiometer, poor tube socket
contacts, an inactive or worn out tube, low
"A" or "B" batteries. There is one quick

FIG 15
~~
THE AMPLIFIER
test to determine whether or not the am
plifier is working properly; disconnect the
primary of the first long-wave transformer
from the wires leading to it and connect
an antenna and ground wire in their place.
Move the potentiometer arm to the negative
side until the amplifier oscillates. Long
wave telegraph stations will be heard if
the set is O.K. Sometimes a transformer
that has been abused will have a broken
lead. This can be determined quickly with
a pair of head phones and a dry battery.
4—The Output Transformer
The Altering system is really the heart of
the set. It is something that cannot get out
of order, fortunately, if properly designed
and installed. Of course the usual poor con
nections, high resistance joints and low
batteries will cause it to fail just as in any
other part of the set but they are things
which will not require any particular skill
to remedy. The filter which I use is a
real filter and will improve the selectivity
and volume of any superheterodyne set.
Perhaps I am going to be accused of making
a broad statement here but I am willing to
submit one of the filters to any reliable
party for test and comparison. [See pp.2021, QST for July.—Tech. Ed.]
5—The Second Detector, Fig. 16
The detector circuit is standard and is
shown connected to the filter circuit. It
is best to use a larger grid condenser here
to permit of the easy passage of the rela
tively low frequency output of the filter. In
conducting tests it is well to test the last
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three circuits as one unit first, as mentioned
before. A rather large by-pass condenser
is placed in the plate circuit of the detector
to prevent the radio frequency currents
from entering the audio transformer which
follows.
6—The Audio Amplifier
The two stage audio amplifier is no differ
ent from any other one. Filament control
jacks are an asset in this type of set as most
of the time only one stage of amplification
is necessary and both tubes are on one
rheostat. The best test for this part of the
circuit is to connect the tuner output to
the input of the first audio transformer
with two long pieces of bus wire or bell
wire, of course disconnecting the intermedi
ate amplifier, oscillator, and detector from
the circuit. Even tho the leads are very
long, the detector-and-two-audio set which
results will function very well on locals if
everything is right in the tuner and audio
amplifier circuits. One thing is sure: if the
set howls, there is quite likely to be an open
circuit of some kind in the audio amplifier.
For telegraph work, high-ratio audio
transformers are all right but for voice and
music DON'T USE THEM. A good ratio
limit for music reception is about 4% to 1.
Audio transformers should be shielded for
best results. Don't use junk material in
this part of the circuit and expect to get
away with it.
7—Parti
A few general points might be mentioned
here. Don't use a tube socket that has a
metal shell to hold the tube. All new tubes
are doing away with the beautiful brass

THE SECOND DETECTOR
FIG. 16
band around the base and as a result the
condenser which it made is being done away
with. So there is no use putting it back
with a metal socket. The best socket that
I have seen so far is made of a superior
grade of hard rubber. It has features which
certainly ought to commend it to any radio
man. This is the new socket made by the
B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company of Akron,
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Ohio. The spring contacts are of the wipe
type and the tube does not have to be
twisted to lock it in place.
One very important part of the super is
generally overlooked. That is the tuning
dials on the variable condensers. A real
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Summing Up
To summarize, it is seen that each part
of the set is really a fairly simple thing
to build, adjust and operate. The usual
rules of good construction must be followed
of course but there is nothing tricky or diffl-

FIG.I7-THE DIFFERENT PARTS ALL CONNECTED TOGETHER
AND SUPPLIED BY ONE SET OF BATTERIES
tuning dial on a plain condenser of the cap
acity-squared type is a combination that
cannot be beat at the present time. I use
the A.C.H. dials on my own set and by means
of them can do real tuning. They have a
ratio of 215 to 1 which is a real micrometer
adjustment and is necessary on a Super
which is working correctly. These dials
are made by the A. C. Hayden Radio &
Research Co., of Brockton, Mass. I am not
mentioning the above articles from the
standpoint of a salesman as I have nothing
to sell at the present time, but when I find
a real quality article I believe in telling
about it.

cult about the circuit. BUT first, last, and
all the time, again I say, DON'T USE
JUNK.
ANNOUNCEMENT
In the September issue will appear a
number of curves showing the characteris
tics of super-heterodyne transformers now
on the market and in addition an article
entitled "A Study of Super-heterodyne Am
plification." Concerning the last article it
is only necessary to say that it is by H. A.
Snow (former 3ZE) of the Radio Fre
quency Laboratories, Inc.

Power Tubes For Sale Direct
R.C.A. Establishes New Amateur Policy
ANY of you had trouble getting power
tubes from your local dealer? Easy,
fellows, don't flood the mails with
your wails; things are looking
brighter than they have for many
moons.
Most of us who have ever bought power
tubes know the difficulty of buying them
locally, the tedious waits after our order
was placed, the wrong type shipped, the
breakages and refusal of dealers to re
place, and the long, long months it has
sometimes taken to get an adjustment from
RCA.
Theoretically, we were supposed to buy
from our local dealer, who bought from
an RCA jobber who bought in quantity
from the RCA—the same as any other
merchandising plan—but it didn't work

that way. Power tubes come high and ia
towns and villages where amateurs do not
burden the land with their numbers, tube
sales in anything over a UV-201-A are so
small it does not pay the dealer to stock
them and, in fact, many dealers do not even
want to bother with orders. Notwith
standing RCA assurances that such a situ
ation was remediable and local, complaints
continued coming in from various quarters
and apparently there were no prospects for
more than temporary regional relief. With
this in mind, the RCA was braced with the
proposition of instituting direct sales to
amateur customers—of power tubes only.
After the usual correspondence back and
forth the RCA came across to the idea 100%
and will now sell direct to amateurs under
certain restrictions necessary to protect
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them from getting in a jam with their
jobbers and dealers. Let us quote from
their recent letter:
"This means that in general the radio
amateur can purchase from us Radiotrons
UV-202, UV-203, UV-203-A, UV-204 and
UV-204-A (the latter two subject to cer
tain sales limitations), where these tubes
are not carried in stock by their dealers.
Where an amateur applies to us directly
for the purchase of such Radiotrons, he
should always state that an effort has
been made to nurchase them from radio
dealers in his locality and he has been un
able to do so. The names of the dealtrs
who did not carry them in stock should also
be given. Permit me to say again that the
Radio Corporation is very arxious at all
times to serve the radio amatuurs to the
best of its ability and will do everything
possible to make it easy for them to obtain
any type of apparatus which is not usually
carried in stock by radio dealers."
So that's that! Remember, though, you
have some responsibilities before getting
the tubes—you must find out if they can
be gotten locally and if not, tell the RCA
about it and where you tried to get them.
From our point of view, we would as much
prefer to buy our tubes from the neighbor
hood dealer as the RCA would like that
method of tube distribution, since it speeds
up the process all around, but until the
dealer knows what sales in power tubes he's
losing he won't carry them and we will buy
direct. Referring back to the reservation
in their letter covering UV-204's and UV204-A's, this applies to the use of these
tubes for other than amateur or experi
mental purposes and so far as we are con
cerned they are sold on the same basis
as smaller power tubes.
Now, if you want a power tube (note
we say "power tube" in every case; it
does not apply to any types other than
those specified in the RCA letter) here is
the proper procedure which must be fol
lowed or you'll not get y-jur tube:
1. Make sure you can't get it from local
dealers with whom you ordinarily do busi
ness. You don't have to strap on roller
skates and slide around to every gyp store,
auto accessory palace or music shop which
displays a mud insulator to prove they're
in the radio business, but go to a couple
of the best radio dealers and see if they
have any in stock. Make a decent effort
before telling the RCA about it. If you
can't get it—
2. Write Radio Corporation of America,
Sales Department, 233 Broadway, New
York City, N. Y.
3. State clearly the type and number
of tubes wanted. You might get a 20-KW
water-cooled affair if you aren't careful.
4. Be sure to send check or Post Office
money order with your letter. No C.O.D.'s
will be accepted. Your tubes will be shipped

by express, the carrying charges to be paid
by you at the time the tube reaches destin
ation. Most firms prepay freight or ex
press charges but the RCA has ruled other
wise with their tubes. However, this is not
a large item in any event.
5. Important: state that an effort has
been made to obtain the tubes locally with
out success and give the names and ad
dresses of the dealers who didn't carry
them.
Don't abuse a privilege, fellows; what
ever our opinions of the RCA's past tub*
distribution methods—or lack of methods,
as some of us will say—they are making
an exception in their sales policy in order
to get the tubes to us faster and to
straighten out the kicks and friction which
have grown up in many parts of the coun
try. Let us do our part and see how it
wcrks.
No system is perfect; there may be
tubes that do not reach the purchaser in
perfect condition, or in twenty-four hours
after he mailed his check, or of the type
and number specified, and he will have to
send them back for adjustment. We believe
a reasonable attitude should be adopted
and the difficulties of instituting a new
policy recognized in cases involving such
adjustments or replacements, but the ad
vantages of direct sales will be more than
offset if we are as unable to get fair and
reasonable adjustments as was formerly
the case when the broadcast boom was on.
If you have such troubles, write us the
facts. The RCA has stated it is "very
anxious at all times to serve the radio
amateurs to the best of iti ability" and this
will be a good opportunity tc take them up
on that proposition. Don't forget, however,
to do your part and stick to the rules.
—C.A.S.

HERE.! YiOT VoO

VIE USED TO HAVE TO CHASE
THIS F6LWVU OFF THE lOO- 2SO
WAVES. NOW HE'S DOWN UNDER
ISO METERS. CAN U BEAT IT?
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The Antenna At 9ZT
By Don C. Wallace, 9ZT*
When one or two men put up a wooden mast over 60 feet high there is always some climbing.
The plan used at 9ZT is as safe as any but no mast can be climbed safely unless the climber's
nerves are steady and every bit of wood in the mast is CLEAR and SOUND.
TO put up a 100-foot mast is easy—
to have it stay there is different.
In November, 1922, a gang helped
put up a 100-foot mast. It blew
down Thanksgiving day, as the
Wallaces moved into their new home.
Using the fifty-foot stub for a support,
9ZT alone shot up another to 114 feet.
It lasted a few days, then blew down the

Us/na
Oa jakOSffnp
f»
ram Sif'peJr
mtfiltru. ^>'*(day of the Trans-Atlantic tests. The pres
ent mast was put up and its 85 feet seemed
a joke alongside the others. But this
mast doesn't blow down, so it will be
described.
A block and tack'.e was placed twenty
feet up a tree. Two 22-foot 2 x 4's were
bolted, stepped, and hoisted by means of
the block and tackle. See Fig. 1. After
guying this 40-foot mast, the block was
transferred to the top of the 40-foot stick
a"d used to pull a 50-footer alongside. See
t ig. 2. The 50-footer had a platform at
the top through which 2" x 4" pieces were
lifted and bolted as they went through,
the pole extending to the ground after

pipe. The day for the hoisting was 12
below zero, so sixty feet for one man in
such weather was enough. A friend helped
for a half hour in coupling but cold feet
literally and otherwise made a higher mast
impossible on that day. Mrs. Wallace then
thought 60 feet high enough for the front
yard, so it has remained at 60 feet.
The flat top is of six wires 60 feet long,
on 12-foot wood spreaders. 18" plate glass
insulators are used throughout. This an
tenna system was put up nearly a year ago,
using 7-stranded No. 22 enameled wire,
and has withstood all Minnesota storms
since that time. Enameled wire seems to
"get out" for all who use it in the Twin
Cities in contrast to the many old-wire
aerials which don't.
A counterweight hung on the antenna
hoisting rope is used to lessen strain on the
antenna system. A heavy wind storm will

Guyiu mfrvs
wines fOJM
fastened
t/irv p/atform

One "oUtihnfker another
Co^p/eled as'mttU
A ONE MAN 85 FOOT POLE
raise the weight, lessening the strain on
aerial. Sleet then will not break it down.
The pulley line is flexible galvanized cable
(ordinary clothes line) and will not freeze
to the block readily as rope. Thus the
antenna remf>.'ns taut without danger of
over-strain.
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each piece was bolted on.
and as it is guyed every
was blown down. The
broken every 20 feet with
The other mast was to
•Winner Hoover Cup 192S.

This was easy,
20 feet it never
guy wires are
porcelain knobs.
be 80 feet, iron

Our Index
THIS issue marks the beginning of
Volume VIII ofQST. We have pre
pared an Index to Volume VII and it
is now ready for distribution. A copy has
been sent without charge to every A.R.R.L.
member. Non-members may secure a copy
by writing to QST, 1045 Main St., Hart
ford, Conn., and enclosing 4tf in stamps to
cover ma, ling.
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Emergency Routes Tested in Middle West
REMEMBERING the terrific storm of
two years ago when communication
was wiped out for several days,
amateurs in the Rocky Mountain
Division held tests on June 1st to
determine the workability of emergency
communication routes by amateur radio.
The route over which these tests were
held covered the territory between Montana
and Texas and the stations taking part
were located near railroad lines, insofar as
possible. There were two tests, a day
light test and a night test.
The daylight test was only partially suc
cessful but shows that daylight work over
storm routes can be carried on in certain
localities, and over the entire route if

NEW
IMEXICO
-DAYLIGHT TEST
-NIGHT TEST
-RAILROADS
several more stations can be located be
tween Denver and Billings. The test might
have been successful from Casper south
had it not been for 7ZO blowing an antenna
series condenser. This put him out of the
morning test and also accounted for his
having to go on 220 meters instead of 150,
the wave that he had notified Denver that
he would be on, for the night test.
Denver stations could not hear 7ZO at
Casper for the daylight test but at 11:45
a.m. 7ZO started a message to 9CFY at
Colorado Springs according to schedule.
This message was rapidly relayed through
9CFY, 9DFH, 9CHT, the latter receipting
for it at 12:05 p.m. There was a lightning
storm going on at Trinidad, the next relay
point south, and 9EAE was unable to be on
the air. The message stopped, therefore,
at 9CHT. At 12:57 p.m. 9CHT started a
reply northward from his station which
reached 7ZO a few minutes after 1:00 P.M.
This completed the daylight test.

More success attended the night test.
At exactly 11:00 P.M. 7ZU started a mes
sage to 7ZO who sent it southward through
9AMB. However 7ZO was on 220 instead
of 150, because of the blown condenser, and
some time was lost before 9AMB picked
him up. The message was relayed further
south through 9CFY and 9CHT. Due to a
misunderstanding in schedules 9EAE at
Trinidad and 5AKF at Amarillo, Texas,
were not on so the message was halted at
9CHT. At 12:39 A.M. 9CHT started a
reply back which reached 7ZU at 1:10 A.M.
The messages traversed the route in two
hours and ten minutes through bad static
and interference but was not garbled—the
messages coming through exactly as started.
Though those tests were not as success
ful as they might have been, the results
were encouraging and more tests will be
held in the near future. The weak points
in the relay system have been found and
efforts will be made to cover the whole
route from Montana to Fort Worth, Texas,
in the next test. The present tests were
carried on under conditions exactly as will
be encountered in actual work. The entire
division was in a weather upheaval, as the
weather map for June 1st shows.

Rules Governing the
A.R.R.L. Information
Service
1—Before writing, search your files of
QST. You will probably find the answer
there.
2—Do not ask for comparisons between
advertised products.
3—Be reasonable in the number and kind
of questions you ask.
4—Put questions in the following form:
A—A standard business size (not freak
correspondence size) stamped, self-ad
dressed envelope must be enclosed.
B—Write with typewriter or ink on one
side of sheet only.
C—Make diagrams on separate sheet and
fasten all sheets together.
D—Number each paragraph and put only
one question in a paragraph.
E—Keep a copy of your letter and your
diagrams.
F—Put your name and address on each
sheet. We can not spend time digging your
address out of the caUbook.
G—Address all questions to Information
Service, American Radio Relay League,
1045 Main Street, Hartford, Connecticut.
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An Accurate Wavemeter
How to Build an Oscillator That Will Really Hold
Calibration
By Edwin Lee White, 3XD*
THE development of sharp constantfrequency transmitters and the
policy of assigning to them definite
frequencies necessitates a frequency
meter or wavemeter for use in tun
ing. It should have an accuracy above that
of the types now in general use.
The most convenient form for such a
wavemeter is that of an oscillating receiv
ing set but none
of the usual kinds
can be calibrated
with any accur
acy because of the
factors discussed
below.
The first difficulty in the
change in fre
quency caused by
changes in the
coupling between
various induc
tances. The ob
vious solution of
this difficutly is
the use of fixed
coupling in the
set and very loose
coupling to the
driver.
The second fac
tor is the change
in frequency
caused b y the
variation in the
input (secondary
circuit) resis
tance and capacity. Some
thought is necess
ary before this
difficulty can be
cured. The follow
ing considerations
are of interest.
In the usual
circuit the tube
input (that is, the
filament and grid) is connected across both
grid tuning capacity and the grid tuning in
ductance. Therefore the effect of the tube
may be considered from the viewpoint of
either the capacity or the inductance. In
this artcile the effects upon the capacity
will be used as a basis of discussion through
out.
•U. S. Naval Research Laboratory, Bellevue, D.C.

First an investigation was made with the
aid of a galvanometer in the grid circuit
of an oscillating receiver. It was found
that the grid input resistance decreased
with an increase of filament current. This
was to be expected and its effect upon the
frequency of the tube can be understood
from the following.
The effective capacity of a parallel cir
cuit consisting of
resistance and
capacity is:
1
C+RVC
Where C is the
value of the cap
acity, R the resis
tance, and co is
2nf. For proof of
this see Figure
1. It is seen that
a resistance con
nected across the
capacity in a
tuned circuit in
creases the effec
tive value of that
capacity. The resistance is of
course the input
resistance of the
tube, that is, the
resist ance be
tween the grid
and the filament
at working fre
quencies. Since
this resistance
changes when the
filament current
is changed it is
obvious that the
frequency of the
oscillating tube
will also be
changed. If some
thing is not done
to prevent this it will be extremely hard to
get the same frequency from the tube for a
second time without careful readjustment.
The input capacity of the tube is the
capacity of the very small condenser which
has for its plates the grid on one side
and the plate and filament of the tube on
the other side. The plate and filament are
taken together because they are connected
by the B battery. As there is an impedance
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in series with the plate battery, the volt
age on the plate varies in accordance with
the grid voltage and the amplifying factor
of the tube. The ratio of EP over E« ap
proaches the amplifying factor of the tube
as the external impedance "pproaches in
finity. This ratio will be indicated by n'.
A full discussion of this effect is given
in "Principles of Radio Communication"
by J. H. Morecroft, pages 432 and 440.
The effective input capacity is:
Cgr+(u'-|-l) C„
It is seen that any factor changing n'
will change the effective capacity and, since
this is in parallel with the tuning capacity,
the result will be to change the frequency
of oscillation. Though n is practically in
dependent of filament temperature n' is
not, but changes with the plate current and
the plate voltage, both of which are in
turn dependent upon the filament temper
ature.
Solving the Difficulty
An oscillator set was built having the
circuit shown in Figure 2. C was made
large and L» small since the variations in
the input (grid) circuit would then give
less percentage change in the LC product.
By making Cf small and R„ high the effect
of variation in the input circuit was fur
ther reduced. CP was made large in order
that the plate circuit impedance would be
less affected by changes in the B battery
or in the phones.
Attention is invited to the fact that the
use of a grid leak and condenser reduced
the effect of the tube upon the tuned circuit.
This was amply demonstrated during ex
periments covering this problem and that
= -L2, * J-Z»

Z,=R Z2=-j

r.j (j» mac)
J-RUIC
-I - tRUJC)1
R* J
R
R'UJC
~ -R»
-I-(RWC)1
l+R.*U»*C*
"_ Jl+R»U>lC
1 _ _
UCa
H-R»LU»
RluJ» C
C
SHOWING THE TUNING EFFECT OF A RESISTANCE
CONNECTED ACROSS A CONDENSER
FIG. I
accounts for the fact that no revolutionary
changes were needed to produce our final
results.
Using two similar circuits, one as a
driver, it was found possible to reproduce a
beat note time after time. The ear could
not detect any change in beat tone with the
change in filament current in either tube.
Finally the two sets were adjusted to zero
beat and after a test run off 24 hours no
change in this note could be detected.
This wavemeter has been in use at the
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writer's station for the past few months.
It has been found useful not only in check
ing the wave-length of the transmitter but
also as a heterodyne for checking the wave
lengths of received signals.
Construction
For those that may be interested the
following details of construction are given.

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS
FIG. 2
The grid coil and tickler are wound on the
same tube. The tube is painted with air
plane "dope".
The grid coil consists of 12 turns of No.
12 double-cotton-covered wire. About one
inch from the grid coil is the tickler which
consists of 25 turns of No. 22 double-cottoncovered wire. A single-turn coupling coil
is inserted in series with the grid coil at
its grounded end} that is to say, near the
filament end. This coupling coil is mounted
on a plug set in a mica window to insulate
it from the brass panel. The coil consists of
one six-inch turn of half-inch copper strip.
The tuning condenser is a General Radio
type 247 having a maximum capacity of
.001 microfarads. An Accuratune geared
dial having 100 graduations is used and
reads against a vernier scale.1 Eleven
divisions on the vernier scale are equal to
ten divisions on the dial, giving the possi
bility of reading to 1/10 of a dial division
or 1/1000 of the entire scale. The grid
condenser is .00025 ufd. and is shunted by
a four megohm leak. A 201-A tube is used
and receives its filament current through a
Weston 0-300 milli-ammeter. The by-pass
condenser is of .002 ufd. capacity and is
mounted directly on the cardboard tube to
make the leads short.
The number of turns on the tickler coil
depends on the conditions of the particular
installation and should be adjusted with the
set completely assembled until fhe tube will
just oscillate with the tuning condenser on
1—Please note that the term vernier is here used
with its original meaning ; namely, a device en
abling one to read a scale accurately. The idea is
further illustrated in Figure 8.
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full scale. A wavemeter of this type should
not be used with condenser settings much
below one-third full scale as the accuracy
of calibration is lost.' The set described
has a useful range of 140 to 240 meters
A STRAIGHT VERNIER

METHOD OF READING
On scaletrith
A read
folio*)happens
alone until
lino on A
aortas
a fine27.onthan
B. 7hts
at 4.athere/ore.
entire readina is 27- 4

l&adine shown is so &
VERNIER SCALES
FIG. 3
and is calibrated to one-tenth of a meter.
It may be set to a greater accuracy but
the graduations cannot be read any closer.
Calibration
The standard signals of WWV offer a
convenient method of calibration and for
all ordinary purposes are sufficiently ac
curate. If a better condenser is available
than the one suggested the wavemeter
should be sent to a laboratory for calibra
tion.
2—It is customary at the Naval Laboratory to
state transmitting waves accurately. We called them
without results from 1XAQ because we were on 53
meters while they were listening on 52.

Short Wave Tests
With Australia
AT the request of Mr. C. D. Maclurcan,
president of the Australasian Radio
Relay League, the A.R.R.L. has ar
ranged a program of short wave tests in
a determined effort to work two-way with
Australia and New Zealand before the year
is out. Two ten-day periods, one during
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the month of August and the other during
the month of September, have been set
aside for the tests.
The tests are not restricted to any one
country, but are open to all. We would
like to have every country in which there
is amateur radio take part in the tests.
A certain schedule for transmission and re
ception has been asked by Mr. Maclurcan
and of course we must hold to that as
closely as possible.
While the transmission from the stand
point of the U. S. amateur is somewhat
restricted on short waves, it is quite pos
sible that by the time the tests are to take
place, we will have some short waves open
for general amateur use—we're hoping.
However, that should not deter us from our
receiving. Thus far, we have not heard a
good walloping signal from Australia or
New Zealand, so it behooves us to get down
to business and get that signal. Many of
our transmitters have put strong signals
into Australia and New Zealand on waves
between 150 and 200 meters and we feel
sure of two-way work if we can pick up a
readable signal from them.
Mr. Maclurcan's station, 2CM, is a "100watter" putting 2.0 amperes in the antenna
on 120 meters. That alone looks good
enough to us and should reach all parts
of the North American continent. Then
in New Zealand 2AQ, the station that
worked Argentina, will be on about 100
meters, we believe. No doubt there will be
many others on about the same waves.
No amateur should have to go begging
for a short-wave tuner. February QST
covers them completely—anything you want
in the way of a good short-wave low-loss
tuner is described.
The dates of the tests are: August 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20.
September 7. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
and 10.
The hours remain the same each day.
Australian and New Zealand amateurs will
listen from 2:00 to 2:30 A.M., C.S.T., and
they will transmit from 2:30 to 3:00 A.M.,
C S.T. Attempts at two-way work are to
take place each day beginning at 3:00 A.M.,
C.S.T.
It must be remembered that the above
times correspond to about 6:00 P.M. in
Australia and New Zealand.
It is suggested that a code word be
transmitted as was done during the PanAmerican Tests for identification.
This looks like our last chance to work
Australia and New Zealand this year. So,
gang, let's get the job done as it means
one more step toward the "Round the
World Relay" via amateur radio.
—F. H. SCHNELL,
Traffic Manager.
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The Prevention af Radiation From
a Radio Receiver
By Dr. Lewis Af. Hull*
THE "blooping" receiver has received
much unfavorable notoriety. The
elimination of all receivers which are
capable of radiation is an impossible
and undesirable solution of the
difficulty because regeneration, active in one
way or another, contributes largely to the
signal capturing ability of most of the re
ceivers used today. Wherever regenera
tion is present the possibility of local oscil
lation and radiation inevitably follows.
All the various forms of regenerative
receivers employing a tuner directly-coupled
to the antenna ("single circuit tuners")
have received much abuse as radiation pro
ducers justly so. But all "three circuit"
and "four circuit" tuners which can be
thrown into oscillation also radiate to a
considerable extent. Any coupling arrange
ment which passes a signal current in to
the detector will also pass a locally gener
ated current back into the antenna through
the same coupling.
Radio Amplifiers Do It
Uncompensated radio frequency ampli
fiers also possess great capacity for mis
chief in the form of radiation. The writer
has operated a two stage tuned R.F. ampli
fier from a loosely coupled double circuit
tuner which when thrown into oscillation
was reported to cause interference more
than a mile away.
Also the Loop
The use of a loop with any type of
receiver merely reduces the magnitude of
the interference without suppressing it.
The Cure
The most obvious solution consists in the
provision of a radiation muffler of some
sort to be connected between the receiving
tuner and the antenna. Early in 1923

to prevent oscillation in the succeeding ci»cuit from reaching the antenna, all intercircuit capacity couplings in the muffling
device must be completely balanced out;
in other words the muffler must constitute
a true one-way repeater. It is not enough
merely to prevent this stage itself from
oscillating.
The Circuit
The basic arrangement of circuits in such
a radiationless receiver is shown diagra+\CLs Tc. —•

FIG 2 ONE WAY REPEATER USED IN
AMPLITUNErt.

matically in Figure 1. // the repeater is
a true one-way device, the receiver can be
made to oscillate without radiating. The
problems involved are rather novel and a
description of such a device, designed by
the writer under the name "Amplituner'
may be interesting.
The Amplituner
The circuit of the instrument is shown
in Figure 2. It consists of a balanced
bridge having two inductive and two capacitive arms. The incoming signal is im
pressed between grid and filament of an
amplifier tube across the two opposite ter
minals G and X of the bridge. The ampli
fied voltage in the plate circuit of this tube
is impressed across the other pair of op
posite terminals P and F. The capacity
between grid and plate of the tube Cm and
TI U —
TUNED
REGENERATIVE
4
("T\
TUNEO
ONE WAV
RECEIVER
OR
)
the associated wires constitutes one capa
J-REPEATEE
RF
AMPLIFIER-]
city arm. The capacity between grid and
filament C, is increased by a small adjust
RECEIVER.
- FIG
FiG I RADIATIONLESS
RA
able parallel condenser Cc upon which the
final adjustment for balance is made. Once
Stuart Ballantine suggested to the writer the
balance is attained the compensating
the use of an anti-regenerative stage of condenser
is locked. The inductive arms
R.F. amplification for this purpose. It was consist of Cc
two coils L, and L, in series in
later found by the writer that the use of the plate circuit
of the tube. The lower
an ordinary anti-regenerative stage between terminal of the input
is brought to
the antenna and the receiver is not enough the same a.c. potentialcircuit
the point X be
to completely prevent radiation. In order tween coils L, and L, as
by the use of coil
•Radio Frequency Laboratories. Inc.
L, which is equal to and unity-coupled with
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L,. The only reason for using L, is to
keep the voltage of the plate battery B off
the grid of the tube; if the battery were
not present, the lower end of the input coil
La would be connected directly to X. The
theory of the bridge is simple. When the
capacities and inductances are so chosen
that the following relation is satisfied:
L,
L,
Cm
C.-fC
then the bridge is balanced and no radiofrequency oscillation in the plate circuit of
the tube can impress a voltage across the
input terminals G and X. In other words,
an oscillation of any type or frequency
can be impressed upon the output terminals
marked "TO RECEIVER", and the tuned
input circuit Lb Ci, and hence the antenna
coil L„ is completely isolated from this os
cillation in virtue of the balance existing
between points G and X with respects to
points P and F. On the other hand, os
cillations induced in the input circuit from
an incoming signal are impressed between
grid and filament of the tube and are re
produced by the electron currents of the
tube in the plate circuit in the form of an
amplified voltage acting between points P
and F, which in turn is nassed on to the
output or "RECEIVER" terminals through
condenser C,. Ca has a relatively low re
actance and serves merely as a stoppage
condenser for the direct plate voltage. The
internal plate-filament resistance of the

Figure 3. The Laboratory Model Amplituner.
It has but one tuning control.
tube, acting between P and F is across two
arms of the bridge and hence does not
affect this balance. The internal gridfilament current is across one capacity arm
but with a negative filament connection the
grid-filament resistance is so high in prac
tice as to exert a negligible influence upon
the balance of the bridge.
In practice the Amplifier is required to
do two things besides preventing the back
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ward flow of current from the output ter
minals to the antenna: First, it must have
a capacitive reactance between the output
terminals which is equivalent to that of the
"average" antenna in order to allow the
direct connection to its output terminals of
any receiver designed to operate from an
antenna; second, when such a receiver is

Figure 4. Interior of the laboratory model
Amplituner.
The instrument is completely shielded with 10
mil copper sheet which is grounded, the coils being
kept away from the copper.
Using the same lettering as in Figure 2,
LI, L2, and L3, the coils in the bridge arms.
La antenna or primary coil standing inside
secondary coil Lb which is not labeled here.
Cc Balancing condenser.
Variable tuning condenser Cb not labeled but
easily seen.
connected to the output terminals, the
resonance load in the plate circuit of the
Amplifier tube must be of such magnitude
as to impress an amplified voltage upon
this receiver. The provision of a suitable
"antenna-like " impedance, which will allow
the receiver to retain its original tuning
characteristics does not necessarily mean
a fulfilment of the second requirement. A de
sign for the output circuit was finally
selected which allows the Amplituner to
be operated into any receiver whose tuner
is designed to operate at wavelengths from
200 to 600 meters; the receiving tuner may
be either single or double-circuit, tuned by
either series or parallel condenser, or it
may consist of a so-called "untuned" pri
mary closely coupled to a tuned secondary,
such as is used in commercial neutrodyne
receivers. The design consists merely of
the use of a continuous coil for inductances
L, and L,, having an inductance of about
500 microhenries, shunted by a capacity at
C« of 500 mif., which gives an effective
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range of capacity between the output ter
minals of 300 to 450 iiuf. between 200 and
600 meters. This r.f. choke, which com
prises Lt and Lj is wound of #36 solid
wire on a tube %" in diameter, the small
size being mainly for the purpose of re
ducing the distributed capacity of the coil,
since appreciable distributed capacities in
L, and La tend to destroy independence of
frequency in the balance of the Amplituner
circuit. L, is wound directly over Lj.
Figure 4 shows an inside view of the
laboratory model. The coils are spaced
from the copper shielding since this is at
ground voltage. The shield might appear
unnecessary and in fact the Amplituner
circuit can be completely balanced without
it. However it has been found that the
whole body of the amplifier will pick up
enough field from a nearby oscillating re-

RG 5-CIHCUir FOR BALANCING AMPLITUNER.
ceiver to radiate oscillations which are
appreciable at short distances. Even when
the amplifier coils are wound in astatic
form the effect persists. Therefore it was
necessary to shield the amplituner.
Operation
Obviously the antenna lead-in which goes
to the amplituner should not pass close to
the oscillating receiver which is connected
to the output of the amplituner. The ampli
tuner gives a voltage amplification of from
three to seven depending upon the wave
length.
Adjustment
The method of balancing the amplituner
brings out a very important effect, namely
the change of intra electrode capacities in
an audion tube when the electron current is
flowing. In a commercial anti-regenerative
amplifier (the standard types of neutrodyne—Tech. Editor) local oscillations may
be prevented by balancing the tube capa
cities with the filament unlighted and neg
lecting the unbalance which follows lighting
the filament. But the writer has found that
this change may cause as much as 2 to 4
micromicrofarads difference in the grid-plate
effective capacity of a receiving tube when
the filament is turned to full brilliancy.
This is sufficient partially to nullify the
one-way action of the ampli-Jtuner, and to
allow R,F. to creep back through the ampli
tuner into the antenna. Accordingly the
final adjustment is made as follows.
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Final Adjustments
With the filament lit to full brilliancy
the amplifier is placed in the circuit shown
in Figure 5. The shielded oscillator repre
sents an oscillating regenerative receiver.
A receiving set is connected directly to the
antenna as shown at the left. This set uses
two stages of radio, a detector and an audio
amplifier. Both this set and the ampli
tuner are tuned to the wavelength of an
incoming C.W. signal. The oscillator G is
then tuned to produce a beat note with the
incoming signal and the operator listens
at the headset T while he adjusts the com
pensating condenser Cc (Figure 2) of the
amplituner. The adjustment is made with
a long handle so the operator can keep his
body away from the amplituner. At some
adjustment of Cr the best note between the
incoming signal and the oscillator G dis
appears. This "null point" indicates a
complete suppression of the backward flow
ing current from the oscillator G to the
antenna. The amplituner then behaves as
a true one wave receiver. This is of course
an extremely sensitive method since the re
ceiving set is connected directly to the same
antenna instead of being on a separate an
tenna at some distance as would ordinarily
be the case. For this reason it is possible
to notice a slight shift in the position of
the null point when changing wavelengths
but in ordinary operation it is possible to
make the adjustment at 350 meters and
then to operate the amplituner from 250
meters to 600 meters without putting into
the antenna enough energy to cause inter
ference to other receivers on other antennas
near by.
A shift of tubes does not cause appre
ciable trouble, provided the filaments of all
are burned at full brilliancy. Once the
balance is attained the compensating con
denser is locked. It is important of course
that the amplituner tube be burned at its
rated voltage if perfect one way action is
to be maintained but the value of the device
as a radiation muffler is not seriously
harmed from the standpoint of outside sta
tions if the filament current varies the whole
range consistent with good amplification.
rVlATEURS YOU OUGHT TO KHOW
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Experimenters Section Report
Lunar Effects
THE following is quoted from the
A.R.R.L. weekly newspaper service
of the date of March 25th.
"Radio reception appears to be in
fluenced by the moon in some manner.
"The only observation made has been
on European long wave transatlantic sig
nals. The rules given below can accord
ingly be applied only to long wave signals
traveling in a westerly direction across the
Atlantic. Whether reception in the opmoonS phases

be of general interest should be sure to
get them in.
Coil Varnishes
Suggestions are wanted by three differ
ent experimenters as to various coil var
nishes which they should test.
Helices
The ordinary helix is hard to put into
good mechanical shape and at the same
time get compactness unless edgewise strip
is used. However, this stuff is very dif
ficult to obtain and the price is quite high,
a small helix sometimes costing as much as
?10.00 or $12.00.
The old-fashioned spiral "pancake"
wound of straight strip on a paraffined
wooden frame should give as low resis
FULL MOON LAST
QUARTER
BadSUU.
Ikry/.ttleStst*
BaJsenf
tance or lower, provided the turns are
Fair
Stynalt
GoedSyott
Fur Syna/ic
spaced by the width of the strip or more.
posite direction is similarly affected is not This would seem to make up for the inknown.
cenvenience of having to guess how much
"In the tests that were made, best re
inductance one had added when putting in
ception came during the period of a full successive turns of different size. That
moon. Generally the signal would not be diffiiculty will largely disappear as we go
particularly strong but there would be al
over to coupled circuits.
most no static and very clear and steady
Some measurements on this work are
signals would be recorded. During the new desired and some useful dimensions urgent
moon the static would be very bad but sig
ly needed. Be sure to provide for plate
nals strength fair. During the first quarter and grid turns.
both the signal strength and static would
increase. During the last quarter the Working Together on the Antenna System
The following has the heartiest endorse
static would be very bad and generally
ment of the Technical Editor. If carried
louder than the signal.
through as planned here such a system
"These observations do not take into ac
should get together an invaluable stock of
count local disturbances such as thunder
storms nor do they cover fading, there information on antennas.
The scheme is best explained by quot
being very little of the latter on long
ing the following letter:
waves."
We should like to hear from all those
159 Essex Avenue
interested in making observations on this
Gloucester, Mass.
particular phase of radio. If there is any
LQ:
thing in the theory a series of concerted Dear
Will it be possible to secure the coopera
observations would clarify the matter.
tion of the Experimenters Department in
gaining information on antennas?
Coil and Condenser Measurement
If my request is at all reasonable I
No problem in radio today is exciting would like to secure the following informa
so much interest or attracting so much tion from as many stations as possible. I
work as investigation of coils. There is intend to compile the results in a concise
on hand quite a respectable list of those form from which some idea of the proper
that are working on this particular pro
dimensions of antennas for any location
blem and I believe it will be beneficial all can be determined.
around for those interested to request a
Here is what we want.
list of the others. This should be done in
A. Resistance curve over a wide range.
accordance with the usual rules on cor Tabulated data will do but there should be
respondence for this department.
two or three checking values for each
The runner-up in general interest is the point.
measurement of variable condensers. A
B. Dimensions of antenna and counter
good bit of work has been done on this by poise system, (be exact height, length,
various members and the Technical Editor spread, spacing, type, etc.)
himself also took a shot at it; the result
C. Geographical location, together with
of this work will prospectively be printed approximate composition of earth below
in QST a bit later. All those having mea
the station. (Dry sand, ore, sea water,
surements of any kind whatever that will fresh water, etc.)
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D. Kind of towers, length of guy wires
between insulators and length and location
of other wires nearby.
E. Good description of location with
photographs and preferably with maps and
dimensions showing promixity of wirco,
trees, buildings, etc.
F. Extremely important: Method of
making the test and measurements, naming
the apparatus used.
G. Miscellaneous, such as kinds of in
sulation, size and. kind of wire, method of
making joints, irregularities in the method
or system of wiring.
We are working hard here to secure ac
curate results on several types of antennas
at various heights. If others interested
will forward their information we will got
many varieties of locations and be able to
draw more general conclusions regarding
the effects of locations in woods, valleys,
mountains, seashores, prairies and so on.
If we can secure the cooperation of many
stations, our report to QST will be forth
coming at an early date.
Very best 73's,
Robert W. Hart, Radio 1RH
(President, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Radio Club)
Canadian Wavemeteri
Mr. J. H. Macdonald, Anyox, B.C., Can
ada, has a General Radio precision wavemeter type 224, serial number 103.
Mr. Macdonald offers to calibrate the
wavemeters of any of the Canadian Divi
sion Managers who care to send them to
him, providing they will pay shipment
charges.
Official Surgeon
The Experimenter's Section has an
official surgeon, Dr. O. R. Troje of Ensley,
Alabama. Dr. Troje proposes to concen
trate on major operations, such as the

CH10JE
S URGEON f .
Ex perimenter's Section
Recurrent & Chronic
CQlTIS AND —
~Cau.-Card-itis ^

removal of chronic CQitis. He is going
to lay in a full line of wood-working tools
and already has an axe.
Half and Double Waves
Mr. William N. Schick of Radio 2MU ai
2723 Cooper Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., Is
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working on the question of the appearance
of half and double waves in radio trans
mitters and receivers.
Some general solution to the problem of
preventing this kind of interference is very
much needed and this undertaking should
be supported by all members of this sec
tion with suggestions as to methods, assis
tance in person or by radio and such ex
perimental data as are on hand.
Ballantine To Revise "Radio Telephony
for Amateurs"
Particular attention of all members of
the Experimenters Section is invited to the
possibility that Stuart Ballantine will this
summer revise "Radio Telephony for Ama
teurs" in order to print an enlarged third
edition in the fall.
As this book has gotten to be the stand
ard text of the radio amateur world, the
Technical Editor wishes to invite com
munication regarding those things that
should be particularly treated in the next
edition. Naturally such suggestions are
vastly more useful if they also state where
the information may be obtained. This
especially applies to that kind of experi
mental work in which most of the interest
lies in the curves, data and other results
obtained.
Address communications to the Experi
menter's Section in the usual fashion.
Wavemeters
At this moment we are overwhelmed
with articles about wavemeters but none
of them meet the pressing need of the
moment which is a meter that will go down
to 3 or 4 meters and whose construction is
such that it can easily be produced with a
good deal of certainty that the range of
the coils will fall just about in the same
place each time. The only way to test
such a design is to start out with two dif
ferent condensers of the same make and to
make two complete sets of coils, seeing if
they check all the way through with some
sort of accuracy.
The thing is possible because General
Radio does it in their 247-W.
It is very likely that four and perhaps
even five coils will be needed to cover the
range from 200 meters down to 2 meters.
Line Escapes
A very urgent problem that gets prac
tically no attention is the active hunting
down and suppression of interference from
power leaks, commutator sparking, brush
discharges on insulators and the like.
I wish to make a strong appeal to all
hands to get on this job and do all in
vestigation possible during the summer
while the weather permits and receiving
conditions are none too good anyway.
Any number of power companies are
only too glad to cooperate ; quite a few of
them have written us to that effect.
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Is WNP On The Way
Home?
THE month of June was the slimmest
on WNP reports, but it seems that
9FB has taken a message from WNP.
On May 31st at 12:27 A.M., C.S.T., 9FB
reports hearing him with a CQ call. 9FB
answered it and reports that WNP came
back and gave him this message:
H P. MAXIM QST HARTFORD CONN
WE ARE HAVING GOOD WEATHER HERE NOW
THAWED TODAY DAYLIGHT ALL OF THE
TIME NOW TEMPERATURE AROUND ZERO
NOW ICE BREAKING UP EXPECT TO START
MOVING SOON ALL WELL
MACMILLAN
That message came to Hartford by way
of 4RR, 3HG, and 1XAQ. The peculiar

WAITING FOR DON
The father, mother, sister and brother of
Mix, WNP
part about it is that no other amateur re
ported WNP on this date and 9FB says
he had some difficulty in copying him. We
trust he has copied it correctly and that
it is a bona-fide message, because it is
good news to all of us who are anxious to
see the crew of the Bowdoin back home.
June 9, 7EI reports WNP; and 30E be
lieves he heard WNP answer his call on
June 17. 8ACM reports WNP on June 19.
There has been no confirmation of this
message. If the Bowdoin were really home
ward bound we should be working WNP
regularly. Be sure and report any recep
tion promptly to A.R.R.L. Headquarters.
We all look forward to good contact with
WNP as soon as the Arctic gets under
way and we hope that Mix will be able
to get his outfit down on short waves when
he knows how good they are for DX work.
We are trusting "Bill" Choat, operator of
the Arctic, to get this word over to him
as soon as he is QSO WNP.
—F.H.S.

CMie ReceiVirvg
e^cp►erimenter

Conducted by S. Kruse, Tech Eo.
A Transmission Freak
Mr. H. C. Smiley of Shawnee, Oklahoma,
calls attention to the occasional pheno
menon of hearing a spark signal only as
modulation of the signal from some other
station which is using tubes, the spark sta
tion being inaudible as soon as the key
of the tube station is left up.
Mr. Smiley suggests "What is to pre
vent a spark from modulating the outgoing
carrier wave of a tube station and so be
carried along, not as the original spark
wave but as a super-imposed modulation
of the tube station's signal?"
The Editor is inclined to take stock in
this. Some years ago at the Bureau of
Standards the same thing was noticed with
the signals of 3XF and NSF. At this time
the three stations were in the position
shown in the diagram. NSF was on 190
meters while 3XF was on 375 meters.
When the loop was tuned to 375, 3XF was
of course heard in the usual fashion. How
ever if the loop was tuned to 180 meters,
3XF was heard only when NSF was sendReceiving
Loop

NSF
(Tube)JTL
ing. The signal of 3XF could be heard
very faintly at its natural tone when the
receiving tube was not oscillating. If the
detector was made to oscillate the signal
strength improved materially but the spark
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tone was lost. The sharpness of tuning
corresponded to that of a modulated tube
station and not to that of the original
spark station, which was materially
broader.
A check was made on this later by get
ting 3XF down on 200 meters, also by
attempting to hear a harmonic from 3XF
on 200 meters when he was tuned to 375.
Both tests confirmed the idea presented by
Mr. Smiley.
Hearing in the Dark
A new argument has just started around
the question of whether one really can hear
noises better in the dark than in the light.
A number of operators insist that they
can copy faint signals bettor when the
lights are turned out.
Is there a physiologist in the audience?
Power Line Chokes
To men living in the Upper Mississippi
Valley, a "mill" is a place where wheat is
ground into flour and not a pla'.e where
steel is rolled or one where textiles are
made.
The grand American deraand for nice
white "patent" flour with all the bran re-
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ing copper segment and a carbon brush.
Another variety operates a 60-cycle arc in
a horn gap.
Both of them can be subdued by a de
vice suggested by our old friend M. B.
West. It is dead simple: just put in eacli
side of the supply line a choke consisting
of 5 pounds of heavy double cotton-covered
magnet wire on the original spool. The
interference is much weaker and is put u~>
on a high wavelength where it does no
harm.
A Convertible Circuit
Mr. Everest of 1ARE suggests a circuit
in which a radio amplifier can be cut in or
out by the simple process of turning one
filament rheostat.
Referring to the diagram one will see
that whenever the first filament is turned
on there is in action a radio amplifier with
tuned plate circuit, the tendency to oscil
late being controlled by the tickler of this
tube. This makes a good spark or phone
receiver.

. 'Mixture o?a/rstea/nr
nitrous oxide andozane*
Sir
.- BleacJie(/F/our_
7o fyyv high
vc 'taqeTransformer

ARC TYPE
OF FLOUR BLEACHER
Arc
Stationary
Carban&rusA

ROTATING BREAKER TYPE OF FLOUR BLEACHER
moved and even the starch bleached dead
white has forced flouring mills to install
bleaching devices. Quite a few of. these
are electrical and create savage radio in
terference when they are operating. One
type consists of a rotating contact maker
operating with a 500-volt direct current
generator. The breaks are between a mov

When it is desired to receive C.W. one
turns out the first filament, sets the second
tube into oscillation with the plate vario
meter and immediately you have a loose
coupled circuit of good amateur design.
Dead Spots
The response to our repeated requests
for information on the location and nature
of dead spots has at last begun to take
effect. The response is still not exactly
enthusiastic but it is encouraging.
If a sufficient number of detailed con
tributions can be gotten during the next
six or twelve months we will be in posi
tion to know whether some testing might
produce useful results.
In the meantime it will be greatly ap
preciated if you can stir up the men you
work with, talk to by radio, or corresoond
with, and ask them to send in reports, pre
ferably with maps and as much detail as
possible.
Audio Transformers Again
We have a great plenty of suggestions
as to things that might be tried toward
producing audio-frequency transformers
with a high peak but we seem to have very
few who have the equipment and the op
portunity to work on the problem under
standing^.
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More About Low Loss Coils
By S. Kruse, Technical Editor
IT is surprising that most amateurs (and
most commercial designers also) are
unable to understand that a good con
denser is wasted unless used with a good
coil.
Even the best coil is not good when com
pared to a fine condenser. This is all the
more reason why the greatest care should
be taken in building tuner coils.
Coupled Resistance
No matter how good a coil is one can
ruin it by coupling closely to the antenna.
There is always a tendency to do this be
cause low loss tuners are sharp and it is
hard to find things with them. However
to gain the full advantage one should not
get the primary closer than an inch or so
from the secondary and can frequently
work with coupling as loose as a foot or
eighteen inches, as is done at 9XAX-9ZT
and 9MC.
Wire Sizes
As stated in previous articles the re
sistance of a short-wave tuner coil is
usually as much in the insulation near the
wire as in the wire itself. Still there is a
definite advantage in large wire in some
parts of the circuit.
There is not and cannot be an answer
to fit all cases.
Ticklers for nonoscillating tuners had best be wound with a
comparatively small wire such as No. 26
to reduce the tuning effect when the coil is
moved to and from the secondary. How
ever, if the tuner is made to oscillate for
continuous wave reception there seems to
be a definite advantage in using larger
wire in the tickler.
Large wire in a secondary coil is very
much worth while. It is doubtful if this
needs to be carried to any size above No.
14 double-cotton-covered, however. Even
then large wire is of no use unless a coil
of low losses is constructed and then kept
very well away from other p.iits of the
set.
The wire to be used in the primary
depends entirely upon the antenna system.
If a ground connection is being used
there will be no noticeable gain from using
large wire in the primary. When receiv
ing with a good counterpoise system there
may be an advantage in using sizes as large
as No. 14. This too is worth while only if
the primary is tuned to the same wave as
the secondary.
Insulation
The insulation is mainly there to space
the turns. Therefore enameled wire is en
tirely hopeless—the insulation is too thin.

Single silk or cotton are nearly as bad,
the double covered wires are the best.
Something that will beat any of these is
ordinary every-day "annunciator" wire
which has several thick wrappings of cot
ton with paraffin soaked into it.
Basket and Spaced Coils
It is rather doubtful if any of the special
windings have lower resistance than a
single-layer coil with spaced turns. Cer
tainly the difference is not a large one.
The excuse for basket-weave coils and the
like is not lower resistance but lower dis
tributed capacity. Here one gets on some
what thin ice because it can be argued that
a reduction of distributed capacity is cer
tain to reduce the losses.
In general one can look for equal re
sults from a basket-wound coil and a
single-layer coil as long as they are made
equally well.
It is possible to make very poor coils of
both kinds. Basket-weave coils frequently

NO. 2

NO. 1

Low-loss coils made by C. B. Graves, Marblehead, Mass.
"These coils are practically springs supported by
narrow strips of insulating material glued into
place with a collodion mixture. Only about 10%
of the wire touches anything but air.
Number 1 is an input tuner. Primary (inner
coil) 22 turns bare wire spaced Vs to 1 i inch.
Secondary (outer coil), S inches diameter, 80 turns
No. 22 Insulated wire, tapped if desired. Tuning
range 200-600 meters. Tin- pair of coils also
makes a good r.f. transformer. No. 2 is a feed
back combination. When using No 1 and No. 2
together for a regenerative tuner Lh'j outer coil of
No. 2 is put in the plate circu- and the inner
coil is put in the grid circuit Ip series with the
outer coil of No. 2. This give - the well-known
advantage of a split secondary, .hat there is no
inter-action between the tickler and the antenna
coil.
The clearance between the inner and the outer
coil of each pair is ft ".
develop a short-circuited turn w! ile being
stripped off the pins on which t'aey were
wound. The coil then tunes broatly and if
is not easy to locate the shorted turn. The
spaced-turn single layer coil does not ^et
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into this particular difficulty but has other
weaknesses.
If either the basket coil or the spaced
single-layer winding is wound on a tube
with thick walls and then daubed with floor
varnish the result is a poor coil. If either
kind is wound of double cotton covered wire
on a thin waterproof tube (not over 1/16"

Method of supporting basket-weave coil used by
K. M. Ebret, Oklahoma City.
It seems probable that just as good results
would be gotten by sticking the coil tq the supports
with airplane dope.
thick) the coil will be at least fair. Final
ly if either sort of coil is wound "in air"
and supported by sewing together with
waxed thread the coil will be good electrical
ly. To prune down the insulating material
in this fashion and still make the coil solid
is a thing that takes skill and thought.
Pancake Coil*
Pancake coils are good if they are built
on very good material—the thinner the
better—and attention is paid to the need
for large wire in the tuned circuits. Most
pancake coils use wires 5 to 10 sizes too
small, wind them with single-covered or
enamel wire and sometimes even do such
foolish things as using an untreated fibre
or wooden form.
Deep Windings
Bank windings are inferior to single
layer windings in the secondary circuit of
a short wave tuner. This is assuming that
the two types of winding are equally well
made. It is of course possible to make a
single layer coil so badly that it will be
even worse than a bank winding. This
statement is correct for both amateur and
broadcast receivers. On longer wavelengths
single layer coils become so enormous that
their field includes much solid material and
the losses become very high. Above 1000
meters bank and other deep coils are al
most certainly better.
Honeycomb, duo-lateral, and Giblin-Remler coils are materially better at short
waves than are the bank windings. It
appears, however, that a very carefully
made single layer coil will give a definite
improvement over all of them, providing
it is used with a good condenser. The con
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venience of plug mounting is one of the
main arguments for the coils just menitoned. However, these plug mountings are
in effect small fixed condensers whose losses
are higher than one might wish.
Shape of Coils
Our readers seem much worried about
the proper proportion of diameter to length
of receiving coils. With ordinary tuners
a single layer coil will automatically have
favorable proportions. If the diameter is
very much increased the distributed capa
city will go up rapidly because it is rough
ly proportional to the diameter. If the
coil is made very long and slim, the distri
buted capacity will go down but the in
ductance for a given length of wire will
also go down. The best proportions seem
to be near the region in which the diameter
and lengths are somewhere near alike. The
condition is not very critical and a coil is
good if its length is anywhere from % to
1% times the diameter.
Varnishes and "Dopis"
It seems from the correspondence that
we have not been emphatic enuf in our re
marks about coil varnishes. The only ex
cuse for coil varnishes is to keep moisture
out of the coil. No varnished coil is ever
entirely as good as an untreated coil—if
the untreated coil is dry. However, the
difference can be made very small by using
a good varnish. A bad varnish will run
the resistance up badly and will not keep
out moisture. Prepared shellac is often bad.
being loaded up with glue and the like.
Ordinary varnishes are not good, especially
if put on thickly.
We are constantly being told that heavy
varnishes are O.K. since they are used con
stantly in such tuners as the Navy's
SE-1420c and CN-240. Do not forget that
these tuners work mainly at medium and
long waves, also that something must be
sacrificed in ship's apparatus to get ab
solute moisture-proofing.
Some paraffines are good coil dope but
tend to collect moisture. The material
called cerasin is somewhat better. The
best all-around varnishes appear to be the
airplane dopes. These are usually made of
a cellulose compound dissolved in acetone,
ether, or a mixture of the two. When using
the brush with this varnish, work quickly
for it dries fast. Fully as good a way of
putting the "dope" on is to spray it on
with an ordinary atomizer. This must be
done carefully; do not hold the coil too
close to the atomizer and do not put on
too much varnish.
Forms and Tables
The main idea in all low-loss coils is to
keep away from solid materials. The worst
thing of all is to wind a good coil on a
heavy composition tube. However, any
heavy tube is bad—stick to the idea of using
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i very light tube. A cardboard tube, well
baked out and then waterproofed with air
plane dope, is as good as anything. Re
read Mr. Hassel's excellent advice on this
point.
Some more extreme forms of coils are
shown in our illustrations.
Corrugated Paper
Don Canaday of Cleveland Ohio suggests
a very simple way of keeping the coil off the
surface of a tube so as to reduce the losses.
The scheme is to varnish the corrugated

LOW LOSS COIL MADE BY MR. MANDLY OF
HARTFORD
The coil has 81 turns, a diameter of about 4
inches and a length of about 9 inches. It is wound
of No. 14 wire which happens to be cotton-covered
although enameled would be just as good for this
kind of winding. The cords are lightly treated with
colodion to make the whole thing firm.
The coil is used in the Rice circuit described in
QST with the negative A battery connected about
3/5 of the way down. In this circuit and with a
condenser of 500 micro-microfarads (.0005 micro
farads) connected across it a tuning range of ap
proximately 190 to 425 meters is obtained.
paper that comes around vacuum tubes and
then to lay it on the winding form with
the grooves running lengthwise.
The
simplest way of varnishing the paper is to
dip it. Be sure the varnish is thin and
has dried hard before the paper is used.
Home-made Tubes
A. H. Cain of 9MC manufactures his own
tubes from tarred paper roofing. This did
not sound good but seems to measure up
rather well. The paper is cut into a strip
and heated with a blow torch while it is
being wound on a form. The turns stick
together firmly and the tube is ready as
soon as cool. Nothing simpler, provided
you don't try it on a tin can that has a
rim at each end so the finished tube will
not come off. (We did.)
Keeping "In the Clear"
No matter how good a coil may be, it
will not perform well if slapped up against
a panel. The effect is about equally bad
with a metal shield of ordinary type. Many
of the tuners now on the market cheerfully
ignore this. While we are on that subject
it is fair to say that most of the metalpanel shields one sees these days are evi

dence of poor design. There is such a
thing as good shielding but that does not
excuse a metal (or metal-backed) panel
with coils crowded against it, sometimes
within an inch of the panel.

More International
Intermediates
SINCE the announcement in December,
1923, QST of the adoption of the In
ternational Intermediates for identify
ing amateurs in various countries, the
system has come into general use wherever
amateur radio thrives, except Great Britain
in which case variation was necessary on
account of governmental objections.
Several additions have been made neces
sary by amateur activity in countries not
reckoned with when first assignments were
made. They are as follows:
B—Belgium
C—Newfoundland (calls do not conflict
with Canada)
D—Denmark
Some amateurs have asked why more
assignments have not been made, notably
in South America; the answer is, there
are only a limited number of initials open
and we must proceed with caution, assign
ing where there is enough activity to war
rant it but holding back until development
shows a real necessity. It was realized
the present international intermediate
scheme had its limitations but, as preT
viously stated, it is hoped the next Inter
national Radiotelegraphic Convention will
consider the question and officially adopt
a system applicable to amateurs of all
countries and so take the matter into its
own hands.
Correspondence is now being exchanged
with several South American amateur bod
ies on the possibility of zoning the coun
tries similar to the division of Canada and
the United States into Radio Districts, such
that one or two initials would serve all
South American countries, the distinction
between countries being indicated in the
numeral prefix of the call.
For instance, the intermediate "R"
might be assigned to Argentina, Uruguay,
Chile and Brazil, all call letters in
Argentina beginning with the numeral
"1", in Uruguay "2", in Chile "3" and
in Brazil "4". If anyone heard 1AX
using the intermediate "R" he would know
it was an Argentinian amateur, 2WW
with intermediate "R" a Chilean amateur,
and so forth. This would conserve muchneeded initials for assignment to countries
widely separated, at the same time causing
no confusion in South American call
identification. Whether this arrangement
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will be adopted depends on the South
American amateur opinion and no conflict
with governmental restrictions. As far as
■we know, the several South American
gover.ii.ients have not made definite amateui . all assignments and if the amateurs
themselves get the jump on the situation,
they will probably have little trouble in
ducing their governments to assign calls
in accordance with this zoning system when
the time comes.
—C.A.S.

Financial Statement
IN accordance with instructions of the
Board of Directors the following state
ment of revenue and expenses of the
A.R.R.L. for the three months ended March
31, 1924, is presented for the information
of the membership.
K. B. WARNER, Secretary.
CONDENSED STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND
EXPENSES
Quarter Ended March 31, 1924
REVENUE
Advertising sales
$22,852.24
Newsdealer sales
9,324.45
Newspaper syndicate sales
441.00
Dues and subscriptions
10,691.42
Back numbers, etc
49S.01
Emblems
606.10
Interest on bank deposits
154.81
Bad debts recovered
166.60
$44,729.53
Deductions
Returns and allowances
1,825.42
Reserve for returns
799.25
Exchange and collection charges . .
5.24
Discount 2% for cash
853.25
2,988.16
41,746.87
EXPENSES
Publication expense
13,160.34
Salaries and commissions
15,320.07
Newspaper syndicate expense
201.10
Forwarding expense
498.25
Telegraph, telephone and postage. 1,594.55
Office supplies and general ex
penses
2,962.89
Rent, light and heat
645.28
Traveling expense
492.49
Depreciation of furniture and
equipment
105.08
Bad debts written off
476.24
Traffic Department field expense. . 667.46
Publicity Department field expense
49.59
36.961.84
Net Gain from operation*. .
t 6.784.53
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Tests With FL, Eiffel
Tower
WHILE our President, Mr. Maxim, was
in Paris during the month of March,
the French Government asked if
the A.R.R.L. would assist in conducting
some short wave tests. Mr. Maxim gladly
offered our cooperation in any tests that
might be carried out from FL.
General Ferrie, of the War Ministry,
and Colonel Delcambre, Director of the
National Meteorologic Office, proposed that
tests be sent from FL on wave lengths of
115, 75, 50 and 25 meters; also that
meteorological reports be sent from FL on
115 meters, daily. In addition, it was
suggested that we amateurs secure the
weather reports sent out by our naval
stations and transmit them for reception
in France. The French government is in
terested in determining the reliability of
short-wave signals, fading, consistency, and
audibility. Probably the tests will be
similar in nature to the A.R.R.L.-Bustan
Fading Tests of 1920.
FL did transmit during the months of
May and June, but unfortunately signals
were very weak and heavy static prevented
any general reception. Once or twice dur
ing May, FL's signals were very loud and
several amateurs heard them. Since that
time there has been nothing outside of a
very weak signal that has been heard by a
very few amateurs.
No definite schedules were received at
Headquarters, but schedules were picked
up from FL while they were being trans
mitted—it was only by good luck this
happened. Because of the limited time, it
wasn't possible to include these schedules
in any issue of QST, but mimeographed
forms were mailed to all amateurs who re
sponded to the broadcasts and circular
letters which were sent out from A.R.R.L.
Headquarters.
We don't know just what the program
will be from now on, but no doubt FL will
continue to transmit. Our contact will
have to be considerably better before we
can hope to do much through the heavy
static season, but we ask each interested
amateur to drop a card to A.R.R.L. if he
wishes to receive copies of the schedules
for future months. As far as we know,
transmission from FL will be on wave
lengths between 25 and 115 meters and
the present program includes a daily trans
mission of weather on 115 meters at 6:20
A.M., 5:00 P.M., and 10:00 P.M., C.S.T.
We believe this daily weather bulletin will
continue and we have been asked to for
ward copies to the U. S. Weather Bureau,
Washington, D. C, when it is possible to
copy it.
—F.H£.
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A Tuner That's Different
A Reinartz- Type Tuner That Goes From 30 to 550 Meters
By John V. Baker, IBIS
THE usual method of changing the
wavelength of a receiver is to insert
a loading coil in series with the grid
inductance. My method is just the
opposite; a short-wave coil is con
nected in parallel with the grid (secondary)
portion of the main coil. This extra coil has
fewer turns than the main coil and the com
bined inductance of the two in parallel is
less than that of the smaller coil alone. By
using different sizes of shunt coils, it is
possible to move the range of the tuner
downward as desired without changing the
tuner itself.
The circuit, shown in Fig. 1, is a simpli
fied Reinartz. This is nothing new.
The Coil System and Wiring
I believe the method of supporting the
coils and changing the wavelength range is
new. Fig. 2 is a sketch showing the method
of mounting the main coil. The leads from
the tuning condenser to the filament and
grid binding posts on the socket are of
No. 14 hard drawn copper as shown. It is

r

'
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thus supported about two inches above the
baseboard, clear of all apparatus and with
out using any material except the connect
ing wires. The primary consists of 3 turns
and is wound right over the sec
ondary, next to the filament tap.
This can be seen in the photograph
but is not shown in Fig. 2.
Two angles of No. 14 hard drawn
copper wire are soldered to the
leads which support the main coil
near the rear of the horizontal
portion of the leads. Their free
ends stick up about Vt " and form
short "prongs." The short-wave
coils are wound in the same manner
as the main coil and have Fahnestock clips to their ends. When
^3
the short-wave coils are used they
are clipped on to the short up

ward-projecting prongs, thus putting the
coil in parallel with the grid (secondary)
part of the main inductance.
The waves above 225 meters are reached
by shunting the main coil with various
Micadon Type 601 condensers which, like
the small coils, have been equipped with
Fahnestock clips.
The additional coils do not seem to

*3
j
affect the feedback, the set oscillating as
easily and steadily at 30 meters as at 200.
This applies only to UV-201-A and C-301-A
tubes. Some other tubes will not work be
low 70 meters.
The Coils Themselves
The receiver has two 250 nnfd General
Radio geared-vernier variable condensers,
one to tune the grid (secondary) circuit and
the other to control the feedback. Body
capacity effects are eliminated if the con
nections are made as shown.
The main inductance is basket-wound
with No. 16 D.C.C. wire, using a winding
form of thirteen A" pins set in a four-inch
circle. The main coil has 32 turns witli a
tap at the 20th, giving 20 turns in the grid
circuit and 12 in the plate.
The radio-frequency choke, seen lying
flat on the base of the set, consists of 250
S/no/e layer
ffod/o^FrequencyChoke,

genera/£ul. . Vcrmer Ifor/ab/e Condenser zsoM^tfmat. capacity
3 turns /Yo /6 OCC orer l2 32 turns basket wound 4* d/ameier, tap 20 £i/rn T /ram andend.
-ZSolurnsHo.3oSS.Con 2" diameter tuba.
FIG I RECEIVER CIRCUIT
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turns of No. 30 single cotton-covered wire
in one layer on a two-inch tube. In the
photograph a lead crosses this coil diagonal
ly. This is the lead going from the plate
of the detector tube to the feedback con
denser.
The three short-wave coils are made ol
the same wire as the main inductance and
are wound on the same form but contain
5, 10 and 15 turns respectively.
Approximate Wavelength Ranges
The wavelength ranges are as follows.
With 5 turn coil
30 - 70 meters
With 10 turn coil
35 - 110 meters
With 15 turn coil
40 - 150 meters
Main coil only
70 - 225 meters
With 250 nufd. Micadon
190 - 290 meters
With 500 nufd. Micadon
250 - 380 meters
With 750 nufd. Micadon
370 - 430 meters
With 850 nufd. Micadon
410 - 550 meters
Operation
I believe the use of coils in parallel rather
than in series gives lower losses. It cer
tainly lowers the direct current resistance
of the grid circuit and my method of at
taching the shunt coil does not introduce
any extra losses in switches or additional
leakage paths across the tuning condenser.
The method of mounting the inductance on
its own connection eliminates all insulating
material from the field of the coil.
However, it will be found that even with
the shunt coil located as far from the main
inductance as it has been shown, there is
still some coupling, as a wavelength change
occurs if the connections of the short-wave
coil are reversed. These coils should be
marked so that they may be placed with the
same side always to the front.
If the fundamental of your antenna sys
tem is within the wavelength range of the
receiver you will need the full capacity of
the feedback condenser to maintain oscilla
tion, and even this may not be enough. I
Tap soldered lead
■fiort »v*e cot/
connect/nypronfS
leadmre Ml f4

use a loading coil in the antenna circuit
to bring its wavelength just above the
upper limit (220 meters) of the receiver.
My antenna has a fundamental of 120
meters. I prefer this to a series condenser
as a condenser small enough to lower the
wave of the antenna below the working
range reduces the signal strength too much.

Other Parts
Just to the left of the radio frequency
choke is the Chelsea audio amplifying trans
former which feeds the amplifier tube. This
tube also is a UV-201-A. On the panel
near the feedback condenser may be seen
Short Wave Co//*
FafmsiocJt Clip

FIG. 3 END VIEW OF RECEIVER
WITH SHORT-WAVE COIL IN USE
the small General Radio 30-ohm rheostat
which controls the filament.
Other Sets
The same scheme for reducing the wave
length range can of course be applied to
other kinds of sets. This is a convenience
where the same set must be used on the
broadcast and the amateur band. The
change does not injure the set, nor require
cutting and drilling of the panel.
Amateur Radio to the
South Sea Isles
UNDER command of Captain A. J.
Duken, the S. S. Bigbill is sailing
for the south seas on a four year
expedition, in the interest of the Deep
Waterways Commission. This information
came too late to allow time for us to get
complete details on the radio equipment
the "Bigbill" will carry—but watch for it
next month.
E. C. Page (9BP-9XBF) of Evanston,
Illinois, is the operator selected from the
membership of the A.R.R.L. Page is one
of those enthusiastic hams who spent many
a night in the earlier days right after the
war in getting a spark transmitter that
was one of the best in Illinois. He never
did seem to stop tinkering with it, but
always was after greater efficiency — per
sistency was his long-suit. 9BP was among
the first ones to put a kick behind a C.W.
signal when he shifted from spark to C.W.,
and when he secured his experimental
license (really before that) he had one of
the best signals on short waves that came
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out of the ninth district—Page always had
a good station that reached out. And he
knows his receivers too.
Now he is going to have the joy of
operating under the call WHU, using most
any wave-length necessary for experimental
work. That means practically all ama
teur communication will be "experimental
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work." So fellows, here is one more chance
to keep an ear out for another ham, and
when you hear WHU on waves between
100 and 200 remember that Page (9BP9XBF) is at the key. More about WHU
next month—sorry we couldn't have more
dope for you.
—F.H£.

More on the Pan-American Tests
LAST month we recounted the list of
stations which were successful in
logging CB8 in the Pan American
Tests and this month we list the
calls of stations heard in South
America, as reported up to press time.
CB8 has the best report. In each case
where a code word was transmitted, the

May 30/31—1XAK, 4IZ, 8YN, 1XZ, 8AAJ,
1GC, 1BVL, 1BIE, 1BOQ, 1XW, 8ZW,
5AIR.
May 31 /June 1—4CR, 3AQ, 6CGW, 4AF,
1XU, 1XW, 6AJA, 9ZT.
Pierre J. Noizeux, Villa Eliza, (F.C.S.)
Argentina.
May 11 to 14 (before tests started), 1AFN,

A NEW PICTURE OF CBS
Here are the Messrs. Braggio at their station at Bernal, near Buenos Aires,
the only South American station to be heard in North America during the tests.
Our hunch aoout their transmitter was wrong—they have a new one using
four UV-203-A's working into a beautiful vertical cage aerial a hundred feet high.
call has been verified from logs sent to
A.R.R.L. Headquarters.
May 20/21—1XW, 1AC, 1XAM, 1XZ.
May 21/22—Canadians 1AR and 1BQ.
3ABD, 1XZ, 8BPA, 9UA, 30H, 4IZ,
1AW. (1AW was not in operation
during the tests.)
May 23/24—1BCR, 9UA, 1CPN, 3YO,
4IZ, 6CGW, 4CB, 9ZT.
May 24/25—1AC, 2X1, 8CYI, 9AIM. 9CCS,
3CKJ, 8BCP, 6CGW, 1BIE, 9ZT, 5MI,
4IZ, 6AMK, 4BNU—probably 3BNU.
May 29/30—1XW, 8XBP, 4CR, 1BIE, 40Q.
1ABF, GAPW, 9CJM, (3BWJ worked
CB8).

3XAQ, 30T, 1XAH, 2XN, Canadian
1AR, 9ZT, 1XU, 8XS.
May 21—1XW, 8XS.
May 22—Canadian 1BQ, 8XS, 3ADB,
1XAE, 1XZ, 9EKY, 2LE, 9ZT, 8APW,
8AJW, 9BMU, 4PK, 4IZ, 1KA, 8AP.
Eduardo Vigano, en Mercedes, Buenos
Aires.
May 22—4IZ, 4BF. 3BWJ.
May 25—3CJN, 6CGW.
May 30— 1BIE, 6CGW, 1BOQ, 1ABF, 9ZT.
Ignacio M. Gomez, Buenos Aires.
May 22—1XZ.
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R. Y. Jones, Sao Paulo, Brazil
May 22—1XZ, 9CII, 8ABS.
May 24—9ZT, 1BCR, 1XZ, 8VE.
1XZ was copied in Australia with code
word verified.
That completes the list of calls reported
up to date, but any additional lists will ap
pear in the first available issue of QST.
'Twas a good job, fellows, and we con
gratulate and thank you for your cooper
ation. It was worth while, after all, to
make use of the old set before you let 'er
accumulate the summer dust, eh!
—F.H.S.
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Vermont will hold its first A.R.R.L.
Convention at Poultney, Vt., under
the auspices of the Poultney Executive
Radio Council, Geo. R. Town, Pres.,
on Saturday, August 9th. All are
invited.
New one on 9AQR. He tried to work a
power leak, thinking it was some un
licensed station in his near vicinity, sending
very slow and asking it to "please QRT".
Hi !

AN A.R.R.L. JOB IN THE FAR NORTH
THE RADIO INSTALLATION
AT CHRIST CHURCH MIS
SION, ANVIK, ALASKA, DE
SIGNED AND ASSEMBLED
BY A.R.R.L. MEMBERS.
TI

. .
the village of Anvik, Alaska,
on the Yukon River, where
Rev. John W. Chapman, D. D.,
priest in charge of the mission,
has an amateur station designed
by H. F. Mason of QST's staff
and built by Robt. Waskey, 7UU,

and Otto Johnson, 7FD, A.R.R.L.
members in Seattle. The trans
mitter was illustrated and de
scribed on page 29 of QST for
last September.
Top: General view of the
settlement. Center: a late season
at the little village in a bend of
the Yukon; Nov. 2d and almost
no snow. Bottom: The radio
station and the girls' schoolhouse,
showing the two 50-ft. masts
which support the 2-wire inverted-L aerial.
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Transmitting Hints

The Number of Jar»
I have dictated it so often that I hear
the sentence at night and still there are
plenty of rectifiers that are built in cheer
ful disregard of the plain fact that "There

110 V
60 *»»

Plate
Transformer-

IMMSUiMSU
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house Electric & Mfg. Co. and ask for page
67.11 of their catalog.
Good high-voltage filter condensers of the
dry type are made by the National Electri
cal Condenser Co. at New Haven, Conn.
Sizes to suit all amateur conditions are
available and the units are giving very
satisfactory service in a number of ama
teur stations near Hartford. When writing
tell them who gave you the address.
Home-Made Filter Condenser*
In the January number of The Radio
Experimenter (official organ of the Wireless
Institute of Australia) there appeared a
description of a high capacity filter con
denser whose efficiency and convenience is
not up to that of the purchased variety but
which at least costs considerably less and
can be made by anyone.
The pictures tell Ihe story almost com
pletely. When the dishes are being stacked
one-half inch of saturated sodium phosphate
solution is poured into each one. When the
plates have all been stacked the crock is
filled with transil or other insulating oil
so as to seal the condenser. The conden
ser will have to be formed just as aluminum
rectifiers are, not only the first time but
every time when it has been allowed to
stand without use for several days. How
ever, it is self-healing after a puncture and
can be depended upon to handle 1500 volts
with safety.
The materials required are, 1 two-gallon
crock with dimensions as shown, 10 alumi
num milk dishes which will go into the

CenterTap
- 20OO V -

2.O0O = SO
4-0
therefore this set needs
so rectifierjars
77hploJe
must be one jar for each 40 volts". When
will this gang learn that and quit burning
up perfectly good electric power in fire
works?
Filter Condenser*
Assistant Chief Engineer Frank Conrad
of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
suggests that the quickest way to purchase
the Westinghouse oil-filled filter condensers
is through your local power company.
These condensers, which were advertised
on page 75 of May, QST, can be obtained
in the following sizes: 1 microfarad 3500
volts, and 3 microfarads 3500 or 4500 volts.
For further information write the Westing

Sodium Phosphate
Solution
Shape of
q/ass
spacer
Top t/ew ofone pJalc
snouu'ng spacer
arrangement

crock with half an inch to spare all around,
one pound of sodium phosphate, enough
distilled water to dissolve the phosphate
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and provide a half an inch of solution for
each dish except the top one, two gallons
of transformer oil, and twenty seven pieces
of one-eighth inch glass tubing or rod. The
tubing should be in three inch pieces and
bent in a gas flame to the shape shown in
the drawing.
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may have real harmonics which can be
recognized because they are exactly onehalf, one-third, one-quarter, and so on, of
your main wave. If they are strong it is
a sure sign that you should get rid of your
old-fashioned transmitter and put in a
loose-coupled one.

The Double Wave
The Filament Center Tap
Many stations have interference from a
The
only
to get a real filament cen
nearby transmitter operating on one-half ter tap on way
a transformer is to fit the
the wavelength on which they are listening; transformer out with two secondary wind
that is, a 200-meter transmitter interferes ings that are exactly alike, that are con
on 400. While this will happen to some nected
in series and that preferably are
extent with a perfect C.W. transmitter located the same way with respect to the
whenever any tube in the receiving set is primary winding. An excellent arrange
allowed to oscillate, things are made much
is that of the Thordarson filament
worse if the tubes at the sending station ment
You do not get a center tap
are being forced and if a direct coupled transformer.
you wind 100 turns and tap at the
transmitter is used. * Just the same we when
wish to repeat that a considerable propor 50th turn.
tion of the trouble is due to the use of re
The Filament Rheostat
ceiving sets in which one of the radio ampli
fier tubes is oscillating weakly. Generally
There is no advantage in having a cen
the owner of the set does not suspect that ter tap on a filament transformer secondary
this is going on.
and then putting a rheostat in series with
the filament and throwing the center tap
"Harmonics"
away off.
The rheostat belongs in the primary.
About nine times out of ten the so-called
"harmonics" from an amateur station are Perhaps some day we will be able to buy
caused by radiation or re-radiation from a rheostats that are made to go in that cir
power line, a tin roof or the guy wires of cuit. In the meantime use anything that
will do the job but put it in the primary.
the antenna mast.
They can generally be cured, or shifted Practically every station description that
we get is wrong in this respect.
Anten
Delta Hams to Convene
at Memphis
THE Delta Division Convention this year
will be held in Memphis, Tennessee,
on August 27th, 28th and 29th. Head
quarters will be at the Memphis Chamber
of Commerce on West Monroe Street, where
Separate power Anes
amateurs will be in charge of registration.
Large signs placed over Main Street will
z
show the way from the registration rooms
to the convention hall.
The convention will be a humdinger!
Entertainment will consist of various stunt
parties, prize contests, a banquet on the
second night of the convention, speeches,
Set
/io v. hne.
-^SlMSLrand a full fledged 100% Mystery Night
that will surpass the one at Chicago last
R.F chokes, 2so turns /Vo. 22 to Ho /4
year. There will be a Wouff Hong initia
D.C.C ffire on 4-" tube
tion and something else about which we
are not talking. Stations tours—to ham
RADIATION <£i RE-RADIATION CURES
stations, of course—and many other things
to give the visitors a good time are on the
program.
to a harmless tune by one of the stunts
Save your nickels, fellows, and come to
shown in the drawing.
"Radio Heaven" on August 27th, 28th and
Where this does not do the deed you 29th.
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Amateui- K^dio

Stations"

5AMH, Birmingham, Ala.
Description by L. E. Hughe*, the Chief Op.

Nope, we haven't seen 5AMH listed in the
Martian "Calls Heard" columns, nor have
we even rattled the diaphrams of a Jap's
headset; fact is, we've never done any
thing sensational that we recall except rope
in the OW and introduce her to the key.
Now instead of looking daggers at me
every time I go near the old set she puts
on the phones, gets all het up with enthu
siasm, and shouts "He's comin' rite back,
lemme work him!" F.B.
The station is located at 231 Grace Street.
Our debut into the radio world took place
in 1910, when we carefully assembled and
connected, according to the illustrations
and diagrams in the catalog, one spark coil,
one pair of zinc spark balls, one strap key
and four dry cells. The receiver was even
more elaborate and consisted of a coherer,
tapper or decoherer, polarized relay and a
thirty-five ohm receiver. We then started in
to wreck the ether (as the mail order house
admitted it would) but the aforesaid ether
refused to be wrecked. We passed undaunt
ed through the hazards of the spark coil

days and emerged with a 1 kilowatt Thor—
but then the war came on and we shut down.
But that's that. The accumulation of the
present transmitter required a lot more in
genuity and diplomacy. After explaining
to the children why a five-cent school lunch
was much better for them than a ten, and
kidding the madam into wearing her last
summer's hat, we invested sixty berries in
a couple of UV-203's. Like methods were
pursued in the purchase of other needed
equipment.
The plates are now fed from a Radio
Corporation 1500-volt transformer through
a 60-cell rectifier and a real "he" bruteforce filter. A good rectifier and filter, in
our opinion, is of prime importance. Our
rectifier consists of 60 cells with heavy
aluminum and lead strips 6" x 1-% ".using
borax solution with a quarter inch of
medium grade automobile oil to prevent
creeping and evaporation. We see to it that
every cell works perfectly. The main filter
choke L„ is of the closed core type with
five pounds of No. 28 wire on either leg.
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One coil in the positive and one in the
negative lead. Three microfarads of con
denser are placed across the line on each
side of L,. An additional open-core choke
of like size, L2, helps smooth out the ripples.

The coupled Hartley circuit
is used1, and the fundamental
of our antenna is 170 meters.
We actually work on 173
with a Vi turn in the sec
ondary and transfer four
amperes into the antenna
with 150 mils plate current.
The helix is a pancake affair
with sixteen turns of 1-inch
brass ribbon, 18" in dia
meter.
The cage antenna is com
posed of six wire, 60 feet
long, on 3-foot copper hoops,
85 feet high with a 70-foot,
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eight-inch, cage lead. The counterpoise
consists of ten 115-foot wires fanned to
50 feet, eight feet above the earth. Be
sides the counterpoise we have a real
ground of buried galvanized iron, fanned
in several directions for 100 feet. This
ground was used exclusively the first
part of the winter and west coast sta
tions were worked repeatedly.
But lest we forget—our mast—it was
built complete on the ground, the tower part
being 52 feet long. A five-inch by five-inch
by fifty-foot box-constructed pole was placed
inside, guys and pulley placed on, and the
whole raised by means of a 32-foot gin
pole. The tower was then made fast on its
concrete base and the 50-foot pole was
raised 35 feet making a total height of
85 feet above the state of Alabama. Guy
insulators consist of pieces of two by two by
eight inch oak boiled in paraffin. The an
tenna insulators are made from large size
glass towel racks, eighteen inches long, two
used in parallel where greater strength is
required. The mast and antenna seems to
hold its own against the high winds,
although the neighbors mutter something
about moving and the guy next door whose
garage is within its shadow now parks his
bus all night in front of his house.
The receiver last winter was a variometer
set but has since been replaced by a lowloss two-circuit affair which goes down to
eighty meters. An extra variometer set is
kept handy for use on the higher waves.
Both work into the same three-stage am
plifier. The neighbors complain about the
Western Electric power amplifier, so it is
seldom used on code signals. A 200-amperehour A battery and a 125-volt storage B
battery is installed. Either may be charged
from th§ same rectifier by throwing the
proper switches.
We've always tried to conduct 5AMH on
the Golden Rule plan and to be of as much
service to the public as possible. All traffic
is carefully handled, and most important
of all—DELIVERED. In fact "We Deliver
Em" is our motto. During the month just
passed we delivered in our city alone 121
messages. Our traffic total stands well with
the rest of the stations in these parts and

WIRING OF
JCp* THE TRANSMITTER
AT 5AMH
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no spurious messages are accepted. During
the Atlanta radio convention in December
a 120-word story of the convention was re
ceived from 4EB and was in print within
an hour in a local paper. Also a two-way
message was handled with 5EK of Mem
phis every evening for two weeks during the
serious illness of a child in that city whose
relatives were in Birmingham. During these
two weeks the longest elapsed time for a
return answer on any evening was twenty
minutes. We had rather handle one mess
age of that character per month than a
thousand "pse qsl," etc. Most credit belongs

to 5EK for this work as he kept doggedly
at it when QRM was terrible in Memphis.
As for our DX we've not much to brag
about, although we do work Canadians with
surprising ease. About forty different
Canadians were worked last season-—a large
number in broad daylite in the afternoon.
The best worked DX was to Canadian 5GO
and Canadian 4CL, with New Zealand our
best heard DX. All districts, both Canadian
and U.S., were worked; also Mexico, Cuba
and 43 states. Something like 1500 stations
were worked last winter.

8SP, Fairmont.

This station is jointly owned and operated
by Albert G. Kisner and Edward C. Jones,
Jr., and is located at Fairmont, West Vir
ginia.
There are two transmitters, one being a
CW-ICW-phone set used for short wave
work with four 5-watt tubes, and the other
and main transmitter being a set using
three 50-watt tubes. The reversed feed
back circuit is used in both sets.
Most of the records made by the station
have been accomplished with the larger
set. During the transatlantics of last winter
8SP was copied repeatedly in England and
France, as well as many times since then.
It has also been heard by ships in the North
Sea, Pacific, Arctic, North Atlantic and
South Atlantic Oceans; and amateurs in
Holland, Hawaii, Northwestern Canada,
Mexico and all of the United States have
also reported hearing its signals. The best
record was made when the station was

W.

Va.

copied by a ship off Tahiti, 6400 miles dis
tant.
This station has several unique features
in its construction and layout. The antenna,
for instance, is in the form of a triangle.
It consists of a 28-inch diameter horizontal
cage 35 feet long and about 80 feet high
with a 7-inch diameter cage leading from
each end of the horizontal section to the
station house, centrally located below. The
lead-in comes directly to a panel carrying
the antenna ammeter and a switch for con
necting the antenna to either transmitter.
The elaborate "Round's round ground"
consisting of 12 big cast-iron boilers buried
deep in a circle about the station, which
used to be responsible for 8SP's old spark
sounding like a boiler factory, has been re
placed by a counterpoise. The counterpoise
consists of two 8-wire fans under the
antenna.
(Concluded on page 57)
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Italian ACD at Sea Testing With
Amateurs of Four Continents
Through the courtesy of Miss E. M. Zandonini of 3CDQ we have the following in
formation on a most unusual series of short
wave tests.
Two vessels of the Royal Italian Navy
are leaving on a long international voyage
on June 20th. One of these vessels, the
San Marco, carries a short wave transmitter
operated by Adriano Ducati of the wellknown Italian amateur station ACD. The
call of the San Marco is IHT, and we ex
pect to hear Mr. Ducati's own call tacked
on to it as a personal sign.
The ship is a large naval vessel so there
is ample space for antennas and counter
poises. An almost vertical cage antenna
will be used and tests will be made with
a variety of transmitting circuits on wave
lengths from 40 to 120 meters. The power
will be ample; according to one report it
is 10 kilowatts. The receiving sets will
be a superheterodyne, a set using four
stages of radio amplification, and the old
reliable detector and one step audio set.
Starting at 0000 G.M.T. July 1, to poss
ibly October 31, the Royal Italian Navy will
transmit from their Rome station (IDO for
100-meter work) on 100 meters to San
Marco, IHT. The San Marco will transmit
on the even hours, G.M.T., and IDO, (Rome)
on the odd hours G.M.T.
The itinerary is as follows: June 20,
Venice, Italy; July 1, Genoa, Italy; July 5,
Gibralter, Spain; July 14, Dakar, Africa;
July 28, Rio de Janiero, Brazil; August 20,
Buenos Aires, Argentine; September 13,
Montevideo, Uruguay; September 25, Bahia,
Brazil; October 10, Teneriffa Island, Africa;
October 15, Cadiz, Spain, October 24, Naples,
Italy.
We certainly envy ACD the journey but
since we can't go along let's do all possible
to keep QSO with IHT-ACD. It will be an
excellent chance for us to do long distance
reception on the short wavelengths.
Reports from amateurs hearing IHT-ACD
or the station at Rome should be sent to
Commander E. Sommati di Mombello,
Navale Attache, Royal Italian Embassy,
Washington, D.C., with a copy to A.R.R.L.
Headquarters; or, you can send your re

ports to Headquarters direct and we will
forward them to Commander Mombello.
The Australians Size Us Up
Well, fellows, the Australians have us
sized up as a bunch of "duds" when it
comes to short-wave reception, despite the
late racket about low-loss tuners. Three
years ago we bragged about how Paul
Godley went to England and showed the
Britishers how to receive short-wave sig
nals. Now we can grin on the other side
of our face, for Messrs. Maclurcan and
Davis, on their recent trip to San Francisco
aboard the R.M.S. Tahiti, have shown us
up badly by copying, while the ship lay at
anchor in San Francisco bay, the signals
of both Mr. Maclurcan's 8-watt and his
100- watt transmitter at Sydney, Austra
lia!
Their impressions of the American
"ham", his habits and surroundings, to
gether with a summary of their voyage and
the prospects for two-way transpacific work
with the U.S., are told in Mr. Maclurcan's
report in Radio (Australia) for May. He
says a good many things the American
amateur can profitably take to heart and
we reprint parts of his report below.
A description of the apparatus used
aboard the Tahiti, the preparations for the
voyage, and a report of the first part of
the trip were told in "The Eastward Voy
age of the Tahiti" in the May QST.
"After leaving Raratonga we exper
ienced some trouble reading the 100-watt
set through QRM from American amateurs.
Many of these could be read by their
generator or A.C. hum only, and hundreds
were very QSA. On several occasions the
code messages from Australian 2CM was
easily received from the eight-watt set on
235 metres, but impossible to pick up from
the 100-watter on 185 metres. This wave
length seems to be the most popular one
for American 'hams'. ,
"While on the subject of QRM, we were
astonished at the number of Yanks who do
nothing else but call CQ for long periods.
On several occasions we made a point of
listening to some of the strongest to see
if anyone answered them or whether they
worked any traffic. No, sir! They were
simply QSL-card-hunters and who knows,
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perhaps, had no receiving sets. Aj a re
sult of this QRM, we radioed instructions
to Mr. Cooke at Australian 2CM to raise
the wavelength of the 100 watter to 230
meters. After this we had no trouble in
getting him.
"But no wonder the signals of the Yank
Hams were QSA. We were astonished to
learn of the amount of power they put
into their tubes. They do not rate their
power as we do, by the actual plate input,
but according to what power the manu
facturer of the tube rates it.
"For instance, we visited the station of
6AWT in San Francisco. He employs a
single 250-watt valve. His power is there-
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"Now, the amateur over there has a
great deal with which to put up. The QRM
at amateur wavelengths is, at all times,
indescribable. At the same time, they are
not as used to receiving weak signals as
we are in Australia. As a matter of fact
there has been in the past little need for
them to be. They have all the power they
reqire to cover America with loud signals,
and until quite recently there was little
incentive to reach out. We, on the other
hand, were for many years allowed only
to receive, and all there was to receive
was the rest of the world, for there was
little doing in Australia. Hence we are
able to successfully handle tuned radio

1
Mr. Chas. Maclurcan on the >ob at 2CDM. the experimental station aboard
the R.M.S. Tahiti.
fore described at 250 watts. But his plate
voltage was 6,000 and current 900 milliamps. 5.4 kilowatts plate input power!
We were told that GKA's power was ten
kilowatts. If so, no wonder we hear him
in Australia!
"One of the principal things we wished
to find out during this trip was why no
Australian station had been definitely log
ged in the U.S.A. Some of our trans
mitting stations were known to be very
efficient and many of us were logging
Yanks whose power in the aerial was sup
posed to be no more than ours. Obviously
the best way to find the trouble was to
send over a receiver and operator, used to
Yank logging, to try and pick up Austra
lian signals. As you have already read,
2CM's signals were heard by us in 'Frisco
under unfavourable circumstances and,
although we notified many U.S.A. "Hams"
of the times of transmission, and had also
written ahead to QST, giving the schedules,
no U.S.A. amateur succeeded in hearing
2CM, so far as we are aware.

frequency amplification which the Yanks
consider of very little more use than the
ordinary regenerative detector. We know
how wrong they are there, however.
"I am quite convinced that there is little
hope of working with the U.S.A., as things
are at present. It will be necessary for
us to adopt transmitting circuits that are
adaptable to quick wavelength changes,
work on wavelengths away from QRM, and
increase our signal strength considerably.
As we are not allowed much power by the
authorities, we must depend on increased
efficiency for the louder signals. This
will probably be done with specially con
structed sets to operate on wavelengths
about 100 metres, with large aerials and
series condensers. By the time these
alterations are effected we will hope that
our friends across the pond are more
intimately acquainted with radio frequency
amplification. Then the rest is easy.
Bound for Home
"The homeward voyage was very pleas
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ant throughout and Australian 2CM's sig
nals came through nightly to cheer us up.
Particular attention was given to taking
audibility readings of Uie signals. This
had been somewhat neglected on the way
over, as we were more concerned with re
ceiving the test code messages.
"On our return to Wellington' we had a
fine reception, and were given a most en
joyable supper by the New Zealand Radio
League of which Mr. P. Evans is the presi
dent.
"We arrived back in Sydney on Satur
day, April 19, well and happy. The whole
trip had proved most successful, interest
ing and entirely worth while. It is pro
bably the first time in history that an ex
perimenter has been in the unique position
of hearing and measuring the signals from
his own radio station, for a period of over
six weeks, and it is hoped that many im
provements in the station will result there
from."
Joker in New British Regulation*
The new regulations pertaining to ama
teur radio in England, which were re
viewed on page 52 of the July, QST, carry
a clause that has aroused much concern
amongst the English amateurs. The part
in question reads, "Messages shall be trans
mitted only to stations in Great Britain or
Northern Ireland which are actually co
operating in the licensee's experiments and
shall relate solely to such experiments."
In commenting editorially on this most
important restriction, Wireless World and
Radio Review, the Official Organ of the
Radio Society of Great Britain says, "We
opine that in inserting this condition the
Post Office has been controlled to a cer
tain extent by other Government Depart
ments. It has evidently been considered
inadvisable to give amateurs a free hand
to conduct experiments and exchange of
experimental messages with amateurs
abroad. Of course, if such a regulation
is enforced and no exceptions are made,
then it is good-bye to transatlantic and
long distance tests of every kind, and the
possibility of amateur links round the
world and connections with all parts of
the British Empire is an achievement
which will have to be abandoned at the
moment when amateur transmitters are
realizing what great possibilities lie in
this direction.
"We cannot believe that it is the in
tention of the Postmaster-General to put
any such interpretation on the new regu
lations and we are confident that responsi
ble bodies of amateurs or individual ama
teurs will still be authorized, as in the nast,
to conduct experimental tests with stations
abroad/'
We also hope that this regulation will
not be enforced. If it is enforced, however
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we are wondering just what kind of a
fence will be used to restrict the signals
of British experimenters to Great Britain
and North Ireland.
Swedish Amateurs Making Progress
"Amateur work has until recently been
practically prohibited in Sweden, but in
the last few months about 30,000 receiving
and 30 transmitting licenses have been
issued by the government," according to a
letter from Mr. Bruno Rolf, Secretary of
the Svenska Radio-Klubben (Swedish
Radio Club). Though this organization
is only 17 months old it has 1,600 members
and is growing fast. It is a non-commercial
organization, like our League, and is tak
ing steps to coordinate the work of the
transmitting amateurs in order to avoid
the confusion consequent to regulationless operation.
The first Swedish amateur to reach be
yond the borders of his country was Dr.
G. Alb. Nilsson, Skolgatan 5, Lund, Sweden.
Dr. Nilsson was heard in England when
transmitting with .25 ampere in his an
tenna, power being obtained from four
receiving tubes with 250 volts D.C, on the
plates. The Swedish Telegraph Depart
ment has decided that amateur stations
in the future shall have SM as the first
two letters of their call. Dr. Nilsson's call
is SMZV.
Leon Deloy, French 8AB, has been heard
in Brazil, making him probably the first
European amateur to have the signals
from his station heard in South America.
This is a fine addition to Mr. Deloy's al
ready long list of DX records.
Tests on C.W. and voice being conducted
by the Marconi station at Poldhu, England,
on 94 meters have been copied at noon
day by East Coast amateurs. These tests
were being made using the Marconi "dir
ected ray" method of transmission. This
consists of placing a large number of wires
near the antenna to act as a reflector and
direct most of the energy in one direction,
in the same manner that a beam of light
is reflected by a reflector. Transmission
over a greater distance for the same power
is claimed because the transmission can be
concentrated in the direction of the re
ceiving station. It is rumored that work
on the construction of the high power link
in the British Empire wireless chain in
Australia has been halted pending the re
sults of these experiments.
Leon Deloy, French 8AB, in a letter just
received says he will be off the air until
October. There is no need, therefore, of
writing him for summer schedules as there
are none. He'll be back with full power
in the fall, though.
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Hamanalysis
By Stanley M. Mathes
Lt. Comdr. Mathes, ex-70E and former Northwestern Division A.R.RX. Director and leader of
the 7's, has had a wide experience in amateur organization. In this article he gives constructive
nt of radio dubs which we believe club officials will find very useful.
suggestions for the
Editor.

O ORDINARILY, as the summer months
advance, the outgoing correspondence
from radio club officials is freely inpolated with remarks or inferences that
as the attendance has dropped off so
greatly, we are thinking of discontinuing
club meetings for the rest of the summer."
And usually they do. Why ? It is the pur
pose of this article to discuss the subject
in a business way, for the running of a
radio club is a business, although it is the
most unremunerative and the task of the
■officers the most thankless in existence.
Invariably a radio club is a one-man
proposition. It stands or falls directly with
"the interest and diligence of the chief ex■ecutive and indirectly with that of the
-various committees which he appoints to
-assist him in its conduct. The members
.generally adopt a "let-George-do-it" atti
tude and follow the standard set for them
■by the officers. It then devolves upon the
•officers to analyze the condition of the club
at all times and to anticipate the lulls in
interest and provide suitable substitution
in the regular routine to preserve club en
thusiasm at a high level.
This analysis must start with the charac
teristics
the membership.
will be
■found thatof after
division of thisItpersonnel
into classes and the appointment of com
mittees to care for the interest of each
■class, radio club attendance will quickly be■come a question of the efficiency of com
mittees. This will by no means lessen the
need for vigilance on the part of the chief
•executive nor his responsibility in the selec
tion of committeemen.
In almost every radio club we will find
four distinct classes of members. This
statement is qualified by the term "almost"
Ibecauae ±her* are some clubs composed ex

clusively of one class. Naming them in
order we will find:
Operators.
Experimenters.
Broadcast-listeners .
Social members.
This division is made with no intention of
casting aspersions on any particular class,
but as the interests of each are so widely
separated we must deal with them individu
ally.
The Operator
To this class belong those who are pri
marily interested in traffic. They have
mastered the code, constructed their sta
tions in accordance with the latest approved
circuits, and dependably handle the ama
teur traffic which is the life-blood of the
League.
Because of their operating
schedules, these men are continually inter
ested in traffic records and radio activities.
IT
TO LET THE
OSCILLATE AND HET- /
EKODYNE THE LOCAL
OSCILLATOR ,

[YES, BUT WOULD
INDUCTANCE
L-l HAVE THE
leWHT DAMPinc!

Buito*r_ _i (s« =<
REMEMBER THE FIRST RADIO CLUB
MEETING YOU EVER ATTENDED?
Their club attendance is usually insured be
cause at the club meeting they can exchange
station topics with their fellows operators,
obtain the latest information from the ex
perimenters, hear the objections of the
broadcast-listeners, and enjoy the social ac
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tivities of the social members. Then also
there is that ever-latent fear that if they
do not attend some local rule inimical to
their activities may be passed by the other
factions, and they are usually there to see
that it does not happen. Inasmuch as the
foregoing reasons bring the operator regu
larly to the meetings, he is generally ne
glected in the club curriculum. This is
one of the big mistakes of club management.
Remember that he is the backbone of Citi
zen Radio. His position is the embodiment
of the ambitions of each and every member
interested in radio communication. His is
the privilege attained through constant en
deavor of talking back with the other fellow
through the ether, and of all of the other
classes of membership he is the most im
portant when the nation's honor is at stake.
While it is fully realized that the Ameri
can Ham is as loath to standardization of
stations as the American woman is to the
standardization of Easter bonnets, an effort
should be made to determine the best cir
cuit adapted to the locality and until a
better one is solved he should be urged to
adopt it. To this end it may be necessary
for the club to assist him financially1 in
the purchase of some needed part. Such
finance could take the form of a loan to be
reimbursed by him over a period of such
length as would not embarrass him.
Again, in these days of internationl ama
teur communication, practice in the recep
tion and transmission of three and four
letter code groups will be found worthy of
study. Until the settling of the internation
al language problem we can find an ex
cellent medium for the exchange of intelli
gence through the use of the "PRB" or In
ternational Code of Signals. While its use
reauires ciphering and deciphering:, and the
transmission of the code groups in message
form, it is precise and pract;cab'e. chean
and efficient, available to evervbodv and,
abovo all. it is international. Everv sta
tion holding international communication be
enuinned w'th a code book, and the Hub
should see th^t eich operator in its member
ship has ample opportunity to familiarize
himself or herself with its use. A practice
table should b° provided in the elubrooms
if possible and the operators trained to send
and receive by code croup. This is what
thev will encounter if ever the" become
commercial or government operators, so
that we owe it as a national dutv to bring
it to their notice. Communication is one
of our first lines of national defense.
The Experimenter
This class is composed of mixed charac
teristics. It is the technical, semi-technical
and non-technical part of the membership
interested in delving into the mysteries of
what makes radio work and why. Many of
this class are licensed operators, quite a
few are BCL's. and a few a>-e t^e beginners
who think that they have found out some
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thing new when it really is as old as the
sun. The operator-experimenters are most
vaulable, as they were compelled to become
thoroughly acquainted with the theory of
radio before, being granted their licenses.
Since that time they have gained a wealth
of wisdom and tneir laboratories furnish
the material on which radio in all of its
form rests today. To the experimenter a
transmitting circuit is 01 importance pri
marily as a generator of the power with
which he deals. He is not particularly in
terested in the communication of intelli
gence by radio except for reports of the
results of his experiments. Co-operating
with him in the reception field are the BCL's
who have graduated through the different
stages of reception of voice until they are
capable of intelligently conducting experi
ments and can explain the phenomena they
encounter. They are mainly interested in
voice reception on the broadcast waves, but
after a certain point is reached in their de
velopment they become either operators or
operator-expermienters.
It is this class that produces the technical
discussions at club meetings. Their interest
should be fostered through a regular pro
gram of talks and a weekly report of ex
periments and new developments. An
annual, semi-annual or monthly prize of
some piece of apparatus should be offered
by the club for the best technical paper
produced, a regular board of judges having
previously been appointed for determining
the merit of discussions. Subjects for ex
perimental work may be obtained from head
quarters of the American Radio Relay
League, and the programs for the technical
discussions planned and calendered as much
in advance as possible to permit full pub
licity. Advantage should be taken at all
times of opportunities to entertain any
available technician in the electrical o"
radio field, and to obtain from him an
address on any subject of club interest.
The B.C.L.
The individuals composing this class are
the real plastic material of which the two
former classes are made. They have been
attracted to the game through the music,
lectures and what-not provided by the
broadcasting stations, and are just enter
ing into a hobbv that they do not yet un
derstand but which they are willing to
learn.
The B.C L. is the most serious
subiect with which the radio club has to
deal The c'ub is the school in which he
"•mi be made into a real dved-in-the-wool
ham or a selfish ignorant outlaw. It has
been somewhere stated that " a little learn
ing is a dangerous thine." No place is thi>-more true than in our B.C.L. If permitted
to stay away from the club he will de
teriorate into a selfish unreasonable ego
tist, bitter in his denunciation of all who
dare to differ with h;nv but if cultivated
and encouraged to attend the club meetings
where he hears the other fellow's views.
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his great broad sense of American justice through first keeping their interest in the
will soon exert itself and he will evince a club meetings, the question of finance can
desire to learn the code so that
he too may enjoy the privileges
BC L Station of Perry Huntington
245 Whiting Lamthat the others enjoy. It is at
West Hertford. Connecticut.
the club that he soon finds that
his experience that "a galena de
Vi.ur t-fc-W- |„ „.i i„„ vry 3 .Tii 6:*0 P \t h ..win .So.Hi..rJ. 1 1
tector vibrates much better than
C. w.
a silicon crystal" is but a step in
I > ii. l/ay 8,
|yj li
the game that we have all gone
Aerial ■
.
K.\'cii
rr
:
through, and that others ahead
T type antenna
Clapp-»a -tliaTi
of us found that same thing true
1 wire 100ft.
Ilet. type HP*
but in a different way.
long and }0 ft,
The Club should enquire at
P. step Arp. type
every meeting for the names and
high.
BCL HZ.
.
addresses of any person in the
community newly interested in
Remark! :—
iPSK OSI.i
radio, and should take steps to
Hope to be In ur ranks noon Ok. U ahum do oun
have them visited and invited to
through groa,t. »ell 7Va 0 M » CUL.
attend the club meetings. Pub
licity should never be neglected,
and meetings o the club should
How The BCL's Are Coming Along Towards The
Amateur Game. We See Many Cards Like
always be announced in the news
This These Days. It's A Good Sign.
items of the papers on the day
of meeting.
be overcome. For instance, a club can stage
The Social Member
Odd as it may seem, there are individuals a small amateur show in most communities,
who belong to a radio club for no other where almost the entire proceeds are profit.
reason than to attend the various dances, Then there is always the old standby of
picnics and suppers. They usually do not popular subscription. It may be that we
turn up at meetings unless there is a goodly don't like to do that, but then its business,
promise of free eats after the business and the running of a radio club is a
session, but they always turn out in force business.
at the annual dinners and usually break up
AMATEUR RADIO STATIONS
perfectly good hamfests through their de
(Concluded from page 51)
mand that everybody clear away the tables
The same rectifier is used on both sets.
and dance. Because of his wicked-foot pro
pensities the social member is generally This rectifier is built of 60 tall glasses with
condemned by the majority of radio-club 5 inch by 1-% inch pure aluminum plates,
members, but the officials should remember suspended one inch from lead plates of the
same size in a saturated borax solution.
that this class annually enriches the ex
This rectifier consumes only 15 watts on no
chequer with his dues and that maybe some
time, somehow, someplace, he will be really load at 1500 volts and shows no signs of
and truly bitten by the bug and that he can heating after hours of use. Suitable switch
be moulded into some sort of useful ing arrangements are provided for con
material. As the treasury will permit, such necting the rectifier to either transmitter
social functions as can be engineered with or without the filter and with the
should be encouraged. Once a month if correct transformer.
Both transmitters are built up behind
possible a social session should be held at
which all members should be present and panels. The set using three 50-watt tubes
all grouches put away in the closet and the in parallel causes a current of 3-% amperes
hatchets buried. Clubs will even find that to flow in the antenna circuit, the plate
they have talent enough to put on small input being 350 milliamperes at 1200 volts.
sketches and acts that can drive club The sockets for the three tubes are arranged
lessons home to members who would never on the circumference of a circle, so as to
make the leads as short as possible. The
get it in regular meetings.
Many readers will say, "that's all very set using four 5-watt tubes is used at pres
well, but who is going to pay for it?" ent for low wave relay work, and experi
And this remark brings us into an entirely menting.
The receiver shown has been superseded
new field—that of financing a club. But
the purpose of the article was to analyze by a 50 to 225 meter short wave set similar
the personnel and we will only close with to the one described in the December, 1923,
a few suggestions for maintaining the QST which "gets 'em all."
Convenient switching controls, mirrors
attendance. Of course it costs monev And
as long as the motto of the club is "Let on the walls to observe filaments of tubes
George Do It," the president will have to do without being annoyed by the light, tube
the worrying as to where the money will rack, a large map of the U.S. to facilitate
come from. But with a little support from routing of messages, and the orderly
the members, which can only be obtained arrangement of the station add to its
features.
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FIXED

CONDENSERS

FOR
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SENDING

SETS

By H. F. Mason, Dept. Editor
SMALL fixed condensers find many uses of a few large ones, whichever is most con
in an amateur station. There is hard venient. The voltage that the condenser
ly a transmitter hook-up that does will stand safely without puncturing the
not call for at least two condensers insulation depends on the thickness and
having a capacity of around 2000 material of the insulation.
Mica is one of the best and most useful
Miifds. (.002 nfd.) and with sufficient in
sulation to withstand about twice the plate insulating materials known. All mica is
voltage and sometimes more. How to make not alike, however; that which comes from
such condensers is the main purpose of this different parts of the world varies in
article, but sufficient information is also electrical properties and in appearance.
given so the experimenter can build con The best kind to use is India ruby mica,
densers with various capacities and for which is transparent and firm and has a
voltages to fit his specific needs in both re slightly pinkish tinge. Other varieties are
perfectly satisfactory for low frequency
ceiving and transmitting circuits.

You are probably already familiar with
the general construction of a fixed conden
ser. It consists of several sheets of in
sulating material, usually mica, stacked up
with a sheet of tinfoil between each two
pieces of mica. Alternate sheets of tinfoil
extend a little beyond the mica on either
side and are connected together to form
the two terminals. The capacity of the con
denser depends on the thickness and
material of the dielectric or insulation, and
also on its effective area. The effective
area may be defined as the area of dielec
tric actually between the conducting sheets.
It is denoted by the shaded area in Fig. 1.
The effective area required for a given
capacity may be divided between several
small sheets of material or can be made up

work, but high radio frequency current
imposes strains on solid dielectric that re
quires the best material. If India ruby mica
is not obtainable, the best you can do of
course is to purchase the mica in clear,
transparent sheets from one of several
radio mail order houses who supply it
especially for making condensers. Occasion
ally it can be had at a hardware store.
If you are fortunate enough to have at
your disposal an old mica transmitting con
denser from a spark set, fine! The mica
in it will serve the purpose admirably. You
can use the tinfoil out of it too.
A Simple Micrometer Caliper
After obtaining the mica you will want
to check up on its thickness to be sure it
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will meet the voltage requirement. This
should be done carefully, as a single thin
spot in a piece of mica may allow the con
denser to puncture. A simple micrometer
caliper for measuring the mica can be made
easily in a few minutes. As shown in Fig.
2 it consists of nothing more than a small
100-division dial fastened to an 8-32 screw
which works in a suitably shaped piece of
brass, bakelite or other material. The end
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different voltages and having different capa
cities than the ones to be described, the
table below will be of assistance. This
table gives the capacity per square inch of
effective area for mica dielectric of various
thicknesses.
Thickness in
Micromicrofarads
thousandths of an inch
per square inch
1.0
1124.
1.6
750.
2.0
560.
2.5
450.
3.0
375.
3.5
322.
4.0
281.
5.0
225.
G.O
187.
As an example of the use of this table
let us compute the dimensions for a 1000
pufd. (.001 aid.) condenser for a receiving
circuit, using mica one and one-half thouandths of an inch thick. From the above
table the capacity will be 750 micromicrofarads for each square inch of active
dielectric. Dividing 1,000 by 750 gives 1.33
as the total number of square inches of
active dielectric necessary. This area can
be divided between as many individual
pieces of mica as you wish, just so the
total effective area in the completed con
denser is right. Be sure, when cutting the
mica, to make the pieces large enough so
there will be a small margin at the edges
of the tinfoil. This margin need only be
about A inch for receiving condensers, but
should be increased to % inch or more for
transmitting condensers as there may be
a tendency for a spark to jump around the
edge of the mica from one piece of tinfoil
to another. After deciding the principal
dimensions and getting the material on
hand and cut to the right size, the con
denser can be assembled in the same way
as those described below. Means should

of the screw should be carefully rounded
off with a file.
To use, advance the screw until it just
touches the clock and set the dial at zero.
Now turn the dial to the left, insert the
mica between the end of the screw and the
block, and advance the screw until it just
touches the mica. Now read the dial.
Using a dial that has 100 divisions per
half circle and an 8-32 screv.-, every ten
divisions on the dial will be equivalent to
almost exactly one and one-half thousand
ths of an inch.
The right thickness to use is hard to
estimate because the voltage the condenser
will be called upon to withstand is not
known: A pretty good rule for sending set
condensers is to design them for twice the
plate voltage and to provide a liberal
factor of safety besides. Mica will safely
stand 500 volts for every one-thousandth
of an inch thickness. Because of keying
surges and such it is well to use mica four
or five thousandths of an inch thick in
sending set condensers generally. Conden
sers for receiving sets can be made of much
thinner mica.
The material for the conducting plates
should be ordinary tinfoil. It should be
clean and free from wrinkles. The easiest
way to cut many pieces of it to the same
size is to fold a large sheet of it into a
pile somewhat larger than the pieces you
require, then trim the edges of the stack
a simple micrometer caliper
with a very sharp knife. The pieces can
FIG. 2
now be separated with the aid of a knife
point and each piece individually smoothed
out on a piece of glass.
be provided for clamping it permanently
and tightly.
Figuring the Capacity
It does not seem possible to build con
If you wish to construct condensers for densers of mica and tinfoil exactly to a
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predetermined capacity. So many things
influence the capacity that condensers made
in this fashion can hard.y be expected to
be accurate. As an instance, sometimes
the capacity can be varied a good d:al just
by tightening or loosening the clamping
screws. Fortunately, fixed condensers us
ually do not have to be accurate in their
capacity so this is no drawback.
Two Good Designs
The construction of a 2000 wifd. (-002
uid.) condenser for transmitting circuits
Cofper
TinPoil
MiC<3

Si
Bern/ Aene
FIG. 3
using 5-watt tubes is shown in Fig. 3.
The materials necessary are 4 pieces of
mica 1 ^4 by 2 inches and about 3.5 thousand
ths of an inch thick, five pieces of tinfoil
1 by 2% inches, and two pieces of A by V*
inch bakelite of the size shown in Fig. 4,
together with four 8-32 flat-head machine
screws with nuts for clamping the conden
ser after assembly. Two pieces of copper
sheet 1 by 2 inches are also required.
These are placed next the top and bottom
pieces of tinfoil as shown in Fig. 3 and
are bent back and squeezed in a vise to
serve as a support for the fragile tinfoil
connecting lugs. The top and bottom pieces
are lapped a little over half-way, as other
wise the capacity of the finished condenser
might run over the desired value. Two 6-32
screws through these pieces of copper form
the terminals.
A condenser, also of 2000 mifd. (.002
Hid.) capacity, but capable of standing
twice the voltage of that described above,
can be made .by reference to Fig. 4. It is
suitable for use on sets employing 50-watt
tubes or 250-watt tubes. The method of
putting this condenser together is different
from the above but not difficult. This con
denser is really two 4000-nnfd. (.004
nfd.) condensers connected in series but
assembled as one unit.
For its construction the materials re
quired are, 32 pieces of tinfoil 1 by 1%
inches, 20 pieces of mica 114 by 2 inches
and about 3.5 thousandths of an inch thick;
also two pieces of bakelite 1% by 2 inches
with holes drilled as shown, together with
four 8-32 flat-head machine screws with
nuts for clamping the condenser after
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assembling it. Four pieces of copper sheet
1 by 1% inches are also required for hold
ing the tinfoil lugs in place. Two 6-32
screws through the copper and tinfoil lugs
form the terminals.
Putting Them Together
There are a few tricks to learn in putting
together a mica-tinfoil condenser. It has
been found that mica condensers in short
wave transmitting circuits have a tendency
to rattle and this causes the mica to flake
off and eventually puncture. If there are
any air pockets between the tinfoil and
mica there is liable to be brush discharge
at this point that will cause the mica
eventually to puncture. Tightly clamping
the condenser will not lessen this trouble
i.oticeably. The best method for the ama
teur builder is to dip each piece of mica
ir- melted beeswax before putting the con
denser together. After the condenser is
assembled it should be clamped as tightly
as possible and held over a stove until the
beeswax in it becomes thoroughly heated
and begins to ooze out. Then tighten up
the clamps again and set it away to cool.
This will force out most of the air and
allow the wax thoroughly to permeate the
condenser.
When you start stacking up the pieces.

T

(ft f (ft —

Fig. 4
of tinfoil and mica for a condenser, a warm
soldering copper will come in handy for
melting the beeswax on the mica just
enough to make the pieces of tinfoil and
mica stick together. It is sometimes easier
to stick one piece of tinfoil to each piece
of mica by this m-thod first, then stack up
(Concluded on page 63)
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Some good suggestions regarding the im
pregnating of coils of fine wire have been
submitted by Mr. D. P. Bennett of Phila
delphia. Yellow beeswax should be heated
to a temperature not in excess of 390 de
grees Fahrenheit. Keep the vessel in which
it is being heated filled to a depth of at
least four inches if possible. The vapors
given off in heating ignite very easily, so
keep it covered and turn out the flame
while dipping. If you have no thermometer,
heat until a very faint haze of smoke
starts to raise, but watch it carefully.
Now about the dipping. The idea is to
boil all of the moisture out of the coil.
Dip the coil into the wax and keep it mov
ing slowly. In a few seconds bubbles will
rise to the top of the wax. Keep it in
until there are no more bubbles rising. If
you want to be sure, reheat the wax and
dip again. This process will absolutely
drive all moisture and 99.9% of the air
out of a coil, at the same time insuring a
binding that is hard to break down.
Don't get impatient if you write a letter
to the author of an article in QST and
do not receive a reply by return mail. Mr.
Iversen received 245 letters regarding his
recent article on the Meissner transmitting
circuit, and after Mr. Reinartz's last article
appeared in QST, he received over 700 let
ters. These letters usually have to be
answered in one's spare time and it takes
time.
The same applies when writing to QST
headquarters for information. If we tried
to answer all letters the day they were re
ceived there would be no QST.
The long pending litigation over basic
honeycomb coil patents that has kept these
coils off the market for several years has
at last been settled. The basic patents,
No. 1,490,040 and 1,490,041, now belong to
the Coto-Coil Co., of Providence, R. I. We
may expect these coils to re-appear on the
market, which will be good news to those
interested in receiving sets using this type
of coil.
Glass towel bars make fine antenna in
sulators, but trouble is sometimes had in
clamping the ends satisfactorily and in

attaching the wires. 5WO suggests a
method which is much simpler than the one
described by Mr. Atkinson on page 39 of
the April QST, but is possibly not so good
mechanically. The sketch is self-explan
atory. A solid block of wood 2 by 3 inches
G/ats /ft*/.

Supporting rV/re
CLAMP FOR GLASS ROD INSULATOR
and one inch thick, two ft or V* inch bolts,
and the glass rods, are the only require
ments.
At the last Third District Convention
practically the entire program of the ban
quet, with speeches, tin horns, and every
thing was broadcast from WOO, through
the kindness of the Wanamaker store
management. This is the first time that
this has been done and the gang wish to
express their appreciation to those who
made this possible.
"Kits" in General and One in Particular
The day of making your own radio set
seems to be passing into one where you
assemble your own set. A number of kits
of parts have recently come upon the mar
ket and seem to be finding great popularity,
probably because the average constructor
does not care to do the necessary detail
work to make his own parts and would
rather pay the manufacturer for doing it.
The latest kit that has come to our at
tention is the one that contains parts for
the "Superdyne". There are two versions
of it, A, which contains only the coils and
condensers and sells for $20.00, and B,
which has everything needed in it. The
larger kit sells for $60.00.
Mr. Hiram Percy Maxim, president of the
A.R.R.L. and inventor, was conferred the
honorary degree of Doctor of Science by
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Colgate University at its 106th commence
ment recently. This new honor comes at a
time when Mr. Maxim's work in behalf of
amateur radio is beginning to secure world
wide recognition. It was his ardent inter
est in un'ting the amateurs of the world
that led to his election recently as president
of the Temporary Committee on Organiza
tion of the International Amateur Radio
Union.
SOS to Manufacturers
Does anyone know where we can get
rheostats suitable for the primary circuits
of our filament transformers? What's the
use of good Acme and Thordarson trans
formers with a center tap on the secondary
when the rheostat-makers insist on supply
ing us with rheostats that will go in series
with the secondary and make the center tap
useless?
Give us primary rheostats.
If you know of any errors in the call
book, or of any amateurs who have moved
or had their calls changed, be sure and
notify the Citizen's Radio Service Bureau,
608 South Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois,
who are now issuing a monthly supplemen
tary list to their call book. By doing this
you will help everyone concerned. Thanks.
To meet the demand for wavemeters for
use on amateur wavelengths, two prominent
manufacturers are now making meters that
are fine for amateur work.
The Jewell Elec. Instrument Co., 1640

Walnut St., Chicago, 111., are supplying
their Pattern No. 90 wavemeter with a
special range of from 140 to 230 meters,
which gives a good open scale. An error
of less than 2 percent is usually obtained.

August, 1924

The well-known General Radio combin
ation instrument type 247W has been im
proved so as to have still more uses. The
original 247W, shown standing on the
small wooden box was a 150 to 550 meter
wavemeter, wave trap and neutroformer.

In addition the condenser could be used
separately.
There have lately been added the three
coils shown below which may be bought
separately. Taking these coils from left
to right we have the 247W%, 247 W% and
the 247W2. When substituted for the
original coil the wavelength range is shifted
to one quarter, one half and twice the
original range. The four ranges are 37.5125, 75-250, 150-500, and 300-1000 meters.
The scale stamped on the dial is accur
ate to 3% but more accurate calibration
may be made if desired.
F. A. Myers of Philadelphia suggests
that experimenters connect an ordinary 15to 50-watt lamp in series with their B
battery. This will not only prevent the B
battery from becoming entirely short-cir
cuited in the course of experimentation,
but may also save a few tubes, as there is
always the danger of getting the B battery
connected across the filament accidentally.
Some time when you need a low-loss coil
in a hurry, wind the coil single layer fashion
on a square form. Then slip the wire
from the form and it will have enough back
spring to it to stagger the turns and the
coil will appear somewhat like a basketwound coil. By carefully tying it with
string, a good imitation of a basket wound
coil will be had.
Canadian 3WG, 25 Robinson Ave.,
Guelph, Ont., urges a quiet discouragement
of the use of compensating wave keying
on amateur CW sets. The "backwash"
doubles the QRM from a station, not to
mention the extra strain on the trans
mitting tube caused by its being in con
tinuous oscillation.
1XL, the General Electric Co., must not

be making electrical apparatus any more,
for I saw a sign in our local general store
yesterday that said "1XL clothes pins and
washing powder sold here."
—8DLI.
Just by way of showing one of the things
amateur radio is good for, the Milwaukee
Journal prints a daily column of news
items received from surrounding towns by
amateur radio. The calls of the stations
handling each item is given, with a state
ment at the top of the column to the effect
that the items were transmitted and re
ceived by A.R.R.L. members. FB! The
Milwaukee Amateurs' Club is responsible
for this as usual.
On May 10th the California Interscholastic Track Meet was held at Taft,
Calif. The results were transmitted by
amateur radio through 6AKZ and 6PL to
the editor of the Hollywood school paper
in record time. It was a fine piece of work
as there were no pre-arranged schedules
and the message was one of 355 words.
Following an unusually successful gettogether of the amateurs of the Second
District, sponsored by their Executive
Radio Council early in June, John L.
Reinartz, 1XAM, was awarded the Council
Radio Cup for 1923. This cup is presented
annually by the Second District Council to
the amateur who has contributed the great
est advance to the radio art for the cur
rent year. Reinartz was awarded the first
cup for his work on short wave transmis
sion, which led up to the first two-way
amateur transmission with Europe last
winter.
The news that Dr. Deforest has won a
decision in the court of Appeals in the
District of Columbia, recognizing him as
the originator of the regenerative receiving
circuit, evidently is not yet the end of the
long-pending litigation over this patent.
The Radio Corporation of America is aim
ing to protect their licenses, dealers and dis
tributors and evidently intends to make it
a fight to the finish. The case will be
reopened in the Circuit Court in New York
soon, it is believed, after which it may be
carried to another court in Delaware, and
after that the next step will be the Supreme
Court.
3BEI says the plate of his detector tube
is getting very rusty from receiving so
many damped oscillations. Another reason
why there should be no spark sets.
Through an error the subscription rate
of Dutch "Radio Wereld" was given in
correctly on page 57 of the May issue. It
should have been given as, single copies .25
florin. Yearly 10 florin.

Several completed condensers and parts
for them are shown in the photograph at
the heading of this article. The one in the
center is the kind just described. The one
at the right consists of two of these con
densers, separated by a piece of % inch
bakelite and having one terminal made
common to both condensers. Such a com
bination is useful in full-wave self-recti
fied transmitters and for filament by-pass
condensers. If care is taken in the con
struction of these condensers and the in
formation above is followed, you will be
surprised how hard it is to blow one of
them.

RADIO MASTS
When you buy * Whittlesey Self-Supporting Standard
Steel Mast you bay a mast-head pulley, raising: cable,
and hoisting* reel as well. This is the Whittlesey Sys
tem. Patents pending*. Never climb up except for
painting, then "use the elevator." These masts are
solid, stiff, rigid and beautiful. 50-75-100-125 feet.
THE WHITTLESEY ENGINEERING CO.
Cleveland, Ohio

OHIO BRASS CO.
ANTENNA INSULATORS
Distributed by
H. N. UMBARGER
65 N. Diamond St.,
Mansfield, Ohio.

BREMER-TULLY
"LIFETIME"
CONDENSER

\

The new Bremer Tully "Lifetime*' condenser
gives you everything you can and should ex
pect in a condenser.
Adjustable, Lubricated, Two-step, Thrust Bear
ings with exclusive take up features found
only in B-T Condenser. A Laboratory Type"
at a commercial price. For sale at dealers.
Send for "20 Point" circular giving full des
cription.
BREMER-TULLY MFG. CO.
531 S. Canal St. {
Chicago

AMATEUR BUILDER
(Concluded from page 60)
these pieces in their proper order. This is
especially true of condensers having many
layers of tinfoil and mica.
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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10,000

Miles

With One Myers
A New Zealand amateur got Ala
bama ( 10,000 miles) on one
Myers Tube—heard the signals
and messages perfectly. Re
ported by Radio News.
This performance indicates that there
is no limit to long-distance reception
with Myers Tubes. Their design is
right.
Cut out noise, tube hiss and interfer
ence by using Myers Tubes. Perfect
detectors, oscillators and amplifiers.
Hook up

Practically

with the gang
MURDOCK Radio Phones are
especially designed for DX
reception. Equipped with pow
erful magnets and sensitive dia
phragms—they reproduce dis
tant, elusive signals with excep
tional clarity and volume. The
new improved headband makes
them as comfortable as your hat.
All parts are permanently em
bedded in moulded insulation—
which preserves the efficiency of
the 'phones for years.
Plug in a pair of Murdocks—and
hook up with the relay gang.
They'll give you a clear ear for
message traffic—when it comes
driving through. Murdocks sell
at a very moderate price—and
are fully guaranteed.
WM. J. MURDOCK COMPANY
343 Washington Avenue. Chelsea. Mass.
Branch Offices: New York. Chicago and
San Francisco

Unbreakable
Two types for dry and storage bat
teries. Complete ready to mount.
Demand Myers Tubes at reliable dealers.
Otherwise send price and be supplied
postpaid.
See "Made in Canada" on every
genuine Myers Tube.
F.B. Myers (oJLtd.
X/SadioYl/acuum \*Ju6es
240 Craig St. W., Montreal, Canada

Write for
a copy
\ today

MURDOCK
RADIO PHONES
A new twenty-four page booklet will
be sent, gratis, to those interested in
building their own receiving sets.

Standard since i9o4
WM. J. MURDOCK CO.,
343 Washington Ave., Chelsea, Mass.
Gentlemen : Please send me.without
lout obligaobliga ■
tion, your free booklet "The Ears of Radio."
—which explains the importance of head
phones to efficient radio reception.
Name
Address

A simplified method of contruction is
described. Illustrations and diagrams.
Oh Request
EISEMANN MAGNETO CORPN.
William N. Shaw, Prtsidint
16S BROADWAY. NEW YORK

ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

A Vertical

"B"

Battery

Upright in Shape— Upright in Use

\X7HERE weight, table or
' * cabinet space is a factor
in your selection of Burgess
Radio "B" Batteries, buy
the Burgess vertical "B"
No. 5158.
BATTERY

It is right at home in any
position in your cabinet. Its sturdy
compactness is almost a neces
sity in portable receiving sets.
Its height, width and weight
coincide exactly with the double
strength Burgess Radio "A" Bat
tery. You are sure to be pleased
with both the convenience and ser
vice offered by such an assembly
of "A" and "B" Radio Batteries.
"ASK ANY RADIO ENGINEER

BURGESS
RADIO BATTERIES
BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
ENciNfiKi - Dry Batteries - manufacturers
FLASHLIGHT - RADIO - IGNITION - TELEPHONE
GfMKNAL SALES OFTICB HARRIS TRUST BLDO., CHICAGO
LABORATORIES AND VVORKSi MADISON. WISCONSIN
■ ro«"
>OST0«BRANCHES
MIMI CltT Hiaala'OUS
««»«i»crQ» ■I1ISIUIGN )t.LOUIS Id 0*ll*»»
IN CANADA
PLANTS: NlAOARA FALLS AND WlNNIF-Sffc
Imknii: iobqmto HOiaTaiAL it, jsmb
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The Crosley Portable is the Ideal Set.
The joys of the journey will be made more
complete if you take your entertainment
with you in the form of a Crosley 51-P
portable radio receiver.
Somewhere—almost any hour of the after
noon, evening or night there is a concert,
a jazz band or a funny story being broad
cast that you can tune in.
The Crosley Portable is the exceptional
two tube receiver—Crosley 51—built into
a leatherette covered carrying case with

space provided for headphones and dry
cell batteries for use over a reasonably
long period of time with the popular dry
cell tubes, making it all self-contained.
The Crosley Portable will give loud
speaker volume on local stations at all
times and on distant stations under favor
able receiving conditions giving it an
added value as an entertainer and travel
ing companion.

See the Crosley line at good dealers everywhere
THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
Potuel Crosley, Jr., President
818 ALFRED STREET
Licensed under Armstrong U. S.
Patent No. 1.113,149

CINCINNATI, OHIO
Crosley Owns and Operates Broad
casting Station WLW
Better -Cost Less
Radio Products
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Listen
in on
W.L.W
STILL BETTER
New Crosley Radio Receivers
DROVING that Crosley Radio Receivers have made
* SatriBfied Customers. The Crosley Radio Corporaby laboratory tests and by reports from users of performance
under all weather conditions.
Listen in on a Crosley—Compare it with other receivers—
Then you will choose a Crosley !
CROSLEY 50—A new one tube Armstrong Regenerative
Receiver. We believe this to be the most efficient one tube re
ceiver ever put on the market
Price $14.50
tion sold more receiving 'is last year than any other manu
facturer in the world.
The new Crosley line illustrated here is still better as shown
Crosley 51-A, two tube amplifier may be added at
$18.00
CROSLEY 61—Two tube regenerative receiver, the biggest
selling radio receiver in the world. Gives loud speaker volume
on local and distant stations under average conditions.
Price
$18.50
Crotiey 51-A, one tube amplifier mat/ be added at
$14.00
CROSLEY 52—A new three tube Armstrong Regenerative Re
ceiver. Provides loud speaker volume on distant Btations under
practically all conditions
Price $30.00
CROSLEY 51—P- This is our new portable set. It is the
Crosley Model 51, two tube receiver mounted in a leatherette
covered case, battery space and all self-contained. Price $25.00
CROSLEY TRIRDYN 3R3- This three tube receiver gives
the efficiency and volume of five tubes.. We believe it is the
most efficient receiver on the market at any price for bringing
in long distance stations
Price $65.00
CROSLEY TRIRDYN 3R3 SPECIAL—The same as the
k
Trirdyn 3R3 except cabinet is larger to contain"A"and
"B" dry cell batteries and accessories. A beautiful set
to match the highest grade of furniture. Price $75.00.

Crosley 50 114.50

Crosley 51 $18.50

Croaley 51-P $25.00

Crosley 52 $30.00

—S-

Better -Cost Less
Radio

Products

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY.
Gentlemen:—Please mail me free
charge your complete catalog of
Crosley instruments and parts to
gether with booklet entitled "The
Simplicity 01 Radio".
Name
Address

All Crosley Regenerative Receivers licensed nyidcr Armstrong U. S. Patent lJ13yl£9
THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
Pozvel Crosley, Jr., President
818 ALFRED STREET
CINCINNATI, OHIO
The Crosley Radio Corporation owns and operates broadcasting station WLW
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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SERIES "FR"
Condenser
Precision
In view of the many state
ments on condenser char
acteristics now extant it
has become necessary to place our
selves on record.
At Yale University, tests con
ducted May 21, 1924 on our Model "FR"
21 Cap. 507 mmfds. the following results
were obtained.
1000
Frequency (kilocycles)
429
600
300
Wave Length (meters)
700
500
.02
Resistance (ohms)
.07
.045
14
Phase Difference (seconds)
20
18
Please note the very slight variation of resistance at dif
ferent capacities.
Rotor shaft die-cast. Oil reservoir lubrication—Pigtailed
connections—Generous hearings.
"FACTS FOR FANS" goes into more details.
Some Valuable Jobber's Territory Still Open,
THE DUPLEX ENGINE GOVERNOR CO., INC.
32 FLATBUSH AVE. EXTENSION,
BROOKLYN, N.
milium

iiimiij
ONE
VOLT
METER
TO TEST
ALL
RADIO
BATTERIES

The RollerSmith Radio
PV V o 1 t meter is a
real instrum e n t with
two ranges, 0-10 and 0-50 volts and
can be used to test all A, B and C
batteries. It is handsome, well made,
accurate and, above all, reliable. Know
what your voltages are. Don't guess,
Buy a Roller-Smith Radio PV Voltmeter.
Send for Bulletin No. AG-40. It gives
full details.
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Greater

Volume

A Celoron Radio Panel helps you
get the best results from your in
struments.
Its high dielectric
strength gives your set greater
volume.
Celoron, a bakelite
material, is approved by the U.S.
Navy and Signal Corps, and used
by leading radio set manufacturers.
Celoron panels come in nine standard
sixes, in black, mahognny or oak. Other
sizes cut to order. Ask your dealer.

| ROLLER-SMITH COMPANY |
DIAMOND STATE FIBRE COMPANY
| 16 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK |
Bridgeport, Pennsylvania
Branches in Principal Cities
= Offices in principal cities in U.S. and Canada =
Toronto, Canada
London, England
iiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiw
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RADIO AMATEURS TALK
7,000 MILES FOR 2 HOURS
Argentinian and New Zealander
Establish What Is Declared a
Record for Non-Professionals.
BUENOS AIRES, May 24 (Associated
Press).—Carlos Bragglo of Bernal, near
here, and Ivan O'Meara of Glsborne,
| Ne*r Zealand, radio amateurs with 7,000
miles of South American continent and
Pacific Ocean between them,, conversed
for two hours,by radio Thursday morn
ing, establishing what is claimed to be
a world's amateur radio record,
Bragglo, who knows English, had
spent most of the night unsuccessfully
attempting to get some North American
amateur CBZ8,
to answer
his
station,
when the
at 4 signals
oTclock of
In the
morning he was amazed to receive an
answer from the other side of the globe
—O'Meara's station, 2AC.
The amateurs opened a conversation
which continued: until 6 o'clock, when
Bragglo told O'Meara he had been up
all night and wanted to go to bed. The
New Zealander answered that he was
sorry because It was pnly 9 o'clock In
the evening at Station 2AC. Later on
Thursday, Braggfo' recelved a congratu
latory cable from O'Meara, confirming
the conversation.
In connection with ^he radio commu
nication test Inaugurated this week with
the United States, Argentine amateurs
are unable to understand why they are
able to get signals from North A"merlcan
Amateurs while the latter apparently art
unable to get theirs, although some of
the Argentine stations are more power
ful than some of the American ones
which havi been heard.
It Is believed that many of the power
ful broadcasting stations operating In
the Uttlied States nightly Interfere with
the Argentine waves. In the future
Bragglo will try sending on a 120 meter
wave-length at j? A. M, Eastern Stand
ard Time,

ELECTRIC
TRADE
225 SOUTH ST.

Argentinian and Jerseyite
Exchange Radio Greetings
(Special to The Neva York Times.
HARTFORD, Conn., June 2.—Twoway radio communication by ama
teurs between North and South
America was attained for the first
time last week by Norman R. Welble
of Colllngwood, N. J., and Carlos
Bragglo of Bernal, suburb of Buenos
Aires. The feat was checked and
verified today by the American Radio
Relay League of this city, which to
night announced that Welble and
Bragglo had a twenty-minute connec
tion an short wave lengths Just be
fore daybreak last Friday.
Bragglo neard the New Jersey
amateur caHIng him, and at 4 : 15 A.
M. sent the following: "GM greetings
and congratulations QRZ QRK."
Welble Immediately replied in
Spanish. "Saludo, Amigo de America
del sur QRK."
A letter dated May 21. received to
day from E. J. Simmonds. an English
amateur, stated he had heard the
South American station transmitting.
Mr. Braggio Used
"ESCO"
Item 37 — Double Commutator
1000 V. 600 W. for Plate
12 V. 300 W. for Filament
He writes:
' '// / have the luck, (o be heard in
the U S. a great pari of the success will he Jut!
lo the good capacity of the "ESCO" set.
This is Item 37, used by CBZ8

SPECIALTY

COMPANY

"ESCO" MARK
STAMFORD, CONN., U. S. A.

> Pioneers in developing High Voltage Apparatus for Wireless Operation
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

"CARCO"
HAM

SPECIAL

SHORTWAVE-LOW LOSS
COUPLER

Gentlemen :—
Rec'd my "HAM SPECIAL". It arrived prompt
ly and in excellent packing. Set was put together
and hooked up in about four hours time and started
to pull in the old DX the first time filaments were
lighted.
Two houses away, l-BWV-20 watts rect. and
unfiltcred A.C., used to flip my tubes from 0-100
on tuner. Can now work within 5 meters of his
wave without trouble using "CARCO".
Seven streets away, 1AWW anywhere from 10-100
watts with—Storage B. Plate Supply. Key clicks
kill everything with—tuner. Can now work 3
meters away from him with "CARCO".
Would not part with "CARCO" for a Superhet.
It is simple to work and with one step of audio it
wrecks the old Brandes Navies on all 9 districts.
S. A. BURNETT, 1 AIN,
85 Sherman Street, Springfield, Mass.

DESIGNED BY A HAM FOR HAMS
A compact unit in a space of only %"xf>W.
Antenna Rotor and secondary Stator designed for
"Low Loss" and "Low Resistance."
Our special single layer, multiple wound induct
ance does the trick.
A "Low Loss" Condenser for secondary is the only
addition required for a complete tuning unit.
DX work requires a "Low Loss" tuner. Rebuild
your set with a "CARCO" Ham Special. An in
crease in efficiency will result.
PRICE $8.00 EACH
SPECIAL PRICE TO HAMS ONLY, $5.00
This Special Price is NET. No Discount to Dealer*
Sent C.O.D. A Postal with name, address will
bring it. Mention QST.
SET MANUFACTURERS and DEALERS :—We
specialize on Couplers R.F. Transformers and
inductances. Let us know your needs and we
will design the tuner for the desired circuit.
"CARCO" Variometer for Crystal Sets.
2"r8"—Best ever—List $3.00 Ea. Send for one.
THE CARTER MANUFACTURING CO.
1 728 Coit Ave, East Cleveland, O., U. S. A.

V Kellogg No. 501 Radio KitJ
QST!
BOUND VOLUME VI
Less than a dozen sets left
Attractively bound in red
cloth with gold imprint, the
same style as preceding vol
Everything complete for assemb
ling two stages of audio frequency
amplification. The panel is drilled
for three tuning units, which together
with this No. 501 Kit will complete a
radio set using your favorite hook-up,
or any other you may desire.
Every piece is standard Kellogg
radio equipment and guaranteed.
"Build your own" with this Kellogg
No. 501 Radio Kit.
At your dealers for $43.00
RELLOCC SWITCHBOARD *»
Ifi SUPPLY COMPANY
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umes. Issued in two equal sec
tions for convenient handling.
An invaluable reference libra
ry.

Parts I and II postpaid for

$5.00.

Either section postpaid

for $2.50.
QST, Hartford, Conn.
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Sensation /

The new American Brand Worm Drive Vernier Condenser, with a
HUNDRED to ONE ratio Worm Drive geared vernier adjustment.
This is the highest ratio gear
adjustment ever developed on Vari
able Condensers. With this ad
justment the plates may be moved
so slowly that the motion is hardly
noticed by the eye.
A remarkable micrometer adjust
ment of the entire set of movable
plates can be obtained. This won
derful achievement is of special
importance to the radio fan seek
ing distant stations.
Another tremendous exclusive
feature—the back panel of Ameri
can Brand Condensers is adapted
for the mounting of any coil de
sired for use in the set. A. B.
Condensers are made from finest
heavy brass. The plates are per
fectly flat and will never get out
of line. Plates and supports are
in natural finish, keeping radio
frequency losses at a minimum.
Mechanically and electrically a per
fect job.
And the price of this Super
Brass Plate A. B. Condenser with
Worm Drive Vernier (23 Plates The 100 to 1
.0005 mfd) is only $5.00. 13, 17
and 44 plates with or without
Worm Drive Vernier at proportion
ate prices.
Please ask your dealer to show
you this wonderful condenser. If
he can't do so, write us for
descriptive illustrated folder—and
send us your dealer's name.
Note to Dealers:—If your Jobber
can't supply you with A.B.
Condensers write us.

Worm Drive

AMERICAN BRAND
CORPORATION
8 West Park St., Newark, N. J.
Factory—Philadelphia

PATENT APPLIED FOR

YOU SHOULD KNOW
Why this new Ail-American Long Wave Radio Frequency
Transformer, in its handsome nickeled shield at $6, is
the finest amplifying instrument to be had at any price
for Super Heterodyne, Ultradyne and all straight radio
frequency and reflex circuits:
( 1 ) Highest amplification, without distortion, of any transformer
on the market; for wave lengths 4,000 to 20,000 meters. (2) Quiet
in operation; shielded to prevent inter-stage coupling or reaction.
(3) Stable; free from any tendency to oscillate. (4) Windings
specially designed to eliminate capacity; properly treated to ex
clude humidity. (S) Every transformer "circuit-tested" for ac
curacy and precision—to insure uniformity and highest efficiency.
(6) The best long wave transformer that can be made. Built and
fully guaranteed by the largest exclusive makers of transformers.
All the better dealers recommend the All-American.

ONLY 10c
for new Ail-American
"Radio Key Book". 48
pages of valuable hook
ups and up-to-the-min
ute radio information.
"Worth a dollar!" Send
10c in coin or stamps to
RAULAND MFG. CO.,
26-42 Coyne St. Chicago

All-American
AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS
Largest Selling Transformers in the World

fetted and Listed at Standard by Underwriter*! Laboritoriei

FJSNSteeL "I

Balkite
PATENTS
Applied for
Hatiery Charger
NOISELESS and INDESTRUCTIBLE
A new battery charger for Radio "A" (6 volt)
batteries. Entirely noiseless. Has no moving
parts, requires no attention or adjustment, and
cannot get out of order. No bulbs to break.
Simple and unfailing in action. Can be used
while the radio set is in operation. A positive
economical charger for home use. Can also be
used to charge "B" and automobile batteries.
If your dealer can*t supply you, sent direct on
receipt of price. Money back guarantee.
Price $19.50 (
)
Dept. Q8
North
Fansteel
Chicago,
Products
Illinois
Co., Inc.
<2

'ROLLS ROYCE" Radio Tubes
Like their name, significant ot
quality. Durable and powerful.
Bring in distance with a maxi
mum of volume and clearness
Type 200. . . .5 volts, 1 Ampere
Detector Tube
Type 201A. ..5 Volts. .25 Ampere
Amplifier and Detector.
Type 199.. 3-4 Volts, .06 Ampere
Amplifier and Detector.
Type 199.. 3-4 Volts, .06 Ampere
With Standard Base.
Amplifier and Detector.
Type 12... 11/2 Volts, .25 Ampere
Platinum Filament.
Amplifier and Detector.
"THE ROLLS ROYCE OF
RADIO TUBES"
TYPES
$2.50
TYPE 202 (S) WATT TRANSMITTER $3.00
ALL TUBES GUARANTEED
to work in Radio Frequency. Especially adapted
for Neutrodyne, Reflex and Super-Heterodyne Seta
SHIPPED PARCEL POST C. O. D.
WHEN ORDERING MENTION TYPE
ROLLS ROYCE TUBE CO.
21 Norwood St. (Dept. S), Newark, N. J.

YOUR OWN Na me ,Aci d res a and Station Printed
1 r KCC & RADIOGRAMS
ARRL Emblem added if requested
Cardsi
R«d call, daaum
black 100-$1
printing.
Hixh quality.Inteat
,75;
200-12.75:
300-13.50.
POSTPAID.
Radiogram*:
Bond
paprr.
100-11.36;
200-$l-8G: 30C t2.36. POSTPAID.
MONEY REFUNDED if NotDdigbleJ
WriU for INDIVIDUAL Radio Stationary and log aainplaaand pric«a.
Send order with check or money order Today—NOW.
RADIO PRINTERS. C-l Main St., Mcndota, Illinois
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Enjoy

Your

Radio
This

Summer

Music Master with its rich, clear
tone — unmarred by muffling, blast
or distortion — will make radio a
pleasure, such as you have never
known before.
Summer opens a new world to good radio
sets equipped with Music Master. Picnics,
camping trips, boating parties, open-air
dances — these are only a few of the occasions
which Music Master can enliven for you.
No other reproducer is so well fitted for
summer conditions. The extremely sensi
tive precision instrument in the base, the
scientifically tapered tone chamber, and the
now famous wood horn, the natural and
perfect resonator — make up an instrument
of balanced proportions and unequalled
effectiveness.
Your radio dealer is waiting to demonstrate
Music Master for you or to send one for
trial with your own set.
Dealers everywhere
Music Master Corporation
Makm and Distributors of High Grade Radio Apparatus
10th and Cherry Street
Chicago
PHILADELPHIA

RADIO REPRODUCER

14-inch Model, for
the Home

$30

21-inch Model, for Con
certs and Dancing .

$35

Connect MUSIC MASTER in
place of headphones. No batteries
required. No adjustments.
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is produced without them.
Federal radio sets are built with two
pEDERAL insures to its users only the thoughts in mind—first: simplicity of
* highest refinement of the art. Each operation, but three controls being nec
essary—second: special controls for re
and every manufacturing necessity to finement
for "lovers of good music" in
produce a harmonious radio set is known terested in reproducing all the beauty of
to Federal Engineers, and no Federal set tones that fill the air.
FEDERAL TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Look for this sign
Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, Chicago,
Pittsburgh
STetteral
San Francisco
pederal
»•■«•« RADIO ► ■
Bridgeburg, Canada
Standard R^DJO Products

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

mams

Improve your
set with an
AmerTran m
and enjoy radio
this summer as
■ before.

merTran
TRADE MARK REG.U.S. PAT.OFf!^*
^»»
now offered
i companion
TYPE AFtransformer to AF-6 (Turn ratio 5), for second
or third stage amplification. In this use AF-7
decreases the tendency to overload the fast
amplifying tube on loud signals.
Henceforth, then, it is possible to obtain a
low ratio AmerTran which insures perfect tone
quality and full amplification of low notes when
used with AmerTran AF-6 in the first stage.
Price, either type, $7. at your Dealer's.
Amercan Transformer Co.
Pfsigvrrs and buildirs of radio
transformers for over 23 years.
176 Emmet Street,
Newark, N. J.
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SIDBENEL Storage "B" Batteries make
a permanent source of "B" battery supply
for your set, exceeding five years. Built in
a genuine hard rubber container, excep
tionally neat and compact.
Patented 3000 mili ampere plates charged and
formed which positively eliminates noises are used.
Re-charged from your lamp socket or generator.
Costs less than one cent, and lasts from two to six
months. Two year guarantee with each battery.
Send for our latest illustrated catalogue.
PRICES
22'/, VOLTS . . $ 5.00
45 VOLTS . . 9.80
90 VOLTS . . 18.00
115 VOLTS . . 22.50
145 VOLTS . . 27.50
A. C. Rectifier for
charging direct
from lamp socket .75
SIDBENEL ELECTRIC CO., Inc.
21 WEST MT. EDEN AVE., NEW YORK CITY

announcement in the Sept
ember magazines. New in
principle, new in shape, new
in quality of reproduction.
Made by the makers of
the famous N & K Head
Set, Model D, 4000 ohms,
price $8.50.
GOLDSCHMIDT CORP.
LOUDSPEAKEF Th.
Dept. Q8 15 William St,
New York
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Are

You

Your

Hamstringing

Circuit

'Fixed"

With

Poor

Condensers?

THINK

TWICE!

MANY a clever experimenter nullifies the
efficiency in his carefully designed circuit by
using inferior fixed condensers. After selecting most
of the units with extreme care, he makes the mistake of add
ing fixed condensers which may ruin the entire job because
they are not accurately rated, vary in capacity, add unneces
sary losses to the circuit, and in short, helplessly handicap
him in every way. Give a thought to your fixed condensers!
A

Low

Loss,

Accurate

Fixed

Condenser

Must Meet These Requirements:
1. The condenser must be so air tight 4. The connections to the individual
it should be impossible to force any plates must be absolutely positive.
5. The condenser must be vacuum
thing between the plates.
2. The pressure on the plates and the sealed in order to prevent variations
mica must be absolutely permanent in capacity.
and equally distributed across the 6. The material of the plates must be
heavy enough to press flat against the
plate areas.
3. The plate material must be rugged mica without the possibility of wrink
enough to withstand incidental high ling or creasing during assembly.
temperatures applied during soldering. 7. The condenser should be shielded.
The FRESHMAN Mica Condenser is the only fixed
capacity unit which passes these critical standards!
Every Freshman
Mica . Condenser
is tested under
FRESH M
5000 volts for
P NOISELES.
minimum losses
TESTED MICA
(phase angle less
CONDENSER
nro. mt
than 1:). The
HAS.
Cttlne;
rated capacities
miFRESHMAN
wbvo«j<jcity
are accurate to
within 7 % .
Write for free wiring diagram of the Super-Heterodyne
Fresh man
Noiseless Mica
are
available in all
capacities from
.00005 MF to 1
MF.
Prices from 35c
up.

/15as.Fr
ias.rresliman(o.lnc.
XRatioX
a
sSadicA Condenser
s&cducts
106 Seventh Avenue. New York

Experimenters requiring fixed
cond e n s e r s of
special ratings
can secure these
from the Freshm a n Company
without extra
charge.
Circuit
If your dealer
cannot supply
you send your
order direct to
the Freshman
Company.

TheNATIONAL PerfectVernier Condenser
TYPE DX
DISTANCE!
That's what every Radio fan
strives for, and the thrill of get
ting a station thousands of miles
away is worth all the time and
trouble it takes to build your set
properly—
And to get that Distance choose
your panel wisely—it must be of
the best.
A Vernier Condenser, that operates with
no back lash and with a touch of "velvet
smoothness".
Its mechanical and electrical characteristics have
justified its commendation by a nutmber of the
country's prominent radio engineers.
Excellent results have been obtained when used
in combination with Reflex, RADIO FREQUENCY.
NEUTRODYNE and SUPER-HETERODYNE circuits.
Sizes:
.001
.0005
.00035
.00025
Prices
7.00
6.00
5.75
5.50
Write for Bulletin J104 A

RADIO

PANELS

(all standard sizes)
insure the minimum in surfaceleakage and power loss, and the
maximum in volume.
They can be bought at all the
better Radio stores at—
25 to 50 per cent

Made by NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc.
Estab. 1914
Engineers & Manufacturers Cambridge 39, Mass.

You Can Alio Charge
"B" Batteries
at Home!
The APCO "6" Battery Charger Is • worthy a ly
to the successful APCO Charger for "A" batteries
Renews any 24 or 48 volt wet "B" battery in ten
hours— without d>sconnectlng set. It's noiseless,
clean and as easyto hook up as an elec
tric iron Complete with wires ready
to use, $10. Write for interesting
circular and nearest dealer's name.
APCO MFG. CO.,
Aloe St., Providence, R. I.

Less
than any other standard panel
Drilled correctly — with a sharp
drill and slight pressure—they are
unsurpassed, like all the other
"Sote" products introduced by
The Pantasote Company, Inc.

De Luxe Socket
The laminated phosphor bronze
contacts of the Na-ald De Luxe
Sockets press (irmly on both the
ends and sides of tube prongs,
JOBBERS AND DEALERS
keeping the surface clean and in
suring
clear reception.
Write for our interesting proposition.
Moulded of genuine Bakelite this
socket expresses the very highest
quality in appearance and work
M. M. Fleron & S:>.\, l\c.
manship.
Exclusive Saint Agents for Electrasotc Radio Panels
ALDEN MANUFACTURING CO.
Trenton, New Jersey
LarKcst Makers of Radio Sockets
Na-ald De Luxe
and Dials in the world.
No. 400
Springfield, Mass.
Dept. M
52 Willow St.
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'ALL at your dealer's toV^/ dayandaskhim to show
you a Magnavox M4 Repro
ducer.
Try out the instrument
critically; satisfy yourself
that its clear tone and nat
ural volume are sustained
throughout the entire musi
cal range; examine each es
sential detail of convenient
size, handsome finish and
sturdy construction; note
that its operation requires
no battery.
M4 is a definite contribu
tion to the radio art — and
one particularly welcome to
the moderate income.

Mrl

I wj|

There is a Magnavox
for every receiving set

r

Reproducers
M4—requires no battery . $25.00
Ml—also requiring no battery $30.00
R 3 —new model with Volume
Control . .
$35.00
R 2 —same as R3 but larger size $50.00
Combination Sets
Al-Rand A2-R — combining Repro
ducer and Power Amplifier in
one unit . . $59.00, $85.00
Power Amplifiers
A 1 . AC-2-C, AC-3-C-AudioIrcquency Amplifiers:
one, two and three stape
$27.50 to $60.00
To obtain the fullest enjoy
ment irom your receiving set.
equip it with the Magnavox.
The Magnavox Co.
Oakland
California
rev York Office;
350 W. 3 1st STREET
Canadian Distributors:
Perkins Llectric Limited
rcnto Montreal
Winnipeg

M4
25 go

VOX

S^adio

always mention q s t when writing to advertisers
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of Weston
Quality
Weston Electrical Indicating Instruments
are standard the world over. In the best
scientific laboratories, in power houses,
factories, universities and industrial plants,
Weston is second to none. Weston was the
pioneer and leader. And for 35 years this
leadership has been maintained in every
branch of the electrical industry.
The name Weston on an instrument means dis
The Weaton is the original In tinguishing merit. It protects the buyer. Every
stant Change Plug. Accept no instrument and plug U guaranteed. Do not be
substitute. Interchangeable in misled by that phrase "Just as good as Weston".
two seconds. No tools required. Demand Weston and insist on getting it. If your
If you want the best in radio, dealer cannot supply you, write direct to the Com
write for booklet J.
pany.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co., 158 Weaton Avenue, Newark, N, J.
Electrical
Indicating
Instrument
Authorities
Since mQ WESTON
STANDARD 'The World Over
NAVY CNU3A
Receiving Set 3002,500 m. Tunes DXBroadcast, Ships and
Arcs. Terminals for
Attachment of Audion
Crystal detector o n
panel.
Cost $150; Price $2130
Detector and 2 stage Cabinet with Acme transformers $1630.
0-150 MILLIAMPS. Improve
your Transmitter and "super"
$2.75
Hivoltage generators
Post Paid on all
GEORGE EATON
1915 South Twelfth
Philadelphia, Pa.

Use HOMMEL
5ERVICE
(o bui/J younuJio
business
LOW LOSS TUNER UNIT
MOST EFFICIENT TUNER AVAILABLE
REAL DX. RECEPTION
EXTREMELY SHARP TUNING
TWO TYPES
AMATEUR—45 to 225 METERS
BROADCAST—250 to 550 METERS
Price $10 each
Writ* lor Information
A. C. LOPEZ & CO.
Sole Distributors
334 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK CITY
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By aligning: yourself with the Homme I Or
ganization you have access to ample stocks of
the leading lines of radio equipment at all
times, and can serve your customers promptly
without the necessity of tying up your own
working capital.
Write for
Hommel's illustrated Encyclopedia 5246T.
LUDWIG HOMMEL & CO.
Wholesale Jobbers Exclusively
929 Penn Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Penna.
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KONDENSER- KIT

Know the capacities for all circuits—don't guess them. The Peerless Kondenser
Kit eliminates the purchase and use of wrong condensers by enabling the experimenter
to determine in advance the exact capacities required for best results.
By means of the flexible leads and clips provided it is a simple matter to deter
mine quickly and accurately by trial what capacity gives the best results at any
point in a circuit.
The condensers in the Kit can be permanently connected in any circuit, and may
be used wherever fixed condensers are necessary. Peerless condensers may be pur
chased individually to replace any taken from the kit.
FULLY GUARANTEED
Peerless
Condensers
adaptable to
all mountings.
They are
provided
with taps for
soldering.

THE
KONDENSER KIT
includes
10 thoroughly tested
capacity low loss mica con
densers
2-.0001 mfd.
1-.001 mfd.
2-.0002 mfd.
1-.002 mfd.
2-.0005 mfd.
1-.003 mfd.
1-.005 mfd.
Total capacity .0126 mfd.
Adjustable in .0001 mfd. stops.

Peerl ess Condensers
can be used with—
Grid Leaks
As series Antenna Condensers
Telephone Condensers
By-Pass

■
RADIO
CORPORATION
21 WASHINGTON STREET
WELLESLEY- MASSACHUSETTS
j
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ANNOUNCING
THE NEW

2:1 RATIO TRANSFORMER
(audio frequency)
2:1 ratio $5.00

UNEXCELLED
FOR MUSICAL REPRODUCTION

When you find a better transformer
it will bear the name Thordarson.
Built by Transformer Experts.
Recommended by Music Lovers.
Sold by best Jobbers and Dealers.
THORDARSON
500 W. HURON ST.

ELECTRIC

U. S. TOOL CONDENSERS
—The Surest Part of Your Set
Designed for most accurate capacity and
guaranteed to give 100% satisfaction—
the guarantee that is bringing U.S. Tool
to the fore with careful set-builders.
BUY CONDENSERS BY CAPACITY
—NOT PLATES
100% GUARANTEED
End Plates of CELORON
For Superheterodyne, Superdyn , Inverse
Duplex and Four Circuit Tuner Circuits
Condensers of recommended capacity
for all known circuits are also carried
in stock by leading radio retailers.
Write for Booklet
U. S. TOOL COMPANY, INC.
112 Mechanic St.,
Newark, N. J.
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MFG. CO.
CHICAGO

SATISFIED USERS PREFER
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
The followins are a few of the companies for which
we are dis.rijutcr.-j.
Zenith Sett (Regenerative)
De Forest Tubes and Sets (Reflex)
Cunningham Tubes
Remler Material
Grebe Sets (Regenerative)
Murdock Sets (Neutrodyne)
General Radio
Send stamp for catalogue 45Q
J. H. BUNNELL & CO., 32 Park Place
New York City

DADIO TUBE
l\> EXCHANGE
We Repair All Standard Makes
Tubes, Including
W.D. 11 or 12
U.V. 199 or C299
U.V. 201A or CSOIA $250
C. 11 or 12
D.V. 1 or D.V. 2
U.V. 200 or 201
C. S00 or 301
All tubes guaranteed to do the work.
RADIO TUBE EXCHANGE, 200 Broadway, New York
All Mail Orders Given Prompt Attention
Orders Sent Parcel Post C. O. D.
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ELITE

Ballantine
and Bakelite
Molded Bakelite insulation forms a large
part of the Ballantine Variotransformer
produced by the Radio Frequency Labor
atories, Inc. This instrument has been nota
bly successful in insuring improved recep
tion and preventing outside interference.
During a trial test it was subjected to a heat
of 120 degrees F. for 24 hours, followed by an
ice bath. Even under these extreme con
ditions, it functioned smoothly and with
out loss of efficiency.
It is because of this stability under severe
service conditions that Bakelite is accepted
as standard insulation for radio apparatus.
Send for our Radio Map
The Bakelite Radio Map lists the call letters, wave
length and location of every broadcasting station in
the world. Enclose 10 cents to cover the cost and we
will send you this map. Address Map Department.
Send for our Booklet C.
BAKELITE CORPORATION
247 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Chicago Office: 636 West 22d Street
THE

MATERIAL

BAKELITE
Condensite
RgDMANOL
•re the registered
Trade Marin for the
Phenol Resin Products
manufactured under
patents owned by
BAKELITE
CORPORATION

OF A THOUSAND
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SIGNAL
RADIO CABINETS
Signal radio cabinets have been purchased by
the big majority of set builders.
Built by radio engineers, they have all the ele
ments that appeal to the average builder and
meet all his requirements.
Ask your dealer.
SIZES AND PRICES
Type "B" Cabinet
Regular List Price
Depth
Width
Height
$3.38
7
ioy.
7
3.57
7
12
7
333
7
14
7
4.33
7
18
7
4.71
7
21
7
5.09
7
24
7
5.58
8
Z6
7
5.94
8
30
7

mm
Factory and General Offices:
1915 Broadway
Menominee, Mich.
New York
San Francisco
Pittsburg
St. Louis
Los Angeles
Chicago
Minneapolis
Montreal
Toronto
Winnipeg
Havana, Cuba
Boston
Philadelphia
Seattle
You'll find our local address in your Telephone Directory

BRISTOL
TRADE MARK
AUDIOPHONE
RCC V. 8. PAT. OFFICE
LOUD SPEAKER
This is known everywhere
as the Loud Speaker with
the quality tone. Not only
is the tone natural and
without mechanical distor
tion, but is sufficiently big
In volume to be easily heard
in a large room or all
through the house. Comes
to you ready to use—no
auxiliary batteries are re
quired.
Made in three models:
Audiophone Senior
Price $30.00
Audiophone Junior
Price 22.50
This is the Baby
Baby Audiophone
Audiophone equipped
Price 12.50 with the Fiber Horn
which is now standard
Bulletin AX-3014 describes and
supersedes the
metal flare previously
these Loud Speakers.
used.
Price $12.50
THE BRISTOL COMPANY
WATERBURY, CONN.
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HEATH Radiant Condensers
The ONLY condenser worth buying is one that
will be permanently accurate I Plates that cannot
vary their alignment the thousandth part of an inch
because they are stamped and tempered to PER
MANENT FLATNESS.
Geared Vernier
Minute adjustment without the slightest backlash.
Write for Literature
Jobbers andDealers: Write Immediately for Proposition
HEATH RADIO & ELEC. MFG. CO.
207 First Street
Newark, N. J.
Canadian Distributor : Marconi Wire
less Telegraph Co., Montreal, Canada.

CHELSEA

QUALITY RADIO EQUIPMENT
CHELSEA RADIO CO,
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

NOTHING about a radio set is so absolutely essential
to satisfactory receiving as good batteries. Sustained
voltage, slow, even discharge, ample capacity, utmost
quiet, long life—these are important. Don't be satisfied
with anything less than Westinghouse Radio Storage
Batteries. They are built to meet the most exacting re
quirements of radio broadcast transmission and reception.
And they last! Thoroughly insulated against current
leakage. Easily recharged. A size and type for every
radio need.
Westinghouse (jvtSTAlQst Radio Batteries have one-piece clear glass cases,
with glass cell partitions and high glass plate rests (deep sediment spaces).
"A" Batteries in 2, 4 and 6 volt sizes. 6-volt size made in rubber-case types too_
"B" Batteries in 22-volt units—regular and quadruple capacities. "< " Batteries
in 6-volt units.
WESTINGHOUSE UNION BATTERY COMPANY, Swissvale, Pa.

WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO
"A," "B" and "C"
BATTERIES
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DUPLEX

THE
DUPLEX
Compact
Precision Condenser
"DR"
For those desiring compactness light
ness and low price, we offer this model.
Our method of manufacture insures
maximum uniformity with die-cast rotor
shafts and milled stator posts. The price is very
low. Send for booklet "Taking the 'Con' out of
Condensers."
Our new Supplementary Kit to complete the SuperHeterodyne and other tuned radio frequency circuits is
a very attractive selling number.
Some valuable jobbers' territory still open.
THE DUPLEX ENGINE GOVERNOR CO., INC.
32 Flatbush Ave. Extension
Brooklyn, N. Y.

For

Speed,

Convenience

and Prestige—
use a
Leach

Break-In

Relay

as described in the June issue of
QST, pages 33 and 34.
Mod. 18 Type SI (6 V. DC, 4 Ohm) $23
Mod. 18 Type S2 (120 V. DC, 1,000
Ohm) $25
Dia.
•V

SILVER KEY CONTACTS
Thickness Lth. of shank Thread Per Pair
A"
M>"
8-32
$1.50
hi"
A"
10-32
1.75
hi"
A"
10-32
2.00
hi"
A"
10-32
2.50

We specialize in BREAK-IN RELAYS,
STRAIGHT RELAYS, ARC RELAYS
and automatic switches.

fTERMINALUGS
^BUS BARS
[STAMPINGS
Terminals of Pure Copper.
— TINNED —
For Better and Easier Soldering.

Original |OA

— AMATEUR SPECIAL —
50 Terminalugs — Post Paid — 25c
Fit No. 6 or No. 8 Screw.
Free Pamphlet
Discounts to
Practical Soldering
Dealers.
TOAZ ENGINEERING and SALES CO.
11703 Robertson Ave.
Cleveland. Ohio.
"WARRANTED"
Audio Transformer
MTD. $2.00, UNMTD. $1.45
Money Back Guarantee
^^^^^^^^^^ 10 Days Dealers
Write
22 Sturges Ave.
C. C. ENDLY
MANSFIELD. O.

RADIO TUBES REPAIRED
All Makes $2.50
NEW TUBES: 201A, 199 and 12 types
LEACH RELAY COMPANY
$2.50
All tubes guaranteed. Sent C.O.D.
507 Mission Street
Special proposition to dealers
San Francisco,
California
RADIO MFG. AND
IMPORT CO.
Roseville Station, Newark, N. J.
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Don't Let Good DX Weather Catch You Unprepared!
Look over your equipment of "ARRL Apparatus" and stock up
NOW on the good league amateur's necessities listed below.
CUTS OF THE LEAGUE EMBLEM, to print as illustrated here
with. Used on your Stationery and report postals, etc., your
standing as a real amateur, an A.R.R.L. man, will be carried
wherever the mail penetrates. League Members can buy a cut
of the "A.R.R.L. Diamond" at $1.00, postpaid.
OFFICIAL A.R.R.L. MESSAGE BLANKS. As necessary as his
key to every transmitting "ham." Pads of 100, 35c, or 3 pads for a
dollar, postpaid.
LEAGUE LETTERHEADS.
When your tube's blown and you
write instead of radio—do it on an A.R.R.L. Letterhead. It will add
prestige and dignity to your correspondence. To members at the fol
lowing prices: 1000 sheets—$6.00; 500—$3.25; 250—$1.70; 100—
$0.75.
MESSAGE DELIVERY CARDS.
Ready to be filled out and
mailed. On U. S. Stamped Postals, 2c each; lc apiece without stamp
(for Canadians etc.) Postpaid anywhere. Stock up now!
A.R.R.L. LOG SHEETS. A necessity in every shack. Designed by
hams for hams. 8 1/2 x H" bond paper, punched for standard 3-ring
loose leaf binder. 125 sheets, $1.00; 500 for $3.50, either postpaid.
Please address all correspondence to QST or THE AMERICAN
RADIO RELAY LEAGUE at
1045 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

NOW IS THE TIME, AMATEURS !
To Do Your Experimental Work on Your Receivers in anticipation of
Better "DX" This Winter
Parts of every description and at prices that are right to rebuild or add to your
present equipment.
You Will Work EUROPE THIS WINTER
With A Good Set—
Look over a few of the items worth while.
Variometer*
Reinartz coils
Formica Panels
Variocouplers
Condensers
Jacks
Cock-a-day coils
Rheostats
Plugs
ROSE RADIO and ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
129 CAMP STREET,
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Pioneers in the Radio Field.
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f Buy aHaadTTPX

Our$£oo,ooo.oo Company
STANDS SQUARELY BACK OF EVERY HEADSET

create It
"value T

now $2.95, with Notable Improvements
Longer Cord (full 5 feet), Stronger Magnets, Higher Resistance, Increase of Sensitivity, Perfect Tone Mates
EVERY SET TESTED BY LICENSED RADIO OPERATORS
Send no money- Order on a (Post-Card
THE TOWER MFG. CO. : 98 G BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.

PREMIER

A Buffalo Radio Fan
Gets London with the
help of a
Mr. £. C. Lewis on March 18th heard Mr.
Marconi's voice on a Model 10 Atwater Kent
Set. He said it would have been impossible
without a KIC-O Battery. Improve your
set with a KIC-O. Our guarantee pro
tects you.
With
Price
Panels
GUARANTEE
Volts Plain
Your money back on
any KIC-O Battery if
$5.50 %
22
not satisfied within SO
11.75
7.25
82
days' trial.
14.00
9.50
48
17.00
12.50
Write for full infor
68
mation on "A" and
22.60
17.50
100
"B" Batteries.
28.50
23.50
145
KIMLEY ELECTRIC CO., Inc.
2666 Main St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

t
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Audio
Fre
quency
one half actual size
TRANSFORMER
A lap ahead of the field
About the size of an English Walnut. Saves
space ; light weight ; mounts anywhere ; un
surpassed in performance. Ratios 1 to 3, 1 to
4, 1 to 6, $3.50. 1 to 10, $4.50.
Ask your dealer for this "Little Wonder"
Premier Electric Companywood Ave. Chicago.
11 Ra

Have you tried it?
Chelten Midget Vernier
You've often wished for a closer
capacity adjustment of your vari
able condenser. Here it is—-the
Chelten Midget Vernier. The 13
tiny plates and air spaces give
sharp tuning. Costs but $1.50.
A Precision Instrument
CHELTEN ELECTRIC CO.
4861 Stenton Avenue
Philadelphu
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To Our Readers Who Are Not A.R.R.L. Members
Wouldn't you like to become a member of the American Radio Re
lay League? We need you in this big organization of radio amateurs,
the only national amateur association that does things. From your read
ing of QST you have gained a knowledge of the nature of the League
and what it does, and you have read its purposes as set forth on page 6
of every issue. We would like to have you become a full-fledged mem
ber and add your strength to ours in the things we are undertaking for
Amateur Radio, and incidentally you will have the membership edition
of QST delivered at your door each month. A convenient application
form is printed below—clip it out and mail it today.
__

__.1924

American Radio Relay League,
Hartford, Conn.
Being genuinely interested in Amateur Radio, I hereby apply for membership in
the American Radio Relay League, and enclose $2 in payment for one year's dues.
This entitles me to receive QST for the same period. Please Login my subscription
with the
_
issue. Mail my Certificate of Membership
and send QST to the following name and address.

Station call, if any
—
Grade Operator's license, if any
_
Radio Clubs of which a member — _
„
_
.>
Do you know a friend who is also interested in Amateur Radio, whose name you might
give us so we may write to him about the League?
_
_._

_

_

Thanks.

Layer Wound and Layer Insulated—Powerful Magnets
These are distinctive features of
Stromber^Carlson
HEAD SETS and LOUD SPEAKERS
Layer winding moans that the coils are wound
in layers of wire, with insulating material between
each layer. This ensures (treat
resistance, enabling the instru
ments to stand up under the
highest plate voltages.
"Powerful Magnets" refers to'
the great strength of the mag- *
nets used in our instruments
Strong magnets are necessary to
bring in the long distance sig
nals with their full volume and
clearness. Stromberg-Carlson reeption apparatus have magnets
that
fc
Ask your demUr
Stromberg-Carlson T^l^phone Mf«*.
Knrhpster. N. Y.
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A. C. H. SHARP TUNER
DIFFICULT TUNING
MADE EASY

_ the A.CH. is different.,
1 In. DIAL $2.50 ( 156-tO-l )
4 In. DIAL $5.00 (215-to-l )
5/16 RCC. 1/4-3/16 BUSHINCS 5v EACH

A Real Amateur Wavemeter,
Range 140-230 Meters, One
Meter Division Scale.
Also
Reads in Kilocycles.
AT the request of a number of pro
minent amateurs, we have developed
a special amateur range wavemeter,
which is equipped with a special con
denser arrangement whereby the scale
is broadened, enabling accurate read
ings to be made with considerable ease.
The one meter divisions are approxi
mately one millimeter wide.
D. C. Wallace of 9ZT-9XAX winner of
the 1923 Hoover Cup, made a test of
this wavemeter against the most elabor
ate standards available, showing the in
strument to be far more accurate than
would be expected from its low price.
The experiences and statements of other
prominent amateurs show this special
amateur wavemeter to be quite accurate
and so built that the accuracy will be
retained.
Jewell Pattern No. 90 amateur range
wavemeter, price $25.00. Range, 140230 meters.
BROADCAST RANGE
TO cover the broadcast range, there is
a wavemeter similar to the above
with a range of 150-625 meters, as well
as a special type equipped with a selfcontained buzzer and dry cell for check
ing receiving sets and having a range of
200-625 meters.
The instrument for checking transmit
ting sets is priced at $20.00 and the
wavemeter complete with buzzer and dry
cell at $30.00.
JEWELL ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
1640 WALNUT STREET
CHICAGO
M'mufact urer8 of the Jewell complete line of
■ miniature switchboard instruments, Jewell radio
t nl *< t w. vemetera. etc.
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NOTE
No rubber to slip, no plain gears with their
back lash; Remember,
The A.CH.
Uses only the expensive accurate machine
cut worm gear and worm and has a posi
tive clutch for rough and fine tuning.
Mail o'de.m prepaid in V. S. A
A. C. Hayden Radio & Research Co.
Brockton, Mass., U. S. A.

fROST-RADIO

140 Best value in a Two-Fone
No.
„_
g j™, m Plug ever offered. Holds fone
^C^^rJSmmmW cox<^ tips un^cr set-screw.
^^Tm^,\ Wtm Used with two pairs head
<~-0
fones or one pair and loud
Plug v. —' 60c speaker. At your dealer's.
HERBERT H. FROST, Inc.
Kansas City, Mo.
CHICAGO
New York
Marie Transformers
The Heart of a Good Receiver
Marie Engineering Co.
New Jersey
Orange

CZD-^g | DURHAM | j*r>
Variable Grid Leak
At dealers, or postpaid
Durham &. Co.. 1936 Market St.. Phila.
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SA OM, ALL WE NEED IS UR QRA, TO MAIL YOU
ONE OF THE MOST COMPLETE "HAM" PRICE
LISTS EVER PRINTED. ITS MONEY IN UR POCK
ET TO HAVE THIS SHEET BEFORE YOU, NOT TO
SPEAK OF THE TIME SAVED IN FINDING OUT
WHO TO ORDER THAT BADLY NEEDED PART
FROM. FOR INSTANCE, IF YOU NEEDED A MURDOCK OR AMRAD CHANGE-OVER SWITCH, OR A
PAIR OF AMRAD S TUBES, SOME EMPIRE CLOTH.
A SET OF JEWELL METERS, CHEMICALLY PURE
SHEET ALUMINUM AND SHEET LEAD, OR ANY
OF A HUNDRED OTHER ITEMS. WHERE WOULD
YOU ORDER THEM FROM? GET OUR PRICE LIST
AND BE ONE MORE OF OUR SATISFIED CUS
TOMERS. ALL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY
RECEIVED
AT THE ONLY HAM STORE IN THE
KISS EM GOODBYE. DID YOU FORGET TO CHARGE FIFTH DISTRICT.
FT. WORTH RADIO SUPPLY
THAT LEAD B BEFORE YOU LEFT ON YOUR VA CO.,
104
EAST
10th, FT. WORTH, TEXAS.
CATION? IF ITS AN EDISON DON'T WORRY. FOR
A TROUBLEPROOF LIFETIME B GET ONE OF MASTER RADIO CODE IN 15 MINUTES. Ten word
THESE. 54 VOLT 42 CELL $8.75. 100 VOLT 78
3 hours. Our Students made these world re
CELL $16. 130 VOLT 102 CELL $20. 150 VOLT speed
Failures all methods thank us for License.
117 CELL $23. EACH IN A WAX FINISH FUMED cords.
Hesitation
speed. Our method kills hesitation.
OAK COVERED CABINET WITH RIBBED RUBBER Instructionskills
that instruct only $2.00. Qualifying re
MAT. LARGEST PEPPY EDISON ELEMENTS cords 100 Licensed
students free. Dodge Radio SnortWIRED WITH PURE SOLID SOFT NICKEL, EDISON kut, Dept. SC. Mamaroneck,
N. Y.
ELECTROLYTE (THAT'S NO LYE), PERFORATED
HARD RUBBER SEPARATORS, AND BANDS, WHITE NUMEROUS COMPLAINTS and CLAIMS for non
SEALING OIL, CAREFULLY PACKED FOR SAFE delivery as first class mail together with increasing
SHIPMENT. INDIVIDUAL CELLS 16c. MAKING
and selling costs responsible for change in
YOUR OWN B? FIGHT SHY OF PUNK PARTS. production
Hereafter code method by REGISTERED
MAKE SURE BY GETTING EM FROM 8ML. LIVE price.
MAIL
only
beginning September first price $230.
TYPE A EDISON ELEMENTS 6c PAIR. 7c DRILLED. Dodge Radioand
Shortkut, Dept. SC, Mamaroneck, N. Y.
10c WIRED WITH PURE SOLID NICKEL. C ELE
MENTS 4c PAIR. 2 POSITIVES 1 NEGATIVE Sc. HAM RADIO TUBE REPAIRS—Repaired by 3 BOV.
HICAPACITY UNIT DRILLED READY TO WIRE 10c
20O, 201, 201A, 199, WD11, AAP, Mercury,
ALL PARTS AND EDISON SOLUTION FOR TYPE G —U.V.
etc. $2.50. UV 202—$3-25. All Guaranteed with 24
HICAPACITY CELL 1S0O MILLIAMP HOURS CAPA
Hour
Service.
us Old one, Receive New one.
CITY. 17c. WITH ELEMENTS DRILLED AND CUT S. Strojel, 3923 Send
N. 6 St., Phila, Pa.
IN UNITS 19c. GREAT FOR SUPERS, POWER
AMPLIFIERS, TRANSMITTERS. SEE LETTER BY WANTED—Omnigraph, L. M. Zapp, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.
CANADIAN 3GG IN MAY QST. HE USES 8ML Bs.
HIVOLTAGE TUNGAR CHARGERS. INSTRUCTION WANT—High class loud speaker. SELL or SWAP
SHEET 50c. WILLARD COLLOID RECTIFIER WILL C.W.
set, 1500 volt meter, 5 amp. thermocouple, and
REALLY CHARGE THAT B FOR YOU. $2. AN
others. C. A. Purdy, 600 W. 144th St., Apt. 5F,
NEALED GLASS TEST TUBES INDIVIDUALLY eight
N.
Y.
City.
WRAPPED %x6" 3c. 1x6" 4c. iy,"x7" FLATBOTTOMED 7c. PURE SOLID (NOT PLATED OR TRADE 5x8 printing press 6 fonts type; want CW
ALLOY) SOFT NO. 20 NICKEL WIRE FOR CON
NECTORS l'/jc FOOT PREPAID. PERFORATED apparatus or MG. Ed. Harris, Hugo, Okla.
HARD RUBBER SEPARATORS Vic PREPAID.
GENUINE EDISON ELECTROLYTE (THATS NO BARGAIN—Grebe CR8 $65; 2 UV202 Radiotrons $10;
LYE), CORRECTLY PROPORTIONED LITHIUM AND Used only a few hours. 2ADC.
POTASSIUM TO MAKE 5 LBS. LIQUID $1.50 PRE
WATTER—$5.50—Guaranteed Factory Condi
PAID. PURE POTASH 80c LB. FOR THAT SUPER- FIVE George
Eckels, Jr., 1108 Gladys Ave., Pitts
HET AND HIPOWER TRANSMITTERS—THE SUPER- tion.
burgh,
Penna.
CELI 3000 MILIAMP HOURS CAPACITY. 30c CELL
FOR ALL PARTS AND SOLUTION READY TO WIRE.
CR13s $75.00 Jewell Radio test set $60.00
SAMPLES, TYPE A OR G HICAPACITY 2S c SUPER- GREBE
imitation Paragon receiver can't be told from original
CELL 35c. EVERYTHING FOR THAT EDISON B. $40.00.
FRANK MURPHY, RADIO 8ML. 4837 R0CKW00D polis, Ind.Charles Lampel, 1231 S. Meridian St., IndianROAD, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
FOR SALE—German Transmitting Tubes, 500 Watt
WHY DOES A NEW AERIAL MAKE THE RADIA
output, $75.00 ; 250 Watt output, $60.00 ; 50 Watt
TION JUMP? BECAUSE THE COPPER IS CLEAN. output,
$21.00. Limited Supply. Morsemere Engineer
WHY PUT UP A NEW AERIAL EVERY YEAR ing Research
Laboratories, Grantwood, N. J.
WHEN No. 12 ENAMELED SOLID COPPER STAYS
NEW? DOESN'T KINK OR WRAP AROUND YOUR FOR SALE—Three Kellogg variable vernier condensers,
NECK. PEPS UP YOUR SIGNALS BOTH COMING
plate—$4.50; 23 plate $5.50; 43 plate $6.00. Also
AND GOING, lc A FOOT PREPAID TO 3rd ZONE. II
two Bradley ohmeters $1.25 each. One Single circuit
GENUINE OHIO BRASS CO. PORCELAIN ANTENNA receiver
mostly Kellog material $18.50. All material
INSULATORS BEST BY QST TEST. DON'T
CHEAPEN YOUR STATION WITH AN INFERIOR is brand new. Gaylord Knight, Athens, Tenn. 5AQR.
PORCELAIN. 5" 75c, 10" (GLAZED ALL OVER) FCR SALE—75 ft. standard Whittlesey Steel Mast
$1.50 PREPAID TO 3rd ZONE. FLUX DISTRIBUT in
only eight months in A-l condition with mast
ING SHIELDS $1 ATTACHED. SILICON STEEL headusepulley
winding up reel and cable $150.00; photo
TRANSFORMER PUNCHINGS 25c LB. GET THAT graph on page
60 of June QST. Photo on request.
No. 12 D.C.C. LOW LOSS TUNER WIRE FROM 8ML. Four UV 203 tubes
used very little, guaranteed O. K.
$1.25 100 FEET PREPAID. IF YOUR EDISON B HAS $20.00 each. Radio 8BCA,
Galion, O.
LOST ITS SNAP DUMP THAT LYE AND GIVE HER
A SHOT OF GENUINE EDISON ELECTROLYTE. WANTED—Units RT and AR in good condistion for
ENOUGH FOR 100 VOLT B $1.50 PREPAID. FRANK
MURPHY. RADIO 8ML, 4837 ROCKWOOD ROAD, RC receiving set—F. J. Goodwine, West Lebanon, Ind.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
SELL—One Acme inductance with all taps soldered
also one Tuska inductance tapped every turn
QSL CARDS, $.65 hundred, 50O, $3. Cash with order. $6.00;
$2.50;
Oscar Rosel, St. Ansgar, Iowa.
Horace Hart, 309 Seneca Parkway, Rochester, N. Y.
TELEFUNKEN 30 WATT POWER TUBES type RS5C
NEUTRODYNE and One Step complete except bat II, filament 2 amperes, 9 volts: plate .05 amperes, 1000
teries. Write Merle Coulter, Rockwell City, la.
volts; Price $16.00. 50% discount on the following
Radio Corporation apparatus: chopper wheel, all types
RADIO CCRP TRANSMITTING PARTS—all brand new of condensers, filter reactors, magnetic modulators,
and guaranteed. O- 1 500 DC voltmeter, $10; 0-5 ther- rheostats transformers, meters (hot wire 0-2Va, 0-5,
moammeter, $6; 0-500 milliammeter, $6; Va mfd. 1750 thermocouple O-2V2, 0-5, $10. milliampere 0-250, 0-500,
volt filter condensers, $1; .002 mfd. 6000 volt mica $10. 0-1500 volt $15.0O). All new and in original
condenser, $1.50; 325 watt transformer, $11.25; 750 carton, genuine R.C.A. apparatus, unconditionally
watt transformer, $15; chopper wheel, $1.50; 40 henry guaranteed. Sent C.O.D. or money order prepaid. In
invited.
Arthur Beyer, 106 Mornings
choke, 300 MA, $8; mercury variable condenser, $1.25. quiries
■ive. _New
York City.
Driv
2 AHO 58 North Sixth, Newark, N. J.
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HAM-ADS
Six cent* per word per insertion in advance.
Name and address must be counted. Each
Name and address must be counted. Each
initial counts as one word. Copy must be
received by the 1st of month for succeeding
month's issue. NOTE NEW CLOSING DATE.

S A-Q-C- PRINTS Q-S-L CARDS. 500 TWO COLOR instrument of highest quality, three Jewell meters.
SAMPLES ALL DISTRICTS 10 CENTS. General Electric power transformer, General Electric
CARDS $4.(
CURTIS, 5AQC, 1109-A EIGHTH AVENUE, FORT Osc. transformer, a REAL relay system, key and all
complete for $69.50. This transmitter has worked
WORTH, TEXAS.
Panama, Canadian and Porto Rican stations and 9
ORS A.R.R.L. is certificate proficiency. List our stu districts. Guaranteed. Worth $125.00. (9DO)
dents holding this appointment also records rapid pro- H. Livingston, West Plains, Mo.
gress, quick success free. Dodge Radio Shortkut,
GERMAN RECEIVING TUBES $2.40, with socket
ept. S.C. Mamaroneck, N. Y.
and ballast tube; filament 4/10ths ampere, 5 volts:
GENUINE SILICON Transformer steel cut to order plate 40-60 volts. Excellent detector, good amplifier,
25 cents lb. 10 lbs. and over, 4 cubic inches, weight fine for experimenting, add postage. Arthur Beyer,
106 Morningside Drive, New York City.
1 lb. postage extra. Geo. Scbulz, Calumet, Mich.
CW. TRANSFORMERS. New Radio Corp transformers AUDIOTRONS!!—Double Filaments. Have few, ab
in their original cases. UP 1016, 750 watt, for 1 or solutely "OLD TIMERS" here "OMS" that are Im
2 50 watt tubes—$15.00. UP 1368, 325 watt, for 1 possible to get, strength uncompared. Positively
to 4-5 watt tubes—$10.00. W. M. Derrick, 58 North Original—with adapter. Guaranteed by me and new.
What do you OFFER me? 3B0V. S. Strobel, 3923
Sixth, Newark, N. J.
N. 6 St, Phila, Pa.
$5.00 NEW UNITED States Aviators leather Helmet
with Head-Phones and Microphone, cost $25. Postage FOUR New Westinghouse BX Radio Frequency am
free. Send at once, limited supply; other Radio Bar meters 0-2.5 six fifty each. Want one 0-5 ammeter.
gains. Weil's Curiosity Shop, 20 S. 2nd St., Phila, Pa. Also UL 1008 inductance. E. Grissinger, Wilmerding,
Pa.
SELL—one Atwater Kent AF amplifier, type TA,
$12.00, one pair Elwood 3,000 ohm tones, $2.50. All BAKELITE STRIPS—for sub panels and antenna in
unused. NO COD'S. 7AJT, Basin, Wyoming.
sulation to 5" wide any length 3/16 inches thick 100
square inches and over 1 cent square inch, postage
SELL—following all brand new and guaranteed. 75 2 lbs. per 100 sq. inches. Cash with order. Give
watt* Acme Transformer mounted, $10; RCA ammeter length and width when ordering. Geo. Schulz, Calumet,
0-2.5, $4.; 2 rheostats for 5 watt tubes $1.50; 1 pair Mich.
Stromberg Carlson fones, $5.00; R.C.A. filter reactor
$8.50; R.CA. 325 watt transformer slightly used $10,000 WORTH OF RADIO Transmitting, Receiving
Sets, and Parts, bought from U. S. Government Air
$15.00. 8CMH, Sligo, Pa.
craft Department. We sell at reduced rates. Send 2c
FOR SALE—4 stage R.F. amplifier and detector with stamp for list and prices. Mail orders answered.
5-UV 199 tubes and Baldwin C phones. Hears all U.S., Weil's Curiosity Shop, 20 S. 2nd St, Phila, Pa.
England, Honolulu, Mexico and Canada. Very cheap;
need money; J. A. S., Pittsburg, Okla.
FOR SALE—100 watt set complete, never used. R.
Greenwald, Shannon St, Van Wert, Ohio.
PARAGON RA ten tuner, detector amplifier all com
plete like new for fifty seven dollars and fifty cents. BUILD YOUR own Edison Element Storage "B" Bat
Guaranteed. Unusual bargain. H. Livingston, West tery and save money. Complete kits with rectifier
Plains, Mo.
ready to assemble. Nothing extra to buy. 140 volt
1 V, ampere type "A", $15.25. 100 volt, $11.75. 140
TRADE ANYTHING—What have you, What do you volt 2 ampere 4 plate type "G", $17.25. 100 volt,
want. Dept. X, General Merchandise Brokerage, Box $14.00. Other sizes to order. Type "A" elements
641, Atlantic City, N. J.
Sc. Type "G" 3c. %x6" container 3c. Separator
V%c. No. 20 pure nickel wire lc per ft. Complete 6
BARGAIN—Brand New Grebe CR3-Det. and 2 step plate type "G" cell 15c 3 ampere hour capacity.
amplifier complete with three new tubes, fones, B. Just the thing for that transmitting battery. J. Zied,
batteries, storage battery and loud-speaker. First $100 530 Callowhill St, Phila. Pa.
takes it. Battery charger $5.00. General Electric
Vi H.P. 110 volt a.c. motor $20.00. What have you 7 SELL—1500 V, 450 G. E. Motor Generator Grebe "13"
F. J. McLane, Jr., 32 Underwood St., Fall River, Mass. (new) Fresh No. 2156 Burgess B's at $2.00. 8 tube
E.I.S. Co. super-heterodyne. Chesaning Elec. Co,
BUILD THAT EDISON "B" Battery Now. First Chesaning, Mich.
class large Edison Elements, 5c per pair postpaid.
Write for prices on welded elements. Arthur Chapelle, NEW MAGNAVOX $27. prepaid. Moon Loudspeaker,
Woodburn, Oregon. 7NX.
Amrad Semi-mounted variometer,
meter, homcharger,
nomcnarger,
real
•ceiving
dope. 30 QSTa
receiver complete and lot receiving
WANTED—6 volt dynamotor to deliver 500 volts. Sell or want CW apparatus or CC-Melody Saxophone,
8ARG.
Banjo. Pacific Radio News and all Radio Magazines
or QTC? Describe. Tnx. Herald Beckjorden, Forest
HAMS—GET our samples of those neat THREE color City, la.
call cards. Also radiograms, letterheads, envelopes, etc.
Hinds & Edgarton, Radio Printers, 19 S. Wells St, 480 WATT 32 volt generator fine for farm lighting
Chicago, 111.
or battery charirger $25 Five tube Neutrodyne $59.
12 to 350 volt WE Dynamotor $14. Shaw, Marathon
RCA UP1368 Transformer and UP1653 Reactor both Texas.
$25 or trade want studio microphone 4RU.
FOR SALE—Three 5 watt Cunningham tubes four
each, hardly used. Two UV 1716 transformers
EDISON CELLS FORSALE AlO's $4; A6's $2.50. ELE dollars
(iron cores) 30,000 cycles at $5.00 each never used.
MENTS IN GOOD CONDITION. JUST THE THING One
frequency coupler for same, (variable set
TO BUILD THOSE B BATTS WITH. TEAR 'EM ting) radio
never used. One UV 716 A. T. Trans
DOWN URSELF AND SAVE CASH OR TYPE A ELE formeratat$5.00;
$5.00 badly used. B. H. Tibbets, Mason City,
MENTS 4c PAIR. I PAY POSTAGE OR EXPRESS
CHARGES. BERNARD STOTT, 60 PALL1STER AVE,
DETROIT, MICH.
AMRAD "S" tubes, improved, $8.00, Myers and Radio
Corporation tubes $3.95. Apex Audiotrons $3.25,
FOR SALE—Western Electric 1000 volt generator, type
202, $4.00. Prices cheerfully quoted on transhalf KW; a big husky, with double shaft extension. mttting
and receiving apparatus. George Voigt, 56
Complete with pulley and rheostat. 9AZH.
Maiden Lane, Maspeth, N. Y. Dept. Q.
RADIOFAN'S HOUSE-CLEANING. Considerable ac- ESCO MOTOR GENERATOR—ISO watts, 500 volts,
cumlation of serviceable parts. I don't need now, but 10
80 watts. Ring Oiled. .Cost $104. Sell $85.
you do. Ask me what I have; mention your require Newvolts,
Radiola super-hetrodyne complete $255. Cutler
ments. H. Dill, Box 370, Hingham, Mass.
& Ellis, Sullivan, Indiana.
"ESCO" Dynamotor, Primary 32 Volts, Secondary, 750
IMMEDIATELY—Genuine Old DeForest
Volts 150 Watts, New $56. Western Electric Micro WANTED
tube (round type) and Fleming valve. What have
phone 284 W New $4.00; UP414 Modulation Trans you?
AU
letters
former New $6; Hot Wire Ammeter 0-5 New UM533, 23rd St., Cicero, 111.answered. Peter Kailus, 5042 West
95.00; 2 five Walters new $7. All
Windisch Electric Co., Louisburg, Kans.
SELL—Ten A Loudspeaker, hundred dollars; 5 UV
202 Radiotrons new, four fifty each, W. Bradley, 48
TRANSMITTER, TWENTY watt
Jeffrey Ave, Jamaica, N. Y.
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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NEW GE—0-150 Milii-Ammeters, panel type $2.78. THREE CIRCUIT TUNER, Detector and two stage.
Navy CN 113 A Receiving SET (or crystal or audion First $50.00 takes it. 9BIT, Seaton, 111.
attachment. Brings in DX Broadcast, Ships and Arcs
Coat $160. Price $2130. Detector and 2 stage FOR SALE—2 W.E. Fiftys, $20. each; 1 R.C. Fifty,
Amplifier with Acme Transformers $1630. NAVY $18; 2 "S" Tubes, $5 each. 2CVS.
SPECIAL CN (BBS) 50 to 600 meter Receiver, An
Audion can bo attached. Cost $500 Price $60.00. FOR SALE—Grebe CR-9, $60; Grebe RORN, $25. Both
NAVY CF 753 tuned 1000-10000 Meters, Cost $500 in perfect condition. M. L. Muhleman, Bronxville,
Price $50. NAVY 1500 Volt Dynamotor $32.50 shaft New York.
for pulley $3 extra. 400 volt 200 watt Sperry Dyna
motor runs on 6 volts, at 12 volts gives 700 volts HAMS—We wish to announce that we can make 12
$2230. 53 ft. Portable mast $20. 500 cycle hand hour shipment on OHIO BRASS Insulators, No. 12
generator can be belt driven $2230 These prices in ENAMELED WIRE, SHEET LEAD & ALUMINUM and
clude shipping charges. George Eaton, 1015 South all other ham needs. Now is the time to rehash the
Twelfth Street, Philadelphia.
old set and give 'er life. Write us your needs and we
will give you prices and HI SPEED SERVICE. 8BIN,
SELL—Benwood CW Inductance, $6.50; Big CW 1407 First North St., Syracuse, N. Y.
Panel, Drilled, $2.00; Two Rheostats, used in 10 1 TUBE REINARTZ $10.00; Croaley XJ $45.00; Chop
watter, $1.50 each. Federal Microphone, $3.00.—9BUK. per
with motor and rheostat $7.00; George McKay,
WILL TRADE—Special built DeForest Ultra Audion Xenia, O.
receiver (detector and two stage audio) and brand REMLER, GIBL1N and DeF.
new Grebe RORN Radio Frequency Amplifier never only few left as follows—100-150-200-300-400-500used. Wanted; Three stage Power amplifier with tubes. 1000
10O0 turns half list price. Postage extra. Geo. Schulz,
Write today. Lock Box 43., Dante, So. Dakota.
Calumet, Mich.
TRANSMITTING AMATEURS Attention—Don't leave IS YOUR NEUT RIGHT?—To revitalize unneutralizathose costly tubas and meters lying around to be
Neutrodynes, we devised this Kladag Coast to
broken. Mount your transmitter on panel. Looks Coast Circuit.
lit. Uses same panel, etc. as Neut, except
better, works better. QST says so. It's easy to cut
ely rewire. Success certain,
those peep and meter holes with my panel tool. Cuts
feet gold sheathed wire, clrii
smooth hole one to five inches in diameter; only $230 cuit and complete, simple instructions,
$6.00 prepaid,
postpaid or C.O.D. Homer H. Malcomb, Whitewater, Many have already rebuilt
"r Neuts-and written
wonderful testimonials. Tl . nds will do it. Ba
Wise, 9EKH.
FIRST-have the finest five tube set in your neighbor
hood, revitalize others' Neuts. Description, etc., 10c.
CONDENSERS AND SUCH—Brand new Radio Corp Radio
2c. Stamps accepted. Kladag Labora
parts in original boxes. UC1806 mica .002 mfd. 6000 tories, Lists,
Kent, Ohio.
volt condenser, $130; UC 1015 mica tapped antenna
condenser, .0003, .0004 and .0006 mfd. 7600 volt $2; BUILD THAT Superheterodyne and get ready for the
UC1803 Tank circuit condenser, .000025 mfd. 10,000
radio programs, Branston kits, $35.00; Radiola
volts, $.75; UC1831 Mercury variable transmitting winter
III at $35.00 with headphones and two tubes. Send
condenser, .0012 mfd. 4000 volts, $1.25; UC1866 paper two
for circular. Cash with the order. Amateur
filament bypass condenser, two section, with midtap, Radiocents
Supply Shop, 525 Park Ave., Kent, O.
$1 ; UC1846 double section tank circuit condenser, $1 ;
SA Lightning switch 600 volt, 100 ampere, $1.25; WESTINGHOUSE MOTOR Generators. 12 Volt D. C
PX 1638 Chopper wheel and brush, $130. W. M. motor, 350 volt D. C. Generator. New, $10. Box H,
Derrick, 58 North Sixth, Newark, N. J.
QST.
4-5 WATTERS @ $5; 6 volt 60 ampere Storage Bat- TWO CUTTING Washington 32 volt D.C. Motor-Gen
tery good condition $10; 0-15 volt Jewell Volttt
iltmeter
$•;" 0-100 New General Radio Milliammeter, $7; 0-5 erators 100 volt; 83 ampere; 500 cycle; Bargain;
New General Radio Ammeter, $6; SKI, 268 Auburn R. Van Benthuysen, 178 Centre Street, New York.
Ave.. Pontiac, Michigan.
I-ZE MATTAFOISETT, MASS. has a 2K.W. special
Acme plate supply transformer, it has a primary for
GENERAL RADIO WAVEMETER—174B except 70- 110 volts. The secondary has a centre tap and also
1500 meters. Grebe 13, both brand new. 1/30 HP voltage taps for 2, 3. 4, 5, and 6 thousand volts either
Emerson and Vi HP Dayton new and %HP G.E. used side of the centre. He will sell this Brute for $40.00.
motors, all 110 A.C. General Radio wave trap, Amrad He also has three brand new 50 watt radiotrons at
changeover switch, RCA chopper wheel and UP 1806 $18.00 each. First
condenser. Baldwin fones, set E.I.S. super-het trans
formers. .Everything guaranteed perfect. NO REA
158 GENUINE Foreign Stamps. Mexico War Issues.
SONABLE OFFERS REFUSED. F. G. Tallman, Jr., Venezuela,
Salvador and India Service, Guatemala,
158 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.
China, etc., only 5c. Finest approval sheets 50 to 60%.
Agents Wanted. Big 72-p. Lists Free. We Buy
SALE—Acme CW Inductance. Perfect condition. stamps. Established 20 years. Hussman Stamp Co.,
$5.00. 5JR, Stephens Croom, 1001 Augusta Street, Dept. 151, St. Louis, Mo.
Mobile, Alabama.
MAKE $120 WEEKLY IN SPARE TIME. Sell what
FOR SALE—Vi H. P. Sink Motor $20., .01 MFD the public wants—long distance radio receiving sets.
Two
sales weekly pays $120 profit. No big Invest
Dubilier Condenser 25,000 volts $15.. Aluminum Benwood Rotary $5., T. & H. Oscillation Trans. $5. All ment, no canvassing. Sharpe of Colorado made $955
in
one
month. Representatives wanted at once. This
in fine condition. George B. Faunce, 30 Caloris Ave..
plan is sweeping the country—write today before
Millville, N. J.
your county is gone. OZARKA, 853 Washington
PURE DC HOUNDS, use Radio Corp parts at these Blvd., Chicago.
Erices. New stuff in original packing. UP 1626 25
enry 160 milamp. choke, $630; UP 1653 30 henry
GENERATORS—500 volt 100 watt $2830
160 milamp. choke, $7.00; UP 1627 40 henry 300 RADIO
Battery Charging Generators $8.50, High Speed Motors
milamp. choke, $8.00; UP 1654 50 henry 300 milamp. Motor
Sets, all sizes. Motor Specialties Co.,
choke, $9.00; UC 487 Va mfd. 750 volt filter conden Crafton,Generator
Penna.
ser, 75c; UC 489 Va mfd. 1750 volt filter cond. $1;
UC 1873 choke trap condenser .01 mfd. $1. W. M. $12. EACH takes Ohio or Wagner synchronous 110
Derrick, 58 North Sixth, Newark, N. J.
volt sixty cycle eighteen hundred R.P.M. motors built
in Vt H.P. frames. Can be used as power l
ANY LICENSED HAM CAN after memorizing Code Highest
j3" x 6" test tubes $3.00
our way (15 minutes) quickly increase speed. Many Perforatedquality
rubber separators 1 Vic. No. 220 99%
long anchored at about 12 jumped few hours to 25 pure nickel hard
wire
$1.50
sr hundred feet Kimley Elecper. Corroborative reports free but please give call. trie Company Inc,
Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Dodge Radio Shortkut, Dept. SC, Mamaroneck, N. Y.
LOCAL
RADIO
representatives
wanted for
1ST GRADE Radio Apparatus For Sale Cheap. Write work at convenient hours. Full information.
tland
for Bargains. 3 BOV.
Roach, 2905 Columbia Ave., Philadelphia.
EMERSON 550 volt 200 watt direct current generator.
Will sell to highest bidder. Raymond Rathert, Cresco, HELP—LOW Loss set,
er $30.00; 100 watter
la.
$90; 8MO, STAHL, ~
Mich.
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MANY BEGINNERS ANCH RED AT about S per now belt drive $48. When driven will also generate current
thank us for License. Qualifying records 100 Licensed for filaments etc. Crocker-Wheeler 500 cycle self ex
Students free. Dodge Radio Shortcut, Dept. SC., cited and motor generators. Navy Flame Proof Keys
with "Blinker Light" $1.50 Tubes from 50 to 1000
Mamaroneck, N. Y.
watts What do you need. Henry Kienzle, 501 East
CHEMICALLY PURE aluminum 1/16 thick, SO cents; 84th Street, New York.
% inch thick $1.60 sq. ft., postage 1/16 2 lb. V»t 3
TELEGRAPHY—Morse and Wireless—taught at home
lbs., extra. Geo. Schulz, Calumet, Mich.
in half usual time and at trifling cost. Omnigraph
METERS—METERS—METERS—Brand new Radio Automatic Transmitter will send, on Sounder or
Corp meters, in original boxes. UM 579, 0-1500 volts Buzzer, unlimited messages, any speed, just as expert
DC, $10.00; UM 578, 0-500 volts DC, $8.50; UM 576, operator would. Adopted by U. S. Govt, and used by
0-500 milamps. DC, $6.00; UM 575, 0-250 milamps. leading Universities, Colleges, Technical and TeleDC, $5.00; UM 581, 0-5 thermoamps., $6.00; UM graph Schools throughout U.S. Catalog free. Omni
580, 0-2.5 thermoamps., $5.00; UM 533, 0-5 hotwire graph Mfg. Co., 16M Hudson St., New York.
amps., $2.00: UM 530, 0-2.5 hotwire amps., $1.50.
GREBE 13—absolutely guaranteed 100% PERFECT
W. M. Derrick, 58 North Sixth. Newark. N. J.
condition. Not a scratch inside or out. Cost $95 sell
FOR SALE—Panel CW transmitter—wired for 1 00 for $75. Am leaving for school and can't use her.
watt fone, 100 watt I.C.W. and 200 watt CW using Send cash to 3JX, Washington, D. C.
the Heising system of modulation. Bargain $190.00;
1 submarine chaser Western Electric transmitter com EDGEWISE WOUND copper ribbon the only really
plete, never used still in original crate $275.00; 1 satisfactory antenna inductance 5/16 inch wide, 5 inch
soft Western Elec. 250 watt tube $46.00; 1 500 volt. diameter 13 cents, 6 inch diameter 16 cents, 7-Vi
1 OO watt motor generator, double commutator, 21 4 inch diameter 18 cents per turn prepaid any number
bars, motor HO volts AX. $55.00; 1 C.N. 240 long turns in one piece. Geo. Schulz, Calumet, Mich.
wave Navy tuner range 1 000-10O00 meters bargain
$75.00; 1 LP. 500 Navy tuner (S.E.143) range 2506800 meter bargain $130.00; All Radio Corporation
Q R A SECTION
transmitting material 50% off list. Money talks
fellows. Radio 2AGD.
FOR SALE—Western Electric power amplifier with 50c straight, with copy in following
three 216A bulbs and horn $75.0O. Grebe 13 short form only: CALL — NAME — AD
wave receiver 80 to 300 meters $50. R.C.A. 1016 power
transformer 1500 to 3OO0V $25.00; 375 V 75 Watt DRESS. Any other form takes regular
transformer with fil. windings for 2-4-6-8-10 volts
mounted $8.00. Homcharger $5.00; magnetic modula
tor 1367—$10.00; Grid chopper P.X. 1638 $5. U.C. HAM-AD rates.
1803 Faradon Condenser $2.50; .0005 Hartman con
denser $3.00; .001 condenser $2.00; three U.C. 490 con
1AWM—H. A. Chinn and G. E. Witham, R.F.D. No. 3,
densers at $1.50 each; two U.C. 1866 condensers at Box
45. Nicolin, Maine.
$1.00 each; one Atwater Kent variocoupler at $5.00;
2-300 turn honeycomb coils $1.00; Thordarson audio 1CAK—1ZD—1XAX—John M. Wells, 40 Main St.,
transformer at $2.50; terms are cash with order or
C.O.D. No trades considered; must have cash. Radio Southbridge, Mass.
8BCA, Galion, O.
1JE—R. Gordon Granger, 55 Stark Rd., Worcester,
MAGNAVOX M4—Latest nationally advertised repro
ducers. Magnetically balanced. Sensitive. Improved Mass.
rubber cushioned diaphram. List $25. Introductory RADIO 1XAQ, 1AEL, lOA, 1ID, Silver Lane, Con
$21. Radio Central, Dept. Q. Abilene, Kansas.
necticut, a suburb of Hartford. Operators; S. Kruse,
F. C. Beekley, "JS"; A. L. Budlong, "VL";
SOMETHING NEW GRAB Bag a large quantity of "LQ";
F. Mason, "MN"; all of the A.R.R.L. Headquarters
electrical parts valuable to amateurs one lb. No. 32 H.
staff.
enamelled wire in each "grab" $1.00 only. Other ap
paratus; price list. 6LC, 715 Bath St., Santa Barbara,
3LW—H. A. Robinson, 4300 York Road, Philadelphia,
Calif.
1000 Volt 500 watt direct current Esco generator, Pa.
direct coupled to one horsepower 60 cycle 110 or 220 3PQ—Walter A. Cobb, Camp Kittatinny, RFD No. 5,
volt Wagner motor; attains full speed in two seconds; Newton, N. J.
good condition; sacrifice at $105, f.o.b. including field 3RX—Hunter B. Frischkorn, Jr., No. 3500 Chamberrheostat, cost $200. Several UV-203 tubes nearly new
$10 each; Jewell meters half price General Elec. Radiola tayne Ave., Richmond, Virginia.
2 Portable $50.; Western Elec. 10-A power amplifier
with new tubes $50; Lots of other transmitting equip 4IU 4XE—Wm. Justice Lee, Winter Park, Fla.
ment. Must sell account ill health. F. A. Miller,
4UR—Isidoro A. Baldrich, P. 0. Box 148, Cayey,
Flagstaff, Ariz.
Porto Rico, U.S.A.
TRANSMITTING TUBES—all sizes and make, prices 5AQR—Gaylord Knight, 12 Euclid Ave., Athens, Tenn.
very reasonable, new Uurs. 500 cycle Motor Genera
tors and Transformers. Kenotrons and suitable oil
immersed transformers for same, a'l sizes. General 5CK—John Mitchell, Havana, Ark.
Electric 1500 volt, 500 Watt Generators $45. 1500- 6A0K—Herbert Perry, Somerton, Ariz.
1800 Volt 1200 Watt Esco Generator on Common base
with 2Va H.P. 220 volt DC Motor $150. J. K. 6NH—Grahame Hardy, 25 Artuna Avenue, Piedmont,
Hewitt & Co., 252 Neptune Av., Brooklyn, N. Y. 2RKCalifornia.
2FP.
8BPKB—Used
for 8DRW until license issued.
1 KW SPARK TRANSMITTER DX (6TI) Oakland,
Calif., 1600 miles. Acme Transformer Type Fl with 8DRW- C. A. Grissinger, 316 Welsh Ave., Wilmerding,
Vi. Va, & 1 KW taps, $45.00; Synchronous Spark—
Gap with 1" Electrodes, $35.50; Oscillation Transfor Pa.
mer with 1" Bronze ribbon, $13.50; Home made VV 8DRZ- -Lawrence E. Ross, 103 Warren St., Glens Falls,
Plate glass oil type condenser, $1 1 .00; Marble Base
Nickel plated Key with 1/2" silver contact-points, $5.00. N. Y.
Sell for $60.00 or Exchange for two UV 203-50 watt 9ADS—Abe Benesovitz, 415 McKinley St., N." Hibtubes. V. Rosso, Plaquemine, La., 5KC.
bing, Minn.
GENERAL ELECTRIC type CG U04A transmitting 9APY—Frederick J. Hinds, 3337 Oak Park Ave., Bersets complete with dynamotor etc. operating from 12 wyn, Illinois.
volts $75. cost $350. Pure DC for the plates. GE
350 volt .143 ampere dynamotors with filter for 12 9AUW—Paul E. Glaubke, 5551 Central Ave., Indiana
volt supply $18. Holtzer-Cabot 500 volt .07 amperes polis, Ind.
for 12 volt $22. GE 15O0 volt .233 amperes operating
from 24 volts $45. Well constructed double com 9BWC—Francis E Nelson, 1431 2nd Ave., East, Cedar
mutator machines. 750 volts each side. Adapted for Rapids, la.
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9BXO—Robert E. Rice, 433 N. Wabash St., Wabash.
SOMETHING BETTER
9DET—E. A. Bergner, 2478 Orchard St., Chicago,
PYREX
9XBF-9BP—E. C. Page, es W.W. Watts, 725 Noyes
St., Evanston, III.

TRANSMITTING

ANTENNA INSULATORS

Do you know of a
test to beat this ?
"LIVE HEAT"
^
Electric
j^^^
soldering
'e*YMtm\.
tron
Jamk^*\

Ten irons put on test at 110 volts have
burned continuously 24 hours a day for
over 1200 hours. Solder and flux used
every day, and the elements are just
as good as ever. Try this new iron.
Heat right at the tip. Sent on receipt
of price.

IMI
Here are the tips after 1200 hours.
PRICE $2.50
308 Pearl St.
Hartford Inst. Co.
Hartford, Conn.

WE REPAIR
RADIO TUBES
WD-1I
$2.50 DV-2
$2.50
WD-12
2.50 DV-SA
2.50
UV-200
2.50 UV-199
2.50
C-300
2.50 C-299
2.50
DV-6
2.50 UV-201A .... 2.50
DV-1
2.50 C-301A
2.50
Mail orders solicited and
promptly attended to.

Overall Length 7V4"
Developed Leakage Path 7"
Low Phase Angle Difference (0.3
High Mechanical Strength
No Absorption of Water
Invaluable for the Higher
Frequencies
John L. Reinartz uie* and recommends
PYREX Insulators.
$1.50 Each C. O. D.
Corning Glass Works
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
Corning, N. Y.

When phonographs were first
made they were square boxes
without ornamentation. Like
wise the first dials, turned out
in a laboratory,—had hard
straight lines for shape.
Beauty is a later development.
Na-ald dials have soft, grace
ful lines which makes them
very pleasing to the eye. They
lead in both beauty and
quality. They have the right
grip for delicate, exact tuning.
ALDEN MANUFACTURING CO.
Largest makers of Radio
Sockets and Dials in the world
Springfield, Mass
Dept. M
52 Willow St.

A real niKht ana uu.
summer and wintei
crystal. Get it at
your dealers.
B-Metal Refining Co.
6th Floor
S2S Woodward Ave.
Detroit, Mich. 6th fir

H. & H. RADIO CO.
P. O. Box 22-W
Clinton-Bill Station
Newark, N. J.
CRESCENT LAV1TE RESISTANCES
Absolutely non-inductive
12,00<n
LIST
50,000 fOhmi. ■
EACH
ioo.oooJ

3 inch
No. 3003—4
3 for $l.uO

RED-HEAD PHONES
Used and Praised the World Over
3000 Ohm $6.50. 2000 Ohm $5.00.
Complete with Cord and Headband
At your dealer's, or sent direct
The Newman- Stern Co., Ne"JErfvlLAnNDldB-'

Special resistances to order. Used in all circuits.
DealerB write for discount.
CRESCENT RADIO SUPPLY CO.
1-3-5 Liberty St.,
Jamacia, N. Y.
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"THE AIR IS FULL OF THINGS YOU SHOULDN'T MISS"

Eveready "B" Battery No. 771
for detector and amplifier. Con
nections at ai }4 and 45 volts.
Three Fahncstock Clips. Ap
proximate over-all dimensions,
&)i in. x in. z fH

Sustained

power!

WHERE table or cabinet space is limited, use this
new vertical 45-volt Eveready "B" Battery No. 772.
It has the same long life, the same steady high power as the
horizontal Eveready 45-volt "B" Battery, but because it
stands upright it takes less than half the table space.
Tables and most battery cabinets have more headroom
than floor space. This battery is built in recognition of that
fact. It fits the Radiola Super-Heterodyne cabinet perfectly.
Many multi-tube receiving sets use a "hard" detector
tube which does not require fine adjustment of "B" voltage,
so the new Eveready Vertical 45-volt "B" has but three
plainly marked terminals, negative, plus 22 yi and plus 45
volts.
Standing upright to save space, made of large, powerful
cells to last longer, here is the battery you've been looking
for.
Manufactured and guaranteed by
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
New York
San Francisco
Headquarters [or Radio Battery Information
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario
If you have any battery problem, write G. C Fumess, Manager, Radio
Division, National Carbon Co., Inc., 114 Thompson Ave., Long Island
City.N. Y.

EVEREADY
Radio Batteries
-they last longer

94

No. 764
The Space
No. 771
Saver.
Eveready "C" Vertical
Battery.
11 J^-volt
Clarifies tone **B" Battery
and prolongs
"B" Battery
life

No. 71it
Eveready Radio
"A" Dry Cell.
Specially manu
factured for use
with dry cell
tubes
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"THE CHOICE OF RADIO EXPERTS"

First

and still The Leader
The first closed core audio frequency amplifying
transformer available for amateur and experimenter
use was introduced bv th? General Radio Companv
in 1917.
Since that time the General Radio Type 231-A
amplifying transformer has been First, not only in
historical leadership, but in Volume and Quality of
tone.
For the fullest measure of Quality Amplification
use General Radio transformers in all stages.
Turns Ratio 3.7 to 1. Impedance Ratio 10 to 1.
Price S5.00
Look for the Red Cartons
with This Label
Sold by Good Radio Dealers Everywhere

General Radio Co
•e,

Mass.

Ask your dealer or write tor our new folder
Quality Amplification
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Jhe

Ttaffic

Department
F. H. Schnell, Traffic Manage
1045 Main St., Hartford Com

Yes sir, QRN, warm weather and an 5XAW was heard QSO VDM. Stations re
additional hour of quiet have played mean porting signals of VDM are: 2WZ, 3BHV,
pranks on amateur radio. Throughout the 3WV, 8BRU, 8CTZ, 9DBF, OEM, and
reports, it is noticed that a good many sta
9CBD. Don't forget to send in your report
tions have closed down until fall because when you hear VDM—please. Signals from
of the various conditions. We point out VDM have been very loud each night with
that the early hours of the morning will practically no fading. At times QRN has
find quite a crew on the job and QRN is been quite heavy, yet VDM comes bumping
right through it.
not bad.
Message traffic is rather spotty in some
ATLANTIC DIVISION
places, while in others it is normal. Of
C. H. Stewart, Mgr.
course, other places show an increase, but
This
month
finds
a report for Western New York,
they are few and far between. The same
which has been missing for quite n lew
number of stations operating through the something
months. We're glad to see Taylor taking hold of
winter months would have nearly four times things
and keeping the gang on the job. The ad
as much business during the same hours of ditional activity is worth mention at this time of
the
year
other parts of the country are being
operation. Well, no one can blame a fel stopped bywhen
QRN. Many stations are disregarding
low for not wanting to sit in a hot shack QRN and work
as often as possible.
EASTERN PENNA: A.D.M. Rau is quite elated
when the outdoors is calling with a cool
over
reports
from
nearly every district and rightly
breeze and lots of other things. MIM!
during the warm season. Not many A.D.M.'a
We still hold out hopes for some short so
enn say the same. 3QV was heard in New Zealand.
waves for general amateur use—'twoujd be 3BOB has been given the call 3ZF. 3HNU tied a
can to his sync rec. and is now using a chem. The
a great stimulant right now and our guess new
CM. of Allcntown is on the job, KB. 3MB
is that amateur radio would be turning was reported
in Chile. Traffic: 3QV. 11: 3BOB.
over the most active leaf in the pages of its 18: 3BNU. 94: 3EK, 76: 8BAQ, 5; 3CJN. 80; 3MQ,
23:
3TP,
42;
3UE,
3ZO. 112; 3BDI, 64: 3CBL,
long history. Just think of the stir we 18: SMB. 96; 8CCX, 6:
8BBV. 46; 8BFE, 58; 8BQ,
co-;'d create with some short wave day 21: 3FS, 22: 8BTU, 20;
20; SHD, 17: 3CGS, 30: 3BCT.
light tests across the country—oh gosh, 23; 3BMS. 33.
DELAWARE: 3WJ is the only stntion repre
there are too many things we could do to senting
the state. 3LS was forced to take his an
start putting them down. It would be like tenna down—some landlord! 8AUN. being a doctor,
is very QRW and no time for radio now. 3BSS is
starting all over again but with the ad out
fall. 3AIS is expected on the air very
vantage of having funds of experience at soon, until
which will help some. Generally, we have had
our call.
a streak of hick—but its all been bad.
MARYLAND—3LL is the busiest station—using a
A new division comprising all amateurs
of UV 201 A's. 3APV is the same old re
in the Second District may be named before couple
liable and dors as much for the district as he doe*
the month is gone. Probably it will be for this state. His lone 5'er does the trick. 3KU
under way, too. 8CDU has a 50 now
called the "Hudson Division" as suggested isandgetting
out better. 3FB is doing fine DX at his
by the majority of hams in the district. new gets
location. 3TE is in France with a receiver for
This will mean the sawing off of part of us hams. 8BML is poking right along at Laurel.
is off until fall.
the present Atlantic Division. More later. 3BUR
Traffic: 311, 117; 3APV, 88: 3FB. 25; 3KU.
Contact with VDM, up to July 10th, has 5 : 3BUR, 5 ; 8HG, 34 ; 8SF, 30.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA : QRN has just about
been 100% as VDM at this writing is about nailed
shack up, along with hot weather.
50 miles west of the Straits of Belle Isle. 8LR is every
a big loss to the district. 8BWT should
worry
about
static—10 ops defy old man QRN.
Probably by the time this reaches you she
3APV is the main inlet for all traffic.
will be in Davis Strait and in communica
Traffic: 3BWT. 79; 3BSB. 54: 3HS, 52.
tion with WNP. Through the courtesy of
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY—2AGB has resumed
Mr. G. A. Wendt, of the Canadian Westing- operation and leads Jersey for summer work. 2CUV
and
are using UV201-A for transmitting
house Company, a short wave receiver of around2CYW
which cuts QRM to a minimum. 2CO
special design and pages of "how to get is a newtown
comer and promises to install a 100-watter
down on short waves" from QST have been in the fall with plenty of operators. 2CNJ is re
in the fall. 2B'C claims traffic is moving
placed in the hands of "Bill" Choat, oper opening
slowly along the shore due to heavy QRN and YL
ator of VDM, for QSR to Mix. We look on
the boardwalks. 2CPD has a fine report this
forward to hearing WNP on short waves month and the gang are pleased as he is an ex2CRP is moving traffic for the west Hudson
before the month is out. So, gang, keep B.C.L.
towns. 3CS has changed his QRA. 3BLZ is the
an ear out on 120 meters for VDM and only
station in Trenton operating in the day time
is open for Philadelphia traffic at all times.
"comb the ether" in that vicinity for WNP. and
is doing fine work. 8CBS has joined the
Canadian 9AL has been in contact with 3BFH
married
union. 80H is a fone ham which
VDM every night since she sailed. 9XAX accounts mens'
for little traffic. Newark stations are
and 1XW have reported working VDM and working the stations along the sea-board and this
I
QST FOR AUGUST. 1924

Gummt: will find traffic moving into fhcse resorts gang has 2CZR, 2CPO, 2ADR, and S.W. Wilkinson,
ex-5UU as ops.
in a few hours.
Traffic: 2KR, 49; 2XNA, 45; 2CMG, 36; 2CHK,
Traffic: 2AGB, 200; 2ACD, 76; 2AEY, 92; 2CMK,
63 ; 2ACO, 60 ; 2CQZ, 62 ; 2WR, 45 ; 2BXY, 44 ; 14; 2CIZ, 6; 2BNL, 12; 2CSL, 29; 2LX, 34; 2CZR,
2CPD, 79; 2CRP. 34; 2BEO, 25; 2ZB, 22; 2BMT, 21: 2TT, 11; 2BEE, 27; 2EV. 14.
The air of Brooklyn has not been contaminated
20: 2CO. 19; 2AWV, 17; 2AHW, 16; 2AUH, 16;
SBFH, 16; 2CRD, 14; 2CRW, 12; 2BZJ, 9; 3BLZ, by any spark lately as 2BWB and 2BEG have been
7; 2KK, 6; 2CYW, 6; 2FC, 6; 2BSJ, 6; 2AYN, 4; away.
English 2AW and his son visited stations 2WC.
2CZX, 4; 2BGO. 4; 2CBP, 4; 2CYQ, 4; 2BQA. 2.
and 2BRB. Stations are urged not to send
SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY: 2BGI was reported a2CLA
message from one station to another around town
in New Zealand. The class of message traffic has when
for the town where they are located.
improved, according to 2CGK. 3KT and 30Q guaran Deliver ittheis message
phone or mail. Stations are
tee message delivery in Atlantic City. (FB-T.M.) requested to send in bynumber
of messages delivered.
All Jersey traffic is handled promptly.
This
month,
2CHY
delivered
9, 2BZO. 4; 2WZ, 2:
Traffic: 3KT, 38; 30Q, 34; 2BGL 59; 2CGK, 13; and 2BRB, 2.
3ACQ, 70; 3BAY, 60; 3BEI, 12; 3BWJ, 47.
Traffic: 2ADC. 112; 2CPQ, 110; 2BO, 88; ( ?)
WESTERN NEW YORK—With the handicap of
67; 2ABR, 50; 2BRB, 48; 2ABN, 44; 2CHY,
the summer static coming on so strongly during 2CRB,
47;
26; 2WC, 27; 2CXA, 20; 2BZO, 17: 2AEC,
the warm days and nights, the amateurs of the 29; 2WZ,
2MO,
7; 2AEX, 5; 2PF, 2: 2CQN, 2; 2AAY, 1.
following localities are ever ready to further the
is a new station located on Governors Island.
good work along in the art of transmition and re Ted2MOWilson,
21K, formerly 2nd op. at 2BRB, oper
ception of code, and are supporting their A.D.M.
the station. The station is owned by a Captain
to their very best. Note: All C.M.'s will please ates
in
the
Signal
Corps. This station is well situated
report to the D.S.'s all changes and make your
traffic and DX. The west coast has been worked
applications to him for O.R.S. certificates. Those for
in
heavy
QRN
with 150 watts input. The Bronx
who are willing to assume the duties of CM. should report is poor this
Can't you fellows who
get the vote of the amateurs of their location and never send in reportsmonth.
that 2CWR is the
send it to the D.S. who will report it in through C.M. and that reports remember
are
due
on the 16th? The
the regular channels with his O.K., so the A.R.R.L. same old faithful gang keep sending
in reports.
can issue an official certificate of C.M. or O.R.S.
2CRQ, 79; 2AAI, 8: 2CJJ, 65; 2CVX,
Note : All district superintendents please get yi touch 34;Traffic:
2BBX,
99;
2CWR,
17.
What's
the
matter
with
with the A.D.M., Charles S. Haylor, 8PJ, who repre
2CYX?
sents you in the 8th district, Atlantic division, sub. Marty,
The
Staten
Island
report
is
very
porr.
2CEV,
35 ;
disls. 9 to 16, inclusive.
2CEP. 28. CEV is still on spark but he is
This months report shows some new additions in and
buying
parts
for
a
C.W.
set.
Come
on
you
fellows
stations 8CTN and 8ND are out of commission on show some life. Send in reports to 2CEV.
account of business. 8CTN is no more. 8DGA has
2BCK, 35; 2BSL. 34; 2APM, 13; 2CSX,
increased power to 15 watts. 8BQB is doing some 9; Traffic:
2AVE, 6; 2CLJ, 6; 2MU, 6; (Glad to see so
good work with his antenna at half mast. 8SR many
fellows
back on the air and co-operating—
is the only station in operation there. 8A MM has
the f nest district for number of stations reporting A.D.M.)
New
Rochelle
is dead as King Tut, according to
in and also some very good records. 9 DA A and 2CFE, C.M. 2ADD
sends in a fine report from
8DMR are the only ones in Courtland left for mm- Yonkers as usual.
mer traffic. 8DKL has gone for the summer. HAXX
Traffic:
2BGD,
5;
2APY,
14; 2CIL, 3; 2ADD, 17;
and bANJ are QRX for short wave tests for sum
1.
mer. The following stations are going strong: 2AAC,
2AG,
2CUZ,
2CBG
and
2AQH
are on the air.
SVC, 8CRA, 8PK, 8DOL, 8BJW, 8CPT, and 8ABX.
No. 8: 2CPZ, 9; 2ANM, 31. The district
8BJS is on at times. 8NB leads traffic this month is Disfc
dead.
and has been heard in Holland and handled traffic
Dist. No. 4 : Van Loan, 2CX, resigned as D.S.
wilh the west coast. 8ATR has a new car and a
new D.S. will be appointed. 2AGQ sent in a nice
TcL, and the 2f.O oet will be silent for a while. SCYI Aletter
giving his report as 68 messages. He is the
has handled traffic with west coast also, using 100 main station
N.Y.C. and Albany and does
watts. 8BLP is rebuilding for 50 watts. 8DNB is fine work on between
that relay line. 2AQR and 2CXG are
building a 5 watt set. 8BCP is negotiating for 250 doing good work.
Newburgh
9; and 2AQR,
watter 8BOW is going strong on 10 watts and 65. Fine work, keep it up.: 2CNP,
Sorry 2CXG didn't
8TC is putting in 500 cycles. 8ADC reports only report.
a few stations in operation, 8COK and 8ADC, which
Dist. No. 5 : 2GK hands in the usual excellent
were heard in New Zealand. 8ADJ reports having report.
2CGH heads the traffic with an even 100
worked Aberdeen, Washington, and he has been this month.
is on the air a great deal and
handling traffic with 8DCD, 1AMG. 1RX and 1ABF. doesn't seem He
to mind the hot weather. ( FB ) .
Ray SchWeinberg of Boonville reports his district 2CDH in Castleton
in a fine report this month.
is open with about 20 hams ready to build sets and He gets fine results sent
with a pair of 5 watters. 2BXW
by fall the district will open to traffic to the Adiron- and 8AVJ report not
much
doing.
dacks. 8QB has at last awakened to the fact that
2CGH, 100; 2CDH, 78; 2BXW, 4; 8AVJ.
msgs are going in this district with a report from 13 Traffic:
:
8APU,
10.
8AGW, 8BSM. 8AQM, 8BSF, 80X, 9PJ. 8ZB. They
2ALK and 2XQ have shut down until September.
are on most any night throughout the summer. The 2BY
is using raw A.C. Some noise. Hi. 2BSK
loss of 8ND was a sad blow to the gang here.
is
another bird with raw A.C. The gang offered him
Traffic^ 8QB, 15: 8AGW, 36; 8BMS, 12; 8BSF, a rectifier
gratis, but he wouldn't accept it. 2ACS,
37; 8PJ, 27; 8ZB, 10: SAY, 51; 8AYB, 10; 8AQM.
2ADM and 2CPA are rebuilding. Some QRM
61; 8KU. 10; 8DPL, 31; 8DAJ, 8: 8ABX, 68; 8BHM, 2CGJ,
when
they
all get going at once. Will sound like
8; 8BOW, 2; 8DNB, 3; 8BLP, 63; 8BCP, 7; 8CYI,
2CWJ is on a great deal.
67; 8ATR. 67; 8NB. 110; 8SR, 84; 8BOE, 43; N.Y.C.
Traffic:
2CWJ, 50; 2BSK, 40; 2BY, 40; 2ACS.
8AXN, 41; 8DGA. 8; 8BQB, 7.
25; 2GK, 21 ; 2ALK, 10.
How come all the even numbers. Hi.
EASTERN NEW YORK—Report are beginning to
Albany is dead as usual. 2AWP, 5.
fall off due to hot weather coming and will continue
8BXP handed in a late report of 6.
to be low until September. The C.M.'s of Bronx
and Brooklyn are on the war path for stations
handing in "Fluke" reports. Several fellows cer
CENTRAL DIVISION
tainly don't handle the traffic they say they do, and
R.H.G. Mathews, Mgr.
they are going to be caught if they don't watch their
step. Every station is hereby requested to keep on
KENTUCKY- QRN has been unusually bad here
file for two months every message handled. When
the C.M. suspects crooked business he will visit for this time of the year as is Bhown by the traffic
the station and ask the operator for copies of all figures.
messages handled during the traffic month. If the
9ELL and 9BAZ are holding out best in the hot
operator is not able to produce them, reports from weather though traffic through the state is moving
said station will be nullified. If the station happens slower than usual. OOX has tried to operate several
to be an O.R.S., the certificate will be cancelled nights but says he sweated so much he had to use
immediately. SO, WATCH OUT!
a canoe to get out of the shack. 9WU has been
in London. He is sailing for Europe July 10th
2CHK sends in a fine report for Manhattan. The heardwill
visit some of the foreign hams. 9DRC is
gang is at last waking up. There arc some of the and
using
a 50-watter now and his sigs have plenty of
active stations that didn't report, but they are very
few this month. 2CPK and 2XNA have closed down punch.
until fall. 2CIZ, one of the few O.R.S., is using Traffic: 9ELL. 51; 9BAZ, 41: 9EP, 16; 9WU, 10;
a 50 with 850 volts on the plate. 2TT has started 9ARU, 8 ; 9DTT. 6 ; 9MM, 5 ; 9EI, 4,
SOUTHERN INDIANA- -Traffic in Southern In
up again. 2CMG, the Hudson River Yacht Club
QST FOR AUGUST, 1924
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diana is slowing up some due to the hot weather
and QRN. However, some stations are taking this
opportunity to re-fit their stations.
9EJI has increased his tube capacity to 50 watts.
9ARP is putting in a new D.C. generator. 100 volts.
9BDB has a new 60-watt bottle. 9CZS is increasing
tube capacity to 1000 watts. 9AUD is on the air
again with 60 watts. 9BAK, 9CTB, 9DDA. &BJY
and 9EJ are doing good work.
Traffic: 9BDB, 79; 9BLJ, 68; 9EJI, 27; 9TG. 23;
9CUR. 16; 9EIU, 14; 9EJA. 11; 9AUD, 7; 9BVZ,
6; NORTHERN
9CYQ, 4. INDIANA—Diat. No. 1: 9AFY tops
the list thb month but had bad luck as a storm
blew down his sixty foot mast only a few minutes
after he got a DX report from New Zealand. 9DBJ
has watts no more. Blew his only fifty. 9AFI is
back on the job again and has discovered the value
of a pure D.C. tone. 9HJ, Central High School, has
a 150 watter, a good aerial and outfit, but no one
to work the set this summer. 9CZF has a 100
watter under construction using S tubes for rec
tification. 9DJZ has great success working the west
coast on low waves, his regular wave being about
160 meters. Elkhart is going to get on the map
soon. They are starting an A.R.R.L. City Club with
11 members for a starter. There are two new sta
tions, 9DHO and 9BQN. This makes eight active
stations. 9ARD is going fine but says there is plenty
of QRN up there. 9CUS has gone back home to
Dayton, O. where he is known as SAWN. 9CLN is
a real amateur fone station that can handle traffic
with the best of them. 9CTB is giving her a com
plete remodeling.
Dist. No. 2 : 9DHJ is going to put in a tin mast
and get on the air with C.W., which is under con
struction now. Rah I No more spark. 9BON report*
that it is hard for him to get traffic lately. (I got
a rumor that he is kept busy with an OW. His
name is Brown and her's Green. Green may turn
Brown in fall. Wt sa. eh?—D.S.) 9DWA is re
installing everything. 9MM has a 250 watter now.
9CP heard in New Zealand and used a two wire
aerial that was strung up in about fifteen minutes.
He doesn't know what to try next. He reports no
luck as yet with the mercury arc rectifier.
Traffic: 9AFY, 124; 9CLN. 52; 9CP. 41; 9BON, 85:
9AFI, 86; 9CUS, 30; 9DWA, 28; 9DYT. 26; 9DLW,
24 ; 9DJZ, 24 ; 9DRS, 24 ; 9CTB, 21 ; 9BKJ, 15 ; 9AZX,
14; 9DMI. 13; 9DBJ, 12; 9EFZ, 11; 9BQB, 9; 9BYI,
8; 9AMJ, 6; 9APD, 6; 9HJ, 6; 9CEM, 4; 9DLN,
2 ; 9EHU. 2 ; 9AKO, 1 ; 9EJR, 1 .
ILLINOIS—New A.DM., G. W. Bergman, Dwight,
111, . 9CA. Dist. No. 1 : QRN has most of the
fellows down in his district. Lack of traffic seems
to be a general cry from every district in the state.
9BIZ was laid up for three weeks with a power
leak. 9CFK reports being heard by Z1AX but didn't
say what power he was using. 9LE says he gets
through better on the lower waves quite natural).
9NQ is using the old sync yet but on a wave of 177
meters and says it gets out better with less QSS.
C.W., this fall.
Dist. No. 2 : Some real activity will be stirred up
with the appointments of 9ARM as Dist. Supt. to
succeed 9CA who has been appointed A.D.M. The
Streator gang is less active than usual. 9CTF refuses
all rubber stamp messages- -his usual good report.
9CGV sends his report of 13 msgs in on the 13th.
Friday. Sez "maybe bad luck" (Would have been
worse if he hadn't). 9BUK has been appointed O.R.S.
Dist. No. 3: 9CRX is using 20 watts with one
"S" tube. 9ATT handed in the best report. 9DJG
gives only report from Granite City. 9TW has tried
repairing 60 watters and says they are FB. 9AHJ
finds all the local hams off for the summer but vows
he will stick it out QRN or no. 9AWQ is out for
a while. 9BHH has been QRW braduating which
accounts for the slim message total.
Dist. No. 4: 9VV is trying to get his C.W and
fone set down on the lower waves. 9BAW now has
two 5-watters and is doing very consistent work.
With a new 70' mast now under construction.
9CZL hopes to raise the dead if the QRN doesn't
beat him to it. 9CZL knocked off 204 bona-fide
messages this month. 9ASD has gone to South
Dakota with geologist instructor to dig up skeletons.
(Find any old tubular Audionrons ?) 9DCR is re
building his transmitter and changing from panel
mount to "breadboard." (9CGV pse note.) 9BEB
is using fone a great deal. 9BGC is on now and then.
9CLJ and 9DQU of Decatur and 9TW of Lincoln
spent two days visiting 9ATT and 9CLZ of Jackson
ville and 9MC of Roodhouse. 9DQU got a real thrill
when he pushed the key on the 500 watt set at 9MC
(about like Marco does when Matty steps on the
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Cadillac.) 9ELJ is waiting for a replacement on a
tube. 9BHX is rebuilding his entire set, antenna,
CP., and all. Couple 50's this fall.
Dist. No. 5 : We regret to announce that D.S.
Hicks has resigned as he is now permanently located
out of his distrct. His successor has not yet been
appointed. 9BDA reports no traffic but will be on
soon with a 10 watter. 9PE has the 30 dollar blues—
nother fifty went west. 9CIZ is installing a new 20water. Rockford is practically the same as last time
except 9DJO has started again, but with his small
antenna he can't get up to 100 meters. 9BHD's
budding proteges are coming along fine, but unlike
some others, they are learning on a buzzer. 9CDB
is on regularly, but 9EHQ is out of tubes, jack and
luck now. 9AKU is not on consistently. 9CJB ex9AFF is on with C.W. in place of the well known
spark. 9AFN is back from college and will be on
the air in a short while.
Dist. No. 6: This district was surprised by the
announcement of a picnic at Apple River Canyon,
to be put on by 9BHD, 9CEI and 9DJR, with the
help of a couple of more Apple River fellows. The
greater part of the district planned to attend but
owing to the rain the night before the dirt roads
Buffered and the attendance was cut down to about
twenty. They fed 'em on overgrown hot dawgB,
salad, ice-cream, strawberries, etc.. until it was
dangerous to bend over, and then they went to the
canyon and tried a liar's contest, but due to the
presence of BHD, the rest of the gang was outclassed.
(He should have been barred like Schnell was at the
Chicago Convention). It is said they have some keen
p\etures of the bathing beauties .... They all
went home at an indecent hour and the only one to
complain was 9AKU who only got a little over a
quart of ice cream. 9EHQ lost his pants on some
barbed wire aerial wire.
Dist. No. 7: 9DKK is poking out in fine style.
9AZJ is still going with the 50 watter. 9AUY has
a new 250 which is perking pretty well. OOU'b
5 watt bottle kicked the bucket. 9AAW has been on
almost every night and finds but few stations with
traffic to QTC. 9DHQ has a new mast. His 50
watter died a "natural death" from overloading. It
is planned to install 9APK's old spark at 9DHQ.
9DHQ located another illegal station in Evanston
by the use of the club's portable loop set.
Traffic: 9CTF, 382: 9KD, 378. 9CZL. 204: 9DBP,
115; 9DGA, 114; 9ARF, 72; 9ATT, 66; 9CRX, 65;
9AIO, 65; 9CFK, 64: 9DJG, 63; 9AZJ, 52: 9AAW.
51: 9BWO. 45; 9DWX, 42; 9BRE, 87: 9DNP. 36;
9BUK. 36 : 9AIC. 34 : 9MC. 33 ; 9CYZ, 31 ; 9LE,
81; 9BE, 31: 9DVW, 80; 9DQU. 29; 9TW. 28; 9BBG,
28; 9CTT, 27; 9BDL, 23; 9CFS, 22; 9AUY, 18;
9BWQ. 16 ; 9AKU, 16 : 9DQR. 14 ; 9BZQ. 14 ; 9DKK.
14; 9CGV, 13 9ABB, 13; 9ALW, 12; 90U, 12; 9AHJ,
11: 9JO, 9; 9CAH, 7; 9ARM, 5; 9BIZ, 5: 9CIZ, 4;
9BWP, 4 ; 9BHH. 1 ; 9NQ, 2.
WISCONSIN—Dist. No. 1: 9BKR will close down
the station until September 1st. 9BVE is back on the
air again with a new filter system. 9BBY will be
on the air all summer with 100 watts and 5 ops.
They clear the hook within 12 hours : any station
wanting a schedule send them a card. 9AAP is
leaving the station in the hands of one of his opera
tors while he adjourns a month in the northern
lakes. 90T spends his spare time coaching the OW
for her op's exam. 9ATO recently entertained 2BT
and 2ADK. 9CVI is using full wave self-rectified
set with 100 watts, putting out 3 amps at 185 meters.
9DP worked Jap ship "JUPU" May 31st, 50 miles
west of Frisco, using 150 watts at 3000 volts. 9ELV
is rebuilding the station and putting in a 2KW power
line. Louis Prahl, ex-9WW, is in partnership with
him.
Dist No. 2: 9BIB is the star station this month
and incidentally, he and 9AZR were stars at the
Illinois State Convention. 9EGW is doing fine work
and ranks Becond in the district. 9CHE is putting up
a new 100 ft. mast. 9EAR will be on the job all
summer. 9AZR blew a fiver shooting news items to
the Milwaukee Journal. 9CWZ does all his work in
the daylight. 9DBM is still going strong and most
of the Racine gang will be on all summer. 9DWP
split the ether for a few days with the old spafk
and was promptly jumped on from the four corners
of the earth. Wots the matter with that C.W. 1
9DCP, the powerful phone station located at Lon
don. Wisconsin, is taking care of things well in that
part of the country.
Dist. No. 7 : 9BMU recently paid Milwaukee a
visit and looked over several stations. 9CXY won
second place in the Milwaukee Journal News Contest.
9ADP reports by radio. 9DHG handles a little traffic
but says he would rather fish. 9BVA is going to
III

tour this district and visit all bam stations. 9EAU
is not on much but works the first district easily.
9AGT is operating for the Scounts at lamp. 9DCT
works both coasts with a loose coupled circuit.
9EMD operates regularly on schedule. 9BQG says
he thinks the "Badger ARRL News" is the "berries"
(Tnx, OM.) 9CIU reports business poor in his sec
tion. 9DRO doesn't send msg. total, but works
seven
VT.-l.is using a 5-watt exciter in
Dist.districts
No. 4 : on9AZN
a conductively coupled constant frequency circuit.
Just finished a sixty pint chemical rectifier to go with
it- 9BXE reports no traffic but was copied for two
hours straight by a New Zealand station. 9BLF
says he will be glad when exams are over (suppose
then you'll want to go swimming or some other alibi,
Harold.)
Dist. No. 5: Due to the change of officers in the
Fifth District, the reports were not received. All
Fifth District amateurs are asked to send in their
reports to the new D.S., who is, W. C. Bridges,
9BTH, 1101 N. 21st St.. Superior. Wise.
Traffic: 9BMU, 151: 9BIB, 143; 9BKR, 125; 9EGW,
114; 9CJI, 77; 9DTK, 69; 9AZR, 67; 9BVE, 65;
9CXY. 65; 9BBY, 64; 9BYE, 45; 9ADP, 42; 9DHG.
37; 9CHE, 30; 9BVA. 30; 9EAR. 28; 9CWZ, 27;
9EAU. 22; 9AGT. 19; 9DCT. 19; 9DCP, 17; 9AAP,
14 ; 90T. 14 ; 9AZN, 14 ; 9ELI, 14 ; 9EMD, 12 ; 9BQG,
12; 9ATO, 12; 9BSO, 9; 9DPR, 9; 9DVZ, 8; 9CVI,
7 ; 9EGH, 7 ; 9AJX, 6 ; 9BMY. 6 ; 9CCS, 5 ; 9CCF.
5; 9CIU, 5; 9PJ, 4; 9DP, 4; 9AZA, 4; 9ALI, 3;
9BLF,
3; 9CFX, 2. No. 1: Among those saying they
MICHIGAN—Dist.
will be off the air for a month or so are 8DAT,
8BDR and 8AIH. 8CBO is the only active Btation
at Ann Arbor. 8D1L, star station this month, has
been most consistent for many months, especially
in message handling and regularity of reports,
altho the stations which are reporting are sending
reports in on time. SAMS reports fair communica
tion to the north. He will be off the air for a few
weeks and when back expects to have schedules with
northern
Dist. No.stations.
2 : 8ARV leads the gang this, month with
8DCW second. Traffic is moving better than usual
forDist.
this No.
time3 of
: year.
Very little doing outside of Kala
mazoo this month and even there things have dropped
off. 8CQG brought up his msg. total by mostly all
daylight work at noon. Every one of the 25 that
attended the meeting held at the station of 8CPY8DKC on May 17th in the afternoon and early eve
ning at 8DCY and 8CZZ and 8CQG had a good
time according to their own reports. A banquet was
held at the Columbia Hotel at seven in the evening.
A business meeting was held after the banquet, at
which D.S. Wilson was unanimously re-elected.
Traffic is light now as summer and the YL's have
taken a strong hold on the younger "hams."
The R.I. paid Grand Rapids a visit in May and
now the g:ing are all set with new 1st class opera
tors licenses. (FB, must be he was sure Kalamazoo
was 100% as he didn't bother the hams there, but
pulled in WLAG's ears for ten meters off wave. Hi.
Still plenty of good stations to hook up with in
this district to QSL to D.S. for schedules for western
half of Michigan.
Traffic: 8BD, 272; 8ARV, 140; 8DCW, 130: 8YN,
90; 8DIL. 80; 9CQG, 76; 8CPY. 20; 8DEP. 61;
8CZZ. 46; 8DFB, 45; 8DAT. 40; 8DKF. 36; SAQA,
30; 8DJH. 26; 8BDR. 26; 8ZZ, 20: 8AYJ. 20; SAMS,
16; SBWJ. 15; 8AOR. 14; 8BCV. 12; 8CBO. 12;
8AIH, 11; 8ZH, 9; SBKC, 7; SZF. 5: SWA, 4;
8AUB. 4; 8BGQ. 4; 8DGC. 3; 8BWR, 3; 8MV, 2.
OHIO—Dist. No. 1 : 8DFF is doing good work in
daylight. 8AGP is putting up an 80 ft. mast from
lath and 2 inch posts. 8CCI, 8BCF and 8GD are
remodeling. 8ER is doing good work on I.C.W.
8CMU is working daylight on account of QRN.
Dist. No. 3: V. D. Gettys, 204 Oak St., Warren,
Ohio, is a newly appointed D.S. 8BKM is reaching
out well with 201-A tube, but has purchased his 11th
5-watter. 8WY has blown two 50-watters. 8ES
is remodeling with remote control.
Dist. No. 4: CP. Goetz, 8ZAB. 1128 Atwood
Ave., Cincinnati, O. is succeeding R. E. Humes as
O.S. 8CWR is doing the best work in the district.
8AIB had all tubes stolen. 8BGF has remodeled.
8BHE will be on soon. 8AHY is back again.
Dist. No. B: 8GZ is also 8ZG, who handled some
R.R. emergency work.
Traffic: 8CWR, 274; 8BYN, 210; 8GZ, 102; 8CVH,
99; 8BMB, 88; 8BKM, 69: 8CCI. 64; 8ZAB-8ANB.
45; 8ER, 40; 8ZC. 39; 8BNH. 37; 8DFF, 34; 8BZT.
34; 8ALW, 30; 8BN, 30; 8CMU. 30: 8BBH, 28:
8TJ. 83 ; 8APP, 22 ; 8UQ. 17 ; 8DKM. 14 ; 8BGF.
IV

14; 8GD, 12; 8BCF, 12; 8AGP, 10 ;, 8QK. 9 ;JCNR.
9 ; 8FU. 6; 8ABD, 5; 8AHY. 5 ; 8BO 4 ; 8WY. 8 ;
8DCH, 3; 8BBF. 2; 8CNZ, 2; 8RB, I; 8AVN. 14;
8TJ, 7.
DAKOTA DIVISION
D. C. Wallace, Mgr.
NORTH DAKOTA:—Severe electrical storms and
tornadoes put a stop to most of the radio work
in this state. Unfortunately, we had no stations
in the storm zone and very little help could be
given. 9AEJ has a new big 70 foot tower.
Traffic:
9AMP.7; 9CSI.6.
SOUTH9DM.5;
DAKOTA:—The
recent cyclone took
nearly every aerial in the state but most of us
are back with some sort of radiating system. 9AYD
is about the most consistent in operation with
9ALG, 9DKQ, and 9CKD doing some work.
Traffic: 9AYD,52; 9ALG.47; 9DKQ,42; 9CKD.17;
9DIY.6;
9BRI.6; 9DWN.2.Q.R.S. certificates were
MINNESOTAA:—New
issued to 9AEI, 9DFN, 9DPY. 9DMA, 9DQH and
9BMX. Traffic in and out of Duluth is moving
very good; Very little holds up and that due to
much QRN. Traffic on the range is very slow and
is practically at a standstill. Old faithful, 9EGU,
is certainly sticking on the job. 9BVS is pound
ing brass occasionally but 9BFU, 9SF and 9BFO
are Redwood Falls are not on. 9COF reports a
new pole for next month. 9FN is leaving Fair
mont and 9DQM at that place is back on the air
with a 10-watter. 9BNF has just buried his
first-born fiver. 9EGG is continuing his low power
work. He uses a 6 volt Hotshot on the filament
of a UV201-A for both receiving and transmitting,
using one tube in two circuits. He also worked
9CHC at Spencer, Iowa, and 9AXS at Marshall.
Both are working on the farm. 9ANJ reports get
ting into Iowa and Wisconsin in great shape.
Everyone is doing dayTight work almost entirely.
9CPO has been forced to squeeze his pocket book
for a fiver, even with a new second op to support.
He was heard in New Zealand on the So.
A meeting place for the next S.M.R.A. Conven
tion is wanted—invitations to any city should be
mailed
to 9DSW.
District
No. 3 has practically gone dead for the
summer, but it will doubtless soon wear off when
the glamour and novelty of some real summer
weather disappears. The old reliables, however,
are finding this summer as interesting as any
previous summer, and practically all districts of
the United States and Canada are being worked by
some Twin City station every few days. Special
credit is due to 9BPN, 9AWV and 9DGE. 9BIS
has a clickless, practically silent, transmitter.
9ZT-9XAX just received a whole sheet of re
ports from Chile. These reports included copies
of frequent transmissions, even including complete
messages. The old Minnesota Wireless Associa
tion has co^ne to life in the Court House—Minnea
polis—Call 9EF. 9ZG will handle traffic again
being off the air practically two months. 9GZ has
gone to the Great Lakes for the summer, and has
appointed 9BMX as temporary C.M. in his ab
sence which appears to be a wise move on his
part. 9APE is putting up a set in Alaska.
Traffic: 9DOE.848; 9EGU.85; 9AND,42; 9EAU.40;
i)AB[,37; 9C0.29; 9CDV.19; 9ASW.15; 9BQY.12;
9BPN.45; 9DAW,19; 9BTT.10; 9BIS.50; 9BQQ.5;
9AWV.25; 9CVV.20; 9DGE.61 ; 9CRW.5 ; 9BLY.15;
9ZT-9XAX.97; 9CPO.S ; 9BVS.2 ; 9AXS.68 ; 9ANJ.19 ;
9EGG,11 ; 9BNF.61 ; 9DSW.17 ; 9C0F,4 ; 9MB,4 ;
9DYR.10; 9DDP.15;
DELTA DIVISION
W. W. Rodgers, Mgr.
ARKANSAS—Recent developments here indicate
a genera] awakening of the stations in this state.
Good traffic is being handled by stations seldom
reported as operating. 5AW-XAB is the leader
this month with 5ANW a good second. 5WK is
also operating. Traffic: 5AW-XAB 88; 5ANW 15:
5WK
6.
TENNESSEE—Traffic
is moving rapidly thru thia
state and as a result, 5KA holds the honor position
for the entire Division. Very good work is being
done by 5ANT 5AIY. 5CN. 5NT, 5APC, 5ANV,
5AQY, 5APO, and 5ES. Memphis stations are
busy with plans for the Delta Division Convention
in August, to which we invite all hama of the old
Earth. 5KA 108. 5ANT 69; 5AIY 62; 5CN 34;
Traffic:
5NT 47; 5APC 21; 5ANV 3; 5AQY 8; 5APO 16;
5ESMISSISSIPPI—5ALZ
6.
leads the Mississippi StaQST FOR AUGUST, 1924

tions in messages handled in May. 5KR breaks
thru the QRN to report his total. 5AGV, 5AGS.
5QZ and 5AKP hold up the Meridian reputation
very creditably. Traffic: 5ALZ 51; 5KR 40; 5AGV
28; 5QZ 25; 5AKP 12; 5AGS 10.
LOUISIANA—No traffic is reported from this
state, altho we think it inconceivable that so many
stations can operate without handling traffic. 5GI,
5UA. 6KC, 5TQ. 6RH, 5HT, 5LH, 5ABH and 6ZK
report activities of varying importance, the ma
jority of them being engaged in the peaceful pasttime of "rebuilding". Many of the Louisiana gang
have gone to work in order that they may come
to the Delta Division Convention. (Here's looking
at you, fellows—DM).
EAST GULF DIVISION
H. L. Reid, Mgr.
FLORIDA—Daily thundershowers throughout the
state have forced us into an almost continuous silent
period. Traffic to and from the north is handled
mainly by 4FS. 4IZ and 4FS have been copied in
New Zealand, and 4ER worked 7ACX. Traffic up
and down the peninsula passes principally through
4HZ. 4FS. 4IZ, 4PB, 4BL and 4CH. 4IZ and 4PB
are the most active stations in central Florida. 4CH
is the same for south Florida. 4XE-4IU has moved
to Winter; Park where he will open up a new relay
point and be a valuable addition to central Florida.
Old timer, 4NE, is back with us and works up the
state with ease. 4QY still gets the DX and has
almost a monopoly on Cuba.
Traffic: 4IZ, 68; 4IU, 44; 4PB, 41; 4BL, 28; 4FS,
24 ; 4QY, 22 ; 4CH, 10 ; 4EZ, 7 ; 4ER, 3.
SOUTH CAROLINA—4DX-4SY is back on the air
and doing splendid work. 4SH, 4PV and 4RR are
QSO all but the 6th and 7th districts and are eager
for traffic. 4SH continues with his schedule with
4JR.
Traffic: 4SH, 25; 4PV, 25; 4DX, 197; 4RR, 25.
ALABAMA—Traffic for this district fell very low
this month. Only 56 messages were handled. ■ This
may be attributed to the very heavy QRN experienced
during the last month and to the number of stations
undergoing repairs. The rebuilding craze Beems to
have hit the district in general.
Anniston reports very little activity. Three sta
tions are working, namely, 6GP, 6BP and 5ACM.
However, 6ACM is the only one who reported any
traffic. 6ACM is working out consistently as nearly
all of the Birmingham fellows report him. Gadsden
seems to be in a worse condition than Anniston. 6QP
has been bitten by the rebuilding habit for he is not
operating regularly. 5VC is exploring some of the
lower regions and using I.C.W. (Lay off the stuff,
old man.) 5HM has left town for a while and can
be found in Cincinnati. Old 5AMH has forsaken the
higher waves and is now hanging around 160 to
175 meters. His new 85 foot mast is a peach. 5ZAS
works now and then. 6MI had plenty of pep until
his 50-watter went west recently. 5VV is recovering
from an operation.
Traffic: Dist. No. 1: SMI, 28; 5ZAS, 15; 5CAM. 18.
Dist. No. 2: 6AOM, 84 ; 5AC, 10. Dist. No. 3: QRN.
MIDWEST DIVISION
P. H. Quinby, Mgr.
IOWA:—City Manager 9BRS of Des MoineB re
ports stations all active, however, not much traffic
was handled. 9DSL reports the following routing
mags. South through 9DIX, 9BRU, north through
9AJE, 9LA, Des Moines: east through 9BCX, 111.
Stns. Most of stna. 9DSL works have no traffic.
9DJA reports the following routings: east-9CXX;
west-9BGH-9CWF-9BPV-9CLG-9LA-Des
Moines;
north-Mason City,-Eagle Grove; aouth-Oskaloosaknoxville. 9CS reports the following routings :
The following stations were appointed as O.R.S. :
west 9RR.
east-9AAW. 9EDH. 9D1L, 9LF; south 9DC, 9CRM;
9CZO, 9DIP, 9CWF, 9CTD, 9BGH, 9AHH, 9CHN,
9DJA. 9DKW, 9BCX. 9BWC, 9CSB, 9DSL, 9BSX.
Traffic: 9ZO,41 ; 9CWF.109; 9DJA.53; 9BCX.32;
Stations not yet appointed O.R.S. 9AVJ.58; 9CGY,
14; 9CLG.60; 9CS.24.
NEBRASKA New O.R.S. certificates have been
issued to the following stations : 9ATC, 9CGS,
9CJT. 9AWS, 9COU, 9AQO and 9CPB. 9CIM of
Omaha. 9AKS of Lincoln and 9BUN of Fremont.
Traffic has been comparatively light throughout
the state because of adverse weather conditions;
storms doing considerable damage to antenna sys
tems, including the wrecking of towers and
antennae at 9CJT. 9CMK and 9DSM. The latter
two stations will probably not be on the air again.
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A number of stations are being rebuilt during the
static season so as to be ready for operation just
as soon as weather conditions become better.
Traffic: 9Z0.41; 9CWF.109; 9DJA.53; 9BCX.56;
9BNU.86; 9AKS.102; 9COU,18; 9DXY.57; 9CJT,62;
9EEO.20; 9AFR.21 ; 9DJP.1 ; 9EAK.14.
KANSAS:—QRN is very bad. 9BVV has been
laid up in bed. 9BVN has been appointed CM. of
Kansas City to succeed 9DLM. 9CFI is fixing
for 250 watts. 9QW, a new ham, is doing fine.
9CLV says business is picking up. 9BRD uses a
201A in parallel with a 5-watter to good advantage.
9BIO reports a new shack and 66 foot pole. 9CCS
is building a master osc. set. 9EFU worked Mex.
1-B. Lawrence reports fine with a gang of active
stations. 9AIM is getting 250 watts.
Traffic : 9AJU.18 ; 9DMX.24 ; 9DVI.1 0 ; 9CRO.10 ;
9EHT.15; 9EFU.28 ; 9BRD.51; 9BIO.20; 9CCS.50;
9QW.21; 9CFI.91; 9BVV.14; 9CVL.36; 9SV.40;
9DCX.10; 9AGA.7; 9BJB.12; 9DLM.12; 9BXG.20;
9BVN.160; 9AIM.66.
MISSOURI:—New O.R.S. certificates have been
issued to the following: 9AAU, 9ACI, 9BHI, 9BLG,
9CCW, 9DMJ, 9DXN, 9NU, 9PW, 9ASX, 9BSH,
9DCW, 9DWK, 9AYL, 9DJB, 9FM, 9SS, 9ST, 9RR,
9DOJ. 9EX. 9DLT, 9ADC, 9AOJ, 9CKS, 9CYK.
9DAE, 9EFC.
The new D.S's are 9BSH and 9DAE. A new
effort is being made by the D.S. to get relay
routes in effect . Unusually heavy rainfall and
severe lightning and QRN is handicapping relay
work badly and doing some damage. A new station,
9DRQ, located at Mountain Grove is expected to
help bridge the gap from northern stations to
9CRM for daylight work. Some excellent reports
have been received on freak reception and dead
spot. We want more reports—Missouri is famous
for dead spots and we have a wealth of experience
and example to report. Let every one help I 9 ADC
1b the high traffic handler with 160 msgs. Relay
routes remain unchanged.
Traffic : 9AAU9 ; 9AAU.57 ; 9CCW.11; 9DXN.15 ;
9EKF.53; 9EKY.62; 9DS.27; 9DWK.18; 9ACX.5 ;
9AHZ.4 ; 9BK0.54 ; 9BUC.4 ; 9DJB.5 ; 9ELZ.4 ;
9RR.49; 9SS.3; 9ST.125; 9ADC.160; 9DAE.59 ;
9DZ0.18; 9AOJ.29; 9CKS.45; 9AOJ.29.
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
I. Vermilya, Mgr.
EASTERN MASSACHNSETTS :—Most of the
bunch say that QRM and QRN are holding them
up. The star station this month is 1AJA with the
250 watter that he has just installed. A close
second is that of 1AAC-ZO. 1BZQ has schedule
with 1ASU every day, and had one with 8AQ but
bottles blew. BZQ's operating hours are 12:15
to 1:00 P.M.; 6:00 to 7:30 P.M., and 2 to 4
A.M. every day. 1AIR is doing the annual summer
stunt of overhauling, increasing plate supply, etc.
So far as traffic routes go everything seems to be
moving fairly smooth through the state. Of
course some of the stations are laying off for the
summer, which makes it a little more difficult to
QSR, but most of the stations are getting on to
the stunt of mailing after 48 hours, so that helps.
Most of the fellows are hand in hand with the new
traffic dope of QST and will start to use it im
mediately. 1LM reports it is hard to get traffic
through to N. H..
WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS:—There is great
need for stations working on schedule, but there
are few stations on consistenly enough to keep to
schedule. 1ARE has been accepting traffic eaBt
but finds it necessary to QSR by mail too often.
1PY is moving traffic through Springfield and has
a schedule with 1ALK for traffic north every
night except Friday. 1CBH is the new CM. for
Springfield and we look for better cooperation.
Traffic north through Greenfield will have to go
through a different route as 1BOM and 1BSZ have
closed. Traffic is being handled completely in
Worcester by 1BIP, 1CPN, 1BKQ and several
others.
CONNECTICUT:—The warm weather has taken
the kick out of most of the boys as the report
shows. 1UP is unable to be on the air due to
the fact that his station was recently robbed of
everything. He will, however, be back on the
air again in the fall. 1AJT reports ND in his
territory except that 1FD is heard once in a while.
1CP will soon operate his summer station at East
Hampton.
RHODE ISLAND:—Huddy is leaving for Europe
soon, and his office will be filled by Miss Mildred
Lorentson of station 1AID. 1BCC is on consistent
ly and moves traffic in good shape. 1AWE is off
the air moving to the country. 1AWV gets out
in fine shape. 10W, the CM. of Providence, fell
V

olT in his traffic this month, but as traffic is scarce
we can hardly blame him. 1AID, the YL of It. I.,
still shoots 'em through in fine style. 1GV tore
himself away from his B.C.L. biz long enough to
hand.e 20 msgs. 1BIK is Retting out great. His
late t DX is New Zealand. (PB, OM.) 1BVB and
1AAP nro dointr about the same as per usual.
MAINE:—1AUR listened in on Argentine CB8
this month and was heard in New Zealand. (FB)
1 KX has designed a new ultra efficient lightening
switch and every shack he has visited has one
under construction. 1CTP turned in his last re
port as D.S. He is leaving for California. Sends
73 to the gang, and will seed them soon from a six
station. (Best of luck, OM.)
NEW HAMPSHIRE:-—Traffic seems to be ex
ceptionally good for this time of year, although
some of the stations complain that there is no
traffic in their section, and that every one is after
DX rather than a good report. 1 YB will be off
the air until September as school closes and there
will be no ops. 1AVL and 1AER are very con
sistent and are pushing traffic through to the
Provinces in fine style.
VERMONT :—While two of our stations are
closed down now, due to the ending of the school
year, others are opened for the same reason. As
a result, the state is in much better shape for
delivery, although not for DX. 1LA has the best
report—how come? 1CPO. 1CQM and 1AJG will
be on regularly during the summer. 1FN must
have gone crazy with the heat or something—
Bays he got married. Best 73, OM.
Traffic: 1PP.7; 1AQI, 23; 1AAC-ZO,104; 1SN.6;
1CIT.60: 1SK.102; 1CEA.21; 1LM.30; 1AJA.120;
1AIR.8; 1AQY.12; 1BZ0.42; 1AF-XF.68; 1AHL.17;
1NT.16 ; 1SE.20 ; 1ADM.27 ; 1AHE.10 ; 1FN.11 ;
1ARY,8; 1AJG.6; 1CP0.26; 1AVL.99 ; 1AER.112;
1YB.105; 1GL.79; 1BJF.163; 1CKK.31; 1ALK.60:
1APM.37; 1AUR.86; 1BHR„8; 1BTT.60; 1C1B.30 ;
1CTP.11; 1FM.28; IKK,26; 1VF.48; 1AVJ.B;
1CKP.40 ; 1VX.46; 1KV.13 ; 1AWY.41 ; 3AH.59 ;
1 AYT,41 ; 1YD,33 ; 1CDF*28 ; 1UJ,10 ; 1MY.30 ;
1PY.38 ; 1ABF.B0 ; 1ARE.22 ; 1BVR.7 ; 1DB.10 ;
1LC.23 ; 1ANM.33 ; 1ABG.30 ; 1 AJK.7 ; 1ASU.89 ;
1BIP.119; 1CPN.18; 1BCU.38; 1BLX.2B: 1BKQ.17;
1JE.12; 1AAL,89; 1AAP,90; 1BVB.88; 111,354;
1 AID. 108; 1BIE.33; 1GV.20: lOW.lB; 1BCC.24;
1AWE.15: 1AWV.16: 1AEL.53; ltV.ll ; 1ZT.19;
1AXN.16: 1BGC.6; IBM,22; 1ABB.150; 1AVW.25.
NORTHWESTERN DIVISION
Glenn E. West, Mgr.
The time-worn idea that summer is a closed
season for radio has been thoroughly lived down in
this district. Stations are heard on the air regu
larly and as consistently as in the winter time.
Of course the jumps are much shorter but traffic
is moving steadily.
WASHINGTON:—Traffic still going FB for sum
mer and QRN is not holding it a bit. The DX

WASHINGTON - TRAFFIC STATIONS
season is at a close. 7BJ says "low-loss tuners,
superhets, superpunkodynes, or anything won't
help DX. All eastern traffic has to go through
Montana. 7GE-ZX comes up and grabs first place
this month. 7AF side-steps to second. 7LH comes
in third. The Gray's Harbor gang more than hold
up their end. 71. H does fine work on low QRH.
7 NO has bad QRN from nearby defective motor.
He Btill keeps his schedule with Alaskan 7AEB.
7ADF worked 3BG on low waves. The Seattle
VI

gang is doing fair. 7FD, QRW, re-building sta
tion. 7GR, 7BJ and 7VN are doing their bit to
hold up Vancouver and Kalama. 7PZ and 7GY of
Chehalis, each sent in reports this month. The
South Eastern gang had sort of a convention at
7QC's. Those present were 7QC, 7RY. 7ER. 7TH,
and 7GE. 7RY almost worked WNP—he CQ'd
and heard Mix answer but was unable to work him.
We have Gordon Cornue of Selah (7IX) appointed
new D.S. for dist. No. 8. He has already brought
7MI, 7DM, 7MV and 7IX out from their silence.
New O.R.S. certificates were assigned 7LH, 7KV,
7SH and 7AX. The map will show where the traffic
has been handled.
Traffic: 7GE-ZX.133; 7AF.128; 7LH.105; 7RY.97;
7GR.92; 7VN.85; 7QC.83; 7NO.70; 7PZ.63: 7GY,
60; 7AIB.60; 7FN.54; 7MI.54; 7WA.51 ; 7DI.40;
7AEZ.38; 7DM.33 ; 7SF.32 ; 7IH.27; 7BJ.27; 7ABB,
26; 7AHA.25; 7KV.21; 7ADR.19; 7HC.19; 7ADF,
15 ; 7IX.12 ; 7MA,U ; 7SH.8 ; 7AGZ.8 ; 7ADP.6 ;
7ADQ.6; 7FD.5 ; 7MV.2 ; 7SZ.1.
OREGON:—A new O.R.S. certificate was issued
to 7ABY. The routes in the state are the same
as in the past. Traffic is moving in all directions
with the ease of winter weather, there being
nearly as many stations on the air as there are
during the good DX season. Traffic for Medford
can be gotten off the 7MF, 7TQ and 7LS. 7AV
is the star station with 7GV next. 7ABY has been
appointed D.S. for district No. 10 to succeed 7JE
who will be out of the state for some time.
Traffic:—7FY.7 ; 7RD.29; 7ZW-TO.ll ; 7GV.104 ;
7AV.110; 7EL65; 7AIX.14; 7IW.92 a 7AKH.30;
7ALD,28 ; 7KS.18 ; 7AJQ.35 ; 7MF.22 ; 7FR.9 ;
7TQ.10; 7HH,2; 7LS.8.
IDAHO:—Well, get ou.t of the way! WHAM ! I
Idaho socked the ball again. The R.I. was in
Boise June 3rd and several new licenses are to
be issued, and one to a YL, the second in the
Northwestern Division. Hooray for Boise! Static,
of course is increasing but most of the fellows put
out such a wallop they can work fair DX in spite
of the interference. 70B is still hammering away
with his ten watts, and they say he is one of the
loudest ,7's heard in California. He is helping the
UL to get her transmitter in operation. (FB, OH I)
70T got a first commercial license but he is not
heard on the air very much. 710 has rebuilt his
antenna and iB ready to work east with a 20watter. 7GW was up in Nampa and Boise looking
over the local ham sets. 7GX has been having a
little trouble with his mast, but has another one
up and will soon be at it again. 7ACF was doing
great on 5 watts but he has gone to Camp Lewis
for a while. 7QP is a new station in Kellopp. He
has 10 watts of pur. D.C. 7IU is on steady and
can work east easily. A schedule is being arranged
for both east and west through 7LN. He's putting
over five amperes into the cage and the YL's don't
bother him a bit!
Traffic: 7ACF.B7: 70B.12; 710,10: 7LN.18 ; 7GW,
13.
MONTANA:—Conditions in Montana are better
than ever before for summer. More stations are
one the air and more traffic is being handled han
ever before in history. 7AGF reports working
the first district. His QRH is 154 meters. 7KZ
is away on a trip to the coast. 7WP is QSO all
parts of the state and will be on al! summer. 7IT
is heard quite often. He worked Alaska 7AEB
recently. 7ACI is on regularly and handles lots
of traffic. He is one of the most reliable stations
in the state. 7ZL has been on the air in the
early A.M. Lately 7CO takes second place in
traffic handling for the first time in many months.
7ACI holds first place this month.
Traffic : 7ACI.127 ; 7CO,l 13 : 7T0.42 : 7AGF.37 ;
7WP.33; 7IT.31; 7ZL.31: 7KZ.25; 7ZU.14; 7ZF.4.
PACIFIC DIVISION
M. E. McCreery, Mgr.
With the oncoming of summer, radio activities
have taken their usual slump, still there are a few
who continue to stand by the key and keep traffic
moving. Activity is centered around Los Angeles
with about the same number of stations on the
air as is heard during winter.
One of the most consistent stations this month
is 6BRA. 6PL continues to do good work. 6AGK
deserves considerable credit for his fine DX. All
his apparatus is home-made and presents quite
a contrast alongside the set where several hundred
dollars is invested. 6CGW has installed a remote
control so that he can work the east coast without
getting out of bed. 6BRF has taken on a Y.L.
as 2nd trick opr. Her voice on fone is very nice
indeed. Of particular mention is the robbery that
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occurred at 6ALC, the Santa Ana Radio Clufc.
About $400.00 worth of transmitting and re
ceiving apparatus was stolen. Mott is busy fishing.
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA :—A new route to the
west has been opened up through 6BCL. He has a
schedule with 6CEU in the Hawaiian Islands, work
ing Wednesday, and Saturday nights. 6CEI and
6CIE report working him, also. The in-land route
north and south is through 6AME, 6FY, 6BGH
and 6ZX. The coast route is through 6BCL. 6ISSJ,
6CEI, 6ZAH, 6ZAU, 6NX, then to San Francisco
or the Bay cities through 6LV, 6AWT. GCHL.
6AFZ and others. The cities of Oakland, Berkeley,
the Alameda, are divided into districts and an
Q.R.S. in each district, this insures the prompt
delivery of traffic. The route to the Valley and
east is through ..ZX, 6HP. 6DC, 6BCU, 6EW,
and SGF. 6CRO-6CKC, acting station for the
Western Radio Amateur Association, was installed
at the Berkeley Fair, and handled traffic for the
Fair. 242 messages were handled.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA :—Organization is not
computed
yet. to the above report the D.M. would
In addition
like to say that organization is rapidly being com
pleted throughout the Pacific Division and several
new O.R.S. stations have been appointed. The list
is as follows : 6AFG, 6BEG, 6AAO, 6BRA, 6ALG,
6BRF, 6MH, 6BVG, 6PL, 6ZH, 6TU, 6ZX, 6CHX.
6ADT, 6CNH, 6AKQ, 6ALK, 6BWP. 6QJ,
6BLW, 6ZP. 6GT, 6NB. 6CAE, 6CBB, 6AGK,
6US. 6CMS. 6AJI, 6ZAT, 6ZAU, 6CKC, 6HMV,
6LV, 6CJV, 6BCL, 6ATZ, 6AOR. 6CDP, 6CLZ.
6AFZ, 6CGL, 6NK. The following appointments
for the Pacific Division have been made as far
as personnel is concerned other than O.R.S. sta
tions: S. F. Wainwright, 6BVG, A.D.H. Districts
No. 1. 2, and 3. B. R. Oole, 6ZAH, A.D.M. Dis
tricts No. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Lester Picker, 6ZH,
D.S. Diat. No. 1. D. C. Brockway, 6PL, D.S. Dist.
No. 2. L. Mott, 6XAD, D.S. Dist". No. 1A. Harold
Bender, 6CNH, Dist. No. 2. CM.—LONG BEACH.
R. Martindale. 6AAO, CM.—LOS ANGELES. B.
Sawyers, 6XAS, CM.—SAN BERNARDINO-IM
PERIAL. Chas. Hisserich, 6QJ, CM.—SANTA
MONICA-VENICE-OCEAN PARK. R. J. Paerves.
6BWP, CM.—SANTA ANA. R. A. Hancock. 6ALK,
CM.—ORANGE COUNTY, except Santa Ana. 6ZP,
CM.—RIVERSIDE COUNTY.
Traffic: 6CHE.35; 6CHL.30; 6AWT.36; 6AUU.7 :
6CLS.6: 6AMS.5; 6BFY.6; 6CMM.28: 6ADM.5 :
6BQL.4; 6CPW.6; 6APH.1: 6CKF.10; 6ZAU.68 ;
6ZAH.41; 6CLZ.18; 6CDP.2; 6; 6CGH.13: 6CKC.68 ;
6ZX.B0; 6CR0.242; 6FY.14; 6BCH.10; 6NX.8 ;
6CEI; 6ALK.10: CCNK.6 : 6BWP.2: 6AGK.B0:
6TS.15: 6QY.6; 6CAE.40 ; 6AFG.72; 6MG.35:
6PL, 157; 6AA0.144; 6BRA.274 ; 6APK.1 ; 6ALG.7 ;
ROANOKE DIVISION
W. T. Gravely, Mgr.
The usual summer slump is with the division
although a few messages got through. The new
quiet hours has worked a hardship on the gang
and several have quit for good. Brace up, gang,
"every cloud has a sliver lining." Some of the
gang have changed over to inductively coupled
Bets and several have put in the four coil Meissner,
although the radiation drops some. From all re
ports the inductively couped seta are the "berries."
4TJ has worked west coast twice using two 201-A
tubes input, 80 watts, 60 volts. Daylight schedules
are helping out some in the work. 3BID recently
logged two stations supposedly in Denver working
between 2 :80 P. M. and 3 P. M. If one of the
"hams" had not stopped to choke the baby no
doubt 3BID would have found out the QRA for us.
We have no report from West Virginia, something
unusual—too hot!
Traffic: 4 JR.236; 3BMN.104; 4SU.53 ; 4MI.62;
3CKL.51; 4BX.33: 4EA.2B: 4FT.25 : 3MK.15;
4SX.14; 4RW.12: 4GW.8; 4KC.7; 40U.3; 3AUU.2 :
4JM.2 ; 4NX.1.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
N. R. Hood, Mgr.
Things have slackened up some during the past
month. QRN has been heavy, but stations are
sticking it out just the same. A few stations
have been off the air for some reason or another,
but it is only a temporary condition, probably
due to hot weather.
UTAH.*—Salt Lake has some active stations in
6CSD, 6CRB, 6CRR. 6CRS, 6CQL. 6CSB, and 6RV.
Most of them using 5'ers. but they get out pretty
well. Outside of 6RV, phone testing seems to be
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the craze now. 6BUH is rebuilding his outfit.
6CBU will be off the air until fall, having sold his
entire set. 6RM is sticking in a master oscillator
set. He is the leader in traffic thiB month.
Traffic: 6RV.5 ; 6ZT.2 ; 6CBU.18; 6RM.91.
COLORADO:—Traffic through Denver has been
moving poorly last month. The southern part of
the state is well organized and traffic is holding
up fairly well. The emergency railroad route from
Carper. Wyoming to Texas is via Denver. Colorado
Springs. Fowler, La Jacinto, and Trinidad. This
route is open day or night during storms or other
emergencies.
_
Traffic: 9AMB.170; 9BUN.3; 9CAA.154; 9CJY.3:
9EEA.10: 9AZG.2; 9BVO,2; 9CDE.19; 9CHT.57;
9CLD.18; 9DFH.20; 9EAE.61.
WEST GULF DIVISION
F. M. Corlett, Mgr.
Yep, SUMMER is here! Just too blooming hot
to stick it out in a shack. Only 33 stations report
this month for the entire division. They handled
a total of 631 messages. Daylght routes are
being worked up and a number of them are work
ing.No reports received from the A.D.M's in charge
of Oklahoma or New Mexico.
BZAZ is in Tampico and he intends to listen
for hams from 4 to 7 each morning.
H. T. Mapes suggests no QSR into Mexico for a
while. QRX on Mexico traffic until a "clear" signal
is NORTHERN
given. MIMIITEXAS :—Along with the D.M.,
about half the stations in the section seem to be
taking a vacation—that i they failed to report at
all for the month. (Better watch this—that's the
easiest know way to lose an O.R.S. appointment.
—A.D.M.) The rest of the gang seem to already
have their stations under the process of re-con
struction, or state they intend to take this action
during the coming month. Traffic is moving on
daylight schedules.
Traffic: 5HY.48: BII.20 ;5AAO,8 ; BNW.7; BADH.32 ,
5AQC5; 5DC.B; BFC52 : BVU.S0; 5AGH.18;
5SD.42; BCT.44; BAES.9: BOQ.ll; 5ALD.7;
5ABW.12: 6KX.3; BAJT.22: 5AJJ.18: BJH.6;
5QI.26; BBD.18; BAGQ.17.
SOUTHERN TEXAS:—QRN has been very
Btrong and stations have been bo handicapped
that traffic has decreased very much. BXAV has
been practically shut down until September. The
following stations are in operation. 5BO, fiXAQ,
BEZ. 5FT, BALR. BWP, and 5KG. BVL, 5AJZ and
5ZAE are off temporarily. 5KQ has worked 6XAD
on IB watts. San Antoni's amateurs are planning
a Trans-Texas Relay (Daylight). They have been
very successful in various trans-city relays in ac
curacy and record time.
Traffic: 5V0.14; 5VL.1 : BKG.13: GUX.27; BWP.l;
5EZ.27: 5XAQ,36; BXAV.B; BADI.13: BGE.1B.

CANADIAN SECTION
A. H. K. Russell, Can. Gen- Manager
The summer has put a severe dampener
on amateur activities in Canada and there
are not many of the stations heard last
winter still on the air, at any rate with
anything like the regularity of some
months ago. It is however anticipated
that the sailing of the "Arctic" for the
north will renew the activity of the ama
teurs in the short wave field.
Last month's principal event was the
Canadian trip of British 2NM, who while
in North America visited the Canadian
Cities of Halifax, Montreal, Toronto, Win
nipeg, Moose Jaw and Vancouver, at each
point meeting the local relayers and in
some cases chatting personally with men
whom he had worked through three
thousand miles of air. Mr. Marcuse sailed
for England delighted with his trip and
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hoping that he would be able to work
every amateur that he had seen while in
Canada and those of us who met him are
determined to have a good try at it.
The Postal strike of the middle of June
in Canada seriously inconvenienced the
receipt of reports from the various divi
sions and accordingly little information is
forthcoming of conditions in the various
divisions.
The publicity end of the League in Cana
da is slowly showing results but it is very
hard pushing to get any amateur informa
tion published particularly by Eastern
papers who are short-sighted in believing
that their readers are only interested in
dope on broadcasts.
The sailing of the Arctic has been post
poned for a week or so owing to the back
ward season in the north with the result
that the ice conditions around Greenland
are very bad and to sail earlier would only
mean that the ship would be tied up for
a long period in the north by ice fields.
The Arctic will likely sail around the be
ginning of July but will be on the air for
test purpose before that time and by the
time that this is in print many amateurs
will no doubt have worked her. The latest
information from Quebec where she was
being fitted was that all the apparatus had
been installed and the aerial erected but
that no steam was available for power.
The Canadian General Manager would
appreciate expressions of opinion from all
amateurs in Canadian about a national
convention to be held, say, at Winnipeg,
next winter. What does everybody think
of that and how many think they can go?
Please write and let us know.
MARITIME DIVISION
W. C. Borrett, Mgr.
The following is a list of the O.R.S. certificates
issued to date: 1BQ, 1DD, 1EP, 1BV, 1BZ, 1BI,
1AF, 1EB, 9AK and 1AR. lBV's certificate has
been called as he is unable to operate for the sum
mer, owing to business. All O.R.S. holders are re
minded that they must report to their A.D.M.
or CM. by the 25th day of each month at the
latest. Failure to do so will mean cancellation
of O.R.S. certificate. It is the intention of the
D.M. to issue O.R.S. certificates only to those sta
tions that prove that they are worth it. A dozen
reliable stations are worth having.
Montreal and other upper Canadian stations are
our chief link these days, although daylight time
is making radio operation in the division rather
hard, but nevertheless, quite a few stations are
on each night. Only two European stations have
been heard. g20D and clBQ hooked up for a
short while early in the month and f8BF and clAR
were QSO for a short while one evening toward
the end of the month. Very little European traffic
being handled as no other Europeans seem to be
on the air of late.
Newfoundland will soon be heard from. Mr.
Loyal Reid of St. Johns, has installed a 100 watt
set under the call of 8AR, and intends to establish
a relay station to handle amateur traffic from
England and the rest of he Maritime Division of
Canada. Jas. Moore, Jr., 8AW, of Carboneer and
another station, 8AY, are on the air also.
New Brunswick is forging ahead. 1 ET is very
QSA and is working all parts of the division.
Fredericton, N. B. is the home of two new stations,
IAN and 1AM. IAB is on the air and works 1AF
on schedule. 1 DN is conspicuous by his absence.
How cum ? All N. B. stations please report by
letter to T. B. Lacey, c/o N. B. Power Co., St.
John. N. B.
Prince Edward Island still remains prominent
as the home of 9AK and 1BZ. OAK is an O.R.S.
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and eligible for initiation into ROTAB next time
he visits Halifax. Hi. 1BZ has been reported by
g5JX. Scotland. (FB.OM,).
Nova Scotia is coming along slowly. Halifax,
the centre, has had several changes. IDT is off
the air for good, having sold- his set. The new
owner, John Young of Dartmouth, will make a
good substitute, however, and is a strong A.R.R.L.
booster. 1BV is traveling and cannot be relied
upon for some time. The mighty 1AR, otherwise
known as "Joe" is the star for this month. He
has handled 36 msgs, and reports exchanging sigs
with "R"-CB8, also with f8BF and VDM, Canada's
Arctic Expedition. By the way, gang, his monthly
reports are always on time and in perfect order.
(FB, Joe—D.M.) 1AQ has done good work in ad
dition to establishing a Halifax meeting place for
the gang. 1BQ has handled 35 msgs and works
on schedule with his brother at ulJF Boston
nearly every night. 1EB our Publicity Manager,
is one of our most reliable stations and with IDJ,
has developed into a regular owl. Both have ex
cellent D.C. notes. IDF, the boy wonder, has
spent most of the month on building a new type
transmitter. A little more traffic handling would
be in order again, OM, if possible. 1DD has not
been on much of late. Tired out from last winters
work, will be on more now. 1DQ is also con
spicuous by his absence. He is espected back in
the fold soon. 1EF, Arthur Dalton, the CM. for
Halifax and his second op. CP. (Hi) are right
on deck. Wish we had a few more ops like CP.
Two new stations are expected on soon. Laurie
Smith of Yarmouth and G. Robertson of Seal
Island are getting the goods together. The sooner
the better. Many new members are reported this
month. All members are again requested to write
to the A.D.M., if in N.B. or P.E.I, and to the D.M.
if in N.S. (excepting Halifax) by the 25th of each
month at the latest, in order that a report of their
radio activities may be accurately reported to
QST each month. Please. 1AE of Glace Bay ia
reaching out well and 1AW another Cape Breton
station has come to life. (FB, 1AW a fine op.,
fills a few necessary links for Newfoundland
traffic.)
Traffic : 1AR.36 ; 1BQ.35 : 1EF,5 ; 1EB.5 ; 1DJ.4 ;
1DD.6: 1BZ.3; 1EL8 ; 9AK.11; 1AF.1.
ONTARIO DIVISION
C. H. Langford, Mgr.
Radio in general seems to be taking an easy time.
Reports are very few in number, owing possibly to
the Postal strike. The only districts to report were
the Central and Eastern Ontario districts, and as the
Central Division came late by telegraph, it did not
contain a great deal of news. However it shows
the right spirit. Individual traffic figures of course
could not be given, the total for that district was
233.
Eastern Ontario reports a falling off in activity,
due possibly to the summer season. From Ottawa
news arrives that 3AFP and 9CC are helping to
break the summer theory. An oldtimer in SNX has
recently returned from England and will be heard
from shortly. Welcome OM. Don't forget fellows
that VDM the CGS Arctic will be well on its way
north by the time this comes to you. Of interest
to some, is the fact that the "Arctic" goes as far
north as the Bowdoin every year. The call is VDM.
the wave 120 meters, 48 cycle note. 8ACO leads in
traffic reports and is doing good work in the district.
Other station reports are NIL.
Traffic: 3ACO. 85; 3IA. 14: 3XN, 12: 8ACY. 12;
3WV, 22; entire Eastern Ont.. 124: ent:re Central
Ont.. 233.
3UEBEC DIVISION
. V. Argyle, Mgr.
Traffic has been very light during the pa?1
month though there is no dropping off of stations,
due, simply to summer. 2BN has gone to sea, but
2BG has resumed traffic handling after recovering
from a bad accident. 2 BE and 2CG are still re
maining almost exclusively on 132 and 127 meters,
respectively; the higher wave communication being
maintained by 2FO, 2DO. 2CT and 2FU. Interest
has been greatly revived by the starting up of
the SS "ARCTIC" VDM. This division is sworn
to be outdone by none if its the matter us using
Bhort waves that will ensure real communication.
European and direct-to-Winnipeg schedules have
lapsed due to the rotten conditions.
(Concluded on page XVI)
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How To Get "Repeats" or "Fills"
on

Messages

By F. H. Schnell, Traffic Manager
THERE seems to be considerable mis
understanding as to how the missing
part of a message—commonly called
"repeats" or "fills" should be secured
when part of a message is lost
through interference or fading. This is
something of interest to all amateurs, and
the A.R.R.L. proposes a method that should
be standard practice in the amateur frater
nity because there has been a lack of under
standing on this particular point. Some
amateurs handle it one way and others an
other—every one has had his own idea
and the result has been a waste of time
and much unnecessary conversation over
the air.
To get the idea over in the best way, it
will be necessary to use some examples.
Let us suppose we have a complete mes
sage, numbered in accordance with the new
A.R.R.L. practice of numbering as ex
plained in June QST. Here is the message:
VANCOUVER WASH 7BJ NK 65 JULY 15 CK U
TO HOWARD F MASON
QST HEADQUARTERS 1045 MAIN ST
HARTFORD CONN
THE GANG OUT HERE HAS NOT DONE ANYTHDMG WITH A BEVERAGE WIRE SINCE
YOU LEFT BUT A FEW OF THE FELLOWS
ARE USING BEVERAGE WIRES AT THEIR
OWN STATIONS WITH GOOD RESULTS DUR
ING THE SUMMER
GEORGE STURLEY
Now let us suppose 7BJ starts that mes
sage to Hartford via 7ZU. 7BJ calls 7ZU
in the regular manner (see Rules & Regu
lations of the Traffic Department) and
7ZU answers 7BJ and tells him that QRN
is bad, but that he (7ZU) will try to take
the message. 7BJ then starts transmitting,
but because of heavy QRN, 7ZU has a
copy which looks like this:
VANCOUVER WASH 7BJ NR ?? JULY 16 CK 35
TO HOWARD F ???
?? TTQUARTERS 1045 MAIN ST
HARTFORD ????
???? HAS NOT DONE ANYTHING???? -WIRE
SINCE YOU LEFT BUT A FEW OF THE
FELLOWS ARE USING ??? STATIONS WITH
GOOD RESULTS DURING THE SUMMER
GEORGE STURLEY
The ?? indicate the parts of the message
which 7ZU was unable to copy and it will
be necessary for him to get "repeats" on
the missing parts. 7ZU has enough copy
not to ask for a complete "repeat" of the
entire message, so he must indicate to 7BJ
just what parts he wants repeated and not
what parts he has copied, which is done by
some ftnateurs.
In all practice, the question mark (?)
(
'■ - -) is used to indicate that some
thing isi not understood, and particularly
does this apply to radio. After studying
the' message for a few seconds, 7ZU goes
back after 7BJ, but he does not QSL for
the message. Instead he may say "part
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received pse rpt" which means "Please re
peat the words where I am using the (?)
(
)." This is what 7ZU would
transmit back to 7BJ:
NR ?? JULY
HOWARD F ??
QUARTERS 1045
HARTFORD
?? HAS
ANYTHING ?? WIRE
USING ?T STATIONS
While 7ZU was asking for the "repeats
or fills" in the message, 7BJ would under
score the words which "fill in" between the
last word correctly received and the first
word which was picked up after the inter
ruption—which 7ZU has indicated by the
(??).
After 7ZU has finished his transmission,
7BJ looks over the underscored words, and
here is how he would transmit the "re
peats or fills" to 7ZU.
NR. 66 JULY
HOWARD F
MASON QST HEADQUARTERS 1046
HARTFORD-CONN THE GANG
OUT HERE HAS
ANYTHING
WITH A BEVERAGE WIRE
USING BEVERAGE~WIRES AT THEIR
OWN STATIONS
The underscored words are the "repeats"
"fills" which 7ZU asked for, and in order
to make continuity of copy, 7BJ trans
mitted a word or two before and after the
"repeats' 'or "fills" requested by 7ZU.
The same form holds true, whether it is
one word, a part of a word, or several
words. Usually, it is better to give two
words before and after the interruption as
a surer way of getting just what you ask
for in the repeats.
The above form applies in instances
where some part of the message has been
received from the very beginning. But
when the beginning of a message has been
lost, especially the very first word, there
is nothing or no way by which you can in
dicate the last word you received before the
gap. This calls for a slight change in form.
To ask for a "fill" or "repeat" on the
beginning of a message is done this way:
Tell the transmitting operator what you
want by transmitting back to him "RPT
MSG FM ??" and then give him the first
two or three words you received. This
lets the transmitting operator know that
you want him to start the message again.
(See June QST, page 26, "How to number
messages", and the preamble.)
When the last part of a message is lost,
it is only necessary to give the last two or
three words you received followed by "??
K", meaning that you want the last part
of the message or the words after those
which you have sent back to the trans
mitting operator.
IX

Calls

Heard

When preparing a list for QST, it is
essential to observe the following rules:
1. List the calls neatly on a separate
sheet of paper with a line of space between
lines; do not embody them in a letter.
2. Arrange the calls as they will ap
pear in QST: across the page, numerically
by districts, alphabetically in each district,
Canadian and foreign calls listed separ
ately, state whether spark or C.W., and
give period of time covered by the list.
3. Forms close on the fifth of the
month prceeding the date of issue of QST.
Make your lists cover the period from the
first of one month to the first of the next
if possible, but don't let your list come in
late.
4. List only calls over 500 miles distant.
HEARD DURING JUNE
unless otherwise specified
L. H. Thomas, 6QB
33 Harpenden Road, West Norwood, London, Eng.
(period not stated)
labf, lagh, laja. lajp. lakl, lalj, lbbo, lbcf,
lbdi, lbes lbsd, lbtr, leak, lecx, ldci, lbf, ljv,
lrw, 18W, lxah, lxak, lxar, lxat, lxm, lxw, lxj,
2agb, 2awf, 2awl, 2ayv, 2bt. 2by, 2bqh, 2cls, 2ts.
2ts, 2x1, 3aa, 3au, 3bv, 8bg, 3bjy, 3eh, Smb. Sot.
3pz, 3vw, 3yo, 4by, 4bz, 4eq, 4io, 4je. 4hn, 4hs,
4og, 4xe, 8dkb, 8qm, 8sl, 8xbh, 9xw.
Can.: lat, lbq. ldd, 2bg, 2bn. 9bl.
Receiver, o-v-o, often without antenna or earth.
S. K. Lewer, 6LJ.
32 Gascony Ave., W. Hampstead, London N.W.6,
England
(May ZSth to June ISth)
laja, lbgf, lemp, lte, lxah, 2cei, 2cfb. 2xab,
Sbg.
Can.: lar, lbq, 2be. 2bn, 2bq. 9ak.
Argentine: Cb8 (Hrd on single tube).
Japan ( ?) : JMJK.
Wud appreciate QSLs. All crds answered.
F. B. Gang: urs still coming in QRK.
Arthur H. Fielding, 2AUI, ex-2IJ.
32 Stanley Ave., Birkdale, Lancashire, England.
May 29, June 1. 2. 7: lae. laxa, lbes, lbf, lef,
ljf, lxae, lxaq, lxw, lxz. 2hm, 2zl, 3fc, 4sa, 4xh,
8bqj, 8qm, 8tt, 9ak.
Can.: lbq, ldj. 9ak.
Argentine: cb8.
Low loss tuner and one valve used. Pse QSL
card.
R. L. Royle, 2WJ
Southwold, Aldermans Hill. Palmers Green,
London, N-13, Eng.
May 20, June 1, 2, 7, 11 only),
lbei, lxah, lxam, lxj, lxu.
Can.: lar, lbq. ldt, 2cg, 3bq, 3xn, 9ak.
F. R. Neill,
Chesterfield, Whitehead, (near Belfast) Ireland.
(During 1924)
laja, lajp, lalj, lauk, lbmp, lxam, lxar, lxw,
2bqh, 8vw. 37x ( 7). 4xe.
Can.: lar. 9bl.
Would be grateful for cards. Receiver, single
valve.
X
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Santangeli Mario, 1ERI
April-May
(5) S. Eufemia 19, Milano, Italy
American: laia, lauf, lnmf, lkc, lxw, lxab,
lxnr, 2cxl, 3yo,9ak.
Can.: lar, lbq, QRA ?
Belgian: lef, 2na, 4aa ?, 4c2, 4mg, 4qs, 4ww, p2,
w2.
Danish: 7ac.
Dutch: Oba, Ohd. Okn, Omr, Oms, Opx, Oxf, Oxp,
Oxq, pcrr.
English: 2dr. 2fc, 2fn, 2ih, 2kc, 2kz, 2mg, 2na,
2nw, 2pj, 2qk, 2sa, 2sh, 2ta, 2uf, 2uw, 2vn, 2vs.
2vw, 2wy, 2xg, 2xo. 2xav, 2br, 2bt, 2cu, 6cu, Bfs,
5hn, 5jx, 5kg, 5ku, 51f, 51s, 5nc, 5nw, 5ot, 5pu,
5qm, 5qs, 5qv, 5sh, 5sz, 5wm, 6by, 6fg, 6qa, 6(iv,
6rw. Gtm, 6ud, 6xx, 6yg.
Finnish: 2nm, (2000kms, DX transmitting).
French: 500 miles and below, 68 stations.
Luxembourg : Op.
Spanish: 9aa 4au ?
Swedish : said.
R. Deloor
26 Ave. Du Mont-Kemm el, Brussels, Belgium.
(January, February and March)
lbp, ldq, lii, lmo, lsw, lajp, lajr, lauk, laur,
lbcr, lbdi, lboq, lbsd, lemp, lxj, lxm, lxw, lxz,
lxam, lxae, lxar, lxah, 2agb, 2agc. 2brb, 3bw,
3mb. 3bwt, 3ot, 3bo 3bji, 4by, 4xc, 4xe, 8cgu,
9aou, 9ckw, 9bl.
Can.: lbq. 2bn.
Major R. Raven-Hart, Los Andes, Chile.
May 19 to 31
lxae, lxw, 3xi, 4xx, 8xs, 8xbF.
Geo. Blake, 3AD.
Blaketon, Greymouth, New Zealand.
(April 14—May 22)
5ajj. 6aao, 6ado, 6adt, Galu, 6avj. 6nx, 6nz. 6bur,
6cgs, 7fq, 8apw, 9ku.
C. D. Maclurcan and Jack Davis aboard R.M.S.
Tahiti on voyage from Sydney to San Francisco
and return.
Feb. 28: Aust., 2jm, 2ra, 2dk, 2uw.
Feb. 29, Daylight, 330 miles from Australia,
Aust., 2bb.
Feb. 29, Night, 430 miles: Aust., 2bb, 2jm, 3by,
3er, 2zn, 3bm, 3jh.
N. Z., lya, 2ap, laa.
March 1, 850 miles: Aust., 2jm, 3af, 3jh. 3ju,
3jf, 21j, 3ar, 2am, 2ra, 2jn, 2yi, 5bq.
N. Z., 2ab. lym.
Mar. 2, 1200 miles: Aust., 3bm, 2d-, 2iy, 2jm,
3bd, 2ij, 3ju. 2kc. 2fa, 3bg.
N. /... (2ap), 3ad, laa, lao, lae.
U. S. A.. 8ze, (6000 miles).
Mar. 5. 1600 miles: Aust., 3bd.
N. Z., (2ap). 4kf, 3af, 2aq, 2af.
U. S. A., Dist. to 'Frisco: 5,600 miles, kgo.
Mar. 5 (No. 2.): Aust., 1830 miles, 3bh, Sby,
N. Z. (Dist. 1200 miles). (4aa), 2ap (wkd.),
3bd.
4ab, 4ar, 4ck, 2yg.
U. S. A., 'Frisco, 5800 miles, 7abz, 6zbg, 7npw,
Gnb, 6ka, 6blw, 9ccs. 6alk, 6nw, kgo.
Mar. 6 :Aust., 2200 miles, 3jh.
N. Z., 1600 miles, 4aa, (2ap), 2ag, lac. 2ub,
3af.
U. S. A., 'Frisco, 2500 miles, 6any, 6adc ?, 6bk,
oacb, khj.
6adk, 9dk, 9dr, 4je, kgo.
Mar. 7: U. S. A., 9dwn. 6ew, 6aby, 4zav, kgo.
Mar. 8: N. 7... 2800 miles, lai, 4aa.
U. S. A., 'Frisco, 4800 miles, 811. 6abd, 6cng,
7sh, 8zz, lbom, 7ck, Sal, 6rf, 5pk, 9bq, 6rfx.
Mar. 10: N. Z., 3400 miles, 4aa.
U. S. A., 4100 miles. 7fq, 6ahp, 9eky, 7aq, 6ah,
9bz, kfkx.
Mar. 11: N. Z., 3800 miles, 2aq, 4aa, 3af.
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U. S. A.. 'Frisco, 3300 6ql. 9bly, 6arf. 6xc.
Mar. 12: U. S. A., 'Frisco, 2900 miles, 6cdc,
9and, 9hq, 9cju, 6afm, 6do, kKO.
Mar. 15: N. Z., 3400 miles, 2aq.
Mar. 16: U. S. A., 'Frisco, 2200 miles, wgy,
wgaf, kgu khj.
U. S. A., 'Frisco, 2200. wgy, wgaf, kgo, khj.
Mar. 17: U. S. A.. 'Frisco, 1700 miles, kfi, 5ft,
6avr, 8aic, 6bwd, 8cik.
Mar. 18: U. S. A.. 'Frisco, 1350 miles, 6ahp, 6bnt,
5gt. 5alm. 3hh.
Mar. 19: U. S. A., 'Frisco. 1000 miles, (6akw),
9cxx, 5um, 6avy, 6fp, 6alk, 6cdv, 6anb, 6ra, 6chu,
April 1 : U. S. A., 6bic, 6ccy. 9tc. 6cpo, 7co.
Mar. 19: U. S. A.. 'Frisco, 1000 miles, (6kn).
6ads, 9acy, 6xad.
April 3: U. S. A.. 'Frisco, 3000 mi'es. 1 cpi, lcjm.
6agi, 6ccy, 6zbt. 6ahp. 6bez, 6aja, 6afa, 6bri. 6chl,
6ao, 6cb. 6wp, 6bla, 61a, 7em, 8czz, 6ur, 8kja, 9ckw,
9day, 9cjy.
April 4 : U. S. A., 'Frisco. 3300 miles, lbie. 5adb,
5cuv, 5app, 5ajj, 5adb, 6blw, 6bnt, 6akm, 6bwp,
6cej, 6go, 6bno, 6cmu, 6pu, Gcgo, 6pn, 7uzb, 7dr.
6jn, 7fr, 7iw, 7fo, 7adg, 8di, 8cxm, 8dbm, 9day, 9ej,
9ayj, 9my, 9ie, 9clq. keo, kfst.
N. Z., 2700 miles. 2ar.
April 5: N. Z.. 2200 miles, 2ad.
Aust., 4100 miles. 3bd.
N. Z.. 2200 miles 2ad.
U. S. A., 'Frisco, 4300 miles, lal, 6dur, 4ahg.
6blk. 6blw, 71m, 8txc, 9cr. 9cdl.
April 6: U. S. A., 'Frisco, 4700 miles, 6qj, 6agk.
April 8 : U. S. A.. 'Frisco, 5300 miles, 6bwp, 5qls,
April 7 : U. S. A.. 'Frisco, 5000 miles, 9cly.
6aek.
April 9: N. Z.. 1200 miles, 3af.
U. S. A.. 'Frisco, 5700 miles, 9cp, lmo.
April 10: Aust., 1900 miles, 3bm, 3bd.
N. Z.. 900 miles, (2ap).
U. S. A.. 'Frisco, 5200 miles, ken. kdka, (6400
miles, 95 metres daylight), 5be, 8ry, lvl.
April 12: Aust., 1700 miles, 3bd.
N. Z., 600 miles, 2ac, 2aq, 2aa, 2ar, (2ap), (4am),
(2xa).
U. S. A., 'Frisco, 5600 miles, 9afy, 9cun, 9dwn,
6add, 3aj, 9ciu, 9eak, Bajrk. 7sh, 8sv, 6zbf, 6aaq,
6zba, kdka (6600 miles).
April 13: Aust. 1500 miles, 2hf, 3bd, Sju.
X. Z., (2xa), (3ai). (2ap), (lax), laa).
U. S. A., 'Frisco, 5800 miles, 7em. 7sf, 6nb,
7sh, 7aq, 6aKk. 6aol, kdka, (95 metres, 6800 miles).
April 15: Aust., 1200 miles, 2yi, 2bc, 2ij, 3bh,
2yg. 2bf.
U. S. A.. 'Frisco, 6000, 4ck, 6uk, 6afi. 6rn.
April 16: Aust., 900 miles, 3qw, 2jm, 2ij, 21o,
2zz.
N. Z., 2ab, 3af, (lax), (4aq). 4ck.
April 17: Aust., 620 miles, 2so, 2yg, 2ij, 2zz, 7aa.
N. Z., 2ad. 2ab.
A. F. Emrich,
U. S. S. N-3, New London, Conn.
(During May)
2ah, 2aw, 2bt, 2fu, 21c, 21o, 2mr, 2qh, 2xq, 2adk,
2amf. 2aqr. 2atz, 2bmr, 2bsc, 2bti, 2btj. 2 bur,
2bxf, 2byn, 2byw, 2ckp, 2cmg, 2cmh, 2cpd, 2cqh,
2ctf, 2ctn, 2cvj, 2cwo, 2czh, 3av, 3cj, 3fb, 8fs,
3gc, 3ho, Shg. 3mf, 3oh, 3pf, 3ph, 3pi, 3tj, 3tt,
3vw, 3vh, 3wr, 3yv, 3ahg, 3apv, 3bdu, 3bgt, Sbmn,
2bug, 3btp. 3byv, 4ca, 4ft, 4gx, 41j, 4oi, 4xb, Sax,
5ft, 51a 5uk, 5alb, 5akn, 5amo, 6awt, 6bui, 6ceu,
fixad, calling pell, 7ab, 7aj, 7cl, 7im, 7zu, 7akn,
8et, 8hj, 8pk. 8bt, 8xe, 8abx, 8adm, 8akk, 8akt,
8amq, 8bfe, 8bgw, 8bhm, 8bmh, 8bpk, 8bpv, 8brc,
8bvd, 8cpv, 8cpv, 8cwr, 8cyu,-8daa, 9ax, 91k, 9vx,
9zt, 9aaw, 9adg, 9alv, 9aoj, 9aps, 9atj, 9bjg, 9bjo,
SJatk, 9bwd, 9xs, 9cvs, 9dml.
English : 5at.
.> .
French : 8ab. 8bf.
Mexican :bx, bz. md.
Canadian: 2ak, 2bn, 2gn, 3bp, 2co, 9al.
Canadian 3Q0, Brantford, Ont.
4bz, 4dp, 4ed, 4ft, 4io, 4id, 4je, 4jr, 4mb, 4og,
4oi, 4pk, 4rf, 4ro, 4bo, 5ac, 5aac, 5aeo, 5aht, 5az,
5ce, 6df, 5dg, 5ek, 5ft, 5gm, 5gj, 5ht, Sja, 5mi,
5ml, 5ov, Spv, 5uv, 5wg, 5zk, 6adf, 6bcl, 6cel, 6cix,
6cnc, 6kj. 61v, dpi, 6fu, 6tv, 6xau, 6xbc, 6xn, 6xar,
7afe, 7aek, 7agi, 7alk, 7aoc, 7co, 7dr, 7ej, 7gb, 7gg,
7iv, 7jn, 7no, 7qt, 7zu.
Canadian: lar, lef, leb, lbg, 4cw, 4dg, 4eo, 4er.
4fv, 5ch. 5cn, 5hh.
Mexican : bl.
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Straits of Juan de Fuca
Canadian SAY, River Jordan, B. C.
25 Miles Vest of Race Rocks
Canadian : 4ax, 4cb. 5dq.
U. S.:5aiu, 5amw, 5mz, 5rg, 6aaz, 6adm, 6afa,
6aja, 6alw, 6anx, 6aoh, 6aps, Gawt. 6bds. 6bnf,
6bny, 6bqd, 6cbu. 6cbw, 6cdg. 6chl, 6cmi, 6cm,
6ew, 6fy, 6gu, 6rm, 6ry, 6ti, 6bu, 6zca, 6zcf, 7aci.
7dz, 7iv, 7ln, 7mn, 7ob, 7ot, 7pj, 7wp, 8bmb, 9amb
9bck, 9bkk, 9cju, 9eky, 9ejn. 9mc.
Norman H. Miller,
25 Phillips Street,
Providence, R. I.
4cp, 4ea, 4ez, 4gt, 4ku, 4mb, 4pv, 4rh, 4sh, 4tj,
4xe, 5aek, Saik, 5ail, 5air, 5alz, 6ap, 6apc, 5gg,
5in, 51r, 5ph, 5pl, 5qh, 6adt, 6agk, 6cee, 6cgs. 6cgw,
7to, Babe, Cach. 9ary, 9ayd, 9bis, 9bko, 9blr, 9bnu,
9bpn, 9bqy, 9bxt, 9cuj, 9cnb. 9cpz, 9cs, 9ctr. 9cyb,
9dfz, 9dkq, 9doe, 9hn, 9pw, 9su, 9xaq, 9zt.
Canadian: 4cr, 4dq, 4fz, 4io.
4FM,
Miami, Florida.
lael, laja, lamr, lar, lare, larf, lavl. laxa, layt,
lbbe, lbro, lbes, lbie, lbq, leez, lei, lcpv, ler,
Igv, loj. lrr, lum, lxae, lxax, 2abs, 2awf, 2bgg,
2bgi, 2buy, 2cqz, 2cvj. 2ea. 2kf, 2mo, 2mu, 2rb.'
2wr, 2xb, 2x1, 3aau, 3abb, 3ahp, 3agp. Satrv, 3:ipv,
Sbay, 3bco, Sblu. 3bmn, Sbnu, 3buy, Sbvl. 3cbl,
3cjn, 3ckf, 3ckl, 3edh, 3hs, 3lg, 311, 3mf. 3oe. 3oq,
3sf, 3ww, 3xn, 3zo, Saam, 5acm, Sads, 5ajj, 5alz,
5am f, Sapo, Saw, 5bp, 5ck, 5es, 5gi, 5gp, 5iz, 5mi,
5mo, 5nt, 5oq, 5ql, 5qy, 6ua, 5uk, 5ux, 6vo. 5zas.
8aab, 8abm, 8abq, 8agq. 8ajh, 8bdc, 8bmb, 8bnk,
8bos. 8brm, 8byn, 8cnu, 8cyi. 8dkj, 8doc, 8doq, 8er.
8jq, 8uf, 8uk, 8xs, 9amb, 9ayx, 9ccw, 9cift, 9cus,
9dbf, 9dlh. 9dlm, 9dnh. 9ekf, 9eky, 9es, 9mc, 9su,
9zt.
SVU, Frost, Texas
4ai, 4pv, 4tn, (5cc). Sen, 6bdt, 6cgw, 6rn, 8afn.
8uk. 9aal, 9aau, 9aoj. 9axb, 9bfp, 9bkf, 9bkk, 9bet,
9avn, 9brd, 9bsb, (9cbk), dalite, 9cjm, 9cke. 9cym,
9czm, 9cii, 9dee, 9dlv. (9eeo), 9ekf, (9eky),
(9ecb), 9rlb, 9elm. 9em, 9ici, 9kr. 9tv, 9ss.
5AFF. Martin Walters, Chattanooga,, Tenn.
lacb, laig, lepn, lkx, lorn, 2aet, 2atz, 2cjr,
2uu, 3adb, 3cjn, 3gg, 3hs, Sly, 3mo, 3zs, (4ai),
4an, 4cp, 4do, 4er, 4gn, 4ia, 4io, 4jm, 4jr, 4lp,
4mi, 4nj, 4pv, 4tf, 4tj, 4tn, 4xu, 4yz, 5aac, 5aam,
5aaq, 5aaz, 5aek, 5akx, 5apc, 5azs, 5ac, 5ax, 5ck,
5cn, Ska. (Slz), 5ql, Svo, Svv, 6alg, 6cbf, 6cgw,
6cl, 6mu, 6zh, 7aek, 7akk, 7ks, 7zw, 8afm, 8bhg,
8bjv, 8bmb, 8dae, 8dep, Sue, 8vq, 8vt. 9aaf, 9aaw,
9dlw, 9dml, 9bk, 9rc, 9wu.
Canadians: lar, 4cb, 9al.
Mexican : bx.
SANY, Memphis, Tenn.
3buy, 31y, 3zo, 4io, 4 it, 4rr, Sacj, Sagz, 5aiu,
Salz, Szas, Saw, 5ck, Sga, Sgi, 5js, Sir, Smi, Smz,
Sox, Sql, Sqy, 5rg, 5rm, 5sg, Sua, 5uk, Svo, 8aid,
8bmb, 8bmt, 8brc, 8brm, 8bul, 8cei, 8cga, 8cmx,
8cvx, 8cwu. 8czz, 8dpu. 8do, 8fm, 8rj. 8vt, 8tt,
8zc, 8zg, 9aaw, 9aal, 9abf, 9aci, 9acs, (9afy), 9aob,
9arf, Slash, 9any. 9azx, 9bex, 9bre, 9brk, 9bpd,
9bsg, 9btd, 9ccs, 9cdb, 9cek, 9cln, 9cmn. 9cog,
9cvs, 9dbf, 9dge, 9dhg, 9dlw, 9dqu, 9dsa. 9duc,
9dxs, 9bk, 9ce, 9mc.
6NB, 1588 W. 49th St..
Los Angeles, Calif.
(Period not stated)
ltg, lanf, lanr, lary, lasa, laur, lbcr, lbdj,
lemp, 2cb, 2ph, 2wr, 2brb, (3ab), 3hg, 3hh. (3hs).
3bgj, 3bva, 4hs, 4io, 4qf, 4my, 4su, 4kz, (5az),
(Bbe), (Scv), (5ft), (Bga), (5gj). (5hn). (51r),
Smz, 5qg, Sadj, (Sage), (5agz), (ahd), (aiu),
(Samo), 6ceu. (7af), (7av), (7bj), (7co), (7ei).
(7fr), (7fs), (7ft), (7gi), (7kk), (7mf). (7to).
(7abb), (Jabf), 7»io. (7ald), 7er, 8ku, (8vy),
(8afn), Sard, 8anh, 8anl. 8bmb, 8bpa, (8bwb),
8bwy, 8cvz, (8cwp). (8dbm). (9ca), 9gs, 9mc,
(9vm), (9ql), 9abc, 9aep, 9ami, (alz), 9amp,
(9ato),(9bkf).
(9avg),
'.ibis,
9blt, (9axs),
(9bly), (axz),
(9bof), (9azp),
(9brk), (9bez),
(9bto),
(9bum), (9bvv), (9caa), (9ccs), (9ccv), (9cde).
(9cfk), (9cii). <9cji), (9cjy). (9ckj), (9ctg),
(9cvo). (9daw), (9dug), (9dun), (9dwa). (9dxr},
(9dyi). (9eae). (9eak). (9ebh), (9eeb), 9edo,
(9eea), 9efh, 9egu, (9eky), 9evo.
7AKK, 592 E. 40th St.,
N. Portland, Ore.
(6bcp). (6cei), (6cka), (6gu), (6jp), 9agl. 9amb,
9aor, 9zt.
Can. 4aa, 4cb, (4io).
(Concluded on page XVI)
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T.O.M. Speaks
Editor, QST:
Say son, give us a hand, will you? I
received a letter from one of the Gang and
he gives me no address. I cannot reply
to him. He writes me about "Where the
energy disappears", as per something I
wrote on this subject some time back.*
He has the champion answer all right, and
it's a blamed shame not to give the thing
to the rest of the crowd, so I am referring
it to you here in the hopes that you will
print it and it may meet his eye. Also, the
rest of the gang will be interested in the
information he offers.
He has a thing he calls a "Retardation
Coil." He says it is not a "Choke Coil."
To retard a current is evidently not to do
the same thing to it as to choke it. It
seems to be like some people. You can
retard them, but sometimes the results are
awkward when you choke them. So, rather
than choke the current, and possibly get it
all heated up, and unruly to some extent,
he gently retards it. I wonder how in
blazes he retards an electric current.
Then he says, "it is possible to retard tha
progress or time it takes certain high fre
quency currents to pass through it, and by
a suitable number of these groups of coils
and associated pieces of equipment, it is
possible to pick up messages that have been
floating around in the air for at least
several months, and receive them again,
just as if they were being received for the
first time."
Now I ask you fellows, if that doesn't
rank a Nobel Prize or a cast iron umbrella
or something. To retard things so that
they can be picked up out of the air sev
eral months after they were started, is
like going back in the dark ages and living
your life all over again. Thank gawd he
cannot go back several years, or I would
be arrested for the stuff I have sent out
from my station in bygone times.
This gink is a real one, for he goes
further, and says, "I have only been able
to go back over past broadcast programs
for about one year, and have accomplished
this with several types of standard receiv
ing sets, including a superheterodyne. I
have also been able with suitable "in
verters" to cause some of these programs
to run backwards—" How about that,
fellows? Got anything up your sleeves
that will beat that much? How about tak
ing some of KDKA's stuff that he squirted
out a year ago and running it off hind
» "Rotten Problems" by The Old Man, pit. 62,
February.1 924 QST.
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side front? Some gay little program to
listen to, I'll say.
If anybody's got a rubber key contact
or a bakelite beefsteak that isn't working,
here's a chance to consecrate it to a really
worthy cause.
—T.O.M.
It Works—It Doesn't Work
419 Greeley,
Kansas City, Kan.
Editor, QST:
After reading the article by Mr. Gross
man, 9AVS, in the April QST, I feel we are
brothers under the skin as I, and I suppose
every other ham, has had the same exper
ience. In fact I have not been fortunate
in having the good luck some others have.
I operated old 9LJ, a 1-k.w. spark that
was heard on both coasts; but junked it
during the war. I did not try my hand
at transmitting again until a year ago.
Since then I have tried every circuit known
to humanity, staying up late at night and
increasing my vocabulary considerably, but
satisfactory results have not been obtained.
The first week it would not oscillate,
even after staying up all night and nursing
it like a sick child. But after that and to
this day it has a kick like the renowned
Missouri mule, and runs the five-ampere
antenna off the panel. However, only once
in a while does it get out any distance.
The farthest it has been heard was 900
miles on voice, with loop modulation, re
ported QSA.
By touching the aerial or counterpoise
with a screwdriver, you may draw a flame
big enough to light your cigar, so you see
the set is at least good for one purpose.
But success is sweet only when it is
gained by hard work, and what is better
than patience, well developed. It is this
quality that has made amateur radio what
it is—-everyone striving to do his work well
and achieve the goal of master of distance.
It is this characteristic that has made the
many tests that have been held a success.
Instead of being quitters they worked on
and success has been their reward.
More and more amateur radio is coming
into its own and we are recognized as not
just a bunch of small boys playing, but as
an asset to the community. In every issue
of QST there is something about how
amateurs have assisted the railroads, the
newspapers, the steamship companies, and
individuals.
So when you feel tired and disgusted
with your transmitter just buck up and try
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again. I've been working with my set for
over a year and have not received the
hoped-for results—but have not given up
as yet.
C. V. Entriken, 9WG.
Two Good Pieces of Advice
Wayne, Mich.
Editor, QST:
There are two points pertaining to ama
teur operating that the "reform wave" has
not touched as yet.
Nr. 1 is the correct method of handling
an ordinary straight key. In a great num
ber of cases the operator has the key
perched on the edge of the table, with
contacts set very close, and pounds the key
with his whole arm in midair. This makes
"bum fists", and the op's arm soon tires if
much traffic is handled. I have tried it my
self, and find that the quality of the send
ing is bound to be lowered considerably.
The way shown in the Junior Operator
section of QST for July, 1923, on page 53
in the only way to handle a key. If it
isn't, why don't railroad operators adopt
some other style? Unless an operator de
sires a "glass-arm", he will do well to fol
low out the above article to the letter.
It may take some time to get used to this
form, but a quality fist is worth a lot.
Nr. 2 : Why don't more ham stations use
break-in? If we all had break-in systems
QRM would be reduced greatly; more
traffic could be handled in less time, and
with less confusion. Calling could be
shortened greatly, as the station called
could come back just as soon as he got the
caller's sign. Long QTA'S and QSZ-ing
would be eliminated entirely—why, "radio
heaven" would be pretty close at hand!
Such a system can be installed easily.
A small one-wire antenna for receiving is
all you need, left connected permanently
to your receiver. The receiving antenna
should be at as near right angles to the
transmitting antenna as possible, and the
primary circuit of the receiver should be
left untuned so as to prevent undue ab
sorption when working transmitter and
receiver on the same wave. QST has
published dope on break-in systems for a
long time but few have taken advantage
of it.
Well, it's nm hr, so I guess I'll QRX and
watch for results. Hope a microscope or
an Ultra-audible Microphone won't be
be needed to detect them. Hi! 73 to the
gang.
—Clifford Tunis, 8DLZ.
Calibrating Your Receiver
36 Central Ave.,
Audubon, New Jersey.
Editor, QST:
Here's a little stunt that some of the
fellows might like to try some Sunday
afternoon or during the quiet hours.
There's nothing startling about it, but I've
never seen it described before.
The idea is to calibrate your receiving
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set by using broadcast harmonics. Here's
how. Pick up a harmonic from some
broadcasting station whose wave you know.
The harmonics will be found with your
tube oscillating at one-half, one-third, onefourth, etc., of their wavelength. For
instance, suppose the station has a wave of
400 meters. The half wavelength or
second harmonic will be at 200 meters
exactly; another harmonic will be found
at 133 meters, another at 100 meters, etc.
The right number to divide by will easily
be found by observation. The thing to do
is to plot as many of these points as pos
sible on cross-section paper, and then draw
a fair curve through as many of the points
as you can. The more stations and waves
you can plot, the better, for the chance of
error will be reduced.
There are four Class B stations near here,
two on 509 meters and two on 395 meters.
Thus it is possible to check one against
the other. Three harmonics can be tuned
in and measured from the 395 meter sta
tions on my tuner and four from the 509
meter stations. Can also pick up harmonics
from WEAF, WOR, KYW, and quite a few
others. Altogether I have over twelve
points on my curve.
After the curve is drawn, small inac
curacies can be remedied by checking as
follows: pick out some fairly-nearby
amateur whose wave is at least twice the
minimum wave of your tuner. Note his
wave from your curve, divide this by two,
and look for his second harmonic on the
resulting wave. If your curve is OK, his
second harmonic can be plotted right on
your curve. This process can also be
worked in the reverse order: pick up a
harmonic, find the wavelength of this
harmonic from your curve, multiply it by
two, and set your tuner on that wave.
He'll be right there if your curve is correct.
Practically the whole scale down as far
as you wish to go can be checked in this
way.
In order to check up this method of cal
ibrating I listened for WWV recently and
found his standard waves checked to within
one meter of the calibration curve of my
receiver, obtained by the above method.
Most of the points I had were only onehalf meter off, which is close enough for
practical work.
It goes without saying that the coupling
between the primary and the secondary,
and also the tuning adjustments of the
primary, must be fixed while the calibrat
ing is being done, otherwise the results
will be inaccurate. In my set I use an un
tuned primary with fixed coupling, and
calibrate with the tickler set so the tube
is just on the oscillating point. If there
is any body capacity effect on your tuner
it is of course impossible to get anything
like an accurate curve, but all of these
things apply to any other method of cali
brating as well.
I'd be glad to hear from any of the
fellows who try this method. 73.
—Geo. Grammer, 3AIH.
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Regarding NKF Tests
DEPARTMENT OF THE WAVY
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON
May 19,. 1924
Mr. Hiram Percy Maxim, President,
The American Radio Relay League,
Hartford, Connecticut.
Sir:—
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt
of your letter HPM:CIK of 7 May, 1924,
offering to the Navy, the cooperation of
the American Radio Relay League, in con
ducting short wave experiments. Such
assistance will be of very considerable
benefit to the Navy and I hope that the
resulting exchange of information will
benefit the members of your League.
The experiments on the part of the
Navy will take place at the Naval Experi
mental & Research Laboratory at Bellevue,
D. C. I am consulting with the Director
of that Laboratory to learn his wishes in
regard to the precise form of the ex
periments to be conducted. This informa
tion will be communicated to you in the
near future.
Permit me, my dear Mr. Maxim, to ex
press to you, and through you to the mem
bers of the League, the appreciation of the
Navy for your offer to perform a service
that will be of the greatest benefit to the
Naval Radio Service.
Respectfully,
(signed) Curtis D. Wilbur,
Secretary of the Navy.
A Problem
342 Main Street,
Riverside, Calif.
Editor, QST:
I've been wondering ever since the ad
vent of the use of "short waves" why it is
that all of the notes of stations we hear on
waves of about 160 meters and below are
all A.C. I can't offer any explanation that
seems feasible, so I thought I would write
and see what the gang has to say about
it.
I have carried on many tests with sta
tions at distances varying from 15 to 2500
they say my note is D.C. when I am up on
my 176 meter wave, but when I QSY to
150 meters, or even 165 meters, my note
is immediately knocked to pieces and I
get no reports other than "rectified A.C."
You yourself have probably noticed that
there are very few, in fact almost no sta
tions on or below 150 meters that have
pure D.C. notes. Now just why is that?
Imagine my consternation the other
day when I reported Canadian 4DQ's note
as sounding like rectified A.C. without a
filter and I received a reply QSL stating
that he was using 550 volts of battery on
the plate of his tube! His wave was
around 145 meters. 6G—here in town
experienced the same sensation when he
reported Canadian 4A—as having a poor
rectified A.C. note and received a QSL
shortly after stating Canadian 4A—was
also using battery on the plate of his trans
mitting tube. His wave was low also.
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If any of the gang can offer a plausible
explanation of why things happen as they
do to one's note when lowering the wave
length I would certainly be pleased to learn
of it.
—Lloyd E. West, 6IV-6ZP.
Hams Please Note
Walnut Grove, Calif.,
Editor, QST:
I am going to break forth with a few
kicks and suggestions on QRM and the
traffic situation. Of the various kinds of
interference, I believe that from amateur
fones is the worst. A good fone with DC
plate supply is fine for some work but these
are few. Most of the fones heard on the
air are useless for satisfactory two-way
communication.
Next comes unnecessary communication.
It should possibly hold first place in the
amount of QRM it causes. Under this head
ing we can place most repetition of mess
ages, long calls without signing and long
calls while working stations. When work
ing a station that reports you "QSA vy" why
on earth is it necessary to come back with
eight or ten calls, signing an equal number
of times and repeating this between every
break or message? Then the messages are
repeated two or even three times. Nothing
should be repeated unless it is requested by
the receiving operator. When working
average relay station "1 R K" does the
trick just as well in acknowledging for a
message as anything else you can send, and
saves a lot of time.
As for repeats and long calls; they are
seldom necessary. A little more attention
to quality of sending and less speed will put
more traffic through than high speed
jumbled key work.
Then we have testing, you know the kind,
this home amusement stuff where the key
is held down for a half minute or more
between changes in adjustment just to see
if the tubes are going to stand the gaff. A
short dash and a glance at the meters will
show you all you need to know in most cases.
If not, hook up a dummy antenna, put a book
on the key and burn up the tubes if you
want to, but for heaven's sake don't shove
it all on the air and make life miserable for
everyone within a thousand miles.
Now comes CQ calling as a source of
QRM. The CQ hound hurts himself more
than others for very few will listen for the
end of a long CQ. The CQ hound will
die a natural death.
Then we have power line QRM and plenty
of it. However, the power companies
usually show a kindly disposition to remedy
the situation. The only job is to find the
location of the trouble and a little assis
tance on your part with a loop set will
usually do the trick.
Last, but not least by any means, we have
harmonics from broadcast stations. These
are worse the shorter we go down on the
wave, it seems, and there should be some
remedy. Perhaps it is through the broad
cast stations themselves.
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Now we have the traffic situation and in
of Commerce that all the noise was
terference question summed up in one word; coming from my station. They went so
TERRIBLE! A glance at "Traffic Facts" far as to have my experimental license
by Schnell, will give you all of the dope.
revoked over this, however it was re
No improvement will be forthcoming turned when we found the real trouble.
until every operator is made to realize that
I can give you the dope on this if you
in accepting a message he assumes an obli want it. In every way our finding the
gation that MUST be performed, either by power leaks was a big success and now
radio, land wire, or mail, within 48 hours. the power company is working on the
I can say that no message has ever been leaks we found.
This will certainly
held at this station for over 48 hours and "clear up" the broadcast and amateur
90% of the traffic is moved the same night receiving conditions in this town.
it is received. On all important messages
—Philip SUmt, 5LF-5XK.
to points where final delivery seems at all
uncertain, a copy is mailed to the addressee
the following morning. Subsequent acknow
Short Waves Do The Work
ledgment of these copies show the value of
this practice.
104 South Hamlin Ave.,
Official Relay Stations are under control
Chicago, 111.
of the A.R.R.L. and should be compelled to Editor, QST:
conform to the traffic regulations. Ineffi
Your continued entreaties to all amateurs
cient handling and non-delivery of messages to get below 200 meters has borne fruit at
should result in cancellation of appointments this station. From an outfit that would not
until the operator is willing to assume the "perk" below 210 meters, and suffered the
responsibility of holding an ORS appoint
inevitable BCL abuse, we have trans
ment. All messages should be in complete formed into a 176 meter station and the
commercial form, as outlined in Traffic results are twice as good. On 210 meters
Rules, and this should be insisted upon of the antenna current with a BO-watter was
relay stations. Look over your message file 4.5 amperes. With that arrangement we
and see how many you can find that are worked every district but the sixth but
complete. You cannot probably tell whether Western amateurs were not reporting us
it took three minutes or three months to QSA. On 176 meters with two series con
get the messages through. What? You densers, Reinartz style, putting 1.5 amperes
have no message file? No wonder you can't into the antenna on low power, we have been
tell where that message went. Better get constantly reported "vy vy QSA" out West
busy and start such a file.
and needless to say we are working more
Transmission of abbreviations for 6's than we thought a bottle was capable
words in a message that was accepted of doing! Of course the lower the wave we
written out in full is not allowed in com enjoy better DX, even though the ammeter
mercial practice and should not be done does not budge.
in relay work. I have checked the hand
The short waves have proven to be the
ling of some of these abbreviated mess thing for we amateurs. By right of dis
ages and found the meaning to be en covery, exploration, and settlement they
tirely different from what it was sup belong to us. The members of the American
posed to have been. This is inexcusable Radio Relay League must procure these
and results in a habit which would give wavelengths for themselves by creating a
one a short life as a commercial operator. strong public opinion, and our cause will
More attention should be paid to proper succeed.
routing. Don't send a message north
—T. Lowenthal, 9AUE's XG.
when its destination is south, just to get
rid of it. What's the idea?
Attention to the following would also
help eliminate needless QRM. More effi
CALLS HEARD
cient transmitters using coupled circuits,
universal use of break-in systems, use
(Concluded from page XI)
of schedules and definite waves for traffic
8DOS, 20 Fargo Ave.,
handling, better key work rather than
Ashtabula, Ohio.
speed.
larr, laru. lby, lckp, ler, lprv, lxae, lxax, lxu,
—Stanley T. Runyon, 6AGE.
lxw, lxx, lxz, 2adp, 2agf, 2cla, 2wz, Sadb, 3bo,
31>uy, 3hh, 3ot, 3xar. 3xx, Bamh, 6avo, 6fp, 71u,
9cii.
Canadian: lBq, 2bn, 2cg, 2hm, 3aa, 3atk, 3bq,
3cw, fonc, 3gK. 3f?n, 31b. 3ml, 3rg, 3vh, 3ml.
Locating the Buzzes
8BFE, Williamsport, Pa.
(laur). 4aa. 4abu. 4ea, 4eq, 4ft, 4gw, (4io),
1621 Riverside Drive,
4jr,
41j.
4su,
4tj,
5aaq, 5aek, 5ajj, 4apc, Sen, (8dgo),
Knoxville, Tennessee.
9aal, 9afy, 9aic, 9ajw, 9akv. 9aol, 9arp, (9arf),
Editor, QST:
9be, (9baz), 9buj, 9bcb, 9bdr, 9cvf, 9cmc, 9ccw,
(9day), 9dfq, 9dhfr, 9dlw, 9dni, 9du, 9dvv,
Some time ago in QST you told how 9cyq, 9ehh,
9elb, 9eld, 9es, (9kd), 9mc, 9om, 9zt.
the power line leak in Hartford was 9efp,
Canadian: lbq.
located and repaired. I have just fin
Wud appreciate reports on my 5 watter, all cards
ished a survey of the city and have found ansd.
over thirty leaks in different parts of
8BWB and BTX,
town. I did this partly in self defense
9737 Woodward C't, Cleveland, O.
because the BCL's were telling the Dept.
lei. lck. (lfb). (lfh), lfn, lga, lgv, lii, lka,
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lkx, lme, lpx, lpy, lrb, ltv, luj, lvq, lxm, lxw,
lxz, (lyc), (1yd). lzj, (laac). labf). labt, lacs,
laez, (lafa). (lafe), lafn, (lafp), (lags), last,
(ljh), (ajx), laki, lalj, laou, lare, larf, larp.
laud, lavf, (lavw), lavx, lav], (lawe), laxn,
.layt). (lazn), lbbp. lbcr, lbez. (lbet), (lbhn),
lblx. (lbrl). lbsd, (lbsz), lcde. (lcit), lcjc, lcmp,
lcpn, (lcre), (ctp), lxam, lxar, 2al. 2at, 2az,
2cj, 2dn, 2fu, <2gk), 2hm, (2jf). 2kd. 2ku, 21v,
2qf, (2rb), 2t3, 2wa, 2wc, (2wr), 2aaj, 2adn, 2agb.
(2axf), 2azy, (2bav). (2bdu), (2bec). 2bco, 2bfe.
2bir, 2bkl, (2blm), 2bms, 2bpb, <2bpr), (2bqb),
2bqu, (2brb), (2bsl), 2btt, 2bum, 2bxd, 2bxg.
(ccd). (2cdp), 2cee, <2cgk). 2cjj. 2cjx, (2ck),
(2cpa), (2cpq), (2cqj). (2cap), (2cqz), (22crd).
2csd, 2csi, <2cts). 2cty, (2cvj), 2cvs, (2cyw),
(2cyx), 2xna, 8bj, 3bg, 3cc, 3cy, (3do), (3ch).
Sek. (3ex), 3gg. Sgt, 8hh, (3hs),(3ii), 3iw>, 3kq.
Sly, 3me, 3ml, 3na, 8oq, 3pz, (3rs), (3tj), Sty,
Swx, 3yo, 3yv, 3adb, 3adj, (3aek), (3agf). 3ahp,
Sakl, 3alx, (3apv), (San), 3auv), (3avk), 3awa,
8bbu, 3bdo, <3bgc), (3bhv), (3bkl), Sblp, (3bno),
Sbpp, 3bqj. 3bqp, (3brf), 3bss, 3btq, (3buv), 3buy,
Sbwt, (3cah), 3ccv, (3ccw). 3cdi. (3cdn), ilcej,
(3cel). (3cgs), 3cjn), (3ckh), 4ab, 4af, 4cl. (spk).
4bx, 4co, (4db), 4dv, 4fg, (spk). 4ft, Atz, 4gn.
(4hs), 4it, 4iz, 4je, (4jk), (4jr), (41j), 4mb, 4mv,
(spk), 4oa, 4og, 4ou, 4pk, 4rh, 4sb. (4sh), 4x<\
4xx, 5bx, 5cn, 5ck, 5gh, 5gw, 6gx, She, 5ht, 5ib,
Bin, 5jb, 5jl, Ska. Sli, 5mb, 5mi, 5mz, (Bnw), 5pv,
5qf, 5qi, Bqj, Bql, 5rg. (5ql), 4rg, Bsk, 5sz, 5uk,
Buo, Bvm, 5za, 6zr, Baac, 5abw, (Bads), 5agn,
(Bags), (Sahr), 5air, (5aiu), Bajb, Bajj, 5alm,
Balo, Balv, Bamh, 5umu, Bamz, fianf, (Baom), 6ak,
6bf, 6eb, 6fp, 6gr, (6nb), Gpl, 6uh, 6uw, Gxm, 6zt,
6aao, 6abk, (Gahp), 6alk, 6avj, 6avr, tawm, 6bbc,
6bij, 6bnt, 6buh, 6cbw, 6cgs, 6cgw, 6cjv, 6cmr,
6cng, 6xad, 6zar, 6zat, 6zbu. (7co), 7kz, 7sc, 7sf,
7abb, 7ajy, 9bk. (9bu), 9cb, 9cp, 9dc, 9dn, 9ds,
9el, 9cr, 9es, 9gi, (9hm). 9hw, 9ib, 9iw, (9ju).
9kd. 91a, 91b, 9mc, 9mf, 9mm, 9pw, 9qe, 9rc, (9rh),
9ry, 9ta, 9tw, 9wu, 9zt, 9aal, 9aau, 9aaw, 9abe,
9abf, (9aci), 9acx. 9ada. (9adg). (9adp), 9aec),
9aok, 9aep. 9aex, 9aEc, (9agx), (9ahh), 9ahq,
(9ahy), 9aic, 9aii, 9aim, 9aio, 9air, (9aju), 9akd,
9amp, 9amq, (9amu), 9amz, 9aol, 9nom, 9apc, 9apd,
9aqd, 9aql, 9arr, 9aru, (9ase). 9aah, 9asz, 9att, 9aus,
9avg, 9avn, (9awe), (9awg), 9awp, 9awv, 9axi,
9ayj, 9ayn, 9ayx, 9azg, 9azl, 9azx, 9bav, 9bcb,
9bcf, 9bdg. Obdci. 9bed, 9bee, 9bef, 9bez, 9bfi, 9b«c.
(9bgk), 9bhi. 9bhw. 9bhy, 9bib, 9bq, 9bji. 9bi),
9bkk, (91e), 9blv, 9bly, (9bna). 9bve, 9boz, 9bpm,
9bqj, (9bre), 9bqy, (9brk), (9brx), 9btk. Ubtt.
CJbuk), 9buo, (8buv), (9bua), 9vz, 9bwb, 9bwc,
9bwu, 9bya, 9b/.c, 9bzh, 9bzi, (9caa), 9cbf. (9cck).
9ccm, 9ccs, 9ccv, (9ccw), 9cdb, (9cee), 9ceh, 9cek.
9cfn. (tone), 9cku, (9chn). 9cho, 9cix, 9cji, 9cjy,
9ckd, 9cla, 9cld, 9cle. (9clz). (9cmb), 9cmc,
9cmk, 9cny, 9cou, 9cow, 9cph, (9cpm), 9cqa.
(9csn), 9ctt, 9cui, <9cvo), 9cus, (9cxi), (9cxx),
9cyd, 9dap, (9daw), 9day. (9dbf), (9dct). 9dcw,
9ddo, (9ddp), 9dfg. 9dfq, 9dft, 9dga, (9dge), 9dhq,
(9dkb), 9dlm, (9dlr), ildkk, 9dnd, 9dni, (9dpp).
9dpr, 9dpx, 9dqn, 9dqu. 9drj, (9drr), (9dsg), 9dsw,
9dui. 9dve, 9dvm, (9dvw), 9dwa, 9dwp, (9dws),
9dw/., (9dxk), 9dxl, 9dxn, 9dxs, 9dxu, (9dyi),
9dyl, 9dyy. 9dyt, 9<lyz, 9dzb, (9eak)„ 9ear, 9ebh,
(9ebt). 9cdb. (9eeg), (9eev), 9cfe. 9efh, 9efl, 9efq,
9ego, 9ejru, 9ehm. 9ehq, (9ekc), 9ekt, 9eky, (9elb).
9eld, (Beli), 9clv, 9elw, 9clz, 9yau.
Canadiian: lar, lbb, 2fc, 2ei, (2bn), (2cg). 3ir,
(3we). like, (3bm), 3bg, (3kq), (3tf), 3oh. 4cn,
5cn, 5co. (9bb).
French : Sab.
English: 2kl, 2sh.
Australian: 2cdm.
8ARX, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Heard on det. 2 step with loud speaker using 2
foot loop in apartment on June 14th.
lby, lajx. lbgb, lbyj. 3ahp, 3ahw, 3bdi, 3but,
3buy. 3bwl, 3bwt. Bq9, 8ahc. 8afn, 8apw, 8arv,
8BDG Frank R. Day,
8blc. 8dak, 8dfm. 8dgo, 8ipn, 8baz. 9anc.
102 Center Ave., Schuylkill Haven, Pa.
4af, 4dv. 4dx. 4fs. 4ft, 4hr, 4iz, 4jr. 4pk. 4re,
4su, 4sz, 4ti, 4un. 4yz, Babn, Baek, Salz, Bamh,
5es, Bin, 5ka. 5ph. Suk, Bzas. 9aal, 9afc, 9afi. 9aic,
9amb, 9amu, 9ark, 9ato, 9aud, 9ayx, 9azx, 9bag,
9baz, 9bc, 9bdy, 9bge. 9bhz, 9bk, 9bkk, 9bkm, 9blg,
9bob, 9bpn, 9bru, 9btk, 9buk, 9bwf, 9ccw, 9cdo.
9cdy, 9cee, 9cfl. 9cfk. 9cfs, 9cii. 9cln. 9coy(7),
9csa, 9csg, 9csk, 9ctr, 9cxy, 9cze, 9dcb, 9ddr, 9ddp,
9dfq. 9dfz, 9dln. 9dlw, 9dnh. 9dno. 9dnx. 9dqg,
9dqu, 9dro, 9dwz. 9dxs, 9ebh, 9ebx. 9ekf, 9eld.
XVI

9eli, 9esa (?), 9kd, 9mc, 9nu, 9pb, 9vc, 9wx, 9xax,
9xbh, 9zt, 9za.
9ccw, St. Louis, Mo.
(lah). lfd, lgv. (lpy). (lsn). (laac), (labf),
ladn. lafa, laur. (layt), lalk, lbxd, lbie, (lbhn),
(lcmx), lcsw. lyb, lxax. 2cdp. (2cee), 2cpd, 2cqz.
(3hs), Smf, (Sauv), (3bce). Sbnu, 3buy, (3cjn).
3xw. 4ai, (4dv). (4er), (4oa), (4qf), B's too
numerous, (6bbc), (6bbw). 6cgw, (7gr), (8ci),
(8jq), (8rj). (8sr), (8abm), (8abs), 8aer. 8afm.
8avb, (8bnh). (8cdc). 8cwp, (8cvi), (8dkj). 8doo.
(8yn), (8zw). 8xbq, 9's too numerous.
Can.: Odd). (2bn). 2co, (Sly), (3xi). (4fv).
Mex.: "bx".
9ZT-9XAX, Minneapolis, Minn.
Stations WORKED using 9XAX on 109 meters
(During 1924)
lajp, lbes, lcmp, lxah. lxrl:. lxam. lxaq, lxj,
lxw. 2gk, 2aws, 2bsc. ;iii. 3mb, 3pz, 3vw, 3bdi,
Sbwj, 3xao, 4bz, 4fj, 4hs, 4ku. 4xc, 4xe, Bov, Sow,
riqw, Baic, Bahj, Bxv, 5xab. Garb, Gcfz, Gxe, 6xbc,
Gxbe, 7fq, 7gb. 7ij, 8hn, gpl, 8vc, 8adk, 8alf, 8awj,
8bbf, 8bnh, 8bwy, 8dcy, Hxbe, 8xbp, 8xbq.
kdef. kdch. nkf, nkf-1.
Canadian: lbq, lef, 2bpr, 2bn. 2cg, 3bp, 3bq. 3ko.
Sly, 3aec, 4cr, 4cw, 9al.
9CXY, Gordon Verhulst,
Sheboygan High School, Sheboygan, Wis.
(June 15-30).
lask, lauk, lbgi, lgv, lum, 2ana. 2be. 2bqb,
2brb, (2cwj qra?). 2cwp, 2eg, 2rk, 2rm, 3aa, 3adb.
3agf. 3bnu, 3ahp, 3bta. 3buy, (3cdk). 3cjn, 3cxl.
Sob, 4dx, 4ft, 4pv. (5ck), Ses, Sqa, 5uk. 7co, 8acm.
8avx, 8bkh, 8blc. 8brc. (fone) 8bg, 8bgl, 8bvd, 8bxh.
8cdc, Scbp, 8cfb, 8ci. 8cjp. 8czo, 8ckm. 8clc, 8cyi,
8daa, 8dgr, 8dae, 8dgv. 8dmx, 8jq, 8hn, 8ge, 8ij.
8nm. 8rt. 8tdz, 8vq, 8vt, 8wa.
Can. : 3bg, 3anu.
9AFR and 9AN,
Lincoln. Nebr.
411, Baw, Saz, Baex, Bahd, iiajh, 5alz, Bamh. Bapc,
5aqw, Ben. Bhy, Bin, 5kg, 5mz, (5ns), Snt, Box.
5pp. (Bqh). 5sg, 5ux, Bvm, Bvo. Gxv, 6rm, 6cbg,
6rek. Gcmm, Gxad, 7zu, 8aer. 8arv, (8avx), 8bmb.
8brc, 8cwp. 8daw, 8dgo. 8dhs. 8did. 8dpf.
Can.: 4cb.

TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT
(Concluded from page VIII)
VANCOUVER DIVISION
A. J. Ober, Mgr.
Traffic is still moving through the division in
spite of the heavy QRN. It is still hard to QSO
the coast, but from Calgary to the Atlantic it is
easy sailing. 5CT is still the old timer of the
West Const Islands, and has never missed a report.
Since 4CL has left Edmonton there has been very
little activity there, but Mr. Makepeace, who -is
acting as DS., is doing his best.
The new O.R.S. for the month are 5AS. 5GO
and 1GT.
AMiERTA:—4AB is swinging a wicked "mashie"
these days instead of his "cootie"; his favorite
figure is 48, but not messages handled. 410 hands
in a total of 16 msgs. 4CW says nil. 4GT is
pounding fast and furious and keeps traffic moving
in great shape. 4UQ is on every night, mostly
from 2:30 to 8:30 A. M. tho it's great to hear
the sigs gradually fade out as daylight comes
on, msgs. 20.
VANCOUVER:—5GF is a new station on the
air and has handled some traffic. He is on short
waves and reports that it is very hard to raise
Yanks for traffic. "> AS handled the most traffic
this month. 5CN is back on the job and will re
main during the summer. 15 CA, another new sta
tion, has worked several U.S. stations. 5AH will
not be on the air again until September. 5GO is
another old station that is closed down. 5AK has
left the city for the summer.
Traffic: 5AS.36; 5GF.1S: 5CN.11.
VANCOUVER ISLAND :—HCT rnd trouble in
getting "S" tubes to work just ri
He had to
go back to M.G. for the present. He handles traffic
with 7AGF, 4DQ, 5HG and 4CB and once with
8WS. 5HK is experimenting with low power and
worked nearby 7 with twenty-two one hundredths
of a watt input.
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Don't

Buy

Just

—

his symbol of
quality is your
protection

It Isn't a genuine WD-I1
unless it's a Radiotron.
It isn't a genuine WD-12
unless it's a Radiotron.
It isn't a genuine UV-199
unless it's a Radiotron.
It isn't a genuine UV-200
unless it's a Radiotron.
It isn't agenuineUV-201-a
unless it's a Radiotron*

'Tubes/

If you go into a reliable store and ask for a vacuum
tube, you will probably get a genuine Radiotron, be
cause most reputable dealers carry nothing else. And
most buyers mean "Radiotron" when they say"tube."
But the wise man says "Radiotron." And he takes
the precaution to look for the name on the base, and
the RCA mark on the glass. Those names have a
history of invention, research and development back
of them that has resulted in the production of the
finest tubes possible to-day. And they have a history
of best performance right within every fan's experience.
That's why knowing fans buy by the name: Radiotron.
Radio Corporation of America
Suite No. 289
233 Broadway, New York
10 So. La Salle St., Chicago, IIL
433 California St., San Francisco, Cal.

Radiotron
REG. U. S. PAT. O.FF,

1

Keeping

faith

with

the

amateur
■ -. i

broadcasting has increased our
~m business many fold, we haven't forgotten the
amateur with whom the radio business started.
We have a sense of gratitude toward him. For this
reason, while it seems that many others have
ceased to do so, Acme still makes transmitting
apparatus.
If you have any difficulty in getting Acme Trans
mitting Apparatus, write either to the Acme Ap
paratus Company, New York Office, 1270 Broad
way, or to the factory, Cambridge, Mass., and you
will be taken care of promptly.
A catalog of Acme Transmitting Apparatus will
be sent you upon request. Write for Bulletin T.
ACME APPARATUS COMPANY
Dept. 152, Cambridge, Mass.

C W Power
Transformer

for transmission
ACME
2
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THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT, A.R.R.L.
ATLANTIC DIVISION
St. David's, Pa.
C. H. Stewart
Manager
1824 Ingleside Ter.
Washington
A.B.Goodall
A.D.M.D. of C.
Chapel Gate Lane, Ten Hills Baltimore
G. L. Deichmann, Jr.
A.D.H. Maryland
Irvington
076
Chancellor
St.
A.
G.
Wester,
Jr.
A.D.M. No. N. J.
Collingswood
140 Washington St.
H. W. Denshatn
A.D.M. So. N. J.
Brooklyn
845
E.
13th
St.
E.
M.
Glaser
A.D.M. East. N. Y.
Buffalo
508 Masten St.
C. S. Taylor
A.D.M. West. N. Y.
Philadelphia
2085
E.
Kingston
St.
J.
F.
Rau
A.D.M. East. Penna.
Wilkinsburg
P. E. Wiggin
T14 Johnston St.
A.D.M. WeBt. Penna.
Wilmington
805 Washington St.
H. H. Layton
A.D.M. Delaware
CENTRAL DIVISION
R.
H.
G.
Matthews
332
S.
Mich.
Ave.
Chicago,
111.
Manager
C. E. Darr
137 Hill Ave., llighl r Pk. Detroit
A.D.M. Michigan
C.
E.
Nichols
739
Wendock
Aw
Lima
A.D.M. Ohio
N. C. Smith
912 North Glenn >, i' . e. Peoria
A.D.M. Illinois
Milwaukee
C. N. Crapo
443 Newton Ave.
A.D.M. Wisconsin
Middlebury
M. W. Hutchinson
A.D.M. No. Ind.
Indianapolis
D. J. Angus
Rm. 66, Y. Y. C. A.
A.D.M. So. Indiana
Lexington
J. C. Anderson
Glengarry Farm
A.D.M. Kentucky
DAKOTA DIVISION
Minneapolis
D. C. Wallace
54 Penn. Ave. N.
Manager
St. Paul
M. G. Goldberg
711 Dayton Ave.
A.D.M. Minnesota
Orville Wheelon
800 E. Capital Ave.
Pierre
.A.D.M. So. Dakota
Devils Lake
Bert Wick
1025-3rd St.
A.D.M. No. Dakota
DELTA DIVISION
Memphis, Tenn.
W. W. Rodgers
1106 Union Ave.
Manager
Plaquemine
V. L. Rosso
Box 415
* .D.M. I.ouisana
Mississippi
University Post Office
A D.M. Mississippi
W. L. Kennon
Wind Rock
A D M. Tenessee
W. C. Hutcheson
Little Rock
Rocs
Dr. L. M. Hunter
207 H Main St.
A.I) M. Arkansas
MIDWEST DIVISION
Omaha, Nebr.
P. H. Quinby
Box 134-A, Rt. 6
Manager
D. E. Watts
118 Highland Ave.
Ames
A.D.M. Iowa
8020 Mercier St.
Kansas City ' .....
A.D.M. Missouri
L. B. Laizure
Tonganoxie
Clifford Peters
A.D.M. Kansas
Omaha
H. A. Nielsen
4708 No. 39th St.
A.D.M. Nebraska
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
Mattapoisett. Mass.
I. Vermilya
Manager
86 Franklin St.
Westerly
D. B. Fancher
A.D.M. Rhode Island
Manchester
B. H. Stevens
118 Brook St.
A.D.M. New Hampshire
Burlington
8915 Union St.
W. W. Hall
A.D.M. Vermont
20 Wood St.
Lewiston
L. Hilton
A.D.M. Maine
586 Armory St.
Springfield
A.D.M. West. Mass.
A. S. McLean
39 Chester Ave.
Winthrop
B. H. Chase
A.D.M. East. Mass.
1622 Main St.
E. Hartford
D. C. S. Comstock
A.D.M. Connecticut
NORTHWESTERN DIVISION
Polytechnic, Mont.
Glenn E. West
Manager
Bozeman
H. E. Cutting
Box 517
A.D.M. Montana
Everett Kick
3802 Hoyt Ave.
Everett
A.D.M. Washin:
LaVerne Martin
423-14th Ave. S.
Nampa
A.D.M. Idaho
Eugene
P. R- Hoppe
1633 Williamette St.
A.D.M. Oregon
Vancouver, Wash.
Geo. Sturley
206 E. 17th St.
A.D.M. Alaska
PACIFIC DIVISION
Lob Angeles Calif.
M. E. McCreery
2901 Keniston Ave.
Manager
Dnuglas
H. L. Gooding
liox 175
A.D.M. Arizona
G. M. Lewis
211 West St.
Reno
A.D.M. Nevada
D.
M.
Urockway
4909
Sunset
Blvd.
Los Angeles Calif.
A D.M.So. Calif.
P. W. Dann
r,26-:S5th St.
Oakland
A.D.M. Central Calif.
Walnut
Grove
Stanley Runyon
Box 99-A
A.D.M. No. Calif.
Honolulu, T. H
K. A. Cantin
1593 Piioki St.
A.D.M. Hawaii
ROANOKE DIVISION
Danville, Va.
W. T. Gravely
854 Main St.
Manager
Farmington
J. L. Bock
Main St.
A.D.M. West. Va.
J. F. Wohlford
118 Cambridge Ave.
Roanoke
A.D.M. Virginia
T. M. Simpson
Peoples Nat'l Bank Bldg. Winston-Salem
A.D.M. No. Carolina
RCCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
Casper, Wyo.
N. R. Hood
1022 S. Ash St.
Manager
Salt Lake City
H. C. Wilson
c/o Deseret News
A.D.M. Utah
P. M. Segal
404 Interstate Trust Bldg. Denver
A.D.M. Colorado
Greybull
P. N. Mitchell
Box 576
A.D.M. Wyoming
SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION
H. L. Reid
76 E. 12th St.. Apt. 6
Atlanta, Ga.
Manager
A. DuPre
2!t0 Wofford Campus
Spartanburg
A.D.M. So. Carolina
H. S. Brownell
Kdgewood
Birmingham
A.D.M. Alabama
C. F. Clark
c/o Western Union Tel. Co. Jacksonville
A.D.M. Florida
T. M. Keith
601 Highland Ave.
Atlanta
A.D.M. Georgia
Luis Rexach
Box 311)
San Juan
A.D.M. Porto Kico
R. H. Tormo
Avenieda do Italia No. 29 Havana
A.D.M. Cuba
WEST GULF DIVISION
F. M. Corlett
2515 Catherine St.
Dallas, Texas
Manager
Roswell
Louis Falconi
Ilox 421
A.D.M. New Mexico
Enid
C. E. Whnrtenby
211 News Bldg.
A.D.M. Oklahoma
New Braunfels
E. A. Sahm
Box 569
A.D.M. So. Texas
Waxahachie
W. B. Forrest, Jr.
502 Royal St.
A.D.M. No. Texas
MARITIME DIVIS1 N
W. C. Borrett
11 Sinc lair St.
Dartmouth, N. S.
Manager
Charlottetown
W. Hyndman
A.D.M. P. E. I.
T. B. Lacey
c/o N. B. Power Co.
St. John
A.D.M. New Brunswick
ONTARIO DIVISION
C. H. Langford
268 Cheapside St.
London, Ont.
Manager
W. Y. Sloan
167 Close Ave.
Toronto
A.D.M. Central Ont.
QUEBEC DIVISION
J. V. Argyle
493 Decarie Blvd.
Montreal
Manager
WINNIPEG DIVISION
Moose Jaw, Sask.
J. E. Brickett
260 Athabaska St., F,.
Manager
E. L. Maynard
Box 339
Morse
A.D.M. Saskatchewan
Winnipeg
E. Nicholson
397 Burnell St.
A.D.M. Manitoba
VANCOUVER DIVISION
A. J. Ober
Cor. Main & Minerva St Vulcan, Alberta
Manager

i
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SYNCHRO PHASE
TRADE MARK

"It is only when the cold
season comesxhatwe. know
the pine and cypress to be
evergreens. "
—Confucius

ABROADCAST Receiver that marks
. another long step forward in
radio design and establishes a new set
of standards in craftsmanship.
Write for literature

In the coming cold season
be not surpassed by thy
neighbor -set the pace with
your Qrebe Synchrophase.
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A. H. Grebe & Company, inc.
Van Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill, N.Y.
Western Branch : 451 East 3rd St.. Los Angeles, Cal.
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EDITORIALS
de AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE

The New Short Waves
EUREKA! The short waves at last!
After about a year's hard work,
Amateur Radio thru the efforts of th.3
A. R. R. L. has been given the use of fhe
bands of short waves. No better news
could be received in the game at this time.
The following from the "Bunav" tells the
story:
DEPARTMENT OF COM
BUREAU Or NAVIGATION
WASHINGTON
July 25, 1924.
Mr. K. B. Warner. Sec.,
The American Radio Relay League,
Hartford. Conn.
Sir:
There is enclosed herewith for the information of
the American Radio Relay League copy of the new
regulations affecting the operation of amateur trans
mitting radio stations.
A copy of these regulations has been sent to each
Supervisor of Radio. Because of the work involved
it is not possible to notify each amateur individually.
Therefore it is suggested that you give the new regu
lations publicity thru your magazine and also as a
telegraph broadcast thru the amateur stations if
you consider this advisable. It will be given to the
press at Washington for release Monday.
It is hoped that sufficient experimentation can be
carried on on the short wave lengths by amateurs
before the next conference is held in the latter part
of September to accumulate some dependable data
which will be helpful in connection with considering
amateur wave lengths at the conference, where there
will undoubtedly be made requests for the use of
short wave lengths for commercial purposes which
may result in some change in the allocation author'
ized in the new regulations.
Respectfully,
D. B. Carson, Commissioner
The Text of the New Regs
DEPARTMENT OP COMMERCE
BUREAU OP NAVIGATION
WASHINGTON
July 24. 1924.
All Supervisors of Radio.
Sirs:
Effective this date you are authorised to issue
general and restricted 'amateur radio station licenses
to permit the use of any one or all of the following
bands of short wave lengths :—75 to 80 meters, 40 to
43 meters, 20 to 22 meters, 4 to 5 meters, in addition
to the band 150 to 200 meters, provided application
is made by the owner of the station, which station
must be prepared to use the wave length, or wave
lengths, requested.
The use of continuous wave telegraphy only will
be permitted on wave lengths other than 150 to 200
meters and the antenna circuit must not be directly
coupled to the transmitting circuit.
Silent hours will not be required of amateurs while
using the wave lengths within the above bands below
80 meters except where the transmitting station is so
situated as to produce objectionable interference with
other services.
Hereafter special amateur stations will not use
wave lengths above 200 meters. They may be author
ized to use the band of wave lengths from 105 to

1 10 meters in addition to the wave lengths within
the bands authorized for general and restricted ama
teur use, where the special amateurs are engaged in
t onducting tests with government or commercial
stations.
General, restricted and special amateur stations
will be permitted to use the entire band qf wave
lengths from 150 to 200 meters employing pure C.W.,
park and modulated forms of transmission.
It should be made clear to the amateurs that the
authority granted above is necessarily tentative be
cause of the rapid development taking place in radio
tommunication and the bands of wave lengths author
ized may be changed whenever in the opinion of the
Secretary of Commerce such change is necessary.
Respectfully,
D. B. Carson, Commissioner
Approved :
J. Walter Drake,
Asst. Secy, of
Now we can get somewh?rel Coming
right at the fall rebui'ding rerlod, this is
just the bracer we have been needing.
There are several things that need to be
said about the new regulations, :o let us
take them up paragraph by paragraph.
First Paragraph
We had rather expected that the new
regulations would simply announce that
hereafter any amateur could use the short
waves without more ado, but that was
found impossible because it would violate
the terms of the licerses now existing,
which prescribe the waves that may be
used. It is therefore necessary to secure
blanks from your Supervisor and fill out a
new application, returning your old license
therewith. Your old call will be reassign
ed. Great care must be used to stay with
in the authorized bands. See the dope in
this issue about short-wave wavemeters;
several makes are also to be found adver
tised in our columns. We will have to em
ploy a full measure of teamwork on the air
now, and give each other readings and cali
brations, until we get broken in on the
new game.
Second Paragraph.
This paragraph is to be interpreted as
prohibiting the use on the short waves of
spark, phone ,and those outright forms of
I. C. W. obtained by mechanically inter
rupting a radio-frequency circuit such as
by the use of a chopper or buzzer, but as
authorizing all other forms of tube tele
graphy, including A. C. plate supply, recti
fied but unfiltered, self-rectified, and par
tially filtered, as well as generators and
batteries. This was specifically determin
ed at one of our conferences with the
Bureau. The chief possibility of our in
terfering with listeners is not from the
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modulation of impure plate supplies but
from the keying mump, and it is so vastly
simpler to overcome the latter when A. C.
is used, as compared with pure D. C, that
no attempt has been made to confine the
privileges to stations having D. C. supply.
The use of coupled circuits is counted on
to eliminate interference from the impact
of keying, from harmonics, and from sup
ply modulation. It is essential that con
ductive coupling between antenlna system
and transmitter be eliminated-—that is the
basis on which the quiet hours are being
lifted on these waves. Either inductive
or capacitive coupling may be used. We
ought to do this anyhow—the efficiency
is higher and the tubes run cooler.
Third Paragraph
This is the creme de la creme of the new
regulations—no quiet hours will be requir
ed of us except in the individual cases
where a station cannot be so adjusted as
to avoid objectionable interference. "Other
services" of course means the B. C. L.
There is such a vast difference in fre
quency between these short waves and the
broadcast waves, and there has been so
much improvement in B. C. L. sets, that it
is felt that with the use of loosely-coupled
circuits in the transmitter no interference
will result with listeners-in.
Fourth Paragraph
Here was a disappointment to us. We
received the short waves largely because
we were willing to give up the waves above
200 meters, which are useful to other ser
vices, but it was expected that the new
band of 105 to 110 meters would be sub
stituted outright therefor. Instead, its use
is confined to Z-stations conducting tests

with government or commercial stations.
Special-license amateurs and others who
can meet the requirements of that grade
can obtain the use of this band by shownig that they want to engage in communi
cation tests with the U. S. Naval Research
Laboratory, the Italian government expdition, the "Arctic" expedition, and similar
services. NFK wants your co-operation,
too. The use of these waves for general
amateur communication will be open to
determination at the September National
Radio Conference.
Fifth Paragraph
This paragraph means that the artifi
cial "fence" at 176 meters is abolished and
that all forms of amateur transmitters
may now freely operate anywhere between
150 and 200 meters
Sixth Pragraph
Everything in these regulations is on
a "till-further-notice" basis and is subject
to change without warning. The Bureau
did not want us to have to wait until the
September conference to get the use of
short waves, but it should be understood
that conference will rehash the general
matter of wavelength allocations and
changes may result. It i3 our duty to oc
cupy the newly-authorizedi areas immedi
ately, to get as much experience therein
as possible by late September, and to re
port this experience promptly to our A. R.
R. L. Headquarters so that dependable
data will be available when amateur reguests for short waves are under review at
the conference to be held in Washington
at that time.
Let's get busy and make the most of
our new world.

Entries Solicited for 1924

last time being on page 25 of our issue for
November, 1923, so they will not be repeated
here; but any interested amateur who lacks
particulars can get them by writing to
A.R.R.L. Headquarters. The entries must
be filed at Headquarters by January 1, with
the award to be made on March 1, 1925.
Let us say again that the Hoover Cup is
emblematic of the high interest Secretary
Hoover has in amateur progress, and that
his trophy, the highest honor Amateur
Radio has to offer in recognition of initia
tive in short-wave station construction, is
worth real effort to attain. You have a
chance to build a new station this fall that
will "soakum mortum," as our Inkslingers
have it, and by the first of the year estab
lish itself as worthy of this recognition.
This may be the last Department of Com
merce Cup, so it will justify your effort.
—K.B.W.

Hoover Cup
BY NOW every amateur must be familiar
with the Department of Commerce
Amateur Cup, the trophy awarded
annually during the present administration
to America's best all-around amateur sta
tion the major portion of which is home
made, under the auspices of the A.R.R.L.
With the coming of fall we want to call
attention to the fact that it is time to give
thot to the entries for the 1924 Cup, the
fourth to be given by Secretary of Com
merce Hoover. 5ZA got the first one for
1921, 20M the 1922 one, and 9ZT last
year's; you are in line for this year's, OM.
The regulations governing the contest
have been printed in QST several times, the
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Working at 20, 40 and 80 Meters
By S. Kruse, Technical Editor
TtERE is nothing new about radio
work between 20 and 100 meters—
some of the first sets ever built
worked in that region. Neither is
there anything peculiar about the
circuits that will work down to 20 meters—
our standard circuits only need to be cut
down and to be operated with a little more
than ordinary care.
That is the first thing to get straight on
—THERE IS NOTHING STRANGE
ABOUT THE 20 to 100 METER REGION.
Below 20 meters the tube capacities begin
to make some trouble and some special
stunts must be used, therefore the 4-5 meter
band will be talked about in another article
next month. This time let us think of the
20-22, 40-43 and 75-80 meter bands.
Beginning at the Beginning
It is- absolute nonsense to start sending
and receiving at 40 meters unless one
knows where 40 meters is. Don't do it—
just for once break all amateur traditions
and make a wavemeter FIRST. The way to
do it is told in this issue.
The Naxt Step
The next thing is the receiver. A re
ceiver is cheap and a mistake does not
result in $30 blowouts. After a receiver
has been made and put to work we will
have some idea of what short-wave ap
paratus looks like and can tackle the send
ing set with some sort of assurance.
Looking at Figure 1 we have the wellknown Hartley circuit oscillator with shunt

Figure 2. The tuning condenser C, has
been moved so that it goes across the grid
part of the coil only instead of going across
the whole coil. The plate stopping con
denser Clt has been made variable so that
the feed-back can be controlled. The an
tenna can be connected to the set in the
T

DETAIL
COUPLING
CONDENSER

Jhxt

To Antenna*

B

FIG 2 THE HARTLEY ClRCUITAS MODIFIED
FOR RECEPTION.
C3—Antenna coupling
of two
pieces nf wire or metal
to base as
coupling by
shown in Fig. 2a. Regulate an
bending or cutting,
For values of
Table A.

K.F.C.
ran
Plate Supply

IP
FIG I

A HARTLEY OSCILLATOR
WITH SHUNT FEED

feed thru an R.F. choke. Since any oscil
lating circuit can be made to send or receive
C.W. we may as well start with this de
pendable circuit.
The simplest way of turning the Hart
ley circuit into a receiver is shown in

fashion shown in Fig. 2a or it can be
coupled in the usual fashion which is in
dicated in Fig. 2b. The first method is
certainly simpler, altho the coupling can
not be changed very readily. The second
method allows the coupling to be changed
but unfortunately the antenna has a big
tuning effect and changes the secondary
wave around in great style.
A scheme that gets around both of these
difficulties to a considerable extent is the
well-konwn Reinartz circuit. This circuit
is another modification of the Hartley cir
cuit and is pretty well explained by Figure
3.
Another Kind of Reinartz Tuner
Still another sort of tuner tl.at works at
short waves is shown in Figure 4. This
circuit was also devised by Reinartz and
goes back more nearly to the original
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Hartley circuit in order to reduce matters,
to a single coil which can readily be changed
to get different wavelength ranges. Be
cause of this interchangeable feature the
circuit was first presented in Radio News
under the name of the "All-wave" tuner.
These Hartley-type tuners have been
described in detail for the good reason that
they are the simplest of all the tuners that

FIG. 3 -REINARTZ MODIFICATION OF
HARTLEY CIRCUIT
L4—Primary coil. Continue winding after finish
ing secondary and make 4 additional turns, tapping
to switch as shown.
L5—Plate tickler coil. Use 1. or 1 Vs times as
many turns as in LI, tapping at even distances to
4-point switch as shown.
For values of other coils and condensers see
Table A.
can be used while still getting some sort
of selectivity. It is possible to use a short
(ten foot) antenna with a single circuit
tuner but everything that happens in the
room changes the tuning. It is also possible
to use the usual variety of moveable tick
lers but that can be worked out a bit later.
There is also no reason why Colpittstype tuners cannot be used and the circuit
is given with some possible changes in
Figure 5.
Curing Trouble*
This sounds well so far but there will be
more or less trouble in making tuners work
perfectly below 80 meters. To begin with
it is absolutely necessary to get rid of all
stray capacities and resistances.
At 20 meters no condenser that does not
have the plates soldered together is en
tirely allright, and of course it should have
the best of insulation. The coil should be
spaced and should have its turns supported
by nothing—as nearly as possible. The
type of coil shown on page 41 of our
August issue is nearly ideal but much
too large.
Sockets and tube bases should be removed
—they have no business in a 20 meter set.
The arrangement in Fig. 6 was suggested
by our Department Editor altho we later
found out that the same plan has been in
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successful use at 1ARE for a year or more
with marked improvement in results.
We really need a tube with the grid and
plate leads coming out at different places
and it is a good idea to get hold of some
British Marconi V24 tubes if possible. The
next best thing is the C-299, used without
a socket. Next after that comes the stand
ard tubes with their bases removed.
To take the base off heat as shown in Fig.
7 until the cement at the top of the base
becomes soft and the base can be carefully
twisted off with a pair of gas pliers.
The Antenna for Receiving
As long as receiving only is to be done
the antenna problem does not have much im
portance. In the schemes shown here it is
possible to run with the antenna very far
off tune while still getting very fair re
sults. However those not having done work
below 100 meters are promised a great sur
prise when they hear the signals that can
be brought in at 20 or 40 (or even 80)
meters while using an indoor antsnna
strung across the room.
The Transmitting Oscillator
The new rules of the Department of Com
merce demand inductive coupling between
the sending set and the antenna. This is
a very wise provision when sets are to be
run during the quiet hours. I believe this
ruling is of much more importance than
it would be to demand D.C. plate—in fact
D.C. plate has an unhappy way of "thump
ing" terribly when the key is used. Phones
are forbidden, and so are sparks.
This means that all of our sets will boil
down to something along the line of Fig. 8.
Merely loose coupling the grid or the
plate is not enough, they must both be taken
off to make a job that will get by the
supervisor.
How much longer are we going to stand
direct coupling between 150 and 200 meters?
Tubes
The oscillator itself can use any standard
circuit and should use as few tubes as
possible. More than two will not operate
in parallel to any advantage at 80 meters
and at 40 or 20 it isn't worth while to use
more than 1. Of course it is possible to
"monkey" with more tubes and finally to
get them to work but it isn't worth the
trouble because a little rain on the antenna
insulators will upset the whole business.
Therefore use one large tube rather than a
"herd" of small ones, the result will be more
certain operation, cooler tubes, fewer ac
cidents and a STEADIER WAVE WITH
FEWER HARMONICS.
The Primary First
It is best at the start to forget all about
the antenna and to get the primary circuit,
or oscillator, to working well. Suitable
circuits are shown in Figure 9 —they are all
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old friends, pick the one that you happen
to like the best and build it to fit what is
said in the next few paragraphs.
Before starting read "Radio Transmitt
ing Circuits", page 26, April, 1924, QST.

FIG. 4

REINARTZ "ALL WAVE' MODIFICATION
OF HARTLEY CIRCUIT

The tuning inductance is a continuous coil tapped
1/5 of the way down for the tuning condenser, and
4/5 of the way down for the other side of the con
denser and also the filament. In other words the
taps are 1/5 of the way in from the ends of the
coil. When using a plain single-layer coil the size
of coil and condenser can be found from Table A.
In the original Reinartz design CI had a capacity
of 250 micromicrofarade and the coil was "lumped"
together after being wound on an ordinary drinking
glass, using No. 16 D.C.C. wire. With this com
bination the wavelength can be found roughly by
the following rule. The turns in the part of the coil
above the filament tap multiplied by 10 will give
the highest wavelength in meters to which the set
will tune. By running a wire from the grid tap
to the condenser tap and shorting the top part of
the coil the wavelegth at all parts of the condenser
scale will drop to Vs (roughly). This will work
with the "lumped" coil only.
L6—Antenna loading coil to detune the antenna
so as to make set oscillate more easily. Size and
form of winding does not matter much—50 or 60
turns tapped as shown will do.
C3—Antenna coupling condenser made of two
feet of lamp cord either left straight or rolled up.
This is the same scheme as used in Fig. 2a but a
larger capacity is used as the antenna goes to the
6late end of the coil instead of the grid end. .The
einartz arrangement does away with most of the
tuning effect of a swinging antenna.
If you read it carefully you can't get mixed
up afterward.
The helix must be of the best. That
does not mean that it must be expensive.
The frame should not be made of any
moulded material, or fibre or of bakelite—
if these things do not burn up they at least
will waste power. Porcelain, pyrex glass,
hard rubber and soft wood (dry and cooked
in paraffin) are good but must be used
carefully. "Carefully" means to use this
thin strips of material and to put the frame
together with no more hardware than is
absolutely necessary. If a hurry-up job
is wanted satisfactory results can be gotten
by space-wnding wire on a cardboard tube.
Space the wire or strip by its own width
or slightly more. Do not use strip wider
than half inch, wire larger than No. 4 or
tubing larger than V*" outside. Above all
DO NOT USE ANYTHING THAT IS
STRANDED. Recent experiments show
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that "Litz" is not good below 200 meters and
of course ordinary stranded wires (bare
strands) are not good at any wave.
Make a helix about 4 to 6 inches in
diameter—more than that will make it hard
to set the clips properly. An even smaller
turn may be used.
The Primary Condenser
The hardest part of the whole job is the
primary condenser. When the antenna is
connected this condenser will have a hard
enuf time of it—but when the antenna is
off things are ten times as bad because most
of the power-output of the tube stays in
the condenser. Therefore the condenser
cannot be too good. A high-grade variable
condenser such as the Allen-Cardwell
transmitting condenser or the General
Radio type 239 (with half the plates re
moved) is suggested.
If such a condenser cannot be gotten,
costs too much, or will not stand the volt
age used it will be necessary to use glass
or mica condensers. The small leyden jar
made by the Stahl Rectifier Co. is good for
this work, some of the mica sending conden sers being sold from the excess stock of
the Radio Corporation of America are use
ful and finally there is the old reliable photo
plate.
There are too many possible combinations

FIG.5 COLPITIS CIRCUIT
Antenna, can be coupled1 in or
attac/>ed thru small'condenser as"/n
F/g. 2*.
In this circuit the tuning ranges can be gotten
from Table A if one remembers that Cla and Clb
in series must give the capacity stated in the table.
To make a convenient tuner of this circuit the two
condensers must be belted together or built on the
same shaft. It should be possible to use a bal
anced condenser such as the 4-part Bruno. The
Bruno with one section in the grid circuit and the
other in the plate circuit, the Sexton or Bruno with
the rotor connected to the filament, one set of
stator plates to the grid and the remaining set to
the plate.
to allow talking about each kind—do your
own experimenting.
Getting the Primary into Action
Start out with a low plate voltage and
put a hot-wire ammeter into the circuit
in series with the primary condenser. The
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resistance of the circuit is low and very
large currents will be generated—be care
ful. Then start juggling clips and conden
sers, keeping track of the wavelength as
you go along until the operation of the cir
cuit has become familiar. If you are using
an air or glass condenser you may then run
the voltage up to normal AFTER taking
out the ammeter. This will not do any
great harm—if the power is too great for
the condenser there may be a breakdown
but glass is cheap and air heals itself.
With mica the experiment had better not
be made.
The Sending Antenna
Before the sending antenna can be built
we must settle the question of the way we
wish to work it. If the set was always to
work at 40 meters the correct thing would
be to set up an antenna with a natural wave
not too far from 40 meters. Since this
Wire, support
driven into
base

-Base removed
ancCg/ass tubes
slipped overleads
^Soft felt\ such as used
inpacking tubes
Wooden base'

FIG.6

A 'SOCKETLESS SOCKET"

wave is 1/5 of 200 it follows that the size
of the antenna would then be about 1/5
that of the usual amateur antenna. Such
antennas are not much good at 200 meters
tho and it is a safe bet that the station
owner will not want to give up 150-200 en
tirely.
For these reasons it is worth while to
think of using the antenna far below its
fundamental wavelength. Such work has
been dorte at 1XAM and later at 8XC and
1XAQ. Years ago it was done at old 9LQ
(with spark) and still eariler than that at
"WB" in Halstead, Kansas. The idea has
been the same in each case—tune the
primary to the short wave that is wanted
and then tune the antenna to 3, 5, 7 and 9
times that wavelength. This was partly
explained in "Third Harmonic Trans
mission" on page 12 of the August issue
of QST. Since this article was printed last
month the circuit can easily be referred to
and will not be shown again here. Notice
that it does not need any series condensers.
If the harmonic scheme is not used the
antenna will probably need a series con
denser. If the primary condenser is
variable this can be a fixed condenser but
if the primary condenser is fixed then the
secondary MUST be variable. Bakelite-
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insulated condensers will do at 80 meters
but at 40 and 20 they fail rather soon.
The rest of the antenna system will have
to be built in the same fashion that we have
been harping on for some months—first

Flame must
t touchglass

— Keep tip
K down and.
rotate tube slowly
FIG. 7 REMOVING A TUBE BASE
rate insulators, good sized SOLID wire and
soldered joints.
The short waves require special care un
less the antenna is working far below the
fundamental. If that is being done the
radiation resistance is very high. As a
result the antenna current is very small
and the resistance losses are not so im
portant.
Starting Up
After the primary has been gotten into
operation and the antenna system decided
on the set should be put into use with
a very small ammeter in the antenna and
the loosest coupling that will give results.
There will be a good bit of trouble at first
just as there is with loose-coupled circuits
at higher waves—but with this difference
—when the antenna is off-tune the tubes
get COOLER instead of hotter.
The primary will have to be readjusted,
especially the plate clip, and the use of the
wavemeter is strictly necessary. Before
trying to do anything along this line be
Secondary \%\ Primary
helix? \i\ helix
m i
SOME SORT
OF AN
OSCILLATOR
7b CP orground
To antenna

Keep it
handy
THE
WAVEMETER
FIG. 8 THE GENERAL MAKEUP OF ALL OFOUR
SETS FOR WORK BELOW 80 METERS
sure to read again 9APW's excellent article
in the April, QST, page 11.
Swinging
Swinging is a pest at 200 meters, an
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aggravation a t
100 — and the
most important
thing about the
set at 20 meters.
Rig up the anten
na so it is as stiff
as possible, get
the key out away
jllfflP-ww*
from the sending
set as far as you
I
ZSim^
conveniently can
and use a lot of + 1
primary conden
COUPLED HARTLEY -SHUNT FEED
ser with few
COUPLED COLPITIS- SHUNT FEED
Same as Figs. IandFig. 2B
turns of helix, note:
Seejo. 13 April 1924 QST.
Seep.
II
April
1924
QSF
rather than the
other way around
Don't try to
use too close
coupling (see
what 9APW says
about this) and
don't run the
tubes too hard. It
is much better to
have a weak
steady signal
than a wabbling
" ether buster "
that no one can
read. (We here
at Hartford have
plate supply = A COUPLED MEISSNER
tried for months
SHUNTFEED Seep. 7 Oci. 1923 QSr
to figure out the
PLAIN 4 COIL MEISSNER
call of one wabb
SERIESFEED Seep, is, May 1924 QST
ling third district
bird that comes
in like a ton of
brick — never
fades—seems to
w—■<-,
send well — but
HFC Plate
swings so bardly
Supply
GRID
TICKLER
that he cannot be
OR HARTLEY
copied.)
Another thing
WITH TUNED GRID /
that makes waves
i
I—Tfjyi—-e
See p 12 Aug. 1924 / \
Ito * 60il
unsteady is try
*sTA L.,
W <■
ing to use too
-^yyy\
1 plate supply
many tubes. We
have a very fine
article from the
late J. H. TurnFIG. 9 SENDING CIRCUITS
bull on this sub
Master
oscillator
circuits not shown, All necessary details for this are
ject and it is given in LaPort's article,
page 20, June QST. The harmonic transmission,
hoped that it will schemes can be used with master
oscillators.
be in this issue of
Important note—Do not key in the tube circuit as you have been doing.
Either keep the key in the 110 line and use less niter or else use one of the
QST or certainly keying
systems described by Turnbull on page 39 of our July, 1924 issue.
in the next one,
for it is very im
portant in the working of tubes at short I am going to recommend that you do not
waves.
use pure D.C. to begin with. There are
By all means read LaPort's excellent several reasons for this. First of all there
"Practical Master Oscillators" on page 20 is the difficulty that the least unsteadiness
of QST for June, 1924, if you wish to do will make a D.C. station very hard to copy—
the very best thing possible in making the often entirely impossible. Those who have
wave steady.
listened to 1XAE or 8XS will understand
Plate Supply to Stop Swinging
this easily enuf. Rectified, or rectified-andThis paragraph will surprise many—for partly-filtered current gets around this. By
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regular
beingwilluseddo.on Ifharmonics.
A
"partly rectified" is meant anything that ifmeter
xfa toantenna
*4 as islarge
using small
can be keyed in the primary of the plate antenna and working near its fundamental usual
transformer which can not be done with a meter will serve.
Antenna condenser—Should be variable if no
large filter.
condenser is used or if primary condenser
That brings us to the second reason, isprimary
fixed. If variable primary condenser is used the
which is the terrible key thump that re antenna condenser may be of mica, glass or air and
fixed value of 50 to 200 micromicrofarad. If
sults when one keys in the tube circuit it have
unable to reach desired wavelength use two conden
self. This was bad enuf when we had quiet sers,
one above and one below secondary helix.
Primary Tuning condenser—Needed only on waves
hours—but it will be much worse now.
50 meters—tube and wire capacity enuf below
therefore keep the key in the 110 volt line, above
that
point. Variable plate stopping condenser
unless you use one of the Turnbull keying sometimes
helpful in • getting down to extreme short
systems, described on page 39 of our July waves.
Primary helix—Usual 150-200 meter helix, no
issue.
changes needed, just move clips to secondary helix
Table A
and proceed.
Secondary helix—Pancake at end of primary helix
Secondary coils L2 and Condensers Ct
or
helix set at end of primary. If secondary has
for receivers.
more
than 5 turns keep well away from primary—
The coils listed here are those marked Lj see QST,
April, 1924, page 11.
Radio
Frequency Chokes—Plate supply circuit
in the various figures.
chokes
as
by Ballantine. Chokes in the
Use No. 16 D.C.C. wire in the basket- 110 volt linedescribed
way but using about No. 22 D.C.C.
weave coils and anything from No. 16 to wire. Undersame
no conditions attempt to use honey
comb coils. The small grid leak choke shown in the
No. 20 in the single-layer coils.
Colpitts circuit is made by jumble-winding 150 turns
Coils and Condensers for 75-80 meter range
No. 30 wire {or smaller) on a 1" tube. Wire
Single layer coil—3" diameter, 16 turns wound so as of
from secondary of a Ford coil will serve nicely. A
to occupy space 1" long, use 250 smooth
winding can also be used.
micromicrofarad condenser.
Stabilizing Chokes—If more than one transmitting
Basket coil
Wind on 11 pins set in Z%" tube
is
used there should be separate grid
circle, 18 turns, use 250 micro- chokes orbeing
resistances as described several times in
microfarad condenser.
QST. This is explained in detail in Turnbull's
article on parallel tube operation. This article will
Coils and Condensers for 40-43 meter range
Single layer coil—3" diameter, 10 turns wound so as appear in this issue of QST or the next one. Do not
to occupy space 1" long, use 125 confuse these chokes with the grid-leak chokes
mentioned above.
micromicrofarad condenser.
Transformer shunt condensers—To help in cushion
Basket coil
Wind on 11 pins set in Zhi"
circle, 9 turns, use 125 micro* ing the keying thump the condensers across the
two
halves of the filament transformer secondary
microfarad condenser.
should be quite large—not less than % ufd.
Coils and Condensers for 20-22 meter range
Single layer coil—3" diameter, 6 turns wound sd as
General
to occupy space 1" long, use 125
That's enuf to start with. The circuits
micromicrofarad condenser.
Basket coil
Wind as above, but wind wire will all work as stated. If yours does not
along with string of same thick work then read over the articles I have re
ness, making winding of same
length as 9-turn winding but only ferred to, go thru Ballantine again and
using 6 turns. Use 125 micro KEEP ON TRYING. This sort of thing
microfarad condenser.
None of these combinations are exact—-there is has to be done by keeping at it—not once
too much difference between condensers and the effect in a hundred times is it possible to cure the
of wires and sockets is too great. Start with the
combinations given and cut down turns and condenser trouble by mail.
plates until you hit the right range. The 125 micro
microfarad condenser suggested cannot be purchased
—remove plates from a standard low-loss 250 micro
New Club Affiliations
microfarad condenser until the desired capacity is
gotten. Better operation is gotten by cutting the
plates to the "straight line" form or in the fashion THE following societies were approved
suKPrcsted by Hassell on page 39 of our December,
at the annual meeting of the Board of
1923, number and the page 11 of the February, 1924,
Directors of the A.R.R.L., July 25, 1924,
issue.
are duly affiliated with the A.R.R.L.
Tickler coils L2 and Plate stopping condensers C2 and
The 2BNT Radio Club of the Newark
For the 75-80 meter range use a stopping con
denser, C2, of 500 micromicrofarad capacity. For the Preparatory High School, Inc., 1030 Broad
lower ranges one of 250 micromicrofarad is large St., Newark, N.J.
enuf.
Hudson City Radio Club, Inc., 716
Number of turns for L2 cannot be given—it de
pends too much on your tube and antenna—try it Charles St., W. Hoboken, N.J.
out and see. If the set howls easily you have too
Kansas City Radio Transmitters' Asso
many turns—if it does not oscillate you have too few.
The exceptions arc Figs. 3 and 4 where instructions ciation, 8020 Mercier St., R.F.D. 1, Kansas
are given.
City, Mo.
Antenna coupling coils L3
Polytechnic Radio Club, 626 16th Ave.,
The antenna coupling coil should have from 1 to
5 turns, depending more on the size of the antenna San Francisco, Calif.
than on the wavelength. Correct value found by
Madison Amateur Radio Club, 1316
trial—no general rule.
Drake St., Madison, Wise.
Westmont Radio Club, P.O. Box 60, WestTable B
Coils, Meters, and Condensers for Sending mont, 111.
Yonkers, Radio Club, 19 Marshall Rd.,
Sets. (Fig. 9)
Yonkers, N.Y.
70-80 meter range
Antenna ammeter—Use smaller meter than usual
—F.H£.
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Transmission Experiments at 8AQ0
Part I
By S. Kruse, Technical Editor
A NUMBER of questions in amateur
radio, and in short wave radio in
general, seem never to have been
satisfactorily answered, either by
experiment or by theoretical dis
cussion. Some of these problems attracted
the attention of Mr. C. B. Meredith and
the late Edward Page, both of station 8AQ0
at Cazenovia, New York. Meredith and
Page developed suitable apparatus and
methods for attacking the problems and
undertook the actual work during the sum
mer of 1923. Since the Technical Depart
ment of QST was also interested in the
same problems, the Technical Editor went

antenna for a given wave length. The ap
plication of the results in this case can
be regarded as a trifle more general since
the tests were made with two different an
tennas against both counterpoise and
ground.
C.—The practical effect of changing an
tenna insulation. Unfortunately lack of
time prevented the completion of this
problem.
The station, 8AQO-8XH, carefully worked
out through some years past by Meredith
and Page, was admirably suited for trans
mission experiments because it is storagebattery driven and has an antenna system

The "Shack" at 8AQO
to Cazenovia, together with Perry 0. which is very unusually free from the losses
Briggs of 1BGF, the four men together and uncertainty that go with most an
with Mr. C. R. Jones doing most of the tennas.
work. Mr. H. 0. Quick of 8B0I also gave
The antennas will be described later in
much-needed assistance on several occasions. this article. For the present it is enough
The actual work of measurement took to say that they change from time to time
about ten days. However, the preparatory but are always suspended from masts which
work, carried on mainly by Page and Mere are 220 feet apart, made of wood, and sup
dith, had taken many months.
ported by stays which are broken into 20The suggestions and advice of Stuart foot lengths by insulators. The masts
Ballantine, of the Radio Frequency Labora therefore enter into the problem much less
tories and Prof. J. H. Morecroft of Colum than usual.
bia University did much to clarify the
The set, shown in one of the photographs,
problem and method.
is amply large so that it never has to be
forced in ordinary transmission and can be
The Problem!
run at a very small percentage of its full
The three problems which were under capacity
when used in experimental worktaken were:
Therefore unsteady transmission, har
A.—The relative merits of a counter monics,
and failures are seldom encountered.
poise and ground. This could of course be
Since the photograph was taken the
settled only for one station since the re
sults depend so completely upon the nature transmitter has been modified somewhat.
of the soil and the depth of water below The antenna and counterpoise leads are
the surface of the ground. However, one spaced six or seven feet apart and are
solution is very much better than none made of rigid copper tubing. This tubing
is made in three foot lengths, bolted to
at all.
B.—Determination of the best size of gether so that the system may be inter-
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rupted at any point. The joints are solidly
made and do not contribute particularly to
resistance. During the test the helices
were much further apart than is shown by
the photograph. The result of this was
that harmonics did not seem to appear in
the antenna. They could not be found with
a wavemeter, a receiving loop at one half
mile or at any receiving station within a
number of miles, although several of these
were able to tune down to the point at
which the fifth harmonic should have ap
peared. Even when operating with the
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the copper netting and soldered to it. Both
the netting and the copper strip come into
the central well at which point a stranded
lead one inch in diameter goes up to the
transmitting room. Before laying the
cellar floor the copper netting was covered
with a heavy layer of charcoal and the
well was filled with salt. This well is
kept constantly full of water with the re
sults that the ground resistance remains
quite constant and uniformly low.
The Counterpoise
The counterpoise is a wheel,
consisting of 30 wires which are
stretc^d radially from the leadin on tne station roof (18 feet
off ground) to 44,000-volt porce
lain insulators carried on pins
screwed to 7-foot fence posts.
Each wire is 70 feet long. The
outside ends are not connected to
gether.
The Building
The station house is of wood
with a tarred and sanded roof.
The antenna and counterpoise
come in through this roof through
The Transmitter at 8AQO
very large electrose bushings
Variable antenna series condenser at the left with secondary
placed far apart. Several wires
helix next to it and primary helix just back of that. The
are omitted from the counterpoise
mica primary condensers stand on the table between the pri
mary helix and the tubes. Each of the UV-204 tubes is
so that the antenna bushing does
equipped with separate filament rheostat and voltmeter. The
not come within four feet of any
grid-leaks and the keying relay are at the left of the rheo
stats. The antenna and counterpoise leads shown in the
portion of the counterpoise. The
picture were replaced by copper tubing before the experi
battery and generators are placed
ments were made.
in the cellar. All light and
power wires in the station are
coupling shown in the photograph this sta kept as far as possible from the radiating
tion has always been notably free from system and the primary circuit. In addition
harmonics.
they are protected by frequent transpos
itions and by radio-frequency chokes. Wires
The Power Plant
The filaments of the transmitting tubes leading to the bulding are run in lead cable
are heated by a storage battery. The plates put into conduit and buried three feet deep
are supplied by a motor-generator set for a distance of 500 feet from the build
operating on storage battery. The batter ing.
ies are large enough so that an absolutely
The Method of Measurement
constant signal can be maintained with the
key down for three hours at a stretch,
It is pretty generally agreed now that
even after the "gassing peak" of the bat the way to test a transmitting station is to
teries has first been worn down. The con transmit with it and to measure the field at
stancy of the signal can better be appre a place not too close to the station. If
ciated when it is known that a reflecting this is done at various wavelengths with
galvanometer with a scale 25 centimeters a known amount of power into the antenna
long will show no appreciable change in the at the sending station, one is in a position
received signal for an hour at a time.
to find out something definite about the
station performance. It is of course
The Grounding System
necessary to have,
The station cellar was first dug out
1. Complete information as to the r.m.s.
seven and one-half feet deep, the ground current and the power put into the sending
plan being 18 by 36 feet. At the center antenna.
of this area there was dug a small well 4
2. A reliable method of measuring the
feet square and 2% feet below the cellar
floor. A sheet of copper netting was then field strength at a distance.
3. Certainty that something between the
laid over the whole cellar floor. The main
grounding system, consisting of many transmitter and the receiver has not ab
radial copper strips 100 feet long, was sorbed or reflected the energy.
then buried with the ends brought in over
These things will be taken up in turn.
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Meaiurement at the Sending End
Before one can tell how much power is
going into the sending antenna one abso
lutely must know the resistance and the
current in it, since the power is PR. There
fore the first thing was to run a resistance

STATION
,
LOCATION
Open country to alls/aes 6eyon</
fi'mi&s of the map.
curve of the antenna over the range of
waves we desired to work on, namely from
150 to 350 meters. This had to be done
for each antenna and we believe that it
was done carefully enough so that the re
sults are entirely trustworthy. The method
is the well-known resistance variation
method, using the circuit shown in Figure
1. Objection will immediately be raised
to this method. However, the added re
sistances were always kept very small as
compared to the antenna resistance so as
to avoid changes in the current distri
bution. This does away with most of the
errors of this method. The extreme regu
larity which these measurements checked
leads us to believe that this method is satis
factory. However, it was absolutely essen
tial to use the tuned intermediate circuit
as shown and to keep the current in the
tuned intermediate circuit constant at any
one wavelength by changing its coupling
to the primary (driver) circuit to assure
constant e.m.f. in the antenna. Whenever
such a change was made the wavelength
was very carefully checked by means of a
General Radio Precision wavemeter. It
seldom changed measurably. Attempts to
couple the driver directly to the antenna
were uniformly failures because endless ad
justment was required.
The Nodal Point
Before antenna resistance measurements
can mean anything it is necessary to decide
at which point in the system one should
measure. It was decided in this case to use
the point of largest current in every case.
This was done by the scheme shown in
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Figure 2, the current maximum being
located by keeping the reading on meter
Al constant while meter A2 was moved
around until the point of largest current
was located. This same process was re
peated at a number of different wave
lengths, for each antenna system which
was used. The results are shown in Fig. 3.
In addition to this it was necessary later
on during the tests to move the antenna
ammeter around so that it was always at
this proper position.
The Line of Transmission
To escape the localized effect around the
antenna it was necessary to measure the
field at a considerable distance. A point
was located about 3000 feet distant at
which it was possible to gain a clear view
of the station. A small wooden house was
erected at this point and a very rigid re
ceiving loop built five feet off of the
ground, in front of the house and on the
side toward the sending station. Over
head telephone and power wires were re
moved from the space between the sending
and receiving station. It was also found
necessary to remove a field telephone set
although the last hundred yards of the line
were twisted pair and ran to the receiving
house on the surface of the ground.

k IB"
force,hm

Ponxfam
I Heavy ivootfen 1

THE NUMBER ONE"ANTENNA
FUNDAMENTAL TO EARTH 272 m.
FUNDAMENTAL TO COUNTERPOISE 221m
There were no trees or houses in the line
of transmission or for a considerable dis
tance to either side.
The Receiving Syctem
The receiving point was on high ground,
being about level with the top of the sta
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tion masts. There were no trees anywhere
near the back or sides of the receiving
house, those which appear in the photo
graph to be touching the house are the
closest ones and are at least 200 feet away.
The field strength was determined by
measuring the current in the receiving loop
and then calculating from the dimensions
of the loop and its resistance at the work
ing wavelength. Before any of this could
be done it was necessary to make sure that
the loop was receiving properly. Since the
apparatus was on the same level as the
loop and connected to it by a short length
of "twisted pair" there was not much an
tenna effect to worry about. It was also
found that when the power in the sending
antenna was changed the field strength was
proportional as it should be. This was tried
at a number of wavelengths.
The resistance of the receiving loop was
determined by the usual series resistance
method. The driver was the sending sta
tion itself; certainly the coupling was loose
enough as the distance was 3000 feet.
There was considerable difficulty in this
measurement since the received current
was being indicated by a galvanometer
working on a thermo-junction. Both of
these devices are slow in action and it was
only by the greatest care and by the taking
of many hundreds of measurements that we
became quite certain of the proper resist
ance curve for the loop. Eventually enough
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It is not known if this has a very definite
bearing on the matter of loop resistance
but it may be worthwhile to mention that
the ground under the loop consisted of four
inches of clay over shale.
Measuring the Loop Current
Since the sending station was to be oper
ated at reduced power for steadiness, the

Qsad/ng ,
kept constant
PR/.

FIG. 2 LOCATING NODAL POINTS

loop current would of course be
small.
Therefore a Rawson
vacuum thermo-couple of con
\|
siderable sensitivity was used and
connected to a Leeds & Northrup
type R reflecting galvanometer
as shown in Figure 4. Such a
combination can be calibrated
but it is the demon's own job to
make a calibration stay constant.
No attempt was made to do this.
After each series of measure
FIG I
ments (15 minutes) the transfer
A.'iTENNA RESISTANCE
switch was thrown and direct
MEASUREMENTcurrent run through the thermo
SC HEMATIC
Precumn kfrme&r D n3m,^
couple from the local battery
until the galvanometer gave the
Procedure—
A—Driver is set to desired wavelength
same deflection. By means of
B—Intermediate circuit is tuned to resonance and coupling to
the rheostats and potentiometer
driver (CPL2) set to produce current of about 1 Vs am
it was easy to get the same de
peres in intermediate circuit.
C—Wavelength checked carefully.
flection that had just been ob
D—Antenna tuned to resonance by means of C3 and current
tained during the transmission
read at Mm.
test. Therefore the galvanometer
E—Known r.f. resistance introduced at R.
F—Coupling CPL2 adjusted to produce same current thru A.
did not need to stay constant for
G—Current read at Mm.
more than 15 or 20 minutes at a
H—Repeated with different valves of R.
time and the reliance was placed
I—Antenna R for the particular wavelength calculated and
resistance of thermo-couple T.C. subtracted.
entirely upon the Rawson multi
meter which had previously been
familiarity with the response of the gal
checked at Syracuse University against a
vanometer was gained so that these potientometer. At the end of the experimeasurements could be made at a fairly rront it was checked once more and found
rapid rate and could be made to check each to be O.K.
other with certainty.
It is worthwhile here to emphasize the
CPL,loose coupfino
.Very
/ kept constant

CPL 2
77i/s
ftLrtea"ew
whencouof/no
fi. vtzr/ec/jo
tc keep readtna
Constant
for eachofA
*
Dnrcrmput
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fact that this arrangement was completely
reliable and infinitely easier to use than a
calibrated galvanometer which is everlast
ingly needing correction. The reversing
switch in the battery circuit was soon given
Y'NUMBfcS-ONE"
T /nlcnna. Bfnjyn
Top 60f/ono
18' wiaa
Fundamental272m

Nodal points forNumber
One antenna and ground
Meter positions©©® etc,
are 3 reet apart
FIG. 3a
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After .this the transmitter was moved to
another wave and another measurement
made; with luck one of them could be com
pleted in about 40 minutes.
When the whole thing had been done

Y' NUMBER ONE'
fj' high
Top GO'long
/9' urate
Fundamental22/m

Nodal points for Number One
antenna and counterpoise
Meter positions 09 9 etc .are
3 feet apart
FIG. 3e

V' NUM;
GS'h'fh
Tap Vo'/ottp
Fi/ntfa/rtcn£a/z*2i

Nodal points for Number Two
antenna and ground
Meter positions © @ © etc,
are 3 feet apart
FIG 3c

up as the most careful test demonstrated several times for one antenna system this
that the thermo-couple was perfectly reli
system was removed and the process re
able with direct current flowing in either peated on another antenna. Two antennas
direction.
were used, both of them aga'inst counter
poise and ground. The entire series of
The Measurement* Themselves
measurements took over two weeks as there
A measurement series was run in this was much delav because of rainy weather.
fashion. The transmitter was set to the
Weather Effects
wavelength desired very carefully by means
Early in the work it was found that dew
of a General Radio Precision wavemeter. It was then allowed to run
while the receiving loop was very
carefully tuned to the same wave.
Because of the slow galvanometer
this took several minutes if ac
curate work was wanted. Some
times it was necessary to change
the power at the sending station
before a good deflection( for in
stance 15 centimeters) could be
secured. Generally the sending
power was too large at the start.
jua-ffawson Tiu/iimetermKnnmmier
When everything had become per
C- Qencralfiadio /tzbomiory -type
fectly steady the loop resistance
capacity/gadio
/oooju/jfd.
R - qenena/
^ f-thermo
res/stance
iox
• , tl ,
was measured by the series resis
TCrfyfion
mcuum
coup/e>
tance method. The sending set
Gv.-Leeds &Mjrt/irvp oa/ranomeie^ Type XL
was then allowed to run for 5 ad
Pot -Bidd/e. tubu/ar rncostat
ditional minutes and current read
Rheo Allen-Brad/ey "6md/eys(at'
Bat - One dry ce/i\
ings taken at both the sender and
the receiver every half minute to
FIG. 4- THE RECEIVING CIRCUIT
make sure that things were actual
ly steady. If any shifting hap
pened the whole thing was done over. The on the ground under the counterpoise had a
wavelength was measured at the sending considerable effect upon the transmission
because it changed the antenna resistance.
station at both ends of each run.
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The loop on the other hand was not
bothered at all by this sort of thing; in
fact a fairly heavy rain did not change the
loop resistance more than a per cent or so
until water was actually dripping from the
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frame. Measurements made during the
following winter showed that snow had a
much more serious effect.
It is interesting to notice that when the
sending antenna was used against the
ground connection neither dew or rain had
the slightest effect.
Ground Against Counterpoise
Comparisons between a ground connec
tion and a counterpoise do not ever give a
universal law. When one is done with a
certain station one can only say "At this
station or at another station very much
like it and with the same kind of earth
underneath it we can tell you whether
to use counterpoise or ground."
Still, a few measurements are better than
none at all and as far as is known there
is no exact information available on this
problem at amateur wavelengths.
The method of comparing the two is
reasonably evident. One first had to run
resistances and locate nodal points for the
two systems. After that transmission tests
were made at various wavelengths and com
parative curves plotted as shown in Fig. 6.
It is seen that the ground is superior at
the shorter waves and the counterpoise is
superior at the longer waves. However if
the antenna-and-ground system has the
same fundamental wavelengths as the antenna-and-counterpoise system the results
will be materially different. This will be
taken up in greater detail in the second
installment of this article.
The ground under the station, like that
at the loop, is clay over shale, excepting
that the shale lies rather deep at the trans
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mitting station. In a location very much
like this, and with an average amateur an
tenna, it would seem that the counterpoise
should be decidedly better. This too, must
not be stretched too far. Remember that
the counterpoise at this station is a rather
unusual one and that a small one very prob
ably would not have given as good results.
The original intention was to remove all
but four wires of the counterpoise and try
it again. Unfortunately bad weather pre
vented doing this.
Method of Calculation
The simplest and easiest way of trans
lating the measurements into something of
practical value is to plot a curve showing
how, (with the power kept constant in the
sending antenna) the field strength at the
receiving loop changes with wavelength.
This proceedure, suggested by Ballantine,
requires translation of the loop current into
field strength by the formula given below.
i R?.
E=
2ji An
e = field strength in volts per meter
R = loop resistance at the working wave
i = loop current in amperes
/. = wavelength in meters
A = loop area in square meters
n = number of turns in the loop.
It is assumed that the loop is small as
compared to the wavelength.
This method does not necessitate know
ing anything about the effective height of
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the sending antenna, radiation resistance,
or anything else of that same sort. It looks
at the problem from the purely practical
standpoint of "how much power must I put
into this sending antenna to make the field
as strong as I need it at the receiving
point?" This is an eminently practical
way of looking at it.
(To be continued)
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How to Change Your Neutrodyne for 100Meter Phone or C. W. Reception
By Frank H. Jones, Cuban 6KW
THE interest in 100-meter work is
It occurred to me then to try out the
still progressing by leaps and for superdyne method of neutralizing, so I
some months past I have been ex made some little coils having 12 turns and
perimenting with various receivers, mounted one in the antenna coil and one
tearing off wire here and taking in the second neutroformer half an inch
out condenser plates there. All the pub
from the top. Now the 5-turn primary
lished schemes of QST have been tried and instead of going directly the positive B
I also have a Grebe 13 receiver which is a battery first went back to the little coil in
fine set on C.W. but which I find hard to the previous stage and then to the B
battery.
control when it is on the verge of oscilla
With these two coils set almost any way
tion, as it must be to receive 100-meter
radiophone at distances over 1000 miles. the set will oscillate like a house afire and
C.W. comes in like the proverbial ton of
My 100-meter phone reception is all long
distance work, KDKA is 1250 miles and bricks with the loud speaker directly in the
detector. KDKA's phone transmission on
WGY is 1500 miles, from 6KW.
I finally tackled my neutrodyne. The first 100 meters is heard with fine volume on
neutroformers originally had 66 turns, with loud speaker plugged into the detector only,
the antenna tap 15 turns from the top. and with one stage of audio is loud enough
The second and third coils had 66 turns to be used for dance music. This is with
with the winding tapped at 15 turns, and 22 volts on the detector and 90 on all of the
amplifiers. UV-201-A tubes are used.
a 5-turn primary inside.
Leaving the taps as they were I took off
Tuning is moderately complicated. First
8 turns above the tap (leaving 7) and then one sets the dial at about 30 and moves
I took off 26 turns below the tap (leaving the two reversed feedback coils until the
25). This arrangement got down to 150 carrier wave is picked up. Then the three
meters with the same 15-plate condensers dials are adjusted to approximate zero
as before, but neutralizing at 150 meters beat, and finally the reversed-feedback
took me a whole day and even then the coils are adjusted to clear up reception,
tubes went into oscillation occasionally. I . possibly readjusting the condensers a little
thought "If it is this hard to neutralize at at the end. It sounds pretty complicated
150 meters, what will 1 be up against at but in fact it is not so, especially as in re
ceiving C.W^one can leave out a portion of
100 meters?".
However, I decided to give it a try. Off this procedure
came more turns, leaving 4 above the tap
The set in this condition seems to cover
and 20 below the tap, still using the 15- a band of about 50 meters although I am
plate condenser. This got down nearly to not very sure about it. My wavemeter is
100 meters at above 10 degrees on the dial. doubtful around 100 meters.
100-meter telephone signals were impos
Of course if you don't want to spoil your
sible although short wave C.W. came in neutrodyne set for its regular range of
very nicely. I guess I spent a week trying 220 to 550 meters you might try bringing
to neutralize the thing at 100 meters but out taps on all the neutroformers to 4- or
it simply wouldn't "neut".
5-point switches. You would have to leave
I then went back to our old friend (?) in all of the condenser plates, which would
the potentiometer to control the grid biases. make tuning pretty difficult.
Disconnecting all the grid leads from the
All through this procedure the neutra
negative side of the A battery I connected lizing condensers may be left in; they seem
in my "losser". This made phone recep to make very little difference.
tion possible but by the time oscillation had
been damped out not a very hearty signal
was left and adjustment was extremely
critical. Next, to make tuning somewhat
easier I took out the rotors of the variable
condensers and removed all but one plate
from them. This facilitated the necessary
tuning adjustments but the set wasn't any
thing great although you could receive
phone, and C.W. came in in great shape
from all you fellows in the U.S.A., from
England and from France.
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The Annual Board Meeting
THE first meeting of the recentlyelected Board of Directors of the
A.R.R.L. was held in Hartford on
July 25th and 26th, with every dir
ector present in person except Mr.
Dobbs of the Southeastern Division, who
sent Division Manager H. L. Reid as his
alternate, and Mr. Babcock of the Pacific,
who was unexpectedly and unavoidely de
tained in Mexico City where he was a delagate of the United States at the InterAmerican Electrical Communications Con
ference. The meeting started at 10:30
a.m. and with stops for meals and ran until
10 :30 that night, and similarly the second
day until 2 :00 p.m., when the last of the
business was concluded. It was a fine in
spiring meeting, thus to have representa
tives present from every section of the
country, knowing just what their members
"back home" wanted to see done and all
pulling together for A.R.R.L. advancement.

retary, traffic manager and treasurer were
unanimously re-appointed to their respec
tive positions. With Vice-President Stew
art presiding at the time Mr. Maxim was
re-elected president, the Board unanimously
adopted the following resolution, with in
structions that it be published in QST :
Whereas we, as a Board of Directors,
cognizant of the sentiment of tlie entire
membership of the American Radio Relay
League, feel that the strength of our or
ganization, the international repute of our
League and its high standing in the eyes
of our government, are due primarily to
the devotion, sincerity and ability of our
beloved president, Hiram Percy Maxim:
now therefore
BE IT RESOLVED that we, the Board
of Directors of the American Radio Relay
League, do on our own behalf and on the

THE BOARD MEETS AT HARTFORD. Left to right, standing in rear, H. L. Reid, alternate
for Mr. Dobbs, Southeastern; Mr. Gravely, Roanoke; Vice-President Stewart; Mr. Oorlett, West Gulf;
Mr. Pinney, New England. Seated, left to right, Mr. Laizure, Midwest; Mr. Bidwcll, Atlantic; Prof.
Jan sky, Dakota; Mr. Weingarten, Northwestern; Mr. Segal, Rocky Mountain; Traffic Manager Schnell;
President Maxim; Secretary Warner; Mr. Painter, Delta; behind Mr. Painter, Mr. Darr, Central; in
foreground, Treasurer Hebert. Canadian General Manager Russell and Pacific Director Babcock were
not present when this photo was taken.
This was the first meeting of the Board
elected under our new Constitution, and it
was very successful.
The following resume of the actions
taken is published for the information of
the membership at the instructions of the
Board.
The annual reports of all of the officers
were heard. Mr. Maxim and Mr. Stewart
were unanimously re-elected president and
vice-president, respectively, and the sec-

part of the entire membership of the
League, tender to Mr. Maxim this unani
mous expression of our confidence, love,
esteem and appreciation.
Chairman Bidwell reported for the Rail
road Emergency Service Comitmtee, and the
general subject of expanded effort in this
direction was referred to the Traffic Mana
ger for study and report at the next meet
ing.
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Seven clubs were affiliated, as reported
eleswhere.
President Maxim's activities abroad in
encouraging international amateur work
were approved, the International Amateur
Radio Union was endorsed, and it was
agreed that A.R.R.L. will encourage the
I.A.R.U. in every proper way.
A new division to be known as the
Hu&on Division was created effective
Sept. 1st, consisting of certain counties of
New Jersey and New York enumerated
elsewhere in this issue, which territory was
formerly a part of the Atlantic Division,
and an election ordered for a Director there
from, to hold office until Jan. 1, 1926.
The international auxiliary language
Esperanto was endorsed, as per an an
nouncement elsewhere in this issue.
The financial statement for the second
quarter of 1924, published elsewhere in this
issue, was approved and accepted.
The Executive Committee was author
ized to carry on in the name of the Board,
between the Board's meetings, as provided
in the Constitution.
The By-Laws were amended to provide
that when there is but one eligible nominee
from a territory, ballots will not be sent out
but the Secretary will cast one ballot to
elect the nominee and postcard notices will
be sent the membership of that territory
so advising them.
Reports were heard from every director
of conditions in their respective territories,
with recommendations for action.
At the suggestion of Prof. Jansky, a
committee of three was ordered appointed
by the president to work out a scheme for
handling college radio work.
Arrangements were made to hold a meet
ing soon of a representative Canadian ama
teur from each Canadian Division, to meet
with the Canadian General Manager to dis
cuss Canadian A.R.R.L. affairs, and the
necessary funds were authorized.
The name of the East Gulf Division was
changed to the Southeastern Division.
A Legislative Committee was appointed,
consisting of Messrs. Maxim, Stewart,
Segal, Babcock, Jansky and Warner, to
handle legislative and regulatory matters.
The matter of the size and nature of
Traffic Dept. reports in QST was referred
to the Executive Committee, as was
the study of increased requirements for
League membership.
$200 was appropriated for the advance
ment of the I.A.R.U.
Thruout the sessions of the Board it was
evident that one of our chief problems is
that of contact, and that misunderstandings
cannot arise where proper contact is main
tained. The following important resolution,
introduced by Mr. Segal, was unanimously
adopted :
RESOLVED: that the Executive Com
mittee be authorized and is hereby directed
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to withdraw from the available funds of the
treasury of the A.R.R.L. sufficient money
to insure adequate contact by means of
traveling representatives from Headquart
ers with members of the League in all the
sections of the country, and to insure the
attendance at all duly authorized state, dis
trict and division conventions of sufficient
official representation on behalf of the
League; and that it is the sense of the
Board of Directors that tlie purpose of this
authority is to secure contact with all sec
tions of the country and benefit the A.R.R.L.
spirit absolutely, so fur as is consistent
with our means.
The Board expressed its appreciation of
the standard frequency transmissions of
the Bureau of Standards and requested
that the Bureau increase the scope of these
transmissions by the use of more stations,
by covering the frequencies above 1500
kilocycles, and by transmitting at more fre
quent intervals, also suggesting that some
system of such transmisison by selected
amateur stations to be worked out with the
Bureau.
An International Relations Committee of
three members, with President Maxim as its
chairman, was ordered appointed, with the
duties of its name, also to work towards a
foundation for international amateur radio
work.
The Board went on record as opposed,
except under extenuating circumstances, to
inauguration of any quiet hours on v.aves
below 150 meters, to the continuance of the
present extension of quiet hours beyond
Oct. 1, 1924, and to the abandonment of any
of the wave band between 150 and 220
meters; and as desirous of obtaining an
allocation somewhere between 100 and 150
meters. Thruout the sessions the greatest
interest was displayed in short waves,
almost every director recording his division
as anxiously awaiting their assignment.
—K.B.W.
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Wavemeters for the New Ranges
By S. Kruse, Technical Editor
AWAVEMETER to cover the 20, 40
or 75 meter band can have just the
same sort of construction that all
of our other wavemeters have. The
wavemeter to cover the region from
4 to 5 meters will have to be built diff
erently and that will be taken up next
month in a separate article covering re
ceivers, transmitters and wavemeters for
those waves.
General Principles
First, let us get straight on the proper
construction for a good wavemeter, for short
waves or for any other wave. Dig back
through your files of QST and read our
two articles on amateur wavemeters which
were published on page 22 of the February
issue and page 20 of the April isue.
Continuing Downward
First we will suppose that you have made
and calibrated a wavemeter as described in
those articles. If you have not done this
then study the articles and get this part of
the job over with. You now have a wave
meter that goes down to approximately
90 meters. It would be possible to make
coils for this wavemeter to go down to 20

FIG. 1
Wavemeter Covering the New Bands
C—Solidly built variable condenser of type having
insulated end plates, or better of type having strip
insulation. Bushings not suitable for this work.
Capacity 1000 mlcroraicrofarads (.001 microfarads).
L—-Coll wound on 2" tube. Use 8-12 turns any
double cotton covered wire smaller than No. 1 2
and larger than No. 26. Space turns so winding
will be 1" long. Then try meter and remove one
or two turns until wavelength at top setting is
not over 110 meters. For good method of winding
see page 23, February QST.
V—Vacuum tube from Airco Ignition Gage or West
ing house "Spark C". This may be omitted. Lamp
may be used at X but be sure that it is not over
a 3 volt lamp—the smaller the better.
meters. This can be done by adding* to the
coils given on page 2 of our February num
ber, two additional coils of 4 and 8 turns.
As before, these windings must be made so
that they are one inch long and four inches

in diameter. If the turns are crowded to
gether the range will not be right.
A more convenient thing is to rig up a
combination which will cover all three of
the new bands. This can be done by means
of the combination shown in Figure 1.

FIG. 2
Setup For Calibrating New Wavemeter On Short
Waves From Old Wavemeter That Doea Not Go
Below 100 Meters.
Read page 23 in the February issue for de
tails on building the coil.
Calibration
Begin by setting up apparatus as shown
in Figure 2. Get the receiver to oscillating
on some wavelength near 200. Tune in
your old wavemeter and find resonance by
the click method described on page 22 of
the April number. Now read your old
wavemeter and mark down this wavelength
as shown in Table 1. In this case we are
going to take advantage of the fact that
the "click method" not only will indicate
resonance with the fundamental frequency
of an oscillator (in this case the receiving
set is the oscillator) but will also indicate
resonance with the half-wave (second
harmonic double-frequency).
In other
words, there will be a click when you run
into resonance with the fundamental fre
quency and another at the second harmonic.
You can distinguish between the two by the
fact that the coupling between the receiving
set and the wavemeter-coil will have to be
closer to get the click on the harmonic
than on the fundamental. There will also
be a click on the third harmonic (one-third
the fundamental wavelength) but the
coupling will have to be still closer to get
this. Work with the coupling as loose as
possible and the only ones you will get will
be on the fundamental and on the second
harmonic. Leaving the receiving set ab
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solutely alone, carefully tune down with one point on the new wavemeter, we know
your old wavemeter and look for another that 102 meters comes at 96 degrees on the
click -at one-half of the wavelength you have scale. Now go back and set the old wave
just found. Perhaps you will have to meter at 180 meters, tune the receiving set
change to the smaller coil to do this. You near this value and then go again to the
may have to use slightly closer coupling wavemeter, tuning it for exact resonance.
also but whatever you do, do not change Suppose this comes out to be 183 meters.
the adjustment of the receiving set during We now drop down and hunt the half wave
this time. When you find the second click as before. All this time we are checking
the standard wavemeter as well
as locating some new waves. This
is not absolutely necessary but it
oowt- *_X - ~?
gives one a double check of the
second harmonic which we are
using to calibrate the new meter.
Having located the 91.5 meter
j"'
tune with the old wavemeter we
M
throw it slightly off tune (leav
CURVEAVFMFTfR
WILL HOT '
r ( THIS kOUft
M
30
ing the receiver severely alone
as before) and hunt this point
/
with the new wavemeter. Let
/£
us say we find it at 160 degrees.
30 40 50 40 70 dO
WAVELENGTH IN METEB.S
Leading the Standard
FIG. 3
So far as we have had the
original wavemeter to work from
Calibration Curves For the New Wavemeter
Heavy part of curve taken from old wavemeter as explained
and the going has been rather
in this article. Dashed part gotten by extending downward
easy. Let us say that the old
with the aid of second harmonics ai i also explained In this
wavemeter stopped at 100 meters.
article.
By this time we have gotten all
the points shown in Table A.
you should be on just one-half of the wave From thisof we
can plot the heavy part
length. Since we set originally at 204 of the curve shown
Figure 3. This is
meters this will be 102 and should come all right as far as itingoes,
but it does not
within the range of the new wavemeter. go far enough. We must invent
some way
Leave the receiving set alone while you tune of extending the curve downward.
the old wavemeter off the half wave and
The simplest thing is to use the same
attempt to get a click on this wave by
using the new wavemeter. Suppose wc find scheme of half waves that was used in findTable A
Reading for
C 301-A
Fundamental Second Harmonic half wave on
or Half Wave New wavemeter
or UV201A
Old Wavemeter
Coil No. 2
•102 Meters
oi;°
204 Meters
K7°
186 Meters
* 91.6 Meters
174 Meters
* 87 Meters
83°
Coil No. 1
15U Meters
75 Meters
80°
142 Meters
71 Meters
70°
116 Meters
58 Meters
59°
101 Meters
50.5 Meters
63°
Table B
Extending: c urve of new wavemeter down below
50 Meters.
FIG. 4
Wavelength
Reading
2nd
Scale Read
at oscillator
from heavy
Harmonic ing second
Oscillator
For
Calibration Work
wave
curve Fig. 8.
Harmonic Use plenty of plate voltage
to secure strong har
monics.
98°
105 Meters 62.5 Meters
66°
C—Variable
condenser
with
extension
control such
81 Meters 40.5 Meters
41°
as a 10" stick taped to the knob. Capacity may be
Wavelength
anything that comes handy but had better not be
from first
over 500 uufds for ease in tuning.
part of light
L—Almost any small helix. Must be tapped at
curve.
every turn. For shortest waves
; 8 tu
60 Meters 30 Meters 23°
M*
spaced on 2" tube.
46°
44 Meters 22 Meters 29°
38°
32.5 Meters 16.25 Meters 23°
25°
18.5 Meters
12°
9.25 Meters
ing the second column of readings on the
old wavemeter. We go at it in just the
it at 96 on the scale of the wavemeter and same way.
put this down in the table. We now have
First set the oscillator at a wavelength
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near 100 meters. Find this wave with the
new wavemeter, having taken the old one
entirely away. You should find this value
near the top of the scale on the new wavemeter. Supposing that you find the click
with the new wavemeter set at 98. From
the curve we have just drawn this wave
length is 105 meters. Now run the new
wavemeter (leaving the receiving set ab
solutely alone) until another click gives you
the half wave, which very evidently is 52.5

Waremeter
Condenser
FIG. 5 USING NEON TUBE FROM
'SPARK C " OR AIR.CO 'IGNITION GAGE*

meters. We now start making Table B.
Next, by using the new wavemeter, set the
receiver at some value near 80 meters, read
the exact value from the curve (it turns
out to be 81) and again leave the receiver
alone while you drop down and get the
half wave which is 40.5 meters. It can
easily be seen how by continuing this
process, the curve can be continued down
ward, always finding the half wave of some
point that is already known.
Incidentally also this same scheme is good
on the higher wavelengths, if your wave
meter now has a gap in it.
General Hints
By all means get plenty of points, the
more you have the more certain you are of
the final curve. Take plenty of time to do
the job and do it right or there will be
trouble pretty soon afterward.
If your regular receiver will not oscillate
at the waves given then rig up a plain
Hartley oscillator as shown in Figure i.
When using the wavemeter with a receiv
ing set the "click" method is all you need.
When you are using it with a transmitter
a little vacuum tube may be used as ex
plained on page 23 of the February issue
and page 21 of the April issue. Suitable
connections are shown in Figure 5.
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Easy on the Questions
LOOK at QST first—write afterwards.
Certainly at least 90% of all questions
on 100-meter work were entirely un
necessary and should have never been
asked.
The same thing goes for 20 to 80 meter
work. In the July, August and September
issues of QST we have been preparing you
for the new waves. We have described

wavemeters, circuits and antennas. Read
those articles carefully and don't write 'til
you are dead sure that your question is
not taken care of.
And when you do write remember the
rules of the Information Service. If you
still have not read them take a good look at
them below.
The Information Service.

Rules Governing the A.R.
R.L. Information Service
1—Before writing, search your files of
QST. You will probably find the answer
there.
2—Do not ask for comparisons between
advertised products.
3—Be reasonable in the number and kind
of questions you ask.
4—Put questions in the following form:
A—A standard business size (not freak
correspondence size) stamped, self-ad
dressed envelope must be enclosed.
B—Write with typewriter or ink on one
side of the sheet only.
C—Make diagrams on separate sheet and
fasten all sheets together.
D—Number each paragraph and put only
one question in a paragraph.
E—Keep a copy of your letter and your
diagrams.
F—Put your name and address on each
sheet. We can not spend time digging your
address out of the caUbook.
G—Address all questions to Information
Service, American Radio Relay League,
1045 Main Street, Hartford, Connecticut.
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Some Suggestions to Variable Condenser
Manufacturers
By H. F. Mason, Dept. Editor
SOME variable condensers, while splend
idly made from a mechanical stand
point, are utterly worthless electric
ally. Other condensers are electric
ally fine, but mechanically poor. The
probable reason for this situation is that
few men have a good knowledge of both
mechanical engineering and radio, and can
fit the two together in the right proportion.
Three Kinds of "Straight Line" Condensers
There seems to be misunderstanding re
garding condensers reputed to have
"straight line" calibrations. There ai"«
three distinct kinds of condensers, each of
which has a straight line calibration. These
are: 1, a condenser having a straight line

acting as a tuned circuit, the wavelength
scale will be crowded near the lower end and
open at the high end. This may be a little
inconvenient and so one of the following two
types is getting to be more favored for use
in a tuned circuit.
The second type is shown in Fig. 1-B The
movable plates are shaped so that divisions
on the wavelength scale will be a uniform dis
tance apart. This will make the wavelength
calibration a straight line; rectifying the
above mentioned crowding of the wavelength
scale at the lower end. While merely
rounding off the entering edge of the mov
able plates helps somewhat, the shape of
the plates should be calculated math
ematically for best results. The movable

Some variable condensers, typical of the advances made in variable condenser design within thd past
year. Note how they conform to many of the suggestions in this article.
capacity calibration; 2, a condenser having
a straight line wavelength calibration; 3,
a condenser having a straight line frequency
calibration.
These three types, and the general shape
of movable plates for each are shown in
Figures 1-A, 1-B, and 1-C, respectively.
The first type has semi-circular movable
plates. The capacity is proportional to the
"effective area"; the "effective area" being
that portion of the plates represented by
the shaded area in Fig. 1-A, which changes
with every change of the dial. Twice the
dial setting will give twice the capacity, and
so on. The capacity calibration curve will
be a straight line except for a few degrees
at the ends of the scale. Such a condenser
is especially useful in laboratory work
where the experimenter is concerned mostly
with the capacity in the circuit. When used
in conjunction wtih an inductance, the two

plates should be carefully shaped so that
the effective area varies as the square of
the angle of rotation. Theoretically, the
wavelength calibration would be a straight
line only if the coil with which the condenser
was used had zero distributed capacity. In
practice the deviation from a straight line
when used with a single layer or basketwound coll is so slight that it may be dis
regarded. A far greater source of error
that renders a condenser practically use
less for wavemeter work is the poor shaping
of the plates. This causes the calibration
curve to have bumps in it and makes it im
possible to draw a fair curve through
several correctly measured and plotted
points.
The third type, shown in Fig. 1-C, has
rotary plates shaped to give a straight line
frequency calibration. The plates are
shaped similarly to those in Fig. 1-B, ex
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cept that more material is cut away. The
main advantage of this type of condenser
is that all stations will tune with the same
sharpness, no matter where on the dial they
are picked up. This type of condenser is
also fine for the man who likes to talk in
kilocycles instead of meters. Because it
is the only kind of condenser that really

THREE DIFFERENT 'STRAIGHT-LINE" CONDENSERS
FIG. I
gives the operator a good perspective of the
"air" it appears as if this is the kind we
will eventually use.
While discussing various shapes of plates,
no one seems to have thought of cutting
away the inside edge of the stationary
plates to get a certain law of increase;
leaving the movable plates semi-circular and
the shaft central. This is shown roughly
in Fig. 2. It would appear that this con
struction would have advantages, consider
ing that some condensers are built with the
shaft eccentric for the sake of getting the
right relation between the plates in _ the
smallest possible space and resulting in a
lopsided condenser.
Ratio of Maximum to Minimum Capacity
Many are not sure what advantages there
are, if any, in the use of a condenser having
a low minimum capacity, or a high ratio
of maximum to minimum capacity. The
answer is that there will be no difference
in signal strength, but the wavelength range
covered and the convenience of tuning will
be influenced. This is explained as follows :
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Most variable condensers are used for
tuning purposes and will cover a certain
range in wavelengths when used with a
given coil. The upper wavelength limit is
fixed by the size, number, shape, and spacing
of the condenser plates. The lower wave
length with a given coil is determined by
two things; namely, the minimum capacity
of the condenser, and the distributed cap
acity of the coil. The minimum capacity of
the condenser is the capacity remaining
when the dial is set to zero.
A high minimum capacity in the con
denser will greatly reduce the band of
wavelengths available. Using a coil having
a large distributed capacity has the same
effect. That is why basket-wound coils or
spaced-turn coils are used in amateur wave
receivers; they have less distributed cap
acity than a tightly wound single layer
coil and allow the covering of the wave
length band desired with a condenser having
a lower maximum capacity. It is the ratio
of maximum to minimum capacity in the
coil-and-condenser combination with which
we are really concerned and the minimum
capacity in a circuit is greatly lowered by
using the right kind of a coil.
The Best Size of Condenser
It is never advisable to use a larger
variable condenser than necessary across the
input circuit to a vacuum tube. If a con
denser larger than about 500 uufds. is used
a decrease in signal strength will occur.
If you must eover a large wavelength range,
use a coil with low distributed capacity and
a small variable condenser across it, rather
than a coil with a great deal of distributed
capacity and a large variable condenser.
From the above it can be understood how
fruitless it is for manufacturers to try to
build variable condensers that will cover a
given wavelength range with other than a
standard coil. There are two solutions for
this difficulty. One is to make the con
densers in several sizes, marking the maxi
mum and minimum capacity on the box, let
the builder wind his own coils, and encour
age the use of a wavemeter, measuring the
wavelength of the combination and getting
the right number of turns. A still better
idea would be for the manufacturers to
specify exactly how to make coils that would
cover definite wave bands when used with
their various condensers.
Condenser Resistance
The recent avalanche of "Low-Loss" con- ■
densers has brought with it many figures
as to the resistance of the various conden
sers on the market. The usual method of
stating the resistance of a condenser is to
give the "equivalent series resistance";
which is the resistance that would allow the
same current to flow if it were connected
in series with a perfect condenser of the
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same capacity. These measurements are
usually made with 1,000-cycle current
through the condenser because good radio
frequency measurements are very hard to
make.
Even many of the 1,000-cycle
measurements are evidently wrong or padd
ed to make them sound fine. It is not correct
to assume that there is a fixed relation
between the 1,000-cycle measurements and

WHY NOT 00 IT THIS WAY?
FIG. 2
the resistance at radio frequencies, hence
it is not possible to compare the value of
two differently constructed condensers at
radio frequencies when audio frequency
measurements are used as a basts of com
parison.
Insulation
The resistance is . due chiefly to the
absorption of energy by the dielectric, and
to poor electrical contact between the metal
parts of the condenser. The dielectric loss
can be reduced by using an insulating
material that is good at radio frequencies,
placing it where the electrostatic field is
not intense, and by reducing the quantity
of material used.
The matter of reducing the dielectric loss
by putting the solid insulating material
where it will do the least harm requires
explanation. Referring to Fig. 3A the
imaginary lines of force between two con
denser plates are shown. Where the lines
are closest together the electrostatic field is
the strongest, becoming weaker where the
lines are separated farther. The field is
most intense between the plates because
that is the place where the parts con
nected to opposite terminals of the conden
ser are brought closest together.
If a block of solid insulation such as a
piece of bakelite or hard rubber is 'now
inserted between the plates, the electro
static field will re-distribute itself as in Fig.
3B, increasing in intensity where there is
insulating material, by a factor called the
dielectric constant of the material. For
instance if the solid insulating material has
a dielectric constant of 5, there will be five
times as many lines of force per square inch
in the dielectric as in the air between the
plates. This also means that the capacity
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per square inch of area of one plate will be
five times as great where the lines of force
pass through the solid material as in air.
In the same way that a sponge can be
kept from- absorbing water only by keeping
it out of the water, a condenser can be
kept from having excessive dielectric losses
only by constructing it so that the solid in
sulating material is not in a strong elec
trostatic field. The ways of lessening the
field strength through insulation are, first,
by making the path from one terminal to
the other through the insulating material
much longer than the distance between the
plates, second, by using an insulating
material having a low dielectric constant,
third, by making the cross-sectional area
of the insulating material at right angles
to the lines of force as small as possible
without endangering the condenser mechan
ically. In addition, the insulating material
should be one that inherently is a good in
sulator at radio frequencies.
The general conclusion from the above is
that the condenser with insulating bushings
has seen its day, for that type of construc
tion does not yield itself to low-loss con
struction. Slender strips of insulating
material such as are used in some of the
condensers on the market represent the
latest practice. Condensers with solid end
plates of an insulating material can be made
with low losses if the insulating material
is something that is good at radio fre
quencies, the end plates are large so the
distance between opposite electrodes is
great, and the material is not too thick.
Aluminum and Brass
The resistance of a condenser, especially
when used on short wave work, is in a great
part due to the electrical connections be
tween the supporting posts and the plates
being poor. Aluminum plates always ox
idize and the oxide is a good insulator.
Some condensers have their plates fitted into
grooved posts. If they are not loose to
begin with, they soon will be, especially

b**i of 'fit iei^eti
ttn> »vrW
Effect a/pfacrftfaptec* o/solid
C<x*J*ismrpUtat
separated
Air
A
FIG 3
B
when the metal of the plates and posts is
not the same. Where ever there are two
dissimilar metals in contact the electro
lytic action encourages the formation of a
high resistance film. Soldering the plates
together and to their supports seems to be
the best solution to this trouble, but even
this does not entirely get around the diffi
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culty. Welding or brazing has been sug
gested, but we have not seen it applied
practically.
Need of Standardization
Nowhere in the radio game is the need
for standardization as great as in the loca
tion and size of mounting holes for variable
condensers, couplers, and variometers. In
experienced persons always have a hard
time marking off on a panel and drilling
holes a certain distance apart. When this
distance must be measured in degrees of
arc or 64ths of an inch, they despair en
tirely. Some manufacturers supply tem
plates with their condensers. This is fine
when they fit the condenser. Some of them
do; some of them do not. As time goes
on more manufacturers are making the
shafts of their apparatus 1/4 inch in diam-

Strip of
solid
Insulation

One wag ofreducing the number
of fines 0/ force thru the solid insulation
is to maJie the insulation m the- form of
long slender strips
FIG A.
eter. This is a step in the right direction,
but it would be well for them to get together
with the dial makers and decide on standard
tolerances. At present some dials have to
be driven on to their shafts while others
wobble.
A Bad Mistake
The first variable condenser ever made
had 23 plates and for some unknown reason
ever after than manufacturers have stuck
to the 23 plate idea. There is no reason
for this misplaced standardization for no
two manufacturers' version of the 23 plate
condenser have the same maximum and min
imum capacities; the things we are actually
concerned about. How much better it
would be for a maker to state the exact
capacity of his product rather than to keep
up the old "23 plate" idea.
Reducing Hand Capacity Effect
This is a point both for the user of the
condenser and the manufacturer. It is
generally recognized that the shaft and
movable plates of a variable condenser
should always be connected to the low
potential or ground part of the circuit and
that if this is done the hand capacity effect
will be reduced. However, this is not an
unvarying rule. Some condensers have their
mounting screws connected to the stationary
plates, thereby bringing the high potential
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part of the circuit right to the front of the
■panel where it is not wanted. If you have
such a condenser and are not sure whether
you have it connected so the hand capacity
effect will be at a minimum, try reversing
the connections to the condenser, tune in a
weak station, and see if placing your hand
near the dials makes more of a difference
than before. The best practice is to entirely
insulate the mounting screws or to connect
them to the movable plates of the condenser.
As far as possible, all metal parts connected
to the stationary plates should be kept
away from the end of the condenser next
to the panel.
Bearings
Brass against brass never makes a good
bearing. Sooner or later the bearing will
"freeze up," unless it is made very loose
in the first place. ,There is no good reason
why steel should not be used for the shaft
or the bearing. The exposed portion should
be made rustproof in some fashion, if steel
is used. The importance of good bearings
is becoming more prominent because of the
fine tuning adjustments necessary with the
present day low-loss circuits. A condenser
with loose bearings is always a failure
when it comes to trying to adjust the dial
to a small fraction of a degree.
While speaking of bearings, a simple and
lasting method of adjusting the friction
would be welcome as many persons have
their own preferences in the matter and
would like to adjust, the friction so the
turning effort required on all of the dials
in their set would be the same.
Connections
Many condensers are fine until we start
connecting wires to them. Most other pieces
of radio equipment have real binding posts
on them for connections. Why not variable
condensers?
There has always been disputation as to
whether it is better to connect the movable
plates to the binding post by a flexible
connection (or pigtail), or whether it is
better to depend on the bearing for con
nection to the movable part. There are

GOOD AND POOR 'PIGTAIIED" CONNECTIONS
TO MOVABLE PLATES
FIG 5
arguments on both sides. The pigtailed
connection is unquestionably better electric
ally because it allows the use of soldered
connections thruout the condenser. How
ever, a stop is required to limit the move
ment of the rotary plates so there will be
no danger of twisting the pigtail off and
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this is a disadvantage. It is very easy to
run the condenser against the stop, ac
cidentally or otherwise, and slip the dial,
destroying the calibration if the condenser
is used in a calibrated circuit. Leaving off
the pigtail and stop simplifies the construc
tion but nothing is gained. The poor elec
trical contact through the film of grease or
oil in the bearing is sure to cause loud
scratches and rumbles in the phones every
time the dial is turned. If the oil is wiped
out of the bearing, then the bearing will
wear and the shaft will not turn well.
After all, a soldered pigtail connection is
best.
Flexible connections to shafts should
always be insulated by placing a piece of
sleeving over the conductor, otherwise the
turns may touch each other or wires con
nected to other parts of the circuit and
cause a racket in the phones. The best
shape for the flexible connection is in the
form of a small spiral spring of three or
four turns of thin soft copper or phosphor
bronze about 3/16 inch wide, insulated by
slipping a piece of flat silk shoe-string over
it. Stops should always be provided where
pigtails are used.

The First Hoosier State
Convention
WELL, fellows, July 17th, 18th and
19th, 1924, will go down as historical
dates for the amateurs of the State
of Indiana. Our A.R.R.L. Convention held
at the Hotel Anthony, Fort Wayne, is over
and what a grand old time was had by
every one.
The visit to the plant of the General
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end; what's the use my mouth is still water
ing fo'moh.
Our scheduled talks took place with much
more promptness than is usually the case,
and the paper of Mr. R. H. Chadwick, of
the General Electric Co., on Radio Trans
formers was very ably read and discussed
by Mr. E. A. Wagner also of the General
Electric Co. in the absence of Mr. Chadwick.
Our good friend M. B. West, of Lima,
Ohio, gave an interesting talk on the Radio
Equipment aboard the "WNP".
Fred
Schenll's "Hay-wire" low loss short wave
receiver was on exhibition and he gave
valuable information to the gang.
Over 100 Y.L.'s and O.M.'s sat down at
the banquet and the "gang" enjoyed the
leadership of Harold Elliott of Detroit who
demonstrated that he could play anything
on a tin whistle. At the Head Table sat
Central Division Director Darr, Manager
Mathews and A.D.M. Angus; also Traffic
Manager Schnell and A.R.R.L. Treasurer
A. A. Hebert.
Do you know fellows, that Indiana is the
first State to promise that it would send
one of its representative amateurs to Paris,
France, in April, 1925, when the first
meeting of the International Amateur
Radio Union takes place. Division Manager
Mathews promised that a total of four men
would also attend from the Central Division.
As Briggs would say : "Aint it a Grand and
Glorious Feeling."
The Convention closed with the initiation
into the R.O.W.H., after which every one
left for home satisfied and happy at the
very successful outcome of the first Indiana
State A.R.R.L. Convention. Delegations
were present from Detroit, Mich., Chicago,
Ills., and Dayton, Ohio; besides all the
Indiana "Gangs".
Great credit is due to Mr. E. R. Coolidge,

s L.TJcnault T.Bsjley UDuval C.Stje»msC.Maij«TumfLH4ntock LDickson
Q.H.N. Olio. I.kIa, QRW P.A
m"6. MM.
A Sketch by Dickson, 1ANV, of the Worcester Cast that put on the Wouff-Hong
Initiation at the Springfield (Mass.) Convention in March. A. H. Boyden of Worcester
was Coach and Lee Bates, 1GY, Manager.
Electric Company was well worth the trip, "ec" of 9AKO and A. H. Barnett, "ah" of
eh, Hams? We certainly know more about 9AKO as well as their committee for the
transformers, their windings and WIND success of it all.
ERS. And those visits to ham stations
The Indianapolis delegation made a bid
where some slept five in a bed. Oh the joy for the Convention for 1925, and we are
of hamfesting together! The trip to Tri looking forward for that next one.
Lake with the fried chicken dinner at the
—A.A.H.
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WNP Works 1BVR
THE long silence from WNP was broken
on July 19 when 1BVR answered a
CQ from Mix at 3:09 a.m. 1BVR
worked Mix until 3:25 a.m., taking the
following message:
ALL WELL WILL BE BACK SOON CAN HEAR
SEVERAL STATIONS TONIGHT AS AURORA
EFFECTS ARE NOT BAD TELL THE BOYS TO
KEEP A SHARP LOOKOUT FOR MY SIGNALS AS
WE WILL HAVE SOME IMPORTANT NEWS SOON
IF OK LET ME KNOW QUICK CANT HOLD YOU
YOU LONG.
2CYQ, 8BKM and C. E. Warren of Woodmere, L. L, also heard the exchange of
communication.
The Bowdoin has started for home, ac
cording to the above message, and Mix
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ing "Can the Neutrodyne Be Improved."
"While admitting the numerous advant
ages of the neutrodyne, especially as a
basic circuit, it is fair to consider what can
still be done to this circuit to make it still
better in the future. And no one is better
qualified to pass an opinion on this question
than Prof. Hazeltine himself, the designer
of the neutrodyne circuit who writes in part
as follows: "Probably almost everyone who
has operated a neutrodyne receiver has
noticed that the three dials read nearly
alike for each wave length setting and has
had the idea that these three adjustments
might be made simultaneously by gearing
the dials together, or better, by mounting
the rotors of the three condensers on the
same shaft. If this could be successfully
accomplished, tuning would be vastly sim
plified, and it would be impossible to pass
through a station which was broadcasting
without hearing it."
It is certainly pleasant to know that we
were lending encouragement to an idea that
was already in the mind of the inventor.

Morrell Contest Extended
urges a sharp lookout for his signals as he
has important messages on his hook. We
must clear them for him! No one can tell
on what night or at what time he may work
WNP, and we urge the absolute adherence
to the program outlined in the July, 1923,
issue of QST, with respect to secrecy of
messages and our duty to MacMillan and
the North American Newspaper Alliance.
We don't want any more leaks of which we
have been guilty in the past and any O.R.S.
or any official of the Traffic Department
found lacking in this respect will have his
appointment suspended for some time.
Watch your step, and when in doubt ask
for information from A.R.R.L. Headquart
ers, rather than take a chance.
9EJI reports hearing WNP on July 9th,
but unable to copy because of OSS and
QRZ. 9BEP reports WNP on July 7th.
Nothing else was reported but you can
count on hearing WNP within a very short
time as the Bowdoin will be close to home.
She is expected to dock at Wiscasset,
Maine, in early September—we'd like to
see a gang turn out to welcome her home.
What sa?
Backing Us Up
ON THE heels of Mr. McLaughlin's
"One-Control Neutrodyne" article,
which appeared on page 9 of the
August issue of QST, we find the following
in the Scientific American under the head

ON page 26 of our issue of December
of last year we announced that Mr.
Harry H. Morrell, 1CKY of New
Haven, Conn., had very kindly offered to put
up a 300 ampere-hour 6-volt Edison A-battery as a prize for the best single aid to
amateur operation developed between then
and June 1, 1924.
Only two entries were received, one from
Canadian 3ADN, covering a battery charger
made from a telephone magneto, and one
from A. E. Kleinfelder, West Hoboken,
N.J., being a honeycomb-loader mounting
having a shorting switch which is opened
when the coil is shoved in. Mr. Morrell
accordingly has decided to extend the time
of the competition until June 1, 1925, the
two entries in hand to continue to stand
as entered, of course.
This contest deserves more entrants and
more consideration. 300-A.H. Edisons don't
grow on bushes. Take a look at December
QST and learn how simple it is. This is a
development contest, and the idea is to
recognize that contribution which has been
most helpful to the amateur game, whether
apparatus or whatnot. Even if you haven't
contributed anything especially yourself,
you can enter the name of a friend or favor
ite author and direct the attention of the
judges to his accomplishment. Entries
should be addressed to A.R.R.L. Head
quarters and should be plainly marked
"Morrell Prize" on both letter and envelope.
Now who's going to give Messrs. Thom
son and Kleinfelder a run for that battery?
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Experimenters Section Report
THERE is no formality about the Ex
perimenter's Section; we believe that
radio experimenters do not care for
complicated organization and there
fore we will organize just as little as
possible. This at once removes the need
for monthly reports and extensive corres
pondence.
Membership in the Section is open to
anyone interested in radio experimentation
in company with others.
It is not necessary to have a radio lab
oratory, most of the work can be done with
the equipment of an ordinary amateur sta
tion plus the willingness to stick to it.
Joining the Section
The business of joining the section is ex
tremely simple—just address a request to
Experimenter's Section, A.R.R.L., 10U5
Main Street, Hartford, Conn.
The Service of the Section
The Experimenter's Section offers the
following services:
A List of men who are interested in your
problem.
A list of problems that are in need of work
at present.
Outlines suggesting the best way of attack
ing your problem.
All of these are kept up to date and are
available on request of those who have en
rolled their names in the Section
Laboratory Sheets
Several additional laboratory sheets have
been made out. They will be mimeograph
ed and sent to the members who signed up
for them as soon as the September QST
copy can be gotten out of the way.
New Numbers for the Experiments
It has been necessary to re-number the
experiments. The corrected list is given
below, please take note and use the new
numbers in your correspondence.
ANTENNA CIRCUIT
Al—BEST OPERATING WAVELENGTH FOR
SENDING ANTENNAS.
A2—Counterpoises—height, size, shape, wire spacing,
insulation.
A3—Tests of antenna insulators, electrical and
mechanical.
A4—Development of a good lightning switch.
A5—Imperfect dielectric in field of antenna and
counterpoise.
A6—Grounds vs. counterpoise for C.W. reception.
A7—LOOP TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION.
A8—Beverage wires at waves below 100 meters.
A9—Underground antennas.
RECEIVING SETS
Rl—The super-heterodyne for C.W. below 200 meters.
R2—Improvement of the standard regenerative set.
R3—TESTS OF RECEIVING INDUCTANCES.
SIZE AND SPACING OF WIRE. METHOD
OF WINDING. SPACING, INSULATION,
EFFECT OF "DOPE."
R4—COMPARISON OF HEADSETS (FOR SENSIITIVITY ESPECIALLY).

R6—A really good R.F. amplifier for waves below
200 meters.
R6—AUDIO amplifiers—quiet and with good peak at
1000 cycles.
R7—Comparison of American and Foreign tubes that
you have.
R8—Comparison of American and Foreign apparatus
that you have.
R9—RECEPTION OF C.W. SETS AT HALF AND
DOUBLE WAVELENCTH.
RIO—EFFECT OF CHANGING LC RATIO IN
TUNER SECONDARY (See No. 2).
TRANSMITTING SETS
Tl—HOW CAN WE DO AWAY WITH KEY
THUMPS- AND SURGES THAT BLOW TUBES
AND INTERFERE WITH BROADCAST RE
CEPTION?
T2—Keying methods—best location of the key.
T3—CAUSE AND REMEDY OF THE UNSTEADY
WAVE.
T4—KEYING MOTOR-GENERATOR SETS AND
RECTIFIERS WITH BIG FILTERS.
T5—Development of a GOOD wavechanger.
T6—Efficiency of various rectifiers.
T7—TANSMITTING INDUCTANCES, compare helix
with pancake, flat strip with edgewise strip
and with tubing also litz. (URGENT).
TR—Comparison of plate supplies—effect on range
with same input.
T9—Does it pay to use a good grid condenser—since
a leak is used ?
T10—Comparison of American and Foreign tubes that
you have.
Til—HARMONICS FROM TUBE TRANSMITTERS
(URGENT).
T12—Tyzzer signal (See QST for October, 1923. page
16).
T13—MERCURY ARCS.
T14—Loop Transmitters.
TIB—PORTABLE TRANSMITTERS.
T16—AMATEUR ARCS (URGENT).
T17—HOW CAN D.C. TONE BE KEPT UP BELOW
100 METERS?
T18—FILTERING "SINK" RECTIFIERS SO LOCAL
"MUSH" IS CUT OUT (URGENT).
T19—Transmitting circuits.
GENERAL
Gl—Wired Wireless (i.e. Carrier frequency or guided
radio) .
G2—Tests of insulation at radio frequencies.
G3—Effect of weather, barometer and moon on radio
conditions.
G4—Static elimination or reduction.
G5—Distant Control.
G6—Break-in systems.
G7—Best size for sending antennas.
G8—WORKING SENDING ANTENNAS AT A
HAMONIC.
G9—Resonance wave coils.
SPECIAL PROBLEMS
Other problems of uncertain value, or of limited
interest are classified as "special" and are handled
by personal correspondence. If they develop favor
ably they are transferred to one of the classes given
above.
NEW PROBLEMS
The above list is not complete—do not hesitate to
suggest additions, particularly if you are interested
in the new problem you suggest.
Quartz Crystal
Several laboratories are working with
the oscillating quartz crystal which was
first described on page 30 of our July is
sue.
So far the operation has been pretty
satisfactory above 200 meters. In that
region crystals can be made to produce an
output of 5 watts. Making a more nearly
correct statement tubes controlled by crys
tals can be made to give an output of
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about 5 watts when working in that region.
This can be amplified, of course. In the
region below 200 meters there has been
quite a bit of trouble, the crystals frequent
ly exploding during the operation. The
reason for this can be seen by looking at
Fig. 5 on page 33 in the July issue and
noticing that the crystal must be made
thinner as the wavelength is made shorter.
Possibly this may be overcome in some
fashion later.
Portable Transmitters
The following letter refreshes a problem
that has been too much neglected.
Box 61 Paxton, Ills.
Experimenters Section, A. R. R. L.
Dear OM:
Since my work with this outfit keeps
me traveling nine months out of the year,
I'm turning to your department for some
dope on portable receivers and transmit
ters. I have about the same problem as
Mr. Jakosky mentioned in the July QST.
A portable outfit weighing less than fifty
pounds. Any names of members working
on this problem or dope you may have at
hand will be greatly appreciated I'm sure.
Best 73's
M. L. Brown, Member, A. R. R. L.
Will not someone make it a definite job
to work up a satisfactory portable trans
mitter and receiver? We have before sug
gested some things about portable trans
mitters but the response has not been any
thing like as good as on some other prob
lems.
Correspondence
It has become absolutely necessary to
insist that all correspondence be addressed
exactly as requested above and a stamped
business envelope be supplied with each
letter, the return address being plainly
written thereon. This is done to secure
correct addresses and to save postage.
It is necessary for us to put approximate
ly ten days into the making of QST each
month. During that time we simply can
not handle correspondence and of necessity
some letters will be delayed. We realize
that this condition is not satisfactory but
please do not make it worse by bombarding
us with "follow-up" letters.
Corrections
Through an oversight the battery sym
bols mentioned on page 35 of the July issue

The one on the right is approved by the A.I.E.E.
were not properly designated. The cut is
again reproduced herewith marked in ac
cordance with the A.I.E.E. ruling.
Thru an unfortunate error at the pub
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lisher's end we quoted Ramsey's "Experi
mental Radio" at $1.60. We have since been
informed that this price does not apply
to the second edition, which is quoted at
$2.00 postpaid. The address, etc., were
correct.

Attention,
Second District Members!
YOU are hereby notified that a meeting
of the Board of Directors of the
A.R.R.L. held on July 25, 1924, the ByLaws of the League were amended to create,
effective September I, 1924, a new division
known as the Hudson Division, consisting
of the following territory previously a porT
tion of the Atlantic Division:
In the state of New York, the counties
of Richmond, New York, Bronx, Kings,
Queens, Nassau, Suffolk, Westchester, Rock
land, Putnam, Orange, Ulster, Dutchess,
Columbia, Greene, Albany, Rensselaer and
Schenectady; in the state of New Jersey,
the counties of Bergen, Passaic, Essex,
Union, Middlesex, Monmouth, Hudson, and
Ocean.
A director will be elected to represent the
Hudson Division on the A.R.R.L. Board of
Directors, at the elections to be held in
November of this year. The attention
of all League members residing in this
territory is directed to the notice of such
election and solicitation of nominations
appearing elsewhere in this issue.
For the Board:
K. B. WARNER, Secretary

ELECTION NOTICE
To All A. R. R. L. Members Residing in
the CENTRAL, HUDSON, NEW ENG
LAND, NORTHWESTERN
(including
Alaska, ROANOKE, ROCKY MOUNTAIN
and WEST GULF Divisions:
1. You are hereby notified that an elec
tion for a new A.R.R.L. Director, for a
term of two years commencing at noon
on January 1, 1925, is about to be held in
each of the above Divisions, in accordance
with the Constitution and By-Laws of the
League. Your attention is invited to Sec.
1 of Article IV of the Constitution, pro
viding for the government of A.R.R.L.
affairs by a Board of Directors; Sec. 2 of
Article IV, defining their eligibility, and ByLaws 12, 13 14 and 15, providing for their
nomination and election.
2. Nomination petitions are hereby
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solicited. Ten or more A.R.R.L. members
living in any Division have the privilege
of nominating any member of the League
in their Division as a candidate for Direc
tor. The following form for nominating
is suggested:
(Place and date)
Executive Committee,
A.R.R.L. Headquarters,
Hartford, Conn.
Gentlemen:
We, the undersigned members of the
A.R.R.L. residing in the
Division, hereby nominate
-of
as a candidate for Director from this Div
ision, for the election of November, 19H.
(Signatures)
The signers must be League members in
good standing. The nominee must be a
League member in good standing, a resident
of that Division, and must be without com
mercial radio connections. His complete
name and address should be given. All such
petitions must be filed at the headquarters
office of the League in Hartford, Conn., by
noon of the first day of November, 1924.
There is no limit on the number of petitions
that may be filed.
3. The Directors at present representing
the above Divisions are as follows:
Central
C. E. Darr, 8ZZ, Detroit, Mich.
Hudson
None
New England . .
G. H. Pinney, 1CKP,
So. Manchester, Conn.
Northwestern . . . .K. W. Weingarten, 7BG,
Tacoma, Wash.
Roanoke
W. T. Gravely, 3BZ,
Danville, Va.
Rocky Mountain.
P. M. Segal, 9EEA,
Denver, Colo.
West Gulf
F. M. Corlett, 5ZC,
Dallas, Tex.
4. The elections will take place during
the month of November, on ballots which
will be mailed from Headquarters in the
first week of that month. The ballots for
each Division will list the names of all
eligible candidates nominated for the
position by members residing in that Div
ision. In the event there is but one eligible
nominee from any Division, the Executive
Committee will declare him elected without
ballot and so notify all members of that
Division.
5. The Constitution of the League is de
signed to insure popular and representative
government. Members are urged to par
ticipate actively in the selection of their
Director and to file nominating petitions
immediately.
For the Board:
K. B. WARNER, Secretary.
Hartford, Conn., Aug. 1, 1924.
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WWV Schedules
EVERY day there are fewer amateur and
broadcast stations who do not know
their sending wavelengths exactly.
The reason for this is the "standard fre
quency transmissions" from station WWV
at the Bureau fo Standards, Washington,
D.C. This service is useful not only within
the range of WWV but is being relayed to
all parts of the Unfted States.
The service costs nothing and is being
widely used, particularly on the wavelengths
below 300 meters. It is unfortunate that
these short wave transmissions cannot be
made more frequently but the work has
fallen almost entirely on one man. It is
hoped that the wavelengths will be extended
downward and more stations added to the
system soon.
The accuracy of these signals is better
than 3/10 of 1%, much better than any
wavemeter the average amateur will ever
be able to build. Information on using the
signals was given in the February, 1923,
issue of the Radio Service Bulletin,
also in QST at the following places. Page
28, July, 1923; page 47, May, 1923; page
36, March, 1924; page 20, April, 1924. The
schedules are being published regularly in
QST. Look for them in the index, they
are always there, if we have received a new
schedule from the Bureau. The schedules
appear to be issued at irregular intervals,
however.
Schedule of Frequencies in Kilocycle*
(Approximate wave lengths in meters in
parentheses)
Eastern
standard time
11:00 to 11:08 PM
11:12 to 11:20 PM
11:24 to 11:32 PM
11:36 to 11:44 PM
11:48 to 11:56 PM
12:00 to 12:08 AM
12:12 to 12:20 AM
12:24 to 12:32 AM

Sept. 5
300
(1000)
315
(952)
345
(869)
375
(800)
425
(705)
500
(600)
600
(500)
666
(450)

Sept. 22
550
(545)
650
(461)
750
(400)
833
(360)
1000
(300)
1200
(250)
1350
(222)
1500
(200)
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The Amateur DX Report Card
A Study of the International Fad That 8UX Started
By Howard S. Pyle, 8FT
THE majority of amateur DX report
cards have many faults which indi
cate a lack of thought in laying
them out. Now it is true that the
American amateur is distinctly an
individual and that he will be governed
first of all by his individual ideas when
designing a card. Still he should • not
neglect the fact that the card has a real
purpose, and should try to make it fulfill
that purpose.
What Goes on the Card
DX report cards are intended to convey
certain definite information, to establish
beyond a doubt that a station was heard
or communicated with. It therefore follows
that it will be necessary to give plainly—
1—The Call and address of station send
ing the card.
2—The time and date at which the other
station was heard or worked (and
perhaps a few words of the transmitted
matter), possibly also the wavelength.
That is really the only essential in
formation.
The writer's theory is that much of the
information on cards is a waste of space.
Take for instance antenna data. An ama
teur's antenna is usually governed entirely
by his local surroundings—he cannot use
anything else. Therefore what his brother
amateur uses is of no interest in nine cases
out of ten. If some really radically diff
erent scheme has been developed a brief
description might be included but even that
is doubtful—such material belongs in QST
where it can help many more than if it

tween amateurs as to the usefulness of in
formation on the receiver and transmitter.
Again the writer is of the opinion that a
few words are enough. What more is
needed than—"Hartley circuit, 60 watts
input, 1% amps, antenna current" . . .
"Reinartz receiver, one stage A.F."?
Even this is too much for the experi
mental amateur, who is always changing

"—It is advisable to leave blank spaces".
his station, increasing his input, shifting
receivers, changing tubes. For this class
(which includes most of us) it is advisable
to leave blank spaces such as—"
Circuit
watts input
antenna
-Receiveramperes" and
-eteps, A.F." This will
steps R.F.save much time otherwise wasted in cross
ing out old information—and if many cards
are mailed daily time is important.

Size of Letters
It is customary to put the station call
on the card in letters that vary from those
an inch high to great flaring ones taking
up the whole surface of the card. The
1QRM
Hartford. Connecticut
reason for the big letters is that the de
ToYourradio
Pal,
Hour
signals
were
heard here
signer wants the card to stand out prom
Your
nations
wit
worked
by
u*
Circuit—Look Coupltd Hartley with pancake coil* and alas* condeneinently when tacked on a station wall—even
—Two
C-303
tubee
with tone.
baaca removed.
when the wall is photographed and repro
C.
W..
1.
C.
W
and
local
—Brute force type, chokes unknown, condenser* abt. 2
duced in the pages of a magazine. This is
desirable but the letters should ;not run into
the writing space for printer's ink is greasy
Counterpoiee—10
feel
high,
fan
shaped.
11
wirea.
length
60
feet.
Surroundings—Ordinary
neighborhood, lew
few wires
—o
C*were—QSA—GRZ—QRK.
neighborhood.
and hard to write over.
When we cheard you y rrtiilmrralaws—QRN—Bad—modersteWeather
The Colors
Owned John
and Operator—
Right here an important point comes in.
Richard Doe.
Doe. personal
Personal "sine"
"sine" JD.
RA.
The large call letters will frequently not
"—much of the information on cards is a waste photograph well because the color is wrong.
of
Red and black photograph well, showing
dead black in a photograph. A deep green
were on a card. After that the card can ■or strong purple shows up next best but
say "Special antenna—see p. 732, QST, pale colors, particularly light blue, fade
June, 1924."
right into the background as if they were
An argument can easily be started be white. In most cases they can not even
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be seen on the plate—much less the finished
magazine picture. (Of course that is not
the case if the photographer used a pan
chromatic plate and a K3 filter but that
isn't done very often.—Tech. Ed.)
DX Wall Paper
Just for his own satisfaction the writer
would like to ask "Why plaster the station
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make yourself and your station ridiculous
to the fraternity.
Cost
To most of us cost is a big item. A
dollar saved on DX cards brings "the other
bottle" that much closer. Several little
economies may be practiced.
In the first place specify plain cards and
not fancy, expensive, ones. Government
postal cards may be bought at $10.00 per
thousand but it is possible to spread this
out over a longer time by purchasing un-

Ml A.F.A.I
sc. crk-^Bio u.n.c.
r 105 U.
The card of 8UX who started the whole business.
walls with report cards?" It does not
appear to be a really good stunt. The
appearance of the station walls would be
improved if fewer cards were used—say
one from each foreign country, the most
attractive one from each state—and per
haps a few especially interesting ones in
addition.
The Near-funny Card
A growing number of stations exert all
efforts to cover the entire card with collec
tions of so-called humorous remarks. There
are actual born humorists in the world but
judging from the cards there are surpris
ingly few in the amateur fraternity while
the efforts of the would-be's are rather
disgusting. Avoid cheapening your card by
a display of vaudeville humor.
The Showy Card
Then we have the young fellow who has
a burning desire for elaboration. He uses
two—three—five colors and spectacular
arrangements and whorls and flourishes.
To do such things successfully is the work
of an artist. If you have talent, and ex
pense means nothing, then it is possible to
make an attractive card, but don't fool
^l Q S O

' /wmtjacorf

JB> OX Recor
r PSE QSL A CR0. ORKf BUI XTt

CLARENCE SELLEV ^

"»<"<>
*»"■
Mi.rn.nt. via. "33
£\ Ur
Sits
Hf_
C.S.T. fttKl
C^ORM
QRN
QS8 - OSS
d. Receiver
fctaM ■ stats aj
Tr
Rema

C. VI. MURPHY. Opr. '
"ANOTHER EIGHT"
Kti Uli LUii t iikm^
Colors as they show when photographed with
ORDINARY plate.
Top card—Red letters, light blue border.
Middle card—Blue letters, red border.
Bottom card—Light green letters, light blue
border.
All cards are on the same pattern but some colors
do not photograph. Notice that the small lettering
in black has come out o.k. in all three cards.

at 401 on \1

"An attractive card—"
yourself into thinking that it only takes
colors and curly-cues. That is the way to

stamped cards instead and buying stamps
a few at a time as they are needed. If the
cards are not stamped it costs less to throw
away the unused ones when the station must
be moved.
A further economy is to use cards printed
in one color only. While perhaps not as
attractive as multi-color cards, they convey
the message every bit as well and, if they
are printed in dead black, will show up ex
cellently on the wall or in a photo.
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Still more saving may be effected by or
dering a thousand cards instead of giving
small repeat orders to your printer. It is

• 7BBA ♦
SUQUAMISH,WASHINGTON
Operators, William Martin."WM7 John Horton'VO"

"—dead black will show up excellently."
cheaper for him to run thru a thousand at
one time than to set type half a dozen times
for as many small batches.
Think it Over
Perhaps the whole thing can be summed
up by suggesting a little careful thought
on the matter of station cards. Take a
little time and see if you can't evolve a DX
card that will be a credit to your station.
I thank you.

Standard Frequency Stations
AS a result of measurements by the
Bureau of Standards upon the trans
mitted waves of a limited number of
radio transmitting stations, data are given
in each month's Radio Service Bulletin on
such of these stations as have been found
to manitain a sufficiently constant frequency
to be useful as frequency standards. A new
station, WBZ, is included in this month's
list. There may be other stations main
taining their frequency just as constant as
these, but these are the only ones which
reached the degree of constancy shown
among the stations upon whose frequencies
measurements were made in the bureau's
laboratory. There is, of course, no guar
anty that the stations named below will
maintain the constancy shown. As a means
of maintaining constant frequency the
high-power low-frequency alternator sta
tions listed below have speed regulators.
Most of the broadcasting stations listed use
frequency indicators (one-point wavemeters) and maintain a maximum deflection
of the instrument on the frequency indicator
throughout the transmission. These broad
casting stations with rare exceptions, vary
not more than 2 kilocycles from the assigned
frequency. The transmitted frequencies
from these stations can be utilized for
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standardizing wavemeters and other ap
paratus by the procedure given in Bureau
of Standards Letter Circular No. 92. "Radio
Signals of Standard Frequencies and Their
Utilization." A copy of that letter cir
cular can be obtained by a person having
actual use for it upon application to the
Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.
Assign- No. Average
ed
of deviafrequen- times tion
cy
measure- from
(kiloed assigned
cycles )
in frequency
1928-24 since
earliest
measurements
Station
Location
NSS
Annapolis, Md. 17.50
0.2
81
WGG Tuckerton. No. 1 18.85 100
.2
N.J.
WII
New Brunswick, 22.04
82
*
N.J.
WSO
Marion, Mass. 25.80
M
.3
WWJ
Detroit, Mich. 580
41
.1
WCAP Washington, D.C. 640
56
.1
WRC Washington, D.C. 640
40
.1
WSB
Atlanta, Ga. 700
52
.1
WGV Schenectady, N.Y. 790
89
.2
WBZ Springfield, Mass. 890
.0
9
KDKA E. Pittsb'gh, Pa. 920
114
.1

Western Pennsylvania Get-To
gether
THE Western Pennsylvonia hams held
a real "fest" at 8ZD's home in Wilkinsburg on June 28th. About seventyfive fellows from that district registered and
from all reports the gathering was a huge
success, in spite of the fact that one of the
worst electrical and rain storms of the sea
son was raging all night long. It takes
more than a storm to keep the gang away.

The Madison Gang Cuts Loose
With a Picnic
THE Madison Amateur's Radio Club put
on a picnic at Madison, Wisconsin, on
July 20th which proved to be the
event of the season. It was attended by
amateurs all over the central part of the
state and delegations from Appleton, Menasha and Beloit and Milwaukee responded.
A trip through WHA was made under the
guidance of OXM, Mr. Miller, Chief Opera
tor. The gang was then escorted to the
home of 9DZV, R. D. Lighty, CM. of
Madison, where the picnic was staged in
open air. Due to a storm the lectures
scheduled for the evening had to be post
poned but the Madison boys are to be given
credit for the success of the affair, espec
ially for the hard work of the secretary
of the club, Mr. O. C. Austin.
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The Basket- Weave Coil
Losses and wire sizes in the Lorenz- type Winding
By Greenleaf W. Pickard*
EVER since QST began its excellent
series of articles on low loss tuners,
I have feared lest some brash mem
ber of our fraternity would start a
basket weave zero loss coil of #0000
wire, and fracture his vocabulary in the
attempt. It is obvious that very big wire
indeed could be used with advantage if the
coil was a foot or two in diameter, and the
turns were spaced an inch or two apart.
But if we confine our attention to coils only
three or four inches in diameter, wound
with double cotton covered magnet wire
in the Lorenz or basket-weave manner, there
is a definite limit to the size of wire which
should be used.
To determine this, I recently had. con
structed a number of 100 microhenry coils,
wound on a ring of 11 pins in a circle 3.25
inches in diameter, slipped off the pins and
held together with lashings of thread, no
dope or varnish being used. These coils,
which were wound with magnet wire rang
ing from No. 12 to No. 26, were measured
for resistance at several radio frequencies.
As there were three variables—size of wire,
frequency and resistance—a complete plot
of their interrelation would be a solid or
three-dimensional graph. In the enclosed
sketch, this solid graph is sufficiently in
dicated by four sections at 500, 1000, 1500

A Form Used in Winding Lorenz Coils
and A Basket Coil of the Lorenz Type.
The coil is wound on the pins of the form, tied
with thread and removed. An odd number of pins
must always be used.
Courtesy F. H. Schnell.
and 2000 kilocycles, and it is immediately
apparent that the best gauge of wire for
this particular size and form of coil lies
between No. 16 and No. 18. It is also
apparent that the use of a materially larger
wire will impale the unfortunate construc•Chief engineer, Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co.,
Inventor of the crystal detector.

tor on the sharp Ohmic Peaks at the right
of my sketch.
It is hardly necessary to add that the
sharp increase in resistance with increasing

How the Resistances of Basket Coils Vary.
All the coils are wound with double cotton
covered wire on an 11 pin form to an inductance
of 100 microhenrys, the pins being set on a 3V4"
circle.
Note that No. 18 D.C.C. seems best at 500 kilo
cycles (600 meters) while No. 16 D.C.C. seems to
be slightly better at 2,000 kilocycles (ISO meters).
This is not a large change and it seems that we
will be fairly safe in using either of these sizes
in all of our amateur and broadcast work.
Remember these cur.es are for BASKET WOUND
coils, they do not f*t the plain spaced coil—that is
another story.
size of wire is uue to eddy-current loss;
the field around each wire cuts the copper
of adjacent turns, so that above a certain
size of wire, the more copper one puts into
the coil, the higher its resistance at radio
fiequencies. The steepness of the curves
to the right is due to the fact that eddycurrent loss increases as the square of the
wire diameter, while the gentle slope to the
left is the sum of the increasing high fre
quency resistance of the diminishing con
ductor, and the decreasing eddy-current
loss. What may be done by stranding the
conductor is another and a more compli
cated story, which need not be here told,
for as yet no stranded wire has been de
veloped that is effective above 1000 kilo
cycles.
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Endorses Esperanto

AFTER a two-year's survey of the in
ternational auxiliary language situ
ation the American Radio Relay
League, subject to the qualification
herein set forth, has decided in
favor of Esperanto as its official inter
national language, and it recommends that
language to its membership.
The subject of an I.A.L. (international
auxiliary language) for radio is intimately
bound up with the general question of an
international language for all purposes, a
subject which has occupied the minds of
many brilliant men for generations. There
was a time in our consideration of the sub
ject when it was not clear to us that this
connection existed and we fancied that as
radio people we were disconnected from the
general trend of I.A.L. development and
free to examine the various "competing
language projects" much as a prospective
purchaser might examine several tools with
a view of selecting one for a particular
job. As we progressed ill our knowledge
of the subject, however, it became unmistakeable that this concept was erroneous,
and that the degree of success which we
amateurs may experience in the use of any
I.A.L. is indeed dependent upon the general
progress of this most important movement.
As just one illustration of this point we
have only to consider that while those few
amateurs who find themselves thrust into
international relations because of their farreaching signals may readily enough adopt
and master some particular I.A.L. that
seems worthy to them, the great majority
of us will not find our radio activities alone
of enough moment to spur us to the effort;
such is human nature. Yet we need this
thing, just as all the world reeds it. Know
ing ourselves as we do, we have to admit
that most of us will fail to make the necess
ary slight effort until the whole world
takes up the idea, until some great agency
sponsored by the leading nations of the
earth gives attention to the I.A.L. matter
and causes it to be adopted and put to
work all over the civilized globe. This in
fact is exactly the goal of the I.A.L. move
ment—to demonstrate by practice such im
mense benefits in the plan that the govern
ments of the world will be moved to recog
nition and action, wherein the I.A.L. will
become as much a part of one's ordinary
education as the mastering of one's native
tongue, and as necessary. Then we will
have to know it, or be engulfed by the tide
of progress. Thus it may be seen that the
future of radio in the I.A.L. is directly a
part of the general movement.
This being the case, it appears to us that
it is the duty of everyone who will benefit
by an I.A.L. to lend his aid to the progress

of the general cause. To do otherwise
would only delay the day when the I.L. may
become of greatest service to any of us.
It was with this attitude of mind that
we approached the final stages of our
examination into the subject. The chief
of the auxiliary languages is Esperanto,
having by far the greatest number of
followers. Indeed it is a practical, living
language, with an extensive literature and
hundreds of thousands of users all over
the world. There are other "competing"
languages, for the most part based upon
Esperanto as improvements or reforms
thereof. We have found much that we like
and much that we believe to be good about
seme of these "improved Esperantos," but
after a careful survey of the situation we
have become firmly convinced that the time
is not propitious to discuss improvements
and continual changes in the I.L., because
the general success of the I.L. movement is
bound up with the advancement of the idea
to proportions where the governments of
the world will accept it. In fact it is
apparent to us that it is nothing short of
destructive to the success of the whole
movement for the advocates of I.A.L. to
split into camps and attempt to shout the
merits of their particular project and to
decry the language of the other. The time
will come when changes and improvements
can be made—when an international tribu
nal assumes charge of the I.L. In the
meantime controversies only delay the day
of eventual success.
We do not regard Esperanto as perfect
nor do we believe that it embodies all of the
good points contained in any I.A.L. We
are by no means sure that it is the eventual
I.A.L. Its dominating position in the field,
however, its position as a leader in the
movement, and most particularly the fact
that it is already in actual practical use
by a number of people many times larger
than all other projects combined, have
caused us to lend our endorsement to it.
To do otherwise at this stage in I.A.L.
history would only retard the ultimate suc
cess of the whole movement, regardless of
the merits of any of the other proposed
auxiliary languages.
In thus adopting and recommending
Esperanto, the American Radio Relay
League wishes it to be understood clearly
that it does not regard that language in its
present form as necessarily the one which
should eventually come unchanged into
world-wide recognition, and that it stands
ready to adopt such modification of Esper
anto or whatever other language may
eventually be agreed upon by an authorized
international agency of the great nations
of the world. We believe it is essential to
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The Superdyne Grid Leak
the eventual success of I.A.L. that some
We have had wails for help from quite
language of this kind become a world-wide
vehicle of expression, after which authorized a few makers of superdyne receivers be
agencies can make such rectifications as cause they didn't use a grid leak when
then may seem desirable. We believe that they substituted a hard tube for the UVour members may accept Esperanto in the 200 shown in our original article.
The same remark applies to other tuners
expectation that it will be one of the factors
taken into account in the formation of the also, whenever using a hard tube it is a
eventual I.A.L., if not indeed the chief foregone conclusion that you will need a
leak. If the diagram doesn't show it that
support thereof.
We have communicated on this subject simply means that the builder of the orig
with, we believe, all of the national amateur inal tuner used a soft tube.
radio societies of the world. All of those
Daven Resistance Couplers
which expressed an opinion in favor of any
Those that prefer resistance coupling
artificial language recommended Esperanto,
for reasons directly akin to our own. We in audio and radio amplifiers will be inter
may know, then, that our amateur cor
respondents in other countries are of sim
ilar mind and in all probability will take
similar action in the near future.
Esperanto societies exist in most of the
large cities of this country, where classes
in the language are conducted and where
textbooks may be obtained. The language
is extremely simple in its composition and
may be learned in a remarkably short
time. We earnestly commend it to our mem
bership and suggest that all amateurs en
deavor to become acquainted with it at
their earliest opportunity. Lists of inex ested in the Daven "resisto-coupler", a
pensive textbooks, information on local peculiarly neat device for carrying two cart
Esperanto societies, etc., may be had by ridge resistances and a mica condenser
writing to the Esperanto Association- of The condenser clips fit the well known
Micadon type 601 while the resistance clips
North America, 507 Pierce Building, Cop
take standard grid leaks and also the special
ley Square, Boston 17, Mass.
Daven resistance which are supplied in 15
—K.B.W.
different values, ranging from 2,500 ohms
to 10,000,000 ohms (10 megs.) They are
also supplied in the form of a "resistor
kit" containing one each of the 1, 2, 3, 5
and 7 megohm resistors.
Crescent Lavite Resistances
s ReceiVitvcj
The Crescent "lavite" resistors have been
mentioned before. They are now made in a
erimenter
completely non-inductive form that will
dissipate 10 watts. This, with careful
moisture proofing, makes the Crescent re
sistance the most rugged cartridge-type
high resistance of which we know. It can
be used in ordinary amplifiers, power am-

Conducted by S.Kruse, Tech. Eo.
"Earth Wire."
5XAY says that "a one-hundred-foot
heavy rubber-covered wire, buried a foot
or more in the earth and used as a receiv
ing aerial will reduce static and still enable
the operator to receive DX stations very
well. The end of the wire should be taped
or put in a bottle full of wax or tar. After
heavy rains, it may be necessary to dig the
wire up and dry it out."

plifiers, and even in small sending sets. The
Lavite resistance is made in 12,000, 48,000,
50,000 and 100,000 ohm standard units with
other values available on special order.
Shorted Turns
In many of the modern windings (es
pecially the basket weave) it is quite easy
to have a short circuited turn. A tuner
with this difficulty will simply be dead, the
signals having no strength to them. Try
a new coil if yours act this way.
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The Augusta Case
By P. C. Herault*
THIS article is written and intended
as a review of work done on a very
aggravating case of radio interfer
ence by power lines now existing in
Augusta, Ga.
At this time it might be well to state
that Augusta is probably the most peculiar
city of its size in the country. In this place
there is not a single amateur or broad
casting station of any description. All of
the radio in Augusta must come from out
side, necessitating sensitive and expensive
broadcast receivers. The B.C.L's have
formed themselves into a club of about one
hundred or more and composed of the very
best people in town.
Just before Christmas of 1923 the
B.C.L's began to notice a "buzz" that was
present all over town and especially bad
in the West Side, where the best residential
section is located, incidentally the expen
sive receivers. The "buzz" was attributed
to amateurs and our 4th District Super
visor, Major Van Nostrand, was requested
to investigate and take necessary steps to
correct the disturbance. The Major's in
vestigation disclosed the fact that the
trouble was from distribution lines and not
amateurs. At the Supervisor's request, I
was asked to look over the situation and do
what I could. A trip was made to Augusta
during the latter part of February.
A general survey of the West Side was
made, which disclosed the fact that in this
section there is a steam generating plant,
also two incoming 44,000-volt lines. From
the plant there radiated the usual net
work of 2300-volt distributing lines, also
a 13,000-volt line that went over to the
south side to serve industrial loads. This
13,000-volt line came down Central Avenue
through the heart of the west side. At
tached to this 13,000-volt line on Central
Avenue were two transformers about onehalf mile apart, that serve the local dis
tribution in that particular section. The
13,000-volt line and the transformers were
looked upon with suspicion by the "fans".
The first night was spent going to various
seta to listen to the "buzz", in order to de
termine where it was the worst. Several
cases of dead "B" batteries were fixed, but
the conclusion reached was that in the
section around Central Avenue, for a radius
of a half mile or more, it was hard to say
where the "buzz" was worst.
The next day a test for faulty 13,000volt insulators was made without finding
any defects. The 13,000-volt transformers

were taken out of service and the results
were not satisfactory; while the interfer
ence was decreased, it did not stop. The
conclusion was that the 13,000-volt line
and its transformers acted as carriers. Two
2300-volt circuits, known as the Summerville "A" and "B" circuits, were examined
and, on taking these out of service, the in
terference stopped. A careful examination
of these circuits visually developed nothing
but a few tree grounds. The tree grounds
were not causing the trouble. Further in
vestigation revealed that there were not
one but many disturbances affecting radio
in Augusta. Thi.- conclusion was confirmed
later by the blowing up of a cable in the
downtown fire district, which is on the
east side, relieving, partly, that section of
town.
The blowing up of some transformers
south of the Central Avenue section re
lieved, partly, that particular locality.
A Deforest 10-D set was called into ser
vice and an exploration of the Central
Avenue section was undertaken. The re
sults were anything but satisfactory, due
to the fact that while the loop gave splendid
compass action on the outside of town, in
the affected area the loop was worthless, as
it could be oriented 360 degrees and the
intensity remained the same. The thought
on this is that the interference not only
came in on the loop, but on the wiring of
the set as well. Another thing that was
brought out was that with a set as sen
sitive as this several cases of interference
could be detected at one time, putting you
in the position of a mule between two hay
stacks. When the set was moved, you
probably listened in on some other trouble
than the first one picked up—in other
words, we had the cat chasing its tail, all
fagged out and nothing accomplished.
At this point in the game it was de
cided that more brains and less traveling
was necessary to get results. The decision
arrived at then was the development of
apparatus that would give compass action
above anything else, also that the incoming
disturbance should be suppressed so that
only one case of trouble at a time could
be handled. With the above in mind a re
turn trip to Atlanta was made and a set
and loop built up, attempting to incorpor
ate these ideas.
The final set was a short-wave 3-circuit
tuner, the primary of which was untuned,
the secondary controlled by a variable con
denser, the primary and tickler coils being
specially-wound low loss coils. The details of
•Supt. Transmission, Georgia Railway & Power Co., construction are given in the sketch shown.
This receiver has a normal range from
4XY-4CP.
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about 90 to 225 meters. A pine cabinet was
next built, the entire inside being shielded
•with ordinary roofing *in, as was the panel
of the receiver. This kind of shield was
considered desirable due to the fact that
iron made a very desirable electrostatic as
well as electromagnetic shield. Attention
was next given to the loop and a flat spiral
was decided on and mounted on the top
of the cabinet in such a manner that it
could be rotated in a horizontal plane.
The loop consisted of 10 turns of No. 26
D.C.C. wire spaced %", the diaggonals being 24". Battery leads
and phone cord were shielded with
copper braid which, in turn, was
soldered to the shielding of the
cabinet. From the above it is
apparent that the receiver itself
was isolated in the metal shield
ing and that no signals cound
enter except on the loop.
With the above equipment
another trip was made in the
early part of May to Augusta.
The first step was a visit to sev
eral radio installations and a
rough survey was made as to who
was getting the worst interfer
ence. A station was then selec
ted as a starting point, and the
disturbance tuned in on a loud speaker,
where it was audible in the street. The short
wave set, which was in a car in the street,
was tuned in on the interference. The loop
gave very definite compass action parallel
to the street pointing east. The car was
moved about a block, the loop still held its
direction and the interference grew in in
tensity. _ The car was stopped at a street
intersection, the loop pointing to an incan
descent street lamp. A bamboo fishing
pole was called into play and by hitting the
lamp and wires with it, it was decided
that the trouble was not at that point. An
other move was made for a block; the loop
still held 'direction down the street with
an increase of signal strength. At the
next street intersection the street lamp was
again examined with the fishing pole. This
time when the lamp was struck the inter
ference was broken up. Business began
to pick up. As a check one of the party
was sent back to the original starting point
and the hitting of the lamp had the same
effect on the tuned in receiver as in the
,3hort wave set in the car. As another check
the car was moved one block farther past
the lamp; the intensity decreased and
maximum signals could only be obtained
by a reversal of the loop, which was point
ing west now. A block still farther the
loop still held its west direction and a de
crease of signal strength. To further
check the directional properties of the loop
the car was moved south for two blocks
and then west for two blocks. This then
put us two blocks due south of the trouble
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some lamp, and the loop indicated north
and, as the lamp was approached with the
short-wave set, the signal increased. In
other words, an approach from three direc
tions put us at the same point. It is well
to mention here that in every case where a
reading was taken the loop was rotated for
minimum intensity, zero intensity and maxi
mum intensity.
The next step was the calling out of a
trouble crew from the local power com
pany. The lamp was shorted out, no re

sults; the circuit was jumped and lamp
and leads disconnected, no results. An
examination of the span poles disclosed
nothing. The only thing noticeable was that
as the lineman worked around on the pole
the interference broke up. Finally all
wires on the pole were shaken and when the
span wire supporting the lamp was shaken
the signal broke up, and when it was
raised the interference stopped. A minute's
examination disclosed the fact that the
span wire was in contact wtih one of the
2300-volt primaries and was causing the
trouble. The clearing up of the span wire
relieved about three-fourths of the dis
turbance in that particular section. The
loop had compassed to within twenty feet
of the trouble, which was considered ex
cellent and far superior to anything else
tried. The other cases of trouble will be
handled in a little different manner—that
is, the various stations that are affected
will report to one person who will plot on
a map by means of colored pins having
certain designations, such as red, bad; blue,
medium; yellow, little; white, none. Con
dition of the weather, type of set used,
etc., will also be noted. This procedure in
a short time will indicate the center of the
tiouble. The short wave set and loop will
then confine itself to the red section.
Attention here is called to the Hartford
case in March QST, where it is stated that
an examination of the material removed
from the school district did not show any
defects. I am very much of the opinion
that the trouble was not with the material,
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but something else in contact with the cir
cuit and, when the wires and fixtures were
replaced, the troublesome contact was
eliminated, also the interference.
A study is now being made of various
kinds of receivers for this class of work;
also various types of loops will be ex
perimented with, for it is a known fact that
the physical construction of a loop has a
•decided effect on its sensitiveness, zero
point, direction, etc.
I would be more than pleased to hear
from anyone who has any information
bearing on the interference question, or
give any information that I have.
In conclusion I wish to mention that this
interference question is one of the most
agitated questions of the time. A great
deal of attention and study is being given
to it by the national electric bodies.

Financial Statement
IN accordance with instructions of the
Board of Directors the following state
ment of revenue and expenses of the
A.R.R.L. for the three months ended June
30, 1924, is presented for the information
of the membership.
K. B. WARNER, Secretary.
CONDENSED STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND
EXPENSES
Quarter Ended June 30, 1924
REVENUE
Advertising sales
$17,134.22
Newsdealer sales
7,686.96
Newspaper syndicate sales... 3.436.00
Dues and subscriptions
6,742.97
Back numbers, etc
561.96
Emblems
424.96
Interest on bank deposits....
163.37
Bad debts recovered
96.33
$35,286.76
Returns and
Reserve for
Exchange &
Discount 2%

DEDUCTIONS
allowances
2,285.97
returns
664.99
collection charges
4.26
for cash
323.40
$3,278.62
$'31,958.14

EXPENSES
Publication Expense
$11,262.89
Salaries and commissions.... 13,035.31
Newspaper syndicate expense.
554.51
Forwarding expense
491.53
Telegraph, telephone and post
age
1.418.06
Office supplies and general ex
penses
1,791.50
Rent, light and heat
725.34
"Traveling expense
702.54
•Depreciation of furniture and
equipment
125.17
Bad debts written off
1,046.59
Traffic Department field ex
pense
544.88
Publicity Department field ex
pense
84.57
Net Gain from operations

$31,732.89
$ 225.25
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Ohio State Radio Convention
September 26th, 27th and 28th, 1924
Hotel Gibson, Cincinnati, Ohio
OHIO Hams, this is your convention—
now let's go. There will be Trips,
Talks, Exhibits, License Examinations,
Oodles of Stunts, a Banquet and the R.O.
W.H. initiation. Write for further infor
mation to Elmer H. Schubert, Executive
Chairman Convention Committee, Union
Central Radio Association, Union Central
Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Kansas State Convention
CHOOSING July 4th as the most con
venient day, a group of Central Kan
sas hams staged a "baby convention"
at Wichita, Kansas.
The morning was spent in inspecting
Wichita stations. The main curiosity was
9BEZ's 20-watter which has been heard a
number of times in New Zealand. It was
whispered that he puts iodine in his rectifier
when he craves DX. There followed a ball
game in which the "RAC" team defeated
the "DC" team by a wide margin. Kansans and Oklahomans then held an infor
mal meeting on amateur maters in general,
but particularly on the one of planning a
big convention for the whole state next
year.
ABU of 9BIO.

Dakota Division Convention
THE Dakota Division of the A.R.R.L.
will hold its second annual convention
the week-end following Thanksgiving,
November 27th to 29th, inclusive. Plans
are laid to hold an initiation into the order
of the Wouff-Hong. The convention will
be held at the new $2,000,000 Eelectrical
and Radio Engineering Building of the
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Details may be had from Harold DeRoe
Jones, 9GT; L. C. Smedy, 9AUL, or G. W.
Volkenant, 9IG-9VL.
Short Wave Daylight
Transcons
Attention, Gang! Get set for some
Sunday daylight Transcons on short
waves. The dates probably will be
November 9th and 16th. You have
plenty of time to get ready by then, but
get lined up for your best daylight DX
and be ready on the 75 to 80 meter
band.
—F.fLS.
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Hot Wire vs Thermocouple Ammeters
By H. B. Richmond*
THERE has been so much misunder
standing among1 radio operators on
the subject of the proper kind of am
meter to use for measuring radio
frequency currents that a brief com
parison of the respective advantages and
disadvantages of the thermocouple and hot
wire types does not seem out of place at
this time. There are very ardent advo
cates for both types and undoubtedly both
groups are right, but before making any
comments let us stvfdy the following tables:

is lower in cost—usually % to % less—a
very decided advantage to most amateurs.
It is more rugged, which feature is of
great importance. For this reason many
experimental laboratories use hot wire
meters very extensively in preference to
thermocouple meters and it is also the com
mon European practice to do so. The hot
wire meter also stands greater overloads
and when burned out is easily repaired. If
burned out it indicates at once that the
meter is defective while the thermocouple
meter must be tried out to locate a defect.
A point of great importance in favor of
the hot wire meter is the ability to use it
on direct currents as well as radio fre
quency currents. It may be checked at any
time by comparing it with a direct current
meter. The thermocouple meter may not
be used on direct currents or on low fre
quency alternating currents. When used
in oscillating circuits where there is a direct
current component present the thermo
couple meter will not measure the true
current flowing in the circuit, while this
true value is given by the hot wire type.
When used with wall types or even
portable galvonometers, the thermocouple
combination may be used for much smaller
currents than are measurable with the hot
wire types.
Summed up, the thermocouple type of
meter is best adapted to conditions where
it will not receive hard usage, where there
is little chance of overloading, where rapid
ly fluctuating readings must be made, and
where a relatively high accuracy is neces
sary. The hot wire meter is best adapted
to general all-around service; it will stand
hard usage and reasonable overloading, it
is equally accurate on direct current or
alternating current of any frequency; it is

ADVANTAGES
Thermo Couple
Hot Wire
Lower cost
Greater accuracy
More rugged
Quicker action
Good for any fre
No zero adjustment
May be made in low
quency
Stands larger over
er ranges
load
Varies less with time
Indicates burn out or
heavy overload
More uniform scale
Ease of repair
DISADVANTAGES
Thermo Couple
Hot Wire
Sluggish
High cost
Inaccurate
Fragile
Small overload capa Requires tem
perature adcity
justment
Cannot be checked
on D.C.
Large error when
D. C. component
exists.
On small sized meters (such as the radio
amateur usually uses) the accuracy of the
thermocouple instrument is within about
Vt% and that of the hot wire
meter 2%. For most work, such
as the measuring of antenna
currents, any meter within 5%
is satisfactory. The thermo
couple meter responds to changes
more quickly than the hot wire
meter. If very rapid changes
are to be followed this is a de
cided advantage, but where the
current is fluctuating as it often
does in radiating systems the
inertia of the hot wire meter is
a decided advantage. The hot
wire meter requires a zero ad
General Radio
Weston
Hot Wire Ammeter
Thermocouple Ammeter
justment before using. Under
usual conditions no adjustment
a practical meter that fits most amateur's
is required on the thermocouple type.
To be compared with these advantages of pocket books.
And, finally, "thermocouple amperes" and
the thermocouple meter the hot wire meter
"hot wire amperes" are all one and the
•Secretary, General Radio Co.
same. They all depend on the same PR law.
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Inductance Design
By Paul C. Watson, 4XX*
WITH the trend of amateur con
struction toward better apparatus
and toward properly proportioned
inductance and capacity values, it
is well worth while to consider a
few simple calculations applied to induct
ances. In the August, 1922, QST the
writer presented a paper treating on con
denser design, bringing out the main points
to be considered in selecting the proper
type and capacity for a circuit. This paper
is intended to follow along the same lines,
applying to inductance rather than to
capacity.
The considerations made by most ama
teurs in winding an inductance cover the
size wire at hand, and whatever is avail
able for a winding form. Sets so de
signed seldom give the best results, where
as careful design of the parts would make
an efficient assembly. With a few simple
calculations, coils of the desired inductance
can be made, or the values of coils already
made can be determined. If good material
has been used, paying particuler atten
tion to insulation, results of surprising ac
curacy will be obtained. In treating the
subject from this angle it is best to start
with an elementary discussion in order pro
perly to follow the reasoning of the math
ematics that follow.
What Inductance Is
If a current "i" is flowing through a
circuit at any instant there is associated
with the circuit magnetic energy which
is proportional to half the square of the
current and to a constant "L" which is
called the "Inductance" of the circuit.
Prom this the energy is measured by
%Li\ If the current changes then the
rate at which this energy varies with
the current is called the "Electrokinetic
Momentum". It is therefore measured by
"Li". The self-induced EMF in the circuit
is equal to the rate at which the Kinetic
Momentum varies with the time. It is
therefore expressed by
di
dt
From this, we can measure the induct
ance if we know the value of this selfinduced EMF and the time rate of change
of the current. From this follows the defi
nition of the unit of inductance, the
"henry". If a current is varying in a
circuit of one turn at the rate of one
ampere per second and if the self-induced
•Radio supervisor. U.S. shipping Board. Savannah.

EMF is then one volt, the circuit is said
to have an inductance of one henry. Small
inductances are measured in millihenries or
microhenries, also in the C.G.S. unit of a
centimeter. One henry is equal to 10" cm.
To get a practical working basis, figures
that may seem remote from the above are
used.
Design Formulas
The inductance of a single-layer coil
may be written as follows:
(1)

L. = .002n*

aK microhenries
ft*
Where :
a = mean radius of coil in cm.
b= length of coil in cm.
n = number of turns.
K is a' factor depending on the ratio
2a

alone. A table for the value of K was
prepared by Nagaoka and can be found in
Scientific Paper No. 455 of the Bureau of
Standards.
The inductance of a coil of rectangular
cross section with the same "a" and "b"
dimensions as that of a single-layer coil,
with the same number of turns, and with
the thickness "c" (mean radius the same)
will be less than that of the single-layer
coil. Considering the effect of the rectan
gular cross section we have:
(2)

L„ = .002ji" |-^-Jn'a(K-k),
Lu = .002ji'

In'aK' microhenries

in which Lu is the inductance, supposing
the current to be uniformly distributed
over the rectangular cross section. K' is
a function of
2a
and the dimensions of the cross section.
The quantity k shows how much less the
factor K' is than K, for the single layer
coil with the same ratio
2a
This is a result of the current spreading
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over the rectanguler cross section. Values
for K' and k are given on page 478 of
Scientific Paper No. 455 (Bureau of Stds.)
This pamphlet can be obtained from the
Supt. of Public Documents, Washington,
D. C, for 10^ in cash or postal money order.
Another method of calculation is based
on the formula—
(3)
L, = .001 n'aP microhenries
Where :
c = width of disk in cm.
a = mean radius.
In the case where the "b" dimension is
negligible, the value obtained by the third
formula is that of a current sheet. "P"
is a function of
c
2a '
A table for the correct values of P is also
found in Pamphlet No. 455.
Using this formula as a working base,
we can calculate the inductance of a coil
of rectangular cross section from the
following :
(4) L.=.001 n'aPf = .001 n'aP' microhenries
"f" is a factor which reduces the value of
inductance due to the distribution of cur
rent over the cross section, the values for
"f" and "P"' being given in Paper No. 455.
The fourth formula is particularly suited
for short thick coils such as disk or pan
cake types, while Formula 2 is more suited
to long windings. On the average problem,
however, either will give fair accuracy, and
an easy check on the problem can be made
by solving both ways.
The above calculations do not take into
consideration the effect of the insulation.
To obtain more exact values the following
corrections must be applied to the foregoing
formulas :
(5) L=.004«n{Lcg.-^+.1381 + E}h~
Where:
d = diameter of bare wire
D = distance between wire centers in
same layer or consecutive layers.
"E" is a quantity depending on the num
ber of turns and their arrangement. In
many cases it is approximately .017. The
value obtained in Formula 5 is to be added
to the results obtained in either Formula
2 or 4. When the wires are widely
separated the correction will be greater,
but even then will be exceedingly small.
Effect of Distributed Capacity
The effect of the capacity of the coil
itself when used in a resonant circuit and
receiving its current from another circuit

inductively coupled to it, is that of a capa
city connected in parallel to the coil wind
ing. The resonant capacity of such a coil
is expressed:
I
=MC + Co)
X1
Where :
X = 2it times frequency
Lo = Inductance of coil
C = Capacity in series with coil
Co = Capacity of coil
It can be understood from this that the
coil functions as if the effective inductance
were
C.
L=L»(I-|
)
C
greater than the low-frequency inductance.
For frequencies near the value X given by
I
=L,C,
X'
the reactance opposed by the coil to an
EMF impressed from the outside is very
great. The coil and its capacity are in
parallel resonance with the rest of the cir
cuit and function as a "filter" or a "trap".
This frequency is said to be the natural
or fundamental frequency of the coil.
The effect of dielectric absorbtion is very
difficult to estimate—in cases where it is
large the resistance of the coil will be in
creased while the effect on the inductance
will be small.
The preceeding calculations can be ap
plied to bank wound, single layer, spaced
layer and pancake coils. The results in
calculating honeycomb" coils are question
able; however, the writter has had fair
success on these as well as the above.
It is recommended that the tables found
in the Bureau of Standards publications
be used for these calculations in preference
to ordinary texts, many of which are sub
ject to some errors.
Additional references are: Pages 242299, Circular No. 74, "Radio Instruments
and Measurements, Bureau of Standards.
Sold by Supt. of Documents, Gov't Print
ing Office, Washington, D. C, for 601 cash
or money order. Pages 384-389 of "P.U.
R.C.", radio communication pamphlet No.
40, Signal Corps, U. S. Army. Sold as
above but price $1.00.
Additional references too numerous to
list may be found listed in Bureau of
Standards Circular No. 24 "Publications of
the Bureau of Standards", to be obtained
from the Bureau.
Designs for iron-core chokes are given
in QST for July and August, 1923; refer
especially to pages 22-25, August, 1923.
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The Tuner at 9MC
Another Low-Loss Amateur Tuner
AT 9MC, 9ZT and several other sta
tions a somewhat unusual tuner has
been giving good results, partly be
cause it obtains great selectivity by
means of extremely loose coupling
and partly because its builders have not
made the mistake of attempting to build it
compactly enough to get it into a cabinet.
The Circuit
Right at the start let us say that this
tuner does not depend on the use of a freak
circuit; it uses our old and tried friend the
inductively-coupled tuner with regeneration.
The secondary circuit is tapped but again
the builder had the good sense not to hang
a lot of switch-point-losses on to the cir
cuit but uses an ordinary clip on a flexible
wire instead. Beyond that there is nothing
startling about the set excepting that on
C.W. it will work very beautifully with
coupling all the way from four inches to
eighteen inches. This means two things,
first, that the set will be selective and,
second, that we will hear no signals unless
the secondary circuit is a really good one.
Building the Set
The set is built "breadboard fashion".
This does not make it look well but it does
make it produce good results. This board
should be dry and since it may not stay that
way in all kinds of weather it will be a
good idea to give it a coat of paraffin. This
should be put on with a brush while smok
ing hot so that it will soak in and not leave
a sticky surface to gather dust. When it
comes to connecting the set up, do not do
too nice a job of wiring but run the wire
in straight lines, curves, or any other way
that will keep them up in the air and clear

of the baseboard. Do not use a box over
the set and do not try to use a big panel.
It is a good idea, though, to keep a cloth
over the set when not using it. Dust in a
variable condenser runs the losses up rapid

ly. Only a small panel is necessary to
carry the secondary condenser, the rheo
stat and the tickler shaft and dial. The
secondary variable condenser should be so
built that no metal parts excepting those
connected to the rotary plates touch the
panel ; then there can be no loss in the way
of leakage through the panel, regardless of
the material used.
The Primary
The primary circuit is tuned by nfeans
of a series condenser. Like all tuned pri

maries the setting can often be left alone
over a considerable wavelength range al
though the signals are always a little better
if the primary is exactly in tune. The
primary condenser need not be a very good
one; almost anything with a capacity of
.0005 will do. There is so much resistance
in the primary circuit that the little extra
introduced by anything but a very awful
condenser does not make any change.
The primary winding consists of 16
turns of No. 18 double cotton-covered wire
on a three inch tube. This tube is made
movable or fixed as desired. At 9MC it is
frequently used as far as 18 inches from
the secondary when receiving CW. It is
seldom or never brought closer than 6
inches to the secondary.
The Secondary
The secondary winding consists of 70
turns of No. 18 double cotton-covered wire
on a three inch tube. The winding is
tapped at 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 turns. Do
not spoil a good secondary by running the
taps to a switch but use a clip on the grid
wire and move it along the winding as
desired.
With a three-plate variable condenser
this set tunes from 50 meters to 230 meters
with the tuning well snread out over the
condenser scale. With the clip on the
seventieth turn, the set tunes from about
145 to about 230 meters, covering the am
ateur range nicely.
The Tickler
The tickler is wound on an ordinary
secondary ball three inches across. The
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tickler does not go inside of the secondary
but right at the end of it. It therefore
has very little tuning effect and the receiver
may be calibrated. ■ The tickler winding
consists of 20 turns at 9MC but it is best
to try your particular one, reducing turns
until the set just oscillates nicely at the
upper end of the tuning range. When
ft

'icrMiry Plates
C^-dntennaSeriesCondenser \3t-4sr
Or 4mp/iticr
Use anythiny mth capacity ■ltlllljlltof.ooos^fd
C2 -Secondary tuning Condenser(See
description
Get verybestpossible
in the
ariic/e ofparts)
J
L, - Primary
L Secondary
L,-ricA/er 7
properly adjusted the set will oscillate over
the whole range of the condenser on any
of the secondary taps.
General Construction
The secondary condenser should be the
best one that you can possibly get hold of.
If you cannot get a vernier condenser that
you are sure is very good (and most of
them are not) better get hold of a good
five- or eleven-plate condenser and cut it
down. A five-plate condenser may be used
to cover the same wavelength range by re
ducing the secondary to 55 turns and
omitting some of the taps. However, this
does not give so open a tuning scale.
The object of mounting the secondary
so far back on the board is to prevent
hand-capacity effect. A slight improve
ment is to mount the secondary condenser
in the same fashion with an insulating
(wood or bakelite) extension shaft. When
using a tapped coil it is always an open
question wnether the unused part of the
coil should be left hanging free or should
be short-circuited. In any one particular
tuner the best way to find out is to try it
and see. Occasionally short-circuiting the
unused part of the coil will improve the
signal strength.
Tubes
For C.W. work do not use a big tube.
Better results are gotten with a C-299 or
a UV-199. Do not use an adapter but get
a socket to fit the tube and make sure the
socket is of good material.
Radiation
The interference from this tuner is very
small if it is used as it should be used—
with antenna coupling always over 4", with
a small detector tube, and with a plate
voltage of 45 or less.
—"Hen."+S.K.
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Notice to Our Newsstand
Readers
As announced in recent issues, The Traffic
Department Report and the "Calls Heard"
Department have been eliminated from the
newsstand edition of QST because our nonmember readers in general are not particu
larly interested in them. This results in
a saving in expense which makes possible
the publication of a larger and better QST.
These two departments are» included in
the edition supplied to members of the A.R.
R.L. If you are interested in them, it is
proof positive that you ought to be a mem
ber of the League. May we not direct you
to the handy application blank appearing
on page 81 of this issue?

The
Tech. Ed.'s
Para
graph

THERE is one thing about QST articles
that would be funny if it were not so
aggravating. Every time a demand
for a particular variety of articles de
velops we go out and do our best to get
the article. Nine times out of ten we do
not get it. What we do get is a lot of raw
material from which the final article can
be written. Very well, we write the article
and print it. The day that the magazine
gets on the newsstand we start to get
articles on that subject, sometimes we get
ten or twelve of them and the deuce of it
is that often some of these articles are
better than the original one. You can
imagine how difficult it is to explain to the
authors why we do not use them, the ex
planation that an article on this subject
was just printed and another one is out
of order does not seem to please them ; t ■ 11.
Don't be so bashful about it, send in your
articles before you see something like them
in QST.
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Amateur R^dio
[HI
H

Station^

9MC, Roodhouse, III.

9MC needs no introduction. The DX
work represented by the collection of cards
in the above photograph speaks for itself.
In a recent QST F. D. Bell, New Zealand
4AA said, "9MC is easily the leader," when
speaking of his record reception of over
500 North American amateur stations.
This, too, is a record for 9MC's operators to
be proud of.
This station is located at Roodhouse,
Illinois and is owned and operated by Mr.
A. H. Cain, whose personal sign is "hen"
and his son, Bud, whose personal sign we
do not know. The "shack" is located in
the center of a large tract of level land
between two 80 foot pipe masts. The an
tenna is a five wire flat top T 53 feet long,
with a fan down-lead. An eighteen wire

fan counterpoise is used, eight or nine feet
high.
"We have just one sending set and it is
arranged so we can use several kinds of
power on the plate," says Mr. Cain. We
have the choice of full and half wave selfrectified 60 cycle current, chemically recti
fied, chemically rectified and filtered, or 500
cycle A.C. in any of the above forms.
Direct current from 500 to 2500 volts is
obtained from a big motor generator. We
use two 250-watt tubes and we have a 50watt tube around for use as a speech am
plifier if we care to use fone."
Various transmitting circuits are used.
The normal sending wave is 183 meters.
With 2000 volts D.C. on the plates and a
current of 210 milliamperes, the antenna
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current varies between 5 and 8. With
7,000 volts A.C. on the plate the current is
230 milliamperes and the antenna curre.it
eight to ten amperes.
The photograph doesn't show the appara
tus very well; but the transmitting set is
at the far end of the room and the re
ceiving equipment is on the table in the
foreground. At the left end of the receiv-"
ing table is a 9ZT low loss tuner which is
used mostly nowadays. The antenna sendreceive switch is mounted on a sub-panel
suspended from the ceiling at the entering
insulator. It is worked from the operator's
clank,
table by a lever
clank, system. The
large masses
hanging from
this switch are
the transmitting
series conden
sers ; two of
them in series,
■jrAC lb A fOf.0 DEALER
each made of 10
AT ROODMOUSE, ILL.
by 12 glass
HE FIXES BATTLERS
plates and cop
PY PAY ANy RATTLES
per foil. The
A KEY AT HKHT
high voltage
generator is seen on the floor. It is belted
to a motor which is out of sight on the
right, behind the table.
7AGF,
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9MC is very modest about the work of
his station. "I can think of nothing more

to say, unless it be mention of our having
worked stations in all U.S. and Canadian
districts on several different occasions in
less than four hours!" he says! "The four
walls and half of the ceiling are papered
with cards from fellows who have heard
us."

Troy, Mont.

7AGF is located at Troy, Montana, away
up in the northwestern tip of Montana.
The nearest active radio stations are in
Spokane, Washington, 100 miles away. Mr.
Frank Prince, the owner, builder, and op
erator of 7AGF has never seen a good C.W.

outfit, he says, and has met only one C.W.
operator since leaving the old spark gangat Bozeman, Montana in 1922, so desires,
to inform QST readers that his station is
not all it might be.
Nevertheless, we all envy Frank that
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93-foot stick and nearly vertical antenna. tube is from 6 to 10 months at this station.
He had an exciting time getting it, too. The transmitter is located on a shelf in the
"The mast is made of two cedar poles, &0 upper part of the picture to accommodate
and 59 feet long. There were no roads- in . the counterpoise and antenna leads, as the
this country straight enough to haul thsse set is located in a basement room anyway.
poles over, so I cut them close to the river The meters and plate supply transformer
and brought them home with the aid of a and filter is on the table. Plate supply is
obtained through a 500 watt, 1500 volt
transformer, the secondary voltage being
variable in 150 volt steps. There is a forty
jar electrolytic rectifier on the shelves in
the right of the picture. The electrodes
have a submerged portion of 1 by 1/2
inches, and are separated one inch. The
electrolyte is a borax solution with a little
ammonia added and a little transformer
oil on top to prevent creepage. The no-load
loss at 1500 volts is around 20 watts.
The three coil Meissner circuit with tuned
grid coil and parallel plate supply is used,
as evident from the wiring diagram. The
wave is easily varied as the antenna series
condenser and grid tuning condenser are
the only things to change. The normal plate
input at 950 volts or thereabouts is 190
milliamperes to the two tubes. The antenna
current with this input is .7 amperes at
145 meters and 1.5 amperes at 200 meters.
7AGF has been in operation for two
years.
The station has always been an
important link in handling relay messages
to and from the Pacific Northwest for sta
tions are few and far between in that
country compared to what they are else
where. The usual operating hours are from
11:00 p.m. until midnight, M.S.T.
On March 15th of this year 187 different
stations had been in communication with
7AGF, and 49 of these were over 800 miles
distant.
The receiver is a honeycomb coil set,
rowboat and an Evinrude." he relates.
"This five mile trip proved quite exciting hooked up in standard style. Coil for cover
as the motor had to be run at full speed ing the wave band from 60 to 20,000 meters
to keep the boat from being rammed by the
poles. The river runs better than twelve
miles per hour and we went through two
rapids!"
The antenna is made of two tapering
cages suspended from the ends of a twenty
foot spreader, and an eight inch cage lead
ing from the juncture of the two cages
THE3COILMEI55NER
down to the entering insulator. The ap
CIRCUIT AT 7AGF
paratus is in a basement room and the lead
is brought in through the window. A wire
L(Li -- 2Sturns
taturn: rVa
tVo ro/2 turn;
OCCon
J" ontuS«wooden framctaorK
Jfe/M.
with several insulators in it can be seen
Li
to
turns
r/o
t
D
CC.
arounddirect//
with its ends fastened to the center of the
R FChOKES — 22J turns Ail. 30 0CC Of J"orer
y~*rt2
main spreader and the juncture of the three
cages. This effectually takes the weight of
the heavy down-lead from the ends of the are available. KDKA's 100 meter wave is
big spreader. A multi-wire fan counter QSA here. Several European arcs have
poise is installed about eight feet high, un been copied in daylight on detector only.
derneath the antenna.
The receiving Reason;—the detector tube is an Audiotron,
antenna is a single copper-clad wire, 340 the last of five purchased in January, 1921.
feet long, running WNW from the station A complete log of all transmissions is kept
with time, wavelength, and so forth. The
up the mountain side.
Two UV-202 "5-watters" are used in the station wavemeter has been calibrated, with
transmitter, with the filaments never oper the aid of WWV, BC stations, harmonics,
ated above 7.5 volts. The average life of a etc., from 70 to 600 meters.
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English Amateurs Experiment with Train
Radio
English amateurs have just concluded
some successful tests with radio on moving
trains, according to an interesting letter
from Mr. Philip Coursey, Secretary of the
Radio Society of Great Britain.
"A car attached to the "Scotch Express"
which left London at 7:38 P.M. last night
had fitted up in it an amateur transmitter
(just a rough lash-up affair) and short
wave receiver, with a small two wire aerial
inside the car. We were able to pick up
messages from 6XX (London) throughout
the whole of the 276 mile run to Newcastle,
and to carry on two way communication
on 185 meters with amateur stations along
the route (all using only a few watts of
power) in some cases up to about 100
miles. All the logs of the test are not yet
at hand, but some very interesting data
was observed. This I think is the first
time that a radio transmitter had been used
on a train in this country, and it certainly
time that anything like this has been
attempted in this country using ama
teur apparatus. The test was made by a
number of us attached to the Radio Society
of Gt. Britain, and the car, etc. was sup
plied by the London and N. Eastern Ry.
Co."
Amateur Transmission Beginning in India
Radio conditions in India are gradually
shaping themselves so that we may expect
several amateur transmitting stations to be
on the air before long. Radio clubs are
getting along well in face of the fact that
radio is a thing so new to the people of
India. Broadcasting stations are being
built and several are in active operation.
Regarding the status of the transmitting
amateur, Mr. B. C. Sinha, 147, Baranasi
Ghose's St., Calcutta, says in a recent letter,
"Government is very slow in allowing the
transmitting license to the public. Though
I have been fortunate enough in getting
the License, I have not yet been able to
work it for difficulty in getting suitable
apparatus for experimental purposes. I
am after it and am trying to construct a
transmitter at home as soon as I get all of
the components. The government does not

allow us to purchase wireless things from
foreign countries without special sanction.
I have recently written for this permission."
Interest among amateur radio men is
directed especially toward India at this
time because a good relay station there
would remove the worst barrier to a relay
around the world; bridging the gap be
tween South Africa and Western Australia.
English Station Transmits
Standard Waves
A schedule of standard waves is being
transmitted by station 5HW of the National
Physical Laboratory at Teddington, near
London, England, thus giving British ex
perimenters a service comparable to that of
WWV in this country. These transmissions
from 5HW take place on alternative Tuesday
afternoons, beginning at 3:00 p.m G.M.T.
The wavelength range covered is from 833
to 5,000 meters, sending the shortest wave
first, and the transmitting is done on a
schedule somewhat similar to that of WWV.
The transmitting system at 5HW employs a
master-oscillator and a power-amplifier, the
later operating with a plate potential of
2,500 volts. The antenna current varies
from five amperes at 833 meters to two
amperes at 5,000 meters.
Australians Hold Cenvention
The Victorian Section of the Wireless In
stitute of Australia held its first exhibition
on May 14th in the Melbourne Town Hall.
The attendance was 9594 for the four days,
resulting in a bit of "cash in hand" for us
to do things with. We held the first Vic
torian Convention (3rd District) on Thurs
day the 15th and the First Federal Conven
tion on Friday and Saturday. Result, feder
ation of all radio clubs in Australia at last.
Many suggestions were put forward for
bettering the existing conditions and regula
tions from an amateur point of view. On
Saturday night we had our first Convention
Dinner, at which the Controller of Wire
less congratulated us on our own sugges
tions and agreed to use his influence in in
cluding them in the new regulation.
—Maxwell Howden, Ausf. 3BQ.
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A FIVE WATT SENDING SET FOR $25
By H. F. Mason, Dept. Editor
Even in these days of 250-watt tubes and big motor generator sets there are a large number
of amateurs whose limit, financially speaking, is a lone "5-watter." Here is a set using one 5-watt
tube that is not expensive to build, yet it includes the latest kinks in amateur C.W. practice. This
set will make a fine companion to your "low-loss" tuner.
THE first question about a transmitt
range will be many times greater. On a
ing set that a fellow wants answered, clear, cool, winter night there is a possibil
—or maybe it is his dad who wants ity of your signals being picked up by a.
answered—is, "How much is this station several thousand miles away.
thing going to cost?" Well, that all "What kind of plate supply shall I use?"
depends. You can buy all of the fixin's and Some amateurs like to hear the whirr of a
do-gadjits and make a set that cost a couple motor generator, while others prefer to
mess with elecof hundred dol
/
trolytic rectifilars and still
have only a 5*~~*
\
ers . Some likewatt set, or you
to have a filter
can buy only a
(and go hunting
few things,
among live filter
make the rest
condensers for
of the parts
dead ones). To
yourself, hook
others "raw A.
'em up in a good
C." on the plates,
old circuit, and
causes a racket
talk to amateurs
sweeter than all
several hundred
music. So just
miles away for
for the sake of
$25. The latter
not getting into
sounds the best.
an argument at
But wait a
the beginning,
minute; the
let's get the set
title to this
built first and
story is wrong.
talk about the
This set we are
advantages and
going to build
disadvantages of
will have about
various kinds of
30 or 35 watts
plate supplyor in its plate
next month.
circuit and will
We'll build the
put 10 or 20 of
set so you can
them into the
connect it to any
radiating sys
kind of supply
tem. So even though it does use only a you wish.
"5-watter" we wouldn't want to come right
Every Receiver a Transmitter
out in the open like that and call it a 5watt set. Let's call it a set using one "5A sending set is not so vastly different
watt" tube, that's better.
from a receiving set as you might suppose.
"How far will it send?" No one knows, You know, for instance, that when you let
and no one can tell you. Unless you are your receiving set oscillate, and your neigh
located in a very bad "hole" stations from bor does the same, and the two are oscillat
25 to 50 miles away will be able to hear you ing on nearly the same wavelength, both of
in the daytime regularly. At night the you hear a "squeal." You say, "that's.
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Jones' receiver that is making the noise,"
and Jones says "that's Smith over there
whose receiver is causing the noise." As a
matter of fact each of your oscillating re
ceiving sets is acting as a miniature send
ing set and is sending to the other station.
If one of you were to connect a telegraph
key into the circuit in series with the B
battery so you could switch the battery on
and off rapidly you could send code signals
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connecting a telegraph key to your receiv
ing set and sending code signals "just for
the fun of it" are strictly prohibited. Make
application to the Supervisor of Radio in
your district for the necessary license forms
sufficiently in advance so you will have the
license by the time your sending set is
ready to go on the air. More information
regarding licenses and examinations, to
gether with the addresses of the nine
Supervisors of Radio are given
in the article "Getting On The
Air" on page 55 of the Jan
uary, 1924, QST, to which
1
Amateur Builder is referred.
General Arrangement
The general arrangement of
the parts of the transmitter
is clearly shown in the photo
graphs. All of the parts ex
cept the filament transformer,
apparatus for furnishing plate
supply, and the hand key, are
mounted on the baseboadr.
FIG. I WIRING DIAGRAM, COUPLED HARTLEY
Their relative position is made
CIRCUIT
as much like the diagram as
possible so the wiring will be
to your neighbor. A transmitting license simple, Another
board is fastened to the
would be necessary, as explained later.
front edge of the baseboard to provide a
A receiving set will not send far; its place for mounting
the meters A strip of
range is not much over a few miles. It can hard rubber or bakelite, seen on the
extreme
be made to send farther by substituting right in the top view, carries seven binding
for the regular B battery, a source of high posts for external connections. Binding
voltage supply of from 50 to 1500 or 2000
volts. The size of everything in the set
must be increased greatly when this is
done, however, so as to take care of the
greater amount of energy involved. A vac■&Maeh Screw
cuum tube having a larger plate, grid, and
forterminal
filament must be used, condensers must
be built to stand higher voltages, coils must
3So turnsMo.30
be wound with heavier wire, and care must
~D.SC.orD.CC.mra
be taken to well insulate the live parts of
the set from one another.
The hookup used in most sending sets is,
in principle, the same as that of a one tube
CardboardTut'<s
regenerative receiving set, though the de
tails vary greatly. The Coupled Hartley
circuit is used in the set we are about to
build.
Sending sets act just like receiving sets
when it comes to making them work. In
RADIO FREQUENCY CHOKE COIL
the same manner that a certain adjustment
FIG. 2
of inductance and capacity values in the
circuit gives you louder received signals,
posts
for
antenna
and counterpoise (or
so will a certain adjustment of the sending
ground) are mounted on the left-hand end
set increase your sending range.
of the front panel, and should be separated
Government License Necessary
at least two inches.
A description of the individual parts used
You will need two government licenses
before doing any transmitting. One is an in building set follows. In many places a
amateurs operator's license, certifying that piece of apparatus is described in several
you have been examined and qualify as an ways, to fit available material and the
operator; and the other is an amateur sta pocketbook of the builder.
tion license, certifying that your station is
Radio Frequency Choke Coil
adjusted in accordance with the law with
regard to wavelength, power, and so forth.
This coil, see Fig. 4, consists of about
All forms of "outlaw" transmission as by 350 turns of No. 30 D.S.C. wire wound in
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a single layer on a cardboard tube. A
honeycomb coil will not do. An old dry cell
case or a Dutch Cleanser can is fine for
winding this coil on. A circular disc of
wood is fitted inside the lower end of the
coil, glued in place, then fastened to the
baseboard with two screws. The position
of this choke in the circuit is evident from
the diagram. Its purpose is to prevent
radio frequency energy from "backing up"
into the power supply. It is important
that this choke coil be effective, for any
energy that gets by it is that much more
subtracted from the antenna circuit.
Vacuum Tube Socket '
The socket should be one that will not
soften when heated. It should be of stand
ard size for the base on a 5-watt tube is the
same as that on tubes of the UV-200 and
UV-201A type. A Hart & Hegeman porce
lain socket was used on the present set.
Grid Leak
The grid leak should have a resistance of
from approximately 5,000 to 15,000 ohms,
preferably variable either continuously or
in steps, and capable of carrying 10 milliamperes or thereabouts. The best value of
resistance to use can only be found by trial.
A receiving grid leak will not do, but there
are several things that will serve. Several
Lavite resistances may be connected in para
llel to give the required resistance. Or,
the secondary coils from one or more Ford
spark coils may be used. One or two of the
Radio Corporation's type UP-1719 or UP1718 grid leaks may be used. Finally, a
Bradleyohm having a minimum resistance
of 10,000 ohms may be employed. The
latter was used in the set described in this
article.
The purpose of the grid leak is to allow
the charge that accumulates on the grid and
on the plates of the grid condenser to grad
ually leak away, thus keeping the charge
layerof/net/on tape.
^^^^^ ^ " ■
"
^a^r

Ho* tne otajjplate fixed' conoenjerjareput
together (Jhc r/oht number o/p/ates /snotsnovnj
FI0. 3
from ever becoming great enough to block
the tube. The value of grid leak resistance
also influences the plate current; the plate
current will become greater as the grid
leak resistance is reduced, and less as the
resistance is increased.
Vacuum Tube
The vacuum tube used in the set is a
Rolls Royce type 202 tube. A Cunningham
C-302 or General Electric type UV-202 may
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also be used. Some may want to use a VT-2
Western Electric tube. If this is done the
pin on the side of the base of the tube
should be cut off, as it is in a different
position and will not let the tube fit the
socket if left on. If a General Radio
socket is used the socket shell can be moved
to accommodate the pin as it is placed on
the VT-2 tube.
Meters
A filament voltmeter is very necessary on
any transmitting set using tubes with tung
sten filaments. With tubes having oxide
coated filament, such as the Western Elec
tric type VT-2, a filament ammeter is pre
ferable. The filament voltmeter (speaking
now of tungsten filament tubes) helps the
operator keep the filament voltage at its
rated value. He may be able to get a little
more output by running the filament over
its rated "capacity, but the filament will not
last long. The average life of a transmitt
ing tube is very much less than that of a
receiving tube anyway, so anything that can
be done to lengthen its life is looked forward
to eagerly.
The filament voltmeter should have a scale
reading preferably 0-10 volts, though 0-15
will do and is better if you are figuring on
putting in a fifty-watt tube later. Be sure
when ordering the voltmeter, to specify
whether the meter is to be used on A.C. or
D.C., and if the former, state also the fre
quency. The simplest and leaft expensive
way of going about getting a filament volt
meter is to buy a 980 pocket battery testing
voltmeter and re-calibrate it as explained
in the "Strays" section of this issue. It
should have a scale reading 0-10 volts or
thereabouts to begin with. After re-cali
bration there should be a red line drawn
across the scale at the 7.5 volt reading, in
dicating the danger point above which the
filament is overloaded. A S.P.S.T. switch
should be provided for cutting the volt
meter out of circuit when readings are not
being taken, because these little pocket
meters will not stand being left in circuit
continuously. A better grade of voltmeter
can be left in circuit all of the time the
sending set is being operated without harm.
Next to a filament voltmeter, an antenna
ammeter is a good investment. It shows
how much current is flowing in the antenna
circuit and gives an indication of how the
set is working from day to day. The num
ber of miles you can transmit cannot be
measured in terms of amperes flowing in
the antenna circuit. A small current flow
ing in a high or nearly vertical antenna will
give just as good results as a large current
in a low antenna, as a general rule.
We will need an antenna ammeter of
either the hot wire type or of the thermo
couple type. An ordinary direct current
ammeter, such as is used for measuring the
current in a circuit connected to batteries
will not do. The ammeter used on the set
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in the photograph is a G.E. type UM-B30
hot wire meter. The antenna ammeter
should have a scale reading 0-2.5 amperes
preferably, but if your antenna is very
large and high current may never be more
than one ampere, in which case a meter
reading 0-1.0 amperes will be all right.
This meter is mounted at the left-hand end
of the panel.
Plate Milliammeter
A plate milliammeter is a mighty handy
thing to have on a C.W. set, but is not an
absolute necessity. It shows you how much
current is flowing in the plate supply cir
cuit, this being equivalent to the B battery
circuit in a receiver. It is useful to know
this because any change in the operation
of the set is usually accompanied by a
change in plate current and by watching
the plate milliammeter you can tell whether
the set is working as it should. By noting
the reading of both the plate milliammeter
and the antenna ammeter, you can tell
roughly whether a good part of the energy
supplied the set is going into the antenna,
or whether it is being wasted as heat in
the tube on account of incorrect adjustment
of the set.
The plate milliammeter should have a
scale reading 0-100 milliamperes or there
abouts. As in the case of the filament
voltmeter, the plate milliammeter may be
a small 98? pocket instrument instead of
an instrument of a more expensive but
better type. An 0-50 volt pocket meter such
as is sold for testing B batteries makes a
good milliammeter. When re-calibrated it
will have a scale of probably 0-125 milli
amperes.
Fixed Condensers
Four 2000 nyiid. {.Ojz uld.) fixed conden
sers, capable of withstanding at least 1,000
volts are needed. One is for use as a grid
condenser, one as a stopping condenser in
the plate circuit, and the other two as fila
ment by-pass condensers.
The object of the grid condenser is to
provide a storage place for the charge that
collects on the grid. Sometimes a C.W. set
will work without a grid leak and a grid
condenser, though it is almost sure to work
better with them.
The object of the stopping condenser in
the plate circuit is to prevent the plate
supply current from being short circuited
by the plate coil. Though the stopping con
denser acts as a barrier to the plate sup
ply current, the radio frequency current
flows with ease through this condenser.
The two filament by-pass condensers have
for their purpose the by-passing of the
radio frequency current around the filament
transformer secondary windings. The set
will work without these condensers but it
is bad practice not to use them. Besides
which there is always the possibility of the
transformer becoming damaged if radio

frequency current is allowed to flow in the
windings.
All four of the above condensers may be
constructed from the information given in
the first paragraph on page 60 of the
August, QST. The two for filament by
pass were clamped together as one unit as
pictured in the right of the photo on page
58 of the August issue.
These condensers can just as well be made
with glass photo plates as the dielectric. If
the plates are a trifle under 1/16 inch in
thickness, as they usually are, the total
active area of the dielectric should be about
75 square inches to give the right capacity.
The exact number of pieces of tinfoil and
glass to use will depend on the size of glass
plates you intend to use. Use enough
plates so that the active area of glass will
be 75 square inches. The tinfoil should be
cut so as to leave about a 1/8 inch margin
around three edges of the glass. These con
densers may be assembled in exactly the
same way as were the mica ones last month,
but instead of clamping between pieces of
bakelite they are taped to a piece of wood
with a layer of sticky friction tape as
shown in Fig. 3.
Besides the four condensers just de
scribed you will need a 500 uufd. (.0005

FRONT VIEW
Detail ofaniennaser/er condenser
FIG. 4
nfd.) condenser for the closed circuit. This
should be made of glass plates and tinfoil.
Four pieces of glass photo plates 2 1/2 by
4 inches (obtained by cutting two 4 by 5
plates in half) and three pieces of tinfoil
2 1/4 by 5 inches are needed. The conden
ser is assembled as shown in Fig. 3 and
taped to a piece of wood 3/8 inch thick,
2 1/2 inches wide, and 5 1/2 inches long.
The tinfoil is laid on so as to leave a 1/8
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inch margin on three sides. Two of the
pieces of tinfoil connect to one terminal
and one to the other.
Antenna Series Condenser
This condenser is connected directly in
series with the antenna and should be con
tinuously variable. An ordinary receiving
variable condenser will not do unless the
plates are spaced wider apart than usual.
This condenser will be called upon to with
stand quite high voltages at times, which
will cause sparking between the plates if
an ordinary variable condenser is employed.
For this reason, and to keep the cost of the
set low, a novel, but really effective variable
series condenser was used on the set being
described. It consists of a regular tinfoil
and glass condenser except that one set of
conducting plates is made of roofing tin
or the side of a kerosene can and arranged
to slide in and out of mesh with the others.
The construction of this condenser is shown
in Fig. 4. Four photo plates 4 by 5 inches
are needed, two pieces of tinfoil 3 1/4 by
5 1/2 inches, and two pieces of roofing tin
about 4 1/2 inches square before the corner
is cut away as shown in the figure. The
condenser is held in place by nails driven
First, cutoutttvo discs 7'in
SmSJhi,
diameter but be sure and teareaJug like, this on one of them
Then /au your watcA on
the center of one o/the
discs andput apencii
^•rnark opposite every
4th minute div/s/on
Mow dn/hsho/es on a»
s£circ/e Use/^dr,//
Now comp/ete the s/ots
w/th apair o&tin snips
THE COIL FORMS

Hotu the taps
are staggered
on the hinoeicoi/

DETAIL OF COIL TAP

FIG. 5 HOW TO MAKE THE INDUCTANCES
around the edge of the glass plates. The
handle protrudes around the edge of the
panel for ease in making adjustments.
Inductances
Figure 5 shows the details of the in
ductances, of which there are two. They
are wound on spiderweb forms seven inches
across, made of 1/16 inch fiber. Something
stiffer than ordinary cardboard is really
required for these forms; perhaps good
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heavy cardboard might do if the fiber can
not be had. One form has a lug left on it
as shown for fastening on a small brass
hinge while the other is mounted to a
wooden post by a screw through its center.
Otherwise the two forms are similar. Each
of these inductances is composed of 25 turns
of No. 16 D.C.C. wire. A string is wound
along with the wire for spacing the turns.
Approximately 120 feet of wire will be
needed. The direction of winding makes no
difference. The hinged coil is tapped at
every turn and the taps are staggered as
shown in the figure so there will be plenty
of room for the clips. The other coil has a
tap brought off at every fifth turn. After
bending up the taps as shown and finishing
the binding, scrape the insulation from the
taps and run melted solder over them to
make them more solid.
Mounting the Parts
A baseboard of good clear smooth and dry
lumber is needed next. The one used on the
set in the photograph measures 7 by 19
inches, but one 7 by 24 inches or more is
recommended as the parts would then not
be so crowded. A front panel of wood three
inches high is secured to the front of the
baseboard to take the meters and antenna
and counterpoise binding posts. Both the
panel and the baseboard should be sand
papered smooth, then give a coat or two of
thin shellac.
The relative position of the parts is
shown in the top photographic view. A
wooden post % by % inches in cross sec
tion and eight inches long is mounted up
right on the center line of the baseboard and
toward the left to take the antenna coil. A
phone tip binding post at the top with a
No. 14 wire through it leading to the hinged
inductance furnishes a convenient way of
fixing the coupling at various positions.
The hinge is located one inch from the
wooden post so the coils will be one inch
apart when they are both vertical.
Having fastened down all of the parts,
you are now ready to wire the set. The
diagram, Fig. 1, shows the connections.
The set may be wired with bare No. 14 wire.
Five flexible connections, each nine inches
long, of lamp cord with clips on one end
and eyelets on the other make connection
to the inductances.
In Store for Next Month
Now you have the transformer itself
completed. Next month we'll settle that
argument on plate supply by telling several
ways of doing it. How to connect the set
to the electric light mains, how to run the
antenna lead-in, and how to make the
necessary adjustments will be told. Some
of the peculiarities and queer habits of a
small tube transmitter will be discussed,
besides explaining just how to get the most
out of the little "ether buster." By that
time you will have your transmitter license,
no doubt, and will be "all set" to go.
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An Inexpensive Filament Voltmeter
or Plate Milliammeter
A filament voltmeter is a necessity on
every C.W. transmitter, and though not
quite as necessary as the voltmeter, a plate
milliammeter is also useful. Outside of
vacuum tubes, meters are the most ex
pensive single items that the amateur must
buy in building a small C.W. set.
Excellent substitutes for the above meters
are the small voltmeters that are sold for
testing B batteries, reading up to 50 volts
or so, direct current. Take the battery
meter to a friend's station and re-calibrate
it by comparison with his more expensive
instruments. To calibrate it as milliam
meter, connect your meter in series with his
and note the position of the pointer on your

meter for various values of current through
his meter. To calibrate the battery meter
as an A.C. filament voltmeter, it is best to
get one that reads only up to ten or twenty
volts, D.C. Proceed with the calibration
the same as for the milliammeter, except
connect the battery meter across your
friend's A.C. filament voltmeter and cali
brate on alternating current. You can put
a new paper scale on the battery meter,
showing these new readings, if desired.
The battery meter as purchased will not
read accurately on A.C, and probably not
any too accurately on D.C, so it should be
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re-calibrated. As an example, a pocket
voltmeter reading up to 50 volts, was re
calibrated and now reads up to 250 milliamperes. The plunger type of meter, shown
in the sketch, should be used. These meters
cannot be used as antenna ammeters, how
ever, as they are unsuitable for use in radio
frequency circuits. '
—9ASW.
Amateur Emergency Work
Several amateurs have been wondering
if they would be censured for transmitting
during the quiet hours in cases of emerg
ency. Some have even decided they would
not take part in emergency work because
of the risk attending violation of the quiet
hour rule. In this connection, the following
paragraphs from a recent letter from the
Commissioner of Navigation at Washington,
D. C, will be of interest.
"In cases of emergency where the public
would be benefited the Bureau desires the
amateurs to be of service to their community
and while it is of course in the interest of
good discipline that the Supervisor of the
district be kept in touch with such conditions
at the same time emergencies may occur
when it would not be possible to communi
cate with the Supervisor or where time
would not permit such action and in such
cases if the amateur uses good judgment
and cooperates to the extent of giving the
services of his station to relieve the emerg
ency situation, even though he may not
have the authority of the Supervisor, such
action could not in justice be charged to the
amateur as an infraction of the regulations.
In fact, in most cases there is a possibility
that the act would be made a part of his
record indicating commendable service.
"It is not the desire of the Bureau to
in any way handicap the amateurs in giving
voluntary service during emergencies and
every encouragement should be given to
their undertaking this work whole heartedly."
How would you like to have an A.R.R.L.
emblem engraved on the panel of your re
ceiving set or transmitter? This sounds
like a fine idea. Mr. A. L. Woody of Home

wood, Illinois, will be glad to tell you more
about the work he is doing for the hams
along this line.
The patents and trade name on the
Home "Verni-tuner" described on page 50
of the June 1924 QST have been purchased
by the Electrad Company, Inc., 428 Broad
way, New York City, New York, who
are now manufacturing this useful little
device under the name of Electrad Vernituner.
The Southern California Radio Associa
tion, by a vote of 5 to 1 has, in their section,
voted out all spark, A.C.C.W., I.C.W. all
rectified A.C.C.W. which does not come with
in the traffic officer's idea of the 57r modu
lation clause and all phones not employing
the Carson system of modulation*. It has
also voted out all conductively coupled cir
cuits and has recommended that coupling
be used as loose as possible. In return,
the Association is asking if it is possible
that the quiet hour band be lifted. The
movement has the approval of the sixth
district Supervisor of Radio and is being
taken up with Washington.
Another good amateur "stepped off" on
June 30th, when Leo Clifford ("Droopy")
Young and Mabel Claire Carleton were
married in Washington, D.C. Mr. Young
is well known throughout the amateur
fraternity as the right hand man at the
Navy's pioneer short wave tube trans
mitting station, formerly NSF, then NOF,
and now NKF. Their many friends unite
in wishing the pair every happiness.
Many times people who don't know us get
the name of the A.R.R.L. all mixed up, but
we believe 4PL did it intentionally when
he called us the "American Radiogram
Rushers League." Alas! If it were only
true.
"What a pity to let so much sheet copper
go to waste when we have oodles of ama
teurs who need good ground systems" said
Rip Bennett the other day, as he gazed
longingly at the great pile of copper stills,
urns, tubing, etc., piled up against the side
of the jail and courthouse at Dallas,
Texas.

A smoothly
adjustable

GRID LEAK
that gives even regulation from \ to 8 megohms
The Centralab I formerly CRL) variable grid leak
gives smooth, unbroken adjustment through 900
degrees —2 '£ turns of the knob—absolutely uni
form variation from \ to 8 megohms. It makes
possible the finest gradations and holds the value
at which the knob is set. Single hole mounting.
No. 106—SI. IS. No. 107—with .00025 condenser, $1.60

CENTRAL RADIO
291 Sixteenth Street

LABORATORIES
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Bound Volume VII of QST
A complete chronicle of an epochmaking year in Amateur Radio. The
most complete information on the super
heterodyne—the practical application
of the "low-loss idea"—how worldrecord DX was accomplished — the
spread of Amateur Radio in every land.
These are only a few of the topics you'll
find fully treated.
You will want, and need, Bound Vol
ume VII as an essential reference
library, an up-to-date text book of
amateur practice, and a permanent
record of some of the most important
achievements and developments the art
has ever known. *
Two equal volumes for convenient
handling—uniform in appearance with
preceding volumes—handsomely bound
in red cloth with gold imprint.

Wilbur C. Gross, 8ZK, tells of an experi
ence he recently had that should be a caution
to the rest of the gang. While charging a
100-ampere-hour glass-encased storage bat
tery at about eight amperes, gas collected
in the bottom of the cell and caused it to
explode, throwing glass and acid in all
directions. Fortunately, no one was hurt.
Though this is an unusal case, it always
pays, no matter how small your storage
Parts I and II, $5.00 postage prepaid
battery, to be sure that the vents are open
before charging. Keep fire away from stor
Either section singly, $2.50 postpaid
age batteries that are on charge also; the
gasses given off are very explosive.
QST, 1045 Main St. Hartford, Ct.
•We are not acquainted with this system and are
therefore unable to print any information on it.—Ed.
gQ
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This

Radio

"Over

Battery

Twice

the

Has

Life"

Ska

BATTERY

THE Burgess Radio 'A' is exclus
ively a radio Battery, designed
especially for service on the 'A' or
filament circuit of dry cell vacuum
tubes.
In Radio service it has over
twice the life of the ordinary No. 6
ignition battery . . . costs approx
imately the same . . . has a rapid
recovery to high voltage after
short periods of rest . . . practically
no voltage is lost when not in use.
Replace your worn out 'A'
battery with a Burgess. Compare
the service in your own set under
any and all conditions. Then let
your experience guide you in your
future purchase of Radio 'A,' 'B'
and 'C Batteries; there's a Burgess
Battery for every Radio purpose.

BURGESS
RADIO BATTERIES
BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
Engineers - DRY BATTERIES - Manufacturer!
FLASHLIGHT - RADIO - IGNITION - TELEPHONE
General Sales Office: HarrisTrust Bldg.,Chicago
Laboratories and Works: Madison, Wisconsin
Branches :
New York Boston
Kansas City Minneapolis
Washington Pittsburgh St. Louis
New Orleans
In Canada :
Plants: Niagara Falls and Winnipeg
Branches : Toronto - Montreal - St. John .
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The SIGNOLA
"The Radio Table Supreme"
Top hinged in middle ample room behind
for set when table top is opened, "B"
Batteries, accessories, tools, etc. in large
space at left.
Recessed cabinet for "A" Batteries and
loud speaker horn gives ample leg room.
Built in loud speaker horn (loud speaker
unit extra). Mahogany finish—$30.00.
Size—30" high, 36" wide, 20" deep.
THE ARISTOCRAT
"The Radio Table De Luxe". Everything
out of sight when not in use. An elegant
piece of furniture for any home. Built
in loud speaker (unit extra) ample space
for superheterodynes and neutrodynes
and all other sets. Also space for "B"
and "A" Batteries and battery charger,
etc. Size over all 42" high, 36" wide,
16" deep. Write for illustrated folder
giving full particulars. $55.00

Los Angeles
Boston
62

Factory and General Offices:
1915 Broadway
Menominee, Mich.
Chicago
Minneapolis
New York
San Francisco
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Philadelphia
Seattle
Montreal
Toronto
Winnipeg
Havana, Cuba.
You'll find our local address in your Telephone Directory
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

Qhe Paul Revere 0{ Today
TWENTY miles in a single nifrht. That was the
wonderful broadcasting achievement of Paul
Revere as he galloped from village to village,
waking the countryside with the cry "the British
are coming."
Just one-hundred and fifty years ago he made
that broadcasting record. Today news flashed in
any part of the country is heard almost instantly,
not a mere twenty miles but thousands of miles
away.
In every part of the United States Crosley Radio
Receivers are bringing in far distant stations clear
ly and distinctly.
Keeping always at the head of the procession in
improvements and innovations, the Crosley Radio
Corporation has made it possible for every one to
possess the maximum efficiency in radio reception
at the minimum cost.
The Crosley Trirdyn 3R3 illustrated below is, in
the opinion of many experts, the best radio re
ceiver ever offered to the public at any price.
The experiments of over 200 experts have shown
that in ease of tuning, sharpness of signals and
nicety of calibration, the Trirdyn cannot be ex
celled. Local stations may be easily tuned out
even if very close to you, and far distant reception
almost instantly brought in.
It iB a 3 tube set incorporating tuned radio fre
quency amplification, regeneration and reflex. It
has been proven to give the efficiency of a 4 or 5
tube set. And yet it is priced at only $65 without
batteries, tubes and headphones. The Trirdyn
CROSLEY
special solid mahogany cabinet
house all the necewsary accesBetter -Cost Less
for only {75.
Radio Products
Before you purchase a radio receiver listen in on
a Crosley Trirdyn
For Sale By Good Dealers Everywhere

Crosley Trirdyn 3R3 $65.00
OTHER CROSLEY MODELS
Crosley 50 A one tube Armstrong Regenerative
Receiver. Price, less accessories $1 4.50. A
two stage amplifier Crosley 50-A may be added
to it for only $18.00 thus making a three tube
set.
Crosley 51 The two tube Armstrong Regenera
tive set that became the biggest selling receiver
in the world in just 24 days. Price, less ac
cessories, $18.50. By adding the Crosley 51-A
a one stage amplifier at $14.00 a three tube set
may be formed.
Crosley 50-P The Crosley 50 in neat strong
Portable quartered oak cabinet without acces
sories for only $18.00.
Crosley 51-P The Crosley 51 in compact
leatherette portable case completely self con
taining without accessories at $25.00.
Crosley 52 A new Armstrong Regenerative 3
tube set assuring loud speaker volume on dis
tant stations I under almost any conditions.
Price, without accessories $30.00.
Crosley X-J One of the best known and most
popular 4 tube receivers on the market. A radio
frequency set at $55.00 without accessories.
Crosley X-L A rearrangement of the 4-tube
Crosley X-J set in a beautiful mahogany console
cabinet. Price, without accessories $ 1 20.00.
The Crosley Radio Corporation
Powell Crosley. Jr., President.
918 Alfred St.
Cincinnati, O.

The Crosley Radio Corporation,
918 Alfred St., Cincinnati. O.
Gentlemen: Please mail mr tret- ofcharge your complete catalog of
Crosley instruments and parts together with booklet
entitled "T he Simplicity of Radio".
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RADIC)
HANDBOOK

n

A practical,
authoritative book on

RADIO
S14 pages. Price only $1
Compiled by HARRY F. DART, E.E.
Formerly with the Western Electric Co.,
and U. S. Army Instructor of Radio
Technically edited by P. H. DOANE
EVERY member of the American
Radio Relay League should have a
copy of this I. C. S. Radio Handbook.
Price only $1. Written, compiled and
edited by practical radio experts of
national reputation. A handy refer
ence book that will help you improve
your sending and receiving apparatus.
Explains the operation of dozens of
circuits. Filled with interesting ex
periments. Note this list of contents:
Static strays, dynamic electricity,
electron theory, electrical measuring
devices, magnetism, circuit effects
and co-efficients, condensers, coupling,
transformers, aerial systems, wave
length formulae, direction finding, bat
teries of all types, generators and
motors, radio devices, detectors and
transmitters, relays, phones and mi
crophones, niters, commercial receiv
ing sets, formulae, symbols and defi
nitions, regulations, etc.
Send the coupon to-day with $1 and get this
514-page I. C. S. Radio Handbook. Money bach
if not satisfied.
,
TEAR OUT HERE
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6126-C Scranton, Penna.
I enclose One Dollar. Please send me—post
5 14 -pagethatI. C.If S.I Radio
Itpaid—the
Is understood
am notHandbook.
entirely
satisfied
I
may
return
this
nook
days and you will refund my money. within Ave
N'am«..
Address..
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LOW LOSS TUNER UNIT
MOST EFFICIENT TUNER AVAILABLE
REAL DX. RECEPTION
EXTREMELY SHARP TUNING
TWO TYPES
AMATEUR—45 to 225 METERS WITH TAP
BROADCAST—250 to 550 METERS
Special Types may be Furnished for the Very
Short Waves
Price $10 each
Write for Information
A. C. LOPEZ & CO.
Sole Distributors
334 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK CITY

Innovations that Set
NEW Standards of
Condenser Efficiency
The efforts constantly directed to keep
U. S. Tool Condensers the leader have
resulted in these remarkable new fea
tures :
One Piece Stator, Hexagon Shaft—elim
inating fanning of rotor blades, Three
Mounting Lugs and Pigtail Connection.
Guaranteed 3%, plus or minus, from in
dicated capacity.
Ask your dealer to show you these new
types: Nos. 3 and 4, celoron end plates.
Nos. 5 and 6,
low loss, metal end plates
10 0%
GUARANTEED
Write for Literature
U. S. TOOL COMPANY, INC.
112 Mechanic St.,
Newark, N. J.
Mfrs. of special tools, dies, jigs
automatic machinery and sub presses.
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Why thousands of
radio fans enjoy him

Tungar is one of
the many scientific
achievements con
tributed by the G-E
Research Laborato
ries toward the won
derful development of
electricity in America,
Tungar Battery Charger op
eratesonAlternatingCurrertt,
Prices, east of the Rockies
(60 cycle Outfits)—2 ampere
complete, $18.00; 5 ampere
complete, $28.00. Special
attachmentforcharging 12 or
24 cell "B" Storage Battery
$3.00. Special attachment for
charging 2 or 4 volt "A"
ige Battery $1.25. Both
hmentr. fiteitherTungar.

Because thousands of storage bat
teries are on the job, brimful of
energy, gaining clear, satisfying
radio reception for every word and
inflection.
With a Tungar, the carefree bat
tery charger, in your home you
can keep your battery tuned up to
get every single note of music,
every recitation, speech or song.
Tungar charges the battery over
night from the house current.
Sold by Electrical, Auto-accessory
and Radio dealers.

Tungar—a registered trade mark—is found only
on the genuine. Look for it on the name plate.
Merchandise Department
Qeneral Electric Company
Bridgeport, Connecticut

GENERAL ELECTRIC
<8 E-10
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quality
that

plug"

|

addr

j

refinement

I

^.o any radio

;

l

set

A

EVERYWHERE
WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., 158 We.ton Ave., Newark, N. J.
Electrical
Indicating
Instrument
Authorities
Since 1888 WESTON
STANDARD -The World Over

A.R.R.L Members -- What about your friends ?
You must have a friend or two who ought to be members of our
A.R.R.L., but aren't. Will you give us their names, so that we may write
to them and tell them about the League and bring them in with the rest
of us? The A.R.R.L. needs every eligible radio enthusiast within its ranks,
and you will be doing your part to help bring this about by recommending
some friends to us. Many thanks.
1924
American Radio Relay League,
Hartford, Conn.
I wish to propose
Mr

of

Mr

of
Street & No.

for membership in the A.R.R.L.
tell them the story.

66

Place

I believe they would make good members.

State
Please

j
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MUGNAVOX
Radio Tube

^Aagnavox Radio Vacuum Tube
Type A. is a storage battery tube for use as
audio frequency and radio frequency amplifier in
all standard circuits. Highly recommended also
for detector use.
This tube is not critical of adjustment either
as to plate or filament. Fila
ment consumption one quarter $ CL C^C^
of an ampere
~J ♦V/ V/
9R

CjNTO the design of this new Tube
Qy have gone over two years' research
and experiment along original lines, cul
minating in discoveries which made pos
sible an entirely new principle of tube
construction.
One trial convinces the most exacting
user that the Magnavox will replace or
dinary tubes to great advantage in any
receiving set.
Magnavox Radio Tubes and other
Magnavox Products are sold by
reliable dealers everywhere
THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY
New York
Oakland, Calif.
San Francisco
Canadian Distributors:
Perkins Electric Limited. Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg
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Don't
Success/

Guess

AMERICAN
BRAND
CONDENSERS

Equip your set with a real voltmeter—
the Kotler-Smith Radio TD.
Set it in the panel, connect it up and
see right before you, all the time, the
exact A and B battery volts.
Its price is reasonable and it will save
its cost many times over.
Send for Bulletin AG-10 and look on
page 5.
| ROLLER-SMITH COMPANY
| 16 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK
= Offices in principal cities in U.S. and Canada
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUlE
Hillllllllllllllllllllllllllllll:

with
the
100 tol
iDorm

DriVe

Use HOMMEL
SERVICE
folmUdyour mlh
lousiness

23 piate,oniy»5.00
These Condensers are now ready for you.
Jobbers and dealers everywhere should have t
them to fill the public demand.
American Brand Condensers are made
with the highest ratio geared adjustment I
ever developed on variable condensers.
They are without question the Lowest Loss
condensers available today. Their price is
no higher than the price of ordinary con
densers.
Please ask your dealer to show you this
condenser—if he can't do so, write us for
a descriptive folder and send us your
dealer's name.
Note to Dealer: If your jobber can't
supply you, write us—

Hommel Service may be likened to a
business "contractor." Brick by brick
it erects a sturdy structure of radio busi
ness—a business that will very soon
march shoulder to shoulder with the sel
ling of phpnographs.
Every music dealer is the logical outlet
for radio supplies. This organization
is your logical radio distributor. Our
wide experience in this field and an al
most inexhaustible stock of nationally
known radio supplies, together with our
liberal discounts and policy of whole
saling only is proof of that statement.
Our Dealer's Service Department too is
always at the command of all Hommel
Dealers.
Write for Hommel'* Encyclopedia
of Radio Apparatus No. 256T

American Brand Corporation
8 West Park St., Newark, N. J.
Factory—Philadelphia

LUDWIG HOMMEL & CO.,
929 Penn. Avenue
PITTSBURGH, PENNA.
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BAKELITE
TRADI MARK RCO. U. V PAT Off,

Standard

Insulation

—wherever

Dials

turn

-With every facility for testing materials used in radio
work, the United States Signal Corps chose Bakelite for
the potentiometer base here shown. We also illustrate a
Rogers Radiometer, Kellogg Condenser and Fil-Ko-Stat,
all of which are Bakelite Insulated.
These critical radio experts, as well as the most inexpe
rienced amateur, have come to recognize the phrase "Made
of Bakelite" as a guaranty of excellence in radio insulation.
Bakelite enhances the value of any radio set. Its high
electrical resistance, stability and beauty of finish have
led to its adoption as standard insulation by the large
majority of radio manufacturers.
Send for a copy of our Radio Booklet C

Send for our Radio Map
BAKELITE
Condensite
RgDMANOL
are the registered
Trade Marki for the
Phenol Resin Prodacta
manufactured under
patents owned by
BAKELITE
CORPORATION

THE

The Eakelite Radio Map lists the call letters, wave
length r nd location of every broadcasting station in
the \vor!d. Enclose 10 cents to cover the cost and we
will send you this map. Address Map Department.

MATERIAL

BAKELITE CORPORATION
247 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Chicago Office: 636 Weil 22d Street

OF A THOUSAND
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OLD TYPE ITEM* 14

1 AXN—Using OLD TYPE ITEM No. 14 (Four years old), with 2-50 watt tubes. Hartley
Circuit on schedule—April 26, 27, 28, worked British 2 NM.
This is but one of the many instances of "ESCO" products—consistency—dependability and
durability.
For maximum miles per watt try "ESCO."
Write for Bulletins 237B and 242 B listing over 200 combinations.
tpade "ESCO" MARK
ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO.
STAMFORD, CONN, U. S. A.
225 SOUTH STREET
Pioneers in Developing and Perfecting High VoItaKe Radio Apparatus

Rolls Royce" Radio
Tubes
Like their name significant of QUALITY. A powerful and durable tube that will
greatly improve reception. Increases range and volume with a maximum of clearness.
Our direct sales plan enables you to buy "Rolls Royce" at the lowest possible price.
Type 200
S volts, 1 Ampere Detector Tube
Type 201 A
5 volts, .25 Ampere Amplifier and Detector
Type 199
3-4 Volts, .06 Ampere Amplifier and Detector
Type 199A
3-4 Volta, .06 Ampere with Standard Base
Amplifier and Detector
Type 12
1 ?i Volts, .25 Ampere Platinum Filament
Amplifier and Detector.
$2-50
Type 202

S Watt, Transmitters, $3.00
EVERY TUBE GUARANTEED
to work in Radio Frequency, especially adapted for Neutrodyne, Reflex and SuperHeterodyne Seta.
Shipped parcel post, CCD. When ordering mention type.
ROLLS ROYCE TUBE CO.,
21 Norwood St.,
Dept. S.
Newark, N. J.
CRESCENT LAVITE RESISTANCES
Absolutely non-inductive
RADIO BROADCASTING STATION FOR SALE
Having installed new equipment using water
cooled tubes wc offer for sale our former KFKIJ
500 watt set. As good as any 500 watt set
using air cooled tubes. Sending radius as much
as 8,000 miles. We were hoard in Montevideo,
Uruguay and other equally distant points while
using this equipment. Write for particulars.
THE BRINKLEY JONES HOSPITAL ASS N.
MILFORD, KANSAS
70

Special resistances to order. Used in all circuits.
Dealers write for discount.
CRESCENT RADIO SUPPLY CO.
1-3-5 Liberty St.,
Jamaica, N. Y.
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T^ULL voltage battery current all the time! That's what
*• you want. Westinghouse Radio Storage Batteries will
give it to you. No more operating with run-down bat
teries! No more sudden drops in battery voltage! No
more throwing away worn-out batteries! Westinghouse
Batteries last. They hold their charge. They can be
easily recharged. There's a size and type for every radio
need. Built by Westinghouse, you know it's RIGHT!
Westinghouse (oystal(ase Batteries have one-piece clear glass cases, with solid
glass cell partitions and high plate rests (deep sediment spaces). Perfectly insulated
against current leakage. "A" Batteries. 2 volts, for low-voltage tubes, such as
WD-11 and WD-12. 4 volts, for tubes like UV-199. 6 volts, for tubes UV-201A
or C-301A. Also rubber-case types. "B" Batteries. 22 volts. Regular and quad
ruple-capacity types. "C" Batteries in 6-volt units.
WESTINGHOUSE UNION BATTERY CO., Swissvale, Pa.

WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO
"A," "B" and "C"
BATTERIES
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Performance

Cover the new amateur wave
bands with the LOW LOSS
cast type 200 to 600 Meters. Price
Tuner. 80 to 215 Meters. Broad$7.00 each.

plus Beauty
Choose your panel for its insulating
value as well as for its appearance.

Used at 5AMH, 5ZAS, 50M, 5BP,
5ACM, 5WS, 5MI.
BELL RADIO CORPORATION
1913 5th Ave. North,
Birmingham,
Ala.

MAHOGANITE
Radion Panels
give you both the supreme insulation
and the beauty of polished mahogany.
For Mahoganite is not a surface finish
but an insulating material which ex
tends from one side of the panel to the
other.
21 Stock Sizes
Mahoganite and Black
6x7
7x 14
8x 26
6 x 10' a
7 x 18
9 x 14
6 x 14
7 x 21
10 x 12
6 x 21
7 X 24
12 x 14
7 x 9
7 x 26
12 X 21
7 x 10
7 x 30
14 x 18
7 x 12
7 x 48
20 x 24

RADION
zJht Supreme Insulation
PANELS
Look for this stamp on
every genuine RADION
panel. Beware of sub
stitutes and imitations.
At the best radio shops or write to
AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO.
11 MERCER STREET
NEW YORK
See oar exhibit at the FIRST RADIO WORLD'S FAIR.
Madiion Square Garden, N. Y. — SEPT. 1 2-28th, 1924.
72
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WHAT IS YOUR

IE

"B" BATTERY COST?
The Kellogg Trans
it-former furnishes
necessary; plate
voltages from your
110 AC. 60 cycle
electric light socket
:it the lowest pos
sible cost and with
better reception.
This noiseless "B
liattery" supply
assures constant
voltages at all
times.
Arranged
for detector (0 to
35 volts) 45, 90
and 130 volts.
Positive in opera
tion and one of the
biggest advances in
radio today.
At your Dealers, $50.00
KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
G SUPPLY COMPANY ^
1066 W. Adams St.,
Chicago, Til.
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Here's a laboratory condenser
at a commercial price
The only

straight

line

wave

length low loss condenser
Light in weight—compact

in

size—aluminum frame and
plates.
Radio men all over the country
have pronounced this new BremerTully "Lifetime" condenser to con
tain more vital improvements,
more essential advantages, than
any other.
You'll find it electrically perfect—
mechanically beyond comparison.

BREMER

TULLY

7 plate $4.25
23 plate $5.00
11 plate 04.50
35 plate 6.50
This is the condenser radio fans have
longed for, but never before been able to
obtain outside the extremely high price
laboratory types.
No matter what circuit you're using, this
B.T. Condenser will improve it.
Write for "20 Point" folder. It gives the
details.

LEADS

AGAIN

with a real low loss Tuner.
Low dielectric losses. Windings are supported
with the least possible insulation. COIL FRAME
OF BUREAU OF STANDARDS TYPE.
Adjustable Untuned Primary meets the great
problem of the past,—that of adapting a tuner
to the various types of antennae, circuit require
ments, and local receiving conditions.
A new adjustable lubricated cone bearing.
Binding posts arranged for minimum dielectric
loss and supplied with tinned soldering lugs.
Adaptable to any circuit requiring a tuner.
Ranges covered with B-T 11 plate Laboratory
Condenser.
Two types: Short wave work 50 to 160 meters
(space wound).
Broadcasting 200 to 565 meters
spaced series banks.
Price $5.00
"Better-Tuning" (now in 6th Edition) Tells you
why, shows you how. Contains complete instruc
tions and diagrams for progressive construction
from crystal to Reflex and Radio Frequency cir
cuit. Packed with each tuner free or mailed on
receipt of 10c.
BREMER-TULLY
531 S. Canal St.
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MFG. CO.
Chicago

7

IT HAS BEEN
SAIDIf "That over 60% of all Radio trouble is
traceable to poor or run-down batteries."
U Our No. 57 has been designed to meet
the demand coming to us from serious
experimenters for an accurate all around
semi-portable instrument for battery,
filament and grid voltage tests.
U Jewell Instruments lead in the Radio
field. They are fully illustrated with
diagram connections, in our 10 -A radio
catalog.
Order from Dealer
Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.
1650 Walnut St.
Chicago
"25 Years Making Good Instruments"

The Model OEM, DAY-FAN Receiving Set
This set is worthy of your immediate atten
tion.
It has the Duo-plex circuit developed in our
laboratories. So perfectly balanced is this
set that the dial settings are the same
EVERYWHERE, EVERYTIME. It has a
very low maintenance cost. Write today for
full particulars.

Model OEM-7, Four Tube—$98.
Model OEM-11, Three Tubes $90

The Dayton Fan & Motor Company,
Dayton, Ohio.
Manufacturers of high-grade electrical ap
paratus for 35 years.

Na-alQ

There is only one

Super
DeLuxe
Dial
Price 75$

GENUINE
EBY Binding Post
"with Tops which don't Come Off".
EBY Posts are scientifically designed, beautifully
finished and their price is right.
EBYS are Binding Posts PLUS.

A BEAUTIFUL CREATION
Scientifically determined graduations. Test with any
other dial and see how much more quickly you can
turn to a degree or fraction of a degree. Genuine
Rakelite. See display board at your dealer's.
2" Rheostat dials 35c—3" regular 35c, 3%"—60c
H. H. EBY MFG. CO., Philadelphia
ALDEN MANUFACTURING CO.,
Dept. M.
Springfield, Mass.
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HERE

YOU

ARE

GANG!

Just What You Have Been Waiting For!

THIRD

A.R.R.L.

ANNUAL

OHIO

STATE

CONVENTION
To be held in
CINCINNATI,

OHIO

FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER 26th, 27th, and 28th
Under the auspices of the
UNION CENTRAL RADIO ASSOCIATION

Everything for the Ham—Trips, Talks, Technical Discussions,
Exhibits, Banquet, R. 0. W. H. Initiation, Contests, License Exam
inations, Oodles of Stunts, Ham Stations—and
Oh! Well
come to Cincy and see for yourself.

Ask your Ticket Agent for Half-Fare Return Coupon.
Send your reservation now, or write
for futher information to
Elmer H. Schubert—8ALW, General Chairman
or Wm. J. Hengehold—8COJ, General Secretary
Union Central Bldg.
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Cincinnati, Ohio
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G row th
AS a picture grows to completion
under the hand of an artist, so has
the world's favorite audio transformer
grown undjr the development of its
engineering staff. Soundly designed, it
requires no yearly remodeling. i)av by
day it is brought nearer to perfection;
a little refinement
of winding here, a
little more costly
material there—the
increased cost per
haps balanced by the
adoption of some
labor-saving tool,
rendered economical
by enormous output.
In a word, the
All American Audio All-American you
Trantformera come bought two years
in thrae ratios:
ago, unsurpassed as
Type R-12 (3 to 1) it was at that time,
$4.50
Type R-21 (5 to 1) is overshadowed in
$4.7S
Type R-13 (10 to 1) perfection of per
formance by the
$4.75
All-American of the
present day as the strength of a child
is exceeded by that of a grown man.
Continuing, without radical change, the
present standard All-American models
(Audio, Power, Long-Wave) we shall
announce, during the months of October
and November, achievements in the art
of transformer building, surprising in
their perfection even to those long
familiar with All-American superiorities.
The Radio Key Book*J» Out!
The most valuable radio reference book you can
own. It tells how to hear farther and better ;
all the more workable circuits are clearly pictured,
diagrammed, and explained. Practical sugges
tions on how to get best results from the set
you have. Send 10 cents for it today, coin or
stamps,

Some Pippin!
A Celoron Radio Panel gives a
snappy, professional appearance
to the home-built set. Its high di
electric strength helps instruments
give the best results. Celeron, a
bakelite material is approvrd by
the IT. S. Nary and Signal Corps
and used by lending radio
facturers.
Celoron panels come tn oak. Other
sizes, in black, maimirany
sizes cut to order. -Ufc l/ot»r
DIAMOND STATE FIBRE COMPANY
Bridgeport. Pa..
Chicaeo. IB.
Toronto, Canada

Break-In

Relays

FOR SHIPBOARD
Model 18 Type SI,

6 volt

$23.00
Mc uel 18 Type S 2, 120 volt
$25.00
FOR THE AMATEUR TUBE

RAULAND MFG. COMPANY
2642 Coyne St.,
Chicago
PIONEERS IN THE INDUSTRY

TRANSMITTER
Model 24 Type SI,

6 volt

$16.50

All-American
AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS
Largest Selling Transformers in the World

LEACH RELAY CO.
507 Mission St., San Francisco
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MICADONS
CONDENSERS

OF

PERMANENT

FIXED

AND

CAPACITY

You will have condensers that maintain capa
city if you buy Micadons.
These accurate Dubilier Micadons are found
in over ninety per cent of the sets made by
amateurs and manufacturers throughout the
country. The experts specify Micadons.
The name Dubilier on a condenser has the
sar - meaning as the name Sterling on Silver
ware—highest quality.
There is a Micadon for every circuit—differ
ent types are made for different requirements.
For free booklet showing method of soldering Micadons in
radio circuits, address: 45-49 West 4th Street, New York.

Dubilier
CONDENSER AND RADIO
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CORPORATION
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T T SERS enthusiastically proclaim the
IwJ Federal
as "Federal's
Finest". "Fifty-Nine"
The "Fifty-Nine"
represents
the accomplishment of an ideal after over
a quarter century's patient striving. It

gives all the beauty of Federal Tone,
Selectivity and Distance Range, plus a
simplicity of operation that opens the real
thrills of radio to novice and professional
alike.

FEDERAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Priced at
$177
Boston New York m
With headphones.
Philadelphia Chicago
Pittsburgh
For loop reception
San Francisco
(No. 61)
federal
Bridgeburg, Canada
$46 Extra
- Standard Ry\DIQ Products

WE REPAIR THE FOLLOWING
RADIO TUBES
and Guarantee Them
$230
WD-lt
$2.50 DV-6A
230
WD- 12
230 UV-I99
UV-200
2.50 C-299
230
2.50
UV-201
2.50 UV-201 A
2.50
C-300
2.50 C-301A
230
C-301
2.50 Marconi
DV-6
2.50 Moorhead
2.50
230
DV-1
2.50 6 v. Plain Detector
6
v.
Plain
Amplifier
230
DV-2
2.50
Mail Orders solicited and promptly attended to.
Dealers and Agents write for Special Discount
H. & H. RADIO CO.
p. o. BOX 22-W
NEWARK, N. J.
CLINTON HILL STA.,

fTERMINALUGS
<BUS BARS
[stampings
Terminals of Pure Copper.
— TINNED —
For Better and Easier Soldering.

Original | O A

fROST-RADBO

'"THE name FROST radio on
a piece of apparatus, whether
— AMATEUR SPECIAL —
FROST-fONES, Plugs, Jacks, Sockets,
50 Terminalugs ■— Post Paid ■— 25c
Rheostats, etc.,
*\
Fit No. 6 or No. 8 Screw.
means highest qual
ity. Your dealer car
Discounts to
Free Pamphlet
Dealers.
Practical Soldering
ries conipk te stocks.
TOAZ ENGINEERING and SALES CO.
See him today.
11703 Robertson Ave.
Cleveland. Ohio.
HERBERT H. FROST, Inc., 154 W. Lake Street, Chicago
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Radio

Everybody is interested in Radio.
If you would keep in step with the
progress that has been made in this
greatest of all discoveries, you should
have our NEW RADIO Catalog just
now off the press.
You can get the latest and best
equipment from RADIO HEAD
QUARTERS. We have everything
that anybody needs to enjoy the
entertainment, news and education
that are waiting to be brought right
into your home.
Don't be without the comfort of
Radio this fall and winter when
reception is so fine.
The World's Largest Store —
RADIO HEADQUARTERS — can
save you money on everything you
need.
Mail the coupon TODA Y to the atore neareat you
62Q71.
Scars, Roebuck and Co.
Chicago Philadelphia Dallas Seattle
Send New Radio Catalog.

The World t Largest Store it RADIO
HEADQUARTERS. Here you can get the
famoun SILVERTONE neutrodyne re.
ceiving Met or the emallett radio part
at the lowest price* in America*

Name
Postoffice
Rural Route
Street and No

State.
Box No..

Sears Roebuck and Co.
i and operates Station WLS Wavelength M5 Meters Tui
The Worlds Largest Sto

Best Socket Wrench Value !
Just what you've been waiting for. A set
of «ix socket wrenches in radio sizes— 14"
to Vi"—with full handle on each. Hollowed
stems. Accurate hexagon heads. Packed
to last, in a strong wood box with sliding
cover. Get this new service box at the new
low price—and forget your wiring trouble.
$1.25
$1.35 West of the Mississippi
If your dealer hasn't it—send check or M.O.
direct to us with your dealers name.
RITTENHOUSE MFG. CO.
90 MECHANIC St.
WORCESTER, MASS.
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FRESHMAN
Noiseless

Tested

Mica Condensers
1 TESTED MICA
CONDENSER
I CHAS.MKW
FRESHMAN
VO««CIJYCO. I
maintain their fixed capacity due
to scientific design and construc
tion in which constant equal pres
sure is exerted on the condenser
plates over the entire area ; mak
ing the Freshman condensers the
only ones that avoid noises due
to variable pressure on the plates.
A metal casing protects the plates
and reduces hysteresis losses to a
minimum.
Each
Capacity
Capacity
$0.50
. .$0.35
.0025
.•••65
«0
... .25
.003
.•001
70
.0035
... .35
.00015
TS
.004
...
.25
.0002
75
.005
... .35
.00025
.75
.006
... .35
.0003
1.00
... .35
1.00
... .35
009
1.00
1.00
.01
1.50
.015
.••1
40
2.00
02
.eei5
4«
2.50
.025
.002
40
Exclusive Features of
Freshman Noiseless
Tested Mica Condensers
No louses through di-electric hysteresis of
fibre covers.
No insulating binder to melt at the applica
tion of heat and by releasing pressure,
change the capacity.
Capacity fixed and invariable.
Metal case protects against accidental in
jury.
Direct connection to copper plates avoids
losses through inefficient eyelet contact.
Application of soldering iron does not affect
condenser.
At your dealers — otherwise
send purchase price and you
will be supplied postpaid.

100 Volt Type
YOUR MONEY BACK IF YOU'RE
NOT SATISFIED WITH KIC-O
We have thousands of unsolicited letters of recom
mendation. KIC-0 "B" batteries will make good
for you, too. Life unlimited. Not harmed by short
circuiting, overcharging, idleness. Panel switches
give single cell variations. Recharge from any
1 in. volt A.C. line with small home-rectifier. Charge
lasts 3 to 6 months
With
flPrice
in detector plate cir
Volts
Plain Panels
cuit.
22
$5.50 $ ......
GUARANTEE
32
7.25 11.75
Your money back on
9.50 14.00
48
any KIC-0 Battery
68
12.50 17.00
if not satisfied with
in 30 days. Write
17.50 22.50
100
for full information
145
23.50 28.50
on "A" and "B" Bat
teries.
Mounted Rectifier
$2.50
Unmounted Rectifier ... ft .00
Kimley Electric Company, Inc.
2666 MAIN STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.
Storage "B" Batteries—
long service, low cost.

DuoSpERAL
FOLDING LOOP
Compact, conven
ient and self con
Easily
tained.
Increases
Portable
selectivity. Re
duces static. No
outside aerial or
ground wire nec
essary.
Can be
. •■«! anywhere.
Has swivel base
graduated for cali
bration. Handle
permits adjustment without body
capacity effects.
Fine silver and
mahogany finish.
Made by the
Price
manufacturers of
$8.50
TINY-TURN the
superior vernier control, Write us direct, if your
dealer is unable to supply you.
RathoUnitsInc
1304 First Ave.,
Maywood, 111.

Announcement in the Sept
ember magazines. New in
principle, new in shape, new
in quality of reproduction.
reshmanfo.lnc.
Made by the makers of
the famous N & K Head
Condenser s&oducts
Set, Model D, 4000 ohms.
106 Seventh Ave., New York
Loudspeaker Th.GOLDSCHMIDTCORP.
Dept. Q9 15 Williams St.,
New York
ALWAYS MENTION Q5T WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS,
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To Our Readers Who Are Not A.R.R.L. Members
Wouldn't you like to become a member of the American Radio Re
lay League? We need you in this big organization of radio amateurs,
the only national amateur association that does things. From your read
ing of QST you have gained a knowledge of the nature of the League
and what it does, and you have read its purposes as set forth on page 6
of every issue. We would like to have you become a full-fledged mem
ber and add your strength to ours in the things we are undertaking for
Amateur Radio, and incidentally you will have the membership edition
of QST delivered at your door each month. A convenient application
form is printed below—clip it out and mail it today.
1924.
American Radio Relay League,
Hartford, Conn.
Being genuinely interested in Amateur Radio, I hereby apply for membership in
the American Radio Relay League, and enclose $2 in payment for one year's dues.
This entitles me to receive QST for the same period. Please begin my subscription
with the
issue. Mail my Certificate of Membership>
and send QST to the following name and address.

Station call, if any
—
—
- —
Grade Operator's license, if any
_
_ _
—
Radio Clubs of which a member
—
— —
-..
Do you know a friend who is also interested in Amateur Radio, whose name you might
give us so we may write to him about the League?
~
_ _
—
_
Thanks.
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Gentlemen :—
Rec'd my "HAM SPECIAL". It arrived prompt
ly and in excellent packing. Set was put together
and hooked up in about four houra time am' started
to pull in the old DX the first time filamei.. - were
lighted.
Two houses away, l-BWV-20 watts rect. and
unfiltered A.C., used to flip my tubes from O-lOo
on tuner. Can now work within 5 meters of his
wave without trouble using "CARCO".
Seven streets away, 1AWW anywhere from 10-100
watts with—Storage B. Plate Supply. Key clickkill everything with—tuner. Can now work »
meters away from him with "CARCO".
Would not part with "CARCO" for a Suptrhet
It is simple to work and with one step of audio it
wrecks the old Brandes Navies on all 9 districts.
S. A BURNETT, 1 AIN.
85 Sherman Street, Springfield, Mass.

DESIGNED BY A HAM FOR HAMS
A compact unit in a space of only 3"x5%".
Antenna Rotor and secondary Stator designed for
"Low Loss" and "Low Resistance."
Our special single layer, multiple wound induct
ance does the trick.
A "Low Loss" Condenser for secondary is the only
addition required for a complete tuning unit.
DX work requires a "Low Loss" tuner. Rebuild
your set with a "CARCO" Ham Special, An in
crease in efficiency will result.
PRICE $8.00 EACH
SPECIAL PRICE TO HAMS ONLY, $5.00
Thit Special Prtct >s NET. No Discount to DaaUrt
Sent C.C D & -'ustul with name, address will
brir.s it Mention QST.
SET MANUFACTURERS and DEALERS:—We
specialize on Couplers R.F. Transformers and
inductances. Let us know your needs and we
will design the tuner for the desired circuit.
"CARCO" Variometer for Crystal Sets.
2"»»"—Best ever—List $8.00 Ea.«Send for one.
THE CARTER MANUFACTURING CO.
1728 Coit Ave, East Cleveland, O., U.S.A.

NOW IS THE TIME, AMATEURS !
To Do Your Lxperimental Work on Your Receiver* in anticipation of
Better "DX" This Winter
Parts of every description and at prices that are right to rebuild or add to your
present equipment.
You Will Work EUROPE THIS WINTER
With A Good Set—
Look over a few of the items worth while.
Variometers
Reinartz coils
Formica Panels
Variocouplers
Condensers
Jacks
Cock-a-day coils
Rheostats
Plugs
ROSE RADIO and ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
129 CAMP STREET,
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Pioneers in the Radio Field.

"It's the contact
that counts"
Na-ald DeLuxe Socket, com
bining the highest insulating
qualities and perfect contact.
Hotate your tube several times.
Instantly the duo-contact re
moves corrosion, making n
bright perfect connection.
End your socket troubles with
Na-ald.
Send for literature.
Alden Manufacturing Co.,
Dept. M, Springfield, Mass.

2

SATISFIED USERS PREFER
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
The following are a few of the companies for which
we are distributors.
Zenith Sets (Regenerative)
De Forest Tubes and Sets (Reflex)
Cunningham Tubes
Rentier Material
Grebe Sets (Regenerative)
Murdock Sets (Neutrodyne)
General Radio
Send stamp for catalogue 45Q
J. H. BUNNELL & CO., 32 Park Place
New York City
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DUPLEX

>e 00 mark
NONE OTHER
THE
RK-1
SUPPLEMENTARY
KIT
Completes the Super-Heterodyne or
Ultradyne.
It contains rigidly inspected parts that fix
definitely the cost of completing the Super-.
Heterodyne or Ultradyne circuits.
It contains the famous DUPLEX
CONDENSERS.

SERIKS "FR*

Some valuable jobbers' territory open.
THE DUPLEX ENGINE GOVERNOR CO., INC.,
32 FLATBUSH AVENUE EXTENSION, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

HAMS
ATTENTION
MORE RADIATION FROM YOUR
SET IF YOU INSTALL SOME OF
THESE

1

PORCELAIN
WALL
INSULATORS
AT THE
RIDICULOUS
PRICE OF

J
1 ,\
50c EACH
F.O.B. Newark
Stands 6" High
No Lei* Than 4 Sold To A Customer
The New Jersey Radio Supply Co.
76 SPRINGFIELD AVENUE,
NEWARK, N. J.

Myers Get

1

1
)

ran

Every Station
Amateurs can get practically
every station on this continent
with a Myers Tube Set. We have
verified records on file to prove
it.
No bunched leads—hence no noise, tube
hiss or interference—make Myers
Tubes supreme for clarity of reception
of long-distance stations.
Practically

(ffnp

"WARRANTED"
Audio Transformer
MTD. $2.00, UNMTD. $1.45
10 Days Money Back Guarantee
Dealers Write
22 Sturtes Ave.
C. C. ENDLY
MANSFIELD. O.
ALWAYS MENTION Q S T WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

Unbreakable
Two types : for dry and storage bat
teries. Complete, ready to mount and
absolutely guaranteed.
Demand Myers Tubes nt reliable dealers.
Otherwise send price and be supplied
postpaid.
See "Made in Canada" on every
genuine Myers Tube.

Xfiadtoi l/acuum v lubes
Montreal.
Ll.
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TOWER'S
f Buy a Head^fX
you'll be proudof)
Radio
Tower's
■Scientific
headsets

OuR*2oaooo.oo Company

g^ea^eIt
HEADSET
STANDS SQUARELY BACK OF EVERY HEADSET
now $2.95, with Notable Improvements VALUE
Longer Cord (full 5 feet), Stronger Magnets, Higher Resistance, Increase of Sensitivity, Perfect Tone Mates
EVERY SET TESTED BY LICENSED RADIO OPERATORS

Send no money- Order on a (Post-Card
THE TOWER MFG. CO. : 98 G BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.

Improve your
set with an
AmerTrani
and enjoy radio
this summer as {
never before.

AmerTran
TRADE MARK REG.U.S.PAT.OFF.^*
^»

23 FOR 25 !
For only $2.50, twenty-five thin
dimes, we'll send you, postpaid,
the 23 following QST's—a run
ning record of amateur practice
and achievements over an im
portant period in the develop
ment of the art.
1917—May, June, July, August
1919—June
1921 —June
1922—May thru December ex
cept August
1923—Ten issues, all except
March and April.

TYPE AF-7 is now offered as a companion
transformer to AF-6 (Turn ratio 5), for second
or third stage amplification. In this use AF-7
decreases the tendency to overload the lost
1924 issues, 20c apiece, postpaid.
amplifying: tube on loud sipnals.
Henceforth, then, it is possible to obtain a
Fall and DX weather are here.
low ratio AmerTran which insures perfect tone
quality and full amplification of low notes when
Complete your files of QST—
used with AmerTran AF-6 in the first stage.
you'll need them a lot for refer
Price, either type, $7.. at your Dealer's.
ence.
Amercan Transformer Co.
Designers and builders of radio
Mail Your Order NOW
transformers for over S3 years.
QST, 1045 Main St. Hartford, Ct.
176 Emmet Street,
Newark, N. J.
iiiiiiir
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List Prices
13
18
2S
45

plate
plate
plate
plate

cap.
cap.
cap.
cap.

0002S.
0003S .
0005 .
001

$5.50
5.75
8.00
7.00

Price without Vernier $1.00 !•»■

CONDENSER
BUILT LIKE A SWISS WATCH
So perfect in design, fabrication, and rendta that it instantly brings to mind the accuracy and precision
of a Swiss Watch. Every official test has given the continental Lo Loss rating equal to that of the finest
laboratory instruments.
Ask your dealer to let you test it on your own set, to hear the difference made by a really fine condenser.
If your dealer hasn't stocked Continental Lo Loss write us direct.
Gardiner & Hepburn. Inc.
Sales Office 611 Widener Bldg., Phila.
Factory 2100 Washington Ave., Phila.

RADIO TUBES
That are Guaranteed
Type 200
_
$2.75
Type 201 A
3.00
Type 199
3.00
Type 299
3.00
Type 11
3.00
Type 12
3.00
Type 202
5.00
Type 216
3.00
Mail Orders solicited and
promptly attended to.
Agents and Dealers write for
Special Discounts
The Arlington Radio Laboratory
214 Beach Street
Arlington, N. J.

BRISTOL
TRADE MARK
AUDIOPHONE
. • *>AT Office
LOUD SPEAKER
This is known everywhere
as the Loud Speaker with
the quality tone. Not only
is the tone natural and
without mechanical distor
tion, but is sufficiently big
in volume to be easily heard
in a large room or all
through the house. Comes
to you ready to use—no
auxiliary batteries are re
quired.
Made in three models:
Audiophone Senior
Price $30.00
Audiophone Junior
Price 22.50
Baby Audiophone
Price 12.50
Bulletin AX-3014 describes
these Loud Speakers.

This is the Baby
RADIO TUBES REPAIRED
Audiophone equipped
All Makes $2.50
with
the Fiber Horn
NEW TUBES: 201A, 199 and 12 types
which is now standard
$230
and
supersedes the
All tubes guaranteed. Sent C.O.D.
metal flare previously
Special proposition to dealers
used.
Price $12.50
THE BRISTOL COMPANY
RADIO MFG. AND
WAIfcKBUKY, CONN.
IMPORT CO.
i lie Station, Newark, N. J.
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Variable^

Condenser
ML
mm

5 ENGINEERS BUILT THIS CONDENSf R\\
The HICO is our newest development in condensers, and is the result of the
combined efforts of five engineers whose experience covers every phase of radio
work.
All brass plates, adjustable cone bearings, panel and table mount, one and three hole
mounting, adjustable to any position, low loss, carefully soldered and insulated and,
Noiseless Cam Vernier on Stator Plates
This new feature allows the minutest adjustments and eliminates the noise common
to rotor plate vernier.
Beautifully made in four capacities
11 plate
.00025 mfd
$4.50
17 plate
.00035 mfd
4.75
23 plate
.0005 mfd
5.00
43 plate
.001
mfd
6.00
Made with cam vernier as price without would be the same, and it operates as plain condenser as well.
At all good dealers or Bent on receipt of price. Try the HICO. you'll like it. Good for any type
circuit.
THE HARTFORD INSTRUMENT CO.,
307 Pearl St., Hartford, Conn.

PREMIER

Audio
Fre
quency

The Aristocrat of Amplifiers
Quality in Radio is No Lees
Marked Than Quality in people.
The Resistance Coupled Ampli
fier is a Quality Product.
Daven Complete Amplifier Kit
3-Stage
$13.50
4-Stage
17.00
KITS without sockets and con
densers.
3-Stage
$8.50
4-Stage
11.00
Read "Resistors, Their Practical
Application In Radio Recep
tion". By Zeh Bouck, Price
15c. Also read "The How and
Why of Resistance Coupled Am
plification". Price 10c.
These booklets may be obtained
from your dealer.
DAVEN RADIO CORP.
"Resistor Specialists"
Campbell Street, Newark, N. J.

one half actual size
TRANSFORMER
A Lap Ahead of the Field
About the size of an English Walnut. S
light weight ; mounts anywhere ; unsurpassed In
formance. Ratios 1 to 3, 1 to 4, 1 to 5, $3.50. 1 to 10,
$4.50. Ask your dealer to show you the Premier line of
quality Radio Parts. Send fur Free Bulletin $94 1
Premier Electric Company
381 1 Ravenswood Ave. Chicago.

GOOD NEWS !
A.R.R.L. Message Blanks, the official
amateur Radiogram Form, are being
bought in larger quantities now—and we
gladly announce a price reduction effec
tive when you get this QST.
NEW LOW PRICES
1 pad (100 blanks) postpaid 30c
3 pads
postpaid 75c
QST—HARTFORD,

86

CONN.
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UNITED

STATES

NAVY

STANDARD

"ELECTROSE"
COLUMN STRAIN

INSULATORS

18" long, made to withstand 200,000 volts when dry, and 100,000 volts when wet.
Mechanical breaking strain 2,500 lbs.
4,960 purchased by us from the UNITED STATES NAVY. All are guaranteed
brand new. Manufacturers list'price $3.00. Our price $1.40 post-paid in UNITED
STATES AND CANADA. If purchased in lots of ten or more, $1 .30 each.
Send cash or post office money order.
REMEMBER—ONLY 4,960 AVAILABLE
J. C. BERKWIT COMPANY,
25 Beaver Street, N. Y. City

EXCHANGE
We Repair All Standard Makes of
Tubes, Including
W.D. 11 or 12
I
U.V. US or C299
U.V. 201A or C301A $2ool»
C. 11 or 12
D.V. 1 or D.V. 2
U.V. 200 or 201
C. 300 or 301 IT. V. 202 Repaired. S3.50
All tubes guaranteed to do the work.
RADIO TUBE EXCHANGE. 200 Broadway. New York
All Mail Orders Given Prompt Attention
Orders Sent Parcel Post C. O. D.
Marie Transformers
The Heart of a Good Receiver
Marie Engineering Co.
Orange
New Jersey

M1TAU
made into a radio crys
tal, and goes a long
way to satisfy. Get |
it at your dealers.
B-Metal Refining Co. |
525 Woodward Ave.
Detroit. Mich. 6th flr

ATTENTION AMATEURS ! !
Transmitting material at a sacrifice
The following Meters are Mfgd. by
General Elec. Co.
They are in original cartons and uni
form size.
Thermo Couple Ammeters, 0-2.5 amps,
or 0-5 amps. List price $20.00,
OUR PRICE $7.00
D.C. Voltmeters, 0-1500 volts, List price
$40.00
OUR PRICE $15.00
D.C. Milli-Ammeteri, 0-250 or 0-500
milli-amps, List price $15.50,
OUR PRICE $5.50
OTHER SPECIALS
Hot Wire Ammeters, Mfg. by RollerSmith Co., List Price $13.75,
OUR PRICE $3.25
D.C. Milli-Ammeters, 0-150 milliamps.
Mfg. by General Elec. Co.
$3.25
Spark Transmitters, 75 watt, portable,
made for U.S. Army Aeroplanes, Gov
ernment cost $45.00
OUR PRICE $5.00
We own and guarantee all merchandise offered.
AMERICAN SALES AGENCY
38 PARK ROW, N. Y. C.
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HARD-TO-FIND PARTS ARE "DUCK-SOUP" FOR US.
SAYS ONE HAM, "BEEN TRYING FOR MONTHS TO
FIND No. 12 DCC WIRE. RESULTS NIL TILL SAW
UR ADD". MORAL, "BUY HAM APPARATUS FROM
HAM STORE." HERE A FEW ITEMS YOU'LL
Six cents per word per insertion in advance. AFIND
VERY FEW OTHER PLACES. CP. SHEET
ALUMINUM SQ. FT, $30; SHEET LEAD SQ. FT,
Name and address must be counted. Each $0.75;
1MFD 1750 VOLT FILTER CONDENSERS,
No. 12 COPPER ENAMELED SOLID PER FT,
initial counts as one word. Copy must be $2.50;
lc No. 10 DCC MAGNET WIRE PER LB, $0.55; No.
12 DCC MAGNET WIRE PER LB, $0.60; No. 15
month's issue. NOTE NEW CLOSING DATE. DCC
MAGNET WIRE PER LB, $0.65; 5" OHIO
BRASS INSULATORS, $0.75; 10" OH'O BRASS IN
SULATORS. $1.50; NEW IMPROVED AMRAD S
$10.00; BUZZERS HI-FREQ. ADJUSTABLE,
WHAT DID THE HOT WEATHER DO TO YOUR TUBES,PLATE
& GRID CONDENSERS 3000 VOLT,
DRY CELL AND LEAD Bs? THEN WHY TURN $1.75;
$2.50;
ALLEN
D. CARDWELL LO-LOSS 11 PLATE
AROUND AND BUY ANOTHER SLEW OF EM WHEN $4.25; ALLEN D.
CARDWELL, LO-LOSS 23 PLATE
AN EDISON B (THE 8ML KIND) LASTS A LIFE
$5.00;
FIVE
WATT
RCA GRID LEAKS, $1.10; FIFTY
TIME? ANSWER ME THAT. YOU WONT HAVE
RCA GRID LEAKS, $1.65; INDUCTANCE
TO DYE YOUR HAIR IF YOU GET ONE OF THESE. WATT
CLIPS
NICKELED,
7c; NAVY TYPE Vs KW KEY,
54 VOLT 42 CELLS $8.7S. 100 VOLTS 78 CELL
SEND RECEIVE SWITCH MURDOCK $430;
$16.00, 130 VOLT 102 CELL $20.00, 150 VOLT 117 $4.00;
HAND
MICROPHONESW.
E. 284-W, $4.00; OSCILLA
CELL $23.00. EACH IN A WAX FINISHED FUMED TION TRANSFORMER RCA,
U.V. 202 FIVE
OAK COVERED CABINET WITH RIBBED RUBBER WATT BOTTLES, $8.00; U.V.$11.00;
203 FIFTY WATT
MAT, LARGEST LIVE EDISON ELEMENTS WIRED BOTTLES, $30.00; ANTENNA SERIES
CONDENSER.
WITH PURE SOLID (NOT PLATED) NICKEL, EDI
CARDWELL, $15.00, AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER
SON LITHIUM ELECTROLYTE (THATS NO LYE), ITEMS
NEED SOME DAY. SO SEND UR QRA
NON-FLOATING HARD RUBBER PERFORATED ON IN U'LL
TO US AND LET US MAIL U OUR HAM
SEPARATORS, WHITE SEALING OIL, CAREFULLY PRICE LIST,
U'LL LIKE IT, AS ITS THE ONLY
PACKED FOR SAFE SHIPMENT. INDIVIDUAL ONE
OF
ITS KIND IN CAPTIVITY. SHIPMENT IS
CELLS 16c. BUILDING YOUR OWN B BATTERY? MADE THE
DAY THE ORDER IS RECEIVED,
GET YOUR PARTS FROM 8ML AND INSURE ITS FROM THE SAME
ONLY HAM STORE IN THE FIFTH
SUCCESS. LARGEST PEPPY TYPE A EDISON ELE DISTRICT. FT.
WORTH RADIO SUPPLY CO, 104
MENTS 6c PAIR, 7c DRILLED, 10c WIRED WITH EAST 10th ST, FT.
WORTH, TEXAS.
PURE SOLID NICKEL. G EDISON ELEMENTS 4c
PAIR, 2 POSITIVES 1 NEGATIVE 5c, HICAPACITY DX SEASON is nearing ! Build your new antenna of
UNIT OF 3 POSITIVE AND 2 NEGATIVE G ELE
12 enameled solid copper wire, 100' coils $.75,
MENTS DRILLED READY TO WIRE, 10c SOLUTION No.
1000' $6.90; 20 inch Sure Fire porcelain insulators.
AND ALL PARTS FOR HICAPACITY CELL 17c WITH $1.15,
four or more $1.00 each; PR535 rheostat $1.20;
ELEMENTS DRILLED AND CUT IN UNITS 19c,
rheostat $1.25; UP1368 Power transformers,
WITH CELLS WIRED 24c. 1500 MILIAMP HOURS PR539
$14.50;
UP-1016 transformer $2130; UP1653 filter
CAPACITY. GREAT FOR SUPERS, POWER AMPLI
40 henry, 160 mills, FB for 50 watter, $7.25;
FIERS, TRANSMITTERS. FOR THAT SUPER-HET, reactor,
UP1654
50
300 mills, $10.45; UV1714 RF trans
HIPOWER TRANSMITTERS, THE SUPERCELL- former, 200 henry
to 5000 meters, use it in your Super-Het,
3000 MILIAMPS CAPACITY. 30c CELL FOR SOLU
$2.50;
PX1638
chopper
only $2.40; UC1806 .002 mfd.
TION AND ALL PARTS READY TO WIRE. WILLARD 6000 volt condenser, regular
$7.00, only $130; UC488
COLLOID RECTIFIER WILL DO AN HONEST JOB 1 mfd. 750 volt filter condenser
$1.70; UC489 V, mfd.
OF CHARGING THAT B. $2.00. ANNEALED GLASS 1750 volt $35; UM530 2Vi amp.
meters $330;
TEST TUBES INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED %x6" 3c, UM533 5 amp. HW meters $3.65.HWDrop
a card
1x6" 4c, FOR CONNECTING YOUR ELEMENTS— for the complete list, OM. It's the best you usever
saw.
PURE SOLID (NOT PLATED OR ALLOY) SOFT No. E.
F.
Johnson,
9ALD,
Waseca,
Minn.
20 NICKEL WIRE iysc FT. PREPAID. PERFORATED
HARD RUBBER SEPARATORS Vjc PREPAID. THE SELL—Acme 200 Watt Transformer, $12.00; U.T.
REAL STUFF—EDISON LITHIUM ELECTROLYTE 1643 Magnetic Modulator, $6.00. Wanted Spark Trans
(THAT'S NO LYE) TO MAKE 5 LBS. LIQUID $130
and Motor Generator. James Lazzatti, Finderne,
PREPAID. PURE POTASH 80c LB. SAMPLES— mitter
TYPE A OR G HICAPACITY 25c, SUPERCELL 35c. N. J.
EVERYTHING FOR THAT EDISON B. FRANK
MURPHY, RADIO 8ML, 4837 ROCKWOOD ROAD, FOR SALE BY 5ER—One 250 watt Tube slightly used
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
$50, or will trade for two new 50 watters.
first person sending me the
RIGHT NOW'S THE TIME TO PUT YOUR STATION INFORMATION—The
and address of the Firm, or individual, with
ON THE MAP WITH A NEW AERIAL, DESIGNED name
whom
Joe
G.
Bracker,
(Probably New York) works,
ACCORDING TO QST. FOR MAXIMUM AND LAST will receive a reward of
ING RESULTS (ITS THE WIRE THAT STAYS Balboa Heights, Canal Zone.$2.00. M. R. Alexander,
NEW) QST TELLS US TO USE No. 12 SOLID COP
PER ENAMELED AERIAL WIRE. 8ML HAD IT
FIRST—ALWAYS HAS IT. lc FOOT PREPAID TO S TUBE, $435; Remler 6 ohm rheostats, cost $1.75,
3rd ZONE. PLENTY OF IMITATIONS. BUT ONLY sell $.95; 11 plate condenser, $1.35; Chelten Midget
ONE GENUINE OHIO BRASS CO. PORCELAIN AN Vernier Condenser, cost $1.50, sell $35; potentiometer,
TENNA INSULATOR. 5" LENGTH 75c, 10" $1.50 $.45. Radio 1BVR, 37 Broad St, Westfield, Mass.
(FOR THE HIPOWER FIENDS) PREPAID TO 3rd r
—~~
ZONE. FLUX DISTRIBUTING SHIELDS $1 AT DOES Your set tune sharply? Use UNIVERNIERS.
TACHED. STATION DESIGN, NOT A SPLURGE OF $1.15, post paid. 8DDV, Rensselaer Falls, N. Y.
POWER, IS THE ANSWER TO GLOBE-CIRCLING
DX. FOR THAT TRANSFORMER OR CHOKE, SILI
OR TRADE—Western Electric 40 volt generator
CON STEEL PUNCHINGS 2»/,xl0" 20c LB. CUT EM SELL
Vt H.P. 500 volt Peerless Motor. V, KW Duck Spark
IN TWO FOR THE ENDS. No. 12 LOW LOSS DOU Coil.
J.
P. Hyde, Bristow, Va.
BLE COTTON COVERED TUNER WIRE $1.25 FOR
100 FEET, PREPAID. RADIO 8ML, 4837 ROCKFOR SALE—I Emerson 500 volt 200 watt M. G. $50;
WOOD ROAD, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
1 -General Electric 1500 volt 500 watt dynamotor $40.
Mark
Moore, East Palestine, Ohio.
$12. EACH takes Ohio or Wagner synchronous 110
volt sixty cycle eighteen hundred R.P.M. motors built FOR SALE—Universal Wave Receiver, 84-26000 Won
in V« H.P. frames. Can be used as power motors. derful DX Records $6530; Western Electric 7A Power
Highest quality \i" x 6" test tubes $3.00 gross. Amplifier with three 216A tubes, New $60.00; Two
Perforated hard rubber separators IVic. No. 20 99% Western
203B's same as VTone $7.00 each.
pure nickel wire $1.50 per hundred feet. Kimley Elec Lead and Electric
Aluminum rectifier plates cut and drilled
tric Company Inc., 2665 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
99% pure. 9BSH, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
SOMETHING NEW. PYREX GLASS INSULATORS, MANUSCRIPTS, Sales lists, circular letters, anything
typed or mimeographed cheaply, Oliver Typewriter and
case $12, automobile 6 volt Starting motor,$10, WaveSDO's transmitter, sixty dollars, fifteen watts, com
meters
calibrated. Real Ham Wavemeters 5(>—250
plete. Best DX England, J. F. Atwood, Brighton Rd, meters $12.
9AGL. 708 Eighth Street, Brookings,
Columbus, Ohio.
S. Dak.
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NEW STUFF—JEWELL 0-500 MILLIAMPERES THOSE AUSTRALIAN S1GS OFF THE ANTENNA
$6.00; S AMP TUNGAR TUBE $3.50; "S" TUBES WITH THE SUPER-HET. THE PRICE IS LOW.
PAIR $20.00; JEWELL 0-5 T-C-AMMETF.R, $9.50; SOME AT $65.00, 8 TUBES OR 6 TUBES. WE ALSO
UC^»90 FILTER CONDENSERS. $2.25 .USED: 200 BUILD TO ORDER ANY TYPE TRANSMITTER, RE
WATT POWER-FILAMENT TRANSFORMER $12.00; CEIVER OR WAVEMETER. THE AMATEUR LINE
100 WATT POWER-FILAMENT $6.00. LET'S TRADE. IS rUR LINE OF BUSINESS. INQUIRIES INVITED.
WANT CHOKES, GREBE-13. CURTIS, 5AQC, 1109 ESTIMATES GLADLY GIVEN. THOS. ENSALL,
1208 GRANDVIEW AVE., WARREN, OHIO.
EIGHTH AVENUE, FORT WORTH, TEXAS.
BARGAIN—20 watter neatly mounted $80.00; coit HERE'S A Couple of bargains. One Omnigraph in
$130.00. 3 meters, RCA power, oscillation trans first class condition $9.00; 1 Westinghouse A.C. 1/6
formers and filter. Worked all districts in one night; horsepower, 110 v. 1700 rev. $15.00. Chas. L. Mohr,
(Snyders Jewelry Store, Clearfield, Pa.
45 states worked. 9CHD.
SELL—Federal 1 V% henry choke; Thordarson CW AMRAD LONG WAVE Tuner, 2500 to 25000 Meters.
transformer: Amrad "S" tu'je. Archie Schultz, Clark- Like New, $17.00. Don Johnston, Euclid Beach Park,
Cleveland, Ohio.
son, Nebr.
BARGAINS—BALDIES $7.75; Brandes $5.00; Ail- FOR SALE OR TRADE— % k.w. Packard transformer
American Audio's, all ratios, $4.00 each; Radiotron and New rotary gap. Make offer. All letters answered.
receiving; tubes, all types, $4.00 each; Super-Hetero R. E. Greenwood, Warren, O.
dyne transformers, 5000 to 25000 meters, $6.00 each;
NR5 Neutrodynes $150.00 including phones, batteries SAY—Have Plate and Filament Transformer, Brand
and 5 UV201A's. Above prepaid. Amateur Radio New. New Hot Wire Ammeter. Resdon, one stage
Supply Co., 340 E. Tamarack St., Ironwood, Mich.
Radio Frequency, 2 stages Audio Frequency. A Hot
Number. All Bargains. Write Melbourne Renken,
WILL SACRIFICE Grebe CRS with RORK amplifier, Cole Camp, Missouri.
three tubes, two 45 volt B batteries, *.25.00 speaker,
100 ampere storage battery, 3000 ohm phones. All SELL ESCO—1000 Volt, 300 watt, 110-220 Volt motorbrand new. $140.00. J. Meltzner, 787 East 43rd St., generator, filament winding used 3 months, guaranteed
excellent condition, $150.00—Best bargain this issue.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Also PARAGON RA10 and DA2 complete with batteries
FELLOW BUG HOUSE INMATES ATTENTION—We and cubes, Apco charger and Western Electric Viccan supply you with everything you need for that C.W. trola attachment, $140.00. Send 50% cash on either,
Set At lowest prices. Any, or all the parts for that balance COJ). L. C. French, Rdo 4SU, Box 1206,
Edison Storage "B" Battery. Solid nickle wire, Genu Wilmington, N. C.
ine Edison Solution "N'everything. Number 12 Solid
Copper Enameled Wire and long skinney porcelain COMPLETE—five watter with tube and transformers
insulators for that Ideal Antenna. Chemically pure cost $40 sell $25. James Radford, West Monroe, La.
sheet Aluminum and Lead for Rectifiers. Any size
Bakelite Tube, Any size Radiotron Tube. Jewel Meter. LOOK—Deforest reflex, $69.00; Acme condensers,
Thordarson Transformer. Chokes, Grid leaks, or $5.39; Magnavox R-3, $25.00; Homchargers, Tungars,
Rheostats. You can Bet on us for Real Service. Price $14.00; Acmeflex, $65.00; kit, $49.00. Audio Trans
list for the asking. Jackson's Radio Engineering formers: Federal, Amertrans, $4.89; Acme, Thor
darson, $3.49. Headsets: Brandes, Federal, $4.89;
Laboratories, 102 So. 6th St., Waco, Texas. WJAD.
Murdock, Frost, $3.49. Guaranteed. In original
SET L—1 6 horsepower 4 pole induction motor $8.00, cartons. Include postage. Free catalogue. Fox Instru
1 pair Federal 3200 ohm fones, $6.00; 1 RCA 375 watt ment Company, 1665 Third Avenue, New York.
power transformer list $25 sell for $15.00. Carlos
WANTED—500 volt 100 watt dynamotor to run off
Clouts, 2221 W. Park, Okla. City, Okla.
110 volt d. c. Must be in excellent condition and
FOR SALE—400-600-1000 volt, 40O watt, double com cheap. C. W. Clement, Java, S. D.
mutator Esco generator with field rheostat; % h.p., 115
volt D.C. Westinghouse motor with starting box—both FIRST $45. gets largest R2 Magnavox, Guaranteed.
brand new—115 volt D.C, 72 volt, 60 cycle A.C., 250 Russell, 620 So. 16th St., St. Joseph, Mo.
watt Eck rotary converter with starting box, in ex
cellent condition. Write for complete specifications and SACRIFICES—600 v. C. W. transformer $6.00; %KW
low prices. R. H. Barclay, 147 Milk St., Boston, Mass. Amrad Quenched and resistance, $4.00; 4-point rotor,
Benwood $1.50; 5-% lb. spools, 24 enameled copper,
SELL.—Omnigraph, you name price, good as new, $1.50; L. Sharp, Greenwood, Ind.
Best offer takes it, RUSH! Fred Diehl, S. Water St.,
SELL—Slightly used ACE V ten do'lars, New "Brandes
Kent, Ohio.
Talker" eight dollars, Vibroplex eight dollars, write
COMPLETE FILE OF QST. From Vol 1, No. 1 to for quotations on standard apparatus. Holmberg Radio,
January 1922 or later. Best offer takes them. Ross Lignite, N. D.
Gunn, Victor, N. Y.
OMNIGRAPH—Large siie with 13 dials, $10.00. Bern
SACRIFICE—Westinghouse R.C-A.R.R.T. with tubes, ard Taylor, Thornton, Texas.
$150.00. Ec'ward Cooper, Jr., B.-amwell, West Va.
OMNIGRAPH FOR SALE—Best condition fifteen
TRANSMITTER or parts wanted, in exchange for dollars cash. Lawrence Pratt, Williams Arisona.
eight tuje Super Heterodyne built to Experimenters'
Information Service Specifications. A real D.X. Re
WATTERS repaired .Tested, Guaranteed, $4 00. 3ceiver that gives wonderful results! H. E. Brickner, 5CGD,
Box 231, Denvilie, N. J.
809 Bigelow St., Peoria, Illinois.
TRANSMITTING
Amateurs Attention—Don't have
NAVY TRANSMITTING sets must sell cost $250.00,
costly tubes and meters lying around on table
$22.00; Navy Tubes $2.75; Deforest 50 watters $11.50; those
to
be
broken.
Mount
your transmitter on panel.
cost $72.00; New Storage Batteries 6 volts cost $12.00, Looks better, works better.
QST says so. It's easy
$4.00; Edison Elements .03-Vt paii . 824 North 5th, to cut those peep and meter holes
with my panel tool.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Cuts smooth hole one to five inches in diameter. Only
$2.50 postpaid, C.O.D. Homer Malcomb, Whitewater,
250 WATT Acme C.W. lransfo-.n.>r $13. New meters, Wise. 9EKH.
transformer, etc. cheap. Write, 4DB, Cartersville,
GREBE CR3 TUNER, NEW $45. 8BIN.
Ga.
FOR SALE—Grebe CR8 $55.00; Green two stage OLD SCHOOL HAMS—Long anchored at about 15
amplifier $20.00; W. E. Type 10D Loud speaker $35.00; per have doubled speed in few hours. Their reports
Trinity loud speaker, $10.00; Grebe CR7, $90.00. J. tell the story—free on request if mention your call.
Buttrick, Franklin, N. H.
Method $2.50. Kills hesitation. Dodge Radio Short
cut. Dept. SC. Mamaroneck, N. Y.
THE BEST IN 'SUPER-HETS' MEANS GOOD DX.
THE ENSALL RADIO LAB., SPECIALIZES IN REPAIRED TUBES which Won FAME from 3 BOV's
BUILDING THE 'SUPER-HET'. ANY CIRCUIT DES
at following Prices: UV 200, $2.25; 201, 201A, 199,
CRIBED IN ISSUES OF QST. ALL R.F. TRANS
WD 12, etc., $2.50; 202, $3.50. Service and Satis
FORMERS BUILT TO SPECIFICATIONS AND TEST
faction Guaranteed. S. Strobe), 3923 N. 6 St., Phila,
ED. ALL APPARATUS OF CORRECT DESIGN. GET Pa.
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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READ THIS TWICE—2 Clapp-Eastham HR receivers
175-825 meters $15.00 each. 1 Clapp-Eastham HZ
two stage amplifier, $15.00; 2VT 2s $5.00 each, used
very little. 1 Murdock antenna switch, $2.00. W. G.
Mulks, Whitewater, Wisconsin.
EDGEWISE WOUND Copper ribbon the only really
satisfactory antenna inductance 5/16 inch wide, 5 inch
diameter 13 cents, 6 inch diameter 16 cents, 7-Vi
inch diameter 18 cents per turn prepaid any number
turns in one piece. Geo. Schulz, Calumet, Mich.
OHIO BRASS INSULATORS. 5" and 10". 8BIN.
Give "HAM PRINTERS" a chance to print u some real
"HAM CARDS." Send us ur design and we "fix em
up rite" 2 color wrk; $2.75 fr 200 crds and $1.00
fr each additional 100 crds. Mumaw A Buzzard, 701
Walnut Ave., Scottdale, Pa. 8BJT.
HAM TUNERS—Primary Secondary Tickler, Bakelite
tube. Fit Honeycomb socket or mount behind panel
90 to 220 meters, $3.00. Sent parcel post collect.
Send no money. Herbert B. Pearson, 98 21st Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
SELL—OMNIGRAPH No. 2, 15 Dials, like new $15.00.
H. C. Hicks, 2380 Grand Ave, New York.
1914 INDIAN Twin Motorcycle for any radio. New
tires, rings and bearings. Box N, c/o QST.
HAMS ATTENTION—U. V. 202, $5: U. V. 216, $3.
Other bargains. Write for list. Everything guar
anteed. Edwin Moutoux, 1111 Louisiana St., Evansville, Ind.
FILAMENT transformer for 5 watter $2.00; RC 50
watt socket $1.50; Federal hand microphone $4.00;
Murdock .001 variable condenser $2.50; 2CEL.
FARADON CONDENSERS—UC 1820 brand new list,
$7.50, sell for $3.50; type CB Load coil Westinghouse
make lists, $6.00, sell for $1.50; postage prepaid.
Geo. Schulz, Calumet, Mich.
YES, SIREE—We've got 'em. Latest type low-loss
tuner coils, with 5 interchangable secondaries. 12 to
220 meters. With circuit blueprint. Kind now used
at 1MO. Per Sot,$4.00. C.O.D. Ames Radio Shop,
Francesville, Indiana.
KEY AND BUZZER FAILURES have thanked us for
License easily obtained. Their reports tell the story,
rapid progress quick success—free on request. Method
$2.50, Kills hesitation. Dodge Radio Shortkut, Dept.
SC. Mamaroncck, N. Y.
BAKELITE STRIPS—for sub panels and antenna in
sulation to 5" wide any length 3/16 inches thick 100
square inches and over 1 cent square inch, postage
2 lbs. per 100 sq. inches. Cash with order. Give
length and width when ordering. Geo. Schulz, Calumet,
Mich.
FOR SALE at a bargain—One new R.C-A. power
transformer model UP 1016. E. F. Pritchard, Box
111, High Point, N. C.
LCLOSS TUNERS and COILS. 8BIN.
WANTED—Westinghouse RC set, one pair of pushpull transformers. Will trade standard transmitting
apparatus. Morris Decker, Baldwinsville, N. Y.
WHEN BETTER cards are printed, 8BJT will print
them.
- —case,in $20.
originalWanted
carton,General
$50;
U.P. 1016 in —oi.rinal
Radio Type 174-B Wavem-ter. 2CVS.
MA., NET WIRE all kinds and sizes No. 10 DCC 50c
lb. add 2c per lb. for each size up to No. 20; 100 ft.
Enameled aerial wire 85c; Best grade Silicon Trans
former Steel cut to size 22c lb; Special japancd radio
frequency Transformer Steel cut to size 45c lb. Cash
with order, Morton Electric Co., 4832 Rice St., Chicago,
111.
FOR SALF.—EDISON BATTERIES. ELEMENTS IN
GOOD CONDITION. A6 CELLS $2.50. A10 CELLS
$4. EACH CELL WEIGHS ABOUT 25 LBS. ADD
FREIGHT, EXPRESS OR POSTAGE CHARGES. TEAR
CELLS DOWN YOURSELF AND SAVE CASH. I PAY
POSTAGE ON ELEMENTS AT 4c A PAIR. BERNARD
STOTT, 60 PALLISTER AVE., DETROIT, MICH.
DO
ALWAYS

LIGHTNING PHOTOS—real zippy pictures of OM
Static at his worst. Two different, 4x5, 35c. 2BWV,
9566-113th Street, Richmond Hill, New York.
i
SPECIAL SALE—New and used equipment. Grebe
RORK first class condition $40.00; Western Electric
Type CW-1055 combined 10 watt transmitter and re
ceiver with dynamotor but without tubes, a fine buy
at $75.00; Radiola VI excellent condition $100.00;
Radiola AR-1300 tuner is the berries at $35.00; Magnavox R-3, a good one for $22.00; a fine stock of new
transmitting and receiving equpiment at 10 percent
discount to Hams. Everything guaranteed. Prompt
shipments. If we don't have it we will get it for you.
quick. Shipments COX). J. F. Davidson, 6CEK,
Kingman, Arizona.
l 1
"
WHAT OTHERS HAVE accomplished—what you may
expect to gain—told by qualifying records 150 stu
dents now Licensed. Many are ORS A.RJLL. Some
Commercial Ops. Failures by all other methods have
succeeded. Old School Hams increased speed; doubled
after memorizing Code our way. Qualifying records
and detail reports on request. Method $2.50. Kills
hesitation. Dodge Radio Shortkut, Dept. SC, Mamaroneck, N. Y.
TRADE 'OR SELL CHEAP—Two victrolas. National
Cash Register, Motorgenerator, 600 volt dynamotors;
75 watt transformers, two 30 henry chokes—want
supplies for 100 watt set. 9-DLY, Brillion, Wise.
GENUINE SILICON Transformer steel cut to order
25 cents lb. 10 lbs. and over, 4 cubic inches, weight
1 lb. postage extra. Geo. Schulz, Calumet, Mich.
EDISON ELEMENTS—Type A, first class, wired with
No. 18 solid nlckle wire, spot welded Joints, (twisted
joints cause trouble) .07% cents per pair prepaid.
Send 15 cents stamps for four element transmitter
cell and special prices on quantities. Type Aampere hour, and A-8-300 ampere hour Edison
in good condition. Cut down your guy wire losses;
17" oak insulators, 1" square, boiled in paraffin, 25
cents each prepaid, less in quantities. Arthur Chapelle,
7NX, Woodburn, Ore.
SELL—Radiola III, complete with two W.D. II tubes
and Brandes Phones. Cost $35, will sell for $30.
Never used. C. C. McDowell, Parnassus, Pa. R.FJ5.
No. 2.
CHEMICAL RECTIFIERS AND SUPPLIES. 8BIN.
ATTENTION HAMS—UV 202 $5, UV216 $3 each.
2 will operate 2-5 Watt tubes. Tubes Guaranteed,
Dealers wanted. The Arlington Radio Laboratory, 214
Beach St., Arlington, N. J.
WANT WAVEMETER—accurate resistance units, or
current supply. Have Grebe RORD, Kellogg conden
sers, honeycomb coils, cabinets and miscellaneous parts.
If you think we can do business write G. V. Brad
ibury, 441 Sheidley Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
■
WANTED—Grebe CR8, Hugh Thomas, 55 Hanson
PI., Brooklyn, N. Y.
COMPLETE STORY—as to merit cannot be told—
is still in the making. Students constantly report
more astonishing results from limited study. As told
to date free on request. Method $2.50; kills hesita
tion; Dodge Radio Shortkut, Dept. SC, Mamaroncck,
N. Y.
PYREX your antenna system. Pyrex Lead-in Insula
tors, $3.75. Pyrex Strain Insulators $1.60. Unit of
four Pyrex Strain and two Pyrex Lead-in Insulators
for $12.50. Prepaid in U.S. P. F. Bechberger, 8BFH,
Norwalk, Ohio.
SUPERHETERODYNE FILTER—Eliminates noises and
distortion. An essential finishing touch. Consists of
choke coil, non-inductive resistors and diagram, $6.25.
Radio Central, Dept. 0, Abilene, Kansas.
FOR SALE—Esco 1500 watt 2000 volt motor generator
unit 3 HP 110-220 volt AC motor, Weston 301, 0-3000
volts with Reactors and 0-1000 milliampere meters incuded $325. Also 0-100 milliampere Weston-One 204
with mountings. Two Choppers. C. R. Runyon, Jr.,
544 North Broadway, Yonkers, N. Y.
DEALER'S surplus stock of Radio Corporation trans
mitting parts. Some as low as two thirds off. Write
for list. Hurry. D. W. Pinkerton, Station B, Toledo, 0.
MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

REMLER, GIBLIN and DeForest coils, new mounted FOR SALE—Radiola V with 3000 ohm Frost Phone
only few left as follows:—1 00-1 50-200-300-400-500- like new cost $120.00; sell for $55.00; $5.00 deposit
1000 turns half list price. Postage extra. Geo Schulz, with express Co, balance C.O.D. Subject examination.
Calumet, Mich.
Geo. Schulz, Calumet, Mich.
DON'T OVERLOOK THIS. Storage "B" batteries built HI.—Cannot use my 60 Cycle, 500 Volt, 150 Watt,
with Edison Elements are rechargeable and will last a practically new, $75.00 Motor Generator on 50 Cycle
lifetime. Look these prices over and order yours now. supply here. Sell for $40.00. First money order gets
Every battery assembled and wired. Potash included. it. Write T. S. Depew, 531 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa
24 volt IVi ampere type A $2.75. 50 volt type A, Monica, Calif.
95.50; 100 volt type A, $10.50; lOO volt 4 plate 2
ampere type G, $14.00; 150 volt 2 ampere type G, SALE—20 watt CW transmitter complete with tubes,
$18.00; Type A Elements (drilled) 5c per pair; Type G etc. $50.00—9CMV.
(drilled) 3c per pair; »/4x6"
"I" container 3c; 1x6'' container 4c; No. 20 pure nickelI wire
'
lc per ft.; Perforated MOTOR-GENERATORS 800 volts 200 watts with 110
ator ysc each; 78 ce!l Rack $1.95. J. Zied, 530 volt A.C.
«L.C. motordrtve, $55.4
Also 500 volts 150
Callowhill St, Phila, Pa.
watts $25.OO. Motors and
wound, 1 year's g uarantee. Morton Electric Co., 4032
HAMS—Get our
iples and prices on Printed Call Rice St, Chicago, 111.
Cards in ONE, TWO at
and THREE Colors. Alio Radiograms, Letterheads and Envelopes. Hinds * Edgarton, SELL PARAGON R A 10 $354)0. Long wave tuner.
19 S. Wells St, Chicago, III.
Bast offer takes It. Class battery jars 9-51/8-12 high.
Description and list of radio receiving parts free. All
UV-199 Users, here's your chance. 3* cell Edison letters answered. J. D. Schroeder, Wisner, Nebr.
Batteries, 3.6 volts, 20 ampere hour. Army war ma
terial, have never been put in service. Shipped dry. EVERYTHING FOR THE HAM. 8BIN, E. J. NICHWith original instructions and dry electrolyte $7.50. OLSON, 1407 FIRST NORTH ST, SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Without electrolyte $7.00. Raymond Roof, 198 Freemont St, Battle Creek, Michigan.
SUPERHETERODYNE—Built according to Experi
menters information service plans. Expert wiring.
ARE YOU PLANNING to manufacture Radio Parts 7 General radio and best parts used throughout. Eight
Here is a chance to save a lot of money. We offer tube model. First $275.00 takes it. Seymour Mayer,
slightly used tool equipment for 19 standard parts. Beechmont, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Write for particulars. Box W, c/o QST.
No. 12 ENAMELED WIRE lc FT. 8BIN.
LOW LOSS CONDENSERS. ALL MAKES. 8BIN.
HV DC can supply machines to deliver plate currant
FOR SALE—Model X Crosley Receiver. Perfect Con to any set from 5 to 100 watts. If you are interested
dition, $30.00; Zenith 4R New, Slightly scratched, in plate supply don't pass this up. A card will bring
$75.00; Power Sneaker, No Horn, $12.00; Riggs Rec the dope. W. G. Mulks, Whitewater, Wisconsin.
tifier, Good Shape, $5.00; New Farm - Electric
Ford parts Plant Light Plant, 32 volt 1500 watt, still "HI FELLOWS"—Hv hr OM's 3ABC's 5 and 10
in original crate, $295.00, no batteries; One new "C"
watter that accomplished much Continental DX as
tone" Guaranteed, $45.00. All inquiries ansv
many u HAMS hv same logged to B Sold at $25 and
Wisner Electric and Radio Shop, Wisner, Nebr.
$40 Respectively. Best Grade App. used, all New
with Tubes, Panels Lettered. A few Genuine AudioFOR SALE OR TRADE—Stahl Sink. Used very little. trons left and sum gd Receiving Equipment. S. Stro
Rennaker, 9MM.
be!, 3923 N. 6 St, Phila, Pa.
READ THIS—sell, brand new two stage Magnavox RADIO GENERATORS—500 volt 100 watt $28.50
Power amplifier. First $40.00 takes it. A real bar Battery Charging Generators $8.50, High Speed Motors
gain. Clair Lewis, Washburn, Me, 1AGO.
Motor Generator Sets, all sizes. Motor Specialties Co.,
Crafton, Penna.
COUPLED INDUCTANCES—BRING YOUR TRANS
MITTER UP TO DATE. INSTALL ONE OF OUR IN
MAKE $120 WEEKLY IN SPARE TIME. Sell what
DUCTANCES MOUNTED ON Vt" BAKELITE STRIPS. the public wants—long distance radio receiving sets.
WOUND WITH A" BRASS RIBBON HIGHLY Two sales weekly pays $120 profit. No big invest
NICKELED. SPACED »/»". TYPE A. 2 COIL $15.00; ment, no canvassing. Sharpe of Colorado made $955
TYPE B 3 COIL $20.00; HINGED OR SLIDING— in one month. Representatives wanted at once. This
STATE NUMBER OF TURNS DESIRED. 8NX, CAPI plan is sweeping the country—write today before
TOL RADIO, 8JJ. 131 ISLAND, LANSING, MICHIGAN, your county is gone. OZARKA, 853 Washington
"INDUCTANCES A SPECIALTY".
Blvd., Chicago.
ESCO 5 to 500 volt dynamotor $30.00; Paragon 2-5-U IS YOUR NEUT RIGHT?—To revitalize unneutralizatransmitter $35.00; J. Hayden, 117 Wendell Ave, ble Neutrodynes, we devised this Kladag Coast to
Coast Circuit. ' Uses same panel, etc. as Neut, except
Schenectady, N. Y.
three less parts. Merely rewire. Success certain.
Necessary stabilizer, 22 feet gold sheathed wire, cir
CHEMICALLY PURE aluminum -f," thick, 80 cents; cuit
complete, simple instructions, $5.00 prepaid.
Vs inch thick $1.60 sq. ft, postage A, 2 lb, Vs, 3 Manyandhave
already rebuilt their Neuts-and written
lbs, extra. Geo. Schulz, Calumet, Mich.
wonderful testimonials. Thousands will do it. Be
FIRST-have
the
finest five tube set in your neighbor
No. 14 D.C.C. WIRE, 8BIN.
hood, revitalize others' Neuts. Description, etc, 10c.
Radio Lists, 2c. Stamps accepted. Kladag Labora
LOW LOSS—Special prices on coils, Schnell and tories, Kent, Ohio.
Briggs types $2.00; Condensers, 250 mmfd. and 500
mmfd. General Radio $2.70 and $2.86 for plain, $4.20 TELEGRAPHY—Morse and Wireless—taught at home
and $4.35 for geared, Cardwell $3.55 and $4.05. UV in half usual time and at trifling cost. Omnlgraph
201A's, $4.50; UV 202, $7.20; UV 203, $26.50. Dis Automatic Transmitter will send, on Sounder or
counts on following: Burgess batteries 20%, Brandes Buzzer, unlimited messages, any speed, just as expert
15%, Baldwin 12%, Frost 15%, Radio Corporation operator would. Adopted by U. S. Govt, and used by
and Grebe sets 18%. Total amount must be remitted leading Universities, Colleges, Technical and Tele
with order. Frosell Radio Laboratory, South Wil- graph Schools throughout U.S. Catalog free. Omnigraph Mfg. Co, 16M Hudson St, New York.
liamsport, Penna.
CR 13 in excellent condition forty-five dollars.
CANADIAN 3GG. selling out. 20 C.W. & Fone with GREBE
DX on C.W. to England. 1300 Miles on Fone. Com I. Vermilya, Mattapoisett, Mass. 1ZE.
plete with tubes $150, 600 Volt Edison Battery com
plete, $100.00; Two 120-6 Volt Storage Batteries, FOR SALE—2000 Volt 1500 Watt 1750 R.P.M. double
$15.00; Wavemeter, General Radio 174 B, $40.00; One Commutator Motor Generator Set, Motor end A.C. 60
6 volt-K> Amp. Hr. Storage Battery, $9.00; Vi K.W. cycle $200.00. Also, 2000 Volt 1000 Watf T750 R.P.M.
Quenched Gap $7.00; 2" Spark Coil, $6.00. Large as Motor Generator, Motor 110 Volt D'i . Current
sortment of tubes, phones, keys, switches, meters $125.00. Queen City Electric Company, 1734 West
all to be sacrificed. Say what you want. 3 G.G. Grand Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
Canada.
GERMAN RECEIVING TUBES $2.40, with socket
ESCO M-G 500 volt 200. watt practically new cost and ballast tube; filament 4/lOths ampere, 5 volts:
$90.00, Sell $60.00. Half cash balance C.O.D. 8DIL. plate 40-60 volts. Excellent detector, good amplifier,
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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fine for experimenting, add postage. Arthur Beyer,
106 Morningside Drive, New York City.
TRANSMITTING TUBES— All sizes, also Kenotron
rectifiers, and Kenotron plate and filament trans
formers, 500 cycle Generators and Transformers all
sizes. General
Electricwith
1500
500extending,
watt double
commutator
Generators
2Vaf*volt,
Shaft
new
machines $45. Also other apparatus. J. K. Hewitt
A Co., 252 Neptune Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., Radio
ZRK-2FP.
NAVY CNI13 A—300-2500 M Tuner $21.50; No ham
station should be without one. One of these compact,
efficient, long wave receivers will complete that com
mercial appearance to your station that you are after.
It oscillates over its full wave range by means of
tickler coil. Binding posts are provided for audio at
tachment. Tunes DX broadcast, ships and arcs. Cry
stal detector mounted on panel. Simple switch gives
choice of audio or crystal. Size. Photo page 78
August QST. Brand new GE 0-150 milliameters- Panel
type, in original boxes $2.75; Navy special (CN998)
50-600 meter receiving. For crystal or audion cost
$500, price $50.00; Navy CF 753 1000 to 10,000 meters
cost $500, price $50.00; 350 volt dynamotor $17.00;
SOO cycle hud generator, can be belt driven $22.50;
53 ft. section pole $20.00; these prices include shipsiiag charges. Geo. Eaton, 1915 South 12th, Phila-

hundred volt dynamotors forty-five dollars; twenty-six
to four hundred and forty volt dynamotors fourteen
dollars; Dubilier .004 MFD eight thousand five hundred
volt condensers three dollars and seventy-five cents;
large 0-15 radio frequency ammeter ten dollars; Rollersmith 0-2Vs hot wire ammeters four dollars; Vi kilo
watt five hundred and nine hundred cycle alternators
with transformers and voltage eighteen dollars and
fifty cents; VTI's and 2's three dollars and fifty
cents and four dollars and fifty cents. N. A. Patchin,
226 Slocum PI., San Antonio, Tex.
GET THOSE CARDS FROM 9AQB. Red call and
border, with blue lettering. 200-$2.00, 500-$3.50.
Write for sample card. Also station letterheads, en
velopes and message blanks. Ask for prices. Bill
Lippman, Jr., Cabany Post Office, St. Louis, Missouri.
FOR SALE—0-1500 General Electric Voltmeters,
$15.00; 0-500 General Electric Voltmeters, $8.00;
0-250, 0-500 Milliammeters G.E., $730; 0-23, 0-5
Thermocouple Ammeters G.E., $7.50; 0-2.5, 0-5
Hot wire Ammeters G.E., $230. All types of Jewell
and Weston meters in stock. Amrad S" Tubes in
stock. Complete list of C.W. and 500 cycle parts sent
on request. Troy Radio Company, 1254 St. John's
Place, Brooklyn, N. Y„ Tel. Decatur 6139.
VACUUM TUBES—Guaranteed genuine, all types.
$3.75 postpaid. Nashua Sales Service, Dept. QI,
Nashua, N. H.
PURE DC FOR THE PLATES—GE 12/350 volt .143
ampere dynamotors with filters $18. Holtzer-Cabot
12/500 volt .07 ampere $22. GE 24/1500 volt .233
ampere 6000 RPM double high voltage 56 segment
commutator. 750 volt tap, $45. Adapted for belt
drive $48. When driven will also generate current
for filaments etc. Navy Flame Proof Keys with
Blinker Light, $1.50; Crocker-Wheeler 500 cycle self
excited and motor generators. Henry Kienzle, 501
East 84 Street, New York.

FOR SALE—Advance synchronous rectifier new, $25.
Power transformer UP-1016, $25.00. Magnetic Modutator UT-1367, $10.00. Two new S tubes, each $7.00.
Complete parts for 100 watt cw set, inquire for
prices. Harold Setoarer, 733 Madison Ave., Reading,
Penna.
SELL—Complete 250 watt C.W. and phone set, all or
tn part- ESCO Item 41 2000 volt 3 unit motor-genera
tor with field rheostats, motor 110-220 volt 60 cycles.
$275.00. 250 watt transmitter completely mounted
witfc tube and transformers $250.00. Grebe CR8—
U5W.
—W0-00- AH in perfect condition. 8AMM6XAN, Webster, N. Y.
20 WATT CW AND FONE $48, 2 Stage amplifier $12.
QRA SECTION
8ELT, Whitewater, Kansas.
TRADE—500 Volt 200 watt Emerson motor-generator 50c straight, with copy in following
for 100 watt stuff or 50 waiters, 9DRO.
form only: CALL — NAME — AD
50 TO 75«t DISCOUNT en all RCA Transmitting Ap DRESS. Any other form takes regular
paratus. F'rinstance: 750 watt Power transformer,
$13-50, list $38.50; Antenna Ammeters, $230, list HAM-AD rates.
$6.0O; 0-1500 Voltmeters, $11.00, list $42.50. Order
quickly as everything is going fast. Everything new
and guaranteed. Get my complete list. 2AEN, Wil
liam Golden, 680 West End Ave., New York.
1CAK—1ZD—1XAX—John M. Wells, 40 Main St.,
Southbridge, Mass.
GOCD TYPE A Edison elements, all you want. Any
time, five cents pair, Postpaid. M. Harris, YMCA, RADIO 1XAQ, 1AEL, lOA, 1ID, 1ASN, Silver Lane,
Riverside, Calif.
Connecticut, a suburb of Hartford. Operators; S. Kruse,
"LQ"; F. C. Beekley, "JS": A. L. Budlong, "VL";
FOR SALE—FIFTEEN WATT C.W. TRANSMITTER H. F. Mason, "MN"; all of the AJt.RX. Headquarters
COPIED IN ALL DISTRICTS. CHEAP FOR CASH. staff.
HARRISON, 1981 MCLEMORE, MEMPHIS, TENN.
G2CC—H. E. Nicholls, "The Whins," Stocksfield-uponMOTOR GENERATOR BARGAINS—G. E. Motor 220 Tyne, England.
Volt 80 Cycles 3 Phase 1750 R.P.M. Generator 400 2DV—Frederic R. Colie, Woodcrest Avenue, Millburn,
Volts 150 Watts Ring Oiled $35.00. Esco Motor 220
Volt Direct Current Generator 500 Volt 200 Watts, N. J.
$35.00. Esco Motor 220 Volt 60 Cycles single Phase G2JF—C. G. Williams, "Moranedd", 86 Rullerton
A. C. Generator 500 Volt 200 Watts $50.00. 750
Volt 200 Watt 3400 R.P.M. Generator Ring Oiled, only Road, Wallasey, Cheshire, England.
$30.00. Also, others. Queen City Electric Company, 2AAN-—Stanley E. Hart, 19 Marshall Road, Yonkers,
1734 West Grand Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
N. Y.
TELEFUNKEN 30 WATT POWER TUBES type RS5C 2CV—Reissued to Irving Korenmann, 1465—60th St.,
II, filament 2 amperes, 9 volts; plate .05 amperes, 1000 Brooklyn, N. Y.
volts; Price $16.00. 50% discount on the following
Radio Corporation apparatus: chopper wheel, all types 4DB—L. B. Womelsdorf, Jr., 103 Howard Heights,
of condensers, filter reactors, magnetic modulators, Cartersvil'e, Ca.
rheostats transformers, meters (hot wire 0-21,/2, 0-5,
thermocouple 0-2 Vi. 0-5, $10. milliampere 0-250, 0-500,
$10. 0-1500 volt $15.00). All new and in original 4IU—4XE—Wm. Justice Lee, Winter Park, Fla.
carton, genuine R.C.A. apparatus, unconditionally 6BBV—Ja< Barsby, 518 W. 50 St., Los Angeles, Cal.
guaranteed. Sent C.O.D. or money order prepaid. In
quiries invited. Arthur Beyer, 106 Morningside 6CTX—Julius Gcritz, 160 S. 40th St., Richmond, Calif.
Drive, New York City.
W. Allport, 2945 Seyburn Ave., Detroit,
TRADE—Edison elements for 50 watt Western electric 8CBM—Harold
Michigan.
tubes. 7NX, Woodburn, Ore.
King, Jr.. Lake Placid Club, Essex Co.,
$20 takes NEW 1KW PACKARD unmounted trans 8CFA—Paul
N. Y.
former. 9DTJ.
Cristman, 232 Prospect St., Herkimer,
SELL GENERAL ELECTRIC twenty four to fifteen 8CNH—Marx
N. Y.
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SAVH—John C. Baylcs, 230 North Second St.. Chillicothe, Hi.
9DAR—Wm. J. Mesmer. Ottumwa, Iowa..
9DH—Richard Bracket, 10 £. Lewis St., Vermillion,
So. Dakota.
UK SURE AND HAVE ALL HAM-ADS AND QRA's
IN BY CLOSING DATE!

Amateurs!
We have received a large
quantity of

W

r

TxPREPAID 1
TRANSMITTING

TUBES

such as Western Electric,
Install this steel aerial mast for greater range
and better results. Neat, substantial construc
tion. 20 Ft. Mast, $10. 40 Ft. Mast, $25.
60 Ft. Mast, $45. Freight prepaid if remit
tance is sent with order—otherwise C. O. D.
Write for circular.
/ | \
S.W.HULL & CO., 2048 East 79th Street, CLEVELAND, 0.

R. C. A. 203A, 204A, 202—5,
50, 250 watt at special prices.
R. C. A. 0-2.5, 0-5. Hot wire
meters:

LOW LOSS
TUNERS
for highest efficiency combined with
unlimited D. X. and extremely sharp
tuning. Reduces Q. R. M. to a minimum
Type A- 10 80-225 Meters $6.00
Type A-20 200-575 Meters $6.03
DEALERS—JOBBERS WRITE
Michigan Radio Prod. Co.,
208 So. Fifth St., Saginaw, Mich.

RED-HEAD PHONES
Used and Praised the World Over
3000 Ohm $6.50, 2000 Ohm $5.00.
Complete with Cord and Headband
Atryour dealer's, or sent direct
The Newman-Stern Co., ""35&g%wa"

Special $2.90

36x36 inch 7/16 inch thick
Bakelite sheets, regular price
$55.00—
Our Price $25.00

A complete line of standard
transmitting parts always in
stock.

Write for our new list

of reduced prices on anything
YOUR OWN Name.Addressand Station Printed
rDCC onCALL CARDS
rKCC & RADIOGRAMS
ARRL Emblem added if requested
rdai□allty.lati'Btdesign,
Red rait, black IW-t1.76;
printing,
75: S()0--S3.bn.
TOST!3AII).
...Jrams:
Fond
paper.
100-Sl.;i5:
▲
I gfM)-|l.Hf,;Ivl)n.$2 :1J^POS1PAlD.
-I
~
I MONET REFUNDEDifNolDelighlei
■Writ* for IN'ITv " 1 UA1 Raillo Stationerr and log aampletiand prices.
[Send order irtih chect or money order Today—NOW.
RADIO PRINTERS, 16 Main St.. Mendota, Illinois

you need for your transmitter
or receiver

RADIO MASTS
TROY RADIO CO.
When you buy a Whittlesey ScIf-Supporting Standard
Steel Mast you huy a mast-head pulley, raising cable,
and hoisting reel as well. This is the Whittlesey Sys
1254 St. John's Place
tem. Patents pending. Never climb up except for
painting, then "use the elevator." These masts are
solid, stiff, rigid and beautiful. 50-75-100-125 feet.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
THE WHITTLESEY ENGINEERING CO.
Cleveland, Ohio
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No. 766
Horizontal J
221/i-volt
large size
"B" Battery \
Formerly
$2.50
52.00 ^

—Crowingpopularityofradio
—Greaterdemandfor B Batteries
—installation
ofimproved
manufacturing
equipment
economicalproduction
—Increased
andmore
EnabledustogreatlyreduceEveready
"B"Batteryprices as ofAugust1st
Here's whereyouprofit
—Better quality,longer-lasting
EvereadyBBatteries—Muchlower
operatingcostthan everbefore
Now- repoweryourradio setwith
freshEveready~BBatteries

No. 772
Vertical
45-volt
large size
"B" Battery \
Formerly
$5.00
Now $3.75 I

"Ha- >rrs , **Y, I
New York

San Francisco

NEW!
No. 770
Vertical
4i-volt
extra large size
"II" Battery
lor heavy duty
on multi-tube
sets and
power amplifiers
New low price
$4.75
94
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"THE CHOICE OF RADIO EXPERTS"

Balanced
Vernier
Gear*
Promote
Extreme
Selectivity

Capacity 500 MMF
Price $5.00
Designed for Precision
stator groups are correctly spaced
The outstanding feature of a GEN
and soldered, thereby reducing re
ERAL RADIO condenser is PRE
sistance losses to a minimum.
CISION.
This method of solderine makes
PRECISION in a variable con
the whole condenser assembly more
denser gives you the sharp tuning rugged and assures the perfect align
and low losses which mean greater ment of plates which keeps capacity
selectivity , signal strength and range. values constant.
Balanced ratio gears with accu
Type 247-H 500 MMF. with
rately machined teeth provide a per
vernier
$5.00
fect vernier adjustment.
Type 247-F 500 MMF. without
vernier
3.25
Heavy brass plates of the rotor and
Sold by Good Radio Dealers Everywhere

General Radio Co
>ridge,

Mass.

Write for our New Instructive Folder
"Quality Condensers"
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7ke

Ttaffic
nent

F. H. Schnell, Traffic Manager
1045 Main St.. Hartford Conn.
UlSH

Having just returned from the "shack"
of 1XW-1M0, where we kept a one-way
schedule on 80 meters with the U.S.S.
Utah for Ensign Harry Dobbs, our director
and 4ZA, we can hardly restrain our en
thusiasm for short waves and the fine op
portunities that await us hams. If you
haven't tuned your transmitter or receiver
down to the band between 75 and 80
meters, you are missing something you
never realized and you have a grand and
glorious surprise waiting for you—get
down as soon as you can and don't worry
about your antenna current as long as you
can get a reading on your wave meter and
know your set is oscillating on the wave
you are using.
We worked 1BLX on August 4th. He
was getting something less than .1 ampere,
his signal was terrible. 3CA overheard our
conversation and said that sigs from 1BLX
sounded like 100 K.W. Since then, 1BLX
has managed to squeeze it up to .4 ampere
and his sigs are easily audible over a hun
dred feet from the fones on one step of
audio without antenna or ground connec
tion.
Not over two hours ago( August 8 10:19
A.M., E.S.T.) we worked 3ADP (one 5
watter) who had a good signal. He re
ported this as his best daylight work, but
20 minutes later he was working 1SF, an
additional 100 miles, in broad daylight in
midsummer.
Last night Joe Furrey was over at one
of the BCLs not far from 1XW and where
no reception was possible while 1XW used
a conductively coupled transmitter on 112
meters. Joe called us and asked us to
transmit. We pounded away for over an
hour when Joe finally called up again to
ask when we would start. He could not
hear 1XW on a well-known make of BCL
set at a distance of about four blocks in
spite of our jamming everything we had
into the set, which was about 750 watts
with 2.3 amperes in the antenna, coupled
Hartley.
Gang, don't lose any time in getting
down to some short wave band. In a few
nights we heard the following stations on
waves between 75 and 80 meters—all with
sigs that really are QSA: 1BZP, 1SF, 1ZE,
1AAC, 1BLX, 1BIE, 1MY, 1CQK, 1AKI,
QST FOR SEPTEMBER, 1924

1AHW, 1XAP, 1CCX, 1GB, 2MU, 2MO,
2KK, 2AQR, 3MB, 3BG, 3ADP, 3APV,
8CYI. POZ is on about 77 meters and
UFT on 95 working to LPZ. You can hear
these stations most every night, yes—right
during quiet hours, too! Doesn't that
make you itch to get back on the air again?
Mr. Maxim, 1AW just left here with the
fever of short waves. He asks us to drop
over as soon as we can to lend a hand in
getting 1AW down to 80 meters so he can
operate again without having to sit up all
night to do it. MIM! Oh, its great stuff.
Two things of importance happened at
the Annual Board Meeting of July 25-26.
The name of the East Gulf Division has
been changed to the Southeastern Division,
as requested. A new division to be known
as the Hudson Division, taking into its
territorial rights all amateurs located in
the counties of New York, Bronx, Rich
mond, Kings, Queens, Naussau, Suffolk,
Westchester, Rockland, Putnam, Orange,
Ulster, Dutchess, Columbia, Greene, Al
bany, Rensselaer, and Schenectady of the
state of New York, and the counties of
Bergen, Passaic, Essex, Union, Middlesex,
Monmouth, Hudson and Ocean of the state
of New Jersey. E. M. Glaser, 2BRB, is the
new manager of the Hudson Division, for
mer ADM of Eastern New York. Alright,
Hudson Division, we look for big things
from you!
Work with VDM for the past month has
been rather slim. The stations having
worked VDM are: Canadians 1DD, 1AR,
1EF, and 9AL. 1XW and 5XAW worked
VDM. Others reporting hearing VDM are
Canadians 3WV, and 5GO, U.S. 3CA,
3BHV, 4HZ, 5AJB, 8DAE, and 9ZG.
We have word from Mr. Marcuse,
British 2NM, that the British hams will be
going full blast with plenty of power on
waves between 115 and 130 meters on
October 1. More power to them! We are
ready.
The latest schedule of 1DO and 1HT tell
us that 1HT calls 1DO at 4:00 and 6:00
P.M.? C.S.T., and 1DO calls 1HT at 5:00
and 7:00 P.M., C.S.T. each day until Octo
ber. 1DO uses 106 meters and 1HT uses
120 meters. 1MT, on 110 meters, also will
test with 1DO and 1HT. Reports of this
reception should be sent to A.R.R.L. Head
I

quarters for forwarding to the proper
authorities.
The reports speak for themselves and as
■our space is limited, we close with the ad
vice to get down on short waves and enjoy
those days which we thought were gone
forever!
ATLANTIC DIVISION
C. H. Stewart, Mgr.
■ EASTERN NEW YORK—There is more activity
than would be expected in this weather. Many
reports haven't dropped a bit while a few have
slumped badly. 2WZ has been on every day and
night since school closed. 2 BO hasn't been heard
from in a long time. 2BRB has undergone some
changes and now there are three transmitters
permanently installed; 60 watt pure C.W. only,
8 watt C.W., I.C.W. and 260 watt spark (which is
used with great caution.) Hi. 2CLA has a new
60 footer in the back yard which eliminates the
house as an antenna support. The Radio Club of
Brooklyn iB continuing its activities throughout the
summer.
Manhattan—Many active fellows are away. No
report was received from 2CMG which is discour
aging. 2CHK, the CM., has been going strong.
Bronx—2CWR is closed for the summer having
been appointed a Lieutenant in the Life Saving
Service, Signal Division. 2CWP has promised
to send in regular reports.
Staten Island—Mighty little doing. 2CEV will
be on with C.W. soon.
Queens—Only one station reported—2APM. (FB,
OM, you saved the Borough that time). 2BCK
has been inactive but will be back soon. 2AVE
has been off for several weeks but will be back
in September. 2BNC isn't doing anything until
fall.
Dist. No. 1 : 2AV has opened up on Fire Island
with a spark that is so broad it must be directcoupled to the antenna. (Watch your license, OM!)
2ABD isn't on because he can't get enough help
to raise his antenna.
Dist. No. 2 : For a change, we have a report,
thanks to 2BQB, who is cooperating nicely. 2UA
is doing his best to get more reports. 2BQB is
handling all the traffic in this section of the
country.
Dist. No. 3: 2CPZ is off for a while.
Dist. No. 4 : All stations in Rockland, Sulivan.
Ulster, Orange, and Green counties, with no ex
ceptions, are a^ked to send in reports to C. K.
Taber, 2AGO, Milton, N. Y., who has been ap
pointed the new D.S., succeeding 8CKN. 2CNP and
2CNI have resigned as C.M's. 2CXG is off the
air temporarily.
Dist. No. 6: 8BXP reports no traffic due to re
building. 8AVJ ditto. 2CGH is keeping right at
it, never failing to report on time. 2GK is patient
ly waiting for cooler weather before starting real
work again. 2ADD is a great CM. He got every
member of the Yonkers Radio Club to Bign a
pledge that they would QSR or deliver all mes
sages received within 48 hours. They also pro
mised to keep records so that 2ADD can inspect
them at any time. (FB, gang. Great Stuff).
Let's have more of that kind of business. The
Secretary of the club just received his call, 2AAN.
He will be on the air soon boosting traffic.
Schenectady—2ACS, CM., is away but active
nevertheless seeing that reports get in. 2BY
has come back and is on quite a bit. 2CWJ
is on all- the time. He haB been reported by 6AHP,
his first coast station. (FB, OM.) 2CPA has sold
out complete. 2CGJ has just completed a 90
foot tower which makes his place look like a com
mercial station. 2ADM is on again after telling
us he was gone for good.
Traffic: Brooklyn: 2WZ, 121; 2BRB, 108; 2CPQ,
86: 2ADC, 72; 2CHY, 60; 2ABR. 26; 2AHI, 23;
2CJR, 29: 2ABN. 8; 2AX, 12; Bronx: 2CRQ, 69;
2CWP, 48; 2AAI. 18; Manhattan: 2KR. 99; 2CHK,
21; 2CIZ, 80; 2CSL, 14; 2CZR, 12; 2EV, 22; 2BNL,
8: Staten Island: 2CEP, 11: 2CEV, 28; Queens:
2APM, 12; Dist. No. 1: 2CXB. 15; 2CNM, 8;
II

2BPB, 7; Dist. No. 2: 2BQB, 40; Dist. No. 8:
2ANM. 29; 2CDH, 60; Dist. No. 4; 2AQR, 54:
Dist. No. 5: 2CGH. 104; 2CTH, 16; Yonkers: 2ADD,
19: 2APY. 17; 2BGD, 14: 2CIL, 8; 2AQH, 14;
Schenectady : 2BY, 80; 2ACS, 28; 2CGJ, 8; 2CWJ,
84 ; 2BSK. 79 ; 2AM. 16.
WESTERN NEW YORK—The July report has
been a wonder in this district with many stations
reporting. The fall season will be a hummer with
new stations of higher power and of the largest
type allowable, some wonderful records are sure
to land in the Atlantic division before the year
is over. The work of 8DAA has come to attention
on broadcasting of A.R.R.L. news and it has not
only been heard here at times, but elsewhere. (FB)
8NB, of Rochester, deserves credit for his activities
in getting his city on the map. D.S. RH. Nichols
of Webster, N. Y. has this dist. and I guess he's
quite proud of it. Syracuse is without a D.S. at
present but it won't be long as there are several
ops.
Traffic: 8ACM, 329; 8ABX. 11: 8ADM, 22; 8ARG,
7; 8AFQ, 8; 8AMM, 24; 8AXN, 9; 8ATR. 26;
8AVD, 10; SAY, 20; 8BVD. 49; 8BZA, 8; 8BOE,
84; 8BQN, 18; 8BHM, 22: 8BSF, 123; 8CYI, 136;
8DAA, 55; 8DGA, 62: 8HJ. 25; 8NB, 72; 8PJ, 53:
8PK, 31; 8QB. 15; 8SR. 28: 8VW, 5.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA—The first of July
saw the automatic replacement of the old by the
new system of message handling and the same well
known stations are still on the job. No new ma
terial having the ear-marks of an O.R.S. has ad
vanced conspiciously in the district. There has
been the usual activity slump at some of the sta
tions as summer has taken a firm hold. 3BWT
continues to blaze forth with a maze of operators.
SAB is being resurected and apparently will be
operating within two months. 3JJ is to be heard
from as is 8SU.
Traffic: 3BWT, 82; 3BSB. 15; 3HS, 16.
MARYLAND—Very little to report for Mary
land due to the meagre data turned in to the
A.D.M. 3APV is keeping 'em moving at Chevy
Chase in spite of QRN. The bulk of the Baltimore
traffic is being handled by 3APT, 3LG, 3SF, 3FB,
3BU and 3PH. 3TF with a coupled Hartley has
been reported in New Zealand. 3SF is doing
excellent short wave work on both 5 and 50 watts.
3LL is doing the usuual good work in spite of the
hot WX, and says his report may be small, but
his msgs are real and not rubber stamp. (FB)
He also reports hearing VDM with fine audibiility.
Traffic: 8SF, 24; 3LL, 8; 8APT-8ZD, 75; SAPV,
86; 3BU, 12.
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA—Reports are rather
slim this month, only a few old timers came across.
3AKR will soon be QRA California as 6BUK.
The Allentown gang is sticking on the job despite
the hot weather and quite a few msgs were
handled. 3AUV secured excellent results with the
Master Oscillator system, improved his note and
also DX. 8DT has taken unto himself an O.W,
but how about those traffic reports, OM ? 8EU
and 8BFE are the first reporters from WilliamBport in months, let's have more from that section.
Please note new QRA for D.S. dist. No. 6. H.
M. Welleze, 856 Lightstreet Rd. .Bloomsburg,
Penna. No individual activity from Philadelphia.
3BTU, 8HD and 3FS are the only stations reportTraffic: 3ZM, 10; 3BNU, 21: SEK, 22; SCJN, 28;
3MQ. 4: 3TP, 41; SUE. 6;3ZO, 118; 8QT, 106;
3AUV, 65; 3AQG, 16; 8EU, 31; 8BFE, 91; 3BTU.
6; 3HD, 17; 3FS, 14.
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY—2AJF has again
failed on a report and if this occurs again a new
D.S. will be recommended. 2CQZ had the largest
total of msgs handled for the state. 2WR will
be off the air for repairs and will return with in
creased power. 2AXF has coupled his trans
mitter and steps out FB again. 2CPD is on every
night and can clear traffic easily into Atlantic
City and Philadelphia. 2AUH continues to work
everything but sixes and sevens with his lonely
6 watter. 2BUY can't leave the YLs alone long
enough to get his 600 watts in operation. 2BZJ
has installed a 69 foot lattice mast (a la QST)
2FC has trouble picking up traffic and keeping his
dist. in operation. 2BXD is at Camp Silzer at Sea
Girt operating BJ6. 2BAW has been heard in all
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districts with the exception of the 7th with 50
watts which will be increased to 100 watts soon.
2BKR is a live station who keeps a continuous
watch. 2CRP lost his antenna in a recent storm
and will be off the air until a new stick is erected.
2 EG is off for minor repairs but promises to be
back later with renewed pep. 2CMK is in deep
mourning as his dear little 5 watter went west.
Traffic: 2CQZ, 83; 2BAW, 66; 2CHK, 56; 2WR,
55; 2CPD, 43; 2BKR, 42; 2AUH, 32; 2AEY, 26;
2CYQ. 23; 2CYW, 23; 2BEO. 22; 2CNJ, 22; 2CQD,
21; 2BZJ. 20; 2CRD, 19; 2CRP. 17; 2AEF. 16;
2CRW, 16; 2CTQ, 15; 2BXY, 15; 2QS. 10; 2FC, 9;
2AGB, 6; 2CBD, 1; 2ADU, 32; 3CBX, 19; 2CGR,
13 ; 2 ATE. 12 ; 2AJF, 12 : 3BLZ ; 3BAY. 59 ;
3AIH, 52; 3BEI, 15; 3BTQ, 7; 3BWJ, 6; 2BGI, 56;
2CGK, 2; SOQ, 18.
CENTRAL DIVISION
R. H. G. Mathews, Mgr.
ILLINOIS—The general condition seems to be
improving and more stations are coming on the
air. A great deal of the summer rebuilding has
already been done and the majority of the stations
are finding out that the QRN is not so bad when
they get into it right.
Several daylight routes are working from Chicago
to the south and some of the stations in dist.
No. 3 have completed this route to Kansas City.
It is a cinch that scheduled routed are THE thing.
Everyone is asked to listen for the "Big Bill"
which is described elsewhere in QST. 9BP is the
operator, the call is WHU. Illinois is proud of the
fact that the "Big Bill" started in Illinois and in
the Central division.
Dst. No. 1 : The report is rather slim. There
is not much to report except a heavy electrical
storm did much damage to several arriateur sta
for thenotmonth
off.
• tions
Dist.andNo.traffic
2: 9CTF
only has
leadsdropped
the district,
but the whole state with 540 messages. He has
daylight schedules east and west across the state
and north and south to Kansas City, etc. That is
the kind of work we like to see. 9BRX reports
that he is using series condensers in aerial, and
CP. and has been heard on both coasts, Panama,
Cuba, etc. using the reliable 1DH circuit. A new
70' mast will soon blossom out in the back yard
at 9BRX. 9ECB is doing very good work. 9AHQ
has made nearly all of the summer changes in his
station and will be on regularly. 9BUK is again
doing some work, after the convention, we didn't
expect to hear from him for a while. 9PQ has
moved his station to his home in Pontiac and is
one of the best stations in the state. 9PQ has a
daily schedule wih 9DIW at 5:30 P. M. 9DLO is
again off the air because of a burned H. G. 9AHO
will have a new installation. 9ARM is still QRW
at various jobs. 9CA is so busy editing the
"1 11 in i Oscillator" that he hasn't been on the air
much. Hi. 9AIC has been doing splendid work
when time permitted and has worked 9XAX on
waves as low as 80 meters. Not so long ago we
can remember when 9AIC thought that waves below
230 were no good.
Dist. No. 3: D.S., 9MC, is on a western tour and
the reports were Bent in by Fraley, one of the ops.
9HC l****. Los Angeles on the 21st and after visiting
all the sixes will call on a few of the sevens.
Everett. Washington is one of his stops. 9DJG
leads the district. 9CLZ reports hearing VDM
ever since he left. He is on daylight route to
Kansas City. (FB, OM.) 9ATT is on the air a
great deal.
Dist. No. 4: The D.S., 9DQU. is working the
west coast frequently on two fifties in a masteroscillator circuit and pure D.C. on the plates. The
R.I. got liberal and extended his license down to
150 meters. (He did that for 9PQ and 9CA, also.)
9DHZ has junked the spark and is on with a 50
with A.C. on the plates and a new 80 ft. mast
graces the back yard. 9CLJ is back on again
with a new 50 and "S" tubes. 9BEB worked
4TJ in sunlight while using two 201As with loss
input. That shows what D.C. will do. 9KX and
9VV report little activity. Why?????
Dist. No. 5 : District No. 6 has a new D.S.
in J. R. Tate, Harrisburg. We have a new
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A.D.M. but for some unknown reason he failed
to report anything but message totals. 9DZG leads
and the others that report are as follows : 9AYX,
9BDA, 9CED, 9EBQ, 9CIZ, 9AYB, 9AUS and
9DLR. Better next time, fellows.
Dist. No. 6: The D.S., 9AKU, has been vaca
tioning at Morris, 111., and was over to visit the
A.D.M., and both went on a little tour of nearby
stations including the "Big Bill" which was at
that time going down the Canal. 9AKU has a
busted plate transformer at home and is marooned
out in the wild woods near Morris with nothing
by a B.C.L. set. 9BHD is on in daylight and is
moving traffic in short jumps. 9ALW every QRW
picking cherries and did not handle much traffic.
9EJH leads the district with 50 msgs. and on
spark at that. Oh, well some fellows still insist
on using spark. 9AQD has moved to Wisconsin.
(Sorry to lose you, OM.)
Dist. No. 7 : Bill Schweitzer is sailing on the
"Big Bill" so RC Bent in the report which was
some late! 9EEG is remodeling his station and
constructing a new 75 ft. tower. 9ASA is doing
good work. Evanston and Illinois are very proud
of E. C. Page. 9BP-XBF, as he was chosen as the
opr. on WHU. the "Big Bill." 9CFS has been
doing the best work in the Cicero territory having
handled 56 msgs. and working 157 DX stations
in 5 nights on three 201As. The 1000 volts on
the plates will soon be replaced with storage bat
teries. 9EJX has also been busting thru with
his 20 watts. 9QD is one of the new hams that
has been doing good work with two 5-watters.
9D WX is clearing regularly every morning before
B.C. hourB with 9CII in Milwaukee. 9CTT will
be moved to 9CZV this month. 9BE did the
best traffic handling in the Chicago district this
month. 9CVF's station was struck by lightening
and practically everything was destroyed. Same
thing happened to 9LF in Peoria. 9CVF is back
again with 1 0 watts. 9CLX's mast was blown
down so he is putting up a 78 ft. lattice tower.
9BNA has moved to new location. Five ops. at
9BNA should move traffic. 9COW is still trying
to get a D.C. tone. Better get a cream separator
and throw that chopper out.
Traffic: 9CTF, 540; 9BRX, 156; 9BE. 120;
9AAW-9XBD, 74; 9ARF, 63; 9CFS, 56; 9DWX.
55; 9BWO, 50; 9ECB. 47; 9ASA, 47; 9EJX. 47;
9AHQ, 37; 9CVF, 36; 9DZG, 35; 9BNA, 34; 9AWU,
33; 9AIC, 32; 9DQU, 31; 9AYX, 28; 9BUK, 27;
9PQ, 27; 9DJG, 24; 9AUS, 24; 9BIZ, 23; 9BHD,
20; 9BEB, 19; 9CLJ, 18; 9EBQ, 16; 9ATT, 16;
9CMN, 15; 9MC, 15; 9ABB, 13; OCA, 12; 9AHJ,
12; 9CFK, 12; 9DBP. 12; 9CYZ, 11; 9CLX. 11;
9CRX. 10 ; 9XBA-9CD, 9 ; 9DND, 9 ; 9CLZ, 8 ;
9COW, 8; 9BWP, 7; 9VV, 6; 9AYB, 6; 9AQD, 6;
9EBQ, 6; 9CVS, 6; 9GP, 6; 9QD, 5; 9BTF, 5;
9CIZ. 5; 9DVW, 5; 9DLO, 4; 9KX, 4; 9ARM, 3;
9ALW, 3; 9BZQ, 2; 9DJR, 2; 9DKK, 2; 9EJH, 50.
KENTUCKY—9APS has moved his big bottle
from his shack to the second floor of his house
and radiation seems to have gone up accordingly.
9UZ is remodeling especially for RR Emergency
work. 9CSO is conducting some experiments on
Echo river in Manmoth Cave with fine results.
Echo River is 200 ft. below ground. 9DWZ has
constructed an Ultra-Reflexed-Auto-Super-Neutroget 'em-all, but the sad part of it is that it won't
perk below 190 meters. There are two new sta
tions in Princeton, 9BIF and 9BBU, which we
understand are ready for operation. 9CON is going
good. 9BCE, after blowing his M.G. "Steen"
times has changed to transformer and CRAC on
plates. 9ELL has an 80 ft. tower well under way.
9DTT has erected a 65 footer that bids fair to
good DX. 90X has departed this single life but
says it is "not Good-bye, boys." 9WU is in
Europe paying some of the foreign hams a visit.
Traffic: 9BAZ, 21; 9WU, 5; 9MN, 4; 9CUR, 2.
OHIO—Dist. No. 1: 9CCI is now on with a 50watter.
Dist. No. 2 : 8AAJ handled all the traffic for this
district. 8XT, 8ZE, 8YAE are off the air for the
summer. 8RY haB a permit to use 150 meters
with pure D.C. and was heard by Z-4AA using 1
fifty W.E. tube, and is now installing a 4 coil
Meissner. 8LT is coming on with 1 50 in a couple
of weeks.
Dist. No. 3: 8BKM leads the district with 56
messages. The Cleveland gang is still much alive.
III

8BVR has his 250 jag going again. 8RJ is doing
fine DX with a new receiver and a 50-watter.
8DPN. a new station, alao is doing fine work.
8CUR will operate 8BVR while the latter is in
Europe. 8BNH and 8HN are using coupled Hart
ley now and stepping out in fine shape. 8DMX only
consistent station is Mahoning Valley at present.
Traffic: 8BHE, 137; 8CWR. 127: 8BMB, 110;
8BKM. 56; 8AQ. 50; 8CNL, 41: 8AAJ. 55: 8RJ.
40; 8DPK, 36: 8ZAB, 25; 8DPM, 24; 8BVR, 22;
8BNH, 20; 8CMU. 17; 8ER, 15; 8CAB, 14; 8MD,
14; 8CVH, 20; 8CCI. 12; 8BCF, 12; 8HN, 10;
8APP. 8; 8DAE. 7; 8ALW. 6; 8BOQ, 5; 8AWX.
5; 8CNR, 4; 8DCF, 8; 8AGP, 42.
MICHIGAN—Diet. No. 1: 8AMS made a vaca
tion trip through the upper part of the state and
saw some of the hams from across the straits ;
reports two or tnree hams in Marinett, Wise, who
promite to take north stuff this fall. Also Glad
stone, Mich., will be QRV for traffic most any time
now. 8ATX will be on the air with his old reliable.
8DAT is out till new M.G. arrives. 8DIL is
putting up a new mast. 8DGT, a new station at
Bay City 1b now reporting each month.
Dist. No. 2 : 8YN is closed for summer vacation,
will probably re-open in September with a new call.
8BNC is just recovering from a two months
illness. 8CED will be on in the fall with a new
supertransmitter. 8NX is rebuilding a transmitter.
8CLG, on with 50 watter and a new 70 ft. mast.
Dist. No. 3 : YL's and QRN have taken a strong
hold on the hams of this district and they are not
on the air. New apparatus and larger aerials are
going up all over the district. A meeting of all
station hams in this district will be held early
in the fall to lay out definite routes and schedules
to incorporate each and every station in this dis
trict.
Dist. No. 4 : Only reports turned in are from
9CE
and 9AEN.
Traffic:
8CED, 95; 8ARV, 73; 8DDT. 70; 8DCW.
56; 8BUL, 51; 8DEP, 47; 9CE, 36: 8CLG, 35;
8BUC. 32; 8DGT. 22; 8DIL, 22; 8DFB, 22; 8DOO.
21; 8AUB. 21; 9AEN, 21; 8CAP, 20; 8AQA, 14;
8ZZ, 12; 8CZZ. 11; 8CPY, 11; 8DJH. 9; 8ZF, 7;
9DZV. 6; 8NX, 3; 8WA. 3; 8AMS, 2: 8BDR. 1;
9XM, 1.
WISCONSIN—Dist. No. 1 : 9CII was one of three
ninth district stations to be heard in the PanAmerican Tests. 9DXS has erected a new pole
and worked all but sixes and sevens in the first
month. 9BTK is doing good work and will con
tinue in operation all summer. 9HW is on the
air again at new location with a 70 ft. lattice
tower and two transmitters. 9AFS says things
are running along pretty good but traffic is scarce.
9VD the A.D.M.'s Btaticn is on again with one
50 and operates on 180 meters Tuesdays, Thurs
days, and Saturdays, eleven to two.
Dist. No. 2 : 9CCF has been laid up for a month
with an operation but is coming along nicely.
9EGW has been building himself a new 80 lattice
mast this month. 9EAR had his vacation this
month but managed to get a few off the hook.
9CWZ has just finished re-building his station and
says reports are coming in fine. 9CWP is on the
air again and will be on all summer. He haB
been operator at 7IF.
Dist. No. 3: 9AGT would like reports on 9BRO
Boy Scout 20-watter. 9DCT is QSO 5 states day
light or loose coupled Hartley. 9ALA is in line
for an O.R.S. appointment. DX 13 states on low
power. 9CZE 50 watts now and 5 amps. He is
doing good DX out of Appleton. 9AEU reports
that 9AJX is operating 9MK at Chambers Island
and that 9AQQ is minus his last five watter. 9BVA
has been around the circuit with 9CIU and will
extend his visits to St. Paul. 9BQG is going on a
vacation and reports N.D. in his station for a
month. 9CJI is working out of town, consequently,
a small report. 9DHG wonders when 9VD's C.D.
transformer will be completed. 9BSA is learning
the Printer's trade. Maybe he will print himself
some spiffy cards. 9EMD is rebuilding the en
tire station. 9ADP reports by air but no news.
9EHS has opened up with a new antenna system
andDist.
a 50.No. 4: 9ALI maintains a regular daylight
schedule at 12 noon and 5 P.M., and doing the
moBt consistent work in his district. 9CFX reaches
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out better putting out 2 amps with a 1 5-watter.
9AZN was out of the air the first part of the
month due to installation of a 50 watt master
oscillator. He says radiation efficiently and DX
much better than a former 20 watt colpitts. 9DST
of Mauston has given the rectifier a bath and is on
the air again Saturdays and Sundays on 190 meters.
Traffic: 9CLI, 82; 9CCF, 82; 9DXS. 68; 9AGT,
67; 9EGW. 65; 9ALI, 63; 9BTK, 60: 9DCT. 54;
9BMV. 52; 9EAR, 33; 9ALA, 28; 9DTK, 24: 9HW.
18; 9CZE, 16; 9EAU. 16; 9CFX, 16; 9BVA. 15;
9EQG, 15; 9AFZ, 14; 9CWB, 13; 9CJI. 12; 9CXT,
11; 9DHG, 11; 9BSA, 10; 9AZN. 10; 9VD, 8;
9EMD, 8; 9PJ, 6; 9DST, 5; 9BMY, 4; 9BGE, 4;
9ADP, 3; 9EGH, 2; 9EHS, 1.
SOUTHERN INDIANA—9BDB is on with 50
watts and has a schedule with 9EJU and also east
coast. 9PD and 9QC are back from Purdue and
going strong. 9TA just put up an 84 foot mast.
9TG is going regularly and can be depended on to
deliver messages. 9UR changed over to the col
pitts circuit and now claims that the earth is too
small to give him a good test on his DX. 9EAD
is being heard again after a short vacation. 9EJI,
9VC. 9ARP, 9CYQ and 9AUD are on regularly.
Traffic: 9BOC. 125; 9EJI, 100; 9BDB. 62: 9AUD,
36; 9PD, 10; 9BJL. 10; 9CYQ, 8; 9BVZ, 7; 9EAD,
6; 9AXH, 1; 9UT, 1.
NORTHERN INDIANA—9MM iB getting his
things put together again and will be UBing a sine,
rcct. and two 50 watters. 9DHJ says everything
going ok and that's all from him. 9EFZ has a new
50 watter but can't seem to get any DX. 9EJP
is getting 15 watts working in fine shape. 9DYT is
not on much and says he is saving his tube for
fall. 9BON says he worked 6 districts in one
night, all on two 5 watters, 1000 watts on the
plates. 9DWA is re-installing his set and will be
on the air in a couple of weeks. 9CP iB still
using two W.E. fifties and radiating 6 amps in two
wire «erial. He is saving his 250 for fall.
Traffic: 9BON, 76: 9EFZ, 22; 9CP, 6; 9DYT.
2; 9DHJ. 17.
DAKOTA DIVISION
D. C. Wallace, Mgr.
NORTH DAKOTA—9AEJ haB been on the air and
the new 70 foot tower works very fine. Plate
glass insulation and the best of materials is being
equipped throughout, and although the rated tube
output is about 10 watts, fine work is being done.
The A.D.M. is making a tour of several states
on his vacation, visiting the principal amateur
stations along the way.
MINNESOTA—The entire state seems to be
snowed under by summer projects having no bear
ing whatever on A.R.R.L. activities, and the re
port turned in this month is small indeed. Yet,
while the message total is small, practically all sta
tions arc undergoing the regular summer over
hauling and fall will Bee many new and better sta
tions on the air.
Dist. No. 1 : Traffic is very light and few sta
tions are on the air because of bad static weather
and operators on vacations.
The new D.S. of Southern Minnesota, N. H.
Schensted, 9CPO, is going to put that district
through its paces. 9CAJ and 9DIJ are combining
their stations, the former having blown his 5
watters. 9DDP and 9BVS are doing good work on
fairly low power, as is also 9 M F, who is on oc
casionally. 9BFU and 9DMA are both moving
their stations, the latter having blown his two
fivers. 9MB and 9ACT are coming on he air
soon and 9BAB has gone off for four years, hav
ing Bold his transmitter to 9ALD and joined the
Navy. 9CMS and 9EGG, the latter on I.C.W. are
on the air regularly. 9EGG is also the new T.M.
for the S.M.R.A. Ex-D.S. Canfield, and ex-C.M.
Caveny of Luverne are on their way to the coast
listening for amateurs on the way with low-loss
tuners.
L. C. Smeby, the new D.S. of district No. 8,
reports things fairly quiet in Mb district. 9TH is
inntailing Edison "B" batteries for plate supply.
9BMX is moving to new QRA, while 9APE, his
old side-kick is in Alaska selling B.C.L. stuff to the
Eskimoes. 9DEK is a new comer and is starting
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out right with battery plate supply. 9DEV and
SHM (ex-9DGW ) have closed down until fall.
Stations hav.ng O.R.S. appointments must remem
ber to turn in their certificate i if they are to be
inactive for two months or longer. 9ZG-9APW
is back on the air aga^n, but spends most of his
time listening for WNP and VDM, with only spar
ing use of the transmitter. 9ZT-9XAX worked
VDM and WHU.
*
Traffic: 9DOE. 123J; 9CO, 46; 9EGU, 34; 9EAU,
17; 9DDP, 26; 9CA. 25; 9DMA, 23; 9MF, 21;
9CMS, 11; 9EGG, 6; 9AXS. 3; 9CPO. 3; OBIS, 50;
9BFI, 28: 9DPX. 22; 9BQY. 13; 9CMM. 20; 9BPN,
10; 9BTL, 10; 9BTT. 10; 9BPY, 7; 9ZG. 6: 9DYZ,
2; 9ZT-9XAX, 86.
SOUTH DAKOTA—Good weather i; show:ng up
already and a few stations are on. 9 BOP' leads
in traffic. He has a good stick and will improve
his radiating system. 9CB.I's 80 footer down and
had everything fixed so it smashed his 50-watter
and meters. 9UX handled Associated Press reports
to Sioux Falls during the Firemen's Convention.
9AVZ got a replacement on the big jug and built
up a good panel set with sink rect.fier and hopes
to put it on 9DWN aerial. 9DBZ. 9CKD, 9BRI,
9CKT and 9DQY are on once in a while.
Traffic: 9BOF. 43: 9UX. 22; 9CKT, 4; 9CJS. 38;
9DBZ, 8; DCKD. 6; 9BRI, 1.
DELTA DIVISION
W. W. Rodgers, Mgr.
MISSISSIPPI—5BQ, a summer camp Btation near
Meridian leads the Delta with 214 real messages.
6AGS and 5AGV, with other i, operated 6BQ and

5ANC, Jr. "breaking ground" for the new sta
tion at "Hearn Haven."
did not work their own station^. 5QZ ranks
second with 162 to his credit. 5ALZ shows up
very nicely. 5AKP is rebuilding, but found time
to operate a pnrt of the month. 5KR, on the Gulf,
Bays, "Msg. traffic fast going west." 5NJ has
a new 1 1 pound junior brass-pounder.
Traffic: 6BQ, 214; 5QZ. 162; 5ALZ, 90; 5AKP,
26; 5KR. 16.
TENNESSEE—D. S. Adcock of the Third Dis
trict asked all his stations to report directly to
him. (This is FB, gang, do it—D.M.) 5AKW,
5AOT. oAQR and 5AMF are operating consistently.
SKA is rebuilding again! 5AIY reports good traffic
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and summer DX.. 5 NT has subdued his sink.
SAMP has a radio engineer op now; his traffic has
jumped considerably. 5CN telegraphs his report
—15 handled. 5AAZ, 5DA and 5ZB reported on
time, but no traffic was handled.
Traffic: 5KA, 108; 5AIY, 71: 5APC, 58; 5NT,
56; 5AMF, 54; 5CN, 15; 5ANV. 10: 5ES, 10;
5WO, 14.
LOUISIANA—No traffic handled or reported.
5KC says nothing going through his state.
ARKANSAS—Lots of reports, but little traffic.
5AW-XAB the outfit. 5EA, 5BI. ar.d 5ANW. also
5JB reported.
Traffic: 5WK. 14; 5AW-XAB, 11.
MIDWEST DIVISION
P. H. Quinby, Mgr.
MISSOURI—Traffic in East Missouri suffered
interruption this month from heavy winds and
small tornadoes. Many stations arc rebuilding.
Traffic is at low ebb in West Missouri, as many
of the fellows simply cannot work through the
QRN except in daylight. Some good work is bang
done before sun-down.
Dist. No. 1 and dist No. 2 both sent in ex
cellent reports. They are both new at their jobs
and are to be congratulated for their good work.
The new O.R.S*b are all on the job and show pride
in their new appointments. Many stations are
doing good work who will not be reported until
they have secured their O.R.S. appointments. Get
busy on your applications, fellows I
Traffic: 9RR, 5; 9ADC, 93; 9AAU. 24; 9DCW.
15; 9DXN, 15; 9DWK, 2.
KANSAS—Only O.R.Ss receive mention, gang,
so get yours now. Many applications are in and
more coming. 9BRD and 9BIO put out lots of
messages. 9EFU does great work with 50 watts.
Two big bunches of Southern Kansas Gang were
in Wichita taking exams. Many new first-grade
amateur and commercial ops down there now. 9AIM
lost two 80 foot masts in big storm, but will be on
again September 1st. 9CCS is still pushing through
QRN. 9BVV is experimenting. 9HVN leads the
state in messages handled. 9CFI is trying to tune
up his 250 watter. He is getting 7 amps now.
9CCV is marking time until winter. Stations to
receive O, U.S. appointments this month were :
9CCS, 9EHT, 9AIM and 9BVN.
Traffic: 9CCS. 30; 9BVV, 51; 9DLM, 65; 9BVN,
81: 9CFI, 66; 9EHT, 15; 9AIM. 37.
NEBRASKA—The A.D.M. is doing his DX on
the business end of a fishing pole up in Minnsota
this month, so the reports are coming direct. (Good
work, gang!)
9AFR is appointed CM. of Lincoln. D.S. Palmer,
of dist. No. 2 has resigned. He has too many
other interests now. ( We don't like to lose you.
Dm, but—.
Dist. No. 1 has an excellent report. 9 DPS is
opening up in Grand Island. 9AWS is out of
town for the summer. 9CGS dismantled his tower
to comply with city ordinance, but is getting out
on a 20 foot antenna. (It is hard to keep a good
man down—DS.) 9ATC reports that the rubber
stamps messages don't get through the QRN but
the real ones QSR in good shape. 9BR blossoms
out with a good summer schedule. 9EAK is mak
ing 'em a low-losser. 9ATL is back again after
loss of a tower. 9EHW is back with a stronger
"poke" than ever. 9PN is starting up an Unadilla. 9BLK is going again at College View. 9BXT(9CBK-9EAK-9ELP make a perfect QSR west.
Traffic: 9CGS, 5; 9CIM, 6; 9ATC. 5; 9BNU, 63;
9EB, 13; 9AFR, 51; 9AK, 7.
IOWA —-9HK expects to be operating again in
September. 9BCX says that the message delivery
is getting better. (Glad to hear it.) 9CSB reports
lots of business QRM. He routes msgs south
through 9DSL and north through 9BPF. 9CGY
says that QRN is the Bee's Knees and N.D. on DX.
Also that the YL has to have some attention.
Hi. 9 B WC is selling shoes in between messages.
9ARZ's whole antenna blew down in a recent storm
so probably won't be on this summer. 9 DSL re
ports that traffic has picked up a little. He handles
traffic regularly with 9CSB, 9AJE. 9BCX. 9BRU,
9EBU. 9DIX and 9CKS. 9DKY, 9AMI and 9CS
have just been appointed O.R.S.
V

Traffic: 9BWC, 6; 9CSB, 10; 9DJA, 2; 9DSL,
41; 9BCX, 114; 9CS. 10.
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
I. Vermilya, Mgr.
MAINE—1AUR has received three new reports
from England and one from Mexico. He is Ameri
can Correspondent for the French Ham paper
"Journal des 8" and would like to get European
lists to forward. Very little doing on the air
this month.
WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS—Traffiic totals
are very low and many stations complain of scarcity
of messages. Most Springfield stations are in
active; those operating being rather inconsistent.
Worcester seems to have a large number of sta
tions working and handling traffic well. 1 ABG re
ports working 35 miles with a 201A and loop.
1VE is a new station in Leominster. 1BCR has
moved to Princeton, Mass. and has a new call 1RF.
1BFQ is a good relay point from Worcester to
Boston. Lee Bates has resigned his position as
D.S. of Worcester. He will continue to carry on
the work until a new man is appointed. 1BVR,
who just worked WNP, will be on the air for
traffic until September 20th. Pittsfield traffic is
being handled by 1ARE. A. S. McLean. 1JQ,
A. D M. for Western Mass. has also re signed. The
work will be carried on by Miss Daniels until a
new A.D.M. is appointed.
EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS—The best station
this month was 1AVF with a total of 49 and he is
doing some very fine DX for this time of the
year. He rec'd four cards from England, 1 from
the 6th, and 1 from the 7th district, so he's main
taining constant DX the year around. 1RR is com
pletely rebuilding his station and will be at a new
location when he opens up again. 1BBM is another
that is complete remodeling both transmitter and
receiver. 1AQY and 1CIT are away on vacations
so no traffic from them this month . 1BZQ handled
32 and is operating the same hours as last month.
1MM is on pretty regular but says things are very
slow. 1ZW had tough luck this month, his aerial
was on Mother Earth most of the time. 1AF-XJ
is closed for the summer and will be reopened in
the fall with a better and bigger set than ever.
1ALL is another vacationest. Owing to the very
few stations on. traffic seems to be well shot to
pieces in all directions. 1ZW and 1CJD were made
O.R.S.
VERMONT-—About the same old story—just as
many stations, but all of them less active. There
are two new D.S's, R. P. Slayton, former A.D.M.
in the first district and C. T. Kerr of Poultney in
the second or southern district. 1LA, H. H. Rowe
of Springfield, has been sent his O.R.S. certificate.
The two districts are planning to have a contest
to see which is the most alive and active, etc.
Just at present the second is ahead. 1 APU Is
putting in a IKW tube set. Hi. 1AC reported in
Pan-American tests, the only Vermont station so
far.
RHODE ISLAND—Miss Mildred Lorentson,
LAID, our acting D.S., is quite the "berries". She
sends us an excellent report this month. 1ANH is
going to sea as an op. so his station is being dis
mantled. He has done good work and we hope
to have him with us again some day. (Good luck
to you, OM1) 1ABP is rebuilding and installing
"S" tubes for his two fives. 1 ABC is on Mount
Hope as commercial op. 1GV has rebuilt and
now has a station that would make some of the
commercials take a seat in the back row. He has
also installed a new antenna and counterpoise
system. 1AWE won't be with us until fall. He
has gone to his summer place which has no juice.
1 AID took a two week vacation and is now back
pounding the key with renewed vigor. He holds
a schedule every morning with 1BVB and pushes
quite a bit of traffic through. Ill is in Europe
and intends to get a set going over there as soon
as possible to listen for the gang. We will pro
bably get a list of calls from him soon so watch
out fellows. 10W has installed four fifties. Whew,
bet he'll kick up some dust this winter! 1BIE is
on and doing good work with six fives as per 1GV.
We are glad to report that a lot of the old timers
VI

in Providence are coming back into the game
again this fall. Well—we need 'em all. 1BVB
is banging away as per usual. 1AAP does not get
on so much now due to QRM from the farm, but
he did not fail to report. Nothing doing in New
port until fall.
CONNECTICUT—It seems to be too hot down
here to wear the cans and handle traffic, con
sequently, very few stations are on the air. 1FD,
who has kept Norwich on the map most of the
summer, has closed down until September 7th.
1KV is on the job in Middletown. 1AH and 1AWY
are about the only ones doing their bit in Waterbury. 1MY is the only active btation in Hartford
at present.
Traffic: 1AIR, 8; 1AVF. 49; 1ZW, 19; 1BZQ,
32; IKY, 22; 1LM, 21; 1RR, 23; 1AJG, 8; 1CQM,
10; 1AEY. 2; 1AOZ, 2; 1AID, 49; 1ANH. 24;
1ABC, 6; 1AWE, 2; 1AWV, 33; 1GV, 26; 10W.
20; 1BOC. 24; 1BIE, 20; 1BVB, 90; 1AAP, 9;
1KV, 32; 1BJG, 34; 1AH, 88; 1AYR, 18; 1AWY,
42; 1FD. 28; 1MY, 60; 1AWW. 27; 1BVR, 23;
7ARE, 28; 1DB, 26; 1BIP, 22; 1MM. 11; 1AGT.
14; 1UM, 6; 1CIM, 8; 1LC, 8; 1ASU. 51; 1AJK,
17; 1ABG, 2; 1BLX, 2; 1BBP, 80: 1AAL, 7; 1ALK,
36; 1AUC, 10; 1AUR, 36; 1BHR, 11; 1BNL, 11;
1BTT, 20; 1GA, 34; 1KX, 10; 1PD, 6; 1VF, 5.
NORTHWESTERN DIVISION
Glenn E. West, Mgr.
Conditions in the Northwest are all that could
be expected for this season of the year. Many
stations are heard on the air every night in spite
of the QRN. Our traffic totals do not break any
records this month but still the reports show that
a good number of the reliable stations are on the
air with regularity.
MONTANA—A few of the old reliables are heard
regularly. 7CO handled the most traffic this month.
7IF is Btill at it but reports QRM from the Y.L's.
7IT laid away a couple of 5-watters. 7ACI has
been trying a lot of new transmitting circuits and
reports some very good results. 7 AGF hasn't
missed a night on the air in two years. He works
DX right through the QRN. 7WP is remodeling
everything for the coming seanson. 7ZU has been
on during the latter part of the month.
Traffic: 7CO, 39; 7IF, 35; 7IT, 31; 7AGF, 24;
7ACI, 18; 7ZU, 14; 7WP, 5.
WASHINGTON—Traffic has dropped off 50%
during the month, due to the fact that many of
the fellows are away on vacations and others are
remodeling their stations for the winter. 7NO is
on every night with 50 watts and is still QSO
Alaskan 7AEB. He is the only station that 7AEB
has been able to work in several weeks. 7PZ holds
second place in the traffic handling. 7NO is first.
7AF still maintains a schedule with 7ACI in Mon
tana. Many stations are putting in more power
and this fall will see a great flock of 50-watters
burning up the air. Down in Aberdeen we caught
7LH breaking in a YL op. It almost broke him up
as all his tubes are out. 7BM was on a few nights
and helped kill the traffic slump. 7KV is putting
up a new 75 foot mast. 7NW is back with 50
watts and is doing fine work. 7SF sold out his
radio store and is moving to Raymond. 7AHA,
7ADR, 7AGZ, 7SH, 7ADF, and 7AFB are on oc
casionally. 7GE, 7QC and 7RY of the inland sta
tions are preparing for the coming season. 7DM
has three fifties running on Willard Storage P's.
He ought to make DX records. 7IX, 7MI, 7MV,
and 70M will all be going his fall. O.R.S. certi
ficates have recently been issued to 7ADR, 7AOZ,
7GR and 7VN. 7FD i» .ebuilding. 7ADP is mov
ing. 7AEZ and 7VM are both at sea.
Traffic: 7NO, 67; 7PZ, 64; 7RY, 48; 7MI, 43;
7GE. 43; 7AF, 42; 7AIB. 42; 7BM, 42; 7ALI. 30;
7QC. 26; 70M, 24; 7VN. 24; 7DM, 21; 7FN, 17;
7GR, 16; 7AHA, 12; 7ADR, 11; 7IX. 11; 7NW, 10;
7BJ, 10; 7KV, 9; 7MV, 6; 7AFB, 1; 7AEZ, 21;
7MA, 9; 7FD, 7; 7VM, 3.
OREGON—There has not been much activity
in the state during the past month due to too
many stations off the air for rebuilding. Most
of the old men were away on vacations this month.
The schedule with 7IW-7ZW has been cancelled
temporarily. The only new schedule is one with
7MF and 7WM. In Portland the reliable stations
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are 7AV, 7CW, 7AKK, 7ALD and 7AKH are also
consistent stations in the north. In the eastern
part of the state TAJQ, 7ABY and 7JH are still
pounding the brass with 7ACM, 7MF. 7SY and
7JU in the southern part.
Traffic: 7ALD, 19; 7AKH, 6; 7JU. 15; 7SY, 12;
7AJQ, 35; 7JH, 17; 7ABY. 43; 7MF. 48; 7FR7ACM. 13; 7TQ, 15.
IDAHO—Hooray! Idaho now has an operator
of whom they are mighty proud. Her name is
Harriet Ellsworth, her call is 7SI, and her address
is Boise. 70B has been helping her put her set up,
but once in a while they neglect that important
-7QP

work and go to a show. 70B has been the most
consistent station in Idaho. 7RQ is coming up
with a new set to help traffic through Boise. 7ACF
has been doing such work as to rate him an O.R.S
7AHS is heard practically every night working
DX and handling traffic. 7GW is using a new lowloss that works FB. 7GX and 7KC are re-building
their sets for early winter work. 7IU rips through
in great shape. Several stations were heard work
ing 7QP in Northern Idaho. 710 is on practically
every night but has an awful time getting traffic
through the powerline QRH. 7LN is down on 172
meters and finds that region better than higher.
Several of the boys have been taking vacations.
Traffic: 7LN, 38; 710, 31; 70L, 2.
PACIFIC DIVISION
M. E. McCreery, Mgr.
The work of weeding out "dead timber" and re
placing it with new is still going on. Many new
faces will appear in the personnel of this division.
Three new A.D.M's. were appointed during the
month to fill the vacancies. Southern California,
districts 1, 2, and 3 will be handled by D. M.
Brotfkway, 6PL; 4, 5, and 6 come under P. W.
Dann, 6ZX, who is in charge of Central California;
Northern California comes under S. Runyon, 6AGE,
taking districts 7 and 8. .AH three are live men
and organizers that mean business !
Nevada and Arizona will fall in with the scheme
and will be all set when the good weather comes.
6ZH reports acr much and QRN makes radio
work impossible, but the gang is rebuilding for
the fall. Mott is still Ashing—we don't blame him
—we envy him.
In district Nr. 2, traffic is moving better than
ever. A bunch of new O.R.S. have been appointed
which accounts for the good work. The following
have been appointed: 6CMU. 6CMS, 6BEG, 6BRA,
6ZBB, 6ALG, 6BRF, 6PL, 6MG, 6MH, 6BVG, 6NB,
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6CBB. 6AA0. 6CHV, 6CNH, 6AKQ, 6ALK, 6ZBZ,
6BWP, 6QL. 6BLW, 6IV, 6ZP, 6GT, 6CAE. NAGK.
6AKG. 6US. 6ZBE, 6AJI, 6BLV, 6VL, 6ADT,
6BFW, 6AHD, 6CGW, 6BBQ. Any of the above
stations are reliable for traffic work and quick
delivery and they all like to handle messages.
6AAO is the new CM. of Los Angeles. 6BJJ has
been appointed CM. of Glendale.
Because of no reports from the D.S. of Nr. 4,
6AVV's appointment as D.S. has been cancelled.
Regular reports from the new ADM's will be forth
coming next month according to their own pro
mises. FBI
Traffic: CCLZ, 4; 6CKC. 8; 6BUY, 15; 6AFG. 26;
6VL. 25; 6ADT, 27; 6ALK, 5; 6AGK, 31: 6QJ. 3;
6LJ„ 21; 6CAE. 42; 6CNH, 15; 6BRA, 12; 6CBB,
15; 6PL, 93; 6NB. 50; GCMU, 49; 6MG, 20; 6AAO.
34; 6CGL, 1 ; 6GT, 15; 6BAU, 15; 6ZP, 12:
6BMV, 2.
ROANOKE DIVISION
W. T. Gravely. Mgr.
Quiet hours, QRN, and excessive heat seem to
have run the gang to the tall sticks in this divison. So few are sticking to their guns and doing
good work. Some of the gang have changed to
the four coil Meissner and doing good work with it.
NORTH CAROLINA—Everything in this state
seems dead. 4RU promises a 100-watter in the
near future. 4BX's mast is still down. 4FT is
remodelling. 4SU got married.
WEST VIRGINIA—Report seems to have gotten
lost in the mails. However, we got another small
one and shows some activities. Stations in this
state suffered from high winds recently and have
not got back on the air. 8DKB lost his brother
by drowning. ( Sympathies ) .
8ABQ, 18.
Traffic: 8AM. 10; 8DOI, 7; 8WZ, 6; 8BBM, 3;
VIRGINIA—3BMN and 4JR handle only those
messages that are transmitted under the new num
bering system. (FB.OM.) 3AUU works 1st, 3rd,
and 4th district with his 5-watt four coiil Meissner.
3AOT is getting his aerial up again. 3ABS stood
examination and la getting the new 10 watt set
going. 3SG is coming back. (Told you so—
A.D.M.) 3BVL is on the air again. 8CKL had
tough luck, broke a 60-watter, blew up his last
five-watter, damaged voltmeter—all on Fourth of
July. Where do you get that stuff. 3BGS, a new
station at Bristow, is going good. 3CKK, our
newly appointed D.R.M. has just turned out a map
of Virginia which is a peach, and will appear in
an early issue of QST. All O.R.S.'s appear on this
map and a copy has been mailed to each of the
Q.R.S. which is greatly appreciated. No news
from Norfolk or vincinity.
The following D.S. appointments have been can
celled, effective this date, and we are anxious to
have new men for these places. Send in your
applications, please. Dist. No. 3. W. C. O. Brine,
Jr., 8MO, Richmond. Va. ; Dist. No. 4, T. J. Selph,
3TJ, Richmond, Va.; Dist. No. 5, D. W. Lewis,
31W-3XAR, Clarendon, Va.; Dist. No. 6, Fred T.
Bradley, 8BHL, Crozet. Va.; Dist. No. 7, H. L.
Kellar, 3ASP. Staunton, Va.; Dist. No. 8. C. M.
Owen, 3APR, South Boston, Va.; Dist. No. 9, C.
C. Higgins, 3HL. Galax, Va.; Dist. No. 10, S. J.
Gundry. 8AOV, Stonega, Va.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
N. R. Hood, Mgr.
9CAA and 9AMB
C.W.
139 Msgs, each
COLORADO—There are no outstanding features
to report this month. Stations are working to the
best of the operators ability. The usual summer
disorganization and rebuilding is in full progress.
9CCA and 9AMB tie for most messages this month
and is a good total for this time of the year.
9CPU has been issued an O.R.S. certificate and that
of 9AVU has been cancelled due to the discon
tinuance of this station.
Dist. No. 2: All the stations in this district have
been on regularly and are steadily moving traffic.
Aside from the regular routine there have been no
special features pulled off in this district.
VII

Traffic : 9AMB, 139 ; 9BUN, 20 ; 9CAA, 139 :
9EEA, 2; 9CDE, 7; 9CHT, 19; 9CLD, 45; 9DFH, 6.
UTAH—Salt Lake has been the mainstay of this
state this month. Traffic has moved through
regularly through the station who have stuck
through the hot weather. No reports from dis
trict No. 2. There will be a new D.S. appointed
for this district soon. The election for the new
A.D.M. for Utah will come off soon as ballots
can be distributed. 6GKI has been issued an
O.R.S certificate.
Traffic: 6RM-6ZBS. 43; 6RV. 8.
WOMING—The state of Wyoming is almost
null and void of summer amateur radio. 7ZV has
dismantled and moved to, the west coast. 7AJT,
the only active station at the present time, has
been issued an O.R.S. certificate. 7LU, the A.D.M.,
has resigned and moved west. There will be no
A.D.ftT. for Wyoming for the present. All reports
to be mailed direct to the D.M.
Traffic: 7AJT, 2.
SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION
H. L. Rcid, Mgr.
FLORIDA—There has been a slight change in
the principal traffic station:; this month, but these
stations are so located that the routes remain the
same. 4HZ leads Jacksonville with his 5-watter
and is regularly in touch with Miami through
4NE. 4FS and 4EZ work both north and south
with some regularity. 4IZ is in daily touch with
Jax stations and this is our heaviest traffic route.
4XE-41U is regularly QSO Jax from his new QRA
in Winter Park, and much traffic is handled through
schedules. 4QY is plugging steadily on and not
complaining about summer WX. He has schedule
with 5EZ, works SAM regularly, and he and 4UA
are QSO Cubs. 4NE is making a mark for himself
down on the tip-end of the static country . 4CH
gets out well.
VDM is heard regularly and QSA throughout
Florida and our members are in receipt of some
very nice letters from the Canadian Government.
Traffic: 4IZ, 4UA, 4ITJ, and 411 have good totals
but figures garbled in telegram. 4HZ, 20; 4QY,
27; 4EZ. 9; 4FS, 8: 4PK. 8.
SOUTH CAROLINA—4DX. 4PV and 4IT were
the most consistent stations this month, all being
QSO eastern U. S. 4PV is the new D. S. of dist.
No. 2. 4DX and 4IT have a daily schedule at 6
P. M. 4SH's "50" went west, leaving he and 4RR,
who used it on Friday night, off the air. 4RR put
in a 5 and had several consistent schedules until
it followed the 50.
All South Carolina stations are looking for
schedules during the month before 7 P. M. and
don't be backward in asking us for them.
Traffic: 4PV, 48; 4DX, 834; 4SH, 20; 4IT, 52;
4RR. 42.
ALABAMA—Dist. No. 1 : Activities in Anniston
seem very promising for the coming season. 5GP
has been doing good work. 5BP and 5WB expect
to be back on the air by August first. City Mana
ger Moore of Gadsden reports very little ham
interest during the past month. 5QP is the only
station working. 5VC and 5HM will probably be
heard by fall.
C. M. Connolly reports almost nothing doing for
Birmingham. The rebuilding habit is about to
ruin the city. 5VV has been quiet due to sickness.
5AMH is still working on his new outfit. 5MI and
5AX have combined and promise to start work at
an early date.
Dist. No. 2 : D.S. Brooks reports no activity in
his territory.
Dist. No. 4 : D.S. Dunstan says nothing doing.
5XA is the main station in the district and has
been closed during the summer months on account
of school being out.
Traffic: 5GP, 75.
. .GEORGIA—Work has been hindered considerable
this month due to lightning and wind damage to
aerials and equipment. 4BI, 4EO, 40A and 4RH
lost their towers and aerials. 4DT lost a plate
transformer due to lightning striking the power
line. 4SI, on the night of July 13 at about 1:00
A.M.. C.S.T., reports hearing both ends of a con
versation between Canadian 9AL and VDM.
No station in Savannah handled any traffic this
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month due to bad weather conditions and stations
being out of commission. 4XX is continuing tests
with NKF every other night at 9:00 P.M. Macon
has had unusual static this month and coupled
with this most of the operators have been out of
town with the result that there was no traffic
handled. 4BW is trying to get a daylight schedule
going with Savannah. 4 PL is rebuilding his set.
Please note the change in my address is 76
Clemont Drive. This also means that I will have
to put up new aerial system which means quite a
bit of work and being off the air for about a week.
Traffic: 4SI, 52; 4EQ, 43; 410, 26; 4EH, 5;
4RH, 6; 4AZ, 8.
WEST GULF DIVISION
F. M. Corlett, Mgr.
As evidence that summertime and summer
weather is still with us, and that quiet hours have
been with us (and still are 150-200 meters, don't
forget that —D.M.) our activities for this month
embrace only 47 stations reporting.
OKLAHOMA—The A.D.M. failed to report. How
ever, from force of habit two stations reported
direct and will be included this time. Hereafter,
reports received direct will not be included in this
report, each station now reports to his A.D.M.
5APG reports 16 and 5ANF 4, making a total of
20 for Oklahoma. Out New Mexico way 5LG-5SC
likewise reported direct ; received 1 5 sent 9, and
mailed 3.
Now t hat we have short waves with no quiet
hour restrictions, let's see if we can't make a
better showing.
NORTHERN TEXAS—This months report is
short and snappy. All operators are either on their
vacations, have just come back, or are preparing
to leave for same. Hi. Also their stations are
under process of reconstruction for the coming
winter DX season. The QRN is fierce and this is
a good time to put the old junk pile into working
order. Regardless of the above conditions, traffic
has been moving through most parts of the section
as will be noticed from the reports listed below.
No new O.R.S. appointments have been issued
this month.
Traffic: 5RG, 62; 5AQC, 6; 5AKN, 65; 5AAO, 7:
5AES, 24; 5CT, 55; 5LI. 17; 6NW, 81; 5ANA, 94;
5UD, 20; 5BD, 19; 5DW, 15; 5NY, 14; SHY, 10;
511, 13; 5ACQ, 30; 5AGH. 61; 5PH, 18; 5ADV, 27;
5KX, 5; 5QY, 52; 5FC. 19; 5ADH, 102; 5VU, 9;
5QT, 2; 5AJT, 9; 5UO, 75; 5XAJ. 61; 5NS, 66;
5DC, 12; 50Q, 15; 5AJH, 46; 5AGQ. 20.
SOUTHERN TEXAS—There seems to be a de
cided summer slump. QRN is bad and those that
are not rebuilding are on vacation. 5BO at Mara
thon and 5AKZ at Corpus Christi are doing good
work and want schedules. 5MF at Bay City is a
newcomer. 5ADX and 5GY represent the Rio
Grande Valley. The San Benito Radio Club own
their own club building. San Antonio is repre
sented by 5EZ who is QSO 4QY, 5UX, QSO west
5AJZ. 5HC. 5HS, 5WP, 5ZAE-5GB, 5XAQ-5ACZ
and 5VO. The latter is in reliable communication
with Mexican BX. 5XAV is still busy at Texas
U. 5ALR is away on vacation, leaving Austin to
5FT by his "lonesome." I wish to make another
appeal to active station owners to let me have
their reports. Don't force a D.S. to run you down
and get ur report by force. There is lots of
activity down here but don't make roe guess what
it is.
Traffic: 5BO, 6: 5EZ, 26; 5UX, 48; 5VO, 32;
5AEW, 5; 5ADI, 3; 5XAV, 2; 5XAQ, 35; 5ZAE, 2.
CANADIAN SECTION
A. H. K. Russell, Can. Gen. Mgr.
The past month saw the departure of the
C.G.S. Arctic for the Arctic Circle, and
with her departure Canadian amateur ac
tivity jumped up again to almost winter
heights. During the first weeks of her trip
communication by amateur radio was main
tained direct to and from the vessel by
amateur stations in the Ontario Quebec
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and Maritime divisions, to such good effect
Now, fellows we need many more sta
that messages from the vessel were laid tions for this work, to cover the country.
right on the desk of the Radio Superinten
If you are really desirous of showing your
dent. In the latter part of the month the pep, write in to your Division Manager and
signals from the Arctic have been disap
ask for an appointment.
pointingly weak, and direct work with her
has been very slight. The westerly shift
of signals seems to have started for the last
MARITIME DIVISION
two stations to report VUM were in North
W. C. Borrett, Mgr.
ern Ontario and not in the east as would
Several changes have taken place in the Mari
be expected. One of these two stations times
during the last month which will mean that
advises also that VDM's signals were copied the coming fall work will be placed on fewer staon his 60 metre harmonic, which
is perhaps a word to the wise.
In the Maritime Division 1AR
has been particularly faithful in
staying on the job, as has 1EF.
The Montreal gang are all fine,
with 2GG being the big noise. In
Ontario 3AFP in Ottawa has
proved a valuable inlet for Ot
tawa traffic, whereas in Toronto
a regular nightly schedule with
six stations listening for VDM is
in force. The Western Divisions
will no doubt shortly get their
fling at VDM and they will cer
tainly be ready, 4CR in Winnipeg
being still strong in the East, and
in BC 5CT is going after the
laurels.
The C.G.M. had the pleasure
of attending the Meeting of the
Board of Directors in Hartford
on July 25th. Several things of
moment to Canadians were dis
cussed, and in particular the pro
posal to have a meeting and Con
vention in the fall, at which all
A Gang of Canadian Hams we hear regularly, with 9ASV
rom the right sitting. The Canadians are, 3VH,
the Canadian Division managers
3LY,
3EY, 30J, 3UJ.
would be present met with favour
and an appropriation to assist in
the payment of Division Managers expenses tions. In Halifax two of our best stations will be
more. Harold Larnder of IDT having gone
to the Convention was passed unanimously. no
into radio commercially in the British West Indies
At this convention it is hoped also to have and
Davidson of 9BL having finshed college and
the field man of the League, Mr. Hebert, located in Quebec.
and possibly the Traffic manager. There
The gang generally are trying their best to hook
is a difference of opinion as to the most up with VDM and WNP. Transatlantic work seems
at
a standstill, but most of the gang are expecting
desirable location for the meeting, but if
hook up again with the British staions very
things work out properly it will likely be to
soon provided that their government will allow
them to work us. In New Brunswick a new sta
in Winnipeg.
in 1BO at St. Andrews. He
But all is not so rosy as the above in tion has appeared
spending the summer in Canada. He
Canada. The C.G.M. recently took a sur isis au2CNA
first-class op and has made a fine addition
vey of the stations appointed for sending to our N.B. district. 1EI has handled 9 msgs and
has a nightly schedule with 1EF. 1AM (some call
the weakly broadcast messages with the re Hi.)
qualify for a ROTAB.) and IAN are
sult that all appointments except three QSO (should
St. John and N.B. now has a good net-work
were cancelled. The following stations are of stations. 1AF and 1 DN are reported going
with 1AB. The D.M. wishes to make it
broadcasting Saturday and Sunday nights strong that
if any O.R.S. fail.< to report this month,
at 10.30 local standard time the weekly known
whether they have handled any traffic or not, their
message of information.
O.R.S. certificates will be cancelled. We must
have these reports if we are to publish a true
report of our activities in QST. Every station
British Columbia
5G0
should make it his business to write to his A. D.M
Alberta
4DQ
or D.M. of the 23rd of each month. Don't expect
a few of us to do all the work.
Saskatchewan
4HH
In Prince Edward Island things seem to have
Manitoba
nil
gone to sleep for the summer. 1BZ and 9AK are
Ontario
3GG
still there, but are not heard very often.
3XN
In Novia Scotia 1AW sent in a fine report and it
Quebec
2CG
looks as if the Cape Breton end is beginning to
show real signs of activity. 1AR has been on all
Maritimes
1DD
IX
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summer and has worked and reported VDM more
than any of the gang. 1 BQ has handled 5 msgs
and his station is now dismantled for repairs for
transatlantic work. 1 BV is leading a dogs life.
Hi. He is traveling the Provinces so cannot be
counted upon for several months. 1DJ has been
reported in Italy. 1EB is in the nil column for
traffic. 1DD has handled only three msgs. 1AQ
has located at new quarters and as soon as the
R.I. gets through with him will be on. IDF is
another silent station. 1EF connected up with
two new Maritime stations, 1 AB and 1AM. For
the "St rent h" time of asking, will all stations
please report their activities this month without
delay.
Traffic: 1EI. 9; 1BQ, B; IEF, 6; 1AR, 25; 1DD, 3.
ONTARIO DIVISION
C. H. Langford, Mgr.
Summer must be here at last because things are
certainly slower than in other seasons. In general
the interest in the air at present is VDM going up
north. Ottawa has ,two fine stations in 3AF 100
watts. 130 meters and 3AFP on 135 meters. 8AFP
has recently been appointed CM. The only active

Ontario remains perfect due to cooperation of
friends 1BQ, 1AR, 1EI, 3FC, 9BC, 3GC, 3AMP.
and 9AL. 3NI is our link with the far west. A
new station 2CI is back on the map and gets us
out of the "one city division" class. He is at
81 Therese, P.Q.
Traffic may be slight but the experience gained
in using the 120 meter wave in mid-summer has
been immense. Signals are as good as mid-winter
from all our low wave neighbors, and work through
QRN is easy.

VANCOUVER DIVISION
A. J. Ober, Mgr.
Amateur activity is 100% better this summer
than last, and most stations report static 100%
worse than last summer. The west coast has sta
tions on each night. 6CN and 5GO are with us
again, two ops. at 5GO who handle a lot of traffic.
The Alberta gang have sure got the right idea,
every transmitting amateur in the province was
at a meeting held in Galgary for the purpose of a
purely amateur's club, for active members only.
Attendance was 100%.
VANCOUVER CITY—5GO
takes the cake for traffic
again. 5GF is a regular sta
tion and handles traffic. 5GG
is kicking in fine style with
a five watter, and has handled
his share of traffic. 5CN
is going full blast. &CA
says "ND," transformer trou
ble," 6HG and 5EF are often
heard. 5AN and 5HP arc
new stations and doing RB,
also BHH with CW. BBJ i*
on occasionally. 5C\V haa
worked 5GG and shouM be a
useful Btation for traffic
He has worked 5GG.
Traffic: 5GO, 31; 5GG, 15;
5GF, 14; 5CN, 2.
ALBERTA DISTRICT —
This district is sure a live
one. Every station reports
regularly. No matter how
bad QRN is you will find at
least one station working
right through it. 4GT is
the "go getter" for this
month. He blew two 250
More Canadian Hams
watters as fast as you could
4HN, 4IO, 4DQ. 4GT, 4CW, 4AX, 4GC, 4AB, 4IC.
hand them to him, but this
didn't stop him. 4IO gets
pure
D.C. with home made
station at Kingston is SHE. 3MP has been ap
chokes,
condensers,
and
motor-generators. 4CW
pointed CM. of Brock ville. The Central division is at the coast for a few
weeks. 4AX has a
is well lined up with regards to working VDM.
that can be mistaken for two clothes
There is a station on the air every night ready for counterpoise
lines
any
time.
It's
a
wonder
out
work with the Arctic. The star of the Division at all—the location is enough to breakheanygets
"hams"
is 3BQ. Putting sigs into New Zealand is real heart—'50 watter going soon. 4IC is going
over
FB. Stations between Kitchener and Windsor are the week-ends during the summer. 4GC, one of
working very irregularly. With the present short
the oldest amateurs in the west, whose call is
age in operators it is with the greatest of plea not
known on the air, but whose experiments
sure that I announce the recent splicing of old are. well
is still handling traffic when not trying
3GN, now 9AR of Sandwich, Ontario. Friend 3NI to get4AB
soup
of a super. 4DQ is on each night
is back on the job after holidaying for a month. and handlingouttraffic
through the second op. the
He is now located at 355 DufTrin St., Port Arthur, O.W., working Mexican
5's and reports from the
Ont.
3rd
dist.
Traffic: 3DS, 6; 3ADU, 10: 3WV, 14; 3ACO, 21; VANCOUVER ISLAND—5CT has trouble in raising
3IA, 20; 3NI, 18; 9BW, 28; 3YV, 1; 30H. 55;
and in getting pure D.C QRN very bad
9AL, 122; 3VH, 5; 3WG, 9; SQO. 7; 3BLY, 20; anybody
most nights. He is increasing power and remodel
80J, 10; 8FC, 27; 3XN, 4.
ling. 5HK reports blowing tubes, bad QRN and
no traffic.
EDMONTON—The new D.S. is Mr. Sacker of
QUEBEC DIVISION
4HF. His station was the only one on the air last
J. V. Argyle, Mgr.
month.
PRINCE RUPERT DISTRICT—The D.M. would
2BE and 2CG are the only steady workers and
will be found any night after 10:30 P. M. on like a line from all active stations here. What has
their wave lengths of 132 and 127, respectively. become of 5CX and 9BP7
Since complaints have been received that Quebec
stations are not available for QSO with the U.S.
due to insistance on short wave work only, it has
been arranged that on alternate days after 1 1 :30
4JK uses a Baldwin phone in place of
P.M. at least one Quebec station will be trans
mitting on 150 meters exactly. 2BG is on oc the reed on his large saxaphone, enablnig
casionally as may be said of 2DO and 2CT. Com him to make the saxaphone play almost
munication with Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and anything. Hi!
x
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Calls

Heard

When Preparing a List for QST, It is Essential
to Observe the Following Rules:
1. List the calls neatly on a separate sheet of
paper with a line of space between lines do not
embody them in a letter.
2. Arrange the calls as they will appear in
QST: across the page, numerically by districts,
alphabetically in each district, Canadan and for*
eign calls listed separately, state whether spark or
C.W., and give period of time covered by the list.
S. Forms close on the fifth of the month preceding the date of issue of QST. Make your lists
cover the period from the first of one month to the
first of the next if possible, but don't let your list
come in late.
4. List only calls over 600 miles distant.
HEARD DURING JULY
unless otherwise specified
J. V. Newson, 139 Or m side St.,
London, S.E. IS Eng.
labc, lael, laf, laja, lajp, laur, lawn, lax, lba,
lbcr. lblb, lbnt, lboa, lbr, lbrc, lbsb, lbv, leak,
lchl, lcmp, lew, ldj, ldt, leb, lfd, lgk, ljv, lmo,
lxab, lxah, lxak, lxam, lxar, lxmk, lxu, lxw,
2adk, 2agb, 2apu, 2ar, 2awg, 2bn. 2bnt, 2bvm, 2cg,
2cr. 2ff, 2gk, 21k (T). 21r, 2rk, 2xa. 2xab. Sbar,
Sbj, Sblu, 3bp, Scd, 8cdn, Smb. 8om, 8pl, 8pz, 8xar,
8xm, 8xo, 8yo, 4bel, 4mb, 4ot, 4vk, 4xc, 4xe, 4xr,
6akq, 5mi, 5us, 8ay, 8abf, 8bs, 8pl, 8xbp, 8xs, 9alb,
9br. 9xbh.
Can. : laf, lar, lbq, ldd, ldt, 1 f r, lsr, 2be. 2bg,
. 3bf, 3bq, 9bl.
S. K. Lewer, 6UI,
32 Cascony Ave., West Hampstead,
London N.W.6., England.
(June 16th—July 13th)
labf, lxap, 2wd.
Can.: lar, lbq, ldd, lef. lei, 2be, 9bl.
Argentine: CB8. Receiver; Det. one step A.F.
AU crds. QSL'd.
Carlos Lacombe, Brazil
(during Pan-American Tests.)
lbc, lbcg, (lbcr?), lxam, lxe, lxw, lxz, 6er
(140), 8bpa (140), 8xm (140), 8xs, 9dq, 9zt, (190).
Can. : lar.
Argentine: caf, cb8 (120), 92 (135), tez (146),
heb (152), 8vo (122). Numbers in perenthesis in
dicate wavelengths.
Santangeli Mario, 1ER1
(5) S. Eufemia 19, Milano, Italy
Dutch: Oab, Ows, Opc.
British : 2pj, 2dy, 6ms. 5rz, 6ny,
Finnish : lna, 8nb.
Can. BAY, River Jordan B.C.
25 Miles West of Race Rocks, Straits of
Juan de Fuca
July 22, 23, 27, 28 : 6abe, 6adm, 6any, 6awl. 6bon,
6brf, 6cfg, 6che, 6chl, 6cng, 6cte, 6ctt, 6hj. 6km,
6od, 6oh, 6pl, 6xbj, 7gy, 7mn, 9cfy, 9dgn, 9dug.
Can. 30H, Toronto, Ontario.
(4af), 4dv, (4dx), 4dy, 4er, 4fg, 4ft. 4hr, 4hz,
Ajr. 4kj, 4kl, 4pk, 4pv, 4rr. (4si), 4sy, 4tj, 4xe,
4xz, (5aam), 6agn, 5ais, (aiy), 5aku, (6alz), (5amh)
6aoj, 5oat, (5apc), 6apz, Sari, 5ck, 5cn, 6es. 5fm,
5fv spark, 6gp, 5in, Ska, 5nj, 5nt, 5oq, Sox. 5qh, 5uj,
6wi, 6wo, 5xaw, 6cgw, 61v, (9aa), 9aau, 9aaw, 9abk,
9acq, 9adc, 9aep, (9agl), (9amb), 9arp. 9atp, (9auw)
9auy, 9axk spark, (9axx), 9ayd, 9bcx, 9bdq, 9bew,
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(9bib), 9bjz, 9bkj, 9bkk, 9bnu, (9bru), (9bty),
(9bvn), (9byf), (9caa), (9ccw), (9cdb), (9cdo),
9cee, 9cfi, (9cfs), 9cgr, (9chc), 9cho, (9cii), (9cjs),
9cmf, (9co), (9csa), (9ctf), 9cwf, (9cxy), 9cyz.
(9dct), 9dcw, 9dfq, (9dga, 9dlb, (9dlz), 9dmj,
(9dno), 9dpx, (9drr), (9dsa), (9dwx), 9dyz, (9ebh),
(9edh spark), (9egw), (9elb), (9eld), (9gp), (9gs),
(9hw), (9kd), 91a, 9qw, (9vm), 9zg, (9zt).
Can.: lar, (lef), (lei), (3ni), Sgo, (vdm).
C. P. Sweeney, ex-SKM.
Wood's Hole, Massachusetts
laeg. laac, lxw, lxu, lxae, 2wz, 3dk, 3eu, 8le,
3vw, 3abw, 3auv, 3aoj, 3afp, Sapf, 8de, 8mc, 8rt,
8xs, 8bkh, 8bky, 9xbd, nfv, nkf.
Can.: lar, lbq, ldj, lef, 2be, 2cg, 3gg, 3gk,
8ni, vdm.
A: Vasseur, S.S. "Myrlam" FZU.
Low Loss Tuner—1 step. QRN vy bad during all
the trip.
June 21. 430 miles WSW Ouessant (France). All
below 160 meters : English : 2dr, 2of, 2no, 2pc,
Sdn, Sik, 5ko, Sma, Smo, 5nw, 6pu, 6si, Sti, Suv,
Sxn. French: 8em. Dutch: onn.
June 22. 700 WSW Ouessant. All below 140
meters : English : 21z, 2od, Sfs, Snw, Ssi. French :
8dp, 8zm, fl. Italian: lht.
June 28. 960 WSW Ouessant. All below 160
M. : American : lecz. Can. : lbqy. French : tX
June 25: Azores Islands, 1960 E. New York. All
below 160 H. : American; labf, lajw, lcmp, 4xax,
4cei. Can.: leb, IsL French: fl.
June 26. 1700 E. N.Y. Most below 175: Ameri
can : labf, laja, leak, leez, lrr, lxax, lzz, 2bgo,
2cla, 2wz, 8xn, 4sa. 8amo, 8bqi, 8enp, 8cwu, 8rj,
8vt, 9cii. French: fl.
June 28. 1460 E. N.Y. All below 160 M. and
most with R8 to R9: American: labf, lbie, lbjo,
lemk, lcmp, lgv, lqr, lzz, 4fs, 4pv, 4sa, 9zt. Can. :
lar, ldj, leb, lef, 9ak. French : 8bf, fl. u9zt,
clar and fl readable several feet from phones.
July 4. Carribbean sea, ISO S. Haiti. QRN vy
bad. All below 17S M. : lbie, lzz, Scjn, Spi, 4af,
4dx, 8bnh. French : fl.
July 7. Port of Colon : fl (QSA but unreadable
thru QRN). N.D. afterwards, conditions too bad.
Pse QSL to: A. VASSEUR, S3 rue de Chabrol,
PARIS 10. AH cards answered.
1ABA, 46 Summer St., Hyde Park, Mass.
4am, 4bj, 4dx, 4ft, lit, 4jr, 4oe, 4tj, 4py, Sacs,
5ak, Samm, 5wi, 7bc, 8aez, 8aip, 8ak, 8apt, 8apw,
8aq. 8atp, 8atz, 8avx, 8bad, 8bal, 8bd, 8bit, 8bgo,
8bhe, 8bk, 8bkm, 8blc, 8bo, 8bqk, 8bvr, 8bvv, 8bwb,
8cct, 8chp. 8cmu, 8cn, 8cnz, 8cud, 8dat, 8dgo, 8dhu.
8dkm, 8dm, 8do, 8fj. 8hn, 8kc, 81r, 8mj, 8mp, 8no,
8rj. 8rw, 8si, 8xc. 8ym, 8zg. 8zz. 9aal, 9afy, 9ali,
9alr, 9amb, 9ami, 9asw, 9ato, 9ayx, 9bc, 9bcb, 9bdb,
9biw, 9bk, 9bta, 9bpy, 9bqu, 9cfx, 9cgy, 9cme, 9cp,
9cs, 9cuf, 9cze. 9dbm, 9ddm, 9djn, 9dcb, 9dct, 9dfr,
9dgg, 9dgx, 9djn, 9djz, 9dks, 9dlw, 9doe, 9dpx, 9dvt,
9dvw, 9ebh, 9elb, 9eld, 9eru, 9pq, 9rc, 9tq, 9vc, 9xbg.
Can. : 3nv vdm.
J. A. Baker, IBIS, Claremont, N. H.
4af, 4jr, 4qw, 5cn, 5xaw, 6cgw, 8aer, 8bma, 8bp,
(8bpl). 8cbx, 8cud, 8dcz, 8dfm, 8die, 8dgv, 8dhu.
8fj. 8gp, 8hu, 81r, 9aau. 9acq, 9arf, 9axx. 9baz, 9bbf,
9bie, 9cax, (9cee), 9cgr, 9che, 9cip, 9cmf, 9ctf, 9ctm,
9cww, 9dcw, 9dlm, 9dpx, 9dqu, 9dww, 9eac, 9eht,
9eji, 9em, 91e, 9mc, 9xw, 9zt, nkf, wwv.
Can.: law, 8gg, 3ni, 4bk, 9bw, vdm.
F. D. Merrill, Jr., 1PP, Northwood, N. H.
4ea, 4eq, 4ft, 4iz, 4pv, 4rr, Saiy, Sakw, Samh,
5apc, Saqw, 5ka, 5ns, 5ux, 6cgw, 7co, 9aa, 9aal,
9aap, 9aic, 9amt, 9ato, 9awy, 9awg, 9ayo, 9bah,
XI

Bbaz, 9bcb, 9bib, 9bk, 9bmu. 9brx, 9bty, 9bwf, 9ccm,
9cdb, 9cce, 9efs, 9cgr, 9csa, 9csg, 9ctf, 9cxx. 9db,
9dct, 9dja, 9djz. tldma, 9dro, 9d3a, 9dvv, 9dxa. 9dyz.
9el, 9elb, 9eli, 9cs, 9gp. 9pq, 9rc, 9tf, Sue, 9xbd,
nkf.
Spark : 6fv, ilbmk.
Can. : lar, lbo, Ibq, ldd, ldj, leb, lef, 2be. 2cg,
2hv, 3gg, 3kg, Sly, 3nf, 3oh, 9cd, vdm.
1AWE, Norman Miller, 25 Phillips Street,
Providence, R. I.
4dv, 4dx, 4ea, 4fg, 4fs, 4ft, 4gu, 4hr, 4ii, 4it, 4jr,
4kl, 4pv, 4un, 4wb, Saiy, 5amh, Bape, 5aqw, 5ari,
5ck, Bsrp, 51n, 5ka, 5nj, 5nt, Box, 5ua, Sux, 5wi, 5xab,
6avj, 6awt, 6cgw, 9aa, 9aal, 9aja, 9amb, 9amr,
9anc, 9oas, 9arp, 9bcx, 9bhb, 9bhy, 9bkk, 9brx, 9bvn,
9bwb, 9bwr, 9ccw, Utdo, 9c.ee, 9cfs, 9cpk, 9cze, 9db,
9dcw, 9dge. 9doe, 9eli. 9kp. 9kd. 91a.
Can. : 3gg 4fz, vdm.
2WZ, Brooklyn, N. Y.
(4af), 4ai, 4bx, 4dx, 4dy, 4ea, 4cl, (4fs>, (4ft), 4it,
4jk, 4jr, (4js), 4kl, 4pk, 4pv, 4rr, 4sy, 4tn, 4un,
4ut, 4xg, Bad, (5bj), Bin, 5ns Boq, 5pr, Bqk, 5uk,
6wo, 5aiy, 5akn, Bamh, 5apc, 5xnw, 6cgw, 6cqe, 9ck,
9bp, (9ga), 9hw, 9kd. 9mf, 9pq, 9U, (9uc), (9zt),
(9aau), 9abt, 9ado, 9afi, 9afz, 9alb, 9amb, (9auc),
9aud,9azx, (9baz), (9bcb), (9beb>, 9bpd. (9bvn).
(9bwf), 9bye, 9byj, 9caa, 9cco, (9ccw), 9cee, 9cfi,
9cfk. 9cfs. 9cfv, (9cgr), (9cho), 9cip, 9ekr, 9cmr.
9csa, 9csg, (9ctf), (9cvf), (9cxx), 9cze, 9czl, 9dbm,
9dct, 9dfz, 9dga, 9dhz, (9djz), 9dln, 9clma, 9dmj,
9dms, 9dpx, (9dqu), 9drc, 9dsa. (9dsl), 9dsz, 9dtk,
9dtt, 9dvw, 9ebh. (9efz), 9elb, (9eld), (9eli). 9xbb.
ICW: (lck), lkv, (lxu), (laux), lbbo, (lbpz),
3hd, (3gc), 31g, 3zo, (3cdk), Bwo, (8ku), 8aer.
9arf, vdm, (nrg).
Spark : laeh, 4fg, 5fv.
Fone: (lalj). 4dx. 8brc.
Can.: (lar), (lbo qraT), lbq, ldd. ldj, leb, lef,
(lei), laar, 2be, 2cg, 2fo, 3bq, 3fc, 3gg, (3he),
3ia, (3kg), 3kq, Sly. 3ms. 3ni, (3oh), 3uj, (3vh),
(3yh), 3ze, 3aec, 4cn, 4cr, 4bh, Sep, 5gu, 9al, 9bc,
9hc^
3BMN. R. J. Carr, 617 Union Ave., Petersburg, Va.
lfd, lkv, lmo, low, luj, lvk, lxu, lxw, lyk, lzz,
labo, lael, lasu, lavx, (lbcc), lbcf, lbvb, lcmp, lcmx
4af, 4ai, (4dx), 4er, (4fs, (4ft. (4gw), 4hr, 4hu,
(4it, (4iz, 4je, (4jr), 4ja, 41j, 4pv, (4qw), 4rr, (4tj),
(4um), 4un. Bwi, (Baiy), 6cgw, 8aq, 8bp, 8ef, 8fm,
8gz, 8hb, (8jq), 8rj, 8rt, (83p). 8uf, 8ut, 8vq, 8wt,
(8wy), (8wz), 8ago, (8apt). 8atp, 8avl, 8axf, 8axn,
8ayw, (8bit), 8bkh, (8bkm), 8blp, 8bnh, 8boy, 8brc,
8bvr, 8bwb, 8byb, 8cdc, (8cei), 8cgf, 8ckm, 8cmh,
(Scon). 8cpk, 8cwp, 8cxa, 8dec, 8dks, 8dla, 8dmt,
8dnf, (8dsn>, 9aic, 9alb, (9cco).
Fone: (Sahp), (4dk), (8bit), 8dmt.
Can.: 3dz, Sgg. (3oh). 3nf. 3wv.
3CEN, 411 West Main St., Annville, Pa.
4jr, (4kl), 4pv, 4am, 4tj, 5am, 5aik, 5amh, Ben,
5gp, 5nj, Bwi, 9aal, 9ado, 9ako, 9nps, 9apy, 9baz,
9beb, 9bfx, 9bjz, 9bk, 9bqh, 9bwf, 9caa, 9cfk, 9chc
9cow, 9cze. d9oe, 9dfz, 9dge, 9djb, 9djn, 9dlj, 9dqu,
9dwx, 9eld. 9eli, 9kd, 9rl, 9vm, 9xbn, (9xx spk).
Can. : lef, 2bg, 2bj, 2cg, 3gg, Sly, 3ni.
4FM, Miami, Fla.
labf. laeg, lahf, lajp, lava, laxl, lbie, lbvl, leez,
lcmp, lcmx, lepe, lepo. lgh, lgv, lka, lmo, lmy,
low, lpz, lxae, lxak, lxu.2ana, 2bm, 2bmr, 2brb,
2cmk. 2cnk, 2ctq, 2cyq, 2eb. 2iu, 2kf, 2mj, 2mu,
2pd, 2wr, 2wz, 2xx 2xi. 3ndf, 3nky, 3apv, 3auv 3bgt,
3bta, 3bva, 8bwt, 3cdk. 3cjn. 3xb, 3xw, Sac, Badv,
Baku, Balz, Bamh, 6amw, Bapa, 5apc, Bav, Bin, Bnj,
Bua, Buk, Buy, 5ux, Bwi, 5xaw, 6cgw, (wkinp z4aq),
8aer, Sbit, 8bkh, 8bkm, 8bnh, 8bpa, 8brc, 8bt, 8cdc,
8cei, 8cnw. 8cdn, 8cyi, 8daa, 8dkh, 8dnf, 8dtc. 8dsn,
8ef, 8hn, 8sp, 8wy, 8xaq, 8xb, 8xs, 8xx. 9aau. 9alb,
9cee, 9cip, 9cmn, 9cxx, 9dlm, 9dqu, 9eld, 9hw, 9zg,
9zt.
Can. : lar,, lbq, ldj, lef, 2cg, Smb.
Cuban : zww, 2by.
Foreign : poz 70 meters,
nkf, wwv.
Note : u2cyq and c2cg hrd on 2nd harmonics.
4PV, 148 Avant St., Spartanburg, S. C.
(laap), labf, lazr, lbcu, lbdx, (lbgq). lboa.
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lbq, lbvr, lbwj, (leak), lcmx, lepj, lgv, (1mm),
dpi), Ipy, (lrh), (lzd), (2abt), (2aey), 2al. 2ana,
2ayp, (2bgo), (2bmr), (2bqb), (2brb), 2cg, 2cjj,
2cka, (2cqz), (2crq), (2crw), 2cvj. 2tvu, 2cwj, 2gk,
(2jc), (2kf), (2mo). 2my. 2rb, 2rk, 2.vz, 2xbf. Bagn,
Baiy, (Balz), (Baom), 5ck, Bes, 51m, Sgi, Siq, Bkc,
(Bnj), Bpa, Bpk, Bua, (5uk), 5vv. Bavj, (9aa), (9aal),
9aau, (9arp), 9aud, (9aus), (9auy). (9baz), 9bee,
9bcx, 9bdp, (9be). (9biw), 9bjz, 9bk. 9bkj, (9bkk),
9blr. 9bmk, (9btk), 9bwf, 9bwu, 9cah, 9cco, 9cfi,
9cfs, 9cii, 9cmr, (9cwp)-, 9cyq, (9czb), 9cze, 9dfq,
9dge, (9dgv), 9djn, 9dlm, 9dlw, (Udmi), 9dmj. 9dpx.
9dsa. 9dtk, 9ead. (9ebq), 9efz. 9elb, 9eld, 9eli, 9em,
9kd, 9tf, 9uc, 9vc, 9xw.
Can. : Bmb.
M. Castro Fernandez, 4RL
A. E. Saldana, 4TL
5 Miramar Ave., Santurce, Porto Rico
laeg, lajp, lben, lbfz, lbvb, leez, lcmx, lgv,
lkv, Ipl, lxax, 2act, 2cnk. 2kf, 2mz, 2xi, 3api,
3bco, 3bm, 3buy, 3cdc, 3cdn, 3chh, 3cjn, 3me, Smo, 3vw,
4af, 4ft, 4iu, 4iz, 4pk, 4pt, 4pu, 4uq, Ben, Bes, Bnj,
5ux, 8apw, 8bab, 8bzc, 8cdc, 8cec, 8cei, 8clc, 8cpk,
8cwu, 8sp, 8uf, 8xbp, 8xs, 8zg, 9aau, 9al. 9dlm,
9xw, 9zt.
Fone : 4ft, kdka, wgy.
Pse QSL if u hv hrd our 10 watter. Will do same.
5AQW, ex-SANC, 223 So. 3rd St., Enid, Okla.
laaw, laer, lboa, lfp, lgv, lxam, 2brb, 2cjn,
2mo, 3bwj, 3bco, (8cdk), 3he. 3jj, 4ai, 4bq, 4dp,
4fg, (4gw?), 4jk, 4jr, 4io, 4pk, 4pv, 4tf, 4tj, 4xe,
(mni B's). (6agk), 6alw, (6amw), 6apt, (6bcp),
6cgw, 6zcd, 7aby, 7afw, 7co, 7fd, 8aaj, 8abm, (8cun),
(8cwp), (8cyi), 8ij, (8jq), 8jy. 8xt. 8yu, (nine too
mni ) .
Can.: Sgg, (Sni).
Mex. : (bx?).
5AR, Bay Minette, Ala.
lbcu, 2big, 2ciq, 2rk. Sbuy, (4af), (4jr). (Bap),
(5in), 8agp, 8atp, 8bkf, 8bkh, 8bnh, 8bno, 8brc,
8bzc, 8dfw, 8dil, 8cci, 8zg (9aal), 9aau, (9acq),
(9ado), 9ahz, 9aob, 9arr, 9auu, 9avz, 9awf, 9ay,
(9ayx). 9bcb, (9bio), 9bk, 9bkk, 9blg, 9bpr, 9brc,
9bss, 9bwf, 9ccl, 9ccw, 9cdo, 9cea, 9cee, 9cip, 9dcw,
9dey, 9dfq, 9dge, 9dhg, 9djn, 9dlm 9dmj, 9dno, 9dpx,
9dsa, 9dvp, 9dxs, 9ela, (9es), 9gg, 91b, 9tob, 9xar,
9x1, 9zt.
nkf (100 meters).
5AJH, Abilene, Texas.
2xi, 8bi, 3dx (7), 4ai, (4bx), 4dx, (4fg). 4fs.
(4kl), 6aja, (6ajh), 6avj. (6bcp). (6brf), 6cae).
6cch, 6cek, 6fm, (6cfe), (6cgo), 6chx, (6cms),
( 6cng ) , 6crw, 6cqe, ( 6cto ) , ( 6cua ) , ( 6cgw ) , 6en, ( 6gg )
(6ih), 61v, 6rb, (7ahs), 7ij (qra), (7it), 7no, 8brc,
8cwp, (8dhs), 8dtc. (8er), 8gz, 8xs, (9aau), 9acg,
9acq, (9ado), 9agl, (9alb). 9amb, 9oab, 9avn. (9ayd),
(9ayx), 9bgx, (9bhc), (9bib), (9bio), 9bkk, 9bko,
(9btn), 9bun, 9ccw, 9cdo, (9cee), (9cfi), 9cip,
(9cld), (9dfq), 9dkv, (9dlm), 9dmj, 9dqh. (9dsa),
(9eam), 9efu, (9eld), (9elp), (9pq), 9qw, 9rb, 9xw,
9zt.
Mexican: (bx), ik.
Radio 5GP, Anniston, Ala.
labf, (labs), lajp, lcmp, lsf, 2bgi, 2gk, 2kf,
(2rk icw), 2xab. 3abw, Sapi, Sapv, 3bsb, 3bva, Sbvl,
3buy, 3bwt, (Scdk), 3hs, 3ke, 4af, (4du), (4dx cw
& icw), (4dy), 4fq, (4fs), 4fu, 4iz, (4jd), (4jr),
4js, 4jz, (4pk), (4pv), (4rh), (4rr). (4si), 4um,
6apw, 6bcp, 6cgw, 6zv, 8aaj, 8abm, (8aer), 8ago,
(8ayw), (Sbit), 8bjg. (Sbkh), 8bkm, 8bmb, 8bnh,
(8agp), 8aip, 8ajn, Hamq, (8app), Ratp, (8axf),
8brc, 8brh, Sbvr, 8cdc, 8cei, 8ckm, 8cmh, 8cnl, 8con.
8cpk,. (8cwp), 8cwr. 8cyi, 8dbf, 8dgo, (8dhe),
8dhs, (8die), (Sdnf), (8dsn), (8dtc), 8dc, 8ef, 8er,
8fj, 8gz, (8hn), 8jq, 8kh, 8rj, 8sf. 8vq icw, 8vy,
8yx icw, 8zr, (9nj»l), 9ado, 9aey, 9agl, 9aic, 9aim,
(9alb), 9amb, 9aor, 9arr, 9aud, (9aus), 9auy icw,
<9ayb). 9ayo, 9ayx, (9bcb), 9bcx, 9beb, 9bed, 9bkf,
9bkk, 9bko, 9blg, (9bmk spk), 9bmu. 9bpn, (9bpt),
9bpy, 9brx, 9bsp, 9bty, 9bvn, 9bwf, 9caa. 9cco, 9ccw,
9cdb, 9cej, 9cfi, 9cho, 9cii, 9cow, 9ctf. 9cuk. (9cvf),
9cvo, 9cxx, (9czq), 9dbm, (9dct), (9dcw), 9dhv.
(9die), 9djn, 9djz. 9dkn, (9dlh), 9dlm, 9dlt. (9dng).
9dpx, 9dqu. (9dvg), 9dwx, 9dxn. 9dxr. 9dyz, 9ebh.
9ebq, (9ebv), 9efz, 9eld, 9eli, Bell. 9elp, 9em. 9g9.
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9kd, 9pq, 9tm. (9uc), (9vd), (9xbg>, 9zt, ak-6, weak.
Short Waves : 3lg, 4dv, Sin, 5kc, 5sk, 5xaw,
Bxbh, 8bpa, 8btl, 8ewp, 8vq, 8xaq, 8xbp, 8ato, Deli.
9xbb, (9xbh), 9xbn, 9x1, 9xw, nkf. kdka.
Can.: 3bd, 3ni, 3oh, 3vh. 9bc.
Cuban : 2by.
Fone: 4fg, (4pk), (4si), 5amf, (8aer), (8cwp).
Dalite: (4dx), 4hz, (4jd). 4kl icw. (4si). 5asd,
(Salz, 5apc. Sarb, 5ari, 5ac, (5cn), (5nj), 5sg,
(5wi), 5wo, 9aan, 9bkj, 9cee.
5KC, Plaquemine, La.
(4dx), 4fs, 4kl, Ses, 5fm, Sin, 5ka, 6mo, 6nw,
(5oq), 5qh, 5qk, 5ro, 5sk, 5vo, 5xv, Saam, 5aem, Sagl
Saiy. Bajh, Samo, 5aom, 6xab. 6cgw, 8cy, 8fj, 8azh,
8dal, 91e, 9qw, 9x1, 9zt, 9acq, 9alb, 9amb, 9ayx, 9bkk,
9ccw, 9cip, 9bor, 9dou, 9dpx. 9dwx, 9eht.
Mexican : if, bx.
SANE, W. Merkle,
804 Parkman Ave.. Selma, Ala.
lajp, lbdx, lgv, 2crq, 2kx, 2nz, 3aow, Sbgt. 3bp,
3bua, 3buy, 3cdk. 3dg, Ser, 3kk, S1k. Smu, 3ms, 8nz,
Soh, 3ph, 3rg, 3ut, 4es, 4ft, 4ja, 5acq, 5aed, Saef,
Sagl, Sail, 5ais, Sal, Sam, Samk, 5amu, Sanv, Sck,
Sde, Sdo, Sdw, Ses, Sfm, 5gr, Sha, Sii, Siu, Siz,
Ska, Skn, Sla, 511, Sit, Sorn, Spk, Src, fiBg, Ssh, 6sk,
Saw, Sul, Svk, Svo, 8aap, 8aer, 8agp, 8ajn, 8apw,
8aux, 8ax, 8bh, 8bis, 8bit. 8bks, 8bll. 8bmb, 8bmt,
8bnb, 8bns, 8boc. 8brc, 8brm, 8bv. 8bvr. 8cei. 8cjg,
8cle, 8cmc, 8cpk, 8cy, 8dae. 8dd, 8de. 8dec, 8dem,
8dh, 8dhe, 8dhs, 8die, sit. Sfm. 8ik. 8io. 8kh, 8rj,
8sc, 8up, 8vq, 8vt, 8wa, 8zg, 8zz, 9aau, 9aaw, 9abx,
9acq, 9ada, 9aed, 9ako, 9ao, 9ash, 9auc, 9avn, 9awg,
9baz, 9bcx, 9be, 9bed, 9beu, 9bit, 9bk, 9bka, 9bkk,
9bkp, 9bpt, 9brp, 9ccs, 9cdo, 9cee, 9cfi, 9cfk, 9cnu,
9ctr. 9cvi, 9dbf, 9dcw. 9dge, 9dlu. 9dlw, 9dpx, 9drc,
9dro. 9dwx, 9dxn, 9eby, 9efu, 9eht, 9ela. 9elb, 9i«,
91d, 9pb. 9qr. 9rd, 9ss, 9um, 9vm.
5NW, Denton, Texas.
Slg, Smo, 8oh, 4ai, 4dx, 4dv, 4eq, (4hz), 4kl, 4pv,
4si, 6amm, 6apw, €awt, (6bfw), 6bcp, 6brf. 6cae,
6cgw, 6cqe, 6cto, 6ih, 61v, 6ry, 7acm. 7no, 7wm,
8aal, 8brc, 8bvr, 8chp, 8con, 8cpk, Scud, (Scva),
8cwp, 8doo 8sn, 8vy.
Can. : 3ni.
Mex. : bx.
All heard on one tube lbgf tuner.
No lists received from sixth district stations this
month. What's the matter fellows, too much summer
static your way ?
7AKK, Portland, Oregon.
(6abe), (6adb), (6adt), (fiamf), (6amm), (6amo),
(6bab)i(6bkb) (6bor) (6bqr), (6brf), (6bwl ) , (6cfe)
(6cmm), (6hj), (6jp), (6mh), (6qm), (6ry), 8cee,
8er, 9ado, 9amb, 9bpt, 9cfi, 9cpm, 9cze, 9dpx, 9eam,
9eli, 9mc.
Can. : 4cq, 4er 4gt.
QRK my 10 watts? All cards ansd.
7AKN, St. Helens, Ore.
All over 750 miles : Sakn, Snj, 5uy, 6brf, 6cbb,
6ge, 6gg, Gja, 8xs, 9cf, 9cfi, 9cfy, 9cm, 9ea, 9eam.
8BFE, Williamsport, Pa.
4af, 4bk. 4bg. 4dx, 4fg, 4it, 4jr. 4kw, 4pv, 4tj,
Saam, 5aex, Sakw, 5apc, 5ck, Sgp, 5ka, 6uk, 5xat,
9abt, 9arp, 9amb, 9axx, 9bcx, 9bdb, 9be, 9bhb, 9bjf,
9bkj, 9bkk, 9bmk. 9bmu, 9bwf, 9bzb, 9cdo, 9ckf,
Sep. 9del, 9dpx, 9dfx, 9dfz, 9dix, 9dwx, 9dns, 9dxs,
9ebh, 9efz, 9my, 9nu, 9vm, 9zt, nfv, fctn qra?
Can. : lar, ldd, 9al.
German : poz.
French : uft.
8BKM, Conneaut, Ohio,
(laac), (labf), (laeg). Mail), lalj, lano, lapc,
larf, laxu, lbcc. lbgq, (lbip), lbkq, lbuy, lbvl,
(lbzc), lccz, (lei), lcjm, (lckd), lepe, lctw (ldq).
(lgv). (lpy). (lrh), lxae. lxw. 2aef. (2apy), 2azy,
2wz), 2xbf Sach (Sadd) (3adv) 3afs Saoj 3be (3bmn)
(Sbno) (Sybu) (3bva, 8bvu), (3cdk), Soe, (8wf), Sxx
(2wz), 2xbf, 8ach, (8add), 8afs, 8aoj, 8be, (Sbmn),
(Sbno), (Sbuy), (Sbva), (8vdk), Soe, (3wf), Sxx,
(4af). 4ai, 4aid, 4cr, 4da, 4dv, (4dx), 4fg, 4ft,
4it. 4kl, 4pk, 4pv, (4bi), 4tj, tun. 4xz, 5acl, 6aik,
(Saiy), 5ajh, Sakw, 5alz, (Samh), Sanv, 5aom, Sap,
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5apc, 5cn, Sfm, Sgp, Sin, (Ska), Sns, 5nw, 5oq, 5ph,
5qh, S.sd, Sag, Sux, Svu, Sxbh, 6cgw. 61v, 7ij, (9aa),
Uaau, flado, (9agl), 9aic, (9alb), 9apy, 9aqd, 9atp,
9aud. 9auw, 9ayj. (9ayx), 9baz, 9bc, 9bcb, 9bcx.
9beb, 9bhb. 9bib, 9bio, 9bjb, 9bkj, 9bkk, (9blg),
9bmv, 9bwf, 9bvn, (9ccj), 9ccw, 9cee, 9cfi, (9cfs),
(9cgr). 9chc, (9cho), 9cip. (9cpo), (9ctd), 9cud,
9cvh, 9cwp (9cze) 9czl (9czq) 9dbw, 9dct. 9dfq 9dhy,
9dix, 9djz, 9dma, 9dmj, 9doe, (9dpx), 9dqu, 9dqw.
9dyz, (9ebh), (9eji), (9eld), 9elp, 9hw, (9kd), 9kl.
9ny, (9oa), (9pq), (9xbb), 9x1, 9zt, whu, wnp, vdm.
Can.: lar, lbq, lef, 2be, (2cg), 4cr, 9bc.
8CYI, Crown Service Station,
306 Clay Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
(Ian). (4ba). (4dv, (4er), (4fs), (4kl), (41i),
(4oa), (4pv), (4sh), (Saat (Sagv), (Saiy), (Salo),
(5aum), (Sapc), (5aqw), (Ska), (Sns), (5nw),
(5ph), (Sqy), (Sut), (Sxau), (6abk), 6agk, (6ahp),
6ak, (Bamw), (6apw), 6avr, 6bau, (6bbc), (6bbw),
6bcp, 6bez, 6bnt, (6bql), 6buo, 6bur, (6gt), (6cgw),
6cka, 6ckr, 6cmr, 6cog, 6ddj, 6cef, 6ep, 6es, 6it, 61v,
6zar, (6zp), 6xe, 6xn, 7abb, (7bi), (7gb), (7gq),
7gf, 7ip, (7ks), 7zw.
Can.: (ler), (lbv), (lbq), (leb), (4fz), (4hh).
8DCF, 31 Kingsville Ave.,
Ashtabula, Ohio,
laab, lajp, lbns, Imp, lxu, lzz, 2bgi, 2bxw, 2cgh.
2cgr, 2cka, 2cvj, 2cyq, 2eb, 2mo, 2wz, Sacf, 8ach,
Saht, 3bdi, Sbgg, 3bkq, 8bsb, 3bta, Sbwt, Sec, Sko,
811, 8oo, 8sf, 3sh, Sue, 8uu, Suy, 8zo, 4af, 4dx, 4ft,
4hr, 41j, Ses, Ska. 9aps, 9aud, 9eld, nkf.
Can.: Sad, 8dz, (3ia), Siz, 8ms, Sni, 3wv, 8zb,
Sal.
8RY, Sullivan, Ohio.
lei, lka, lmy, lqr, labs, lafc, lalj, lany, loas,
lare, lart, laur, laxa, laww, lbdx, lbes, lbie, lbjq,
lblb, lboa, lbvr, lbvv, lbwj, lbzp, lemx, lccz, lcjm,
4dv, 4eq, 4fg, 4ft, 4js, 41j, 4si, 4sy, 4tj, 4jr, Ska,
Sgp, Sin, Sqh, Sua, Suk, Swi, 5wk, Saiu, Sajh, Samh,
Sapc, 61v, 6bcl, 6cgw.
Specials: lxu, lxae, lxak, lxay, 2xab, 2xi, 8zm,
4xi, 4xz, Sxab, Sxaw, 5zas, 8xaq, 8xbp, 9xbd, akS,
nkf, whu.
Can. : lar, lbq, lef, 2be, 2cg, 9al, 9bg, vdm.
Wud like QRN on stn "BM" hrd using "de"
intermediate. QTC anybody?
9AFR and 9AN, Lincoln, Nebr.
labf, 2rb, 2rk, 4eq. 4fg, (4pk), 6ak, Sck, Ses,
(6fm), Sfv (spk?), Sge, Sgf, Sgp, 5in, (Ska), 61m,
Soq, Sox, Spk, (Sqh), 5rg, Ssk, Ssg, Suk, Sux, Saao,
5acq, Sadm, Saen, (Baew), Saex, Sail, Saiy, Sajh,
(Sakd), Sakv, Samh, 5anl, (Sapc), Sapz, Saqw, Sxaw,
Sza, Szas, 6ih, 61v, 6aja, 6avj, 6cqe, 7td, 8hn, 8jq,
8rb, 8avx, 8azh, 8bhe, 8bit, 8bma, 8bmb, 8bmt, 8bns,
8boe, 8bvu, 8cab, 8cei, 8cjp, 8cts, 8cva, (8cwc),
8cwu, 8dae, 8dec, 9dmx, wyf.
Can.: (3ad), Soh.
9EAN, Clarence Roser, Potosi, Wis.
Samu, 5ck, Spa, 8brc, 8cmu, 8dra, 8ela, 9bay, 9ckd,
9djn, 9dk, 9dno, 9ekx.
A card from the above would be appreciated.
9BCC, Valley Mills, Indiana.
labf, laeg, lajg, laur, lahl, lasy, laxa, lbbe,
lbbo, lbdx, lbie, lbfl, lbgq, lbnt, lboa, lbzp, lccz,
lcre, lgh, lgv, lpl, low, lvk, lzd, 2ate, 2abt, 2azy,
2baw, 2boo, 2bgo, 2byc, 2bqg, 2cbx or 2cbk, 2cdp,
2cei, 2cgr, 2chz, 2cqz, 2cua, 2cwj, 2cvj, 2cyq, 2iu,
2kf, 2pc, 2wz, Saoj, 3api, 8auu, 8auv, 3bgt, 3bmn,
Sbva, Sbuy, 3cbx, 3cdk, 3cdn, 8cgs, 8fs, Smo, 8na.
Soh, 3tp, 8vw, 3zo, Szd, 4dx, 4fg, 4hr, 4hz, 4jr, 4kk.
4pv, 4rr, 4si, 4tj, kdef, kftu.
Can. : lef, lbq, laa, 2cg, 2do, Sad. 9ae. 9aec,
9al, 9av, Sbq, 8gg, She, Sfc, 3jh, 81w, Snf, 8oh,
3oj, Sni, vdm.
W. James, Covington, Kentucky,
labf, lajg, laww, lbdx, lbvb, lbwj, lbzp, lei,
lemp, lemx, Ida, lpl, lpy, lum, lxak, lxu, 2act
2bgi, 2bgo, 2bmr, 2byc, 2cjj, 2cla, 2ev, 2jc, 2kx,
2rb (fone), 2wz, 2xi, Saoj, Sapt, Sbm, Scdk, 8fr,
Slg, Sph, Ssf, 8tf. 4hz, 5akn, Snj, Ssg, Sua, Suk,
8amq, 8bzk 8uf, 8xas, 9bdq, 9bib, 9ckj, 9cmf, 9dlm,
9dms, 9dqm.
Can. : 2cg, 8ad, Sbi. She, Skq, 8oh.
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A Good Lightning Switch Mounting
227-229 South 5th St.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Editor, QST:
I am arranging for a lightning switch
here at 9ZT-9XAX which may be of in
terest. I have secured a piece of plate
glass to fit in one of my window panes. I
expect to drill three holes in this glass
and mount the switch on the inside. The
bolts going through the lightning switch
will be on the outside where the lugs going
to the antenna and ground will be secured.
This makes a very effective lightning
switch which will be five inches from any
portion of the building. In addition, a per
fect lead-in has been made. For the sum
of $2.00, the price of a sheet of plate glass,
I have a perfect lead-in bushing and a per
fect mounting for my lightning switch,
together with ease of operation, inasmuch
as the switch may be thrown without going
outside. This will be very handy in the
winter months.
Bert Wick just wrote me he had an idea
of mounting lightning switches, and you will
doubtless hear from him soon.
—D. C. Wallace, 9ZT-9XAX.
Metering Constants
816 E. Nodaway,
Clarinda, Iowa.
Editor QST:
In the July issue of QST I saw a for
mula for figuring the A.C. input to a trans
mitter. Being in the metering end of the
electrical industry, I might add a few
things to the information on pages XIV
and XV of the July QST.
The following are the different disc con
stants, K, on the various meters of general
use in homes:
Westinghouse
5-amp. 100-v. K=l/3
Westinghouse
5-amp. 220 v. K = 2/3
Gen. Electric (1-14 5-amp. 110 v. K = .3
Gen. Electric (1-14) 5-amp. 200 v. K = .6
Gen. Electric (1-10) 5-amp. 100 v. K = .25
Gen. Electric (1-10) 5 amp. 200 v. K = .3
Gen. Electric (1) 5-amp. 100 v. K = .3
Gen. Electric (1) 5 amp. 200 v. K = . 6
Duncan
(M-2) 5 amp. 100 v. K=.25
Duncan
(M-2) 5 amp. 200 v. K = .5
Sangamo
(H) 5 amp. 100 v. K = 5/24
Sangamo
(H) 5 amp. 200 v. K= 5/12
In the case of a larger current for the
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same voltage the constant varies directly
with the current. For example, the West
inghouse 5-ampere 100-volt meter has a
constant of 1/3; the 10-ampere 100-volt
meter a constant of 2/3; and the 20-ampere
100-volt meter a constant of 1 1/3. This
rule holds good on all of the above meters
except the G.E. type I which has a peculiar
constant which runs as follows; The
5-ampere 100-volt meter has a constant of
.3; the 10-ampere 100-volt meter a con
stant of .6; the 15-ampere 100-volt meter
a constant of 1.25; and the 25-ampere
100-volt meter a constant of 1.5. However,
the average house meter seldom is rated
at over 10-amperes so there is no use of
having the constant for the larger meters.
Trusting this will be of some benefit
to the gang in general and if any further
information is needed I will be glad to do
what I can to help. Will be on the air
again soon with my old 5-watter (24.5
watts input. Hi!) and hope to do some
real DX.
—E. M. Ward, 9ADI.
A Tip on the Meissner Circuit
Shawnee, Ohio.
Dear Eddy:
Have been experimenting with the loose
coupled Meissner circuit as described in
the first article of October, 1923, QST. It
is sure FB. Here is something that will
help out a great deal. Connect an 11 plate
variable condenser with a capacity of 250
micromicrofarads (.00025) across the grid
coil. At my station this raised the antenna
current from .2 to .5 amperes. The taps
on the grid coil as described in QST will
not do this. With this arrangement the
antenna current stays the same over a 50
meter band.
—W. K. Francis, 8PL.
A la Solodyne
620 Fern St.,
New Orleans, La.
Editor QST:
You may be interested to know that my
"low-loss" QST tuner when using two
201-A tubes, (detector and one step) will
oscillate with no separate B battery and
give excellent C.W. signals on the low
wavelengths from 35 to 125 meters. NKF
and KDKA come in fine. Evidently the
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drop across the filament rheostat is fur
nishing the plate voltage and the tickler
coil makes the plate circuit almost resonant
on those waves. The amplifier operates
with no B battery also but gives signals a
little weaker than when 48 volts is used.
Also there are absolutely no audio noises
and the set is as silent as a grave when
the antenna is disconnected. It is excel
lent for the very low waves and weak sig
nals are easily readable. Since doing away
with the separate B battery I have copied
a large number of amateurs on their har
monics.
—F. C. Moore, SAD.

About "Low-Loss" Coils
52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York City,
New York.
Editor QST:
I have been very much interested in the
articles in QST concerning low loss circuits,
particularly so, perhaps, because I disagree
with some of the things I have seen.
Some of the first spider-web coils that I
have ever seen in this country were those
used on an English trench transmitter
which was reproduced by the Western
Electric Company.
We made some tests on the radio fre
quency resistance of the coils and found
them to be very much higher than the re
sistance of single layer solonoids of the
same inductance.
Some of the sets you have illustrated in
QST have solonoids wound in a sort of
basket-weave form held together with
string, I believe. This type of winding was
used originally at the Western Electric
Company but, even tho it may have had
the effect of reducing a distributed capa
city, the resistance at radio frequencies
was too high and the idea was rejected.
As a matter of fact, for short wave re
ception I do not understand how it can be
considered advantageous to space the turns,
as is done in a spider-web or basket-weave
coil when doing that calls for a larger
amount of wire for the same inductance
than when the coil is wound as a plain
cylinder. Unfortunately, radio frequency
resistance measurements, accurate enough
to be of real quantative value, are difficult
to make and expensive to set up.
This
may account for some of the misconcep
tions as to resistance and the real im
portance of distributed capacity.
A short time ago I described in RADIO
& MODEL ENGINEERING what I believe
to be the most efficient type of inductance
for short wave reception. The Eastern
Coil Company has made up special wind
ing rigs for this type of coil so that they
can be turned out for quantity production.
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The accompanying photograph shows the
design employed.
The original windings, which we called
"pickle bottle coils", were wound on octa
gonal pickle bottles. At every other flat,
a strip of gummed paper tape was put on,
gummed side up, and the wire wound over
the tape. The glue was wet as the wind
ing proceeded. When the full number of
turns have been put on, each protruding
end of the tape was folded over and stuck

down on the outside of the coil. When an
additional winding for a primary was re
quired, a second coil was put on the first,
held also with the paper tape. After the
coil was completed, the bottle was broken
out, leaving a self supporting coil with no
dielectric losses other than the negligible
amount introduced by the paper.
One method of mounting the unit is
shown. It is clamped between two strips
of insulating material which serve as a
support and also carry the primary and
secondary terminals.
Manufacturers of low loss variable con
densers admit that there is not much ad
vantage in the use of a low loss condenser
over the old types when windings of high
resistance are employed. In fact, there is
a far larger loss in the ordinary coil than
in most cheaply-made condensers. This
accounts for the frequent report that no
improvement can be recognized in the
operation of a circuit when a low loss con
denser is employed for tuning.
There are numerous variations which can
be made in the pickle bottle coils. I have
recently made up a unit for a regenerative
receiver similar to that described on page
47 of QST for July, 1924. I used a bottle
3 ins. in diameter, winding the secondary
with No. 20 D.C.C. wire. The antenna coil
is put directly over the secondary at one
end and the tickler at the other end.
I think that experimenters who use the
pickle bottle coils, if they have means for
making any accurate tests, will find that
there is sufficient advantage in the use of
this design over any of the others that
there will be an actual improvement in the
operation of the set which can be re
cognized in the telephones.
—Milton B. Sleeper,
XV

Ham Rambles
4547 Greenview Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois.
Editor QST:
Mr. Green, of 5VM, says in "Communica
tions" of July QST that the "old spark
days" were not so good, giving as proof
the fact that we pull in and transmit to
nearly every part of the globe nowadays.
It is true that up-to-date methods are more
effective, but why is it that men get more
pleasure catching trout with a hook than
with a fifty-foot net? It is the same with
radio. If the old timer, with his collection
of antiques, landed two stations in five
hours, he felt better than the follow who
now, with his super—whatnot, rakes in a
young call book of his own every night.
One of the first stations I ever saw was
that of Hoist, 9BG, at Chicago. The oc
casion was a meeting of the Ravenswood
Radio Association. Under my pop-eyed
gaze was a set which I later learned, filled
the basement with thunder, the hams with
admiration, the power company with wrath,
and the neighbors with devout religion.
Old 9ZN is another station that will re
main in my memory forever. As the ether
wave flew, I lived about one thousand feet
from that station, and honestly, I was
forced to hook a thiry ampere fuse in series
with my one hundred foot aerial, to keep
my set from going up in smoke. During
their transmission, I would throw my three
foot ground switch, and amble off in their
direction. I amused myself by drawing
sparks Vs. inch long from the window
screens on the window of the shack. Once
in a while I got a peep at Matthews or one
of the fellows smoking and pounding the
key with a great air of indifference, which
I secretly coveted. By this time a crowd
would begin to gather. More sparks, this
time for the public's benefit. Soon the
racket from the interior of the hut would
attract some man who was braver than the
rest, or one who had led a Christian life
and who knew that no matter how rashly he
acted, an almighty power would protect
him, opened the door and walked in, fol
lowed respectfully by the other most fool
hardy three. I usually managed to get in,
disguised as somebody's dog. In fearful
whispers they made dumb remarks about
the beloved rock-crusher. But there was
always something sad about the man who
knew nothing, but bluffed his way along to
make an impression on his beloved thus;
"No, Eunice, that is not an X-ray ma
chine, that is a tel'-e graphy' station. The
man is sending dots and dashes. Each dot
means something to the man at the other
end of the wire (but nothing to you, you
mutt.) That thing is the —er, sparker.
That spiral thing is, well it has electricity
in it; anything curled up like that has
something to do with electricity."
And so forth, far into the night. When
the shack became so crowded as to force
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the ones around the edge to sit on the
"coffin," the operator on watch would put
on his hat and coat, shut off the power,
yawn, clear out the crowd, go out and walk
around the block, only to come back later
and start operations all over again. Later,
when the traffic became heavier, they found
they could keep out the crowd by simply
locking the door. This, of course.shut off
the air supply too, but the open spark gap
formed enough ozone to keep the inmates
alive. It was a common occurrence, so I
was told, for the operator to press the key
a half a hundred times, just to keep himself
from choking to death.
—Ray Hutching, ex-9GL.
These DX Hounds
1014 11th Ave., East.,
Duluth, Minn.
Editor, QST:
If there is anything that gets yours
truly's goat it is to hear all the fellows in
my district yell, "We can't get traffic
through. The other fellow' only wants to
handle it with some one out in Hades or
some other far off place." Say, how in
the name of all that is good is a fellow
going to get a respectable message total
out of his district if this sort of thing is
going on outside of his territory?
Here is a sample of what strolls in. 9EEP
out in western Minnesota writes that he
raises a station out in North Dakota and
tries to pass some traffic going west to him,
and all he can get out of him is "nil nil
handling DX stuff now." This same bird
that comes back with this kind of an answer
is doing nothing but calling CQ CQ CQ CQ
so many times that one wonders if he is
trying to raise the Albatrosses off of the
rocks of Terra del Fuego or what. No
wonder the air is so polluted that at times
a fellow has to go out and spray perfume
into the ether to keep it smelling good.
Say, fellows, when you use your set why
don't you use it with discretion. Treat it
like you would your best girl. You don't
go over in front of her house and yell at
the top of your voice, "Oh, Mary, come on
out; I want to take you to the movie/
You know how far you would get with
such a stunt as that. You would get the
business end of a brick and also that would
be the last you would see of Mary. When
you call CQ, do it as a gentleman should.
CQ three times, de, then your own call; or,
if you don't like that way of doing it, ar
range schedules with certain stations and
then stick to the schedules. This method
can be likened to calling up the little girl
on the phone and making the date private
ly. Also, for the love of Mike handle
traffic if it comes only ten miles to get toyour station. Not so much thrill, 'tis true,
but it counts up at the end of each month,
just the same.
—James Hayes,
Dist. Supt for Northern Minn.
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FROM the standpoint of the
Amateur the use of a high
ratio audio frequency trans
former gives a very, satisfactory
increase in receiver sensitivity. In
response to the demand for a fac
tory-built instrument ACME of
fers the VA-2 —variable ratio
Ratio
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THE Acme VA-2 is made accord
ing to the high standards of
manufacture which have made
Acme famous.

ACME
for amplification

2

audio frequency amplifying trans
former. In the higher ratios this
transformer gives the Amateur
maximum amplification for code ;
while "The Receiving Experi
menter" can get ratios from 2.5
to 1 to 11.5 to 1, in small steps as
follows :
Ratio
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Sec.
B.P.
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Acme Apparatus Company, Dept.
153, Cambridge, Mass. Trans
former and Radio Engineers and
Manufacturers.
Send this Coupon
ACME APPARATUS CO..
Dept. 153, Cambridge, Mass.
Gentlemen : Kindly send me your latest catalog
of :
[ ] Transmitting Apparatus
f ] Receiving Apparatus
[ ] Booklet on "Amplification without Dis
tortion"— (Enclose 10c)
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. State .
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EDITORIALS
de AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE

already about a dozen ordinary limited com
mercial stations licensed by our Bureau of
Navigation for waves between 125 and 147
SECRETARY of Commerce Hoover "has meters;
our Navy's work from NKF is
called together what is known as the know to all
us; a large corporation is said
"Third National Radio Conference for to be ready of
to furnish short-wave installa
the Better Voluntary Regulation of Radio," tions for tugs,
yachts and other small craft.
to convene in Washington on September
What does all this mean, and what is its
30th. The various radio groups have been
asked to name representatives', who will then effect upon amateurs? As we see it, it means
constitute a formal advisory committee to that these waves, formerly regarded as un
hold public hearings and investigate techni suitable for commercial purposes, are now
cal radio problems, making recommendations viewed with the greatest interest by every
to the Department which the latter may put organization concerned with DX trans
into effect if they are within the powers of mission, and they are busy collecting data.
the Secretary, or which may be used as a Apparently their experiments are proving
basis for voluntary agreement amongst the successful, and so we may expect that they
interests affected if they exceed the author will all want to get in on the short waves.
We would not be particularly surprised to
ity of the Secretary.
As to be expected, broadcasting occupies see so many requests for short waves that,
the center of the stage. Revision of the were they all granted, there would straight
present wavelength allocations, limitation way be as many services below 150 meters
of power, division of time, and allied sub as there are today between 200 and 20,000!
jects related to the reduction of interference
Well, we started something, anyway.
will form the main topic of discussion. A Where do we get off now? Apparently there
very important item to be considered is the are going to be some folks who do not like
use of the shorter waves. From the ama the assignment to the American amateur
teur viewpoint this is by considerable odds by the 1912 radio law of all of the waves
the most important piece of business to below 200 meters. Fortunately there is an
come before the Conference, and it deserves enormous number of kilocycles in that re
gion, with room enough, probably, for every
our serious thought.
Less than a year has elapsed since the body that has to be accomodated. We sus
world was stirred by our success in bridg pect, tho, that the. recent assignments of
ing the Atlantic with low power on wave short-wave bands to us amateurs will be
lengths in the neighborhood of 100 meters. scrutinized at this Conference. We believe
Since then there has occurred what our ourselves that those assignments must be
British contemporary Wireless World & Re regarded as modest enough, especially under
view calls "the wavelength revolution." In the existing law which sets no limits on the
deed it is nothing short of that; we wonder waves below 200 meters which amateurs
if our members realize that in the short may use. We hope that the Conference will
space of nine months almost every radio be blessed with a spirit of cooperation and
enterprise of importance in the world has reasonableness.
around 117; Marconi, with his "beam trans
mission? There are KDKA, WGY and
These Advertisers of Ours
other American broadcasting stations on
various waves from 100 down as low as 15
meters; there is the Eiffel Tower trans WHO pays for QST? Our advertisers,
of course. That is true of almost
mitting to our members on various waves
every magazine, and particularly of
between 25 and 115; lately the great French
stations at St. Assise, UFT, and the famous ours. We believe we've mentioned it be
Nauen station, POZ, have been handling fore, but there is a new angle to the subject
commercial traffic with the new Argentine that we ought to lay before you now.
Since radio became a great public play
high-power station, LPZ, on waves between
75 and 95 meters; IDO at Rome is down thing, supply stores exist in every commu
around 117; Marconi, with his "beam trans nity, and whereas in ye olden dayes every
mission" from Poldhu, is said to have one of us hams outside of the biggest cities
worked voice to South Africa and Australia had to get his stuff by mail from the ad
on 94 meters; in this country high-speed vertisers, it is becoming easy to drop down
transocean traffic has been heard being re town and pick it up from the nearest store.
transmitted on about 100 meters, apparently This is much more convenient, of course, but
being automatically relayed; there are it has an adverse effect on the showing
The Third Hoover Conference
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A.R.R.L. members make with QST's adver
tisers. Headquarters feels that it can talk
quite frankly with you fellows about this
subject, because our QST is so vastly diff
erent from any other radio magazine. QST
has no owners except us League members;
where another magazine has to tread lightly
in urging patronage of its advertisers, lest
it give offence, there is no reason why we
hams should have to beat around the bush.
Frankly, the local radio stores that do not
advertise in QST are doing nothing to make
our QST exist; the folks who spend their
good fish with us are doing so. We have to
show results for them, or they will stop
spending, and then we will have no QST.
Of course many advertisers want us to buy
their products from the local stores, but
many of them are willing to supply us
direct, and it is about the latter that we
are particularly talking. Here's the dope:
whenever the stuff doesn't have to be had
immediately, why not order it direct from
the QST advertiser and thereby help those
who help us? League members can expect
good service from QST'a advertisers—it will
pay big dividends all around.
Oh, yes—don't forget to mention QST.

Transocean Working
THE coming of September has always
marked the beginning of the big season
for the North American ham. Hence
we should be well under weigh when these
lines appear in print. All signs point to
a thrilling winter. Last winter we smashed
every ham record for DX, miles-per-watt,
and speed. This season we daresay we'll
hang up an entirely new bunch.
We have a little obligation to the ama
teurs of Australia and New Zealand which
we'd like to talk about for a moment. The
Anzacs have been listening to us for a couple
of years now, and a few of their stations
have been heard over here. They are most
anxious to connect up with us and we ought
to make a more determined effort to this
end ourselves. Right now is the time, for
it must be remembered that they are in the
southern hemisphere, with their summer
rapidly approaching, and in a few weeks
QRN will be hampering their DX reception.
Now is the best time of the year—while it
is fall with us and spring with them. The
wavelengths are all around, but 110 to 130
seems the best bet. We urge our members,
particularly the fellows west of the Rockies,
to keep a sharp watch for the "a" and "z"
intermediates, and to lose no chance to tie
up with that Boomerang.
Eastward things are looking up decidedly.
Many new European countries are on the
air and we are assured of an army of ama
teurs anxious to work with us. In Great
Britain it seems that the prohibition of in
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ternational operation which for some weeks
was giving British amateurs much concern
was due to an unfortunate choice of words
by the G.P.O. and that there was no intent
to change the existing regulation respecting
such operation, so we may expect the
Britons in numbers.
It wouldn't take an awful amount of luck
to make the Amateur 'Round-the-World Re
lay a reality this winter!

A Caution
THERE is danger, now that we have a
variety of wave-band allocations, that
we may split into a number of families,
each inhabiting one of those bands and
knowing nothing of the others. Until we
discover some simple method of working
anywhere at will, most of us will not succeed
in making our transmitters work efficiently
on more than two of the amateur bands,
and most of us cannot afford a multiplicity
of complete transmitters. The tendency,
then, will be for some of us to become isola
ted on certain bands and others of us on
other bands.
We must avoid that. The easiest way is
for every one of us to have a receiving
set that will cover all the amateur bands
and make it a regular practice to listen in
on each band. In that way we can keep
in touch with each other, see what the other
fellow is doing, and find out what bands we
are most interested in ourselves. Then we
can visit around, etherically speaking, and
continue one big family.

Notice to Our Newsstand
Readers
As announced in recent issues, The Traffic
Department Report and the "Calls Heard"
Department have been eliminated from the
newsstand edition of QST because our nonmember readers in general are not particu
larly interested in them. This results in
a saving in expense which makes possible
the publication of a larger and better QST.
These two departments are included in
the edition supplied to members of the A.R.
R.L. If you are interested in them, it is
proof positive that you ought to be a mem
ber of the League. May we not direct you
to the handy application blank appearing
on page 96 of this issue?
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The Standard- Frequency Set at WWV*
By Hoy J. Waltf
Probably no radio station has ever rendered the American radio world so great a service as
that of WWV in transmitting the standard wave signals. Before these signals began both broad
cast and amateur waves were uncertain and often wavemeters disagreed violently. Since the signala
began those in the East have been able to make precision calibration on their own wavemeters and
to pass the information on into the West.
WWV is here described by the man who has been most active in furthering the progress o\t
this service.
DURING the past year the Bureau of On the upper shelf is mounted the masterStandards has been transmitting oscillator, modulator and speech amplifier
standard frequency signals from tubes and their associated tuning and other
station WWV over a frequency apparatus. On the bottom of this shelf on
range from 125 to 2000 kilrfcycles. the left side of the frame is mounted
the variable condenser that is used in
These signals have been received with enthu
siasm by all classes of radio operators. The coupling the master-oscillator to the grids
frequencies from 125 to 500 kilocycles have of the amplifier tubes. The next shelf
proven useful to operators otf Govern
carries the amplifier tubes with their sepa
ment, commercial and ship stations. Fre
rate plate fuses and grid choke coils. Un
quencies from
der these tubes
500 t o 1,300
on the next shelf
kilocycles have
are mounted the
assisted materi
antenna tuning
ally in keeping
condensers and
the broadcasting
one of the an
stations on their
tenna inductors.
assigned fre
The bottom shelf
quencies and the
holds the fila
fre q u e n c i e s
ment lighting
from 1300 to
trans former,
2000 kilocycles
amplifier grid
have enabled the
battery, the
amateurs to
modulator and
keep within
speech amplifier
their bounds.
r i d batteries,
g
The purpose of
n the floor di
this article is to
rectly under the
describe the ap
set is a large
paratus used" at
condenser which
the Bureau of
is used in the
Standards for
antenna circuit,
trans m i 1 1 i n g
between the set
these signals.
and the ground,
to prevent
The transmit
grounding the
ting set is a
direct - current
1-K.W. continu
high voltage
ous wave set of
the "m astersupply when the
oscillator powerground connec
amplifier" type
tion is used. The
especially de
two large induc
Fig. 2
signed to oper
A Radiating System That Would Make Almost Any Ham tors in the rear
ate over a wide Jealous. WWV Uses The Large Antenna for Transmitting of the set are
Longer Waves of Their Standard Wave Transmissions used to load the
range o f fre The
quencies and to and the Small Antenna for the Short Waves.
antenna circuit
permit rapid
when transmitt
change from one frequency to another. A ing on the low frequencies and the small
photograph of the set is given in Fig. 1. spiral inductor is used as the antenna in
ductance for the extremely high frequencies.
On the panel are mounted all the tuning
•Published by permission of the Director of the controls and indicating instruments except
Bureau of Standards.
the antenna ammeter which is mounted on
tAssistant Physcist, Bureau of Standards.
the rear of the frame.
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The general arrangement of the an
tennas used is shown in Fig. 2. The large
flat top T antenna which is supported be
tween the two towers is approximately 120
feet high and 200 feet long, and is insulaed with molded composition insulators. Its
natural frequency is approximately 750
kilocycles. The smaller T cage antenna
which is supported between one of the
towers and a mast on an adjacent build
ing is 90 feet high and 80 feet long and is
insulated at each end with five 4-inch por
celain insulators in series. The horizontal
portion is a 6-wire cage, 24 inches in dia
meter, and the down-lead is a 4-wire cage
4 inches in diameter. Its natural frequency

Fig. 1
The l-KW. Master-Oscillator Power-Amplifier
Set At WW by Which Many Amateur Wavemeters
Have Been Calibrated.
when used with the counterpoise is ap
proximately 1325 kilocycles. The counter
poise is about 10 feet above the ground
and directly under the small cage antenna.
It is made of six wires 120 feet long and
spaced six feet apart. It is supported at
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six points and is insulated with porcelain
insulators. The two antenna leads and
the counterpoise lead are brought into the
operating room through holes in a plate
glass window. A ground connection con
sisting of approximately 1000 feet of No. 4
copper wire buried six inches in the ground
directly under the small antenna in a rec
tangle approximately 150 feet long and 50
feet wide is also available.
When transmitting on frequencies from
150 to 300 kilocycles the large antenna is
used together with the counterpoise and
ground connected in parallel. No attempt
is made to tune the counterpoise when used
with the ground connection. For fre
quencies from 400 to 2000 kilocycles the
small cage antenna is used with the coun
terpoise, in which case the latter becomes
a part of the tuned antenna circuit.
The circuit diagram of the transmitting
set is given in Fig. 3. The master-oscilla
tor which is shown in the center of the
diagram employs a 50-watt tube in a Hart
ley circuit made up of the inductance L,
and the capacity C4. The indicator L, con
sists of 30 turns of % inch edgewise
wound copper ribbon on a form 9 inches
long and 12 inches in diameter. The con
denser C, has a capacity of 0.0003 mf and
is used for frequencies from 250 to 2000
kilocycles. To obtain lower frequencies it
is necessary to parallel C, with two fixed
condensers whose capacities are 0.002 and
0.004 mf.
Series feed is employed in a manner
somewhat unusual in a Hartley circuit but
quite common in other circuits. By intro
ducing the plate voltage across a condenser
in the filament tap the radio-frequency
voltage across the choke coil L; is reduced
to a negligible value. This method as well
as any series feed method has the disad
vantage that all parts are "alive" with both
the radio frequency and the direct cur
rents, and care must be taken while making
adjustments with the plate voltage on. To
prevent possible damage to the amplifier
tubes should condenser Ca flash over, a
large well insulated condenser (about 2.3
nf) is put in series with condenser Cs to
prevent the direct current from the mas
ter-oscillator from reaching the grids of
the amplifier tubes. The filaments of the
"master-oscillator," modulator, and speech
amplifier tubes are lighted by direct cur
rent from a 21-volt, 12-ampere storage
battery.
The power amplifier consists of four
250-watt tubes connected in parallel. Ra
dio-frequency voltage from the master-os
cillator circuit L,C4 is fed through the con
denser C3 directly to the grids of these
tubes. Small choke coils L, are used in
series with the grids to prevent parasitic
oscillations. A negative voltage of about
200 volts is used on the grids of the am
plifier tubes. This voltage is obtained
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partly from dry batteries and partly from
the voltage drop across the resistance R, in
the plate circuit. The use of such high
negative voltage on the grids of amplifier
tubes causes considerable distortion in the
amplifier plate current \%hich results in
higher total efficiency but increases the in
tensity of the harmonics in somewhat
greater proportion than it does the output
on the fundamental frequency. The am
plifiers feed directly into the antenna cir
cuit consisting of the inductors L, and L»
and the condensers C„ and C10. For fre
quencies from 1000 to 2000 kc the small
spiral inductors mounted on the rear of
the transmitting set and the variable con
denser Cw are used above the natural fre
quency of the antenna. For frequencies
from 400 to 1000 kc the inductor mounted
in the transmitting set frame is used and
fine adjustment is secured by means of
the variable inductor L„ which is mounted
back of the antenna ammeter. A singlepole double-throw switch is provided for
placing either the variable inductor L„ or
the variable condenser Cw in the antenna
circuit. For still lower frequencies the
inductors mounted on the wall in the rear
of the set are connected in the antenna cir
cuit as loading coils. Series plate feed is
employed in the amplifier for much the
same reasons as were given in the masteroscillator circuit. The set is keyed by
opening the amplifier grid circuit and allow
ing the amplifier tubes to block. Since the
master oscillator circuit
is not keyed some current
from this circuit passes
through capacity between
the grids and plates of the
amplifier tubes into the
antenna.
This current
causes a weak "back wave"
which can be heard for
several miles.
For frequencies from 75
to 500 kc, four 250-watt
tubes are used in the
power amplifier. For fre
quencies from 500 to 1500,
three tubes are used, and
from 1500 to 2000 kc, only
two tubes are used. On
the lower frequencies it is
possible to operate four
tubes in parallel in the
amplifier and obtain out
puts corresponding to their
ratings, but on the higher frequencies with
the circuit arrangement used satisfactory
performance is not obtained with more
than two amplifier tubes in parallel. In
fact the output from two amplifier tubes
on frequencies between 1500 and 2000
kilocycles is greater than when three or
even four tubes are used.
The high voltage supply to the transmit
ting set as well as the filament supply are
all in grounded iron conduit and hence the

capacity between the wires carrying the
plate and filament supply to the set and
the ground is appreciable. This results in
some grounding of the counterpoise through
this capacity and introduces considerably
more resistance into the antenna circuit.
Because of this condition greater output
can be obtained on some frequencies by
disconnecting the bypass condenser C8.
However if the antenna circuit could be
insulated from the set by employing in
ductive coupling rather than conductive
coupling higher efficiency would probably
be obtained but it would result in tuning
apparatus which for this work would be
Bomewhat cumbersome.
In tuning the transmitting set to any de
sired frequency the master-oscillator cir
cuit, which has been calibrated and adjust
ed so that the tube is operating satisfactor
ily, is set at approximately the desired fre
quency. The capacity of the coupling con
denser C» is reduced, the antenna induct
ance set on the approximate value and low
voltage is supplied to the plates of the am
plifier tubes. The antenna circuit is then
tuned to resonance with the "master-oscil
lator" circuit by varying either the capac
ity C10 or the inductance L„ depending on
whether the desired frequency is above or
below the natural frequency of the an
tenna. When resonance is reached, it is
indicated by a maximum reading of the
antenna ammeter A„ and a minimum read
ing of the plate ammeter Aa. The capacity
AMPLlFltR 4-310 WTUSVS

FIG. 3
of the coupling condenser is increased and
full voltage applied to the amplifier tubes.
The set is then adjusted for maximum out
put by varying the amplifier plate induct
ance and the coupling condenser. Fine ad
justments are then made in the tuning by
means of a small variable condenser in the
master-oscillator circuit and by a small
variable inductor in the antenna circuit.
When large changes are made in frequency
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it is necessary to change the capacity of
the coupling condenser Cs. On frequencies
from 125 to 500 kc a capacity of approxi
mately 0.001 mf is used: for frequencies
from 500 to 1000 kc 0.0006 mf is used,
and for frequencies from 1000 to 2000 kc
the capacity is reduced as the frequency
increases from approximately 0.0006 mf to
approximately 0.0003 mf. If this capacity
is too large an overload is placed on the
master-oscillator which may stop that cir
cuit from oscillating and damage the tube
if the plate voltage supply is not quickly
disconnected. When making adjustments
on low power it has been found desirable
to reduce the capacity of the coupling con
denser C5 to about half the normal value
since much more power is drawn ffom the
master-oscillator circuit when low voltage
is used on the amplifier plates than when
high voltage is used.
When telephony is desired the modulator
and speech amplifier shown on the left of
Fig. 3 are connected in the circuit by
means of two switches, one in the plate
circuit and the other in the filament cir
cuit. The modulator is a 50-watt tube
similar to the "master oscillator" tube.
The speech amplifier is a 5-watt tube. In
order to secure good upward modulation
the set is first adjusted for maximum out
put and then the output reduced to onehalf. If, for example, it was possible to
obtain a maximum output of 20 amperes
of "carrier" it would be necessary to de
crease the amplifier and master-oscillator
plate inductance until this output was re
duced to 10 amperes to secure good modu
lation.
The antenna current produced by the
set varies from about 8 amperes on- 125
kilocycles to a maximum of about 15 am
peres on 700 kilocycles . It then decreases
to 7 amperes at 1500 kilocycles and to 1.5
amperes at 2000 kc.
A complete frequency calibration of the
transmitting set has been made so that the
settings may be quickly changed from one
frequency to another. Previous to all
standard frequency transmissions the set
is tried out on all frequencies included in
the schedule and the settings checked by
means of a standard wavemeter. The pri
mary standard wavemeter is then used dur
ing the transmissions as a final check on
the settings. It is quite possible by means
of fine adjustment controls to set the
transmitting set on the desired frequency
and measurements with the wavemeter
show that the master oscillator keeps the
frequency practically constant during the
transmission. The small variations in fre
quency that are noticed can be traced part
ly to variations in the filament supply volt
age which are at times as much as from
"> to 10 percent, and partly to the swing
ing of the antenna. While the frequency
variations caused by the swinging of the
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antenna have been considerably reduced
by the use of the master oscillator, they
are not eliminated entirely because of the
slight coupling that exists between the an
tenna and master oscillator through the
amplifier tube capacities.
The distance range of the set has beep
satisfactory. During the year in which it
has been in operation the Bureau has re
ceived reports of its reception ffom all
U. S. radio districts, Canada, Cuba, Eng
land and Italy. Most of the reports show
that the received signal intensity is great
er the higher the frequency.
Department of Commerce,
Washington, D. C.
Canadian Amateurs Get Short
Waves Too
JUST one month after our Department
of Commerce announced the bands of
short waves for amateur use, our Cana
dian General Manager Russell advises that
the Canadian amateurs have been assigned
the same bands, until further notice. The
Canadians are required to use pure C.W.
but loose-coupled transmitters are not re
quired nor do they have to make application
to use these waves.
There is no question but that some of
the hoggish commercial interests will pro
test these assignments in both our Coun
tries, yet we must insist that we hams have
as much right to experiment down there
as they have, which is all they are doing
at present. . The short waves are valuable,
no question about that, but we don't think
they should become the exclusive property
of some selfish commercial interest, at least
not until after they know what they want.
The frequency bands are such that there
must be some room for amateur work with
out interference with any commercial work.
Last month we mentioned some of the day
light DX on short waves and we have seen
a big jump in amateur activity since the
quiet hours were abolished on short waves.
—F.H£.

Short Wave Daylight
Transcons
Attention, Gang! Get set for some
Sunday daylight Transcons on short
waves. The dates probably will be
November 9th and 16th. You have
plenty of time to get ready by then, but
get lined up for your best daylight DX
and be ready on the 75 and 80 meter
band. Details next month.
—F.HJ3.
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Working at 5 Meters
By S. Kruse, Technical Editor
LAST month I said that ordinary
methods worked perfectly well down
to 20 meters but special care was
needed below that. Since that time
hundreds of stations have been work
ing at 40 and 80 meters, not very many at
20 meters—and very few indeed at 5 meters.
Most of the 20 and 5 meter work has failed
because of an unsteady wave which could
not be read, altho very strong at the re
ceiver. The moral is to make a 5-watt tube
work steadily rather than to make a 250watt tube work unsteadily.
Getting Down
I also advised the use of one tube only.
This was correct at 40 meters, is still more

cuit is shown because it is simple. Series
feed is used because this is to be a loosecoupled set and therefore no harm will
come from series feeding. Shunt feed can
be used but there will be more trouble in
making the chokes work well.
Now we are down to a very small helix,
and no capacity except that of the tube—
can we make this thing oscillate?
The Circuit
The complete circuit is shown in Fig. 2.
A little study will show this to be the same
circuit as in Fig. 1, with the addition of
the radio frequency chokes needed to make
the tube oscillate.
To tell when the set is oscillating the

A S METER OSCILLATOR SET COMPLETE
At the left is the 3" helix and next to it the baseless C-302 tube with its chokes
and condensers. Beyond that is the Acme filament transformer, then a Weston 1 OO-mil.
D.C. instrument used to measure the plate current. The plate power is supplied by the
home-made transformer at the right. The filament voltage is controlled by the E210
Bradleystat at the right end of he board. This rheostat is connected in the primary
circuit of the filament transformer. The circuit is shown in Fig. 2.
important at 20 meters, and it is almost out
of the question to make several American
tubes work in parallel at 5 meters. The
recson for this is the insistence of our tube
makers in bringing all terminals out in a
bunch at one end of the tube. If they
would only bring the plate out somewhere
else we would have little trouble. The
English and Germans do this, while some
French tubes have two separate "horns"
on the top, one for the gri 1 and another
for the plate.
To get the tube capacity down to some
thing reasonable take off the tube base as
described in Fig. 7, page 12, of the Septem
ber QST, then mount the tube right side up
with asbestos pads to hold it in place but
with plenty of room for air cooling.
The next thing is to cut down the induc
tance in the circuit and the way of doing
this is shown in Fig. 1. The Hartley cir-

simplest test is to touch the plate coil with a
wood handled screwdriver. Be careful—
the burns from even a 5-watt oscillator
are pretty painful.
If the screwdriver does not spark try
raising the plate and filament voltage a bit,
then try putting the plate and grid turns
a bit closer together. If the screwdriver
still does not give any results take a look
at the R.F. chokes—they are very important.
The Chokes
In our 100-200 meter work we have found
the best choke to be a single-layer affair 6
inches long and 3 or 4 inches in diameter
with a winding of several hundred turns of
fine wire. Such a thoke does not work well
at 5 meters because the distributed capacity
per turn is large enough to short-circuit
the whole thing. Smaller turns are needed
and even then the capacity per turn must be
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kept down. In the oscillator shown here the
chokes were wound of 30 turns of No. 26
D.C.C. wound Lorenz (basket) fashion on
7 pins set in a %" circle. When stripped
off the pins these chokes were tied with
thread and not "doped" at all. In the fila
ment circuit these were ideal because the
length of the wire must be kept short to
preve'nt too much of a voltage drop. For

Plaie

- By-pass

Ordinary Series-feedHari/ey
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somewhat less inductance for the same
length, will help. The oscillator was tuned
by simply bending the helix turns to and
from each other, the variation being 4.9 to
about 6 meters.
All leads should be kept very short—do
the old timers among us remember how we
used to sweat blood trying to shorten the
primary circuit of a 180 meter spark set?
Measuring the Wave
Very well—now we have an oscillator ; we
are getting R.F. sparks from the plate coil
and are pretty sure that the thing really
is working—but what is the wave?
That's a hard one. None of our ordinary
wavemeters are any good at all—the best of
them stop at about 50 meters. If we start
to step down by harmonics we are likely to
get all balled up because we must step from
80 to 40 and from 40 to 20 and from 20 to
10 and then from 10 to 5—and then we have
only one point on the wavemeter and it may

Oneplaie turn

One grid iurn
Series-feed'Hart/ey cut down.
FIG. 1
the plate choke, RFC„ this kind of choke
may be used but the wire should really be
smaller. Pretty fair results will be got
from an ordinary porcelain wiring tube
wound for 2W with No. 30 S.C.C. or D.C.C.
wire. Of course the porcelain is not exactly
all right. An air-core coil of some sort would
be better. If you can handle basket-weave
coils with No. 30 wire on them you have the
real thing; otherwise try making a tiny
helix frame of paraffined bristol-board and
wind on that—always keeping the diameter
small.
The HeKx
The helix will probably not have over 4
turns altogether and there should be no
unused turns as they load up the circuit
very much. In the experimental oscillator
shown in the photograph the helix was 3"
in diameter and had 4 turns of No. 14 wire
spaced hi". When working on 5 meters
with a C-302 tube the tube connections were
made to use one plate turn and two grid
turns. This does not seem like much and in
fact this oscillator did not operate steadily
below 4.9 meters. Larger wire, giving

//OK
A.C.
5 METER OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT
FIG. 2
L—Helix, 4 turns of No. 14 bare in two sections
with C3 connected between them. Diameter
of turns 3", spacing Va".
C3—Bypass condenser, mica of 500 micromicrofarad capacity. This condenser was not sat
isfactory and should be replaced by one shown
in Fig. 8.
Cl St C2—Filament bypass condensers. Micadons
with capacity of 500 micromicrofarad or more
are satisfactory.
T—Filament transformer.
R—Bradleystat, type E210.
RFC—Radio chokes, 30 turns No. 26 D.C.C wound
basket fashion on 7 pins set on
circle.
not be the right one altho we have had to
use up a couple of hours getting it.
There must be a simpler way.
Very well—there is a simpler way! What
do you say to resurrecting the old-time
"Lecher Wires" ? Then we can measure
the wave with a yardstick and get results
that are quite accurate. Incidentally it is
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about the most interesting job we have run
into for a long time.
The system is explained in Fig. 3. Sup
pose that you tie a rope to the barn—or the
garage—and start shaking the free end up
and down. As soon as you have found the
right rate for your hand waves start to run
along the rope toward the barn as shown in
Fig. 3A. As soon as these travelling waves
hit they are reflected back again and as soon
as they have run back to your hand there
is set up a system of "standing waves" that
does not seem to move at all. This is shown
in Fig. 3B.
The same thing can be done in an antenna
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current at the helix—but little voltage. The
same thing is true when working at har
monics—wherever there is current there
is little voltage. This is shown by the two
wave systems drawn in Fig. 3C.
Notice that there is voltage at the far
end of the antenna just as before. This is
a general rule—there cannot ever be any
current at the end of the antenna, there
fore we always find voltage there.
If we stick to the voltages on our an
tenna and stop worrying about the cur
rents, things will be much simpler because
we have only one wave-system to bother
with. Then we can go ahead and measure

DETAIL OF THE OSCILLATOR, SHOWING CHOKES AND CONDENSERS.
See Fig. 2 for meaning of the lettering.
The mica condensers are not satisfactory at 5 meters and should be replaced
by air condensers such as those shown in Fig. S.
Notice the short leads especially.
—in fact we do it every time we send.
Generally the antenna has only a quarterwave on it—current at the bottom and volt
age at the end of the top. If we use a
counterpoise we have a half-wave, current
at the helix and voltage at the ends of both
the top and the CP.
Now if we work the antenna at a har
monic there will be several places in be
tween where voltages will show up as shown
in Figure 3B. Notice that the rope showed
up only one wave system—an up-and-down
motion. The electrical system has two
wave motions, a voltage wave and a current
wave. In the ordinary antenna we have

the length of this wave which we have
talked about so much without seeming to
get the job done.
Let's stop talking and start to do it.
The "Lecher Wire."
Suppose we stretch up a pair of wires
as shown in Fig. 3D. You are welcome to
look at this as being a one-wire antenna and
a one-wire counterpoise close to it. With
the oscillator in action this system is tuned
by means of the two-plate variable con
denser until the little vacuum tube at the
far end glows brightly. This tube is taken
from a Westinghouse "Spark-C" spark
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plug tester, costing $1.50. Worry the plug
out of the upper end of the thing, pull out
the crinkled copper sheet, then heat the tip
until the wire inside it is unsoldered and
the solder can be "flipped" out. Now use
i
Thw/iny mire
Rope notyet moving
Stationery or standing'naves
V*—'W
©Points r, T, l. move up and down
Points V V II stand still
Correct ware*
!— A
©

Oscillator

Voltage wave

I
I
I
Electr/ca/standing wares
/„ I, I, /arge current but no va/tagey V, Y, no current but large voltage
gj H

i

® ^
- until the tittfe vacuum tube att/iefarend
gtotfs brightly" V- Ifacuum tube hung by two wirenooAs.
V.C.-2plate y.C with /a' wooden extension shaft
note - Wires areshow above each other but a more convenient
arrangement is toput them aiong side each other
9"
—
Tfte shorting bridge |
|
- £ warehsnath —*■
^
0
{*
"the t*vo bridgesareJust oneJiolf'moveknyth apart.
FIG. 3 STANDING WAVES ON ROPES AND WIRES
a stiff wire hook to pull the little tube out,
being careful not to break it.
Use the tube as shown on page 26 of
September QST.
Well—now we are in tune. But are the
wires tuned to the oscillator or to 3, or even
5, times the oscillator wave? To find this
out slide the vacuum tube along the wires
toward the oscillator, pushing it with a
folded newspaper and keeping away from
the wires as much as possible. Let us hope
that the tube goes out soon for then you
are tuned to the 3 times, or 5 times wave
length and that is what we want. After
the tube goes out keep right on pushing
it along slowly—watching carefully until it
lights again. Find the place where the
tube is brightest and leave it there. Now
we are in the middle of a half-wave and
the remaining thing is to find the ends
of this half-wave. The tube is not good
for this so we must use another scheme.
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Lecher himself devised the plan which was
to find the place where a short-circuiting
bridge between the two wires made no diff
erence. When such a place is found it is
evident that there can be no voltage at that
place and we have found the end of the
half-wave.
Cut a straight stiff wire 10" long, bend
it as in Fig. 3E, lay it across the two wires
and start sliding it back and forth until
the place is found where the tube will still
light. The adjustment can be made within
*A" when working at 5 meters. If the
exact place seems uncertain then find the
two places where the tube just goes out
and set the wire exactly half-way between
them. This is the wire A, Fig. 3F.
Now cut another wire B and do the same
thing with it on the other side of the vacuum
tube.
When both A and B are in place and
the vacuum tube is still glowing cheerfully
you are sure that the two bridges are just
one half wavelength apart. Suppose the
distance turns out to be 103 inches. The
whole wavelength is then 206 inches which
is 523 centimeters or 5.23 meters. Of course
we should have started by measuring from
A to B .with a meter-stick instead of a yard
stick but then we had to make good that
promise to measure the wave with a yard
stick.
The Wavemeter
As we have said further back in this
paper, it is possible to change the wave
length of the oscillator by shifting the grid
and plate connections, also by changing the

Connecting
two sets of'rotors.
Wavemeter diagram
Note that coitIs connected to the outer
iivo sets ofstatorplates asshown InpAotograpA
t^volt lamploop
andSTwtne
Wavemeter s
Oscillator
Coil

Method ofusing wavemeter'
THE 5-METER WAVEMETER
FIG. 4
spacing of the helix. If we leave our 21foot Lecher wires strung thru the house we
will always be able to measure the wave
with exactness.
Unfortunately the process isn't very fast
and the family is inclined to "grouse" when
asked to crawl under the wires to reach the
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dining room. We must get this measuring
over with—make some sort of a record of
it, and then take the wires down.
The easiest way of doing this is to make
up a short-wave wavemeter and calibrate
it from the Lecher-wire measurements.
The wavemeter is quite a problem. Of
course one can remove plates from any of
the good low-loss condensers, leaving only a
single plate in the rotor and two in the
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tuned, of course. When set 9" from the osc
illator this untuned loop shows no life at
all. Now if the wavemeter is put between
them, as shown in Fig. 4, and then tuned to
resonance, the lamp will light very beauti
fully and the indications will be the sharpest
you have ever gotten with a lamp.
In making up a permanent wavemeter
the condenser would go inside a box, the
wavemeter loop at one side of the box and
the lamp loop at the other side, somewhat
like Fig. 5.
Calibration
Calibration is dead simple. Start the
oscilator, tune in the Lecher-wire, locate
wires A and B as in Fig. 3F and reach for
the yardstick. Then leave both the wires
and the oscillator absolutely alone while you
tune in the wavemeter and mark the wave
length on its scale. I will bet that the first
point is some odd one like 6.37 meters—but
it will be accurate.
Sending
By this time you are used to the ways of
the oscillator and have begun to wonder how
it will work with an antenna.
Antenna systems that will work at this

FIG. 5 A 5-METER WAVEMETER
Con aAo ie used for other warefenoth mnpet
6y maA/no different concenter connections
and i/s/no other co/'/s
stator—or the other way around. The
trouble with this is that the condenser isn't
good for much else afterward.
We turned to the 4-section Bruno con
denser. This has all 4 rotor sections con
nected together but has the stator in 4
parts well insulated from each other. In
a receiving circuit, where the shaft is
grounded to the filament, this makes it
possible to use capacities of 1000, 750, 500
or 250 nufds. We wanted still lower
capacity so we connected the coil to
two of the stator sections only, thereby
putting two sections in series and giving us
a full-scale capacity of 125 nufds.
Then we got into trouble—for we could
not seem to invent a satisfactory indicator
to show we had this thing in resonance with
the oscillator. The vacuum tube of a flashlamp was very broad—and our smallestmeter was bigger than our wavemeter,
which threw the calibration all out of gear.
Then I happened to remember a scheme
used at the Bureau of Standards. We
didn't have the sensitive meter they use but
we got out a substitute that worked won
derfully—and cost just exactly 25c\ The
scheme was simply to screw a 1%-volt
flashlight lamp (lOtf at Woolworth's) into
a small socket and connect the two binding
posts of the socket by means of a 3" ring
of ordinary No. 18 wire. This thing was un

l, . .-MtTtR WAVc.Mt.lu.
cVmetei «»a i n ..ter made of Bruno 4-section con
denser. Rang, with the coil shown is from 4-10
meters. C -n '\ of condenser wh'i connected as
shown is appt oximatelj 125 micromicrofarads.
wavelength are shown in Fig. 6. You will
recognize A as being our ancient friend
the Hertz oscillator and B as Marconi's
original vertical antenna. They are time
tested and are excellent radiators—even if
a lot of buncombe is being spread to the
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on felt as shown in the figure just referred
to or you will have a horrible time with the
signals.
The circuit is exactly that used in the
sending oscillator—with the one small diff
erence that the tuning is done by a 2-plate
(one moving and one stationary) variable
condenser connected from the
grid to the filament and pro
vided with a 10-inch wooden
shaft-extension to lower the
hand-capacity effect. It is
necessary to use the R.F.
/ thnli
chokes as before, else the bat
teries will get into the argu
ment and you can't move
£3=
your feet without having the
signal skip out of hearing.
Since the currents are very
O*tjn-vnti(f*>torix*r* System)
small the chokes can be
wound with the smallest wire
C-%fe<"*<?jyitenLAlrda/Ufa^qpfettftf
iiotfom
CcvpS/rtyoilCrs-he*/thi-u.
you can handle in basketgroundandcoup/iny
lap
TTteantenna,
weave coils, or else you can
Uanienna
sometimesipoten
of41a'rvd'
but ii reatfya
Akriton or
use chokes wound on pencils
ftarxani -System
draendino
mo
with the wire from the everhelpful Ford coil.

effect that they have just been invented at
this or that experimental station.
Assuming that you are using a C-302
tube and have the antenna losses down to
a decent value, the antenna current should
be from .3 to 1 ampere. You will be sur
prised to find how far away from the
f*enly of"cJrmsnce /™

:s

s'eeae
- else
esotut°t'ehlube iv/.j.W ongj
uc.euered
One J'turn
ortie tsreturnsmUt
?ptaU
VC oettettn
them
ft xChttatm
00f>owe'
k*ds
Mtrcon/t
eerijeetantennasystem.
Stmply
onehalfofthe
UieSCnet
construction Meritsystem
Jl forMeets.
The oft/Herts
iparaMfmeontennouc r FIG. 6 e „.„ . c
tyh-ch
ifAe/nomesritett'uneser
amtieCyef
font, names
SHORT WAVE ANTENNAS

antenna your wavemeter combination will
burn out Mr. Woolworth's lamps—also you
will probably be surprised to find that every
bit of metal in the neighborhood will insist
on absorbing power from the oscillator.
For satisfactory transmission it would
seem that some such mounting as given in
Fig. 6 will be needed—out of doors.
Another possibility is to work a larger
antenna system at a harmonic, as explained
by 8XC in the August issue. Keep the
coupling very loose tho—if you don't the
whole thing will "flop" over to the antenna
wave and work as a Meissner circuit on 15
or 25 meters—and we are not supposed to
show up in those neighborhoods.
„ The Receiver
It is hardly necessary to describe the
receiver—for it is just the transmitter all

Troubles
All these preliminaries will take you
about a week—unless you are John Reinartz
who can do all of it in one evening—and

Pyrex giass .strip cut frompieplate

From p/ate
supply

Oscif/acor
R
-|-/wwv

Adjust R. to give a6out 2000 cyc/e
Shift in received note . More than this
m'ff make trouble.
FIG. 7 KEYING SYSTEM
over again. Instead of the 5 watt tube use
a C-299 or else a UV-199 without a socket,
and still better without a base (See Fig. 6,
page 12, Sept. QST.) If you can't get this
tube take the base off a WD-12 or a C-301A.
Whatever tube is used it MUST be mounted

■mrVooaen Base
AIR CONDENSERS FOR USE AT HIGH FREQUENCIES
A - Type suggestedby Mrftc/iart/sot, 3ZO
B - Cheaper type _
Supports are g/ass tubes driven into wooden base
The Fahnesiock spring bindingposts are so/deredto
brass machine scretos one /ncJi Zona andthese artscemented into the tnp of the a/ass tubing rv/tfi sea//ng
wax from a battery or with hotshet/ac. Pgrer tab/ntj is
better but ordinaryg/ass IY///pass.
then the real fun begins. When the send
ing key is put in the plate supply the note
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whines and whoops all over the scale. That
can partly be cured by not using too good
a plate supply. That isn't exactly what I
mean—by using something that has a little
ripple on it. The voltage regulation of the
plate supply must be very excellent—in
other words the plate transformer must be
well designed, the rectifier large and with
out sparkling or boiling. If a generator is
used it should be much too big for the job
and be fiat compound—neither over-com
pound nor under-compound. This is mighty
important, in fact even a storage battery
is hard to "hang onto" if one insists on
using pure D.C.
The trouble is plainly that the tube shifts
frequency when the plate voltage changes—
moral, don't change the plate voltage—
much. This can be avoided by the keying
scheme shown in Figure 7.

WNP Nearing Home
PROBABLY by the time this issue of
QST reaches you, WNP and Don Mix,
the "wireless operator," will be home
from a fifteen months cruise into the far
north. Unless plans miscarry, the Bowdoin
will dock at Wiscasset, Maine, about Sep
tember 18th.
Under the guidance of her owner and
captain, Professor Donald B. MacMillan,
the sturdily built little auxiliary schooner
sailed from Wiscasset, June 23, 1923. She is
named after Bowdoin College, Dr. MacMillan's alma mater. Governor Baxter of
Maine and many hundreds of visitors saw
the departure of the Bowdoin, but nothing
like the number who will watch her as she
returns to the little harbor at Wiscasset.
The expedition into the far north was for
scientific purposes and this was her first
trip with complete radio equipment for
transmission and reception. Being assigned
the call WNP (wireless north pole) she was
permitted to communicate with amateur or
commercial stations, depending upon cir
cumstances. To our knowledge, no commu
nication has been had with commercial sta
tions, practically all of it being with ama
teurs.
Just a year ago, when the Bowdoin was
nearing Etah, Greenland, Jack Barnsley,
Canadian 9BP, became the outstanding
figure in amateur radio when he established
reliable communication with WNP for a
period of many weeks. Then there was a
long period of silence with a meager report
of signals heard now and then. In July
1BVR broke the long silence by taking a
brief message from her and then nothing
of importance happend until August 17th,
when a British amateur reported hearing
WNP. From early August Major Borrett,
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Canadian 1DD, has had a constant watch
out for WNP and his gang of ROTABs
stood by nobly. Taking turns, they camped
out for WNP night after night.
On August 20th 7AV was in communica
tion with WNP, but there was nothing defi
nite one way or the other because WNP
was fading badly and QRN was heavy.
9EBT and Canadian 4DQ logged WNP on
the 25th. 9CDV took part of a press mess
age thru heavy QRN and bad QSS on the
26th. Milton Mix, Don's brother and
operator at ITS, heard WNP at this time.
On the 27th 9CDV went back after WNP
and took the balance of the press message
and learned that WNP was at Godthaab,
Greenland. From this report we learned
that WNP was frozen in for 320 days—
brrrr!—it makes us shivver. The Greeley
Memorial, sent by the National Geographic
Society, was set up at Starvation Camp
on May 6th, according to the report. The
expedition covered 2000 miles with dogteam and sledges in addition to carrying
out other scientific observations.
2CBG also hooked up with Mix on the
27th and 28th, while 1CNA and 9BPF
logged him but did not work him. 8PS
reports hearing WNP on September 2nd as
he was calling Canadian 1AR.
1RV worked WNP on September 4th and
took some traffic, with a short press mess
age. WNP was near Saglek Bay, Labra
dor, having crossed over from Greenland, in
a fast run of 58 hours. At the time of
communication, WNP was entering Jack
Lane Bay, planning to arrive at Hopedale
on the 5th; Indian Harbor, the 7th; Battle
Harbor, the 10th; Sydney, N.S., the 15th;
and Wiscasset, Maine, about the 18th.
While no details are available at this
writing, 1RV again worked WNP on the
5th of September and ITS had a brief
communication with WNP. Milton Mix was
on the key at, ITS and Don at WNP.
Don Mix's own story will appear in QST
as soon as possible, but if in the meantime
you can get to hear Captain MacMillan's
lecture, don't fail to go. He illustrates with
slides and movies and he will fascinate you
with a most interesting story.
—F.H.S.
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A Study of Superheterodyne Amplification
By H. A. Snow'
IN ORDER to get some quantity informa
tion on the operating characteristics
of amplifiers employing the superheter
odyne principle, more especially as to
amplification and selectivity, a series
of measurements were made on a typical
amplifier under practically the same con
ditions that exist in actual reception of
radio telephone signals.
The set used in these measurements was
made in accordance with the diagram of
Figure 1. Regeneration in the amplifier
stages was controlled by means of the
potentiometer (losser) connected across the
A battery.
The only special care taken in the con
struction of the set was in completely shield
ing the oscillator and partially shielding
the amplifier to prevent induction of stray
voltages in the set. A switching arrange
ment consisting of three separate switches,
widely spaced to reduce the capacity be
tween stages, was incorporated in the am
plifier, to enable cutting one or two stages
of amplification out of the circuit. To avoid
unnecessary complication, these switches
are not shown in the diagram.
UV-201A tubes were used throughout
the amplifier with a filament voltage of 5
and plate voltage of 80.
Definition*
In the superheterodyne system of ampli-

FIG I CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
detector in a suitable input circuit, com
bined with a second R.F.- voltage whose
frequency differs frcm the signal voltage
by a suitable intermediate frequency. This
second R.F. voltage may be conveniently
supplied by a separate oscillator, and will
be termed the R.F. heterodyne voltage:
•Radio Frequency Laboratories, Inc.. Boonton, N. J.

added together, these two voltages produce
a composite voltage of varying amplitude,
which is impressed on the first detector;
this will be termed the R.F. input voltage.
This input voltage is partially rectified by
the first detector, which thus impresses
upon the first stage of the intermediatefrequency (I.F.) amplifier, an I.F. input
voltage, whose frequency is the beat fre
quency of the R.F. signal and R.F. heter
odyne voltages (see Fig. 1). (Writers on
the superheterodyne insistently overlook
the fact that rectification is necessary be
fore there can be a resultant frequency.—
Tech. Ed.)
The R.F. input voltage is amplified by
one, two, or three stages of I.F. ampli
fication, coupled by fixed transformers
having suitable resonance characteristics,
and in amplified form is impressed
upon the second detector, where, it is rec
tified to produce a direct-current or audio
frequency output. This output will be
termed the response of the amplifier
For convenience the present measure
ments were all made using an unmodulated
R.F. signal voltage (C.W.) ; accordingly, the
output of the second detector is direct
current which can be conveniently measured
by D.C. instruments.
3—Method
Two general type3 of measurement were
made:
1. Voltage amplification per I.F. stage,
and amplification due to heterodyne action
in first detector.
2. Output from second de
tector as a function of the
frequency (wavelength) of
the R.F. voltage.
The R.F. signal voltage for
the amplifier was obtained
from the drop across the re
sistance through which a
radio frequency current was
flowing. This current was
supplied from a shielded high
frequency generator located
at some distance and feeding
through shielded leads. The
usual preliminary tests were
made to insure the absence
of direct induction. The cur
rent was measured with a thermo couple and
galvanometer, the input voltage being cal
culated as the product of the current and
the resistance through which it flowed.
Special single-wire resistances were used.
They had rigid, right-angle leads and all
units were subjected to preliminary tests at
the frequencies used to allow correction for
inductance and Capacity.
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The response of the amplifier to a given
input voltage is manifested in the plate
circuit of the second detector as a change in
the direct plate current of this detector. It
was measured with a direct current microammeter in series in the plate circuit, this
meter having the normal detector plate cur
rent balanced out with suitable batteries
and resistances so that it indicated directly
changes in the plate current. This response
is a direct measure of the signal intensity
which would be obtained in a telephone re
ceiver in the plate circuit of the second
detector for a completely modulated re
ceived voltage imposed on the input.
The voltage amplification of any given
stage or combination of stages in the am
plifier was determined as follows:
First: With the stages to be measured
included in the amplifier, a 750-KC. R.F.
signal voltage (400 meter wavelength) was
impressed on the input circuit of the first
detector and the amplifier was adjusted for
best reception. This adjustment consists
of: (1) tuning the oscillator to a fre
quency at which the beat note is most
strongly amplified by the I.F. amplifier;
(2) adjusting the oscillator coupling to
give optimum strength of R.F. heterodyne
voltage, as indicated by maximum response;
(3) adjusting the stabilizer (losser) on
the I.F. amplifier to allow maximum (or
any desired value below maximum) of re
generation. The amplifier being adjusted,
the response was noted on the balanced
micro-ammeter in the plate circuit of the
second detector.
Second: The stages to be measured were
cut out of the I.F. amplifier, and the re
maining stages were readjusted for best

O
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ireception without changing the oscillator
•coupling. The R.F. signal voltage was in
creased until the detector response was the
same as that previously obtained when the
stages being measured were included in the
amplifier.
The response being the same in both
• cases, the intermediate-frequency voltage
Timpressed on the second detector must be
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the same in both cases, and the ratio of the
two signal voltages for equal response must
be independent of the rectification charac
teristics of the second detector. Thus if the
amplitude of the I.F. voltage impressed by
the first detector upon the amplifier were
directly proportional to the R.F. signal
voltage, this ratio of the two voltages
would be exactly equal to the voltage am
plification of the stage or stages which were
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FIG 3 FIRSr DETECTOR
cut down when the signal voltage was
changed. This I.F. voltage is, of course,
produced by the rectification of the R.F.
signal beating against the constant heter
odyne voltage from the oscillator, and
according to the theory of heterodyne
detection, should be proportional to the
R.F. signal. It was considered advisable
to verify this point experimentally for the
voltage amplitudes and the particular de
tector tube used in the course of these
measurements. This was done as follows:
Measurement A.
Relation of Response to Signal Voltage
The I.F. amplifier was provided with
coupling transformers approximately res
onant to a frequency of 30 KC (10000
meters). The R.F. signal voltage was set
at a frequency of 750 KC (400 meters) and
the R.F. heterodyne voltage was set at a
frequency of 780 KC and optimum ampli
tude. This optimum amplitude was not
critical and was substantially independent
of frequency over the range of frequencies
used. The R.F. heterodyne voltage was then
kept constant in amplitude and frequency
and the amplitude of the signal voltage was
varied over suitable ranges, measured in
millivolts, and the response was measured,
with the first detector operating directly
into the second detector, both without in
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termediate stages and with one, two, and
three, intervening LP. stages.
Curve 1. Figure 2, shows the response in
microamperes, plotted against signal volt
age in millivolts (constant heterodyne
voltage) for the first detector working into
the second detector through only one I.F.
transformer. Curve 2 shows the input
response characteristic of the second de
tector, plotted for comparison on the same
ordinate scale. Under the conditions of
Curve 1 the output voltage from the first
detector is equal to the input to the second
detector, therefore the abscissae of Curves
1 and 2 for any given set of ordinates
furnish the data for a curve on the first
detector alone showing I.F. output voltage
from this detector as a function of R.F.
signal voltage, under the given conditions

R F SIGNAL VOLTAGE - MILLIVOLTS
FIG.4 INPUT-RESPONSE CURVES
of constant heterodyne voltage.
This
curve (Fig. 3. Curve 1) is not quite a
straight line. The second curve of Fig. 3
shows the ratio of these two voltages as a
function of the signal voltage, and is thus
a measure of the heterodyne amplification
in the first detector. This amplification
varies somewhat with the signal amplitude,
but Curve 2 furnishes the necessary data
for corrections on voltage-amplification
measurements by the method outlined above.
Figure 4 is a set of signal-response curves
for one stage, two stages, and three stages
of I.F. amplification. It shows graphically
the advantage of adding I.F. stages, and
also indicates by the similarity in their
shape to the shape of the input response
curve on the second detector, that the only
non-linear element in the whole system is
the second detector.
Measurement B.
Voltage Amplification
Amplifier
Following the procedure outlined on page
20, measurements of the voltage amplifica
tion in the I.F. stages were made for two
types of I.F. transformers. Most of the
measurements were made with R.F. signal
voltages of 0.1 to 24 millivolts and over this
range the amplification in the first detector
varies less than 3%, which renders un
necessary the use of Curve 2 Fig. 3 for cor
rection purposes. In a few measurements
where the signal voltage exceeded 25 milli
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volts a correction was made to compensate
for the change in amplification of the first
detector.
The average of a considerable number of
measurements of the amplification for each
stage in the amplifier and for the whole am
plifier are given in the following table:
The two types of transformers used are
designated by the letters GR and DX, the
type designated as GR operating nominally
at 10,000 meters and that designated as
DX operating at 5,000 meters. The trans
formers of each set are practically iden
tical among themselves.
Transformer
Voltage Amplification
I.F.
LP.
LP.
1st Detector 1st Stage 2tid Stage 3rd Stage Total
GR
4.8
35
8.5
2.4
8400
DX
3.7
63
2.9
4.7
2700
If regeneration in the intermediate stages
was increased to the maximum possible
without oscillations occurring, the total am
plification was increased to about 10,000.
Under these conditions the amplifier could
be used for reception of telegraph signals
(CW, spark, etc.) although the distortion
is entirely too great for satisfactory tele
phone reception.
Since the output of the second detector
is proportional to the square of the ampli
fied I.F. voltage for weak signals, it is seen
that the total increase in output on a weak
signal, due to the I.F. amplifier is enormous.
The value in the above table for any
particular stage represents the actual in
crease in amplified I.F. output produced by
adding that stage to the amplifier. For
example, with GR transformers the first
detector amplifies the signal voltage 4.8
times. When 1 stage is added to this, the
resulting I.F. voltage is amplified 35 times
more; when a second stage is added a fur
ther amplification of 8.5 times is obtained.
The above figures do not necessarily mean
that when three stages are used the ampli
fication is divided up among the stages
according to the value given.
Regeneration
The factor which limits the amplification
when receiving telephone signals is the
distortion which becomes apparent as the
regeneration is increased and as there is no
definite point where this distortion begins
to be noticeable the adjustment of regen
eration for best reception is rather in
definite. For this reason it is difficult torepeat amplification measurements after
readjusting the amplifier with a variation
of less than about 25%. These conditions
exist in actual reception, however, so no
attempt was made to obtain more accurate
values.
Since the amplification measurements
were made with an unmodulated input
voltage it was necessary to have some means,
of adjusting the regeneration to a point.
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corresponding to that for best reception of
a phone signal. It was found in receiving
phone signals that the distortion due to
regeneration was reduced to a negligible
amount when the mean grid voltage was set
at about +.2 volts below the voltage at
which oscillations begin. That is, the mean
grid voltage was gradually made more nega
tive until oscillation began, then a change
of +.2 volts from this point reduced the
regeneration and distortion sufficiently for
good reception, as judged by the operator.
This method of adjusting the amplifier was
used in obtaining the values given in the
above tables. These values, then, cor
respond to conditions practically the same
as used in actual reception and represent
the maximum amplification that it is poss
ible to use for good clear reception of phone
signals.
Measurement C.
Variation of Response with Wavelength
The last series of measurements were
made to obtain some information as to the
selectivity of the superheterodyne amplifier.
First, using three stages of amplification
with the amplifier adjusted for best recep
tion at 400 meters and with the regeneration
increased until close to the oscillation point,
the response was measured for various fre
quencies of R.F. signal voltage. The am
plitude of this voltage was kept constant.
Second, with the same input voltage, the
regeneration was reduced to that corres
ponding to good reception of a phone signal
and again the response for varying fre
quency was obtained.
Curves 1 and 3 of Fig. 5 show the results
of these measurements.
Similar curves were obtained using one,
two and three stages of amplification with
the amplifier adjusted to conditions cor
responding to good phone reception. In
Fig. 6 are given wavelength-response
curves for the GR transformers with the
heterodyne oscillator set at 400 meters.
Fig. 7 shows similar curves for DX-transformers with the heterodyne set at 370
meters, except that only one-half of the
complete resonance curve is shown, the
other half being below 370 meters and prac
tically symmetrical with that shown.
Discussion of Results
Distortion in the Superheterodyne
Two kinds of distortion may exist in the
superheterodyne amplifier when receiving
telephone signals, the first of which is due
to the fact that the response is not directly
proportional to the input voltage to the am
plifier, as shown by the curves in Figs. 2,
3 and 4. The source of this distortion may
be divided into two parts: (1) Variation
in amplification in the first detector and
in the amplifier stages with different input
■voltages and (2) lack of linear relation
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between input and response of the second
detector.
(1) Variation of amplification with diff
erent input voltages is comparatively small
over the range of voltages ordinarily used
with the amplifier, and as a source of dis
tortion may be neglected.
(2) The lack of linear relation between
input and response of the second detector
as shown in Curve 2, Fig. 2, and which is
also evidenced in the lower ends of the
curves in Figs. 2 and 4, causes distortion
when receiving weak signals. The response
curves are practically straight lines between
responses of about 150 and 1200 micro
amperes; above 1200 the slope gradually
decreases again. So for very strong sig
nals, such as would correspond to a response
above 1200 microamperes, distortion also
occurs. For signals corresponding to re
sponses between about 150 and 1200 micro
amperes, there would be practically no dis
tortion produced in the second detector.
The maximum voltage that can be ap
plied to the amplifier without producing
distortion is limited by the characteristics
of the second detector tube rather than by
any of the preceding tubes.
The second source of distortion, which is
bv far the more important, is due to the
sharpness of the peak of the wavehngthresponse curves.
Curve 1 of Fig. 5 shows this variation
with wavelength when using high regen
eration in the intermediate stages. If the
amplifier was so adjusted that the peak of
this curve was set on a 400 meter telephone
J _
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carrier wave modulated at 2000 cycles, the
two side frequencies corresponding to this
modulation would be at the positions shown
by the vertical lines. The response of the
amplifier to the carrier wave in this case
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would be about 12 times as great as the
mean response to the side frequencies.
Under these conditions, considerable dis
tortion was apparent when actually receiv
ing telephone signals.
With regeneration reduced sufficiently
to give signals of good quality, the wave
length response Curve 2 was obtained. In
this case the response to a carrier wave
modulated at 2000 cycles would be about
4 times as great as the response to the
side frequencies.
In order to compare the distortion shown
in the curves of Figs. 5 to 7, a ratio of
the response obtained at the peak to the
response obtained at arbitrary side fre
quencies 2000 cycles on each side of the
peak may be taken as an indication of the
distortion. This can be expressed as per
cent, distortion by using the ratio :
Distortion =
(Response nt peak)
(response at 2000N side freq. )
(response at peak)
0 distortion would mean that no decrease
in response occurred for frequencies 2000
cycles on each side of the carrier wave;
100% distortion would mean that the

RESPONSE
MICROAMPERES

380 390
400
410
420
WAVELENGTH -METERS
FIG.6 WAVELENGTH -RESPONSE CURVES
Constant /nputlb/tage G& Transformers
response had dropped to zero within 2000
cycles of the carrier wave.
The curves in Fig. 5 show distortions as
follows :
curve
Per Cent. Distortion
SI 1.5
77.
By the same method, the distortions
obtained when using 1, 2 and 3 stages of
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amplification with both types of transfor
mers, from Figs. 6 and 7 are as follows:
Per Cent. Distortion
Transformers
1 Sutxe 2 Scages 3 Stages
5.
71.
88.
GR
40.
76.
I)X
53.
The average of the above values is 55%.
Since they were obtained with amplifier
conditions corresponding to reception with
out apparent distortion, it follows that a
distortion of the neighborhood of 50%, as
calculated herein, can exist without serious
ly affecting the quality of a telephone
signal.
Selectivity
The selectivity of an amplifier, which
may be defined as its effectiveness in reduc
ing interference from signals on wave
lengths near the one to which it is resonant,
is shown not so much by the sharpness of
the peak of a wavelength response curve
as by the height of this curve at some dis
tance on each side of the peak.
Since the response curves in Figs. 6 and
7 are irregular at the lower ends, using a
measurement of the height at a given dis
tance each side of the peak to indicate
relative selectivities is unsatisfactory. A
better measure of the selectivity for these
particular curves would be the width of
the peak in meters at some arbitrary low
value of response, say 5% of the peak
value. If we divide the average wave
length, 400 meters, by this peak width, we
obtain a selectivity factor which is in
dependent of the wavelength.
This selectivity factor is given in the
following table for both types of trans
formers:
Selectivity Factor
Transformers
1 Stage 2 Stages 3 Stages Average
27
or
21
39
DX
53
SO
62
Comparison of Transformers
The GR transformers give a greater am
plification than the DX transformers when
using 2 or 3 stages, although in one stage
the DX is higher owing to the higher
regeneration produced by this transformer
in one stage.
The distortion is about the same for both
transformers witli the exception of 1 stage
of GR transformers. The low distortion
shown in this case is also due to the low
regeneration existing in one stage with GR
transformers. Equal distortions with both
types of transformers mitrht be expected
since this factor was purposely set as nearly
constant as cou!d be determined by judging
the quality with the ear.
The selectivity factor for the GR trans
formers is lower in a'l three combinations
of amplifier stages than those for the DX
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transformers, the average being 29 for the
GR and 50 for the DX.
In practical operation it was found that
a wide range of audible frequencies pro
duced by beating of the oscillation and sig
nal frequencies was very audible in the
telephone receivers when using GR (30
kc.) transformers in the amplifier. This
was somewhat objectionable and interfered
with the reception of a signal when receiv£4 Vy
J . 1/ « ty.
C 1 ' 6Si
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ing one or two signals having wavelengths
near together.
With DX (60kc.) transformers these beat
frequencies could not be heard.
Considering the above facts: that while
the short wave transformer does not give
an amplification quite as great as the long
wave transformer for the same distortion,
it is more selective and it is not as noisy
when tuning as the long wave transformer;
it appears that the 30 kc. (10,000 meters)
used in the GR transformers it too low a
frequency for best results in the I.F. am
plifier. This work was not designed to be
an investigaiton of I.F. transformers, but
it points to the general conclusion that a
higher intermediate frequency is better
from an operating standpoint. There is
moreover, no fundamental reason why
transformers cannot be designed to yield
as high amplification per stage at 3000
meters as is given by the GR transformers
at 10,000 meters.
Summary
The most important result of this investi
gation is the general conclusion that with
an efficient type of I.F. transformer, using

controlled regeneration in the I.F. stages,
it is possible with 3 I.F. stages to obtain
a voltage amplification as high as 3500
fold ahead of the main detector, without
serious distortion due to the elimination of
side bands. That is, a modulated voltage
received from a radiophone transmitter and
impressed on the detector may be 3500
times as great with the superheterodyne
amplifier as without it. The amplifier used
in these experiments employs five UV-201-A
tubes ahead of the second detector. If the
first detector be used as oscillator without
loss in heterodyne amplification, as is said
to be done in the superheterodyne sets of
the Radio Corporation, then we can assume
as a safe maximum the factor of 3500 in
four tubes ahead of the detector.
The amplification furnished by the stand
ard neutrodyne circuit is about 7 in the
first stage, and 4 in the second with an in
crease of 10 to 15 in the commercial sets
due to uncompensated regeneration. Thus
we can take the factor 300 to 450 with two
tubes, as characteristic of the neutrodyne.
Uncompensated tuned radio frequency
stages, such as the simple Variotransformer system are of the same order of mag
nitude for two stages, and increase by a
factor of about 2 on adding a third stage.
Thus a safe estimate for uncompensated
tuned R.F. amplification is 300 with two
tubes and 600 with 3 tubes. These figures
furnish some basis for estimating the rela
tive order of magnitude of superheterodyne
amplification.

1XAM Copied Solid in
Australasia
ON May 29th, station 1XAM, John L.
Reinartz, was calling CB8 at Buenos
Aires. Directly afterward he talked
for a time with 9ZT.
All of this was copied by New Zealand
1AO, Mr. R. White, and by Australian
3BQ, Maxwell Howden. 1AO gave the time
as 8:00 p.m. and 3BQ as 7:00 p.m. This
checks, as there is one hour's difference be
tween Australian and New Zealand time.
1XAM was on 108 meters and was using
an input of 1000 watts.
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The Receiving Coil Problem
The Author of "The Basket Weave Coil" Discusses
Spiderweb and Cylindrical Evils
By Greenleaf W. Pickard*
MY BRIEF investigation1, confined
as it was to a zig-zag wound cylin
drical coil of three and a quarter
inches diameter, has barely scratch, ed the surface of the real problem.
I called this particular form of coil the
Lorenz, which perhaps needs some qualifica
tion. Altho the particular method of wind
ing coils with turns which zig-zag across
each other is now twenty years old in this
art, it was first applied, if my memory is
not at fault, only to flat or spider-web coils
by the Lorenz Company, and cylindrical coils
embodying this principle of winding are
not only more recent, but until QST began
its series of articles on the low loss tuner,
were comparatively little known in this
country.
Speaking of spider-web coils reminds me
of the fact that their only raison d'etre is
one of convenience; because they are flat
they fit nicely in a cramped, Procrustean
tuner arrangement. I satisfied myself some
time ago that for similar dimensions they
are not as efficient as cylindrical coils, even
if, as in their more modern forms, the im
portant dielectric of the spokes is removed,
and for this reason I abandoned their fur
ther study. Probably for a given inside
diameter of the spiral spider-web coils of
the same inductance but of different wire

with such a support — we cou/d forget
about die/ectrrc losses
gauges would show somewhat similar curves
to those I made for the cylindrical coil.
Returning to the subject of cylindrical
coils, it seems altogether likely that the zigzsg method of winding is most useful when
•Chief Engineer Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co. ;
inventor of the crystal detector.
1—Page 39, September QST. "The Basket-Weave
Coil."
2—See Circular 74 of the Bureau of Standards ; 6(V
cash from Superintendent of Documents, Wash
ington, D.C.
8—See the way in which the Basket-weave coil
measurements were plotted in the September
article.

the coils are closely wound. If the turns
are spaced apart logitudinally, the advant
age of this lateral spacing is rapidly lost,
and a plain helical winding should be just
as efficient. A plain helical coil with spaced
turns requires some form of support, that
is, a certain amount of imperfect dielectric
in the coil structure. But this support is
not necessarily a tube; it may be reduced
to three thin hard rubber combs supported
on a light central spider, as with heavy wire
the coil will keep its shape perfectly on
such a frame. With a support as I have
just outlined, and bare wire for the coil, I
think we could forget about dielectric losses,
and concentrate on the remaining variables
of coil diameter, wire gauge, spacing and
frequency.
I heartedly agree with you that the rami
fications of this problem are endless; for
this reason alone we should not bite off more
than we can comfortably chew, if useful
results are expected in a limited time. There
is no special difficulty about such an investi
gation, the apparatus for measuring high
frequency resistance is simple and wellknown" and all that is needed in addition
is someone who will spend a few days or
weeks in making up and measuring a series
of coils. I'd like to do it myself, but I am
busy just now trying to find out what the
waves from WGY do when they pass from
dry sand to wet salt water at Seabrook
Beach (some of the waves bounce back and
mix it up with later arrivals) and the
equipment I am using for this purpose does
not lend itself very well for work on the
coil problem.
My suggestion is that the initial investi
gation should be limited to cylindrical
spaced-turn coils of four, six, eight and
twelve inches diameter, wound with four
widely different sizes of wire, such as Nos.
16, 12, 8 and 4. Four different spacings
might be used, starting with the turns near
ly in contact, so that only sixty-four coils
need be constructed. If measurements were
made at three frequencies, there would be
less than two hundred resistance determin
ations, and a tabulation of these results, or
their plotting', should give an excellent
survey of the field. After the best coils
in each diameter were approximately de
termined, a few additional constructions
and measurements might be required to
determine the best coils more precisely. No
doubt the best coils in each diameter would
form a series decreasing in resistance with
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increase of diameter, and as the diameter
increased the best size of wire would also
increase, similarly the optimum spacing.
Coils under four inches in diameter are
probably too small to be efficient, and any
thing over twelve inches is too big for re
ceiver use.
Altho this sounds like a lot of work, the
chances are that the first few measurements
would show the absurdity of certain con
structions, and perhaps half the work could
be eliminated.

Standard time, each station using the time
of its own region.
Information on the use of these trans
missions is given in Bureau of Standards
Letter Circular No. 92 which may be had
by applying to Radio Section, Bureau of
Standards, Washington, D.C.
We expect the transmission of still
shorter waves next month—watch the
weekly A.R.R.L. broadcasts for details. If
you don't know about these broadcasts get
into touch with the nearest Traffic Depart
ment official whom you will find listed in
the front of each issue of QST.

Cunningham Tubes Direct Too
MESSRS. E. T. Cunningham, Inc., have
advised us of their willingness to
supply Cunningham power tubes
direct to our members when they cannot be
obtained locally, in the same fashion as the
Radio Corporation of America agreed to do
as announced on page 25 of QST for
August, which see.
It is necessary first to endeavor to pur
chase the tubes from your dealer. If un
able to procure them from that source, E.
T. Cunningham, Inc., 182 Second St., San
Francisco, will sell the C-302 5-watter and
C-303 50-watter direct upon receipt of cash
or money order, together with a statement
that the tubes could not be purchased locally
and giving the names and addresses of the
dealers that did not have them. The
arrangement applies to these two power
tubes only.
—K.D.W.

Schedule of Frequencies in Kilocycles
(Approximate wave lengths in meters in
parentheses)
Oct. 21
Time*
Oct. 8
10:00 to 10:08 P.M.
1350
1900
(222)
(158)
10:12 to 10:20 P.M.
1420
2000
(211)
(150)
2200
10:24 to 10:32 P.M.
1500
(136)
(200)
2400
10:36 to ■ 10:44 P.M.
1600
(125)
(187)
1700
2600
10:48 to 10:56 P.M.
(115)
(176)
2800
1800
11:00 to 11:08 P.M.
(107)
(167)
3000
1900
11:12 to 11:20 P.M.
(158)
(100)
3200
2000
11:24 to 11:32 P.M.
(93.7)
(150)

Standard Short Waves
for Both Coasts at Last

'Eastern Standard time for WWV, Wash
ington, D.C.
♦Pacific Standard time for 6XBM, Palo Alto,
California.

6XBM Joins WWV
AS ANNOUNCED in the regular weekly
A.R.R.L. broadcasts, 6XBM has joined
WWV in sending standard waves
6XBM is the station of Leland Stanford,
Jr., University at Palo Alto, Cal. A trip
to the coast was made by Mr. Walls of the
Bureau of Standards and much very care
ful work done to make absolutely sure that
the transmission of 6XBM conies up to the
high standard that has been set by WWV,
the Bureau's own station at Washington.
Three different check methods were used.
We do not know what all three of them
were but know that some standard wavemeters were sent across, also that trans
mission tests were made and the received
wave carefully measured. The first sched
ules of 6XBM were unfortunately received
too late for September QST.
Both WWV and 6XBM can be depended
on for accuracy better than 3/10 of 1%.
Notice that all schedules are given in

Be Careful, Gang
HE new regulations of the Department
of Commerce permit operation on 75-80,
.40-43, 20-22 and 4-5 meters only if
1—Your license has been changed to per
mit such operation.
2—You are using an inductively coupled
sending set.
Many do not seem at all clear on the
second point—there must be absolutely no
electrical connection of any sort between the
antenna and the tubes. For legal circuits
see page 13 of September, QST.
Remember that you don't necessarily have
an inductively coupled set just because it
happens to use two or three coils. The
usual "1DH" and shunt-feed reversed feed
back circuits, for instance, use two coils
but are not loose-coupled and therefor are
not legal on short waves.
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Transmission Experiments at 8AQ0
Part II
By S. Kruse, Technical Editor
IN THE first part of this article two prob
lems were given; 1, the comparison of
large and small antennas at the same
wavelength, and, 2, the comparison of
ground connection with counterpoise
when using the same antenna.
The antenna comparison will occupy most
of this installment but the counterpoiseground comparison has not been entirely
completed and will first be considered in
another fashion.
For the moment let us continue to regard
the "number one" antenna, shown in Fig.
7.
Radiation Resistance
It is interesting to calculate the fashion
in which radiation resistance varies as the

It is good to get an idea of the way they
would compare if their fundamentals were
the same. This can be done with some de
gree of correctness by simply sliding one
curve along the wavelength scale until the
two fundamentals coincide. This has been
done in Figure 10.
A similar comparison can be made in the
case of the field strength curves which were
shown in the first part of this article as
Figure 6. These are reproduced again in
Figure 11, first as they were originally
shown with the wavelengths in register and
then with one of them slid over so as to
put the fundamentals in register. It can
be seen that there is a distinct tendency for
the curves to become parallel, as one should

THE TRANSMITTING STATION
The counterpose is shown coming in over the top of the building.
The trees and buildings to the right are about 200 feet distant altho
the photograph makes them appear nearby. See the map on page 17
of the first installment.
transmitting wavelength is changed. Or expect. The curve for the ground is lower
dinarily in such calculations one knows the because of the greater ohmic resistance,
power in the sending antenna, calculates the the effect being especially great at the
radiation resistance from a theoretical for lower wavelengths. At the higher wave
mula and thereby arrives at some indication lengths this effect is not of such great im
of the field intensity at the receiving point. portance, being swamped by the dielectric
In this case we know the power in the resistance losses which occur with both
sending antenna and we also know the field counterpoise and ground connection.
intensity at the receiving point. It is in
The Number 2 Antenna
teresting therefore to calculate back for the
So far all work had been done with the
radiation resistance. The calculation is ac
complished by means of the formulas found same antenna, although it had beem used
on pages 730 to 742 of Morecroft's "Prin against both counterpoise and ground. It
ciples of Radio Communication." The seems worthwhile to find out whether the
curves obtained from this calculation are things that have been spoken of applied to
shown in Figure 9. As in the previous part antennas in general or to only this one
of this dscussion the same antenna is being antenna in particular. The Number 1
used first against counterpoise and then antenna (90 feet high and 60 feet long)
was replaced by the No. 2 antenna, Fig. 8,
against ground. This causes the two sys
tems to have widely different fundamentals. which was 90 feet long and 65 feet high,
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More through accident than through design
its fundamental fell at 262 meters, quite
close to the 273 meter of the No. 1 antenna
when used against ground. The down-lead
of No. 2 was a cage in contrast to fan down
lead of No. 1. In addition the spreaders
of No. 2 were made of iron pipe with the
wires soldered to them. The idea in general
was to make this antenna as different from
No. 1 as was conveniently possible.
The measurements which had been made
on No. 1 were now repeated on No. 2, using
the ground but not the counterpoise.
The nodal points for the various wave
lengths were located as described before

fixed filament voltage and operate the gen
erator (or other plate supply) at its max
imum voltage at all times.
This test was not run on a scientific
4 mre fiat tap
& ■tan
40'| J-4 wire
atacc//a/r.eter

Capper netttna

y¥ £ Copper netirnq

k— g—A
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THE 'NUMBER. TWO" ANTENNA
Furx/omcnta/ to earth 262 meters
FIG 8
The generator rheostat was simply
set clear over and the tube? operated with
the clips set at the best points which had
been found for each wavelength. These
were not necessarily the best points that
could have been found. It is not pretended
that the efficiency of the set was the same at
each wavelength although the temperature

THE *NUMBER ONE'ANTENNA
FUNDAMENTAL TO EARTH 272m.
FUNDAMENTAL TO COUNTERPOISE 221m.
Fi». 7
and may be seen in Figure 3c in part one of
this article.
In Fig. 12 are given the field strength
curves of the No. 1 and No. 2 antennas
when used against ground. In this case
it is not necessary to shift them since the
fundamentals are close together. Appar
ently the No. 2 antenna obeys the same
general rules as the No. 1 antenna.
In Fig. 13 are shown the radiation re
sistance curves for the No. 1 and No. 2
antennas, both used against ground. Here
also the two antennas have followed the
same general rule.
Maximum Output at Various Waves
All of the foregoing has been reduced
to the same antenna input power. Most sta
tions are not operated in this way but use
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of the plates of the tubes did not vary
widely.
The adjustments are shown in Table B.
It is an interesting, although possibly
useless, operation to multiply one of the field
intensity curves by the power which the set
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was able to put into the antenna at each
particular wavelength. This has been done
in Figure 14 which shows a field intensity
curve for constant power at the transmitter
and another for the maximum power which
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possibilities of error that any confirmation
is always welcome and comforting. There
fore tests were arranged on two successive
Sundays during broad daylight. During
these tests we dropped back to the basis of

THE RECEIVING HOUSE WITH ITS LOOP
This station was described in part one of this article.
could be put into the antenna at each wave
length using the conditions that have just
been described. These two curves and the
solid curve of Fig. 6 therefore represent
what one may speak of as operating and
laboratory conditions respectively.
Figure 14 by no means predicts what will
happen at a great distance, it merely shows
what field strength can be generated at
a distance of 3000 feet—how effective the
station is in getting energy into the ether.

fixed power and station 8AQO transmitted
with a constant antenna input of 300 watts
while a group of five stations at Hartford,
Connecticut, made measurements of the re-
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What happens to it afterward in the way
of absorption, refraction, and the like is
another story—one that is beyond control.
Practical Tests
A considerable portion of the radio world
has no faith whatever in measurements.
The only thing that counts is transmission
over a distance. We did not completely
share this attitude but nevertheless felt that
an experiment of this kind has so many
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ceived signal strength. The distance is
approximately 325 miles, all of this being
over land.
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The tests were run on schedule, the trans
mitting station beginning at the longer
waves and working down step by step to
ward 164 meters.
At this point it is well to say distinctly
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some of them not having been calibrated
until after the tests were made.
These things are pointed out, partly to
admit all of the errors that were possible
and partly to show that since any trans
mission phenomenon which could distinctly
be recognized through all these weaknesses
must certainly have been of a very distinct
nature.
The points obtained scattered badly and
only the final curve is shown in Figure. 15.
Certainly there is no doubt that the trans
mission at 154 meters was enormously
better than that above 300. The very great
rise of the curve towards shorter wave
lengths is due not only to the more effective
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radiation of the transmitting antenna sys
tem but probably also the lesser absorption
of the shorter waves while traveling to the
receiving point. It is not likely that there

FIG. 13
that we realize the extreme inaccuracy of
such observation. To begin with the audi
bility meter is an inaccurate thing, in
addition it does not give any direct indi
cation of field strength, and still in addition
to that it is being worked with a receiving
set about which one knows nothing at all.
It is for this reason that 5 observers were
used; such a number gives a fair chance
that the average result will give some in
dication of what is really going on. For
this reason also several of the wavelengths
were repeated.
All of the receiving sets used oscillating
detectors with one or two stages of audio
amplification. Beyond that there was not
the slightest resemblance between them,
nor was there any resemblance between the
receiving locations. In addition to this
there was wide divergence between the
audibility measuring devices themselves,

l?0 170 190 210 230 250 270 290 310 330 JSO
FIG. 15

was anything especially freakish about the
transmission condition because the receiv
ing stations not only differed widely as to
the nature of their location but were
scattered over an area about 20 miles
across.
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Super- Regeneration and Short Waves
By A. L. Groves
SHORT WAVE development is too
young to say with any certainty what
is best for this or that purpose, so I
shall describe my tuner briefly, giving:
the arrangement I have found most
satisfactory and leave the rest to you for
further development.
As can be seen from the diagram, super
regeneration is the foundation of the cir
cuit. Let me say quickly to those who have
found super regeneration unsatsfactory on
the longer waves, that this circuit operates
without squeals of any kind. Neither is
there a continuous roar.
Strange to say, the WD-11 or WD-12 tube
appears to be the most satisfactory for this
arrangement.
The tuning coils do not differ from any
other coils designed for the same wave
lengths, that is, the inductances remain the
same as in any regenerative circuit. The
primary may be made to work on fixed
tune as many are doing with the ordinary
tuners today but personally I prefer the
tunable primary as shown. The secondary
condenser, C„, should have a capacity of
about 125 micromicrofarads (.000125 ufd.)
which can be obtained with from five to
seven plates in an ordinary variable con-

Heavy wire shows adc/rt/ons to
reyu/ar tuner
1.1.Cl is the regular tuner primary.
L2.C2 is the regular tuner secondary.
1.3, C3 is the usual plate circut, from which C3
may be omitted.
C6, Phone bypass, as usual or a trifle larger.
L4, Cl. LS, C5 make up the "super" part of the
circuit which oscillates at a high audio frequency.
This part of the circuit is described in the text.
denser. The grid condenser is of the usual
type, a capacity of 250 micromicrofarads
(.00025 ufd.) being suitable. Although a
grid leak is shown, the circuit apparently
works equally well without it, although this
remains for each man to find out for him
self after the set is put into operation.

The coupling between the plate and _
ondary coils should be variable. The con
denser Ci is not necessary though person
ally I believe it is desirable. If used it
should under no circumstances have a cap
acity of more than 250 micromicrofarads
(.00025 ufd.) which calls for eleven or
thirteen plates in the ordinary condenser.
(Notice that the description so far ap
plies to any regenerative tuner. It is there
fore possible to take your present tuner
and add the apparatus which is described
further on.—Tech. Ed.)
The Super Circuit
Now we come to the 1 ng-wave circuits
upon which the operation of the circuit
hangs. If these circuits are not working
properly the whole thing will be worthless
and will operate with the same old dis
turbances that were troublesome in all
supers of the past.
The grid coil L, is a duo-lateral coil of
1250 turns, which is shunted by a Dubilier
type 610 mica condenser having a capacity
of 1000 micromicrofarad (.001 (ifd.) This
value is fairly critical.
The plate coil L, is a duo-lateral of 1500
turns and is shunted by a Dubilier mica
condenser having a capacity of 2500 micro
microfarads. This coil is so placed that the
coupling between it and the coil L, can be
varied easily from very close coupling to a
right angle.
The telephone shunt condenser has a cap
acity of 1000 micromicrofarads. The B
battery voltage should be about 45.
"Operation"
Turn on the filament and tighten the
coupling between L4 and L, until the osc
illating point is reached and passed and the
oscillations are about to stop. This point
is somewhat critical and it will take a few
trials to find the best place. Once it is de
cided upon, no further adjustment is needed.
A faint high pitch hum will be heard in the
phones, so faint that you have to listen for
it. Now tune for signals with the usual
controls of the regular tuner. With a little
experience results may be somewhat im
proved by trying different B battery volt
ages and different capacities across the
phones. As mentioned, the whole scheme is
subject to modification. The most import
ant consideration is not to vary greatly from
the above recommendations at first, but to
make your own changes afterwards when
you have learned to use the circuit. The
success of the whole thing seems to hinge
on the extremely low frequency of the
"super" oscillator.
The regenerative circuit tunes in the
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regular manner and by always holding the
"super" circuit at the point where it is
about to stop oscillating, the writer finds
that heretofore objectionable howl, squeals,
and rushing noises, so common to super
regenerators, are to a consderable extent
eliminated.
"Remit."
The results will not be very "super-re
generative"' in their characteristics. Selectivtiy seems almost as great as with an
ordinary regenerative set, although at my
location, 40 miles from the nearest trans
mitter, this has been hard to determine. I
am sure, though that it is more selective
than the usual super regenerator. A slight
broadness of tuning is noticeable at the
short waves because it helps to hang on to
short wave stations which are swinging
slightly.
Signals that are audible with a regular
regenerative set are improved to about
double their strength by this circuit, and
signals that are beyond hearing with any
thing in the regenerative line can be heard
with good audibility. The average increase
in range appears to be something like 40
percent over a regenerative receiver. This
is done without the usual ear-splitting
noises obtained by adding an audio ampli
fier. As there is nothing whatever in the
noise making quality of a receiver to scare
one away from its use, there seem to be but
two things to consider before putting such
an arrangement into general use. These
are selectivity and interference—by radia
tion. Where I am located, it is hard to de
termine either of these things.
I will be glad to hear from anybody in
terested in experimenting with a set of this
kind for waves below 100 meters.

Communication with VDM
ALATE report advises that IBIS heard
VDM on July 4, 6, 7, and 10. 8DCW
also reports hearing VDM on July 5
and 6. On August 25, 26, 27, Canadian
4FV worked him several times, exchang
ing messages while it was full daylight at
Pond's Inlet, Lancaster Sound, where VDM
was located at the time. Canadian 9AL,
SCO, and 3VH all tied in with some of this
work, assisting when necessary. 9AL
passed a message to VDM on August 28,
thru heavy QRN. VDM is now using about
145 meters, instead of 120. 3AVN and
Canadian 5CT report hearing him on
August 27 and 26 respectively. 9DDP and
9EEG both worked "Bill" Choat on the
morning of the 27th, 9EEG, by the way,
using a 5-watter.
7GR managed to hook up with VDM on
August 28th and reported strong signals
on about 145 meters.
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Sixth District Amateurs
Attention
THE annual convention of the amateurs
of the Sixth Radio District will be held
at Modesto, California, this year on
November 7th, 8th, and 9th, under the
auspices of the Modesto Radio Club. The
convention promises to be the biggest the
Sixth District has ever seen, and with all
of the things they have planned for the
convention—O Boy, you just can't afford
to stay away!
A big feature of the convention will be
the awarding, to the best all around ama
teur station in the Sixth District, of a real
trophy. This trophy will be a replica of
the famous Wouff-Hong. It will probably
be about six inches long, suspended by silver
chains, and engraved each year with the
call of the winning station. A committee
of prominent Sixth District radio men will
act as judges in awarding the prize. In
order to make this memento something
worth trying for, the Wouff-Hong is going
to be made from the plates and grids of
"shot" vacuum tubes! Every ham who has
one or more burned out tubes around his
shack should get busy right now and send
the "innards" to Mr. L. J. Wren, 6BDS, 911
13th Street, Modesto, California, and con
tribute his part toward the sacred WouffHong! Though this is, strictly speaking,
a Sixth District affair, plates and grids
coming from amateurs in other parts of the
country will certainly not be refused, ac
cording to Mr. Frank Flowers, 6ST, pres
ident of the Modesto Club. The more the
merrier—and the larger the resulting
Wouff-Hong!
Many other things of interest are planned
for the three days of the convention. Mr.
K. B. Warner, Secretary of the A.R.R.L.
and Mr. A. A. Hebert, Treasurer-Field
Man of the League will be on hand to meet
the Sixth District hams and discuss matters
pertaining to League activities.
Make your reservations NOW! Write
Mr. L. J. Wren, at the address above, telling
him that you will be there with bells on and
to save a place for you!
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A 100-Foot Wooden Tower
By Trendall Rows, 7AGI
THE wooden tower has a number of
advantages over the straight wooden
pole, chief among which are its
great rigidity and strength. Few
guy wires need be used, which is an
advantage both in convenience and appear
ance. It does not obstruct the yard and
does not absorb as much energy from the
antenna field as does a wooden mast with
more guys.
The tower at 7AGI is built on four cedar
posts set on the corners of a five-foot
square. The posts are four inch by four
inch and are set 30 inches in concrete. The
tower tapers so as to be one foot square
at the top. The vertical corner timbers are
two inch spruce. The base construction is
of one inch by two inch clear through, as
is the cross bracing.
The first cross braces are placed two
feet above the ground; thereafter they are

of splicing the 2" by 2" corner pieces is
shown in the drawing while the photo
graphs explain the rest of the construction.
The tower is topped off with a 12" wooden

square into the corners of which the 2"
by 2" corner pieces of the tower are fitted.
This is shown in the drawing.
Material List
480 lineal feet 2" x 2" Spruce
800 "
" l"x2" "
16 "
" 4" x 4" Cedar or Redwood
20 "
" 2"x4" Fir
600 feet #10 Galvanized iron wire
760 " #12
"
"
"
16 Bolts tt"x6"
8 "
%"x7"
36 strain-knob or egg insulators
1 Pulley
3 gallons Marine Paint for 2 coats
4 guy wires for 83-ft. level
4 "
"
" 50-ft. "
Raising apparatus:
1 Gin pole 40' x 9" base and 6" top
Good %" or %" tackle, 1 to 4 ratio

placed every five feet up to the 42 foot level.
For the next 36 feet the cross braces are
spaced four feet apart, and the rest of the
tower they are spaced three feet apart.
The diagonal braces are fitted as the con
struction of the tower proceeds. The system

Guying and Trussing
The strength of the finished tower de
pends entirely upon the care with which the
braces are fitted and nailed and the truss
wires (internal cross wires) are adjusted.
No. 10 or No. 12 galvanized iron wire can
be used. The greatest care should be taken
in making the truss wiring as accurate as
possible.
Four or eight guys may be used to hold
the finished tower in place, but the writer
used and prefers eight because of the
greater factor of safety.
The base of the tower is further
strengthened by bolting a 5 foot length of
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2" by 4" lumber to the foundation post
-and the cornerpiece of the tower. This is
shown in one of the photographs.
Raising the Tower
The tower is raised by using a 40-foot
gin pole. This pole must first be erected
and guyed. The way of doing this may be
learned by watching a telephone line gang

Kail on 2pieces i~*2'
Am;
2'2~fitted 2*"A*yen 2 JHres assptrcc
comerpasts
into toppiece

erecting poles. A man with pole-line ex
perience can speed this job up very much.
When the gin pole is up, two of the tower
legs are bolted to the base post and lifted
with these bolts acting as pivots. The gin
pole must of course be so located that this
can be done without excessive strains.
Shutting Down An
Interference Factory
HOW would you like to live next to a
large and enthusiastic spark station
whose operator cheerfully "sat on the
key" and let the spark run all day? Enough
to make anyone see red isn't it?
Very well—that is exactly what happens
to the poor chap who installs a radio re
ceiver near one of the electrical dust-savers
that are used by smelters and cement mills.
The "Cottrell Precipitator" is a fine piece
of engineering work—it has stopped a good
many thousands of dollars from escaping
up the stack—but it certainly does raise
perfectly sinful radio interference in some
places. If in any doubt about that one has
only to ask the radio men of Tacoma, Wash
ington, or those from Miami, Globe and
Superior Arizona. Their evidence will be
positive enough—also you will learn new
ways of using the few cuss words that we
have in the English language.
At Globe and Miami things had become
intolerable and the Radio Service was
appealed to. Colonel J. F. Dillon, 6th Dis
trict Supervisor of Radio, came to Globe
and tackled the job in his usual energetic
fashion. The details are given in the
4,Radio Service Bulletin" (Dept. of Com
merce) for June 2 and those having
occasion to tackle a similar job are urged
to read the account in detail. The follow
ing abbreviated account and illustration
are taken from "Radio" for July.
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"As similar trouble is being experienced
eleswhere the accompanying diagram of
connections should be of interest.
"The line A extended to the precipitator,
214 meters from the rectifier.
"A low resistance circuit L, was shunted
across the rectifier disc and the 1500-ohm
resistance in the line removed to the metal
wall of the building. An iron-core choke
L,, consisting of 120 turns of wire
IVz" square laminated iron core
was also inserted in the line.
After these changes had been
made there was no further
trouble."
• The Radio Service Bulletin
states that the manager of the
plant at Superior will make an
attempt to stop the trouble there
by complete screening with an
iron cage having one inch mesh.
The results will be reported to
the Supervisor.
The theory of the cure used at the Globe
and Miami plants is quoted from the
Bulletin as follows.
"It may be said that a great deal depends
upon the character of the resistances. All
radio engineers agree that the formula (for
an oscilatory circuit) 2 ^ L/C is accurate
and that if R is greater than 2"^/ L/C
the circuit will be non-oscillatory. Hence
if the interference is maximum at a wave
length of 300 meters with a capacity of
.0035 microfards and an inductance of 10
microhenries any resistance above 126.5
ohms will render the circuit non-oscillatory

To the
precipitator
Synchronous^*^
rectifier disc

CIRCUIT USED TO MUFFLE"C0TTRELL PRECIPITATOR
B_ Brushes set %'from rectifier c/isc
C_ Condenser .006 microfarad
L\~/4ir-core inductance 1-0,000 centimeters
Lz~ iron -core choke, /20 turns wound on
/aminated core tjf-soaare.
Only onephase shown a/tho actualinstallation
uses threephases at 60,000 toftsand47s cycles
and hence any additional resistance will
tend to further damp out the oscillation."
The constants referred to are presumably
those of the line and the precipitator.
At any rate—the 6th district supervisor
has made some fast friends by a construc
tive piece of work.
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Grebe Developments
SEVERAL recent developments by the
A. H. Grebe organization offer such a
variety of new departures as to de
serve more attention than QST is
accustomed to direct toward a tuner
in these days of rapid changes in apparatus.
The Grebe "Synch rophase" receiver is
most notable for the new departures rep
resented by the apparatus inside the cab
inet, but the first glance will probably be
directed at the panel which is very different
from the usual. Since Grebe first popular
ized the dial, it seems reasonable that they
should first move again. This has been done
in the "Synchrophase" by puting the dial
inside the cabinet with its edge projecting

The Synchrophase Receiver
thru a horizontal slot in the panel, exactly
after the fashion of the well-known Grebe
"tangent vernier" control. The fine control
has been retained in its usual position be
low the main dial.
The internal arrangement of the set is
characteristically Grebe but the units are
new, for this is a receiver of the tuned
radio amplifier type designed with special
attention to removing some of the leading
defects of the this type of set.
Builders of neutrodynes are familiar with
the care necessary to prevent magnetic
feedback between the coils in different
stages of the amplifier. In the "Synchrophase" this difficulty is avoided in a differ
ent manner by making the coils of a special
shape which has practically no magnetic

field outside of the coil itself. This in
cidentally assures that the cure is perman
ent and will not be disturbed by the use
of a loop placed so that it can pick up
energy from the stage just ahead of the
detector.
We think that we see the work of our
good Hawkeye friend R. R. Batcher in these
special coils, and we are quite sure that he
designed the special variable condensers
used to tune the input and the radio ampli
fier. Variable condensers have for some
time past been one of QST's pet topics and
in fact our agitation has been the main
cause for the present epidemic of "low loss"
condensers.
(Incidentally—we invented
that term "low loss".)
In the (few Grebe condenser
another of our pet suggestions
has been used—that of making
the plate of a shape which will
give a straight frequency curve
instead of the straight wave
length curve which is so freely
advertised. This was discussed
in detail on page 27 of our
September issue.
The "Clarifier"
In order to provide a radio
stage for Grebe tuners previous
to the "Synchrophase" there has
been designed a one-step antiregenerative radio amplifier
called the "Clarifier." The panel
design and interior construction
are uniform with the customary
Grebe sets so that the addition
does not in any way harm the
appearance of the tuner while
increasing its range and its
selectivity.
Since such a stage of amplifi
cation is non-oscillating it will
considerably decrease the radiat i o n interference ordinarily
caused by an oscillating detector.
It will be seen that the detector can still
be made to regenerate and even to oscillate.
However the detector is no longer so directly
connected to the antenna and the amount
of energy that can reach the antenna and
cause interference is limited to that which
can be fed back thru the "Clarifier." This is
materially less than before, when the oscil
lating detector was directly connected to
the antenna or closely coupled to it. For
the sake of keeping the circuit simple no
attempt was made to balance out the
various capacity couplings that permit this
remaining "reverse repeating." This would
have required the methods described by Dr.
Hull on page 32 of our August issue.
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However this has nothing to do with the
radio amplification, which is a definite im
provement, when used in the broadcast
range.
The Clarifier circuit, shown in Fig. 1,
will be recognized as an old friend. The
interior arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.
For the sake of those who wish to add
such a device to their sets the following
description is abstracted from an article
by Mr. R. R. Batcher, Research Engineer
for A. H. Grebe, Inc.
The input coil, to which the antenna is
connected, is wound on a 2" tube as shown
in Fig. 3. The sort of insulation on the
wire does not matter much. For a tuning
range of 215 to 590 meters the coil should
be tapped as shown. The part above the
tap is mounted by a variable condenser with
a capacity of 400 micromicrofarads. Since
this is a special size a standard well-made
500 micromicrofarad (.0005 nfd.) con
denser may be substituted.
The adjustable stablizing condenser is
seen in Fig. 4. It is quite easy to convert

The Clarifier
a glass-encased grid leak into such ■ a con
denser.
If the metal ends of the leak are heated
slightly they will come off as they are gen
erally fastened with Woods metal. The
grid leak element is then removed and one
cap is replaced on an end. A small piece
of cardboard is then cut to fit the tube as
shown in Figure 4. A small quantity of
Woods metal or other low melting alloy is
then melted and poured in the glass tube on
one side of the cardboard strip. This will
form a semicircular rod, firmly soldered to
the cap on the lower end and extending
nearly the full length of the tube. A small
brass trough, semicircular in cross section,
is soldered to the other cap.
When completed, a small variable con
denser with a glass dielectric is obtained
which can be readily mounted by means of
the grid leak mounting clips. One of the
caps should be soldered to a clip as shown
in Fig. 3. The other cap on the glass tube
is then free to rotate, furnishing a means
for varying the capacity.
This condenser should be readily access
ible from the top of the cabinet, but need

not be on the front of the panel because
when it is once set the capacity need not
be varied unless the type of tube used is
changed.
The Output Coil
The regular Grebe output coil is rather
difficult to reproduce but a simple substitute
may be made of a 150 turn "honeycomb"
ne. i.

coil removed from its mounting and tapped
by pulling out the 75th turn so that a flex
ible lead can be soldered to it. Another
possible type of coil consists of 80 turns
wound on a "spiderweb" frame of the usual
sort with the tap at the 40th turn. A good
coil may be made by winding two wires in
parallel in the spiderweb form, connecting
the outer end of one winding to the inner
end of the other. This is the mid-tap and
the single flexible lead is soldered to it.
This lead goes to the positive terminal of
the B battery. In addition a two-conductor
flexible coil is used to connect the coil to
the plate of the tube and to the compensat
ing condenser as shown in Fig. 1.
Operation
The output coil may be laid on top of the
receiving set or inside the cabinet, wherever

it will be nearest the grid coil of the de
tector tube.
It is to be noted that no ground con
nections are necessary on this unit, since
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the regular ground is to be left on the re
ceiver itself. The antenna is disconnected
from the receiver and connected to this cir
cuit. The antenna and ground binding posts
on the receiver are to be connected together
on single circuit receivers. On double cir
cuit receivers these posts may be connected
together also, if it is found by experiment
that there is an im
provement by so do
ing.
It remains to be
i
shown how the bal
anced output circuit
of this tube is ad
justed and how the
"clairfier" is to be
I— •'—■
used i n practical
cases. After the con'
nections have been
made to this device, the tube is turned on to
normal brilliancy. The receiving set is
adjusted to a low wavelength, such as about
300 meters, and a pair of receivers or loud
speaker connected as usual. If a single
circuit receiver is used the antenna and
ground binding posts are connected together.
The balance in the radio frequency tube is
obtained by adjusting the small variable
condenser. This adjustment can be made
in several ways.
Set the receiver dials to receive signals
from some broadcasting station. When the

c**nrr yo *t>71m

C*f Sotottito

r/G.

tuning condenser is swung around it will, at
some position, be in tune also with the in
coming signals. If the "clarifier" tube is
oscillating, the pitch of the notes received
will change as its tuning condenser is
swung in and out of tune. If this tube is
not oscillating the intensity of the signal
will change, but not the pitch. Since it i3
desired to stop all oscillations in this tube,
the small stabilizing condenser is adjusted
until the intensity only is changed when
the tuning condenser is varied.
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The Delta Division Convention
MEMPHIS! oh Memphis! where was thy
sting with the thermometer at 102
during those memorable days, August
27th, 28th and 29th, when one W. W.
Rodgers, Division Manager, did put over a
100% Convention? Fifty seven "hams" were
present from Louisiana, Alabama, Mississ
ippi, Arkansas and Tennessee; as a matter
of fact all Districts excepting third, sixth
and seventh were represented.
Being a convention "hound," one wonders
why each convention seems to run as
smoothly as any of the old ones and it is
assumed that the reason is just due to all
having a common interest and working
towards one end—success. From the time
of the first registration until the last min
ute there was not an instant but some
thing was doing. We did enjoy the stunts,
particularly the spoon race, where the par
ticipants had to run sixty feet carrying in
a spoon honest-to-goodness 199, 200 and
201-A tubes; only acrobats were able to win
and if recollection is good most of the Mem
phis gang were winners. This also explains
why we found such fine aerials, some 75
feet and 80 feet, just as straight as arrows,
and those that put them up must have been
expert climbers; and say, we must not for
get the fine stations. Honest, all those vis
ited could take a prize in a contest, and they
can handle traffic as well.
Fred Schnell, the one who lords it over
the destiny of the Traffic Department,
talked for two hours on short waves and
comprehensively explained how it can be
done; that "hay wire" short wave-tuner of
his created a lot of interest too. Treasurer
Hebert showed us how to make a simple
wave-meter to cover the range of short
waves.
The Hotel Gayoso where the banquet took
place did itself proud by serving food that
was a pleasure to eat. At the speakers
table were noted Radio Supervisor Deiler
with his assistant Inspector duTreil, B. F.
Sainter, Director from the Delta Division;
»r. Hunter, A.D.M. for Arkansas; Brad
ford Hearn, that efficient representative of
the Publicity Department from Shreveport,
La. Schnell and Hebert could be seen in
deep conversation with their neighbors, and
all those called upon to speak said a few
pertinent words.
But the climax of the Convention, on the
last day, was the R.O.W.H. initiation. We
have seen four of them, but none equalled
this setting and the acting was good. All
thanks to W. W. Rodgers and his brother
O.S. for the success.
—A.A.H.
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The Transmitter at 6CHX
By Robert E. Geddes, 6CHX
4—1 microfarad filter condensers.
THERE is always a great demand for
2—\Vi henry chokes (4 is better).
a circuit that will give good results
1—cardboard tube 5*4 inches in diameter
on low power C.W. without difficult
adjustment. The principle of the (or thereabouts).
1—cardboard tube 5 inches in diameter
circuit which will be described in
this article is not new but as far as I know (approximately) .
21 feet—No. 12 bare copper wire.
the circuit is used only by a few stations in
San Diego, California. The circuit is
Construction
another modified Hartley. Just as the or
The antenna inductance consists of a
dinary "grid tickler" (also called "1DH"
or "Sure-fire") is a Hartley circuit in which 5% -inch or 5% -inch cardboard tube dipped
the grid coil has been made separate so this into hot paraffin and then wound with 15
is a circuit in which the plate coil is sep
arate. It therefore seems reasonable to
speak of it as a "plate tickler circuit." It
really resembles the old single circuit tuner
as much as anything, and that is enough
comment on the transmitting ability of the
single circuit tuner. In fact the use of this
circuit for transmission was suggested to
me by a terrific squawk from a single cir
cuit receiver next door. If this thing was so
good a transmitter when it used a receiv
ing tube, why would it not be still better
when it is used as a transmitting tube?
A couple of oats boxes were emptied and
wire hastily wrapped around them. Inside
FIG. 2 THE CIRCUIT USED AT 6CHX
of fifteen minutes 6CHX was on the air for
the first time. This strange concoction,
Noti I Better to put rheostat in transformerprimary
see. paye S4, December 923 QSr
worked 20 miles.
Bit by bit good apparatus replaced junk
Uort 2 Keep
"eary /tads sAort
and eventually the station began to do really
nice work with a newly purchased 5-watter. turns of No. 12 bare copper wire. A com
mon chalk line or fish line is wound on with
Material*
the wire. This lies between the turns of
It is an absolute necessity to use good wire and spaces them apart. The cord
material in building this or any other set, should be about the same size as the wire.
if satisfactory results are to be expected. Each turn of the coil has a bent tap
For the benefit of those who want every
soldered to it as shown in Figure 1. (In
thing just as it is here, the following list doing this it is absolutely necessary to
of apparatus is given but there is no solder with rosin as the string will soak
up the soldering compound. Acids or pastes
will positively make trouble in the coil but
the rosin is harmless unless it has been
scorched by having the soldering copper too
hot.—Tech. Ed.)
The plate tickler is composed of 20 turns
METHOD OF TAPPING
of No. 16 double cotton-covered wire spaced
one inch apart and wound on a cardboard
tube 5 inches in diameter. This coil is
A/a is mre tptctdmtA j/nno'
dipped in hot paraffin in the same fashion
METHOD OF TAPPING PRIMARY
FIG I
as the antenna coil.
The coils should be wound in opposite
reason for sticking to these particular directions. If a mistake is made the con
nections of the plate tickler may be reversed
makes.
1 —5000-ohm Radio Corp. transmitting but the results will not be as good.
Careful mounting of the grid leak and
grid leak.
1—.002 microfarad Faradon transmitting condenser on bakelite or hard rubber will
grid condenser.
pay in the long run.
1—Filament rheostat.
Adjusting
1—Porcelain socket.
Begin by laying the antenna coil down
l_C-302 tube.
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with the plate tickler inside of it. Then put
the antenna clip say 3 taps from the free
end of the antenna coil. The filament
ground and also the negative high voltage
leads are soldered together and a lead from
them is soldered to the one end of the antenna
coil. A separate tap for the filament was
at one time necessary but experiments have
shown that it always works best at the
place just given.
When tuning the set use a low voltage;
350 is a good starter. When you have the
circuit adjusted you can "slap on more sap."
The position of the grid clip will be by
far the most critical to adjust and consid
erable experimentation may have to be done
to find its proper location. It has been found
that when four or more wires are used in
the antenna the grid clip may have to be
placed below the antenna clip. With an
tenna systems of less capacity the grid will
nearly always have to be placed above the
antenna clip. As the grid clip is moved
further away from the antenna clip (up or
down) the antenna current will rise slowly
until you come to a turn at which it suddenly
drops. The turn just inside that one is the
best adjustment. When this point is reached
the antenna clip may be moved either up or
down to change the wavelength without
much need of other adjustment. Some shift
ing of the plate coil may be necessary, but
after the right place is found it may be
left alone. Experience showed that the
antenna clip could be put as far down as the
fifth turn, using four grid turns. The cir
cuit oscillated nearly as strongly as ever.
Thus by a mere shifting of the antenna clip,
the wavelength was changed from 198 to
•jAmt

L
QKWS^—J'tov rfomf/Ktiftor
Oround
FJG.3 WHEN USING A COUNTERPOISE
A plate tickler circuit suoaested iy Bailantine which does
/tat make any nodalpoint trouble.
PLFO
tort** ol *viro
ineA too"ISOorcubo
K -mt**llorHofulor/AonfridM0.30
loalL wound on '/a or
about 160 meters while the antenna current
changed only .2. If the set absolutely re
fuses to oscillate try reversing the leads
to the plate tickler.
Voltage
At 6CHX I found that putting on more
than 600 volts D.C. caused fading, gave a
ragged note and did not help the range a
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particle, although the plate got hotter and
the antenna ammeter went over further.
After long transmission with 600 volts, the
plates of the single C-202 tube turned a
dull red. The antenna current was 1.4
amperes. The "ampere hounds" will howl
at this but I am a firm believer in "the

FIG 4 THE BRIDGE RECTIFIER AT fcCHX

»Vi *•*"» t-rO Cvtel yam i£'-oj I rati •r,a%
antenna current does not mean much." Our
conditions at San Diego are not good at all.
We are greatly handicapped by the 200kilowatt arc station (NPL) within 2V4
miles of us. However it was possible during
March, April and May to work a number of
stations outside of the Sixth District, to
work 5PS at 1200 miles and to reach south
ward far enough so that the signals were
copied at Balboa, Panama, a distance of
2936 miles. Working in the same fashion
another San Diego station has been heard in
Australia and Alaska. This is certainly
proof that range can be gotten from these
small tubes without abusing them.
If anyone has any trouble with the cir
cuit I shall be only too glad to help them.
Just drop a line to 6CHX, care Robert E.
Geddes, 3720 Georgia St., San Diego, Cali
fornia. Please enclose the customary
stamped envelope OM.

Midwest Division
Hamfest
FORTY enthusiastic amateurs of the
Midwest division attended the banquet
held under the auspices of the Citizen
Radio Club of Omaha on August 9th at the
Conant Hotel. Amateurs from Kansas
City, Maryville, Mo., Atchison, Kan.,
Lincoln and Seward, Nebr. were among the
out of town visitors present. This was the
first amateur get-to-gether ever held in
Omaha and the friendships made over the
air and between the members of the Ole'
Midwest was considerably strengthened at
this little meet.
Mr. P. H. Quinby, 9DXY, Midwest Div
ision Manager, was toastmaster for the eve
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ning. The distinguished speaker of the
occasion was L. B. Laizure of Kansas City,
Mo., Midwest director who broke the much
looked for news of his first director's meet
ing in Hartford. Mr. Laizure gave an in
teresting account of the meeting and
brought us news that made the heart of
every amateur there very joyful. Musical
entertainment was provided by a super-het
with a loud speaker attachment which tuned
in the local broadcasting stations.
The stunts, held after the serving of the
dinner, were the feature of the banquet and
much hilarity was caused by the radio
liar's contest and the several wild yarns
heard.
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warding a copy to A.R.R.L. Headquarters
for verification.
Beginning at 12:30 A.M., E.S.T., attempts
at two-way communication may be under
taken. We suggest the waves between 75
and 80 meters as being the most desirable
from all standpoints.
—F.HJS.

A Static Reducer
By Dr. Jack Rodgers
FOR several years I have used a static
drain coil system on all types of receiv
ers, except crystal sets with which I
have never experimented. The coils are
More Pan-American Tests
arranged as shown in the figure, at an angle
THE amateurs of the countries of South of 55 degrees. For the broadcasting range
America are so enthused over the suc all of the coils have 66 turns of No. 24
cess of the May Pan-American Tests wire on 3% inch tube. The tap is taken
at the middle
that the Radio
Club of Argen
or 33rd turn.
tine has asked
With a regen
the A.R.R.L to
erative receiver
Don 't Miss the November
arrange another
three coils may
series of tests
Issue
be used without
for October.
too much loss of
QST
Leads
Again
Because of
signal strength.
the unexpected
Four to six can
MR.
J.
L.
McLaughlin,
designer
of
the
Oneness of the re
be used with
Control
Neutrodyne,
has
"rung
the
bell"
quest, it was
a superhetero
again. We are proud to announce that the
not possible to
dyne.
November
issue
will
contain
a
complete
de
make a prelim
When used
scription, with constructional details and val
inary announce
with a superhet
ues, of the
erodyne having
ment last month,
good selectivity
but we hope the
ONE-CONTROL SUPER
on both dials,
"gang" will
'^urn to" and
stations 500 to
HETERODYNE
poke some sig
700 miles away
which
he
has
designed.
We
consider
it
the
can be received
nals down south
greatest advance of recent years in super
through local
and establish
heterodyne construction. No, QST still costs
lightning. It is
two-way comonly two dollars per year or twenty cents the
important that
m u n i c a t i on.
copy.
Since the last
the proper
amount of amtests the coun
plific a t i o n be
tries of South
America have relaxed their regulations used. If top much is used the coils act as
governing amateur transmission and many
amateurs now hold licenses and are bubbling
over with an eagerness to establish reliable
communication—so, fellows, let's do our
7b antennapost
part.
Now here's what we propose to the South
American amateurs and our members:
Dates of the tests, October 14th and 24th,
To aroundypoot
inclusive.
South American amateurs will transmit
daily from 11:30 P.M. to midnite, E.S.T.,
on wavelengths between 80 and 110 meters.
SfATIC DRAIN COIL SYSTEM
American and Canadian amateurs will
transmit from midnite to 12:30 A.M., E.S.T.
Code words may be used—you make up loop aerials and if too little is used, you do
your own code and keep a record of it in not hear the station.
your log—and be sure to keep an accurate
Don't ask me how the signal gets thru
log of your transmission and reception, for the coils, but it certainly does.
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Experimenters Section Report
EMBERSHIP in the Section is open
to anyone interested in radio ex
perimentation in company with
others.
It is not necessary to have a
radio laboratory, most of the work can be
done with the equipment of an ordinary
amateur station plus the willingness to
stick to it.
Joining the Section
The business of joining the section is ex
tremely simple—just address a request to
Experimenter's Section, A.R.R.L., 1045
Main Street, Hartford, Conn.
The Service of the Section
The Experimenter's Section offers the
following services :
A list of men who are interested in your
problem.
A list of problems that are in need of work
at present.
Outlines suggesting the best way of attack
ing your problem.
All of these are kept up to date and are
available on request of those who have en
rolled their names in the Section.
Laboratory Sheet*
Several additional laboratory sheets have
been made out. They will be mimeograph
ed and sent to the members who signed up
for them as soon as the next QST copy can
be gotten out of the way.
New Numbers for Experiments
It has been necessary to re-number the
experiments. The corrected list was given
on page 33 last month. Please take note
and use the new numbers in your corres: pondence.
Our Membership Lists
A revised list of the membership of the
section, arranged by problems, has just been
mailed out.
Why We Are Delayed
Our promise to send out additional out
lines has not been made good. A rather
disastrous fire occurred at the place where
the Department Editor and Technical
Editor lived and destroyed 10A-1ID-1AEL
(see "Strays"). The work incidental to
cleaning up the mess has interfered with
everything. Better luck next month.
"Harmonic Factories"
Mr. William Schick, radio 2MU, has con
tinued the work mentioned on page 36 of
our August issue. A large amount of data
on the equipment of stations causing har
monic interference has been gathered and at
present it seems that the general use of in
ductively coupled circuits would very great
ly improve matters.
More complete results will be presented

later. If interested in this problem by all
means communicate with 2MU as he is
having a rather lonesome time of it, altho
coming along steadily.
Boy Scouts
What is the attitude of this section with
regard to an affiliation, purely informally,
between A.R.R.L. and the boy Scouts of
America? Such an alliance will amount to
little more than an agreement to work to
gether when opportunities offer—to help
radio in Scouting and in return to interest
younger members for A.R.R.L. What are
your opinions?
The Barometer
Robert Amsbury, 6CIX, of 317 N. Friends
Ave., Whittier, California, is making records
of the variation of transmission with
changes in the barometer.
High Speed (Audio) Fading
High speed, or audio frequency fading
has received much attention of late because
it is almost universal below 100 meters.
Many amateur stations, also KDKA, WGY,
and 9XW, have been accused of using 25cycle plate supply when they were actually
using very good D.C. It must be admitted
that at times the best of them sound as
if a commutator bar was missing entirely.
Records of this fading are being made
by a new method and more observers may
be wanted later. There is no intention of
making this a "free for all" such as the
A.R.R.L.-Bureau of Standards tests were,
partly because the apparatus must be pur
chased and partly because- the records are
so much better that fewer observations are
needed for useful results.
Those interested are requested to write
this section in the usual form which is noted
at the close of this report.
Urgent Problems
Immediate information is needed on the
designs which will give lowest losses in
apparatus used at 4, 20 and 40 meters.
This includes transmission helices and con
densers, also receiving coils and sockets—
if the latter should be used at all which is
doubtful. It is mainly a matter of dimen
sions, it is a foregone conclusion that the
wire should be solid and that the insula
tion should be air, pyrex or porcelain, with
paraffined wood and cardboard as next best.
Actual test and measurement—not mere
opinion—are needed.
Observers for NAA
Careful observers who can receive 15
words per minute are wanted for some ob
servations to be made on the transmission
of NAA an8 possibly some other stations.
The wavelength is 2650 meters, the signal
I.C.W.
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Please communicate direct with this sec
tion in the regular form indicated below.
Concerning Meter*
No member of this section can fail to
gain useful information from the catalogues
of meter makers such as Weston, RollerSmith, Jewell, Westinghouse, General Elec
tric, Rawson, and General Radio. Even long
use of meters leaves one with plenty of
room for more meter information. Particu
lar attention is invited to the new RollerSmith portable alternating current meters
described in their bulletin 160, and to the
Jewell tube test set whose use is on the
increase since the superheterodyne has come
back into use.
Ballantine Observer!
Some special transmisison experiments
will be run this fall or winter by our good
friend Stuart Ballantine. Observers are
needed for a problem that promises to illum
inate transmission difficulties very considererably. Please communicate with this sec
tion direct in the regular way. By all
means please do not burden Mr. Ballantine
with -correspondence.
Correspondence
It has become absolutely necessary to
insist that letters to this section be made
separate and that they be kept free of
matters relating to QST, the Information
Service and the Traffic Department. Please
put such things in another letter addressed
to the proper department. Neglect of this
causes great delay.
Please address your communication to
"Experimenters Section, A.R.R.L., 1045
Main Street, Hartford, Connecticut," and
enclose a stamped, and self addressed en
velope for reply. Foreign members in par
ticular are requested to supply the return
envelope but the stamp is not necessary in
such cases.
Those Moonlight Effects
Frankly, we have been much disappointed
in the small response regarding Moonlight
Effects on radio transmission.
One good response has been obtained,
however, from Mr. John F. Langmaid, Jr.,
of station 1AFS. He has made the test
with station 1PP. Comments as follows:
"I was very much surprised to see that
during full moon there was no static as I
had made some tests and found that during
full moon the static was very bad, where
with no moon there was very little static.
These tests were made at Northwood, New
Hampshire. The signal strengths were
about the same. These tests were held
about July 14 or 15, 1924, and during
August, 1923, on amateur waves."
It is possible that the disagreement is
due to a difference in wavelengths. Will not
someone follow this up?
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Inductance Standards
Anyone who has occasion to do work
where accurate information on wavelengths,
capacity, or inductance is necessary really
needs some coils of known inductance. Just
how to build them is a puzzle.
For this reason there has been written
a very beautiful little report by J. L.
Preston and M. S. Strock, respectively
Physicist and Assistant Physicist of the
Bureau of Standards. The paper is known
as Letter Circular No. 103 and may be
obtained by writing the Radio Section, Bur
eau of Standards, Washington, D.C. It
gives full specifications with several ex
cellent illustrations for the construction
of standard inductance coils from 8 micro
henries to 5000 microhenries, 17 types being
given all together.
By all means get a copy.

First Vermont
State Convention
ON August 9, about fifty hams, OM's
and YL's, from five districts gathered
at Poultney, Vt. to attend the first
Vermont State A.R.R.L. Convention, which
was held under the direction of the Poultney
Executive Radio Council, affiliated. The
morning and early part of the afternoon
were devoted to visiting local stations, hamfesting, etc. A. A. Hebert addressed the
Technical Meeting and told how to get our
transmitters down to the low wave lengths.
Mr. Hebert also told how to make an ex
cellent wave meter at low cost. The Traffic
Meeting was in charge of W. M. Hall,
A.D.M. for Vermont. After his talk a gen
eral discussion of affairs in Vermont en
sued.
An excellent banquet was served and
after the eats had been disposed of, George
Wood, Jr., President of the P.E.R.C., gave
an address of welcome. C. Roddy, 8DMT,
then gave a very interesting talk, telling
of his experiences in the British Navy and
commercial service as radio operator. W.
F. Moore, 1APU, told of his radio experien
ces in the U.S. Army and showed how the
amateur can help his country in time of
need. A. Reid, c2BE, conveyed Canada's
greetings to the convention. Charles Kibling, 1BIQ, told how to make money as a
commercial operator and showed the rela
tion between commercial and amateur op
erators. Mr. A. A.»Hebert, A.R.R.L Treas
urer and Field Secretary, was the chief
speaker of the evening. He gave a very
interesting and valuable talk on "Our A.R.
R.L." Vermont promises to send a man to
the International Amateur Radio Union
Congress in Paris next year.
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The Vacuum Tube Voltmeter
Measuring High Voltage at Any Frequency
By J. H. Turnbull*
MUCH of the work in radio employs
high voltages at radio or com
mercial frequencies. In order to
know what we are doing we should
be able to measure these voltages
as well as the high direct voltages some
times applied to transmitting tubes.
Ordinary direct-current meters change
their scales (ranges) by adding series re
sistance. This has the disadvantage that
the power lost in the measuring instru
ment and the "multiplier" resistance goes
up with the voltage.
Ordinary alternating-current meters are
made useful at different voltages by con
necting them to the secondaries of stepdown "potential transformers" whose pri
maries are connected to the circuits to be
measured. Still these transformers are
power-consuming devices.
The Heising Vacuum Voltmeter
The three-element vacuum tube can be
used as a means of measuring very high
potentials of any frequency and without
consuming power. In the system known
Connect Voltage to he.
measuredtoposts marked x,x.

Odjust s/lder on R unti/ current thru MA
does not change when the switch Sis opened
andc/osed. TTien voltage sbown by V is
same as vo/tage to be measured.
FIG.I HEISING VOLTMETER FOR LOW
V0LTAGE5.
as the "Heising Voltmeter" both the volt♦Lnte of Union College, Schenectady; Experi
menters Section, A.R.R.L.
1 —This method takes very careful work. Every
part of the apparatus must be very carefully in
sulated and the slightest layer of moisture may
easily spoil the results. The next method is also
to he used with some care.
2—A well-insulated tube is one that never has
had its stem damaged by over-voltage or over
heating. If there are any dark places in the
"mash" at the top of the stem the tube probably
will not do.

age to be measured and the "balancing volt
age" are connected into the grid circuit of
a vacuum tube as shown in Fig. 1. Now
with the potentiometer the grid bias is
adjusted until the plate current is not
changed at all by opening and closing the
switch S. This shows that the biasing voltt

Conned vo/tage to he
measured to X, X

Put switch on point I ondmn slider of/I,
up until AtAjust bore/y drcps back to zero.
Nowput switch onpoint 2 andrun shder on
f?2. up untilplate current ofoinJust drops to
■zero. Mow voltmeter Vshotos the unknoum voitage
FIG. 2 A ZERO-PLATE-CURRENT METHOD
age is the same as the voltage to be
measured. This method is difficult to
handle.'
Another Grid-Circuit Method
A method which is much easier to handle
is to balance out the effect of the plate
voltage with a negative grid bias and then
to put both the unknown voltage and the
balancing voltage into the grid circuit in
series with the first biasing voltage. See
Fig. 2. This method has the advantage
that we need only determine the adjust
ment that gives zero plate current. This
can be done more easily than the measure
ment of Fig. 1, and any galvanometer will
do.
The methods now to be suggested are
especially useful for the average amateur.
(These methods can be used at high volt
ages without any special( apparatus or
large batteries.—Tech. Ed.)'
An ordinary D.C. voltmeter, which pre
ferably should read up to 150 volts, is
needed, as is a milliammeter or a galvano
meter and a well insulated' tube with as
high an amplification constant as possible.
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Method for Higher Voltage*
The method makes use of the property
of the tube called the "amplification con
stant" or "n". A small negative voltage
on the grid of a tube will prevent a much
larger positive voltage on the plate from
driving any current thru the tube. When
the negative grid voltage is just high
enough to stop the plate current we say
that the "amplification constant" of the
tube is the ratio of the plate voltage over
the grid voltage, or
Positive voltage connected to the plate
of the tube
H =
Negative voltage that will bias the
grid enough to stop plate current.
This ratio holds for both D.C. and A.C.
with less than 1% variation over a wide
range of voltages and frequencies.
We will first find the amplification con-

galvanometer) MA should show some de
flection. If it does not, raise the plate

RIGHT
FIG 5 MEASURING WITH
OUT A MILLIAMETER OR
GALVANOMETER
GOOD TOR A C , PARTLY
FILTERED R A C OR UNFILTERED GENERATOR
voltage. The plate voltage is now cut down
in as small steps as possible until the
plate current just disappears. Now with
the voltmeter measure the voltage V» and
V,, as shown in the Fig. 3 and divide
V,,/V» to get the amplification constant
as explained above. (The results are much
better if the voltmeter is left connected
at V, while balancing and then - moved to
the plate circuit.—Tech. Ed.)

When Vg isjust high enough'to stop
the jo/ate current,
- Kp
FIG. 3 FINDING THE AMPLI
FICATION CONSTANT
stant of our tube. We will select a tube
with good insulation1 and mount it in a
good socket, preferably porcelain. We will
connect the negative end of a B battery
to the negative end of the filament and
the positive end of the battery to the plate
of the tube thru an indicating instrument,
such as a milliammeter or galvanometer.
Another B battery is connected with its
negative end to the grid as shown in Fig.
/bctdier fcl

Trans Ptx—rUr*
toltaoe
maybe measured*»to iey
Up or Oown

FIG. A MEASURING PLATE VOLTAGE OF SENDING SET
3. Now we will light our tube to the
desired brightness. The milliammeter (or

Using the Amplification Constant
Now that we know the amplification con
stant of our tube we may measure the
peak (highest) value of any voltage that
will not flash across from plate to filament.
This is done by connecting the voltage to

Windings each sac turns or a/most any smo/l'wing.
Be jure Co /cane ai least twee as much space beta/een tm'ndmas
asplate yo/tage can possib/yjump /' may not 6e enough
Core mat/ be from an o/d spank Co*/ hut an iron rodtot//aa /n
a pinch, tniu/ation may be empire c/oth, g/ass,6aie/ite or
rubber, trach time be/ore using test with fu/i'p/ate vo/taae
between each winding andcore —it is better ta burn it out
than to hoye thep/ate to/tape reach the headset a bit /ater
FIG 6 SIMPLE INSULATING TRANSFORMER
be measured across the plate and filament
and then balancing out the plate current
exactly as we have done in Fig. 2 and 3.
The plate voltage is then the grid bias times
the amplification constant. It will be
evident to all that in these systems we
are not draiving any current so that our
(Concluded on page 56)
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Rocky Mountain
ELECTION

NOTICE

To All A. R. R. L. Member* Residing in
the CENTRAL, HUDSON, NEW ENG
LAND, NORTHWESTERN
(including
AI«.k«, ROANOKE, ROCKY MOUNTAIN
and WEST GULF Divi.iont:
1. You are hereby notified that an elec
tion for a new A.R.R.L. Director, for a
term of two years commencing at noon
on January 1, 1925, is about to be held in
each of the above Divisions, in accordance
with the Constitution and By-Laws of the
League. Your attention is invited to Sec.
1 of Article IV of the Constitution, pro
viding for the government of A.R.R.L.
affairs by a Board of Directors; Sec. 2 of
Article IV, defining their eligibility, and ByLaws 12, 13, 14 and 15, providing for their
nomination and election.
2. Nomination petitions are hereby
solicited. Ten or more A.R.R.L. members
living in any Division have the privilege
of nominating any member of the League
in their Division as a candidate for Direc
tor. The following form in nominating
is suggested :
(Place and date)
Executive Committee,
A.R.R.L. Headquarters,
Hartford, Conn.
Gentlemen :
We, the undersigned members of the
A.R.R.L. residing in the
Division, hereby nominate
of
as a candidate for Director from the Div
ision, for the election of November, 192U.
(Signatures)
The signers must be League members in
good standing. The nominee must be a
League member in good standing, a resident
of that Division, and must be without com
mercial radio connections. His complete
name and address should be given. All such
petitions must be filed at the headquarters
office of the League in Hartford, Conn., by
noon of the first day of November, 1924.
There is no limit on the number of petitions
that may be filed.
3. The Directors at present representing
the above Divisions are as follows:
Central
C. E. Darr, 8ZZ, Detroit, Mich.
Hudson
None
New England
G. H. Pinney, 1CKP,
So. Manchester, Conn.
Northwestern . . . . K. W. Weingarten, 7BC,
Tacoma, Wash.
Roanoke
W. T. Gravely, 3BZ,
Danville, Va.

West Gulf

October, 1924

P. M. Segal, 9EEA,
Denver, Colo.
F. M. Corlett, 5ZC,
Dallas, Tex.

4. The elections will take place during
the month of November, on ballots which
will be mailed from Headquarters in the
first week of that month. The ballots for
each Division will list the names of all
eligible candidates nominated for the
position by members residing in that Div
ision. In the event there is but one eligible
nominee from any Division, the Executive
Committee will declare him elected without
ballot and so notify all members of that
Division.
5. The Constitution of the League is de
signed to insure popular and representative
government. Members are urged to par
ticipate actively in the selection of their
Director and to file nominating petitions
immediately.
For the Board:
K. B. WARNER, Secretary.
Hartford, Conn., Aug. 1, 1924.

Rules Governing the A.R.
R.L. Information Service
1.—This service is strictly limited to A.R.
R.L. members in good standing.
2—Before writing, search your files of
QST. You will probably find the answer
there.
3—Do not ask for comparisons between
advertised products.
4—Be reasonable in the number and kind
of questions you ask.
5—Put questions in the following form:
A—A standard business size stamped,
self-addressed envelope must be enclosed.
Foreign members please omit stamp but
send self-addressed envelope.
B—Write with typewriter or ink on one
side of the sheet only.
C—Make diagrams on separate sheet and
fasten all sheets together.
D—Number each paragraph and put only
one question in a paragraph.
E—Keep a copy of your letter and your
diagrams.
F—Put your name and address on each
sheet. We can not spend time digging your
address out of the callbook.
G—Address all questions to Information
Service, American Radio Relay League,
1045 Main Street, Hartford, Connecticut.
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Antenna Resistances
By A. Hoyt Taylor*
and condensers, and being nearly 90 de
A HIGH-POWER radio station oper
ating on low frequencies even when grees out of phase with the driving electro
provided with what is commonly motive force, represents very little power
called a very efficient antenna, and no active radiation. When operating
actually radiates into space only a at low frequencies, placing the meteV in the
very small percent of the input energy. ground or counterpoise lead introduces a
An amateur station operating at very high fairly small error because this charging
frequencies is quite capable of radiating current is proportional to the frequency,
into space an amount of energy which would but when operating at high frequencies,
compare very favorably with that radiated and especially at very high frequencies,
this Laboratory has adopted as standard
by a 50-kilowatt arc operated at low fre
a different method of connecting the radi
quencies. The following comments on an
ation ammeter, namely, directly in series
tenna resistance and radiation at high fre
quencies may help to make it clear why with the antenna—that is, at the top side
high frequencies are so efficient in certain of the transmitting set. This means, of
forms of radio communication. It can course, that the case of the instrument has
to be insulated and that the use of thermo
readily be understood that if the high fre
quencies which can be so efficiently radiated couples with indicating instruments remote
from the set is out of the question. By
are able to travel in such a way as to en
counter relatively little absorption they may so locating the meter, however, it reads
be used to bridge very great distances only the current which actually goes into
efficiently. There is no doubt in my own the antenna and is active in producing sig
mind that the high frequencies do follow nals at a distant point.
a transmission law utterly different from
If we assume that the most practical
that of the lower frequencies, but that is place for the meter for very high frequency
again another story apart from the purpose readings is directly in series with the an
of this article which aims only to make a tenna lead, it is obviously in many cases
little clearer the way in which the higher not at the anti-node of the system. In
frequencies get their start in the ether with other words, the actual watts radiated by
such remarkable intensity.
the antenna may be very high with only a
The resistance of an antenna may be de
small reading in the meter thus placed, and
fined as that resistance which when multi
a situation can even arise when this meter
plied by the square of the antenna cur
will show almost zero reading and yet the
rent gives the power actually put into the antenna will be radiating very efficiently
antenna by the set. This is at least a indeed.
commonly accepted definition, but it is very
Suppose we consider a straight verticalambiguous. Everything depends upon where wire
antenna being operated at frequencies
the antenna current is measured, particu
between three thousand and six thousand
larly when operating below the fundamental kilocycles.
Suppose this antenna is long
of the antenna.
to be operated at a frequency con
The antenna current may be defined if enough
siderably above its fundamental frequency.
desired, as the maximum value of the cur The
antenna tuning coil of the set will be
rent, that is, the current at the anti-node connected
one side to the ground or
of the system. This definition removes the counterpoiseon and
at the other side to a
ambiguity, but leaves us practically in an condenser (generally
and thence
uncomfortable position, because it is not through the meter to variable)
the
base
the an
always convenient to locate a meter at the tenna. On very high frequenciesofthis
con
anti-node of current and even if they were denser may assume extremely small values
so located, this point may under certain and the current through it therefore will
conditions be a good many feet above the be very small, as measured by the meter.
base of the antenna, requiring a telescope As
an extreme case, suppose that the. verti
to read that meter.
antenna is almost one-half a wavelength
From a practical point of view the ideal cal
In this case there will be a maximum
place for a meter is in the lead to ground long.
at the top of the antenna, a node
or counterpoise, but at high frequencies potential
the middle and a high potential point
this leads to erroneous results because of in
again at the bottom. The current would
the distributed capacity of the coils, con be
maximum in the middle, zero at the
densers, etc., of the transmitter itself; that top,atand
almost zero at the bottom. There
is, part of the current thus read spends will be just
enough capacity added at the
itself, so to speak, in charging these coils bottom to properly
couple the energy of the
•Superintendent. Radio Division. U.S. Naval Labora set to the antenna and to bring said an
tenna to a condition of resonance corre
tory. Bellevue. D.C.
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spending to one-half a wavelength. The low. Of course, one can not go to great
meter at the bottom might read a few extremes, but it is safe to say that there
hundredths of an ampere, whereas another is little choice at frequencies between 3,000
meter located half-way up might read 1 or and 6,000 kilocycles between an antenna
2 amperes. Such a condition as this has 15 feet high and one 45 feet high. True,
actually been duplicated at this Laboratory the low one will absorb much more antenna
and stations more than two hundred miles current, but the effective resistance which
distant have been worked and in one case is nearly all radiation resistance, will be
nearly 1,000 miles distant with almost no correspondingly lowered so that no more
visible .current in the base of the antenna; and no less energy will be radiated.
nevertheless the performance of the set it
When operating at high frequencies it is
self indicates that it was delivering at least therefore obvious that the antenna cur
rent itself is in no sense a proper measure
20 watts into the antenna system.
the probable range of the set, which is
Since for practical reasons it is well to of
properly related to the antenna watts.
measure the antenna current at the base more
This is of course true of all frequencies,
of the antenna, it is recommended that the but
for lower frequencies there is a re
antenna resistance be thought of as an latively
small error in basing range calcula
effective resistance which when multiplied tions
on antenna current. One might say
by the square of the antenna current gives that the
antenna current at high fre
the indication of the power of the antenna. quencies means
nothing at all; it is merely
Similarly we will have to introduce the a convenient way
of telling when the an
term "effective radiation resistance" as tenna is in resonance.
the effective re
representing that portion of the antenna sistance and the effectiveIf radiation
resist
resistance which is actually useful in throw
ing off radiation. Theoretically, there will ance have been measured by standard
be no upper or lower limits to either of methods, then the total antenna watts and
total radiated watts may be calculated.
these resistances. A non-radiating dummy the
Inasmuch as this is rather difficult to do,
antenna made up of very low loss induct at
frequencies, the following method
ances and condensers might approach zero mayhigh
be substituted. Place the transmitter
total resistance and zero effective radiation on
dummy antenna with adjustable capa
resistance. On the other hand, an antenna city,a free
resistance and adjustable induct
worked at a frequency nearly double its ance,
until the set gives the same perform
fundamental will approach an infinite effec ance and
meter readings as it does on the
tive total resistance and an infinite effective
antenna. The energy in the dummy
radiation resistance. In general, however, actual
antenna may then be calculated from the
when an antenna is worked well above the square
of the current multiplied by the
fundamental frequency, we may expect ex resistance.
The resistance should be made
tremely high resistance, even as high as as compact as
possible without introducing
100 ohms, and possibly more. We shall a serious amount
distributed capacity.
probably not wish to work with a resistance This is going to of
difficulty of
higher than 100 ohms, because that will course, in very highintroduce
sets, but works
involve a very small antenna series tuning out very well up to power
kilowatt in the an
condenser over which there will be a very tenna. From these 1figures
be com
great drop in potential leading to abnormal puted the efficiency of the set can
under
condenser losses and the necessity for extra normal conditions will probablywhich
in the
high insulation. There will be a happy neighborhood of 50%. The samefall
will
medium which for very high frequencies give the effective total resistancedata
of the
will probably be, judging from our experi antenna.
various losses from dielec
ence to date, in the neighborhood of 50 trics may The
be separated in the usual man
ohms.
ner but it is hardly worth while if any
By using good porcelain insulation on care at all has been taken in the construc
antenna and counterpoise and having the tion of the antenna, because at high fre
counterpoise at least several feet above the quencies the resistance is nearly all radia
ground and clear of obstacles, or several tion resistance.
Considerable argument has developed,
feet above the roof, the ohmic and dielectric
losses may be reduced to an almost neglig especially among amateurs, as to the ad
ible point compared with the effective re vantages and disadvantages of operating
sistance of the antenna. This means that an antenna a long way above its funda
the antenna will radiate probably 90% of mental frequency. There can be no doubt
the energy which is put into it. This being but that operation at 1500 kiocycles would
the case, it will make little difference what be effective when operated a long way above
the actual height of the antenna is. Prac the fundamental1, because the chances of
tically all of the input energy will be making the radiation resistance a large
radiated whether the antenna is high or percentage of the whole resistance are very
much better, but between 3,000 and 6.000
'I.e.. a lone way below the fundamental wavelength. kilocycles the situation is altogether differ—Tech. Ed.
.
(Concluded on page 63)
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Amateur R^dio

fttationg
3BMN, Petersburg,

Va.

The needle on the antenna at 3BMN first poise. This addition consists of four cop
wiggled on a memorable day in July, 1922. per strips arranged in fan fashion, each
Just one year of successful hookups and strip being 75 feet long. Both the antenna
patient juggling of apparatus preceded and counterpoise leads are brought into the
this event. The present station is the re station through heavy glass tube insulators.
sult of a good deal more experimenting
Entering the shack, you will see a sta
and 3BMN now ranks as one of the fore tion somewhat different from the average.
most high power 5-watt stations in the As can be seen in the photograph, all of
the transmitter plate supply apparatus,
country.
The apparatus is installed in a ten by ten consisting of motor generator, chemical rec
foot shack on a level tract of land at 617 tifier, "S" tubes, transformers and filters,
Union Ave., Petersburg, Virginia. The masts are neatly installed in a cabinet to the right.
at the station, are two, a 41-foot wooden Various plate supplies are available by
mast near the shack, and a 50-foot iron throwing the proper switches. In the cen
pipe mast at the end of an inverted L ter of the picture is the transmitter panel,
antenna. The present antenna is a six behind which is mounted the 5-watt tube
wire cage, 81 feet long, and with three and and associated apparatus. This is the stand
one half foot brass hoops as spreaders. by set at 3BMN, other sets are used only
The wires are No. 12 solid copper, enameled. occasionally. The 5-watt tube at present
The counterpoise consists of four similar thrives on 600 volts and 75 milliamperes in
wires on a 12-foot brass spreader 100 feet the plate circuit. The antenna current is
long. They are supported 18 feet in the 2.5 amperes. This makes a plate input of
air; this height being necessary to clear 45 watts and an output in the neighbor
several small peach trees which were un hood of 30 watts. The reversed feedback
knowingly planted so as to interfere with circuit with series supply is employed. The
the progress of science. There is an ad normal wavelength is 165 meters but by
dition to this counterpoise to one side of it carrying the General Radio .001 nfd conden
at the same height as the main counter ser in the antenna circuit, other wavelengths
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can be adjusted for at will. The trans
mitting apparatus is home-built in so far
as practicable. The transmitter panel and
mountings, plate and filament heating trans
formers, inductance and grid coil,, radio

"Ray", Waiting for the Postman
frequency choke coil, .10,000 turn iron core
choke and the rheostat are all home-made.
The receiving apparatus consists of a
1BGF tuner built from the description in
February, 1924, QST, a Grebe CR13, and a
long wave honeycomb coil set. Several
European stations have been heard in ad
dition to hordes of American amateurs.
The long wave set is very convenient and
affords the necessary romance in getting
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off the beaten path of short wave stuff once
in a while.
On the table at the extreme left of the
photo is a portable transmitter using one
VT-2 operated under the call 3CCJ. Some
interesting experiments have been carried
on during the summer just past with this
set.
The signals of 3BMN have been reported
heard in 40 states, four Canadian districts,
Hawaii, Panama, Cuba, Porto Rico and
England. Stations in 34 states have been
worked using the lone 5-watter in the send
ing set. The best distance worked in day
light was 1000 miles. 3BMN manages to
maintain a consistent working range of
nearly 1200 miles. During the past two
years there has only been four months of
inactivity at 3BMN with the exception of a
few tube-less and antenna-less days.
3BMN is an important traffic station
having schedules with stations to the North
and South for quick and prompt handling
of messages. The average number of mess
ages handled per month has been 100,
though 1336 were handled in one month
during the race with 3ZO for first place in
the brasspounder's league, some time ago.
"Ray" Carr, the true amateur behind all
of the noise at 3BMN, is an A.R.R.L. man
and is ever on the job. He and his station
hold the appointments of : Official Relay
Station, Official Broadcasting Station, Dist.
Supt. of No. 2 Virginia District and Roa
noke Division Publicity Manager.

2BRB, Brooklyn, N.

Y.

—Photo Courtesy Foto Topics, Inc.
Here is shown Edward M. Glaser, newly
elected manager of the Hudson Division, on
the job at his station, 2BRB. This station
is one of the most active in the Second

District and has several good DX records
to its credit. Starting with a spark coil
back in April, 1921, 2BRB has passed
through all of the stages of evolution of an
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amateur station until at present Mr.
Glaser's station sports a 250-watt tube and
also a 50-watter.
The transmitter uses the straight Hart
ley circuit with parallel feed. The receiver
is a Reinartz set that has proven very sat
isfactory. The antenna is a six wire cage
of the inverted L type, about 55 feet high
and 55 feet long. The counterpoise is a
seven wire fan directly under the antenna
and ten feet above the ground. Porcelain
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insulation is used throughout the radiating
system.
2BRB has been heard in New Zealand,
Argentina, Peru, several European count
ries, Alaska, Canal Zone, WNP, Azores,
and Mexico.
West coast amateurs are
worked regularly during the winter months.
The station is an Official Relay Station
and an Official Broadcasting Station. 2BRB
is QRV for traffic and would appreciate
reports on Official Broacasts.

9VK, Oak Park, III.

9VK is owned and operated by F. H.
Lester, 1155 Wisconsin Ave., Oak Park,
111. The station is devoted almost exclusive
ly to experimental work. Much of the
apparatus is home-made.
The transmitting set uses four 50-watters,
built up behind a panel. Part of the rear
of this panel can be seen on the right in
the photo. Chemically rectified and filtered
"juice" is supplied the plates. Suitable
switching arrangements are provided on the
set for using C.W., I.C.W. or phone.
The receiving sets are; a 95 to 200 meter
receiver, a three circuit variometer set, a
honeycomb coil set, and a two stage audio
amplifier that can be used on any of the
sets. Western Electric and Brandes fones,

and a Magnavox loud speaker complete the
receiving equipment.
The antenna is a four wire flat top, T
type, 70 feet long. The counterpoise is 60
feet long by 30 feet wide and ten feet high,
fanned. The complete antenna system is
insulated with long porcelain insulators.
During the short time the set has been
in operation, the signals of 9VK have been
reported heard in every district in the U.S.,
Hawaii, Canada, by WNP, and other ships
at sea.
F. H. Lester, the builder and operator is
an A.R.R.L. member and Oak Park cor
respondent for the news department of the
League. A word from those who have
heard 9VK will be appreciated.
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MAKING THE FIVE-WATT SET WORK
By H. F. Mason, Dept. Editor
LAST month's Amateur Builder article
told how to build a simple sending
set, using one five-watt tube for $25.
The present article is a continuation
of the previous one and tells how to
build a transformer, rectifier and filter for
power supply, and how to adjust the set
for best results.
Plate Supply
There are many ways of providing a
source of high voltage supply for the plate
circuit of the transmitting set. Each meth
od has its advantages and disadvantages
so no one way can be considered best. The
methods may be broadly divided into two
classes those where the plate current is a
pulsating direct current, and those where
the plate current is a steady direct current.
You should decide whether you want pure
direct current or pulsating direct current
in the plate circuit. Pure D.C. is superior
from most standpoints, but the initial cost
is more. Probably the most convenient
way is to begin by using "A.C. on the plate"
and put in a rectifier and filter later, but
if your pocketbook will stand it, put in D.C.
at the outset.
The simplest and usual way of obtaining
a high voltage supply that is not pure D.C.
from the commercial power mains is to
use a step-up transformer and connect its

FIG. I CONNECTIONS FOR "A C ON THE PLATE"
secondary directly to the high voltage ter
minals on the sending set as shown in Fig.
1. The vacuum tube in the set will auto
matically use only one half of the alternat
ing current cycle, so the plate current will
be of a pulsating-dircct nature. By suitab'y arranging the windings of th? trans
former when building it, you will only
have to add a rectifier and filter to change
t' e plate supply to pure D.C. later.

Filament Supply
The filament circuit will require 2.35
amperes at 7.5 volts. This may be supplied
from an eight volt storage battery, or it
may be alternating current furnished from
the commercial power lines through a small
step-down transformer. Transmitting tubes
last longer when supplied with A.C. so
A.C. is preferable. A separate transformer
is not required for filament heating if you
already are planning on a transformer for
plate supply. A few turns of wire can be
put around the core of the plate transfor
mer as a secondary winding for supplying
the filament circuit and the necessity for
a separate filament transformer will be
done away with. Combining the plate and
filament transformer as one unit in this
way simplifies the set and effects quite a
saving in the cost of the equipment.
The Transformer
Complete details for the construction of
small transformers were given in the Ama
teur Builder articles in the May and June,
1924, issues of QST. Unless you are fam
iliar with making small transformers, by
all means read these articles before build
ing the transformer and filter choke coil
for your five-watt set. Because the con
structional details are covered in the pre
vious articles, only the essential dimensions
of the transformer will be given here.
The core for the transformer should be
1% by 1% inches in cross section with a
window measuring 1 V\ by 3 , inches. The
two sizes of laminations needed to construct
this core should measure 1% by 4% inches,
and 1% by 2% inches. A stack of each
size of laminations 2% inches high will be
required.
The 110-volt primary winding should
consist of 437 turns of No. 21 D.C.C. wire.
The total length of the winding should be
2% inches. The wire should be layer
wound with a layer of heavy paper be
tween each two layers of wire. When fin
ished, put on several more layers of heavy
paper and wind the filament winding over
the primary. The filament heating winding
consists of 32 turns of No. 16 D.C.C. wire
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wound in a single layer with a tap brought
off at the exact center of the winding.
The plate circuit supply winding is wound
on a fibre form which is slipped on the
other long leg of the core. This winding
consists of 6630 turns of No. 30 enameled
wire wound in smooth layers with a layer
of writing paper soaked in paraffin inter
posed between each two layers of wire.
Taps should be brought off at the 1463rd,
3315th, 5177th and at the end or 6630th
turn. This gives a winding with a center
tap and the choice of about 450 or 800
volts on each side of the center.
So far we have provided no way for adjust
ing the filament voltage to its correct value.
This is best done by means of a rheostat con
nected in series with the primary of the
transformer. The type E-210 Bradleystat*
is admirably adapted to this purpose. This
is not the regular receiving Bradleystat,
by the way, but is somewhat similar to it.
It is not advisable, when using pure D.C.
plate supply, to connect a rheostat directly
in series with the filament supply winding,
for it unbalances the center tap and is
likely to cause an A.C. hum in the output.
How to Make the Rectifier
The electrolytic rectifier is inexpensive
and is certainly very popular among ama
teurs. If properly built and taken care of
its performance will be entirely satisfac
tory.
The following materials are required:
48 Jelly tumblers (about 3 inches tall).
48 pieces good pure aluminum. 1 by
3% inches.
48 pieces sheet lead. 1 by 3% inches.
48 8-32 Round headed Brass Machine
screws, % inches long, with nuts.
1 pkg. 20 Mule Team borax.
1 bottle household ammonia.
1 box for rectifier.
1 can lye.
The construction of the rectifier box is
evident from the drawing, Fig. 3. The
exact dimensions will depend on the size
of the rectifier jars, but in any case the box
should be built so the jars may be installed
in four rows of twelve jars each, with a
partition between the rows. The box should
be given a couple of coats of shellac inside
and out. Before assembling the rectifier
a layer of fine sand or sawdust should be
placed in the bottom to absorb any liquid
that might be spilled in the process of
filling and refilling the jars.
A hole should now be drilled near the
end of each of the 96 elements. Before
bolting them together, however, both the
aluminum and lead pieces should be dipped
in a hot lye solution to remove all dirt and
grease. It is very important for the proper
•Further information re^ardinK this instrument may
be obtained from the makers, the Allen-Bradley Co.,
Milwaukee. Wis.
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functioning of the rectifier that the ele
ments be absolutely clean to begin with.
The lye solution should be mixed in an
old enamel pan and the whole cleaning op
eration should preferably be done in the
open. The reason for not doing it in the
house is because the fumes from the solu
tion will turn black all of the metal work
in the vicinity. You may also see black if
you inhale the fumes, so be careful.
The solution consists of a half a dozen
tablespoonful of the lye dissolved in a
H
1
ii 1 jl
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FIG 2 THE TRANSFORMER
pan holding about a gallon of boiling water
and stirred with a stick. Dip each piece
of aluminum into the solution, holding it
by a wire hooked through the hole, and let
it remain submerged until the aluminum
froths violently. It should only take a few
seconds at most. Now remove and wash
thoroughly in running water. Do not let
any of the lye solution touch your fingers,
and do not touch the elements with your
hands after they are washed. The alumin
um should now present a clean, silver-like
surface. Any black spots or streaks denote
impurities in the aluminum and show that
the aluminum is not good enough for use
in a rectifier. However, if the aluminum
is obtained from a reliable source, and is
recommended for rectifier use, no trouble
should be had in this connection.
When the aluminum strips are finished,
do the same with the lead strips. A new
solution may be necessary, if the old one
does not seem to have much strength left.
Forty-six pairs of elements (a pair con
sisting of one piece of lead and one of alum
inum) are now bolted together tightly, and
bent to fit the jars. The remaining four
pieces are used for the terminal elements.
The rectifier solution should be mixed in
a large clean bucket or crock, mixing enough
at one time to fill all of the rectifier jars
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if possible. Into the container full of boil
ing water, slowly dump the borax, stirring
all the while. Continue until the solution
becomes saturated, i.e., until the water will
absorb no more borax. Now let the solu
tion stand for 24 hours to give any excess
borax a chance to settle. Then, without
disturbing it any more than necessary, fill
the rectifier jars from the top part of the
solution. When the jars are filled and the
elements in place, put a half teaspoonful
of household ammonia in each rectifier jar.
If pure aluminum is used, formation of
the film on the aluminum elements will
take place almost instantly, when the cur
rent is turned on. There will be a moment
ary rush of current, but this will decrease
to almost nothing within a few seconds.
A test as to whether all of the jars are
formed and are working can be made by
connecting a voltmeter across each of the
rectifier jars. -The voltage across each of
them should be about the same, 40 volts.
A jar that has very little or no voltage
across it is a "dud" and a new aluminum
element should be installed.
Further information on electrolytic rec
tifiers can be found in the article "Some
Characteristics of Electrolytic Rectifiers,"
by E. J. Atkinson, 1CEK, on page 66 of
of the February, 1924, QST and in "A
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HOW TO CONNECT THE RECTIFIER JARS
FIG 3
Symposium on Aluminum Electrolytic Rec
tifier Operation" on page 20 of the June,
1922, QST.
The Filter
A type of filter that is simple to install,
yet one that gives general satisfaction, is
the "brute force" type, described on page
24 of the August, 1923, QST. The connec
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tions are shown in Fig. 4. Undoubtedly,
the secret of success of such a filter is the
choke coil, which must be large and husky.
The two-microfarad condensers at each end
of the choke coil are paper condensers cap
able of withstanding 1,000 volts. It is
better to buy these than to attempt to make
them yourself.
The essential dimensions of a 30-henry
choke coil for your filter are given in Fig..
5. The core should measure 2 by 2 inches,
in cross section. Two sizes of laminations,
are required; a stack four inches high of
pieces 2 by 5% inches, and a stack four
inches high of pieces 2 by % inches. There
are two airgaps, each 7/64 of an inch wide,
making a total airgap of 7/32 inch. These
airgaps should be filled with cardboard.
Some arrangement must be provided for
tightly clamping the core together. The
winding consists of 4110 turns of No. 30>
enamelled wire, layer wound with paper
between the layers. The coil should be taped
before putting it on the core. Details of
assembly are given in the previously re
ferred to article on transformers.
Other Plate Supply
Of the many ways of obtaining pure
D.C. at high voltages for supplying the
plate circuit, the rectifier-filter combination
described above is the simplest and least
expensive. Though simplicity and cost are
usually the first considerations, some other
feature may cause a different plate supply
method to appeal to you more. For in
stance, "S" tubes, which take up little room
and are quiet, will probably appeal to the
amateur who has his set in the parlor and
whose wife will not stand for having a half
a hundred rectifier jars sitting around for
the baby to get mixed up in. A motor
generator set makes a nice source of high
voltage, mainly because it has few of the
ailments common to most types of rectifiers.
Storage B batteries are fine for plate supply
and no filter is needed with them. How
ever, like an electrolytic rectifier, they need
a certain amount of nursing to keep them
in operating condition. Kenotron recti
fication is not used much in amateur sta
tions, mainly because the amateur would
rather invest his money in more oscillator
tubes than to purchase rectifier tubes. This
method of rectification is used extensively in
commercial tube transmitters, however, so
it must be proving dependable.
Generally speaking, a different filter will
not be required for different plate supply
methods, provided that a good "brute force"
filter is installed to begin with. Neverthe
less, it is always well to make tests occas
ionally and try different combinations and
values of choke coils and condensers in your
filter until the ripple or hum is completely
eliminated.
Connecting the Set to the Line
The high-voltage wiring and the 110—
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volt wiring around your sending set should
be neatly installed. Lamp cord strung in
spiderweb fashion all over your station not
only looks bad but makes it very easy, some
times, for a fire to get started. The article
"Getting on the Air" in the Junior Operator
section of the January, 1924, QST tells the
proper way to hook up the set to the 1 10-volt
wiring. A separate line from your house
meter and a switch, and fuses installed at
the set, will be all that is required in most
cities.
Tuning the Set
When the set has been entirely installed,
you are ready to begin tuning it. A tube
transmitter should be very carefully tuned
to a certain wavelength, and then left that
way. If you change the wavelength of the
set every time you transmit, as some mis
guided amateurs insist on doing, then you
are sure of two things; first no one will
know on what wave to listen for you on,
and, second, that you will not have the set
working at its best on any wave. Moral—
adjust your sending set to do its best, then
leave the adjustments alone.
A wavemeter having a flashlight lamp or
a neon tube as an indicating device will be
required. The first adjustment is to re
move the antenna and counterpoise clips
from the fixed coil on the set and tune the
closed circuit to the desired wavelength.
This closed circuit consists mainly of the
hinged coil as the inductance, and the fixed
glass plate condenser as the capacity.
Place the grid and plate clips on about the
first and twentieth turn and the filament
clip about midway between. Upon press
ing the key, the plate current meter should
indicate current, However the circuit may
or may not be oscillating. To find out for
sure, hold the wavemeter so its coil will
be a few inches from the hinged coil and
about in the same plane, and slowly turn
the dial on the meter. If the set is oscil
lating the flashlight lamp will light when
resonance is obtained between the two cir
cuits. Should the lamp fail to light, turn
off the power, move the filament clip a
turn or two one way or the other, and try
again. The wavelength of the closed cir
cuit corresponds to the wavemeter setting
at which the lamp lights. It is the number
of turns between the plate and grid clips
that determines the wavelength of the closed
circuit and by changing the number of
turns the wavelength can be varied until it
is just about what you want. If you have
trouble in adjusting this circuit exactly to
the desired wavelength, shift all three of
the clips a few turns along the inductance
where ■ the turns are a different diameter
and try again. Keep the filament clip
somewhere between the other two clips,
varying it one way or another until the
set oscillates steadily and does not quit
when the wavemeter is brought near.

A little practice in using the wavemeter
will be helpful. The meter should not be
held too close to the hinged coil or the
flashlight lamp may burn out when res
onance is approached. The most satisfac
tory wavmeter readings are obtained when
the meter is held far enough from the set
so the lamp will just barely glow when in
exact resonance.
After adjusting the closed circuit to oscBn.tef*ntT.ittr

_ .

FIG 4 HOW TO CONNECT THE TRANSFORMER.
RECTIFIER AND FILTER TO THE SET
W
(//aj UZhcmn
C on thein e/ate'
Fig. I.Ja uJ*d. connect Ccri^ma/i A andC direct"ietneict
illate steadily on the desired wavelength,
place the antenna and counterpoise clips
on the fixed coil with about twenty turns
between them and, with the key down, start
varying the antenna series condenser slow
ly, watching the plate milliammeter and
the antenna ammeter. As the point of res
onance is approached the antenna current
meter will slowly climb, and the plate cur
rent meter will change. The condenser
handle must be moved very slowly, bs the
resonance point is quite sharp. If the res
onance point cannot be found with twenty
turns in the antenna circuit ,try other values
because much depends on the antenna sys
tem you are using.
Do a little exploring at this stage of the
game and learn all you can about the set.
Loosen the coupling until the set stops
oscillating and the antenna circuit will not
"pick up" the energy from the closed cir
cuit any more. Now you know how far
you can go. Next tighten the coupling un
til the set acts unstable, perhaps stops osc
illating, and the antenna current drops. If
you have your wavemeter handy, measure
the wavelength at different values of coup
ling and you will find that the wave rises
when the coupling coils are placed close
together and drops when they are separated.
The best coupling adjustment is to have the
coupling as loose as practicable without the
antenna current dropping. If the coupling
is too tight you will not be able to run the
antenna circuit into exact resonance with
the closed circuit without having the cir
cuit oscillate unsteadily or stop entirely.
Don't be surprised if the best adjustment is
with the coils several inches apart; this is
not uncommon.
Now try varying the grid leak. Lowering
the resistance will cause an increase in
plate current and vice versa. However,
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one adjustment will give the greatest an
tenna current for the least plate current,
and that is what we are aiming for in ad
justing the set to work its best.

THE V. T. VOLTMETER

Getting down to the 75 to 80-meter Band
The only change required to make the set
operable on a wavelength within the 75-80
meter band is to remove one of the tinfoil
sheets from the closed circuit fixed conden
ser, leaving two sheets only, one being con
nected to each terminal of the condenser.
The set can then be tuned to a wavelength

readings may be under actual load con
ditions as in Fig. 4.
Caution: Always start with the grid
very highly biased, to keep excessive plate
currents from flowing. However, be sure
that you do not make the final readings
with more than just enough bias to stop the
plate current, otherwise the readings will
be too high.

->||*- Anryap

(Concluded from page 45)

A Rough Method of Finding "Mu"
If no voltmeter is available, approximate
results may still be obtained. Use A.C.
in the plate circuit (SEE WARNING BE
LOW) with phones in series. The voltage
of the lighting circuit can be obtained from
the power company and this will answer
for very hurried work. The voltage ordin
arily given for commercial A.C. is the
effective voltage, which is 1/1.4 of the
peak voltage which we are measuring.
Connect as shown in Fig. 4 and bias the
grid until the plate current just disap
pears; in other words, until the sound in
the phones just stops. The plate peakvoltage is 1.4 times the effective a.c. volt
age and the amplification constant is
1.4 (line voltage)
n =
Bias voltage to stop plate current.

7
FIG. 5

30 HENRY CHOKE COIL

within the above band without much diffi
culty. The antenna system used should not
have a fundamental wavelength of over
about 80 meters, however, for best results,
unless you work the antenna on a harmonic
as explained in the August, 1924, issue of
QST on page 12.
Wbat to Do Next
With the set completed and "On the Air"
you should have no trouble getting in touch
with amateurs in other towns and getting
acquainted with them via radio. The article
"Getting on the Air" on page 55 of the
January, 1924, QST will also be of value.
In conclusion you will find that, if approach
ed in the right way, many of the old timers
will go out of their way to give you useful
hints and information regarding the opera
tion of your set and advice that will help
you greatly in getting the maximum amount
of benefit and enjoyment from your radio
station.

(This method is not accurate, as the line
voltage is seldom known exactly unless it
is measured. It might be almost as well
to rely on the tube-maker's catalogue for
the value of u.. However, either of these
methods is better than guessing at the
voltage on the tubes as most amateurs do
—I have known them to miss it 500 volts
out of 1000!—Tech. Ed.)
WARNING: When using high voltages
on the plate it is not safe to put phones
directly into the plate circuit as has been
suggested. Instead make the connections
as shown in Fig. 5a, using a small trans
former that is very well insulated. A suit
able one is shown in Fig. 6. Don't use
"any old thing" and risk death.
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INTERNATIONAL
jAmateurKadio

6CGW Nearly Win* It
Two way amateur communication with
New Zealand came a good deal nearer a
few nights ago when 6CGW nearly
"clicked" with New Zealand 4AA. "6CGW
sure gave me a thrill last Sunday night,"
says N. Z. 4AA. "He had just been calling
N. Z. and Australian stations and signed off
with '—REPLY NOW ON 120 METERS.'
I answered him and gave him a 'K'. Im
mediately 6CGW came right back with,
'4?? N. Z. U 6CGW—TRY AGAIN OM.'
I duly gave him another call, but he evid
ently got nothing."
So old 6CGW may win the boomerang
yet. But until he
actually gets it,
everyone else will
have a chance at it.
You have probably
heard already of the
genuine Australian
boomerang, suitably
engraved, that is to
be given by the A.R.
R.L. to the American
or Canadian ama
teur who is first to
definitely establish
two-way communica
tion between New
Zealand or Australia,
dx records in the
and North America. rf,e"if« !? u,s ,
T«
.
_
,
Dunedin,
New Zealand.
If not, then reread
the "dope" on page
43 of the April, 1924, QST, raise your plate
voltage, put in a good receiver, and try for
the antipodes!
When to Listen for N. Z. Stations
"Several Yanks have inquired as to the
best time for them to listen for N. Z. sta
tions. I believe the best time would be
from 7 to 8 P. M. on Sunday evening, N. Z.
time. This hour corresponds to that from
11:30 P.M. to 12:30 a.m. P.S.T. on Saturday
night and Sunday morning with you," says
Mr. Bell, N. Z. 4AA, in a recent letter to
QST. "Our usual traffic waves are from
130 to 190 meters but I will try and get
the fellows to QSY to around 100 meters,
and get as many of them to join in on a
weekly "CQ party" as possible at the above
time. Please pass the word to the gang

on your side about it. It won't be an
official test, but just a friendly attempt to
get in touch with one another. At 8:00
P.M. we will listen for any replies from the
States (or elsewhere Hi!). This would also
be a good time for any station that wished
to broadcast traffic for New Zealand or
Australia to do so."
Another Trophy !
Major Raven-Hart, the first real "ham"
in Chile, offers a good Chilean hat—and
they are wonderful affairs, he says—to the
A.R.R.L. to be awarded to the first U.S.
or Canadian amateur to work two-way with
Chile. Just to make
--,
it all the more worth
while wining he is
having it nicely dec
orated with native
silver !
The Chileans are
fast getting their
stations into opera
tion and with the
above incentive for
us it should be only
a short time before
someone wins the
hat!
"Do it this winter
, Ralph siade, 4ag, or bust!" is Major
from his station in Hart's motto. Let
that be our motto,
too, fellows!
The present address of Major R. RavenHart is, Union Club, Necochea y Peru,
Mendoza, Argentina.
New Zealand 4AG
Ralph Slade, 4AG, was the first New
Zealand amateur to do any "Yank logging",
as the receiving of American amateurs in
New Zealand is called. It was on November
5th, 1922, that he heard his first signal from
a U.S. amateur. Ever since that time he
has stuck to the game and he now has as
good a DX list to his credit as anyone in
New Zealand.
The photograph shows him busy at his
favorite pastime, varying the ratio of in
ductance to capacity in his new set. Note
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the grin—the probable reason being that he
has just heard another U.S. station. The
receiving set he uses will be recognized as
bearing a resemblance to the tuner de
scribed by Perry Briggs, 1BGF, in the
February, 1924, QST.
On the wall to the right of the picture
are cards from every district in the U.S.
Quite an imposing spectacle; for Dunedin,
N.Z., at least. Mr. Slade hopes to have the

The receiver (above) and transmitter (below)
at 4AG. Not much to look at, but they sure do
the work.
entire room papered with these cards soon.
More power to him.
The transmitter and the receiver at New
Zealand 4AG are shown in the other photo
graphs. The transmitter is just mounted
on part of a wooden box, but it works, and
works well. Nightly communication is
carried on across 1,400 miles of water to
amateurs in Australia. A unique feature
of the sending set is the inductance, which
is made by lashing the turns of copper
tubing to pieces of glass rod or tubing as
supports.
European Conditions Promising
During the last few months, owing to
heavy static, two way work between ama
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teur stations in America and Europe has
practically ceased but with fall approach
ing we have many new stations on the air.
The shorter waves are of course the more
popular and the 100-130 meter band is
filled with strange calls from many
countries.
Sweden has five licensed stations in ac
tion and at least two of these are in touch
with Britain on very low powers. The calls
of Swedish hams are prefixed with the
letters SMZ. The five active stations are
SMZP, SMZS, SMZV, SMZY and SMZZ.
Of these, SMZP has worked g2KF and
SMZZ has exchanged signals with g2XG,
the former using 10 and the latter 20
watts.
In Finland there are four stations now
working with short wave permits and they
usually prefix their calls with FN. They
sign 2NB, 2NM, 2NC, and 3NB.
Italy has three active stations at the time
of writing, ACD, 1ER (possibly IER1
Dept. Ed.) and 1MT. The former has
worked with the U.S.A.
France has now many short wave sta
tions and a good bunch of them should get
across this fall Their calls all begin with
the numeral 8.
Spain has been late in getting into action
but at least one station near Madrid is
making preparations for working during
the winter on short waves.
The Swiss amateurs have not been much
in evidence of late but we expect to hear
XY of Geneva in operation again soon,
when conditions are more favorable.
Holland is quiet except for a few weak
"zero" stations. PCII and PA9 are still
closed down.
:
In England we are looking forward to a
very interesting and busy DX season this
year. g2NM, g20D, g2SH, g5BV, g5LF
and many others are getting ready for a
"can busting" season. In the north we
have g2KW and 2PC, who have been joined
by 5KO and 5MO. g2DX is located at
Camberley, Surrey. g2KF will commence
the season on 112 meters and will use that
wave as a stand-by throughout the winter
tests, but the power will remain at 100
watts as at present. This station will wel
come tests on waves down to 50 meters.
—J. A. Partridge, g2KF.

Federico Mejia, 14a Avenida Norte, 21,
San Salvador, Republic of Salvador, is on
the air with two 50-watt tubes trying to
connect with amateurs in the U.S. and for
eign countries. He would appreciate a
line from those interested in forming a
relay route, to South America especially.
His call is FMH but his wavelength is un
known, sorry to say.
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During vacation season many amateurs
are having the time of their lives traveling
away from home and visiting every amateur
station they can find. But there are many
antennas these days; can you recognize
those of your fellow amateurs? You can if
he has his call or an A.R.R.L. emblem dis
played in some prominent place around his
station; on the door of his shack or on his
mast. Is your station properly advertised
in this manner?
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was able to raise many amateurs with
sharply tuned receivers that he could not
get to answer him on the pure D.C.
He also was able to raise the wrath of
the neighboring B.C.L.s and the other hams
in the town.
Finally it was decided in meeting to
present this amateur with a specially de
signed switch for the abt-ve purpose at the
regular semi-monthly meeting of the radio
club at New Orleans.
This was done with all due ceremony,
and though BAM promised to use the switch
faithfully, he has seldom been heard with
out the filter since that time. Evidently the
idea worked!

The recent broadcasting of the Demo
cratic National Convention had an alarming
effect on the Washington Radio Club. Last
Saturday evening when Mr. Bidwell got
up to say something the chair demanded,
On June third the seventh district Super
"For what purpose does the gentleman
arise?" This new and unhappy greeting visor of Radio went to Boise, Idaho, to hold
was just as confusing to Mr. Bidwell as it license examinations, and to the surprise of
was to the rest of the convention delegates. the "regulars" a girl of sweet sixteen
However, Mr. Bidwell proved to be very entered and took the examination.
Miss Harriet Ellsworth is now 7SI. Conresourceful and just as he was going to be
called out on the count of ten he thought
of something to say and announced that he
would discuss the subject of the Key Klick
Klunkers. The matter was warmly debated,
and a motion was finally made and seconded
that the offending stations which caused
unusual key klick interference with neigh
boring broadcast receivers be disapproved
of. This was promptly amended to read
that the offenders should be called out by
name, which amendment was carried by a
margin of one-fourth vote. Attention was
then called to the fact that Mr. Bidwell was
by far the biggest person present, and was
therefore unquestionably the delegate at
Iaige, and consequently entitled to but onehalf vote. This ruling of the chair de
feated the amendment and the original
motion was then carried with the aid of a
visitor from Alabama, 5QRT, who success
fully claimed 24 votes. It was later report
ed that while at the beginning of the meet
ing the delegates were about equally divided gratulations, Harriet, F.B. ! She is the
between the two parties, at the end they second young lady amateur in the seventh
district now, and is just as enthusiastic
were solid for the Republican ticket.
about amateur radio as any "ham" could
—C.A.B.
be. Idaho amateurs are now all shining up
What is a Gazilterswitch? Aha! Therein their sets preparatory to arranging sched
lies a secret of the deepest kind. One day ules with 7SI for Boise traffic!
amateur 5AM made the discovery that by
shunting his filter circuit with a switch he
If you happen to hear some strange
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Eighth District Stations one of these nights,
the chances are that they may be in New
foundland, and are Canadian 8's. New
foundland time is one hour and a half ahead
of Eastern Standard Time. The Canadian
part of the Maritime Division is one hour
ahead of Eastern Standard Time.
1XAQ-10A-1AEL-1ASN-1ID are NM.
This combined station at Silver Lane, Conn.,
owned by Messrs. Kruse, Beekley, Budlong,

and Mason of QST staff burned down on
Friday, August 22nd, as can be seen in the
photo. Much radio apparatus went up in
smoke. ■ No, the fire did not start in the
radio room.
In order to stimulate interest in amateur
radio, Mr. H. L. Reid, manager of the
Southeastern Division of the Traffic Depart
ment of the League, is offering a loving cup
to the amateur in the Southeastern Division
having the best all around amateur station.
The contest will be handled similar to the
National Hoover Cup contest. The contest
for the Southeastern Division Cup closes
December 31, 1924. Amateurs in that Div
ision desiring to enter their station should
mail their reports and descriptions to Major
W. Van Nostrand, Federal Buliding, Atlan
ta, Ga. They will all be taken care of and
returned in good shape. The committee of
judges will consist of Major W. Van Nos
trand, U.S. Supervisor of Radio, H. L. Wills,
Georgia Railway and Power Co., and Mr.
H. E. Bussey, General Electric Co., all of
Atlanta.
The David Grimes, Inc., with executive
offices at 1571 Broadway, Strand Theater
Building, New York City, New York, has
recently been organized by David Grimes,
the inventor of the Grimes inverse duplex
system (now called the super reflex). The
object of the new organization is to produce
a radio set employing the Grimes System
at a popular price and embodying all modern
features. The General Sales Manager is
Mr. E. P. H. Allen, formerly with the
Radio Corporation of America, and for
many years a prominent figure in the music
trades. The company will also manufacture
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a general line of radio instruments and
parts. The plant and laboratories are
located at 141 Morgan Street, Jersey City,
New Jersey, where they occupy a modern
8 story building equipped with the latest
labor saving devices.
A Better Guy Insulator
The cut shows very clearly the construc
tion of the white glazed porcelain guy in
sulator known as the Kreuz. The insula-

tor is 4% inches long and the holes are one
quarter inch in diameter.
The insulator may be obtained from H.
O. Boehme at 241 Lafayette Street, New
York City.
The National Velvet Vernier Dial, manu
factured by the National Co., Inc., 110
Brooklin St., Cambridge, Mass., who are
also makers of the National variable con
denser, is a vernier dial to be proud of. It
employs no gears or rubber tired wheels
but depends upon metal planetary friction
discs, held together by springs, for its

action. There is no back-lash. The dial is
very attractive looking and is made in both
three and four inch diameters to fit devices
having 1/4 inch shafts. The only possible
objection is that the National dial is more
difficult to mount than an ordinary one, but
this disadvantage is more than offset by the
good points of this truly "velvet vernier"
device.
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Receiving in the Dark
Cleveland, Ohio
Editor, QST:
Can one receive better, or faster, in dark
ness than in the light, you ask in this
month's QST? The answer is yes, by all
means. I don't pose as a phychologist, but
I have always believed the reason was that
with the eyes open and the room well lighted
the eye always roamed about the room,
watching for anything which might take
place. If the room is in darkness and the
brain isn't receiving any impressions from
the eye it is more alert to the things brought
to it by the ear. To put it electrically when
the eyes are turned off the load is lighter
so there is more juice to operate the receiv
ing apparatus connected with the ear.
Another thing, most of us can receive
faster sending and copy with fewer mistakes
when we're moderately sleepy. The reason
seems to be the same; with the other senses
less alert and the mind concentrated on what
is heard it comes easier. Ask the ops from
any old one man seagoing job when they
can receive the press best and they'll tell
you it's easy after listening to various
sparks until they're sleepy. Of course if
the man who is pounding the key is sleepy
the bets are all off, and if he is as rotten
as a few I've heard lately you have to be
wide awake and use the imagination half
the time to know what he really means.
Maybe the foregoing observations don't
apply to certain individuals who are delib
erate and self-possessed at all times, but
they certainly are true of the nervous type,
who find it hard to concentrate. If this is
your type, just try it some time. Turn the
lights low or off, listen to the medley of dots
and dashes until you are a little sleepy, and
then hook up with a fast, steady sender who
is putting over a lot of traffic and see how
easy it is to copy.
—E. P. Worden,
Radio Editor, Cleveland News.

and is an abuse of our great natural re
source, the other. The solution to the prob
lem of suppressing such practices, then, is
found in the creation of important traffic.
This is just what has been done in Mil
waukee.
Robert E. Knoff, radio editor of the Mil
waukee Journal originated the idea of hav
ing Wisconsin hams act as state corres
pondents for the metropolitan paper. In
order to give the plan a trial, an experiment,
lasting a month, is now in progress, at the
end of which, five prizes, aggregating fifty
dollars, will be awarded by the Journal.
There will be a grand prize for the best allaround work by a station either at the re
ceiving or transmitting end of dispatched,
and two prizes each, for the best work in
transmitting and receiving news messages.
Schedules are being worked out so that
a Milwaukee station will be on every night,
both before and after the quiet hours, and
state amateurs will be organized so that
any important news will be sent immedi
ately. In order to solve the problem of
punishability of news, upstate men are in
structed to transmit important local news
items of wide interest, from the latest ed
ition of the newspaper in their town.
While amateurs have handled press work
during storms and other emergencies, we
believe that this is the first time that a
systematic radio news gathering system has
been organized for every day working.*
The system has many merits, among
them: boosting message totals, increasing
A.R.R.L. publicity, rendering a service to
the public, making prizes available to the
amateur, preparing amateur stations for
emergency work, but greatest of all, free
ing the air of unnecessary matter.
The writer will be glad to hear from any
one interested in trying a similar stunt in
his town, and will answer any questions
—Charles S. Polacheek,
A.R.R.L. City News Correspondent, Mil
waukee, Wis.

Eliminating Rubber Stamp Messages
601 Enterprise Bldg.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Editor, QST:
While there are stations in operation and
no important traffic to handle, there are
bound to be "rubber stamp" messages. Un
necessary communication clutters up the air,

Likes QST
727 Boylston Street,
Boston, Massachusetts.
Editor, QST:
Congratulations, O.M., on the August
•This was done in California some years ago—Dept.
Ed.
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issue of QST—the best yet. It's a "grand and
glorious feeling" when a new member comes
in and you know before you tear the wrap
per that you're in for two hours of un
qualified joy!
QST is always good—but the August
issue is better—the best prepared articles
ever printed. Keep up the good work! 73's.
—E. P. Gordon
Adv. Mgr. Atlantic Radio Co., Inc.

Another Amateur's Opinion
210 West 102nd St.,
New York City, N.Y.
Editor, QST:
In your editorial in the March issue you
expressed my opinion of the amateur game
to a T. Because of the situation which you
admirably stated, I have quit the amateur
radio game as far as brass pounding and
receiving is concerned. Two months ago I
dismantled my set and sold everything in
sight. Why? Just because I found things
on the air just as you say only a little
worse. Everyone I managed to raise would
say "QTC? QRU pse QSL crd 73" Every
one, every blessed one sent the same thing.
This "pse QSL crd" thing is funny. I've
heard stations only 100 miles away ask for
cards. Stations that are heard in England,
Holland, France, etc., ask stations in neigh
boring districts for cards, cards, cards.
Another thing. You ask a fellow to stand
by for some tests. He says GA. You make
a few changes and call him. N.D. You
go back to the old setting and call him
again. Still N.D. Again why? Well, I'm
sure he absent mindedly on purpose lost
you. I've asked for tests and have been
told to GA and have come back only to hear
the fellow at the other end call CQ or some
one else.
As for message delivery, in the past six
years I have had two of my messages de
livered. I guess they got there by mistake.
It seems to me that the weak point in mess
age delivery is the actual handling of the
message to the addressee. I have followed
messages that I have sent right into the
city of its destination, only to find that it
never reached its goal.
I said I've quit the amateur game, but
don't fear that I'll turn B.C.L. Never! I
will argue with anyone that the amateur
is essential but between you and I, OM, I
cannot see a good reason for his existance.
That is, the way he exists today. Believe
me I'd give most anything for the good old
spark days.
I've joined the experimenter's department
and will try and help you when I can. I
would like to see QST give as much room
to the Experimenter's Section as it does to
the Operating Department.
I have absolutely no ideas to offer but I
had to write you and let you know how I
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feel about amateur radio. My opinion is
that all the amateurs want today is cards,
cards, cards; —to which they don't QSL.
—Howard A. Chinn, 2CEG.
Re : Poor Notes on Short Waves
U.S.S. Wood, No. 317
Editor, QST:
I notice in August QST a letter from Mr.
West of 6IV-6ZP regarding poor notes on
short waves.
About two years ago I had occasion to
conduct some short wave experiments at
station 9BZZ on waves from 110 to 150
meters and I noticed the same peculiarities
in regard to the note.
The first thing I did was to change my
grid leak from an inductive type to an old
potentiometer of about 5000 ohms resis
tance. This helped some. Next I remodeled
my plate condenser and replaced the tin
foil with smooth copper off of a 3 inch strip
oscillation transformer. I also made the
same changes in my aerial series condenser.
Then my note was fairly clear but seemed
to have an audio frequency ripple in it.
This was overcome by using for a radio
frequency choke one of Montgomery-Ward
and Co.'s. Arlington loose coupler second
aries and tuning it till the ripple disappear
ed. This was on 110 meters. Of course it
may not help in every case but is just a sug
gestion for experiment.
—Deen. W. Imel,
RM3C, U.S.N, ex 9BZZ.
Another Possible Reason
U.S.S. Litchfield, No. 336,
c/o Postmaster,
San Francisco.
Editor, QST:
In the August issue I noticed a letter
from Mr. L. E. West (6LV 6ZP) in regard
to poor notes on short wave sets.
It has been found that when using a
motor generator for the plate supply that a
filter which will completely eliminate the
howls and ripples on a low frequency, will
not do so at a higher frequency. One ex
planation is that the minute sparks pro
duced on the commutator set up radio fre
quency oscillations the same as any spark
transmitter. These are radiated by the
wiring connecting the generator to the set.
These radio frequency oscillations influence
the grid of the oscillator tube in the same
manner as the audio frequency ripple which
we all know to be the ripple that gets
through our 30 henry brute force beasts.
So it seems we must also build a good
radio frequency filter to have a good note,
as well as an audio frequency filter.
This filter may consist of two small coils,
one in each DC lead, of from 5-10 turns
shunted by a small capacity of approximate

ly 002. Try your grid condenser but be sure
it is a good one. The coils should be wound
of heavy wire, best self supporting, and
should be made rigidly. As the old man
once said, "His soul longed for rigidity."
The real reason is that if the coil is a
flabby affair it is more likely to aid the
radio frequency in harming your set, than
it is in choking the oscillations. Another
reason, flexible coils shift frequency too
easily. The LC ratio tables may be used
in design of the choke coil.
Now in the case of batteries of course
the above does not hold true. The only
thing is that any sparks from the battery
may produce the same effect. These sparks
may be so minute that we can not see them.
They may be between parts of the battery
we can not see. Anyway you fellows that
are having trouble try a radio frequency
filter, designed as above, and run some
tests with another afflicted brother. You
then find that some other coil form is better.
If you do let me know.
Another thing that will help is to re
duce the wiring from the high tension DC
to the set. This gives less radiating sur
face for this ripple and of course will cut
its effect on the rest of the set.
And finally please let me know how you
make out.
—R. B. Conaughty, 8CUJ.

Crossing the Delaware
318 Gardner Ave.,
Trenton, N.J.

antenna and proceeded home for a good
"nights" sleep.
—A. G. Wentzel, Jr., SHW
E. G. Raser, 3CS
E. P. Knowles, ex-SCP
(The list of stations heard on the above
expedition appears in the "Calls Heard"
department of this QST.—Dept. Ed.)

ANTENNA RESISTANCES
(Concluded from page 48)
ent because here the radiation resistance
is naturally a very large percentage of the
entire resistance. If one were to consider
a straight vertical antenna situated out in
a field well away from buildings and with
a suitable counterpoise (preferably starshaped, 5 or 6 wires) there should be no
gain whatever from operating with a very
high antenna which had to be operated a
long way above its fundamental frequency.
In fact, there should be a loss, due to an
ohmic resistance.
Then a further loss
should be brought about in the manner
mentioned in an earlier paragraph by the
use of very small high-voltage condensers,
which transfer the energy from the set to
the antenna. It is much more comfortable
to operate somewhat closer to the funda
mental, although still preferably a little
beyond. In the case of an antenna sur
rounded by many obstacles, there might be
a real advantage in getting radiation star
ted off at a fairly high altitude so as to
overleap these obstacles and suffer less
local absorption. There is also the question
of further losses in the long antenna due
to horizontal radiation, if any considerable
portion of the antenna runs more or less
parallel with the earth. This horizontal
radiation will be very quickly absorbed,
which means heavy losses. The question as
to whether a very long antenna may be
used effectively, operated a long way above
its fundamental frequency, will have to be
decided for each individual installation, but
it is not believed that it has the advantage
generally claimed for it. The more ideal
antenna will be the short compact antenna
system set well away from all obstacles or
mounted with counterpoise on top of a
building.

Editor, QST,
An experiment was held on Sept. 13th,
with a long antenna on short and broad
cast waves, in which I thought you might
be interested.
At 7:30 P. M. a car was equipped with
the necessary tuners and a two-step, and
the gang proceeded to Yardley, Pa. which
is about five miles from Trenton. There
we decided to stretch the antenna across
the Delaware River using the Reading Rail
road Co.'s bridge as necessary. We an
chored the New Jersey end of the antenna
to the top of the bridge which was 90 feet
high, and the other end, 1200 feet from the
New Jersey end, led to a point three feet
high. , .
After hooking up the set at about 9 :50
P. M. E.S.T., broadcasting stations were
heard from all parts of the surrounding
9
r
-PREPAID 1
country and Canada. Then the short-wave
tuner was connected up. Results obtained
on the short waves were not exceptionally
good on account of the QRN as there was a
bad lightning storm in this locality at 9
P. M.
Install this steel aerial mast for greater range
and better results. Neat, substantial construc
We were determined to hear a "6" be
tion. 20 Ft. Mast, $10. 40 Ft. Mast, $25.
fore quitting and, finally, with one-third 60
Ft. Mast, $45. Freight prepaid if remit
of us (3HW) asleep and over half of the tance
is sent with order—otherwise C. O. D.
rest almost in the arms of Morpheus we Write
for circular.
managed to hear 6AWT, and so ended our
night's vigil. At dawn we took down the S.W.HULL & CO., 2048 East 79th Street, CLEVELAND, 0.
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'URHAM

MctalHc

Grid Leaks
FIXED —VARIABLE
//
Accurate — Permanent — Noiseless
ANOTHER important advance
Tested and guaranteed accurate,
every DURHAM unit is noiseless
l in radio—the development
38 Sizes
of a practical METALLIC high
and non-inductive. You can de
DURHAM Metallic
Leaks may be had for
resistance for grid leak and re
pend upon them absolutely.They
youreveryneed. Each
arethe biggest little thingsinradio.
sistance coupling! This is the in
marked with tested,
vention of two professors in
guaranteed value.
DURHAM Fixed or Variable Re
chemistry and electricity at a
sistance Units (grid leaks) fit
-Fixed, over K meg. 50c large eastern university.
standard holders. But you will
Fixed, under % meg. 75c The new DURHAM Metallic Refind the new style base more con
Variable, to 0. 1 meg. 75c
Variable, 0. 1 to 5 megs.
sistanceUnitisararemctaldeposvenient. Three styles take care of
75c ited on glass by means of a com
plain mounting, grid leak and
Variable, 2 to 10mcgs.75c plicated process developed after
condenser mounting and double
Mounts, single leak 30c
Cond. and leak 35c months of scientific research.
base for resistance amplifiers.
Double, for resis.
coupled amplif. 40c
GET THIS RESISTANCE AMPLIFIER BOOKLET
Complete details for construction of the most perfect type of amplification.
Coupling resistances and grid leaks for detector and two stages cost less than
one good transformer. Send ?5c for this useful booklet about the "biggest
DEALERS.—
little thing in radio.*'
Satisfaction Guaranteed
DURHAM
accuracy and price—plus publicity
DURHAM & CO.Inc.
—are turning in the volume. Send
I93<> Market St., Philadelphia,
for price sheet now.

SOMETHING BETTER
PYREX

TRANSMITTING

ANTENNA INSULATORS

RHEOSTAT
with immovable coils
The colls of the new Centralab Rheostat are firmly
clamped between and imbedded In Insulating material
bo they cannot more. This eliminates thenoiseln the
set caused bylateral movement of colls, and maintains
a uniform spacing between windings, giving smooth,
even regulation and eliminating dead spots. The con
tact shoe cannot catch. Attractive in appearance, and
substantial in construction. Single hole mounting.
No. 206—6 ohms maximum resistance . SI.lt
No. JS0—30 ohms maximum resistance . I.tS

291 Sixteenth St.
64

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
ALWAYS

Overall Length 7V4"
Developed Leakage Path 7"
Low Phase Angle Difference (0.3°)
High Mechanical Strength
No Absorption of Water
Invaluable for the Higher
Frequencies
John L. Reinartz uses and recommends
PYREX Insulators.
$1.50 Each C. O. D.
Corning Glass Works
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
Corning, N. Y.
Q S T WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

The World's Flyers Carried Burgess

The oAdventures of

BURGESS
RADIO BATTERIES
Remarkable are the ad
ventures of Burgess Radio
Batteries.

And

where

there's danger — upon,
above, or below the earth,
sky and sea, will be found
Burgess Batteries — labor
atory products.
"ASK ANY RADIO ENGINEER7'
Write to 1 5 1 Burgess Engineering
Building, Madison, Wisconsin, for
the Burgess Radio Compass. It is
amusing, unusual and useful.
BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
Engineers DRY BATTERIES Manufacturers
FLASHLIGHT - RADIO - IGNITION - TELEPHONE
General Sales Office: Harris Trust Bldg., Chicago
Laboratories and Works: Madison, Wisconsin
In Canada: Niagara Falls and Winnipeg
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Stations

you

envy
3inl

have

this

radio book
A copy of the I. C. S. Radio Operator*m
Handbook should be in every radio shack
REVISED
EDITION
ICS.
514 PAGES
RADIO
HANDBOOK
Compiled 67
HARRY F. DART,
E.E.
Formerly with the
Western Electric
Co., and U. S.
Army Instructor
of Radio. Tech
nically edited by
F. H. Doane.
100.000 ALREADY SOLD
STATIONS you envy have this book.
It's packed full of every possible
radio detail on construction and opera
tion of transmitters and receivers.
Written in plain language, taking noth
ing for granted. If you want to work
out your own constants, there are plenty
of formulas and tables, with the units
given for each one. It's the easiest
book to work with you ever saw. There's
a complete index and you can find what
you want at once.
IT EXPLAINS: Electrical terms and
circuits, antenna construction and cal
culation, generators and motors, bat
teries, detectors, relays, spark, arc,
CW, ICW and phone transmission and
reception, commercial, amateur and
broadcast transmitters and receivers,
codes, license rules. Many other fea
tures.
All in one book. Yes. all this is In a
single compact book of 514 pages of clear
type, with hundreds of diagrams and
illustrations. The fruits of 20 years of
radio development crystallized. A prac
tical book for the practical man. It
answers every question, yet costs only
a dollar. It's the biKgest buy in radio
to-day. This is the book you need, O.M.!
Semcf $1 to-day and get this 514-page I.C.S.
Radio Handbook—it will save its small cost
many times over. Money bach if not satisfied.
.—
TEAR OUT HERE
.
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6127-C, Scranton, Penna.
Ipaid—the
enclose OneB 14-page
Dollar. I.Please
me—post
Cthat8. send
book. It 1b understood
IfRadio
I amHand
not
entirely
lltllfled
may will
returnrefund
this my
bookmoney.
with
in flee days
and 1 you
Name
Address .
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Audio Amplifying Unit
Rheostat-socket-transformer all in one
wired complete ready to mount on panel.
Handsome dial included.
Improve the looks of your set, and learn
what real amplification is. 4-1 ratio.
Absolute Money Back Guarantee
AGENTS WANTED
Write for discounts on this and complete line of
radio material. Be our representative in your
district.
When ordering advise if 8 or 30 ohm rheostat
wanted.
American Radio Sales Co. Not Inc.
620-621 Monadnock B!dg.
Chicago, Illinois
Mail Orders Only

BRISTOL
TRADE MARK
AUDIOPHONE
REG. U. »
«•*»»•*»
LOUD SPEAKER
This is known everywhere
as the Loud Speaker with
the quality tone. Not only
is the tone natural and
without mechanical distor
tion, but is sufficiently bis:
in volume to be easily heard
in a large room or all
through the house. Comes
to you ready to use—no
auxiliary batteries are* re
quired.
Made in three models :
Audiophone Senior
Price $30.00
Audiophone Junior
Price 22.50 This is the Baby
Baby Audiophone
Audiophone equipped
the Fiber Horn
Price 12.S0 with
which is now standard
Bulletin AX-3014 describes and supersedes the
metal flare previously
these Loud Speakers.
used.
Price $12.50
THE BRISTOL COMPANY
WATERBURY, CONN.
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QfcPONY EXPRESS OF TODAY

Distance covered in record time while all the world
wondered. News received in one part of the coun
-eftQSLEYtry only a few weeks after it was sent from another.
Better-Cost Less
That was the pony express.
\
Radio Products
Today, news, messages, entertainment—all are in
stantly brought from all over the land right to your
home by the Pony Express of the air—Crosley
Radio Receivers. New York hears California.
Florida listens to Hawaii. Canada converses with
Mexico. North Dakota keeps in close touch with
the MacMillan expedition at the North Pole. Such are
the daily performances of Crosley Receivers as told
by hundreds of unsolicited letters from happy users. CROSLEY TRIRDYN 3R3
At bringing in distant stations in a clear, enjoyable
$65.00
manner, Crosley Instruments, each in its own class, The Trirdyn 3K3 incorporating radio
have proven themselves unexcelled. Yet they are frequency amplification, regeneration,
reflex and additional audio frequency
the lowest priced radio receivers ever offered.
will, with only three
For satisfactory results, real radio value, you can't amplification
tubes, give performance equal to the
beat a Crosley.
customary four and five tube ftet.
Will easily tune through local broad
Listen In On A Crosley Before You Buy.
casting to bring in long distant sta
For Sale By Good Dealers Everywhere
tions on the loud speaker.
THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
Powel Crosley, Jr., President
1018 Alfred St.
Cincinnati, O.
OTHER CROSLEYS EACH A LEADER IN ITS LINE
One tube Crosley 50. The regenerative set with which Leonard Weeks of
Mi not, N. D. kept in almost daily touch with the MacMillan Expedition
at the North Pole. Money cannot buy better radio value
$14.50
Two tube Crosley51. The little wonder regenerative set that in just 24
days became the biggest selling radio receiver in the world. Represents
wonderful radio value
$1830
Three tube Crosley 52. This regenerative set consists of regenerative
detector and two stages of audio frequency amplification. Gives loud
speaker volume on distant stations under practically all
conditions .$30.00
Prices as given are without accessories

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY—
The Crosley Radio Corporation,
1018 Alfred St.. Cincinnati, O.
Gentlemen: Please mail me free ofcharge your complete
Crosley instruments and parts together wi
entitled "The Simplicity of Radio".
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pnmnp)
ITEM
1 AOL > Using STANDARD ITEM No. 7 with 2-5 watt tubes—inductive coupled Hartley
1 XAK j reports: Worked all U. S. districts. All Canadian districts. England, France, Hol
land, Italy, Porto Rico.
Heard in Mexico, Cuba, Panama.
For maximum mileage per watt—try "ESCO."
Write for Bulletins 237B and 242 B listing over 200 combinations.
TRADE "ESCO" MARK
ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO.
225 SOUTH STREET
STAMFORD, CONN, U. S. A.
Pioneer* in Developing and Perfecting High Voltage Radio Apparatus

Tf/CO Designed for you by 5 Engineers! !
At last, a variable condenser that has all of the very
best features a good condenser should have. No more
guess work. Works equally well in any circuit.
Extremely low loss. A beautiful instrument.
Noiseless cam vernier on stator plates, exclusive feature.
11 plate .00025 mfd. $4.50 each
17 plate .00038 mfd. 4.75 each
23 plate .0005 mfd. 5.00 each
43 plate .001 mfd. 6.00 each
Send for one, you'll be satisfied.
307 Pearl St.
Hartford Instrument Co.
Hartford, Conn.

Now—You Get What You Want!
This set of socket wrenches, just the VALUE
you've been waiting for. And note these points:
SIX radio sizes M " to % " to the set.
Each size COMPLETE with PERMAN
ENT handle. Hollowed stems; accurate
hexagon heads. Packed in a strong,
slide cover WOODEN box.
A SERVICE KIT AT A KNOCKOUT PRICE
$1.25 ($1.35 West of Mississippi)
Make and keep your connections tight
// your dealer has7i't it yet, send check or
money order direct with dealers name to
RITTENHOUSE MFG. CO.
90 MECHANIC ST.
WORCESTER, MASS.
68
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These Exclusive
Features Assure Better
Hfception

The shell is ORANGE
Bakelite — the base genu
ine Thermoptax

At Last — A Radio Socket Worthy of
This Famous Trade Mark
After months of experiment and research the CutlerHammer engineers announce this masterpiece of radio socket
design. With features never before found in any socket, it
brings to your set a degree of efficiency that means added
miles of range and hours of clearer, more enjoyable reception.
Capacity has been absolutely minimized—without sacrifice
of mechanical strength, and its base of ebony blackThermoplax in beautiful color contrast with the thin shell of orange
Bakelite adds as much to the appearance of any set as this
socket's construction does to its efficiency.
You'll like all of its many exclusive features—the silvered
bronze contacts that afford permanently perfect contact; the
slotted binding nuts; the handy terminals for soldering; the
wide spacing of current carrying parts.
You'll like its appearance —neatness — small size. You'll
like the way the tube is inserted and removed without twist
ing. And best of all, you'll like the price, 90c. This socket that
meets the specifications of the most exacting radio engineer costs no
more than most of those on the market today. Until all dealers
have been stocked, you can be supplied direct from the fac
tory at the retail price plus 10c for packing and postage. Be
sure you have the genuine — it will pay you in every way to
refuse all substitutes.
THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.
SMcmber Radio Section, Associated Manufacturers ofElectrical Supplies
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

Perfect contact. Both iides of
tube prong cleaned when in
serted—no contact or wear on
soldered end.
B
All metal partaj//i*/i plated—
perfect contact for tin- life of
l tie set. Silver may tarnisli but
its contact resistance does not
change.
C
One piece contact construc
tion. The binding post is NOT
a part ofthe circuit —the wire to
the socket always touches the
contact strip which carries the
current direct to the tube prong
—no Jointt lo cause lossrs.
D
1
Convenient terminals for
soldering —full length to allow
bending down for under-wir
ing. Ears hold wire in place for
soldering.
E
Extra handy binding posts—
tight connection! with either
wrench or screw-driver. Lock
washers hold terminals rigid.
F
Wide spacing of current car
rying parts both in air and
insulation — true low-loss con
struction.
G
A minimum of botli metal and
insulation for low capacity.
Shell of thin Bakelite—the base
ol genuine Thermoptax.
H
The lube is held iu place by
merely a vertical motion — no
twisting to separate bulb from
base,
The attractive, orange shell
helps identify this better
socketf but the famous C-H
trade mark both on the socket
and on the orange and
blue box is your genwin* protection,

RADIO* SOCKET
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The FIRST and ONLY six tube radio receiver
to bring in any desired station by a single turn
of a single control to a single pre-detennined
dial setting, with a purity of tone and clarity
unmatched by any other receiver.
Thermiodyne appeals particularly to the non
technical man or woman who wants perfect
performance with easy operation. It may be
used with any type antenna, or, under favor
able conditions, with none; with dry or storage
batteries and with any make tubes.
14 Points of Thermiodyne Supremacy
1—Single Control
2—No Outdoor Antenna Necessary
3—No Directional Loop
4—Meter or Kilocycle Pickup of Stations
instead of meaningless numbers
5—CANNOT Squeal or Howl
6—CANNOT Radiate
7—CANNOT Distort
8—Newspapers give Time and Wavelength
9—Thermiodyne picks them at the Exact
Setting Every Time
1 0—No Logging; Nothing to Remember
1 1 —Stations of Different Wavelengths Can
not Interfere
1 2—Six Tubes ; Three Stages Thermionic
Frequency, Detector, Two Stages Audio
Frequency
13—Distance, Volume, Clear as a Bell, With
out fuss or excuses
14—A 180 degree Turn of the Single Control
is like an Instantaneous Tour of Dozens
of Cities
Beautifully built in exaaisite genuine rf» 4 A f\
mahogany cabinet with space for all
I £X» II
batteries for dry celt operation.
'
Insist that your dealer demonstrate
Thermiodyne
Made and Fully Guaranteed by
SHEPARD-POTTER CO., INC.
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EE Made in two types—
= AmerTran AF-6 (Turn ratio 5), for use in the
first stage of amplification.
= AmerTran AF-7 (Turn ratio 8%), the companion transformer for use in further stages
when AF-6 is used in the first stage.
Price, either type, $7. at your Dealer's.

||
=
s
=

American Transformer Co.
j
Designera and builders of radio
transformers for over 23 years.
§ 176 Emraet Street,
Newark, N. J. §
■

1 he right front door
Expensive radio parts should have
the best panel money can buy. A
Celoron Radio Panel gives insu
lation these radio parts need. ..Cel
oron, a bakelite material, is ap
proved as an insulating material by
the U. S. Navy and Signal Corps
and is used by leading radio manu
facturers.
Celoron panels come cut in nine
sizes, in black, mahogany or oak.
Other sizes cut to order. Ask your
dealer.
DIAMOND STATE FIBRE COMPANY
Bridei-port, Pn. and Chicago. III.
Branches in Principal Cities
Toronto, Canada
London, England
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Clear and distinct

Jndiatinct, hazy

It's a Difference of Clearness
HOW often when listening in, you've tuned eliminate counter-vibration. And the speaker
and tuned and still have not been able to is so skilfully designed that it fills the entire
get the voice or instrument to sound clear, room with its music instead of concentrating
distinct and natural.
in one favored direction.
The real big difference between the N & K
This new type of speaker bids fair to revo
Imported Loudspeaker, Type W, and ordinary lutionize every idea the public now has on
speakers lies in the fact thai N & K reproduces speakers. So confident are we that it is the
speaker the public has been waiting for, that
all there is to the music, bringing out deli
cate high tones as well as deep low ones, clear we authorize dealers to allow responsible cus
and distinct, exactly as the musician sings or tomers to try out the N & K Imported Loud
plays them. There is no exaggerated loudness, speaker with their own sets, in their own
no blurring, twanging, rasping, droning, rat
homes,
tling, disagreeable tone.
FREE OF CHARGE FOR 5 DAYS
This is a loudspeaker of an entirely new
type. The shape and finish are new and ar
Ask your dealer to let you hear the new
tistic, harmonizing with N&K Imported Loud
speaker, Type W. If
any style of home furn
ishing. The material is he is not supplied,
THE N&.K LINE
write
us. We'll tell
new — burtex, a light
N&.K Imported Loud
weight rigid substance you where you can see
speaker Type W,
made scientifically to this new invention.
$27.50
TH. GOLDSCHMIDT CORPORATION
N&.K Imported Fhoncs
Dept. Q10. 15 William St.. New York
Model D, 4OC0 ohms.
41 Common St., Montreal
$8.50
N&K Imported Thono
Unit. Attaches instantly
to any phonograph,
$7.50
Imported

Loudspeaker
TYPE W
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

Stands Hin.high.
Choice of hand'
some color
schemes. Send
for free folder,
"The SpeakerYou
HaveWaited For

"Guaranteed by Federal"
THE famous Federal No. 65
Audio Frequency Transform
er and over 130 other standard
radio parts now bear the Federal
iron-clad performance gurantee.
If you want exceptional tone
beauty, selectivity and distance
range in your home assembly, in
sist that each part bear the Fed
eral Guarantee.
A Book "Tlie Radio Work Bench"
aids you in avoiding construction pit
falls. Sold by Federal dealers—
25c—Canada—-35c
FEDERAL TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH CO.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Boston
New York
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Chicago
San Francisco
Bridgeburg, Canada

Variable Condenser
Look for this sign

No. 95 Variocoupler

federal
" StandardI^DJQ Products

NOW IS THE TIME, AMATEURS !
To Do Your Experimental Work on Your Receivers in anticipation of
Better "DX" ThU Winter
Parts of every description and at prices that are right to rebuild or add to your
present equipment.
You Will Work EUROPE THIS WINTER
With A Good Set—
Look over a few of the items worth while.
Variometers
Reinartz coils
Formica Panels
Variocouplers
Condensers
Jacks
Cock-a-day coils
Rheostats
Plugs
12. camp ?t?LEtRADI° and ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
1/3 CAMP STREET,
NEW ORLEANS LA
Pioneers in the Radio Field.
WE REPAIR THE FOLLOWING
urn„
WD-1 1
WD-12
UV-200
uv-201
C-300
C-301
rv-6
DV-l
ov-2
M:iil
and
CLINTON
iiifN ION

RADIO TUBES
and Guarantee Them
*o -n DV-6A
$2.50
UV-199
2.50
250 C-299
2.50
ill UV-201A
2.50
o en C-301 A
2.50
2Jo Marconi
\ ' \ 2.\s0
::::: IK Moorhcad
2.50
UV-202 Transmitter
4.00
:::::::::::: 2.50
2T0 C-302
Transmitter
4.00
Orders solicited and promptly attended t
Agents write for Special Discount. Postage Paid.
H. & H. RADIO CO.
HIT I STA P- °" B°X 22 W
HILL STA.,
NEWARK, N. J
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EIXEM^NN
ELECTRwI C AL

^Announcing

the

TYPE 6-D embodies the most mod
ern developments in radio engineer
ing, together with unusual design and
workmanship. It meets exacting re
quirements of discriminating buyers.
The outstanding characteristics of
this new Receiver are extreme select
ivity, extraordinary distance range and

E GtU

6-D

I P MENT

Receiver

exceptional clarity. Tuning is very
simple. The 6-D is a non-oscillating
Receiver, and no potentiometer or
stabilizer is employed.
Step into a radio storeand examine this
newReceiver. Ask forademonstration,
and see for yourself its many superior
qualities.

Circuit: Two stages of tuned radio frcquency amplification, detector and two
stages of audio frequency amplification.
Tubes: Five in all. Jacks provided for
either five or four tube operation.
Batteries: Either storage or dry-cells.
Cables: Complete set supplied for "A"
and "B" batteries.
Aerial: 75 to 115 feet, single wire.

SPECIFICATIONS
Wave lengths : zoo to 600 meters, with
uniform efficiency of reception.
Panel: Aluminum, with attractive
crystal black finish. A perfect body
capacity shield.
Dials: Sunken design. Shaped to fit
the hand and permit a natural position
in tuning.
-I
1-

Rheostats: Adequate resistance for all
standard base commercial tubes.
Condensers : Single bearing, low leak
age losses.
Sockets: Suspended on cushion springs
which absorb vibrations.
Cabinet: Mahogany, with distinctive
lines and high finish. Ample space
provided for "B" batteries.

Price,without Tubea & Batteries, $125.00

EIXEMA.NN

For Sale by Reliable Dealers

EIJEMANN ' MAGNETO - CORPORATION
General Officer: 165 Broadway,
New York
t- n_ ^ rsi c i J" c o
D E T n_ O 1 T
CHICAGO
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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Success/

AMERICAN
BRAND
CONDENSERS

LOW LOSS TUNERS
Amateur 70 to 225 meters. $10.00 Grid
coil wound with No. 12 wire. No taps.
Broadcast 180-600 meters $10.00 Broad
cast tuner supplied with either fixed or
variable antenna coupling.
Tuned R. F. transformers 200-600 meters
$3.00. We pay parcels post and insurance
in U. S.
Davenport Radio Laboratories,
647 CEDAR ST.
DAVENPORT, IA.

-

100 tol

lOorm DriVe
23 PIate,only*5.°°
Praised by experts everywhere and
acclaimed by the Public, the American
Brand Worm Drive Vernier Condenser
is the sensation of the radio world.
The highest ratio geared adjustment
ever developed on variable Condensers
makes the loss on American Brand
practically zero.
The price is no h:gher than of ordin
ary condensers. Ask your dealer to
show you one. If he can't do so, write
for descriptive folder and send us his
name.
NOTE TO DEALER: If your jobber
can't supply you, write us—
American Brand Corporation
8 West Park St., Newark, N. J.
Factory—Philadelphia
74

100 Volt Type
YOUR MONEY BACK IF YOU'RE
NOT SATISFIED WITH KIC-O
We have thousands of unsolicited letters of recom
mendation. KIC-O "B" batteries will make (rood
for you, too. Life unlimited. Not harmed by short
circuiting, overcharging, idleness. Panel switches
Bflv° single cell variations. Recharge from any
110-voIt A.C. line with small home-rectifier. Charge
lasts 3 to 6 months
With
Price
in detector plate cir
Plain Panels
Volts
cuit.
$5.50 %
22
GUARANTEE
32
7.25 11.75
Your money hack on
48
9.50 14.00
any KIC-O Battery
12.50
17.00
68
if not satisfied with
in 30 days. Write
17.50 22.50
100
for full information
23.50 28.50
145
on "A" and "B" Bat
teries.
Mounted Rectifier
$2. ">0
Unmounted Rectifier. , .$!.'*J
Kimley Electric Company. Inc.
2666 MAIN STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.
Storage "B" Batteries—
long service, low cost.
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Amazingly

Different!
Music lovers from coast to coast have learned to divide
all Radio Reproduction into two broad classes.
One class is the reproduction supplied by The Superspeaker.
The other is the wide variety that comes from all the
rest of the so-called loud-speaking devices.
Between these two classes yawns a veritable Grand
Canyon of Acoustics—the difference between real music
and mere noise. Such is the verdict Jewett owners
everywhere proclaim.
We can easily understand this verdict, for we know the
reasons which cause this amazing difference.
These reasons have their beginnings in such fundamentals
as dimensions, materials, workmanship and the appli
cation of acoustical engineering, available only to experi
enced musical-instrument men.
Not in even one of these fundamentals does the market
include a duplication of The Superspeaker. Until the
advent of some other instrument which can duplicate
our product not in one but in every fundamental, the
present chasm cannot be bridged.
Products/,
No extra batteries—nothing to get out
of order—Each Superspeaker shipped
in individual carton—
Vemco Reproducing Unit also fur
nished separately for Phonogragh
Adaptation.
Qet our dealer proposition in time to
cash in with Fall Demand.

THE JEWETT RADIO fe? PHONOGRAPH CO.
5680 Twelfth Street
Detroit, Michigan
QKe

Superspeaker.
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Harold Bolster
hi behalf of the Principal Radio
Manufacturers and Dealers
of
Presents (Blr"

THIRD ANNUAL.
Featuring, in advance,
the most striking devel
opments in the Radio art
and the Radio industry
for the coming year

This greatest radio show
ever held will be profitsharing with exhibitors
NATIONAL

Special
Election Week
Program Features

RADIO
EXPOSITION
CRAND CENTRAL
PALACE
NOV. 3rd. to 9th. 1924

—Receiving Set Models
for 1925
—Phonograph
Radio
Combinations for 1925
—Improved Equipment
for 1925

(Main and Mezzanine Floors)
NEW YORK CITY
"The World and his Girl will be there"
AMERICAN RADIO EXPOSITION COMPANY
Director: HAROLD BOLSTER x
General Manager: J. C. JOHNSON
322 FIFTH AVENUE.
Telephone: Vandcrbilt 0068
NEW YORK
Log Every Worth While Station with Perfect Ease
Be able to Bret the programs you like best any time
and with that smoothness and clearness of tone that
makes Radio most enjoyable. It*s
easy with
Stromber^Carlson
HEAD SETS and
LOUD SPEAKERS
Their powerful magnets give ex
treme sensitivity. The layer wound
and layer insulated coils enable
these instruments to stand up
under the highest voltages and to
retain their sensitivity perma
nently.
Ask your dealer
STROMBERG-CARLSON TEL. MFG. CO., Rochester, N. Y

The Model OEM, DAY-FAN Receiving Set
This set is worthy of your immediate attention.
It has the Duo-plex circuit developed in our
laboratories. So perfectly balanced is this set
that the dial settings are the same EVERY
WHERE, EVERYTIME. It has a very low
maintenance cost.
Write today for full
particulars.
The Dayton Fan & Motor Company,
Dayton, Ohio.
Model OEM-7, Four Tubes—$98.
Model OEM-11, Three Tubes $90
16

Manufacturers of high-grade electrical appa
ratus for 35 years.
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The
Red Seal
variable
condenser

Manhattan Junior Loud
Speaker— A real musical instru
ment containing a specially de
signed reproducer unit for loud
speaker work. Not just a headset
in a base, lias "Concert Modula
tor" adjustment Riving best re
sults under all condition!—$1*1.00

oAt Last—an ideal vernier to
control

a

low -loss

You haveprobablyoften wished
for such a combination. Now for
the first time the vernier ofthe Red
Seal enables you to easily take full
advantage of high condenser effi
ciency without turning right
through the sharp peak of the
wave.
No more slipping, lost motion,
or tight bearings. No more tuning
with one knob and adjusting with
another. All the adjusting may be
done with the vernier knob alone.
The above does not give you
an adequate picture of the Red
Seal Condenser. Go to your dealer
and ask to see it. As you operate
the vernier for yourself, note these
six important features which make
it the ideal control for this effi
cient, low-loss instrument.
i. Trie action of the vernier is posi
tive, giving delicate, smooth adjustment.

condenser

2. There is no lost motion or play
at any point.
3. All tuning may be done with the
vernier alone.
4. Only one dial setting — stations
easily logged.
5. There is no fibre, rubber, or gears.
Nothing to wear or get out of order.
6. Plates turn freely. Balanced ver
nier eliminates need for friction at
bearings.
The Red Seal has four other
points of note:
1 . Plates are of brass and are soldered.
2. Spring "pig-tail" connection em
ployed.
3. End plates are grounded, elimi
nating the effect of hand capacity. For
supercritical work, insist on the Red
Seal Variable Condenser.
4. To facilitate tuning the movable
plates are given a special shape, making
the Red Seal of the "straight-line" type.
Manhattan Electrical
Incorporated Supply Co.
New York
Chicago
St. Louts
San Francisco

anhattan
RADIO PRODUCTS
1 MADE BY THE MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS RED SEAL DRY BATTERIES
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

Red Seal Headset — Designed
for "DX" work. Tone quality
excellent. Workmanship the best.
Nodistortion or chattering. Bakelfte case, soft rubber sanitary
headband-$6.00

Red Seal Phonograph At
tachment—Makes aloud speak
er of your phonograph. A high
grade reproducer reproducing
the work of the broadcasting art
ists with fidelity—$5.00

Red Seal Batteries—The de
pendable dry battery for "A"
circuits. Long operating life and
great recuperative power make
Red Seals ideal for radio work.
Sold by all classes of dealers.
Remember, fresh Red Seals bring
in fresh stations.
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Greiff says:
"Watch your losses and the signals will
take care of themselves."

Replacement parts for the
! SUPER-HETERODYNE
are engineered to Super-Heterodyne standards
under the personal supervision of Lieut. Victor
Greiff. Their efficiency and minimum losses as
well as perfect construction combine to pro
duce the perfect Super-Heterodyne.
Cross section view of the
Receptrad
Super-Hetero
dyne Transformer, type
1716.
The special core A is of cornunited iron and forms a
closed field. The primary B,
is so wound with respect to
the secondary C, that it
affords the maximum stepup in signal voltage. Both
are "Herring Bone Wind
ings," a patented type used only by Receptrad.
The field is further shielded by a magnetic
path D, and is metallically isolated from ex
ternal fields by the case E.
The Receptrad transformer is a victory for the
steel core type but a greater victory for Recep
trad because its efficiency exceeds by far any
similar intermediate frequency coupler.
3.50 each.
Oacillo Coupler—maximum inductance
in minimum space. Two coils, one
takes energy through loop, while the
other feeds its energy to first detec
tor. Price, $6.00.

Tuned Filter Couplertwo low loss coils, simi
larly tuned to correspond
with intermediate freq u e n c y transformer's
best range. No inter
ference—Real selectivity.
Price {7.60.

Other RECEPTRAD parts for the Super-Heterodyne are
1 Audio Transformer, Type AT3 $3.76. 1 Audio Trans
former. Type ATX $5.76. 2 IMF By-Pass Condensers,
Type G-1000 $1.50 each. Price for all parts $53.50.
Lieut. GreifT's famous Super-Heterodyne Manual, $1.50
PRPF
Ask 3your
or writeGreiff
for 8-Tube
free blueprint
I
No
o{ dealer
the Famous
Super.

Increased Signals
ACCURATE, constant, unchanging
l condenser capacity is demanded for
greatest possible selectivity, clearness and
loudness. Ben Franklin Micadensers, of allmetal and mica construction are individu
ally tested by a special direct reading in
strument. Accuracy guaranteed within 10%
or your money back.
Made in all standard capacities. Most
popular capacities priced as follows:
.0001 .. .. 36c
.001 .... 40c
40c
.006 .. .. $1.76
75e
.00026
36c
.002
.015
.0006 . . 36c
.005 .. 60c
.00025 with
Brackets for Grid
46c
.00025
with Self-contained
GridLeaks
Leak .. .. 60c
.00025 in Matched pairs, per pair . 95c
(Both condensers warranted exactlysame capacity)
We will furnish any exact capacity value in Mica
densers, or duplicate the capacity value at any condenser
you send us, at 10c above regular price.
At all good Jobbers and Dealers. If dealer can't
supply, Ben Franklin Micadensers will be sent pre
paid, on receipt of remittance with order.
The Ben Frankllt Radio Manufacturing Company
Comer E. 27th a id Superior Cleveland, Ohio

In She
AA
Comes!
TIP your whisker to almost
any point of an NAA Meter
tested crystal and the full flow
of the impulse instantly hits
your phones, clean, clear,
steady.
Reason—no guesswork in the
test;— every, EVERY crystal
meter-tested singly by specially
made electrical instruments to
a point away beyond normal
sensitivity. In addition, the
Newman* Stern mounting is
new— patents pending — cold
assembly, provides for refilling,
and avoids damage to crystal
by hot alloy; recessed for pro
tection.
Perfect for Reflex
At
good jobbersbox.
and60c.dealer*,
in
neatallturned
If dealer
can't
supply,wood
order direct
and
acrid
dealer's name.

Meter
Tested
totals

1746 East 12th Street
Cleveland, Ohio
Originator* of
^»*^
^^L.
tested
Oldest
crystals
and Largest
in 19U.

RADIO RECEPTOR CO., Inc.
in Radio
59 Bank Street
New York \\''-L/J^AA\ pioneers
Equipment in Ohio
m
HAT
PtNO
i|lii;uii'i i'
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BAKELITE
THADf MAPW RIO. UL ». MT. Oft.

Crosley and Bakelite
The Crosley Radio Corpora
tion of Cincinnati produces
radio sets at reasonable prices,
with no sacrifice of quality.
The use of Bakelite not only
provides dependable insula
tion but simplifies quantity
production.
Bakelite

is

mechanically

strong, impervious to mois
ture and its color does not
fade. Its properties are un
affected by climatic conditions
and it does not deteriorate
with age or use.
In both the laminated and
molded form, Bakelite is
standard insulation for radio.

Write for a Copy of our Radio Booklet C.

BAKELITE
Condensite
RgDMANOL
are the refittercd
Trade Marks for the
Phenol RninProduct*
manufactured under
patent! owned by
BAKELITE
CORPORATION

THE

Send for our Radio Map
The Bakelite Radio Map lists the call letters, wave
length and location of every broadcasting station in
the world. Enclose 10 cents to cover the cost and we
will send you this map. Address Map Department.
BAKELITE CORPORATION
247 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Chicago Office: 636 West 22d Street

MATERIAL

OF A THOUSAND
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Transmitting

set

Instruments
H We don't believe that there is an ama
teur in the U. S. or Canada who is not
familiar with Jewell Instruments. Most
of them are and depend on them for
their work.
"The Jewell Trio" is famous among ama
teurs: —We refer to our Nos. 54, 56, 64
and 74 uniform size instruments for
transmitting set panels.
We want every amateur in the world
to write for our 15-A Radio Instrument
Catalog.
No. 64
RADIO FREQUENCY AMMETER
Order from Dealer
Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.
1650 Walnut St.
Chicago
"25 Years Making Good Instruments"

if '

LOW LOSS TUNER UNIT
MOST EFFICIENT TUNER AVAILABLE
REAL DX. RECEPTION
EXTREMELY SHARP TUNING
TWO TYPES
AMATEUR—45 to 225 METERS WITH TAP
BROADCAST—250 to 550 METERS
Special Types may be Furnished for the Very
Short Waves
Price $10 each
Write for Information
A. C. LOPEZ & CO.
Sole Distributors
3a4 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK CITY
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ONE PIECE STATOR
One of Several New Features
in Four New Types
Stamped out of one piece
of aluminum—the one
piece stator eliminates
broken contacts and
soldered joints. Positive
results — no leakage.
Found in types 3 and 4,
celoron end plates, and
types 5 and 6, ow ioss —
metal end plattt.
ASK YOUR DEALER to
Show YOU the ONE PIECE
STATOR and other Improve
ments.
100% GUARANTEED
Write for Booklet
U. S. TOOL COMPANY, INC.
112 Mechanic St.,
Newark, N. J.
Mfrs. of special tools, dies, jigs, automatic
machinery and sub presses
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The Army and Navy Equip

DUBILIER

with

CONDENSERS

Ships at sea—cut off from the world. Far away re
gions of the frozen north—miles from civilization.
These are the places that literally depend on radio
for communication and life. And wherever there
are government stations you will find Dubilier con
densers. The government knows that they are abso
lutely dependable for efficient transmission under all
conditions.
Types 577 & 580 are efficient condensers of fixed
capacity and low loss. They are manufactured un
der a patented process that maintains permanent
capacity and assures steady service. Amateur low
power tube transmission with Dubilier Condensers
insures the same unfailing service that the govern
ment stations achieve with higher power.
Ask your dealer about them or write us for information at
49-51 West 4th Street, New York, N. Y.

Dubilier
CONDENSER AND RADIO
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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TURN-IT^
ADJUSTABLE %\
GRID . LEAK A
Changes the Range of
Resistance to Suit the
strength of Reception
Constructed along entirely new
lines which avoid all use of
graphite or carbon and the mic
rophonic noises generally attend
ing the use of these materials.
Turn-It greatly increases the
volume, secures greater distance
and reduces noises in your set.
A Turn-It gives constant and un
diminished satisfaction. There
is nothing to wear out.
Absolutely guaranteed.
MAHOGANITE
Dials

that

Match the Set
Like all other distinctive products,
Mahoganite has its imitators. But,
these imitations are on the surface
only. Mahoganite is not a surface
finish. The electrical values of Ma
hoganite extend through the mater
ial.
The only way to assure yourself of
genuine Mahoganite Panels, or Dials
which match the panels is to make
sure that the RADION Trademark is
on every one that you buy.
21 Stock Sizes
Mahoganite and Black
6x7
7 x 14
8 x 26
8 x lOVt
7 x IS
9 x 14
7 x 21
6 x 14
10 x 12
7 x 24
6 x 21
12 x 14
7x9
7 x 26
12 x 21
7 x 10
7 x 30
14 x 18
7 x 12
7 x 48
20 X 24

RADION
<X)ht Supreme Insulation
PANELS
Look for this stamp
on every genuine
RADION Panel.
Be
ware of substitutes and
imitations.
AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO.
11 MERCER ST.
NEW YORK
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Turn-It Grid Leak Is Only $1
At Your Dealer or
Direct from Us.
TURN-IT RADIO SALES, Inc.
30 Church Street, N. Y.

FREE
Greatest Catalog
of Radio
Bargains!:, C^,1
Send for i
It Today
It contains Ina thousand
bargains
of com
everything
radio:
parts,
supplies,
plete
parts
forlatest
sets,information
complete
sets,
also a
mine
of
very
on alletc..different
circuits,
complete
list
of
broadcasting
stations
and other valuable data. Send your name and
address and we'll . send FRX~
catalon.
American Bell
Loud Speaker
With American Adjustable
Unit.
WonderfulSpeaks
volume,
reception.
for
(85 clear
itaolf
without
coaxing.
10rliout unit Ineh bell—made of non$695
i wUJi unit vibrating material.
HEADPHONES
uRandolphsproof*
Hundreds of Other
Bargains
2200 Ohm moulded
Our these.
ratalogOrder
is filled
withfrom
bargains signed
headset,to properly
de
like
direct
give strong
ad. We
prepay charges.
Don't this
buy and clear
rcceptiua.
anything
see Biggest headphone val
our catalog.in radio
FREEbefore
ServiceyouDept.
ue ever offered.
RANDOLPH RADIO CORP.
159 N UNION AVJESBEBCH/CAGO./H
MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

Westinghouse

presents a new

"B" Battery

Designed for multi-tube sets, compact in size, large in
capacity, this new "B" Battery offers you the following
distinctive advantages:
A one-piece crystal glass container affords you at all
times a view of the interior.
Easily recharged at slight expense.
No leakage from cell to cell.
Will not pump acid.
Bird cage plates insure long life and steady reliable
service.
Large acid space requires less attention.

WESTINGHOUSE UNION BATTERY CO.,

SWISSVALE, PA.

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO
"A',' "B" and "C"
BATTERIES
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

MEETING THE NEEDS OF A. R. R. L.
MEN EVERYWHERE
Whatever your special requirement
There is a Weston Indicating In
problem may be, get in touch
strument to meet every Radio need or
with us, and let us send you full
whether it be for Reception or particulars,
and prices on the in
Transmission.
Voltmeters, Am
strument or instruments exactly
meters, Milliammeters, Thermo- suitable
to
your
Weston 280
Ammeters and Thermo-Galvano- volt-ammeter, is needs.
also specially de
meters, in low or high range, or in signed for testing tube characteris
small or large size are available tics, general circuit conditions, for
measuring resistance, filament volt
for the amateur, advanced experi
menter or commercial station. age, plate voltage, etc.
Antenna Ammeter
Weston Instant Change Plug
that explains in detail all
The original Instant Change Plug, booklet
Weston Radio Instruments and
75 cents everywhere. Interchange- shows
instrument
for
able from headphones to loud speaker both transmitting connections,
and receiving
in two seconds. No tools. The sets. Sent free on request.
choice of A.R.R.L. men everywhere.
Circular J is an attractive 21,-pagc
WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., 158 Weston Ave., Newark, N. J
Electrical
i Indicating
[ Instrument
.Authorities
JSincel888

mbir v
<Mm
^mt^ A
WJ ESTON
STANDARD - The World Over

America's Best Headset
regardless of Price
We challenge comparison with America's best
known headphones. Globe Phones always show
up best where the opposition is greatest. And the
quality is there to last for years.
There is long experience in making hearing aids
for the deaf behind the amazing tone purity and
Copper-Brass & Fibre in Sheets, Rods &
reaching qualities of Globe Phones.
As beautiful as they are efficient. Leather
Tubes.
covered head bands, heavily nickeled parts, extra
Machine Screws, Dies, Taps, and drills.
powerful magnets. If your dealer fails you,
write us.
ANGIERS. U. S. A.
Manufactit red by
Sales Depart me nt
MONROE STREET PLANT
Globe Phone Mfg. Co.
The Zinke Company
Reading, Mass.
1323 S. Michigan Ave.,
STREATOR, ILLINOIS.
Chicago
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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What
Most

is the

Popular

Circuit?

A recent survey of home made sets in
dicates that by far the most popular
circuit—giving greatest satisfaction to
the greatest number—is some form of
tickler feed-back. For such circuits
the B-T Low Loss Tuner is without an
equal—in fact, it is without comparison
The adjustable untuned primary coil is the
latest exclusive feature. A fixed adjust
ment can only approximate local condi
tions. With the new B-T Tuner you can
adjust your primary to suit various types
of antenna, circuit requirements and local
receiving conditions,—any degree of coup
ling may be secured giving either increased
selectivity or greater signal strength. When
once adjusted to meet your requirements,
no further change is necessary.

The "B-T" is the first Low
Loss Short Wave Tuner.
Type SW Covers 50 to 150
meters with a B-T ll-plate
Type L Condenser. Type B
covers 200 to 565,—no taps
in either case, and the price
is $5.00.

Bremer-Tully "Lifetime" Condenser

The World's Best
A Laboratory type condenser at a commercial
price. It is the only Low Loss straight line
wave length condenser. Go to your dealer
and look it over, and you won't be satisfied
till you own one.
"Better Tuning" (now in 6th Edition)
Tells you why and shows you how.
Complete instructions and diagrams for pro
gressive constructions for Crystal to Reflex
and Radio Frequency Circuits. Sent on re
ceipt of 10c.
. (7 plate) $4.2S
.f. (11 plate) 4.50
m.f. (23 plate) 5.00
f. (35 plate) 6.50

.

BREMER-TULLY
531 S. Canal St.
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MFG.

CO.

Chicago, 111.
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LANEiOOVojt
The best adjuster on the market. Spring
holds head away from dial when not in use.
With slight adjustment sprinir
can be made to hold head against
dial if desired. Patented. 65c

STAND-OFF INSULATOR |
Fills the much-needed requirement
for a strong, good-looking and practical
stand ofT insulator. Meets every requirement
of the Board of Fire Underwriters. $1.25 ea.

Non-Aoid Storage
"B" BATTERY
M^kes
a wonderful
improvement
your radio
ret.
Gives
it more
and pep.
Makesinthan
listening
in a
real pleasure.
Giveslife
n clearer
reception
you have
ever
fxptri'
ncpri.
B
inga
in
more
stations
louder
and
cljarer, takes the guesswork out ofdistance reception.
Life of Battery Unlimited
Nop-rate
i deterioration
easiest,
quick* stfor
to charge
a 3 tube— set
continually
over 50-wi
hrs
U dinury use one to lour men .ha without recharging.
PANEL SWITCHES ^cTvo^
A tnrent and necessary improvement onbatteri>s.
Gives
Instantly
correct
times andparts.
per
fect rejei"
i' n. Allows
forvoltage
rhi-rtringatinalltwoequal
('nm"sin hnndsnme fla'OG At vour dealer's or
indes.ruciible caFe, H*^** direct. 160v. $87.50.
Attractive Proposition to Dealers end Jobbers.
LANE MFG. CO.. Dent n 2941 W.Uke St., CHICAGO

RADIO TUBES
PORCELAIN SOCKETS
Lowest losses of any socket. Very carefully
made. Black Body, Black Glaze. Side and
bottom contact springs of reinforced phos
phor Bronze, Solder Tabs. Cap Nut for screw
driver or Spintite Wrench. All parts nickel
Plated. 65c each.

PORCELAIN
INSULATORS
Lowest power losses in the antenna
Dielectric absorption reduced to
minimum because of very low
phase difference of Fleron Porce
lain. Very tough body. Solid Black
Glaze. Seven sizes. 20c to $1.00.
Each insulator in a separate
carton.
For Sale by all Cord
Jobbers and Dealers

That are Guaranteed
$2.50
200 . . .
2.75
201A
2.75
199
299
2.75
11
2.7.:
12
. . 2.75
6— "
202
4.00
8— "
7— "
216 ... . . . 3.00
Mail Orders solicited and
promptly attended to.
Agents and Dealers write for
Special Discounts
The Arlington Radio Laboratory
214 Beach Street
Arlington, N. J.

Item
t>
>»
n
»»
n
>»
»f

1 —Type
2 - *'
3-* "
4— "•'
5—

Marie Transformers
-ERON^SON/nt

The Heart of a Good Receiver
Marie Engineering Co.
Orange
New Jersey

86
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TRF-50
(as illustrated)
A 5-tube tuned radio
frequency receiverwith
built-in Magnavox Re
producer unit which
consumes no battery.
Cabinet measures:
height, 14 }£ in.; length,
20 yi in.; depth, 18 H in.
Without tubes or bat
teries . . $150.00
TRF-5
This is identical with
the above but encased
in smaller cabinet with
out built-in Repro
ducer. Cabinet meas
ures: height, 9Vh in.;
length, 20 }4 in.; depth,
14H in.
Without tubes,batteries
or reproducer $ 1 25.00

JifAGNAYOX
New Broadcast Receivers combining supreme
efficiency, convenience and beauty
(J"*7_/?ERE at last is the perfected instrument
Kj \ permitting you to enjoy simultane
ously the most desirable elements of broad
cast reception.
Three decisive advantages go with the
Magnavox: unequalled simplicity of control,
reproduction of exceptional clearness —
handsomely carved period cabinets.
Magnavox Radio Receivers, Vacuum Tubes, Repro
ducers, Power Amplifiers, and Combination Sets are
sold by reliable dealers everywhere
THE MAGNAVOX CO., OAKLAND, CALIF.
Nw York: 350 W. 31st Street
San Francisco: 274 Brannan Street
Canadian Distributors: Perkins Electric Limited, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg
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DISTANCE!
SELECTIVITY!

ACCURACY!
PRECISION!

25 plate—Cap .0005—$6.00
45 plate—Cap .001 — 7.00

13 plate—Cap .00025—$5.50
IS plate—Cap .00035— 5.75

CONDENSER
Without Vernier $1.00 less
A condenser of unusually low dielectric losses, built especially for advanced experimenters and
experts who know and appreciate high grade precision instruments.
The Continental Lo Loss never fails to increase the efficiency of any circuit that requires a con
denser of pronounced merit.
Special Transmitting Condensers made to your order at reasonable prices.
If your dealer has not yet stocked Continentals write us direct.
GARDINER

&

HEPBURN,

INC.

Philadelphia
Sale. Dept—611 Widener Bldg.
Factory—2100 Washington Ave.

Illlllll
^Performance
on ANY wave length
from l5o to7oo Meters
Regardless of external conditions

SHEPcfAllWave>.
^on-Raaiating DX Coupler

The Aristocrat of Amplifiers
Quality in Radio is No Less
Marked Than Quality in people.
The Resistance Coupled Ampli
fier is a Quality Product.
Daven Complete Amplifier Kit
3-Stage
$13.50
4-Stage
17.00
KITS without sockets and con
densers.
3-Stage
$8.50
4-Stage
11.00
Read "Resistors. Their Practical
Application In Radio Recep
tion". By Zeh Bouck, Price
15c. Also read "The How and
Why of Resistance Coupled Am
plification". Price 10c.
These booklets may be obtained
from, your dealer,
DAVEN RADIO CORP.
"Resistor Specialists"
Campbell Street. Newark, N. J.

Exclusive "Shepco" bankwound and tapped
primary and tapped secondary make the
"All Wave" Jr. supremely responsive to
\NY wavelength from 150 to 70 J meters in
triple circuit and from 150 to 1000 meters
in single circuit. The ONLY coup'er usable
in both single and triple circuit*. Permits
building one tube receiver with multi-tube
distance, volume and selectivity. They're
ALL local stations ivith an "All Wave"
Coupler.
6 efficient hook-ups in At radio dealers or sent
each box or sent for ten prepaid on re-^^ 00
cents to cover mailing.
ceipt of price.
Made and Fuliu Guaranteed by
SHEPARD-POTTER CO., INC.
Dept. Q. 35 So. River St.
Plattsmirgh. N. Y.
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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New

complete

of radio

line

batteries

A N even better battery and capacity than the twenty-four
at a mucfi lower cost! That volt, 4000 milliampere hour, rub
is what you wil) say when you ber cell Exide used with smaller
examine thenewExide "A" battery . sets.
The composition case including
To meet this need the new Exide
handles is moulded in one piece, "B" batteries in glass jars were
beautifully stippled and finished designed. They are made in two
in glossy black— an ornament to sizes—twenty-four and forty-eight
any room.
volts but with larger plates and
Many refinements have been greater space for electrolyte, they
made but you will find the same have a capacity of 6000 milliam
wonderful Exide plates, the same pere hours.
separators and the same electrical
efficiency as the old battery —yet
The new Exide rectifier
lower in cost I
With this attractive and compact
The Exide two-volt and four- rectifier, your "B" battery can be
volt "A" batteries for low voltage recharged from your regular alter
tubes are midgets in size but giants nating house current, at a cost
in power.
that is insignificant.
Whatever the size of your set,
New "B" Battery
all
of your battery needs can be
in glass jars
filled from the complete Exide line.
With the increase in popularity of Exide Radio Batteries are sold by
the many-tube sets has come the Exide Service Stations and Radio
need for a "B" battery of greater Dealers. Ask to see them.
THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., Philadelphia
In Canada, Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited, 133-157 Dufferin Si., Toronto The beautiful new Exide 6- volt "A"
battery in one-piece case. Many new
refinements but the same old r
power, $14.60 upf.o.b. Philadelph

£xtde
RADIO

BATTER I E5

jars, 6000 milliampere hours capacity.
Also made in 48-volt size. Prices $12.00
and$23.30respectively,f.o.b. Philadelphia.
For

better

radio

your "B" battery from your
house current. $2.00 f. o. b.
Philadelphia.
reception, use
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2-volt "A" battery for
low-voltage tubes. Also
made in 4-voIt size.
Prices $5.40 and $7.30,
respectively, f. o. b.

Famous Exide "B" battery for smaller
sets. 24-volt, 4000 milliampere hours
capacity. $10.00 f. o. b. Philadelphia.
storage

batteries

The Carter Manufacturing Co.,
1728 Coit Ave..
E. Cleveland, Ohio.
)ear Sirs :
Am Greatly surprised at the performance of your
Ham Special Coupler, it certainly surpassed all
my expectations. I hv hrd more Ham DX Sta
tions in 3 nitcs than I did in 2 years with my
old set. It certainly is the cat's meow for DX stuff.
Thanks vy much for sending me that circular abt
the Coupler that put the idea into my head that I
wanted one for it certainly increases the efficiency
of a fellow's station 100%.
Very Sincerely,
R. H. Wright, 7PP,
310 Ross Street, Portland. Oregon.
40 METERS
A ten turn coil placed in shunt to secondary coil
tunes as low as forty meters see August Q. S. T.
1924 page forty three for detail.

Attention
Amateurs
Transmitting material at a sacrifice
The following Meters are manufactured by Gen*
eral Electric Co. They are in original cartons
and uniform size.
THERMO COUPLE AMMETERS
0-2.5 amps, or 0-5 amps. List price S20.00
OUR PRICE $7.00
D.C. VOLTMETERS
0-1500 volts. List price $40.00
OUR PRICE $15.00
also 0-500 volts. List price $22.00
OUR PRICE $8.50
D.C. MlLLI-AMMETERS
0-250 or 0-500 milli-amps. List price $15.50
OUR TRICE $5.50
OTHER SPECIALS
HOT WIRE AMMETERS
Mnaufactured by Roller-Smith Co., 0-2.5 amps.
List price $13.75 OUR PRICE $3.25
D.C. MILLI-AMMETERS
0-150 milli-amps. Manufactured by General
Electric Co. $3.25
SPARK TRANSMITTERS
75 watt, portable, made for U. S. Army Aero
planes. Government cost $45.00
OUR PRICE $5.00
We own and guarantee ail merchandise offered
SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE BARGAIN
PRICE LIST.
AMERICAN SALES AGENCY
38 Park Row, N. Y. C
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DESIGNED BY A HAM FOR HAMS
A compact unit in a space of only 3"x5*4".
Antenna Rotor and secondary Stator designed for
"Low Los«" and "Low Resistance."
Our special single layer, multiple wound induct
ance does the trick.
A 'Low Loss" Condenser for secondary is the only
addition required for a complete tuning unit.
DX work requires a "Low Loss" tuner. Rebuild
your set with a 'CARCO" Ham Special. An in
crease in efficiency will result.
PRICE $8.00 EACH
SPECIAL PRICE TO HAMS ONLY, $5.00
This Special Price is NET. No Discount to Dealer*
Sent C.O.D. A Postal with name, address will
bring it.
SET MANUFACTURERS and DEALERS-— We
specialize on Couplers and inductances, uet us
know your needs and we will design the tuner
for the desired circuit.
Are you interested in a small variometer, (2"
by 3") for crystal sets? We have them.
THE CARTER MANUFACTURING CO.
1728 Coit Ave.. East Cleveland, O., U.S.A.

1 No losses through di-clectric hys
teresis of fiber covers.
2 No insulating binder to melt at the
application of heat and by releas
ing pressure, change the capacity.
3 Capacity fixed and invariable.
4 Metal case protects against acci
dental injury.
5 Direct connection to copper plates
avoids losses through inefficient
eyelet contact.
6 Application of solder
ing iron does not
affect condenser.
Ail capacities from
35c up. At all dealer*
CHAS. FRESHMAN CO.
. I'll. 7,1, A*e., N, y.

RADIO MASTS
When you buy a Whittlesey Self-supporting Standard
Steel Mast you buy a mast-head pulley, raising cable,
and hoisting reel as well. This is the Whittlesey Sys
tem. Patents pending. Never climb up except for
painting, then "use the elevator." These masts art
solid, stiff, rigid and beautiful. 50-75-100-125 foot.
THE WHITTLESEY ENGINEERING CO.
Cleveland, Ohio
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO
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PYREX
GLASS
Law Loss
Tube-Socket

Top View
REPLACE your pres. ent sockets with
Garod "Pyrex" sockets
— or — if you intend
building a set — be
sure to get Carod
"Pyrex". They are solely
controlled by the Garod
Corporation.
If your dealer cannot
supply you — send us
$1.50, plus the parcel
postage for each socket
wanted.

GAROD engineers, after more than a year's
experimentation, research and intensive work,
announce the perfection of the ideal tubesocket. In Pyrex glass, they have adapted to
use in radio frequency circuits, the finest in
sulating materials commercially obtainable,
and have placed it in one of the weakest spots
of the radio circuit: the V. T. socket.
Tests made by the U. S. Bureau of Standards, and
the Naval Testing Laboratories, prove "Pyrex" to be
the lowest loss insulating materia! for R. F. C. yet
presented, with the exception of quartz. It is
strong and heat resisting, and does not absorb
moisture. Even the heat of the soldering iron does
not affect it. It is entirely free from surface con
densation, and is unaffected by those influences
which commonly make rubber, rubber derivatives
and compounds, porcelain, and the ordinary vitreous
products so inefficient.
Exclusively a Qarod Product

Bottom View

The Powerful GRR0D Neutrodyne* Receiver
The GAROD Corp.
120 Pacific St.
Newark, N. J.
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SIGNAL
VERNIER VARIABLE CONDENSER
Here is the condenser radio fans have been waiting for. Note these fea'
—'nuff said.
6—Ample End Spring
1—Soldered Rotor
7—Unique Clock Hand
2—Pigtail Connection
8—Main shaft free from dial
3—Logging Dial
9—Cone Bearings
4—Adjustable Stator Plates
10—Grounded Rotor
5—Soldered Stator Plates
Ask your dealer to let you examine this condenser, Write us for illustrated
folder giving full particulars.
Prices 23 plate
SIGNAL TUBE SOCKET
$5.00
Thousands of these sockets in daily
Extremely Low Loss. The springs
use giving satisfaction. Metal neck
are double, phosphor bronze—they
spring right back into place when
with bakelite base.
tube is withdrawn. Give your set
the best.
Factory and General Offices
1915 BROADWAY,
MENOMINEE, MICH.
Boston
Chicago
Seattle
Minneapolis
Montreal
New York
Havana, Cuba
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
San Francisco
Toronto
Philadelphia
You'll find our local address in the Telephone Directory

from Coast to Coast
H from Gulfto Hudson Bay

SHORT WAVES!

vacuum arrestees
have protected I'
principal Railway Signal
I Systems, Police and
- Fire Circuits, and
RADIO

AMATEUR RADIO
("HAM" RADIO - Founded 1921 asThc Modulator')
\a ctocltfuttof S/lO stuff ip,

FETY
demands the
BRACH
vacuum radiirarrcster
4
•'x Si
£ S.: BRACH:MFG..'cb. ..NEWARK,
N. J.

eddwM to <jd A.R. tort oni ^wi,h>-

CRESCENT LAVITE RESISTANCES
Absolutely non-inductive

EXECUTIVE RADIO C0UNC1L,2ikLM

LIST

120 Liberty St., New\brk,N.Y
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Special resistances to order. Used in all circuits.
Dealers write for discount.
CRESCENT RADIO SUPPLY CO.
1-3-5 Liberty St.,
Jamaica, N. Y.
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Partners for Power
For clearness, distance and pleasure
from your radio—your storage
battery needs its partner — the
Tungar Battery Charger.
Tungar keeps the battery at top
notch — always ready for you to
get every program.
BH
I
Tungar is one of
the many scientific
achievements con*
tributed by the G-E
Research Laborato
ries toward the won
derful development of
electricity in America.
Tungar Battery Charger opcratesonAIternatmgCun-ent.
Prices, east of the Rockies
{6ocycle OutntsJ —2ampere
complete, $18.00; 5 ampere
complete, $28.00. Special
attachment for charging iaor
24 cell "B" Storage Battery
S3.00. Special attachment for
charging 2 or 4 volt "A"
Storage Battery $1.25 Both
attachmentsfiteitherTi

Attach Tungar to the house circuit
for overnight charging of radio and
auto batteries and be free from
Sold by Electrical, Auto -accessory
and Radio dealers.

(Ill nga r
REG. U.S.
PAT. OFF
Tunaar—a registered trade mark—is found only
on the genuine. Look fir it on the name plate.
Merchandise Department
Qeneral Electric Company
Bridgeport, Connecticut

GENERAL ELECTRIC
48E-II
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f Buy a Headset I
>e proud of)

WORLD'S
GREATEST
HEADSET
STANDS SQUARELY BACK OF EVERY HEADSET
now $2.95, with Notable Improvements VALUE
Longer Cord (full 5 feet). Stronger Magnets, Higher Resistance, Increase of Sensitivity, Perfect Tone Mates
EVERY SET TESTED BY LICENSED RADIO OPERATORS
Send no money- Order on a (Post-Card
THE TOWER MFG. CO. : 98 G BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.
Our$2oo,ooo.oo Company

Break-In

Relays

FOR SHIPBOARD
Model 18 Type SI,

Reflex

6 volt

$23.00
Model 18 Type S 2, 120 volt
$25.00
FOR THE AMATEUR TUBE
TRANSMITTER
Model 24 Type SI,

Best for

and Crystal Sets
FRESHMAN
Double Adjustable
Crystal Detector
No more searching for the sensitive spot.
—Merely turn the knob as you would a dial.
For base or panel mount- 0^ CA
171(7, comph-ti with Fr< &h- «p I .01/
man Super - Crystal A
At your dealer**, otherwise send parch* ae price
and you will be supplied postpaid.
CHAS. FRESHMAN CO., I nr.
106-7ih Avenue, New York

6 volt

$16.50

LEACH RELAY CO.
507 Mission St., San Francisco
94

"WARRANTED"
Audio Transformer
MTD. $2.00, UNMTD. $1.45
10 Days Money Back Guarantee
a*
Dealer* Write
Ave.
C C. ENDLY
O.
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NATIONAL

VELVET

VERNIER

Simplifies

DIAL

Selectivity

For Condensers, Variometers, Variocouplers, etc.
The mechanism of the National Velvet Vernier Dial is made entirely
of bronze or brass and has an exceedingly long life. There is nothing
to wear out. There is no lost motion or "back-lash" and none develops
with use. It possesses what has been termed by a leading radio
engineer—
"That velvet touch which delights the heart of the radio constructor"
The large dial is of black bakelite, highly polished, with perfectly
uniform graduations. The knob is also of bakelite and is of ample size,
The parts run true and uniform and the graceful lines form a com
bination that is very pleasing.
Price complete 2" Bakelite Knob 4" Bakelite Dial $2.50
Price complete 2" Bakelite Knob 3" Metal Dial
2.00
Manufactured by
NATIONAL COMPANY, INC.
110 Brook line Street, Cambridge, Mass.
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To Our Readers Who Are Not A.R.R.L. Members
Wouldn't you like to become a member of the American Radio Relay
League? We need you in this big organization of radio amateurs, the
only amateur association that does things. From your reading of QST
you have gained a knowledge of the nature of the League and what it
does, and you have read its purposes as set forth on page 6 of every
issue. We would like to have you become a full-fledged member and add
your strength to ours in the things we are undertaking for Amateur Radio,
and incidentally you will have the membership edition of QST delivered at
your door each month. A convenient application form is printed below—
clip it out and mail it today.
_

_

„

1924

American Radio Reiay League,
Hartford, Conn.
Being genuinely interested in Amateur Radio, I hereby apply for membership in
the American Radio Relay League, and enclose $2 in payment of one year's dues.
This entitles me to receive QST for the same period. Please begin my subscription
with the
issue. Mail my Certificate of Membership
and send QST to the following name and address.

Station call, if any
_
Grade Operator's license, if any
_
_ —
_
—
Radio Clubs of which a member
_
Do you know a friend who is also interested in Amateur Radio, whose name you might
give us so we may write him about the League?
_ —
„

Thanks.

A "HE" EMBLEM FOR LEAGUE MEMBERS !
To cover that bare spot on your shack wall, we offer a
large A. R. R. L. Shield of reinforced papier-mache, black
and gold, 18x9 inches, with brass ring for easy hanging.
And it's just the thing for A. R. R. L. Convention decora
tions, ham booths at Radio Shows—in fact, everywhere
that good A. R. R. L. men get together.
It's only $1.25 postpaid.
American Radio Relay League

Hartford, Conn.
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ONE TUBE

Self-Tuned Radio Frequency Transformers
—Wound to Suit the Tube
OUT of a year of many experiments and numerous failures to achieve in a
practical instrument the theoretical possibilities of broad-tuned Radio
Frequency Amplifiers, has come a simple but far-reaching discovery. Radio
Frequency Transformers can and must be adapted to the characteristics of the
particular vacuum tube whose grid voltage they supply. That truth — with
All-American scientific research and All-American precision manufacturing
—has made radio history
Self-Tuned Radio Frequency Transformers have arrived—and AllAmerican, naturally enough, has brought them. Never before has an instru
ment been built which will amplify so effectively, over the entire radiocast
range, as will the new All-American Types R-199 and R-201A. Together
with the new Type R-I40 All-American Universal Coupler, they have made
possible a new standard of efficiency in Radio Frequency and Reflex receivers.

As an example of this, we offer AllAm ax Junior (1 Tube) and All-Amax
Senior (3 Tube). Both are AII-Amerioincoupled throughout, and both exemplify the
new standard of performance.
Build anAix-Amax—using the complete
panel scheme and wiring plan shown in
your Key Boor—and you will never go
back to an ordinary reflex set. Distance
and power are yours!

All-Americans— Precision'Made for Reliability
Sold by all the Better Dealers
Radio Frequency
Transformer*
"Self-Tuned
SuitedtorAcTwfrc"
Effectively
amplifying
all Fre
quencies
with
the Radiocast
Range.
For
"199"
Tubes
R-199.
$5.00
For"201A"Tubc>R 201A.5.00
10,000MeterTransformer
Itgivessuperior
results
inabeat
reception,
filtering
out
30
KilocycleFrequency
withhigh
selectivity and
distortion.
R 120no .aide-band
. 16.00
Radio Frequency Coupler
(<>*t:illjtorCoupler
)Auniform
output
at ISO to 650
meter*.
Coupler
Sets Universal
a asnew
standard
of effi
ciency
anfrequency
antenna coupler,
as
a
radio
trap*
former
in
tuned
■!*—
unsurpass*"*
•ZoS

TMAOC MARK
Vi

Largest Selling Transformers in the~World
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"Rolls Royce" Radio Tubes
Like their name significant of QUALITY. A powerful and durable tube that will
greatly improve reception. Increases range and volume with a maximum of clearness.
Our direct sales plan enables you to buy "Rolls Royce" at the lowest possible price.
Type 200
5 volts, 1 Ampere Detector Tube
Type 201 A
5 volts, .25 Ampere Amplifier and Detector
Type 199
3-4 Volt*, .06 Ampere Amplifier and Detector
Type 199A
3-4 Volts, .06 Ampere with Standard Base
Amplifier and Detector
Type 12
1
Volts, .25 Ampere Platinum Filament
Amplifier and Detector.
*5s3ft35?

-™

$2-50
5 Watt, Transmitters, 93.00
EVERY TUBE GUARANTEED
to work in Radio Frequency, especially adapted for Neutrodyne, Reflex and SuperHeterodyne Sets.
f
Shipped parcel post, C.O.D. When ordering mention type.
ROLLS ROYCE TUBE CO.,
21 Norwood St.,
Dept. S.
Newark, N. J.
Type 202

DUPLEX

Na-ald DeLuxe
No. 400 75c

4 'It's the contact
that counts"
Na-ald DeLuxe Socket, com
bining the highest insulating
qualities and perfect contact.
Rotate your tube several
times. Instantly the duo-con*
tact removes corrosion, mak
ing: a bright perfect connec
tion.
End your socket troubles
with Na-ald.
Send for literature
Alden Manufacturing Co„
Dept. M, Springfield, Mass.
Na-alQ

Condenser
Designed to
ground rotor to
frame.
Mechanically and
electrically perfect.
We have reduced the
electrical losses to
immeasurable minimum
Some profitable jobber
territory still open.
Write for Bulletin ' 'Facte for Fana ' '
on Condeneere
Duplex Engine Governor Co..
50 Flatbush Ave. Extension
Brooklyn, N. Y.

There is only one
GENUINE
EBY Binding Post
"With tops which Don't Come Off"
Eby Posts are scientifically designed,
beautifully finished and their price is
right.
This is our Ensign post which can be
furnished either plain or engraved in
twenty-five different markings.
EBYS Are Binding Posts PLUS
H. H. I BY MFG. CO. Phila., Pa.

YOUR OWN Na me,Addre.s and Station Printed
pnrronCALL CARDS
tKtt A RADIOGRAMS
OHIO BRASS CO.
ARRL Emblem eJJtJ IS
ANTENNA INSULATORS
Red cell, buck
R.dlo.r.m.: Ron,! purrJfltJ
Distributed by
■0NET REFUNDED ifMMjM
H. N. UMBARGER
INDIVIDUAL
fUrtkiatSUtkonerr
loft MraplMindprin.
Semd. fororder
wWt duct
moneyandorder
Today—NOW.
65 N. Diamond St.,
Mansfield, Ohio.
■ADIO PRINTERS. 17 Mala St. M.ndot*. Ma****
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Make the
World of
Music Yours
WHEN a famous soprano sings
the Gipsy Song from Carmen,
hear it in your home exactly as
she sings it.
Through Music Master, the musical
instrument of radio, let her voice be
crystal clear. Music Master gives to
radio life and beauty, lending a whollynew charm to the wonders of the air.
Music Master is not just a loud
speaker- •it is a true speaker, a clear
speaker, a pleasing musical instrument.
Radio impulses entering th? sen
sitive precision instrument in the
base are translated into sound waves,
undistorted and faithful to the origin
al voice or instrument. In the taper
ed tone chamber of cast aluminum
these sound waves grow clear and bell
like and, finally, the full, mature tones
pour forth in rich resonance through
the Music Master amplifying bell of
natural wood.
Your dealer knows. Have him send
you a Music Master to be proved with
your own set.
Dmaleim Everywhere
fHhislc Master Corporation
Maktrs and Distributors of High Grade Radio Apparatus
10th and Cherry Street
Ckicato
PHILADELPHIA
Fittsbmrth

Connect Music Master
in place of headphones.
No batteries required.
No adjustment.
RADIO REPRODUCER
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

14-inch Model, for
$30
the Home
21-iiw h Model, for
Concerts and $35
Dancing
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General Electric

GREATER RESULTS
THAN EVER!
—Send for this diagram.
The Nutron Solodyne (double-grid) Tube acts
as both oscillator and modulator in the SuperHeterodyne Circuit, thereby not only eliminating
one of the tubes but obtaining: greater efficiency
as well. In Reflex Sets the Nutron Solodyne
(double-grid) Tube can be used as both detector
and amplifier (dual amplification) thereby doing
away entirely with the crystal or detector tube.
The Nutron Solodyne ( double-grid) Tube made
possible the No "B" Battery (Solodyne) Cir
cuit. Thousands are now enjoying this smooth
reception and its rapid gain in popularity is
ample proof of its unusual qualities.
Send at once for Nutron Solodyne (double-grid)
Tube and diagram illustrated above or for Tube
and diagram of 2-tube reflex, or for Tube and
No. "B" Battery hook-ups. See them for your
self. If your dealer does not yet carry these
tubes, order direct from us. Always look for
No "B" Battery hook-ups. See them for yourassurance of tube perfection. Each Nutron
Tube is rigidly te.itod and guaranteed. Price
$6.00.
The long distance record for a one tube set.
made by J. L. Leistra recently, was accom
plished with a double-grid tube.

UTRO
Spot
NUTRON MANUFAC1 URING COMPANY
729 Main Avenue,
Passaic, New Jersey
NAVY CN 113
Receiving Set 3002,500 M. Tunes
DX
Broadcast,
Ships and Arcs.
Terminals for At
tachment of Audion. Crystal de
tector on panel.
Size (7x17x5"
Deep.)
Cost $150: Price $21.50
0-150 Milliamps Improve your Trnnsmitter and "super" 2%" Dia. $2.75
Post Paid on all
GEORGE EATON
1915 South Twelfth
Philadelphia, Pa.

v liiirh resistance crys
tal is best for Reflex |
Sets. B-METAL resist
ance very hiph. Your |
dealer will order it.
B-Metal Refining Co
525 Woodward
Oetroit.
Mich 6thAve0
3 00

Double
Generators
Current
May Be Used as Dynamotors for
C.W. Transmission
Driving Voltage Plate Voltage Mills
130
550
12
Made for the United States Army Air
Service. Equipped with a Dubilier Fil
ter System. Using 2»4 MF. 1800 volts
Mica Condensers. Ball Bearings Equip
ped. All new, in original cases. Price
$19.75
Half Cash With Order—Remit by Money
Order to Facilitate Immediate Shipment
We also have: CW-936 Sub Chaser Telephone
Transmitting and Receiving Sets including :—
Remote Control System, Power Amplifier, Loud
Speakers, Tubes, Spare Microphone, etc. Can
be tuned down to 150 meters. Absolutely new
sets.
Navy Long Wave Tuners Type CN-240, Tuning
Range 1000-30000 meters. You will want one
for long wave reception—SPECIAL PRICE $75.
EKSAF TRADING CO.,
1515 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

STANDARD RADIO EQUIPMENT
A few standard makes for which we are distributors.
Zenith Sets (Regenerative)
De Forest Tubes and Sets (Reflex)
Cunningham Tubes
Rentier Material
Grebe Sets (Regenerative)
Murdoch: Sets (Neutrodyne)
General Radio
Send stamp for Catalogue £5-Q
J. H. BUNNELL & CO., 32 Park Place
New York City

PREMIER'

one half actual size
TRANSFORMER
A Lap Ahead of the Field
About the size of an English Walnut. Sav
light weight; mounts anywhere; unsurpassed in
formance. Ratios 1 to 3, 1 to 1, 1 to 5, $3.50. 1 to 10,
$4.50. Ask your dealer to show you the Premier line of
quality Radio Parts. Send fur Free Bulletin $94 today t
Premier Electric Company
3811 Ravenswood Ave.
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Radio-Frequency

Ammeter

is essential with Transmitting

Apparatus

This ammeter, in your transmitting circuit, will tell the strength
of the current in the antenna which, in turn, is an indication of
the effectiveness and character of the transmission.
Westinghouse Radio-Frequency Ammeters are available in four
styles, the BX is the smallest, 2-9/16 inches in diameter, and is
an attractive addition to any panel. The CX is a larger instru
ment, 3-1/2 inches in diameter, suitable for larger panels. In
struments 4-3/8 inches and 7-1/2 inches in diameter may also be
obtained.
Precision workmanship of the finest materials, combined with
years of experience in the design of electrical measuring instru
ments, have made possible these small yet accurate, sturdy and
reliable radio instruments.
Westinghouse & Electric Manufacturing Company
Newark Works
Newark, N. J.
Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of the
United States and Foreign Countries

Westinghouse
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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CARDWELL
The Original Low Loss,
Rotor Grounded Condenser

"Play safe—
Say Cardwell"
Using Card well rotor-grounded condensers will
often add a thousand miles to your receiving
range. They have such infinitesimal losses at the
highest radio frequencies that no one has been
able t# determine their effective resistance. It is
doubtful if engineers can design condensers of
greater efficiency. Interference and "body cap
acity" are unknown with Cardwells.
A Post Card Brings You an Education on
Condensers
Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp.
81 Prospect St.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Price
,
58.5(1 A ,

Get a real voltmeter—the Roller-Smith
Radio PV.
With it you can quickly and accurately
test all radio A, B and C batteries and
make any other tests.
Its price is reasonable and it will save
its cost many times over.
Send for Bulletin AG-40.
ROLLER-SMITH COMPANY
16 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK
Works: Bethlehem, Penna.
Offices in principal Cities in UJS.A. and
Canada also in Havana, Cuba.
SI
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Oolding Jbpp
Now the standard loop for the
super-heterodyne.
Has concealed hinge, and
swivel base graduated for cali
bration.
Patents ^
Handle permits adjustment
Pend.
without body capacity effects.
Fine silver and mahogany finish.
Made by the manufacturers of TINY-TURN the
superior vernier control.. Write us direct, if your
dealer is unable to supply you.
RamoUnitsInc
MAYWOOD, ILL.
1304 FIRST AVE.
FOR MEN ONLY
who have ideas.
You may not have a machine equipment
to manufacture. We have.
We engrave your panels,
build your set, produce your
special coupler, transformer,
condenser or loop and mark
it with your own name and
trade mark.
Mail specifications today for quotation.
WRIGHT RADIO COMPANY
Manufacturing Engineers
144 Exchange St., ROCKLAND, MASS.
Ask for Lit. On the Wright LO-LOS LOOP
102

It EXCHANGE
We Repair All Standard Makes
Tubes, Including
W.D. II or 12
s
U.V. 199 or C299
U.V. 201A or C301A
C. II or 12
2qp
D. V. I or U.V. 2
U.V. 200 or 201
C. too or (01 IT. V. 202 Reoalred. S3.50
All tabes guaranteed to do the work.
SADIO TUBE EXCHANGE. 200 Broadway. New York
All Mail Orders Given Prompt Attention
Orders Sent Parcel Post C. O. D.

FROST-RADIO

HTHE name FROSTWon
a piece ot
of apparatus,
apparatu whether
fROST-fomes, Plugs,
Jacks, Sockets,
;s, Jaci
Rheostats, etc.,
means highest qual
ity. Your dealer car
ries complctestocks.
See him today.
HERBERT H. FROST, Inc., 154 W. Lake Street,
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HIP, HIP. HOORAY—PERMISSION TO USE THE
REAL LOW WAVE LENGTHS IS URS FOR THE
ASKING. GOTTA USE A REAL CONDENSER THO
BROTHER, THE MUD END-PLATE TYPE JUST
PRODUCE. GOTTA HAVE SOME GOOD
Six cent* per word per insertion in advance. WON'T
TYPE OF INDUCTANCE TOO, AND HERE'S THE
LOW-DOWN
THE DOWN LOW PARTS. CARDName and address must be counted. Each WELL .00025ONORIGINAL
LO-LOSS, $4.25; CARDWELL .0005 ORIGINAL LO-LOSS $5.00; GENERAL
initial counts as one word. Copy must be RADIO GEARED TYPE .00025 $4.75; CARDWELL
RADIO CEARED TYPE .0005 $5.00; No. 12 DCC
MAGNET WIRE per lb. 60c; No. 15 DCC MAGNET
month's issue. NOTE NEW CLOSING DATE. WIRE
per lb. 65c ; No. 18 BELL WIRE >/, lb. SPOOLS
35c; UNIVERNIER FOR CARDWELLS, $1.25. SA
OM. HOW ABOUT THAT RECTIFIER? IS SHE IN
TIP TOP SHAPE? READY FOR SNAPPY ACTION?
IF NOT, BETTER GET SOME OF THE BELOW
SNAPPY WEATHER BRINGS SNAPPY SIGS. BUT ITEMS AND BE READY FOR THE FRAY. C. P.
DONT CHOKE EM OFF. A HIGH RESISTANCE IS SHEET ALUMINUM SQ. FT. 90c; SHEET LEAD
FB IN A GRID LEAK BUT NOT IN A B BATTERY, SQ. FT. 75c; AMRAD S TUBES, NEW TYPE $10.00;
WHAT'S THE ANSWER? AN EDISON B (THE MOGUL BASES FOR ABOVE 85c. A POST CARD
SML KIND). 54 VOLTS 42 CELL $8.75 (JUST RIGHT WILL BRING PRICE LIST BY RETURN MAIL, FROM
FOR THE RELAY STATION). 100 VOLTS 78 CELLS THE ONLY HAM STORE IN THE FIFTH DISTRICT.
$16.00 (MOST POPULAR SIZE). 130 VOLT 102 FT. WORTH RADIO SUPPLY CO, 104 EAST TENTH
CELL $20.00. 150 VOLT 117 CELL $23.00. EACH FT. WORTH, TEXAS.
IN A WAX FINISHED FUMED OAK COVERED CAB
INET WITH RIBBED RUBBER MAT. LARGEST LIVE QSL CARDS—Real "Ham" Cards at reasonable prices.
EDISON ELEMENTS WIRED WITH PURE SOLID Send (or samples, 8BJT, 701 Walnut Ave., Scottdale,
NICKEL NOT PLATED OR ALLOY WIRE. THE Pa.
SOLUTION IS GENUINE EDISON LITHIUM ELEC
TROLYTE (THAT'S NO LYE), SEPARATORS NON- FOR SALE—Duplicate of Exp. Information Service
FLOATING PERFORATED HARD RUBBER. WHITE
C Super Heterodyne 8 Tube. Completely asn'aled in cherry cabinet. Panel 8x40 inches wired
SEALING OIL, CAREFULLY PACKED FOR SAFE
SHIPMENT. INDIVIDUAL CELLS 16c. BUILD sllgihtly different but have had perfect reception entire
YOUR B FROM SML PARTS AND INSURE ITS US on loud speaker and British 2LO. Future position
SUCCESS. LARGEST CLEAN PEPPY TYPE A EDI will have no need for it. Price less tubes, batteries,
SON ELEMENTS 6c PAIR. DRILLED 7c W RED etc., $175.00 C.O.D. F. Henry, 211 Norwood Avenue.
WITH PURE SOLID SOFT NICKEL 10c. DOUBLE Buffalo. N. Y.
20O0 MILIAMP HOUR UNIT 14c READY TO WIRE.
EDISON G ELEMENTS 4c PAIR, 2 POSITIVES I HAMS LOOK!—Transmitting- Condensers, U. C. 1831,
NEGATIVE 5c, HICAPACITY 1500 MILIAMP HOUR $3.65. Magnavox Horns—factory cartons, M4, $18.75,
UNIT DRILLED READY TO WIRE 10c. PARTS FOR Ml, $21.75, R3, $23.75. Radio Corporation and Cun
CELL 17cj WITH ELEMENTS DRILLED AND CUT ningham receiving tubes, all types, $3.75. 2500 ohm
IN UNITS 19c, WITH CELLS WIRED 24c. INCLUDES phones, $1.98. Westing-house receiving tubes, $1.78
EDISON SOLUTION. GREAT FOR SUPERS POWER each. Ev,-ready 766, 22 % volts, $1.55. Audio Trans
AMPLIFIERS, TRANSMITTERS. FOR THAT SUPER- formers, U. V. 712, Acme, Federal, Thordarson, $1.95
HET AND H1POWER TRANSMITTERS, THE SUPER- Radio Corporation Hot Wire Ammeters, $1.95 each.
CELL, 3000 MILIAMPS CAPACITY. 30c CELL FOR Ernie Albright, Radio 8DRA, Altoona, Pa.
SOLUTION AND ALL PARTS READY TO WIRE.
DONT STARVE YOUR STORAGE B. FEED IT WITH TWO ABSOLUTELY NEW Amrad S tubes improved
A WILLARD COLLOID RECTIFIER $2. JUMBO type $8.00 each; Jewell Antenna Ammeter 0-5, $7.50;
SIZE iTANNEALED GLASS TEST TUBES INDIVI
U V202, $5.00; 2 Radiocorp receiving condensers $1 .00
DUALLY WRAPPED, %x6" 3c, 1x6" 4c. WIRE each;
Transmitting grid leak $1.00; Transmitting key
YOUR EDISON ELEMENTS PERMANENTLY WITH 75c; Microphone,
Old Grabensteder,
style Jewell antenna
am
PURE SOLID (NOT PLATED OR ALLOY) NICKEL meter 0-2l/a, $7.50.50c;Louis
2653 Dennis
WIRE, No. 20, 1V,C FOOT PREPAID. PERFORATED St, Cincinnati, Ohio.
HARD RUBBER SEPARATORS V2c PREPAID. PUTS
————————
^————^^^^-^^—
LIFE IN A DULL B, INSURES THEIR FULL CAPA iMETERS—METERS—METERS—Brand
Radio
CITY—EDISON LITHIUM (THAT'S NO LYE) ELEC Corp meters, in original boxes. UM 579, new
0-1500 volts
TROLYTE $1.50 TO MAKE 5 LBS. PREPAID. SAM
DC,
$10.00;
UM
578,
0-500
volts
DC,
$8.50;
UM
576,
PLES—TYPE A, OR G HICAP CELLS 25c. SUPERmilamps. DC, $6.00; UM 575, 0-250 milamps.
CELL 40c. EVERYTHING FOR THAT EDISON B. 0-500
DC,
$5.00;
UM
581,
0-5
thermoamps,
$6.00;
UM
WHO SAID QUIET HOURS? NOT IF YOU HAVE AN 580, 0-2.5 thermoamps, $5.00, UM 533, 0-5 hotwire
EDISON B ON THAT SHORT WAVE TRANSMITTER amps, $2.00; UM 530, 0-2-5 hotwire amps, $1.50.
FRANK MURPHY, RADIO SML, 4837 ROCKWOOD W. M. Derrick, 58 North Sixth, Newark, N. J.
ROAD, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
1
HUSTLE, GANG AND GET UP THAT NEW AERIAL. LO-LOSS Tuners and Coils. 8BIN.
THOSE NEW SHORT WAVES MEAN MORE PRO SWAP or SELL—UV-200; 30-0hm Rheo; Loud
NOUNCED LOSSES WHEN THEY MEET MOULDED speaker; Broadcast Set. WANTED—Bradley-Leak,
MUD AND STRANDED 22. FOR A QUICK GET
AWAY No. 12 ENAMELED SOLID COPPER AERIAL iFilter Condensers. 9BTY.
WIRE, SURE PUTS A ZIP IN THOSE SIGS. lc FT.
TO 3RD ZONE. GENUINE OHIO BRASS CO. POR BARGAIN—1K.W. Plate transformer rewound Acme—
500—1700 volts in steps of 100 volts either side of
CELAINS HAVE LOWEST LOSSES OF ANY IN
SULATOR—QST SAYS SO. 5" 75c, 10" $1.50 center tap—weight 50 lbs.—$20. 0-250 General Radio
FLUX DISTRIBUTING SHIELDS ADDED $1.00. PRE Milliameter—$4. C. W. Park, Box 237, Riverbank,
PAID TO 3RD ZONE. YOUR STATION IS JUDGED Calif.
BY ITS AERIAL. MAKE EM LOOK TWICE. SILI
CON STEEL PUNCHINGS FOR THAT CHOKE SELL—Thordarson 1 K.W. transformer, $15.00; also
(SHORT WAVES CALL FOR PURE DC) 20c lb. 2y.
V.T.2's @ $7.50 each. First money talks. Wm.
ilO". WE'RE ALL MAKING LOW LOSS TUNERS two
NOW. GET THE MAKINGS FROM SML. No. 12 Dudley, 114 Road St, Elizabeth City, N. C.
PURE COPPER DOUBLE COTTON COVERED FOR
CW AND FONE Station For Sale—
LOW DISTRIBUTED CAPACITY $1.25 100 FEET, COMPLETE
Everything goes in one lot, plate supply, transmitter,
PREPAID. No. 16 LOW LOSS TUNER WIRE SIXTY key,
microphone, receiver with power amp
CENTS HUNDRED FEET PREPAID. RADIO SML, lifier switches,
and W.E. loudspeaker, batteries, tubes and
4S37. ROCKWOOD ROAD, CLEVELAND, O.
charger.. Here is the chance to buy a station complete,
one that is working. . This is no junk but good factory
JEWELL 0-500 MILLIAMMETER $6.00; "S" TUBES built receiver ana standard part transmitter. No
PAIR $20. HESCO KEY $2.00; VIBROPLEX $8.50 trades. Will Invoice around $500.00. will correspond
UV-203 SO-WATTER $15.00. WANT OMNICRAPH. with party who will consider paying half price for
JAMES R. CURTIS, 1109 EIGHTH AVENUE, FORT whole outfit. Walter E. Smith, Grayvllle, III.
WORTH, TEXAS.
GET UR NOVEMBER "HAM-ADS" TO QST, BEFORE
PSE TYPEWRITE UR HAM-ADS, OM, IF U CAN. OCTOBER FIRST—OR WE WON'T BE ABLE TO IN
SERT.—ADV. MGR.
IT HELPS A LOT.—ADV. MGR.
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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HAM-ADS

5 A-Q-C PRINTS Q-S-L CARDS, 500 TWO COLOR RADIO 3CHG WRITES—UR CP. ALUMINUM IS
CARDS $4.00. SAMPLES ALL DISTRICTS 10 CENTS. SURE BEST I EVER USED. REPORTED ALL DIS
CURTIS, 1109-B EIGHTH AVENUE, FORT WORTH, TRICTS ON 10 WATTS TT QSB WAS PURE DC.
"FB, EH"? ORDER SOME AND GET SOME RE
TEXAS.
PORTS LIKE ABOVE. ALUMINUM SQUARE FOOT
LISTEN, O.M. Get down on the lower waves. Our PRICE 90c SHEET LEAD 75c. FORT FORTH RADIO
special low wave receiver will settle your receiver SUPPLY CO., 104 EAST 10th., FT. WORTH, TEXAS.
problem and we can help you to solve that trans
mitter problem for short waves. Two control dial 158 GENUINE Foreign Stamps. Mexico War Issues.
short wave receiver with two stage amplifier, $45.00 Venezuela,
Salvador and India Service Guatemala,
P.P. Other prices on request. Coils for receiving and China,
etc. only 5c. Finest approval sheets 50 to
transmitting. Low loss type. Get our dope. Special 60%. Agents
Wanted. Big 72p. Lists Free. We Buy
equipment made to your specifications. Speech amp Stamps. Established
20 years. Hussman Stamps Co.,
lifiers. CW. Inductances for four coil Meissner circuit. Dept. 151, St. Louis, Mo.
Chokes that choke. Amateur equipment at amateur
prices. To the first one in the mail one $100 Neu- BARGAINS IN RECEIVING APPARATUS—Write for
trodyne $50 Gold engraved panel and dials matched. special price list of radio parts which we are closing
Write Thos. Ensail (Ensall Radio Lab.) 1208 Grand- out. List includes variometers, couplers, honeycomb
view Ave., Warren, Ohio.
coils, and mountings, sockets, rheostats, etc. Ad
Radio Dept., John Y. Parke Co., 31 N. Seventh
GAR0D RAF Neut. New. $85. Federal 59, new $165. dress
St.,
Philadelphia, Penna.
Federal DX5S Used 1 mo. Perfect condition $80. 3
tube regen in oak cab. 18x8 high for WD-ll's used,
good condition $45. 3 tube Inverse-Duplex (Grimes) IS YOUR NEUT RIGHT?—To revitalize unneutralizafor loop, fumed oak cabinet 12x8 high New $69. 1 ble Neutrodynes, we devised this Kladag Coast to
tube regen in cabinet with new WD-11 used but motes Coast Circuit. Uses same panel, etc. as Neut, except
fine. Good DX $32. W. M. Mervine, 608 Parry Ave., three less parts. Merely rewire. Success certain.
Necessary stabilizer, 22 feet gold sheathed wire, cir
Palmyra, N. J.
cuit and complete, simple instructions, $5.00 prepaid.
OHIO BRASS INSULATORS, 5" and 10", 8BIN.
Many have already rebuilt their Neuts-and written
wonderful testimonials. Thousands will do it. Be
SALE—Old 3QF spark transmitter, copied in 27 states FIRST-have the finest five tube set in your neighbor
and Canada—minus gap motor—$20.00. Pre-war type hood, revitalize others' Neuts. Description, etc., 10c.
E Baldwins, cost $19.00. Unequalled today, sell $8.0O; Radio Lists, 2c. Stamps accepted. Kladag Labora
type CR-3A Grebe tuner—$12.00; Richard Hammond, tories, Kent, Ohio.
Ardmore, Pa.
GENERATORS—500 volt 100 watt $28.50
WESTINGHOUSE MOTOR GENERATOR—500 volts RADIO
Battery Charging Generators $8.50, High Speed Motors
100 watts cost $85.00 sell $55.00 one Fifty watter. Motor
Generator
Sets, all sizes. Motor Specialties Co.,
Hardly used $18.00. 9CKJ, Russell, Kansas.
Crafton, Penna.
3 CIRCUIT in cabinet, looks like Grebe. Have worked WESTINGHOUSE DYNAMOTORS. 12 Volt D. C.
6's with it. Make offer. Homcharger $8.00. Both in motor,
350 volt D. C. Generator. New, $10. Box H,
good condition. 6WY.
QST.
PURE DC HOUNDS, use Radio Corp parts at these
prices. New stuff in original packing. UP 1626 25 WAVEMETERS CALIBRATED from General Radio
henry 160 milamp. choke, $6.50; UP 1653 30 henry Precision Standard, 30 meters up, Eleven points $2.00.
160 milamp. choke $7.00; UP 1627 40 henry 300 Twenty-one points $3.0O. Accuracy guaranteed to
milamp. choke, $8.00; UP 1654 50 henry 300 milamp. better than 1%,—With curve 50c and 75c extra.
choke, $9.00; UC 487 Va mfd. 750 volt filter conden Capacity Calibrations, up to 2000 micromicrofarads
ser, 75c; UC 489 ya mfd. 1750 volt filter cond. $1; same prices. Ship to 9ZA—9CDt ex 9XBA, F. J.
UC 1873 choke trap condenser .01 mfd. $1. W. M. Marco, 6723 Winthrop Avenue, Chicago.
Derrick, 58 North Sixth, Newark, N. J.
PUREST VIRGIN Aluminum for sale, Particulars
8SP OFFERS EIGHT twenty-watt Kenotron rectifiers, upon
request. 2EM.
only slightly used, sacrifice $4 each. Big bargain for
somebody t
SELL—General Electric 500 volt 100 watt, 110 volt
cycle. Motor Generator, $38. Guaranteed. Laager,
WANTED—All types and parts of CW and receiving 60
sets. Motor-generators, transformers, meters, also 113 Pawtuxet Ave., Cranston, R. I.
whole receiving and transmitting sets. Let me know FOR SALE—600 watt Thordarson transformer $10;
what you have and lowest prices. Bill Lippman, Jr., 0-10 Weston thermocouple ammeter $7; 500 volt 125
6 Thornby Place, St. Louis, Mo.
watt motor-generator $25. Marion Graham, Angola,
Indiana.
RADIO PRINTING FOR HAMS. 8BIN.
FOR
SALE—Ten watt transmitter, complete with tubes,
FOR SALE CHEAP—Every description of CW and re
filter system and G.E. generator. Used only five weeks
ceiving apparatus, sync rectifier, transformers. Motor and
in
Al condition. Photo on request. W. A. Roben,
Generators, Jewell Meters, etc., also several complete
receiving and CW transmitting sets. Send me your Ashton, Iowa.
needs. 9CVO.
THREE CIRCUIT Receiver and 3 Step, $40.00; 2 Stages
Tuned Radio Frequency, attachment, $10.00. Single
TRANSMITTING AMATEURS Attention—Don't leave Circuit and 1 step, with dry cell tubes, $15.00. Des
those costly tubes and meters lying around to be cription on request. Geo. Lay, Golden, Colo.
broken. Mount your transmitter on panel. Looks
better, works better. QST says sos. It's easy to cut RCA TRANSMITTING PARTS. 8BIN.
those peep and meter holes with my panel tool. Cuts
smooth hole one to five inches in diameter; only $2.50 MAGNETIC MODULATOR 1367—$10.00 Complete
postpaid or C.O.D. Homer H. Malcorob, Whitewater, chopper—$6.00. Acme Modulation Transformer $4.00.
Wise, 9EKH.
Federal Amplifying transformers $4.00. Back numbers
to 1915 Electrical Experimenter, Everyday Engineer
SPOKEN ESPERANTO for Beginners—Lead, don't ing, Radio News, QST, 20c each. 2AIF.
follow, the crowd ! The language of worldwide radio
POWER TRANSFORMER—Want 200 watt
is taught directly, correctly, and quickly by this up-to- ACME
type in serviceable condition. George Cowiev
date manual for teachers and classes. 92 pages, mounted
Norfolk,
Connecticut.
illustrated. Send $1.00 for 2 copies paper-bound or 1
clothbound. N. W. Frost, 12 Ash PI., Cambridge 38, 9AEC DISMANTLED. All apparatus must be sold.
Mass.
Sacrifice prices. Write for list.
FOR SALE—AR Unit three stages of Radio Frequency
to be used with Westinghouse R.C. sets, this gives FOR SALE—Advance Sync. Rectifier $30.00; 800 watt
the RC sets range and volume, reception from coast 2000 volt transformer $15.00; 9AQB, 6 Thornby, St.
to coast. This has been used less than one week, in Louis.
perfect condition. Reason for selling have no use for
it now. Can be used with others than RC sets. This WANTED—GREBE 13 and Baldwin fones. Sell 5-dial
is RCA product. Price $30.00. W. S. Neely, Chester, <~ mnigraph $10; Viiroplex $1 3.00; M. O'Loughlin,
Kennecott, Alaska.
S. C.
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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FOR SALE—Grebe CR-9. $05. Used one month, per OLD SCHOOL HAMS—Long anchored at about 15
per have doubled speed in few hours. Their reports
fect condition. 8DED, Holland, Mich.
tell the story—free on request if mention your call.
"THE BEST IN SUPER-HETS." PULL THOSE Method $2.50. Kills hesitation. Dodge Radio ShortAUSTRALIAN TESTS THROUGH WITH A SUPER- kut. Dept. SC, Mamaroneck, N. Y.
HET. OUR SUPERS BUILT OF STANDARD AP
PARATUS. THORDARSON TRANSFORMERS IN STORAGE "B" batteries at dry cell prices. Purchase
THE AUDIO AMPLIFIER. SPECIAL WAVELENGTH a rechargeable "HAWLEY" storage "B" battery. NonMATCHED TYPE TRANSFORMERS IN THE R.F. sulphating or buckling of plates which means clearer
AMPLIFIER. COMMERCIAL COMPANIES USE THE enjoyable reception with unlimited life. Sold in com
SUPER-HET. THERE'S EVERY REASON WHY YOU plete knock-down units which requires no former ex
SHOULD. LOOK HERE OM. HERE'S ONE REA perience to put together. These units contain every
SON, THE PRICE. ULTRADYNE $70.00, SUPER- thing for the actual construction of battery such as
HETS FROM $65.00 UP. ANOTHER REASON, WE large size tested Edison elements, special molded flat
HAVE THE TIME TO TEST AND ASSEMBLE THEM bottom glass cells (not ordinary test tubes) punched
CORRECTLY. PATIENCE COUNTS IN SUPER-HETS. insulating fibre board for support of cells, pure an
QST SAYS SO. COILS FOR SUPERS AT A LOW nealed solid nickel wire Rubber stoppers, perforated
PRICE. LOW LOSS TYPE. DIG OUT THAT OLD bard rubber separators, full strength chemical elec
SPARK OUTFIT. WE PAY YOU A GOOD DISCOUNT trolyte. With all orders there is included free an 8
FOR THAT STUFF IN TRADE ON A SUPER. AS page illustrated folder showing simple putting to
HIGH AS $30.00 FOR A TRANSFORMER. HOOK UP gether making of charger and charging. Prices of
TO A SUPER-HET FOR RESULTS AND GET QSO units as above—22 volt $2.95; 45 volt $5.75; 90 volt
WITH THE ENSALL RADIO LAB., FOR SUPER- $6.95; 100 volt $9.95; 120 volt $11.60; 135 volt
HETS. INQUIRIES INVITED. THOS. ENSALL (EN
$12.75; 160 volt $13.90; 200 volt $17.60. Special
SALL RADIO LAB,) 1208 GRANDVIEW AVE., voltage units put up at no increase in price. Complete
sample cell, 35c prepaid. Complete non-heating "B"
WARREN, OHIO.
battery charier $2.75. Extra special 100 volt whie*
PYREX TRANSMITTING INSULATORS. 8BIN.
wood cabinet at $2.75 only. Also "A" batteries at
attractive prices. Order direct or write for my litera
NEED A NEW Battery charger? Send SCVO your old ture, 30 days trial offer and guarantee. Orders shlpt
worn out charger and $11.25 and receive a Brand same day received. No waiting. B. Q. Smith, 31
new Valley, type ABC. H. Siebens, 5772 DeCiverville, Washington Ave., Danbury. Conn.
St. Louis.
BEST OFFER TAKES MY NEW WESTERN ELEC
3-HK'S COMPLETE 100-WATT CW. Phone, and ICW. TRIC (CW 936) Including transmitter and receiver,
Actual coat $290. Send offer or write for liat. James power amplifiers, loud speaker, switchboard, two motor
Thomas, Ambler, Penna.
generators, remote control, etc. WANTED— Grebe
CR 9 or will accept in part trade; call or write 3UW,
BARGAINS—AMPLITONE LOUDSPEAKER $3.00; Ernest Roy, Finderne, N. J.
NUMBER RCA UC-1831 TRANSMITTING CONDEN
SERS, NEVER USED $5.00, LIST $9.00: THREE
R-C, R-T, and A-R, new con
FOOT LOOP $1.00; RCA MAGNETIC MODULATOR BARGAIN—Radiolas
Complete with tubes, $125.00. Edward
UT-1643, $6.00; US TOOL CONDENSERS .001 MFD. dition.
Cooper,
Jr.,
Bramwell,
West Va.
$3.00; DEFOREST TRIPLE COIL MOUNTING $3.00;
RCA KEYS $2.00; HONEYCOMB COILS 25, SO, 75,
100, 200, TURN. $1.00 EACH; WD-11 SOCKET 50c; LOW LOSS (Squirrel Cage) COIL
VARIOMETER 75c; 2LA, ROBERT FISCHER, 52 those used in One Control Neutrodyne page 9 August
issue. Carefully constructed of seasoned mahogany
EAST 41 STREET, NEW YORK CITY.
strips and Formica rings. Stock sizes; (4" diam. 4"
) (4" diam. 3Va " long ) (3Va " diam. 4" long )
CODE MADE EASY and interesting. Alphabet in 15 long
31 2" long) Price $1.50 Cost no more than
minutes. Easy to remember. Boy of eight learned OVa" diam.
and infinitely better. Try one in the secondary
ten consecutive letters in five minutes. Copyright tubing
circuit
with
condenser and hear for your
1924. $1., Cheques $1.10. Dept. Q, KWIKKODE, 724 self. Use thea low loss
diameter sizes for neutrodyne coils.
Beresford Ave., Winnipeg, Canada.
Special (3 for $4) or 4 for $5) for neutrodyne builders.
All forms complete with terminal screws and drilled
QSL CARDS printed to order—8BJT.
for mounting posts ready to wind. Carefully packed
and shipped postpaid. Quick Service. Special sizes
CW. TRANSFORMERS. New Radio Corp transformers made to order. Low loss sets made to order or de
in their original cases. UP 1016, 750 watt, for 1 or signed at reasonable prices. STUART A. HENDRICK
2 50 watt tubes—$15.O0. UP 1368, 325 watt, for 1 Radio Equipment, 85 West 181 Street, Bronx, New
to 4-5 watt tubes,—$10.00. W. M. Derrick, 58 North York City.
Sixth, Newark, N. J.
PYREX LEAD-IN INSULATORS. 8BIN.
PURE LEAD A". 75c Sq. Ft. 8BIN.
STORY—as to merit cannot be
$10,000 WORTH OF RADIO Transmitting, Receiving COMPLETE
is still in the making. Students constantly report
Sets, and Parts, bought from U, S. Government Air
more
astonishing
results from limited study. As told
craft Department. We sell at reduced rates. Send 2c to date free on request.
Method $2.50; kills hesita
stamp for list and prices. Mail orders answered. tion; Dodge Radio Shortkut,
Dept. SC, Mamaroneck,
Weil's Curiosity Shop, 20 S. 2nd St, Phlla, Pa.
N. Y.
FELLOW BUG HOUSE INMATES ATTENTION—We
meter receiver including radiotron $25.00;
can supply you with everything you need for that CW. 200-20,000
two step amplifier $18.00; Smith, 4416 Market, Phila
Set At lowest prices. Any, or all the parts for that delphia,
Pa.
Edison Storage "B" Battery. Solid nickle wire. Genu
ine Edison Solution "N'everything. Number 12 Solid iREAL BARGAIN (NEED SCHOOL MONEY) 8 tube
Copper Enameled Wire and long skinney porcelain "super" in walnut cabinet (piano finish) (built by cab
insulators for that Ideal Antenna. Chemically pure inet
maker) with built-in loud speaker, Cardw:ll con
sheet Aluminum and Lead for Rectifiers. Any size densers
mahoganite panel, Uni vernier dials Acme
Bakelite Tube, Any size Radiotron Tube. Jewell Meter. A.F.'s
the best, guaranteed real buy at
Thordarson Transformer. Chokes. Grid leaks, or $130.00.everything
Another 8 tube "Super" in Oak cabinet
Rheostats. You can Bet on us for Real Service. Price low
loss
"Ohio"
condensers,
Univernier dials, ma
list for the asking. Jackson's Radio Engineering hoganite panel, Kellog A.F.'s sacrifice
at $90.00. No
Laboratories, 102 So. 6th Sts., Waco. Texas. WJAD.
pains or expense spared on either of these sets. Both
will
reach
out
and
get
them.
$55.00
10-D
loud speaker
WANTED—Motor C
hat have you for
new $30.00 Philadelphia Storage "A" 150 ampere
sale—list your equipl t with us. I. W. Myers, Con- like
hour
cost
new
$35.00
sell
$15.00.
All
goods
C.O.D.
nellsville, Pa.
Henry Hibard, 221 N. 3rd St., Boonville, Ind.
A BARGAIN—Zenith $85.00 Receiver used as demon
Radio Call Book, with every order
strator, good condition, $75.00. COD or Money Order. FREE—Citizens'
$15.00. Apco and Fansteel Balkite Charger
Amateur Radio Supply Shop, 525 Park Ave., Kent, over
$15.00.
Bristol
Audiophones,
Senior $2330, Junior
Ohio.
$17.75. Send for Free pamphlets. Western Electric
5 watters, $630. Let me quote your needs, trans
EVERYTHING FOR THE HAM—8BIN, E. J. NICH
mitting and receiving. Everything new. George Voigt,
OLSON. 1407 FIRST NORTH ST., SYRACUSE, N. Y. 56 Maiden Lane, Maspeth, N. Y., Dept. Q10.
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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LARGE SIZE EDISON elements for that itorage "B"
battery .05 per pair prepaid. Elements wired with
solid nickle wire. SPOT WELDED CONNECTIONS.
7Vsc per pair prepaid. Sample pair and instructions
10c. Arthur Chapelle, 7NX, Woodburn, Ore.
EDISON B BATTERY EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
LARGEST SIZE TYPE A ELEMENTS 4c. Sc A PAIR
DRILLED. 8c WIRED WITH PURE NICKEL WIRE,
PURE NICKEL WIRE SIZE 20, SOFT DRAWN FOR
CONNECTORS lc FOOT. PERFORATED HARD
RUBBER SEPARATORS %c. ENOUGH OF THE COR
RECTLY PROPORTIONED CHEMICALS TO MAKE
5 LBS. OF EDISON BATTERY SOLUTION, 75c. AN
NEALED GLASS TEST TUBES 3,ix6" 3c. 1x6" 4c.
WILLARD COLLOID RECTIFIER TO CHARGE
THOSE B's $1.00. I PAY POSTAGE OR EXPRESS
CHARGES. BERNARD STOTT, 60 PALLISTER AVE.,
DETROIT, MICH.
PURE ALUMINUM
75c SQ. FT. 8BIN.
WHAT OTHERS HAVE accomplished—what you may
expect to vain—told by qualifying records 150 stu
dents now Licensed. Many are ORS A.R.RL. Some
Commercial Ops. Failures by all other methods have
succeeded. Old School Hams increased speed; doubled
after memorizing Code our way. Oualifylng records
and detail reports on request. Method $2.50. Kills
hesitation. Dodge Radio Shortkut, Dept. SC, Mamaruneck, N. Y.
20 WATT CW and tone, 2 good tubes, worked all
districts, $35.00. Edward Doyle, 1440 Chase Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
PARAGON RB-2—Three-Circuit Receiver; Brand New;
Tubes, Batteries, $90; Cost $150. Sarber, 947 East
Market Street, Indianapolis.
FOR SALE—Grebe 13 in good condition. Mechanically
and electrically perfect, $62 prepaid. Also 28 turn
edgewound inductance, 4 inches in diameter, $2.50
Prepaid. Bernard Stott, 60 Pallister Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
FOR SALE—Advance sink rectifier, practically
$35 .00; 5AAT, Andrew Webre, 743 Goveirnment St.,
Batton Rouge, La.
WHY SINK YOUR MONEY in bare wire for your
antenna and counterpoise when you can buy a thous
and feet of No. 12 enameled solid copper wire for
$6.90? Smaller quantities at 76 cents per 100', carried
in 100', 60V, and 1000" coils. While you're at it
put in Sure Fire insulators—20 inches of beautifully
glazed highest quality white porcelain to keep the
precious amps where they belong. Only $1.15 each,
4 or more $1.00 each. Pure aluminum and lead for
the rectifier. New type all porcelain 5 watt socket
65 cents, fb for the low-loss receiver, lowest loss
socket made firm contact on bottom and side of prong.
Westinghouse 600 volt 100 amp. lightning switch only
$1.50, formerly $5.00. You'll need series condensers
for the low wave lengths. UC-1831 variable, now
only $2.25, a $9.00 value. UC-1015 7500 volt fixed
series condenser, three capacities, $2.00. Don't miss
getting one or more UC-1806 .002 mfd 6000 volt
Faradon condensers, regularly $7.00, while we Hat
them for only $1.50, a wonderful value for grid, plate,
or RF by-pass condenser. We're selling hundreds.
Jewell TC Ammeters, $10.80, A.C. filament voltmeters,
D.C. plate milliammeters, $6.75. RCA hot wire meters,
2.5 and 5 amp, now only $2.00. Special sacrifice
prices on RCA milliammeters, thermo-ammeters, plate
voltmeters. Type 4000 "S" tubes, $9.00. UP-1368
power transformer $10.50, UP-1016 $17.50. UP-1654
50 henry 300 mill filter reactor $10.45. PX-1638
chopper $2.40. These prices are only samples—we
can't list them all. A card will bring the complete list.
Ask us for advance dope on a new coupled inductance
for short waves and a new device that will banish for
ever the filament rheostat in the transformer secondary
—just what you've long hoped for. E. F. Johnson,
9ALD, Waseca, Minn.
FOR SALE—Twenty watt CW and tone transmitter
with 500 volt M. G., two five watters, and a RCA fila
ment and plate transformer, $100.00; DX all U.S.
dlsts, and Can. Four almost new Amrad S tubes,
$8.00, each; a new Thordarson 1500 volt 900 watt
plate transformer $25.00; All the above in A No. 1
condition but have to sell as am enlarging station.
Write R. H. Jnek.on, Jr., 415 N. Carroll St., Madison,
Wise. Radio 9EGH.
THAT "HARD TO GET PART", ASK 8BIN.
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REPORTS OF RAPID PROGRESS BY Beginner now
Radio operator U.S.S. Cleveland yours for asking. .See
other Ham ads. Dodge Radio Shortkut, Pept. SC,
Mamaroneck, N. Y.
WANTED—Parts for 5 or 10 Watt C. W. H. Jones.
3107 So. 14th St., Omaha, Nab.
TWO KILOWATT General Electric, oil immersed,
transformer. 110-220 volt primary. 550 1150, 2300
volt, secondary. First class condition, $25.00. Herbert
Rickards, 1460 W. Macon Street, Decatur, Illinois.
..GREBE tuned radio frequence amplifier, type rnrn.
$25, 9dnG, Fergus McKeever, Lawrence, Kant.
REAL HAM CONDENSERS—the General Radio kind.
15% off any type, C.O.I)., or post paid for
Also prompt delivery on tubes and transmitter
10% off. 8DDV, Rensselaer Falls, N. Y.
TRY TESTED TRANSMITTING TUBES. 8BIN.
KEY AND BUZZER FAILURES have thanked us for
Licence easily obtained. Their reports tell the story,
rap'd progress quick success—free on request. Method
$".50. Kills hesitation. Dodge Radio Shortkut, Dept.
SC, Mamaroneck, N. Y.
FOR SALE—ESCO 400 V. 75 W motor generator
$40.00; new improved "S" tubes $5.00; 5 watt radiotrons $5.00. All used but little in experimental work.
Also transformers and other transmitting equipment.
Tell us your needs and what you have to dispose of.
I. W. Myers, Connellsville. Pa.
No. 12 ENAMELED WIRE lc FT. 8B1N.
$5.00 NEW UNITED States Aviators leather Helmet
with Head-Phones and Microphone, cost $25. Postage
free. Send at once, limited supply; other Radio Bar
gains. Weil's Curiosity Shop, 20 S. 2nd St., Phila. Pa.
GENUINE SILICON Transformer steel cut to
25 cents Ya. 10 lbs. and over, 4 cubic inches, weight
1 lb. postage extra. Geo. Schulz, Calumet, Mich.
RADIOLA V detector and 2 stages—audio and crystal
detector like new list complete $142.50; sell for
$55.00; less tubes and batteries; but with 3OO0 ohm
Frost Phone. $5.00 deposit with express agent,
balance C. O. D. subject examination, Geo. Schulz,
Calumet, Mich.
FOR SALE—100O volt 600 watt power transformer,
$18.00; 375 volt 100 watt power transformer $8.00;
0-2.5 hot wire ammeter $3~5O;0-2 thermocouple*] am
meter $5.00; 5 watt tubes 5.00; large and small 5000
ohm transmitter, grid leaks 75c. Everything guar
anteed. John West, 1404 Michigan Ave., Manitowoc.
Wise.
FOR SALE—Transmitter 10 watt CW and tuner com
plete. I. T. Van Lehn, 477 N. Broadway, New Phila
delphia. Pa.
REMLER, GIBLIN and DeForest coils, new moonted
only few left as follows—100-150-200-300-400-500-750
turns half list price. Postage extra. Geo. Schulz,
Calumet, Mich.
GREBE CR-9 $85; RORN 45. Both of these are new
and perfect. Must sell. Also a home-made threecircuit tuner, with two step in separate cabinet. This
set is made of the finest parts I could buy, large
Gilfillan variocoupler and variometer, write for further
description. Lawrence Lottier, 7640 Oakland Avenue,
Detroit, Michigan.
BAKELITE STRIPS—for sub panels and antenna in
sulation to 5" wide any length 3/16 inches thick 100
square inches $1.25 prepaid. Geo. Schulz, Calumet,
Mich.
FOR SALE—15 watt CW and fone set. Panel mounted,
fine job. $160 complete. New Sherman M.G. Every
thing guaranteed A-l condition. Write for details and
foto. Going to school, need the money. 9DRS.
PENNANTS—AVAILABLE TO ARRL MEMBERS
ONLY. YOU CAN NOW OBTAIN THESE PENNANTS
IN OFFICIAL ARRL COLORS, BLACK AND GOLD.
YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED WITH ONE OF THESE
BEAUTIFUL AND BEST QUALITY FELT WOOL
PENNANTS. YOUR CALL LETTERS IN HOOD AT
TOP AND LARGE EMBROIDERED LEAGUE EM
BLEM BENEATH. TWO SIZES, 8x24 $l.o5 AND
MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

9x27 WITH LETTERS ORS $1.60 POSTPAID M. O. $.130.00 cash F.O.B. William Soria Janln. Box 337,
OR CHECK. 10% DISCOUNT ON CLUB LOTS OF Pass Christian. Miss.
10 OR MORE. r-RIC ROBINSON. I3S JEFFERSON
ROAD, WEBSTER GROVES, MO, 9ASX.
SELL Paraxon RA 10 $20., Detector and 2 step $30.,
Both for $47., Radiotrons $9 extra. A snap. Other
CHEMICALLY PURE aluminum 1/16 thick, 90 cents; apparatus also. Radio 9DFM.
Vs inch thick 91.80 sq. it, prepaid. Geo. Schulz,
RAMSEY'S
RADIO
Calumet, Mich.
For review of
■ condREVISED—Price
edition see Jul/ $2.00
QST postpaid.
page 63.
PURE DC for the plate*. GE 350 volt .143 ampere tight y- four < .prriments, mimeographed. Note en
dynaniotors with filter for 12 volt supply $18. Holtzer- larged book brought to date. University Book Store,
Cabot 500 volt .07 amperes for 12 volt $22. GE Bloomington, Ind.
1500 volt .233 amperes operating from 24 volts $45.
Well constructed triple commutator machines. 750 COUPLED INDUCTANCES—For the new short waves,
volt tap. Adapted for belt drive $48. When driven will highly nickeled $15.00; photo on request 8NX. Capi
also generate current for filaments etc. Crocker- tol Radio Company. 8JJ 131 Island Ave., Lansing,
Wheeler 500 cycle self excited and motor generators. Michigan. "Inductances A Specialty."
Navy Flame Proof Keys with "Blinker Light" $1.50.
Henry Kienzle, 501 East 84th Street, New *ork.
BEST GREBE C.R.8 in the state, forty bucks; grab
Itt Ten watt transmitter complete-sixty dollars takes
COUPLED INDUCTANCES—For the new short waves, It. See BCIN.
highly nickeled $15.0O; Photo on request SNX. Capitol
~ " Company—8JJ 131 Island Ave, La ising. Michi- can
WHYbuyKEEP
ON Buying
Drystorage
"B" Batteries
you
an Edison
Element
MB" thatwhen
will last
"Inductances A Specialty "
you a Ilfetlma. Every Battery assembled and wired.
IVORY RADIO PANEL—Grained white "IVORYLITE
Just poor in Electrolyte and charge. 50 volt type
makes most beautiful set of all. Guaranteed satis "a/"A," nojtv.
$5.50. 100
type "A." $10.75. 45 volt type
iw volt
von xype
factory. Any size 3/16" thick sent prepaid 3c per and
"G," stop
$3.95;buying
90
__ voltdryType
~ MB""G," $7.75. Get yours now
square Inch. Sample free. E. P. Halton, Dept. T,
Batteries. Type "A" ele814 Main St, Fort Worth, Texas.
ments ( Drilled ) 5c per pair. %x6" container 3c.
V^C* i^v.
w»■ 1c
»«. per■ ft.
■ *■•
No. 4bu
20 pur*
pure iu\.n«ji
nickel wire,
EDGEWISE WOUND copper ribbon the only really
2 volt 30 ampere storage cells, 50c each,
satisfactory antenna Inductance 5/16 inch wide, 4 inch
can be hooked up in parallel
parall to any dediameter 12 cents, 5 Inch diameter 13 cants, 6 Inch
Phila., Pa.
diameter 16 'cents, 7-V* inch diameter 18 cents per sired ampere. J. Zied, 530 Callowhill St„
turn prepaid any number turns in one piece. Geo. GREBE RORN CR, 3 Rord with H tubes and Phtlco
Schulz, Calumet, Mich.
Storage B. Absolutely new $110. Trade for trans
mitter, list parts. Osborne Conrad, Stillwater, Minn.
FIVE WAITERS—7>/i volt, 2>/4 amp. Filament 380 to
700 volts plate. Every one actually tested on a ham GUARANTEED CHEMICALLLY Pure HtVoltage Rec
transmitter. Your money back if you are not satisfied. tifier plates riveted together. Pair twelve by one by
$3.50 and parcel post insurance charges. Radio Va
sixteenth. Twelve cents pair. Other sizes and prices.
cuum Tube Co, 55 Halsey Street, Newark, N. J.
Postage extra. Cash with order. Apton Laboratories,
597
Bathurst Street, Toronto, Canada.
HAMS—Get our samples and prices on Printed Call
Cards In ONE, TWO and THREE Colors. Also Radio- YOU READ THAT Five watt tube advertisement and
b, Letterheads and Envelopes, Hinds & Edgar- we believe that you will go back and read it again.
ton. 19 S. Well* St, Chicago, III.
It means just exactly what it says. Your money
if you are not satisfied. The parcel post and in
NIFTY LOLOSS TUNER with one step $35.00; New back
surance
charges too. $3.60 is a fair charge for a five
Acme 200 watt mounted $17.50 and small Thordarson watt tube.
than that is excessive. Try one or
$4.00 Power Transformers. St. Vrain Bros, Mexico, two and thenMore
pass the word around.
Mo. 9BRU.
NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC
H.P. 110-220 Volt,
WORKED ALL DISTRICTS—Fifty watt transmitter 60 cycle, 1750 R.P.M. Single Phase repulsion induc
with tube, $85. Wavemeter, $7. AP amplifier tube, tion motors. These are late type continuous duty
$4- Good Audiotron, adapter, $4.50. Meyers Tube, motors all in original boxes. Price $29.50 each F.O.B.
$2.50. 8AGF.
Chicago. 25% with order balance C.O.D. Quantity
limited. Queen City Electric Co., 1734 Grand A v.,
"TRANSMITTING TUBES, all sizes, prices very rea
sonable, new tubes and guaranteed "hard", 500 Cycle Chicago, 111.
Transformers all sizes, Kenotrons and BARGAIN $35.00.—Grebe CR-5 rewired with Detector
suitable oil immersed transformers for same.
and One Stage for 199 tubes. 8DNQ, 1307 South
General Electric 1500 volt, 500 Watt, ball
Generators with shaft extending $45. A few 1500- Fountain Ave., Springfield, Ohio.
1800 Volt 1200 Watt Esco Motor Generators 2'/, H.P. FOR SALE—2000 Volt 1500 Watt 1750 RJ».M. double
220 volt D.C. Motors $150. Also other apparatus. Commutator
Motor Generator Set, Motor end. A.C. 60
J. K. Hewitt 4 Co, 252 Neptune Avenue, Brooklyn, cycle
$200.00. Also, 2000 Volt 1000 Watt 1750 R.P.M.
N. Y. 2RK-2FP.
Motor Generator. Motor 110 Volt Direct Current
$125.00. Queen City Electric Company, 1734 West
RADIO CORP. TRANSMITTNG PARTS, all in original Grand Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
cases. UP1368 325 watt transformer, $10; UP 1016
750 watt transformer, $15; UP1626 25 henry 160 BEST bid takes any or all of transmitting parts from
milamp. choke, $6.50; UP 1653 30 henry 160 milamp. tubes to transformers. Write for list. D. H. Hiebert,
choke, $7.00; UP1627 40 henry 300 milsmp choke, St. Croix Falls, Wisconsin.
$8.00; UP1654 50 henry 300 milamp. choke, $9.00;
UC1873 choke trap condenser, $1.00; UC1866 filament GREBE CR3, $40.—Left factory in 1923, same as
bypass condenser, $1.00; UC1806 .002 mfd. 6000 volt new. Absolutely guaranteed. What sa? Radio 5SD,
mica condenser, $1.50; UC1803 .000025 mfd. antenna 1317 S. 7th St., Waco, Texas.
series condenser, $.75 UC1846 double tank condenser,
$1.00; UC1015 antenna series condenser, three section, WANTED—Two used RCA Helixes, Cheap, 8DCF.
$2.00; UM530 0-2.5 hotwire ammeter, $1.50; UM533,
0-5 hotwire ammeter, $2.00; UM576 0-500 milliam- SELL—Grebe CR13, $80; Crosley 52, $23; Nightin
meter, $6.00; UM580 0-500 DC voltmeter, $8.50; SA gale 4-tube Receiver, $22; 900 Watt Thordarson Plate
lightning switch, $1.25; UC487 Y% mfd. 750 volt Transformer, $22.50, above Brand new. Homade De
filter condenser, 60c; UT 1643 IVt amp. magnetic tector and 2 step, $10; 9BAK's 50-watt Transmitter,
modulator. 25c; UT1357 3Va amp. magnetic modulator, heard in 11 countries, $65.00; 5-watters repaired.
50c; UT1367 5 amp. magnetic modulator, 75c; PX $3.75. Guaranteed to take 750V. on plate. Thomas
1638 chopper wheel and brush, $1.50; UP1656 75 watt Radio Co., Muncie, Indiana.
7.5 volt filament transformer, $5.00; UP1658 150
watt 10 volt filament transformer, $6.00; PT537 50 BARGAINS IN NEW APPARATUS—Atwater-Kent
watt rheostat, $5.50; UV712 9-1 A.F. transformer, amplifiers, two stage $10. One stage $6.50. TRANS$3.00; UR542 five watt socket, 75c; five watt rheostat, FORMERS-RAC UV1714 $4. Era audios $4; Dongan
$1.50. W. M. Derrick, 58 North Sixth .Street, Newark, audios
$3; Kellogg Variocoupler $7; VARIABLE CON
N. J.
DENSERS—.OOl's $3; .0005's $2.50; Bnadleystats
$1; UV199's $3: UV199 adapters 50c WD12*s $4;
BARGAIN—100 Watter with 2 Tubes, Filament and 201 A's $4.50; tube sockets 50c. FOLLOWNG USED
plate transformers (Thor) and advance sine rectifier, APPARATUS-EXCELLENT CONDITION. EVERYALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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THING GUARANTEED. ESCO 500 volt ISO watt- grid leaks, Amrad lightning switches and lead-in and
10 volt 80 watt, motor-generator. Cost $134. Sacri
wall insulators. Acme and R.CA. plate and filament
fice $85. Federal 262-W microphone $4. Radisco transformers. Ward Leonard field rheostats, and many
variocoupler $2; 100 ampere ground switch $2. Heslar other items too numerous to mention. Send for our
Duo Coupler complete $7. Radiola IV, complete with full price list and particulars on anything you need in
tubes and batteries. Real buy at $185. Cutler & transmitting material. Troy Radio Company, 1254
Ellis, Sullivan, Indiana.
St. Johns Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. Telephone Decatur
6139.
CALL LETTER CIGARETTES^-Advertise your station
with your Call Letters on cigarettes. Sample Box HOW ABOUT SOME REAL ANTENNA WIRE OM?
20 for 25c. 8BSR. L. F. Strobel, 680 Yale St., Akron, GET URSELF SOME No. 12 SOLID COPPER
ENAMELLED, AND HAVE A JAM-UP LIFETIME
Ohio.
AERIAL. 1c PER FOOT, CUT ANY LENGTH YOU
LEAVING FOR SCHOOL will sacrifice my twenty and WANT. BETTER INSULATORS THAN OHIO BRASS
hundred watt sets. Parts sold separately. Write for ARE NOT MADE. 5 INCH 75c 10 INCH $1.50. WIRE
AND INSULATORS PREPAID TO THIRD ZONE.
list. Box 56 Groesbeck, Texas.
FT. WORTH RADIO SUPPLY CO., 104 EAST TENTH
CONDENSERS. N. Y. Coil Co. 43 plate $1. Rotary ST., FT. WORTH, TEXAS.
switches, heavy knob, 3&1-V2 in. N.P. blades in ca.
box 45c. Variometers, handsome ebony finish, treated WANTED—Western Electrc condenser type micro
wood, DSC wire, heavy brass bearings, Vi" brass phone, 50 watt to 1 k.w. power tubes, 1500 to 2000
shafts $2.90. WD- 11 Sockets, bakelite. (Na-ald) 50c volt 1 to 2 k.w. motor-generator with A.C. drive.
AH NEW. Postpaid. Mervine, 608 Parry Ave., Write Phil. Orein 54 Cook Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Palmyra, N. J.
SELL CHEAP—4 five watters $5.00 each, slightly used
MOTOR-GENERATOR—750 volt 250 watt ESCO, NEW on power amplifier. Several two stage amplifier sets
$10.00; one 200 watt power transformer mounted
—$75.00. 9QI, Greentown, Ind.
$10.00; one Copp circuit set complete $15.00; ampli
CW TRANSFORMER—eleven hundred volts, $15. fier for same $15.00; 1 Magnavox tone arm $15.00
Remler detector-tuner and Crosley two-step, $25. 8GW. cash or trade. Two microphones $3.00 each; one C-E
wave meter, chart lost $5.00; enameled copper wire
RADIO CARDS—Many different styles. 60c per hun and 2" and Vi" copper ribbon 30c lb. wood variometer
dred and up. LARGE RED call letters. Also Radio sets complete 25c, 1 k.w. Thordarson trans, new, can
grams and Stationery. LOWEST PRICES. Send for use for CW. Trans. $12.00; y« k.w. $9.00; C-E, 1
complete set of samples. THE ARTHUR PRESS, k.w. Trans. $10.00; rotary quenched gap lor same
without motor $5.00; 2" ribbon oscillation trans. $5.00;
1453 Arthur Ave., Lakewood, Ohio.
Send money order or check. C. C. Endly, 22 Sturge?
SELL—Kennedy receiver, type 281 with 521 amplifier. Ave., Mansfield, Ohio.
A bargain at $55. C. Bailey, 412-1 1th St., Niagara.
AMATEURS—LOOK; WRITE FOR BIG LIST STAN
Falls, N. Y.
DARD EQUIPMENT AT GREAT REDUCTIONS;
COMPLETE—10 watt transmitter. Panel mounted MANY ITEMS AT 50% DISCOUNT; A POST CARD
with tubes, filter, transformer, Key. Write R. J. WILL BRING LIST. COMMONWEALTH APPLIANCE
CO., 382 ROBERT ST., ST. PAUL, MINN.
Gleason, 1304 E. 62d St., Seattle.
DEALER'S
surplus stock of Radio Corporation trans
MOTOR GENERATOR BARGAINS—G. E. Motor 220
Volt 60 Cycles 3 Phase 1750 R.P.M. Generator 400 mitting parts. . Some as low as two thirds off. Write
Volts 150 Watts Ring Oiled $35.00. Esco Motor 220 for list. Hurry. D. W. Plnkerton, Station B, Toledo, O.
Volt Direct Current Generator 500 Volt 200 Watts.
$35.00. Esco Motor 220 Volt 60 Cycles single Phase WANTED—R. C. U. L. 1008 inductance. Rennaker,
A. C. Generator 500 Volt 200 Watts $50.00. 750 9MM.
Volt 200 Watt 3400 R.P.M. Generator Ring Oiled, only
$30.00. Also, others. Queen City Electric Company, 100 WATT CW. for sale. 2APD, distance England,
France, California. Am leaving the game. Complete
1734 West Grand Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
panel mounted, arranged for greatest possible wave
COUPLED INDUCTANCES—FOR THE NEW SHORT variations and lowest losses. Self rectified, separate
WAVES, HIGHLY NICKELED, $15.00; PHOTO ON transformers, all meters and controls. Write for
REQUEST, 8NX—CAPITOL RADIO COMPANY—8JJ photos and complete description. Price $135, F.O.B.
131 Island Ave., Lansing, Michigan, "Inductances A Poughkeepsie. Parts alone cost over $175. Carl
Muckenhoupt, 211 East End Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Specialty."
WANT FIFTY WATTERS, vibroplex, quiet induction HARD RUBBER—Genuine vulcanized hard
motor—2AJ.
sheet, rod or strip. Rougrh pes $1.40 lb. 25c per pc
on cut to size orders. Vi Panels 5-10-12-18-24-30 x 8"
and others with ground edges. Phos-bronze
FOR SALE—The following brand new receiving sets, high
ribbon Vi
20 gauge takes rt. ang. bend 3c ft.
fully guaranteed, at much below cost prices because Copper
wide x .001 thick etc. Write for list
our customers are almost entirely BCL's who do not Mervine,foil6086"Parry
Ave., Palmyra. New Jersey.
take to amateur receivers: Zenith 1-R Receiver and
2-M Amplifier, $90.00; Jones No. 503-J detector and
3 step. $125.00; Kennedy Intermediate with Ampli
fier. $100.00; Grebe CR-5 Receiver, $50.00; Greoe CR-8
Receiver, $50.00; Grebe CR-12 Receiver, $125.00;
Grebe RORN radio frequency amplifier, $25.00; Gen
QRA SECTION
eral Radio Power Amplifier (works off lighting cir
cuit) $15.00; Federal No. 8 detector and 1 step, $20.00.
50c straight, with copy in following
The Radio Store. 560 E. Colorado St., Pasadena.
form
only: CALL — NAME — AD
FALL IS HERE—If you need Radio Acknowledgment
cards get ours. Samples first. Complete line of DRESS. Any other form takes regular
acknowledgment and applause cards. Wireless Ac
knowledgment Card Co., 325 Sixth Ave., McKeesport, HAM-AD rates.
Pa.
FOR SALE—Westinghouse Dynamotors 10-12 volt
drive 350-425 volt output mounted on bakelite base 1BIQ—Charles A. Kibling, Quenchee, Vt.
with filter price $15.00. A few 30-32 volt drive with
same output at special price of $15.00. Type M.H. 1CAK-1ZD-1XAX—John M. Wells, 40 Main St., SouthWestinghouse 110 volt A.C. 1000 volt D.C. motor- bridge, Mass.
generator with field rheostat list brand new, $170.00,
our price $110.00. 50 watt 203 A tubes $28.00. 1GV-1ZAB—H. H. Tilley, Woolworth Bldg., Provi36"x36"x7/16" Bakelite sheets fine for transmitter dence, R. I.
panels special $25.00. We have for immediate ship
ment R C A. U.L. 1008 Inductances, Weston * Jewell 1QV—Robert Chapman, 4 '/a Hillside Ave., Westerly,
radiation, milliamp volt and ammeters. R.C.A. 0-1500 R. I.
voltmeters 0-2.5 and 0-5 radiation meters, 0-2.5 and
0-5 hot wire meters, filter condensers, by-pass and an
1TE—John E. Wilkinson, 35 Malvey St., Fall River,
tenna series condensers. 50 watt sockets transmitting Mass.
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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RADIO 1XAQ, IAEL, 10A, 1ID. 1ASN, Silver Lane,
Connecticut, a suburb of Hartford. Operators; S. Kruse",
"LQ"; F. C. Beekley, "JS"; A. L. Budlong, "VL";
H. F. Mason, "MN"; all of the AJt.R.L. Headquarters
staff.
2AAN—Stanley E. Hart, 19 Marshall Road. Yonkers,
N. Y.
2JC—Bloomfield Radio Club, Bloomfield, N. J.
3QV—Walter Bradley Martin, Box 612, Roslyn, Pa.
3RS-3CKC—E. Kampf, 817 14th N. W., Washington,
D. C.
SARI—Meade Johnston, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
SCK—John Mitchell, Havana, Ark.
6BBV—Jack Barsby, 518 W. 50 St., Los Angeles, Calif.
6CTX—Julius Geritz, 160 S. 40th St., Richmond, Calif.
6CUD—George E. Butcher. 911 W. 17th St., Santa
Ana., Calif.
8ALI—Max Bauer, 1 1407 Scottwood Ave., Cleveland, O.
8AUT—Charles S. Monroe, 322 Prospect St., South
Haven, Mich.
8BSR—L. T. Strobel, 680 Yale St., Akron, O.
8CNH—Marx Cristman, 232 Prospect St., Herkimer,
N. Y.
9APY—Frederick J. Hinds, 3337 Oak Park Ave.,
Berwyn, III.
9BAB—Carl Teten, 3931 4th St.. Des Moines, la. All
QSL's answered.
9BM—E. F. Horn, 2017 Hudson St., Denver, Colorado.
FALL AND WINTER ISSUES OF QST
WILL RUN 80,000 COPIES—double our run
hitherto. Double circulation meant double
results from your HAM-ADS but—this big
run means sticking close to schedule. . So get
your copy and remittance in to QST not later
than first of month preceeding date of issue.

,
fTERMINALUGS
Original |oa7_ \ BUS BARS
[STAMPINGS
Terminals of Pure Copper.
— TINNED —
For Better and Easier Soldering.
— AMATEUR SPECIAL —
50 Terminalugs — Post Paid — 25c
Fit No. 6 or No. 8 Screw.
Discounts to
Free Pamphlet
Dealers.
1 1 Practical Soldering
TOAZ ENGINEERING and SALES CO.
11703 Robertson Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio.
REPLACE YOUR B BATTERIES with a Kellogg
Trans-B-former. Furnishes necessary plate volt
ages from your 110 A C 60 cycle socket at an
enormous savings.
Price $50.00 At your dealers.
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.
1066 W. Adams St.
Chicago, III.

Cover the new amateur wave
bands with the LOW LOSS
Tuner. 80 to 215 Meters. Broad
cast type 200 to 600 Meters. Price
$7.00 each.
Used at 5AMH, 5ZAS, 50M, 5BP,
5ACM, 5WS, 5MI.
BELL RADIO CORPORATION
1913 5th Ave. North,
Birmingham,
Ala.

Super
DeLuxe
Dial
Price 75$
A BEAUTIFUL CREATION
Scientifically determined graduations. Test with any
other dial and see how much more quickly you can
turn to a degree or fraction of a degree. Genuine
Bakelite. See display board at your dealer's.
2" Rheostat dials 35c—3" regular 35c, 3%"—50c
ALDEN MANUFACTURING CO.,
Dept. M.
Springfield, Mass.
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Demonstrate
meanprices,
Bure
sale
Coastfourtube
toonce—results
Coast,
lowest
attractive
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139ter50.
Big
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going tofast,proven
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or wire today.
Don t
fail to give name of your county
OZARKA. INC.
821 Washington Bldg.. Chit
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NEW.'
Eveready Heavy Duty "B" Battery.
4T volts. Three Fahnestoclt Clips.
Length, 8 % inches; width, 4J6
inches; height, 7% inches; weight,
xjK pounds.
New low price, $4-75

New Heavy Duty 45-volt "B" Battery No. 770
Extra large cells—extra long service
For maximum "B" Battery economy, use this New Eveready Heavy
Duty 4j'Volt "B" Battery, in the following general cases:
I—On all receiving sets operating at 90 volts or more, having four
tubes without a "C" Battery, and all sets having five or more
tubes, with or without a "C" Battery.
1—On all power amplifiers.
3—On all sets that pull heavy currents from the "B" Battery.
Under the above conditions, the J^ew Eveready Heavy Duty
45'volt "B" Battery will give much longer service than the 45-volt
*'B" Battery of usual size.
If your receiving equipment falls under any of the above classifi
cations, you can make a big saving in "B" Battery costs by using
this New Eveready Heavy Duty 45-volt "B" Battery No. 770. Buy
it and you get the biggest battery value on the market to-day !
Manufactured and guaranteed by
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
Headquarters for Radio Battery Information
New York—San Francisco
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario

No. 71 1 1
Eveready Radio
"A" Dry Cell
Specially
manufactured for
use with dry cell
tubes

No. 766
Eveready "B"
aa# volts. Six
Fabnestock Spring
Clip Connectors
No. 77a
Vertical 4f-voit,
Battery

No. 771
Eveready "C" Battery
Clarifies tone and
prolonca "B" Battery life
EVEREADY
Radio Batteries
- they last longer
110

No. 764
Vertical 11 Hurit
~B" Battery
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QUALITY EASILY RECOGNIZED

The

Ideal

30 KG

TRANSFORMER

GENERAL RADIO CO.
CAMBRIDGE.MASS.
PRI

The successful operation of a Superheterodyne depends largely upon the
efficiency of its medium frequency transformers.
The GENERAL RADIO TYPE 271 M. F. Transformer was designed
specifically for amplification of medium frequencies. It is not an adaptation
of a radio or an audio frequency transformer. It is shielded both electro
statically and electromagnetically.
The working range is from 7,000 to 12,500 meters with a peak frequency
of 10,000 meters.
In Superheterodyne sets four of these transformers may be used with
excellent results, without a tuned input or output transformer.
Price $5.00
Sold by Good Radio Dealers Everywhere.

General Radio C9
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What a splendid month last month was
for amateur activity! Real old time ama
teur activity stands out in each report.
Yes, we guessed right, it was the short
waves and the abolution of quiet hours
that did it. Notice the fine report of the
Central Division—a real report for summer
and a barometer on amateur radio. Thanks
gang.
We had a chance to look over the Mem
phis stations during the Delta Convention.
Such masts and neat stations we never
saw before. There are not many stations,
but those that are there are stations. Ask
9AAW, Schweitzer, for further informa
tion.
OFFICIAL A.R.R.L. BROADCAST mes
sages are transmitted every Saturday and
Sunday night—80 meters at 8:00 P.M., and
150 to 200 meters at 10:30 P.M., standard
time. The latest information from Head
quarters is contained in these broadcasts
—don't miss them.
BRITISH AMATEURS are using waves
between 115 and 130 meters with several
stations around 110 meters, working night
ly trying to hook up with us. They have
more power and the experience of last
year—keep an ear out for them around
8:00 P.M., E.S.T., and later—they are
rarin' to go.
Hereafter, only reports of stations hold
ing the new O.R.S. Certificate will be in
cluded in QST. If you have not received
your certificate, make application to your
Division Manager for one. A monthly list
of Official Relay Stations will be prepared
and mailed to each O.R.S. to facilitate the
handling of messages. The list will be ar
ranged alphabetically—if your call doesn't
appear, you have not taken out the new
certificate. All old certificates have been
cancelled automatically.
With the creation of the Hudson Divi
sion, the following corrections are to be
made for the Atlantic Division. Southern
New Jersey consists of five districts, 5 to
9 inclusive. District Nr. 5 comprises the
counties of Sussex, Morris, and Warren.
District Nr. 7, Burlington and Atlantic.
District Nr. 8, Camden and Glouster. The
other districts remain the same. New York
districts in the Atlantic Division are from
6 to 16, inclusive. District Nr. 8 now
covers the counties of Schoharie, Mont
gomery, Delaware, Otsego, and Herkimer.
The others remain the same.
The Hudson Division takes the New
Jersey districts 1 to 4, inclusive and the
New York districts 1 to 5, inclusive. NEW
QST FOR OCTOBER, 1924

JERSEY District Nr. 1, counties of Bergen
and Passaic; Nr. 2, Essex and Hudson; Nr.
3, Union, Middlesex, and Somerset; Nr.
4, Ocean and Monmouth. NEW YORK
District Nr. 1, Nassau and Suffolk; Nr. 2,
Westchester, Putnam and Dutches; Nr. 3,
Columbia, Renssalaer and Washington;
Nr. 4, Rockland, Orange, Ulster, Sullivan
and Greene; Nr. 5, Albany and Schenec
tady. Further announcements of the per
sonnel of the Hudson Division will be
made in an early issue of QST—Glaser is
the new D.M. and he is lining the men up
for action.
ATLANTIC DIVISION
C. H. Stewart, Mgr.
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA—No station activi
ties reported this month although quite a few more
on the job handling traffic. 3CHG reports hearingNew Zealand 4AA. 8ZO is building an HO meter
transmitter.
Traffic: SBOB, 10; 3ZM. 6; 3MQ. 12: 3TP, 17;
3UE, 1; 3AQG, 26: 80G, SB: 3ZO. 94; 3BTU. 19;
3FS, 15; 3HD, 7.
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA— Dist. No. 8:
Activities reported aB very dull for the month
aa all of the hams are either enjoying the outdoors
or rebuilding their transmitters.
3AOX makes his regular report. 8AKI will be
on the air every night after broadcasting period
on the regular ham waves with a 100 watt
Western Electric phone or C.W. set.
DiBt. No. 9 : Out of all the stations in the 9th
Penna dist. the D.S. has picked a number which
report somewhat regularly and show a greater
amount of activity than the rest. There is no
fixed number of stations that can qualify on this
"active list" but at present the list consists of the
following fifteen stations: 8LW. 8CTP. 8VN, 8ZM.
8VQ. 8UT. 8CEO, 8BW. 8QD, 8LL. 8CDC. 8CIX.
8JW, 8BXQ, 8DLI and 8BJT. All these stations
are not 100% active but they have shown a rea
sonable degree of reliability and are thus labelled
as "active stations." 8CDC reports good \fK but
little traffic. 8CIX has been on all suimmer. 8DU
just put up a new 50' pole. 8JW is putting in a
20 watt set. 8BXQ has changed to Master
Oscillator. 8CEO is forced to stay off the air
later in the evening due to ill health. The D.S.
will have his station on the air again. A new
"Z" license has been secured—8ZAH. The A.D.M.
is also back on the air with call letters 8ZD in his
new home and has done some very good work.
8ZAE is building a new home. 8BGZ's station is
being completely overhauled. 8AEY completed a
new antenna system. 8DIZ always something
doing with a 5 watter. 8JQ as usunl tops the
list this month both in msgs handled and the
best report. 8SF has been busy putting their
joint station in operation. The poles and the
antenna are up. 8BHJ is going strong and is
QSO about 1000 miles in every direction but south.
8AGO is just back from his vacation and will be
on nightly soon with a new 100 watt set on 80
meters. 8ALE is a new station using one fiver.
8AYW blew one of his fifties.
Dist. No. 10: 8KQ, 8CCK, 8ADS and 8BYI are
the only active stations reporting this month.
Traffic: 8DIZ, 4; 8AEY, 9: 8NH, 6; 8JQ. 30:
8SF. 29; 8BHJ. 19; 8CVX. 13; SAGO, 12: 8ALE.
11;
8; 8DHW,
4; 8CMH. 14; 8CCK, 19;
8ADS8AYW,
2 ■ 8BYI
5
DIST. OF COLUMBIA—All stations have taken
a slide down the wavelength scale and are work

ing on 75 meters or thereabouts. 3BE-3ZW,
operated by 3JJ, shows promise of great reliability
for the coming winter. 30D has come back to life
and has beside its regular operator, old 3KM, the
latter, by the way, threatened to break loose in his
own name very soon. 3LR has immerged from
his regular beauty sleep during the summer and is
tuning up for the icy days. 3BWT can be relied
upon and is one of the most consistent stations
in the district. 3AHP is a station that we would
be proud of if he thought just a little more of
the terrible key click he has. 3BSB and 3BPP are
busy experimenting with low wave transmitter.
Traffic: 3BWT. 69; 3HS. 15; 3BSB. 7.
EASTERN NEY YORK—This is the last report
under the Atlantic Division. Starting next month,
the Eastern New York report will be found under
the Hudson Division.
All existing A.D.M., D.S., CM., and O.R.S.,
certificates are being cancelled by the Hudson
Division Manager, 845 E. 13th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
for re-placement by new certificates issued under
the Hudson Division. This ia also taking place in
Northern New Jersey.
Hereafter, all C.M's, in the Hudson Division
except in N.Y.C. will report to their D.S'b, sending
them all Form 1, O.R.S. cards received. The D.S.
will transfer the reports to a single report made
on Form 2 sheets with any remarks that he may
care to make. The CM. will report to the D.S.
not later than the 19th and the D.S. will report
to the A.D.M. not later than he 23rd of the
month. The A.D.M. will make out a complete
typewritten report with the traffic totals all to
gether at the end of the report to the D.M. before
the first. ONLY STATIONS ISSUED THE NEW
O.R.S. CERTIFICATES UNDER THE HUDSON
DIVISION WILL SEND IN REPORTS AND THESE
REPORTS MUST BE MADE ON FORM 1 O.R.S.
CARDS. To be issued an O.R.S. certificate, the
applicant must be a member of the A.R.R.L. and
must sign an application blank designed for that
purpose. If the CM. or D.S. deem the applicant
eligible for appointment, the D.M. sends the ap
plicant an O.R.S. certificate WHICH MUST BE
SIGNED AND RETURNED TO THE DIVISION
MANAGER DIRECT FOR HIS SIGNATURE. Then
the certificate is numbered, sent to the O.R.S. and
record sent to A.R.R.L. Headquarters. The sta
tion may hold the appointment as long as the
operator is a member of the League in good
standing and provided that he docs not violate the
conditions of the oath. All O.R.S. must use the
method of numbering messages described in June
QST. An official of the traffic department is
privileged to drop in at any O.R.S. and ask to
see the records of messages handled as well as
the messages themselves.
2C WR will open up soon with a 50 and many
improvements. 2CRQ was away for a while.
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* 2CQO AT Ei.lZAGETM,N.J.
TEACHES DRlVfttff OP CARS
2BBX keps pounding away always asking for
traffic. 2CYK is back from his voyage.. 2CVU is
a new station to report. 2CWP is a consistent
worker. 2AAI has rectified and filtered his raw
A.C and gets out much better. 2WC has changed
to a coupled circuit which has improved his sigs
and his DX a great deal. 2PE will be going on
80 meters soon. ABN has been heard in France.
2ABR is a very regular station which will probably
be an O.R.S. soon. 2BRB gets reports saying he
is the loudest two heard on the 75-80 meter band.
2ALC will be an O.R.S. before long. 2AX has
gone away on a vacation. 2CHK went away and
told the Manhattan stations to report direct to the
A.D.M. 2CZR. 2CIZ. 2BNL und 2TT reported.
II

2CIZ was away most of the month. 2TT is using
low power "B" battery supply and doing good
work. 2AVE and 2BNC will be going again soon.
2BCK is going again. 2AIT is a new station in
Astoria, L. I. 2CEV junked the spark at last.
Hooray I a 100 watter will be going soon. 2CEP
is the only other station doing anything in S. I.
L. I. la dead except for 2CJS, the summer station
of 2BRB. 2CXB and 2BPB are on once in a while
2BQB, who is taking 2UA's place temporarily, sent
in a fine report for district 2. He has been away
but handled 24 msgs. in four days. 2DJ is going
on a 900 cycle spark. 2CTB, the White Plains
High School, will be «going on a 50. 2ASO is on
very seldom. 2CVJ is quite active. 2AIG is a
new station at Rye Beach. 2ADD will be away
at school but will keep his job as CM. 2AAC is
on very seldom with the ole boiler factory. 2APY
is still the best DX station in town. 2AQH has
put in two five watters. 2BGD is getting along
nicely. 2CIL has a job that keeps him off the
air most of the time. 2AAN uses two 201s.
2CZD is going to school soon. 2CFE will be going
soon. 2CDH will be an O.R.S. soon. 2ANM
hasn't been doing much. 2CHZ went to the Poultney convention with the Schenectady gang and had
a fine time. 2CYM is doing good work on low
power. 2CXG will be going again soon with a
new cage. The D.S. visited 2COW and sez it's
an Amateurs Paradise. There are fifteen receivers
and several transmitters. 2AGO. continues his
good work. The height of the QRN season finds
only one fifth district station on, 2CGH.
A new antenna for short waves is under con
struction at 2GK. 2GK, 2BY, 2ACS. 2AAZ and
2CGJ attended the Vermont convention. The
Radio Club now has 20 active members. 2CPA
borrowed a lot of stuff to open up again. 2ADM
is using a 250 with raw A.C. (Cut it out, OM!)
2CWJ is known as Schenectady's Sleepless Wonder.
Hi. 2GM is a new station.
Traffic : 2CRQ. 104 : 2BBX, 83 ; 2CYX. 56 ;
2AAI, 33; 2CVU, 26; 2CWP, 19; 2EE, 18: 2BRB,
111; 2BR, 34; 2CHY, 27: 2ADC, 14; 2WC, 13;
2PF, 11; 2CHK. 21; 2CZR, 33; 2BNL, 8: 2CIZ,
5.; 2TT, 5; 3AIT, 58; 2BSL, 6; 2BNC. 2; 2CEP, 18;
2CEV, 8; 2CJS, 27; 2CXB, 5; 2BPB, 4; 2BQB.
24; 2ADD, 30; 2APY, 10; 2BGD, 36; 2CIL, 11;
2AAN, 15; 2AAC, 3; 2AQH, 42; 2CZD, 7; 2CDII,
85; 2ANM, 17; 2AQR. 56; 2AGQ, 49; 2CHZ. 32;
2CYM, 12; 2COW, 10; 2CGH, 78; 2CWJ, 68;
2 ACS, 59; 2GK, 23: 2BY, 32; 2ADM, 14; 2CPA.
6; 2AAZ. 4: 2GM, 4.
WESTERN NEW YORK—This months report
has dropped off due to vacations, QRN, etc, but
nevertheless the gang has done nobly considering
the conditions. 8AMR now using 20 watts in 4
coil Meissner circuit, was heard in England on one
5 watt tube in loose coupled Hartley circuit. 8NB
has increased to 100 watts. 8AMQ, using 50 to
150 watts using "S" tube rectification. 8AFN is
erecting new masts. 8TR has been off due to
QRN, but will be QSO in the fall with 100 watts.
8BCP has been heard in the Pan-American tests,
using a 50 watter. 8TC will open up with a 250
watter soon on 500 cycles. 8BUM has moved to
New York City. 8AXN, who has been on the air
for a good many years and the D.S., has resigned
on account of leaving home for a better education.
8DAA has one of the best stations in the district
and most any night he is busy informing the gang
what is going on in the A.R.R.L. as to news and
tests. 8BOE has been reported off the air for one
month. 8DCA is also off the air for a month.
The U.S.S. STURGEON BAY had many mes
sages and a newspaper report of its 2200 mile
cruise. The cruise wbb enjoyed by all officers and
men, some 250 in all. Chief John C. Haderer, pre
war 8QB, and chief formerly of N.A.M. was in
charge and SCAN, Loyd and Morrison were his
first-class assistants. The U.S.S. Sub Chaser 437
was in charge of 8PJ who also belong to the outfit,
and his assistants were 8BOE and 8DGA. Note:
The Naval Reserve Forces around Rochester and
Dunkirk are in need of some recruits who have
good radio stations so it can communicate through
out the year with its own members.
8 WU spent the summer up in the Canadian
north. 8ALM has the loudest station out of here
from reports. 8QB reports traffic slow this month
due to many stations reporting off for improve
ment. 8KU has been on quite a bit on about 160
meters and is doing good work. 8BSF has im
proved hiB station wonderfully since moving to
Williams ville a suberb of Buffalo. 8AGW and
80X got through fairly well. 8CTK has been re
building and was presented with his O.R.S. cer
tificate. 8AMQ received his O.R.S. certificate also.
QST FOR OCTOBER. 1924

8PJ and 8ZB have hr.ndled traffic quite regularly
with 8AW and 3ZO during the hot months. 8BIC
has improved his station wonderfully and is doing
very good work using two 50 watters. 8FE allowed
his foot to slip and got married. (Congratulations,
OH) The following O.R.S. certificates have been
issued: 8BQB, 8CTK, 8AQM. 8ABX. 8DKL, 8BHM.
andTraffic:
8DDV. 8AMQ. 12; 8AQM, 17: SAY. 7; BBQN,
8BLP, 9; 8BSF. 11; 8HJ, 8; 8KU, 8: 8PJ. 12;
8QB,
12: 8NB. 8;
8ZB,JERSEY
».
NORTHERN
NEW
-2BMR is the *tar
station for the month handling the largest amount
of traffic. 2CQZ is down on the low waves and
having trouble making the ammeter move on 40
meters. However, he has no trouble working 8's
any time of the day. 2ACO has again deserted
his Y.L. and it's because a fifty went west? 2BXD
is the chief operator at 2XBF, a local power com
pany, which is comtemplating a 1KW C.W. on
short waves. 2CBP is moving and is hoping that
he lands in a decent location which has been lack
ing for some time past. 2WR has in sight a new
location where two 86' sticks are planned. 2MN
is getting back on the air again with low power.
2CMK is rebuilding and plans a much better kick
on the air this fall. 2FC has the sea-shore route
working and msgs are moving through short towns
in fast shape. 2BGI is heard on* consistently.
2CRP'a sigs will be absent for at least a month.
3BBH and SOH are in the 6th district. 3CBS,
though recently married, will make a come-back on
the air shortly. 3CS-3ZI can't wait for Christman
as Santa has promised him two masts. Hi. 2CTQ
and 2BKR never fail with reports.
Traffic: 2BMR, 271; 2BXD. 168; 2BKR. 142;
2ACO. 53; 2CQZ, 51; 2BGO, 40: 2CTQ, 39; 2BEO.
26; 2BZJ, 24; 2CYQ, 21; 2CYW, 20; 2AHW, 13;
3CBX, 12; 3XAN, 12 ; 3ACC, 11 : 2ACD, 11 ;
2WR. 10; 2AUH, 12; 2AZY, 11; 2CRW. 8; 2CXD.
8; 2CJU. 3; 2EG, 2; 2QS, 1; Southern N. J.:
3AIH, 15; 3BAY, 8: 3BEI, 10; 3BTQ. 6; 3BWJ,
3; 3CHH, 8; 2BGI. 35; 2CGK. 11.
MARYLAND—3APV handled 48 msgs. His
station is down on 80 meters. 3SF is down on
short waves. 3APT is putting in 100 watts for the
coming season. 8XAQ-3TE left France on the
first of September with a 250 watt bottle. His
return to the states will be watched with interest
by Baltimore men.
Traffic: 3ZD-3APT. 46.
WASHINGTON—Traffic has taken a big slump
in this state. There seems to be enough stations
going but many seem to have forgotten how to
QSR messages. ( What's the matter, gang ?—
D.M.) Interest is picking up again in Seattle and
several 50 watters are in prospect for this fall.
7AEZ came back for three nights but went out to
sea again. 7MA has his dad pounding brass now
(60 years old I) (FB, vy.) 7ADP has moved
and is getting his place into shape again. 7DU is
back with a new 50 and is down on 79 meters
most of the time. 7FD discovered that one of
his fifties is a dud. Works ok until it gets hot
and then stops oscillating. 7UU is showng life
but no traffic. 7CA is still on the job. 7DC, 7AIF
and 7PM (ex-7WS) will be on shortly. We regret
very much that 7NO has had to quit the radio
game indefinitely. 7BM, with a 5'er does fine
QSR work. 7NW with a 50 reaches out in fine
shape. 7QX is putting up a new 80 foot stick.
7SH comes on at rare intervals. He won't be on
this winter on account of school QRM. 7KV is
rebuilding nearly everything. 7LH is back and
will keep schedule with Alaskan 7AEB where 7NO
left off. 7DM gets cards from 8's and pushes some
traffic along. 7 MI is back on the air for good.
7IX is QRW with ranch work, so radio will be a
side issue for a while. 7GE-ZX is remodeling for
short waves. 7RY report* a lot of experimenting.
Traffic: 7NO, 93; 7RY. 32; 7GY, 30; 7DM. 27:
7IX, 27; 7PZ, 23; 7BM, 21; 7NW. 20; 7MI, 16:
7QX. )5; 7SH, 13; 7ADQ, 12; 7GE, 11; 7AEZ, 9;
7MA, 9; 7FD. 8; 7KV, 6: 7MV, 5; 7CA. 4: 7LH.
3 ; 7AIB. 2.
CENTRAL DIVISION
R. H. G. Mathews, Mgr.
KENTUCKY—Traffic has been at nearly a stand
still the past month. There is a new station in
Frankfort, 9CDP, who promises to be a real DXer.
9EPB is a new station in Lexington that will be
going soon. 9ELL is putting up a 70' wind-mill
tower. 9HP is stepping to the front and will soon
develop into a good relay station. 9 WU will be
open for BIZ in a few days. 9CON reports WX
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too hot for active work. 9EP's Chem. Rect. jars
dried up.
Traffiic: 9BAZ. 36: 9DJN, 6; 9CON. 5; 9MN, 4.
ILLINOIS—Dist. No. 1 : 9VM has his set over
hauled now and will be on regularly. 9NQ has one
5 watter now with A.O. on the plates and also has
the old spark ready for instant operation. (By
the way, has anyone noticed the absence of the
sparks in Illinois now 7) 9BIZ, 9BZQ, 9 H W A .
9DBP, 9DGA, and 9LE report only message totals.
Dist. No. 2: The shining star is 9BRX who leads
with a total of 300 messages. 9BRX is vacation
ing at Saugatuck, Mich. He reports that he has
"low-Iossed" everything in his station and is
transmitting on 42, 78 and 150 meters. . (FB,
OM!) 9CTF reported via Western Union. 9AHQ
will be closed until he gets another 50 watter.

9PQ had MG trouble but is going again. 9DXL
will be on more regularly when school starts.
9DLO has been trying a few meters below 176.
9AIC has been so busy that he hasn't had time for
"Ham" work. 9BJT, along with 9BTA and 9ABE
will be attending Dodge's Institute in Valpo this
month. 9AHO of Fairbury is still rebuilding and
will have from 5 to 20 watts A.C. this fall.
9CA has been making some tests with different
circuits and after using the 1DH for a while has
come to the loose coupled Hartley as being the
supreme "berries."
•
Dist. No. 3 : 9MC is not yet back from his
western tour so Fraley sent in the report. 9CMN
of Granite City turns in the largest report in spite
of terrific QRN. 9ATT is arranging a schedule
with 8BCB which accounts for the low message
total. 9AHJ says QRN is too bad. (Not if you
use a smaller receiving aerial, or none at all.)
9CMC is building a 70' tower. 9CSW says he will
be going next month on the low waves. Heavy
A.R.R.L. Broadcast Messages the last few days
accounts for no messages being handled at 9MC.
Dist. No. 4: 9DHZ is on occasionally with two
operators using C.W. only. The only familiar
spark is NM. 9BGG is back from his vacation and
is getting things ship-shape for fall and winter
work. 9BEB continues to do good work and will
be glad to test with others on waves of 40-43
meters. 9DCR's address is 410 S. Neil St., Cham
paign, 111. 9AP is going in for 80 meters stuff
with 2 fifties for power. 9CZL piled up a total of
274 which is very good considering the weather.
9DQU is still knocking 'em dead on 150 meters
and will soon be on 80. 9DQU worked three sixes
and two sevens on an early hot August morning.
9BHX and 9CLJ are still rebuilding and will be on
the air before next month. 9VV is preparing to
wreck the ether before fall with a 100 watter.
Dist. No. 5: 9BLO is putting in 20 watts to be
suppled with 600 v of Edison "B" batts. 9AMS
is reported on a ship. 9EBQ reports QRN, etc.
and a small total. 9AYB comes in with one
message. 9BDA is reconstructing.
Dist. No. 6: 9AKU, the D.S. of Nr. 6 has been
running around the country. 9DQR and 9DJO
are putting in a big set together at 9DQR. 9XD
lost his station site and is looking for another.
9DNP is putting up one of the ex-KB masts.
OBQW won't be on this winter at all he says.
9CDY has changed to coupled circuit and with a
better antenna is getting out better. 9DQR and
9DNP are tickled with their O.R.S. appointments.
9ALW has been on the job but sayB messages are
scarce. 9AJH looks hopeless, his aerial is down,
shack gone and everything. 9BHD thinks there
should be a 1000 meter wide band for amatuers
from the way he gets QRM. Did you ever stop to
think that the band between 4 and 5 meters is
four times wider than the band between 150 and
200? When you get down there you measure your
III

wave with a yard stick. 9AKU is getting h':i
masts painted' and has been experimenting some
with the set.
Dist. No. 7 : Bill Schweitzer is still away but is
expected back in a week or so. He attended the
Memphis convention. EQ and KN "liberated" the
report this month. 9DWX says the longer the
Hammer, the shorter the traffic in Chicago. 9RC
was not on the air much last month, and no traffic
handled. 9CCJ, a new comer this month, leads
the district. (FB. OM!) 9AXT managed to put
21 through. Nothing new at 9DKK. 9DWX gives
message report only. In the absence of 9AMZ,
9DHQ sends in the C.M's "report for Evanston.

OHIO— Dist. No. 1: Toledo showing. lots of pep,
six stations reporting. 8DFF is in Indiana on va
cation getting his pep back. He will be on 75
meters on his return home. 8CIE says no msgs
on account of all being on vacations. 8DCF is
touring the east. 8AVN is just back from an auto
trip
8GD is remodeling.
8AGP
his through
a burredtheo'it.east.transformer.
8EG is finding
80 meters FB. 8CCI is now using C-303 A and is
FB. 8DND, a new station sends in report this
rronth. (Cum again. OM—A.D.M.) 8AA had the
pleasure of meeting the Toledo gang in Findlay
July 80th where a Banquet was held in the Elk's
home. After a few discussions a visit was made

A GANG AT THE MADISON (WIS.) RADIO CLUB PICNIC
Front Row, Left to Right; O. C. Austin, C. S. Polacheck, 9COI,
9ELV, 9EGW, 9CPT, 9DZV, 9DDH, Back Row, Left to Right;
9DUJ, Earl Vogel, 9DNU, 9BBV, 9BMY, Sidney Schafer, 9DVB,
9JELD. 9CII, 9EKH, 9DCP.
9EEG reports he is rebuilding transmitter and will to the local stations.
be on next month. 9XBG is on with "B" battery
Dist. No. 2: 8AAJ and 8 WE handled the bulk
supply. 9BBR has his two five watters perking of traffic this month. 8RY was heard by ZCDM
now. 9DHQ changes location of set from 1st floor 6400 miles from U.S.A.. also reported by Cuban
to basement in anticipation of several op* working 2BY. He also worked 8XT at 6CGW. (FB. OMI)
the set this winter. 9DHQ changed from ground 8XT, 8ZE and 8GX have been off the air but are
to CP and apparent radiation jumped from one and going again. 8WE wants daylight schedules.
half to 4 amps. 9EDG has rebuilt his transmitter
Dist. No. 3: 8BKM reports copying WNP on
and is going to put in a 50. He is waiting for July 19th working 1BVR. 8HS is using Meissner
the tube now. 9DBF is working WHU regularly circuit. 8TT is working west coast now. 8AQ
and in a report from WHU to the A.D.M.. 9DBF is using very low power. 8BNH on 80 meters with
is given as the best Chicago station. 9DBF is 2 amps is working good DX. The Northwestern
getting out very well in other directions too. His Ohio Executive Radio Council held a picnic at Lake
latest reports are from A3QB, Z3CA, Z3AF, Z3AL. Milton near Warren, Ohio, at which nearly 100
These reports include reports on his sync. chem.
present.
rect. and A.C. power supplies. 9DHQ sent a mes were
Dist. No. 4 : 8ALW doing good, considering how
sage to Hillsdale, Mich, via 8DJH in Gand Rapids busy he is with convention work. SCAB is doing
AND THE MSG GOT THERE THE SAME DAY. all his work in the morning. 8APP is a new sta9BNA has a 50 now and has changed his QRA to ton doing consistent work. 8BMB has 4 ops and
1017 Pleasant Place. 9COW buried three more says they never sleep. 8ANB put over another
fives. 9CLX is on an eastern tour and will give PRR test again. 8AIB will be on with 250 watt
some 2's the OO. 9CVS is using a coupled Hartley tube. He had his others stolen. 8CNL is on an
and says it is FB.
auto tour. The YLs are doing more damage to
Traffic: 9BRX. 300: 9CZL, 274: 9CTF. 240
traffic than OM, QRN in Dayton.
9CVF, 72; 9DQU, 67; 9AMR. 66: 9BNA, 54; 9ASA
Dist. No. 5: No reports, from this district this
47; 9AHQ, 44: 9DGA, 42; 9DHZ, 40; 9PQ. 38
month. It is discouraging for stations to handle
9CFS, 37; 9DNP. 34: 9CCJ. 32; 9DWX, SO: 9DBF traffic and make reports to D.S's and have them
30; 9ZA, 30; 9DBP, 30; 9I1I1D, 28: 9CMN, 28 die there—A.D.M.
Dist. No. 6 : Our D.S. has just returned from tour
through east which accounts for no report last
WE SPEND
month.
8AK will be on soon with 20 watts and 200
HOST OF OOC?
watts. 8AJD is rebuilding including a new pole.
TIME. POONPW*)
8BVK will be leaving for Chicago, soon.
H. C. Storck. 8BYN, 694 Carpenter St., Col
THE BRICKS AS
umbus, Ohio, has been appointed R.M. of Ohio.
A WHOLE SAUL
Anyone wanting schedules please write him at
RADIO SAIESonce—A.D.M.
MAN
Traffic: 8BMB, 155: 8BKM ,87: 8HN, 85: 8BHE.
48; 8BPL, 41; 8CCI. 38; 8BN, 38; 8AQ, 38
8AVX. 34; 8ALW, 34; 8TT, STj : 8CUD-8DQC. 29
8CMU, 29; 8AAJ, 29; 8WE, 27; 8BWB. 25
SDMX. 25; 8APR. 25: 8UQ, 21; 8ANB, 21: 8BAX,
18; 8AWX, 18: 8CVH, 16; 8APP, 16; 8CWR, 15
SCAB, 14; 8CBL, 12: 8DGP, 12: 8RY, 12: 8AHY
SEVERAL "OCCUPATIONAL CARTOONS"
10;
8BGF, 10; SAWN, 9: 8BO. 9; 8DOS. 8; 8BP
VICTIMS BtQUSSTEp 9""X TO
8; SEF. 8; 8DND, 6: 8ER, 5: 8BNH, 4; 8ACK, 4
DRAW UP HIS OWN eexUPATWINf
8AJD. 4; 8WY, 3: 8CNR, 2; 8CYT, 1; 8BTC, 1.
WISCONSIN—Dist No. 1 : 9UTK recently visited
9LE, 27; 9EBQ. 25; 9CDY, 24; 9AAW, 24: 9AYX. Chicago
9LZ, 9RC and 9AAW. 9CII had
24; 9VM, 24: 9DKK, 22; 9AXT, 21: 9BFX. 20; received stations
a card from CB8 in Argentina who heard
9CA, 19; 9DCR, 16; 9BGC. 15: 9HEB, 14: 9NQ. him in Pan-American
tests. 9DTK in partnership
14; 9BIZ, 14: 9DXL. 13; 9ATT. 13; 9CLZ, 13;
C.S. Polacheck is putting in 100 watts. 9AFZ
9DPL, 12: 9DZG, 11; 9ABB. 10; 9DLO. 6: 9DVW, with
labored 2 hours to get a 97 word msg. through
6; 9DHQ, 5: 9BWP, 3; 9AHJ, 3: 9ALW. 3; 911WA, heavy
static. (Attaboy!) 9VD on the job occasion
2; 9AKM. 2; 9APY, 1; 9DJG, 1: 9AYB. 1; 9AKU. ally when
not busy with traffic meetings. 9AAP. 9CVI,
1 ; 9EJH, 20.
CELV, 9CGB will be back on the air this month.
IV
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Dist. No. 2: 9EAR reports traffic scarce and QRN
terrible the past month. 9EGW says his mast
was down for two weeks. 9AZR says the Y.L. has
got his number and can't afford a new 8 waiter
now. 9CWP has worked all districts and Canadian
threes and fours. 9DCP has been in northern
parts for two weeks. 9 II I It has been reported
heard in England on 10 watt*. 9DBM lost a pole
in a recent wind storm. Is using "S" tubes now,
and says FB. 9BMK Is a new station at Racine
<ex-9TL) using 50 watts. 9CCF is back on the
job after a long illness and going stronger than
ever.
Dist. No. 3: 9EMB will have 20 watts and an 80'
tower soon. 9AEU is putting in another five
waiter in a loose coupled Hartley. 9CJ I lost his
antenna. He is experimenting with a master oscil
lator. 9AGT will be on soon with 100 watts and
two operators.
Dist. No. 4 : 9AL1 is the most consistent station
and maintains daylight, noon, and 5 P.M. schedules.
9AZN working at 12:40 and 5:30, daylight, covered
five states on 1 fifty. 9AQD formerly of Rockford, 111. is now at La Crosse i» ing a master
oscillator. 9BLF is not on the air due to the
lack of thermionic triodes ! 9BSO reports QRM
from rustic activities. ( He is workng on the
farm.) 9BKC is remodeling his antenna system
for 80 meter work. 9CFZ has no msg. report for
this month.
Drst. No. 5: No traffic reported. The D.S. says
everybody is getting down to 80 meters which is
putting the "kibosh" on traffic handling 'for a
while. Hurry up and get those 80 meters sets
tuned fellow, and let's get back on the job. We
must keep our traffic organization going, whether
it be 40, 80, or 180—we can't afford to slow down
now.
Traffic: 9ALI, 113; 9CCE, 68; 9BTK, 64; 9EAR.
54; 9CII, 38; 9EMD, 35; 9EGW, 33; 9COI. 25;
9DTK, 24; 9AZR, 24; 9AEU, 24; 9ALA. 24; 9ADP.
28; 9AZN, 16; 9CWP. 13; 9BIB. 12; 9BYJ, 12;
9DCP, 10; 9AZF, 9; 9CJI, 9; 9VD. 8; 9AGT, 7;
9CZE, 6; 9PJ, 6; 9DST, 5; 9BMY. 6; 9EGH. 4;
9NY, 4; 9BVA, 3; 9AQD, 2.
NORTHERN INDIANA—Dist. No. 1 : 9BON
knocks them all dead and is making up for lost
time—he handled 224 messages. He uses only 10
watts with a sine rect. 9EFZ is radiating 5 amps
with one 50 watt tube and is doing cood work.
He is installing a transmitter for 9BBK at Moon.
9DHJ will be on the air shortly with C.W. instead
of spark. He is putting up a cage aer.al. 9BPT,
the prominent boy from Flora, breaks the ice with
his first report.
He copped the prize at the

cation. 9BUN is using one 5 watter. 9CGX is
going to Cornell. 9DHO will be on in about two
weeks. 9B UJ n rebu.lding his set for work on
70 meters. 9BRS says no traffic coming his way.
9DCE sold his 50 watter but will have a 10 or
20 going in a little while. 9DMI says his Edison
'"B's" are FB, and he works east coast easily
on 10 watter. Thing* are very dull in Muncie.
9EG is putting up a new aerial. 9EJU getting
ready to open VO with a new 20 watter. 9BAK
says he will have a 100 watter going next month.
ODDA still using 20 watts. 9CTB sold his 5
watter. He has a 100 wetter headed toward Eng\JK"OF SRC
CHICAGO 15 A
t*A\TE R IN AN
AU H\XB HA^H
house v*hue
<j$ to college
?

UMI A CLOCK
(O.MiPHCPSON

land now. 9AZX has been testing out the very
short waves and testing with the Naval Station
NFV.
Traffic: 9BON, 224 : 9EFZ. 138 ; 9DJZ, 43 :
9DVK. 33; 9BKJ. 26; 9AFY, 25; 9DMI. 18; 9DLN,
14; 9AVB. 14; 9BPT, 13; 9DYT, 12; 9EM, 10:
9BMC. 10; 9AKO. 8; 9DRS, 4; 9BYI, 2; 9BUJ,
2; 9BQN, 1 : 9DHJ. 41.
SOUTHERN INDlANA^Mr. White of NKF
called on the Indianapolis Club Aug. 11th and en
lightened the gang on the activities of the Navy
on snort wave work. 9ARP blew all four of his
5 watters. 9UR is selling out and says that he
is quitting the game. 9CZS is rebuilding for 100
watts. 9VC has just been appointed CM. of
Indianapolis. 9BVZ has been doing some work
on 70 meterB but hasn't anything startling to re
port yet. No other stations have been reported
as working on short waves in the south end of the
state. 9CBA is putting in 10 watts. 9BUJ has

SOME MORE OF THE MADISON PICNIC BU^CH
Left to Right, Standing; 9DCV, 9ATU, 9EAR, 9DCT. 9DRO,
9CZE, 9CTA, Sitting; 9BPQ, 9ACM, 9EMD, 9ADP, 9CFD,
9CWP, 9DTK.
Indiana convention, a dandy Low-loss tuner. 9DYT
is putting in a new filter. 9BMC came across with
a report this month. 9CP has not been on since
last month due to rebuilding. 9HR is on the air
with a 20 watt set. In the first three nights of
operation more work was done than ever on the
"old Coffin."
Dist. No. 2: The D.S. has been trying to grab
a little vacation but finds it hard to do. 9DHD
is rebuilding. 9BYI is on the air but no traffic.
9CEM is rebuilding. 9RQN has been on his vaQST FOR OCTOBER, 1324

just put in a new antenna. 9AMT will be on all
winter at Fountain City. 9 AXH just put up 60
feet of rain pipe mast. 9EJI put up 50 feet. 9DUC
lost his 82 footer.
Traffic: 9BJL, 25; 9ES, 21; 9EJI, 19; 9BCC. 14;
9CSG, 11; 9CUR, 10; 9BVZ. 8; 9EQU, 1.
MICHIGAN—Many Michigan stations are getting
down on 80 meters but the 40-43 meter wave
is not being worked much at this time. SZZ of
Detroit has worked 1XW at Hartford several times
in daylight. Short waves are proving beneficial
V

in clearing traffic in daylight as good distances
are being reported.
Dist. No. 1 : Report almost nil this time, vaca
tion and the old story of cleaning up the "shack"
is the excuse. Many are reporting even tho no
messages—they report changing the set.
Dist. No. 2 : 8DEP leads the district this month.
8CFQ has moved from Lake Odessa to Fremont
which puts him in district No. 8. This is a fine
YC55lR-\NMAT
KIND? 5KlLfcTO*|
OR "TClEfclLAPH

fig
lew*
J8AIC
QBQJ PONS A WfWDWARt
STORE IN CAtSAHlNf,MKH.
| InoPr

place for a good station. The D.S. expects to be
going on 80 meters as soon as he gets back from
his vacation.
Traffic: 8DEP, 19; 8DFB, 18; 8DOO, 16: 8DCW,
12: 8CLG, 11; 80EP, Hi 8DIL, 10; 8BDR, 9;
8DBO, 7; 8ZZ, 7; 8ZF, 6; 8DAT, 4; 8AMS.4 ;
8BUL, 3.
DAKOTA DIVISION
D. C. Wallace. Mgr.
NORTH DAKOTA—Amateur activities during
the past month have again been seriously cur
tailed due to several lightning storms. 9AEJ,
9AMP and 9CSI are on every noon from 12.30 to
1 p.m. 9EIE is a new man but expects to handle
quite a few this winter. 9CRG will soon be on the
air again. 9DNX is now located at St. Paul.
His next call will be a six. Would like to hear
from the gang. 9UH is rebuilding his rectifier.
9DKB expects to be on with a couple of fivers.
One station has reopened and several new ones
are being developed to apply for ORS certificates.
This state has always had a small number of sta
tions but is now rapidly coming to the front with
at least three new sets in operation. All traffic
in this state handled during noon hour.
Traffic: 9AEJ, 13; SAMP, 12; 9CSI. 21; 9EIE, 1.
MINNESOTA—9MB has been off the air lately,
except for scattered moments at the key. 9CMS
had the hard luck to have a telephone pole fall
down with him and has been laid up. Will put
in 100 watts. 9BFU is also rebuilding. 9ASF
is installing S tubes. 9BAB is trying to get a
set going again. 9MF is doing very good work,
connecting up with both coastB in bad QRN.
9E1Q uses 10 watts on 80 meters and 100 on
150-200 meters. 9BNF is also doing good work.
9AWN and 9BJZ are coming back on the air
soon, the former with 250 watts. 9CMM is break
ing out with pure d.c. on plates of 5 watters.
The SMRA convention to be held at Sleepy Eye
will be a humdinger from all indications. 9DQM
is getting set for real low waves.
Dist. No. 3 : Things are picking up fine here and
everyone is getting set for short wave work. 9HM
is back on the air, as is 9AXX. 9DYZ is putting
up a new antenna. 9DAW is undergoing rebuilding
for winter DX. 9ZG has "bettered" his antenna
and now it doesn't work at all. Hi! 9ZT-9XAX
have a new call-9TT. 9BDQ has them all beat.
Has blown to date five 5 watters, two 50 watterB.
four meters, 2 transformers, 2 masts and three
° ^Traffic: 9DSW. 8: 9CMM, 2; 9DJW. 7: 9BTZ, 3;
9MF. 41; 9BYY. 5: 9CMS, 3; 9DMA. 6: 9MB, 1;
9CPO, 9; 9BQY, 27; 9DPX, 18; 9BPY. 8: 9BNX,
9; 9CIP. 27; 9ZG. 12; 9DFZ, 20; 9DGF*. 61;
9BIK. 28: 9BIS, 47; 9ZT-9XAX. 75; 9BFI, 53.
DELTA DIVISION
W. W. Rodgers. Mgr.
MISSISSIPPI—$ALZ came in this month in first
place. 5QZ found his old spark set a very useful
addition to his station, when his C.W. blew up and
fell back on the old reliable spark set for good work.
5KR has been testing with high powers for the
VI

season. 5NJ reaches out well but handles no traffic.
5AKP has an unlucky number of messages—13.
Traffic: 5ALZ, 135; 5QZ, 83; 5KR, 19; 5AKP, 18.
LOUISIANA—No traffic is going through this state,,
at least no messages have been reported. ( I don't
believe it is possible for hams to work DX without
handling some traffic—D.M. ) 5LH, 6NJ, 6UK, 500.
5QJ and 5GI report good work, but nothing heard
regarding traffic. 5RH was a visitor to the Delta
Convention. 5ZK and 5RH are rebuilding.
TENNESSEE—This state shows up well this month,
in spite of the fact that the Memphis gang was
busy with the convention work. 5KA came out of
the struggle heading the Tennessee list. A 50 watt
tube and a 450 watt Thordarson Transformer won
at the convention will make 5KA a better station
this winter. 5CN at Bemis was lucky at the con
vention carrying away a whole raft of prizes. (FB,
OM—D.M.) 5AMF reports fierce QRN. 5AIY was
forced to let up in his race for traffic honors when
his lone tube went west. 5APC has a mighty good
total this month. 6WO reports 25 long messages.
5AMF has two ops and his traffic shows 45 messages
handled. 5AOT and 5AIK are operating, but nothing
doing with them on traffic.
Traffic: SKA. 83; 5APC, 72; 5AMF, 45; 6AWO, 26;
5AIY, 20: 5CN, 6.
ARKANSAS—A new station has reported this
month. 5WW at Conway sends in a very nice report
and we thank him for it. Two UV-201 tubes with
500 volts on the plates handle his traffic for him.
5QH, another Arkansas ham, reports 26
5SN and 5BI say "nothing doing." 5XAB-AW "
ported in person at the convention.
Traffic: 5XAB-AW. 36: 5QH. 26; 5WW, 25.
MIDWEST DIVISION
P. H. Qulnby, Mgr.
NEBRASKA—Dist. No. 1 : The Citizens Radio
Club of Omaha held its annual banquet August
9th. About 50 were present and among them were
Hams from Kansas, Missouri and the Nebraska
bunch. L. B. Laizure, the newly elected director
for the Midwest Division was present and gave
a very interesting talk on what took place at the
recent directors' meeting at Hartford. Contests
were held and prizes awarded winners. After
the banquet, visiting members were taken to sta
tions which were in operation for a night of brass
pounding. New ORS's in this district are 9CIM
and 9HG. Traffic has been very light this month,
most stations closed for rebuilding. 9AWS and
9BNU seem to be the most consistent. 9BNU is
the star for this month, having handled 61 mes
sages. 9AWS reports hearing WNP. 9AQO will
be on the air soon. A great deal of enthusiasm
has been aroused by the new short waves and the
entire gang has started reconstructing.
Dist. No. 2: 9AKS has been appointed D.S. to
succeed 9DNC who resigned. Quite a number of
stations are on this district, and a fair amount of
traffic was handled. New ORS's are: 9DJP, 9AFR,
9CGQ, and 9RB.
Traffic: 9AWS. 41; 9BNU, 61; 9EB. 13; 9AFR.
18; 9RB, 20; 9AKS. 8; 9DJP, 2.
KANSAS—9CCS has been appointed to succeed
9DTA as ADM for Kansas. There is a new DS
for southern Kansas, 9BIO. 9BGX gets a card from
Z3CA, 9BGX only uses two five watters. 9DNG

THE PERFECT WORKING KANSAS ROUTES
did some real DX by working JUPU when that statoin was 50 miles off the west coast. He used a
new 203A to do this good work. 9BIO and 9BRD
have been QSRIng west 9EFU is punching the
QST FOR OCTOBER. 1924

QRN in fine shape. 9CCS is moving into his attic
and fixing up for the winter. The gang are
highly satisfied with the new wave lengths and
several are working down on 80 meters already.
9CFI is one of these. He is doing fine work.
9EHT is getting the Lawrence gang lined up and
reports several new stations for the winter.
Traffic: 9HN, 16; 9IW. 12: 9QW, 20; 9CFI, 80:
9EHT. 10; 9DNG, 103; 9BVV. 42; 9BXG, 88:
9BVN, 61; 9CCS, 60; 9BIO, 96; 9HRD, 32; 9EFU,
23.IOWA—In general, traffic has picked up a little
during the pa^t month but is not where it should
be yet. CM 9AHH reports that there will be 7
stations to handle tfc in his city this winter.
9CTD uses the following routes : EAST—9DYY.
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South—9BPF, West—9CZP, North—9DXC. OBGH
has been reappointed RM for Iowa. All ORS are
requested to get lined up with him for routings
of msgs. Also stations desiring appointments as
ORS are requested to write the DS or ADM re
garding same. 9DKY resigned as DS of Western
Iowa. 9BRS, 9AYE, 9CAV have applied for ORS
appointments.
Traffic: 9DSL, 37; 9BCX, 100; 9DJA, 2; 9CS,
10; 9CWF, 84; 9CZO, 21; 9AHH, 2; 9CTD, 103;
Other stations—9DXC, 201; 9DMS, 44; 9CGY, 54;
9AED. 21; 9CSY, 12.
MISSOURI—Activities at all stations were
practically nil because of very unfavorable weather
conditions. Very few stations are taking ad
vantage of the new "regs" 9CCW and 9ZK being
the only ones to work regularly every night. 9BLG
is the proud possessor of a card from 9CBG. We
are sorry to hear that 9CCW will be off for a
period of four years. 9AAU-ZK are planning to do
some consistent work this year. 9DW K, 9BDS,
and 9BSH are busy developing apparatus.
9CKS is absent at summer school but will be
back with 50 watts shortly. 9DIX is working
short waves, getting NFK and 8XS in good
style. He has a pair of 80 foot towers. 9CHE
(ex-9EX) tried 80 meters but ND and went back
to 150. 9DZL is a new station but is silent now
while DZL is touring in the west. 9CUA is
overhauling. 9ADC had to quit operating so much
and is driving an oil truck. 9BVK is a new OW
in Sedalia and is coming on with 20 watts. 9DZO
keeps up with 5 watts ACCW. 9DAE still work
ing spark the spark coil and relaying the msgs
in daylight. 9EBV left for the north to see 9ZT
and get the secret of how to make a tube eat
soup. 9DMT moved to Chicago. 9DEU is about
ready to work relay tfc. 9ST still holds the lead
in KC with msgs but say someone else will
get it now that he leaves for school. New ORS's
are: 9BRU, 9AHZ, 9DIX. 9EAO, 9ACX, 9BKO,
New special licensed stations 9DJB drew 9ZB-—
9SS gets 9ZD.
Traffic: 9EBV, 81; 9EAO, SI; 9CHE, 18: 9DLH,
42; 9CYK, 11; 9DZL. 6; 9DAE, 29; 9BUC, 5;
9CDO, 12; 9ST, 267; 9ADR. 25; 9BKO, 12; 9AHZ,
16; 9DJB-9ZB, 2; 9SS-9ZD, 2; 9DRR, 30: 9ACX,
2; 9RR, 1; 9AAU. 43; 9BLG, 42; 9DXN. 12;
9DMJ, 11; 9CCW, 10; 9DWK, 4.
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
I. Vermily.n, Mgr.
MAINE—1AUC, 1AUR and 1PD are getting out
on 78 and 80 meters. 1CJR has been visiting our
state this month on board the schooner "Sunshine,"
working 100 miles daylite with one 201-A with a
Ford coil on the plate, radiating 0.3 amp. 1GA is
moving to Roslindale, Mass. September schedules :
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fHRO
100-150 f8AU
meters;85-200
2000-2100;
0900. G.M.T.
meters;2200-2300:
0400 and 08002300,
G.M.T. 1KX, Dick Chase of West Beldwin, became
the A.D.M. of Maine September 1. Mr. Hilton,
former A.D.M., is entering Massachusetts Institute
of VERMONT—The
Tech.
convention pulled by the Poultney
gang was a success—more about it elsewhere in this
issue.
The stations for the most part have started in
getting ready for winter. 1APU is putting in one
k.w. of C.W. and will probably make himself heard
in the near future. Delivery has remained good
although traffic haa slumped a little.
Thanks to Mr. Hebert at the convention, most of
the waves are going down. There are two new
O.R.S.'a;
1CQM,MASSACHUSETTS—There
and 1AEY.
WESTERN
is very
little to report in the way of activity. Most stations
are rebuilding and overhauling in preparing for fall.
Worcester county as usual has the largest number
of stations operating. Springfield also has n few
stations going. The new A.D.M., T. F. Cushing,
1AWW, ought to get things started in another month
and things should pick up with this change of "party."
I sincerely hope that the district will give Mr.
Cushing their entire support. 1BCR now operating
under the calls 1RF and 1AHW worked Porto Rico
on Aug. 15th and his signals were reported the
loudest short wave sigs. the Porto Ricans had ever
heard.
We have Miss Daniels to thank for the Western
Mass. report this month. She turns in a very good
report and we take this opportunity to extend thanks
of the gang to her. All stations please report to
the new A.D.M. , 1AWW.
EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS—Things seem to
be a little more lively this month although they
aren't what they ought to be. Glad to say traffic
is quite a little more than last month, 314 msgs
being the total and more stations reporting. As
usual 1 AAC-ZD seems to be doing the most note
worthy work. Says traffic isn't so very easy to get
but is doing some fine work on 75 meters. He is
successfully working 2's, 3's, and 8's with an input
of about 50 watts, at noon. This surely shows that
the new waves are going to open up a new field
of experimentation. He is also working 4SA in Porto
Rico. 1AQI reports new 75' mast and hopes to boost
traffic next month. 1DY, D.S. is going to make an
awful Btart to get on again as the bug is itching
again. Several stations have failed to report for
over three months in his district, so there are going
to be some cancellations of O.R.S. 1AFS of Marblehead got away with 57 this month but complains
that traffic north is very hard to get off. 1 AQY
still on a vacation. Our YL. station, that of IKY,
is handling quite a bit of traffic and is on consis
tently. (J KM and QRN seem to mean nothing to her.
1 AIR has just got a new set perkin' which he re
ports is getting out in fine shape, using three 6
watters and coil Meinsner. 1 BZQ says that due to
trouble with his lightning switches grounding the
aerial and counterpoise, he has not been able to main
tain any schedules and less DX than usual. 1LM
says things still moving rather slow but he is hitting
N.H. better this month. 1ZW-EX is out of com
mission until September. 1RH is experimenting on
75-80 meters and hopes to do some fine DX there
shortly. 1ALL has been operating more or less spas
modically this past summer but has been doing good
work when they were on. 1SE, CM., reports that
things are pretty slow just now, but things are be
ginning to show signs of life.
RHODE ISLAND—As UBual 1 A I It sends us a
peach of a report. She sure is a fine girl and R.I.
hams are proud of her. Heat and vacations knocked
radio out this month but as a number of new sta
tions are opening, guess this winter will see R.I.
near the top of the list. 1CAB has put a 60 foot
stick and will be on this week. 1PM and 10J will
be going soon due to the untiring efforts of our
CM., 1 OW. Here is a real CM.—wish we had more
like him in the game. An old station with the new
call is 1WE, heard of iate. 1AWE boasts of a new
tuner and will have a 50-watter and a new mast soon.
The following stations have been logged by III in
Europe using one tube and an indoor aerial 45 feet
long. Heard while in France 10W, 1ABF, 1CMX
and 2PD. Heard while in Switzerland, 1SF and
1 BGQ. A new station has opened up in Westerly
under the call 1QV. He uses a 50 watter and although
he has been on only a week has worked a Canadian.
He is a good op and that is what we need. 1AAP
has been on a little more than usual but says traffic
is light. We find it so every where I guess. 1BVB
has been conducting tests with Mr. Henry Joy of
Watch Hill for the past week. Mr. Joy has a power
VII

ful fone set at his house and another on hU yacht
"Spraythe111."yacht.
We have
been doing
lot of call
testingis
■with
Mr. Joy's
house a station
1AHH and the station on the yacht is KFKW.
CONNECTICUT—The message reporta still con
tinue to be low but activities are on the increase.
Due to short waves and no quiet hours, more stations
are getting back on the air and daylight DX is in
vogue. 1CTI, IAEA and 1A0S are in line ior
O.R.S- certificates and should make good stations.
1XAM, 1XAQ, 1XW, 1IV, 1AVJ and 1MY can be
lDV-tNNN-MRSS.
A PLUMMER>

ME NO P0U8T FIXES
QRIO IEAKS ANP
OTHER KlrtPS OF LGAKS
heard between 75 and 80 meters regularly and work
ing threes and eights at noon is easy. 1XAQ is ex
perimenting on short waves and will have a trans
mitter going soon on 5 meters.
Traffic: 1ALK, 14; 1AUC, 5; 1AUR. 15; 1BCY, 31;
1BHR, 10; 1BTT. 6; 1CJR, 187; 1GA. 10; iPD, 16;
1VF, 18; 1FN, 7: 1CQM, 26; I MUX, 24; 1AJG. 12;
1PY, 28; 1ABF, 64; 1AWW. 45; 1IL. 15; 1ARE, 11.
1AGT, 35; 1AAL, 6; 1ASU, 32; 1AKZ, 9: 1AJK, SI;
1BQK, 8; 1DB. 12; 1AFA, 12; 1MM. 9; 1RF, 9;
1BVR, 7; 1AIR, 4; 1BHP, 20; IKY, 32 ; 1RH. 13;
1BDU. 14; 1AFS, 57; 1BZQ. 21; 1LM, 23: 1SE, 5;
1AHL, 3; INT. 2; 1RR, 42: 1ALL, 15; 1CEA. h
1AQI, 17; 1AAC-ZD, 35; 1CKP, 10; 1KV, 40; 1AWY,
14; 1AH, 6; jBJG, 16; 1AVJ, 5; 1AOS. 28; IAEA,
11; ICTI. 2; 1ADB, 25; IBM, 2; 1AEG. 20; 1AJT,
18; 1BGC. 7; 1MY, 44; 1XW, 9: !AEL, 21; 1AWV,
11; B1IE, 13; IBCC, 82: 1ANH, 21; 113 V, 19; iOW,
26; 1AID, 68; 1AAP. 26; 1QV, 6; 1BV3. 58.
NORTHS ESTERN DIVISION
Glenn E. West, Mgr.
Traffic activity in this division is at a rather low
ebb just now. This is due to the fact that almost
every station that would normally be on the air is
now rebuilding in order to get down to the short
waves. The fact that traffic figures are low and re
ports scattering, is proof that everybody is making
a supreme effort to get down on those short waves.
Quiet always precedes a storm and we predict that
it will be a regular cloud burst by the end of the
next month.
IDAHO—Things are not doing quite as good as they
were last month but it is due to the extremely hot
weather and the many vacations. 70T just returned
from the east and reports that he had a wonderful
time while back in Hartford. 70B is still going
regular and is helping the YL of 7SI build her set.
7SI has been on a vacation in Canada for several
weeks. 7ACF and 7GW were issued O.R.S. certificates
and 7GW is enlarging his set to 10 watts. 7GX
has a 78' tower to help him get out this winter.
7IU was in Salt Lake but came home with a wave
meter and chopped about 20 meters off his wave
length. 7AHS is going good but having a hard time
getting through static. We haven't heard from 7KC
lately. 7IO is all rigged up for the cooler season
with 20 watts and a crate of cigarettes. 7LN has
resigned the task of A.D.M. because he has to leave
for school soon. You will hear him signing a 9
before long. 7IU is moving to Moscow and will be
there through the winter. 7QP in Northern Idaho
is heard quite often.
Traffic: 7LN, 18.
OREGON—In the past month new O.R.S. cer
tificates have been issued to 7EM, 7SY, 7QT and
7TO. 7AV and 7CW are on every night and 7AKK
seems to be able to work nines right through the
summer without any trouble. 7GK, 7AKK and
7AIX handled the most messages for the month,
respectively. 7LS and 7GU have fifties pounding
out good and are going down on the short waves.
7UN is the only station on regularly in Eugene
besides 7IW who is just on occasionally. The greatVIII

est activity in the district is the rebuilding of the
sets for the short wave bands. Everyone is rarin'
to go on these low waves.
Traffic: TRW, 21; 7MF, 8; 7LS, 3; 7FR-7ACM, 11;
7HH. 4; 7TQ, 8; 7AV, 64; 7GV, 56; 7AKK, 52;
7AEK, 25; 7RD, 15; 7AKT. 8; 7IW, 14; 7AIX, 26;
7AKH, 1.
WASHINGTON—Dist. No. 6 : Most of the gang are
still at it. 7GR and BJ handled considerable traffic
with 7QS up in Bristol Buy, Alaska. Traffic handling
to the east is at its lowest tide of the summer season
now and next month things will start with all hand-t.
7VN in Kalama is improving his station. The Van
couver gang are also making use of 80 meters and
good results are obtained.
Traffic: 7GR, 48 ; 7BJ, 48.
ALASKA^-7QS, ham station at Naknek, Bristol
Bay, Alaska, some 1800 miles from where the North
west hams are located, succeeded in working several
Aberdeen, Vancouver and Chehalis stations in Wash
ington, and also some in Portland, Ore. He used 500
cycle soup on the plates of a couple of fivers and
had a separate small ham antenna. Several hundred
words in ham traffic went over the set to the states.
7MJ in Ketchikan worked him also. Most of the
ops will be back in the states and the coming
winter will be almost hamless up there except for
7AHB at Anchorage.
MONTANA—Nearly all of the Montana hams have
been rebuilding or vacationing during the past month.
TCO's first and second ops were up in the mountains
for a month. They are back on the job now and
going strong on 150 meters. 7ACI has been ex
perimenting with the short waves. 7 IT is heard
occasionally. 7APP is a new-comer among us. His
QRA is Mr. M. W. Buening, Red Lodge, Mont. 7ZL
has been away from home all month but he took
his Low-Loss with him. He logged a lot of short
wave staitons, 7ZU has been up in the mountains
on a fishing trip.
PACIFIC DIVISION
M. E. McCreery, Mgr.
Organization has been proceeding rapidly in the
Pacific Division. The California districts are very
nearly organized, quite a number of O.R.S. appoint
ments having been made together with such per
sonnel appointments as were necessary to carry on
the work. It is gratifying indeed to note the pro
gress that is being made, and the interest that is
being shown by members of the Pacific Division.
CALIFORNIA—Traffic has been moving in near
ly all directions in spite of summer weather. Eastbound traffic moves best either through Denver,
Utah, or Texas. Texas is the most consistent re75 7iJ>0,s£r,cl

to the East

•Austral/rCL- 3ndC
Mew Zealand,
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA TRAFFIC ROUTES
lay point. Communication with Hawaii has been
nil, and no traffic at all to the Island. Westbound
traffic for either Australia or New Zealand has
been broadcast and most of it has reached its des
tination. DX weather has improved the latter part
of the month.
Dist. No. 1 : 6ZH has handled no traffic due to
bad luck with his antenna system. He has a new
one now which is better than ever. 6CHX is get
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ting out better and handles Snn Diego's share of
traffic. 6CDV blew his 50 after three weeks use
and was forced to QRT which cau ed his minimum
of messages. 6ZH is reconstructing his apparatus.
6BWP is rebuilding also. Traffic moves through
Fullerton with ease. 6ADT is the high point man
in the district and handles traffic north and south
east very easily. 6ALK hasn't been on much due
to summer weather, but he manage* to take Fullerton's share of msgs.
Dist. No. 1 A : No report from this district.
Dist. No. 2: 6ALF is the new superintendent for
district No. 2. Plenty of trood stations are moving
traffic in fast time. 6BRF managed to get his
heap working again and clears his hook with
ease. 6MH came on with a 50 watt tube in the
month and handled a few msgs. 6ZBB shot 2
fifties and was forced to QRT, although they did
last most of the month. 6AFG steps out good and
don't let msgs. lag around at his station. He is
a good one to give LA city traffic to. 6 BEG
raised a new Btick and was on the last of the
month. 6AAO was on a vacation so did not make
much noise during the month. He will be on
next month QRV for QTC. 6PL ha* been very
busy trying to organize Southern California. He
forwarded a few msgs. to New Zealand and Austra
lia by broadcasting them. 6CMU is using 100
waif j now and is a good relay station for LA city
traffic, and northern msgs. 6BH is rebuilding
his transmitter. 6RN is rebuilding, which caused
the Bmall msgs. report. 6BLS, a new station, is
doing good work and has cleared his hook regularly.
6BBQ will be a good relay station for Pasadena
next season. Traffic has been movinj? slowly
through Santa Monica. 6AGK and 6QJ take most
of the traffic. 6AGK is rebuilding. Three reliable
stations in Long Beach for QST are 6CNH. 6CAE
and 6CGW. 6BRC has be«n worked by 6CAE with
an amplifier tube and traffic handled. 6CGW^ is
installing bunks in his shack so that the visiting
operators may have a place to turn in. Hi! He
handles traffic in almost any direction. 6CNH
finally raised a 55 footer after having it break on
him about two or three times. 6ZP U a new
CM and deserves credit for his fir-? report and all
the dope he gathered up. 6RKK expects to be on
with a 50 watter soon and will be a good station
for San Bernardino traffic. Reliable stations for
Riverside traffic are 6ZP, 6IV, 6GT, 6APC. 6BDT.
6APC handles eastern traffic easily. He has been
heard in New Zealand three times. 6BDT. with a
lone 5 watter has been heard almost everywhere
and handle* his share of Riverside traffic. 6GT is
rebuilding for winter. 6ZP is dismantled due to
moving his QUA.
Three chances will be given an O.R.S. to report
and after that his certificate will be cancelled if he
does not report. There are plenty of fellows that
want to become Official Relay Stations, so wake up
fellows I
Dist. No. 3 : 6CBB steps out fine and always
clears his hook in fine shape. 6CDG, has been ap
pointed D.S. of district No. 3, and he is organizing
as fast as he can. 6ZBT has been appointed CM.
of FreBno. He relays traffic in all directions and
is the only station there at present that reaches
out and can be relied upon for QSR. 6CDG is a
good QSR station for all directions. Stations in
this territory are far apart and very scarce. For
this reason, some reliable stations are needed in
this district.' 6CDG and 6ZBT are the only ones
holding O.R.S. certificates here at present.
Well fellows, it sure looks as if district 4, 5,
and 6, are at last coming out of their long sleep
from the number of reports that have come in for
this month. The A.D.M. and D.M. appreciate the
showing made by the newly appointed C.M.'b and
D.S's. Keep it up fellows because there is no
reason now, with the D.M. we have backing us,
why the Pacific division should not come to the
front and be one of the best traffic divisions.
O.R.S's are lacking in these districts.
Organizing a practically un-organized territory
has been slow and tedious work, but we hope to
have districts No. 4, 5, and 6 organized as to
C.M's and D.S's very soon. Fellows wishing O.R.S.
appointments should write to their CM., D.S. 6r
A.D.M., and they will receive immediate attention.
Several inquiries have been received already and
application blanks have been forwarded. (Come on
fellowB, we need Official Relay Stations, so please
let us hear from you—A.D.M.)
Articles are being published in the Oakland and
San Francisco papers relative to A.R.R.L. activities,
so if vim fellows will look in the Sunday Radio
section of the various papers you can keep track
of what is going on in your district.
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Get your report into your CM. so he can get it
to the D.S. in time to reach the A.D.M. by the
FIRST and not later than the SECOND, as the
D.M. must have it in Los Angeles by the FIFTH,
or it won't get back to QST in time to be published.
Any A.R.R.L. member wishing information regard
ing League matters should write to the CM. who
has charge of your city, or the D.S. who is in
charge of the district, or the A.D.M. who is in
charge of that part of the state.
Dist. No. 4 : 6NX has been off the air a good
deal this summer* but is going again with a 100
watter on 150 meters?? 6BON, 6HC, 6ANH,
6APS, 6AHZ. 6AGJ, and 6CJK are on at rare in
tervals now.
Dist. No. 5 : There has not been much doing in
San Francisco this month, due to too much QRM
from bum fone sets that come on after 10 :30
P.M. 6CMM is just back from his vacation.
6CSL is a new comer on the air. 6BL will have
HEY KfcCP 3TIIL - SoMEBoDV'T
CALUN C ME NOW !

a 100 watter perking soon. 6JP has almost
finished his 50 watter. 6MF is off the air at
present. 6RY reports DX, FB, on 10 watts, using
500 volts storage batts. 6CPW'u drain pipe mast
came down. 6BQL has some funny noises in his
transmitter and can't find 'em. Hi I 6HJ, the
ivory tickler at the Pan, says he's going to have
100 watts Boon. 6BUE handles traffic on his
portable call 6BMS. 6CEC has been busy printing
"calls heard" cards. 6RW has a new shack and
will be using 100 watts storage batter juice. 6 AWT
just returned from a vacation, and will have his
250 watter going soon.
Dist. No. 6: 6IP is hooking up a MO-PA set
with 300 watts. 6NH and 6RU are getting ready
for winter. 6ZX has both transmitter and receiver
dismantled, getting ready for those bands. 6AFZ
is helping IP get on the air. 6ALX is using both
CW. and Spark. 6AMO is one of the star stations
handling traffic. 6LV has him beat about 63.
(Congratulations, fellows. FB!) 6ATZ, a new
O.R.S.. hams around with fone. 6AVH is getting
out fair with six watts in the antenna. 6BAB is
doing fine work with 10 watts. 6BIP is operating
6TI during TI's absence, using four coil Meissner.
6CAX is doing fine work with W.E. 50 watter.
6CGL awaits a job pounding brass on the high
seas. 6CTT is a new comer with a 5 watter and is
doing fine work. 6AFA is coming on soon with
high power. He won't tell how high. ^OCEE has
just returned from a vacation. €AOR-ORW-(it
college for work at present. 6AOP, 6BQI. 6ASI,
expect to be back soon. 6ASN shows a good total
on spark—'better put in CW. and run that total
higher. 6BUY, 6CEJ and 6 ARB are too busy
courting. 5DO has just purchased a couple of
"S" tubes and hopes to step out with their help
soon. He also holds the DX record around here
for summer, having worked 4570 miles WEST of
San Francisco. (FB, OM) 6BCU busy building a
Low-loss tuner and getting ready for a 50 watter.
He is using Meissner circuit. 6EW chews the rag
sometimes on fone. Meissner circuit seems rather
popular in Richmond, Cal. as three stations are us
ing it and report FB. 6HP is using a three coil
Meissner and getting lots of kick out of it on
150. Also has a calibrated oscillator like the
one described in QST and says it sure is FB.
6AGN is now on regularly and will provide a
good route to Sacramento.
Well fellows, the A.D.M. is more than pleased
IX

with this report and it wasn't much effort, waa it 7
Keep the good work up, gang!
No report from district No. 7 and 8 this month,
but it is hardly to be expected and the A.D.M. iB
still in the embryo state of organization. Next
month, however, a good report . is expected from
these two districts.
ARIZONA—6F>, old 6ZZ, is about to be per
suaded to handle Arizona again. By next month
it is hoped that we will have a report from Arizona.
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS—The gang is getting
ready for the new DX BeaBon and a lot of new
stations are hitting the air. At the present time,
6ANY and 6ADO are the only stations QSO with
the mainland. Hams here are in hopes that they
will be able to QSO New Zealand, and a series
of tests for September and October have been
arranged with 4AA of New Zealand.
Traffic: 6CGW, 20; 6CAE, 22; 6CNH, 12; 6AGK.
7; 6QJ, 2; 6RN, 4; 6BLS, 16; 6BBQ, 24; 6ZBB.
30; 6BRF, 21; 6AFG. 48; 6ZBT. 10; 6CDV, 9;
6CHX, 9; 6VL, 15; 6ADT, 30; 6ALK, 9 ; 6CDV, 1;
6PL, 105; 6CBB, 31; 6ZX, 10; 6AFZ, 5; 6ALX, 6:
6AMO, 100 ; 6ATZ, 15 ; 6AVH, 3 ; 6BAB. 15 ;
6BIP. 47; 6BMV, 35; 6CAX, 10; 6CCT, 7; 6CGL,
10; 6CLB, 40; 6CTT. 6; 6CDP, 5: 6AJF, 22;
6ASN, 85; 6BFU, 10; 6CKC, 16; 6HP, 17; 6CHL,
60; 6AWT, 58; 6CMM, 28; 6BL, 2; 6JP, 1; 6.RY.
34; 6CSL, 1; 6CPW, 5; 6BQL, 4; 6HJ. 14; 6BUF,
26; 6MF, 2; 6CEC, 1; 6CHE, 15; 6ADM. 10;
6RW, 9: 6AUU. 8: 6CLV, 30; 6LV, 163; 6CTE,
€4; 6AMM, 19; 6NX, 3.

signal, messages bear the A.R.R.L. preamble or are
not handled. 3AUU has 1000 Edison battery on his
plates of the four coil Meissner and is getting down
to
80 the
meters
; also has
wavea meter
which is3BMN
said
to be
'•berries"
and auses
IBIS tuner.
handled 62 messages. 3BVL has done some work
at his station, still maintains the same old note,
and is getting out FB, having worked up in to
New Brunswick lately. He handled 42. 3CKK, our
D.R.M. has just sent out a map of Virginia to all
O.R.S. You fellows who have received this map
QSL to 3CKK. This station handled 6 messages.
3BNE is going to sea. 3CKA handled 9 and STL 2.
Very little activity in this section at present. 3BGS
handled 5 messages using a lone 5 watter. 3FX is
getting out on a 201 -A with 60 volts B. battery.
3CFW on account of lack of power will be on with
a low-powered set. 3BFE will be on this fall with a
good transmitter. 3BZ has been logged in London*
England. 3BKX has about finished his new trans
mitter and new receiver. 3BHS says every time he
gets set for the hams something turns up and they
change the waves making it hard for him to keep up
with the gang. 3CKL is still doing consistent work
with his sot and handled 11. 3DT will be re-opened
upon resumption of school work ot VPI.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
N. R. Hood, Mgr.
87 Migs.
9CAA
C.W.
C. R. Stedman
Denver
COLORADO—Stations in Denver are all rebuilding
ROANOKE DIVISION
their sets to the new wave regulations. Traffic haft
W. T. Gravely, Mgr.
suffered terribly due to this procedure. The follow
changes in personnel and stations have taken
Fellows, here is a list of your O.R.S.'s as they now ing
place. New O.R.S. certificates have been issued to
exist. These are the ones who have made applica 9CPU.
9EAE has been appointed D.S. for district
tion for the certificates and to whom certifitMtts have No. 2 take
the place of M. O. Davis who was com
been issued. _ A division map is now being made by pelled
to resign. The O.R.S. certificates of the
3CKK, division route manager, showing location of following stations have been cancelled: 9APF, 9AVU,
these stations and the method of routing traffic
9BXM.
both in and out of the division. Your manager will andDist.
No. 1 : Stations in this district have sent
gladly issue certificates to members of the I-eague in small message reports due probably to the cause
who make application on the forms provided, and that has made all reports small this month, re
who will comply with the conditions: West Virginia building.
—8AUE, 8BBM, 8CFX, 8DES, 8BTD, 8WZ, 8AFD,
Dist. No. 2: 100% report from this district. All
8SP, 8BSU. 8AMD, 8ASE, and 8BLI. North Caro
working but traffic totals are small.
lina—4BX, 4RW, 4JS, and 4UN. Virginia—3CA, stations
Traffic:
7: 9DTE, 9; 9CDE, 5; 9CLD, 11;
3BNE, 3CKL, 3BMN, 3CKK, 8ATB, 3DT, 3BHS, 9CHT. 9; 9FVO,
3; 9AMF, 33; 9EAE, 14; 9CAA,
3BKX, 3MK, 3TI, SBBT, 3UU, 3CEL, 3BVL, 3BGS, 87; 9EEA, 9DFH.
1. stations in Salt Lake have done won
3ATJU, and 3BZ. Now, fellows, you see who has
UTAH—The
measured up, and while the list is small, it represents derful work for this time of the year. Salt Lake
the Official Relay Stations of the Roanoke Division is in what is known as a "dAd spot," yet nearly
at this writing. Does it satisfy you?
Lake station has a foreign report to its
The gang are cleaning out on the 6 to 7 P.M. every Salt
The following changes have been made in the
schedules now and we want more stations on the credit.
personnel
and
O.R-S.'s in Utah. Even Seegmiller,
air at these hours. Everybody is preparing for the D.S. for Dist. No.
2 has resigned. A new D.S. will
shorter waves in order to get on the air without the be located as soon as the new A.D.M. is elected.
quiet hours. Loose coupled transmitters are being A.D.M. Wilson has resigned and Art Johnson is
put in at all stations and we look for a Big fall and acting AD.M. at present. O.R.S. certificates have
winter.
been issued to 6CKI and 6FM. L. J. Haight has
WEST VIRGINIA—D.S. Bock reports great ac been
appointed CM. for Ogden. The state is under
tivity in West Virginia with loosely coupled trans going
entire re-organization and revision of the dis
mitters and low waves. 8SP is trying out a trans trict boundaries,
which we hope to report in full
mitter on third harmonic and says it seems FB. next month. A 000
has been organized
8AUE will try the Bame thing when he rebuilds. in Salt Lake of whichK.C.the Club
members must all have
8BLI has a new cage aerial, new transmitter com 80 meter, or below 80 meter, sets, and obey the new
pleted, and is going to try out the 75 meter band regulations religiously.
with a four tube M.O., using one tube as Oscillator Traffic: 6CRS, 13; 6RM, 54; 6AJA, 8; 6CJB, 10;
and three as amplifiers, "S" tube rectification, loose 6FM,
7.
coupled circuit.
WYOMING—7AJT
is the only station reporting
Traffic: 8SP, 12: 8DFM, 46; 8WZ. 7.
this month and reports good results on 80 meters.
NORTH CAROLINA—D.S. Simpson sends in a A.D.M. Mitchell has resikned due to moving from
small report. We should have a big report from the state. O.R.S. certificates for 7GK, 7ZV and
that state as they are thick on the air and no A.D.M.
has resigned due to moving from
reason why the reports should not be Bent in to the state.Mitchell
Wyoming will be in full operation in
the D.S. in time to get the report in on time. another month
with its three O.R. A.R.R.L. stations.
(Wake up fellows, and let's show them some pep
from this state!) 4UN is yelling for traffic—-moot
SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION
it to him gang. 4JR seems to be right on the job,
H. L. Reid, Mgr.
handled 41 and calling for more. 4BX is back on the
air and is going to liven things up again. Raleigh
GEORGIA—Traffic has suffered somewhat this
is showing signs of life. W. A. Wynne is CM.
there and is putting in a 50 watt bottle. 4EA is month due to the excitement over short waves and
most of the fellows trying to get their sets tuned
putting in a 1500 watt MG.
to the lower wave lengths. 4IO reports that although
Traffic: 4RU, 6; 4BX, 6.
VIRGINIA—3ATB is building a 10-watter now— he has been on only a short while during the month
remember he quit some time ago I Hi 1 3SG will that he has a schedule with 6EGW on 40 meters.
be on shortly at a new location. 3BCH is working This opens up a direct route to the Pacific coast for
on the code. 3MT is at a new location and using transcontinental traffic. This station has also been
touch with Argentine CBS ( now DA8 ) . From
a 5 watter. SABS has his panel set going now, but in
is undecided about plate supply. 3CKN has quit the reports received it appears that the new waves
will
undoubtedly speed up the handling of messages
flat—lack of interest. 3BMN has the only station by allowing
greater distances to be covered between
at Petersburg that has withstood the barage of
relays.
It also appears that reliable communication
static the whole summer. 1400 volts on lone five
watter, says all stations give him the QSR-QRV will be established with some of the foreign countries.
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A number of the stations which have been oft* the
air for the summer are starting up again.
Traffic: 410, 41 ; 4SI, 81.
ALABAMA—Alabama has taken on a very promis
ing outlook. Several changes have been made in the
Alabama personnel and very pleasing results obtained.
Station 5AR stands out for the month. 5AMH
comes second with 5VV running a close third. Four
new stations have been located and increased activity
can be found over the entire state.
Dist. No. 1 : Nearly all of the old timers have
been heard from and several promising new stations
have been located. 5ZAS has made some improvements on his antenna system and seems to be reach
ing from coast to coast. 5A X and 5MI have cnm<
bined. 5AMH can still be considered the most con
sistent station. 5VV is now using 50 watts and is
reaching out for new records. 6ACM will be ready
soon with 50 watts. 5GP, 5BP and 5WB seem to be
inactive. 5QP is about ready for !■..-■ with a
new 50 watter. A definite schedule with 5VV is
planned. A promising station has been found in
6ARI of Tuscaloosa.
Dist. No. 2: This district has jist been re-or
ganized with Charles RuBh, 855 Broad St., Mobile,
Ala. as D.S. 5AR handled 1 10 messages for the
month on 10 watts, with 1 K.W. spark set filling
in the gaps. He is right on the Gulf Coast where
old man QRN reigns supreme during the summer
months. 5AGD and 5AOM are working regularly
and helping to move traffic in the southern part of
the state. 5QK and 6UT seem to be producing the
goods and can be counted on for the coming season.
Army life is occupying most of 5AC's time for the
present. 5QF is working with 5AGD while his set
is being overhauled. 5AGD promises to be among
the first users of the short waves.
Dist. No. 3 : Things are beginning to happen,
especially in the vicinity of Montgomery. A. D.
Trum, 5AJP, is now CM. and at present is acting
D.S. in the absence of D.S. Brooks. Promising
material for several new "hams" has been found
among B.C.L.'s. More power to you 5AJP—rope
'em in! 6AJP has just completed numerous im
provements and is reaching out in good shape. 5ADA
has just opened up and is beginning to handle
traffic. 5AIT is off the air for a while remodeling
his set. 5WI comes forward as the star station
of the district. 5WI is using 50 watts and is
handling traffic like a veteran through QRN and
QRM. SOS and SANE will soon be on the air.
Dist. No. 4 : This district is still in a state of
rest. 5XA, the chief station, will open early in
September when school convenes for the winter.
Traffic: 5ADA, 4; 6AGD, 13; 6AJP, 28: 5AMH. 68;
5AOM. 19; BAR, 110; 5MI, 10; 5VV, 61; 5WI, 36.
SOUTH CAROLINA—4PX-4SY leads the state with
a margin in both the number of messages handled and
DX, and worked into the sixth district ten times.
Spartanburg is open to traffic through 4PV, 4IT and
4SH. All are doing excellent work. 4RR is ex
perimenting with a coupled transmitter using an
amplifier with 20 watts on the plate and has been
reported twice at 200 miles. Old 4EG is on again
with a 50 watter.
Traffic : 4PV, 73 ; 4SH, 1 ; 4IT, 21 ; 4EG, 3 ; 4RR, 41.
PORTO RICO—Conditions have been better this
month and traffic has been pushed a little. With
the arrival of 4SA on the air at Garrochales, a new
link with the mainland has been established. A new
station 4UR, has been set up at Cayey and 4KT is
now back on the air at Carolina. Traffic with these
inland towns is now poBisble.
Traffic: 4JE, 13; 4KT. 18; 4BJ, 9; 4RL, 2: 401,
5; 4UR, 2FLORIDA—Practically the entire gang is rebuilding
for the short waves. Some stations are already
using the new waves with great success, and we
expect others to be ready soon. 4PK has acquired an
experimental license and is now 4X1. 4DU and 4PI
report fine results on 80 meters. 4SB has increased
to a 50 and does better work. 4HZ reaches out with
some regularity and keeps in good contact with
Florida stations. The results of 4FS's experiments
on short waves are very pronounced ; viz—a blown
50. 4XE has returned from Maine and has been
appointed CM. of Orlando and Winter Park. He
is going strong again and has been copied in France
on a small loop and two "valves." 4IZ is away on
a vacation, which leaves Tampa dead, and con
sequently part of the second district report is miss
ing. 4QY stays on the job and is the most active
in southern Fla. 4PB, 4BL and 4UA are on now
and then and come through well.
Traffic: 4BL, 8; 4HZ, 8; 4QY, 7: 4PI, 2.
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WEST GULF DIVISION
F. M. Corlett, Mgr.
Up to September 1, 35 O.R.S. appointments had
been made under the new system and an equal
number of the big new certificates issued to the
stations qualifying. All old O.R.S. certificates
bearing serial numbers from 1 to 102 have been
cancelled. Those of you who have not sent in
your old certificate for cancellation may do so,
the certificate will be marked cancelled and re
turned to you.
64 stations report a total of 849 messages.
Northern Texas 56 stations, 648 messages. South
ern Texas 4 stations, 81 messages. Oklahoma 3
stations, 108 messages and New Mexico 1 station,
12 messages.
NEW MEXICO—5AMO reports that QRN is
getting lighter.
Traffic:
5AMO, 11.
OKLAHOMA—5AQW
is down on 80 meters.
5 AGN is operating on 150 meters from 2 to 4
A. M. regularly. 5GA has just returned from his
vacation and is rebuilding. 6ANF has been in
National Guard Camp and has not had a chance
to operate. 5JE is entirely out of operation. SZM

5AHJ), AlTUS,(?KLA- IS A F(R£MAN
is rebuilding his transmitter into a Meissner com
bination of 20 and 50 watts, erectng a 90' an
tenna and will be on the air soon. Also will
operate call of 5AKA nd 5XBD. 5APG hndled 20
messages.
All Oklahoma stations should get their reports
into their A.D.M.. SZM, 211 News Bldg., Enid,
Okla. not later than the 25th of the month.
Traffic: 5AGN. 20; 5AQW, 68.
SOUTHERN TEXAS—-Reports are very meagre
due to stations rebuilding for the fall opening.
Stations, please send your reports to the A.D.M.
not later than the 25th of the month. 5AKZ is
moving from Corpus to Waco. We congratulate
Northern Texas on getting this excellent station.
5ADI is holding down the line in his section. 5BO
is putting Western Texas on the map. He has a
schedule with M-BX and has converted two BCL's
—5AFG and 5ACP. 6FT is the only active station
in Austing now. 6XAV is returning home to
renew activity.
Traffic: SADI, 19: 5BO, 25; 5ADZ, 29; BXAQ. 8.
NORTHERN TEXAS—Certificates have been
issued to 5NW, 5UD, 5NY, 5QI, 5AHT, and 5EH.
SJF and 5CV have logged WHU. 50Q has been
reported by CB8. The popularity of low waves
is spreading like wild fire. Practically every sta
tion in the section is preparing for work on the
new 75 to 80 meter wave. Tuners and transmitters
are being rebuilt. Several stations are already
down and ready to work on the low waves.
Traffic: 5ACQ, 3; SJH, 4; 5DW, 4; SANA, 35;
5NW, 28; 5NY, 2; 6LI. Hi 5JF, 18; 5AGH. 25;
5PH, 2; 5AAF. 3; 5ADH, 24; BVU, 10; BAMG,
4; BALJ, 4; BAJT, 8; SADV-BTO. 27; BUY. 24;
5FC, 51; BQY. 3; 5UO. 75; 5AJH. 97; 5NS. 26;
5XAJ, 7; 5ALD. 11; BOQ. 12; 5AKN.-5XBH, 25;
BHY, 4; 5RG. 29; 5AHT-5HW. B; BBD, 24; 5AGQ.
16; 5QW, 2; 5CW. 2: 5CV. 1 ; 5SD. 3.
CANADIAN SECTION
A. H. K. Russell, Can. Gen. Mgr.
Summer weather and its consequent
holidays has played havoc with Canadian
amateur activities, which have been at the
lowest ebb for the past year. The sailing
of V.D.M. pepped things up a little at the
beginning of the month but to our great
disappointment the Arctic has been out of
range for short wave sets since the last
XI

week in July although she has been in com
munication with the Louisberg station of
the Marconi Company on 2100 meter set up
to August 11th at which time she reported
being 1700 miles north of Louisberg.
The advent of the short wave in the
United States has caused a great desire on
the part of Canadians for similar per
mission to use them and steps will be taken
immediately with the view to having the
Department authorize Canadian amateurs
to use the waves under 100 meters.
Enthusiasm has been manifest in Canada
and established in the west for the pro
posed all-Canadian convention to be held
this fall. The Winnipeg division crowd
have been approached and asked if they will
handle this convention but so far without
response from them and it may be necessary
for the convention to be held in some other
City if more enthusiasm for it is not shown
there. The C.G.M. will be pleased to have
letters from all Canadian amateurs who
have suggestions to make concerning this
proposed convention, such as the date and
the place.
MARITIME DIVISION
W. C. Borrett, Mgr.
Radio activity in the Mar!times has suffered a
slump this month. The storms that have visited
this part of the country, having done considerable
damaRe. Among the Halifax stations to suffer
loss of aerials, poles, etc., were 1 EF. 1EB, 1DJ,
IDQ and 1DD.
NEW BRUNSWICK—1EI is the leading Mari
time station for the month, having handled 18
messages and has been reported in England. 1AF
has also been reported in England and this should
start a movement among N.B. hams to try and
qualify for ROTAB's this fall. 1AB. 1AM and
IAN are working nowadays. 1 DU has not been
on much lately. 1BO of St. Andrews, N. B. is
going strong. Through mistaken idea, this station
was reported as being a "U" station in Canada
for summer holidays. 1BO is a Canadian ham and
is operated by Mr. Mason who promises much
activity in future. 1DN is lost, stolen or strayed.
1EI reports that 1AI has returned, which is good
news. New Brunswick has a splendid gang now.
The A.D.M. for New Brunswick sent his report this
month by radio. ( FB, OM). All stations might
try to follow his example as the gang seem to be
suffering from writers cramp, generally. 1 BZ
A.D.M. for P.E.I, reports a new station in Summerside, P.E.I., which makes three for the Island.
1BZ is rebuilding his set and with 9AK should be
on now. 1AW of Sydney is keeping tab on Cape
Breton amateurs and any stations down that way
should keep in touch with him and report their
activities. 1BQ and 1EF of Halifax are making a
tour of New England States by Auto. 1 AR has
been away from the game for a month. 1DD
handled four msgs. this month. 1DD will send
the weekly QST on 75 meters on Saturday and
Sunday nights, and would appreciate a call by
radio immediately afterwards or a card from the
Maritime gang getting the QST, to show how much
it is received. 1DD will listen in after QST cover
ing waves 75 to 80 and 125 to 175 so use any wave
you like in calling.
ONTARIO DIVISION
C. H. Langford, Mgr.
General inactivity sum up the whole division as
shown by the reports turned in. It is true there
are some fellows plugging away the same aB they
always do and it is certainly a fine thing that the
division has some of that type. Many have legitimate
excuses for lack of work and vow that as soon as
the holiday season is over better work than ever
will be done. Many fellows are accumulating the
needed parts for a real coupled transmitter for the
coming season. Others are doing some fine summer
DX receiving especially on the ultra short waves. It
is hoped that the traffic slump will leave the district
soon.
XII

A regular ham outing was given on Toronto
Island recently by A.D.M. 8BJ for his Central
Division gang. A real time was had by all including
inspection of stations and such matters as station
schedules. Several of the Eastern Ont. gang have
visited the Toronto fellows during the Exhibition
there. 3IA is now CM. of St. James.
And now we come to a part which will mean much
to all the Western Ontario gang. Old time 3GN,
more recently 9AR, has resigned from the position
of A.D.M. for Western Ontario. Byerlay asks for
leave of absence so we may expect him again. His
resignation is regretted by the D.M. and it is hoped
that his leave of absence will be short. For the
present time the Western Ontario gang will please
send all reports direct to the D.M.
Traffic: 3KQ. 24; 30H, 21; 3FC, 22; 3WG, 4; 8BQ,
6. 3GK. 6; 3VH, 10; 3NI, 4; 3XN, 3; 3AC0. 23;
30M, 4 ; 3IA, 25.
VANCOUVER DIVISION
A. J. Ober, Mgr.
ALBERTA—Alberta is well represented on the air
each night, and traffic keeps moving in all directions.
4AX is back on with a 50 watter and has a great
wallop. 4GT has now taken over the N. H. honors,
he keeps his two 250 watters busy too. 4IO can be
heard any night, and is a great traffic station 4CW
has been at the coast on holidays, ind had the
pleajur-' of fttending a "Ham" meeting there. We
haven't heard from 4IC lately. Guess he'* moving
that hill back of his aerial. Hi. Mrs. 4DQ keeps
traffic moving in great shape, and is often heard at
the key at 3 A.M. 4AB says his total Loss tuner
doesn't tune.
Traffic: 4DQ, 22; 4AX, 6.
EDMONTON—4AH has both poles down and trans
mitter in pieces. He will put in 10 watt* soon.
4CL is taking his First Ticket at Vancouver and is
expected home for a few days visit. His brother is
returning from the north shortly and will put 4CL
on the air again. 4JF the R.I. for Edmonton is
working in Revelstoke, B.C. until Varsity starts here.
G. R. Rice, the op at CJCA. intends installing a
Marconi MT4, which thrives on 10,000 volt plate
supply. Thermionic rectifier will be used. 4HF is
pounding out with 50 watt A.C.C.W. 16 msgs. were
handled to date, the station being on the air about
three weeks.
VANCOUVER—There have been more active sta
tions on the air and more new-comers, this month
than last month, and if interest keeps up at the
present rate we will sure put this division in a
class by itself. Vancouver has sure come to life,
traffic moving in all directions and everybody happy.
The West Coast gang are pulling a convention on
September 20th and expect the time of their lives.
They have been feeding the elephant "Wouff Hongs"
for these initiations. Bill Rowan will gladly give
you all the information required. The new D.S. for
Edmonton is J. E. Sacker of 4HF. He has started
things moving in great shape, and keeps that district
QSO with his 50 watt station. Alberta is represented
each night in great shape, but no reports of working
VDM yet.
The gang are all primed for the big convention on
Sept. 20th and wish to see as many outside "Hams"
present as possible. 5GO takes the cake for traffic
this month. 5GG continues to knock 'em dead with
his 5 watter. 5HG and 5EF are both on regular
and handle traffic. Other stations heard on the air
are: 6AF, 5BF. 5HH, 5DS. 5HP. and 5BJ. 5BG
is operating regularly.
VANCOUVER ISLAND—5CT reports traffic light.
He is QSO Los Angeles regular but hard to QSO
east and is building Low-Loss tuner also trans
mitter. 5SK has rebuilt his station with two 50
watters, but has not been on mu?h.
Traffic : 5CT. 6 : 5SK. 2.
PRINCE RUPERT—5CH comes through with word
of trying to get things going again. (Tnx, OM
—D.M)
WINNIPEG DIVISION
J. E. Brickett, Mgr.
Business is picking up. Most of the old timers
are back at the key and many new C.W. notes are
being heard through the division. Summer QRN
is rapidly clearing away in this division, after slamm
ing us harder than it has ever done before. East
and west traffic routes are being re-established but
the southern routes are very slow in breaking through.
Prince Albert, Saskatoon and Bufhannan are going
to make the Northern Sask. route a sure thing,
and "Dad" at 4CB. with that whale of an aerial
(Concluded on page XVt)
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
When preparing a list for QST, it is
essential to observe the following rules:
1. List the calls neatly on a separate
sheet of paper with a line of space between
lines; do not embody them in a letter.
2. Arrange the calls as they will ap
pear in QST: across the page numerically
by districts, alphabetically in each district,
Canadian and foreign calls listed separ
ately, state whether spark or C.W., and
give period of time covered by the list.
3. Forms close on the fifth of the
month preceding the date of issue of QST.
Make your lists cover the period from the
first of the month to the first of the next
if possible, but don't let your list come in
late. •
4. List only calls over 500 miles distant.
HEARD DURING AUGUST
unless otherwise specified
J. L. Menares, SFJ
Lc Blancat, Can B.P. France.
larf, lbie, lbzp, leez, lemx, lxae, lxaq, lze,
2agd, 2cxe. 2iu. 2kf. 2pd, 2rd. 2rb. 3ajd, 3bj. 2bta,
2cdk. 3cfk, 3chh, 3fc, 3lr. 3oh. 4ft. 4io, 41x, Set,
8dnf, 8cyi, 8xs, 9cog, 9abf. 9zt. Receiver (O-V-l).
Hrd 550 U.S. A Canadian st'ns to date. All cards
answered.
R. T. Wright
2 Grove Park Terrace, Chlswick. London, W4.
Ixam, lxar. lxah. lxaw, lxw, lxz, lxu, lalw.
lbgf, layf. lajk, lvc, laac, laja, lafn, laur, ler,
2xib, 2bxd, 2xab. .tab, 8awj, 8aji, 4xc.
Livio G. Moreira,
Curityba. Republic of Brazil.
Between May 19th and May 31st: CBS, fb
(Uruguay), ub, (Rio de Janiero) caf, lxz, lxam,
kdka. wgy, 8vo, 9zt, lakf. 3hh.
Carlos Braggio, DAS, ex CB8
Bernal (near Buenos Aires) Argentina.
June 15th: 9amb, 3bay, 9blK, 9dby, lavl, 2buy,
2tx. 3bnu.
C. N. Naylor, SSI
43 Hill Crescent, Longden Road, Shrewsbury, Eng.
August 23rd: laur, lbeg, 2cu, 4»a.
W. G. Wilkinson, 4AR,
21 Melrose Street, Roslyn, Dunedin, N. Z.
(March to July),
lhw, lxam, lukk, 2ar, 2mo, 2ik, 3ccu, 4nx,
4my, 4x1, 5ald, 5ajh, 5amo, 5aru, 5ckh, 5ny, 5pa,
5qx, 6aao, 6asr, 6awh, 6awp, 6alk, 6arb, 6aak,
6aos, 6buo, 6bur, 6bfa, 6bfw, 6bvr, 6bri. 6cgw,
6cmi, 6gm, 6ih, 6xad, 7pf, 7sc, 8ago, 8bcp, 9agk,
9adl, 9aul, 9bcp, 9bez, 9cpo, 9dzv, 9dge, 9me,
9xax, 9xba, 9zt.
S. K. Lewer, 6l_I.
32 Gascon y Ave., West Hampstead,
London N.W.6., England.
(July 25, 27, August 3, 10, 17)
labf. Ian, laxa. lbdu, lbdx, lbie, lboa, lbzp.
lcab. lecg. lgv, lka. Ira, lsf, lxae. lxak, lxal,
lxw, lza, lzab, 2aai, 2abu, 2afp, 2bqb, 2by. 2byc,
2cei, 2ck, 2cue, 2iw, 2xi. 3aoj, 3apv, 3av, Scdk,
3cjn, 3kq, 3ng, 3ov. 3pv. 3uh, 3xx, 4dx, or 4bx,
4ft, 8add, -,nl. 8dn or 8dd, 8fj.
Can.: lar, law, lbq, ldd, lei, 9xw.
All crds QSL'd.
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Major Raven-Hart, Lea Anes, Chile. (Chilean 9TC>
Heard since June: lajp. leez, lgv, 2cgt. 2xi,
3iz, 3abw, 4fs, 4ft, 4iz, 4je, 4sa, 4sq, 5amw, 5ck
6ft, 6nj. 5vo. 6cgw, 8brc. 8cei, 8xs, 9amb, NKF.
Cuban 2by, Italian Navy ship 1HT heard while
at Bahia.
Fernando Castano, Fernandez De Los Rios, 25,
Madrid, Spain.
(Spanish AR2)
9ali, 8cyi, Irs.
eAR" would be glad to hear from American ama
teurs.
QRK my 100 watts? Answer to name and address
above. On air after Oct. 1st.
1CNA on board U. S. S. Acushnet,
Woods Hole, Mass.
4af, 4bx, 4dx, 4ft, 4hz, 4io, 4ku, 4mb, 4sa, 4sh,
4un, 4xg, 4zd, 5air, 5aiy, 5akn, 5apc, 5cn, 5dn,
5hp, 5mi, 5nj, 5nt, 5oq, oot, 5ph, 5rg, 5sg, 5uk,
5vv, 6bwl, 6cfz. 6cgw, 7agi, 7ahs, 7ob. 9aau, 9aey.
9ahh, 9ahp, 9ahq, 9ajs, 9alb, 9aot, 9apy, 9ato.
9ayh, 9bak, 9bbx, 9bcx, ,9bel, 9bfx, 9bga, 9bgn,
VI, ih. 9bjm, 9bkj, VI, II,. VI, ml.. 9bmu. 9bna. 9bpd.
9bpt, 9ccm, 9cco, 9cii. 9cip. 9cnb, 9ctr, 9dbf. 9dct,
9ddp, 9djd, 9dlw, 9dqr, 9drr, 9duj. 9dxq, 9ear,
9efz, 9eiv, 9eji, 9ekh, 9eky, 9eld. 9em, 9es. 9fy,
9hm, 9hp, 9hu. 9hw, 9kq, 9uc, 9tt.
Special: 3xx, 3zo, 4xg, 4zd, 5zas, 7zx, 9za, 9zt,
9zk, 9xbd,
Phone: 4dx, 4ft, 8brc, 8dat, 8xab.
Can.: lar, lbq, ldd, lei, 2be. 3afp. 3bq, 3fc.
3kk. 3he, 3kq, 3vh, 3wp, 4ab, 4cr, 4dm. nfv, nkf,
whu, wnp.
Foreign : uft.
5ZAV at sea
Tampico: lei, 4eq, 4fs, 4iz, 5ame, 5aex, 5agl,
5agn, 5amk, 5acj, 5acf, 5amw, 5ajh, 5ail, 5agf.
5aen, 5aa, fibo, 5ck, 5es, 5ew, 5gi, 5iq, 5ii, 51m,
5nh, 5nn, 5nj (loudest), 5ns, 5oc, 5ox, 6oq, 5pk.
5qx, 5rg, 5to, 5uw, 5uk, 5ux, 5vo, 5vu, 5wy, 5xaw,
5xab, 5xbf, 5zas, 6bbh, 9aau, 9ahn, 9amb, 9aim,
9avx. 9bkk. 9cym, 9cee, 9elb, 9eky, 9vm, 9mc, 9zt.
Mex.: bx, lk. Cuban 2by.
Kdka, wgy 100
meter.
At Puerto Mexico, July 23 : 5alz, 5cc, 5hp,
5rg, 5nk, 5nj, 5ns, otb, 5zd, 9dqu. Kdka.
At Frontera (Mexico), July 25th, 1924: lxae,
5pk, 5akn, 5agn, 5fm, 5ft, 5hg, 5nj, 5oq, 5ua, 5uk,
5vq, 8xao, 9amb, 9dgm. Kdka.
c2BN at sea near Hamburg, Germany.
Auj{. 23rd: lgv, lbqt, lbvb, lyk. 2by, 2rb,
2bbx, 2bgo, 2bmr, 2bqb. 2cei. 2cbk, 3bj, 3gc, 3zo,
3bna, 3bta, 3ccv, 3cjn, 4sb. 5nj, 8cko, 8hv, The
loudest by far was lgv. Receiver, lbgf tuner and
1 step.
Can. 3VH, 56 Madison Ave., Toronto, Ont.
(4ft), (4bx), 4qy, (5akn), 6afq, 5ce, Sin, 5oq,
(9aau), Oaks), (9arf), (9azr). 9bcx, 9bdu, 9bmk,
9btk, (9cei). 9ckh, (9dfq), (9dol). 9dqu, (9duj).
(9ebh), 9eht. 9ed. (9uc).
Can. 4cr, (vdm), abt 400 m 9outh of Etah.
Foreign, poz, uft.
A. Emich, U. S. S. N. 3
New London. Conn,
ldb, ldl, lgb, lgc, lgh, lhr, ljw, lkr, lkv, loa,
lov, low, lpy, lrg, lro, lru, lsk, lum, lzk, lzp,
laac, laap, labf, labi, labt, laex, lafa, lafc, lan,
lafl. laht, lafu, lahl.laid. laix, lajr, lajt. lakz,
1 all, lanh, lanq, laos, laqi, laur, lavj, lawu,
lawx, laxa, laya, layz, lazr, lbcb, lbcy, lbdx.
lbie, lbiz, lblu, lbmr. lbpw, lbqe, lqu, lbqq,
lbrj, llbtq, lbwj, lcac, lecx, -cgh, legj, lcjg,
lemp, lemx, lepj, lewp, lsap, 2al, 2bt, 2by, 2cj,
2cv, 2el, 2em, 2Sv, 2gk, 2iu, 2ju, 2kx, 21e, 2mo,
2rb. 2ub, 2um. 2wr. 2acs, 2aef, 2aeq, 2aey, 2aig,
2akn, 2anh, 2apy, 2asx, 2aue, 2aup, 2awv, 2bbi,
2bbx, 2beo, 2bjo, 2bkr, 2bmr, 2bqb, 2bqe, 2bqr, 2brb,
2bxw, 2cgk, 2cgo, 2cqr, 2chg, 2cjo, 2ckl, 2cmk,
2c6k, 2cql. 2cqn, 2cqz, 2crj, 2cro, 2crw, 2ctq,
XIII

2cui, 2cvu, 2cvj, 2cwj, 2cxk, 2czb. 2xab, 3ch. 3fc,
Sim, 3kq. 3 mo. In, Soo, 3qt, 3tf, 3tt, Szo, 3zt.
3acr, 3afp. 3ago. 3aha, 3anj, Saoj, 3apv(
3aqg, 3awv, Sbcl, 3bdo, tbkl, 3bnu, Sbta, 3btu,
3buv, 3btp, 3bvd. 3bvl, Scdk, 3chc. Scgs, 4ft. 4gl,
4gv, 4io, 41c, 4oi. 4rt, 4xe, 5ft, Bgh, 5ub, Samh,
6gw, 6awt, In (d), ltd. 7zu, 7aez, 7aez, 7azx,
Saq, gbt, 8hv, 8kt, 8nu. 8pj. 8pv, 8rk, 8rv 8ry,
8uf, Sis, 8aan, 8aig, Sail, 8aqd, 8avl, 8bko, 8blc.
8bnd, 8re, 8brm, 8bsq, 8btc, 8buc, 8bvd, 8clc, 8clx,
8cnq, 8cuv, 8cxm, 8daa, 8dgf, 8dgp, 8dmr, Sdan,
8dtc, 8duf, 8gpu, 9vh, 9xw, 9abb, 9afi, 9agl, 9apa,
9asy, 9avh, 9btj, 9bwf, 9cee, 9cza, 9doe, 9dyu,
9dlj. 9d»l.
Jupu, Sxap, 6xa probably 6xad.
Canadian 9al, 3fa, Sap, 4mx, 2ab.
1AAC, Framingham, Mass.
All below 100 meters: (4io), (4sa), 4xe, (4xx),
(4zd) Same, Sli, Son, (9aei), 9ahq, 9auw, (9bcx),
9cew, (9cil), (9cip), 9cva. 9cxx, 9dbf, 9dct, 9djd,
9dpx, 9dqa, (9elb), 9eld, (9em), 9tt, 9xbb, (Via),
9zt, (nfv), (nkf), (wvp). wwv.
Foreign: Ipz, poz, uft, cb2 (qra?)
1ABA 48 Summer St.,
Hyde Park, Mass.
4dx, 4ft, 4rz, 4uk, Sajf, Sbx, 8aex, 8agt, 8ah,
8apn, 8aq, 8avx, 8bey, 8bjd, 8bp, 8bzg, 8bzr, 8dmr,
8dmz, 8qh, 8zz, 9aal, 9ahz, 9bgf, 9bmu. 9bru,
9buy, 9cfk, 9mu, 9tw, 9uz, 9xby, 9zt. whu.
Can. 2-be. 3ob.
French, "Paris" and uft.
German, lpz.
Argentina, cb-8.
Norman H. Miller. 1AWE,
25 Phillips Street, Providence, R. I.
4bl, 4dv, 4dx, 4ft, 4hr, 4hw, 4io, 4oa, 4ru. 4sa,
4zd. Sagn, Saiy, Samh, Sapc, Baqp, Sdw, 5in, 5ru,
Bvv, 6agk, 6apw, 6awt, 6brf, 6bt, 6bvz. Gbwl,
6cgw, 6chl, 6cnl, 6pl, 9aau, 9ach. 9aei, 9aey, 9aoo,
9bcx, 9bfl, 9bhi. 9bkj, 9bkk, 9bmk. 9bpf, 9bty.
9bup, 9caa, 9cdv, 9cfl, 9cgy, 9chi. 9cho, 9cip, 9co,
9cpu, 9czq, 9dky, 9dms, 9doa, 9dqg, 9ecs, 9egu,
9eky. 9xky, 9xbb, 9xbg, 9za. 9zt.
1PY 34 Ellington St., Longmeadow, Mass.
4bx, 4dv, 4dx, 4ft. 4hw, (4to), 4pk, (4pv), 4oa,
4sa, 4sy, 4xx, Sin, 4oq, Sqk, Sag, Svv, Sagn, Sapc,
5zas. 6cgw, 9cm, 9hm, 9hr, (9hw), (9oa), 9zt,
(9aad), 9aau, 9aal, 9acq, 9agl, 9aic, 9aii, (9alb),
9arp, (icw), 9ato, 9awm, 9bcb, 9bkj, 9bmk, 9bmu,
9bpd, 9bvn. (9btk), 9byc, (9ccf), (9cco). 9cdv,
9cee, (9cek). 9cfs, 9cii, (9clz), 9cmf, (9cwp),
9cxx, 9cze, 9dbj, (9dct), 9dei, 9djd, 9dkv, 9din,
9dmj, 9doe, 9dqa, 9dqe, 9dqu, 9dwx, 9ebh, 9eky,
(9eld), (9elp). 9xbg, Sxbh.
Canadian. 3oh. 4cr.
Short wave, nkf, nfv, nerk2, poz, vdm.
2AEY, Elizabeth, N. J.
labs, laco, (laeo), (lahl). (lajo), lajt. (ljx),
(lall), (lbbx). lbym, lemx, (lgh), (lzt), lrq.
lse, (3acc), 3api, 3avg, (Sbez), 3bkl, Sbmn. 3bta,
3buv, (3cdk), 3cdn, 3cfc, 3cgc. Schc, (Scka),
3ckl, (3xan), (3bm). (3bu). Sdk, 31g, (3mk), 3tf,
(3qt). (4ft), 4hw, 4io. 4it, 4jr, 4pv, Sapc, Sfv,
5mi, Snj, Ssg, Svv, Swi. 5zb, 6cgw, 61v, 6fp, 8aat,
(8acm), 8aii, lams, (8vd), 8bbf, 8bcb, 8bhy,
8bjt, 8bkir, 8boa, 8brc, 8bzf, 8cci, (8cmh), 8cnq,
(8con), 8cpq, (8cud), 8cuv, (8cxm), 8daa, 8dgo,
8dgw, 8dhs, 8dhu, 8djf. (8dki), 8dmv, (8doo). 8doq,
Sdsn, 8dtw, (8aq). 8bp. 8cb, 8gz, 8hv, 8ku, (8uf),
8wo, 8wz, 8rh, 8rj. 8sf, 8tt, (9taa), 9afk, 9arp,
8biu. 8bmu, 8bsf, 9cfk. 9djz, 9dyy, 9hk, 9hw, 9vm.
Can. 2bn. (3oh).
2CVX, Bronx, N. Y.
(abf), (lafa). lajo), lajx, (lams), (larf), laul,
lave, (laxf). ( lbbx) ,< lbcc),( lbgg). < lbkf ), (lbkp),
(lbtt), (lbqf). lcab, leue (lcmx), (ldf). (lgc).
(lhe). Ika, (lfn), (lnc). lpl. lpy. (lrf). lrg,
(lrw), (lse). 1 xw, lzo, (lvu), 4af, 4bx, 4cs, 4dx,
4fs, (4ft), 4ga, 4gw, 4hr, 4hw, 4io, 41d. 4oa, 4ot,
(4og). 4pv, 4ru, 4sw, 4un, (4mb), 4qf, Sagn,
(Sagv), Saiy, Samn, Sapc, Sam, Szae. Suf, Smi,
Bpk, Spu; Suk, Sxa, 6as, 6awt, 6cgw. 7bc. 7co,
7fd. Tit. 7no, (Say), 8bn, (8bt), 8rt, (8sf). (8tt).
(Suf), 8ut, (8vq), 87.7., 8aan, 8acm. (8add). 8aer,
(8ajn). (Sakk), Sams, 8aqo. Savl. Savl, 8avx.
(8axf), 8bkh, (8brc). 8bsm, (8cci). <8cct). (8cdc).
(8cei), (8clc). 8cni. 8cnq. Scud. 8cwu, Sdaa, Sdat,
Sdcm. 8dgo, 8dkl, 8dmr. 8dmt. (Sdnb), (8doq).
9aaw. 9ado, 9afk, 9aii, 9ako, (9apa). 9arf, 9arr,
(9atn). 9avy. 9bcc. 9beb, 9biw. 9bjo. 9bna. (9bmk),
9bmu, 9bpt. 9bsp, 9bty, 9bwp, 9bye, 9byt, 9ccf.
9cch, 9ccw, 9cdv. 9cfl. 9cfk. 9cip, (9ckh). 9csg.
XIV

9cvf, 9dbj, 9del, 9dlw, 9dpx, 9dul, 9dvw, 9ebh,
9eky, 9elb, 9eld, 9eji, 9av, 9es, 9hr, 9pq, (9uc>. 9tg.
Can. (2be), 2cg, (3bq), (Sco), 3ni. (3vh).
3TF, Ruxton, Md.
(leez). (2cnk), 4af, (4dx), (4hw), 4io, (4Jr),
4tj, (5aiy), (Sakn), (Sapc), Smi, (Ssg), Svv, Szaa,
6cgw. Tot? (8dfm), (9apy), (9arf), 9azr), 9bcb,
9bgx, (9bkj), 9bmu, 9bmv, 9bpy, (9bwf), (9cbz),
(9ccw), 9cej, 9cfi (9coc), 9cov, 9dbJ, (9dbm).
(9dbp), 9dfq), (9dmj), 9duj, 9dvi. (9dvw), 9abh,
(9efz), (9gp), 91e. (91z). (9uc), (9zk).
Canadian: 3gk. Sni, (300), vdm, nkf, kwhu.
French: uft.
German : poz.
Porto Rico: (4sa).
3HW, 3CS, ex-3CP on Delaware River Expedition
See '^Communications" in this issue.
Sept. 13th; lgh, lzt. lbcf, lbtf, 2rk, 2xd. 2aar.
2cuk, 2cxi, 2cyw, 2ac, 2bg, Smo, 3wb, 3abw, Sacr,
3cdk, 4kk, 4mb, 4qf, 4si, Sek, Smb. Sqh, Suk, Salz.
5amh, 6aqm, 8ako, 8bow, 8byb, 8byn, Seed, 8cmt,
8coo, 8dmy, 9adh, 9bjl, 9cii, 9dcd, 9dth, 9xbe, nrj.
4DX-4SY, 902 N. Main. Greenville, So. Car.
(labf), labs, laer, laii, lajg, lajp, lajx, lalj,
lapj, larf. layt, lbag, (lbb), lbbe, (lbbo), lbdx,
(lbgq), lbie, (lbiz), lbjo, lbrx, lbwj, lack, lcaz.
lego, lckp, lemp, lepe, lepo, lcqn, lctp, lfb, lgv.
lii, lkc. lmo, lmy, lrr, (lrw), lsf, (lsz), lwj.
-wr, lxaq, lxu. lzm. (2aay), (2acs), 2agq, 2ayv,
2azy, 2bbx. 2bgg, (2bgi), 2bgo, (2bmr), (2bqb),
2brb. (2bqb). 2bvy, 2by, (2byk), (2cac). 2cdv,
(2cee), 2cei, 2cg, 2cnk, (2cqp), 2cqz, (2crq),
(2cvj), 2cwp, 2dx, (2kk), 21e, (21v). 2mt, 2rb,
(fone), (2rk). 2ry. (2sy), 2wc, 2wdi (2wr).
2wz, 2xbf, 2xbu, (3ach), 3acr. (3adb), Sadc, 3adj.
3adp, Oafs), 3agf, 3ahp, Savg, Sajj, (3aky),
3aoj), 3api, 3apu, 3apt, (3apv). (3aqr), (3ava).
Sbcf, 3bch, 3bco, (3bcg), (3bm), (Sbmn), 3bmz,
3bno, 3bnu, 3bof, (3bta), (Sbuy), <3bva). (3bvl),
3bvu, Sbwt, Sea, 3cbx, 3ccu, 3ccv, (Scdk), Scdu.
(3cel), (Scfc), 3cgi, 3cgn, (3cgq). (Scgs). (3chc).
(3chh), (3cia), (Scjm), Sckl, 3dq, Sek, 3el, 3fb.
3gc, 3gk, 3gm, 3gz, (3hd). (Shh). (Shs). (3kq).
Slf, 31g, (3mf), 3mo, (3nf), Sni. (Soe). (Sog).
Soo, (3at). (3ov). (3ph), 39f), (3ta). (Stf), 3th.
3tj, 3uy, 3uh, 3xg, 3xx, 3yh, (Sid), 3zh, 3zm.
Szo, 4um, 5abc, (5aaj), 5ac. (5acl), Sadv, Sadz,
Saex, 6agh, Sagn, (Sagq), 5ahd, Saic, 5aiu, Saiy.
Saj, (Sajh). (Sakw), Sakz, Salz, (5amh). 5amu),
(5aom), (Sapc), Sari, fone, qra? Sazn, qra? Sau„
(Sbp), 5ck, 5cn, Sdw, Seg, (5ek), Sez, Sfm, Sfv,
(Sgi), Bgp), Sew, 5ht, Shu, 5ik. Bin, 5is, (5jf),
Sjr, (Ska). Skc), Skm, 5kn, (51r),5ma, Smb. Smz.
Snj, Snn, 5ns, (Snt), 5nw, Soq, Spk, 5qh, Sqj, Sqk,
5qz, Srd, Srg, Srh, Sru, 5rx, Srz, 5sg, 6uk, Sum,
Bux, (Bvv), Svu, 5vx, Svy, 5wa, Swh. (5wi),
(Swo), Swp, Bzg, 6aat. 6abt, 6acm, 6afz, 6age,
6aid, 6amg, 6and, 6aol, 6aos, (6apw), 6avv, 6awt,
6bbc, 6bcg, 6bcp, 6beh, 6beo. 6bfw, (6blk). 6bpp.
6brf, Gcae, 6cbg. (cdn). 6cgp, ( 6cgw often), 6chz,
6ckp, 6cp, 6dd, 6eb, 6em, 6er, 6fm qra?, 6fp, 6ih
qra?. 6kl, 6jf qra?, 61v, 6od, 6pl. 6tv, (6xad). 6x1.
6zx. 67,bk, 6zar. 6zah, 6xbc, 7acb, 7acx. 7aek,
7aiy. 7co. 7dc. 7fd. 7fq, 7hw, 7it, 7iw. 7jf. 71j.
71q, 7ot, 7tt, 7uu, 7zd, 7zu, 8abp, 8abq, 8adk,
(8ads), 8aej), 8aer. (8ago). 8agw, (8agz). (8aip).
(Sajn). 8ak, (8ab), 8alf, 8alk, 8alp, Sapn, 8app,
8apw, (Saq), 8aqf, 8aqk, Sart, (8atp). (8axf).
8axt, 8axx, (8azg), 8bbm, 8bda, (8bdv), Sbf, 8bfe.
(8bgz), (8bhe), (8bhf). 8bhj, (8bho), (8bit), fone.
Sbiz fone. (8bjg), (8bkh). (8bkm). (8blk), (8blp).
8blw, 8bmb, 8bmt, 8bnf, 8bnh, 8bno. (8boe).
(Sboy), 8bp, 8bpa, 8bpl, (8bqb), (8brc) fone. 8brj,
(8brm). 8bsf, (8bsu), 8bvr, 8bxm, 8bxv. 8bxw,
8bzc. (Scab fone), 8cb, (8cc), 8cci, 8cck, 8cdt.
8cdx, Scei, 8cfd. (8chp), (8cvp), 8ckc, 8ckm. 8cIo.
(Scon). Scqh. (8cqx), 8cra. 8crw, (8cta), (8cud),
Scux. 8cvq, 8cwd, 8cwl, (8cwp), (8cxi), (8cxm).
(8cxw). 8cyi, 8cyt, 8daa, (8daf), 8dat, 8dbm, 8dc,
8ddc. 8ddx. 8dec. 8deg, (8dfm), 8dfo. 8dgl, 8dgp.
Sdgr. (8dgv), 8dki. (dkm), 8dla, 8dmp, 8dnp,
8dmx, (8dnf), 8dnx, 8dpe, 8dpl, 8dpo. 8dqk, (8dsn).
8dtc, 8dua. 8cr, (Sfj), 8fm. (8fn), 8ga. 8ge, 8gs.
(8gw). (Shb)ura???, 8hn, 8hv. 8kc, 8kg fone,
(Skh). 8ki. 8kk. (8ku). 8qc. 8qb. 8qd, 8rj, 8rr.
(8ry). (8sf). 8uf. 8ve, 8vn, (8vq). 8vt, 8wd, (8wz).
8xs, 8yae. 8zb. 8zg qra?, 8zae. 8zaf, Sxba, 9aal,
9aau, 9aav, 9aaw, flado. 9agl, 9ahl, 9aic. 9aiu,
(9alb). (9aps), (9aru), 9asf, 9ash, 9ato. 9auc.
(9aud). 9aun, (9auy), 9avc. 9ayl, 9ayx, 8baz,
9bcb, 9bcc, Obex), 9be. 9beb. 9bhd, 9bhB, 9big.
(9bio). 8biu. 9bjk, 9bk, (9bkk), 9blm), (9bmk spk),
9bmu, 9brd, 9bre, 9brx, 9bty. (9buk), 9bvz, 9bwf,
9caa, 9eah. 9cb, (9cco), 9ccs, 9ccv, 9ccw, 9cdz,
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(9cea>, 9cee, 9cej. 9cfi. (9cgn). (9cgq), 9cii.
9cow, (acp), 9csu, 9cxx, <9cze), 9czm, 9czo, 9czp,
9dae. 9day. (9dKv). (9dhl>. 9dhs. (9dje). 9djn,
(9djz). 9dra. 9dlo. 9dlw, 9dmj. 9dnit, 9dnh, (9doe),
9dpz. 9drr, 9dsa, 9dih. (9dal). 9dsx, 9dte. 9dtk.
9dun. 9dwx, 9dxa, 91xn, (9dxs), 9dxy. (9eak),
9efc, 9ei. 9eiv, 9eky, 9el. (9elq). 9enw. <9ed).
»er, 9es, 9kc. 9gs, 9hw, 9nu. 9eb. (9nu), 9oa).
(9pq), 9pz, 9ss. 9ta, 9uz, 9nc, 9vz. 9wu. 9xbd,
9xax, 9yak, 9yi, 9zc, 9*g. 9zt. 9zy.
Mexican: gx.
Porto Rico: 4je.
Cuban: 2by.
Canadian: lar, lbv, ldj. ldt, leb. (2bg>, 2bn,
2fw. 3abb. 2adn, 8bq, (3gg>, (Sly). (3oh). 3ph,
Ota), (8wc), 4cl, 4cq, 4hh, Sch, Bio. 9al.
4RR. 290 Wofford Campus, Spartanburg, S. C.
laac, lahw, lajp, lajx, 1 all. lang, lany, larf.
lare, laur. lbie, lbio. lblx, lbsc, (lbwj), lboq,
lccz, lcmx, lcmy, lckk, lcpc, lcue, lei, lfu, lgu,
lrv. Int. lwv, lxae, lxaq, lxw, 2aac. labt, ladj,
2agd. 2ara. 2blm. 2bjo. (2bqb). 2bqh. (2brb), 2byc.
2bzo, 2cjj. 2cee, 2chz. 2cnd. lenk, 2cpa. lcqa, lcrp,
22cxe, 2cyx, 2cyx, 2 by. 2cu, 2dx, 2iu, 2 mo. 2mu,
(2kf), 2rb, 2rk. 2x.i 2xx. Saoj. 2abw. Sack. 3adp,
3aem, 3aer, Sahc. Sat*. Sapi, Sapv. Sahp, Sauf.
3auu, 3avr, 3avn, )ayn, Sbco, 3blc, 2uy, 3bva, Sbng,
3bta. Sbab. 3bwt, 8bdi, Sbvl, (3bmn), 8bux. Sbfe,
3btx, Scki, 8chc, 3cka, 3ckl, 3cuu. Scge, 3cla, 3cfc,
3czc, 3cjn. 8cdk. 3bg, Sbj, 3ca. 3fa, 3fr. 3gc, 3hz.
3hb. 3jo, Ski, 31e, 311. Smb. 3me. 3ph. Sad. 3tf.
3uu, 3uv, 3zn, 3zo, Sadv, 5agv, 5aer. 5aey, 5amf.
5ago, Sajh, 5apc, 4aex, 5ari, Sfs, (Ska). 5gi, 5ko,
5pk, 6nj, 5oq, Bqo, 6ru. 5to. Sua, 5vv, 5wo, 6xi,
5zas, 6awt, Gaws, 6avv, 6cgw. 6hcl. 7co, 7gr, 7qc,
9aa, 9aau, 9aal, 9aat, 9ayx, 9arr. 9azb, 9azy, 9apa.
9axp, 9aau, (9aii), 9auy, 9aei, 9arf, 9auw. 9avw.
9aoo, 9aun, 9ado. 9azi, 9bkk, 9bcb, 9baz, 9bmu,
9bkj, (9bmk), (9btk). 9byt, 9btv, 9bwy, 9bhb,
9bpt, 9bpx, 9bmo, 9chh, 9cbb. 9cdw. 9cpu, 9cfa.
9cng, 8emi, 9esz, 9cdv, 9cvl, 9ctd, 9coc, 9cfz. 9cah,
9cze. 9cnw, 9szl, 9cap, (9cek), 9cdp, 9cfi. 9cee,
9doe. 9dbf, 9daa. 9dbm. <9dfq), 9dat. 9dwk,
9del, (9dmj), 9djp. 9ddp, 9dvw, 9dnn. 9dxr. 9dbj,
9dio. 9dex. 9eis. 9eld. 9eky. 9av. 9bk. 9ca. 9cm.
9em. 9ea, 9ed. 9fj, 9hm, 9hp, 9hr. 9hw, 9oa. 9sz.
9tq. 9xbd, 9xbe, 9xbh. 9xw. 9zb, 9zt. nkf. nfv,
wbi, whu, wcj.
Can.: Ibq, lei, 2be. 2cg, 3aa. Sad. 3bq. 3co. 3fc,
(3he). 3sp, Svh. 5go, 9bc, 9bw.
Foreign : poz.
M. Castro Fernandez. 4RL and
A. E. Saldana. 4TL.
No. 13 Olimpo Avenue, Santnrce, Porto Rico,
labf, laeg. lar, lcgv, lgv, lrf, lze. 2ana. 2bml.
2bmr. 2bqh, 2by, 2cqz. 2cuk. 2cxv. 2iu. 2kf, 3bco,
Sbva, 3cik. 3cjn, 3co. Sra, 3zo, 4ai. 4bq, 4ft. 4fu.
4io. 4kl. 4pk. 4pv, 4rr, 4ab. 5ajh. 5nj. Bwi, 8apo,
Sblc. 8brc, 8dgt, 8dt, 8xbp, 9aau, 9bmk, 9cch. 9cee,
9eld. 9zt. nkf, wgy.
Foreign : poz, lpz.
R. Bartholomew, 4SA.
Carrochalea, Porto Rico,
(laac), lahw, ( 1 all ) . lasm. lay, lbwj, leg,
lcky, (lemp). lpk, low), (lrf). laf), lvk), lxam.
lxw, 2aft, (2agb), 2bfm, (2cac), (2cu), 2ix, 2gk,
2ku, 2xab, 3bco, 3bva. 3cia. 3cjn, Sgc. (3tc), (ft),
4io, 4js, 4pv, 4oa, 4sb, (4xe), (zd), 5am, Snj. 6cgw.
8bpa, (8ccr). 8cfl, 8cyi. 8zg. (9aic). 9aii. 9cfl,
Poz and Paris are Qaa hr. Also 2yt calling leem
(daylight).
5JF, Marshall, Texaa.
gbac, 2cqz, 3zr, 4ai, 4cs, (4du), 4dv, (4dx). 4eq,
4fg, 4fs, 4ft, 4fx, 4gw, (4hz), 4ia. (4io), 4iz, 4nz,
(4oa), 4pq, 4sa, (4si), 4tj, 411, 4zb, nndm, fibrf, 6cae,
6cgo, 6cgw, 6cng, 6cto, 6mh, (8aal), (8abm), 8atp.
8avx, (8bci), 8bhe. 8brc, 8cmc. (8cwp), 8cwu, 8dnu,
8doc, 8dom, (8dsn), 8hv, 8ry, 8xbh. Hzg, vdm, nkf.
whu, kdka.
Mex. : if.
5KC, Plaquemine. La.
2by. 2bqb, 2cvj, 3ad, Sage, 3auv, 3buy. Sbva. 3buv,
3xav, 4dt, 4dx, 4kk, 4pd, 4qf, 4sa, 4ua, 5ck, 5fm. 5Ki,
5hp, 5in, 5jf, 51m: 5mb, Smi, 6nn. 6oj, 5o<i, 5ph. 5qh,
5se. Sag, 5zk, Saai, Saef, 5adv, 5agv, Sair, 5ajt, Sapc,
5apm, Szas, 6aao, 6cek, 6cgw, 8es. 8hv, 8tt, 8vq, 8yn.
8aey, 8abm, 8alw, 8anm. 8apw, 8art, 8bma, 8brc, 8cta,
8cwc. 8cxm, 8dbm, 8dbo. 8dcr, 8dem, 8dgo, 8dnh, 8doo,
9oa, 9tg, 9vc. 9zd. 9aau. 9akd. 9acb, 9asz. 9att. 9baz,
9beb, 9bjp, 9bpd, 9bpy, 9cao, 9cco. 9cfi. 9cjs, 9ckh.
9chv, 9day, 9del, 9dix, 9duj. 9dun. 9eji, 9eky, 9xbe.
Can. : Sad, 4cr.
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5AJH, Abilene. Texas.
lbwj, 2cu. 2gk. 2rk, (or jrk ?), 2xi, 4fa, (4io), 4kl,
4oa, 4pv, 4tj. 6ajd, 6aji. 6atz, 6awt, 6bjx, (6blq),
(6cae). (6cbb), 6cct, (Seek). (Scgo), (6cgw), Gcng,
6ji. (6of), (6vd). (7gr). 7no. 7sf. 7zn, 8bet. 8brc,
8bxf, 8cdc. 8cwu. (8cyi), (8dfb). 8drp. 8xs, (9adr).
9ahj, (9aksk, I9auw). (9awm), (9ayx), 9bcx, 9bfp,
9bhd. <9bqh). (9bzi), (9ccw), 9cee, (9cfi), (9cfk),
9cfy, (9cip), (9cog), (9cpu), (9dei), (9djp). (9dpx),
(9eak), (9eam). 9eao. (9eht). 9eky, (9ela), (9hn),
(9qw), (9rb), 9xbb, (9zt).
Can.: Saa, <4fv).
lrv, (2cee), (2chz), 2cyx. 2qa, Sbdi, Sbfe, Sbnt,
3bta. 3rv. (4af). (4fq). 4Cy. 4pv, (6agk). 6alf,
(6cgs), 6chl. 6crx, (6ms), 6pq), 6tn, (6vd), 7gr.
7io, 7qc. (8ada). 8cci, (8dbm), 9bqy, (9clq), (9cyz).
9djd, (9dxw).
Can.: Sbq, (4fv), 9av.
Hot dawg 1 DX wx agn. Hrd mi cw?
6FL, 1749 Magnolia Ave, Los Angeles, Calif.
lxae, 3cy, 4pb, 4xf, Sank, Saz, 5bc, See, Sdo, Blq,
Smi. 5rg. 7acf. 7acl. 7acr.»7ahs, 7alc, 7aif, 7akk, 7cq,
7ga. 7gu. 7U. 7im, 7io. 7it, 7kn. 71d, 71n. 71w, 7mv.
7nb, 7no„ 7ob, 7od, 7ok. 7ot. 7pz, 7qc. 7ry, 7ub, 7un.
7zn, 8aj. 8cwp. 8du, 8xs, 9aal, 9abc, 9acb, 9acf, 9aha,
9ajr, 9amb, 9ano, 9ash, 9asz, 9ax, 9bsw. 9bun, 9bx,
9car, 9cav, 9eca, 9cct, 9cdr. 9cfu, 9cfy, 9cju, 9cnd.
9co, 9cpf, 9cpu, 9csa, 9clo. 9cty, 9cus, 9cvu. 9ded,
9dkv, 9dt, 9dte. 9dqa. 9dqe, 9eae, 9eam, 9ely, 9ejn.
9eky, 9jn. 9kq. 9td. 9tf.
Can. : 4gt, Sgg. Sgj. Bgo, Sgt.
2823 East Sixth Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
Sajh, Sak, aSkd, Sakn, (Samo), 51m, Bnj, Soq, 7aby,
7agi, 7aiy, 7fr, (7gr), 7gv, 7ij, 71a, 7no, (7nw). 7ok,
(7qc), (7Bf). 7ui. 9amb. 9axx 9cfi, 9cld. 9dkv, 9doe,
9dxy. (9eam). 9eky.
Can.: (Sen). Sgg, 5go.
6CTE. Brookdale, Calif.
4pb, 5agn, Bajh, Sakn. 5amo, 5bu. Bef, 5gf, Big,
Smi, Sux, Sxv. (7agz), (7ajq). (7akk), (7alk), (7av)
(7cm). (7dd) (7dz) (7gr) (7gv), (7kb), (7kv), (71a)
(7mf). (7no), (7nw), (7pj), (7pz). (7qy), (7tq).
(Tun). (7vn), 8apn, 8bit. 8brc. 9ado, 9agl, 9ahs.
9bm, 9bng, 9bxe. 9caa. 9ccs, 9cfi, 9cju. 9cpu, 9dbf,
9dkv. 9dng, 9dpx, 9eae, 9eam, 9efy, flss, 9zt.
Can.: 4gt, (5ch). (5gg). (5go).
South American : Venezuela C9G. C9G—QRA 7 pse.
6 BBV, J. Barsby, 518 W SO St..
Los Angeles.
Sado, 5amo, Sao, Sen, Sgo, Sir, 400-fis, 7aak, 7acf,
7acu, 7adg. 7adp, 7aek, 7af, 7ahs, 7aif, 7aiv, 7aj.
7ajq, 7akk, 7ald, 7av, 7bj, 7em, 7go, 7gr, 7ha, 7ju.
7jw, 7ke,71s, 7mf. 7mi. 7no, 7ok, 7pz, 7rk, 7ry, 7to.
7wm. 7xa. 9bm, 9bqf, 9caa. 9cfy, 9cju, 9cpu, 9dkv,
9dte. 9eam. 9eky.
Can. : 5go.
Low Loss Tuner. 1 Tube used.
7NO, Aberdeen. Wash.
Sak, 5bw. (Sge), Big, 5nj, Srg, Sux, (5ze), (5acl),
(Sakd), (7aeb), (7it), (7mn). (7qs), 8abs, 8cwu,
8hv, (9bm), 9ec, 9hk, 9zt, 9aax. 9acq, 9aep, 9amb.
(9amp), 9avv, <9azg), (9bkk). 9btk. 9bwv, 9bye.
9cbf, 9cco, 9cdo, Odd). (9cpu), 9csi, 9cyg, 9day.
(9dip), 9doe, 9dmj, 9dng, (9dqu), 9eam, 9eep, (9egu)
9ejn, 9eky, 9eli, 9xav.
Can.: 3ni, (4aa), 4aw, 4bf, 4cr, 4er, 4gt. (4io),
9ac, 9ax.
Received on one tube.
E. E. Harper, P. O. Sta. A., Vancouver, Wash.
laf. 2by, 2bco, 2byw, 2cqz. 2pd, (Bajh), Sakn.
(Samd). 5ck, Sez, (5in), (5nw), Bnj, Soq, 5rg, 5ua,
Sxaw, (7mn), (7qa), 8abm, 8bit, 8bkh. 8brc, 8bva,
8cei. (8dtg), 8er, 8hn. (8ry). 8uq, 8vy. 8xa, 9abc,
9ado, 9adw, (9aey), 9agl, 9amp, 9bm, 9bmk, 9bop,
9bqj, 9caa, 9cfi, 9clb, 9clz, (9cip), (9cpu), 9dky.
9dng. 9doe, (9dpx). (9drx), (9dqe), 9drt, (9eam),
9ebh, 9efy. 9eld. 9eli, 9e», 9ql, 9xlw. 9zt.
Can.: 3tte. (3ni). 3oh. 4er. (4fv), (4hf>. 4io.
(4gt), (vdm).
Roy Bucy, 7VM, aboard WP). Cook Inlet, Alaska.
July 1 to 31 : Sez. Sin, Sux, 5amu, 5aqw, 6gq, 6gu,
6ih, 6ja, 6jj. 6jp, 6km, 6pu. 6rb, 6rm, 6ry, 6ti. 6ub,
fiabe, Gadt, 6afo, 6age 6aja. 6ajf, 6ajh, 6alw. 6amj.
6amm, 6amo, 6any, 6aps, 6apw. 6atn. 6avj, 6bcf,
6bds, 6bfw, 6bgh, 6brf, 6cae. 6cas, 6cbb, 6cdy, 6cfz.
6cgl, 6cgo, 6cgw, 6cjv, Seng, 6cqe, 6cte, 6cto, 6xbj,
7af, 7ar, 7av, 7bj. 7by. 7dj, 7dm. 7dx, 7dz. 7ei, 7fd.
7fr, 7ge, 7gq. 7gp, 7gr, 7gv, 7hh, 7ij, 7ix, 7jq,
7jw. 7kb. 71n, 71a, 71w, 71y, 7mf, 7mi, 7no, 7nx,
XV

Tob. Tod, 7pz, 7qc, 7rw, 7ry, 7vn, 7wm, 7z:ti. 7adi,
7aek, 7afo, 7aif, aiy, 7aim, Takk, 7akt, 7akv, 7alk,
7apf. hbJ, 8brc, 9aau, 9amb, 9aob, 9bpy, 9caa, 9caj,
9t pu, 9dgv, 9dkv, 9dxr, 9eani.
Can. : 4ab. 4gt, 4hf.
August 1 to 31st: 2kx, Sni, 3tf, 3bco, 4ft, 4oa.
5ak, 5nt. Soq, Spa, Srg, 5sg, 5uj, Suk, Bagn, 5aju,
Sakn, Saks, Same, 5anf, Saqp, 5xab, 6eo, 6ew, 6fh,
611, 6jp, Civ, 61u, 6mh, 6ma, 6nb, 6nh, 6qh, 6tn,
6aao, 6adb, 6afq, 6agk, 6als, 6amf, 6amg, 6amo, 6aof,
6aou, 6apw, 6atc, 6avj, 6awt, 6bav, 6bcp, 6bdn, 6beb,
6bfw, 6bgb. 6bhw, 6bjX. 6bka, 6bql, 6brf, 6bso, 6bts,
6buf, 6cbd, 6( dg, 6cfg, 6c go, ocgw, 6chl. 6clv, 6cmu,
6cnh, 6cqo. 6csw, 6ctd, 6cto. 7ar, 7av, 7ca, 7fr, 7gk,
7gr, 7gv, 7ih, 7ij, 7ix, 7js, 7ku, 71y. 71w, 7mf, 7nw,
7ow, 7ox, 7pm. 7qc, 7qy. 7ry, 7sf, 7abi, 7acm, 7aek(,
7afo, 7aiy, 7akk, 8er, 8vq, 8avx. 8axf, 8cci, 8cwu. 8cxi,
8dom, 8dfb. 8dhs, 9bm, 9cd. 9hm, 9hw, 9my, 9zt,
9aao, 9abc, 9adp, 9aed, 9aei, 9aey, 9ahh, 9ahj, 9akk,
9aks, 9amf, 9aml. 9amp, 9atn. 9auy, 9bcb. 9bdu. 9bhd.
9bmk, 9bnf, 9bpt, 9bpy, 9btk, 9btx, 9bxa, 9bxg. 9caa,
9cbl, 9cdv. 9cee, 9cen, 9cfi, 9chc, 9cld, 9clg. 9cnb,
9cxy, 9ddp, 9ded, 9dgo, 9d»d. 9dmj, 9dol. 9dpx, 9dqe,
9dqu, 9dre, 9dvy, 9dyy, 9dzy, 9efy, 9efz, 9egu, 9eky.
Can. : 4bf, 4fv, 4gt, 4hf, 4ats, VDM Vry QSA hr.
Address cards to 7VM.
8RY, Sullivan, Ohio.
lgv, low, lpy, lrv, lse, laac, labf, lacs, laeg,
lajt, lalj, lall, laxz, lbbp, lbdx, lcue, lcmx, lcpc,
2by, lev, 2dq, 2kf, 21e, 2adk, 2agd, 2ana, 2aww,
2azy, 2bck, 2bmr, 2cvj, 3bj, 3uu, 3aha, 3bco, 3bta,
3cgs, 4dv, 4hw, 4kl, 4oa, 4rr, 4sa, 4sh, 4tu, 5ez, 5fs,
Bkq, Soq, 6wi, 5akw, Saul, 5aqw, €cfz, 6cic??7 7fd,
7no, 7gr, 9es, 9kb, 9nq, 9oi, 9uc, 9aad. 9alb, 9amb,
9and, 9aps, 9ash, 9baz, 9bcb, 9bcx, 9bhd, 9bmu, 9bzi,
9cee, 9cei, 9cgr, 9cii, 9cnb, 9cqz, 9dct, 9ddp, 9del,
9dhl, 9djz, 9dlj. 9dmj, 9dng, 9dpx, 9dqe, 9dsl, 9dsn,
9elz, 9efy.
Specials: lxw, lxaq, lxay, lze, lzab, Sxauv, 3zp,
4xz, 5zb, 5zas, 8xab, 8xba, 8zg, 9xbd, 9zk, 9zt.
Can.: 3aa, She, 3xx, 3yk, 3vh, 5go.
8VQ, Freeport, Pa.
lfn, (lpy), lsf, (lvk), lzt, (labt), lahl. laos,
(laxa), lbcc, lbgt, lbhl, (lbpz), lcam, lcti, 2by,
(2acs), (2aid), (2aoy), 2bbx, (2bco). (2bgg),
(2boi). 2bsc, (2byk), (2cdm), 2cnk, 2cqz, 2ctq. 2cyu,
(2cyx). (2czr), Sdu, 31g. (3og), 3wx, 8xp. 3afp.
Saoj, Sbco, 8bhl, (3bqp), 3bva, 3cdk, (3cfc), (Scgs),
3chc, (8cjn), (8ckl), (3cla), 4af, (4dx), 4ft, 4hw,
4io, limb). (4oa), 4pv, 4sh, 6ae, Sen, (5gp), 5kr,
6afg, (6agn), (5apc), 5zai. 6jf. (6cgw), 9hr, (9hw),
9ao, 9pq. (9tg), 9uc, 9zk, 9abb, (9aem), 9aii),
(9alb), 9arf, 9arr, 9aud. 9awm, 9azj. (9bcx), (9bdu),
9beb, (9bmc), (9bmk), 9btk, (9bwb), (9bwf), 9ccf,
(9ccx), 9cea, 9cee, (9cek), (9cfi), <9cfs). 9cur,
9rzl. (9dbj) dalite, 9dct, (9dei). 9dga, (9dhz),
(9dnc), 9dng, (9dln), (9duj). (9dxr), 9eky, (9xbb).
8BKM, Conneaut, Ohio.
Dalite: 80 meters and lower, laac. lblx, lepj, lmy,
lsf, lxw, 2brb, 2cnk, 2mu, 2pd, 3adp, 3ahp, (apv),
3bdi, Sbpp, Sbta. 3bvu, 3ckj, 31g, 3rs, 9auw, 9cii,
9cvs, 9dbj, 9dct, nfv, nkf.
Nite, all Amateur Waves : laac, lahw, lalj, lall,
lapc, laqi, lare, (larf), laww, layt, lbes, lblx,
(lbqf), lbqg, lbwj, lbym, leez, leg, legv, lcmx,
lepa, lcqk, liv, lmy, (lpd), lrf, lrp, lsf, lxw, lzp,
(2acs), 2adk. 2axf, 2bjo. 2bmr, (2brb), 2by, 2byn,
(2cbk). 2crq, 2cv. 2cqz, (2cwj). 2cyq, 2eb, 2gk.
(2)e), 2mu, 2pd. 2xx, 3adp. Sadt. (3ahp), 3ajd,
(8apv), Sbco, 8be, Sbdi, Sbdo, 3blc, 8bpp, Sbsb, (3bta)
3bva, 3bvl, Scdk, 3cfc, Scia. 8cji, Sckl, Sds, (Sfb),
3fc, 3fs. 8gc, Sge, Sgs, 3hs. 3lg, 311, 8rs, (3tp), 3vw,
3zr. (4ft), 4ia. 4io, 4it, 4jr, 4js, 4ku, 4pv, 4tj, 5agv,
5amh, 5apc, Sin, 6cgw, 9aal, 9aaw, 9adp, 9adq, 9afk.
9alb, 9arp. 9ayx. 9bcx. (9bdb), 9bga, 9bhd, 9biw,
9bmk, 9bna, 9bqy, (9bwb), 9cee, 9cii, 9cip, 9cnw,
9csa, 9cwp. 9cxx, 9dbf, 9del. 9dix. 9dlc, 9dlj, 9doe.
9dpx, (9dsa), 9efz, <9eld), 9elb (9em), 9my. 9ny,
(9sz), 9vm, 9xbb. 9xbh. 9za, 9zt.
Canadian : ldd. 2cg, 9av.
8CUD, Toledo, Ohio.
laei, larf. lbbc, lbbo, lbmj, lbwj, leez, lemp,
lorn, lpy. lqm, lrv, (lvk), 2ah, 2abt. 2aco, 2bkl,
2bta. 2bmr, (2bqb), 2brb. 2byu, 2cgd 2chg. 2ctq,
2cwj, (2cpa). 2fb. 2gc. 2kr, 2ky, 2pd. 2rb, 2ry, 2zm,
3apv, Savn, 3bay, 3bj, 3bnc, 3ccv, 3ckl, Scdk. (3cjn),
8cu, 3hz. 31g, 8oh, 3tf, 3tt. 3uu. 3vh, 3qt, 4af, 4bx,
(4dx), 4cy. 4it. (4ft), 4nd, (4oa), 4og. 4py. (4pv),
4rr, 4sb. 4si, 4sh, 4uf. 4xz, Saek, (Bagn), Sagy,
Bakn. 6ali, (5apc), Ben, Sfc. 5ft. Skr. Bmj, Snj, Sru,
XVI

5sh, Sua, 5uy, 5zb. 6awt, 6bw], (6cgo), 6cgw, 6pl,
7zu, 8dgd, 9c fi, 9dei. 9aea.
North Pole : vdm.
Mexico : ij.
Emil R. Felber, Jr., 9RH
2527 Chestnut St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
labf, labp, labs, lafs, lah, larf, lazb, lbgq, lbmh,
lbsz. lbym, lcmx, 2agb. 2baw, 2ctu, 2cxb. 2cxd,
2cxl, 2gf, Sad, Sadu, 3aoj. Sbco. Sbel. 3bnf, Sbrb, 3bu,
3bva. 3bw. 3cdk Scgc, Skp, 3pi, Stb, 3yv, 4bco, 4er,
41g, 4tw, Sabf, Sac, Sajj, Bee, Sgg, 8aal 8abm, 8adb.
8adk, 8afu, 8ahz, 8ajn, 8alw, Kapn, 8arv, 8atc, 8atp
8avj. Hay. 8bay. 8bbd, 8bbf. 8bcs, 8bf, 8bfb, 8bit.
8bkh, 8blv, 8bnh, 8bo, 8boy, 8bpa, 8brc, 8bBf, 8bt,
8bvr, 8byd. 8bzf. 8cdc, 8cdi, Scio, 8cjp, 8cko, 8cpk,
8cuvf 8cux, 8cwf, 8cwp, 8cwr, 8cxm, 8cys, 8daa, 8dah,
8daw, 8dbo, 8dce, 8dgj, 8dgl. 8dgp, 8dgv, 8dhg, 8dix.
8djf, 8dkb. 8dmf, 8dnk. 8dpo, 8doo, 8gz. 8jg, 8ku,
8rj. 8rm, 8ry, 8vt, 8wo, 8wz, 8zr.
Can.: 2cg, 3he, Skp.
9ALI, Wyeville. Wisconsin.
laap, labc, lajx, laxn, lei, lfd, lmo, lpk, larf,
2ady, 2bf, 2brb, 2cee, 2tf, 2wz, Sadq, 3afp. 3bof,
3buy, Sbva, 3bv, 3cbk, 3cjn, Sews, 3kg, 3pz, 3ov,
3oq, 31x, 3ws, 3wf, 3xw, 3bc 3zo, 4dk, 4cs, 4do. 4el.
4es, 4ft, 4gc, 4on, 4ot, Saac, Saby, Saj, Baia, Saiu,
Sakn, Sanp, Sank, Samu, Bath, Btm, Bakd, Sags, Bmq,
Bbm. Sht, 5tm. Bfv, Sacn, Suk. 5ql, Bzk, Szao, (QRA) 7
Sahj, Svv, Bkc, Sek, Sza, Sgv, Bio, Swo, Bzr, Bqy,
Sgi, Spa, Sag, 5av, 6cgw, 6ol, 6aja, 6kc, 6buo, 6eu,
7eh, 7qc.
Can. : Saj, 3ds, 3kg.
9APY, Berwyn, Illinois.
lack. larf. laww, leez, low. 2bmr, 2cj, (2ctq),
2kf, 2rb. 3acc, 3acr, 3bmr, Sbvl, Sdk, 31g, 31m, Szo,
4gw, 4io, 411, 4sb, (Bapc), Snj, Svk, Szaa, 8aaw,
8acm, (8ajm). 8amd. (8bir), 8blc, 8hsm, 8bzf, 8cwb,
8dee. (8dsn), 8kq, 8sp, 8uf.
All QSL's answered—QRK ?
9BFI, Minneapolis, Minn.
lacr. lawr. Ibis, lbdx, lbwj, lbvr, lcqm, lzt,
lzz, 2aar, 2aid, 2ana. 2bmn, 2cga, 2by, 2dc, 21g, 2ry.
2gk, 3chc. 2bcl, 3agf. Skg, 4ai, 4dx. 4af, 4hz, 4fg.
4hw, 4mb, 4ot. 4qf, 4zd, Bad, Sakd, Sajh, Saju, BaLj,
Bair, Saiy, Samh, Banf, Sapc, Sapo, Sapm, Sarh, Sbq,
Sen. Ska, 6kr, Sim, Snj, Snt, Bmi, Boq, SU, Srg, Ssg,
6ajd, 6amo, 6awh, 6awt. 6bbu, 6blw, 6buh, 6chl, 6cct,
6cgw, 6fm, 6vd, 7aiy, 7akk, 7amk, 7co, 7no, 7sf, 7ww,
8abm, 8aeb, 8aee. 8apw, 8axf, 8bjz, 8blr, 8bit, 8bmb.
8bpv, 8bsw, 8cci, 8cko, 8cjd, 8cud, Seed, 8cur, 8cwu,
8cyi, 8dhs, 8dnk, 8dgl, 8apn, 8zag, 8ab, 8bk, 8nz,
8rj, 8ry, 8tt, 8vw, 8zr.
9CIP, St. Paul, Minn.
(laac, (labf), laft, lapj. (lare), (laur), lbes,
lbgq. (Ibis), lblx. lbq, lbvl, lbwj, leg. legv, lde.
(lmy), (lrf), (lsf), lxam, lxw, (2adj), (2brb),
2byt. 2cac, (2cqz), (2cu). 2cvu, (2dx, 2gk. 2mu,
2pd. 2xbf. (Sadp). 3ajd. Sawa, Sbe, Sbpp, (3bvu).
(Srs). (Szs), 4fs, 4io, 4ku, 4tj, 4xe, (4xx), (4zd).
(Sajh), (Same), Sas, (Sdw), Sgk, (Sin), (Sot), Ssg,
(6nx). 7co, (8aiq), (8ajn), 8apw. (8avl). (8bnh),
(8bpa), 8cmi, 8cnw, (8cql). 8cyi, 8dak. (8dfb),
(8dtc), (8gu). (8hn). 8nb, 8wa, 8xc. 8xw, 8zagr,
(8zf), 9caa, nfv.
Can.: (2cg), Sbg, 4cr, (9av).
TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT
(Concluded from page XII)
and 100 watts under it, should work both ends of
the Dominion (that is to say if he is successful in
locating that 3rd Harmonic.)
4HH is laughing up his sleeve at the antics of a
5 watt bottle that he stuck in to replace a defunct
SO, as the little one seems to be running rings around
the bigger one. He is on the air QRV for traffic
nightly and will try for schedule with any one
wishing for same. 4ER is moving to the basement
with his equipment and QRH as well and will be
ready in good time for the fall rush. 4BF, 4AO,
4EO and 4AW are on the air occasionally. 4BR
(the sine rect. wizard) 4FV and 4AJ are clearing
traffic through Regina and a late report gives 4FV
the honor of being the first Sask. station to hook up
with VDM. <FB. OM !)
MANITOBA—Have you figured out just what those
nice new O.R.S. certificates have been issued to you
for, gang? Once more we'll say it! It means
EVERY possessor of one has given his, or her. word
to forward a report of their stations EVERY month,
even if the station is out of commission. How about
it. gang? Seems like s->me of us are ne;ir-sighteJ
when it comes to reading that "I HERE-BY AGREi?.-"
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Ail Radiotrons Now
Reduced to $4.00
It isn't a genuine WD-1 1
unless it's a Radiotron.
It isn't a genuine WD-1 2
unless it's a Radiotron.
It isn't a genuine UV-199
unless it's a Radiotron.
It isn't a genuine UV-200
unless it's a Radiotron.
Itisn'tagenuineUV-201-a
unlest it's a Radiotron.

The question is heard at every radio counter: "Is it a
genuine Radiotron?" Almost every dependable manu
facturer uses genuine Radiotrons in his sets. Everyone
who builds his own knows enough about radio to
know that nothing else but the genuine will do. And
the man who replaces used-up tubes in his set knows
that to get the same performance, he must have the
same tubes—genuine Radiotrons only. So everybody
asks "Is it genuine?" And asks to see the marks that
prove it—the name "Radiotron" and the "RCA" mark.

Radio Corporation of America
SAL.E8 OFFICE. SUITE NO. 2911
233 Broadway, New York 10 So. La Salle St .Chicago, 111. 433 California St., San Francisco, CaL
This symbol of
quality is your
protection
Radiotrons
REG U S. PAT. OFF.
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The

hump

HERE are the curves of two
tuning circuits. The hump
has a high loss condenser and the
peak a low loss condenser. Both
receive broadcasting, but the peak
receives local and distant stations
without interference, while the
hump receives only the nearby
stations with interference. The
New Acme Condenser will change
your tuning circuit from a hump
to a peak.
The Acme Engineers have been
working for two years to bring
out a condenser which would give
to radio experimenters sharp tun
ing and minimum losses. LThe

or the peak?
new Acme Condenser has these
fundamental advantages and also
has many new improvements in
structure and equipment.
Write to us for booklet, "Ampli
fication without Distortion," which
contains many diagrams and help
ful hints on how to build and get
the most out of a set. Enclose 10
cents in stamps. If you have any
difficulty in getting Acme Trans
mitting Apparatus, write either to
to the Acme Apparatus Company,
New York Office, 1270 Broadway,
or to the factory, Cambridge, Mass.,
and you will be taken care of
promptly.

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY,
Transformer and RadioEngineers and Manufacturers
Dept. 32, Cambridge, Mass.

~fbr amplification
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In this outstanding triumph of fif
teen years of radio development,
a new type of fieldless "Binocular"
coil transformer — unaffected by
local interference — is used for tun
ing the detector and two stages of
Balanced tuned radio frequency.

'Of what use is cleverness
of speech!"
Words, even though select
ed and phrased with the
greatest deliberation, can
not do full justice to the
Qrehe Synchrophase— and
its performance.

The settings for the various broad
cast stations are equally spaced over
the dials. The S-L-F (straight line
frequency) condensers accomplish
this.
Write for literature
A. H. Grebe & Company, Inc.
Van Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill, N.Y.
Western Branch; 443 So. San Pedro St., Los Angeles. Cal.

All Grebe apparatus is covered
by patents granted and pending.
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EDITORIALS
de AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE

The Winter Season
ALL signs point to a winter of unusual
achievement now opening to us. It
is good to be alive, and to have a good
short-wave set, and have all the world at
one's fingertips, isn't it?
Transocean amateur signals dropped out
during the peak of the static season but
with the first few days of cool weather
they came back. English and French ama
teurs have been worked again, and never
an eyebrow flickered. Italian ACD aboard
the "Ecuador" of the Royal Italian Navy
on a visit to South America, has worked
many American amateurs while off the
Brazilian coast, signing IHT. And there
is the wonderful work of u6BCP and
u6CGW and z4AA in linking this country
and New Zealand.
The summer extension of quiet hours on
the waves above 150 meters was cancelled
when Daylight Saving Time gave way to
standard time, and this is a big help. The
foreign amateurs are as industriously re
modeling as we are, and there are several
new European countries waiting for some
body to be the "first" to work. With an
early DX season and a degree of activity
the whole amateur world over never ap
proached before, we expect many wonder
ful things to happen before next spring.
This is a good sign for the success of the
First Congress of the International Ama
teur Radio Union in Paris next Easter, too.
Every little international contact between
now and then will help to increase interest
in the L A. R. U. Hop to it, fellows!
Our Bigger Circulation
WITH this number, QST's newsstand
distribution has been coolly tripled,
which means that twice as many
copies of this issue are being printed as
are usually distributed. Let this soak in
for a moment and we'll explain the large
idea.
For a long time folks have been telling
us that QST ought to have a wider distribu
tion, that we are publishing perfectly splen
did articles that would be of very wide
interest if only they were made more com
monly available. We believe that is true,
and so we're trying it.
QST is distinctively an amateur periodi
cal. There are two kinds of radio ama
teurs. First there is the telegraphing ama
teur, the kind the 1912 radio law has in

mind when it says "amateur". But there
is another and growing class equally en
titled to be called amateurs, for they fol
low the hobby of radio with a love there
for no less genuine than that of us tele
graphing amateurs. We refer to the ama
teur whose interest is in telephony instead
of code, in 400 meters instead of 100
meters. He is an outgrowth of the B. C.
L., but not a B. C. L. in the commonly ac
cepted meaning of that term. It is to
these two types of amateurs that QST ca
ters. It is to reach the second class in
greater numbers that we are increasing our
distribution. This marks no change what
ever in QST's editorial policy; we have
published articles for this kind of amateur
regularly in the past, and we shall simply
continue to do so.
We want to reach these "phone ama
teurs" because they are among the highest
class of experimenters, because they are
blood-brothers of the transmitting ama
teur, and because they will make excellent
relayers as soon as they become interested
in radio-telegraphy and realize the bound
less opportunities for world-exploration
that lie in being an active A. R. R. L. mem
ber. To them the League extends a hand
of welcome.
And of the A. R. R. L. membership QST
has a request to make: tell your many
friends in the big phone-experimenter-ama
teur class about our magazine. It will
help them, for it has the kind of informa
tion they need and want to get. And it
will help you, for it will enable Headquar
ters to put out an increasingly bigger and
better QST. And it will help amateur
radio, for it will eventually bring into the
game many thousands of amateur operators
of the right sort. QST will now be found
in greater quantity, on more newsstands,
and in places where it never was before.
A few minutes of missionary work by each
A. R. R. L. member will do a world of
good all around.
Tnx, O. M.
The Third Conference
WHAT'S coming off at this Third
Washington
Radio
Conference?
Frankly, we do not know at this writ
ing, but there are plenty of rumors
floating around. It seems pretty well es
tablished that somebody is going to dis
close himself as gunning for the amateur's
hide. Some of the big commercial com-
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parties, we hear, are much put out that
Uncle Sam has given us the use of some
short waves, especially without consulting
them, and we are told that they will be
present at Washington to protest this.
These short waves are much too valuable
to let amateurs have them: mustn't let
these amateurs entrench themselves in
their use or we'll have a hard job dislodg
ing them; right now is the time to kick
them out. Etc., etc. And somebody else
is said to have acquired the gorgeous idea
that broadcasting needs more cyclage and
that the place to find the cycles is in the
amateur's band—hammer the amateur
down to 176, 150 to 176 meters is enough
for him.
Let's see, are we worried or not? We
are not! The functions of this conference
committee are advisory to the Department
of Commerce. If its recommendations go
contrary to the law of 1912, how are they
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possible of execution? And doesn't the
law of 1912 give the amateur rights to
the use of all waves below 200 meters? The
amateur representatives at the conference
will enter the affair with the spirit of co
operation uppermost in their minds, and
they will be just and reasonable, but they
will know that they have no right, either
moral or legal, to sacrifice the minimum
privileges of the American amateur under
the existing radio law.
But say, isn't it funny how the cupidity
of commercial interests is always being
attracted by amateur development? The
history of amateur radio in this country
has largely been one of guarding our
cherished right to existence from the de
signs of somebody who would like to have
something of ours, generally because they
think they can make some money out of it.
Ho, hum

Short Wave Daylight Transcons.
75 to 80 Meters—November 9th and 16th
ONCE again we shall endeavor to beat the sun across the continent
with another series of Daylight Transcontinental Tests, the first
test on November 9th and the second on November 16th. Both
dates fall on Sunday and we expect a good turnout for the events. The
only difference between these tests and the previous ones is that we
will use short waves (75 to 80 meters) instead of the higher bands.
In order to prevent any possible "flukes" no messages will be started
until the sun is up over both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. No mes
sage will be transmitted until 7 :00 A. M., P. S. T., or 10 :00 A. M., E.
S. T. Messages from the West coast must reach the East coast before
sunset, and messages from the East coast must reach the West coast
before sunset, if we are to call the tests successful. The tests are relay
tests and one jump across the country will not count. Each message
must be handled by three or more stations, not more than two of which
shall be what may be considered coastal stations.
Unknown stations will start messages from each end, with some
from a central point—there will be sufficient messages for all stations
to participate ; and if you don't get in on the fun, it's your fault.
In your logs, do not include any information that does not apply
strictly to the Transcon Messages—we haven't time to wade through
piles of stuff that don't concern us. All logs must be in Hartford not
later than November 25th for credit in QST.
The dates are November 9th and 16th. The wave band is 75 to
80 meters. The starting time is 7 :00 A. M., P. S. T., or 10 :00 A. M.,
E. S. T. Just be on the job and you will have some fun, because we
can work several hundreds of miles in daylight now.
—F. H. S.
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The One-Control Superheterodyne
By James L. McLaughlin
Research Engineer, Precise Manufacturing Corporation
Following closely on his recent article In QST describing the One-Control Neutrodyne, Mr.
McLaughlin has produced > superheterodyne operated by but one control which we take great pleasure
in presenting to oar readers in this article. We consider it the outstanding development in recent
"superhet" progress, as it provides the simplest Imaginable control for what is admittedly the best
reception arrangement known today. Although this article describes a set for the broadcast wave
lengths, Mr. McLaughlin's control idea of coarse U applicable to superheterodynes designed for any
ether bands.—Editor.
WHEN the public first became in
terested in radio broadcasting
several years ago it was intro
duced to receiving apparatus
having numerous controls. It was taken
for granted that such apparatus had to
have several controls to be of any conse
quence, and if a person had a set with
more knobs than his next-door neighbor's
it was generally considered that his was
the superior set. In fact it gave the im
pression that he had mastered a great

the novelty stage to a status similar to
that of the automobile—it has become a
modern convenience. And therefore it is
necessary that receiving devices be de
signed with such simplicity that the lay
man may operate them with little knowl
edge of the principles involved.
Besides being simple in operation a re
ceiving set must be sensitive and selective
or it will be useless. Tbe two most sensi
tive and selective types of receivers at the
present time are the Superheterodyne and

FIG. 1—A REAR VIEW OF THE SET THAT DOES THE TRICK, showing
particularly the location of the two geared condensers and the inductances for the
oscillator and tuner. Incidentally, note how the front panel and the sides are
formed from one piece of sheet metal, the sides supporting the horizontal panel
i the sockets.
deal of radio engineering to be able to op
erate such a tuner. This novelty has now
worn off and the tendency is towards sets
with the minimum number of controls.
This is a very healthy state of affairs be
cause it shows that radio has passed from

those sets employing "neutralized" radiofrequency amplification. The measure_ of
sensitivity and selectivity depends entire
ly upon how well made the sets are and
not upon how many tubes they use. I
have seen some of both type that tuned as

10
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broadly as a single-circuit receiver and
were about as sensitive as a one-tube set.
In the Neutrodyne type of receiver we
can simplify the filament control to one
rheostat but beyond that we can do noth-

the circuits are tuned simultaneously to
the same wavelength. The set being elec
trically all right, the success of such an
arrangement depends upon how well the
mechanical work is done. Such a receiver

1

I*

FIG. 2—THE BOTTOM OF THE SET. showing location of the transformers,
fixed condensers, etc. The long black case in the left foreground is a "SuperMnltiformer", a multiple transformer serving: all the intermediate-frequency stages.

FIG. 3—THE INDUCTANCES. The left-hand one is for the oscillator, the righthand for the tuner. Note the very efficient low-loss construction, the windings being
carried by a light frame of narrow hard-rubber strips. The plug-in connectors make
it possible to substitute other inductances for different wavelength bands. The success
of one-control superheterodynes built from this article will depend largely upon the
fidelity with which these Inductances are duplicated electrically, so they should be
carefully studied. See also the dimensional drawing, and consult the hook-up for
the winding data.
ing electrically that will simplify its oper- was described by the present author in the
ation. We still have three or more tuning August (1924) issue of QST*
controls, depending on how many stages
Examining the Superheterodyne
of tuned radio-frequency amplification are
Let us now look into the possibilities of
used. But by means of gears or some other simplifying the control of the superheteromechanical device we can connect these
•Aavilable from QST't Circulation Department.
several controls in such a manner that all
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dyne. We can control the filaments of the
tubes as in the Neutrodyne. This leaves
us with one tuning control and one oscil
lator control. We may also have a stabil
izing control for the intermediate-fre
quency amplifier but this may be eliminat
ed by neutralizing the amplifier as de
scribed by this author in the June issue of
QST.* Even if the tube capacity is not
neutralized, this control may be made very
stable by careful and proper design of the
transformers used in the intermediate-fre
quency amplifier, so that it may be ignored
here.
The first thought that occurs is to couple
the two remaining controls as was done in
the One-Control Neutrodyne, but this will
not work because these two circuits are
not to be tuned to the same frequency but
to a constant difference in frequency
which must equal the frequency of
the intermediate-wave amplifier. It is quite
a different problem and much more com
plex. Let us imagine the tuner of our
superheterodyne has a range from 200 to
600 meters, and that the intermediate-fre
quency amplifier is tuned to 40 kilocycles.
If the tuner is set, say, at 200 meters or
1500 kilocycles, the oscillator must be
tuned to 205 meters (1460 k. c.) or else to
195 meters (1540 k. c), either of which
will produce a beat frequency of 40 k. c.
We will not go into the reason for this or
into the theory of superheterodyne opera
tion, as this has been very fully covered
in recent issues of QST.1 Now let us change
our tuner to 600 meters or 500 k. c, which
we will call the maximum wavelength. To
give the same beat frequency of 40 k. c.
our oscillator now will have to be set at
650 meters (460 k. c.) or at 550 meters
(540 k. c.)
From this we see that the wavelength
ratio between tuner and oscillator does
not remain constant but varies more or less
directly with the dial setting; that is, as
we go from minimum wavelength towards
the maximum wavelength we have to
change the wavelength of the oscillator
more rapidly than we do that of the tuner.
If only we had straight-line-frequency
variable condensers the problem would be
simple, for then if we had identical induc
tances in the first detector and in" the oscil
lator we could gear the condensers of these
two circuits together at a frequency differ
ence of 40 kilocycles and the beat fre
quency would be the same over the whole
range; but such condensers cannot be ob
tained on the market and we will have to
look for some other solution.
1 See particularly "Building Superheterodynes
That Work." a series edited by S. Kruse, appearing
in QST for June, July and August, 1924.
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A Way Out
Looking at Figure 5 we see how the tun
ing curves of the first-detector circuit and
oscillator circuit must look when plotted
to produce a constant difference pf 40 kilo
cycles over the whole tuning range, if the
tuning condensers of the two circuits are
identical. A study of these curves suggests
that we design the inductances of both
these circuits so that such tuning curves
may be produced. Right there is our solu
tion. When the proper ratio of inductance,
capacity and distributed capacity in both
of these circuits is found it becomes a sim
ple matter to make a one-control superhet
erodyne. In the following description all

FIG. 4—THE SUB-PANEL carrying the two 23plate Cardwell condensers and their gears. The con
trol knob goes on the extension shaft of the bottom
gear. Data on the gears are given in one of the
drawings.
the specifications of the inductances are
given so that the reader of average skill
may duplicate the results.
The Construction
Two .0005-ufd. (500 uufd.)
condensers are used to tune the
cuits and are geared together so
operated by one control. Figure

Cardwell
two cir
as to De
4 shows
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the gear construction, and dimensions and
details are given in one of the drawings.
The cover of this number of QST illus
trates the front of the receiver and shows
the indicating arrangement that is used.
The control knob, in the center of the
panel, was taken from an Accuratune dial
and is connected to the lower condenser

Pitch diameter — 3.40tf
Qiomeira/pitc/l
Number
of teet/t --" J2
Circu/arpitch
./09
ooaitnro/ute
"
Nheteo'cpth
oftooth
.«7f'
dumber ofcutter «■ //St
Pf^renai Ar OtarS OoU buiAinfS — ho/f-h4r</ dtOiS
and gear. The two glass windows above
this dial show the indicator, the left-hand
one being used for calibration and the list
ing of important stations while the righthand one indicates condenser settings so
that stations that are not listed may be
logged. (See also Fig. 6.) The small lefthand knob is the rheostat which controls
all the tube filaments. This could be re
placed if desired by a fixed resistance, as
the filament temperature is not critical in
any of the tubes. The small right-hand
knob is a potentiometer and controls the
grids of the amplifying tubes. This was
found not at all critical, due to the design
of the amplifying unit, and once set one
could tune over the whole range and have
the amplifier remain stable and still work
at maximum amplification. Two jacks are
shown on the right-hand side of the panel
for the head-phones and loud-speaker,
while between them is* the filament control
switch. The panel itself is 1-16" brass,
with a baked crystal finish; working di
mensions and layout are shown, in one of
the drawings.
The Inductances
Figure 3 shows the construction of the
oscillator and tuning inductances. Their
physical dimensions are given in a sepa
rate drawing, and the number of turns in
each winding is shown under the wiring
diagram. They were made so they could
be removed readily from the circuit and
others placed in to cover another wave
length range. In the photograph the lefthand coil is the oscillator inductance. The
lower winding is the plate coil; the upper
one is the grid coil; and the small coil in
side at the top is in series with the grid
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coil, forming a small variometer, and is
used to balance the circuit. The right-hand
inductance is the first-detector tuner. The
smaller winding is the antenna coil, the
larger one the grid coil.
Figure 1 is a rear view of the receiver
and gives a good idea of the position of
these inductances in the completed set. The
coils are kept over 2" away from every
thing except at their extreme ends. The
seven sockets are arranged at the rear edge
of the set. Beneath the sockets is a subpanel which supports the intermediatefrequency amplifying unit, which is a Pre
cise "Super-Multiformer", the audio-fre
quency transformer, bypass condensers,
etc. This view clearly shows the short grid
and plate leads required to make connec
tions between transformers and sockets.
Figure 2 shows the underside of the lay
out and gives a clear idea of the "SuperMultiformer",' which really is the heart of
the outfit and is chiefly responsible for the
sensitivity and stability of this set. Along
side of this, to the right, is the Precise
audio transformer. At the right-hand
lower side is shown a 200-M.H. choke
coil, which is required in the oscillator
plate feed.
Above this is the %-nfd.
by-pass condenser which shunts the
TN MEK,

1
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1
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WAVELENGTH /N METERS
FIG. 5. showing how a constant frequency differ
ence between toner and oscillator involves an increas
ing- difference in wavelength as the tuning wave
length Is increased.
ZOO

batteries, while above the audio trans
former the C-battery of the audio stage
may be seen. The layout of sockets is such
that the first tube looking from the an
tenna end of the set (left-hand end in Fig.
3 The "Super-Multiformer" is a multiple trans
former for superheterodynes developed by the Precise
Mfg. Corp., of Rochester, and takes the place of the
four separate intermediate-frequency transformers
that otherwise would be used. Although the basis of
the set described in this article, Mr. McLaughlin's
one-control idea Is applicable to sets using other
good makes of intermediate-frequency transformers.
—Ed.
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2, right hand end in Fig. 1) is
the first detector; the next three are
for the r.f. amplifier, the next is the sec
ond detector, then the audio amplifier,
while the last one is the oscillator. This
arrangement keeps the length of leads be
tween, oscillator circuit and oscillator
socket approximately the same as between
tuner circuit and tuner socket. The only
coupling between these circuits is through

13

results were obtained using no plate vol
tage other than that supplied from the fila
ment battery when the plate return was
connected to the positive side of the A-battery as was done with the first detector,
but 45 volts was found to be sufficient to
bring in the loud signals to the best ad
vantage as well as the weak.
In the second detector no grid condenser
or leak is used, as generally the voltage

Panel i'Ha/f-flarJBrass

3>
3MnJ20*apart
« rtdhil(nr)\
j ^ X\

7h~rspiece
over
atright
angtebent
tostag
. rxT
,_L
4

LAYOUT DIMENSIONS FOR THE METAL PANEL
the battery leads and stray coupling be
tween the coils themselves (the separation
is 6"). This was found much superior to
the customary arrangement of choking the
first detector with energy from the oscil
lator.
The Circuit
No plate voltage was used on the first
detector other than that supplied by the
A-battery. (See wiring diagram.) This
improved reception greatly and was of big
help on weak signals. The oscillator was
supplied by a 45-volt B-battery, instead of
the customary 90 volts. In fact excellent

applied to the grid of this tube is sufficient
to shift the operating point to the bend in
the characteristic curve and thus obtain
detection.
Adjusting the Set
After all the parts are mounted and
wired up and both condensers set to ex
actly the same capacity, the small coil in
the grid circuit of the oscillator is adjusted
until the oscillator and tuner circuits are
correctly balanced. This adjustment can
be found readily. Connect antenna and
ground to the set, and set the potentio
meter over to the negative side so that the
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long-wave amplifier is in a state of oscil
lation. Set the condensers at, say, mini
mum or five or ten degrees, and move the
potentiometer back until the amplifier is
just barely oscillating. Then adjust the
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the "rushing" sound should be of approxi
mately the same intensity. If it is not, re
adjust the small coil and note how much
variation is required to compensate for
this change in tune. Then set the con-

THE HOOKUP OF THE ONE-CONTROL SUPERHETERODYNE
54jfz turns /to. 18 D.CC mre on 3ft frame.
Is -30 • . . . .... '/4'tromL,
Precise 'Super-tfu/tiformer'
Lt -200 fi.H choke coi/
C -Negative bias battery foraudio amp/tf/er arid,
Ci and C^-Soos/*fd. Cardweti'rariab/e
ab/e condensers
Ts - Prec/se audio transformer
C3 - SOO ^fd. Micadon (fii/edf
Rl -400 ohm GRCo potentiometer
C4.C5.Ct
.ooi^ifd-M/cadons(fitedj
Ra
" 7 ohm GRCo.
w,<-5 *-t, ' ' federal
.'
—T L. f
rcdera, ' Condenser(fliedj
U-59turns
No.lBrheostat
O.CCmrccnsH'frome
CT-O.fjifd
l*-*
- l&'froml,
L, - J . ...
i£tube mounted- inside. L4
small coil in the oscillator grid inductance
until the "rushing" sound that is heard is
at its loudest. This will indicate that both

FIG. S—THE TUNING CHART of Mr. McLaugh
lin's set illustrated in this article. These are the
scales that show through the two little windows that
may be seen in the photograph on our cover. The set
has a wavelength range from 180 to 580 meters,
although only a little more than 90 degrees of the
condensers are actually used for the interesting
waves between 300 and 550 meters.
circuits are set at the proper frequency to
produce the beat-frequency required for the
amplifier. Then move the knob which con
trols the condensers to, say, fifty degrees;

densers at maximum or nearly so. If the
coils have been made correctly the noise
will still be heard. If it is necessary to
change the small coil again, it is clear evi
dence that the condensers and coils are
out of balance and that sufficient care has
not been taken in building and adjusting
them, because when both condensers are
set at exactly the same capacity and coils
built as specified it is only necessary to
set this small coil once, at any condenser
setting, and the circuit will be balanced for
all settings in its range.
When the proper setting of this coil is
found it is advisable to lock it in some man
ner. In our case we soldered it securely,
so there would be no chance of its becom
ing loose and throwing the circuits out of
balance.
Results Obtained
It is certainly a strange sensation to
turn one knob and hear station after sta
tion come in without any further adjust
ment. With the calibrated scale on this
set it is a very simple matter to find the
desired station.
As to results—at Rochester, New York,
we have been able to bring in Pacific Coast
stations on a loud-speaker on an average
of three nights a week in the middle of
August, which is not the best time of the
year to obtain good reception, so you can
imagine what it will do in the good radio
season.
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Communication With New Zealand
6BCP and 6CGW Shatter All DX Records When They Work Z4AA;
Former Wins the A.R.R.L. Boomerang
ANOTHER continent was added to the
list of far-distant places linked to
amateur radio signals, and the
American end of the world's record
for two-way amateur distance was brought
back to the U. S. A., when two California
amateurs on September 21st were in com
munication with Mr. Frank D. Bell, 4AA, at
Waihemo, Palmerston South, New Zealand.
We make the distance right at 6,900 miles.
On the night of Sept. 20-21 Mr. W. B.
Magner, 6BCP of San Pedro, Calif., was
calling Australia and New Zealand in the
tests arranged by the A.R.R.L. at the
request of the Australian Radio Relay

The establishment of these splendid rec
ords, while not with the benefit of a sched
ule, was by no means accidental, but rather
the result of hard plugging for months on
the part of all these stations. Our Aus
tralasian friends have been "riding" us a
bit about our inability to hear them and the
Traffic Manager recently called for a de
termined effort to get QSO before the end
of the year. The determined effort was
productive! QST congratulates the suc
cessful stations.
New Zealand is rapidly "showing the
world". The previous DX record was be
tween 7.2AC in Gisborne, N. Z., and CBR

THE BEAUTIFUL TOWER and surroundings of New Zealand 4AA. The
antenna haa twin cares in a 30-ft. flat-topped T, 85 feet high, and under it is a
6-wire counterpoise. The 90-ft. wooden tower was built by Mr. Bell.
League, when he was answered by z4AA. (now DA8) in Bernal, Argentina, a dis
Two-way communication was established tance of about 6,400 miles. This communi
immediately and lasted from 12:20 a. m. cation took place on May 22nd, which is a
to about 1:40 a. m. P.S.T. z4AA is reported measure of how far the South Americans
QSA, some QSS. 6CGW, Mr. K. L. Ried- beat us to connecting with New Zealand.
man, of Long Beach, Calif., tied up with The Anzacs, be it noted, have had one end
4AA immediately thereafter, and worked of both records.
This work was not done on short waves.
him until 2:20 a. m., handling one message
in each direction, the first amateur traffic Bell, 4AA, is reported to have been on 130
between these countries. The received meters, 6BCP used 157, and 6CGW was on
150. To our mind that makes the work all
message was to
the more remarkable.
ARRL
Some information on the station equip
HARTFORD
GREETINGS FROM NEW ZEALAND HAMS ment that did this work may be interesting.
ZjJAA
(Concluded on Page 66)
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The "Bowdoin" Returns
THE "Bowdoin" is back and Donald
Mix is home, after a year within a
few hundred miles of the North Pole.
Our readers will recall that in June
of 1923 the MacMillan Arctic Expe
dition sailed from Wiscasset, Me., in the
80-foot auxiliary schooner "Bowdoin",
carrying the first short-wave radio installa
tion ever taken north by an explorer. The
apparatus was designed and installed by

A.R.R.L. officials at Wiscasset when the
little vessel came in. He stated that radio
had been of immense assistance to them,
giving them the news of the world daily
and sending word back home from day to
day how things were going, and he paid a
glowing tribute to the A.R.R.L. operator,
Don Mix.
The "Bowdoin" came home at 1 p. m. on
September 20th, being met by a crowd of

BACK HOME AGAIN!
The doughty little "Bowdoin" coming up to her anchorage at Wiscasset after fourteen months in the
Arctic, her contact with the outside world being via amateur radio. (Photo by McDougall & Keefo.)
Upper corner : A.R.R.L. operator Don Mix and his famous grin. Lower comer: Mix receiving the con
gratulations of the Traffic Manager upon a good job well done. (Photo by 1KX.)
the Zenith Radio Corporation, of Chicago,
and was operated by Donald H. Mix, ITS of
Bristol, Conn., who was selected and sent
by the American Radio Relay League from
a large field of candidates. The expedition's
communication with civilization and home
has been exclusively thru amateur stations
of the A.R.R.L. as has been related' monthly
in QST.
"Great work you fellows of the League
have done for us", were the first words
spoken by Capt. MacMillan upon greeting

several thousand people and the whistles of
a variety of Maine locomotives backed onto
side-tracks for that special purpose. There
was Don Mix, big as life and looking as if
he had enjoyed every minute of it. The
pretty little village of Wiscasset was filled
to overflowing, as the MacMillan party was
escorted ashore and to the steps of the
Congregational Church on the village green,
where simple but impressive ceremonies of
welcome were staged. Radio has been one
of the greatest factors in the success of the
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expedition, and among the speakers was our
own president, Hiram Percy Maxim, who
told how proud we amateurs are to have
been the help we have.
Our brother amateur Mix is back homj
in Bristol now, covered with glory, and
guarding a WNP log about six inches thick.
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He has much to relate that is of interest and
importance, for he is the first amateur ever
to operate a 200-meter set in the frozen
reaches of the Far North. With which,
ladies and gents, we take much pleasure in
presenting the intimate ham story of the
"Bowdoin's" voyage, as related by Don Mix
himself.

My Radio Experience in the Far North
By Donald H. Mix, ITS, WNP.
THE majority of QST's readers are by of quarter-kilowatt induction coil sets at
this time no doubt acquainted with intervals of about 40 miles, with receivers
the purposes of the MacMillan North equipped with crystal detectors and also
Greenland Expedition of 1923-4 and a Marconi magnetic detector for emergency
the part which the A.R.R.L. took in this use. The most northern of these stations
expedition.
is located at Mokkovik in latitude 59 north.
Leaving Wiscasset, Maine, on June 23, The traffic, which is surprisingly heavy for
1923, we made a fine run without incident the population of the country, is relayed by
to Sydney, N. S., where we remained three these small stations to the big station at
days. While we were under way the crew Battle Harbor, from which it is sent to
with the exception of the engineer and cook FOGO, Newfoundland. The station at
was divided into two deck watches. I was Battle Harbor is open during the winter
appointed to the port watch which was on months. The antennae at all of these sta
deck from 12 noon to 6 P. M. and from 12 tions are two-wire affairs practically ver
midnight to 6. A. M., and until we reached tical, using single masts from 150 to 200
Refuge Harbor I stood this watch in con feet high.
junction with the regu
lar radio watch, stand
ing six hours of the
twenty-four at the
wheel.
There were two
French battle cruisers
anchored at Sydney for
the Dominion Day cele
brations and I had a
chance to get a peek at
the sets aboard them.
They were still
equipped with the anti
quated non-sink spark
sets and the radio offi
cers were much im
pressed with the small
power of our transmit
THE "BOWDOIN" in winter quarters at Refuge Harbor, North
ter.
Greenland, frozen in the ice. The experimental fan aerial erected
by Mix can be seen, stretching from a spreader on the foretopmast
Leaving Sydney on
to a long cable stretched across the tops of the cliffs on either side
July 3rd we ran up
of the small harbor. (Photo by Mix.)
the western coast of
Newfoundland through
Leaving Battle Harbor on the 13th of
the Straits of Belle Isle to Battle Harbor,
making emergency anchorages at Greenly July we ran northward along the coast of
Island, Red Bay and Henley Harbor due to Labrador, making stops at Boulter Rock,
heavy heads, fog, and unusually heavy field Gready, Indian Harbor, Cape Harrison,
Turnivik, Hopedale and Jack Lane's Bay,
ice in the Straits.
The Marconi Station at Battle Harbor is the stop at the latter place being made to
pick up Mr. Abram Bromfield as our inter
equipped with a fine 2 K. W. 300-cycle syn
chronous spark transmitter. They still use preter.
During the run from the coast of Maine
a crystal detector but have a one-stae:e
to our most northern point in Labrador the
English tube amplifier. Stretching north
ward along the Labrador coast is a string work of our old friend Vermilya, 1ZE of
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Marion, and of Bourne of 1ANA, Chatham,
Mass., stood out above all others. These
two men kept a constant ear out for our
signals and while we tried night after night
to raise other stations these seemed to be
the only ones able to copy our signals con
sistently. 1ZE took two press stories of
over 500 words each, one of them in_code.
The first one was cleared while we were
anchored at Monhegan Island, Maine, and
the second one under most difficult condi
tions while we were going up the west coast
of Newfoundland. While anchored at the
western entrance to the Straits of Belle Isle,
2CQZ made pretty work of a two hundred
word press dispatch. From this point
1ANA took up the harness and kept in
practically constant communication with us
until we were in North Greenland, a truly
remarkable record. He copied coded press
dispatches from Henley Harbor, Gready,
and Jack Lane's Bay. Practically all work
on the run up the Labrador coast was done
through the heaviest kind of QRN, which
seems to prevail in this section. Reception
at Red Bay and Henley Harbor was un
usually poor, due, no doubt, to the fact that
both harbors are surrounded by high hills.
While clearing the press dispatch from Jack
Lane's Bay I was nearly killed by mosquitos.
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and 6CMR broke through, and for a few
minutes 1ANA exchanged signals with us.
We remained at Godthaab three days.
While anchored there signals from all dis
tricts except 5th, 6th, and 7th were logged,
altho the Danish authorities informed us
that the "Islands Falk", the Danish coast
patrol ship, has never been able to hear any
thing while anchored in the harbor.
We left Godthaab at noon on the 31st of
July and that night worked 1ZE and IANA,
but signals both ways were poor and un
certain. The next day we ran into rough
weather and in the afternoon the "Bowdoin"
nosed under and a sea carried the bowsprit
away completely, wrecking the antenna and
making it necessary to put into Simiutak
for repairs. Mr. McCue, our mate, very in
geniously improvised a new bowsprit of a
couple of "two by four's" and we were able
to be off again the morning of August 2nd.
That night 1ANA once more came through
and took the last press dispatch cleared
through a station east of the Mississippi.
The sun was below the horizon for only an
hour—from 11:30 P. M. to 12:30 A. M.—
while we worked on the press dispatch from
U:30 to 1:15 A. M.
From the time we sighted South Green
land until we anchored in Refuge Harbor,
the signals from stations
east of the Mississippi
seemed to decrease in
strength while the signals
from those stations west
of the Mississippi seemed
to increase, a phenomenon
for which no satisfactory
explanation as yet has
been found.
We continued pushing
northward without stop
ping until we had crossed
Melville Bay and reached
Cape York, where we
made a brief anchorage to
a large flat berg from the
MIX'S FLAT-TOP AERIAL, running about 60 ft. from the foremast spreader to another spreader supported by a long cable runsurface
of which we filled
ning about 500 yards to a boulder on the hillside 200 ft. above seaour water tanks. After
level. Note the snow igloos over the hatches (Photo by Hit.)
making a few brief stops
Only those who have been on the Labrador on Whale Sound we finally anchored in
can imagine the misery that these pests Etah Harbor on August 8th. Since August
can cause. I covered all hatches with mos 4th the sun had not set and during these
quito netting and bandaged my face and last four nights amateur signals, though
hands with it, but it was useless. I looked rather weak, were logged every night be
like a boiled beet in the morning.
Leaving Jack Lane's Bay on the morning tween 11 P. M. and 2 A. M. while there was
of July 25 we ran through a belt of field ice absolutely nothing doing on phone carrier
for about ten miles, after which we waves or on 600-meter commercial stuff.
emerged into clear water and struck out for Ever since leaving Nova Scotia it had been
South Greenland. On the morning of Julv impossible to copy press from NSS on ac
27th when about half way across, 5ACJ count of the absolute absence of signal
came bumping in and the next A. M. a short strength and constant QRM from the Euro
time after sighting the Greenland coast 6PL pean long-wave stations and it was only
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under the moat favorable conditions that
time signals were heard. On the afternoon
of the 8th the Canadian steamer "Arctic"
came into Etah and from her we learned of
President Harding's death. The operator
aboard the "Arctic" gave me a schedule on
which POZ sends press in English and from
that time until late spring in 1924 we had
practically daily news service. The oper
ator told us that they had been unable to
work VAS on their 1-K.W. tube set since
leaving the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and ex
pressed confidence that we would not be
able to work back to the States on short
waves. The next day we made an attempt
to get to Cape Sabine, but a solid pack ex
tending ten miles off the Cape kept us off
and we put back into Etah to await a pos
sible change in ice conditions. The "Arctic"
also made an attempt to break through the
pack but she became jammed and we watched
her drift about helplessly for two days and
then head back southward towards Baffin
Land.
On August 12th we ran into Pandora
Harbor, a few miles south of Etah, to look
it over as a possible wintering place in case
we found it impossible to make Cape Sabine
or Flagler Fiord. On the 13th we again
attempted to cross to Cape Sabine but ice
conditions were worse than on the previous
attempt and we turned back to an anchorage
between Littleton and McGary Islands. We
remained there until August 16th when we
headed north again, arriving at Refuge
Harbor, 78:32 north latitude, on the 17th
of August. From this date signals grew
steadily better, as the sun was sinking near
er and nearer the horizon. On August 23rd
Mexican JH came in very strongly, calling
4EB, and 5's, 6's, 7's, and 9's began coming
in in large numbers. On August 23rd the
sun dipped below the horizon for the first
time since leaving South Greenland. 6CMR
was readable three feet from the fones on
this date. On the 25th of August we left
for a three-day trip to Etah to pick up a
cache of rather ripe walrus for our sledge
dogs. We ran into Etah again on the 27th
and early on the morning of the 28th worked
1ANA for the last time, being able to give
him only our TR and "All's well", altho
we copied two messages from him without
difficulty. From this date to September 8th
we were unable to raise anyone, altho sig
nals, especially those from west of the Mis
sissippi, came in unusually well. The sun
at this time was below the horizon from
about 10:30 P. M. to 1:30 A. M. and signals
were good usually for about a half hour on
each side of this period. Sixth and 7th dis
trict stations were beginning to come in in
great numbers, as well as scores of 9's.
Finally on September 8th, 7DC, J. A. Rugledge of Bremerton, Washington, succeeded
in hearing us but was able to copy only our
"All's well". We tried for nearly an hour
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but he reported "QRN heavy and U QRZ
N.D.", so 1 had to give him up. On tuning
around Canadian 9BP, Jack Barnsley,
Prince Rupert, B. C, came booming in call
ing us and saying "GA U QSA vy". He
took our TR and three messages without a
repeat, and gave us an account of the Jap
anese earthquake. For the rest of 1923
Barnsley was our main and often our only
connection with the outside world. Enough
praise cannot be given to this man for his
untiring efforts night after night, bad
weather and good weather, early and late
without fail. It is one thing to sit pound
ing out the stuff but an entirely different
thing to copy weak, fading signals through
constant QRM and most of the time bad
QRN. Barnsley did wonderful work. Of
the 16,000 words cleared, 8,000 were cleared
through 9BP; and of the 13,000 received,
9,000 came through him. On one night he
worked nearly two hours copying thirty
words under conditions where an ordinary
operator would have given up. During
September we were in communication with
the outside world 15 times, all through 9BP
with the one exception of 7DC. He also
gave us news dispatches at frequent inter
vals.
QRN was moderate during this month
and there were quite a few good clear nights.
On the 17th, 6CEU in Hawaii came banging
in for the first time and he was with us for
the. rest of the winter at quite frequent in
tervals. Stations in every U. S. district
and the 3rd, 4th and 5th Canadian districts,
and Mexican JH, were logged. We began
to hear a few phones at this time, the first
one being WOC, Davenport, Iowa, who was
heard signing off very faintly. On the 13th
WLAG, Minneapolis and KHJ, Los Angeles,
came in very well and nearly their entire
programs were heard on the loud-speaker.
The number and strength of phone stations
increased as winter approached and some of
the programs, especially from WOAW,
CFCN, WJAZ, KHJ, KFI and WLAG,
came in unusually well at frequent inter
vals during the winter. We were surprised
one night to hear CFCN call out "Hello
WNP somewhere in the Arctic. Hope you
are getting this." On November 25th a
broadcasting station in Glasgow, Scotland,
came in quite well. This was the only Euro
pean broadcasting station heard. Also on
the morning of the 17th we copied 6CEU
about three feet from the phones while
working 6ARB, who could not copy him on
account of "QSS".
During the last week in September, as
the ice had frozen around the ship sufficient
ly to hold it in a permanent position, we
took the original antenna down and put un
a cage inverted-L of 6 wires, 6 inches in
diameter, running it in a southerly direc
tion. While putting this antenna up I ab
sent-mindedly walked on a soft spot in the
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ice alongside the ship and fell thru, taking
a rather cool bath. We tried this antenna
during the greater part of October but until
we shifted it so as to make it lie in the same
plane as the old antenna its operation was
noticeably inferior; and while the transmit
ter showed more antenna current with less
input, 9BP reported signals weaker there.
During the winter we tried other types of
antennae and all worked noticeably better
while running towards the mouth of the
harbor, which was approximately west, than
in any other direction.
Communication during October was not
as satisfactory as we had hoped for. For
the first two weeks conditions were unusu
ally poor, signals being very weak and
swinging badly. During this period NSS
was so weak that it was necessary to resort
to NPL, who came in fine, for time signals.
We were in communication but 11 times
during October, although the dark period
had increased to about 12 hours daily. 9BP
handled all our traffic for this month also,
with the exception of one message cleared
thru 9EBT. Stations in all districts were
logged again during this month, despite the
poor conditions. On the 24th we changed
the antenna to a fiat-top inverted L. There
was a spreader mounted about two feet
above the deck, through which four wires
ran practically vertically to the spreader on
the foretopmast and thence to a spreader
suspended by a rope several hundred yards
in length whose end was fastened to a large
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tions, up to this time, 9BP had been the
only station we could reach with the excep
tion of exchanging with 7AHB in Alaska,
7DC, and 9EBT. During October signals
from the 6th, 7th and 9th districts pre
dominated in strength and numbers.
November was the best month for traffic.
We were QSO 51 times. Jack Barnsley as
usual handled the greater part of the traf
fic but was assisted admirably by Canadian
4CL and 6XAD. On the 20th 9BP cleared
over 1,000 words. On November 16th, I
CQ'd and nearly fainted when 6CEU
(Hawaii) came back. We worked for
about 15 minutes. He said he was using
three 5-watters MIM! We hooked up
again on the 21st. During this month we
succeeded in exchanging signals with sev
eral 7's and 9's. On the 20th we worked
Can. 3NI, the most eastern Canadian worked
from winter quarters; exchanged signals
with 2AGB, the most eastern station in the
United States worked from winter quar
ters; and 8BXX, the only 8th district sta
tion to be worked while in Refuge Harbor.
On November 26th all speed records for re
lays were broken by the 1HX-6XAD-WNP
relay, the account of which appeared in
QST for January, 1924, of five minutes and
six seconds. After making this speed rec
ord everything was set for the Thanksgiv
ing Relay. We heard 6XAD OK the mes
sage from 1HX and call WNP, but he evi
dently could not hear my GA. Later I
heard him broadcast it to us and copied it
OK but was unable to get
the QSL or answer to
him or anyone else that
morning. On November
23rd 9BZI, 9MZ, 8ZZ,
5ZAV, 6AWT, 6CGW
and 7ABB started broad
casting American press
daily, which we copied
quite regularly throuout
the winter and which was
of considerable interest
to all members of the
crew.
The atmospheric con
ditions during Novem
ber were by far the best
of the year. All but
REFUGE HARBOR, shewing how (he "Bowdoin" was landlocked
by towering cliffs. The hills in the center of the picture are 1400
three or four nights were
feet high. This photo was taken looking towards the southeast.
clear, and fading was at
(Photo by Mix.)
a minimum. As usual, 6's,
boulder high up on the hill at the head of 7's and 9's formed the majority of the calls
the harbor. The length of bunched lead heard but were well sprinkled with 5's and
was but three feet. This antenna worked 8*s.
During December 9BP was closed down
noticeably better and early on the morning
of October 24th we raised 9BP again, and and 9DKB, Leonard Weeks of Minot, North
cleared the first press dispatch in over two Dakota, came forward and did flawless work
weeks. It is a peculiar fact that altho we in filling in the gap left by 9BP's absence.
tried again and again to raise other sta Weeks proved to be another member of that
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gang which held on so faithfully during the
winter months trying to help us at every
opportunity. He certainly stuck to it and
cleared a bunch of trafhc through heavy
QRM. On December 9th, altho yKN was
terrific, he copied 1600 words, the greater
part without repeat. I shifted to low pow
er after the first 100 words. It certainly
was great to hear him come back time after
time with his invariable "dit-dah-dit, dahdit-dah." Canadian 4HH of Moose Jaw,
Saskatchewan, and 6XAD also did wonder
ful work during December. Canadian 4HH
took 14 messages on the 16th and 17 more
on the 18th. During December we were
QSO 25 times. Signals from west of the
Mississippi formed the greater part, as al
ways. Signals from east of the Mississippi
were much fewer than during November.
Starting December 21st, the opening date
of the European transcontinentals, several
Europeans were heard nightly until the
end of the tests. The list of Europeans
heard was sent back via 9DKB and pub
lished in QST. The signals from these sta
tions were as a rule weak in comparison
with those from the States, although Dutch
PA-9 could be heard outside the ship on
the harbor ice on the loud speaker.
On December 29th we heard LWZ,
Amundsen's ship "Maud," which is drifting
in the polar sea, working Spitzbergen on
600 meters, and from that date until late
in February we heard her sending meteoro
logical reports and position reports almost
nightly. We could also hear Spitzenbergen
relaying the reports to North Cape, Norway.
Conditions during December, especially
the first week, were poor. It was about
this time that we began to have trouble with
a phenomenon which we noted in the log
as "QRN storms". This was a roaring or
hissing like escaping steam—something like
the noise the old audiotrons used to make
when the filament was turned up too high.
These storms would come on without warn
ing and last anywhere from an hour to a
couple of days. They seemed to come most
ly when a strong northeast wind was blow
ing, drifting snow over the harbor. An in
strument in the magnetic observatory op
erated by Mr. Richard H. Goddard, of the
Department of Terrestrial Magnetism of
the Carnegie Institution of Washington, re
corded the fluctuations in the voltage of the
atmosphere. On comparing the records ob
tained from this observatory with our radio
log we found that as a rule the atmospheric
voltages were running high when the air
was perfectly clear of storms. These storms
occurred at uncertain intervals from early
December until late winter or early spring
when the sun was well on its return trip.
The interference varied considerably in in
tensity from time to time. It was often so
bad that it was impossible to copy even the
strongest signals. It was of equal intensity
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on long waves and short waves. QRN of
the usual type was also bad during the
greater part of the winter.
During the month of January we were
in communication 35 times. Canadian 9BF
was back on the job again and he and 9DKB
shared most of the traffic. Canadian 4HH
also handled a bunch. Conditions were very
poor, QRN storms occurring almost nightly,
and signals on an average were weak and
fading badly, altho there were one or two
nights when the signals came bumping in
fine. Signals were exchanged with 70M
and 70B, both using 2 five-watters, and
with 7DJ, who was using but one 5-watter.
The signals from these stations were much
stronger than many % K.W. sets.
The return of the sun in February was
accompanied by an abrupt decrease in signal
strength, so we were able to work but 8
times. Altho 9BP and 9DKB were on and
tried to get thru to us, we were not able to
work Barnsley at all and 9DKB but twice.
7DJ, Everett Sutton, of Port Angeles, Wash
ington, with his little five-watter handled
most of the small amount of traffic des
patched during this month. On the 19th
we worked 6CEU for the last time, exchang
ing 73's. QRN storms were frequent dur
ing the first part of the month but disap
peared entirely during the last half of the
month, as did most of the type of QRN to
which we are accustomed in lower latitudes.
Signals diminished rapidly in number and
strength as the sun swung higher and high
er. During MSrch we were able to reach
civilization but once, which was on the 3rd,
thru Can. 4HH, who took one and gave us
three messages.
During the first week in April in a last
effort toward a possible improvement in our
antenna, we ran a rope about a half mile
long across the harbor above the ship, from
a hill top on one side to one on the other
side, and from this rope which passed over
the ship at a height of about 125 feet
dropped four wires to the deck, making a
four-wire vertical fan antenna which was
used until the ice broke up. Nearly all rope
of any description which was available was
used, from the ship's halliards to dog traces.
The next date on which we were able to
break thru was April 14th, when, after
over a month of vain attempts to raise
someone, 7DJ answered a CQ and reported
"QSA". We worked for an hour without
trouble, his signals being heard a couple of
feet from the phones and 7DJ copying our
signals with only an occasional repeat. He
answered our CQ at 12:34 E. S. T., which
was 9:34 his time. It must have been still
twilight there, while the sun was above the
horizon at Refuge Harbor. 7DJ was the
last station we were able to raise, altho
nightly watch was kept for about a month
after this date. Signals grew steadily
weaker and weaker until within less than
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two weeks after working 7DJ no signals
could be heard on short waves at all, and
those of long wave high-powered commercial
stations were weakened until it was impos
sible to copy press from POZ.
In the middle of May I reported radio
conditions to Capt. MacMillan and told him
that as the supply of oil was rapidly dimin
ishing, I thought it inadvisable to run the
transmitter regularly, as the possibility of
raising anyone was extremely improbable
except under very freak conditions. As a
result, regular watch was abandoned until
we started home on August 1, 1924. As
soon as the ice broke up around the ship
about the first of June and she was free
to shift with the wind and tide, it was neces
sary to abandon the aerial support on land
and return to the original ship's antenna
which we had used until the "Bowdoin"
froze in.
We left Refuge Harbor on August 1st
and made a fine run down the coast of
Greenland, making several stops enroute,
one stop being made at Godhavn on Disko
Island. Here we saw the concrete founda
tions of a radio station which is being in
stalled as one of three or four to be built
on the west coast of South Greenland, to
work on the same scheme used on the Labra
dor coast, with one high-powered station at
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ceeded in raising him. He took the mes
sage and QSR'd it to TFA, who was QSO
Copenhagen.
Signals increased in strength as we went
south and finally on the 26th we succeeded
in raising 9CDV in East Grand Forks,
Minn., and in giving him our TR. From
this date until our arrival at Wiscasset on
the 20th of September signals increased tre
mendously and we were in practically con
stant communication with the States. The
fellows surely did hang on. IRV of South
Hamilton, Mass., handled most of our traf
fic until we reached Newfoundland, when
IMO's special station came on and handled
the remainder of the traffic, in all about 300
messages, until we docked.
Several "freaks" occurred during the win
ter at Refuge Harbor. 9BZI while broad
casting press to us one night said that a
heavy ' snowstorm had covered his lead-in
with slush and that his antenna current
had diminished to practically nothing, so
he would not send any more. His signals
were still strong when he signed off. 5ZAV
while broadcasting press to us blew one of
his two fifty-watters and continued on
one. His signals were fully twice as
strong as when using the two. 9DKB
while working us one night blew his fiftywatter and substituted a five-watter. His
signals were so increased
in strength that there was
no comparison between
the two.
On December 9th sig
nals at Refuge Harbor
were very weak and QRN
exceptionally bad, but
9DKB copied 1600 words
in three hours on our low
power. Aside from this
instance and possibly a
few others, all traffic was
cleared with greatest diffi
culty, repeat after repeat
being necessary, and
enough credit cannot be
A VIEW of REFUGE HARBOR lookinic slightly south of west,
given to those fellows who
the entrance to the harhor being; almost directly behind the ''Bow
stuck at the job and copied
doin". The free end of WNP's antenna pointed a little north of
east. Note also the snow wall around the ship, built for winter
our weak and fading sig
protection. (Photo by Mix.)
nals. The majority of
Juliannehaab, which will communicate with the time the signals from the stations we
worked were quite consistent and there were
Copenhagen direct.
nights when Can. 9BP and 9DKB sent
While stopping at Godthaab a Danish many
a long string of messages which were copied
civil engineer who was working on the radio without
a miss, but often under these cir
installation there asked us to get a message
they were unable to get even our
to Copenhagen for him. We had not the cumstances
slightest idea how we were to do this, but QSL until several nights later when we
on listening in that night heard LWQ, a swung in again.
Norwegian whaler, working TFA, RekyVery little aurora was seen while we
javik, Iceland. We called him on our long were in winter quarters, but on our way
est wave of 300 meters and luckily suc home down the coasts of South Greenland
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and Labrador the sky was at times covered transmitter and receiver worked faultlessly
with the displays, but they in no way af without attention. It was not necessary to
fected the reception of signals on any wave replace a single tube nor even a B battery,
length.
during the entire trip of 15 months.
Commercial spark signals on 600 meters
Several false reports have been issued by
were generally lacking thruout the winter, stations who reported working WNP.* The
but on favorable nights we logged WNU, following is the correct list of stations
New Orleans; NAY, Port Isabel, Texas; worked while en route to and from Refuge
FFU in France, and several English sta Harbor and while there. From points
tions, as well as hearing
the commercial stations all
along the Pacific coast of
North America. Signa's
from those on the Atlantic
seaboard with the excep
tion of WIM's I.C.W. set
were practically never
heard. Long-wave alter
nator stations on the At
lantic coast were strong
but those on the Pacific
coast and in Europe were
much stronger. It was
possible to copy NSS press
on only three or four oc
casions under very favor
able conditions.
THE WINTERTIME LEAD-IN arrangement on WNP. An
Amateur spark stations
igloo was erected over the forecastle hatch, and in thii a port was
both in the 6th district
cut for the wires to enter. The four wires of the antenna dropped
and 9th district were
vertically from the foretopmast to a short spreader mounted on the
logged, but of course could
win"h. and Ihence to the lead-in insulator within the igloo. < Photo
by Mix.)
not compare in strength 01
consistency with C.W. sig
south of Jack Lane's Bay, Labrador: 1CKP,
nals from the same locality.
1CRW, 1FM, 1UJ, 1FB, 2CQZ, 1CPI, Can.
According to observations made during 1AR,
1DD. From South Greenland: 1ZE.
the winter, a fairly well rectified 60-cycle
plate supply seemed to give the most con From Refuge Harbor: IANA, 2AGB,
sistent signal. D.C. signals were perhaps 6AKW, 6BCL, 6CEU, 6XAD, 7ABB, 7AHB,
easier to copy thru heavy QRN but they had 7AIB, 7CO, 7CX, 7DC, 7DJ, 7KS, 70B,
a tendency to swing badly. 500-cycle sup 70M, 7SC, 7SF, 7ZU, 8BXX, 9ACK, 9APF,
ply seemed to be the poorest proposition. 9AVZ, 9BTT 9DKB, 9EBT, 9ZT, Can. 3NI,
The signals seemed to swing badly and were 4CL, 4DQ, 4FN, 4HH, 5CT, 5GO, 9BP. On
easily broken up by QRM and QRN and did the return trip the following were worked.
not have the kick of a rectified 60-cycle sig From South Greenland: 2CBG, 9CDV,
nal. While on our way up the Labrador VDM. From the Labrador coast: 1AGO,
coast 8AWP shifted from 500-cycle supply 1RV, ITS. From points south of Labrador :
to rectified 60-cycle and his signal strength 1ASR, 1AZT, 1BDV, 1CST, 1MO, 1MY,
was fully doubled. 9MC also used both and IRA, 2BRB, 2CQZ, 3CJN, 3DU, 8AQ, Can
his 60-cycle supply was much superior.
adian 1DD.
During the winter we copied scraps here
and there to the effect that experiments
* We are surprised to learn from Mix that he
were being made on waves below 200 meters never
worked 1BVE, as reported in September QST
but we had no idea that they had been so and overheard by several other stations, and that the
successful. During the winter we had an message received by 9FB, as reported in August
QST, was likewise a fake. Someone with a distorted
available wave of 175 meters but the sta
of humor victimized these amateurs and rep
tions we worked invariably reported N.D. sense
resented himself as WNP.—Editor.
on this wave and requested QSY back to
220. There is no doubt but that if we had
been able to get down to one hundred meters
or lower we would have been able to keep
in constant communication during the light
period as well as the dark period.
THE FOUR ftdES QFftHflM/ "H
During the entire trip every detail of the
apparatus stood up wonderfully. Both
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Parallel Operation of Power Tubes
By James H. Turnbull*
THE problem as originally outlined by tions (ordinarily called parasitics) which
the vacuum tube section of the Gen
vary in wavelength from one to ten meters.
eral Electric Research Laboratory The cause of these will be discussed in
detail later and the remedy suggested.
was to find the cause of the ultra
high frequency oscillations commonly
When tubes are put in parallel their
capacities are also in parallel, as are those
met with when a number of tubes are oper
ated in parallel. The efficiency of such of the sockets. After a certain number are
connected this capacity has become so high
multiple oscillators was also to be investi
gated. As the work progressed it was that efficient operation is impossible. This
found that several factors contributed to trouble is more prevalent at the higher
frequencies. About a certain value of cap
the losses in multitube sets and each was in acity
entirely refuse to oscillate.
some measure investigated. In this report, In onetheof tubes
circuits with 800 volts D.C.
conclusions with supporting experimental applied themy apparent
limiting value of
facts have been given rather than to include oscillation for the tube was approximately
all data and observations.
as follows:
Thanks are due Dr. W. C. White, Dr.
One tube,
15 meters.
John C. Warner, Dr. A. W. Hull and Mr.
Two tubes,
23 meters.
E. W. Kellogg, all of the Research Labor
Three tubes,
28 meters.
atory of the General Electric Company.
Four tubes,
32 meters.
The Problem
These tubes had an approximate gridWhen we attempt to operate several tubes plate capacity of 18 to 24 micromicrofarads.
in parallel as oscillators we almost never I do not maintain that these are the lowest
get an output per tube as large as if we possible wavelengths at which these tubes
were usina: a signal tube. A typical case is will oscillate but merely wish to show how
in one particular circuit arrangement the
given in Table 1.
lowest wavelength is changed by the number
TABLE 1
of tubes.
Obviously there is a drop in the plate
Fifty watt thoriated filament tubes in Hart
ley circuit. (A constant dissipation of impedance and what appears to be a de
about 60-70 watts per tube was controlled crease in the amplification constant.
by means of an optical pyrometer—Circuit
There was encountered a condition of
adjusted for this value with maximum out
cross current much like that gotten in the
put. Separate grid leaks).
paralleling of 60-cycle transformers. This
will be discussed in detail later.
No. of
tubes oscillating
12
3
4
The tubes used in these tests were of low
impedance, low amplification constant, and
Plate current
200 ma. 380 ma. 650 ma. 725 ma
with thoriated filament. Some trouble had
Grid current
8 ma. 15 ma. 24 ma. 81 ma.
Antenna current 3.5 amp. 4.5 amp. 6.1 amp. 5.6 amp. been experienced in connection with para
Approx. antenna
sitic oscillations in these tubes. For the
resistance.
9 ohms 9 ohms 9 ohms 9 ohms
Wntta input
110 w. 185 w. 240 w. 290 w.
most part the tests were conducted with a
Ratio of watte
conductively
coupled artley circuit, although
output to input
the Meissner and tuned grid were also em
milliampcres.
1.55
.49
.44
.40
ployed.
(Supply A.C. nt constant voltage.)
The tubes are not available on the market
The Difficulties
and were chosen for the experiment solely
There are several separate and distinct because it was known that they exaggerated
the effects which were being investigated.
Many measurements were attempted but
the difficulties were so numerous that no
great accuracy could be obtained. None of
Id they
the values given here should be regarded
osct/fator
it would o/ow in bands
as of greater accuracy than 10%.
FIG I
Ultrahigh Frequency
effects to be considered. The most obvious
(parasitic) Oscillations
of these is the ultrahigh frequency oscilla
At times, for no reason, a multitube
oscillator will work at two independent
•Late of Union Coll'
, Experimenters
frequencies, the frequency of transmission
section A.R.R.I. .
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(and its harmonics) as well as a second
frequency which is much higher and usually
from 200,000 to 20,000 kilocycles, lhi to
15 meters.)
The wavelengths of these extra oscilla
tions were measured in several ways. The
familiar standing waves in parallel wires
(Lecher wires) were used as a standard.
Greatest sensitivity was found at the cur
rent loops, where a hot wire galvanometer
was used shunted with a short copper bar.
This method was not rapid and was incon
venient for a single person. Hence a glass
tube one centimer in diameter was space
wound with fine copper wire varnished into
place. This tube was about one and onehalf meters in length. The tube was evacu
ated and a very little gas put into it. Now
when the tube was brought near to a oscil
lator it would glow in bands. Fig. 1. The
tube was calibrated against the standing
waves on the parallel wires and after that
served as a very useful measuring device
for shorter waves. In this way the short
waves could be measured conveniently.
The currents at these short waves were
more difficult to measure because any meter
had a certain amount of resistance and this
frequently stopped the high frequency
oscillation. Finally a special thermo-couple
was sealed into a notched piece of nichrome
ribbon and the presence of parasitics de
termined by nothing whether there was a
change in the galvanometer deflection when
the current was sent thru the strip. If
I suspected that the heating effect was due
to the longer wavelength and to the direct
current I would put 10 or 15 ohm resis
tance in series and arrange a key to short
circuit this extra resistance as in Fig 2.
In the main circuit the working-frequencycurrent would not be changed much by
operating this key but a quite small para
sitic current would be strongly affected,
hence its presence could be detected by
watching the galvanometer carefully while
operating the key.
Energy Lois By Parasitics
Due to the low impedances at these high
frequencies the currents flowing are some-

10-15 -fi.

FIG. 2
*
1
times very large and consume considerable
energy uselessly. With 50-watt tubes para
sitics as large as 11 amperes were measured
with a hot wire ammeter of .04 ohms resis
tance. Now this is not a true test since
we introduced an appreciable resistance

(.04 ohms) in the circuit. Probably the
currents were Iwger before that.
In every case moving the leads connect
ing the plates and grids in parallel (Fig.
3) will either change the wavelength of the
parasitics or cause them to stop. When the
wavelength of the Hartley circuit was
changed by varying the number of turns
in the antenna coil no change in the wave-

FIG.3
lengths of the parasitics could be detected.
In a tuned grid, tuned plate circuit (Meissner) the parasitics were found to be the
worst. This was when the tuning was
accomplished by condensers. When tuning
was done by variometers the parasitics
greatly decreased. In an inductively tuned
circuit the wavelengths of the parasitic
oscillation was decreased.
Curing Parasitics
It has been pointed out that these could
be eliminated by resistance in the grid or
plate circuit or by means of chokes. These
remedies all reduce the currents of para
sitic frequency. Other devices were also
tried. When a small low-loss coil is put
in the Dlate circuit of each tube near the
plate binding post, Fig. 4a, the current at
the main wavelength falls off very slightly
and the wavelength is raised a trifle. By
shunting a small condenser from the grid
to the plate of each tube, Fig. 4b, it was
found possible to get them into oscillation
at various waves up to 28 meters without
effecting the main wavelength of 200 meters
at all. If two tubes were used in parallel
and the condensers on one set at maximum
while the other was set at minimum it was
not possible by any juggling to generate
parasitics. So long as the nodes lie in the
inductances, we continue to have oscillations
but when we shift either of the nodes into
the condensers, the oscillations cease im
mediately. Placing resistance close up to
the plate terminals of each tube, Fig. 4d,
will abolish parasitics. This agrees with
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theory for we find that with a given resis
tance oscillations will cease.
The useful effect of chokes in stopping
parasitics is also probably caused by the
resistance; that is the effective A.C. resis
tance of the coil at the parasitic frequency
is really what stops these ultrahigh oscilla
tions. In order to check this fact small low
resistance chokes were tried in the circuit
'and it was found that oscillations at the
parasitic frequencies stopped immediately
when a small iron bolt or nail was put in
the choke so as to increase the resistance.
(This should not increase the inductance
much at the very high frequency because
of the low permeability of the iron at such
frequencies.—Tech. Ed.)
A circuit with high ratio of inductance
to capacity was not as badly troubled with
parasitics as one with large capacity. The
oscillations never occur when a single tube
is operated but are frequently found in the
amplifier of a master oscillator and have
even been detected in parallel oscillators for
speech frequencies.
The Real Cause of Parasitic*
It is evident that there is no simple con
nection between the main frequency of
oscillation and the parasitic frequency.
Only one conclusion can be drawn; that
there is present somewhere in the set a
circuit which is definitely resonant to the
parasitic frequency. It is also evident that
in this circuit the tube capacities are not
operating in parallel for if they were, a
single length of wire 5 centimeters long
would produce the necessary inductance and
the actual wire length is greater than this.
In addition it can be shown that with such
a ratio of capacity to inductance oscilla
tion could not be maintained. Since both
tubes are obviously taking in the oscillation
there remains only one possible conclusion,
that the tube capacities are acting in series.
This arrangement is shown in Pig. 5, first,
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pares with those that are actually present.
In addition the ratio of C/L is such that
oscillations would be sustained. A sample
calculation is tabulated below.
CALCULATION OF THE NATURAL
PERIOD OF PARASITIC CIRCUIT
Measurements :
Internal tube capacities
13-14x10-12 farads.
Connecting leads
1 mm. in diameter.
15 cm. long.
10 cm. average separation.
Inductance of leads.
L/cm. len. = 2 In d/r 4- .5 abhenries
L = 30 x 2 x 6.9 + .5
L = 430 x 10-9 henries
Internal capacity of tubes in series = 7
x 10-12 farads. This gives a natural period
of 103,000 kilocycles or about 3.0 meters.
In practice the wavelength was less than
this, being for this case about 3.5 meters.
During the war attempts were made by
the French under Prof. Gutton to employ
this property to generate very short waves,
which could be detected by the rays of a
searchlight. They eliminated the higher
frequency and utilized only the very short
waves which we are now regarding as a
"parasitic". It is possible to get about the
same amount of energy as on the longer
waves. The great difficulty is in coupling
this into a radiating system.

Equalizing Loads
The comparison between a tube and a
motor generator set has long been used
to clarify certain things about tube opera
tion. It is but one step further to think
of the similarity of a pliotron to a step-up
transformer where the grid-filament cor
responds to the low side of the transformer
and the plate-filament corresponds to the
high side. Suppose we take two or more
transformers of slightly different ratio and
try to operate them with
the primaries connected in
parallel and the second
aries connected in parallel.
One will take a major por
tion of he load because it
has a higher secondary
voltage. This will result
in circulating current be
tween the transformer secFIG. 4 REDUCING PARASITICS
andaries. We have a sim
Filomentiririnqemitted
to simplify
diaoramUseInCondD
ttNOTESwillnot
do to may
use a.be610round
spread-out
resistance.
a cornilar condition in the plio
eatt
coilwhich
with smallresistance,
wire
tron. The difference in
amplification constant cor
responds to the difference
as encountered in the actual tube and to the difference in ratio of transformation,
second, diagramatically.
in ratio of transformation. The difference
This theory can be checked. Calculating ;n the grid plate capacity corresponds to
the tube capacities in series and taking a the difference in leakage of transformers.
probable value of the tube connection we
The first condition (difference in ampliarrive at a resonant frequency which com fication constant) is independent of fre-
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quency but the second (difference in grid
plate capacity) is a direct function of fre
quency and accordingly very troublesome
at short waves. The first condition may be
handled mathematically in a way similar
to the treatment of losses in the parallel
operation of oscillators. For this see Pro
ceedings I.R.E. of September, 1920. The
second does not lend itslf to symbol
analysis.
In practice tubes which do not differ by
more than 5% will operate satisfactorily
above 50 meters.
If it is desired to make all tubes take
even load no matter how widely their
characteristics may vary this can be done
by using separate variable grid leaks and
grid condensers. Attention must be paid to
the fact that each of these resistances
carries the grid current of a single tube
and that if only a single grid resistance and
condenser are being used, they should have
a much lower resistance in proportion to
the number of tubes being used. Putting
it differently, if four tubes are being used
in parallel with a single grid leak which
serves all of them this leak should have
about one quarter of the resistance that
would be used for a single tube. This is
often overlooked. For maximum efficiency
a corresponding change will have to be made
in the grid condenser, that is to say it
would have four times the capacity. A grid
meter assists in making these adjustments
when we remember that the grid current
should be proportional to the number of
tubes. These facts are commonly neglected
in otherwise carefully constructed and de
signed oscillators.
"Double Frequency"?
One of the popular magazines definitely
attributes most of the undesirable inter
ference to the use of multiple oscillators.
It maintains that these tubes are oscillating
close together. This is not correct. If
independently at separate frequencies very
we use common grid leaks and condensers
it is quite impossible for the tubes to oscil
late except in synchronism. We may think
of our inductances as a lump inductance
and our capacities as a single capacity
which determine the frequency. Even two
oscillating circuits independent from each
other excepting through coupling will tend
to oscillate at the same frequency. An
illustration of this lies in the fact that with
a fairly powerful oscillator coupled very
loosely to a heterodyne wavemeter it is
quite impossible to get beat notes lower
than about 100 cycles because from that
point onward the large oscillator forcibly
drags the smaller one into sychronism. This
effect will be much increased in a parallel
tube transmitter where the coupling is so
much closer. Further proof lies in the fact

that in listening to C.W. stations we are
never troubled with a beat note unless we
are using an oscillating receiver or another
oscillating receiver is being used nearby.
The transmitter itself does not transmit
beat notes and therefore evidently did not

FIG. 5 WHERE PARAS (TICS BEG.N
generate them. Furthermore it will be
noticed that with all strong incoming sig
nals the zero beat tuning will extend over
some little portion of the range showing
that there positively is not a double fre
quency present.

Attention
Superheterodyne Owners
Since the appearance of "Superhetero
dyne Trouble Shooting" (August QST),
Captain H. J. Adams has been besieged
with requests for filters to be used in all
manners of superheterodyne receivers.
Captain Adams wishes to call attention
to the fact that each kind of set requires a
different filter and that it is a laboratory
job to determine what will fit any particu
lar set. Of course one can scrap the exist
ing transformers and put in a new set clear
thru, together with a suitable filter, but
that amounts to building a new set.
The alternative is to run curves on the
existing transformers and then to fit a filter
to them. Captain Adams' Signal Corps
duties do not permit him to do such work.
However, he suggests that if anyone is seri
ously enough interested to send the set to
Philadelphia he can see to it that a proper
job is done. The owner of the set may use
his own discretion as to what he wants—
a complete new set of transformers or
measurements on the old ones from which
a special filter can be built.
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Super-Zenith Circuit
By Healdon R. Starkey*

FOR the past two years radio-frequency
amplification at the broadcast and
amateur waves has been approved and
rejected, knocked and boosted, canned
and re-instated until the average person has
come to the conclusion that "radio-fre
quency amplifiers are all right when they
work, but they only work when they feel
like it," whereas the real trouble all along
has been that the radio-frequency amplifier
was only partly developed. If the writer's
memory hasn't gone back on him, the front
rank of the radio-frequency army con
sisted of a horde of transformer-coupled
potentiometer-controlled circuits which
put up quite a battle but presently retired
in disorder before the counter-attack of
the old standby regenerative circuits.
Then came the second wave, a doughty
army of impedance-coupled amplifiers,
most of which used variometers for the
tuned impedance and the same old poten
tiometer control, with a division of recruits
from the scattered front rank reorganized
in the form of "tuned transformers". The
term transformer is here used in its popu
lar sense, to mean a coupling device into
vhich sufficient, losses have been introduced
to make it cover a wide band of frequen
ce
(fry*/'"

-30v D»r £ Bat'
FIG I THE CIRCUIT FR.0^1 WHICH THE. START WAS M4DF
cies. The so-called "tuned transformers"
simply have a hump at the lower end of
the scale which is shifted along the scale
by a variable condenser in the case of the
fixed transformer and by variometer action
Li the case of the variotransformer.
Then there came that marvellous des
troyer of religion which has been called
a "cascaded regenerative leceiver," inas
much as both grid and plate were tuned in
both the r. f. amplifier and detector with
loose couoling between the plate circuit
of the r. f. tube and the grid circuit of the
• Research Department, Zenith Radio Corporation.

detector, and finally we had the reversed
tickler and neutrodyne types with their
various hybrids.
In beginning his efforts to build a radiofrequency amplifier that would have all of
the advantages and none of the disadvan
tages of the types which had gone before,
Hassel1 started his experiments logically
with a few of the better ones, and by the
process of elimination arrived at a simple
circuit which represented the accumula
tion of the best points in the circuits which
had gone before, having sensitivity and se
lectivity and being well adapted to the
"logging" of stations. The circuits also
had the following weaknesses which he
then proceeded to overcome.
Difficulties
The first disadvantage to be overcome
was the marked decrease in the transfer
of energy from one stage to the next with
the increase of wavelength. This means
that the circuit would give maximum sensi
tivity on only one wave. This had been
perhaps the biggest stumbling block in the
path of previous experimenters, and
Hassel's solution of this problem forms
the basis of a patent application which
promises to be one of considerable import
ance in the field of radio reception.
The second disadvantage was that the
circuit shown in Fig. 1, had no means for
adaptation to the wide difference present
in even the best makes of tubes at pres
ent on the market. In fact no thoroughly
satisfactory means of doing this had been
found in any of the circuits tried.
The third disadvantage was that a man
would need three hands in order to tune
the set in comfort.
The fourth disadvantage was the differ
ence in energy transfer from the antenna
to the first tube at different frequencies,
the solution of this problem being the
same as that of the first.
The Cures
Going to the root of the matter, Hassel
decided that before it would be possible
to build a really satisfactory r. f. ampli
fier it would be necessary completely to
overcome the first and biggest difficulty.
Other experimenters had puzzled over find
ing a way to equalize the transfer of en1—K. E. Hassel. Chicago Radio Laboratory, also
Zenith Radio Corp. Author "Short-Wave Tuner
Design" and 'SF' at 9ZN.
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ergy at different frequencies, some of
them partially solving it by introducing
lossers into the field of the coils which
caused higher losses at the higher frequen
cies, thereby effecting a partial balance.
But can you imagine "Low-Loss" Hassel
even giving a second thought to such
means?' He calmly did the thing which is
so obviously the simplest and
most efficient way of meeting
the difficulty that everyone
who sees it either says "Why
didn't I think of that!" or "I
thought of doing that but
didn't have the patience to
work it out." He simply took
a portion of the plate coil and
mounted it on the condenser
shaft so that it rotates inside
the grid coil of the succeeding
stage, in such manner that
the rotating portion of the
plate coil opposes the coupling from the fixed
portion at the low waves and adds to the
coupling at the high waves, rotating with
the condenser thru its 180° of revolution.
The circuit arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.

duction and now employed in radio re
search in this laboratory) came forward
with a solution as simple and efficient as
the heart could desire. The big difference
in tubes seems .to be in the amount of plate
current they draw, in other words, in the
plate impedance, so Dr. Spaeth put a noninductive variable resistance or rheostat in

FIG 2- THEVSUPER-ZENITH"CIRCUiT
the plate circuit of the first tube (the crit
ical one) having a sufficient range of re
sistance to compensate for all reasonable
variations in tubes. This is shown in Fig
ure 2.

. Fie. 3—LABORATORY MODEL OF THE SUPER-ZENITH. At the back of the
set is the strip carrying the r.f. tubes and the detector, also the filament resistances
in the shape of small cartridges which can be changed to fit the type of tnbea used.
The longer cartridge is the grid leak. The transformers with the rotating plate coils
arc located just ahead of the tubes, but the variable condensers cannot be seen. At
the left is a three-stage audio amplifier with a stage-control switch. The large knobs
at the lower edge of the panel are on the vernier shafts—there are no knobs on the
Rlin shaft-.
Having thus conquered the first and big
gest obstacle, the second in importance was
adaptation to the differences in tubes. In
hunting for the solution of this problem,
Dr. Spaeth (well known as the inventor
of the electric arc system of nitrogen re*2—The point being that the whole "low-loss" agita
tion started with the famous Hassel article
"Short-wave Tuner Design" which appeared in
December 1923 issue of QST.

The third problem was a mechanical one,
the tuning of two sharply resonant circuits
simultaneously with one knob, so as to
make it possible to tune the set in comfort
with the normal human allotment of two
hands. While purely mechanical, this was
by far the most intricate problem of the
three, and merits treatment as a separate
subject. Suffice it to say this time that
it was solved by Mr. H. Perlesz, the man
ager of the Research Division.
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Figure 3 is a photo of one of the more
recent models and Fig. 4 is a photo of the
set dressed up in its best clothes.
The "Super-Zenith," as this circuit has
been named, has some rather astonishing
records to its credit, having tuned in sta
tions when all that could be heard on the
same waves on ordinary sets was static.
On at least one occasion during the sum
mer it put KDKA on the loud speaker with

t
Fig. 4—
The Super-Zenith "AH Dressed Up In lis Best Clothes."
dancing volume without any kind of aerial
or ground. And also during summer it
put Pacific Coast stations on the loud
speaker with a 25-ft. wire on the floor for
aerial. Another feat was to cut out WLS
(Chicago) and get KGC (Oakland, Cal.)
19 meters apart, at my room which is ex
actly 2 blocks from WLS. One hot sum
mer night I happened to pick up a 6th
district ham while making some tests us
ing a small U. V. 199 oscillator and I was
so surprised I went Ashing for others and
in about twenty minutes heard several dis
tricts, using the 199 tube oscillator as a
separate heterodyne, and this was on a
night when static put the regenerative sets
right out of business.
The circuit has not been tried very far
below 200 meters but there is no apparent
reason why it should not work down on the
shorter waves, at least to 100 meters.
In closing let me say a few words for the
benefit of any who wish to build one of
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these sets. Do not be fooled by the sim
plicity of the circuit into thinking you can
buy a bunch of parts Saturday afternoon
and be ready to receive by Monday night.
I am not saying this to discourage anyone,
but to make the builders realize that they
must use all their skill in designing a set
of this type, or they will be as much disap
pointed as they have been with other r. f.
amplifiers. It is literally true that care
lessness in placing a single wire may com
pletely ruin the operation of the set. Also
do not expect to use the same number of
plate turns as shown in the diagram. The
kind and arrangement of parts and wiring
affect the number of turns greatly; better
put plenty of turns on both stators and
rotors and tear off one at a time until you
get the proper balance, and be prepared to
start in and wind them all over again. The
angle of the coils must also be determined
experimentally. If the spacing of your
coils is seven inches from center to center,
try 56 degrees to start with. Above all
don't try to run two of the condensers on
one knob unless you are a bear-cat me
chanic. If you do want to try it the sec
ond and third condensers are the ones to
team up, and don't forget a separate 3plate vernier to bring the two circuits ex
actly into resonance with each other before
starting to tune. This circuit has given
me more thrills than any other I have
handled and I feel quite justified in say
ing that those who build it right will be
well repaid for their efforts.

Coming :
Dakota Division Convention
Fellows, put these dates down:
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 28th.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 29th.
Two days so full of interesting events
that it is impossible to give the complete
details in this notice, but for all the stunts
planned including Dinner, Wouf Hong and
Rides it will cost only
$4.00, just $4.00; that's all.
The meetings will be held in the Electrical
and Engineering Building, University of
Minnesota, MINNEAPOLIS.
Write H. D. Jones, 9GT; L. C. Smedy,
9AUL or G. W. Volkenant, 9IG-9VL, for
details.
. —A. A. H.
Thomas Ensall of 1208 Grandview Av
enue, Warren, Ohio, offers to take your old
spark junk in trade on new apparatus.'
This, at least, prevents the obsolete stuff
from being a total loss and ought to be
interesting to some of us.
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Short Waves

By H. F. Mason, ex 7BK
EVERY amateur now has a splendid
chance to try out his pet theories
on antennas. There has not in the
past month been much experimenta
tion along this line as there might
have been because most amateurs were not
blessed with the room to try different an
tenna systems, nor the high masts that
were usually called for. On the short
wave amateur bands, however, antennas
can be made small enough to be easily built
and changed without much trouble. Work
ing an antenna on a harmonic, explained
by Mr. F. Dawson Bliley on page 12 of the
August QST, is not now being considered.
To have a vertical cage antenna has been
the pet ambition of most every amateur
for years. This ambition can now be re
alized on the short wave bands. What is
more, the supports for the vertical antenna
need not be so high as to require elaborate
guying.

acity and the current flow. When used as
a Hertzian oscillator the downleads should
be separated several feet or more.
Loop transmission becomes very effective
on short waves. A good transmitter loop,
though not rotatable, can be made by modi
fying the antenna shown in the sketch.
Bring the downleads from the two cages
into the station separately and connect a
small coupling coil between them. This
coil is in turn coupled to the sending set.
Now at the top of the mast, connect the
two cages together through an insulator.
The capacity through this insulator serves
as the loop tuning condenser, so the in
sulator should be a good one. An Ohio
Brass porcelain insulator or a Pyrex in
sulator will serve. Maybe the capacity
through the insulator itself will not be
sufficient to allow the loop circuit to oscil
late at the desired wavelength. If more

An example of an antenna especially for
the short wave bands is shown in the sketch.
The insulators are eighteen inch glass
towel bars obtained for ten cents each at
a dime store; the cages are each about
eight inches across but may be tapered if
desired. The top spreader is a piece of
clear 2 by 2 spruce, 12 feet in length. The
spring in this top piece keeps the cages
taunt.
The above antenna, when used in con
junction with a 15 foot ground lead to salt
water was found to have a fundamental
wavelength of 93 meters; making it almost
ideal for use on the 75-80 meter band with
a series condenser. When used in conpunction with a counterpoise of one wire
25 feet long and one foot high, the funda
mental wavelength was lowered to 40
meters. This great decrease in the funda
mental is caused by the capacity between
the counterpoise and the ground acting as
a series condenser. A multiple wire fan
counterpoise would raise the fundamental
wavelength of the system because it would
be equivalent to using a larger series conThe antenna just described can be used
in another way. One cage can be used as
the antenna and the other as the counter
poise in any of the standard inductively
coupled circuits. The action here is similar
to that of the familiar Hertzian oscillator,
except that the two parts of the system
have been brought around closer together,
increasing the natural wavelength, the cap

An exper/mentaj ■S/wrl Ware Antenna
Antenna used at 1AKI, Eastern Summer Head
quarters of the 7th District—a thins unique in
amateur radio history. Erected and operated by
7BK, H. F. Mason (Dept. Editor of QST and former
N. W. Division manager.), 7BG, K. W. Weingarten
(Northwestern Director AJt.R.L.), 7ZQ, W. E.
Slauson (of Washington and Wyoming and now
operating on the Luckenbach line) and 70E, Lieut
enant Commander S. M. Mathes, U.S.N., (former
N. W. director A.R.R.L. and now stationed at Glou
cester with N.S. Shawmut).
capacity at the top is needed, fasten a tin
piepan to each end of the insulator, run
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ning the wires through the center of the p:epans so as to support them in a parallel
position like the plates of a condenser. If
less capacity at the top is needed, use a
longer insulator, such as an 18 inch towel
bar. By having a wavemeter equipped
with a flash lamp at hand for frequently
measuring the transmitted wave during the
experiments you can soon arrive at the
right top capacity for about the wavelength
you wish to use.
The final adjustment can then be made
by varying the number of turns in the
AMATEUR
A I£I I *V<SJ*>\
STATIONRADIO |I 1lrtlVI|
ui«-««
Lkw! A.cM > tHt >-v«-w I <Vi ILL ftHlTkUft R1XUS

The Eastern calling card of the 7th District
coupling coil. In general, the fewer turns
in the coupling coil the better. Two or
three will be sufficient in most cases.
The time worn question of counterpoise
vs. ground has been opened anew in con
nection with work on the short wave bands.
It is your local conditions that determine
what is best for you to use. If you can
get a good ground, as by running a short
and direct lead to a copper tank or a series
of copper sheets buried in permanently
moist earth, it may give you better results
on some wavelengths than a counterpoise—
and then again it may not. No experi
ments have been made the results of which
will apply to your particular case.
The effect of imperfect dielectrics in the
field of the antenna or poor antenna insu
lation is very deleterious to short wave
work. Ground leads, counterpoise leads,
and antenna leads should be rigidly sup
ported at least one or two feet from all
solid materials.
The black oxide coating that appears on
copper wire a few days after an antenna
has been erected has a very bad effect at
short waves. There are two solutions to
this difficulty. One of them is to use
enameled wire. The other is to build the
antenna and mast so it can be hinged down
daily and the wires polished. Indeed, they
might even be greased to keep the corrosion
from setting in so rapidly. Thus the old
sea-going joke about the green operator
who was ordered aloft to grease the an
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tenna so the signals would slide off easier,
is not so much of a joke after all!
STATEMENT OP THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGE
MENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.. REQUIRED BY
THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912.
Of QST, published monthly at Hartford. Conn., for
October 1, 1924.
State of Connecticut
County of Hartford
Before me a Notary Public in and for the State
and county aforesaid personally appeared K. 6.
Warner, who, having been duly sworn according: to
law, deposes and says that he is the business mana
ger of QST and that the following is, to the best of
his knowledge and belief, a true statement of
the ownership, management (and if a daily paper,
the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication
for the date shown in the above caption, required
by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section
443, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit :
1. That the names and addresses of the pub
lisher, editor, managing editor, and business mana
gers are: Publisher, The American Radio Relay
League, Inc., Hartford, Conn. ; Editor, Kenneth B.
Warner, Hartford, Conn. ; Managing Editor, (none) ;
Business Manager, Kenneth B. Warner, Hartford,
Conn.
2. That the owners are: (Give names and ad
dresses of the individual owners, or, if a corporation,
give its names and the names and addresses of
stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent, or more
nf the total amount of stock.) The American Radio
Relay League, Inc., an association without capital
stock, incorporated under the laws of the State of
Connecticut. President, Hiram Percy Maxim, Hart
ford, Conn. : Vice-President, Chas. H. Stewart, St.
David's, Pa. : Treasurer, A. A. Hebert, Hartford,
Conn. ; Traffic Manager, F. H. Schnell, Hartford.
Conn. : Secretary, K. B. Warner, Hartford, Conn.
8. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent,
or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
other securities are. (If there are none, so state.)
None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security
holders, if any, contain not only the list of stock
holders and security holders as they appear on the
books of the company but also, in cases where the
stockholder or security holder appeared upon the
books of the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or cor
poration for whom such trustee is acting, is given :
also that the said two paragraphs contain statements
embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to
the circumstances and conditions under which stockho'ders and security holders who do not appear upon
the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and
securities in a capacity other than that of a bona
fide owner ; and this affiant has no reRson to believe
that any other person, association or corporation has
any interest direct or indirect in the said stock,
bonds, or other securities than as so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies each issue
of this publication sold or distributed, through the
mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the
six months preceding the date shown above is
(This information is required
from daily publications only.)
K. B. Warner.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 19th day
of September. 1924.
Frederick L. Pratt. Notary Public.
(My commission expires February 1, 1929.)
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Secondary Circuits for Broadcast Receivers
By Philip G. Schermerhorn
PAGES 46 and 47 of the July issue of
QST remind us of the lack of stand
ardization in tickler coil and antenna
condenser size and design. This is
very trite, but it seems to me that far worse
conditions are to be found concerning the
best and most efficient proportions for sec
ondary coils and shunt condensers for broad
cast reception.
When I glance over back numbers of our
numerous radio magazines and supplements,
I indeed pity the embryo enthusiast when he
seeks to design broadcast tuners; for no
two articles are in the least likely to agree
concerning the proper number of turns,
size of wire, diameter of tube, method of
winding, or any other factor which goes in
to the construction of the important second
ary circuit.
Let us assume that the broadcast range
covers from two hundred to six hundred
meters, and that it is desired to construct
the most efficient tuner for this class of re
ception. By "efficient" is meant that which
will render selectivity, quality and volume.
Now is this not quite obviously a purely
technical problem which many electrical re
search laboratories are fully competent and
equipped to solve? After examining many
circuits the writer is of the opinion that
the constants most often met with are about
60 turns of No. 26 wire upon a 3" form, and
shunted by a variable condenser of BOO
nnfd (.0005 |xfd.) capacity. However, the
result of months of experimental work upon
this subject leads the writer to believe that
such proportions are by no means the most
efficient.
I believe it is pretty generally conceded
that it is undesirable to employ excessive
capacity in the secondary or grid circuit,
and that for most efficient reception the
value of L should be reasonably high as
compared with C. It is also obviously de
sirable to so proportion the relationship be
tween inductance and capacity that about
70% to 80% of condenser dial may be util
ized for tuning purposes. That is to say,
so that stations broadcasting upon around
240 meters come in at about 10 or 15 on
dial, while those transmitting around 500
meters and over come in at, say, 70 to 85.
Bearing both these desirable features in
mind I decided to employ a Cardwell con
denser of 250 nufd. (-00025 nfd.) capacity,
as secondary shunt condenser, and by ex
periment to determine the best proportions
of an inductance which would most nearly
fulfill such conditions. After many rather
tedious windings and rewindings, I ulti
mately chose a 4" tube wound with 57 turns
of No. 22 D.S.C. wire, since such a coil, used
■

with my 250 nufd. (.00025 nfd.) condenser
admirably satisfied my requirements. I
found that with this combination, and using
the entire condenser scale, it was possible
to cover the entire range from 197 to 600
meters.
According to the formulae I used, the in
ductance of said secondary coil was .473
millihenrys. In the same manner I found
that should it be desired to use a shunt con
denser of 500 iiufd (.0005 nfd.) capacity
(instead of .00025) and yet bring in sta
tions at the same points on dial, this could
easily be accomplished by reducing the in
ductance of coil to .18 millihenrys—or, for
example, 35 turns No. 22 D.S.C. wire on a
4" tube.
Experiments were then carried further,
and a "Superdyne" receiver constructed
wherein the secondary coil was as above,
of .473 millihenrys, shunted by a 250 ujifd.
(.00025 nfd.) condenser; and the tuned plate
coil was of .18 millihenrys, shunted by a
500-wifd. (.005 ydd.) condenser. This set
proved to be unusually satisfactory, and
was remarkably easy to tune since both
dials logged exactly alike for any station
throughout the entire range.
Coils of smaller diameter and of smaller
size wire were subsequently wound to .18
and .473 millihenrys inductance respective
ly, but—regardless of theory—failed to pro
duce as loud signals,
Referring to the article in QST for Au
gust, 1924, describing the "Compact Super
heterodyne" circuit and constants, I note
that a secondary coil of 60 turns No. 26
S.C.C. wire on a tube 2 %" diameter, shunted
by a 500 imfd. (.0005 v.id.) condenser, is
specified. The inductance of their coil is
.224 millihenrys, which is considerably high
er than my preferred value of .18. It would
appear, therefore, that with such a coil sta
tions could be crowded toward the lower end
of dial, and this is exactly what I find is
the case, for station KYW (336 m.) tunes
in at 59 upon the dial. Not liking such a
position, I juggled a few figures and wound
52 turns No. 22 D.S.C. wire upon a tube
2%" diameter and substituted same for the
coil shown in the "Compact" superhetero
dyne circuit, and found KYW's tuning point
had moved up to 82, where I wanted it.
This all goes to show that there is press
ing need of standardization of secondary
circuits. I certainly do not claim my values
are the best, but I do trust that my experi
ments will induce others, more able than I.
to give us a standard, and once for all stop
this endless and most confusing variety of
coils. Every BCL would be exceedingly
grateful . . . .and less likely to become dis
couraged.
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Helium Tubes
By F. S. McCullough
HELIUM tubes are now playing a
great part in the high frequency art
today. Seventeen of the largest
broadcasting stations use these
tubes each evening. These are the first
stations in the world to use the helium
atom as a carrier of radio frequency cur
rents. It has been practically impossible
to separate the helium atom heretofore from
other gases. The helium in these tubes is
by far the purest in existence. There is
practically no other gas mixed with it,
otherwise the tube would become inopera
tive. These little carriers also cool the tube.
A great many experiments have been
carried out in connection with emission of
electrons from hot bodies using filaments
and plates within a glass bulb, which could
be exhausted of air by means of a vacuum
pump. The filaments were heated by a bat
tery and means were provided for the
measurement of the electrical charge on the
plate. With the air inside the bulb at
normal atmospheric pressure, the tem
perature of the filament was gradu
ally increased by
increasing the
current passing
through it. It
was found that
the plate received
a positive charge
of electricity,
which increased
until the filament
was at a yellow
heat. When the
temperature was
raised above the
value the charge
decreased, until
at white heat, the
charge became
small. The pres
sure of the air in
side the bulb was
then reduced
gradually.
The
charge diminished
still further until
it reversed and
went negative,
and this negative
charge gradually
increased as the
exhaustion of the
bulb continued.
Later it was
found that the
degree of electrification of the plate and
also its sign depended largely on the nature
of the gas inside the bulb. It was noticed

that the presence of oxygen tended to re
duce the charge received by the plate.
The electron theory assume?, that an atom
of an element consists of a positive nucleus
or core, around which revolves a number

of electrons. Little is known of the positive
core, although its mass is great compared
to that of the electron. Thus, a difference
between gold and lead is probably that there
are more electrons per atom in one than in
the other. If we could alter the number
of electrons in an atom, we could probably
active substances, examples of atoms emit
ting some of their electrons and therefore
changing their character.
Tungsten plays a very important factor
in electron tubes. Take for example a
tungsten filament at low temperature. No
electrons are emitted. As the filament be
comes red hot, about 1000 °C, a very small
number of electrons is emitted, which in
creases further as the filament is heated.
The maximum currents are obtained just
before the filament melts, which is about
3270° Gases have been used in tubes.
Hydrogen for instance has a great cooling
effect but it decreases the electron current
The writer, however, found that by putt
ing pure gases in tubes and keeping them
in a free state, entirely different results
occurred. All of the known gases have been
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used in a pure state and it was found that
there were a number of factors to contend
with. First, the cooling effect was always
kept in mind, so a metal air-cooled tube
was built and used to carry out extensive
experiments. During these experiments,
it was found that when the tube containing
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the gas kept cool, the gas itself was able
to retain it in equilibrium and not become
inactive. Helium proved the best because
it was capable of excellent cooling and gave
a great deal more space current. These
helium tubes have been used for six months
without any failures.

Experimenters Section
20 Meter Tests, November 22nd and 30th
MEMBERSHIP in the Section is open
to anyone interested in radio ex
perimentation in company with
, others.
It is not necessary to have a radio lab
oratory, most of the work can be done with
the equipment of an ordinary amateur sta
tion plus the willingness to stick to it.
Joining the Section
The business of joining the section is ex
tremely simple—just address a request to
Experimenter's Section, A.R.R.L., 1045
Main Street, Hartford, Conn.
The Service of the Section
The Experimenter's Section offers the
following services:
A list of men who are interested in your
problem.
A list of problems that are in need of work
at present.
Outlines suggesting the best way of at
tacking your problem.
All of these are kept up to date and are
available on request of those who have en
rolled their names in the Section.
Laboratory Sheets
Several additional laboratory sheets have
been made out. They will be mimeographed
and sent to the members who signed up
for them.
Observers for NAA
Careful observers who can receive 16
words per minute are wanted for some ob
servations to be made on the transmission
of NAA and possibly some other stations.
The wavelength is 2650 meters, the signal
I. C. W.
Please communicate direct with this sec
tion in the regular form indicated below.
Power Line Interference
Our item on page 38 of the May issue
has brought immediate response. The New
Bedford Gas & Edison Light Company of
New Bedford, Mass., has stated that they
will be very glad to receive the cooperation
of any amateur in their neighborhood. They
will welcome any practical ideas on the
location of line interferences and will be

glad to try the methods out and report
upon them. We also have a letter from
W. R. G. Baker of the Radio Engineering
Department of the General Electric Com
pany stating that they are doing work of
this kind and will be very glad to receive
additional information of any kind. Several
residents along the line of the electrified
portion of the New Haven railroad have
written us statements that any town along
this line offers a good field for experimental
work on line interference. In addition to
this we have letters from various portions
of the country where Cottrell precipitators
are used in depositing soot and smelter
dusts. It appears that these precipitators
at times cause very severe interference.
At the present time we are therefore
long on experimental fields and short on
suggestions as to the method of attack.
Assistance is invited.
The Hartley Circuit
Mr. E. B. Redington of 2XQ at Union
College, Schenectady, N. Y., raises the

question of whether there is any advantage
in favor of one of the two clip arrange
ments shown here. The Editor has en
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countered violent individual opinions on
this but no one seems to have any actual
knowledge.
Correspondence
It has become absolutely necessary to
insist that letters to this section be made

separate and that they be kept free of
matters relating to QST, the Information.
Service and the Traffic Department. Please
put such things in another letter addressed
to the proper department. Neglect of this
causes great delay.
Please address your communication to
"Experimenters Section, A. R. R. L., 1045
Main Street, Hartford, Connecticut," and
enclose a stamped and self addressed en
velope for reply. Foreign members in par
ticular are requested to supply the return
envelope but the stamp is not necessary in
such cases.
20 Meter Test*
On November 22nd and 30th a series of
20 meter tests will be held. These tests
are arranged to give all districts a chance
and provide for both dark and daylight
work.
By all means take part, either sending
or else receiving. If possible, do both.
Many of the members of this section
have wavemeters that work down to 40
meters and can help other stations to get
down; it is a short jump from 40 meters to
20 meters.
If your regular set will not go down
throw together a temporary small set—but
get into the test.
What It's About
100 meter work was almost ancient his
tory before we were able to make it popu
lar. Then our "100 Meter CQ Party"
started things going.
In the same way—plenty of 20 meter
work is being done today but we need the
help of hundreds to explore that wave
length properly.
This is to be a public demonstration that
20 meter work is useful—especially in the
daytime.
The Schedule
The night and day tests are all arranged
so that the Atlantic time belt stations
(Eastern Canada) send first for a quarter
of an hour. They are followed by the
Eastern time belt, then the Central, then
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the Mountain and finally the Pacific. Please
stay on the schedule.
In each test send as follows—
"QST, QST, QST U (Your own call three
times) 20 METER TEST."
Repeat this during your test period. It
is best to send slowly and clearly (fading
is often bad at 20 meters) and above all
to make many short calls signing only 3
times after each.
Night of November 22-23
Pacific
Standard
Time
All Stations in Atlantic
Intercolonial time belt send
10:00 to
10:15 P. M.
Nov. 22
All stations in Eastern
Standard time belt send
10:15 to
10:30 P. M.
Nov. 22
All stations in Central
Standard time belt send
10:30 to
10:45 P.M.
Nov. 22
All stations in Mountain
Standard time belt send
10:45 to
11:00 P. M.
Nov. 22
All stations in Pacific
Standard time belt send
11:00 to
11:15 P. M.
Nov. 22
Daylight Test, November 30
Pacific
Standard
Time
All Stations in Atlantic
Intercolonial time belt send
noon to
12:15 P. M.
All stations in Eastern
Standard time belt send
12:15 to
12:30 P. M.
All stations in Central
Standard time belt send
12:30 fo
12:45 P. M.
All stations in Mountain
Standard time belt send
12:45 to
1:00 P. M.
All stations in Pacific
Standard time belt psnd
1:00 to
1:15 P. M.
Reports
Please make your log as complete as
possible and mail it to "Experimenter's
Section, A.R.R.L., 1045 Main St., Hart
ford, Conn."
The one for the test of Nov. 22-23 should
be mailed on the morning of Monday, Nov.
24. The one for the test of the 30th
should be mailed on the morning of Mon
day, December 1st.
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Atmospheric Electricity
By Dr. S. J. Mauchley*
FRANKLIN'S proof that lightning and
electricity are one and the same is so
generally known and accepted that
when a flash of lightning is seen it

place continuously, even during the fairest
of weather. Although these conditions and
changes make no direct appeal to our senses,
we are able by the aid of suitable ihstru-

Inside view of Atmospheric-Electric HuildiiiK ac the Hnancayo Magnetic Observatory.
Hoancayo, Peru, showing* in part an apparatus for recording- the conductivity of the air.
immediately suggests the existence of elec
tricity in the air or at least in the clouds.
In fact, lightning and the attendant thun
der impress themselves so vigorously on our
senses that to many persons the term "at
mospheric electricity" suggests nothing else.
Similarly aurorae or polar lights, silent but
none the less impressive, have in these days
of familiarity with man-controlled electric
displays come to be rather generally consid
ered by the layman as of electric origin.
But northern lights occur so rarely in the
latitude of Washington that doubtless many
of my readers have never had the oppor
tunity of seeing this most beautiful of Na
ture's displays; and even lightning, although
it is much more common than aurorae and
no doubt occurs altogether too often to suit
many of us, must still be regarded as of
rather infrequent occurrence.
There are, however, in addition to the
foregoing, certain important electric phe
nomena in our atmosphere which are taking
• Chief. Section of Terrestrial Electricity, Depart
ment of Terrestrial Magnetism. Carnegie Institu
tion of Washington.

ments to learn much concerning them; also,
some information regarding atmospheric
electricity is obtained indirectly through
studies of the records of radio reception
under various meteorological, electrical, and
magnetic conditions. Time will not permit
me to deal with each of these different
phases of atmospheric electricity, and my
remarks will be confined chiefly to the socalled fair-weather electricity, partly be
cause this is less familiar to most people
than the more spectacular phases, and be
cause it represents the normal conditions
which prevail throughout much the greater
part of our lives. I shall endeavor to give
briefly some of the most interesting and
important of the known facts and occasion
ally a bit of theory regarding them.
For example, in the space surrounding
the Earth and occupied by the air there is
an electric condition called potential which
somewhat resembles the pressure in a water
main. However, this force differs from
ordinary pressures in water or air in that
it affects only bodies which are electrically
charged; that is, it acts as a motion-produc
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ing force on particles of air, dust, drops of
water, etc., which are electrified but does
not affect those which are neutral or un
charged. Technically this property of the
space surrounding the Earth is referred to
as the Earth's electric field, and the volt
with which everyone is more or less familiar
is the unit used in measuring its strength
or intensity. Since air-potential normally
increases with height above ground, the
Earth's field is usually expressed in volts
per meter or in volts per foot to show the
amount of change in potential for a meter
or for a foot of change in height. For our
present purpose, however, we shall in most
cases be concerned only with the potential
at a given point.
The strength of the Earth's electric field
under average fair-weather conditions is
such that the electric potential of the air
at the height of a man's head is from one
hundred to several hundred volts greater
than that of the ground beneath his feet.
Or, in other words, out in the open, away
from buildings and trees, the difference in
electrical potential between the ground and
a point 5 feet above ground is usually some
what greater than the difference of potential
between the lead wires of the ordinary
house-lighting circuit. Combining this ex
perimental result with well-established
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point again later but for the present I may
say that, electrically speaking, our bodies
really form a part of the Earth and our
position is somewhat similar in this respect
to that of birds sitting without harm upon
a high-tension electric wire. Our observa
tions also show that at a distance of say
10 feet above ground the potential of the
air is twice as great as at the 5-foot height,
etc., and that a free balloon at an elevation
of a mile may be at a potential 50,000 or
more volts greater than at the ground.
At many observatories in various parts
of the world the electric potential of the
air is continuously recorded by automatic
instruments. Three such observatories are
maintained by the Carnegie Institution of
Washington, one being in the District of
Columbia, another at Watheroo on the
plains of Western Australia, and a third at
Huancayo in the Peruvian Andes. Records
so obtained show, in all cases, that the elecric potential of the air where the instrument
is placed changes continuously throughout
the day although the daily change, at any
given locality and time of year, is very sim
ilar from day to day. In some regions the
daily change is much the same regardless of
time of year, but in most localities the na
ture of the average daily change varies con
siderably with time of year.
The Department of Terres
trial Magnetism of the Car
negie Institution is making
careful studies of changes in
the Earth's field during the
day, during the year, and
from year to year, based on
continuous air-potential ob
servations in all parts of the
world. One of the most strik
ing results thus far obtained
is that the chief daily maxi
mum or high point tends to
occur everywhere at approxi
mately before noon in Wash
ington, in the late afternoon
or evening in most parts of
Europe, and between mid
night and morning in West
ern Australia and Eastern
Asia.
It is further found that, in
both the northern and south
Apparatus for recording both the positive-Ion conductivity
the negative-ion conductivity of the air as set up for test at
ern hemispheres, the average
Washington.
value of the atmospheric
potential is greater during
electrical theory leads us to the startling the months from October to March, in
clusive, than during the remainder of the
conclusion that the entire Earth is elec
year, although there are several regions
trically charged to a potential of many mil
lions of volts. This at once raises a ques- where the reverse seems to be true.
ion as to why we are not subject to injury
The origin of the electric charge on the
or discomfort as a result of living in such Earth and of the resulting electric field is
a strong electric field. I will return to this not known. And, as if to add to the inter-
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est and to the difficulty of finding a suitable
explanation, it appears that there are grad
ual changes from year to year in the at
mospheric potential which are in close re
lation with observed sun-spot changes.
Thus in trying to explain the existence and
variability of the Earth's electric field we
must take into account not only the entire
Earth but also conditions on the Sun.
Another matter of great importance in
atmospheric electricity is the electric con
ductivity of the air, or its ability to carry
an electric current. For, although the air
is one of the best-known insulators, it is
far from being a perfect insulator. As is
well known, air consists almost entirely of
small particles,called molecules, of nitrogen
and oxygen. While most of these molecules
are electrically neutral, there are always a
few—only a small fraction of a per cent
of the total number—which are charged,
some positively and some negatively. Those
positively charged are called positive ions
and those negatively charged, negative ions.
While these ions are constantly disappear
ing, new ones are being formed at such a
rate that a cubic centimeter of air under
ordinary conditions usually contains about
1,000 positive ions and roughly the same
number of negative ions, that is, about
16,000 of each kind to the cubic inch. The
process by which these ions or charged par
ticles are produced is somewhat too complex
for description here. In brief, it may be
said that the small amounts of radium and
thorium naturally present in the air and the
direct action of sunlight are largely respon
sible for their continued formation. From
observations over the oceans and in balloons
it appears that a so-called "penetrating
radiation" may also be one of the important
causes of the ionization of the air, although
the nature of this radiation is not well un
derstood.
Under the action of the Earth's electric
field the positive ions of the air normally
travel toward the ground and the negative
ions in the opposite direction. Consequent
ly, under normal conditions, there is every
where an electric current passing from the
air into the Earth. However, we need not
fear electrocution from this cause, for de
spite the large potential difference between
the ground and the air at any considerable
altitude the current from this source pass
ing through the body of a single person is
exceedingly small. In fact, if the entire
human race were collected out in the open
at one time the total flow of current from
the air to the ground through the assembled
bodies would be less than that required to
operate an ordinary reading lamp. Never
theless, small as this current is at any one
place, its total amount over the entire Earth
is by no means negligible, and is estimated
to be at least 1,000 amperes. Moreover, al
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though the Earth is, as already stated,
charged to a potential of many millions of
volts, 90 per cent, of its charge would be
neutralized within ten minutes by this airto-Earth current if there were no source of
replenishment.
Many investigators believe that the Sun
is the source of this replenishment, and
various experiments have been made to test
this point. However, no proof has yet been
found that electricity from the Sun actually
gets down into the Earth.
It has been suggested also that lightning
discharges may be the source of replenish
ment since such discharges, while compara
tively infrequent in a given locality, are
probably taking place almost continuously
if we consider the whole world. However,
some lightning discharges bring positive
electricity to the Earth yhile others bring
negative, and it has not yet been shown
that the negative discharges are in excess
of the positive by an amount sufficient to
satisfy observed conditions.
All our direct knowledge of the ionization
of the air is necessarily limited to those
parts of the atmosphere which have been
reached by balloons. However, from pure
ly theoretical reasoning, investigators have
long thought that there probably exists at
some very high level a layer of air which

Observing the electric potential of the air at
sea. (Survey yacht "Carnegie" of the Carnegie
Institution of Washington.)
is highly ionized and which has an elec
trical conductivity enormously greater than
that of the air in which we live. Observa
tions in balloons and on high mountains do
indeed show that the air gradually becomes
a better conductor of electricity as higher
levels are reached.
During the past year many of us have
watched with great interest for the reports
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by radio from Captain MacMillan's schoon
er Bowdoin, now frozen in the ice at Refuge
Harbor, North Greenland, and from Cap
tain Amundsen's ship Maud, now drifting
in the Arctic. As we all know, during the
winter months, messages were exchanged
without difficulty, especially with the Bow
doin. For the past two or three months,
however, such communication has been im
possible and probably wlil be until autumn.
It is also well known that transatlantic
radio transmission is better in winter than
in summer, and that distant stations can be
picked up at night more readily than dur
ing the day. In their attempts to reach
even an approximate explanation of these
facts and the universally-experienced fad
ing of radio messages, radio investigators,
too, have found it necessary to assume the
existence in the upper air of a layer in
which the conductivity and ionization are
much greater than have been found even in
the highest balloon observations.
Consequently, the most vital point of con
tact between atmospheric electricity and
radio communication appears to lie in this
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assumed conducting layer of the upper air.
Does it really exist, and if so, at what
height? Although a height of about 30
miles or 50 kilometers has been suggested,
higher and lower estimates are also given.
Is its height the same the world over, and
from day to day, and at different times of
year, or does it vary? What is the thick
ness of the layer and what is the nature of
its lower boundary? How great is the
conductivity and how does this vary with
place and time? These are only a few of
the many interesting questions which are
stimulating the best efforts of investigators
in this field of research.
While we have at present no observational
means for directly exploring the region of
this assumed conducting layer, there are
promising indications of future progress
along this line. Meanwhile, correlation of
effort between workers interested primarily
in the study of atmospheric electricity and
those who are interested mainly in radio
transmission will doubtless continue to con
tribute to the solution of outstanding prob
lems.

Bum Relaying
A Night With The Old Man and Some Good Reasons For Wrath
By George Stunley, 7BJ
HE night at last had crawled on to
nearly ten-thirty. I looked at my
watch and noted with joy that DX
T was close to hand. I was the guest
of T.O.M. himself tonight, with the

privilege of sitting in with him at his set.
We straightened out the papers about the
table. T.O.M. opened the log-book and
dated a page for the evening. He took his
message hook down from the wall and
looked thru the stack of QTC. I asked
him why it was he hung the msgs on the
wall backsideout.

"Why, son, don't you read the radio
laws? Didn't you ever read in them any
thing about the secrecy of messages? I
hang them up that way so visitors can't
read them. Some day when you go to sea
to operate you will be razzed by your first
operator for this same thing."
I realized he was right, and my head felt
like pure ivory.
Meanwhile T.O.M. sorted his eastbound
msgs in one pile, westbound in another, and
the same way with the rest, passed me a
pair of cans and lit up his one little tube
in a low-loss tuner. We listened a few
minutes and he logged a few long-distance
CQ's out west. Sigs seemed to be coming
thru fine and right away we decided it was
going to be a good night. But something
seemed to be jarring on T.O.M.'s nerves.
His feet were scratching around under the
table and he mumbled to himself. I copied
the stuff coming in:
Hit HR NR 1 TO A R LANG PORTLAND. PSE
RITE SN SIG JIM 7-- U 7- "Why, lessee", says I, "both those sevens
are in Portland".
"Yes", roars the Old Man. "That's the
worst of it. And tomorrow night the other
one of them will pass the message back
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to the fellow he got it from the night
before".
I know how it goes, and by this time the
Old Man takes a vicious chew oft* a plug
of tobacco lying on the tuner, and pretty
soon he swings around in the chair and
looks for Kitty. But Kitty had seen T.O.M.
take said chew and had faded under the
stove, so he had to take it out in speciallyselected phrases. Jabbing a thumb at a
message on the table, he says :
"Just take a lamp at that message.
Where, oh where, it it from? That re
minds me when I was a commercial brasspounder and was away off in the Pacific
sending a message to a station in Hong
Kong. Somehow, absent-mindedly in send
ing the message I forgot to transmit the
name of the city where it was going. It
happened to be Yokohoma. The coastal op
came back with *Where to? London or
Paris?' Wow! He handed me a little slam
and an interrogation at once. Those two
7's we heard ought to be five hundred miles
out in the drink someplace and deliver a
phony message to their skipper like that.
He would fix them plenty and tell 'em what
was the style on his ship."
Then the O.M. returns to that message
again and says to me:
"Just look at the address. No street or
number. I tell you, son, It's this kind of
stuff that drives directory clerks nutty,
this being a detective trying to forward
letters with bum addresses. Let me relate
another little seagoing comparison.
"One time a passenger filed a message
in my radio room for an address in Seattle.
My second op sent it but omitted a simple
little letter 'N' on the Seattle street num
ber. The Canadian coastal station that
took the message came back an hour later
with a service stating it was undelivered.
The words he used were undeld NSN. That
meant 'Undelivered; no such number', and
was signed 'Western Union, Seattle'. Then
what? Well, we two ops got together and
discovered it was our fault, and to make
things right and effect delivery of that
passenger s message we sent a paid ser
vice message to the Canadian telling him
the correct address. It cost us the price
of a 10-word message.
"So you see, son, this address business
as we hear it on the ham air is awful. For
whole nights I can't sleep when I think how
those messages are chewed up. Some day
some of those hams are going to get an
awful change in climate when they try
some of this irresponsible careless stuff
absent-mindedly in the commercial game.
It'll mean the green green carpet or maybe
the ash-can for a lot of them. Or maybe
some of the old-timers with a wicked 500cycle kick will pine in with a 'Back to the
ham factory', or 'Listen to the gumboot' or
'Now try the other foot, OM, only take ur
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shoe off this time', all of which is very nice
to hear on the air".
By this time the O.M. had cooled off a
bit and pushed the cans over his ears again.
We both listened. Now someone was call
ing CQ and his QSB altho DC was swing
ing like dancing lightbeams. He signed 8something and again T.O.M. showed signs
of uneasiness. Kitty took a shy peep from
behind a stove-leg but vanished out of
sight again. The O.M. commented on how
rotten it is to copy and still more rotten
why some hams can have the nerve to come
on the air with things haywire like that.
He tuned in a 9. We had a message in that
direction and so called him the first time
he CQ'ed. Back he came and proceeded
to shoot us a msg.
"Well, of all
"
But T.O.M. picks up a pencil and copies
it. As the 9 sigs off, wham! he lights into
him and says:
SA OM I DIDNT SAY QRV YET I CALLED U
AND HAD A MSG FOR U.
The 9 comes back with SORRY OM 73 CUL
SK. Gosh, I didn't know if I was safe or
not. T.O.M. was real sore now. Here a
fresh young nine had sent him a msg.,
ignored his announcement of QTC, and
signed off without clearing the O.M.'s msg.
T.O.M. slammed the ear-muffs on the table.
Again a bulls-eye on the spittoon.
"That reminds me", he says. One night
I heard a Jap call KPH while KPH was
very QRW. The Jap was only a couple
hundred miles out and very QSA and QRM.
When KPH finished with some tanker the
Jap started right in and called KPH and
sent him a 30-word paid message off the
bat without any howdedo at all, and signed
off. Wow, you should have heard PH!
PH says to the Jap, 'Don't try to rush this
station
QRM Now QTA ur nr 1'.
Without much doubt old PH had a complete
copy of the message but just for good
deserts he made the Jap QTA and take his
proper procedure".
Again we listened in. Some 8 was call
ing another 8. A long call, yes, very.

Finally, after eleven minutes had elapsed,
the calling 8 signed off.
"What's the idea, WHAT'S the idea",
roared the O.M. The other 8 comes back.
But listen! He says:
HRD U THE FIRST TIME OM PLS DONT CALL
SO LONG QTC?
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This seemed to please the O.M. Guess
he would have liked to say the same thing
himself. Again he returned to seagoing
commercial days.
"You know, this long-call stuff would be
the certain axe for an op in the commercial
game. Just imagine coming into San
Francisco harbor and calling KPH for
eleven minutes! 0 Boy, they'd have sent
out the harbor patrol and a firing squad
and got you before you signed off. Yessir,
my boy, well I remember the first trip I
made into that port. The first op was very
particular and said to me, 'Now remember,
when we get into the Bay, call KPH to
clear before we dock, but for the luwamike
just say PH'. I did this. All I did was
start up the set and throw over the switch
and just make one little snappy PH. Im
mediate comeback from KPH with an I K.
Then ph de (ship call) qtc? nil. Back
he came with a nil. All done. And be
lieve me, any gumboot that did any more
than that had a two-page letter to listen
to on the carpet up in the office after
arrival."
So with his chest unburdened once more
T.O.M. decided to get to work. He started
right in and raised a 7 and gave him a
message for Tacoma. The 7 came back
RR RR NDOMUVY QSA
The O.M. had started to write down on
the blank the time and station call to whom
transmitted, when that nd strikes his diaframs.
"Blast the blankety-blank. Ain't that
just like em. Wouldn't that jar you. He
says OK, then ND. Say, I'd just like to
have that bird here just for
Shhh!
He says pls qta."
The O.M. repeated the message carefully
and with a good fist we listened for the
comeback. And there was the said 7 call
ing some 2-station.
"Blast the. . ." T.O.M. gave up in disgust.
"Just listen to that. That ham ddn't want
any message and left me cold. Oh, if
Wouff Hongs could only travel 186,000
miles per second! Make a fellow QTA like
that and they go after some 2 because it's
nice DX. Why the samhill didn't he work
DX at first instead of kidding me he was
QRV for QTC?"
The O.M.'s chair banged around and the
crumpled QTC blank flopped into the wastebasket, while T.O.M. started looking for
Kitty again. "No wonder such rotten QSR
tonisrht. Where's that cat? We gotta find
Kitty!"
At last Kitty is hauled from under the
stove, has her ears soundly boxed, and
T.O.M. indicates threateningly that the
proper place for her to park is right along
side the table leg. She settles down, curls
tail alongside and licks tongue all around,
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QST's a rotten look, and curls up for sleep.
Now we can try again.
This time we raise a 6 and it's getting
pretty late. At last we get an OK on our
message and the op adds QRV k k, showing
us he is sticking until we clear. Each mes
sage was OK'd and the seventh found the
western pin empty.
"Nice Kitty", says T.O.M., looking over
the edge of the table. "Now let's try the
south!'7

Be Careful, Gang
THE new regulations of the Department
of Commerce permit operation on 75-80,
40-43, 20-22 and 4-5 meters only if:
1—Your license has been changed to per
mit such operation.
2—You are using an inductively coupled
sending set.
Many do not seem at all clear on the
second point—there must be absolutely no
electrical connection of any sort between the
antenna and the tubes. For legal circuits
see page 13 of September QST.
Remember that you don't necessarily have
an inductively coupled set just because it
happens to use two or three coils. The
usual "1DH" and shunt-feed reversed feed
back circuits, for instance, use two coils
but are not loose-coupled and therefore are
not legal on short waves.
LAST CALL
BIGGEST AND BEST
SIXTH DISTRICT CONVENTION
ever held
MODESTO, CALIFORNIA
NOV. 7-8-9
General amateur sessions, hamfests,
technical meetings, stunts, tours,
Wouff-Hong Contest. See page 33,
October QST.
Send in your reservation now, to L. J.
Wren, 6BDS, 911 Thirteenth St., Mo
desto, Calif.
CU TR OM!
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A Beautiful Antenna
A Good Radiating System in a Small Yard
By G. Wiley Bergman, 9CA
WHEN it was finally decided to
build a real antenna at 9CA the
aid of 9PQ was sought and I am
very thankful for his many help
ful suggestions.
We started in by remembering what
little theory we knew and said that a ver
tical wire was the best radiator, so right
there we decided that the aerial would be
vertical. In fact we had to believe in the
vertical antenna because there was not

foot apart on a 5 foot radius. One of the
cypress strips was bent around this line of
stakes and fastened by means of clamps.
At one-third of the length of this strip an
other one was fastened on and in this way
the circle was completed so that all joints
were the same distance apart and no two
opposite. Our neighbor is a good friend
and as a result the completed hoop cost me
$1.20—and he furnished the material.
When making such a hoop hot water may
have to be poured on the strips if they
are very dry.
After the hoop was done 10 holes were
drilled through it at equal distances and a
three-pound copper band was bolted to the
outside. This connects all of the wires and
makes uniform distribution of the voltage,
while at the same time it keeps the hoop
in shape. In addition a network of wires
is woven across the hoop, this can be seen
in the picture.
The bottom of the cone is spaced by a
15-inch ring of one-quarter-inch copper
tubing. The tubing was bent on the same
type of machine that a tinner uses to bend
sheet iron into stovepipes. The joints
were made by inserting a piece of No. 6
copper wire into the two ends of the tubing,
leaving a small gap for the solder to take
hold on. If this is done well the solder will
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room in our yard to put up anything else.
A fan at once suggested itself. However
it would need two supports and we did not
have room for them; besides, the wires
nearest the steel tower would carry a little
more current than the ones in the center
of the fan, partly because of capacity to
the tower and partly because of the "edge
effect".
A cage was the next thing in line and
that is what we used.
To increase the top capacity the upper
end of the cage was spread out by a large
hoop. The hoop was made by a neighbor
who is one of the best carpenters in Dwight.
Six strips of good clear cypress were ob run in so easily that after filing you cannot
tained. They were 16 feet long, an inch find the joint except for the color of the
wide and three eighths of an inch thick. metal.
Then stakes were driven in the ground one There are ten wires in the antenna.
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They are all enameled and they are
soldered wherever two wires cross each
other or cross one of the copper rings.
All ten wires in the aerial come together
three feet above the center of the 10-foot
hoop. Leaving the 10-foot hoop they come
down to the 15-inch one and then come to
gether in a soldered cable for several inches
at the long insulator as shown in one of
the photographs.
The lead-in cage continues the same
wires horizontally, spacing first on a 10inch hoop, then on a 5-inch one and finally
entering the operating room through separ
ate holes drilled in a Radion panel. This
Radion panel is set in place of one of the
window panes and the holes in it are drilled
on a 1^ inch circle. The wires are finally
all brought together to the antenna switch.
In the old days when the spark was the
only thing at 9CA the antenna went directly
to the inductance in the fashion of 8BDA.
The 101-Foot Mast
By measurements the top of the mast is
101 feet off the ground. The windmill
tower is a little better than 41 feet high
and is raised slightly off the ground by
being mounted on wooden posts which in
sulate it partly. The steel pole is insulated
from the tower by two oil-soaked blocks of
wood that fit snugly around the pipe. The
pole rests on two thick pieces of plank
which have been oiled to make them water
proof.
In a test the pole was connected to the
tower and the tower grounded but a
distant receiving station could not detect
any difference. It was possible to get a
small spark between the ground and the
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tower but the current was too small to light
a flash bulb.
When the guy wires were made I had
the idea that if all the wires were of a
different length there would not be very
much current absorbed on any one wave.
Whether I am right or not I do not know.
It took a lot of figuring and maybe the
whole thing was for naught. The aerial
hangs half-way between two sets of guys.
A Test for Swinging
Because the antenna is not far from the
tower and the guy wires it seemed that the
swinging caused by the wind might change
the wavelength badly. It was tested by
the following method which is a stunt
worth knowing.
A receiving set is connected to the an
tenna in the usual fashion and put into
oscillation1. Another receiving set is placed
in the station without any antenna or
ground connected to it. This second set
is provided with three stages of audio am
plifier and a loud speaker. With both re
ceiving sets oscillating, tune them until the
beat note is strong enough so that you can
hear it out in the yard. Now swing the
aerial around with a rope or a pole. If the
wave changes you can tell by the changes
in the tone. I found that at 9CA swing
ing the aerial did not change the wave
enough to notice but if you pushed two
wires towether the tone "blooped" up and
down. So in the near future I will have
another copper hoop 15 feet up to keep
the wires where they belong.
'This set should be of the "single-circuit" variety
so that chances in antenna capacity will affect its
tuning;.

Short Wave Transmitters

THE PROBLEM of the proper grid
and plate coils for an oscillator de
signed to operate in the neighborhood
of ten meters is, as we have consist
ently tried to put over, no particularly
great one. Don't ask us to give you the
size of turns and spacing of a helix to run
on 11.44 meters—it can't be done; at the
same time, all you do have to do is to reduce
turns, and cut down the diameter of any
kind of coil until you get low enough. Out
side of this you will probably have no prob
lems that you wouldn't encounter in every
150-meter set.
Coupling such a transmitter to an an
tenna, however, is another matter. There
is very little dope on this phase, and in
view of this fact, the following notes will
be of special interest. The experiments in
question were carried on by two groups of
Washington amateurs: B. J. Kroger, 3APV,

working with P. M. Hargis, 5AIJ ; and H. A.
Wadsworth, old 3JJ, cooperating with W.
A. Parks, 3BE-3ZW.
The Krogers-Hargis Set
Figure 1 is the 50-watt lay-out used in
the experiments carried on by Kroger and
Hargis. Before this set was built, how
ever, a transmitter was built which con
sisted of the following arrangement: A
Meissner circuit was used in conjunction
with a 50-watt tube, using a two-turn 2"
coil for the grid coil, and the same thing
for the plate. These coils were fastened
directly to the tube socket, neither grid nor
plate condensers being used. This outfit
was found to oscillate on 12 meters, and
when coupled by means of another 2" twoturn coil to an antenna with a 140-meter
fundamental put fair signals into a receiver
8V6 miles away.
The success of this first undertaking led
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to the construction of the transmitter shown
in the photograph. The inductance for the
11-meter oscillator used one 2" grid turn,
and two turns of the same size for the
plate coil. No. 14 D.C.C. wire, spaced %
of an inch, was used. With seven turns in
both grid and plate, oscillation was secured
at 23 meter. As may be seen, the grid and
plate condensers are so mounted as to

A direct-coupled Hartley, using a pancake coil (dimensions not stated) gave about
the same results,
.
. _
_ .
Wad.worth-P.rk. Set
In Fig. 3 is shown the lay-out at 3ZW3BE as constructed by Wadsworth and
Parks.
A "1DH" circuit was used in conjunction

necessitate the minimum amount of wiring
for connection purposes. The antenna
coupling coil for both waves consisted of
five turns wound between the plate and grid
coils.
When coupled to the 140-meter antenna,
fair results were secured but it was de
cided to reduce the size of the antenna so
that the fundamental would lie near the
working wave. To this end two 10' threewire cages were erected, as shown in Fig.
2. One was used as the antenna, and the
other as the counterpoise. Vertical dimen
sions were omitted from the dope sent us,
but the distance between antenna and
counterpoise appears to be about 15 feet.
This antenna system had a fundamental
of about 31 meters, which could be reduced
to approximately 19 meters by setting the
two series condensers—one a General Radio
247-F and the other a two-plate vernier—
at approximately zero dial setting. This
antenna was used for the 20-22 meter waves,
and with 900 volts on the plate of a W.E.
"fifty" the antenna was from .5 to .7
amperes.
Eleven-meter transmission was accom
plished by working on the second harmonic,
tuning the antenna to 22 meters, and the
set to 11 meters.* Antenna current was
approximately .5 of an ampere under these
conditions.
•It is probable that somewhat better results would be
secured by working on the odd harmonic ; that is,
tuning the antenna to 38 meters, and the set to 11.

with a fifty-watt bottle. The small white
coil nearest the front of the assembly is
the grid coil, and consists of three spaced
turns of No. 8 D.C.C. wire 2" in diameter,
and shunted by a "10-cent high-loss con
denser triple-spaced." This condenser can

Fig 2
The Ten-Foot Cage Antenna and Counterpoise
at 3APV.
be observed mounted just to the right of
the inductance.
Next to the grid coil is the plate coil,
made of four turns of No. 8 bare wire 3"
in diameter, supported on a hard-rubber
strip, and shunted by a large Cardwell
condenser, which may be seen to the right
and rear of the 50-watt tube. About % " to
the rear of the plate coil is the antenna
coupling coil, consisting of three turns of
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the same No. 8 bare wire about three inches
in diameter.
With "the large antenna" (fundamental
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inside of the shack was substituted. Using
this with the "full-size" counterpoise and
the antenna condenser shown at the left,

Fig. 3
The Wadsworth-Parks Transmitter
From left to right: Antenna series condenser, grid, plate and i
coupling coils, "10-cent" triple-spaced condenser shunted across grid
coil, grid and plate fixed condensers, 50-watt socket and tube, behind
which are the grid leak and Cardwell condenser shunted across the
plate coil.
not mentioned) there was no visible indica
tion of output energy even with 1500 volts
on the tube when the set was working on

LOGWOOD'MEISSNER. CIRCUIT ORIGINALLY
USED- ?he
BVpoint
SUPERVISOR
BEANE
NorE
'Ou a the center
tap of the fi/ameni
transformer secondary which is omitted- forsimplicity
Flattened'and
Screwed damn

the fundamental of the system was brought
down to 33 meters.
Working on this antenna on 33 meters
(tuning the set to the fundamental) it was
noticed that when a wave-meter was moved
back and forth along the antenna wire the
indicator lamp stayed the same brilliancy

Plate
Supply

®
/ Insulatino base.

SELF SUPPORTING PLATE COIL
7b grid,
FIG. 5 CAPACITY COUPLED SYSTEM
USED BY CHICAGO STATIONS AT PRESEN"

7b grid Leak.
FIG. 4
12 meters. The regular antenna was dis
connected, and a substitute in the form of
IB feet of lamp-cord strung around the

the whole length of the wire until within
a foot of the free end.
No further experiments were performed
with this set in time to enable the infor
mation to get put into print.
"Push-pull" Oscillator*
At the second National A.R.R.L. conven
tion, Supervisor E. A. Beane told us about a
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"push-pull" oscillator that had done fine
work at short waves. Unfortunately we
were not permitted to work below 150
meters at that time and we have been com
pelled to keep the circuit on ice, consider
ably against our will.
Supervisor Beane speaks of the circuit
as the "Logwood-Meissner circuit" and in
spection will show that it is actually made
up of those two circuits. At first sight
one is inclined to think (see Fig. 4) that
this is nothing but our usual arrangement
with "a tube on each side of the cycle." In
a way that is correct—but the tubes are on
the two sides of the radio frequency cycle.
Instead of working alternately 60 times a
second, because of a 60 cycle plate supply,
they are working at the radio frequency,
which depends entirely on the tuning of the
circuit.
The circuit seems complex, but as a
matter of fact it is simple to operate and
is about the only one with which two tubes
can be used at very short waves to any
real advantage. The nicest thing about the
whole business is that the positive platepower lead goes to the nodal point of the
plate coil, practically assuring that there
will be little tendancy for R.F. trouble in
the plate supply.
Supervisor Beane has personally used the
circuit successfully from 45-96 meters with
both C-302 tubes and C-304 tubes. In
addition to this he has suggested the cir
cuit to a number of 9th district men who
are now using it successfully on a variety
of short waves with various tube equip
ments. They find that it operates with good
stability as far down as 3 meters.
Construction and Operation
When the voltage is run up there is a
strong tendancy for one tube to take the
load and overheat. To prevent this the two
grid coils are wound on the same wooden
ball and by adjusting the position of this
ball the tubes are made to "pull together."
The set originally used by Mr. Beane was
for 45-96 meter work, therefore it will fit
the 40-45 and the 75-80 meter band with
little change. Referring to Fig. 4a the
coils L, and L, were wound of trolley wire
and had 4 turns each spaced %" apart.
To keep all needless material out of the
argument they were arranged as shown in
Fig. 4b, only one end of the coil touching
anything at all. The two plate coils, L,
and L, should be wound as if they were
intended to make a continuous coil. The
two grid coils, L, and L„ were wound on a
4" wooden ball, mounted between the plate
coils. Each grid coil had 10 turns of No.
10 D.C.C. wire. The helices L, and L, can
be of any kind.
There is nothing unusual about the R.F.
choke, as usual it should not be on too
large a tube and should be wound with
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small wire. For waves below 25 meters it
had better not be on a tube at all but should
be self-supporting and have many turns of
very small D.C.C. wire.
For these short waves—and the ones on
down to 4 meters—the plate coils, the helix

SYMMETRICAL CIRCUIT USED AT Mm\
FRENCH8AZ FOR 35 METER WORK I
I
This circuit is described by MA. l/u/be r£t
(French 8AZ,)July, /92-t, issue of 'L 'Onde.
Flectrigue "
The inductonco has /3 (urns, 3o cms. in
diameterandspaced /cm 14 turns are used
at 35 meters when working with two French
tubes of SO watt input rating. At times
there is used a. separate grid coifwhich
consists of4 turns with a diameter of 12 cms
spaced /3 mm. and shunted by a. tuning
condenser with a variab/e condenser
tVhen working at 35'meters this condenser
is set at 70ji^ufds. As American tubes hare
iarger base-capacity and may even tie used
with sockets the va/ues given cannot be
used, direct/y but must serve as starting
points only.

etc. must of course be smaller but the gen
eral scheme does not change. The tubes will
probably need to have their bases taken off
tho, especially if they are of the 60-watt
sort.
—A.L.B and SIC.

20 METER TESTS
Our historic 100 meter tests are to
be followed up by some 20 meter tests.
The dates are November 22 and 30,
full details are given in the Experi
menters Section on page 36.
Don't miss these tests, nor the 5
meter ones to be held in December.
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UNSCRAMBLING THINGS
This Word "Efficiency"
While we are fighting words it might
be as well to call "efficiency" up for a hear
ing. Efficiency does not mean "this thing
is giving the results I want", yet that is
the way it seems to be getting used in most
radio literature. It does not seem to mat
ter how much a set costs, how much power
it uses, how mean it is to operate—if the
results are good the owner says "This is
a very efficient set." But it isn't true—it
is effective but it is not efficient. In the
electrical world a thing is efficient only
when it gives you back again most of the
power that you put into it—or when it
accomplishes the results with a very small
investment of money—or space—or work.
"My Radiation is
" (See Fig. 3.)
The entire amateur world seems to be
firmly convinced that radiation can be
measured with an ammeter. Almost every
station card says "Radiation 5 amps." or
some such thing as that.
Now radiation is power and you cannot
measure power in amperes. It can be
measured in watts, but we do not have
such a thing as an antenna wattmeter—
yet. Of course it is possible to run a re-

NOTICE
This is an ammeter^
andindicates antenna,
current
It is not a. wattmeter
anctit does not show
radiation
Fiy.3 — What the ammetershows.
sistance curve of the antenna and to esti
mate the part of it that stands for radia
tion resistance and then to multiply the
results by the square of the antenna cur
rent, but most of us do not do it We keep
waiting for a wattmeter instead.
In the meantime let's stop this nonsense
of putting down "radiation 4 amperes"
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when we mean "Antenna current 4 amps."
or "Antenna amps 4". (Please look at Fig.
3 again.)
"Balancing"
We have just answered a letter from a
member who is rather disgusted because
this desk doesn't know what he means by
"balancing" a sending or receiving set.
Now according to Webster the word means
"to arrange so that opposing forces neUtra^i J
v^gi
_S~-^\\

SAe ash tray
isn't heavy
enauyh
£rina me
/ a,

FIG. 4 BALANCING A RECEIVING SETAS WE IMAGINE IT MUST BE DONE
lize each other". This sounds all right and
might mean something if we were talking
about Neutrodynes or Superdynes, but
what on earth is it supposed to mean when
we are talking about antennas and Reinartz tuners? (P.S.—Does Fig. 4 seem
right?)
"Zero Beat"
Several years ago someone was guilty of
spreading the idea that radiophone recep
tion could be carried on with an oscillating
tube if one set it at "zero beat"—in other
words made it oscillate at the same fre
quency as the incoming signal. The fact
that this does not work worries many of
our members. It would really work if the
carrier waves of the sending stations stayed
perfectly stationary. However, most modu
lating systems also wobble the wave a
little, giving what E. S. Purington calls
"wobbulation". The result is an awful
hash when the oscillating receiving tube is
being used. This is lucky—there are too
many oscillating receivers in this world
now.
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Conducted by S. Kruse, Tech. Ed.
Interference Reference*
The following references on inductive in
terference were selected for us by the wellknown John Crerar Industrial Library at
Chicago, Illinois.
Inductive interference as seen by the
American Railway Association. Abstract
of report in Electrical World, vol 98, 1921,
p. 767-769.
Valensi, G.,—Interference between elec
trified railways and telephone and telegraph
lines (In French) In Am. des Postes Teleg.
et TSlephonie vol. 8, 1919 p. 24-59.
Abstract in Elec. Review, vol. 85, 1919 p.
428-9.
Parry E.,—Interference of power cir
cuits with telephone circuits.
In New Zealand Journ. of Science vol. 2,
1919 p. 308-314.
Smith, B.M.,—Reduction of inductive in
terference by insertion of resistance . In
Elec. Review, (Chicago) vol. 75, 1919 p.
117-118.
Le Corleeiller,—Precautions against in
terference from traction systems in United
States of America (In French) In Soc.
France. Elec. Bull. vol. 10, 1920. p. 39-55.
Abstract in Science Abstracts vol. 23B p.
327-328.
Phelps, H.S.,—Experience in correcting
interference of power lines with telephone
circuits. In Elec. World, vol. 75, 1920. p.
833-834.
Warren, H.S.,—Inductive effects of A.C.
railways on communication circuits. In
Amer. Institute of Elec. Engineers Pro
ceedings, vol. 37, 1918 p. 1019-48.
Crawford, W.W.,—Elimination of inter
ference from telephone circuits.. In Amer.
Inst, of Elec. Engineers Proceedings, vol.
38. 1919, p. 377-405.
Doping Coil*
No matter how coils are wound or what
varnish is used on them it is a good idea
to keep the amount of varnish down. A
good idea is to use the varnish thin and to
drain it off forcibly by whirling the coil
on the end of a string. This can be done
especially well when the entire coil has been
dipped in thin varnish.

Variable Condenser Noises
Whenever the receiving set develops
horrible noises as you turn the tuning con
denser, take a look at
a—The vernier.
b—The bearings.
c—The plates.
If the vernier has metal gears it is hard
to get completely quiet operation. No two
metal gears should mesh together.
If the condenser makes contact through
the bearings, make sure that it really is
getting contact. Oil in the bearings almost
invariably makes trouble and a flexible
"pigtail" from the shaft to the wiring of
the set will usually cure the trouble. Make
sure though that the pigtail has an insu
lating covering so the turns do not rub
together.
Finally take a look at the plates and if
they don't actually touch double up a pipe
cleaner and run it between the plates to
get out the dust.
Controlling Amplifiers
Mr. D. A. Griffin of 2AGB makes the fol
lowing suggestion regarding amplifiers used
in superheterodynes and otherwise.
"Oscillation of the I.F. amplifiers is most
easily prevented by regulating the "B" bat
tery voltage on the amplifier plates. This
may be done by means of a series of resis
tances which may be cut in or out by means
of a switch. This makes a beautiful "gain
control" in the bargain. About three
48,000 ohm and one 12,000 ohm resistances
will do the trick nicely with a 90-volt "B"
battery. Each resistance should be shunted
from +B
< Battery
lOhn
43.000 Ohms
■f8,ooo Ohms
43,ooo Ohms
FFTI
0^0

To '+B"
bindinqyr^
post
of set
by a condenser of one microfarad or so
capacity. (Lavite or Daven resistances are
suggested. A Bradleyohm can be used
without a switch.)
"This saves the battery while the poten
tiometer in the grid circuit wastes it by
making the grid positive."
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Keeping the Antenna Out of the Argument
When using a set with a fixed tune
primary it will be found convenient to change
the tuning of the antenna enough so that
it will not come in the range of the tuner.
The idea is to prevent a "blank space" in
the tuner. We have before shown how it
is possible to move a blank place around by
means of a small series condenser and a
switch. Perhaps a better scheme is to move

V
loadCod
7b the
~*~ Tuner
Moving the "b/ank place "up
above the tunmy range.
it outside of the tuning range permanently
by means of a loading coil as shown in the
diagram. The coil is just big enough to
tune the antenna a little above the longest
wave at which the tuner works. For broad
cast work 600 had better be avoided as ships
will otherwise come in, therefore 550 is
suggested. For amateur work anything
above 200 is O.K.
Have we said before that a primary which
is fixed tune is most decidedly not "aperi
odic"?
How To Ruin Telephone Jacks
An absolutely certain way to spoil tele
phone packs so that they will never get well
again is to solder connections on them with
something besides rosin. This has been
said many times but seems to make no im
pression on anyone at all, especially not on
the radio manufacturers. As nearly as we
can make out about three-quarters of
them are handicapping their sets with jacks
partly short-circuited by corrosive fluxes.
Some recent tests came out as follows:
Representative telephone jacks of various
makes were measured up with a "megger"
to make sure that they were good to begin
with. All but one of them were insulated
with bakelite-dilecto or other material of
that sort. These all tested "infinite resis
tance" on the 500-volt "megger", the fibre
insulated one tested a trifle lower but still
perfectly satisfactory.
All of them were then put in a steam
bath and tested again after drying out.
They tested up well as before.
Next some wires were soldered on in the
usual fashion, using plenty of solder and
paste and a hot iron so that the compound
fumed. Immediately all three of the jacks
tested less than half a megohm and shortly
after one of them dropped down to a "short
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circuit". Anyone of these put across a
pair of telephone receivers reduces the
strength of the signals about one-half.
The jacks have now been allowed to lie
around for about a month. The springs on
all of them are green and corroded.
If your set isn't working right tear out
those jacks and solder the new ones in with
rosin; it is one of the cheapest ways of
improving a set.

The Ohio State Convention
THE old time comedians Weber and
Field often asked their audiences: Vas
vou ever in Cincinnati? No! Veil you
missed someding." Those of you fellows in
the State of Ohio and within a hundred-mile
radius of Cincinnati who played hooky and
stayed at home missed one of the best con
ventions. On the morning of September
26th, bright and early, "Hams" from Mas
sachusetts to California and from Michigan
to Texas began to arrive and by evening
•more than 50% of the total attendance had
registered, and then it was learned that
DON MIX of WNP fame was at the hotel
(that executive convention committee did
put one over by being able to get Mix to
come, when he had just gotten off the
boat) and the way he had to autograph
programs during the day and a half he was
with us it must have given him the glass
arm.
Friday afternoon several automobiles
took the gang to see WSAI one of the
broadcasting stations. In the evening was
the official 6. C. L. meeting and was fully
covered by Herbert from headquarters,
Fred Smith of WLW, Green of WSAI and
as there were a number of Amateurs the
evening was closed by Angus of 9CYQ.
Saturday morning the gang, altho a num
ber had worked at some of the stations all
night, gathered bright and early and loaded
up two big busses and a number of auto
mobiles and visited the three plants of the
Crosley Mfg. Co., and watched the opera
tion of turning out radio sets in large
quantities. Right here we must mention
a word about that live wire Mr. Plough,
of the Crosley Mfg. Co., through whose
efforts our visitors were so well enter
tained. Thanks to you, Mr. Plough. The
afternoon was taken up by good technical
talks; for instance Gano, 8AYU, described
a low loss receiver that seemed like good
stuff, and then Schnell, A. R. R. L. Traf
fic Manager, said so many things about
what he knew or suspected about low loss
receiving and transmitting. The speed,
liars, and "guess the radiation" contest
were held and proved most interesting.
Windom, 8GZ-ZG, of Columbus, must have
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had a rabbit's foot in his pocket for he
landed three prizes.
And last but not least the day was ended
by a banquet, the food from which is still a
fond memory. The whole banquet pro
gram was broadcasted thru WLW, courtesy
of the Crosley Mfg. Co., and several tele
grams were received during the festivities
reporting perfect reception of what was
going on, notably from Laizure of Kansas
City, Painter of Chattanooga and Strong
of Hartford. Director Darr, 8ZZ, gave a
secret away; we now know that his subject
for the cartoon, "The Main Guy" was
8BYN. Some "Guy" he is too. Schnell
was asked to explain the new circuit he
developed on the table cloth, but he re
fused to commit himself; and no one could
explain why Herbert should get away with
eating fourteen biscuits or why 9CYQ
should smoke his pipe between courses. We
were glad to see those Y. L's with the
Kentucky delegates; actually we were en
vious. Following the speeches, balloting
for the 1925 convention took place and
Dayton was chosen.
The Convention closed Sunday afternoon
with the conferring of the degree of the
R. O. W. H. by the boys from across the
river and it was well done. Three cheers
for Elmer H. Schubert, his committee and
the Union Central Radio Association for
the complete success of it all.
8COJ + A.A.H.

These special signals of standard fre
quency are of use to testing laboratories,
transmitting station operators and others
in standardizing wavemeters and adjust
ing transmitting and receiving apparatus.
The accuracy of the frequencies is better
than three-tenths of 1 per cent. Informa
tion on how to receive and utilize them is
given in Bureau of Standards Letter Cir
cular No. 92, which may be obtained on
application from the Bureau.
All transmissions are by unmodulated
continuous-wave telegraphy. A complete
frequency transmission includes a "gen
eral call," a "standard frequency signal,"
and "announcements." The "general call"
is given at the beginning of the 8-minute
period and continues for about 2 minutes.
This includes a statement of the frequency.
The "standard frequency signal" is a
series of very long dashes with the call
letters (WWV or 6XBM) intervening. This
signal continues for about 4 minutes. The
"announcements" are on the same fre
quency as the "standard frequency signal"
just transmitted and contain a statement
of the measured frequency. An announce
ment of the next frequency to be trans
mitted is then given. There is then a 4minute interval while the transmitting set
is adjusted for the next frequency.
The schedule of standard frequency sig
nals from both the Bureau of Standards
and Stanford University is as follows: At
tention is called to the change in time,
previously announced schedules having be
gun at 11 instead of 10 p. m.

Extension of Standard
Radio Frequency Transmissions
FOR the past two years the Bureau of
Standards has been transmitting at
stated times, radio signals of standard
frequency from Bureau of Standards radio
laboratory at Washington, D. C. These sig
nals are transmitted approximately twice a
month and have been utilized throughout
the eastern half of the country. In order
to extend the territory covered, transmit
ting equipment and standards have been
installed at Stanford University, Calif
ornia, with the cooperation of that insti
tution. The station thus established at
Stanford University on September 5 in
augurated the transmission of similar sig
nals of standard frequency, thus duplicat
ing in the West the service rendered by the
Bureau of Standards in the East.
The frequencies included in the past
transmission have been from 125 to 2000
kilocycles (2400 to 150 meters). In order
to make the transmissions of still greater
service, they will be extended to include
frequencies up to 6000 kilocycles. The
future transmitting schedules which have
been definitely arranged are given below.

Schedule of Frequencie* in Kilocycles
(Approximate wave lengths in meters in
parentheses)
Time*
Nov 5«» Nov. 20 Dec. 5
10:00 to 10:08 p. m. 3,000
125
300
(100) (2400) (1000)
10:12 to 10:20 p. m. 3,400
133
315
(88) (2254) (952)
10:24 to 10:32 p. m. 3,800
345
143
(79) (2097) (869)
10:36 to 10:44 p. m. 4,200
155
375
(71) (1934) (800)
10:48 to 10:56 p. m. 4,600
166.5 425
(65) (1800) (705)
11:00 to 11:08 p. m. 5,000
205
500
(60) (1463) (600)
11:12 to 11:20 p. m. 5,500
260
600
(55) (1153) (500)
11:24 to 11:32 p. m. 6,000
315
666
(50) (952) (450)
•Eastern standard time for WWV, Washington, D. C.
Pacific standard time for 6XBM, Stanford Uni
versity, California
••The schedule for Nov. 6 is tentative for station
6XBM, Stanford University; later announcement
will be made if there is any chancre.
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1CMP, Bridgewater, Mass.

7QF

Station 1CMP is owned and operated by
two brothers, Clance and William Jackson.
It is located at Bridgewater, Mass., thirty
miles south of Boston.
The receiver, shown above, is simply a
one tube regenerative of the inductively
coupled type. The transmitter, shown in
the other photograph, is a Hartley arrange
ment. The single really unusual feature of
the station is a relay arrangement control
ling the transmitter power and filament
transformers. This is illustrated in the
diagram herewith. The relays are con
trolled by an anti-capacity switch which is
next to the key. The key controls a relay
in the negative lead of the high voltage
plate supply.
The original antenna in use at the sta
tion was supported by a hundred-foot mast
which was removed by a passing storm last
March. That antenna was a fan fifteen
feet wide at its upper end, on a 45 degree
angle, tapering to a vertical four inch cage
which was 28 feet long. The fan portion
of the antenna was 85 feet long and made
up of six wires. The counterpoise con

sisted of four wires 68 feet long and 18
feet above the ground, in the shape of a
fan. Special attention has been paid to
antenna and counterpoise insulation, twen
ty inch porcelain insluators being used. A
250-watt tube was used the majority of
the time. It put 5 amperes into the an
tenna.
After the storm, two temporary sixtyfoot masts were erected and a single wire
antenna stretched between them. A twowire counterpoise eight feet high replaced
the original one. Practically ever since
the use of the temporary antenna system,
a ten-watt set has been used with .9 am
peres in the antenna; this representing
about 40 antenna watts.
Several types of antenna series conden
sers were tried. The final one, with widely
spaced plates, was built recently.
The rectifier consists of a hundred and
sixty rectifier jars. The aluminum neces
sary was purchased direct from the Alum
inum Company of America. It was found
that Borax worked 0. K. but soon ruined
the plates so Sodium Phosphate was placed
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in use instead and proved much superior.
Transil oil is placed in the tops of the jars
to prevent creeping of the electrolyte.
The receiving antenna is a single wire
120 feet long and thirty feet high run at
right angles to the transmitting antenna.
All states except Nevada have been
worked by 1CMP and all Canadian dis
tricts. Reports have been received from
Alaska, Mexico, Panama, Cuba, Porto
To Reccirer Filament
leads to break Circuit
Fil Trans
Power Trans
Break /n fileaative
H.V D C. Lint
Rico, England, France, Holland, Portugal.
Sweden, Scotland, Denmark, New Zealand
and Australia. About sixteen different for
eign stations have been worked. In addi
tion to DX the station runs up a traffic
total of around 125 messages a month,
and answers all cards. 1CMP is on the air
consistently, too.

8JY, Cleveland, Ohio

8JY is the station of S. B. Browne, 1757
Eastham St., East Cleveland, Ohio. It
has been heard over all of the country and
made some excellent DX records as well as

having one of the highest powered transmitters in the country,
The transmitter employs the Hartley circuit with a single 1000 watt (nominal rat
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ing) transmitting tube. 7000 volts, effec
tive, from a 180-jar chemical rectifier, is
applied to the plate of this tube. The
plate supply transformer has a 9100-volt
secondary potential, no load. Series-paral
lel arrangement of filter condensers par
tially solves the filter problem. The large
tube has cooling flanges and was designed
by Mr. F. S. McCulloh who loaned the tube
to 8JY. The filament consumes, at 9
volts approximately 20 amperes. The plate
current is 200 milliamperes and the tube
runs cool, according to 8JY. The set puts
ten to eighteen amperes into his antenna.
The antenna is a four wire slanting flat
top, forty feet high at the lead-in end and
eighty-five feet high at the free end, with
a caged tapered lead-in. The counterpoise
is radial, covering nearly all of the an
tenna field and with a concentrated cage
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counterpoise additional, directly under the
antenna. The antenna is surrounded by
trees as well as having the branches of one
directly under it and between it and the
counterpoise. Surrounding houses, build
ings, and other structures effectually help
to reduce the efficiency of the system.
The receiver is a simple inductively
coupled tickler arrangement, made bread
board fashion, and is giving the satisfac
tion usual to this type of receiver.
8JY has been heard in every district,
4150 miles S. W. of Panama, in British
Columbia, Cuba, and near the Falkland Is
lands. A careful and complete log is kept
in spite of the fact that, due to the press
of business, the station is only operated
about two nights a week.
8JY claims that he answers his mail. FB.

4IU-4XE, Jacksonville, Florida

4XE, the station of William Justice Lee,
has served its own introduction to the gang
on the air so effectively that anything that
we could say would be redundant.
Two antenna systems are used for waves
from 30 meters up. One system consisting
of two 6-inch 4 wire, cages, 48 feet long.
The cages are on an 80 degree angle to the
earth and about 100 degrees angle to each
other. They are used as antenna and
counterpoise at a 30 meter minimum, and
look like a very effective system. The sec
ond system, uspd on waves from 80 up, uses

a flat-top L type with a fan counterpoise.
No dimensions were given but the DX rec
ords of the station vouch for its excellence.
(4XE had an awful kick in Texas.)
In the photograph, from left to right,
are the following apparatus: a special short
wave tuner, 40 to 150 meters, with one
stage power amplifier, and a neon tube
wavemeter of it on top a hundred-watt
Hartley circuit transmitter of panel type;
a special tuner of DeForest panels, 130 to
450 meters, with a Colpitts circuit trans(Concluded on page 58)
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Some Antenna Pointers
By H. F. Mason
EVEN the best of sending sets will not
work well unless connected to a good
radiating system. It is only too often
that the lack of good transmitting results is
blamed on the sending set itself when the
antenna and counterpoise system is really
at fault. The present article tells some of
the things that should be taken into consid
eration when putting up an antenna and
counterpoise so that the radiating system
can do its share in producing good results
from the station.
In the Amateur Builder department of
the past two issues of QST, we have de
scribed a simple C.W. transmitter using one
five-watt tube. It is only logical that this
should be followed by a description of a good
radiating system to be used with the above
set. A good radiating system, however, is
so important a part of any station that it is
well worth a special article. There are few
amateurs who cannot get better results by
paying more attention to this part of their
equipment.
There apparently is no such thing as an
ideal antenna that is at the same time prac
ticable for the amateur to build. For this
reason every amateur's antenna is different
and is built according to his individual
views, likes and experiences. There are,
however, a few well-tried rules regarding
antennas and counterpoises for transmis
sion that should be followed. Make your
radiating system conform to as many of
these rules, which it is the purpose of this
article to explain, as you conveniently can.
Picking a Location
About the first step is to pick a location
for your masts and to draw some rough
pencil sketches or form a mental picture of
how the completed antenna system will look.
There will always be several ways to ar
range an antenna at a given location. In
some cases one way will be by far the best;
in others one arrangement may prove to be
as good as another. The only sure way of
finding the best arrangement where you

have several ideas in mind is to actually
build the different antennas and give each
a thorough trial.
The placing of the antenna and the run
of the downlead is important. The free end
of the antenna (the end opposite from that
where the down-lead is attached) should
always be made the higher. If your choice
rests between erecting two equal masts of
medium height or one high mast, by all
means erect the one high mast. Of course
it would be better yet if both ends can be
made high, but this cannot always be done.
Place the antenna so the top will be well
above surrounding buildings and trees if
this is at all possible. In planning how the
lead-in is to be run, avoid bends of less
than about one hundred degrees. It is
much better to tie the down-lead off in space
with long thin insulators than to have it
trail over the building, separated from it
only by a few inches, and supported br
small insulators of doubtful insulating qual
ity. Some good and also some poor ar
rangements are shown in Fig. 1.

FIGURE I
As for masts, articles in past issues of
QST have described the construction of sev
eral kinds. The plaster lath lattice mast,
described on page 39 of the June, 1924, QST,
in the article, "An Eighty Foot Latticed
Mast" by Gordon Hammond, 3CEL, is prov
ing especially popular. Irrespective of the
form of mast you build, however, always
provide a sufficient number of guy wires,
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placed so as to effectively hold the mast in
position. Under no circumstances should
the anchors for these gay wires he placed
nearer than a distance of one third of the
mast height from the base unless king trus
sing or other special bracing is used. The

FIG. 2
Several ways ofsecuring the base of a. mast
that is located on the roof of a dwelt/no
best all-around wire for guys on the aver
age mast is No. 12 galvanized iron wire, ob
tainable at most hardware stores. The
back guy from the top of the mast should
be made especially strong because, when
using C.W., it is desirable to pull the an
tenna up taut to minimize swinging in the
wind, which is often accompanied by a swing
in the received signal. Arrange the guy
wires so they will not interfere with the
putting up or taking down of the antenna
or counterpoise.
When putting a mast on top of a house,
do not tie it to the chimney. If you do, and
the mast comes down next winter you will
not only need a new mast, but a new chim
ney as well. Masts placed on top of the
average frame house should not be too
heavy, nor too high. A piece of two-bythree or two-by-four inch stock twenty feet
long should be about the limit. Several
ways of mounting the mast on the roof are
shown in Fig. 2.
The counterpoise should be under the an
tenna. However, this is not an ironclad
rule; your station will still work if the coun
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terpoise is off to one side or not wholly un
der the antenna. There are cases where
poor transmission in some directions has
been traced to an unsymmetrical arrange
ment of the antenna and counterpoise, how
ever.
There are two beliefs concerning counter
poise. One faction believes that the coun
terpoise should be an exact duplicate of the
antenna and suspended directly beneath it;
the other group believes in a counterpoise
of the radial type that is fanned out to cover
as much territory as possible. Neither side
has proven conclusively that they are right
and that their opponents are wrong. There
are good stations that employ one type, and
good stations that employ the other. Our
advice to the beginner is to put up which
ever type suits his particular location. If
there is any doubt as to which kind to use;
put up one kind, give it several weeks trial,
then try the other.
Independent of the exact shape of the
counterpoise, it is well to make it parallel
to the surface of the ground, and to make
all of the wires of equal length if practic
able. Another good rule is to keep all
counterpoise wires at least three feet from
trees, fences, buildings, and so forth. The
counterpoise insulation should be as good
if not better than that of the antenna.
What Kind of Wire to Use
In the past season there has been a great
increase in the number of amateur stations
using No. 12 enameled copper wire for
their antennas and counterpoises. Former
ly No. 14 hard drawn copper wire could be
taken as the standard for amateur use, but
with the coming of real short wave work
more interest has been taken in the various

Construction Of i Cfl^« anUnnd
antenna losses and an effort has been made
to use what is theoretically best. High fre
quency current travels mostly on the surface
of the wire and it is the oxide that collects
on the outside surface of a wire and turns
it black that raises its resistance. Coating
the wire with enamel will keep the air
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from getting at the copper, thus preventing
corrosion. Stranded or braided antenna
wire has no place in an amateur's antenna
or counterpoise. There are no benefits
from its use.
Antenna Construction
The old questions of cage vs. flat-top for
the upper section of the antenna, and cage
vs. cabled-lead for the down-lead will need
to be decided on. Put up which ever you
like the best and which ever will be the
most convenient. No one has proven that
there is a noticeable difference between the
operation of a cage and a flat top that can
be directly attributed to the antenna. The
cage should be quite large, however, and
may be tapered. In the case of the down
lead there is no question but what a small
cage has less high frequency resistance than
the same wires cabled. The cage may be
anywhere from two to twelve inches in diam
eter; six inches is a good size to use.
The insulators for the antenna and coun
terpoise should be carefully chosen. It is
well to use only insulators made of Pyrex,
glass, or porcelain, unless you have some
other kind that you know positively are good
for C.W. work on short waves. A long
skinny insulator is much better for C.W.
work than a short fat one. All insulators
that are correct electrically are not usable
from a mechanical standpoint, however. If
you question the strength of an insulator,
string it up to one of the beams in the base
ment of your house and suspend various
weights from it to see what it will stand.
To really be on the safe side, should an
insulator break and let the antenna down,
it is a good stunt to have a rope in place for
pulling the remaining parts of the antenna
down in addition to the halliard for rais
ing the antenna. This is shown in Fig. 3.
By this method there will be no danger of
the rope's end sticking at the top of the
mast if an insulator or the antenna breaks.
Fig. 3 shows also the details of construc
tion of an antenna of the cage type. There
is nothing unusual about it; it represents
almost standard practice. The general
construction is the same if a fiat-top upper
section is used, but extra guys from the
ends of the spreaders would be required to
keep the spreaders horizontal.
In any antenna or counterpoise use just
as few good insulators as you can, placing
them where they will do the most good. It
is better practice to put one good insulator
in the wire that holds the antenna at each
end than to put an insulator in each of the
wires of the cage or flat top. The same
applies to the counterpoise, as will be ex
emplified in Fig. 4 later.
Counterpoise Construction
If you are building a fan type or radial
counterpoise the details shown in Fig. 4
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will apply. Of course you need not build
your counterpoise exactly as shown; the
drawing shows only a suggested arrange
ment and construction.
The counterpoise supports must be strong,
for if the counterpoise sags it will be in the
way. The usual practice is to suspend the
counterpoise about eight feet above the
earth. Four by four inch posts, set in con
crete if necessary, depending on the char
acter of the soil, should make satisfactory
supports if there are no buildings or trees
that happen to be in the right place. The
bonding wire along the end of the counter
poise should also be strong for the counter
poise wires are all fastened to it. This
bonding wire should always be larger and
stronger than the counterpoise wires them
selves. v Some like to make this heavy end
wire of galvanized iron, for strength, and
then run a copper wire along with it for a
good connection. It is not known whether

FIG. 4 TYPICAL COUNTERPOISE CONSTRUCTION
any actual benefit results from such an ar
rangement however. The reason for adopt
ing the connection to the bonding wire shown
in detail "C" of Fig. 4, is to prevent the
wire from crystalizing and breaking from
frequent bending in the wind, which would
occur to a greater extent if the counter
poise wire were simply twisted a few times
around the bonding wire.
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Housetop Antenna*
There are some amateurs, notably resid
ing in the second district, who are not
blessed with nice open back yards and who
must be content with an antenna arrange-

'
Poor Arrangement
1
Leads to antenna* andcounterpoisepamllel
and too c/ose together. Much ofthe ene/yi/
maynerer reach the ffat £op
A

/
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Feeding the antenna, system through
an untuned link, circuit
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Feeding the antenna, system Sy
capacity coupling
c
V\Qr. 5
ment somewhat like that shown in Fig. 5A.
The natural inclination here is to connect
the set to the radiating system by two long
leads as is done in the sketch. This is a
poor arrangement, however, because the
leads are parallel for quite a distance and
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are not widely separated as they should
always be.
Two much better methods of getting the
energy from the sending set to the radiat
ing system are shown in Figs. 5B and 5C.
In Fig. 5B the antenna circuit is fed
through an untuned link circuit. This is
not as complicated as it first appears. The
radiated wave is determined as usual by the
inductance and capacity of the radiating
system. The radiating circuit consists es
sentially of the antenna-counterpoise ca
pacity C-l and the loading or coupling in
ductance L-l. A series condenser in this
circuit may or may not be necessary, de
pending on the size of the antenna and
counterpoise, the vertical distance between
them, and the wavelength used. The link
circuit consists of two wires, say No. 14
copper, supported a short distance apart
and well insulated. There is a coupling coil
at each end. These coupling coils may each
consist of about a dozen or so turns of wire,
closely coupled to their corresponding cir
cuits. It may be necessary to connect a
loading coil in each of the long leads be
tween the coupling coils to bring a current
antinode somewhere near the center of each
of the coupling coils, but of course this de
pends on the wavelength used, the length of
the leads, and the size of coils L2. The
spacing of the two wires makes no differ
ence. A spacing of one foot will be satis
factory.
The method shown in Fig. 5C was fully
described in the article "Capacity Coupling
to Operate an Antenna at its Fundamental"
on page 22, 23, 24 of the June, 1923, QST.
Only one lead from the set is necessary here.
It is essential that this lead connect to the
antenna system at some point several feet
to one side of the current antinode.
'AMATEUR RADIO STATIONS]
(Concluded from Page Si)
mitter in the same cabinet makes the long
set to the right ; on top of the last is a wave
trap, a 28 to 82 meter tuner, and a 600
to 3500 meter tuner. The receiver-trans
mitter (five watts) is used for local work
entirely.
Mr. Lee is owner and operator of the
station and did all of the installation and
wiring alone. It is undoubtedly the type
of station whose appearance and opera
tion are deservedly commendable as a
model.
"The installation has worked," writes
Mr. Lee, "further than any other station in
the fourth district, having worked PCII
in Holland. This station was also the first
in the fourth district to work across the
Atlantic, as advised by Supervisor Van No
strand."
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PORTER H. QUINBY, 9DXY
Porter H. Quinby, beloved manager of
the Midwest Division of the Traffic Depart
ment, and old time amateur, was born in
1896 and raised in the city of Omaha, Neb
raska. His interest in radio was away back
in 1910 when he built a crystal set out of
a rolling pin, a 75 ohm receiver, and some
E.I. Co., parts. His first DX record was
the hearing of a five-kilowatt straight-gap
outfit installed as a part of the Naval ex
hibit at a fair about one block from his
house. He had to close the windows so the
noise direct from the gap did not drown out
The signals coming from the ether! A few
days later, with the help and advice of the
operator at the fair station, Porter hooked
up a one inch spark coil and under the call
of "NI" worked with the three other ama
teurs there were in Omaha at that time. In
August of 1912 the present radio law was
passed requiring all operators and stations

DONALD C. WALLACE, 9ZT-9XAX
to be licensed, and NI then became 9AY.
Porter's amateur license bore the serial
number 52.
9AY then progressed through the several
cycles of evolution of amateur radio, from
spark coil to transformer, from straight
gap to quenched, and later to rotary. In
receiving, the needle and carbon detector
gave way to the silicon detector, then to the
galena, and finally to the vacuum tube or
audion as it was then called. Regeneration
in those days was accomplished by placing
the tube at certain various and critical
angles with respect to the field of a large
horseshoe magnet. 9AY was inactive while
its operator was away at school and during
the war the license was of course can
celled. After the war the old junk was
hooked up again under the present call of
9DXY. However, the handwriting on the
wall was soon read, the spark set was junk
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ed, and two five-watt tubes oscillated at
9DXY, beginning on New Year's day, 1922.
In October of the same year Mr. Quinby
was appointed City Manager of Omaha, and,
as such, succeeded in maintaining peace
between the amateurs and BCL's during
the period of strife. He has since success
fully held the appointments of Official Re
lay Station, Official Broadcasting Station,
and Assistant Division Manager of the Mid
west Division.
He attended the Second National A.R.R.L.
Convention at Chicago and won the first and
twelfth prizes out of a list of 75 of them.
The first prize was won in the loop contest
with Turner, the Midwest's late Division
Manager, as team-mate. Their previous ex
perience in "looping" recalcitrant amateurs
while City Manager of Omaha was undoubt
edly a material aid in this contest. The
prize was a 50-watt transformer, which is
now in operation at 9DXY. As for DX
records, this set boasts of being heard in
the Azores to the East, by WNP to the
North, Hawaii to the West, and by Mex
ican BX to the south.
Mr. Quinby founded and presided over
the first radio club ever organized in Omaha,
and has taken an active part in all of its
successors. He now holds office of president
of the Citizen Radio Club of Omaha, which
is 100% A.R.R.L. and affiliated. He is also
Manager of the Midwest Division of the
Traffic Department.
Mr. Quinby was educated at the Uni
versity of Nebraska and is a structural en
gineer by profession, at present with the
Concrete Engineering Company of Omaha.
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Old KPJ's spark was only six miles away
from his California home so QRM and 9ZT
grew up together. Soon he worked his pass
age to San Francisco, 500 miles, and got a
commercial operator's license at the age of
15. KPJ became more interesting to him
and finally he did relief work there in cases
of mumps or baseball games. He also took
a few short runs on ships.
Donald Wallace graduated from High
School in 1916 and went to the Hamlin
University at St. Paul, Minnesota, from
there, where he played center, weight 200
pounds, and forgot radio until after the
final game. Then a one-kilowatt Thor with
its tongue out broke the stillness of the
Minnesota air and crashed the call 9BU as
far as Texas. This kept up all winter.
Spring came with static, studies, and war,
so Don joined the Navy. He was first sent
to push the key at some of the big Western
stations; NPG arc, KSS arc, and KET, the
300-kilowatt spark at Bolinas. The mill and
key buzzed merrily along so Don reached
the rating of Chief Electrician, Radio, at
the age of 19 and was sent to sea aboard
the U.S. Submarine 0-16. Here he enjoyed
every minute of his sea radio experience
but lost fifteen pounds and gained a slight
stoop and a dented head. Submarines are
a nuisance to h tall man anyway.
From there he joined the patrol looking
for 100-meter submarines and bumped into
another submarine, and an American too,
by heck. They lost some time getting the
dents out of their ship but continued. Mr.
Wallace then joined the ship on which our
Traffic Manager, Fred Schnell, was pound
ing brass, the U.S.S. Geo. Washington. Arc
sets, spark sets, C.W. sets, radio telephone
sets, and I.C.W. sets were their playthings.
Donald Claire Wallace, 1923 Hoover Cup Their ship made so many records in the
winner, was born in 1898, about the time next few months for duplex working, DX,
Marconi was in the spark coil stage. After consistency, and simultaneous transmission
being allowed to grow up for a few years, that the rest of the ocean thought there
Don was taken to California in 1905. The were ten George Washingtons instead of
California air evidently made him grow for only one.
he now stands six foot three in his stocking
A year later the first C.W. set at 9X1
feet. At the age of eleven, electricity came saw our hero at the key and C.W. came into
into his life in the shape of some old college its own. Mr. Wallace graduated that year
physics books belonging to his father. He and set up station 9DR in an apartment
soon found out how doorbells work and then house. Then came a home of his own and
made a motor, a buzzer, a telegraph sounder, station 9ZT-9XAX. Mrs. Wallace and a two
and a key. The telegraph line later made year old Billy now require some attention
a good antenna for his first crystal receiv
but the key and four inch dial get the rest.
ing set.
Mr. Wallace ably held the office of Assis
The call 60C was soon secured, homemade tant Manager of the Dakota Divison for a
transformers constructed, and then came a year before receiving his present appoint
glorious rotary gap for Christmas and life ment as Division Manager about six months
was sweet. San Diego was worked from ago. His present "job" is manager of the
Long Beach in daylight (100 miles) and then radio department of the Peerless Electric
old 6BJ and 6BY in San Francisco were Company, a Minneapolis concern. As opera
also worked. A crystal receiver was of tor of 9ZT-9XAX, Mr. Wallace is too well
course used. Then Don heard of the A.R. known for comment. "Radio for me until
R.L., just beginning, and joined.
90 years old," Don says!
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A Neat French Station
current for the station at 220 volts, 2 phase,
cycles. Unfortunately the set is supllied
One of the nicest things we have ever 50
from
a long supply lead, with the result that
seen in the way of a foreign station is the voltage
varies widely. This trouble
French 8Afi. This station, which belongs
led to the installation of a stor
to one of France's foremost radio maga eventually
battery for heating the filaments of the
zines, La 2\S.F. Moderne (Modern Wire age
less), is a fine example of a well-laid-out transmitting tubes. The photograph shows
and neatly constructed installation. It was
built with a view towards making a station
that would be the last word in French
short wave radio practice.
The station took part in last winter's
transatlantic tests, and has been used since
that time for experimental and other trans
missions on bahalf of La TJS.F. Moderne
and the radio societies it represents. The
results have been entirely satisfactory.
These regular transmissions have been made
with 100 watts in the aerial and this gives
readable signals throughout France and at
considerable distances beyond.
A description of the masts at 8A£ ap
peared in the September, 1923, QST", shortly
after they were put up. There were two
originally, but one was demolished due to
an accident, and was never replaced be
cause there was no further need for two
masts. The remaining mast, as was the
other one, is a guyed mast of wooden lat
ticed construction. It is 115 feet high, tri
angular in section and about 5 feet on a
side at the center. The mast appears at
both ends and the lower end rests on a
special ball and socket joint.
The present antenna is a cage 90 feet
long and 3 feet in diameter, strung from
the remaining mast to a stub mast at the
station house. There are four counterpoise
cages, arranged radially, 13 feet above the
TRANSMITTER AT SAE. Note the neatly
ground. They are each about 3 feet in THE
caged leads to the counterpoises and antenna, the
diameter and 45 feet long. All four are radio
frequency choke coils mounted on the wall,
used on waves above 180 meters, while only and the pleasant accessibility of every part. Quite
different
from some of our "junk layouts," isn't it?
one is used on wavelengths around 150
meters. There is also a ground connection,
consisting of a buried network, to which
the negative high voltage lead is connected the filament transformer, formerly used,
as a protective measure.
however, and on the wall may be seen the
The photograph shows how neatly the two radio-frequency choke coils connected
station is arranged inside. The trans
in the primary leads to this transformer.
mitting apparatus is installed on the far Three Mullard 500-watt (input) tubes are
table while a portion of the receiving ap
used, mounted in a special rack. Small
paratus may be seen on the table in the panels below each tube carry separate
foreground. Local power mains supply rheostats in series with the filament of
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tube. The normal filament current is 6
amperes at 17 volts. Reading from left
to right the meters above the tubes indi
cate values of grid current, filament voltage
and plate current. Antenna current and
plate voltage meters are mounted on the
wall to the right.
A motor-generator is now installed in
another room which supplies 2,000 volts
D.C. to the plates of the three tubes, with
500 milliamperes as the maximum plate
current. The generator is separately ex
cited and the output can be varied from 500
to 2,000 volts.
The reversed feedback circuit with para
llel supply is employed and the inductances
may be seen at the left. The antenna and
plate coil are combined in a copper strip
inductance. The grid coil is a spider-web
wound with heavy cord and arranged for
variable coupling with the former coil. The
negative high voltage lead is brought to a
clip on the copper strip inductance, instead
of being secured to one end of it, as this
clip must be properly placed at the nodal
point of the radiating system. Antenna
tuning is done mostly by a variable conden
ser. The grid condenser is also a variable
air condenser, shunted by a variable resis
tance of 8,000 ohms, maximum. The trans
mitting key, at the same time it controls
the transmitter, operates a little buzzer that
serves as a guide for the operator to tell
what he is sending.

calling IDO on waves near 100 meters
and probably from 115 to 120 at times. I
will listen at 2300, 0100, 0300, and 0500
G.M.T for fifteen minutes for IDO, Rome,
on 105 meters. After this period IDO
transmits with a new station on 125 meters.
The gang should listen for IDO on these
transmissions and should transmit for my
reception at 2315, 0115, 0315, and 0515.
Thus I ought to hear a few as my receiver
is O. K. and the distance would be good."
IHT-ACD was worked by 3HS when at
Bahia, Brazil, on Sept. 9th., by 6ZAI on
Sept. 14th.; by 1XW on the 17th.; and by
4IO on Sept. 23rd. In addition he has
been heard in the states of Maine, Massa
chusetts, Connecticut, New York, Ohio,
Florida, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ala
bama, South Dakota, Iowa, Illinois, Texas,
New Jersey, and by two stations in On
tario, Canada. The single most interest
ing reception was by Monte Cohen of New
York, N. Y., who heard IHT for several
nights in succession and on one partic
ularly staticy one, on a bed spring, using
detector one step.
ACD in a later letter, mentions hearing
an amateur in Tunis, Africa, but does not
mention the call used.

More News on IHT-ACD Tests
THE Italian naval vessel San Marco,
IHT, of which we told you in the
August, QST, is being heard with
some degree of regularity at this time. At
the time of most of these receptions, the
ship was scheduled to be near Montevideo,
Uraguay and Bahia, Brazil; which proves
to be the case. The further schedule of
its itinerary is of no use because the time
that this reaches our readers will find the
vessels back in its native waters.
Italian ACD is the operator on the ves
sel as was mentioned before, and has
surprised some of those whom he has
worked with his ham vocabulary.
Reports of reception of IHT-ACD should
be forwarded to A.R.R.L. headquarters,
and a copy to the Naval Attache, Royal
Italian Embassy, Washington, D. C.
ACD writes about Argentina where he
visited some amateurs in Buenos Aires,
"the radio bug is in full efficiency here and
there are many with years of radio exper
ience. Several are A.R.R.L. men and have
their transmitters on the short waves. A.
C. C. W. is nearly unknown. I was heard
on 115 meters in Rome; and in B. A.
while yet at Gilbraltar.
"I transmit always from 2200, 2400,
0200, and 0400 G.M.T for fifteen minutes

ACD's log now includes 20 American
stations, 5 Canadian, 95 English, 92
French, 3 Luxemburg, 2 Swedish, 24
Dutch, 10 Belgian, 3 Danish, 3 Switzerland,
3 Finnish, 1 African. This certainly sounds
wonderfully well as to the general spread
of American Radio. It also gives us a
very excellent idea as to where we might
be heard and whom we might hear.

Paris, UFT, and Berlin, POZ, are both
operating on various short waves, in the
vicinity of 50 to 100 meters.

The misunderstanding regarding a
clause in the new British amateur regula
tions, if enforced, would prevent British
amateurs from working with stations out
side of Britain has at last been cleared.
In reply to an objection raised by the Radio
Society of Great Britain the British Post
Office Department has stated that as in the
past special permission would be granted
to those desiring to work with stations out
side of the country. They admitted a more
fortunate wording of the clause in question
might have been found, which might have
been expressed as, "Except with the special
permission of the Postmaster-General, mas
sages shall only be transmitted to places in
Great Britain, etc."
The remaining problem outstanding re
fers to the situation that arises when a
British amateur is called by a foreign ama
teur who wishes to conduct tests. Under
present regulations the British station may
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not reply unless the calling station happens somewhat chaotic conditions existing there
to be one with whom he has specific heretofore. The new law, which has been
pending for some time, provides for the
authority to work.
licensing of stations and operators and the
Further advises from Radio Wereld, re assigning of calls and wavelengths. The
garding Dutch PCII, indicate that the* new regulations are very just and were
station is unlikely to be on the air again in evidently framed with a view toward allow
the near future. Though the previous case ing Argentine amateurs to carry on their
against the station was dismissed, the case experiments with amateurs of other coun
is to be tried again in a higher court and, tries to the fullest extent.
pending these proceedings, PCII must re
The license examinations for amateurs
main silent, his apparatus being confiscated. in the Argentine Republic are very similar
We hope that this active Dutch station will to those in the U. S. except that a code
be successful in the new legal contest.
speed of only six words per minute is re
Apparently the Argentine ama
On December 19, 1923, 9EFU heard quired.
teurs may use any wavelength below 250
New Zealand 1AO and has received veri
meters for the present but as the art pro
fication of the reception. 1AO was using gresses
this may be changed to suit con
a five watter with 400 volts B battery on ditions. In the vicinity of government
the plate and with .9 ampere in the an stations a power of only 5 or 10 watts is
tenna, wavelength 180 meters. On Sep permitted.
tember 6th, 6CW of San Francisco heard
For the purpose of assigning calls, the
New Zealand 2CE on about 175 meters. country has been divided into 19 zones,
having one or more designating letters.
G2KF writes in to let us know that the each calls
of the broadcasting stations con
English amateurs are not allowed below The
simply of the designating letter for the
90 meters. He says that the majority sist
in which they are located, followed by
are on waves of 100 to 130 and that he zone
a numeral. The amateur calls consist of
is using 104. He also mentions that he two
letters and a numeral. The second
is listening for us on waves from 60 up
but we are to remember that he must work
above 90. He says that he has been call
wow CAH a rmu-AW ^1
ing until he is blue in the face, with no
WWt A OKXC WITH VENUS
replies, usually, from the amateurs on this
WHCOi ALL THOit HAinS ait
side of the pond.
Trtt tARXM ARE. JMWS'-Mr. Erkki Heino of Helsinki, Finland,
advises us that he has secured permission
to work and to carry on relay communica
tion. The rights are rather limited and
no definite law has been passed but he
will advise us when these interesting things
occur. He is well-informed, having all of
the American and English radio magazines
of importance, and Finnish magazines too.
The power they are allowed to use, he
mentions as being insufficient for two-way
communication regularly; but there is a
possibility of getting across this winter.
At present he can hear the U. S. broad
casts sometimes and all preparations are
being made to listen for the amateur work
in the coming seasons.
A ship signing ARRL has worked sev
eral British amateurs and been heard by
others. It is said to be a cable repair
ship but absolutely definite information is
lacking. Anyone knowing definitely or
possessing any information should let us
Know so that the identification of the call
can be final.
New Argentine Radio Regulations
The Argentine government has recently
put into effect a complete set of radio reg
ulations that will do much to relieve the

THE ONLY "DX" LEFT
FOi? SOME. OF US.
letter and numeral is assigned in order as
the calls are issued while the first letter
denotes the district in which the station is
located. At present there are around 150
or 200 licensed amateurs in the republic.
In accordance with these new regulations,
the call of the station of Mr. Carlos Braggio
at Belgrano 120, Bernal, has been changed
from CB8, which was self-assigned, to DA8,
the government assigned call.
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We don't understand, with our corres
pondents, why ham fone conversations run,
on either side, much like this: "Hello, old
man. No I don't, old 'man, use 'nother
mike, old man. I say old man. . . ", ad
QRMium. We suggest, as alternatives for
the much used OM; old socks, old bean, old
kid, old dear, old ham, old cheese, or any
other old delicatessen or old haberdashery.
The old boy has suggested that an esthetically pleasing and attractive cover, being
also simple, would be a bean rampant on
a field of azure.
Joseph Roemisch of 841 Lexington Ave.,
N. Y. C, says that he has access to the
N. Y. University Radio Lab. and that he
wishes to cooperate with some other hams
on an investigation of the short waves.
The farther away from N. Y. the better.
Write for schedules, etc.
1PP sends in his calls heard under three
headings: spark, C.W., and miscellaneous.
We agree with him; some fone stations
can only be classed under miscellaneous.
We don't understand some of the squawks
that come in about different 'pans' that
happen in QST and which are very gen
erally aimed. So many take some of them
so seriously to heart that we can't help but
feel that they were badly needed.
As a matter of simple courtesy, those of
you who write in to QST should advise on
your letter whether or not you expect an
answer, if you are not asking for informa
tion. If you don't expect or need an an
swer, your making a note of that fact will
save us oodles of time. Thanks.
BOC wants to know what he ought to do.
Everybody that sees his card wants to know
what the red 50c is on it for. Guarantee
him a jury of Hams and the verdict will be;
justifiable homicide, accused not guilty!
Newspaper item says:
"An SOS call from some ship . . . was
picked up by a naval station tonight (March
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22nd.) but the wavelengths were so long
that only fragments of it could be deciph
ered." The heading was, "Some Ship in
Distress" and we are inclined to think that,
from the foregoing, the title was more ac
curate than intentional. The ship must
have had indigestion. Or, it's the waves
that cause the distress.
"Inclosed you will find a description of
my Putrid receiver which has heard all dis
tricts, etc. Please publish it in the next
issue of QST." Clank I Please, 'nother
wastebasket.
8BDR says that a bell attached firmly to
your wavemeter and tapped, when the
meter is varied nearby the receiver, can be
heard as a clear tone when resonance is
reached. He says that this trick beats os
cillators and buzzers; and, if you have a
metal dial on the meter, its vibration will
serve the same purpose. Small alarm clock
bells screwed to the meter case ought to be
fb.
3LM's yl thinks F8AB is a new kind of
laundry soap.
"A CQ in the bush is worth two in the
air" . . . .3BMN
3BMN also says that these sets with more
than one tube and uneven length leads, get
so that the right hand tube does not know
what the left hand one is doing. This is a
case for the direct application of the old
saw about removing the hand that offendeth.
8VQ found his receiver changing wave
periodically the other night, and was at
loss as to the cause. Investigation discov
ered the fact that a bug was using the con
denser plates for stepping stones, thereby
detuning the set. We might make a wise
crack about radiobugs but we won't.
We don't use poems in QST ordinarily,
and if we do, we have enough now on hand
to satisfy the space available for the next
(Concluded on Page 65)
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ten or fifty issues. Yes, we don't, you're
welcome.

When necessary to use taps in a tuned
circuit that you are very particular about,
the losses can be reduced by putting slots
Our correspondents are overflowing with between the switch points as shown in the
objections to our coupled statements. Be attached sketch. These slots go clear
at peace! When we said coupled Hartley through the panel and may be made quite
we should have said inductively coupled large without seriously weakening the panel.
Hartley and for the usual Hartley, we They are cut at the same time that the
should have said conductively coupled. Are
we happy? Yes!
Do electrolytic rectifiers freeze, and if so,
what solution has the lowest freezing point?
We know we can keep 'em from freezing by
putting a load through them to a couple of
lamps and let it run continuously but the
family bill payer usually is not inclined to
believe our statements of low cost or to
have any faith in the economy of the idea.
Will someone who knows, give us some facts
that are dependable?
Don't send your station description to
QST and have them published in some
other magazine, too. We won't use them
for we have too many others that are avail
able and which will be first run material.
Visitors to the World's Radio Fair held
at New York during September took advan
tage of the short wave amateur transmitter
installed in the booth operated by the Exec
utive Radio Council of the Second District
and the A.R.R.L. A hundred messages
were handled and dispatched for various
parts of the world. One being started for
as far as Shanghai, China.
Our Treasurer and Fieldman, A. A. Hebert, left on October 14th, on a 12,000 mile
trip to visit our traffic officials and affiliated
clubs which will take him through most
states; excepting the middle states which
will be visited in the Spring.
Did you see the article "The Tuner at
9MC" in the September QST on page 48?
The boss of the tuner now writes us a vocif
erous letter to the effect that this tuner
won't work with the B battery tail fore
most the way we showed it. Alright—we
back down and agree to connect the positive
to the plate as usual. Incidentally—"Hen"
also says that the performance is improved
by connecting a 5000 mxfd (-005 nfd) con
denser from the positive B battery to the
rotary plates of the v. c.—in other words
shunting it across the B battery and phones.
Before throwing away a dead tube, look
to see if some of the wires inside of the
stem leading from the terminals are broken
or not. Sometimes in transmitting tubes
one or more of these wires burns or become?
unsoldered, resulting in an open circuit
which may usually be quite easily repaired.

panel is drilled. This excellent idea was
submitted by M. H. J. Merwin, Jr., 1801
Danbridge Pike, Knoxville, Tennessee.
Trouble in not being able to filter out the
ripple in the high voltage generator of a
motor generator set can cometimes be traced
to induction between the motor circuits and
the generator. This can be prevented in a
large measure usually by separating the
motor and generator about 18 inches and
connecting them by means of an insulating
rod coupling. The frames of the machines
should also be well insulated from each
other.
One of the easiest ways to spoil a pair
of phones is to leave them connected in the
wrong direction on a one or two stage
an.plifier. There is a right and wrong way
to connect phones, and if they are con
nected incorrectly they become demagnet
ized and lose their sensitivity.
The best way to tell which is the correct
connection is to plug the phones in the
second stage of amplification and tune in
a loud signal. The phone caps should then be
removed and one edge of the diaphragm
should be lifted up about an eighth of an
inch with the finger. When the phones are
connected in one direction a very much
greater pull will be noticed than when con
nected in the other direction. After this
has been determined, some kind of a mark
may be placed on the phone terminal that
was connected to the plate of the tube
when the greater pull was placed upon the
diaphragm, and the phones should always
be connected with the marked terminal to
the plate.
—Radio (Australia)
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The radio department of Arthur Rosen
berg Co., Inc., Advertising Agents, 110
West 34th Street, New York, is now dis
tributing to radio manufacturers the first
issue of the Radio Advertisers' Data Book
which it has compiled and published. This
fifty-four page book contains the advertis
ing rates, circulation, mechanical require
ments and other data regarding all the
radio consumer and trade publications, as
well as those general magazines which
feature radio, also the allied trade papers,
covering such fields as the electrical, hard
ware, talking machine, music trades, and
sporting goods in the United States and
Canada. The various and important prob
lems that confront the radio manufacturer
regarding radio advertising and merchand
ising are discussed in detail.
"Mr. Jos. L. Roemisch, 2JL of 841 Lex
ington Ave., New York, advises us that he
hns obtained the use of the radio labora
tory at New York University for short-wave
experiments and desires to hear from ex
perimenters who would be interested in con
ducting special short-wave tests with that
station.''
Several fellows have commented on the
little dah-dit-dit-dit-dah's we have been
putting between the "strays" lately. We
must admit that it is not our original idea,
however. We got it from the snappy little
Bulletin put out by the Southern California
Radio Association.
To hear a familiar buzz each time the
key is pressed helps an operator to send
properly. It is even possible that the al
most silent operation of a modern C.W.
transmitter is responsible for some of the
unnecessary operation and "bum fists" that

are heard on the air. A good remedy for
this is to connect a buzzer so that the
operator can hear what he is sending. If
it is connected as suggested by H. D. Wilson,
Box 6, Phoenix, Ariz., it will not interfere
with the regular operation of the set in any
way. The parts required are an old tele
phone jack, a buzzer, and a battery. The
front part of the jack is sawed off. The
block between the jack and the table must
be adjusted to the correct height so the con
tacts on the jack will close when the key is
pressed.
Paul F. Godley is now vice president and
general manager of the Farrand Mfg. Co.,
Inc., with general offices and factory at 28
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South Sixth Street, Newark, New Jersey.
This company was organized early last
spring for the development of the Farrand
Super-Pliodyne receiver and has now
brought the work to a point where the nine
tube receiver is about ready for production.
Famous Sayings
"FB, OM, what pwr U use?"
"How's my spark?" (Obsolete)
"All on one five watter."
"And the plates ice cold."
"Ur sigs QSA vy, no QSS."
"QSA vy, OM, but QRM bad hr."
"All over the shack hr, OM."
"Have to eat nw, cul."
"Howrs mow mourduladjon, OM?"
"My tone's perfect DC in my receiver."
"What circuit U using?"
"Getting three amps radiation now."
—9ZG-9APW.
COMMUNICATION WITH NEW
ZEALAND
(Continued from page 15)
4AA uses one UV-203 in a series Hartley
circuit, 1000 v. on the plate, putting antenna
currents varying from 1.2 to 2.5 amperes
into the 85-foot-high aerial described in our
photograph at wavelengths varying from
120 to 170 meters. 6BCP has a masteroscillator set, using one UV-202 as oscilla
tor and four as amplifiers, 600 volts D. C.
from a m. g. This set puts 4 amps, in a
4-wire inverted L, 40 ft. high, used with a
counterpoise. His receiver is a short-wave
Roberts, as recently described by Zeh Bouck
in "Radio Broadcast". 6CGW was des
cribed on page 41 of QST for June, but
during this work used the high-power set
employing one UV-204 in a 4-coil Meissner
circuit, 4000 volts C.R.A.C. on the plate,
putting 6 amperes in that really beautiful
antenna.
6BCP win the boomerang offered by
QST to the fi^t North American ham to
get QSO Australasia. 6CGW was so close
behind him, however, and has tried so hard,
that we are offering him a consolation prize
of one pair of genuine green suspenders.
z4AA has been working for this for a
long time, too. Many and varied have been
the incorrect reports of his signals, but he
kept a careful log and could always answer
positively. Finally on May 19th he was
heard on 170 meters by 9AHT, while call
ing CQ with an input of 80 watts; and on
July 13th Mr. Elmer Gabel, of Kennet
Square, Pa., heard him calling 6CGW on
120 meters, input 100 watts, both of which
were verified by his log. By now, of course,
his signals are getting common. Let us
hope that this contact is the forerunner of
regular communication with Australasia.
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Handling the Key
3 Ord St.
San Francisco, Cal.
Editor, QST:
In your issue for August, Clifford Tunis
gives some useful points on handling the
common Morse key. At the risk of ap
pearing controversial I would like to hetero
dyne and possibly amplify said points a
little. To begin with Mr. Tunis refers to
"key perched on the edge of table", oper
ators "whole arm in midair" and consequent
(?) "bum fists" and fatigue. He also itali
cises the statement that the method illus
trated in QST, July, 1923, is the "only way
to handle a key". Well, Sir, I think Mr.
Tunis is in error to some extent, and I will
do my best to explain why I think so, my
ideas being based on observations during
several years "wire" and "wireless" work,
using the many different types of hand-keys
almost "all over the world," to use a com
mon expression.
It should be understood that there are
two distinct patterns of Morse key in use
to-day. One is the regular light, springy,
steel-lever type American key; the other is
the rigid heavy, "chunk of brass" European
key, which is typified by the British Postal
Telegraph key shown in Fig. 1. Some of
the French and German keys are even
heavier and clumsier in appearance. It is
quite obvious that these two fundamental
types require two entirely different meth
ods of handling. It is also important to
notice that a large number of the keys now
used in American radio work approximate
the European type but are fitted with a
flat American type knob. The consensus of
opinion of operators of varied experience
and also of the various committees which
have been set ud by telegraph administra
tions to studv the causes of "telegraphers'
cramps" is that the two types should be
operated by the following respective meth
ods:
American: Key fixed with knob 15 to 18
inches back from the edge of the table, op
erator's elbow resting on table, two or three
fingers lightly on the knob, towards the
back, and thumb touching the edge. Move
ment must be from the wrist and forearm,
not the finger joints, and the elbow should

_

not "walk" about the table. Generally the
fingers should not leave the knob during the
transmission of a word, and don't attempt
that "nerve-sending" stuff : it is certain to
ruin your style and if persisted in for long
period results in the affliction known as
"Telegraphers' Cramp" (glass arm).
European: Key fixed at edge of table, a
little to the right of operator's normal sit
ting position. Two fingers hooked over the
top of the knob, thumb just under its head
and third and fourth fingers hanging free.
The wrist should be about level with the
key knob and the fore-arm absolutely hori
zontal, the elbow quite a few inches away
from the body. In operating the wrist
should drop sharply with every signal, but
the elbow should be almost stationary in
space. The light grip on the knob may be
completely released at the termination of
each complete letter: this assists in the
formation of good spacing. This type of
key is generally used with a somewhat
stronger spring and larger gap than the
American type, but on any key most ama
teurs attempt to send with far too small a
gap and too light a spring for really good
sending.

A G.PO. SINGLE CURRENT KEY
77i/s is a good examp/a ofa. 'European Typo "
telegraph key
The whole trouble lies in the fact that
most amateurs and, unfortunately, a few
commercial operators too, have never learnt
or been taught how to send in the way it
used to be taught in large telegraph schools.
The learner should start with an "enor
mous" gap, say % inch and a spring so
strong that it requires eight or nine ounces
to depress the knob. He should practice
with these adjustments until he can send
twenty words per minute and then perhaps
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commence to reduce the gap, but the spring
tension should never be less than about six
ounces. An operator who learns in this way
can generally send perfectly on any type
of key that appears before him. He does
not have to spend ten minutes out of every
fifteen playing with the adjustment screws,
either.
Finally I would say that it is quite a fal
lacy to suppose that a short gap and light
spring are necessary for speed or conduc
ive to good formation and easy working.
Some years ago I worked a circuit fitted
with European type "double-current" keys,
in which the lever strikes softly between
rubber buffers, but the knob moves up and
down about one-half inch or more. I have
put in many a day of continuous sending
(no let-ups for receiving as the wire was
"duplex") maintaining more than 30 w.p.m.
for eight hours without any fatigue what
ever, and I was not the "star" operator on
that gallery, not by a very long way.
Get down to it boys; learn to send good
and steady: a "bum fist" is a nuisance
wherever he goes.
Yours Truly,
H. M. Lewis.
Re :

Esperanto
97, Rue Royale, 97
Versailles, Prance

Editor, QST:
Thank you very much for so kindly send
ing me the article on the adoption of Esper
anto which is appearing in September QST
and my most cordial congratulations to the
A. R. R. L. for the wise decision it has made.
It gives to the world the finest example
of the attitude which should be adopted on
the question of an international language.
There is no doubt that radio telegraphy
will_ play a preat part in the adoption of
an international laneruage and the decision
of the A. R. R. L. will certainly carry great
weight toward the future of an interna
tional radio language. The A. R. R. L. will
thus have onre more played a most import
ant part in the world and it is most fitting
on this account to congratulate it most sin
cerely.
With very best personal wishes. I am
Dr. Pierre Corret.
Concerning Hot-Wire and Thermo
couple Ammeters
Chicago, 111.
September lGth, 1924.
Editor, QST:
The writer was much interested in read
ing the article on Hot Wire versus Thermo
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Couple Ammeters by Mr. Richmond on page
45 of the September "QST."
The writer agrees with practically all that
was said but questions the statement that
a thermo couple meter cannot be calibrated
on low frequency.
While the thermo couple cannot be
checked on direct current as a usual thing,
it is perfectly accurate on 60 Gycles alter
nating current, if properly designed. _ I
might say that we have made checks on in
struments on 60 cycles and on radio fre
quency current and these values have been
checked by the Bureau of Standards with
the net result that the difference in reading
between low and high frequency was neg
ligible. In order to get results of this sort,
of course, it is necessary to secure proper
current distribution in the thermo couple but
this is not at all difficult if the peculiarities
of radio frequency currents are understood.
If thermo couple meters are wanted for
use on direct current they can be calibrated
so that they will respond correctly to direct
current; it is merely a matter of special
calibration.
I would also question the point that ther
mo couple ammeters are fragile. I really
believe they will stand just as much over
load as hot wire ammeters and for special
work they can be made to stand as much as
four or five times normal full scale current.
The thermo couple instruments have been
put into such large production in this coun
try that the prices are relatively low and
with the many advantages which Mr. Rich
mond admits, it seems the logical type of
instrument to use for measuring radio fre
quency current.
Yours very truly,
Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.,
John H. Miller
Electrical Engineer.

Newark, N. J.
September 17, 1924.
Editor, QST:
My attention has been called to an article
in the September number of QST by Mr. H.
B. Richmond entitled Hot Wire vs. Thermo
Couple Ammeters, in which the latter type
is illustrated by a Weston Thermo Am
meter.
I have read this with interest, especially
so for the reason that the thermo-couple
ammeter as known today was originated by
the Weston Electrical Instrument Company
who own the patents.
The author appears to have intended to
be fair in his comparison, yet there are a
number of incorrect statements which un
less corrected will become very misleading
to radio operators.
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The author staes among other things that
the thermo-couple ammeter cannot be
checked on direct current, and has a large
error when a direct current component ex
ists, and further that it may not be used
on low frequency alternating current.
All of these statements are incorrect in
the case of the Weston thermo-couple type
as illustrated under Mr. Richmond^ article.
This instrument can be checked with direct
current. It is also accurate for alternating
currents either low or high frequency, and
it also measures the true root-mean-square
value of the current when both alternating
and direct currents are passed through it
at the same time, just as in any other form
of thermal ammeter.
These facts are at once evident when the
construction of the thermo-couple type is
considered. The instrument actually measures the current by measuring the tempera
ture of the conductor heated by the current,
just as a hot wire expansion type measures
it by measuring the expansion of the con
ductor resulting from its temperature. It
is obvious that the degree of heating of a
properly designed strip or conductor is the
same whether direct current or low or high
frequency alternating current is passed
through it, as it depends upon the I'R law.
It is also stated that the thermo-couple
type has a small overload capacity. As a
matter of fact the Weston type meter will
suffer no damage with a 50% overload and
will not burn out with a 100% overload.
It is stated that the thermo-couple type
is more "fragile" than the hot wire type.
That this is not true is evident from the
following considerations. The D.C. indi
cating part of the thermo-couple type am
meter illustrated in the article is the same
type as used on the dashboards of trucks
and automobiles where a fragile instrument
could not be used. The heating strip is
several times thicker and therefore much
stronger than that in the hot wire type
which must be made thin in order to bend
for every variation in current.
Further the connection between the point
er and hot wire in the hot wire type is a
very fine thread or its equivalent attached
to a small pulley connected with the pointer,
whereas the connection between the heating
strip and indicating instrument in the
Weston type is a sturdy rigid thermo-couple
and heavy fixed copper wires, welded in
place.
It is possible that in writing the article,
Mr. Richmond had in mind the small type
Weston Thermo-Milliammeter. This oper
ates on the bridge principle which is en
tirely different from that of the compensated
type thermo-ammeter. The bridge type in
strument may not be used to measure direct
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current, but it is accurate on alternating
currents of any frequency. This type of
instrument however has a very large over
load capacity. It may be used without dam
age with five (5) times the full scale cur
rent.
I trust that the above discussion will cor
rect any misunderstanding that may have
been caused inadvertently by Mr. Rich
mond's article.
Very truly yours,
W. N. Goodwin, Jr.
Chief Electrical Engineer
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Cambridge, Mass.
October 2, 1924.
Editor, QST:
You have just read me over the long
distance telephone the letters from the
Weston Electrical Instrument Co., and the
Jewell Instrument Co. Without having the
letters before me or without having a few
minutes to actually check the points in ques
tion it is not possible to make a detailed
reply. I would, however, like to emphasize
the point that it was not my intention to
present a one sided argument but to give
fairly the summary of current American
and English practices in the use of these
two types of meters.
In an article of but one page in length
it is not possible to cover many details. The
writer did intend to convey the idea that a
thermo-couple instrument of the types avail
able to amateurs cannot be changed at will
from radio frequencies to direct current
while a hot wire instrument can be so trans
ferred. As low frequencies are reached, the
zero frequency, (or direct current) condi
tion is approached. It is, however, to the
great credit of the manufacturers of thermo
couple instruments that they are- able to
approach high frequency conditions at 60
cycles.
In order that there may not be any mis
understanding in the matter I would like
to state that the General Radio Co. uses and
recommends the use of a large number of
thermo-ammeters annually. We also manu
facture and use hot wire ammeters exten
sively. We believe each type of instrument
has its own field and the best instrument
to suit each condition should be chosen.
Yours very truly,
—H. B. Richmond.
(The Technical Editor desires to direct
particular attention to the fact that the
illustrations ttsed in Mr. H. B. Richmond's
article were chosen at this office without
conference with the author. The intention
was to show a good hot-wire meter and a
good thermo-couple meter. That the par
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ticular makes shoivn were Weston and Gen
eral Radio is due to the fact that these
were the cuts available at the time.
There was absolutely no intention on our
part to indicate a comparison between two
particular makes.
The author most certainly had no such
intent, for his firm uses both varieties of
meters in their apparatus.
The entire discussion must be regarded
as having been of profit in that it cleared
up the uncertainties surrounding the choice
of meters for various uses.)
Regarding the Ultradyne
53 Park Place, Room -902,
New York City, New York.
Editor, QST:
I read with interest your description of
the Ultradyne receiver in your article on
super-heterodynes in the August issue of
QST. However, I wish to point out that
my name is not LeCault, but LACAULT,
and that it is possible to obtain regeneration
in the first tube by connecting a feedback
coil between the plate and the first r. f.
transformer. In this case a few turns may
be used in series with the loop to couple to
the plate circuit.
If you can use this information in your
next issue and "rectify" my name I should
appreciate it. With best wishes for the
continued success of QST, I remain.
—R. E. Lacault.
A Good Guy Hint
206 W. 24th St.
Chester, Pa.
Editor, QST:
The other day 3BBN and myself were

wondering how we were to get two guy
wires to the top of his pipe mast. It was
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an all-fired long climb and too hot, so, after
the fashion of lazy people, we resorted to
ye olde beane. Use was made of the ordi
nary halyard by which the antenna is raised.
A piece of wood about one inch square and
eight feet long was securely fastened to
the rope with wire in two places as shown
in the sketch. To the piece of lumber was
tied the guy wire, which must be fastened
in two places by light string. The whole
business is then hoisted to the top and the
control rope, B, is used to place the loop
over the mast. By letting up on the rope,
A, the guy settles neatly in place and there
you are. It took us about five minutes to
do the job once we got started. A jerk on
the rope then breaks the light string and
leaves the guy wire where it belongs.
You never can tell, but a little trick like
this may add several years to your life.
—E. Everett Miles, SADQ.

Radio Revolutionized Again
P. 0. Box 204,
Toledo, Ohio.
Dear Sir and Gentlemen:
Since early last Christmas I have been
thinking of the vast possibilities of perfect
ing the radio apparatus as it now stands
and have at least been interviewed by sev
eral prominent people all of whom are want
ing to make a stock company and sell same
on a large scale. Many more smart Alex
have been here at all hours wanting to get
an interview to put in some radio editor's
column, but they are all barking up the
wrong tree.
You have probably already heard of the
Iodyne set of which I am the soul and only
inventor; I being me and "dyne" having to
do with a Greek restaurant around the
corner.
The fundamentals of my Iodyne set of
which I am the soul and only inventor can
be had in almost any household. I will
you just a few of the parts so you won't
be quite as dumb as you are. One of the
parts is a freshly emptied beer bottle which
is wound with eighteen turns of barbed wire
for a primary. The plate circuit is made
vm of old dental work (see my ads for old
teeth in most all papers by my agents). In
the Iodyne circuit no batteries or tubes are
used as it is suspended on three noodle
points that supply the necessary current.
(Ref. Tech. Ed. QST and article in QST.
I tried using this set with a ground con
nection but find that the wire gets so hot
it is necessary to put a forced feed oiling
system on it. I use a screen door for an
aerial and recommend the back door if
possible as it works on the back porch best.

I also tried hooking to the garbage can
where it now is and am sure you will be
pleased to know it works better yet there.
I have come to the conclusion that this re
markable new circuit is a crowning glory
to the A.R.R.L. and I would be pleased to
entertain a responsible committee with the
Iodyne set where it now is and answer any
prudent questions they may want to know
the answer to of which I am the soul and
only inventor.
—M. S. Brainerd
P.S. Eddy, will you swap me a years sub
scription to QST for four blowed out fifty
watters?

Something Better
PYREX TRANSMITTING
Antenna Insulators
TRANSFORMERS

Buy one NOW
Low phase angle difference (0.3°). High
Mechanical Strength. No absorption of
Water.
Invaluable For the Higher Frequencies
An important station writes:
"I'm very well pleased with the PYREX
Insulators I am now using, and am glad
to be able to report that they have in
creased radiation about .3 amps, at 77
meters, as well as eliminating a lot of
trouble heretofore experienced during
Irain."
$1.50 each C. O. D.
CORNING GLASS WORKS
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
CORNING,
N. Y., U. S. A.

RADIO MASTS
When you buy a Whittlesey Self-Supporting Standard
Steel Mast you buy a mast-head pulley, raising cable,
and hoisting reel as well. This is the Whittlesey Sys
tem. Patents pending. Never climb up except for
painting, then "use the elevator." Theae masts are
"", stiff, rigid and beautiful. 50-75-100-125 feet.
THE WHITTLESEY ENGINEERING CO.
Cleveland, Ohio

You'll buy more later!

MARLE ENGINEERING CO.
ORANGE,
NEW JERSEY

WIMCO Announces
Our experimental laboratory is de
veloping instruments for short wave
transmitting and receiving.
A real Wave Meter will be ready
soon. We know that all hams will
be interested.
Sent/ us your name for our mailing Hat
The Wireless Mfg. Co.

Canton, Ohio

The INSIGNIA of RADIO OPERATORS Everywhere

RADIO
CALL
PINS
Your station
S2-00
Get
Yours
Now
Check or
call letters in R. C. BALLARD, 9FZ, 1522 Sunnyside Ave. Chicago. III.
SOLID GOLD
M O.
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TYPE 300-D
Amplifier Urvit
Price
TYPE 2 4-7-H
TYPE 831 -A
Low Loss
CondertaerAmplifying
Price5>3^
r ?ric©Transformer
5°-»

General Radio
Give

Parts

Super - Reception

Selectivity, distance, clarity and
volume are the qualities which
constitute good reception and are
what you may expect from your
set if you build with GENERAL
RADIO parts.
For over a decade GENERAL
RADIO Condensers have been
the universal favorites because
of their low losses and over-all
efficiency.
Since 1917 GENERAL RADIO
Amplifying Transformers have

been the leaders—not only in an
historical sense but in undistorted
amplification.
The type 300D is an amplifying
unitdesignedforthe convenience of
amateur set builders. It combines
the advantages of an efficient
transformer, rheostat, and socket
compactly assembled and ready
for easy installation.
Whatever your circuit—build
with GENERAL RADIO parts—
for Super-Recep
tion.

General Radio Cp
Cambridge,

Mass.

Ask your Dealer or write for our
New Radio Catalogue
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Further

Adventures

of

BURGESS
RADIO

BATTERIES

If the quality of any prod
uct may be judged in part
by the standing of its users,
surely Burgess quality must
be considered unusually
high.
Burgess Radio Batteries are
found where there's need
for the most efficient bat
teries made — in emergen
cies where failure brings
disaster —with explorers in
far-off lands—with the un
sung heroes of the air serv
ice —beneath the seas with
The Shenandoah is Equipped with Burgett Batteriet and MacMillan Carried them to the Arctic

the crew of the submarines.
"ASK ANY RADIO ENGINEER"
Send (or the Burgess Radio Compass.
Surprising—amusing and interesting
to the entire family. Send free of
charge from 195 Burgess Engineer
ing Bldg., Madison, Wise. Write for it.
BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
Engineer! DRY BATTERIES Manufacturer!
FLASHLIGHT ■ RADIO ■ IGNITION - TELEPHONE
General Sale* Office: Harris Trust Bids., Chicago
Laboratories and Works: Madison, Wisconsin
In Canada: Niagara Falls and Winnipeg
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The

De

forest
^

mystery

of

radiophone

D12 REFLEX

~

FOR BEAUTY AND CLEAR REPRODUCTION
T TSE the De Forest Loud Speaker. It and also to add volume. The complete
U reproduces naturally, brilliantly, unit is free from rattles. No rattles can
without distortion. The adjustment of ever develop. Every De Forest Loud
the reproducing unit assures uniform re Speaker is thoroughly tested and is guar
sponse over entire range of audible fre anteed free from defects. Sold by author
quencies. Its horn is shaped to retain ized De Forest dealers only. Price, with
the full brilliancy of the original sound, 6 feet of cord, $25.00.
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The World's Largest Store is

Radio

No matter what you need for your
radio—whether it's a complete set or
the smallest part—it can be had from
RADIO HEADQUARTERS at prices
that save you money.
Our new RADIO Catalog is ready.
Your copy is waiting for you; so fill in
and mail the coupon below. We would
like you to see the many radio bargains that
the World's Largest Store has to offer. We
don't think there is a store in America that has a
more complete line.
We would like to have you see the famous SILVERTONE Neutrodyne, the most perfect radio set yet
built. Get all the comfort and enjoyment that a
good radio set can deliver. Make sure of your
satisfaction. You can do it if you deal with
RADIO HEADQUARTERS.
m m *M SM *M WM —i —** SM SM SM SB
Mail the coupon TODAY to the
Reduced
store nearest you.
Prices on
Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Radio Tubes.
Chicago
Philadelphia Dallas Seattle
Send Latest Radio Catalog.
Radio tubes — standard equipment
Name
—can be had from us at the new low
Postoffice
price of S3. 65. This is just an ex
ample of the values that our RADIO
Rural Route
Box No
catalog offers. Get your copy. Mail
State
the coupon TODA Y.
Street and No.
Sears Roebuck and Co.
The World's Lnnig-it Store owns ond operates Hroatlcasting Station YVX.S. Wavelength Meter-.. Tunc

Variable

Condenser

7//C0
The Cam Vernier on Stator Plater does it.
A new and exclusive principle of control that allows min
utest adjustments. A low loss condenser that will work
well in any circuit. 5 Engineers designed this condenser
and incorporated the latest up to the minute features
of good condenser construction.
11 Plate
.00025 mfd
$4.50
17 "
.00038 "
4.75
23 "
.0005
5.00
43 "
.001
" 6.00
At all good dealers or sent on receipt of price.
HARTFORD INSTRUMENT CO., 307 Pearl St., Hartford, Conn.
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Hear

the

difference

A loudspeaker is a critical thing. Any
vibration in the horn adds sounds that
nature never gave to the speaker's voice.
And limited range thins down the tone
to flat, unreal quality. Some people think
that a near-real voice is the best that radio
can give . . . but not after they have heard
a Radiola Loudspeaker!
The difference is the result of elaborate ex
periment and extended scientific study. The
Radiola Loudspeaker has an extraordinary
range — gets the full richness of tone. And
it adds no sound of its own. To know how
clear —how mellow— how real your music
can be— ask to hear a Radiola Loudspeaker.

Radiola Loudspeaker
Type UZ-1325
Now $25.00
TKlssymboI iX}t*-/\\
your
of quality LWJgJy protection

RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
Sales Offices:
233 Broadway, New York
10 So. La Salle St., Chicago, III.
28 Geary St., San Francisco, Cat.
LOUD SPEAKER
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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Ask Any Radio Engineer What to
Look for When You Buy a Socket!
Radio experts are continually stressing the necessity of us
ing good sockets. In some of the more sensitive circuits such
as the Superheterodyne, poor sockets often completely destroy
results. In fact, in thousands of sets today, with scores of dif
ferent circuits, the so called "static" often mentioned, or"battery noises," are in reality merely the result of poor socket
contacts —certain proof of dissiMinimum Dielectric pation of the feeble currents that
CatMXcitV
we re'v on ^or distant reception.
In the Cutler-Hammer Socket,
designed by the same engineers whose precision rheostats and
other rSdio current control apparatus have justly become world
famous, every effort has been bent toward greatest efficiency.
Custom has no consideration — and from its striking color
scheme to its novel contact construction, the design is radi
cally new.
It embodies a minimum of both Maximum Dielectric
insulation and metal; capacity abResistance
solutely minimized without sac
rifice of mechanical strength. The insulation materials (shell
of thin orange Bakeliteand base of genuine Thermoplax) are
ideal— high in quality and dielectric strength; low in dielectric
capacity and losses. And all metal parts are widely separated,
both in the insulation and in air to conserve every last bit of
energy received.
Its contacts—the source of losses and noise in most sockets
— are of entirely new construction. Each one is a springy clip
that clinches the tube prong without strain; yet cleans it bright

These Exclusive Features
Assure Better Reception
A Perfect contact. Both sides oflube prong
cleaned when inserted—no contact or
wear on soldered end.
B Alt metal parts illvtr plated—perfect
contact for the life ofthe set. Silver may
tarnish but its contact resistance does
not change.
C One piece contact construction. The
binding post is N OT a part ofthe circuit
—the wire to the socket always touches
the contact strip which carries the cur
rent direct to the tube prong—no joints
to cause losses.
D Convenient terminals for soldering—
full length to allow bending down for
under-wiring. Ears hold wire in place for
soldering.
E Extra handy binding posts—light con
nections with either wrench or screw
driver. Lock washers hold terminals rigid.
F Wide spacing ofcurrent carrying parta
both in air and insulation— true lowloss construction.
G A minimum ofboth metal and insulation
for low capacity. Shell of tbin Bakelitc
—the base of genuine Thermoplax.
HThe tube is held in place by merely a
vertical motion—no twisting to separate
bulb from base.
'"Built by the

The Perfect
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whenever the tube is inserted or removed. These contacts are
formed of phosphor bronze and silver plated—because thecontact resistance of silver does not in
crease as it stands exposed to air. The
Silver Plated
area of contact is greater than that Phosphor Bronze
found in any other socket; and the conContacts
struction is such that these feeble cur
rents which mean so much in radio pass directly from the wire
to the prong of the tube without meeting a single joint. (In so
many sockets the "hiring is attachedto a binding post to tehich the con
tact strip is in turn attachedbelow. Thispresents ajoint "tobich causes
noise and losses. The C-H Socket affords perfect connection even if
the screw that holds the contact strip in place is entirely removed.)
In this socket the tube is inserted
No Joints to Cause and removed without turning—just
Noise Or Losses
pushed in and pulled out—to prevent
twisting the bulb from its base. And
the tube is held tight, absolutely rigid so that any vibration
cannot cause contact noises. Its small size and convenient
soldering terminals, too, mean a great deal in most sets for
space is usually at a premium. The Thermoplax base is only
square—scarcely more than the diameter of the tube,
and the soldering terminals extend out far enough from the
rounded corners that they may be
turned down forunder-wiringwhen
Convenient and
this system is used. Theseterminals Efficient Terminals
have handy ears which are bent up
to hold the wire while the solder is being applied—adding
much to the ease with which this work is accomplished. For
temporary connection, or where soldering is not used, a slotted
hex-nut is provided which securely clamps the wire against
the contact spring with either wrench or screw-driver.
In all it is as perfect a socket as engiNo Twisting to neering skill can devise. It offers maxiDantage Tube mum efficiency and ease of installation,
coupled with an appearance that adds
much to any set. And best of all you will like the price, 90c.
This socket that meets the specifcations of the most exacting radio
engineer costs no more than most of those on the market today! If
your dealer has not been stocked, you can be supplied direct
from the factory at list price plus 1 oc for packing and postage.
THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.
&dember Radio Section, Associated Manufacturers ofElectrical Supplies
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
ft
^Master Guilder

RADIO

Instruments ofGuaranteed
Quality Assure Su
in Radio

The OH 4 Ohm Vernier
Rheostat
Perfect detector tube control. Also
furnished without cemstr for am
plifier tube control.

The OH 30 Ohm Radio
For controloflhe}-iampere.,t\JV301-A-C301-A" tup' receiving
tubes and the "UV199-C299"
tfjoe : also made in 125 ohm size.

The C-H Radio Switch
The twitch with the perfect mech
anism for providing easy controlof
the most delicate circuit without in
troducing microphonic noises—one

The C-H Variable Grid Leak
Mounted on the tube socket-panel
controlled. Adjustable for all grid

The C-H Radio Potentiometer
The potentiometer with the rests,
toner unit that does not wear
e.^. and cannot be displaced
^^V. underconstant use.

SOCKET
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To Our Readers Who Are Not A.R.R.L. Members
Wouldn't you like to become a member of the American Radio
Relay League? We need you in this big organization of radio amateurs,
the only amateur association that does things. From your reading of
QST you have gained a knowledge of the nature of the League and what
it does, and you have read its purposes as set forth on page 6 of every
issue. We would like to have you become a full-fledged member and
add your strength to ours in the things we are undertaking for Amateur
Radio, and incidentally you will have the membership edition of QST
delivered at your door each month. A convenient application form is
printed below—clip it out and mail it today.
1924
American Radio Relay League,
Hartford, Conn.
Being genuinely interested in Amateur Radio, I hereby apply for membership in
the American Radio Relay League, and enclose ?2 in payment of one year's dues.
This entitles me to receive QST for the same period. Please begin my subscription
with the
issue. Mail my Certificate of Membership
and send QST to the following name and address.

Station call, if any
Grade Operator's license, if any
Radio Clubs of which a member
Do you know a friend who is also interested in Amateur Radio, whose name you
might give us so we may write him about the League?
Thanks?

Hv U a Little Meter in Ur Home ?
If not, here are some brand new R. C. A. 0-2.5 hot wire am
meters which we have secured at a very low price. Originally
listed at $6.00 each. Our price $1.50. 31" in diameter, pro
jecting panel mounting and finished in handsome nickel brass.
These ammeters can be used in antenna or closed circuit of
transmitters or in filament circuit of W. E
oxide coated tubes.
And Here's Another Bargain
U. C. 1806 R. C. A. mica condenser, capacity .002
Price $1.50
mfd., 6000 volts effective. Used principally as grid
and plate blocking condensers. $7.60 value for $1.60.
The Utility Radio Co.,
58 North 6th St, Newark, N. J.
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO
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Crosley9s
Head Phones
Better—Cost
Less $3. 75

Cfoitvy Two Tube Model

Better -Costs Less
Radio
To combine the two most desirable things in radio—distant, clear reception at the lowest
possible price—there is only one receiver for you. That is a Crosley.
During the past twelve months Crosley made and sold more sets than any manufacturer
in the world, we believe. This is self-evident proof of Crosley Quality and Crosley Per
formance.
_
the one-tube Armstrong Re The Trlrdyn Regular has especially
generative Receiver Crosley 50 at come through the summer with fly
$14-50, the lowest priced regenera ing colors. The combination of one
tive set on the market, to the three stage of tuned radio frequency, with
tube Armstrong Regenerative and regenerative detector and reflexed
Reflex Trirdyn Regular at $65—in amplification, has proven beyond a
special mahogany cabinet $75— doubt that the features of selectiv
Crosley Receivers, each in its own ity, volume and ease of operation
class, assure you as good or better can be obtained with three tubes
reception than any other instru better than heretofore has been pos
ment of the same number of tubes. sible with five tubes. We believe
At the same time they are the least no other receiver combines these
expensive sets ever offered to the features so well incorporated in the
Trirdyn.
public.
Before Yon Boy—Compare
Toor Choice will be a Crosley
For Sale by Good Dealers Everywhere
Send for Complete Catalog
THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
Powel Crosley, Jr., President
1118 Alfred Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Crosley Regenerative receivers are licensed -under Armstrong
V. S. Patent No. 1,113,149. Prices West ofRockies—add 10%.
Crosby
S7S
Wtt tabnTrirdyn
ui Ot*UySpecml.
fbowi JJ07S
r and Operate Broadcasting Station WLW.
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CONDENSERS
NATIONAL K
ERNIER

and DIMS

PRICES
Of Condenser
(Including 3-inch Dial)
.001 .0005 .00035 .00025
$7.00 $6.00 $5.75 $5.50
Price of DIAL Only
4-inch
$2.50
3-inch
2.00
"Perfect Resonance Control"
That's the way a satisfied purchaser of a
and skilled craftsmanship. No grating—
NATIONAL VELVET VERNIER DIAL
no backlash—no loss. Every part in per
and CONDENSER describes the liquid
fect accord.
smoothness and flexibility of this perfect
Lustrous finish and graceful lines give a
slow-motion dial and low loss condenser.
"million-dollar-look" to the home-built
Perfect because of perfection of design
set.
NATIONAL COMPANY,
Engineers and Manufacturer*.

Cambridge, Mass.
Established 1914

"Rolls Royce" Radio
Tubes
Like their name significant of QUALITY. A powerful and durable tube that will
greatly improve reception. Increases range and volume with a maximum of clearness.
Our direct sales plan enables you to buy "Rolls Royce" at the lowest possible price.
Type 200
5 Volts, 1 Ampere Detector Tube
Type 201 A
5 Volts, .25 Ampere Amplifier and Detector
Type 199
3-4 Volts, .06 Ampere Amplifier and Detector
Type 199A
3-4 Volts, .06 Ampere with Standard Base
Amplifier and Detector
Type 12
1J Volts, .25 Ampere Platinum Filament
i , f"""'V J
Amplifier and Detector
7£
K°y"
AIX TYPES
$2'50
>R0Yd
or Radio Tubes"
«**
i ioi* jj
Type 202
5 Watt, Transmitters, J3.00
every tube: guaranteed
to work in Radio Frequency, especially adapted for Neutrodyne, Reflex and SuperHeterodyne Sets.
Shipped parcel post, C.O.D. When ordering mention type.
ROLLS ROYCE TUBE CO.,
21 Norwood St..
Dept. S.
Newark, N. J.

CLEAR

Bisr, complete stock. Standard prices. And you're
sure it's reliable if it comes from Andrae.
Send for our catalog
JULIUS ANDRAE A SONS CO.,
133 Michigan St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
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/vl
T7\
MELLOW
CN&H)
mj _ \y
NATURAL
IMPORTED PHONES
TONE
ioMohns $8.50
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An

even

and

at

a

better

much

"A"

lower

battery

price

IF you are one of the thousands who have come
to rely on the famous six-volt Exide "A"
Battery, you will not recognize the new one when
you first see it— but you will know it when you
hook it up to your set, for it has the same old
rugged power, the same constant efficiency, and
the same long life.
You will say of this new battery : ' ' Handsome is
and handsome does." The composition case (in
cluding handles) is moulded in one piece. Beauti
fully stippled and finished in glossy black, it is an
ornament to any room.
Broad inter-cell connectors fit close to the top
of the battery. Offset terminal posts make it very
easy to hook up. Filling plugs require but a quar
ter turn to remove. This new Exide is made in five
sizes—50, 75, 100, 125, 150 ampere hour capacity.
A complete line of radio batteries
If you use low-voltage tubes you have your choice
of those sturdy midgets, the Exide two- and fourvolt "A" batteries, weighing but five and six
pounds respectively.
In addition to the compact 24-volt Exide rubber
case " B " battery of 4000 milliampere hour capac
ity there is the new Exide for those who desire visi
bility as well as capacity. This "B" battery is
assembled in glass jars and is made in 24 and 48
volt size. Larger plates and greater space for the
electrolyte give a capacity of 6000 milliampere
hours.

The new Exide six-vote "A" Battery in oncpiece case.
Price, SI 4.00 wfi, /. o. b. Philadelphia
The Exide Rectifier enables you to recharge
your "B" battery from your house current at a
cost that is insignificant.
Ask to see the Exide line at any Exide Service
Station or Radio Dealers.

Prices Exide Radio Batteries
Voltage Price F.O.B.
Battery
Capacity Voltage Price F.O.B.
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
3-LXL-5
6
$14.60
1-KZR-S
24 A.H.
2
$ S.40
3-LXL-7
6
16.90
2-KZR-3
12 A.H.
4
7.30
H"5"?l
%
J?ln
12-RB-2
4000
M.A.H.
24
10.00
3-r5r":s
*
12-LR-2 6000 m.a.h. 24
12.00
3.LXL-13
6
25.00
24-LR-2 6000 M.A.H. 48
23.30
Exide Rectifier $2.00
For better radio reception use storage batteries
Capacity
50 A.H.
75 A.H.
!?2ah
Ui A H
ISO A.H.

Exide
RADIO

BATTERIES

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA
In Canada .Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited. 153 Dufferin Street. Toronto
ALWAYS MENTION Q S T WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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LOUD
SPEAKER
DISTINCTIVE
IN DESIGN
14-INCH BELL
n
VOLUME, CLARITY, BEAUTY
The loud speaker that will fully satisfy
you. Equal to hearing the original tones.
No.[205B—Polished black flare. . . $22.50
No. 20SD—Shell pyralin flare . . . 25.00
MAKERS OF TELEPHONES FOR 30 YEARS

A practical,
authoritative book on

RADIO
614 pages. Price only Si
Compiled by HARRY F. DART, E.E.
Formerly with the Wettern Electric Co.,
and U. S. Army Imslractor of Radio
Technically edited by F. H. DOANE
EVERY member of the American
Radio Relay League should have a
copy of this I. C. S. Radio Handbook.
Price only $1. Written, compiled and
edited by practical radio experts of
national reputation. A handy refer
ence book that will help you improve
your sending and receiving apparatus.
Explains the operation of dozens of
circuits. Filled with interesting ex
periments. Note this list of contents:
Static strays, dynamic electricity,
electron theory, electrical measuring
devices, magnetism, circuit effects
and co-efficients, condensers, coupling,
transformers, aerial systems, wave
length formulae, direction finding, bat
teries of all types, generators and
motors, radio devices, detectors and
transmitters, relays, phones and mi
crophones, niters, commercial receiv
ing sets, formulae, symbols and defi
nitions, regulations, etc.
Send the coupon to-day with $1 and get this
514-page l.C. S. Radio Handbook.
ILAK UU I HtKfc
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6128-C. Scranton, Penna.
Ipaid—the
enclose One
Dollar.I, C.Please
sen<l Handbook.
me—post
514-page
S. Ratlin
Itsatisfied
Is understood
that
if
1
am
not
entirely
I may return this book .ithin
Ave
days and you will refund my mone>.

Cheek here □ and en>lo*e 11.50 if you with the de lure
edition, bound in Leathcroid.

'\
COMPANV
State and 64th Sti.
Chicago, U/S. A.

1
!

Use a Celoron panel
The high dielectric strength
of a Celoron Panel helps you
get the best results from your
instruments.
Celoron, a bakelite material
is approved by the U. S. Navy
and Signal Corps. Leading
radio manufacturers mount
their parts on Celoron bases.
Ask your dealer for a Celoron
panel. These panels come in nine
standard sizes, in black, mahogany
or oak. Other sizes cut to order.
DIAMOND STATE FIBRE COMPANY.*;
Bridgeport, Pennsylvania
Branches in Principal Crtiej

1
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Have

Screw

You

a

Driver?

That is the only tool you need
to remove an ordinary dial, and
install the new, micrometer'
tuning Jewett Micro-Dial.
No drilling of panel—no cutting
of instrument shaft. Just slip
off the old, coarse, guessing'type
equipment, and slip on the MicroDial that's 50 times as accurate !
Here is the biggest advance yet
made in accurate tuning. Two
EXCLUSIVE!
dials in one. Main dial corresponds to your old
s where any four-inch dial will n
equipment. Inner dial moves instrument at only
—Absolutely selfcontained—Nothing to be
one-fiftieth normal speed, permiting accuracy far
attached to panel—Slight eccentricity .or an*
gularity of instrument shaft of no conse
beyond the former reach of human touch and
quence; Micro-Dial will not bind— Abso
lutely noiseless—Knob mounted on double
vision.
cone bearing, self-adjusting and seli-ah
—No metal to tarnish or cause body e
More stations — more range— more volume—
rtoc
less interference. Transforms accurate tuning
i turni icomplete circle—
t OKir Ianti-clockwise—
from an accident into a scientific certainty.
Especially when coupled with a Jewett Superspeaker ensures the absolute limit of reproduc
tive volume from any set.
Don't confuse the Micro-Dial with any other device for
tuning improvement. Its .compact neatness, and its com
plete freedom from wear or deterioration place it in a
class all by itself and remember, you need only a screw
driver to install.
Rejuvenate your set by Micro-Dial equipment!
If your dealer cannot supply you, we will ship direct
to you, charges prepaid, on receipt of list price $3,501
JEWETT RADIO &
PHONOGRAPH CO.
\/fie J/~*JJ"Jf^f"f~ 5680 Twelfth St., Detroit, Mich.

Micro

-Dial
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Have

You

Seen?

The New SIGNAL
Vernier Variable Condenser
Everything yet developed in Radio has been taken into
consideration in the manufacture of this condenser. You
will find it of the most advanced design in the field.
Go to your dealer today and ask him to show you. The
eleven Signal features make it Best in Radio today.
Sizes and Prices
11 plate
S4.50
17 plate
4.15
23 plate
6.00
48 plate
6.00
SIGNAL FEATURES
1—Soldered Rotor
6—Ample
7—Unique End
Clock Spacing
Hand
2—Clock
PigtailSpring
Connection
8—Main Shaft
3—Logging
Dial
free
from
Dial
4—Adjustable Btator Plates 9—-Cone Bearing*
Soldered Stator Plates 10—Grounded Rotor
11—Easy Mounting of Coils

Signal Collapsible Loop Aerial will work
with any let that can use a loop.
Price $8.50
Factory and General Offices:
1915 Broadway

Havana, Cuba

Minneapolis
Montreal
New York
Pittsburg
St. Louis San Francisco Toronto Philadelphia Los Angeles Winnipeg
You'll find our local address in the Telephone Directory

NOW IS THE TIME, AMATEURS!
To Do Your Experimental Work on Your Receivers in anticipation of
Better "DX" This Winter
Parts of every description and at prices that are right to rebuild or add to your
present equipment.
You Will Work EUROPE THIS WINTER
With A Good Set—
Look over a few of the items worth while,
Variometers
Reinartx coils
Formica Panels
Variocouplers
Condensers
Jacks
Cock-a-day coils
Rheostats
Plugs
ROSE RADIO and ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
129 CAMP STREET,
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Pioneers in the Radio Field.

German 30 Watters
Are very rugged, filament voltage 10
Plate Voltage 1500
Plate connection brought out at top of tube
SPECIAL

$12.00
Complete line of transmitting parts in stock
TILLEY RADIO CORPN.
Woolworth Bldg.
Providence, R. I.
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LIFE OR DEATH
Would you rather have your name engraved on
those Beta you are building or on
your business tomb stone after you
crash ?
A new Gorton 1-D Engraving Ma
chine stands at attention awaiting
your order.
24 hour panel engraving service.
Engraving on Bakelite, etc., brass,
etc. Dealers Bend for Engraving
Service Display Card,
WRIGHT RADIO COMPANY
Manufacturing Engineers
144 Exchange St.. ROCKLAND. MASS.
Ask for Lit. On the Wright LO-LOS LOOP
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Magnavox
Receiving Sets which establish an authoritative standard of excellence for the daily
enjoyment of radio.
IONG identified with the most efficient
^ radio reproducing and amplifying equip
ment,

Magnavox

has

developed

its new

Receiving Sets under conditions insuring
superior design, precision of manufacture,
and a gratifyingly low cost.

Receiving Set
TRF-5
A 5-tube tuned radio fre
quency receiver encased
in handsomely carved
cabinet, as illustrated
$125.00
Reproducer
M4
A highly desirable acces
sory for TRF-5, as illus
trated . . . $25.00

Exacting tests prove that the Magnavox Re
ceiver is not only the simplest to operate but
one whose daily performance will satisfy the
most discriminating.

Receiving Set
TRF-50
Same as TRF-5 but larger
cabinetwith carved doors
and built-in Reproducer
$150.00

Magnavox Radio Receivers, Vacuum Tubes, Repro
ducers, Power Amplifiers, and Combination Sets are
sold by reliable dealers everywhere.
THE JffAG/VAVOX COMPANY, Oakland, California
New York: 350 West 31st Street
San Francisco: 274 Brannan Street
Canadian'Distributors .-Perkins Electric Limited, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg
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MODERN

RADIO

RECEPTION

YOUR MONEY BACK

A New Book
By
Charles R. Leutz

IF YOU BLOW A TUBE
Whenyour radio set
*
^

264 PAGES

i7tf.it6 Kant> Bio
Sir*.
^>SIGNAL<^>

150 ILLUSTRATIONS
FULLY BOUND
«———»———
■ . ■ ►
Partial List of Contents:
Radiola Super-Heterodyne Dia
gram
Western Electric 4B Receiver
Model C Super-Heterodyne
Model C7 Super-Heterodyne
Long Distance Reception
Short Wave Reception
Long Wave Receivers
Pliodynes and Super-Pliodynes
Laboratory Equipment
Broadcast Transmitters
High Efficiency Amateur Trans
mitters
Model L Super-Heterodyne
and
Everything of importance relating
to Broadcast Reception

Price $3.00 Postpaid

EXPERIMENTERS INFORMATION
SERVICE, Inc.
476 Broadway
88

The RANT-BLO Is not t
fuse or a The
plain KANT-BLO
hlsh resist
ance.
has a very low resistance
at all current
times whan flows
the
normal
through the B batteries,
except when a short cir
cuit occurs; then the
special long fila
ment
lamp KANT-BLO
lights up.
becomes
Increases not
the and
re,"
slstsnce
Instantly.
protecting any
s n d sny
V. kind
number a of
Push-Pull
"A" Battery
Switch Style

New York City

ttAtil "LightsonanyShortCuvuif
The
Kant-Bio
Signal Ispush-pull
easily installed. Simply take* the place
ofBattery
either
the ordinary
Binding
Post now on Bet."A" Battery Switch or one "B"
Kant- Bio Signals—both Binding Post Style and Switch Style—are
at
alt
the abestKsnt-B!o
radio stores.
If Post
your Style,
dealer orIs 13out forof the
stockSwitch
send
us
$2 and
for
Binding
Style,
we
will
ship
any
number
of
KANT-BLOS
direct
to
you, charges prepaid
Manufactured by
GANIO-KRAMER CO., Inc., New York
Sole Distributors
APEX RADIO CO., Inc., 503 Fifth Ave., New York

New Hexagon Shaft
The Second of
Five Unique
Features
The rotor blades, stamped with
hexagon hole, are gripped tight
ly by the hexagon shaft, pre
venting fanning of rotor blades.
Found in four new types—types
S (plain) and 4 (all-vernier),
celoron end plates ; types 5
(plain) and 6 (all-vernier),
low-loss—metal end plates. Ask
to Bee them at your dealer's.
100% GUARANTEED
Write for Literature
U. S. TOOL COMPANY, INC,
1 12 Mechanic St.
Newark, N. J.
Mfgre. of special tools, dies, jigs, automatic
machinery and sub presses.
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It Tunes Through Everything

tew
^}/iel{e

mmSuper-Zenith VII
-Table Model
(Not regenerative)—6 rubes—2 srapcs tuned frequency am
plification— detector and 3 stages audio frequency amplifi
cation. Installed in a beautifully finished cabinet of solid
mahogany—44 '< inches long, 16X inches wide, \0H inches
high. Door panels inlaid. Slanting panel of sheet bronze,
mahogany finish, with scales and indicators in metallic
relief. Gold plated pointers, to prevent tarnish. Compartmentsat either end for dry batteries. Can be operated
on either wee or dry batteries. Either Inside or outside
antenna.
(«^oJ«*») $230
Super-Zenith VIII
Same as VII except— built with mahogany legs of wellproportioned appropriate design, converting model into
console type.
(~*^*^) $250
Super'Zenith IX
Same as VII except—built with legs and additional com
partments containing built-in Zenith loud speaker on the
one side and generous storage battery space on the other.
Price {"SStSSSfl $300

Super'Zenith X

Super'Zenith X
Contains two new features superseding all receivers. 1st—
Built-in, patented, Super-Zenith Duo-Loud Speakers, per
fectly reproducing both high and low pitch tones other
wise impossible with single-unit speakers. 2nd — Zenith
Battery Eliminator. Requires no AorB batteries or charger.
Price
$550

The new Super-Zenith is NOT regenerative. It is a six-tube set in four different
models ranging from $230 to $550, with a new, unique and really different patented
circuit controlled exclusively by the Zenith Radio Corporation. Amplification is
always at a maximum in each stage for any wave-length. The Super-Zenith line is
not affected by moisture. For the first time, you have here a set that—
1 — tunes through everything and selects the station you really want.
2—requires only two hands—not three —to operate.
3—brings in each station at only one point on the died.
4—affords such mathematical precision and simplicity that you
can run over the entire dial in 1% minutes and pick up more
stations with greater clarity and volume than any other set on
the market. Direct comparisons invited. The new Super-Zenith
was perfected in Zenith's laboratories in the center ofthe eleven
The exclusive choice of
powerful Chicago broadcasting stations. Even under these ex
MacMillan for his North
tremely adverse conditions the new Super-Zenith tunes through
Pole Expedition. Holder
everything and "gets the outside" on loop, inside, or outside
of the Berengaria record.
antenna.
5—produces not only the seemingly impossible in perfect selec
tivity, but also possesses such artistry of design, such finished
Zenith Radio Corporation
craftsmanship, that it lends distinction and exclusiveness to
Dept. HE
any living-room or library.
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Write for the name of the nearest dealer from whom
Gentlemen: Please send me illustrated
literature giving full details of the Superyou can obtain a demonstration of this outstanding
Zenith.
marvel of the radio world.
Name
Dealers and Jobbers: Write or wire for our
exclusive territorial franchise.
Address..
ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
i Office:
General Offices:
1269 Broadway , NEW YORK
332 So. Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO
ALWAYS MENTION Q 8 T WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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AMMETERS—THERMO COUPLE

TYPE

EXPANSION HOT WIRE TYPE
Due to the lack of knowledge and mis
information of the working principle of
the Thermo-Couple Ammeter erroneous
ideas have resulted.
Both the modern Thermo-Couple type and
the old Expansion Hot Wire Type depend
for their operation on the heating of a
conductor by the current flowing.
The Thermo-Couple Ammeter measures
electrically by a D. C. movement and a
Thermo-Couple welded to a heating strip,
while the expansion Hot Wire Ammeter
measures mechanically by the expansion
of the hot wire.
The Hot Wire Type is subject to serious
errors and zero shift due to the heating
of parts, external temperature changes,
'Model 425 Thermo Ammeter
anH ia sluggish and fragile.

The Weston Thermo-Couple Am
meters will be your choice if
your instrument requirements
demand :

vs.

Accuracy on both A. C. low and
high frequencies
Quick readings
No zero errors
No heating errors
No error when D. C. component
exists
Can be checked on direct current
Ruggedness
High overload capacity
It will pay you to purchase an
Ammeter that will meet these
specifications—one that is ac
curate and dependable and that
will last indefinitely if used
with reasonable care.

'WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT .COMPANY
1 58 .WESTONJAVENUE, NEWARK.TNEW JERSEY
Electrical
Indicating
Instrument
{Authorities
I Since 1888 WESTON
STANDARD -The World Over

The [Model OEM, DAY-FAN Receiving Set
This set is worthy of your immediate attention.
It has the Duo-plex circuit developed in our
laboratories. So perfectly balanced is the OEM
that the dial settings on each set are the
same EVERYWHERE, EVERYTIME. It has
a very low maintenance cost. Write today
for full particulars.
The Dayton Fan & Motor Company,
Dayton, Ohio.
Model OEM-7, Four Tubes—$98
Manufacturers of high-grade electrical appa
ratus for more than 35 years.
Model OEM- 1 1 , Three Tubes—$90

There is only one
CONDENSERS
GENUINE
THE RELIABLE "ILLINOIS"
EBY Binding Post
We use no useless metal or dielectric
to lessen efficiency. 43 PL. $3.50,
23 PL. $2.75, 13 PL. $2.25. Vernier
$1.50 extra. Without Dials 25c less.
Discounts on orders of 2 to 5, 20 per
cent; 6 or more, 25 per cent. Prompt
Shipment. Send for Bulletin.
G. F. JOHNSON
625 Black Ave. - Springfield, III.

"With tops which Don't Come Off"
Eby Posts are scientifically designed,
beautifully finished and their price ia
right.
This is our Ensign pott which can be
furnished either plain or engraved in
twenty-five different markings.
EBYS Are Binding Posts PLUS
H. H. EBY MFG. CO., Phila., Pa.
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So little to do—such great results
Never has there been entertain
ment, so much and so fine, that
was so little trouble and expense as
with radio.
Good programs without limit when
that storage battery of yours is
fully charged and ready. Perfectly
easy and simple if you have the
Tungar, which recharges the radio
or auto battery overnight from the
house current.
Tungar is one of
the many scientific
achievements con
tributed by the G-E
Research Laborato
ries toward the won
derful development of
electricity in America.
Tungar Battery Charger optratcsonAIternatingCurrent.
Prices, east of the Rockies
(60 cycle Outfits)—3 ampere
complete, $18.00; 5 ampere
complete, $38.00. Special
attachmentfor charging 120T
34 cell "B" Storage Battery
$3.00. Special attachment for
charging 2 or 4 volt "A"
Storage Battery it.ai. Both,
Attachments /iteitherTungar.

Sold by Electrical, Auto-accessory
and Radio dealers.

aTu nga r
REG. U.S. ^■^PAT. OFF,

Tungar—a registered trade mark—is found only
on the genuine. Look for it on the name plate.
Merchandise Department
Qeneral Electric Company
Bridgeport, Connecticut
3

GENERAL ELECTRIC
48E-12
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Why the

Red

Seal

Headset is Ideal for

The KIC-0 Double
Potential

Charger

"DX" Reception

the need of
every radio fan—
"Hook Up" our single or double
Charger with a KIC-0 "B" Storage
Battery direct to any electric socket.
Then you will have a permanent power
plant. No need to worry about "juice"
or buying new batteries. Write for
literature and prices or ask your dealer.
Comfortable !
In the Red Seal Headset maximum com
fort Is insured through the use of a soft
rubber covered head band held in shape by
flexible wires which exert just enough
pressure to keep the receiver against the
ears.
Delivers FULL SIGNAL STRENGTH
The Red Seal Headset has magnets of
tungsten steel, with pole pieces of silicon
steel. This alone assures all possible signal
strength with a minimum of absorption.
Red Seals often develop signals not audible
with the ordinary headset.
No Distortion
Red Seals produce a full rich tone, free
from all natural period. Thus all fre
quencies are rendered with equal strength
and with an absence of all distortion or
"chattering."
High Impedance
In the Red Seal the impedance of 25,000
ohms at 1000 cycles, closely matches that
of the average vacuum tube,—a necessary
requirement for high efficiency.
In addition the case of the Red Seal Is a
genuine Bakelite, the cord tips are. entirely
concealed, and the polarity is Indicated.
Price $6.00
MANHATTAN
ELECTRICAL SUPPLY C0..INC.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
SAN FRANCISCO
' MahmrM of the famous Red Seal Dry Batteries,
Manhattan and Red Seal Radio Product*."
92

Kimley Electric Company, Inc.
2666 Main St.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Locke Sockets
LOW LOSS

SURE CONTACT
at

At last a socket with theM
exclusive features : A phosphor
bronze WIRE, silver-plated,
Contact Prong—assuring wide
spacing of parts, a minimum of
both metal and bakelite insulation for low capacity. Selfcleaning ; easily shelf or base
mounted ; makes contact at
tube base ; direct soldering con
nections. Seven sockets mount
ed like cut on 6 x 20 1-2 x 8-16
inch bakelite base panel, de
signed so as to mount Super Multiformer
sockets, making short leads, $12.
75c each, plus postage
Locke Low-Loss Coils
to match Super Transformer; Tuner 59-T Sec., 8-T
Prim., of No. 18 DCC; Oscillator 60 turns-40 turns
No. 18 DCC, $5 ea. Coils mounted free if ordered
with panel and socket*.
AU article, fully guaranteed—Circular on requeit
Locke Radio Shop, Victor, N. Y.
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The

Measure

SPECIFICATIONS
Ctnmir: Two stages of tuned radio
frequency amplification, detector and
two traces of audio frequency amplifi
cation. Non-oscillating.
Titbit: Five in ill. Jacks provided for
either five or four tube operation.
Bstttrits: Either storage or dry cells.
CsbUt: Complete sec supplied for "A"
and "B" batteries,
Wsvt Itmftht: loo to 600 meters, with
uniform efficiency of reception.
Airtsl; 75 to 115 feet, single wire.
Fjnr. Aluminum, with attractive
. :v-mI black finish. A perfect body
capacity shield.
Dish: Sunken design. Shaped to fit
the hand and permit a natural posi
tion in tuning.
Rbmirsti: Adequate resistance for all
standard base commercial tubes.
CtnJtmjtrj: Single bearing, low leakage
losses.
5*ck*tj: Suspended on cushion springs
which absorb vibrations.
Mr.- Mahogany, with distinctive
lines and high finish. Ample space
provided for "B' batteries.

EQUIPMENT

of True

Worth

EFFICIENT performance, attractive appearance and
moderate price are the three basic elements that com
prise value in a receiving set, as in any other article. Trick
names and catch phrases, used to designate circuits, mean
little and often confuse the buyer. All three essentials are
combined in the Type 6-D Receiver.
Performance: Extraordinary selectivity widens the choice
of programs. In close proximity to powerful stations, the
sharpness of tuning is marked. Far distant points are re
ceived with unusual clarity and volume. Tuning is very
simple. The three dials are closely matched at all wave
lengths, and settings are easily memorized.
Appearance: The substantial mahogany cabinet, with
distinctive lines and high finish, is a fitting addition to
the living room or library. The symmetrical panel layout
and interior construction bear the imprint of advanced
thought and skilled workmanship.
Price: $12.5.00, without tubes and batteries, creates a new
standard of value.

EIJ^EMANN ' MAGNETO - CORPORATION
General Officer : 165 Broadway ,
New "York.
D E T I*_ O I T
■
.T/S.N
F- rv_ A N C I J" C O
•
CHICAGO
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Airtron Radio
lubes
With the new highly developed dielectric moulded bakelite
base which eliminates all kinds of electrical losses.

Type 201A

Airtron Tubes
Speak for quality, volume and all other characteristics demanded of a Radio
Tube. Designed and manufactured to give the highest efficiency that a
tube at the present time can possess.
200 — 6 Volt
1 Amp. Detector
Type
201A— 5 Volt .25 Amp. Det. and Ampl.
Type
-12 — 1V2 Volt
.25 Amp. Det. and Ampl.
Type
199 —3-4 Volt
.06 Amp. Det. and Ampl.
Type
Standard Base
Every Tube Guaranteed
List Price $4.00
Sold by all dealers, or shipped C. O. D. direct by Parcel Pott. When
ordering mention type
Discount to Dealers

H. & H.
CL. HILL STA. BOX 22

RADIO COMPANY

Dept. 108
We are still Repairing
ALL TYPES OF RADIO TUBES

Increased Signals
Gentlemen:
fb. Oml
I hare had
excellent
result* since UrI MICADENSER9
have been using r your
condensers.
I And
your
capacities run very accurate.
Tour all metal mica construction puts It In a class by It
self.
mica,that
you the
use power
Is of factor
very high
gradecondenser
which would
me to The
believe
of the
would lead
be
very
This seems
to prove
condensers
In a low.
transmitting
set were
replacedoutby foryourswhenthe the
radiation
whs
increased and the condensers did not heat as the others did.
I have
takenhaveother
condensers
out of the
receiving
put yours
in and
in every
case increased
signals.sets and
8ALT (Signed) H. H. Hurd.
Made In all standard capacities. Most popular cspadtles priced
a* follows:
.0001
35c
.001
40c
.00«
78e
.00025
35c
.002
40c
.015
$1.75
.0005
35c
.005
60c
.00025 with
with Brackets
for Grid
45c
.00025
Self-contained
Orld Leaks
Leak
50e
.00025 in Matched pairs, per pair
95o
(Both condensers warranted exactly- same capacity)
We will furnish any exact capacity value in Mlcadenscrs, or duplicate the capacity valne of any condenser
you send us, at 10c above regular price.
At all good Jobbers and Dealers. If dealer can't
supply, Ben Franklin Micadenaers will be sent prepaid,
on receipt of remittance with order.
The Ben Franklin Radio Manufacturing Company
Corner E. 27th and Superior
Cleveland, Ohio
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NEWARK, N. J.
$2.50

LANE

100 Volt

Non-Acid Storage
"B" BATTERY
NO MUSS CLEAN, ATTRACTIVE
Makes
a wonderful
improvement
inlistening
your radio
set.
Gives it more
life
and pep.
Makesthan
in a
real
pleasure.
Gives
s
clearer
reception
you have
ever
experienced.
Brings
In
more
itations
louder
and
clearer, takes the guessworkout ofdistance reception.
Life of Battery Unlimited
UTILE OR NO REPAIRS EVER NECESSARY
No
deterioration
easiest,
quickest for
to charge
will
operate
a 3 tube— set
continually
over 50-- hrs.
Ordinary use one to four months without recharging.
Instant and
PANEL SWITCHES Gives
Correcton Voltage
improvement
' atterirs.
batteries,
AGives
great
and
and p<perInstantlyAllows
_ forvoltage
chargingntintwoequalpar
i all times 1 parts.
feet
reception.
, 'Indestructible
Cornea in handsome
t
your
dealer's
ease, $25 a
direct. 160 t. (37.SO.
LANE MFG. CO.. Dept. II 2941 W.Lake St..
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LITE

Western

Electric
and Bakelite

BAKELITE
Condensite
RgDMANOL
are the registered
Trade Marks for the
Phenol ResinProducts
manufactured under
patents owned by
BAKELITE
CORPORATION

In each of these Western Electric Tele
phone Head Sets is a molded Bakelite
terminal block.
The use of Bakelite by this company,
with its years of experience in the manu
facture of electrical communication ap
paratus, is evidence of its value as an
insulating material.
Bakelite dials, panels, variometers and
other parts are standard radio equipment.
Mechanically strong, unaffected by at
mospheric changes, and beautiful in
appearance, they may be depended upon
to render years of good service.
Send for our Booklet C.
Send for our Radio Map
The Bakelite Radio Map lists the call letters, wave
length and location of every broadcasting station in
the world. Enclose 10 cents to cover the cost and
we will send you this map. Address Map
Department.
BAKELITE CORPORATION
247 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Chicago Office: 636 West 2 2d Street

THE

MATERIAL

OF A THOUSAND
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How Many

Are Yon
Radiating ?

PIONEERS!
Others may follow but we know
better than they the way
we have blazed
DAVEN engineers designed and built
the first Resistance Coupled Amplifier
offered to the radiocast fan. Longest
before the public, it is natural that they
have ATTAINED an excellence that is
only approached by other amplifiers.
The Daven Type 3-C Amplifier Kit ex
actly as illustrated contains all the parts
necessary to build a three-stage Resist
ance Coupled Amplifier. It is packed in
a neat compartment box with full direc
tions for assembly and operation with
any detector and tuner.
Price Complete
$12.50
Type S-K. Without sockets and con
densers
$ 8.00
Type 4-C Kit complete with sockets
and condensers
16.00
Type 4-K Kit without sockets and con
densers
10.50
Purchase from your dealer, the Daven
"RESISTOR MANUAL" by Zeh Bouck. This
manual contains the how-to make-dt data on
Resistance Coupled Amplification.
Price 25 cents.

"Resistor Specialists"
Newark
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New Jersey

A Roller-Smith type TAW Thermal Am
meter will tell you accurately and it will
continue doing so. These little 3%" instru
ments have demonstrated their reliability
in the Government service. You can't
make a mistake when you use them. Bul
letin No. AG-10 is yours for the asking.
Send for it. This Bulletin also describes
a most complete line of ammeters and volt
meters for all radio work.
ROLLER-SMITH COMPANY
16 Park Place,
New York
Offices in principal cities in U. S. and Canada,
also Havana, Cuba.

FREE
Greatest Catalog
of Radio

'

Bargains/;^
Send for i
It Today
ft contains Ina thousand
bargains
( com
everything
radio:
parts,
supplies,
plete
parts
forlatest
sets,Information
complete
sets,
also a
mine
of
very
on ailetc.,different
c reuits, complete list of broadcasting
stations
and other valuable data. Send your name and
address and we'll send FREE
catalog.
American Bell
Loud Speaker
With American Adjustable
Unit. reception.
WonderfulSpeaks
volume,
clear
for
itself
without
coaxing.
10inch
bell—made
of
nonTibrating material.
HEADPHONES
Hundreds of Other
"RandolphSpsciaV
Bargains
2200
moulded
Our these.
catalogOrder
in filleddirect
withfrom
bargains
headset,Ohm
delike
this
signed
to properly
give
strong
ad.
We
prepay
charges.
Don't
buy
and
clear
reception,
anything
radio before
see Biggest headphone valour
catalog.in FREE
ServiceyouDept.
ue ever offered.
RANDOLPH RADIO CORP.
Dept. 76
I59N. UNION AV.Cm*£|CH/CACO./i/
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KESTER#7<//oSOLDER

i+sureis
Safes Simple
Here's the solder that contains the flux recommended by
radio engineers ! The pure rosin core inside of Kester Radio
Solder is a natural flux and can leave no harmful chemical
or electrical action on delicate parts or joints.
It requires only heat, and as the solder is used the rosin
flux flows out in the proper amount. Not too much, not too
little, but just right.
In developing radio frequency it proved that all fluxes, ex
cept rosin, spatter, fume and run over delicate parts and
joints. This causes high leakage and reduces resistance to
like values as grid leaks!
Solder with Kester Radio Solder. You will have no need
to go over and wipe away surplus flux. Leave what rosin
may remain — it is a good insulator!
There you have it: Kester Radio Solder is a safe and simple
solder with which your set can be quickly, neatly, safely
and substantially soldered.
Get a handy can of Kester today from your dealer or send
us 25c in stamps—
Chicago Solder Company

Look for this
carton on your
dealer's counter!
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Q.S. T.
Chicago
Solder
Company
4220 Wrightwood
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen: Send me
one can Kester Radio
Solder, for which I en
close 25c in stamps.
(Postpaid anysfnere in U. S. A.)
Name Address
- State .
Dealer
9'

Why

It

Is

Better

LOOK at this illustration—see
for yourself the eleven
distinctive features in the con
struction of the Federal Con
denser. Every feature is a dis
tinct point of superiority—es
sential to clear, sharp tuning
and clear reception.
You can get the outstanding
advantages of Federal Tone and
Federal Selectivity in your pet
hook-up only by insisting on
Federal Parts.
There are over 180 Federal
Standard Radio Parts bearing
the Federal iron-clad perform
ance guarantee. Use them—
for your own protection and
enjoyment.
Federal Telephone and Telegraph Co.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Boston Hew York Phlladalphia Pittsburgh
Chicago San Francisco Brldgeburg, Canada

Original alignment
thru pointwhichitiipansion
.Murine
psifect
prints buckling
orInchshortaircircuiting
of
plates
and
affords
7-1 6
dielectric between c
and panel. Template furnished *iih each
condenser.

federal
StandardRADIO P™1"4^

LOB EVERY WORTH WHILE STATION WITH PERFECT EASE
Be able to get the programs you like best any time and
with that smoothness and clearness of tone that makes
Radio most enjoyable. It's easy
with
Stromber^Carlson
HEAD SETS and LOUD SPEAKERS
Their powerful magnets give ex
treme sensitivity. The layer
wound and layer insulated coils
enable these instruments to stand
up under the highest voltages and
to retain their sensitivity per
manently.
Ask your Dealer
STROMBERG-CARLSON TEL. MFG. CO Rochester, N. Y.

Everything for AMATEURS
try these—
A. new Bradleystat for primary of fila
ment transformer up to 600 Watts, $6.50
plus postage.
RCA, JEWELL and WESTON meters
Transmitting inductance, $8. 70 like RCA,
but lower resistance.
Don't Miss Our HAM-ADS
Ask for our new Ham Catalog
E. F. Johnson
Waseca, Minn.
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GRIPFAST TERMINALUGS
Patent Applied For
NOW READY FOR DELIVERY
COPPER — TINNED — $3.00 M
AMATEURS !
60 Plain Type Lugs
50 Gripfast Lugs
;luirs. (1 f
12 feet Bub Wire
Any combination—5 items $1 Pp.
Dimcounta to Dealer*
Free Pamphlet
ioat_ Engineering and Sales Co.
11703 Robertson Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
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The Army and Navy Equip with

DUBILIER

CONDENSERS

Ships at sea—cut off from the world. Far away re
gions of the frozen north—miles from civilization.
These are the places that literally depend on radio
for communication and life. And wherever there
are government stations you will find Dubilier con
densers. The government knows that they are abso
lutely dependable for efficient transmission under
all conditions.
Types 577 & 580 are efficient condensers of fixed
capacity and low loss. They are manufactured un
der a patented process that maintains permanent
capacity and assures steady service. Amateur low
power tube transmission with Dubilier Condensers
insures the same unfailing service that the govern
ment stations achieve with higher power.
Ask your dealer about them or write us for information at
U9-51 West Uh Street, New York, N. Y.

Dubilier
CONDENSER AND RADIO
ALWAYS MENTION Q 8 T WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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^ Improve your
set with an
Amer Tran
STANDARD OF
EXCELENCE
for audio1
amplification

AmERJmN
Ike HERCULES SKSt
Made in two types—
This mast is made in sizes to get 20 Ft. ; 40 Ft. or 60 Ft.
AmerTran AF-6 (Turn ratio 6), for use in the
clearance and is the answer to an efficient aerial system.
first stage of amplification.
What ia mora/ this graceful mast is an improvement to
any property, whether it is installed on the roof or in
AmerTran
AF-7 (Turn ratio 3^), the com
the back yard. It can be erected in a few minutes. It is
panion transformer for use in further stages
shipped knocked down for convenience in handling. All
when
AF-6
is used in the first stage.
parts are made of steel and are light and strong.
Price, either type, $7, at your Dealer's.
Long Range Radio Reception
It has been said time and again that the best results are
American Transformer Co.
obtained only by the intelligent use of the best apparatus
Designers and builders of radio
procurable. This is an oft repeated statement but the
transformers for over 23 years.
more it is propounded the truer it becomes and applies not only to the re
Newark, N. J.
176
Emmet
Street,
ceiving equipment proper, but also to
the antenna system. This applies
most emphatically to receivers of the
crystal detector type and to non-regen
erative audion outfits. THE AERIAL
MUST BE EFFICIENT if the reception
of long distance stations theoretically
LARGEST RADIO STORES IN AMERICA
within range of the receiver, is desired.
Proper Aerial Clearance
Very few novices realise the importance
of good aerial installation. The feeble
currents from long distance stations
will never reach the receiving set if
the aerial is strung too close to sur
rounding objects that tend to absorb
the energy. It is with this interference
STORES
that we have experimented for years—
■_
and present the answer—THE HER
CULES AERIAL MAST.
Dept. Q-6
509 S. State St.
CHICAGO, U- S. A.
Have Built Radio Towers for Years
We guarantee D A H J r\
For years we have been building radio
our new 68 page
»
towers for important broadcasting sta
tions. Included among the names of
Catalog will save you money
our customers is the UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT SIGNAL CORPS.
to Ft,
on brand new fully guaranteed, nationally advertised
Only after years of experience and de- HERCULES
radio apparatus. We buy up manufacturer's and govern
velopment work have we been able to Mast on roof ment
surplus stocks, jobber and dealer bankrupt stocks,
perfect this wonderful steel aerial mast
etc.
enormous buying power permits us to pay spot
to sell at a price within reach of cash Our
and
get rock-bottom prices—even way below manu
the amateur.
facturer's costs. That's why
20 Ft. Hast $10
our catalog is crammed with
40 Ft. Mast $25
Give
Your
Set
a
Chance
thousands of wonderful radio
60 Ft. Maat $45
bargains.
That's why we
Not only will the proper aerial
PREPAID
GUARANTEE to save you
clearance thus obtained give you
Order from this
money.
the supreme pleasure of long
"Ad" if you wish
distance radio reception, but the
$^fitefit your
appearance of this beautiful
mast on your property will give you a reputation. This
reputation will grow as you bring in stations such as
you yourself, never hope for.
FREE
MAIL POST CARD for full
literature about The 1
S. W. HULL & CO.
Department C
2048 EAST 79th ST. CLEVELAND, OHIO
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO
"A',' "B" and "C
BATTERIES
THE COMPLETE LINE
Three types of "B" batteries, all in handsome, one piece crystal
glass cases. They are easy to fill and easy to charge. They have long
life and ample capacity. Made in three sizes, giving you a wide range
of capacities to suit the requirements of your set whatever it may be.
They are noiseless, steady, and always reliable. They are rechargable and, therefore, economical.
"A" batteries in glass cases for 2, 4 and 6 volt tubes enable you to
have the advantages of the glass cased "B" batteries for your filament
battery also. The Westinghouse line also includes several sizes of 6
volt "A" batteries in one piece composition cases which will not crack,
leak or rot like the old time wooden cased batteries.
Capacities for
every set from a one-tube "blooper" to the largest "dyne".
The 6 volt "C" battery in a one piece glass case can be tapped off
to give you 2, 4 or 6 volts. Small, compact and rechargeable, this little
battery gives you storage battery advantages for your "C" batteries also.
Sold by radio dealers and by Westinghouse Battery Service
Stations.
WESTINGHOUSE UNION BATTERY COMPANY
SW1SSVALE, PA.
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR
Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd.
Hamilton, Toronto, London, Ottawa, Montreal, Moncton, Halifax, Winnipeg, Calgary,
Edmonton and Vancouver
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S//r</rM0rr.j&'. oladwyne, Pa.
Sept. 19, 1924
Electric Specialty Company
Stamford, Conn.
Dear Sir:
Upon arrival of your type 80300 generator I Immediately
coupled It to a Weatlnghouse 1 Hp. motor. After running It about
two hours 1 connected It to my transmitter whioh usee three 50
tubes.
Hot only
It workITALY.
but IT POT POWERFUL 3I0HAL3 INTO
• «att
HAJtBURO,
GERMANY
and did
FLORENCE,
I think the above statement showo how muoh I appreolate
the generator.
My oard from Italy reade as follows;
Radio 3BTA: Ur slgs hrd hr very very 9,sa at 5.37
and 5.35 A.M. Both broad day-light. No Q,ss, Aug. 20
U were one of the loudest of 14 American stns hrd
tt A.M.
Slg.
».S. Huddy
U 111 lzs
Sinoe that time I have worked every distrlot in the U.S. '
one night, also three Canadian provinoes.
Very Truly Yours,
Barrie R. Barker
u3bta
P.S
You may use this letter in conjunction with any of your
advertlsments as I stand by and for the E3C0 generators

new

AMERICAN BRAND
CONDENSERS
with the

BATTERY

SWITCH
with enclosed,
positive contacts
The contacts of the new Centralab Battery Switch
are enclosed forprotectionfromdustandmechan
ical injury, and are firm and positive, of the quick
make and break type. The switch is small and
compact so as to occupy the minimum of panel
space. It has two knurled nuts for adjustment to
any thickness of panel. Both binding posts and
lugs for permanent soldering are provided. Sub
stantial and neat. Single hole mounting.
No. 300—«JOc

CENTRAL RADIO
291 Sixteenth St.

lOO
Worm Drive Vernier
Finest Condenser Made
and the
Greatest Radio Value
Offered the Public
23PLATE.oniy$5— In Canada*???
AMERICAN BRAND CORPORATION
NEWARK, fif.J.

CRESCENT LAVITE RESISTANCES
Absolutely non-inductive.
12.000 |
LIST
48.000
(
$1.50
50,000 ( oh
EACH
100,000 J

LABORATORIES
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
CRESCENT RADIO SUPPLY CO.
-13-5 Liberty St.,
Jamaica, N. Y.
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V
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JUST

OUT!

A Complete

RADIO-CYCLOPEDIA
CONTAINS
fresh lists of all telephone broadcasting stations in the world, all
standard hookups with a complete description of each, how to
build thirty and fifty kilocycle Super-Heterodyne, Greene Concert
Selector and Low Loss Tuner, complete article on receiver troubles
and how to remedy them, maps, log sheets, distance chart and a
world of information well worth $5.00 of any radio fan's money.
Citizens Radio Service Bureau
501 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois

Citizens Radio Service Bureau,
SOI S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen :
Please find enclosed 65c for
your latest Call Book.
When ordering direct, include
fifteen cents (or parcel postage
Dealers, write for our guaran
teed plan of sale.

Name
Address. -
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The GREA TER Neutrodyne
FT" A /"« | ¥7"
Balanced Receiver
Ml,£\KxM-,tL Model B,5 Tubes $175
THE greatest circuit made greater by
epochal refinements. Every instrument
that must carry any responsibility for the
efficiency of the EAGLE Model B Receiver
is made in the EAGLE factory under the
supervision of EAGLE engineers.
Licensed by Independent Radio Manufacturer.-,
Inc.. under Hazeltine Patent Nos. 1.450,080,
dated March 27, 1923, and 1,489.228. dated
April 1, 1924. Other patents pending.
Write for Literature

PATTERN NO. 96

Eagle

RADIO
23 Boyden Place, Newark, N. J.
TEST SET
U This radio test set has been de
signed to meet the demands com
ing to us from serious experimen
ters, manufacturers and dealers
in radio equipment and supplies,
for a complete radio testing outfit.
It While the various ranges of read
ings permit making practically
every test necessary in connection
with radio receiving sets, it has
been particularly designed for the
taking of characteristic curves on
vacuum tubes, the only extra
equipment required being the bat
teries.
If The several instruments, any of
which may be used independently,
include a 0-1.2 filament ammeter,
a 0-6 filament voltmeter, a 0-120
plate voltmeter, a 0-10 plate milliammeter, and a 10-0-10 grid volt
meter.
Complete with Instructions
Price, $75.00
Send for Circular
ORDER FROM DEALER
JEWELL ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT CO.
1650 Walnut St.,
Chicago.
104

»FERBEND«s
^m^^
TRADE MARK

All

Range

Condenser

Here is a new type of low loss condenser embody
ing: exclusive features ranking it supreme among
low loss condensers. It is the same condenser
used in the Ferbend Wave Trap, and is largely
responsible for its remarkable success. So con
structed that it is DUSTPROOF and FOOL
PROOF. Absolutely eliminates body capacity.
Cannot short-circuit.
Takes place of any condenser from 5 to 48
plate, giving vernier adjustment over
whole scale I
May be used in any circuit regardless of capacity
specified. Simple in design. Compact. Low in
ternal resistance. Ideal for quiet, clear reception.
Can be used for transmitting up to 250 watts
power. Sent postpaid for $2.75. Money back
guarantee. Illustrated folder on request.
FERBEND ELECTRIC CO.
23 E. So. Water St.,
Chicago

DEALERS
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.'
Standard Guaranteed Lines. Send for latesi
Discount Book on Quality Radio Apparatus.
RADIO MATERIAL SUPPLY COMPANT
Jl N. Weill St. Dept.
Chicago
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

It's

Easy

to

Cut

RADION

and

Drill

PANELS

No special tools are required. Common house tools
will turn out a clean hole and a straight edge, with
no chipping.
There are 18 stock sizes to select from—literally a
size for every set. This means less cutting and little
waste, sometimes a definite saving in real money.
Exhaustive research has shown that RADION ex
cels other insulations in the important electrical and
mechanical characteristics. It's worth while to ask
for RADION Panels and Parts. Be sure to get only
the genuine.
Do not accept inferior so-called hard rubber panels
that are not RADION and that do not have the insu
lating values of RADION.

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO., 11 Mercer St.,N. Y.

LookT for 3th is stamp on
•vary genuine RADION
Panel. Beware' of sub
stitutes and Imitations-

3/16
3/16
3/16
3/16
3/16
3/16
3/16
3/16
3/16

18 Stock Sizes
Mahoganite and Black
x 6 x 7
3/16 x 7 x 21
x 6 x lOi
3/16 x 7 x 24
x 6 x 14
3/16 x 7 x 26
x 6 x 21
3/16 x 7 x 30
x 7 x 9
3/16 x 7 x 48
x 7 x 10
3/16 x 8 x 26
x 7 x 12
1/4 x 8 x 40
x 7 x 14
1/4 x 10 x 36
x 7 x 18
3/16 x 20 x 24

RADION
Panels

Dials

Knobs

Sockets
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Insulators
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"CARCO"
HAM SPECIAL
SHORTWAVE -LOW LOSS
COUPLER

The Carter Manufacturing Co.,
1728 Coit Ave.,
E. Cleveland, Ohio.
Dear Sirs :
Am Greatly surprised at the performance of your
Ham Special Coupler, it certainly surpassed all my
expectations. I hv hrd more Ham DX Stations in 3
nites than I did in 2 years with my old set. It
certainly is the cat's meow for DX stuff.
Thanks vy much for sending me that circular abt
the Coupler that put the idea into my head that I
wanted one for it certainly increases the efficiency
of a fellow's station 100%.
Very Sincerely,
R. H. Wright, 7PP,
310 Ross Street, Portland, Oregon.
40 METERS
A ten turn coil placed in shunt to secondary coil
tunes as low as forty meters ; see August Q. S. T.
1924 page forty three for detail.

DESIGNED BY A HAM FOR HAMS
A compact unit in a space of only 3" x 6%".
Antenna Rotor and secondary Stator designed for
"Low Loss" and "Low Resistance."
Our special single layer, multiple wound inductance
does the trick.
A "Low Loss" Condenser for secondary is the only
addition required for a complete tuning unit.
DX work requires a "Low Loss" tuner. Rebuild
your set with a "CARCO" Ham Special. An in
crease in efficiency will result.
PRICE $8.00 EACH
SPECIAL PRICE TO HAMS ONLY, $5.00
This Special Price is NET. No Discount to Dealers
Sent C.O.D. A Postal with name, address will
bring it.
SET MANUFACTURERS and DEALERS:—We
specialize on Couplers and inductances. Let us
know your needs and we will design the tuner
for the desired circuit.
Are you interested in a small variometer (2*
by 3") for crystal sets 7 We have them.
THE CARTER MANUFACTURING CO.
1728 Colt Ave., East Cleveland, O., U.S.A.

from Coast to Coast
H Jrom Guifto Hudson Bay.
fl vacuum arresters
have protected
principal Railway Signal
Systems, Police and
i
Fire Circuits, and
RADIO
for 18 years

WE challenge comparison with America's best
known headphones. Globe Phones always
show up best where the opposition is greatest.
And the quality is there to last for years.
There is long experience in making hearing aids
for the deaf behind the amazing tone purity and
reaching qualities of Globe Phones.
As beautiful as they are efficient. Leather
covered head bands, heavily nickeled parts, extra
powerful magnets.
If your dealer fails you, write us.
Saiea Department
THE ZINKE COMPANY,
1323 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago
Manufactured by
GLOBE PHONE MFG. COMPANY
Reading
Massachusetts
06

FETY
'etti&nds the
PRACH
vacuum raduTarrester
L s. BRACH-:MFC CO.. •..NEWARK, N.;X

Copper-Brass & Fibre in Sheets, Rods &
Tube s.
Machine Screws, Dies, Taps, and Drills.
ANGIERS, U. S. A.
MONROE STREET PLANT
STREATOR, ILLINOIS.
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^fcerfect
PYREX
Socket*
GLASS
to complete
Low Loss
ihe Perfect/
Tube-Socket
Set/

50
mtssx
-

Top View
13 E PLACE your presJ-V ent sockets with
Garod "Pyrex" sockets
— or — if you intend
building a set — be
sure to get Carod
"Pyrex". They are solely
controlled by the Garod
Corporation.
If your dealer cannot
supply you — send us
$1.50, plus the parcel
postage for each socket
wanted.

GAROD Engineers, after intensive research, an
nounce the perfection of the ideal tube-socket. In
Pyrex glass they have adapted to use in radio fre
quency circuits the finest insulating material com
mercially obtainable, and have placed it in one of the
weak spots of the radio circuit: the V. T. socket.
Tests made by the U. S. Bureau of Standards, and the
Naval Testing Laboratories, prove "Pyrex" to be the
lowest loss insulating material for R. F. C. yet pre
sented, with the exception of quartz. It is strong and
heat resisting, and does not absorb moisture. Even
the heat of the soldering iron does not affect it. It is
entirely free from surface film condensation, and is
unaffected by those influences which commonly make
rubber, rubber derivatives and compounds, porcelain,
phenol products and the ordinary vitreous products
so inefficient.
Exclusively a Qarod Product

Bottom View

The Pokverful 6RR6D Neutrodyne* Receiver
The GAROD Corp.
120 Pacific St.
Newark, N. J.
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FRESHMAN

1 WUliii

Noiseless Tested
til

!

'

Mica Condensers

maintain their fixed capacity due
to scientific design and construc
tion in which constant equal pres
sure is exerted on the condenser
plates over the entire area; mak
ing the Freshman condensers the
only ones that avoid noises due
to variable pressure on the plates.
A metal casing protects the plates
and reduces hysteresis losses to
a minimum.
Capacity
Each
Each
Capacity
.$0.50
.00005 .
.(0.35
.0025
.0001
.003
. .«(
. .35
.00015
. .35
. .7*
.0002
. .35
. .75
.00025 .
. .75
. .35
. .35
. .75
.00035
.0075
. 1.00
. .35
.0005
. .35
.008
. 1.00
.0006
. .40
.009
. 1.00
.0008
.01
. .40
. 1.00
.001
.015
. .40
. 1.50
.0015
.02
. .40
. 2.00
.002
.025
.
2.60
. .40
Exclusive Fe.atures of
Freshman Noiseless
Tested Mica Condensers
No losses through di-electric hysteresis of
fibre
No insulating binder to melt at the applica
tion of heat and by releasing pressure,
change the capacity.
Capacity fixed and invariable.
Metal case protects against accidental in
jury.
Direct connection to copper plates avoids
losses through inefficient eyelet contact.
Application of soldering iron does not affect
condenser.
At your deajera—otherwise
send purchase price and you
will be supplied postpaid.
rficis. Freshman (o. Inc.
S&adicX Condenser 9&vductt
106 Seventh Ave., New1York

08

RAClO fcNSlNEERlNO LAB.
roni cm
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P
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LOW LOSS TUNER UNIT
MOST EFFICIENT TUNER AVAILABLE
REAL DX RECEPTION
EXTREMELY SHARP TUNING
TWO TYPES
AMATEUR—45 to 225 METERS WITH TAP
BROADCAST—250 to 550 METERS
Special Types may be Furnished for the Very
Short Waves
Price flO each
Write for information
A. C. LOPEZ & CO.
Sole Distributors
334 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK CITY

Telegraph and

FRAME
nONNECTinu
Open circuit Keys are recommended when it is de
sired to have two way communication between points
without the use of closed circuit batteries.
Other types carried in stock.
No. 0037 Legless Key Polished Brass Body . . . $6.00
No. 9035 Leg Key Polished Brass Body
6.60
Send stamps for Telegraph Manual 43-Q
Special Price to Dealers.
J. H. BUNNELL & CO.
32 Park Place. N. Y

DEALERS WRITEV
FOR QUICK SELLING
KITS
RADIO PARTS
WHOLESALE ONLY
HAROLD M. SCHWAB, Inc.
n. 55 VESEY ST., DEPT. SB ✓
A NEW YORK CITY, N. V. (
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Price, $9.00

In placing his mark of approval upon Rauland-Lyric, Quality, trom a group of the world's best audio trans
Mr. Maurice Roaenfekl has invested Radio with a formers.
Karleton Hackett, famous critic of the Chicago Eve
new beauty and dignity. His words carry positive
assurance, to music'lovers and trained musicians, that ning Post, pronounced Rauland-Lyric a"distinct advance
they can now admit Radio to their field of apprecia in the musical quality of radio reproduction."
You can have, in your home, the amplifying instru
tion and enjoyment, with the certainty that all voices
and instruments will be reproduced with their original ment which has been commended by eminent critics.
-Rauland-Lyric can be installed
and distinctive Tone Quality;
Mr. Rosenfeld, a veteran
in your present set, or one that
among metropolitan music crit
you may buy, to replace any
ics, selected Rauland-Lyric,
ordinary audio transformer.
upon the sole basis of Tone
Ask your dealer.
TIURADIO
ri»cWof
RAULAND MANUFACTURING
CM o^IumiImKEYihtBOOKre-mln,
,I■Iit a) til* mm,,
COMPANY
TRANSFORMER

Ra!*o J to 1 . .Ratio
R-ll.10S4-50
to 1 . . R-2], $4.75
to Ila. a.Ratio
R-1J,S$4.75
Built byprtcbkm
mrihoda
modemplant.All
American
Standard
Audio*
meet
the
demand
of
the
public
fcrpamible
a de
pendable,
hiil.
quility
tiantdormcr
at
aprice
made
only by cnoroiou* production.
Long Waveof Tnntfonner
Far aicbeat
amplification
Intermediate
and
perfect
reproduction
of tide baodi;
4,000 tofrequenc**
20,000
meters
(TStoUUocycM)
R-llfl.S6.00

Precision
Made for
Reliability

Fw Ton*
Quality fat a Third Stan, or for Loud Volua*
with
CUarccM.
it type. K 31. J6 00

EBectirelyForamplifying
"JW Tube*
all frequence, within R-199,
the raducart
S5.00
For ' MIA" Tubei
10,000It 1 wiperiot mult* in brat recep.
put).
ycie frequency
)..ah (6.00
talee■tortian
. . .withR-UO,
Radio
Frequency
Coupler
(OcUiator
ISO to15.00
6M
mater*. Coupler). A uniform output atR-UO,
Universal
Coupler
8et*
nearfrequency
atandard transformer
of efficiencyinaituned
an antenna
Ai a aradio
Itcoupler.
i* un. rta|r*
Kl-tJ.S4.00

Largest Selling Transformers in the World
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Information

Wanted

about the

CONDENSER
We are much interested in the many reports
of distance and efficiency that come to our of
fice regularly from enthusiastic users of Con
tinental Lo Loss Condensers.
P O Z — GERMANY
is the record of a U. S. Radio Official in Baltimore who hears that station regularly
on 75 meters. Others tell of wonderful reception on both long and short wave
lengths with every possible kind of hook-ups. Have you got the POZ record
beat? Write us.
Continental Lo Loss Condensers are made in the following sizes:
All capacities are exact.
18 plate
Cap. .00025
$5.60
18 "
" .00035
6.75
25 "
" .0005
6.00
45 "
" .001
7.00
Prices without Vernier are $1.00 lees.
At your dealer's or write ub direct.
GARDINER & HEPBURN, Inc.
Sales Dept.: 611 Widener Bldg.
PHILADELPHIA
Factory: 2100 Washington Ave.

SHEPCOAUWAVEjr.
****** PX«LER
^bs those elusive

Oolding Jgpp
Famous for its great conven
ience, handsome appearance and
superior performance. Stan
dard loop for super-heterodyne.
Has concealed hinge. Rotates
on base. Has dial graduated
for calibration. Handle per
mits adjustment without body
capacity effects. Fine silverand mahogany finish.
Weilbo manufacture TINY-TURN the superior vernier control
Write direct, if your dealer cannot supply you,
RADIO UNITS, Inc.
1304 FIRST AVE.,
MAYWOOD. ILL.
PERKINS ELECTRIC Ltd., MONTREAL

#

Nations and holds em/
Wavelength* from 150 to 1000
meter* in tingle circuits; 150 to
700 meters in triple circuits,—the
bankwound and tapped primary
and tapped secondary do the trick.
Six efficient hook
At all dealer* or
ups with each
sent prepaid on
coupler or eent for
receipt of price.
10 cents to cover
$6
mailing.

<r>ADIO TUBE

It EXCHANGE
We Repair All Standard Makes of
Tubes, Including
W.D. 11 or 12
1
U.V. 199 or C299
U.V. 201A or C301A
2oo
C. 11 or 12
D.V. 1 or D.V. 2
U.V. 200 or 201
C 300 or 301 U. V. 202 Repaired. $3.00.
Made and fully guaranteed by
All tabes guaranteed to do the work.
RADIO TUBE EXCHANGE, 200 Broadway, New York
SHEPARD-POTTER CO., Inc.
All MaO Orders Given Prompt Attention
Orders Sent Parcel Post C. O. D.
Dept. Q, 35 South River St., Pittsburgh, N. Y.
110
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FRANK
and

STATEMENT

Explanation

to the Radio Public
From C. H. Thordarson, President
Thordarson Electric Manufacturing Co.
Heretofore, Thordarson Super Trans
Thordarsons, took nearly all we could
formers have been mainly obtainable turn out even though our production was
only by the manufacturers of quality continually multiplied. Not until last
radio sets. Fans, the world over, have
summer were we able finally to increase
of course noted the use of our trans
the capacity of our immense six-story
formers in a preponderance of lead
factory sufficiently to provide for supply
ing makes of receivers.
ing the needs of
Quite rightly they concluded that the general pub
lic in addition to
Thordarson Transformers must be de
cidedly superior. And so they sought the larger wants
of more and
to buy the same transformers for re
placing unsatisfactory types and for more set build
ers.
use in home-built sets.
Despite the fact that we lead the field in
From now on,
number of transhowever, you
*, formers pro
should experi
duced, dealers
ence little if any
were unable
difficulty in be
many times to
ing able to buy
"Super" Audio Frequency
supply Thordar- Thordarson Thordarion
Transformers enjoy wider use because
of the even volume and freedom from
sons to these
distortion with which they amplify
transformers. over
the entire musical scale and
customers. This
thereby make a, good radio set •
My aim is to true
musical Instrument. Uncondi
led to some feel
tionally guaranteed. Three ratios:
$0-00, Power
3%-l, Amplifying;
14.00. 6-1. Trans
$4.60.
ing that we build enough 2-1,
Thordarson
Thordarson formers, which
equal our audio fre
might be pur
quency types In tonal purity, are
transform $13
posely restrain
the pair. Write for latest bul
ers this season letins.
The Exclusive
ing the general
to permit every store to handle them.
Thordarson Square Coil
sale of our prod
Leak-Proof Construction uct.
lsyerThe truth is that
wound SQUABE coilidefits snugly
Six Floors
around the square core. Coll
the tremendous
can't turn—no open drculta due
100,000 sq. ft.
to layer* slipping. No air spaces
gains in sales
Devoted to
between coil and core (exclusive
Thorriarson feature!)—no lost
Transformers
enjoyed by the
energy, no lost volume (espe
cially on low notes) , no leaks
makers who
from (Thordarsons
primary to are
causequiet,
howlsevenIn
standardize on
set.
on the third stage 1 ) Over-size
core i V cross section) provides
50% larger magnetic circuit— THORDARSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
minimizes core losses, prevents
Transformer specialists since 1895
over-saturation. Broad ribbon WORLDS OLDEST AND
LARGEST EXCLUSIVE TRANSFORMER MAKERS
leada locked In the col1 give
short, direct and more durable
Chicago, U.S.A.
connections
to
the
patented
Innerlocked terminal posts—no tan
gled or broken wires Inside case
(exclusive!). Each ThordarBon
transformer comes completely
protected, shielded and tightly
clam ped in a stout case. No
rivets
or screws
spe
cial silicon
steelthrough
core tothe cause
PARS
short circuits or eddy current
losses between the laminations
(exclusive!). Do you wonder that
AMPLIFYIN(^lTRANSFORMERS
Thordarson leads the field in
output and produces more trans
formers for mere makers of qual
ity seta than all competitors
Standard on the majority of quality sets
combined ?
ALWAYS MENTION Q S T WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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II
TURN-inr
ADJUSTABLE
2j
GRID LEAK A

The best adjuster on the market. Spring
holds head away from dial when not in use.
With slight adjustment spring
can be made to hold head against
dial if desired. Patented. 65c.

STAND-OFF INSULATOR
Fills the much-needed requirement
for a . strong, good-looking and practical
stand off insulator. Meets every requirement
of the Board of Fire Underwriters. $1.26 ea.

PORCELAIN SOCKETS
Lowest losses of any socket Very carefully
made. Black Body, Black Glaze. Side and
bottom contact springs of reinforced phos
phor Bronze, Solder Tabs. Cap Nut for screw
driver or Spintite Wrench. All parts nickel
Plated. 66c

PORCELAIN
INSULATORS
Lowest power losses in the antenna
Dielectric absorption reduced
minimum because of very
phase difference of Fleron
lain. Very tough body. Solid
Glaze. Seven sizes, 20c to
Each insulator in a separate
carton.
Sale by all Good
er« and Dealers
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Changes the Range of
Resistance to Suit the
strength of Reception
Constructed along entirely new
lines which avoid all use of graphite
or carbon and the microphonic
noises generally attending the use
of these materials. Turn-it greatly
increases the volume, secures great
er distance and reduces noises in
your set. A Turn-it gives constant
and undiminished satisfaction.
There is nothing to wear out.
Absolutely guaranteed.

Turn-It Grid Leak Is Only $1
At Your Dealer or
Direct from Us.
TURN-IT RADIO SALES, Inc.
30 Church Street, N. T.

Make 9100 Weekly -sell RADIO
Demonstrate
once—results
meanprices,
sure
Bale.
Coast
Coast,
lowest
attractive
fourtotube
instrument
$39.60.
Big commission
tosalesman.
you. Exclusive
ter
ritory
to proven
Territory
g-oinff
fast.
WriteDon't
today
fortolanfe
illustrated
book
No.
100.
fail
ffive
n&mo
of
your county.
OZ4RKA. INC.
821 Washington Bird . Chicago, III.

A One-Control Neutrodyne
By Jam** L. McLaughlin
The author of the "One-control Superheterodyne" in
this issue of QST has also designed and built a very
successful three-stage Neutrodyne having but one con
trol. It was illustrated and described in detail in
QST for August, 1924. A three-stage Neutrodyne
ordinarily would have four controls and be almost
impossible to handle, but by a very ingenious mechani
cal arrangement Mr. McLaughlin makes It easier than
the ordinary Neutrodyne. And m controllable threestage Neut compares with a Superheterodyne in
performance
Read aboutI this remarkable set in the August QST.
Our Circulation Department still has some copies
left. Twenty cents, postpaid.
QST, 1045 Main St.,
Hartford, Conn.
ALWAYS MEKTON q$T WH?N WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

Results

Are

Alone

Responsible!

The announcement of the Bremer-Tully "Lifetime" Condenser
and Low Loss Tuners brought
such an avalanche of business
that when this ad is written un
filled orders exceed our entire
shipments for the last four
months of 1923.
Such record is possible only
through Confidence — founded
alone on past results.
B-T have, never put out a product
that was not a success. The LowLoss Condenser is fully worthy of
the B-T name, as its use will dem
onstrate.
Consider the "Lifetime" adjust
able, two-step, lubricated, thrust
bearing.
Friction is adjustable without
variation in capacity, "take-up"
for wear makes no change in
plate alignment.

>e.oo
The New
Low Loss Tuner
Two Types Short
Wave 50 to 150
meters
Broad
casting 200 to
565 meters.

"Lifetime" Condenser
150 M.M.F. 7 plates $4.25
250 M.M.F. 11 plates
4.50
520 M.M.F. 23 plates
5.00
800 M.M.F. 35 plates
6.50
"20 Point" folder gives you
fuller details.
Writ€ forlit
Rotor and Stator assembly diecast by special exclusive B-T
method to within one-thousandth
of an inch.
No springs to weaken—no gears
to lash or wheels, bevels or coun
terweights to defeat the purpose
for which the low-loss efficiency
product is intended.
Compact and rigid construction.
Positive connection to rotor.
Single hole mounting—with op
tional screw holes provided.
Takes any dial of reasonably cor
rect design.
For this condenser the B-T Low-Loss
Tuner is a fit companion. Examine the
untuned adjustable primary, the "seriesbank" wound coils, the skeleton frame,
adjustable double cone bearing—a design
which with an 11-plate 250 m.m.f. B-T
Condenser covers 200 to 565 meters.
Type SW—50 to 150 meters. The price
of either model is $5.00.
Place your order at once so as to insure
early delivery.
We shall be glad to send folders giving
more details. Write us.

Bremer -Tully

Mfg.

Co.

Pioneers of Better Tuning
531 S. Canal St.

ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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World's
GREATEST
Our$2oo,ooo.oo Company
HEADSET
STANDS SQUARELY BACK OF EVERYHEADSET
now $2.95, with Notable Improvements VALUE
Longer Cord (full 5 feet), Stronger Magnets, Higher Resistance, Increase of Sensitivity, Perfect Tone Mate*
EVERY SET TESTED BY LICENSED RADIO OPERATORS
Send no money- Order on a Post-Card
THE TOWER MFG. CO. : 98 G BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.

Lowest
SUPERADIO

LOW

LOSS

SPEND THE WINTER in New York or
California and stop off anywhere
between.
"BUY RADIO" for $38.50
YOU AMATEURS
Know the value of the "The Radio En
gineering Laboratory" Low Loss Tuner.
"Heath" Radiant condenser. "Superadio
Units". Get real DX with the Superadio
Low Loss Kit, comes complete in every
detail, even the panel and cabinet is in
cluded.
NEVER BEFORE
Such Selectivity—Such Volume
The American Radio Sale* Co. Not Inc.
620-621 Monadnock BIdg.. Chicago, III.
Mail Orders Only.
114

Minimum

KIT
Capacity
Greatest Tuning Ran Ratio otJ,to.74Twelve other features In Premier
Crofoot
Electrically
me
chanically
job ofand
engineer
ing.
Recorda real
low phase
angle
loss.
Made
of brass$2.75
and hard rubber
throughout..
$3.75.
Vernier
attachment, dialto Included.
75
cents
extra.
Bend
for
free
Bulletin
No. 94andgiving
all exclu
sive
features
Bhowing
full
Premier line.
CR0F00T"
.
PREMIER ELECTRIC COMPANY
Vano Condenser 3811 Rmnswood Avenue CHICA60
"with the red stripe" Quality Radio Part*

Bakelite Sheets
Fine for Transmitting Panels
30 x 38 inches, 14" thick
Regular Price, $29.00 per Sheet
Our Price,
$12.50 per Sheet
Standard Transmitting- equipment
Send for oar complete bargain price list of
AMERICAN SALES AGENCY
38 Park Row
New York City

ALWAYS MENTION Q S T WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

It's

More

Than

It's

a

Transformer

a

Precise

Precise

Super -Mult ifor mer

No. 1700

List Price $20

Designed for perfect long wave and Super-Heterodyne reception.
Simplicity of design, maximum amplification, perfect reproduction, and greatest of
all, stability of performance.
JUST as the one control Neutrodyne was an achievement surpassing
commercial practice.
AND the one control Super-heterodyne is a still greater ad
vancement.
SO the PRECISE Super-Mult iformer,;the heart of the one control Super-Heterodyne
isi the
I crowning achievement of J. L. McLaughlin, onr Research Engineer, designer
of the three paramount accomplishments In the radio art.
For details communicate at once, direct or to the nearest Sales Office
PRECISE MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
_
.. ntt
Branch.!
Southern Sale* Office
Eastern Sales Office
53 W.Jackson Blvd„ , Corporation
Chicaeo
Saa'
Products
Sales,Atlanta,
Incorporated
Niagara Sales
J*.' Illinois
""no";
Bona
Allen Bids.,
Ga.
3-5 Waverly Place, New York. N. Y.
821
Market
Street
_
„
,
'
San Francisco, Cal,
35 Warren St., New York, N. Y.'
Canadian Distributor Perkins Electric Limited, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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—~«QQ«
mm. unit*
In She

IDUPLEX
"DR" Series
A low loss precision
condenser of High
value and unusually
low price. Ideal for
set builders who can't
pay very much for
each individual part.
"FR" Series
The highest quality low
Sloss condenser made.
■Used by foremost set
manufacturers. Conden[ser tests at Yale Univer
sity in May, 1924, defi
nitely determine its
remarkable efficiency.

At
all good jobbers
and60c.dealers,
in
neat
If dealer
can'tturned
supply,wood
orderfrox,
direct and
Bend
dealer's name.

"RK-1"
Supplementary
Kit
Necessary for builden of Super-Het
erodyne, Ullradyne,
and other long wave
work. Contains es
sentials for building
to best advantage.
You need it.
Write for "Cores
and Facts. " It's
both interesting
and free.
The Duplex Engine Governor Co. , Inc .
32 Flatbush Ave. Extension
Brooklyn, N. 1

Honeycomb
Coils
AND

Comes!
TIP your whisker to almost
any point of an NAA Meter
tested crystal and the full flow
of the impulse instantly hits
your phones* clean, clear,
steady.
Reason—no guesswork in the
test;—every, EVERY crystal
meter-tested singlyby specially
made electrical instruments to
a point away beyond normal
sensitivity. In addition, the
Newman -Stern mounting is
new — patents pending — cold
assembly,provides for refilling,
and avoids damage to crystal
by hot alloy; recessed for pro
tection.

sensitive1

1746 East 12th Street
Cleveland, Ohio
Originators of
tested crystals in 19th.
OldestProducers.
and Largest
Pioneers
EquipmentininRadio
Ohio

fROST-RADIO

'"THE name FROST radio on
*- a piece of apparatus, whether
FROST-fones, Plugs, Jacks, Sockets,
Rheostats, etc.,
means highest qual
ity. Your dealer car
ries complete stocks.
See him today.
HERBERT H. FROST, Inc., 154 W. Lake Street, Ckio«o
REPLACE YOUR B BATTERIE8 with a Kellogg
Trans-B-former. Furnishes necessary plate volt
ages from your 110 A C 60 cycle socket at aa
enormous saving.
Price 150.00 At yonr dealers.
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.
1066 W. Adams St.
Chicago, 111.

MOUNTINGS

Wave Lengths 150 to
21,000 Meters
Send
2c
stamp
for
New
Honeycomb
Coll
Hookups.
Compiledand
by
experts and includes five good Honeycomb
Coil Hookups
complete catalog of Brsnston Radio Apparatus. Give us your
UUAIBT B IltUUB.
CMS. A. BRANSTON, Inc., 823 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
In Canada, Cha*. A. Branston, Ltd., Toronto

" WARRANTED"
i RHEOSTATS
b ohm and 30 obm
For any type vacuum tubes, 50c. Tea
days money back guarantee.
Dealers write
C. C. ENDLY, MBBsgB

ALWAYS MENTION Q 8 T WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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PYREX
AND
ISOLANTITE
INSULATED
VARIABLE CONDENSERS
Of Rugged Mechanical Construction
Of The Highest Electrical Efficiency
Of Absolute Uniformity
Of Constant Capacity
Suitable for Wave Meters, Decremeters, Wave Filters and Bridge
Measurement Work.
Surely the best for your Radio Receiver.
For sale at good radio shops at reasonable prices consistent with quality
(iKXEKAi. Instrument Corporation
Manufacturers of Laboratory Equipment
423 Broome Street

ALWAYS MENTION Q8T WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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What

lURHAM

Metallic
Fixed or Variable

makes.

Grid Leaks— Noiseless?

a DURHAM
Metallic for every high
resistance need. Each
marked with guaranteed,
tested value.
Price*
Fixed, over V4 meg.
50c
Fixed, under V4 meg.
75c
Variable, to 0.1 meg.
75c
Variable, 0. 1 to 5 meg-.
75c
Variable, 2 to 10 megs.
75c
Mounts, single leak .
30c
Cond. and lei *
35c
Double, for resis. coupled amplif. 40c

CIRCUIT noises are caused by
DURHAM Variable MetoDc
uncontrolled resistance Grid Leaks— in 3 ranges— have a
changes—unavoidable in the old permanent range of the values
style leaks. Carbon, graphite, in- marked. Continuous variation is
dia ink, pencil marks — all vary by smooth sliding plunger. For
greatly with temperature and any particular setting, operation
atmospheric changes. Metals is as noiseless as the DURHAM
fixed type.
alone remain constant.
DURHAM Metallic Grid Leaks
DURHAM Fixed Metallic Grid will fit your present holders. But
Leaks are the only truly noiseless. for newsets, the new DURHAM
A rare metal deposited on glass bases are more convenienthas its resistance value fixed for plain, condenser clip, or double
all time. Noise is impossible.
for resistance amplifiers.
All about Resistance Amplifiers — 25c
Build a distortionless amplifier. Parts for two stages cost
less than one good transformer. Ccmplete detailed
instruction booklet. 25c. At your dealer's or postpaid.
Satisfaction Guaranteed

At dealers
or
Dealers:—
Customers would rather buy
DURHAM products at
DTJRHAM& CO,Tnc
your store. We
display that helps.
t930 Market St., Philadelphia,
Canadian Distributors De Forrest Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto
Send

NO Money
We trust all amateurs. Call cants:
red call, name and addres*. black
printing,
high bond
quality,
latestattractive
design.
Radiograms:
paper,
printing.
Stationery:
letterheads.
BVaxSVi pood quality bond, envelope*
6*4
inches, made
especially call,
for time,
ama
teurs.
WKD -Logs:
HRD.Columns
QSA. forQSB.
QRH
QTC. Remarks. ARRL EMBLEM
ADDED WHEREVER REQUESTED.
Order NOW.
YOUR OWN Name, Address and Station Printed FREE
on any or these. Cards: 100 - $1.75; 200 - $2.65; 300 - $3.50.
(Gov. cards lc each extra). Radiograms: 100 - $1.35; 200 - $1.85;
300 each
- $2.35.
and 100
200
$3.25;Stationery:
300 each 100
$4.25.env. Loos:
100 letterheads
- $1.45: 200only- $2.25:
$2.10.
300
$2.75.
Don't
send
one
cent.
Pay
postman
when printing
ftrrtvea. If you prefer to send check with order we prepay
postajte
MONEY AREFUNDED
IF NOT DELIGHTED Send order today
NOW.
postal will_ do.
RADIO-PRINTERS, lSWaln St., Mendota. Illinois

LOW LOSS TUNERS
Amateur 70 to 225 meters $10.00. Grid
coil wound with No. 12 wire. No taps.
Broadcast 180-600 meters $10.00. Broad
cast tuner supplied with either fixed, or
variable antenna coupling. (No. 16 wire)
Tuned R. F. transformers 200-600 meters
$3.00. We pay parcel post and insurance
in U. S. (Tuners 4 inches between shafts.)
Davenport Radio Laboratories,
520 Clark St.,
Davenport, la.
118

Loud make
Talking
often
a goodCrystals
set out
ofArka poor
one.
your
dealer
to
them for you.
B-Metal Refining Co.,
6tn Floor S25 Woodward A*
DETROIT, MICH.

OHIO BRASS

CO.

ANTENNA INSULATORS
Distributed by
H. M. UMBARGER
65 N. Diamond St.,
Mansfield, Ohio
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WHITING TO

HAM-ADS
Six cents per word per insertion in ad
vance. Name and address must be counted.
Each initial counts as one word. Copy must
be received by the 1st of month for suc
ceeding month's issue.
NOTE NEW
CLOSING DATE.

HIP, HIP. HOORAY—PERMISSION TO USE THE REAL
LOW WAVE LENGTHS IS URS FOR THE ASKING.
GOTTA USE A REAL CONDENSER THO, BROTHER.
THE MUD END-PLATE TYPE JUST WON'T PRO
DUCE. GOTTA HAVE SOME GOOD -TYPE OF IN
DUCTANCE. TOO, AND HERE'S THE LOW-DOWN ON
THE DOWN LOW PARTS. CARDWELL .00025
ORIGINAL LO-LOSS, $4.25; CARDWELL .0005
ORIGINAL LO-LOSS. $6.00; GENERAL RADIO
GEARED TYPE .00025 $4.75; CARDWELL RADIO
GEARED TYPE .0005 $5.00; No. 12 DCC MAGNET
WIRE per lb. 60c ; No. 16 DCC MAGNET WIRE per lb.
65c; No. 18 BELL WIRE ^ lb. SPOOLS 35c; UNIVERNIER FOR CARDWELLS. $1.25. SA OM, HOW
ABOUT THAT RECTIFIER? IS SHE IN TIP TOP
SHAPE? READY FOR SNAPPY ACTION? IF NOT,
BETTER GET SOME OF THE BELOW ITEMS AND
BE READY FOR THE FRAY. C. P. SHEET ALU
MINUM SQ. FT. 90c; SHEET LEAD SQ. FT. 75c:
AMRAD S. TUBES, NEW TYPE $10.00; MOGUL
BASES FOR ABOVE 86c. A POST CARD WILL
BRING PRICE LIST BY RETURN MAIL, FROM THE
ONLY HAM STORE IN THE FIFTH DISTRICT. FT.
WORTH RADIO SUPPLY CO., 104 EAST TENTH
FT. WORTH. TEXAS.
FOR SALE}—The following brand new receiving gets,
fully guaranteed, at much below cost prices because
our customers are almost entirely BCL's who do not
lake to amateur receivers: Zenith 1-R Receiver and
2-M Amplifier. $90.00; Jones No. 508-J detector and
3 Btop, $125.00; Kennedy Intermediate with Amplifier,
$100.00. Grebe CR-5 Receiver. $50.00; Grebe CR-8 Re
ceiver. $50.00 : Grebe CR-12 Receiver $125.00 ; Grebe
RORN radio frequency amplifier. $25.00; General Radio
Power Amplifier (works off lighting circuit), $16.00;
Federal No. 8 detector and 1 step, $20.00. The Radio
Store. 660 E. Colorado St.. Pasadena.
FOR SALE—Esco 600 watt 1400 volt motor generator
set equipped with a 14 volt 200 watt filament winding
motor 110-60 cycle current, cost $250, sell $185.00. Panel
200 watt CW transmitter for phone. CW, ICW bargain
$120.00. Western Electric and General Electric 60 watt
tubes $29.00 ; long wave Navy receiver type CN 240
1000-10000 meters $75.00. 10/850 volt Westinghouse
Signal Corps dynamotors with filters $20.00 ; must raise
cash, as I am leaving for college. General Electric Army
50 watt tubes same as the UV208 tubes, all new, at $15.
All Grebe and Kennedy receivers at 30% from list, one
Western Electric 250 watt tube new $65.00 ; one Navy
long wave receiver 1000-10000 meters type CN240, per
fect condition, $70.00 ; No. C.O.D. j remit by cash or
M. O. 2AGD.
STORAGE "B" batteries at dry cell prices. Purchase
a rechargeable "HAWLEY" storage "B" battery. Nonsulphating or buckling of plates, which means clearer
enjoyable reception with unlimited life. Sold in com
plete knock-down units which requires no former ex
perience to put together. These units contain every
thing, for the actual construction of battery such as
large size tested Edison elements, special molded flat
bottom glass cells (not ordinary test tubes), punched
insulating fibre board for support of cells, pure an
nealed solid nickel wire Rubber stoppers, perforated
hard rubber separators, full strength chemical elec
trolyte. With all orders there is included free an 8
page illustrated folder showing simple putting together
making of charger and charging. Prices of units as
above—22 volt $2.95; 45 volt $5.75. 90 volt $8.95; 100
volt $9.95: 120 volt $11.60; 136 volt $12.75; 150 volt
$13.90 ; 200 volt $17.50. Special voltage units put up at
no increase in price. Complete Bample cell, 85c pre
paid. Complete non-heating "B" battery charger $2.75.
Extra special 100 volt whitewood cabinet at $2.75 only.
Also "A" batteries at attractive prices. Order direct or
write for my literature, 80 days' trial offer and guaran
tee. Orders shipt same day received. No waiting. B.
Q. Smith, 31 Washington Ave., Danbury. Conn.

WHY BUY A NEW SET WHEN AN EDISON B (THE
SML KIND) WILL DO JUST THAT FOR YOUR OLD
ONE? SURE DOES PUT A SHOVE IN THOSE SIGS.
GET ONE OP THESE: 54 VOLT 42 CELL $8.75 (A
TEAM MATE FOR THAT LOW LOSS TUNER). 10U
VOLTS 78 CELLS $16.00 (MOST POPULAR SIZE). 130
VOLTS 102 CELLS $20.00. 160 VOLTS 117 CELLS
J2S.00; EACH IN A WAX FINISHED FUMED OAK
COVERED CABINET WITH RD3BED RUBBER MAT.
LARGEST LIVE EDISON ELEMENTS WIRED WITH
PURE SOLID (NOT PLATED OR ALLOY) NICKEL
WIRE GENUINE EDISON LITHIUM ELECTROLYTE.
( THAT'S NO LYE.) NON-FLOATING PERFORATED
HARD RUBBER SEPARATORS, WHITE SEALING
OIL NOT JUST THROWN IN A BOX. BUT CARE
FULLY PACKED FOR SAFE SHIPMENT. INDI
VIDUAL CELLS 16c. BUILD IT FROM 8ML PARTS.
LARGEST CLEAN PEPPY TYPE A EDISON ELE
MENTS fic PAIR. 7c DRILLED. WIRED WITH PURE
SOFT NICKEL 10c PAIR. DOUBLE 2000 MILIAMP
HOUR UNIT READY TO WIRE 14c. EDISON G
ELEMENTS 4c PAIR. -2 POSITIVES 1 NEGATIVE
5c. HICAPACITY 1500 MILIAMP HOUR UNIT
READY TO WIRE 10c. PARTS FOR CELL 19c. WITH
ELEMENTS DRILLED AND CUT IN UNITS 19c.
WITH CELLS WIRED 24c. INCLUDING GENUINE
EDISON SOLUTION. GREAT FOR SUPERS, POWER
AMPLIFIERS, TRANSMITTERS. THE SUPERCELL
—FOR THAT SUPERHET & HIPOWER TRANSMIT
TERS—8000 MILIAMP HOURS CAPACITY. 80c CELL
FOR PARTS READY TO WIRE. WITH SOLUTION
40c WIRED. YOUR B WON'T WORK UNLESS YOU
GIVE IT A SQUARE MEAL. FEED IT WITH A
WILLARD COLLOID RECTIFIER. $2.00. JUMBO
SIZE $3. HIVOLTAGE TUNGAR INSTRUCTION
SHEET 50c; ANNEALED GLASS TEST TUBES INDI
VIDUALLY WRAPPED, %" x 6" 3c, 1" x 6" 4c. FOR
A PERMANENT JOB WIRE YOUR EDISON ELE
MENTS WITH PURE SOFT SOLID (NOT PLATED
OR ALLOY) NO. 20 NICKEL WIRE l%e FT. PRE
PAID PERFORATED HARD RUBBER SEPARATORS
>4c PREPAID. HAS YOUR EDISON B LOST ITS
EDGE? W(H)ET IT WITH GENUINE EDISON
LITHIUM ELECTROLYTE. THAT'S NO LYE. $1.50
PREPAID MAKES 6 LBS. LIQUID. EVERYTHING
FOR THAT EDISON B. FRANK MURPHY. 4837
ROCKWOOD. CLEVELAND, OHIO. DIRECT TELE
GRAPH CONNECTIONS^
JUST LIKE THE GOOD OLD DAYS! NO QRX ON
80 BUT YOU NEED A LOWLOSS AERIAL TO
MAKE THE MOST OF THESE LOW WAVES.
STRANDED WIRE WON'T DO, AND BARE COPPER
BECOMES A GRAPHITE ROD. NO. 12 SOLID COPPEK ENAMELED STAYS NEW PERMANENTLY, lc
FOOT PREPAID IN 3rd ZONE, ONE PIECE. BURLAP
WRAPPED. MOULDED MUD WILL MELT AT HIFREQUENCIES. TAKES OHIO BRASS CO. PORCE
LAINS TO HOLD 'EM. 5" 75c, 10" $1.60 FOR THE
HIPOWER. SETS. PREPAID TO 3rd ZONE. FLUX
DISTRIBUTING SHIELDS
ATTACHED
$1.00.
ELIMINATE ALL CORONA. PUT YOUR $$$ UP
HIGH WHERE THEY DO THE MOST GOOD. THIN
SILICON STEEL PUNCHINGS FOR THAT TRANS- HAVE YOUR BROKEN and burned out Power tubes
FOP.MER AND CHOKE 20c LB., 2Vt" x 10". FOR repaired. 50 watts or over. Send them to us for re
THAT LOW LOSS TUNER NO. 12 PURE COPrER pair.
Charges reasonable. Wm. Baker, 36 W. 20th St..
DOUBLE COTTON COVERED FOR LOW DISTRI
BUTED CAPACITY 100 FT. $1.25 PREPAID. NO. 16 New York City.
60c. RADIO 8ML. 4837 ROCKWOOD RD.. CLEVE
LAND, O.
WE ARE ADDING to the line constantly. Our acknowl
and applause cards being used by scores of
GET THIS. GANG! WET PROCESS PORCELAINS. edgment
satisfied amateurs. Get samples free. Wirleless Ac
TiROWN GLAZED X INSULATORS. WHERE YOU knowledgment
Card Co.. 825 Sixth Ave., McKeesport, Pa.
NEED A RAFT OF 'EM IN THAT COUNTERPOISE.
5" LENGTH 25c IN LOTS OF 10. 75c FAIR. 9" $1.00
PAIR 40c EACH IN LOTS OF 10. 13" $2.00 PAIR. RADIO GENERATORS—500 volt 100 watt $28.50 Bat
90c EACH IN LOTS OF 10. 20" $1.50. GUY WIRE tery Charging Generators $8.50, High Speed Motors.
PORCELAINS 2c. LOTS OF 25. RADIO 8ML, 4837 Motor Generator Sets, all sizes. Motor Specialties Co..
Crafton, Penna.
ROCKWOOD RD.. CLEVELAND, O.
ALWAYS MENTION Q 8 T WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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6 A-Q-C PRINTS Q-S-L CARDS. 600 TWO COLOR A SECOND DISTRICT CHOICE: "DROSTE FOR
CARDS $4.00. ALL CARDS MADE TO ORDER. DIRECTOR." (Paid adv.)
SAMPLES ALL DISTRICTS 10 CENTS. CURTIS,
1109C EIGHTH AVENUE, FORT WORTH, TEXAS.
SALE—Set Victor code records $2.60. Raymond
Ingraham, 406 North 4th St., Clinton, la.
KEY AND BUZZER FAILURES have thBnked us for
License easily obtained. Their reports tell the story, BARGAINS—Three U. V. 216 and one 202 $14.00; 90rapid progress quick success—free on request. Method 210 meter Reinartz with two step and tubes $46.00;
$2.50, Kills hesitation. Dodge Radio Shortkut, Dept.
Paragon RA-10 $26.00; Atwater Kent two step in
cabinet $10. also R. C. transmitting and other receiving
SC, Mamaroneck, N. Y.
parts at low prices. W. C. Haigh, 68 Newfleld St.. E.
COMPLETE STORY—as to merit cannot be told—is still Orange, N. J.
in the making. Students constantly report more astonish
ing results from limited study. As told to date free on $28—DX 5 watt transmitter. New. complete with tube
request. Method $2.50 ; kills hesitation. Dodge Radio and high finish mahogany cabinet. Hrd 2000 miles—
Shortkut, Dept. SC, Mamaroneck, N. Y.
8BOV.
OLD SCHOOL HAMS—Long anchored at about 15 per PURE DC for the piates. GE 12/350 .143 ampere dynahave doubled speed in few hours. Their reports tell the motors with filters $18.00 ; Holtzer-Cabot 12/600 .07 ampere
story—free on request if mention your call. Method $22.00; GE 24/1600 volt .288 ampere 6000 RPM double
$2.50. Kills hesitation. Dodge Radio Shortkut, Dept. 56 segment high voltage commutator. .750 volt tap.
SC, Mamaroneck, N. Y.
Unused $46.00 : adapted for belt drive $48.00 ; Can be
operated on lower voltage 6V350J 12/750, 16/1050.
WHAT OTHERS HAVE accomplished—what you may 18/1200, etc Crocker-Wheeler 500 cycle self exeited
expect to gain—told by qualifying records 150 students and motor generators. Navy Flame Proof key with
now Licensed. Many are ORS A.R.R.L. Some Com
"blinker light" $1.50; Postage extra; complete ship 500
mercial Ops. Failures by all other methods have suc
cycle spark transmitters. Henry Kienzle, 501 E. 84th
ceeded. Old School Hams increased speed ; doubled St., New York City.
after memorizing Code our way. Qualifying records and
detail reports on request. Method $2.50. Kills hesita
THE OLD MAN SEZ : "A ROTTEN AERIAL MEANS
tion. Dodge Radio Shortkut. Dept. SC, Mamaroneck. ROTTEN SIGS." BETTER PUT UP UR NEW
N. Y.
AERIAL WITH NO. 12 SOLID COPPER ENAMELLED
WIRE AND THE NEW PYREX GLASS TRANSMIT
REPORTS OF RAPID PROGRESS BY BEGINNER TING INSULATORS AND "NOTE THE DIFFERNOW RADIO OPERATOR USS. CLEVELAND YOURS ENCE". NO. 12 ENAMELED WIRE lc FT. NO. 10
FOR ASKING. SEE OTHER HAM ADS. DODGE ENAMELED WIRE (FOR HEAVY DUTY) l-l/2e FT.
RADIO SHORTKUT. DEFT. SC. MAMARONECK, N. Y. PYREX GLASS TRANSMITTING INSULATORS $1.60.
, OHIO BRASS CO.'S GLAZED PORCELAIN IN
POWER TUBES repaired, any type or power uncondi
SULATORS. 6", 75c. 10", $1.60; C. P. SHEET ALU
tional, guaranteed. Prices on application. Morsemere MINUM 1/16" THICK. 76c SQ. FT. 1/16" SHEET
Engineering Lab. Research, Grantwood. N. J.
LEAD 76e SQ. FT. NO. 12 D. C. C. WIRE 60c LB.
NO. 14 D. C. C. "WIRE 66c LB. NO. 16 D. C. C. WIRE
LB. METERS (ALL MAKES. ALL SIZES). CARDBUILDING EQUIPMENT THAT SATISFIES IS ONE 75c
CONDENSERS. 11 PLATE $4.25. 17 PLATS
REASON OUR EQUIPMENT IS REPORTED vy F. B. WELL
$4.75;
21 PLATE $5.00; 41 PLATE $6.00; 43 PLATE
ANOTHER IS OUR "REAL HAM SERVICE". YOU, TRANSMITTING
$15.00. GREBE CR-3 TUNER
TOO, O.M., WILL FIND US REAL "HAMS" TO DEAL
(NEARLY NEW) $45. WESTINGHOUSE. TYPE MH.
WITH. OUR SERVICE LINES UP IN SUPER-HETS 250
WATT,
1000
VOLT
(NEW).
FOR AMATEURS. BROADCAST DESIGNS IF YOU LISTS AT $171, SELL MOTOR-GENERATOR
FOR $126. WESTINGHOUSE
ENTERTAIN THAT WILL HELP YOU GET N. Z. AND
100
WATT,
500
VOLT
MOTOR-GENERATOR
(SLIGHT
THE AUSSIES. BUILT IN TYPES FROM 6 TO 10
LY USED) $60. CAN SUPPLY EVERYTHING IN
TUBES. PRICED FROM $65.00 UP. EMPLOYING
THE WAY OF HAM STUFF, EVEN TO BLACK CATS.
OUR OWN DESIGN. "AIR FORM" COILS. THESE
(EACH ONE HAS BEEN OFFICIALLY SPAT UPON
SUPPLIED FOR ANY TYPE OF COIL. USE NO BY
THE OLD MAN HIMSELF). LETS HEAR UR
"DOPE" TO INSULATE. IN THE TRANSMITTING
"TALE
OF WOE" ABOUT "THAT HARD TO GET
LDME. ANTENNA INDUCTANCES OF SPECIAL DE
PART".
FOR PRICE LIST OF "EVERYTHING
SIGN. DIRECT OR INDUCTIVELY COUPLED. 4 AND FOR THESEND
HAM". E. J. NICHOLSON. 8BIN (THE
3 COIL INDUCTANCES FOR MEISSNER CIRCUIT,
EIGHT
THAT
PAYS
THE FREIGHT). 1407 First North
R. F. CHOKES. ETC. SOMETHING NEW TO PUT A
St.. Syracuse, N. Y.
KICK INTO THAT C.W. IS OUR OWN DESIGNED
CHEMICAL RECTIFIER POWER UNIT COMPLETE HIGH VOLTAGE from lead type Storage Batteries now
WITH CONTROL PANEL. ANY VOLTAGE. ALSO
the reach of every ham. Two volts per cell, four
TUBE RECTTFIER UNITS ANY VOLTAGE. TO -PUT within
hours. NEW plates made in special moulds 1"
THAT FONE ACROSS A SPEECH AMPLD7TER WILL ampere
x
4"
x
One positive and negative WELDED to
BE USEFUL. WE ALSO BUILD ANY TYPE TRANS
gether
with
connector. Can be used in jars or test
MITTER OR RECEIVER. WAVEMETERS. WE HAVE tubes. Per lead
pair
with separators 18c ; in other words,
AT HAND TRANSMITTERS FROM 10 WATT TO 100 any voltage at Sets
a volt. NEW "A" Batteries 6
WATT; PRICES ON REQUEST ALL NEW FOR C.W. volts. Exide Rubber Case
amp. $23. WOOD CASE
AND FONE. WHY NOT USE TWO TRANSMITTERS. 60 ampere. $9.80. $11 ; 110. 150
$14.00. Two year guarantee.
O.M.T ONE FOB FONE ON THE OLD WAVE
HOWARD FRAZIER, BOGOTA. N. J.
LENGTH AND ONE FOR C.W. ON THE OTHER.
YOU"LL FIND ITS MIGHTY HANDY WHEN YOU
WANT TO CHANGE OVER. WE WILL BUILD YOU FOR SALE—Complete 50 watt set. Write for dope.
1CBJ.
A SET AT PRACTICALLY YOUR OWN PRICE.
THAT IS ONE REASON FOR OUR GROWING POPU
LARITY WITH THE GANG. ALL EQUIPMENT EXTRA SPECIAL—Brandes Superior phones $4.75.
BUILT TO ORDER IS BUILT ON THAT BASIS. IF
UV 109-201A-200-WD11 or 12 $3.25; Baldwin
THAT OLD ROCK CRUSHER IS QRX OUR TRADE Radiotron
C headsets $8.00. all new, no seconds. Cash with
DEPARTMENT WOULD BE GLAD TO HEAR FROM type
order
or
C.O.D.
YOU. "DT IT'S HAM. WE ARE THE HAMS TO GET Berkeley, Cal. Radio Engineering Co., P. O. Box 197.
IT FROM." OUR BUSINESS IS THE AMATEUR
LINE. WE INVITE ANY INQUIRD3S YOU HAVE
TO MAKE. ESTIMATES WILL BE GLADLY GIVEN. PRIMARY RHEOSTATS for primary of filament trans
QSO. THOS. ENSALL (ENSALL RADIO LAB.). 1208 former. The Bradley "Radiostat" Is ideal, varies fila
GRANDVD3W AVE., WARREN, O.
ment voltage ten volts with perfection. $6.60 prepaid
each. C. R. Smith Radio Company, Port Arthur, Tex.
REMLER, GIBLIN and DeForest coils, new mounted
only few left as follows—100-150-200-800-400-600-750 HIGH VOLTAGE DYNAMOTORS DESIGNED to run
turns half list price. Postage extra. Geo. Schulz, off 'of low voltage DC. Ideal for u hams that have 32v
lighting system. Will also run off of any voltage from
Calumet, Mich.
8 to 32 volts. These are NEW and UNUSED machines.
Write
for complete description if u are interested.
QSL CARDS—Why not give your next order to printers 9CJJ. W.
G. Mulks, Whitewater. Wise.
who are HAMS and who know how to print real "Ham
Cards"? Samples and prices cheerfully furnished.
Numaw and Buzzard. 701 Walnut Ave., Scottdale, Pa. RADIO CARDS—8 special favorites. Large RED call
8BJT.
letters 60c per hundred and up. RADIOGRAMS 3 forms
ALWAYS MENTION Q 8 T WHEN WRITING TO AD120

20c per 100. LETTERHEADS and ENVELOPES. Send
for our NEW SET of SAMPLES. LOWEST PRICES.
THE ARTHUR PRESS. 1453 Arthur Ave.. LAKEWOOD.
Ohio. BRANCH OFFICE—C. M. Rush. Jr.. 855 S.
Broad St.. MOBILE. ALA. 6QF.
$5.00 NEW United States Aviators' leather Helmet with
Head-Phones and Microphone, coat (25. Pottage free.
Send at once, limited supply. Other Radio liargains.
WEIL'S CURIOSITY SHOP, 20 So. 2nd St.. PHILA
DELPHIA. Pa.
YES. SIREE—HAMS: We've got "em. Latest type lowloss tuner coils, with 6 interchangeable secondaries.
Range 12 to 220 meters, and ABSOLUTELY DO
OSCILLATE over entire range. THEY DO GRAB
THAT DX. With instructions, blueprints. Per Set.
14.00. a O. D. AMES RADIO SHOP. FRANCESVILLE, Ind.
FB NEWS for real Hams. We have the new rheostat
for the primary of your filament transformer. Handles
up to 600 watt transformer, made by Allen-Bradley, of
Bradleystat fame, price $6.60; we'd like to get $10.00
but honestly we sell 1000' of highest grade No. 12
enameled solid copper antenna wire for $6.00. Smaller
quantities 76 cents per 100', In 100. 600, or 1000 ft.
coils ; get some Sure Fire insulators to go with it, 20
inches of finest white glazed high tension porcelain for
$1.16, four or more $1.00 each ; Westinghouse $6.00
lightning switch $1.50; New Citizens' Call Book sent
prepaid for 60c; No. 16 double cotton covered wire
$.65 per pound; 60 watt sockets $2.25. new type all
porcelain 6 watt socket 66c, side and bottom contact,
very low capacity loss, fb for low loss receiver ; series
condensers, UC1831 variable $2.25, UC1015 fixed $2.00;
UC490 filter condensers $2.50, UC487 86c; Get several
LTC1O06 .002 mfd. 6000 volt condensers for grid, plate,
or by-pass at only $1.50, list price $7.00 ; sixteenth inch
99% pure aluminum 76 cents per sq. ft. ; lead 4 pounds
per sq. ft. 90 cents. UP-1368 power transformer $14.60,
UP-1016 power transformer $17.60; UP-1626 160 milliampere filter reactor $6.00. UP-1658 160 mill. $7.26,
UP-1654 S00 mill. $10.45; PX-1638 chopper and contact
brush $2.40 ; S. tubes $10.00 ; ECA hot wire meters, now
only $2.00; Jewell TC ammeters $10.80. AC voltmeters
$6.76, DC milliammeters $6.76, ask for free Jewell
catalog, transmitting inductance similar to RCA $8.70 ;
a card will bring our newest price list and our complete
HAM CATALOG. You can't afford to be without it
unless you have everything you want. (HI 1) E. F.
Johnson, 9ALD, Waseca, Minn.
600 Red and Black QSL cards $3.00. Cash with order.
Horace Hart, 309 Seneca Parkway, Rochester. N. Y.
SELL OR TRADE—Power transformer 1000 or 2000
volts output handles four fifties. Wanted power trans
former for fivers. What's ur offer I 8BJO, Pietzcker
Ave., Massilon, O.
ARRL MEMBERS ONLY. Write for full information
on A.R.R.L. pennants. Eric Robinson, Webster Groves,
Mo. 9ASX.
DROSTE'S DUE: "HUDSON DIVISION DIRECTOR
SHIP." (Paid adv.)
LOOK I An Esco Motor generator, 250 watt 1000 volts
DC Motor is wound for 110 volt 60 cycle; cost $130, sell
$73 express prepaid. Only used about a month, so is in
perfect condition. All inquiries answered. R. B.
Andrews, 329 No. 4th St.. Olean, N. Y.
WAVEMETERS ACCURATE Permanent 40-190 and
other ranges $12.00; calibrating 9AGL, 708 8th St..
Brookings, S. Dak.
MUST SELL AT ONCE TO PAY DEBT. Very cheap.
Complete transmitting and receiving station Io-Iosb
short and long wave tuners, tubes, a's and b's, charger,
fones, horn, meters, key, transformers microfone filter,
Murdoch antenna switch, aerial, counterpoise. Fine
cabinets, engraved scales on panels. Write for descrip
tion. Tanner, 1940 Lagonda, Springfield, 0.
CHEMICALLY PURE ALUMINUM % inch $1.80, 1/16
inch 90 cents ; sheet lead $.96 per sq. foot, postage paid.
Geo. Schulz, Calumet, Micb.

SELL—Thordarson transformer $8.00 ; Duck Navy type
coupler, $8.00; WD 12, $2.75; UV200, $2.76. all good
condition. New Crosley Trirdyn, $58.00 ; Postage extra.
Herbert Giffln. Gambier. O.
WESTERN ELECTRIC 622-W phonograph attachment
$5.50; also, three 88-A retard coils (intermediate fre
quency transformers for WE superheterodyne) $5.00
each ; all new and guaranteed. Allen Edstrom. 2309
South 60th Ave., Cicero, III.
ENVELOPES—100 good white envelopes with name and
address printed, 50c postpaid. Emblem or call in red
$.25 extra. Guy Sherman, Clinton, la.
SALE—DeForest Vernier Condenser, .001 mfd. dial
$5.00; Wireless Shop Condenser. .001 mfd. dial $4.00
UV202 $3.50; RCA Grid Leak 5000 ohms. $.75; 2
Brandes Superior fones $4.00 each ; Reinartz receiver.
160-896 meters. $18.00. 9BJI. Denver. Ohio.
25—200 Meter HAM Receiver as described in August
QST. Complete with 1 step and tubes. Best apparatus
included—all New. Hrd. over 8000 miles from Cali
fornia. England. France, etc. Only $30. 3BOV, S.
Strobel, 8923 N. 6th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
MOTOR GENERATOR—For sale, new Fmersun 500
volt, 200 watt, guaranteed; $60.00 takes it. 9BLG.
CHEAP—Detector one step with tubes, 2 variable con
densers, variocouplers. Somerville 0-15 voltmeter, 5 watter, 200 watt Acme transformer, key, sockets, change
over switch, choke, lightning switch, and loose coupler.
Write 8WY.
SELL 20 watt set, mounted, 3 meters. RCA equipment
Kenotron rectifiers, set ready to operate J125.00; Mar
coni type 106 tuner $80.00. J. L. Sandy, 4928 Washing
ton Blvd., Chicago, 111.
ALLEN BRADLEY RADIOSTATS for the primary of
filament transformers. Recommended by QST. $6.50.
9CLZ.
THE PERFORMANCE OF YOUR EDISON BATTERY
is a revelation when charged at a high rate. Special
Bulb Chargers, 20-30 ampere, Full-Wave, High Efficiency,
with Weston Meter. Can be used half-wave for low
rate, and "B" batteries up to 120 volts. Also, other
styles, for "A" and "B" batteries of any description.
Photographs and particulars. 8c ; stamps. Standard
type. 4. 6 and 12 volt "A" and up to 120 volt "B" bat
tery, $16.00, self-contained. Send for circular. Genuine
Western Electric 50-watt tubes. 211-A, Brand New,
$25.00. Only six left. A. R. Spartana, 615 N. Wash
ington St., Baltimore. Md.
COMPLETE 1 tube single circuit set. Louise Parrett.
Xenia. Ohio. Price $25.00.
6.550 MILE RECORD with ten watt set. 6PK complete
with two new five watters, new Advance "Sink", power
and filament transformers, mounted in cabinet. $75.00.
60C.
THE ONE REAL SHORT WAVE SET FOR YOU.
EMPLOYS OUR SPECIAL DESIGN "AIR FORM"
COILS. HAS BUT TWO TUNING CONTROLS GIV
ING EASE OF OPERATION. GETS DOWN ON THE
LOWER ONES. THE PRICE IS $45.00 WITH TWO
STAGE AUDIO AMP. SUCH HIGH EFFICIENCY IN
DESIGNS THAT ENABLED US TO COPY 6th DIS
TRICT STATIONS ON WEST COAST WITH ONE
TUBE AND NO ANTENNA IS USED IN THE ABOVE
RECEIVER DESIGNS. FOR "DOPE". QSO, ENSALL
RADIO LAB.. WARREN, O.
WAVEMETERS calibrated and designed, any wave band
from 2 meters to 1000, accuracy 1/10 of 1%. Prioes on
application. Morsemere Engineering Laboratories, Re
search, Grantwood, N. J.
FOR SALE—DX card and general radio printing busi
ness. Owner now at college and will make attractive
priee. Good profit. 9AVO, 230 Pierce St., West Lafay
ette, Indiana.
SALE—Timmons "B" Limlnator. New, $30.00 ; three
voltage taps. Raymond Ingraham, 406 North Fourth
St-. Clinton. la.

AMATEURS—10-20% discount on nationally advertised
apparatus. Tell us your needs. Fox Instrument Com
NEW GENERAL Electric % H.P. 110-220 volt 60 oycle
pany, 1666 Third Ave., New York.
1750 R.P.M. Single phase repulsion induction motors.
ALWAYS MENTION Q S I WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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These are late type continuous duty motors, all in
original boxes. Price $29.50; each f.o.b. Chicago, 25%
with order, balance C.O.D. Quantity limited. Queen
City Elec. Co., 1734 Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
RADIOLA V detector and 2 stages—audio and crystal
detector like new list complete $142.50 ; sell for $55.00 ;
less tubes and batteries ; but with 3000 ohm Frost
Phone. $5.00 deposit with express agent, balance
C. O. D. subject examination. Geo. Schulz, Calumet,
Mich.
ONE HUNDRED FREE CALL CARDS or cigarettes
with orders totaling fifteen hundred (not less than 100
to order). Monogram or Call Letter Cigarettes. Send
remittance and copy (plate if necessary) of card with
order. Solicit your friends. Prices two to four dollars
per hundred ; eighteen to thirty-five dollars per thousand.
Samples, twenty for twenty-five cents. 8BSR, L. F.
Strobel, 680 Yale St., Akron, O.
DON'T GUESS at that wave, OM. We calibrate wavemeters, and guarantee accuracy. Any type built-toorder. Write for prices. Ames Radio Shop, Francesville, Ind.
FOR SALE—200 watt ACME transformer $15.00.
Reinartz with detector, like new, $13.00 ; three tube
Cockaday broadcast receiver $33.00 ; Jefferson audio
transformer $2.50 ; Brand new Cardwell 11 plate low
loss, reg. $4.70, for only $3.00 ; all stuff guaranteed A-l
condition. R. Groebe, 338 El Mora Ave., Elizabeth, N. J.
(2AEY.)
CHICAGO HAMS—A.R.R.L. Emblem engraved on mem
bers' panels. 50c. Best Gorton machine engraving. Also
larger Emblems with call letters to hang in station.
Prompt service on original "50 watt bottle" call pins,
$2.00. A. L. Woody, 20 So. Wells St., Chicago.
TELEFUNKEN Power tubes 60 watt fll. 12 volts, 3
amperes, plate 1000-1500, 30 watt, 61. 10 volts, 2 amps,
plate 1000. New genuine R.C.A. apparatus. U. N. 530
and 533 ammeters, $3.00 ; Magnetic modulators U. T.
1857, $6.00; UT 1367, $7.50. Arthur Beyer, 106 Morningside Drive, New York City.
FOR SALE—Half kww. Acme spark transformer nine
dollars* 75 watt Acme plate filament transformer
mounted eight dollars, half inch spark coil two dollars.
Stuart Graham, Ionia, Mich.
A REAL Rheostat for a real Tube. An 8DDV 35 ohm
rheostat is the slickest on the market—bar none—and
sells for only SIXTY CENTS, post paid. Also' parts for
that transmitter. PROMPT DELIVERY. 8DDV Rens
selaer Falls, N. Y.
TRADE—Johnson motor wheel two cylinder with bicycle
for transmitting apparatus. W. M. Hansen, Jr., Niles,
Mich.
GREBE CR 13 New. First $45 takes it, or will trade
for 50 watt tubes. 1CAB.
SELL Grebe 8 guaranteed gud as new $30.00. Bob
Parsons, 1815 N. 55th St., Seattle, Wash.
SECOND HAND radio goods bought, sold and exchanged.
All goods tested and guaranteed, perfect condition.
What have you T What do you need ? Minnich-Seyse
Co., 460 Woodlawn Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
SELL—Thordarson 100 WRtt mounted plate transformer
$8.00. 3BPP.
FOR SALE—Three navy Receiving Sets; CN240, $50.00
each for 1000 to 10000 meter wave lengths, almost un
limited range. Cost Navy $475.00. A NO.l condition.
Detailed information on request. Milton Cone, Box
1558, Richmond, Va.
TUBE REPAIRS—HAMS ! Look—best prices ever. UV
200, $1.75; 201, 201A, 199 WD 12. $2.00; 202, $3.50.
Service and satisfaction guaranteed ; include postage.
SBOV, S. Strobel, 3928 N. 6th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
FOR SALE—VT-2, new, $5.00; .0005 Coto-coil variable,
$3.50. 1AWY.
ANYTHING FOR ANY SIZE TRANSMITTER. ANY
THING, ANYTHING, SUDDEN SERVICE. 9CJU, 675
Knox Court, Denver.

TEN WATT ACCW, panel mounted, complete with one
new five watter and transformers. 1,250 miles con
sistently. $28.50. 50C.
YOU HUDSON DIVISION MEN: "DROSTE FOR
DIRECTOR." (Paid adv.)
MOTOR GENERATORS—New Rob. & Myers 500 volts
150 watts with 110 volt A.C. motordrive $36.00.
Generators without motors $25.00 ; motors and generators
repaired and rewound 1 year's guarantee. MORTON
ELECTRIC CO.. 4832 Rice St., Chicago, 111.
GENUINE SILICON Transformer steel cut to order 25
cents lb. 10 lbs. and over, 4 cubic inches, weight 1 lb.
postage extra. Geo. Schulz, Calumet, Mich.
INTRODUCING the new Electric Welding Pencils.
Operate from your storage battery. Uses current (2
amps per hour) only when actually touching the article
to be soldered. Special introductory price $1.65. George
Voigt, 56 Maiden Lane, Maspeth, N. Y. Dept. N.
FOR SALE—8KW Dclco Light plant without batteries.
Has only been used about 9 months and is in fine condi
tion. $200.00 takes it. W. G. Mulks, Whitewater.
Wise.
MUST SELL twenty watt CW and tone set immediately.
9CFL.
SELL OR TRADE—UV-206 one KW tube; want a
250. 8UE.
GREBE 13 IN PERFECT MECHANICAL & ELEC
TRICAL CONDITION. EXCELLENT CONDITION
ALL-AROUND.
$46.00 POSTPAID.
BERNARD
STOTT, 60 PALLISTER AVE., DETROIT. MICH.
LOW LOSS COILS made to order; state maximum
capacity of your tuning condenser and maximum wave
length desired, coil will be wound to suit. Fine for
wavemeters. One dollar. D. S. Basim, 541 Tennessee
Ave., N.E., Washington, D. C.
$10000 WORTH of Radio Transmitting, Receiving Sets,
and Parts, bought from U. S. Government Aircraft De
partment. We sell at reduced rates. Send 2c stamp
for list and prices. Mail Orders Answered. WEIL'S
CURIOSITY SHOP, 20 South 2nd St., Phila., Pa.
SUPERHET transformers. UV1716's $4.50; 1714's
$2.60 ; EIS Model C7 Antenna inductance $3.00 ; Model
K Antenna Adapter $15. Mounted HC Coils 200, 300.
600, 750, 1250, 1500, $1.60 each ; other bargains. R.
Barrows Columbia Road, Portland, Me.
WANT No. 2 Omnigraph cash or trade u.p. thirteen
sixty eight transformer. Sell Grebe CR8. Thirty-five
dollars. Rhodes ; Butler, Mo.
SELL OR SWAP, for Navy receiver, Paragon ten watt
CW set. W. Simpson, 886 Union St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
A NEW MURAD MA 16 six tube receiver for $150.00:
regular price $180.00 ; guaranteed good condition or your
money back. With loop aerial $158.00. The above price
is without accessories. Money order or COD. 10% for
cash on Standard Radio Apparatus. Amateur Radio
Supply Shop, 626 Park Ave., Kent, O.
WHY Should Amateurs not make money selling radio
supplies ? Write quick for our new catalogue and dis
count sheet. New 5 watt bottles type 202 at $3.00. Ask
for price on anything else in transmission parts. The
Radio Club. Inc.. LaPorte, Ind. WRAF-9-10.
FOR QUICK SALE—One 10 watt CW and phone set
complete with exception of meters. Kenotron rectifica
tion $50.00. Alban Michel, 8WC, 116 Benson St., Read
ing, Ohio.
100 WATT transmitter with tubes, rectifiers, trans
former, meters, $85. Low loss and two step with tubes
$28. table talker $5.00. 8CGI.
THE "HAM" LAB., THAT IS COMING TO THE
FRONT WITH REAL AMATEUR DESIGNING AND
BUILDING. ENSALL RADIO LAB.. E. R. L.

GREBE 13, new, $50.00 ; also 4 Edison cells $10.00 : and
WANTED—20 watt CW transmitter cheap; send photo 525 volt m.g. $35.00 ; please send money order. A. E.
Flemming, 2813 Brooklyn Ave., Detroit, Mich. 8UI.
if possible. Jack Oehler, Millis, Mass.
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ANTENNA EFFICIENCY. Use Dry-Gap insulator- and
lightning arresters to keep your aerial constant in all
kinds of weather. The only insulator and lightning
arrester that has been developed for radio that has a
weather cap. They are on the job after the Open-End
insulator has brokon down in wet weather. They are
moulded from black bakelite with a glazed finish. SI.25
each. Check or money order. The Antenna Insulator
Co.. 15 Bagley St., Pawtucket. R. I.
"TYPE A" Edison elements, drilled, separators in
cluded, pair 5c- Monroe Martin, 3EO, Annville, Pa.
BARGAIN—Reinartz one tube set in mahogany cabinet.
Parts cost $26.00: sell for $12.00; perfect condition. I
will pay postage anywhere. Winston Phelps, 66 Cottage
PI.. Ridgewood. N. J.
HUDSON DIVISION MEN: YOUR VOTE WILL PUT
DROSTE (2) IN. (Paid adv.)
HAVE SET of three Bremer Tully air core trans
formers with 23 plate Bremer Tully condensers for
Neutrodyne, also 2 Fada Neutrodons. This is practically
new goods. Want RCA UL 1008 Oscillation trans
former or filament transformer. Amos Reaves, P. O.
Box 18. Prosper, Tex.
SELLING CHEAP. CW transmitter, panel mounted,
four Jewel] meters. Hartley: Coppcrtubing inductance
all radion mounted, four "S" tubes; two UV 203's. Acme
filament. Acme plate transformers. Brute force filter
four mfds RCA cond. with Acme 80 henry SOO mills
choke, key, bakelite mounted antenna switch, has worked
F8ab. G2od. WEST coast, etc. City fans invited to In
spect, also Paragon RA 10 Det2Step. tubes low loss low
wave tuner with Hammarlund cond. one step. "A" bat
tery motor generator mounted. 110AC to 5-8 Amps DC,
new. Act quick, need cash. Radio 2JD, 171 Norfolk
Sir.. Manhattan Beach, N. Y. City.
BAKELITE STRIPS—for sub panels and antenna in
sulation to 5" wide any length 3/16 inches thick 100
square inches $1.25 prepaid. Geo. Schulz, Calumet.
Mich.
•
HAMS! LEARN ESPERANTO! "Green Stir" com
bination, clothbound Esperanto grammar and double
dictionary with detailed instructions in letter of quick
method home or group study, with helpful examination
later. $2.00. I will use the above grammar in broad
casting lessons from WBBR this winter. James Denson
Sayers, Box 223, City Hall Station. New York.
1/4 KW COMPLETE spark transmitter. Best condition
with high speed and pitch rotary spark gap. Cost
$55.00. Sell $25.00. 3BOV.
SEE PAGE 45. July QST. This tuner or condensers for
sale. Bare cost of parts $71.87. Offer? Also three
transformers UV 1716. new.
FOR SALE OR SWAP—1 Clapp Eastham 1/2 KW
transformer ; 1 Murdock O-cillation transformer. 1
Dubiiier condenser (transmitting) ; 1 rotary gap Grebe
type : 1 Sterling Battery charger : 1 fifteen dial Omnipraph with Buzzer and key ; 1 Bakelite Panel 18 x 24 x
7/16 : 3 22 V. Westinghouse Storage Batteries. 1 Shaw
2,£ horse power Gas motor. Write Henry Tisseraut.
Church St.. Aqueduct. Long Island.
FOR SALE—Western Elec. loud speaking outfit No.
10 A. good condition, $100.00. J. M. Abbott, Wapinitia.
. Oregon.
SELL—Special Acme 30 henry filter choke—rated at
600 mills but carries 800 easily. $22.00; RCA chopper
wheel with Universal motor, $9.00 ; RCA transmitting
variable UC 1831. $3.00; Acme Vnriable Ratio Audio
Transformer-Range 1-1 to 15-1. $4.50 ; Genuine Audiotron with adaptor. $4.00: 4-U.V.201 "A's" (new) at
$3.00. Federal No. 66 Audio Transformer, $4.00 : Pair
Como Push Pull transformers. $8.00 ; W. E. Desk Tele
phone Stand, $6.00: UV 203 (new). $20.00; Wtmt svnc
rectifier. UV 203-A's. 1CPV, 33 Emerson St.. New
Haven. Conn.
MOTOR GENERATOR BARGAINS— G. E. motor 220
volt 60 cycles 3 phase 1750 R.P.M. generator 400 volt
150 watts ring oiled. $35.00 ; Esco motor 220 volt direct
current generator 500 volts 200 watts, $35.00. Esco
Motor 220 volt 60 cycles single phase A.C. generator
500 volt 200 watts. $50.00 ; 1000 volt 300 watt connected
to 60 cycle 110 volt A.C. motor $80.00; 750 volt 200 watt
3400 RPM generator ring oiled, onlv $30.00; also others.
Queen City Elec. Co.. 1734 West Grand Ave.. Chicago,
111.

FIVE WATT TYPE 202 transmitting tubes brand new
and guaranteed $4.00. Smith Radio Co., Locust St.,
Fayetteville, Ark.
2ADH WILL SELL his 600 watt Acme Power Trans
former for first money order for twenty-two salmon.
QRP.
2 STAGE AUDIO Frequency amplifier in cabinet. Fila
ment control jacks, $20.00, 2-stage A.F. amplifier with
power transformer, $20.00. Acme 300 watt power trans
former, $20.00. Paul Shumacker. 22 Harrison St., Pull
man, Wash.
WANTED—Synchronous rotary gap or Benwood en
closed rotary with motor Dubiiier .007 condenser 25000
volt Packard factory mounted 1 KW transformer. Rufus
M. Robbins, Box 77, West Palm Beach, Florida.
NATROMETER for Sale—fair condition. Complete
with phone. Price $5.00. L. Totten, Aberdeen Proving
Grounds, Md.
TREAT 'EM ROUGH! THEY LIKE IT! YOU'LL al
ways have a "B" battery if you build an Edison. Large
size first class elements, wired with pure nickel wire,
electrically welded connections, .07-% per pair, sample
.10; Sample 2500 mil-amp transmitter cell, .15; rubber
separators. % cent; pure nickel wire No. 20, .01-% per
ft. 225 and 300 amp. hour cells. Everything prepaid
except cells. A. Chapelle, Woodburn, Ore.
SELL—Cash or trade Croft 8 volume library electricity,
like new. H. M. Lowrie. 9AYQ, Osakis, Minn.
GREAT REVIVAL! Audio transformer revived. Your
burnt out transformer brought back to normal activity.
The charge is only $1.50. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. Standard makes only. The Radio Rer arch Laboratories, Box 507, New Bedford. Mass.
SELL—Paragon RA-10. Thirty-five dollars or best offer
takes it. Wm. Loeffler, 51 Woodland St., Lawrence.
Mass.
A FEW NEW PERFECT W. E. 216 A's at $4.45. R.
Breunig, 2252 Roscoe St., Chicago.
MOTOR GENERATORS—Robbins Myers 500 volt 100
watt $45. 8BUK.
EDGEWISE WOUND copper ribbon the only really
satisfactory antenna inductance 5/16 inch wide, 4 inch
diameter 12 cents, 5 inch diameter 13 cents, 6 inch
diameter 16 cents, 7% inch diameter 18 cents per turn
prepaid
Calumet. any
Mich.number turns in• one piece. Geo. Schulz,
CARDWELL LO-LOSS .00025 $3.85. CARDWELL
.0005 $4.65. JEWELL 0-500 MILLIAMMETER $6.96,
JEWELL 0-15 AC-VOLTMETER $6.95, "S" TUBES
NEW TYPE PAIR $20.00. "S" TUBE SOCKETS PAIR
$2.50. Acme 1.5 Henry choke, $4.25, Hines 600 watt
power-filament transformer $12.00. JAMES R. CURTIS,
5AQC, 1109 Eighth Ave., Ft. Worth. Tex.
RAMSEY'S RADIO REVISED—Price $2.00 postpaid.
For review of second edition see July QST page 63.
Eighty-four experiments, mimeographed. Note enlarged
book brought to date. University Book Store. Bloomington, Ind.
IVORY RADIO PANEL—Grained white "IVORYLITE"
makes most beautiful set of all. Guaranteed satisfac
tory. Any size 3/16" thick sent prepaid 3c per square
inch. Sample free. E. P. Halton, Dept. T. 814 Main
St.. Fort Worth. Texas.
200-20,000 METER receiver including radiotron $25.00 ;
two step amplifier $18.00. Smith. 4416 Market. Phila
delphia, Pa.
TRANSMITTING AMATEURS Attention—Don't leave
those costly tubes and meters lying around to be broken.
Mount your transmitter on panel. Looks better, works
better. QST says so. It's easy to cut those peep and
meter holes with my panel tool. Cuts smooth hole one
to five inches in diameter, only $2.50 postpaid or C.O.D.
Homer H. Malcomb, Whitewater, Wise, 9EKH.
PUREST VIRGIN Aluminum for sale. Particulars upon
request. 2EM.
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THE MARK TO KNOW IN AMATEUR RADIO.
TRANSMITTING OR RECEIVING. E. R. L.
NEXT NOVEMBER: "DROSTE FOR DIRECTOR',
Hudson Division, (pd. adv.)
WILL SELL 10 watt transmitter at 8BJT, complete
with 500 Volt Esco. Write for description and price.
R. J. Mumaw, 701 Walnut Ave., Scottdale, Pa.
THE FIRST TWO checks for $16.00 takes my two ClappEastham HR receivers, in fine condition. W. G. MULKS.
Whitewater, Wise.
PYREX INSULATORS, the best that money can buy,
39c, Apco Chargers, 7% Ampere rate $14.98; Acme
CW inductances $6.75 ; Cunningham and R. C. A. tubes
$3.40 ; C302-S6.05 ; a few Amrad "S" tubes left at our
unusually low price, $8.00 ; Everything new and guararanteed. George Voigt. 56 Maiden Lane, Maspeth, N.
Y., Dept. N.
MAGNET WIRE ALL KINDS AND SIZES Nr. 10
DCC 50c lb., add 2c lb. for each size up to Nr. 20, 100
ft. No. 12 enameled aerial wire 85c ; best grade Silicon
Transformer Steel cut to size 22c lb. ; special japanned
radio frequency transformer steel cut to size 45c lb.
Cash with order. MORTON ELECTRIC CO.. 4832
Rice St., Chicago, HI.
EDISON BATTERY SUPPLIES. LARGEST SIZE
TYPE A ELEMENTS 4c A PAIR, 6c DRILLED, 8c
WIRED IN PAIRS. PURE NICKEL WIRE lc A FOOT.
PERFORATED RUBBER SEPARATORS %c EACH.
TEST TUBES %x6", 8c, 1x6", 4c. ENOUGH DRY
CHEMICALS FOR 6 POUNDS OF EDISON SOLU
TION, 75c, ALL ARTICLES POSTPAID. BERNARD
STOTT, 60 PALLISTER AVE., DETROIT, MICH.
RADIO CORP TRANSMITTING MATERIAL. BRANL
NEW in original cases. UC1803 .000025 mfd. antenna
series condenser, $ .75 ; UC1806 .002 mfd. mica aondenser,
$1.50 ; UC1846 double tank circuit condenser double
$1 ; UC1866 filament bypass condenser, double $1 ;
UC1878 Alter trap condenser, .06 mfd., $1. UC1016
tapped antenna series condenser, $2. ; UM530 2% amp.
hotwire ammeter, $1.50 ; UM533 6 amp. hotwire am
meter, $2.00 ; UM576 0-600 milliammeter, $6.00 ; UM678
0-600 DC voltmeter, $8.50; UC487 Mmfd. 750 volt filter
condenser, $ .76 ; UP1016 760 watt transformer for UV
203's, $16.00; UP1868 826 watt transformer for UV
202's, $10.00: UP1626 25 henry chokes, $6.60; UP1627
40 henry chokes, $8. UP1653 30 henry chokes. $7 ; UP1664
50 henry chokes, $9. ; UT1648 1 amp. magnetic modu
lators, $ .50 ; UT1857 8V4 amp. magnetic modulators,
$ .75 ; UT1367 5 amp. magnetic modulators, $1 ; PX1688
chopper wheel and brush $1.60. W. M. Derrick, 68
North 6th St., Newark, N. J.
TRANSMITTING TUBES: all sizes, new and guaranteed
hard. Prices reasonable. Kenotrons rectifying up to
14,000 volts. Special Bale UV-204A tubes. 500 cycle
generators and transformers. 1500 volt—500 watt G. E.
self excited generators, new $45. We have been supply
ing most the larger DX stations with tubes for several
years. Get our prices. J. K. Hewitt & Co., 252 Neptune
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 2RK—2FP.
80—360 V DC Westinghouse dynamotors $12.00 ; Few
new type General Electric 50 watters. Dope on request.
2BYJ.
GREBE CR8 RORK 2 stage amplifiers like new, fifty
dollars. Howard Eldredge, Sharon Springs, N. Y.
A Zenith regenerator with detector and two step to
match ; bdth units $60.00. W. E. Van Valkenburg, 1005
So. 17th St., Fort Dodge, la.
FOR SALE—2000 volt 1600 watt 1750 R. P. M. double
commutator motor generator set motor end A. C. 60
cycle $200.00. Also 2000 volt 1000 watt 1760 R. P. M.
motor generator. Motor 110 volt direct current, $125.00.
Queen City Electric Co., 1784 W. Grand Ave., Chicago,
GREBE CR-5 and Grebe 2 step, good as new, $60.00 :
John Dungan, Exeter, Cai.
FOR SALE—Acme 300 watt CW transformer $13.00 ;
Omnigraph mounted with buzzer, key, induction coil,
phone, 15 dials, $16.00 ; 9AFU. RobbinB Foster, 909
Hayes Ave., Racine, Wise.
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SEND me your burned out or broken Power tubes—50
watt or over. Will pay liberally. W. Baker, 36 W.
20th St., New York City.
IN CHECKING STOCK we found one 10-watt ParagonRadio Telephone No. 2-5-U. Never used. First $30.00
check gets it with one 6 watt tube never used. Tresco
Sales, Inc., Davenport, la.
SUPER-HET Parts: W. E. 3-88A Retard Coils, 1-222 A
Input Coils, 2-12,000 ohm resistors, 1-60,000 ohm resistor,
entire lot thirty dollars; Grebe RORN Thirty Dollars:
Zenith 4R Receiver Fifty Dollars 8 new UV 1716 RCA
transformers Twenty Dollars. Either lot sent prepaid
on receipt of M.O. or certified check. J. J. Novak, 4031
So. Campbell Ave., Chicago, 111.
WILL SELL NEW GREBE SETS in original packing
cases, CR-18 $85.50; CR-8, $65.00; will ship C.O.D. sub
ject to inspection. C. L. Tatom, 301 Marshall St., San
Antonio, Tex.
MAKE YOUR NEUT REACH OUT—Same panel, same
layout, fewer parts. Our $5.00 Kit includes the one
different part, 22 feet real gold sheathed wire. litho
graphed print of Kladag Coast to Coast Circuit, and
complete, simple instructions. Nothing else to buy.
Gives selectivity with deep, resonant volume. NOT
obtainable elsewhere. We originated this and can
name scores of buyers it has delighted. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Details 10c. Kit prepaid anywhere $5.00.
New 48 page catalog, thousands of items, many exclu
sive for stamp. We accept postage stamps same as
cash. KLADAG RADIO LABORATORIES. Kent. O.
TELEGRAPHY—Morse and Wireless—taught at home
in half usual time and at trifling cost. Omnigraph
Automatic Transmitter will send, on Sounder or Buzzer,
unlimited messages, any speed, just as expert operator
would. Adopted by U. S. Govt, and used by leading
Universities, Colleges, Technical and Telegraph Schools
throughout U. S. Catalog free. Omnigraph Mfg. Co.,
16M Hudson St., New York.
FOR SALE—Oldest established and best located going
electrical contractor-dealer and radio business in city of
40,000. Reasons for selling, wholesale interests. Write:
Muskogee Electric Shop, Muskogee, Okla.
AMATEURS! SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE LIST OF
EXTRA SPECIAL BARGAINS IN STANDARD
TRANSMITTING PARTS.
AMERICAN SALES
AGENCY, 88 Park Row, N. Y.
158 GENUINE Foreign Stamps. Mexico War Issues.
Venezuela, Salvador and India Service Guatemala.
China, etc., only 5c. Finest approval sheets 60 to 60%.
Agents wanted. Big 72p. Lists Free. We Buy StampsEstablished 20 years. Hussman Stamps Co., Dept. 151.
St. Louis, Mo.
HAMS—Get our samples and prices on printed call
cards made to order AS YOU WANT THEM. Radio
grams 25 cents per 100. Hinds A Edgarton, 19 S. Welb
St..
— - Chicago, —.HI.
_ r -_ . — ~
—t=—- - ■ —— —
Q R A SECTION
50c straight, with copy in following form
only: CALL — NAME — ADDRESS. Any
other form takes regular HAM-AD rate*.
FMH—J. Federico Mejia, 14a Avenida Norte No. 21, San
Salvador, rep. of Salvador, Central America.
1AEU—G. E. Morgan, 44 Summer St., Dover, N. H.
1AYX—Benson Chase, Box 111, Nantucket, Mass.
1CAK-1ZD-1XAX—John M. Wells, 40 Main St., Southbridge,
1GV-1ZAB—H. H. Tilley, Woolworth Bldg.. Providence.
R. I.
2AEO—Peter Testan, Jr., 2128 Troy Ave.. Brooklvn.
N. Y.
2EF—Reassigned to H. W. Bryan, 402 Ocean Ave..
Brooklyn. N. Y.
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3DU—Henry O. Redue, Jr., 728 Reservoir St.. Baltimore.
Md.
4UC—D. B. Whittemore (ex 2CUZ), 925 Grandvlew Ave..
Seabreeze. Fla.
4X1—Geo. W. Clark. Jr.. 1459 Riverside Ave.. Jackson
ville. Fla.
5AQN—Harry L. Frese, 1614 Louisiana St., Little Rock.
Ark.
5WX-A. J. Arnold, 1107 6th Ave.. Canyon. Tex.
6BCN—Robert Mcllvecn, Box 325. Portola, Calif.
6BMW—C. J. Camp, Slg Hawthorne Ave., Palo Alto.
Calif.
6CZ—Raleigh W. Whlston, 1808 Buckingham Rd., Los
Angeles, Calif.
8BYR—John Cowen. 821 Philadelphia Ave.. West.
Detroit, Mich.
8DBG—Wm. R. Bell. Jr.. 6218 Fifth Ave.. East Liberty,
Pa.
8HC—East End Y. M. C. A., 205S E. 105th St., Cleve
land, O.
9BIM—Walter B. Roe. 5811 Lakewood Ave.. Chicago.
III.
OBIQ ex 9DEK—William N. Short. 301 Franklin St..
North Judson. Ind.
SBJZ—V. W. and J. C. Lotter. Seymour, Wis.
9BM—E. F. Horn, 2017 Hudson St., Denver, Colorado.
9ZB-9DJB—R. W. Groendycke. 8808 Wyoming St..
Kansas City, Mo.

CARDWELL
The Original Low Loss
Rotor Grounded Condenser

Hay safe—
\SayCardweW
Cardwell is the original Low Loss, rotor ground
ed condenser. It fa a significant fact that of all
the various... kinds
on the
..... of- radio
...(In* apparatus
appi
market tc
to-day the CARDWELL CONDENSER
is the ONLY
o>
unit which is recognized
1 ennized by
and technical Editors of National
gineers an
inence as the ONE best.
A Post Card Brings you an
Education on Condensers.
Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp.
81 Prospect St.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

National Electric
Less QRM
More DX
No More
"Break-Downs"

No 1. 1.000 V. DC Service, per
2.S mSi. condenser . . . $7.00
No. 2. 2.000 V. DC Sorties per
2. mfd. conden.er . . . $8.00
Order direct by letter or ate the coop

TRANSMISSION CONDENSERS
For Radio Filter Circuits
Are you tired of "break-downs"? Here is a «>* couponspecial, high-dielectric, low-loss condenser that^«> National
will end your troubles. Under tests at double f piectric
their exceed
rated voltage,
their phase means
angle does
,
_
not
20 minutes—which
a * »-oncien»er
«_o.,
loss of not over i of 1%- -or an em- -*» New Haven, Conn.
to be J>
ciency so close to 100%
Gentlemen : ShiShip
negligible. With National Electric 4
C. O. D. the following
Condensers you send out less
QRM and gain the good will of S
.No. 1 Condensevery BCL around you. And S
you get more DX because
ers at $7 each.
a properly designed fil- S
.No. 2 Condensers
at $8 each.
ter circuit gives a
clearer, more un- #*
derstandable note.^#*
National Electric^**
Condenser
e»
Company ^
New Haven,*'
Conn.
Write your name and address plainly in space above.
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Storage
Radio Batteries
-they last longer

No. 763
No. 766

Eveready Radio Batteries for every radio use
Each one supremely economical and efficient for the use for
which it is designed—each one made under the supervision
of the world's greatest electro-chemical battery laboratory
Eveready "B" Batteries
There are Eveready Bat
teries for portable sets where
small size and light weight are
more important than long life.
There are Eveready medium
size batteries that come be
tween the small and the
large sizes. There are Ever
eady large size "B" Batteries
that afford maximum economy
and reliability of service when
used with average one, two,
three or four tube sets. And
now there is a newer Ever
eady heavy duty, extra large
size "B" Battery that gives
similar economy to owners of
multi-tube heavy drain receiv
BUY

126

ing sets and power amplifiers.
For maximum "B" Battery
economy, buy Evereadys,
choosing the large sizes (Nos.
766, 767, 772) for average
home sets, and the heavy duty,
extra large (No. 770) for
multi-tube heavy drain receiv
ing sets and power amplifiers.
For portable sets choose the
Eveready No. 764 medium
size, unless space is very lim
ited, in which case choose the
Eveready No. 763 small size
"B" Battery.

at \y2, 3 and 4yZ volts. May
also be used as an "A" Battery
in portable sets.

Eveready "A" Batteries
Eveready offers you "A" Bat
teries for all tubes, both stor
age and dry cell. For storage
battery tubes, use the Ever
eady Storage "A." For dry
cell tubes, use the Eveready
Dry Cell Radio "A" Battery,
especially built for radio use.
Manufactured and guaranteed by
NATIONAL CARBON CO., Inc.
Headquarters lor
Radio Battery Information
Eveready " C" Battery
New York
San Francisco
Eveready makes a long-lasting Canadian National Carbon Co.,
"C" Battery with terminals
Toronto, Ontario
THEM FROM YOUR DEALER
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The Bradkydenser
PERFECT VARIABLE CONDENSER
Brass Plates— Grounded Rotor—Low Loss
PERFECTION to the last detail! Even the unique bearing of the new Bradleydenser is a marked improvement over the older types. The rugged brass plates,
the grounded rotor construction,and the newdetachable dust shield are other de
tails that serve to increase the high-frequency efficiency of the Bradleydenser.
Exhaustive laboratory tests reveal exceptional improvements in efficiency. In fact,
the Bradleydenser sets a new low record for losses. It tunes the weakest oscilla
tions with the least energy loss,and,therefore,increases the range of any set. There
are many other new and striking features of the Bradleydenser. Our new litera
ture explains them, fully. Send for our latest bulletin today.
Standard Capacities
0.00025 M-F . . $4.50
0.0005 M-F . . 5.00
0.001 M-F . . 6.00
Furnished without vernier
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Electric Controlling Apparatus
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Standard Carton
The Bradleydenser is sold in
diewell-knownAllen-Bradley
checkered box by all lead
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Traffic

Department
F. H. Schnell, Traffic Manager
1045 Main St, Hartford Conn.
Uish

While our many traffic handling stations
are squaring around to the use of short
waves, our message traffic is at a standstill.
This is only natural, because we are start
ing out in a brand new field—it is just
like breaking into amateur radio, this short
wave work. Instead of jumping right in
for traffic, we have to go back to the old
stuff of "QSA? QSB? QRH?" etc. Remem
ber in the old days how we used to get
our set perking a little bit and the first
things we used to say was, "how is my
spark? are my signals loud?" etc. Well,
we have to go through that same process
before we can hit the ball on traffic. Noth
ing we can do will prevent that, it is the
routine of amateur radio; there is a cer
tain way of getting down to things more
business-like and this testing is one of
them. However, we might try cutting down
the time limit in order to get to things
more valuable to us amateurs and we sug
gest more attention to traffic.
A complete list, alphabetically by call, of
every Official Relay Station has been mailed
to each O. R. S. Additions or cancellations
will be mailed regularly so the list can
be kept up to date. This is one of the
moves to expedite message traffic and we
won't have to guess or wonder how fast a
message is moving to its destination. At
the present time, we have about 850 0. R.
S., but we have loads of room for hundreds
more—write to your Division Manager and
file your application for an appointment.
The biggest tests of the value of short
waves and the distances that may be cov
ered in daylight will come with the Day
light Transcons, which details have been
covered elsewhere in this issue. We must
have a big turn-out for the tests as we
will need every short wave station operat
ing in the band between 75 and 80 meters.
We want more short wave observers for
tests conducted by NKF and other govern
ment branches. Just send your card in to
the Traffic Manager and we will take care
of the rest.
A number of changes have been made
in the personnel of the Traffic Department
and we call your attention to the names of

the Division Managers and Assistant Di
vision Managers appearing in the front
part of this issue of QST. Notice the
changes in the Atlantic Division, and
the men who are making the new Hudson
Division go.
OFFICAL A. R. R. L. BROADCAST
MESSAGES are transmitted every Satur
day and Sunday night at 8:00 P. M. on
75 to 80 meters and at 10:30 P. M. on 150
to 200 meters. Listen for these broadcasts
if you want to keep posted on the latest
schedules from European amateurs this
winter.
ATLANTIC DIVISION
C. H. Stewart. Mgr.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA—Activity in the Dis
trict ia about as has existed during the last few
months. Practically all the active stations are def
initely down on waves below 100 meters which un
doubtedly proves the popularity of the shorter waves.
3BE. the best equipped station by far in the District,
is entirely occupied with experimental work. 3BSB,
with a 50 watt tube, is consistently heard on 75
meters. 8BWT continues to be the chief traffic
handler and has several operators at its disposal. 8JJ
of old time fame, will probably not be heard for
some time except as operator at 8BE.
Traffic: 8BWT, 29; 8BPP. 11; 3BSB, 15; 3HS. 10.
MARYLAND—Baltimore stations are rapidly get
ting in line for the season. As yet, only a few have
availed themselves of the opportunity of working on
low waves. 8AJD has worked the coast on 80 meters.
3LL is also doing excellent work on this wave. 8LG
is back on the job with the same old punch. He
will undoubtedly uphold his record as Baltimore's
star station this season. 3AOJ and 8CDU are using
fifties now, and doing FB DX. SCGC, 8DU, and 8BU
are doing good work. SWF, 3MF and 3DQ are again
on the job and kicking out FB. 3APT is installing
150 watts and should do fine DX. 8PH, 8FB and
3SF are doing their usual good work. SKU hopes
to be back on the air soon. 3APV handled only 20
this month and is working plenty of DX with the
5 watter.
Traffic: 3CGC, 28; 8DU, 17 ; 8LL, 12; 8HG. 8;
3SG. 82.
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA—Quite a few de
linquents came through this month, most all stations
being busy with the lower waves. 8QV is back after
an extensive tour of the New England states. 3HH's
signals penetrated Hawaiian shores. 3ADP is on 78
meters. 3YO is busy tuning up for the short waves.
3CJN has been heard in England, France, Germany
and Italy. 3MQ and 8TP are bis boosters. Mr. E.
T. Denton signs "ED" at 3AUV. Heavy traffic is
expected from 3CHG's 250 watter. 8ZO landed their
wigs 30 miles from Hamburg, Germany. Wilkes
Barre stations please note new C. M. ; Mr. J. W.
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Eckenrode, 117 Park Ave., Wilkes Barre, Pa. 8BFE
and 8EU continue to report for Williamsport.
Traffic : 8QV, 4 ; 3ZM, 11 ; 8ADP, 24 ; SBNU, 47 :
8CHX. 87; 8CJN, 85; 8MQ, 27; 8TP, 9; SUE, 2;
8AUV, 47; 8CHG, 85; 8Z0, 70; 3BVA, 84; 8BFE,
8 ; 3 BTU, 16 ; 8FS, 15 ; 8EU, 2.
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA—If you were to
take a trip to every amateur station in Pittsburgh,
you would see many low wave receiving sets under
construction and many new coupled transmitters
tuned to 75 meters awaiting the Radio Inspector's
permit to operate. This is indeed worth considera
tion, for with no quiet hours and the way DX
comes in on the low waves more traffic is predicted
passing through Pittsburgh in the future than ever
before. 8AIG has rebuilt his set and expects to
handle more traffic next month. 8JQ is a close sec
ond, but he failed to give any dope about his activ
ities this month. 8BHJ can be heard nightly working
DX Btations. 8BHJ is QSO south after much trouble
and he has arranged a schedule with 40A. 8SF
with two operators at the new Btation is doing
splendidly.
Dist. No. 9: 8CGF reports 7 msgs handled to the
14th. He is now using a 10 watt set. 8BJT complains of QRM from his printing business but still
managed to handle 27 msgs on the side. 8CEO turns
in a report for not only his own station but for the
entire Allegheny Valley. 8CEO is using coupled
Hartley and handled 21 msgs in one evening. 8BJI,
once op at 8CEO, made us a visit for a few days.
He will soon be on the air with a 100 watt set. 8AAG
Btill off the air. The mighty 8BZC is reported to
have quit the game. 8AGQ, the station at the Oakmont High School has been on more regularly since
the opening of school. 8CKM is rebuilding his set.
6CNW visited Detroit recently and came back with
several new ideas. 8BCT has sold out on account
of QRM from school work. 8CEO and 8AGQ are
prepared to test tubes since they have acquired a
Jfwell test set. 8DL reports "0" for traffic. 8CDC
is to attend the Tome School at Port Deposit, Md.,
this year. 8QD, 8LW, 8JW, 8BW, 8CIX, 8BXQ,
are still in the ring but due to the recent return of
the D. S. the cards did not get out in time. 8VE,
8ZAH can be heard nearly every evening between 7
and 10, E. S. T. on 75-80 meters. 8ZD has been on
regularly with two 60 watters self-rectified on 78
meters and gets out well with the single wire aerial.
This is the A. D. M's station and he would like to
get in touch with all D. S. and C. M. by the air
route if possible.
Dist. No. 10: 8ADS and 8BYI have not been on
the air the last month on account of QRM from
burned out fifties. EX-8BMP is out in California
visiting some six stations. 8CCK just returned from
an auto trip to Canada. 8KQ says he will be on the
air and QRV for traffic. 8BRB has got back from
Chicago and is moving a few messages. 8CEJ has a
lower total this month than formerly, but he has
been busy rebuilding his station. 8CVX will not
be on the air for some time since he is getting down
on the lower waves. 8AGO-8XAQ has been spending
most of his time and money building low wave
receivers. His transmitter on 78 meters gets out as
good and maybe better than on 150 meters. 8CEI has
been doing very good work on 76 meters. He is
now experimenting on 40 meters with favorable
results.
Dist. No. 12 : 8CQL has gone down to short waves
and finds them very FB. 8CXS is still on 196 and
says he gets out OK. 8CWW just got going on short
waves and works better DX than on the higher
waves.
Traffic: 8AEY, 26; 8DAH, 16; 8DIZ, 6; 8AIG, 42;
BJQ. 40: 8BHJ, 20; 8SF. 18; 8CEJ. 18; 8CVX, 18;
8AGO, 11; 8CEI, 7; 8CGF, 7; RBJT, 27; 8CEO, 21;
8ZAH. 2; 8JW, 19; 8CCK, 8; 8BRB, 15; 8CON, 46;
8CXS, 8; 8CQL, 12; 8CWW, 4.
NEW JERSEY—Dist. No. 6 : Traffic seems to have
taken quite a jump for the better in this locality
at last. 3CS at 3XAN has been trying to establish
a good daylight route between New York and Phila.
and points south. Have already established good
reliable communication with 8KL in Bridgeton, N. J.,
which heretofore has been considered a "dead spot."
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3XAN is now operating on schedule and is doing
some very good reliable daylight work having handled
the bulk of this month's traffic in about 16 days.
3XAN is on every day between 12 :30 and 1 :30 P.
M., 4:30 and 6:00 P. M. for traffic and often during
the afternoon. 3CBX keeps on the air and handles
practically all the night traffic through Trenton. He
intends to increase to a 60 watter pretty soon. 3CS
swears he will get up a 60 ft. stick this month
and hopes to be on the air soon working the gang.
3XAN and 3ZI have both received the new A.R.R.L.
O.R.S. certificate. 8BFH and 80H are still away
on their trip to the West coast. 3BLZ is no longer
located at the factory but is now working at the
Carteret Club of Trenton, using 16 watts straight
C. W. and fone on 160 meters. By the way, SBLZ's
antenna system is rather unusual. He uses an in
door antenna 18' long and 2 brass beads as the
counterpoise.
Traffic: 8XAN, 22; 8CBX, 11; 8AIH. 24; 8BAY,
84; 3BTQ, 10; 3BWJ, 3.
CENTRAL DIVISION
' R- H. G. Mathews. Mgr.
MICHIGAN—The changing over to short waves
accounts for Michigan's lower traffic report this
month, and many new stations will be heard on the
lower bands.
Dist. No. 1: 8AIH reports he is QRV for traffic.
8ZZ is now working on 42 meters as well as on 80
and 200. 8AMS handled a number of messages for
Cincinnati Y.M.C.A. crowd who were at the beach
near him. 8DBO reports QRV for winter with new
aerial and insulators. 8CCW comes through with
the information that he is using a 201-A with 1000
volts on the plate. He doesn't say if the filaments
are lighted. 8DGO is now an O.R.S. 8ZH is now
ready for DX and traffic on the new sot -1 :00 to 2 :00
P.M. schedules open.
Dist. No. 2: 8DFB leads the district this month
with 8DEP a close second. Traffic is moving on 78
meters from 8ZF without a hitch.
QRN is much less in the district, but QRM from
harmonics is bad, and would suggest that stations
calling CQ use some way to indicate the band they
are on, and listen on the calling band only—DS.
Dist. No. 3 : Everyone seems to have been off the
air in this district during the past couple of months.
8AEB seems to be the most active station this
month. 9EAS, who is working station 8GE at
Douglas, Mich., helped to keep the district going this
month. If the bulletin service is to be effective,
reports must be sent to the D.S. so that you will get
this service. 8BOK reports he is all set now with
50 watts and Is QSO east and west with effect.
8CZZ has resigned as CM. of Kalamazoo, to attend
school in Chicago. 8ACO has been elected to replace
him (temporarily). 8BOB is on now with a good
DX Btation.
«
Dist. No. 4 : Activity is reported in this district
now. and the D.S. looks for an increase of interest
in the Upper Peninsula.
Traffic: 8DFB. 42; 8DEP. 41; 8AEB. 29; 8DOO,
24; 8DBO. 22; 8GE, 22; 8CCW, 22; 8CZZ. 18 8ZZ.
16; 8CAP. 15; 8ZF. 18. 8AMS. 12; 8DB. 11; 8BDR.
7; 8BBI. 6; 8BOK, 8; 8BCB, 1.
KENTUCKY—The Kentucky boys had a little gettogether at Louisville Sunday, Sept. 20th. and a big
time was had by all. 9BEV. the Kentucky State Fair
Stations, was a success. Msgs were sent to all parts
of the world. The local hams were ops. 9ARU is
going to be in a new shack with an 80' mast. 9ELL
has worked over 100 miles with one wire antenna
and one wire CP, Master Oscillator ckt. 9WU has
returned from Europe and is getting the station in
shape again. 9BAZ is away at school, but will re
turn during the holiday season. 9HP and 9CVR are
going strong. 9DRC will soon have a 1000 v MG
set. 9CON is on the air again. 9EP has a new
ESCO MG on order and expects to be using DC soon.
Traffic: 9ELL. 32; 9BAZ, 16. 9 WU, 11.
OHIO—Dist. No. 1: Lima is very quiet, due to
rebuilding. 8CCI and 8ER are working sixes. 8AVN
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will be ready Boon. 8DOX is making B baits for his
set. 8ZY and 8FU of Defiance will soon be on.
8FU was on 2 night* and was heard on the west
coast and in Brazil. 8ANL from Cleveland will be
2nd operator at 8ZY this winter. 9BQI with a 208 A
and coupled circuit has a nice report. 8DHS worked
two sixes in 45 minutes. 8DCB has a 203A, but no
kick yet. 8ARO is {retting a W. E. fifty in shape.
-ANN js working DX with tube two years old-.
8BFF Is off the air on account of moving his sta
tion. 8DND hands in a nice report but has QRM
from high school work. The Toledo Radio Club will
have a station call, 8LO. 8BN and 8BO have good
reports of messages but no dope. 8PU is attending
Defiance College but hopes to work his station quite
often this winter. AW of 8FU is attending Purdue
University this year.
Dist. No. 2: 8AAJ was the leading station this
month, but he has left for college. 8RY says the
four coil Meisner circuit with D.C. note on 155
meters has worked the west coast more times since
the first of August than the old Hartley on 185 did

8BN, 29. 8BYN, 29; 8DBM, 28; 8BQI, 27; 8DMX,
27; SCAB, 25; 8AFP, 26; 8AVX. 24; 8ANB. 21;
8DCB, 17; 9DHS, 15; 8ADA, 14; 8RJ. 11; 8BO, 10;
8DKM, 10; 8MB, 10; 8BGF. 10; 8ALW. 10; 8APR,
10; 8DCF, 9; 8CNR, 14; 8BOQ. 6; 8DOS, 6; 8APz,
6 ; 8DND, 4 ; 8FU, 3 ; 8GW, S ; 8BNH. 8 ; 8AWX, 3 ;
8ALI. 2; 8AHY, 1.
ILLINOIS—Dist. No. 1: We are sorry to state
that Mr. J. H. Burke of 9NQ has resigned as D.S.
for this district. 9NQ will be working on the
fiurlington route soon, so will be kept very QRW.
Perhaps he can lend us a hand on Railway Emergency
work. 9BIZ reports working on 80 meters at the
expense of two tubes and several grid leaks. 9AWU
will soon be on with a new mast and a 50 watter.
9DGA is moving his set to another part of his house
and will be on again soon. 9BWA leaves for Iowa
City, and 9VM leaves for Champaign this week to
attend the U. of I.
Dist. No. 2: 9BRX has a very nice message
total this month of 878 messages, and thinks the
Bhorter waves are the "nuts". He is working every-

all winter. 8DBM reports traffic scarce at his sta
tion. 8ANM is installing four coil Meissner circuit
so he can get out better. 8BCE is putting one half
amp into the antenna on 78 meters.
Dist. No. 3: 8ALI, 8BNH and 8TT are working
all districts. 8ACY and 8ADA are doing fine DX
on 80 meters. 8AFP. The Cleveland Boy Scout Sta
tion at their summer camp, using two 201 A tubes
and 300 volts Edison batteries for plate, handled 25
messages. 8BDV and 8BIE visited many of the 6th
and 7th district stations this summer. 9AA visited
many Cleveland stations recently. 8BNH is now
away in school and will be heard very little. 8TT
helped the amateur cause up another notch when he,
with the assistance of 8RJ, handled a message to a
young man located on a boat in the upper lakes
advising him of the death of his mother. The total
time for message and return through 8RJ and WTK
was 28 minutes. (FIB, boys.) 8DMX is now going
with 50 watts and doing fine DX. 8TT led in
messages handled this month.
Dist. No. 4: 8CTA is doing good work with 10
watts and leads Ohio with 100 messages. 8APR
and 8CAB usually get in early in the morning.
8ALW was very busy with the convention. 8CNR
operates at night. 8AHY is rebuilding his trans
mitter. 8GW is changing to 80 meters. 8BGF is
going FB. 8CWR has been hear in N. Z. 8CIA
left for Cornell Univ. 8AIB recovered his stolen
tubes. 8AWN and 8AIB left to attend the Uni
versity of Cincinnati. Miss 8BI is being flooded
with love letters since her photo was in QST.
Di-=t. No. 5 : 8CWP of Lancaster is on full blast
and QRMing Mars. 8PL is on all the time and
going strong. 8DEM has an 80 ft. lattice mast and
is getting out in fine shape. 8GZ is just back from
the National Guard Camp and will be on soon.
SBBT wil! be back soon, and 8AAP is putting in
coupled circuit. RBYN is using the coupled Meissner
as p*»r SBDT in QST.
Traffic: 8CTA, 100; 8AAJ, 77 8TT. 44; 8BKM. 41;
8CCI. 40; 8RY, 36; 8UQ. 81; 8CWR, 30; 8CNL, 30;

one on 77 meters with .2 amps. The new mast and
CP is very FB. Chief of 9AIC is very QRW and
doesn't get to operate the ham set only on Saturday
nights. 9BUK has a small message total this
month, but he just got started again on 80 meters.
9CTF fell down on us this month and only handled
a few msgs. SCTF's set will be all set for winter
work in a few days. 9DXL has just started to re
build, and while he has been on very consistent he
did not handle many messages. 9DLO can't make
his set oscillate. The quiet hours put a dent in
9ARM's operating hours. Application is in for
O.R S. for 9DZR. 9PQ has left for Illinois Uni
versity. 9CA will use the big set that 9PQ had.
9CYH has QRX'd for school and will not be on the
air until Xmas. 9BJT. 9BTA and 9ABE are attend
ing Dodge's Institute in Valpo. 9DDY is coming
back on the air again after having been off for
about a year.
Dist. No. 3: 8PQ and 9CA drove down to 9MC's.
They had dinner at 9ATT*s. They are sorry that they
didn't see the rest of the boys in Jacksonville but
school QRM. 9CMN is raving because he didn't get
a copy of the "Oscillator". His was the fifth one
mailed. 9AHJ blew his MG, but sez the LC Hartley
and low waves are very FB. 9ATT has a very neat
station, and it is not Mr. Vail's fault if he doesn't
get out. 9TW has been off the air for some time
and just got back. 9DJG didn't handle any messages,
but reported nevertheless. He is building a new
tower. 9CSW mails the report card this month with
"Q" for a total. We at least know you are living.
That's very fine, OM. 9EFQ reports the same way.
No transmitter at 9EFQ now, so ND on Bignals.
Dist. No. 4 : 9DQU will be off the air this year
considerably, as he will be taking an EE course at
Miliken U. 9VV is coming on the air strong with
a couple of fifties, and will give the shorter waves a
trial. The new transmitter will be a dup'lcate of the
set c9BP used when QSO WNP. 9ASD has returned
from his skeleton hunting trip in S. Dak., and he
and 9AQK will pound the same brass this winter.
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9DKH is doing splendid work on SO meters, but
shorted his "S" tubes on the high voltage and is
now using A.C. 9AP has license for 80 meters and
will be going on that wave. 9BGC has made a new
cage for the 80 meters and rebuilt the set. 9DHZ
has license to work on 80 meters, but can't make it
percolate down there. 9DQU suggests that he whack
off about half of the antenna. 9BEU wants to
arrange tests on waves below 80 meters. 9AQA is
back in the game again. 9CZL is getting ready for
winter traffic by arranging schedules with 9BHB at
east Moline and SANB, also 8XAB. School QRM is
also bad. 9CTJ also bothered with school QRM, but
hopes to find time for a new antenna. 9DQU cut off
half of his aerial and now works on 80 meters.
Dist. No. 5 : 9EBQ reports handling 10 messages.
9AYX has been experimenting on the low waves and
has worked every district but 6 and 7. 9DZG is
working the east coast regularly now. 9AHS lost his
job because of failure to report or appoint an as
sistant to fill his job while he was out of town.
9AYB had the misfortune to blow his tubes. 9BDA
pushed three messages through. 9CIZ has moved to
Chester and will be closed for school. 9CSK is back
on the air again. 9BLO is waiting for a permit to
work on 75 meters.
Dist. No. 6: District No. 6 has lost a lot of good
stations on account of college. The Rockford gang
are experimenting on the lower waves. A recent
hamfest at 9AKU's new station was quite a success.
The stations that reported are 9CYZ, 9ABB, 9AMR,
9CDB, 9DNP, 9DVW, 9ALW and 9BHD.
Dist. No. 7 : Bill Schweitzer is back, but he in
sisted that his brother "EQ" send in the report. Bill
had a fine trip down the "Father of Waters", and
is of the opinion that WHU will surpass WNF's
record.
9XBD expired and was not renewed, but 9ZW
has taken its place. That will no doubt be a trifle
easier to send. A counterpoise goes under the aerial
at 9AAW, but doesn't seem to make much difference
in results. 9AMZ has resigned as CM of Evanston.
9DHQ cracked the base of a 50 watter and is using
a 5 watter temporarily. Ex-8DJR is visiting in
Evanston, and is pushing the key as op "ER". The
QRA of 9DHQ is 2817 Thayer St.. Evanston, 111.
9APK has been on the fence as to whether to uae spark
or not. The question is now settled in favor of C.W.
9RC is again in shape, and promises an excellent
relay center. 9DKK has rebuilt his entire trans
mitter and will be going soon. Not much news
from 9CD-ZA. 9DWX changed his transmitter and
is using coupled Hartley now with one 50 watter.
The CM. of Chicago now requires that a copy of all
messages handled be sent in with the traffic report.
9ED is closing up for school work. 9APK new QRA
is 2304 Park Place. He reports the 80 meter stuff
FB, and has heard g2FJ. 9AER will be on soon.
9EDG is on with a 50. 9DBF Btill leads the town in
DX. 9BPH. 9CFS and 9BWP all report good message
totals. WTAY is using 9BN's 60, so they are using
a 6 watter and seem to get out in great style.
9ASA is closing up for Bchool, but previous to the
closing some good message totals grew. 9AXT likes
the Illinois Oscillator muchly. 9AXT has been try
ing to loose couple the 1DH but without much luck.
9EAS is now in Maywood. 9COW is building 110ft. tower. 9CVF is visiting the 7th district on his
vacation. 9CVS is down on 78 meters.
Traffic: 9BRX, 378; 9CZL, 249; 9BNA, 74; 9DQU.
38: 9BIZ, 35 9BHP, 33; 9DWX. 30; 9CFS, 29;
9ASA. 28; 9VM, 24; 9DHQ, 28; 9DGA, 22; 9DHZ.
20; 9AIC. 20; 9AAW, 19; 9DZG. 19; 9CVF, 18;
9MC. 18; 9CD-9ZA. 16; 9ABB. 16; 9RC. 14. 9AKU,
14; 9CTX. 12: 9ATT. 12; 9BUK, 12; 9AMR, 11;
9AWU, 11; 9CTF. 10; 9EBQ, 10; 9NQ, 8; 9DXL, 8;
9DLO. 8. 9DKH, 8 ; 9CDB, 7 ; 9CIZ, 7 ; 9BEB, 7 ;
9AHJ. 7; OCA, 6; 9DKK, fi; 9EAS, 6; 9DNP, 6;
9ARM, 5; 9VV, 4; 9CMM. 4; 9CVS. 4; 9DVW. 4;
9BWP, 3; 9BDA. 3; 9ALW. 2; 9BHD. 1. 9TW, 1.
SOUTHERN INDIANA—9BCC has c'osed down to
go to Purdue. 9EJI is handling the bulk of traffic
through Indianapolis. Most of the stations are get
ting things fixed up for the coming of DX weather.
The order from Headquarters limiting the report to
the activities of O.R.S. stations has made necessary
pnttinir out most of the report.
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Traffic: 9EJI, 64; 9ES, 44; 9BJR, 40; 9BCC, 40;
9BVZ. 11; 9EAQ, 10; 9UT, 7.
NORTHERN INDIANA—Dist. No. 1: 9DRS is
going to college and will be on at 9YAD. 9APD
reports no messages handled. 9CZB is going good.
9CLN is having trouble with power supply. 9AZX
is QSO IHT in Brazilian waters. He is hitting them
hard on short waves about three nights a week.
9AZX is also QSO both coasts and South America
on 80 meters and with only one third power he for
merly used on 180. 9DHD*s 200 watter went
"Bluie" and Is using one 50 watt.
Dist. No. 2: 9BIQ, ex-9DEK is using 10 watts on
157 meters with chem rectifier. AH reports say D.C.
worded 76 stations all over 500 miles in seven nights.
He is not going to Purdue this year. 9EFZ has
been off the air for a month, and is now back with
100 watts. He is going to the Mayo's hospital for a
month. 9DYT had his tube repaired and is doing
very good with it. 9EM has a 50 watter now and is
working on 78-80 meters. 9DVK says he is not
doing much amateur work. 9DHJ will soon be on
with the tube set. He is still using the old spark.
9AKD reports an addition to the family (8 lb. baby
girl), but he managed to get in a report. 9EB has
put up a new mast and will be on most every night
from 4 :30 until 7. He will be on short waves soon.
9CTE ib dismantled but will be on soon. 9AKD is
getting 3.7 amps. rad. on 2 fifties in a loose coupled
Hartley circuit using eight inch coupling. 9CP is
getting the big generator lined up and into service.
Traffic: 9BIQ, 46; 9EFZ. 29; 9DYT, 28; 9FB. 18:
9EM. 17. 9DVK, 15 ; 9MM. 9.
DAKOTA DIVISION
D. C. Wallace, Mgr.
SOUTH DAKOTA—There was no report from
South Dakota this month because of the retiring A.
D. M. who has gone away to school at Ames, Iowa,
and the D. S. Mr. Leland Thompson, has also gone
away to school. Sufficient notification was not given
to re-establish the state organization in time for a
complete set of reports. The new A. D. M. for
the state is Mr. M. J. Junkins, 9CJS, and under his
able guidance we expect great things from South
Dakota.
NORTH DAKOTA—Bert Wick reports that many
of the amateurs of North Dakota have become in
veigled into the radio business, and so with the
coming of fall, they became so active that reports
were hard to get. He is working on the rejuvena
tion of the state, and helping the second district to
become organized.
Traffic: 9AEJ, 7: 9CSI. 24; 9AMP, 42.
MINNESOTA—Things are picking up very well
all through the state, and interest is becoming much
keener in transmitting now that the quiet hours are
removed on short waves, and dope is now available
for getting down low.
Dist. No. 1: This district is on the up-hill climb,
but received several setbacks when 9EGU blew hie
50 watter, and 9DOE went off the air. 9GW will
try to keep things humming in Duluth in 9DOE's
absence. 9DXT is back from commercial operating
on Lakes.
Dist. No. 2: With the SMRA convention gone but
not forgotten, this district has girdled its belt for
greater efforts, and much is expected from it in
the way of traffic handled and efficient transmission
this coming season. New Ulm is going strong on
low waves, as is Sleepey Eye, with 9AWM back on
the air with his 250 watter. 9DCH had bad luck
in losing his mast in a storm, and 9MF blew an
other fiver. 9AEP, the low power wiz., worked all
districts and WNP on a couple of amplifier tubes.
9DSW reports reception of UFT2 and others, but is
leaving for the University this fall. 9BNF has
finally installed a filter with fine results, and PAXS
is putting in Edison B batts. 9CPO's pup chewed
the aerial rope forcing complete rebuilding of an
tenna support. 9COF is back on the air. 9BFU has
school OPM. 9EGG won the cup for the best all
n round SMRA station.
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Cist. No. 3: Everyone is setting ready for a
large turnout at the Dakota Division Convention In
November, and from all indications it will be a
hum-dinger, with Schnell and others of the QST
(rang expected. 9BMX is now CM. of St. Paul.
9ZT lost his poles during the recent tornado when
a tree knocked them over. Traffic: Dist. No. 1:
9CDV, 247; 9EGu. 60; 9CO, 48; 9AND, 26; 9EGF,
8; Dist. No. 2: 9COF. 6; 9AXS, 2; 9EGG, 8; 9MF.
12: 9BBF. 16; 9DDP, 16; 9AWM, 61; 9CPO, 10.
Dist. No. 3: 9BMX, 81; 9CIP, 107; 9DYZ. 4; 9DFZ,
8; 9ZG, 8: 9DPX. 86; 9BOB, 14; 9BPY, 9; UBQY.
H ; 9BPN, 6 ; 9BIS, 22. 9ZT. 86 ; 9DAW, 8.
DELTA DIVISION
W. W. Rodger*. Mgr.
Kindly note that the address of the Division Head
quarters is now 2080 Lee Place, Memphis, Tenn.
Don't use ony other address which you might have
around your shack. Put this on your hook so you
won't cause your reports to go astray.
With the First Delta Division Convention disposed
of. and many of the visitors enjoying the use of
the apparatus they won there, we are ready for the
serious work of the season. Present reports are not
very encouraging, but we hope to see better ones
later.
MISSISSIPPI—5ALZ leads the state this month,
though his total is a little bit below par. 6AKP is
doing good work with a brand new station. 5AIR
got back from the convention in time to handle b
few messages on the ehort wnves 5QZ operated
very littla last month.
Traffic: 5ALZ, 29; 6AKP. 13; 6AIR, 10; 6QZ. 4.
LOUISIANA—As Is usually the case, no traffic was
reported from this state. 6ZK has been running
sureessful tests with NKF on three nights a week.
5ARL. 5NJ, 5MQ, 6KC. 6WY and 5ANC complete
the list of active stations.
TENNESSEE—We are mighty glad to see 6EK
heading the list this month. He will be on nightly
for traffic this winter. 5KA runs second this month,
says the convention took quite a bit of his time.
He. also will be on nightly for traffic this winter.
5NT is doing some good work on his 50 watter.
5CN and 5AHJ report little traffic, but have rebuilt
for the winter. 5AIY reports a good bunch of
messages.
Traffic: 5EK, 55; SKA, 54; 5AIY, 22; 6NT. 21;
5CN, 5 ; 5AHJ. 4.
ARKANSAS—5WK is the only Arkansas Btation
reporting any traffic. The D.M. was mighty glad to
meet the Little Rock delegation at the. Convention
and hopes they enjoyed their stay in MemphiB.
Traffic: 5WK, 26.

is a member in good standing of the League and
provided that he does not violate the conditions of
the oath. All O.R.S. must be familiar with the rules
and regulations of the Traffic Department of the
A.R.R.L., a copy of which may be obtained from
Headquarters by simply asking for it- All O.R.S.
must use the method of numbering messages as
described in June QST. Any official of the Operat
ing Department is privileged to drop in at any
O.R.S. and ask to see the messages handled for a
month back. So keep the messages handled on file
for at least a month, lest you get caught. In addi
tion to stating the number of messages sent and
received, state the number delivered. This includes
delivery by mail, fone, or in person.
There are three A.D.M.s in the Division :—2CWR
of New York/ City, 2GK of Eastern N. Y., and 2WR
of Northern N. J. 2CYX has been appointed City
Manager of Bronx, taking CWR's place. 2ACS has
been appointed D.S., taking 2GK's place.
2BBX continues his fine work. He Is going to
enter Columbia, so he won't be as active as usual,
but he says he is getting a second op who will help
keep up the good work. The Y.L. op at 2CYX
handled 40 out of 78 messages this month.
2CVU is doing good work on a single wire
antenna and indoor counterpoise. 2AAI has been
recommended as an O.R.S. All traffic correspond
ence from the Bronx is to go through 2CYX,
the new CM.
2CHY has installed a pure D.C. set and will be
on the air more often than heretofore. Brooklyn
men please note that reports are to be sent to
2CHY as always, not to the D.M. 2WC is becom
ing one of the most active O.R.S., and is getting
fine results on 80 meters. 2CPQ had the luck to get
1CPQ for his Boston home. 2ADC is moving and
will be off the air a few weeks. 2PF promises to
be on 80 meters before long, as does 2BO. 2ABN
is having a hard time getting his set to perk on 80.
His antenna came down also. 2ABR is fixing things
up. 2BKB acted as the New York end of the WNP

HUDSON DIVISION
E. M. Glaser, Mgr.
This is the first report of the Hudson Division.
Since this report takes in only 15 days, and this
f hort time was all that was had in organizing the
Division, the report is naturally small. The or
ganization in New York is entirely complete, but
Jersey is unfortunately way behind. Only reports
from the new Hudson Division Official Relay Sta
tions are printed herewith, and no other reports will
be accepted. The reports are handled as follows :
The O.R.S. reports to hiB CM., or D.S. if he has no
CM., on the 16th of the month. The CM. reports
to the D.S. (except in New York City) not later
■han the 19th, and the D.S. reports to the A.D.M.
before the 23rd. Reports from O.R.S. must be made
on form 1 cards. To be issued an Official Relay
appointment, the applicant must be an A.R.R.L.
member and a GOOD operator. He must agree to
the requirements stated on the application blank
which is shown by his signature. He has to apply
for an O.R.S. through his local traffic officer. If
the applicant is satisfactory, the Division Manager
nend- him an O.R.S. certificate, which must be
signed by him and returned to the D.M. for the
latter's signature and serial number. The stat ion
may hold the appointment as long as the operator

IRVING CROVES>,
IS A FULLER RfUS-H
VUrsHAN VfMEN HOT
relay to the North American Newspaper Alliance.
One night 905 words of press were copied from
WNP with the help of 1XW. This took the whole
night because of poor weather conditions. 2BRB
has also been reported the loudest station heard by
IHT, with whom communication has been held
steadily. IHT was 4000 miles away.
2AUY reports a breakdown of plate voltage and
trouble with the landlord. Tough, OM. 2CHK has
a new 4 coil Meissner using four 5 watters. 2CNK
has a terrible kick with his two 250's and BOO cycles.
2AQL junked the spark (HOORAY) and is rebuild
ing for low wave work. 2KR and 2CKY have been
recommended for O.R.S.
2CEV is experimenting with a 100 watt outfit.
2CEP is g-tting along OK.
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Traffic:—2CVU-12, 2BBX-47, 2CYX-78, 2BRB-51
dlvd 12, 2CRY-29 dlvd 3, 2WC-20, 2CPQ-20, 2ADC14, dlvd 4, 2ABN-14 dlvd 3, 2PF-3, 2ABR-14, 2BNL28, 2AUY-7. 2CNK-6, 2CEP-22, 2CEV-8.
Eastern N. Y.—Real stations throughout the state
are rapidly being made O.R.S., and considering that
only 15 days have elapsed since the birth of the
Division, this territory is getting into full swing
very rapidly.
Fincher, 2CXB, of Dist. No. 1, reports that every
one is building an 80 meter set.
Decker, 2UA, came across with some real dope
right off the bat. 2BQB is kicking out F.B. on 150
with a pair of fifties. He is on the job at all times.
Yonkers is coming along OK. 2APY and 2ADD
are on 80 meters. 2AAN will be there soon also.
2CIL has been recommended as an O.R.S. 2CFE is
the only active station in New Rochelle. He is also
on the low waves.
Du Bois, 2ANM, hasn't much to say because there
are only two O.R.S. in DiBt. No. 3. 2CDH is get
ting out fine and makes every effort to handle traffic
and keep the ole ball rolling. FB, OM. 2ANM has
had the surprise of his life by QSYing 79. He has
already worked the coast and is very consistent.
Taber, 2AGQ, of Dist. No. 4, sent in a good re
port. 2AQR is rebuilding to take advantage of the
low waves. 2CHZ continues his good work and is
rounding into mid-winter form rapidly. 2CXG
changed to coupled Hartley and is always QRV
traffic. 2CYM has been recommended for an O.R.S.
2AGQ has been QRW with the apple crop, but
managed to beat them all in traffic.
Graham, 2ACS, the new D.S. of Dist. No. 5, Is
getting things going up there. Schenectady is easily
the most active city in the Division outside of New
York. The Schenectady Amateur Radio Assn. is
progressing rapidly under the leadership of 2BY.
2 ACS got his new gutter pipe mast up and worked
7QC the first night. FB. 2BY is the star DX
station with his power plant, and continually works
the west coast. 2GK has a terrific punch on 80.
He has worked all districts in a few hours several
times, even before it was dark on the other coast.
FB.
The combination of the short waves and reorganiza
tion of the Jersey part of the Division resulted in a
large drop in traffic reports. 2BMR is the leading
star station both in traffic and DX. He received
two reports from Germany. 2BMB operates at
2MBH. 2CDR is back on the air and hopes to erect
another tower soon. 2CXE has been rebuilt, and
one of the changes is that it is remote controlled.
2CMK has been recommended as an O.R.S. and City
Manager of Newark. Let's see some action, OM.
2CQZ took another 100 word press despatch from
WNP just before Bhe docked. 2WR will reopen on
the short waves with a fifty and later change to a
250. 2AXF is on 80, and exchanged calls with a
West Coast station. 2FC blew a few transformers,
but will be heard again shortly, and this time with
higher power. 2<BGI expects to use 200 watts in a
Coupled Colpitts.
Traffic: Eastern N. Y.—2BPB-6, 2CXB-1, 2BQB36. 2ADD-33. 2AAN-8, 2APY-24, 2CFE-15. 2ANM32, 2CDH-128, FB, OM. 2CHZ-31. 2AQR-12, 2AGQ109, FB, 2AWF-5, 2ACS-86, 2BY-40, 2GK-36.
New Jersey—2BMR-101. FB, 2CXE-76, 2CQZ-28.
2AXF-16. 2CDR-7, 2FC-4, 2WR-4, 2BGI-2.
Let's have a little more co-operation, fellows,
especially in Jersey, where there is a lot to be done.
Things are going fine for a starter.

along fine at Grand Island and from all indications
will be on by the first of October. 9CIM is off the
air because of forced removal of guy wires on his
pole. 9ATC has been doing some experimenting on
the shorter waves and expects to be on in a short
time. 9NL is a new O. R. S. in this district
Dist. No. 2 : Reports from this district point to
ward a very active season. O. R. S. application
blanks can be obtained from the D. S. Mr. Herbert
Spencer, 2511 "*R" St., Lincoln.
9EAK warns us he is going to be on with a 250
watter. 9ADS is managing to QSO coasts regularly.
9BDU is on with 100 watts working DX. 9AFR is
off the air now but plans to be on soon. 9EAK is
the only new appointment in this district.
KANSAS—9CCV. the D. S. for Dist. No. 1, left
hurriedly for Minnesota, and so no reports were re
ceived from the first district hams. 9AOG has been
operating at KSZ, and has a 250 hooked up. He
works both coasts nightly. 9CFI and 9AIM are using
the big tubes (250). The messages are going through
the state with lightning Bpeed. Several of the boys
are working on the 75 meter waves. The K. Cgang are real DXers in addition to message handlers.
9EFU has gone to Ark. to college. He and 5AFQ
will be on this winter. 9CCS keeps the 50 burningAnyone wishing O. R. S. certificates get in touch
with the new D. S. 9CFI. 9EFU heard Z1AO and
it has been confirmed. 9EFU was the boy who heard
f8AB. 9DHW, 9AYP, 9AVG, 9CCZ, and 9RY are
stations opening up for winter. It looks like 9BRD
leads the state at this writing.
Traffic: Dist. No. 1: 9AWS, 55; 9EB, 16; 9BNU.
13; 9DJP, 17; 9DXY, 23. Dist. No. 2: 9BRD 114;
9AFP, 12 ; 9BIO, 7 ; 9CEA( 23 ; 9CCS. 40.
IOWA—In general traffic has picked up consider
ably the last month and with the newly appointed
O. R. S., we should roll up the msg. total. B. A.
Beck, 9 CZO, has been appointed D. S. of the
Western half of Iowa (dist. No. 1) to succeed D. S.
Decker. We hope all stations will give Mr. Beck
their cooperation.
9CTD is QSO both coasts but will attend college
again this year. 9AHH reports that he will be at
school this winter. 9DXC is handling his job as
C. M. 9CLG helped handle a good share of the
traffic at the State Fair station. 9CLG copped the
honors by handling 600 messages and 9DJD of Ames,
who was their main outlet, was second with a total
of 192. 9BRS is playing radio and football. 9DIP.
9AYE and 9CLG handled most of the traffic in Des
Moines last month. New O. R. S. appointments in
this state are: 9DMS, 9CLQ 9BRS, 9JF, 9ATN.
9AED, 9DJD, 9DAI, 9APM. 9BAC, 9BPF.

MIDWEST DIVISION
P. H. Quinby, Mgr.

Traffic: 9DSL, 94; 9DJA, 42; 9CGY, 22; 9HK, 60;
9CS, 10 ; 9DMS, 24 ; 9CLG, 600 ; 9DIP, 89 ; 9DJD, 192 ;
9AYE, 15; 9AED, 8; 9CTD, 73; 9BEW, 34; 9CZO.
77 ; 9DRT, 80.
MISSOURI—Traffic has not been what it should
be for this time of year. All O. R. S's are com
plaining of heavy QRN as yet. Most every one of
the gang are trying to get their transmitters operat
ing on the short waves, but have failed to state
their results. 9AAU, 9EKY, 9DWK and 9EKF are
doing some traffic work as well as their usual ex
perimenting.

NEBRASKA—There is a fine report from district
No. 1 and from the way things look there will be
a large number of traffic handlers in this district
during the coming season. 9AWS and 9EGA have
consolidated and their set seems to be reaching out.
They have been reported in Australia. 9EB reports
static heavy in his locality during the month. 9BNU
is as regular as ever. The new station is coming
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Additional O. R. S'a issued: 9ACX. 9BKO. OGEE.
9SS reports B. C. Lb commencing to kick on high
harmonica from amateurs using 76 meters during B.
C. L. hours, and notes that these seem all to be
directed against stations using more than one oscillator tube in the transmitter. The R. I. says sta
tions complained of would better QRT as before until
their sets are operating better, otherwise, Quiet hours
will be clamped down again. Nothing seems to be
done in the way of compelling better sets in the B.
C. L. class—they can use anything and the amateur
must do all the sidestepping. Somehow short waves
begin to lose their appeal in the face of such state
ments.
Rumors are current around K. C. that O. M.
Turner, former D. M., is to be a Deputy R. L in
this neck of the woods, but we have not seen him
for a long time so cannot confirm the rumors.
Ham visits are the order of the day. 9BLG of St.
Louis paid a visit to K. C. recently and saw prac
tically every station in town.
Traffic: 9EKY, 25; 9EKF, 15; 9DWK, 14; 9BRU,
13. 9AAU, 10; 9BLG, 6; 9DXN, 5; 9BKK, 53;
9BKO, 12; 9ADR, 29; 9CDO, 20; 9CYK, 11; 'JEAO,
10; 9DIX, 51; 9CKS. 11; 9RR. 13; OIB. 1; 9ZD, 11;
9DAE, 8; 9RR, 1; 9ZB, 8.
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
I. Vermilya, Mgr.
MAINE—The prospects for the coming season are
very promising in this state. The Traffic Dept. has
been reorganized and is working perfectly. The fol
lowing D.S.'s have been appointed: 1PD, Dist. No 1. ;
lBTTi Dist. No. 2 and 1AUC, Dist. No. 6.
Emergency storm routes are being worked out on
the Maine Central R. R. and this will be extended
to the Grand Trunk Traffic routes are also being
worked out.
1CRU is still experimenting with Master Oscil
lator on 80 meters. 1BTT is on for traffic every
morning from 8:30 to 7:00. 1PD is on 75-80 meters.
1CKP. ex-9AES, 1APM, 1ASR, 1KL and 1KX were
among those at Wiscassett to welcome WNP. 1MO1XW was located at Wiscassett for a couple of weeks
and while there worked 1HT 300 miles off the coast
of Brazil. 1HT was audible 2 feet from phones with
1 step audio. The antenna used at 1XW was about
SO feet high and 70 feet long with counterpoise the
same dimensions.
NEW HAMPSHIRE—Mr. B. Stevens formerly A.
D.M. for the state has resigned and Mr. C. R. Sawyer
IGL, has been appointed in his place. Due to the
appointing of a new A.D.M. the report is rather
small this month, but next month we will announce
new relay routes where messages will be delivered
within 24 hours.
1AVL was heard by CB8. 1BZP, using four 6
watters, worked two-way in daylight with Porto
Rico 4SA.
VERMONT—With the end of summer, the stations
with ops home for the summer are closing down,
and 1ARY and 1YD college stations are back. The
gang are trying short waves more and more all the
time. IFN's antenna came down when tho rope
broke. The result will be a new antenna and loose
coupled set. IBDX with 50 on 150 meters, takes
the prize this month for traffic and DX both. 1AJG
and 1CPO have both been doing fine on 76 meters.
1ARY has hopes of improving this winter as the
college has just put in a BC set to go with it. IAJG
finds that short waves solve the delivery problem.
RHODE ISLAND—1AID, our YL, and Acting D.S.
sends us an excellent report as usual. She is in
stalling a new aerial and counterpoise. 1CAB is
back on the air after a long absence, both he and
1AEI are the latest O.R.S.'s, and good ones too.
Ill is back from Europe and is packing up tho set
for college. He reports logging 14 American sta
tions on one morning in Italy, making a total of
80 all together during the trip. 1ABP has put up a
new counterpoise. Our new station, 1QV, is sure
doing some fine work. He has raised his aerial and
is stepping out fine. 1AAP and 1BVB are getting
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ready for the low waves. 1BVB with the help of
1AJT of Norwich, Conn, (who is a wizard at build
ing tuners) has constructed a tuner that tunes to 3
meters and by changing coiis can go to 20,000 or
higher. 1BQD is going good on a 100 watter.
CONNECTICUT—Th« past month has been one
of getting down to 80 meters and at this writing
1MY, 1CKP, 1CPV, 1AVJ, HV, 1AJP, 1MO, 1FD
and 1APC, all new O.R.S. men, can bo found between
75 and 80 meters. The sigs. down there aro cer
tainly great. 1CTI and 1BIJ are new to our O.R.S.
ranks and are both competent fellows. 1MO has
returned from Maine where he had his station erected
for special contract with WNP. Some fine work
was done through this station and fast relay service
was accomplished thru 1MY at Hartford and 2BRB
at Brooklyn, N. Y.
EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS—Things seem to
be opening up quite a bit. Although the traffic re
port is not very large more stations seem to be
reporting and handling same. 1AAC is on 75-80
meters, exclusively now. 1AIR lost his aerial during
a storm. IKY our YL operator, is maintaining her
own with tho traffic hounds. lBZQ's operating hours
aro 12:15 to 1:00 P.M., 6 to 7:30 P.M., and 11:80
to 1 :00 A.M. Ho has not been able to maintain
any schedule as he has been having very severe
power lino QRM. 1ALL is rad. 4.2 amps on 160
flat, with 100 watts, and is QSO everywhero 1LM
collected all msgs. in sight but traffic light. As 1CJR
is going to school this winter he won't be on much.
1SE (CM.) reports that quite extensive rebuilding
is taking place in and around Attleboro. 1AVF is
another expounder of tho short waves—on 76^
meters. 1ZW is still at a standstill this month.
He hasn't had much time to operate as vacations and
his wife's illness have taken most of his time. 1PP
reports hearing WNP tho last month. 1DY expects
to get on pretty soon with the ole stone crusher.
WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS—Dist. No. 3: 1ARF is shut down at present and will probably be
away at school this fall. 1 ARE is on somewhat
and expects to bo on regular this fall. 1BBO has re
turned to Harvard College, where he is Secretary of
thi Wireless Club.
Dist. No. 4 : One new O.R.S. has been added to
this district, 1ABF. This station is doing soma fine
relay and DX work. IAIN has been enjoying a
vacation but is now back and getting out fine.
1BLU has installed storage batteries for plate supply
and is now working on a Master Oscillator with a
coupled Hartley system. 1BSJ will bo on this fall.
1PY is heard often and handles traffic regularly.
1CBH is on at times. Ho also operates at 1XAE.
1JQ is not in operation as yet. 1IL is now back and
will be moving traffic 1EO will be on soon. 1AWW
is on with a new 100 watt set and was logged by
Huddy in Florence, Italy, Aug. 20th on ono tube.
1VU is a good relay station and handles traffic well.
1BVR is returning to college. 1CVS, the Eastern
States Exposition station, was handled by 1AAB,
under the auspices of the Junior Achievement.
1AAB is from New Britain, Conn. ION will bo on
tha air again soon.
Dist. No. 5 : The only active station in this section
seems to be 1BIZ. 1CI is off, having returned to
college. 1KC is Beldom heard. 1ADU has reported
that he is operating a 5 watt spark coil C.W. set.
Dist. No. 6 : 1BOM is the only active station in
this district.
Dist. No. 7 : There has been two new O.R.S. ap
pointments in this district during tho month, 1DB
and 1BQK. 1DB worked S. S. Arctic (VDM) Sept.
18th, taking 3 messages and a position report.
1AQM is back on the air. 1AAL one of tho new
O.R.S. is getting out fine and moving traffic. 1ASU
has recently joined the ranks of the "Benedict."
1JV has not been operating during the past
month. 1RV is moving traffic. 1ZP will have a 250
watter going soon. 1BQK is on 76-80 meters. IDE
ex-lBYN, will bo away at school. 1AOU-1ZAC is on
again. 1AKZ is handling traffic well through
Gardner. 1BCU has the high total for messages in
dist. No. 7, having handled 46 during tho month.
1BAL is reported to have a fine operating room
and a good antenna. 1VE is heard often. 1BBP is
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a live wire und is president of the Massachusetts
Radio Assn. The following stations have reported
that they will be glad to make traffic schedules.
Other districts and A.D.M's please take notice.
1ABF, 1BIZ, IAIN, 1ASU, 1DB, IAAL. 1BB0, 1AQM
and 1AWW. Traffic: 1AC0. 22; 1ALK, 1; 1APM.
6; 1AUC. 4; 1AUK, 15; 1BHR, 28; 1BTT, 42; 1FM,
15; 1KX, AXQ, 80; 1PD, 8; 1VF, 2; 1AER, 15:
1ATJ, 14; 1AVL, 16; 1BJF, 63; 1BTF. 15; 1BZP,
5; 1GL, 5; 1AVF, 21; 1AIR, 15; 1SE, 23; 1AHL, 6;
INT. 3; 1ALL, 23; 1LM, 26; 1PP, 12; 1BZQ, 22;
1CJD, 44; 1AK1, 28; 1AFFS, 13; IKY, 22; 1GA,
16; 1RR, 41; 1AAC-ZD, 16; 1CTD. 14; 1CJR, 66;
1AQI. 9; 1ARE, 13; 1BBO, 31; 1ABF, 8; 1AWW,
50; 1BVR, 18; 1IL, 87; 1PY, 15; 1CVS. 4; 1BIZ,
67; IAAL, 18; 1AJK, 13; 1AGT, 36; 1AKZ. 28;
1AOU-ZAC, 9; 1ASU, 29; 1BCU, 46; 1BIP, 41;
1DB, 36; IDE, 29; 1UM, 4; 1ZP, 6; 1RV, 33: 1ARF,
1VU, 30 ; 1 IV% 11 ; 1CTI, 15 ; 1AJP. 16 ; 1PA, 4 ; 1BIJ,
5; 1AJT, 11; 1FD, 6; 1AYT, 5; 1AVJ, 8; 1CKP, 10;
1AWY, 4: 1AYR, 4; 1CPV, 29; 1MY, 132; 10W
16; 1GV, 25; 1BIE, 11; 1BCC. 27; 1AWV. 22; 1AEI,
28 : 1AID. 58 ; 1QV, 31 ; 1AAP, 44 ; 1BVB, 46 ; 1BDX.
62: 1FN, 12; 1CQM, 16; 1AJG, 24; 1AEY, 1.
NORTHWESTERN DIVISION
Glenn E. West, Mgr.
Activity in the Northwestern Div. is now back to
normal. The weather has cleared up now and nearly
all of the old timers are back at it, with a goodly
sprinkling of newcomers. The paBt month has been
a record month for the amount of experimenting
done. Almost every station in the division has in
vaded the lower waves with one kind of transmitter
or another. Traffic totals are necessarily low due
to this unusual amount of experimenting and re
building. The band between 75 and 80 meters is
about the busiest strip of ether in the universe.
Washington—Conditions have been good for DX
especially on the lower waves. 7FD has repeatedly
worked all districts on a single night. He is on
78 meters. 7GR is doing the same thing with one
five watter. Traffic figures took a jump in the right
direction this month, with 7QC at the top and 7GP
a close second. 7GP has been using the 40-43 meter
waves and reports very favorable results. Many
of the gang are having trouble getting their trans
mitters down to the short waves. 7WS is now going
under 3 calls, 7WS, 7ZZ and 7PM. The R. I. visited
at Aberdeen a short time ago. 7NO is back at his
key again. He couldn't stay away after he got
that report card from Samoa. OM 7BJ has been
experimenting with the low waves. 7DM is still
kicking out fine. 7IX handled a few messages.
7QC handles traffic direct with 1st. and 8th. dist.
stns.
Traffic: 7QC-123 ; 7GP-102 ; 7RY-86 : 7GE-ZX-68 ;
7SF-60: 7NO-56; 7EM-40 ; 7GR-33 ; 7CA-30 ; 7NW30: 7PZ-18; 7BJ-16; 7IX-16 ; 7DM-16 ; 7IH-14 ; 7WS12; 7LH-10; 7FD-5 : 7ZZ-5 ; 7AFB-4 ; 7SH-4 ; 7PM4; 7KV-4. 7GY-8 Total 763.
IDAHO—Our old friend 7LN has gone East to
college. All the gang join in a hearty "Thank You"
for the faithful services he rendered as D.D.M.
Mr. Kenneth S. Norquest, 70B has been appointed
as new A. D. M. His first report is as follows :
7AHS handled 29 and is in line for O. R. S. 7ACF
of Buhl is on consistently and has a new O. R. S.
certificate. 7CX has a dandy new 80 foot tower
and is rebuilding his set for the winter. 7GW
increased the power to 10 wutts and blew his plate
transformer.
7IO is always very GSA—70T has been experiment
ing with short waves and says they are F- B. 7SI
the only YL in this district has a fine flat top
aerial swinging from two 50 foot sticks. She will be
on the air soon so QRX men !
7LN is going to college in Kansas. He shipped
his stuff and will be QSO Idaho next winter. 7IU
has also gone to college and taken his set with
him. 7PX and 7TB sold out. 70B is dismantling
and combining with 7RQ. They will have a regular
HE station. After a whole year of silence 7YA is
back with 100 watts nnd B-Hattery supply. Five ops
have reported for duty. 7RQ ha* a nifty 60-foot
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latticed mast, which will support the best antenna
in the Northwest. Everything will be "LOW LOSS"
from the enameled aerial wire and. glass insulators
down to the receiving coils.
OREGON—New ORS certificates have been issued
to 7AEK, 7AIP, and 7LR. The season has again
come into full swing with many new stations and
all the old ones "dressed up" in their new Winter
"fixins". Nearly all the old standbys have fell-to
and are on the air with the new short waves. The
way some of the * fellows are kicking out on 80
meter at practically every relay station. In Portland
what the short waves will do for us later in the
season. Another good sign is the evidence of a wavemeter at practically every relay station. In Portland
7AV and 7GV have been taking most of the Coast
traffic Fb. Eastern traffic from Portland is moved
thru 7AKK on 80 metere. 8LQ, 7AEK, 7AIP. and
7LW are also handling traffic. In Eugene most of
the fellows are tuning their transmitters on 80
meters—7GQ, 7LR, 7SY, and 7IW. 7LR is back for
the winter to pound brass at home after a strenuous
(7) summer pounding brass in Alaska. In Medford'
power. 7FR-ACM works a schedule with 6ALS of
Hawaii every Saturday night, so give him your Is
land messages.
Traffic :—7MF89 ; 7ACM-FR, 70; 7TQ, 7; 7IS, 4;
7GQ, 4; 7AV, 89; 7GV, 86; 7AKK, 67; 7AEK, 41;
7AIP, 9.
MONTANA—Not much traffic has been handled
during the past month. Several of the old gang have
left for college, while others have been rebuilding
their sets to work on the shorter waves. 700 is now
the most consistent station in the state. He is on
about 170 meters now. 7ZL our ADM has been
away most of the summer but reports hearing lots
of DX on Bhort waves. Both 7ADJ and 7AGF are
attending college at Bozeman. 7NO is away on a
tour of the state and will visit all ham stns. 7ACI is
getting ready to move away. 7ZU has been down on
75 meters but reports no unusual results.
ALASKA—Most of the summer residents have left
for the states and with them have gone a good
number of operators. 7AEB is still working and
is QSO the states regularly. He works 7NO on
schedule and will be glad to have any traffic for
Alaska.
PACIFIC DIVISION
M. E. McCreery. Mgr.
CALIFORNIA—Dist. No. 1 : Traffic has taken a
big slump this month due to vacations, QRN, re
modeling of stations, etc. 6ALK will not be on this
winter because of school.
Traffic: 6CDV, 5.
Dist. No. 2 : Traffic in and about Los Angeles is
holding up exceedingly well. The actual amount of
traffic handled is an increase over previous months.
Many of the gang work well into the fifth and ninth
districts and occasionally the eighth. 6ZP and 6AAO
sent in excellent reports. Several of the old sta
tions are coming back on the air after having been
off for a few months The high point stations in
traffic handling were 5BRF, 6CGW, 6AFG, 6PL and
6IH 61 H is a new O.R.S. and he rates with the
leaders the first month. 6AFG is 18 miles from Los
Angeles and does splendid work without QRM. 6MH
is on the air again going strong with a 50 waiter.
GPL and 6MG have gone to Victoria, B. C. on a short
trip. 6AAO-6CHV has been trying to put up a 70
foot pole that will give his signals an additional
wallop. 6BEG is on the air once more and works
everything west of the rockies. 6TS was trying to
got down to 80 meters when his tube went soft.
fiAHT) is having trouble with his power supply.
GAGK had done good work with his since up to this
month. 6AKQ expects to have a 50 watter soon.
6CAE's report slumped because of a Y.L. 6CGW
is going to college in the fall, but 6MV will be at
his station as chief operator. 6CNH is going away
to school. 6QJ is moving to Pasadena. 6AJD is all
set to use the new short waves 6RN has been at
ICUE all summer but expects to be back by fall.
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It's rumored that 6ALF is going to take on a per
manent O.W. soon. 9AER has been in Hollywood
all this summer. 6BLS sold all hiB stuff as ha in
tended to go away. He didn't and is now S.O.L.
6BBQ has been up the state on business. 6ZP says
the QRN is bad over his way which accounts for
the small amount of traffic handled there. 6BNY
blew his tubes and is waiting for more. 6PL finally
gave up the ladies for the set. 6BLW is on with 10
watts in a Meissner circuit. 8AJI has been laid
up with the smallpox but he has been up and around
of late. 6US is on temporarily. 6ZP Is being re
built. 6ZH was in Los Angeles. 6CDY reports his
antenna and pole a total wreck. 6FC is a speed
cop. His one delight is to pinch B.C.L's.
Traffic : 6BRF, 106 : 6CGW, 97 ; 6AFG, 76 ; 6PLf 68 ;
6IH, 56; 6AAO, 44; 6MH, 82; 6AJI, 29; 6CMU, 25;
6CAE. 24; 6CDY. 22; 6BBO. 16; 6CNH, 14; 6APW,
10: 6AKQ, 10; 6CIA, 7: 6CHZ, 7; 6US, 6; 6NB, 8;
6BLW, S ; 6AJD, 8; 6CBB, 2; 6CGO, LOS.
Dist. No. 8: Traffic has been somewhat slow in this
district, but things are looking brighter now. 6CGD
was off on a vacation. 6JJ has been on regularly
and is establishing a schedule north and south..
6CDG will not be on regularly until October. 6ZBT
and 6CMD are on regularly and moving traffic.
Traffic : 6JJ, 82 ; 6CDG. 20.
Please note the change in the dates for the con
vention to be held in Modesto, Calif. The convention
to be held on November 7th. 8th, and 9th, and three
officers from Hartford will be present.
The following O.R.S. appointments have been made
in districts No. 4, 5, and 6, inclusive. 6BW, 6RY.
6CCT, 6BUY. 6CLB, 6ZCA-ALX. and 6BON. S.
Wymar, Route 4, Box 16. Turlock, Calif, has been
appointed C. M. for Stanislaus and Mercer counties.
Dist. No. 4 : 6LV is remodeling for 80 and 150
meters. 6CJV is now using 10 watts on 150 meters.
6ALW is using 10 watts but will have 20 soon.
6CIE just added another 6 watter and is changing
his circuit to 4 coil Meissner. 6CEI is remodeling
his set. 6CF1 is using 50 watts. He just put in
a coupled Hartley. 6CTE was reported in all districts
except the first, during July and August. 6BCL
has just put in a coupled Hartley and is QSO Hawaii.
6NX was one of the first stations on the coast to
go down to 80 meters, and ho has schedules with
9CIP in Minnesota every night at 7 P. M.
Dist. No. 5 Not much traffic handled this month
on account of the two-way Trans-Pacific tests. Re
ports are also very slim. 6BBS had his call changed
tn 6BHP and is moving to Berkley to attend U.S.
6HJ reports things going along fine this month.
6CEC is still busy printing cards. 6AUU is busy
courting so has no time for radio. 6BFY and 6BPV
are still taking the YL's out so they are off the air.
6CNU will bo on again soon. 6CLS says not much
doing on account of QRN. He raised his aerial and
expects tr> do much better next month. 6RY is still
doing FB. 6BQL will be on again soon with that 4
coil Meissner. 6CMM is still doing fine. He is mov
ing to Pair* Alto next month to attend Stanford
University. 6BAA fractured his right arm so will
be off the air for a while. 6AWW is on the air again
after being off for a long time GAOU is getting out
P.B. on 150 meters, using a 50 wattor. 6VF is
doing fine business and handling his share of the
traffic. 6CPW finally managed to get another drainpipo mast up and it sure looks fine. GCHL has
finally completed his antenna system and with his
100 watt set has done remarkable work this month.
He worked the Atlantic coast. 6AWT is ready for
all the eastern traffic. He has worked the Atlantic
coast several times this month. 6IP is still
under construction and will be on soon. 6ZX just
pot his 50 perking and will have another op on,
6AFZ. fiAEA blew a 50 watter and is looking for
a B'er. GALX's transmitter is out of commission,
but he will bo on soon. 6AMO blew a 50 and is
doing better DX with a lone 50 watter. 6AVH is
using 10 watts of self-re-tified. GACT is teaching
now in Northern California. 6BW is back in the
game aeain after n long absence. 6RHW will be on
with a 50 soon. GBIP is putting thn finishing touches
on his 4 Coil Meissner. 6BMV has joined forces with
6CGL and will be on with a 50 watter soon. 6CCT

is trying to get a 60 watter going. 6FG lost his
antenna but is putting up a 70 ft. mast. 6CGL has
gone to sea. 6CLB is rebuilding his station using
coupled Hartley. 6COG will be on soon with 10
watts and a new antenna. 6NH is getting out IB
on 10 watts. Old 6AMV and 6IK are coming back
on this winter. 6BFU and 6ASN handle most of
the traffic through Berkley. 6GLZ says everyone says
QRU. 6AJF complains of a Power leak that ties
up his receiver completely a 9 tube super and it
sure percs. 6CKC and 6AJF expect to be on 80
meters soon. EX 1CTP has an 80' lattice mast up
now, but as his apparatus has not arrived from the
East yet he is unable to sign a "6" call as yet. 6CEU
is going back to Honolulu because he wants to
break CB8*c DX record.
Traffic: 6LV, 74; 6CJV, 18; 6ALW, '62 ; 6CIE, 4;
6CFI. 8; 6CTE, 28; 6BCL, 5; 6CHL, 20; 6RY, 10;
6AWT, 40; 6CMM, 68; 6HJ, 12; 6BQL. 8; 6BAA, 1;
6AWW, 6; GAMS, 9; 6BUF, 29; 6CSL, 1; 6CSN. 1:
6CW. 6: 6CLS, 10; 6AMO, 66; 6AVH, 22: 6BHW.
9; 6BIP, 2; 6BMV, 6; 6CCT. 86; 6CFG, IS; 6CLB,
17; 6CQG, 8; 6NH. 27; 6BFU, 70; 6CLZ, 2: 6BUY,
1; 6CDP, 2; 6CKC, 8; 6ASN, 84; 6CU, 4.
Dists. No. 7 and No. 8 : Organization in these two
districts has been completed, but no traffic was
handled on account of stations rebuilding and wait
ing for authority to work on 85 meters.
HAWAII—7FR takes the honors to be first coast
station to work through Honolulu, Oahu direct. He
was QSO with the best station 6ALS operated by
6BFD, 6ASR. 6TQ and Wilder. It is nnticeablo that
stations working between 150 and 160 meters are
received with better signal strength and less QRM
than those working around 200 meters. To date,
Hawaii has not been able to pick up signals from
Australia or New Zealand. Local transmitting sta
tion have been reported as QSA by N.Z.
Traffic: 6ALS, 1.
ARIZONA—Old 6ZZ now 6FP, has been prevailed
upon to still hold Arizona down.
ROANOKE DIVISION
W. T. Gravely, Mgr.
Well, the division is shot to pieces again trying
to get down on the low waves, but those using them
report success and good DX. While the thing is not
old enough to tell much about it possibly better
reports and better traffic handling can be done.
We regret to announce the death of Herman Vandenberg, 3BEX, caused by accident received while
swimming. The whole gang wishes to express sympa
thy to the family.
Under the new regulations, only those stations
holding membership in the A.R.R.L. and O.R.S. cer
tificates will bo represented in this report. Be
governed accordingly, and if you want to be in the
line-up, get the O.R.S.
3CKA reports 16 messages handled which is good
davlight work on a lone fiver. 3CKK reports 16
also, and 3TI 9. 3BBT and 3UU have gone to col
lege. 8BMN handled 18 messages. 3AUU is work
ing on 80 meters now and building up a first-class
lab. for the gang's use. SABS has his MG now and
is on 75-80 meters. 3ATB has a 10 watter on 7580 meters. 3BVL handled 7 and had to closo up
and (fo to school. 3BGS reports too much chang
ing of waves for much traffic, and he is fixing up
for 75-S0 meters. 3FX closed up and is off to col
lege. 3LX Is in the same boat. 3BFE handled 14
and works on SO meters with a 50 watter. He
worked all districts one night and reports low waves
F.B. 8CKL covers a good DX with lone 5 watter,
has a good note and says ND on 75-80 as ho don't
want to lose the note in changing around. Hi. He
handled 30. Wo expect 3DT back on the air now
with a flock of operators. 3BZ on 75-90 meters now
and sent one CQ and pot 13 answers and four
bushels of cards. He handled 5 messages. D.S.
Bock reports his gang as getting down and expects
big report from him next month. 8ASFj has 4
transmitters, a 10 watt Meissner, 20 watt Hartley,
100 watt Hartley and 1000 watt self-rectified, using
two 500 watt bottles. 8SP is on 75-80 meters, and
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has a 73* copper mast for aerial. 8DOI has handled
some traffic 10 in all. 8AMD is on constantly and
doing good work. He handled 34 mags. 8DSN, a new
station, is arranging short wave schedules and
handled 15. 8BJG has a sore spot for those "birds'
that will not QSR. 8ZW has gone to college and the
station is closed. 8ATP handled one and 8CXM 17.
NORTH CAROLINA—No report has been received
from the A.D.M. this month, so we are unable to
make much of a report of the activities of the in
dividual stations.
Dist. No. 2 : 4MI is frequently heard on the air.
Dist. No. 3: 4TJ and 4JR are the live wires in
thi ; district.
Dist. No. 4: 4BX, 4RW, 4UN, 4RU, 4FT, 4EA,
and 4SU are on more or less consistently and handling
traffic.
There are only six O.R.S.'s in North Carolina at
present, namely, 4BX, 4RW, 4JS, 4UN, 4TJ and 4JR.
These stations hold the new certificate and are back
ing the A.R.R.L. to the best of their ability.
In the future only activities of those stations hold
ing the new O.R.S. certificates will be reported, and
anyone desiring one of these certificates may pro
cure same by complying with the regulations and
sending in an application properly made out. Blank
applications may be had from the D. M. if the A.D.
M. hasn't furnished you with them.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
N. R. Hoed, Mgr.
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7ZO has been rebuilt, but at this writing is not
ready for traffic.
The Radio Inspector, O R. Redfern, passed through
the state early in September and gave all the sta
tions the once-over and passed out the exams, to
the applicants.
SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION
H. L. Reid, Mgr.
SOUTH CAROLINA—Winter is here again and
with it better DX. Ill, while touring Italy, heard
4DX twice on detector alone. Getting cards from
sixes is old stuff with 4PV since he put up a new
antenna. 4RR-4VL is on 75 meters with 30 watts
input. 4DX and 4SH are at college now.
Traffic: 4DX-4SY, 206; 4PV, 13; 4PR-4VL. 18.
ALABAMA—Active operation in Alabama seems
to have apparently slowed up during the past month.
This can be attributed chiefly to the arrival of the
good news regarding the new low waves. Most every
station is attempting to get down on the low waves.
A total of 138 messages was handled for the month.
Dist. No. 1 leading with 99 messages and district No.
3 following second. 5AMH noses ahead this month
by only one message.
Dist. No. 1 : 5ACM handled 32 messages for the
month. 5WB is showing some activity but is han
dling no traffic. 5AMH still leads the Birmingham
stations by a good margin. 5VV has deserted his
key for football. 5MI can be heard on the air reg
ularly now. 5QP sold his 60 watter and has gone
back to 10 watts for better work. 5RU and SARI
are getting out in fine shape and promise to be con
sistent stations during the coming season. 5KQ is
now working regularly on 78 meters.
Traffic: 5ADA, 6; 6AC, 1; 5ACM, 32; 5AJP, 28;
5AMH, 33; 6AR. 5; 5MI, 12; 6VV, 22Dist. No. 2 : SAR's transmitter was badly dam
aged by lightning recently. 6AOM has returned from
camp and is expected to be on the air soon with 50
watts. 5QK was the only station in Mobile actively
operating last month.
Dist. No. 8: 5AJP is working now and reports 28
messages for the month. 5WI suffered from the
elements last month. A recent storm blew his 90'
mast down. 5ADA has just opened up and promises
to be a reliable station.
Dist. No. 4 : Nothing has been heard from 6XA
this month.
PORTO RICO—With the improvement In atmos
pheric conditions activity has increased among our
amateurs. The use of lower wave bands has also
aided the situation greatly. 4UR continues his good
work and is able to connect with the mainland and
almost nightly. 4KT is doing good work with the
inland stations at Cayey and Catano. 4JE and 4BJ
are handling most of the local traffic while 401 is
silent on account of damages to his station by the
recent hurricane. 4BJ seems to have a monopoly of
all Calle Cristo traffic. A new station will be in
stalled at Mayaguez on the western side of the Island.
Traffic: 4JE, 21; 4KT, 12; 4BJ, 27.

COLORADO—Stedman, 9CAA again leads with the
most messages to his credit. 9AM rates second
place with 60. 9EFY, a new O.R.S., has been on
and put through 20 as a starter. 9BUN, 9BTO and
9EEA have all put through small bunches of traffic.
The above are the only stations in the Denver district
to report.
Dist. No. 1 : 9BVO is the only station reporting
from this district.
Dist. No. 2 : Again, 100% report from this dis
trict I The news most notable in this district is
that the D.S. stepped off and was married. 9CHT
leads in the district with 34 to his credit. The sta
tion of tho D.S. comes second with 21. 9EAE, 9DFH
and 9CDE have all been on fairly regularly and
have moved traffic. The entire state is rebuilding
which accounts for the small about of traffic. 9AMB
has a new Low-loss antenna up which is favorably
looked upon by most of the hams in Denver. 9EEA
is installing the same. 9EFY, the new O.R.S., is a
new comer from Chicago. 9BXQ has installed his
set in a desk but no report as to its working abilities.
Traffic : 9AMB, 60 ; 9BUN, 3 ; 9CAA, 93 ; 9EFY,
20: 9BVO. 5: 9CDE, 18; 9CHT, 25; 9CLD, 34;
9DFH, 8 ; 9EAE, 21.
UTAH—Dist. No. 1 : 6CJB is not yet in his new
location so activities are curtailed. 6RM and 6ZT
are moving their stations and have been off the air.
6BUH. with a new 50 watter, put through 6AJA
handled 28. 6FM put through 14. 6ZT and 6CJB
have applied for all the waves in the new regulations.
The experimental license of 6ZT has been cancelled
6XBE. The above stations are the only ones report
ing in this district.
WEST GULF DIVISION
Dist. No. 2 : Several of the stations from this dis
F. M. Corlett, Mgr.
trict have been dismantled, due to their operators
leaving for school at Salt Lake. However, we ex
pect a good station at the Provo University which
Only 57 stations reported handling traffic in this
should be on the air soon.
division this month with the small total of 739
Art Johnson, 247 East 7th South St., Salt Lake messages.
City, has been appointed A.D.M. for the state. Give
OKLAHOMA—Oklahoma hams were slow and neg
him your support and let's make Utah fly high. ligent
about reporting for this month. 6APG leads
Rulon Biddulph, Provo, has been appointed D.S. for the traffic
with 34 messages handled. 5CE comes
Dist. No. 2.
with 20. 5ANF handled 5 and 5AHD, the fourth
Traffic: 6CJB. 10; 6FM, 14; 6AJA. 28; 6BUH, 42. next
and
last
ham
to report, handled 2.
WYOMING—Dist. No. 1: 7AJT is now on low
Note : Reports are to be sent to C. E. Whartenby,
waves with a new set.
5ZM, at Enid, who is A. D. M. for this state, not
Dist. No. 2: 7HW at Laramie reports radio activi
than the 18th of each month.
ties at the State Fair at Douglas has taken his time later
NORTHERN TEXAS—With the coming of the
this month. Rebuilding the set after the display is cooler weather this month, DX working has been
now in progress and he will be on the air shortly. greatly improved. Many stations are taking advant
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age of the new opportunities on the low waves. New
O. R. S. appointments have been issued to 6DW,
5AHC. 5ALI, 6VU. BFC. 6UN, 6XAJ. 5AKN, 5CV.
BFA. 6AJH. 5ALD. AMB, 5JF. 6SD, 6QW. 5PH,
5CT. 5AGH, SADH. 6AVD, 6TO.
Traffic: 5ANA. 6: 5NW, 20; 5AMB, 9: 6DW, 10;
5LI. 11; 5JH. 2; 5AJT. 12; BVU, 23; BALJ. 23.
5FC. 21 ; BJF, 16 ; BAMG. 7 ; BUY. 8 ; BPH, 30 ; BUO.
7S; BAEP. 42; 5UN, 4; BXAJ, 46; BAJH. 64. BAKU.
24; BOQ. 20; BPN, 4; 6AKN, Bl : 6CT. 4; BHY. 40;
5MZ. 47 ; BAQC. 1 ; SQL 2 ; 5BD, 3B ; 6AGQ. 10 ;
5CV. 9.
SOUTHERN TEXAS—Activity is still slow in this
section of the country. QRN and the rebuilding of
stations is still in progress. There are several promis
ing stations coming up and O. R. S. certificates are
fast being issued to deserving stations.
E. A. Sahm, the A. D. M and L. L. Wall, the D.
S. met with the San Antonio Radio Club and ex
plained the obtaining of O. R. S. certificates. The
club is very much alive but will surfer heavily by
losing some of their best stations due to owners
going to college. Southwest Texas is showing signs
of renewed activity as is also the El Paso section.
Thus with several promising Austin stations we
hope to have a good network of relay lines.
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Those who have not yet received O. R. S. certi
ficate and feel that you meet the requirements,
please apply to your D. M. at once. Don't get im

patient if you have to wait a bit—we are turning
them out as fast as good sense will permit.
Traffic : BXAQ. 1 : BXAV, 1.

CANADIAN SECTION
A. H. Keith Russell, Canadian General Manager
Another great month for Canadian
Radio has just come to an end. At the
first of the month the Department of
Marine and Fisheries, Radiotelegraph
Branch announced that all Canadian ama
teurs were empowered to use the short
wave length bands similar to those in the
United States. The regulations covering
the use of these bands are not so stringent
as in the States insofar as any licensed
amateur is entitled to use these waves at
will in addition to his other assignments
and no restriction is put on the use of
closely coupled transmitters although the
Canadian General Manager and the rest
of the traffic Department requests all ama
teurs in Canada to use coupled transmitters
to avoid any chance of interference with
the broadcast listener. All ready several
amateurs in the division are operating on
the short waves and reporting greatly ex
tended range. The thanks of every Cana
dian amateur is due to Mr. Edwards and
the Radiotelegraph Branch for this exten
sion of wave lengths.
The steamer Arctic, with Bill Choat as
operator, landed in Quebec on the 24th of
September after a very successful voyage
both from a radio and exploration stand
point. During the latter part of July and
the first part of August little communica
tion was had but around the end of Au
gust, while the Arctic was still well within
the Arctic Circle, communication was again
established and was maintained with more
or less regularity until the Arctic's return
to Quebec. The lessons of this trip will

no doubt impress themselves both on the
Canadian amateur and the Radiotelegraph
Branch of the Department of Marine and
Fisheries and the Department of the In
terior and we think it extremely likely that
the Arctic will always carry a short wave
amateur set in its future annual trips to
the North. The amateur has proved his
right to the use of the ether in the service
he has rendered the Government in this
matter and the Government has responded
to his valuable service by issuing permis
sion for future experiments in the lower
waves.
Negotiations with a view to a conven
tion in Winnipeg this fall have ended in
a failure due to the refusal of Winnipeg
amateurs to assist in the preparations for
a convention in that City. The Canadian
General Manager wrote to the active Win
nipeg A.R.R.L. members asking them
if they would assist. Only one reply was
received and that reply was a refusal of
assistance. However plans are still going
forward for a meeting of the C. G. M.
with the five division managers in the
West this fall and full particulars will be
given from our broadcasting stations and
by mail so that those desirous of attend
ing this meeting can be present. The C.
G. M. would like all amateurs who can be
in Winnipeg on or about the 1st of Decem
ber to write me for details of the meetings.
In concluding this month's report the C.
G. M. would like to impress upon all A.
R. R. L. members in Canada the fact that
(Continued on page XV)
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
When preparing a list for QST, it it es
sential to observe the following rules:
1. List the calls neatly on a separate
sheet of paper with a line of space between
lines; do not embody them in a letter.
2. Arrange the calls as they will appear
in QST: across the page numerically by
districts, alphabetically in each district,
Canadian and foreign calls listed separate
ly, state whether spark or C.W., and give
period of time covered by the list.
3. Forms close on the fifth of the
month preceding the date of issue of
QST. Make your lists cover the period
from the first of the month to the first of
the next if possible, but don't let your list
come in late.
4. List only calls over 500 miles distant.
HEARD DURING SEPTEMBER
unless otherwise specified
G2SH, 34 Bishops Road, Highgate, London, Eng.
laac, laal. lahm. lajg, lajp. lall, lapc, lboa, ibsd,
lare. lbvl. lbza, lbzp, lccx, lcjL lcln, lco, lcpo,
lcpr, lcpv, 1pm, lsf, lxae, lxak, lxw, lyb, 2agb,
2bro, 2buy, 2cu, 2gk, 2pd, 8adp, 3bta. 3btu, Sbva. 8cbl,
3oq, 8rs, 3vw, 4fs, 4rr, 4sa, 4xe, 4zd, 8nvl, 8ccq, 8cei,
8cyi, 8gz 8mz, 8abf 8pl, 8vq, 8vz,nkf. Canadians ;
lar. 2cg, 8bq.
G5US, S Elm Grove, Burely-in-Wharfedale, Yorks,
England.
lbgq, lbbo, lblb, ibkr. lcln. lcpo. lco, lfd, lze,
lyb, 2cv, 2gk, 2xq, Sajd, 8bg, 3bp, 8oq, 4nf, 4in, 8nb.
G5BV, Wimbledon Park, London, England.
lalj, lawm, lbcg, lbwj, lbsd, lemp, lcmx, ler,
ljv, lr\vf luh, (lxah), lxak, lxam. lxaq, (lxar),
lxj, (lxw), 2awf, 2agb, 2bj, 2bs, 2bsc, 2bqh, 2blp,
2bum, 2by, 2fp, 2eo, 2ru, 2wa, 3bdo, 3buc, (3ot),
3yo, 4ft, 4my, Bup, 8aib, 8aqo, 8hn, 8hv, 8tt, 8rj, 8uf,
9aau, 9eky, 9uz, 9xw, Can. lar.
G6LJ, London. N. W. 6, England, Sept. 21 only,
one tube.
laal, labt, lajg, lajp, lall, lapu, lagl, lbfg, lbjo,
lbkr, lboa, lgv, lyb, 2aay, 2ajr, 2bju, 2brc, 2brd,
2buy, 2byc, 2ca, 2cgi, 2crp, 2ctq, 2nxe, 2gk, 2gs, 2mu,
2yd, 8ajd, 3bg, 3bof, 3bgt, 3bva, 3cbl, 8chb, 3fc. 3kd,
3oq, 8wb, 4tj, Btr, 8bpu, 8ccq, 8clc. 8cnw, 8cyi, 8dme,
8dn, 8kr, 8pl, 9bqu, 9dqu, 9dwk, nfv, Canadians ; lar,
lie, lei, 3bp.
W. Hartley, 3 Cambridge Terrace, Harrogate, Yorks,
England.
laal, laid, lamw, lbkr, lco, lii, lvj, lze, 2any, 2oq,
3avk, 3bg, 3bk, 3oq, 4aa, nkf, iht. Can. 2bg.

F8EM and 8GO, 45 Boulevard de la Saussare.
Neuilly but Seine, France.
laak, laal, laid, laur, lazl, lbb, lbs, lbep, lbgc,
lbk, lbkr, ligk, lii, lmb, lmto, lvj, lse, lze, lzz,
2zay, 2agw, 2aww, 2bd, 2cu, 2gk, 2ibf, 2ix. 2nw.
2mu, 2mud, 2pd, 2qv, 2 ry, 2wc, 2xbb, 2xma, 2xq,
3adp, Sagt, Sari, 3chl, 3cdn, 8cp, 3oa, 4au, 4nf, 4sa,
4tj, 4tw 4xe, 4xet, 4zd, 4zy, Sue, 7zm, 8avl, 8eif 8ccq,
8cf, 8gz, 8mz, 8pl, 8vt, 9df, 9br, Can. lar, rlwj
<?), iht.
F8FJ, Le Blancat, Can B. P., France.
lajp, lajy, lbdx, lboa, lcpo, lkwg. Iky, loby, lsf.
lxae, lxw, 2apy, 2brb, 2byw, 2ck, 2cpa, 2crp, 2gk,
3vda, 4ai, 4bz, 4fg, 4io, 4ku, 41t, 4mi, 4sa, 4ts, 4oa,
4zd, 5nn, 61z, 6gg, 7gr, 8cyi, 8gz, 8mz, 8nt, 8pg, 8pl,
Pxs, 9brx, 9za, 9zd, wbz, wgy, wjz, kdka. Argentine
CbS, iht. Finnish 2nm, Swedish smzs, smzz. Danish
fee.
Heard by Major It. Raven Hart, Los Andes, Chile.
leez, lewe, lgv, 2cy, 4ft, 4gc, liz, 4ue, 4sa,
5ma, 6nj, 5zt, Bnmh, 5fm, 5zas, 5zg, 6cgw, 8dhs, 9aau,
flbmu, 9cee, 9cfl, 9eky 9zd, Can. 2go, Australian
2cm.
F. C. Worthington, Byron Ave., Takapuna, Aukland,
New Zealand.
Baiu, 5ajj, 5amh Sdo 6abk, 6adt, 6agk, 6alg, 6ano.
6any, 6apn, 6apw, 6ar, 6arb, 6asr, 6atf, 6avj, 6bcp,
Gbeo, 6bic, 6brf, Gbum, Gbuo, 6bwl, 6cbb, 6ccy, 6cee,
Gcgs, Gcgw, 6cmi, 6cmu, 6efz, 6gr, 6gq, 6gs, 6ij,
Ciht, 6jjc, 6pl, 6qjb, 6rn, 6vlb, ?iw, Try, 7zu,
(lamb, 9cca, Scjt, 9dm, 9eky, 9su, Can. 9bx.
Log of CGS "Arctic", VDM, on 1924 Cruise to the
North.
July 22, 1924, in Pangnertung Fjord. 3000 ft.
mountain surrounding ship, Bxaw.
23rd, cleared Pangnertung, Ice.
24th, off Cape Mercy, 4dx, clar, sak.
27th, n64° 30' w60° 0' whu working 9xbd.
30th, 8dec, 9dyr, 9fp, 9bva, 8bmb, 9ci. 9dfq, 8cci,
Bdrr, 3chk, Bnj, 9dpj, 9bpn, c4bk, Soe, 9aau, lcc.
Aug. 3, lemp, 8cei, 8ng, lcab, 8zg, 8daa, 8ctm,
9d;-f, 8brf, Sbv, 9cn, 8bc, Schc, Scbx, 8zo, 8bkh.
2ana, 9dlo, 8cei, 8cwg, 8blc, gbtl, 8axn. 9vm, 8btt.
8dmx, 8dco, 9aau, 9zt, 9efz, 8blc, 9bmk, lael, 9ds.
lbga, 8dep.
Aug. B, 9efz, 21e, Szo, 9bcb, lxw, 9cdv, 9xb. 8iv.
Aug. 8. 2bqh, 8er, 9bqa, law. 9dqe, 9cnv, 9dkk.
Aug. 10, clearing Craig Harbour, low, 9co, 9dpx,
9bmk, 2bnr, laxa, 9and, 8dpx, 2bmr. 9hw.
Aug. 13, (B miles from Etah) 9ddf, whu, 2bmr,
9btk.
Aug. 16, (off Cobourg Island) c3gk.
Aug 17, (off S. End Cobourg Island) Sdoo. lgv.
2by, lbqe, 8brc, 9hf, 8vq, 8ry, c3aa, lbie, cSxn, 9dbo,
3bay, 9hw. 9bva. 2bqb, flbzj 9ddp, 9dvj. 9ny, lbie.
8tt, 8cwp, 8dgo, Sbtl, c3bq, 6cgw, 9cwp. 9cmf. 9bna.
8tk, 8bg, c4dq, 8czz, 9aau, 8apn, Sry, 8fj, 8cwp.
9amb, 9bgk, 9cfi, 7wm, 9czq 8pw, 7cg, 9am.
Aug. 18, (at Dundas Harbour) 9dqu, lbie, 2bqb,
9ebh.
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Aug. 19th, 8xab, wnp. c8co. (at North Devon).
Aug. 20th, (Dundas Harbor) 3lg, lcmx,
9xw,
9dpx, lxae, 9rb, 9dip, 9aks, wnp, 9<aa, 9dei, 9aks.
Aug. 2Ut, (Dundaa Harbor) 2pd.
Aug. 22nd, (Dundas Harbor) lcmp, lcmx, 9xw,
wnp.
Aug. 28rd, (Dundaa Harbor) 9bnk, 8dpx, 9amb,
9ddp, 8cwr. 9aw>, 7aha, 9bzf, 9aed, 9egu, 9cvj, 9egg,
9bis, 9cwp, Ocfl, 9cdv, 9aic, c4dq, c4gt, 7co, 9hm,
9dwx, 9abc, Galj, 9cze, 2bac, 9cov, 8bvd, 3bta, 3gc,
cSoh, 8ab. lhq, 2bhn, 8cjn, c4cr.
Aug. 24th, (8vq, 8bit, lcmy, lyk, Scjn, cSgc, 9bmu.
Sab, 9bmu. lgv.
Aug. 25th (Dundas Harbor) c4cr.
Aug. 26th, 2bqb, 9cdv, 9czl, c8co, lcmx, 9cm», 9dct,
9cei, 9bmk, sag, 5aqw, c8vh, 9bmk, wnp, 6cgw, 7dm,
9amb. 8bci, lrv. (c4fv).
Aug. 27th, 2gm, lrv, (9ddp), (c4fv), 7gr.
Aug. 28th. (8cdc), (c8vh), (cSco), 9aic (near
Pond's inlet).
Aug. 29th, (Pond's inlet) c4cr, (c4dq), (c4fv),
(5gf), (7gr), 7av, 7aiy, 7afo, 6cgw, 9dew, 9eiv,
9eky, 9xbg, 9tl, 7akk, 71v, 7tt, 6gg, 7ge, 9ec.
Aug. 80th, (Albert Harbor) 8tt.
Aug. 81st, (Albert Harbor) (wnp), 6cgw, 7ahs,
9cbz, 8cud, 9xbe.
Sept 6th, (off Baffin Land), 2cpp, 8bta. 8alf, c3co,
(c3gg), 9bdu, 2crp, 6cdg, 9caj, 8art, 7su, 9xbe.
Sept. 6, (16 miles from Clyde River) 4dx, 2crp,
Sed, (c3co), 9eel, c3cr,9 amb, Sbuy, 9cfl, 9ehj, 9ctr,
9aau, 4io, 9dfq, 9ap, wnp.
Sept. 7, (off Baffin Land) 8bln, 8abm, 2bqb, 9ccm,
9ayx, 2cee, c3gg, wnp, 8dgr, 7nx.
Sept. 9, (75 mlea a. of Home Bay) lrv, (wnp),
4tj.
Sept. 11. (off Cape Mercy) Soe, 4fg, Sag, 4af, 2rv,
Its, 8brc, 8cxm, 9aog, 2rk.
Sept. 12, (east of Frobisher Bay) 9baz, 9ry, 9cee,
9ayx, 5aw, 4dx.
Sept. 18, (30 miles off Hudson Straits) 4hf, 4tj,
4gt, 9cr, 6cgw. 9vm.
Sept. 14, (150 miles S. Hudson) cldd, laxa.
Sept. 15, (1-3 way down coast Labrador) lmo,
wnp, Sbco, (c3co), lull.
Sept. 17, (off Belle Isle) lajx, lrv, zwz, lafn,
3yw, (2guy), leez, lyb, (ldb), (lmy), 2chz, 8ku.
Sept. 19, (passed Str. Belle Isle) c3bq, 2anm,
(ldb), 3bnu, (clar), (c3wv), c8nf.
Sept. 20, (abeam Natashkwan light) (c8afp),
(c3vh), (clar), lah, (cSco).
Sept. 21, (cSafp), (clar), (gznm), (8dfm), 2bck,
9dpx, 9eky.
Sept. 23. (8cyt), (c3afp), (c8vh), (8mv).
Ex-7ZG, aboard S/S Lillian Luckenbach.
Aug. 29th: 660 miles south NYC. QRN very bad.
leez, Ibck, lull, 2bdz, 8bva, 8cdk, 5mi, 8bit, 8do
Aug. 80th: 975 miles south NYC. QRN bad.
lamv, 2aae, 2by, 2blm, 2cee, 2cv, 2cvj. 2iw, 2xay,
3auv, 3bco. 3bta, 3cel, Scjn, Sfs, 31g, 4af, 4dx. (pr)
4sa, 6nj, 5zai, 6zaa, 8abm, 8bmd, 8bkh, 8cjd, 9aau,
9abm, 9vm.
Aug. 31st: In Windward Passage south of Cuba.
QRN bad. lahm, lapl. lgv, 4af, 4ai, 5kr, 9bww.
Sept 1st: 425 miles N.E. Colon, C.Z. QRN bad.
lrv. 3bgi, 4af, 4fg, 4my, 6gl, 5nj, 5zai, 6cgw, 9aau,
9eky.
Sept. 2nd: 85 miles N.E. Colon. C.Z. QRN bad.
lecz. 2cee, (pr) 4sa, 6fm, 6cgw, 8apw, 8rt.
Sept. 3rd: 50 miles S. Balboa. C.Z. QRN fierce.
3bco. 4af. (pr) 4sa.
Sept. 4th: 800 miles N.W. Balboa, C.Z. QRN bad.
leez, 8brc.
Sept. 6th: 750 miles N.E. Balboa. QRN bad. 6ux,
8brc, 6cgw.
Sept. 6th: 1100 miles N.W. Balboa. QRN not
quite so bad. lahm. Its. leez, Sauv. Sme, 8blu,
3cdk, 3rl, 4qf, (pr) 4sa, 5adz. 5air, 5adv, 6akn, 5ck,
5ez, 5fm. 5ft. 5gk, 5gj, 6kr, 5mi, 5nj. 5nn, 5qa, 5uk,
5fe. 6vd. 8hp. 8bmb. 8brc. 8btf, 8zz, 9akd, 9aks.
9aog, 9dcl. 9ctr, 9eel.
Sept. 7th: 1500 miles S.E. Los Angeles. Rain—
QRN. 4kk, 5agv, 6alz, 5acm, 6air, 5akd. 5hq, 5qh.
5ph, 6cnk, 6vd, 8doo. 9aog, 9awm. 9bkk, 9bie, 9bdu,
9cee, 9eel, 9eky.
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Sept. 8th: 1160 miles south E. Los Angeles. QRN
bad. 6aai. 5agh, Samo, 6bd, 6bj, 6fm, 6ft, 6nj, 6oq,
6aao. Sale, 6buy. 6cbn, 6cfe. 6ih, 6cjh, 9arj, 9bkk.
Sept. 9th: In the Gulf of California. QRN as
usual. 4br, 5acf, Bakd, 5bd. 6gk, 6gu, 5oq, 61m, 6vu,
5wo, 6aok, 6bqr, 6bwl, 6cgw, 9aog, 9bdu, 9bwv,
9eky.
Sept. 10th: 600 miles S.E. Los Angeles. QRN
quite bad. 2by. 2rk, 5afu, Samw, 6aji, 6arb, 6ajh.
6bql. 6bgc, 6bwd, 6bwl, 6cgs, 6cnf, 6cgw, 6chx, 8vq,
9and, 9bmk, 9cky.
Sept. 11th: 260 miles S. Los Angeles. Atmo
spherics better. Can Swv, 4ua. 5acm, 5ce, 6cct. 6che,
6czp, 7acf, '."ok, 8dbm, 8dcw, 8dhs, 8ku, 9cee, 9bpy.
Sept. 12th: Arrived at San Pedro, Port of Los
Angeles.
KFLL, Str. Iihpennmg, Marine P.O., Detroit. Mich.
ler. lfd. Hg. lpa, lsf, lte, lyb, laal, laar, labt,
laea, lapi, lasa, lawg, lawq, laww, lazl, lbgq, lbip,
lbsb, lecx, lepn, 2kx, 2pd, 2xq, 2axf. 2blm, 2bnz.
2brb, 2btw, 2cil, 2cgi, 2cnk, 2cqz, 2ctn, 2xbb, 8bp,
3bz, Scj, 8dl, Smb. 3vp, 8ahp, 8bay, 3bbv, Sbdo,
3bof, 3bta, 8buv, Sbva, 3cbl, 3chg, 4fg, 4io. 4tg. 6do,
5aai, 5aef, 6ajh. 6gi, 6wt, 6aao, 6bgr, 7bj, 7fd, 7aci,
8bp, obr 8dn. 8io, 8nb, 8pl. Str. 8vx, 8xs, 8zf, 8zg,
8ada, 8adk, 8atp, 8avl, 8avx, 8bce, 8bfh. 8bjv, 8bhk,
8bic. 8bkh, 8blr, 8bpl, 8bxh, 8bzd, 8bzf, 8ctp, 8cgl.
8crv, 8cyi, 8czt, 8dhw, 8djt, 8dme, 8dnk, 8dqt, 9bl,
9ei, 9es, 9nq, 9nu, 9rc, 9zb, 9aad, Oaau, 9ado, 9ahy,
9aim, 9apk, 9aps, 9auw, 9awm, 9awr. 9bbj, 9bkr,
9bkw, 9bkx, 9blg, 9bmx, 9bnf, 9bqy, 9buk, 9bvz,
9bye, 9cbf. 9cdo, 9cfi, 9djx, 9dlj. 9dpx. 9dqu, 9dup,
9dwk, 9dyn, 9dyy. 9egg. flekf, 9eji, 9xhb, 9zt,
Canadians ; 3za, 8bp, 8fc, 8kq, 3ph, 4cr.
R. Wharton Barrington, S S Ala, KDOB
9-10-24, 1500 miles east New York. 2bdz, 2boo,
3cdk, 8tf. Kbit, 8brc, 8sf. 9aau.
9-10-24. 1750 miles east of New York, lecz, 2kf,
Sats, 8vw.
9-11-24. 2000 miles east New York. 2by, 2ce,
2xbf, 2xd, 8auv.
9-12-24, 2260 miles east New York, labs, lazr.
Int. 2cee, 2cei, 2chz, 2cvj, 2xd, 8zf.
9-18-24. 2500 miles east New York. 2xd, British ;
5nw, 6sj, 6wi.
G. E. Hoke, ex 9DJU, Map2mL Durango, Mexico.
2cxy, 4pb, 4ft, 5ajt, 5apm, 5ct, 6aaq, 6anf, 5acf,
5rb, 51h, 5oq, 51p, 5ak, 6nj, 6yi, 511, 5aqc, 5hp, Sue,
Raw, 6apq, 5ym, 6nt, 6qw, 511, 5amw, 6abg, 5aq, 5pn,
5bai, 5awm, 5alj, 5acb, 6ba, 6vv, 5aeq, 6ajn, 6bA.
6ajh, 6alg. 6pl, 6brf, 6cbb, 6mn. 6avj, 6ne, 6cg, 6jo,
6cdy, 6aak, 6asv, 6awe, 6pq, 6aof, 7yc, 8daa, 8dmx,
9aob, 9ne, 9dny, 9eky, 9aim, 9bvo, 9cfl, 9dhw, 9su,
9cht, 9dg, 9cjc, 9adv, 9bez, 9bjk, 9aj, 9deq, 9ado,
9edn, 9cym, 9cud.
1BVL. 393 Ashmont St., Dorchester, Mass.
4af. (4al), 4eq. (4js), 4ku, 4ml. 4oa, (4sa), (4»b),
(4tj), 4xe, 4zd. 5kq, 6ot, 6aai, Bajh, Same, Bzas, 6gg,
6apw. 6cgo, 7bj, 7gr, 8dc, 8pl, (8zg), 8acy, 8atp,
8opa, 8bpl, 8bos, 8bxh, 8cjd, (8cmi), 9bm, 9em, 9eo,
9zb, 9zt, 9aad, 9abf, 9agl, 9ahr. (9aps), 9auw, 9awm.
9azx, 9bbf, (9bhc), 9bkr. 9bna, (9bnf), 9bmu,
(9bmx), 9bqy, 9bso, 9buk, 9bvz, (9bye), 9cbf, 9cdv,
9cfi, 9cil, 9cip, 9cjc, 9cjs, 9cju. 9cmw, 9cog, 9cos,
9ctr, 9cus. 9dbf, (9dfq), 9dhq. (9djd), (9dkt).
(9dpx), 9dqa. (9dqu), 9drx, 9dvp, 9dwk, 9dxn, 9dyn,
9eky, nkf, nfv, Ipz, poz, uft.
1AAC, 1ZO, Framlngham, Mass.
4al, (4cl), (4eq), (4fs), (4io), 4js, 4ku, (4mi),
(4oa). (4pi), (4qy), (4rr), (4sa), 4si, (4tj), 4xe,
(4zd), 5aai, 5ads, 5ail, 5ajh, Same, 5be, 5cn, 5kq,
5mi, (5ot), 5wy, 6anb, 6apw, (6bfw), 6bqa, 6bra,
Bciro, 6cjv, 6cmi, 6kk, 61v, 6vc, (6mt), 6xbn, 7bj,
5mi, (5ot), 5wy, 6anb, 6apw, (6bw), 6bqa, 6bra,
6ggo, 6cjv, 6cmi, 6gg, 6lv, 6»c, (6wt), 6xbn, 7bj,
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(7fd), 7fr. 7gk, 7U, (9aad). 9abf, (9auw), 9axx.
(9bbf), 9bet, 9bis, 9bko, (9bkx), 9bmx, (9bnu),
<9bqy). (9brx), 9buk, <9bvz), 9bxq, 9caa, (9cbf),
(Occx), (9cdv), 9ced, (9cju), (9cfi), <9cip), (9cvi),
9cvs, (9ddp), 9dfq, (9djd), 9dkh, (9dqa), (9dtk),
9dxn. (9dzn), 9egu, (9hw), (9ny), (9qw), (9zt).
Can.: (4cr).
Eng.: (2kf).
Others: iht, (lifv), (nkf).
"6-watter" hr. QRK?
2BIR, NuUey, N. J.
(From Aug. 30 to Sept. IS).
(4ea), 4eg. 4fg, 4ft, 4ik, 4io, 4my, 4cm, 4qf,
(4qw), 4rf, 4ru, (4rz), 43b, 4sh. (4tn), 4tw, 4uk,
4un. Saaj, 5aek, (6aeq), Bagj. Bagw. 5ahj, Bair,
5ajn, Balz. 5amu, 5amw, 5anf, 5aqy, 5ari, Bek, Sfm.
6fs. 6fv, figj, (Ska). 6mg, Bmz, r.nj. 5qk, 6ql. 6tq,
6uk, 5uo, 6vo, 6aao, Gaul, 6chl, 6pl, 9aal, 9aaw,
(9abb), 9ado, 9adq, 9ahy, 9aif. Sain, 9ayk, 9bbk,
9bcc, 9bcd. 9bdu, 9bgn, 9bhb, 9bie. (9bna), (9bqj),
9cee. 9cdo, 9cfi, 9cgr, 9cjc, 9ckh, 9cmf. 9cht, 9ctg,
9cvr. (9cwk), 9cwz, (9del). 9dgb, (9dhl), 9dkk.
(9dlj), 9dm ti. 9dnn, 9efz, 9ehs. 9eky, 9bk, 9bv (9ct).
9em. 9eo. 9fb. (9fj), (9hk). (9hl), 9hp, 9mf, (9my),
(9ph), 9qr, 9rc, (9vc), 9vm. 9zb, 9zw.
SBVA, 40 So. Bearer St., York. Pa.
U. S.—6aaq. (Bacm). (Bags). (Bagv), Balj, Ball.
(Baiy), Bajh. (Bakd). Bamh. (Balz). (Gape). (Bck),
(Ben). (Bgi), (Sgj), Bgp. (Ska). (Skq). (Bmz). Snj,
(Bnt), 6oq, (Box), 6 ph. (Bqh). (Ssh). (Sto). (Bwo).
Bek, (Ezai). 6aao. 6alv, (6apw), 6arb, (6anb), 6awt,
6avj, 6bqr. (6bra), 6cdu, 6cdg. 6cek, 6cej, (6cgo),
6cjv. (6cgs). (ficgw), 6chl, 6cmu, 6fy, (6hp). (61v),
6pl, 6tl. 6vc. 7akt, (7bj). 7fd. 7fr, 7«k. 7gr, 7mf.
7qc. 7sf, (9aal), (9acq). 9agl. (9agz), (9afu). 9alc.
Oaks). (9amb), (9aog), (9azr), (9atn), (9awm),
(9aws). (9axu). (9bdu). (9biq), 9bko, (9bkr). (9bm),
(9bmk), (9 bmx), (9bmu), 9bwf. (9buk). (9bvn),
9caj. (cee), (9cej). (9cdv), (9cbf), (9ccw), (9cii),
(9clq), 9cip. (9co). (9cvl). (9ctf). (9cze). (9czw).
(9dap). (9ded). 9dfq, (9dfz), (9djd). (9dlc). (9dlj).
(9dkh), (9dng), (9dms). (9dpc). (9dpx). (9dww),
9dqu. (9dxr), 9dxy, (9dzg). 9dxn, (9efy), (9ebh),
(9ekf), 9eky. 9em, (9gp), (9hw), (9ny). (9oa), 9za,
(9zd), (9ze). 9zf, 9zt.
Canadian—(lar), (lei). (2eg), (8bq). 4eb, (4cr),
4dy, (Bgo).
Special—iht, nkf, poz, vdm, wnp.
SAHS. Philadelphia, Pa.
4bx, 4dt, 4gw, 4ha, 4iz, 4jr, 4kk, 4ma, (4my),
4rp, 4si, 4tj. 4tv, 4um. Baqv, Bda, Bft, Bfv, Bnt, Sqh,
Bqk, Suk, Bvv, Byd, Gcdn, 9aaf, Saaj, 9a.au. 9adk, 9ado,
9aen, 9ahe, 9nim, 9and, 9aob, 9ato, (9ayq), 9bbj,
9bcd. 9bhl, (9biq).9bis 9bjl, 9bkj, 9bkx, 9bob, (9bof),
Obsz, (9bxg). 9bre, 9cbz, 9cdp, 9eed, 9eek, 9 cfi, 9cgr,
9cjc, 9ckm, 9clq, 9cnb, 9eoc, 9cov, 9czb. 9dau. 9day,
fldbh. 9del, 9deq, 9dhg, 9dhl, 9dhz, 9djn, 9dic, (9dlw),
9dnn. 9dnp, 9duj, 9dvw, 9dwz, 9dyt, 9dzg, 9dzr, 9ee,
<9eji). 9ejy, 9eky, 9elv, 9ep, 9ev, 9fm, 9jf, 9jt, 9kp,
(9pb), 9qr, 99U, 9uu. 9ws, (9wu).
Canadian: lar. ldd, 3co. (3he), 3ml, 3ph.
Spark : 4hs, 8atr.
3AWA—2S1« N. 7th St., Phlla.. Pa.
Heard on the mornings of Sept. 4 and B
4af, 4dx. 4eq, 4io. 4mb, 4pv, 4qf, 4rz, Saw, 5bj,
Ben, Bek, Bfs, Shp, Bin, 6jf. Bju, Bka. Bnj, Bnq, Bom,
Box, Bqp, Brh, Brv, 6wy, Bacm, Bagj, Bagv, 6aek, 5aeq,
oaii, Bnir, Baiy, Bajn, Balv, Balz, Sams, Banf, Bapc,
"op?. Bank, Baqy, Barb, Bxab, 6b— ?, 6im, 6pl, 6ti,
fiaao. fialw, 6arb, 6awt. 6edn. 6cfe, 6chr, 6cjv, 7ob,
7pj. 9bl, 9bm, 9ce, 9em, 9es.9hk, 9hp, 91e, 9mf, 9nq, 9pb,
9ry, 9uc, 9vc, 9wu, 9yk, 9zb, 9zw, 9zy, 9aad, 9aaf. 9aao,
Oaaq, 9aau, 9aaw, 9adq, 9ado. 9nfk, 9agz. 9ahj, 9ahz,
flnlf, 9nln. 9nmb. 9nmf, 9amp, 9nnd, 9aog, 9aoh, 9aoo,
flaox. 9aps, flarf, 9arp, 9ash, 9ntx, 9nto, 9and, 9axu,
flnyk, 9ayq, 9azq, 9bay, 9baz, 9beb. 9bcd, 9bdl, 9bdu,
flbel, 9bew, 9bi?n. 9bhb, 9biu. 9bjg, 9bkj. 9bkk ,9bkr,
flbmc, 9bmk, 9bna, 9bof, 9bqj, 9bsc, 9btk, 9bum, 9buo,
9bva, 9bvn, 9bwa, 9bxg, 9byn, 9eaj, 9cap, 9edo. 9cdv,
9cee, 9ccf, 9cej, 9eeo, 9cfl, 9cgn, 9cgr, 9cfl, 9cjc,
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9ckh, 9clo, 9cla, Jcraf, 9cpb, 9cro, 9cto,
9czb, 9czl, 9czn, 9dcd, 9del, 9dex, 9dgh, 9dgc, 9dhl,
9dhg, 9djd, 9djn, 9dkk, 9dkw, 9dkv, 9dlc. 9dmd, 9dms.
9ctr, 9cvl, 9cvr, 9cwz. 9cym, 9czb, 9czl.
9czn, 9dcd, 9del, 9dex, 9dgb, 9dhl, 9dgc, 9dhl.
9dzg, 9eak, 9ebh, 9ebq, 'jeep, 9efo, 9eji, 9ejn, 9ekf,
9eky, 9ela, 9xbb, 9xbe.
Station 4MB—40L, 1311 No. 15th Are, Pensacola, Fla.
(cw) larf, lbcf, lbgq, lrv, 2cee, 2crp, 2cpa, 2by,
2ky, 2rk, 2ubf 7TT (qraT), 8abw, 3agf, Sbbv, Sbco.
3bdi, 8buy, 3bva, 3cdk, Ski, 3hg, (4pk), (4my),
Baaj, Bacm, Sadv, Bakn, Bair, Saiy, Balj, Bamh, Sck,
Bey, Bek, (Bew), Bgi, Bjf, Bkr, Blh, Smi, Snj, Bnt.
Box, Bqk, Brh, Sue, (Suk), Bua, Bvv, Byd, Szai, Bzaa,
6cgw, 8anb, Sapw, 8apn, 8atc, 8axf, 8bmb, 8brc,
8bsq. 8cci, Seed, 8cpk, 8cwu, 8dal, Sdea, 8dfg, 8eo,
8es, 8fm, 8ry, 8vq, 9aau, 9atn, 9bmk, 9cee, 9cjc,
9dcw, 9ctr, 9eky, 9xbe, 9bk, 9tg, 9qr.
(Spark) 4fg, (4qg), (4ty), (4so), (4sz).
(Naval Aircraft Hi Hi) 7Sx, 7Ba, 7Sh.
4SA, R. Bartholomew, Garrochalea, Porto Rico.
laac, (labf), laea, lall. 1 anr, (lbdx), lbge,
lblg, lblx, lbkr, (lbvl), (layt), lbzp. leez, ldb. lde,
lili, lmy, (lsf), lte, (ham), lxap, lxp, Ixw, 2adj.
2brb, 2by, (2cla), 2cu, 2gk. (2od), 2rk, 2xd. 3adb,
3adp. 8ary. 8bta, (3chg), Smb. Soq, (lav). 4ey.
(4fg), (4io). 4fs, 4my, (4oa), 4tj, (4xe), Sagp.
Same. Ben. 6awt, 6cgw, (8bpa), (8brc), 8coi, (8ef).
8gz. 8zg, iht, poz, uft.
4RL-4TL, 13 Olimpo Avenue, Santurce, Porto Rico.
leez, lfd, lsf, 2aw. 2bgo. 2boo. 2bqh, 2brb, 2hx.
2gk, 2pd, 2xa. 2xx, 8bta, 8cjn, Sfg. Sqp. 8wo, 4fg.
4 ku, 8bit, 8bjd, 8bmx, 8cyi, 8n 8hn, 8xb, 8xs,
8zg, lpz, poz, fl.
5JF, 1607 Fannin St., Marshall, Texas.
(labf). lall, laxa, lfb, lfd. lgul. lii, (1ml).
(Ixw). 2anm, (2brb). 2bsc. (2by). (2cee), 2crp,
2rlc 2xd. Sabw. Sbco, Sbg. 8cdg. (8cdk). (Schc).
(8chg), 8hg. 8jo. 3wv, 4bq, (4bx), 4eg, (4fg), 4gw.
4kk, (4mb). (4my). 4on. 4pd. (4pv). (4si), 4tn.
4vl, 6aao. 6aaq. 6ahp, 6ajh, 6alg. 6ame, 6anb, 6apw,
6arb, 6avj. 6awt, (6beo), 6brt, 6bwl, 6cbr. 6cfi.
6chw, 6cmi, 6cnf. (6 enh), 6cnl, 6cqe, 6crx, 6cto,
6gt, Bgi, 6ms, 6nx, 6pl, 6rn, 6rv, 6ti, 6vd, 6xad.
7fd, 7fr, 7sf, (7zn), 8alw, (8anb). 8anm. 8 anp.
8apr, 8apw. 8art, 8avx. (8axf), (8bgn), 8bhs, (8bit),
8bmb, (8bnh), 8boe. 8bp, (8bqi). 8brc. 8btf. 8bvr.
8byn, 8cab. 8ced. (8cnl), (8doi), (8dsn), (8sf). 8tt,
8vq. Canadians—Sad, 3bi, 3co, Sgo.
ib. bx.
BAJH. Abilene, Texas.
laac, (lalj-lsf), lbbo, lbcf, (lbkr), (lboa). lboq,
lbqk. lepv, lfd, (lmy), lrv, (lvj), lxam. (lxas).
(lxav), Ixw. lxz. (2aay). (2brb), (2btw), (2byk).
2bx. (2cee). (2chz). 2cqz. 2crb, (2cxv). 2cyx, (2dx).
2gk, 2kf. 2ku, (2mu), 2pd, 2qs. 2wk, 2xd. (3adp),
(3bfe). 3bdi. Sbdo. 8bof, (3bta), Sbtu, Sbz. 3chg,
Schh. 8ckl, (Shg), (3hs), 3kq, (Srv), Svw. (4af).
(4ag). 4ai. 4dx. (4fg). 4fs, (4io), 4js. 4ku. 4mc. 4mi,
(4oa), 4oy. (4pi). 4pv. 4sa. 4sl, (4tj). 4xe. (4zd).
6aao, (6agk), 6aja, fialf. Balv. 6anb. (6apw), 6avh.
(6awt). (6beb), (6bjx). (6bra), (6bsg). (6bts).
t6bwd), 6cgo, (6cgs). 6chl. (6cmq). (6cnk), 6crx,
(6fy). (6gg), 6hk. 6ih. (61v), (6ms), (6nx). 6oh.
(6pq). (6rn), (6ry). 6tn, (6vc). (6vd). 6vrt. (6xbn).
6zo, 7ahs. (7av), 7bj. (7fd), 7gk. (7gr). (7gv). 7io.
71a, Tar. 7vn, (8abm). (8ada), (8ajn). 8anb. 8atp.
Savx. 8axf, (8bce), (8bkh), 8byn. 8cbm, (8cjd).
(8clc). 8cmy. 8cpk. (8cyi), (tcyt). (8dae). (8dbm).
(8dhw). 8doo. (8gz). 8jq, 8pl. 8sf, 8xbc, (8zd). 8zx.
Canadian: (3aa), (Sad), 3bq. Sfc. 3ni. (4rr), (4fv).
Bgo. Mexican: (ib), zm (qra?). Italian: iht hrd qsa
working u9bm. Qra at time Canary Islands, ndf.
nfv, nkf, whu.
6AB. Blythe. California.
laae. laal. 2brb. 2by, 2cbg. 2cbk, 2cee. 2chg. 2cpc.
2erp, 2xd. 3auv, Scjn. 4av. 4cw. 4fa, 4fn. 4ft. 4sb.
4tv, Sabg, Sacf. Bacm, Badv. Ssex. Bahd. Bail, Sajt.
Ba.iu, Same, Sanl, Bapm, Sapz, Barb, Bbu, Bco. Sdm.
Bei. Bek. Bfs. Shp. Bkk. Bkq, 611, Bnj. Soq. S ox.
5qhm. Suk. Bvv. Byd. 7acf. 7adm, 7aim. 7ajt, 7co.
7gq, 71q, 7mf, 7mp, 7no, 7pj, 7sf, 7xaf, 8ab, 8ae,
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8a'f, 8ase, gbdw. 8byn. 8daa. 8dfo. 8sf. 8uf. 8up.
8vq, 9acb, 9adq, 9ahq, 9aif, 9alm. 9aio, 9akk, 9akn,
9aoi, 9aps. 9ato, 9awp, 9bed, 9bdu, 9be, 9bgi, 9bjk,
9bm, 9bmu, Ubna. 9bof, 9brq, 9bap, 9btk, 9bvm, 9bxg,
9bzf. 9eex, 9cee, 9cfs, 9cii, 9cjy, 9ckb, 9clz, 9coc,
9cro, 9ctg, 9ctr, 9cv], 9dac, »dbh. 9dhb. 9dhg. 9dhw,
9dlm. 9dng. 9dnp. 9dqg, 9eam, 9ejl, 9eky, 91a. 91n,
9rc, 9ry, 9qr, 9vc, 9xbb. Canadians: Sad, Sbq, Sco.
4dq. 4fn, 4fv. Mexican: BX.
Horace L. Kemper, 410 So. Barling-ton Are.,
Lot Angeles, Calif.
lxae, 2brb, 2pd. 2xd, Sbta. 4oa, 4pd, Dado, 5adv,
6aij, r.ajh. Same. Sen, Big, Sim, Soq, Sot. 6qx,
Sxaz, Bzl, 6cki. 6cmq. 6cql. 6zam, 7adi, 7aek, 7agi,
7ah», 7aim, 7aip. 7aU, 7aiy. 7akk, 7akt, 7alk. 7bj.
7fa, 7fd. 7fr. 7fs, 7gg. 7gk. 7gr. 7gv. 7g-w, 7if. 7io.
7it. 7iu. 7ix. 71n. 71q. 71s, 7Iw, 7ry, 7sf, 7sl, 7tq,
7vn, 7wm, 7zn, 8cle, 8gz, Bvt, 8vy, 8xs, 9aim, 9amb,
9atn, 9awm. 9bm, 9bpt, 9caa, 9cbf, 9cdv, 9cfi, 9cfy,
9cil. 9cip, 9cjs, 9cju, 9cks, 9cpu, 9dcp. 9ded. 9dkv,
9dpx, 9dqu, 9dxq.
6IL, Tujunga, Calif.
(Det. only.)
6aat, 6acf, Sacn, Sadv. Saec, Saex, Safu. Safx,
Saih. Sajh, Sajj, 6ak, Sakl, 6am, 5amu, Bamw, Sank,
Saw, 6az, fibj. 5bo, Sec, 6ce, Set, Sek, Sew, 5fc, 6fm,
5fv, 5fre, Bern, Shp, 6hy, Big, 61q, 61g, 51h Sim, Sip,
Snj, 5nw, Soj, Soq, Sou, Sox, Spn, Sqa, Sqh, 6rg,
5sg, Sue, 6uk, Suo, Sux, Svo, Svu, Sxa,. 6za, Szae,
Bzh: 467, "6's"; 7acf, 7adf, 7afo, 7agl, 7aho, 7ahs,
7aif, 7aip, 7aix, 7ajq, 7ajt, 7akk, 7alk, 7ao, 7av,
7bd, 7bj, 7co, 7fh, 7fa. 7gh, 7go. 7gr, 7gu, 7gv,
7ho. 7hw. 7ih, 7ij, 7im. 7io, 71t, 71x, 71h, 71n, 71w,
7ma, 7mf, 7mg, 7my, 7no, 7nx, 7ob, 7ok, 7ot, 7pz,
7qc, 7ra, 7ry, 7sf, 7sy, 7td, 7un, 7uv, 7vn, 7wm, 7zu,
8btf, 8bw, 8cci, 8cmy, 8dgo, 8vy, 8zz, 9aau. 9abc,
flacq, 9ado, 9aen, Oalm, 9amp, 9aob, 9arj, 9ash, 9atn,
9avv, 9awm, 9ayq, 9bbf, 9bbu, 9bcb, 9bck, 9bf, 9bfn,
9bjl, 9bkk, 9bmk, 9bnk, 9bof, 9bq], Cbri. 9bun, 9bvo,
9bw, 9bwv, 9bxa, 9ccs, 9cey, 9cfu, 9cfy, 9cht, 9cjc,
9cju, 9cpu, 9crr, 9dbh, 9ddl, 9ded, 9dgi, 9dhw, 9djn,
9dkv, 9dms, dpx, 9drw, 9dte, 9dty, 9dun, 9dwk, 9dxy,
9dy, 9eae, 9eam, 9ebj, 9ee, 9eel, 9ejn, 9eky, 9tc, 9zd.
9zy.
Can. : Bba, Set.
7C.R. P. O. Station A. Vancouver, Wash.
(lbbol, lbgq. lbvl, (lepv). ler. (lsf). 2brb, 2cee.
2cqz, (2gk). 2ku, 2pd. Sabw, (3adp), (Sbfe), Zbeb.
(3hq), (8hs), 4cr, 4eq. 41o. (4oa), (4tj). 4sa, 4rr,
Saij, (Sajh), Sakn, Same, (Sen), Ska, Skq, Sot,
<5ph), Swy. Saxf. (8bpa). 8ced. 8cei, (8cjd). (8con),
<8gz), (8nb), (8pl). (8wx). 8vq, 9aad. 9abf. 9agl,
(9aog), (9awm). (9bdu), 9bet. (9bib). 9blq, 9bkx,
9bmk. 9bmu. (9bmx), (9bmu), (9bpy), (9bqy), 9brx,
9bso. (9bvz), 9bye, (9ccs), 9cdv, 9cfi. (9cfy), 9cil,
(9cip). (9cju), (9cjs). 9cro. 9cvs, (9ddp), 9dqm,
9dvp, 9ej. 9zd. Canadians: 8bq, 4ab. New Zealand:
4aa. nfv.
Walter N. Plerson, 1487 Neil Ave.. Columbus, O.
labt. ladt, lajry, lboa, lbf, lew, 2aek, 2ns, 2bhg,
2dc. 2eg, 2ma, 8aky, Sbdo, Sblu, Sbuy, 8cbx, 8ccv,
3<-hr. 8cwp. 8ho, 81k, 8ml, 8mo, 8nt, 8oo, 8qw, 3rf,
3ta, 8tf. Suy, 3wv. 3zo, 4dt, 4eg. 4fm, 4ft, 4gw, 4hr,
4jr, Badl, Sadz, Saex, Sagj, Sajp, Salr, Saiy, Samw,
Saqy, Sda, Ser. Sew, Ska, Snj, Svv, Sxah. 9aau, 9ado,
9amp, 9bex, 9bhl, 9bpy, 9bwu, 9cas, 9cfl, 9cgn, 9cjc,
9dnr, 9dgv, 9dib, 9doo, 9dsa, 9dsv, 9dy, 9ef, 9efp,
9eky, 9ex, 9jfr, 9wo, 9ws.
Canadian : 8om.
fones Pasu, 8bic, 8brc, 8bss, Rcab, Scan, ftcts, 8cwo,
Sdat. 8dma, 8dmg, 9bcp, 9bfc, 9bwu, 9dmt, 9ws,
Bahv. Balk. Samw.
All hrd on a one lung single circuit.
Pse qsl om. I will.

9DMA, Caledonia, Minnesota.
laad, labf, lajx, lbbo, lbbx, lbcf, lbeu, lbgq,
lbpd, leez, lcki, lepa. lemx. lctl, lkv, lmo, loj,
lpp, lrv. Its, lxaa, lxae, 2acn, 2aja, 2ay, 2azy,
2bdz. 2bgo, 2bmr, 2bnz, 2boi, 2boo, 2bsc, 2bx, 2bv,
2 cdn, 2cty, 2cvu, 2cyw, 2cyx, 2eg. 2gm, 2rk. 2wz,
2xbf, 8ad, 3af, 8aih, 3aoj, 3ats, 3auw, 8bco, 8bj,
8bhl. 3blr, Sblu. Sbmn. 3bnu. Sbt, sbta. 3btq, Sbuy.
3bva, 3cev, Scdk, 3cdu, 3cfc, 3cgc, Sch. 3chc. 3chg,
3cj, 3cjn, Sco, Sctk, 3dq, 3he. 3hz, 31g. Sph, Spi.
3tf, 3xp, 3zm. 8zo, 4cs, 4eq, 4fn, 4gl, 4hr, 4k I, 411,
41p, 4nr, 4oa, 4on, 4pk, 4qf spk., 4si, 4tj, 4tn, 4ts.
4um, Saaj, Sabg, Sacm. Safx, Sagi, Sair, Bali, Balz,
Banf, S anh, Bapc, Bapm, Baqw, Baw, Sda, 6ek* 6fc,
Bfm, Bfv, Ska. ami. Snc, Snj, Soq, 6ox, Sph, Brg, Bsg,
Bsh, Ssu, Sua. Sux. Sxab. Szas, 6afq. 6aja, 6amf,
6awt, 6bao, 6cgw, 6ehl. 6fm, Gpl. 7afe, 7akt, 7co,
7gr. "inf. 7qe, 7un, 7uv, 8aaj, 8add, 8aeb, 8aee.
8aey, 8afq, 8aii, 8akk. 8alx, 8anh, 8apn, 8apx, 8apy,
8apw, 8aq, 8art, 8arw, 8atr, 8atz, 8bbw. 8bdw.
Rbit, 8bjd, Kbjt, 8bkh, 8bkm, 8bmb, 8bnh, 8bo, 8boe,
8bp, 8bpl, 8brc, 8bro. 8bsm, 8bsw, 8btz, 8buc, 8bxq,
8byn, 8bzf, 8bzu, 8cci, 8cck, 8ccp, 8ccr, 8cct, 8cdd,
8cjp, 8ckm, 8cko, 8clo, 8cmy, 8cng, Scon. 8cuv.
8cwr. 8cwu, 8daa. 8dat, 8dc. 8dem. 8dfb. 8dfm,
8dgo, 8dgp. 8dgt, 8dhs, 8dmx, 8dok. 8doo, 8dgf.
8dzl, 8eo. 8enm, 8fm. 8gz. 8hb, 8hv, 8ku, 8qb, 8qr.
8ry. 8sf, 8tt. 8uf. 8ut. 8vq, 8vt, 8vw, 8wo. 8wx,
Swz, Rxbt. 8xej, 8zg. 8zz. Canadian : 3bg. 3 bp.
3bq. Sco. 8oh, 8wv. Naval: nkf on 100 m. Phone:
8ban, 8bpd, 8brc, 8dat', 8dmt, 8xat.
TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT
(Continued from page XI)
we should use the short waves which we
have been granted as our experiment with
these waves is going to be of intense value
and it must not be forgotten that if we do
not use these waves ourselves there are
numerous forces at work which will be
only too glad to acquire them.
MARITIME DIVISION
W. C. Borrett, Mgr.
In accordance with instructions from the traffic
manager, the report of the radio activities of the
Maritime Division, will in future, only contain the
mention of Official Relay Stations, who carry out the
purpose of the traffic department.
Radio activity has taken a decided jump onward
during the last thirty days. The return to home
waters of VDM and WNP gave two of our stations
a splendid opportunity to show that the maritime
gang are still there with the goods when needed.
1AR makes a new record, having handled 118
messages, including 23 from VDM. 1AR has been
the most reliable Btation for VDM traffic of any U.
S. A. or Canadian amateur. 1DD also came into
prominence by working WNP on four occasions on
his way home from Battle Harbour and handling
10 messages with WNP. lDD's message total for
the month being 24. 1BQ and IGF report no traffic,
having been on a visit to U. S. A. first and second
district most of the month. They are now back on
the air ready for Transatlantic work. (ROTAB's).
1AF of St. John, N. B. is on nearly every night
from midnight until early morning. He has handled
IS messages this month. 1AF of Jacquet River,
N. B. is rebuilding. 1AF is much needed for
Trans-Canada traffic. 1BZ and 9AK of Charlottetown
P. E. I. report building operations on their sets for
the winter. 1AW is the leading station of Cape
Breton and reports 3 messages and is stirring up
interest among other amateurs of his district.
The European stations are now QSO the Maritime
Division and the activities of the ROTAB's should
increase from now on. g20D, g2NM, and f8AB
being the first Europeans to renew contact after a
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few months of silence. 125 and 140 meters con
tinues to be the popular wave of Maritime stations.
A few have ventured to 80.
ONTARIO DIVISION
C. H. Langford, Mgr.
General quietness as to the spectacular work and
new improvement seem to be the order of affairs gen
erally in this division. The possibilities of the short
waves are becoming well known, but we don't know
enough about them. The 76 meter wave seems well
populated now and considerable work is being car
ried out there. There are many of the Ontario gang
who are keeping out of the low bands. Get in on
it fellows so that smooth relays can be made really
successful.
While individual stations could be listed, the gen
eral reports indicate that the real ham is doing in
tensive work in keeping up his station as modern
as possible and digging down to the new wave bands.
This applies to many of our stations across Ontario.
For the information of some of the gang I can say
that it is against rules to fill up the monthly report
with only the ordinary run of affairs or changes in
the individual station.
3NF is putting in 50 watts in a new station. 3VW,
a converted BCL, is using 5 watts. 3MP of Corn
wall is trying to get interest up in his town. 8VH
of Toronto is the Official Broadcasting Station for
that district. SIA is the new C. M. of St. Thomas.
Several new Sarnia stations are expected to open
up shortly.
Traffic: 30M. 6; SIA, 2; SLY, 5; 8QO, 6; 30J. 3.
3KQ, 10; 8FC, 15; 8VH, 12; 8XX, 19; 9AL, 60;
3WG, 3 ; 8BQ, 4 ; 9BC, 3 ; SCO, 86.
QUEBEC DIVISION
J. V. Argyle, Mgr.
The entire active membership held a convention at
the home of the D. M. in Montreal on September
25th. at which attention was given mostly to League
business. Re-unions followed business and it may
be said that enthusiasm jumped 100 percent. The
following active stations were appointed to assist
in Emergency Railway Communication during the
coming winter: 2BV, 2HV, 2FI, 2AZ, 2CI, 2FL,
2CN, 2BM, 2CT, 2AG, 2BI. 2BE, 2BG, 2BN, 2CG
and 2AM. We especially welcome to our ranks an
O. W. who is a real pounder, Mrs. Sturgess of 2CN.
With the OM of 2CN we have our first 24 hours a
day relay station. Official Relay Stations of this
Division are 2BG, 2BE, 2CG, 2BN, and 2FL. All
other divisions and O. R. S's please note. These sta
tions will DELIVER the traffic—give them whatever
you've got. Stations desirous of obtaining the O.
R. S. certificate communicate with the D. M.
Note: From this time on no mention of your
activities can be made unless you are an O. R. S.
2BE and 2CG will be found almost exclusively on
80 and 76 meters. 2BG is not so active but is on
80 meters. 2BN returned from Hamburg, Germany
reports hearing 17 amateurs in one evening whilst
in German waters. 2CG on vacation at River Beaudette, P. Q., worked 300 miles in broad daylight
every day for nearly two weeks using Bingle wire
aerial and counterpoise on 76 meters, with one U.
V. 201A with spark coil. The night record was
9CIP. 2BE is hearing the Europeans again and the
gang are all set to work 'em. We welcome Foster
2AG back to the air. Arrangements were completed
for the preliminary work at the first Quebec Radio
Show. This is going to be a big affair at the
Windsor Hotel and this Division will have a complete
station in operation on a short wave. Special
mention is given to 2BE one of our most active O.
R.S's who was able to put a message into Minne
sota when the telegraph company was not able to
handle it due to destruction of lines in the western
cyclone.
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WINNIPEG DIVISION
J. E. B rickett. Mgr.
Holidays and fine weather have been the means of
keeping some of our regular stations off the air this
last month, and the change of wave length as now
allowed has aUo given the gang a good deal of re
modeling to do.
The following stations are now in possession of
the new O.R.S. certificates: 4HH, 4CB, 4AO, 4ER,
4FN. 4AA, 4FV, 4BR, 4AJ, 4CO, 4CN, 4AW, 4EA.
4DY. 4GH and 4FC.
The Prince Albert gang is going strong, and there
are some new stations under construction there.
Regina is on the air strong now for the first time,
being represented by three fine stations. Ex-g6MX
is operating at station 4FV just now, but will be
on the air with his own power very soon. 4IX, 4IQ
and 4DR are all raising their power for the winter
traffic. 4ER, 4AO and 4BF are busy with their
aerials, as we had some very strong gales up here
this summer.
VANCOUVER DIVISION
A. J. Ober, Mgr.
ALBERTA—4AX has his 50 watter going and is
getting out in great shape. 4IO is a great clearing
station, always QSO south and east. 4GT with his
two 250's will be in his new station soon, located at
223.—2nd Ave. N.E. and will have a second op. on
the job. 4X3W is working faBt and furious on 100
meters and reports good DX. 4IC is on with a good
D.C. note. 4AB is on the air again. 4DQ is on
each night with a second op and handled traffic with
V.D.M.
Traffic : 4IO, 6 ; 4GT, 11 ; 4AX, 6 ; 4DQ, 86.
EDMONTON—4HF is the only station on in this
district and iB QSO east and west most of the time.
Traffic: 4HF. 26.
VANCOUVER ISLAND—VDM and WNP logged
at 5 CT and he reports little traffic moving but has
a D.C. QSB at last. (Hi. FB,—D.M.) 5HK was on
125 meters and it was hard to raise anybody so
QSYed up again.
VANCOUVER—The D. S. hands in a card with a
report of "Everybody getting fixed up for fall con
vention." 6GO says his Li'l sis. will soon be 3rd
Op. 5GF is a real op with a good station, always
clears traffic. All active stations must make their
reports to the D.M. not later than the 15th of each
month until further notice.
Traffic: 6GF. 9.

Midwestern Convention
Last minute notice—arrived just in time to
make this number of QST.'
The Midwest Division Convention will be
held at Omaha, Nebraska, on November 24,
25 and 26.
All particulars can be gotten from Midwest
Division Manager P. H. Quinby, Route 6,
Omnha, Nebraska.
We don't know anything about the program
except that Hebert and Kruse of A.R.R.L.
headquarters will speak. However, we do
know the Midwestern crowd, and that's enuf
to make us sure there will be a fine con
vention.

SVfore

ChriftmasFun
For a fan who has only headphones
— or "just a horn" — a Radioia Loud
speaker is a Christmas inspiration! It
means everybody listening in —dancing
— getting the fun. It means music that
is music — voice that is human voice —
not "radio voice." It means getting
the best out of any set.

Radioia
Loudspeaker
TYPE UZ-1325
Now $25.00

Remember, if you are buying a com
plete radio set— that no receiver can
be better than its loudspeaker. And
if you really care about tone quality,
insist upon the Radioia Loudspeaker.
This symbol
of quality

LOUDSPEAKER

is your
protection

RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
Sales Offices t
233 Broadway, New York
10 So. La Salle St., Chicago, III.
28 Geary St., Sari Francisco, Cal.
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ACME A-2
Audio Frequency Transformer

ACME R 2.3.4
Radio Frequency Transforme

Amplification

hand in

hand

THE energy that your antenna or
loop receives is at best only a little.
Every bit of this energy you can
save is the same as amplification.
No
matter what the circuit, you must have
both low losses and amplification so that
your loud-speaker can reproduce the dis
tant stations loud and clear.
Acme Apparatus insures low losses'
and amplification without distortion,
for any circuit.
To get low losses, just replace your
present condenser with a new Acme
"lowest loss" condenser, and to get am
plification without distortion, use Acme
Transformers.
Then you will get ten
times the fun tuning in distant stations.
You will get everything on a loud-speaker
so that a whole roomful of people can
hear and you will be able to enjoy
year 'round radio.
Send 10 cents for 36-page book, "Am
plification without Distortion," contain
ing many diagrams and helpful hints on
how to get the most out of any set.

ACME .0005 M. F.
Low Loss Condenser

If you have any difficulty in getting Acme
Transmitting Apparatus, write either to the Acme
Apparatus Company, New York office, 1270
Broadway, or to the factory, Cambridge, Mass.,
and you will be taken care of promptly.
ACME APPARATUS COMPANY
Dept. 155
Cambridge, Mass.

ACME ~f°r amplification
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803 Washington St.
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A D.M. Delaware
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Ate. Pk. Chicago.
R.
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Ave.. Highland
C. H.
E. O.
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A.D.M. Michigan
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Ohio
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Milwaukee
413 Newton Ave.
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A.D.M. Illinois
Wisconsin
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M. W. Hutchinson
A.D.M. No. Ind.
Indianapolis
Rm.
66.
Y.M.C.A.
D.
J.
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A.D.M.
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J. C. Anderson
A.D.M. :
DAKOTA DIVISION
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54
Penn.
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N.
D.
C.
Wallace
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St. Paul
M. G. Gohlberg
A.D.M.
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M.
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A.
D.M. Minnesota
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2080 Lee Place
Memphis, Tenn.
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Manager
Box
415 Post Office
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V. L. Rosso
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University
Mississippi
W.
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A.D.M. Louisiana
Mississippi
Wind
W.
C.
A.D.M.
Tennessee
Little Rock
Rock
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Dr. L. M. Hunter
A.D.M. Arkansas
HUDSON DIVISION
Brooklyn. N. Y.
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E.
13th
St.
E. M. Olaser
1 ' !' \\ i-si I inns ltd.
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F. O.H. Wester.
Mardon Jr.
A.D.M. New York City
1075 Paige
Chancellor
A.
Irvlngton
\ I'M No.
417
St. St.
Schenectady
G.
A.D.M.
East New
New Jersey
York
MIDWEST DIVSION
Omaha,
Nebr,
Box
134-A.
Rt.
»
P.
H.
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Manager
Ames City
D. E. Watts
116 Highland
A.D.M.
Iowa
Kansas
8020
Merrier Ave.
BL
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A I 'M Missouri
Yates Center
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C. M. Lewis
A.D.M.
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H. A. Nielsen
St.
A.D.M. Kansas
Nebraska
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
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I. Vermllya
Manager
Westerly
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D.
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A.D.M.
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C. P.B. Sawyer
A.D.M. Rhode
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391 So. Union SL
W.
Hall
A.D.M. Vermont
West Baldwin
DickW.Chase
A.D.M.
Springfield
78 College St.
T. F. Cushlng
A.D M. Maine
West. Mass.
39
Chester
Ave.
B.
H.
Chase
A.D.M. East Mass.
E.Winlhrop
Hartrord
1622 Main St,
D. U. S. comslock
A.D.M. Connecticut
NORTHWESTERN DIVISION
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Glenn
E.
West
Manager
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H. E. Cutting
Box 517
AA.D.M.
D.M. Montana
Everett
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3802 Hoyt Ave.
Washington
Eugene
P. R. Hoppe
1633 Wllllamette SL
A.D.M. Oregon
Vancouver, Wash.
Geo. Sturley
206 E. 17th SL
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Alaska
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Weather Bureau
A.D.M. Idaho
PACIFIC DIVISION
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Angeles, Calif.
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M.
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Manager
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Box 175
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A D.M. Arizona
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M. E. Smart
A.D.M.
Nevada
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4909 Sunset Blvd.
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A.D.M. So.
Calif.Calif.
Oakland
P. C.W. Brocliway
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A.D.M.
Central
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Box
99 -A SL
Stanley Runyon
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M. No.
Calif.
Honolulu, T. H.
1593 Pllokl SL
K. A. Cantin
A.D.M. Hawaii
ROANOKE DIVISION
Danville, Va.
424 Main SL, Box 243
W. T. Gravely
Manager
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St.
J.J. L.F Wohlford
Bock
A.D.M. West. Va.
118 Cambridge
Ave.
Roanoke
A.D.M.
Virginia
Gastonla
413 S. Broad SL
R. S. Morris
A.D.M. No. Carolina
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
Casper, Wyo.
N. R. Hood
1022 S. Ash St.
Manager
P.Art M.Johnson
Segal
404
Bldg.St.
A.D.M. Colorado
217 E.Equitable
7th South
Salt Lake City
A D.M. Utah
SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION
11 Shadow Lawn Ave.
Atlanta, Oa.
H.
L. Reld
Manager
290
Wofford
Campus
Spartanburg
A.
A.D.M. So Carolina
c/o
Birmingham
Radio
Club
Box 2165 Birmingham
H. DuPre
S Brownell
A.D.M. Alabama
c/o Western Union Tel. Co.
Jacksonville
C.J. M.F. Clark
A.D.M.
Florida
lv. I'll
Atlanta
76 Clement Drive
A.D.M
Georgia
San Juan
Luis Rexach
Box 319
A.D.M. Porto Rico
WEST GULF DIVISION
Dallas. Texas
F.LouisM. Falront
Corlett
2515
Catherine SL
Manager
Roswell
Box 421
A.D.M New Mexico
Enid
C. E. Whartenby
211 News
Bldg.
A.D.M.
Oklahoma
Waxahachle
560
E.
A.D.M. So. Texas
New Braunfeis
W. A.B. Salim
Forrest. Jr.
502 Royal SL
A.D.M. No Teiaa
MARITIME DIVISION
14
Sinclair
St.
W.
C.
Borrelt
Dartmouth. N.
Manager
W. Hyndman
Charlottetown
A.D.M
P. E Brunswick
I.
T. B. Lacey
c/o N. B. Power Co.
St. John
A.D.M New
ONTARIO DIVISION
C.
H
Langford
238
Cheapalde
St.
London.
Manager
167 Close Ave.
Toronto Ont
W. Y. Sloan
A.D.M Central OnL
QUEBEC DIVISION
493 Decarlo Blvd
V, Argylo
WINNIPEG DIVISION
J E. Brlckett
260 Athabaska
St.. E.
Moose
Jaw, Saab
Manager
Box
339
E LNicholson
Maynard
Morse
A.D.M Saskatchewan
E.
397 Burnell St.
Winnipeg
A.D.M Manitoba
VANCOUVER DIVISION
Tor. Main A Minerva Sts.
A J. Ober
Vulcan. Alberta
Manager

"By many words wit is ex
hausted. "
— Lao Tzu
The Synchrophase needs no
extravagant claims.

ABROADCAST Receiver that marks a step
forward in radio design which will stand as
a challenge to the industry for a long time to come.
Its surpassing craftsmanship is equalled only by
its easy, dependable operation.
Greater sensitivity has been gained through two
stages of Balanced tuned radio frequency— the re
sult of many months of intensive research by the
Grebe engineering staff. Extreme selectivity has
been obtained by the use of Binocular coils.
The settings for the various broadcast stations
are equally spaced over the dials. This is accom
plished by S-L-F (straight line frequency) con
densers.
A new type of volume control gives an unbro
ken range of six variations of audio amplification.
Write for literature

SynchropftasC Secrets —
No. I The "Binocular" Coil
A truly fieldless coil with which
the detectorand radio stages are
tuned. Unaffected by impulses
from undesired local stations,
its use is a tremendous factor in
t he success oftheSynchrophase.

A. H. Grebe & Company, Inc.
Van Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill, N.Y.
Western Branch: 443 So. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Cal.
This Company owns and operates Station WAHQ.
TRADE MARK
mo. u s pat ore.
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EDITORIALS
de AMERICAN RADIO KELAY LEAGUE
0
New Problems

Exit the Spark

THE recent Washington conference went
on record as favoring the dis-continuance of the amateur spark. In fact it
made no provision whatever for the continu
ation of the said spark. The Department
of Commerce as far as is possible will fol
low the recommendations of the conference.
Ergo, there should be no sparks.
The Department does not feel that it
should issue an order cancelling the licenses
of all amateurs possessing spark equipment,
first because the 1912 law really permits
their possession, and second because the sit
uation is taking care of itself. Less than
1% of A.R.R.L. operation is now on spark;
we do not believe there are a hundred active
spark stations in the country. There ought
not to be any. The day of the spark is
past. We have said so many times in these
columns, and we repeat it. The spark is
selfish, and in these days of congested serv
ices there is no place for it whatever!
The conference also recommended a low
ering of the minimum decrement for all
spark transmitters, and their maximum
limit of .1 is probably unattainable by the
average station on amateur waves. That,
if it were acted upon, would also put the
quietus on O.M. Spark.
Bearing all these things in mind the De
partment of Commerce feels, and has asked
us to so say, that the amateur should evince
a spirit of co-operation with the Depart
ment in return for favors shown him, and
get rid of the spark. We heartily second
the motion. The A.R.R.L. here and now
calls for the complete and immediate aboli
tion of the amateur spark. Its day is done;
let it begone. This is a civilized age and we
have no place for decrement today. The
Editors of QST have owned and operated
sparks that were their joy and pride, sparks
as good as most of them, and nobody knows
better than we the romance and fascination
of the old rotary. But its name is Mud
today and out it must go, 100%.
Won't the few remaining spark-pushers
please take note that they are in decidedly
poor form, standing in the way of progress,
losing friends at every turn, and keening
themselves completely out of the possibil
ities of modern DX ham radio? Junk the
dern things today, O.M., and get a bottle
perking tonight!

THE decisions of the recent national
radio conference create new problems
for us amateurs. Broadcasting has
been extended downwards until it comes
right down to meet us at 200 meters. The
waves below 150 meters have been carefully
cut into little slices and doled out to the
various claimants, so that now the whole
territory is staked out and soon we will
have neighbors on both sides of all our
bands. Thus it becomes of paramount im
portance that we stay within our appointed
fences. If we slop over now it is no longer
the simple little matter of merely not being
where we belong, with no trouble caused.
Instead, we will be where somebody else
wants to be, and we're certain to be pounced
on in short order.
We have been given these short-wave
bands more or less on trial. We have them
for a year. We have had them so short a
while that no one could say with any positiveness that we could not stay where we
belong. If our record is black when the
next Conference rolls around, we shall not
fare as well. Relay broadcasting for sta
tion interconnection has been given the ex
clusive use of five bands of short waves.
If the "bugs" in this service can be removed
it is undoubtedly destined to become a most
potent factor in broadcasting. The com
panies interested in it are not too happy at
seeing us amateurs on short waves, for they
fear we will interfere with them. Woe to
us if we do. We can get plenty of DX
without having a phone station rebroadcast
us. We have plenty of territory now, and
the expansion of our second band from 7580 to 75-85.6 meters is particularly helpful.
Let us all make sure that we never emit
a signal outside of our authorized bands.
Prospectively we shall have a new set of
amateur regulations very soon. We ex
pect they will result in a new form of sta
tion license, under which we will all be
authorized to work in any or all of our
bands without special permit for each band.
We expect that all transmitters will be re
quired to use loose-coupled circuits, and that
is certainly very much to be desired. That
will go further than anything else we know
to minimize harmonics, key-clicks and modu
lation ripples; the tubes will run cooler, and
the filament transformers won't be so liable
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to depart this life suddenly. With other
services immediately adjoining ours and
with B.C.L.'s fishing for low-power DX
right down to 200 meters, it is essential
that we adopt this. In a few months we
hope it will be considered just as bad form
to show a conductively-coupled transmitter
circuit as it is to talk about a fixed sparkgap in the antenna circuit.
It is rather probable that under the new
regulations the use of "raw A.C." on the
plates will be prohibited during quiet hours,
even on the short waves. If this occurs
it will be because the Bunav believes our
chances of interfering are too great if we
have a completely-interrupted plate supply
and they will want us to utilize some meth
od whereby both sides of the cycle are em
ployed, which means either a rectifier or a
tube on each half of the cycle, preferably
the latter. More about this later.
In the business of finding short waves for
all the services that wanted them, our spe
cial-station band of 105 to 110 meters was
lost to us and probably will be cancelled on
existing licenses shortly. In this modern
day there does not seem to be any particu
lar reason for "specials" and we fear their
day is done. If this is the case, however,
we expect that existing stations will be per
mitted to keep their old "Z" calls as me
mentos of days that were.
Our representatives at the Washington
conference were able to show that to a huge
extent we amateurs are a self-governing
body. Therein lay one of our chief claims
to recognition. Let us keep up the good
work by doing exactly what is expected of

Last Call for
Hoover Cup Entries
THE last of the Department of Commerce
Trophies now authorized by Secretary
Hoover will be awarded under the auspices
of the A.R.R.L. to 1924's best U. S. amateur
station in which the bulk of the apparatus
is home-made. This is the last call for
entries.
Because of the manifest impossibility of
filing by January 1st an entry which con
tains a station log thru December 31st, the
closing date has been extended to February
1st.
The rules governing the contest have
been published so often that it seems un
necessary to do it again. See November
1923 QST. But if any amateur is un
familiar with the rules and needs further
light, write A.R.R.L. Headquarters and in
structions will be supplied immediately.
This cup is worth competing for. Its
possession is a big honor. The judges can
not make an intelligent award unless de
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us in the obeying of the anticipated new
regulations.
QSO Our Field Man
WHEN these lines are printed our
A.R.R.L. Treasurer, Mr. Arthur A.
Hebert, will be on his way back to
Hartford on a twelve-thousand-mile trip
that for two months has occupied him in
the business of establishing contact with
many of those portions of our League never
before visited by a representative from
Headquarters. It is a fine thing, such a
trip as this, and we are glad that our
A.R.R.L. is able to do it. We have become
a big organization now, with nearly
eighteen thousand members, and it is quite
a problem to maintain adequate contact be
tween Headquarters and the gang. There
is a reason for everything in our affairs, and
our Board of DirectorSj in wisely author
izing Mr. Hebert's trip, realized that every
little misunderstanding that can occur in
our organization is attributable to insuffi
cient contact and interchange of ideas.
This trip of Mr. Hebert's is bound to be
a splendid thing for the League, not only
in the messages he can carry to our mem
bers everywhere he goes but in the data he
can bring back to our Board, whereby they
will be able the more intelligently to admin
ister League affairs. We hope this may
prove to be only the first of many such ex
tensive contact missions, and that in the
near future a Headquarters representative
will have succeeded in getting QSO every
town of size in the country.
scriptions of stations are filed with them.
Overcome your modesty, fellows, and get
your entries in by Feb. 1.
Three More Cups Offered !
IN the January QST announcement will be
made of three additional cups for
A.R.R.L. work this winter. There will
be one each for the 5, 20 and 40 meter wave
bands. Competition is limited to Ameri
can Radio Relay League membership.
By all means take advantage of the
December and January tests to become
acquainted with the extreme low wave
lengths.
Old Timers Attention !
We mean old timers—long before
anyone had ever thought of a vacuum
tube receiver. Please take a look at
the note on page— and do whatever
you can for us.
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Superheterodyne Transformers
AIR-CORE transformers have been
so much discussed in our series
of super-heterodyne articles that
they need not be taken up in
detail here. The information may be found
in the June, July and August issues.
We have gotten to thinking that all radio
circuits should be tuned as sharply as pos
sible. This is not so. Why it is not so
can best be shown by a brief discussion.
Looking at Fig. 1 we see the "spectrums"
of some radio signals after they have been
heterodyned to 30,000 cycles, which is fre
quently called 30 kilocycles.
Putting it

the signal to 30 kilocycles.
What the
wavelength of these signals was originally
does not matter now—they have been
transferred to the region in which super
heterodyne amplifiers work, and that is
where we are going to discuss them.
First let us take the continuous-wave
("C.W.") signal in Fig. 1. This may be

RADIO INSTRUMENT CO. DX-2H.
Peak at 3300 meters.
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to

10 20 30 AO SO to
FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES
SPECTRUM OF C.W. STATION (Le.TUBE
STATION WITH BATTERY SUPPLY) WHEN
KEY IS HELD DOWN
FIG. I
FIG. I. FREQUENCY-SPECTRUM AND TRANS
FORMER CURVES FOR C.W. WORK.
differently, these signals have been run
through the frequency changer (oscillator
and 1st detector) of a super-heterodyne re
ceiver, so as to shift the carrier-wave of

the carrier wave of a radiophone station
(when nothing is being said into the micro
phone), or else it can be the carrier of a
radio-telegraph station in which the key is
being held down.
Evidently this is a single frequency and
can be amplified' perfectly well by the
sharpest possible transformer. If we can
equip our intermediate-frequency amplifier
with a tremendously sharp amplifier this
signal will be properly amplified without
amplifying any interfering signals at the
same time. This seems like a very beauti
ful state of affairs, and we wonder why it
will not be best to equip all super-hetero
dynes with just such transformers.
As a matter of fact it is not best to use
such transformers in all super-heterodynes
—for several good reasons.
First of all—very sharply tuned trans
formers must be adjustable, it is simply
out of the question to build them exactly
matching. This is a complication.
Secondly—such transformers require
special circuit-tricks to keep the whole
system from oscillating.
Thirdly—and this is by far the best
reason—such transformers will distort most
signals most unmercifully, although per
fectly OK on C.W.

10
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Why Sharpness Distorts
Suppose that a 1000-cycle note is sent
into the microphone of the radiophone sta
tion. If the station does not happen to be
equipped for radiophone work, we can get
the same effect (nearly) by using a 1000cycle buzzer to break up the transmitted
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30 KC.

29 K.C^

31 K.C.

10
20 30 40 50
SO
SPECTRUM OF A TUBE SIGNAL WITH
IOOO CYCLE MODULATION
FIG. 2
FIG. 2. FREQUENCY-SPECTRUM AND TRANS
FORMER CURVES FOR I.C.W. WORK.
wave. In either case the effect is that we
add two "side frequencies" to the original
"carrier wave".
Since the transmitted
note is 1000 cycles, we will find these "side
frequencies" just 1000 cycles to either side
of the carrier; in other words, they will be
at 29,000 and 31,000 cycles, as shown in
Fig. 2. Thus the whole spectrum consists
of a trio of frequencies at 29,000, 30,000,
and 31,000 cycles. To amplify this set of
frequencies properly the transformer must
be "flat topped" all the way across this
region. It would not do at all to use the
sharp transformer of Fig. 1, because it
would totally fail to amplify the "side
bands". Therefore nothing but the C.W.
carrier at 30 k.c. would come through.
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RadioDhone Distortion
The thing is even more complex if one
foes to radiophone work. Here we again
have a "carrier" at 30 k.c, but this time

BRANSTON R-91.
Peak at 5300 meters.
we are not adding a single tone. We are
adding all the notes of an orchestra, in
cluding some very high notes from the
piccoloo and violin. Some of these notes
run as high as 3,000 cycles, and their third
harmonics run to 9,000 cycles. Thus the
"spectrum" will consist of the "carrier" at
30,000 cycles plus two side bands 9,000
cycles wide on either side, as shown in
Fig. 3. The whole thing now reaches from
21,000 cycles to 39,000 cycles—and even
then we have not taken care of the higher
harmonics that exist in the original tone.
However, the harmonics that run above
10,000 cycles are hardly worth worrying
about—most people do not hear them any
too well. However, to get good reproduc
tion of everything up to a 3,000-cycle tone

GENERAL RADIO CO. TYPE 271.
Peak at 9000 mctera.
and the third harmonic of the same will
require a transformer that has a "flat
top" curve 18,000 cycles wide.
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The Ideal Transformer
Of course the ideal transformer, from
the standpoint of interference, would be one
that just took in the side bands of the
different signals (Figs. 1, 2 and 3), and
then would cut off perfectly square right
outside of the bands. Such curves have
been sketched and labeled "ideal trans
former curves". Please note that "ideal"
is here meant to apply to the matter of
freedom from distortion and minimization
of interference only, otherwise we will
wander off into a dismal jungle of confus
ing facts and near-facts. Let us therefore
not discuss too many things at once.

11

territory (18,000 cycles across the top and
the slopes added to that). In some of the
transformers now on the market the curves
are so fearfully broad that they run down
below 10,000 cycles and keep .tight on
amplifying. In otheT words, they run into

The Practical Transformer
Unfortunately such "square cornered"
curves do not happen where we are think
ing of such a simple thing as a trans
former. They can be made to happen (al
most) when we use a filter chain, but that's
a bit expensive and hardly a manufacturing
proposition. The practical curve is always
more or less in the nature of a hill, slop
ing off to both sides. Perhaps the hill is
narrow, perhaps the top is broad—but in
any case there are sloping shoulders that
take in a lot of territory to either side. To
make a transformer with such a curve work
distortionlessly (or almost so at least), we
must make it so wide at the top that it

10 20 30 40 50 60
SPECTRUM OF SAMPLE RADIOPHONE SIGNAL
FIG. 3
FIG. 3. FREQUENCY-SPECTRUM AND TRANS
FORMER CURVES FOR RADIOPHONE WORK.
ASSUMING THAT ORCHESTRA MUSIC IS TO BE
HANDLED. FOR SPEECH ONLY THE CURVES
OF FIG. 2 ARE OK.

R.T. ST. JAMES AIR-CORE TRANSFORMER IN
VACUUM. Peak at 1200 meters.
completely takes in our "ideal" curve be
fore the two slopes start. Then we will
have to put up with the interfering signals
and noises that sneak in because of these
wide slopes.
Now the important point is this: For
C.W. we can make the curve exceedingly
sharp, so that it comes rather close to the
ideal curve; but for phone work we need a
curve that is "broad as all outdoors"
so that we take in a horrifying amount of

the audio range and become audio ampli
fiers. The result is a super-heterodyne that
is beastly noisy. Perhaps this will be better
understood from Fig. 4, reproduced from
our June issue.
However, do not for a moment consider
getting rid of this difficulty by purchasing a
transformer that is too sharp at the top of
the peak and secures quietness by butcher
ing off the audio end and the sidebands at
the same stroke.
The "ideal practical"
transformer (as nearly as we have it now)
is somewhere between. It is equipped with
a curve with plenty of width, but it "drops
dead" before getting into the audio region.
To design such a transformer is no job for
a "soldering copper engineer". The thing
requires basic understanding of transform
ers. That is why the good super-heterodyne
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transformers are being1 designed by men
with a-n engineering education back of
them, a laboratory before them, and an
4ue//o

&tu/to
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very few schools which confer the degree.
The man who signs himself as belonging to
the radio engineering department of a com
mercial firm or a school is generally all
right, but the self-styled "Radio Engineer"
—but why continue, it is a dying tribe.)
Transformer Curves
So far we have talked as if all trans
formers worked at 30 kilocycles, i.e. 30,000

ti/ocyc/ei
A - Tic jAiip, cuts offpart ofs/Ja ianet
B - Tbc Sroot/, /ets thru some, norjes
C — Gooa* curve
FIG. 4. EFFECT OF DIFFERENT WIDTHS OF
CURVE WHEN WORKING WITH RADIOPHONE
SIGNALS. REPRODUCED FROM PAGE 12. JUNE
QST.
honest purpose. The super-heterodyne can
be given a vote of thanks for having made
the way exceeding rough for many of the
numerous tribe of "radio engineers" who
cropped up from nowhere these two years
since. (Parenthetically—most of the men

FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES
FIG. 5

THE ACME "SO KILOCYCLE" TRANSFORMER.
Peak at 7100 meters.
cycles at the shorter wave than does a
perfectly feasible to work at a higher fre
quency (lower wave) with ex
cellent results. The advantages
of a 30 kilocycle transformer as
compared with a 60 kilocycle
(60,000 cycle) transformer were
very thoroughly discussed in "A
Study of Superheterodyne Am
plification," in our October is
sue. If you care to think of it
that way, these are transform
ers that work at 10,000 and
5,000 meters. The thing can be
done at still lower wave-lengths
—for instance, 1,500 meters.
Which of these is best? That
can be argued about pretty ex
tensively, and the argument is
not profitable. Better refer to
the article just mentioned.

FIG. 5. TYPICAL IRON-CORE TRANSFORMERS. These carves
were obtained by measurement in several laboratories and repre
sent transformers now on the market. No attempt has been made
to make these curves correspond with the photographs shown in
this same article. The curves are believed to he reliable as most
of them were checked by at least two laharatories. Therefore the
best transformers will be those having their peaks and say, nine
k. c. either side of their peaks, as high as possible and the balance
of the curve as low as possible. Passable, though not really good,
quality may be obtained with a high-amplification band only 4 k. c.
wide.
today calling themselves "Radio Engineerhave no right to the title, there being but

The Shape of the Curves
If the curves of different
transformers are drawn on a
wavelength scale they will not
tell us anything very useful, be
cause the short-wave trans
formers (1,500 meters or 200
k.c.) will seem to be very much
sharper than the long-wave
ones (10,000 meters or 30
k.c), for the reason that a
hundred meters will represent many more
cycles at the shorter wave than does a

13
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hundred meters at the higher wave. For
instance—there are 12,500 cycles between
1,500 meters and 1,600 meters, but there

one can get along very decently with a
transformer that is half as good at 3,000
cycles from the peak as it is at the peak.
Transformer Construction
It is a useful thing to have transformers
shielded by metal cases; it prevents need
less trouble between stages—provided the
job has been well done. Sometimes metal
cases are not necessary, because the core

REMLER TYPE 600
Peak at 0700 meters.
are only 2,700 cycles between 10,000 meters
and 11,000 meters. Therefore curves that
show the wavelength covered by trans
formers are not particularly easy to com
pare. It would be a mighty good thing if
the makers of the things would stop fur
nishing these confusing curves and instead
give us curves that talk in frequencies.
Then we can see directly and at once if the
particular transformer will cover the re
quired territory without taking in a lot of
valueless real estate in the way of addi
tional signals that are not wanted. The

2u
U 10
c
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. UV-17I6.
Peak at 7000 meters.
construction provides a shield, or perhaps
the maker prefers to space the transformers
well apart. In one make of super-hetero
dyne the various stages even use the same
core.
IVI-'ICAI.MH COH
Tf ANS
<1ER.

3)

210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 30O 310 320
FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES
FIG. 6
FIG. 6 REPRESENTATIVE AIR-CORE TRANSFORMER
showing that air-core transformers are not particularly different
from the iron-core variety. This particular transformer works
at fairly high frequencies but similar curves are obtained with
lager transformers. Sharper curves require careful construction
to secure uniformity.
curves in this article have been drawn in
this way.
It will be noticed that some of the trans
formers do not comply with the idea of
covering an 18,000-cycle band. This does
not necessarily mean that they are poor;

Certainly though, one can demand solid
construction, good terminals, plain marking
of the connections and moisture-proofing of
the windings. The transformers pictured
in this article come up to these require
ments with a good deal of uniformity.
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Antipodes Linked by Amateur Radio
New Zealand and British Amateurs Work 12,000 Miles—All
Records Smashed—N. Z. Showing the World
GET ready for a shock, gang. The
laurels in this little old game of
amateur radio no longer belong to
America. We're barely in it. A
whole string of new records have been
hung up during the months of September
and October by the busy amateurs of New
Zealand and it will probably be a long time
before we can even up the score.
All amateur DX records were broken into
smithereens on October 19th when z4AA,
Frank D. Bell, of Palmerston South, N. Z.,
was in communication with Mill Hill
School, London, g2SZ, for ninety minutes.
And on Oct. 25th z4AG, Ralph Slade, of
Dunedin, N. Z., worked British 2NM, Ger
ald Marcuse! We make the distance right
at 11,900 miles. It is staggering! We
amateurs have been extending our distances
regularly but few among us dared to expect
that the uttermost ends of the earth would
be linked by ham radio so quickly. These
two places are practically opposite each
other on the globe. Unless somebody can
arrange to get into communication with a
ship diametrically opposite his station, on
the other side of the earth, carefully ar
ranging to achieve the world's maximum
of 12,500 miles, it is very doubtful
if this record will ever be exceeded. It
is a record of which any commercial sta
tions on the globe, of whatever power,
might well be proud. We congratulate
these stations with all our heart—it is
positively wonderful!
Fragmentary logs also indicate that
z4AA probably was in communication on
Oct. 21st with g2KF, Partridge of London,
who was the first Britisher to work Amer
ica. This is as yet unconfirmed.
American amateurs have been busy the
past few weeks too, of course, and some
splendid communication with New Zealand
has resulted, distances being achieved that
would cause us to swell with pride were they
not so greatly exceeded by the N. Z.-England communication. On Oct. 13th 1SF of
Short Beach, Conn., was in good QSO with
Ivan O'Meara, z2AC of Gisbourne, N. Z.,
the chap who first worked Argentine CB8,
for an hour and twenty minutes. Thus
1SF is the first eastcoast American to work
New Zealand and his record greatly exceeds
the work that won the Boomerang, re
ported in our last issue, beins: around 9,000
miles. Then on Oct. 17th 3BHV in Wash
ington worked z4AG, Dunedin, for the
same length of time, with good signals, tak

ing a message for Hartford Hq. filed there
by u2AOS who recently visited N. Z. On
the same date 6BFW, Orange, Cal., also
worked z4AG for the same length of time,
and on the 18th 1KC in Northampton, Mass.,
worked both 4AG and 2AC, while on the
20th 5DW in Greenville, Tex., speared z4AA
for another 45 minutes. 6CGW should be
credited with working 4AG as well as 4AA
on that eventful night of Sept. 21st when
contact was first established, and 6BCP of
San Pedro, Calif., winner of the boomerang,
worked 4AA again on Sept. 25th. Thus in
one brief paragraph must we dismiss many
glorious achievements.
New Zealand signals are now almost com
monplace thruout the U. S. and Canada.
They are being heard in Europe too.
French 8FJ, in LeBlincat, writes us that
he is regularly hearing N. Z., 1AC, 2AC,
4AA and 4AG, and Australian 3BM, 3BD,
and 3BQ. Incidentally he has 760 different
U. S. and Canadian amateurs to his credit.
Wake up, fellows. Maybe we started ama
teur DX but we're not in it with these chaps.
Why do we so freely hand the laurels to
New Zealand when our own American mem
bers have participated in most of this DX?
Read on, gang, you haven't heard the half
of it.
R.Y. ("Jack") Orbell, z3AA, recently
sailed from New Zealand for England on
the S. S. "Port Curtis", going east across
the South Pacific via Cape Horn, up \ ia
Montevideo, and thence across the Atlantic
to England. He has on board a short
wave ham set with two U.V. 202's, input 50
watts, signing 3AA and using "x" for his
intermediate. Latest reports up to this
writing show that New Zealand amateurs
have kept in touch with him every night
since he left home, handling messages and
testing. The last reported distance was
6,200 miles, near Montevideo. 3AA reports
z2AC, 4AA, 4AG and 4AK nice at 5,600
miles; he worked Jack Davis of Sydney,
whose input is 15 watts, at 4,750 miles,
and z3AL, 12 watts input, at 4,600 miles;
and 4AG got to him 5,400 miles on voice.
For a night of real N. Z. DX. try to tie this :
On Sept. 21st when 6BCP and 6CGW
worked z4AA, z2AC worked voice 5600
miles to x3AA, turned around and dupli
cated his one-time world's record by hook
ing up again with Argentine CB8, and then
connected CB8 and 3AA. On Sept. 24th,
the night when 4AA clicked again a few
minutes with 6BCP, z2AC worked xSAA at
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6,200 miles, CB8 again at 6,400 miles, and
DB2, another Argentinian, at the same dis
tance. We don't know anything about such
monotonous DX with such powers in this
country. Why, if the New Zealanders can
follow x3AA across the Atlantic to Eng
land they will have succeeded in working
around the world in both directions, for the
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cept 6BCP, who used Zeh Bouck's rede
signed Roberts circuit from August "Radio
Broadcast", having one stage of radio.
Mr. Chas. E. Biele of u2AOS, operating
aboard GDWQ, writes us from New Zea
land, where he has visited almost every
prominent amateur station. He says the
fellows are the finest amateurs he has met
in the world, and they have shown

6 BCP, WINNER OF THE BOOMERANG. The transmitter is a master oscillator, using one five-watter as oscillator and four as amplifiers,
supplied at 575 volts from a generator. Coupled Hartley circuit. This set
puts 4.2 amperes at 150 meters in a 4-wire inverted-L Bat-top aerial 55 feet
long and 42 feet high; cage lead-in. Roberts receiver, per 2PI in August
"Radio Broadcast." Note the Pyrex dishes used for lead-in insulators.
g2SZ-z4AA communication apparently oc
curred over a line east from Greenwich!
Put all this work down as another short
wave demonstration. 4AG was on 90 meters,
4AA on 92, 2AC about 85, and x3AA around
120 meters. 1SF used a fifty on 77 meters,
3BHV the same on 78 meters. British 2SZ
is a short-wave station too, and his input
for the world's record was just 230 watts!
Put this work down to the credit of low-loss
tuners, too. The New Zealanders have
junked their r.f. as a body, and their stand
ard is the "1BGF low-losser" (see Febru
ary 1924 QST). All the stations on which
we have report used low-loss autodynes ex-

him the time of his life. Their radio condi
tions are marvelous, unheard of distances
being achieved in that part of the world on
practically no power. Which reminds us of
our recent editorial on N. Z.—us for there
someday!
Anybody willing to outfit a floating short
wave ham station under the Stars and
Stripes and send it to the Antipodes of
good U. S. stations, please communicate
with A.R.R.L. Headquarters. There's a
mathematical possibility of exceeding this
British-New Zealand DX record by 600
miles and a chance in a million of doing it.
—K.B.W.
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Radio Conference

Amateur Bands Definitely Confirmed, with Some Extensions and Slight Shifting
All Short Waves Now Allocated
THE Conference has allocated to ama
teurs substantially the same fre
quency bands that are now in use,
with some minor changes in their
location. The temporary allocation of
waves below 150 meters made by the De
partment to the amateurs some months ago
is given definite approval with some slight
changes in the bands. The net result of
this is to give to amateurs an increase over
what they had at the end of the Conference
a year ago, and to allow them a much great
er area for operation."
So reads the report of the Third National
Radio Conference, which convened in Wash
ington on October 6th and by remarkably
efficient operation concluded on Oct. 10th.
It was a large and representative gather
ing of about eighty members, from every
branch of radio and from every part of the
country. Its sessions in the main were
characterized by a marked spirit of cooper
ation. We feel sure it must be counted on
every hand as a most successful conference,
for it was able to devise ways for the
betterment of all phases of radio.
The High Spots
The Conference report is a bulky docu
ment and we have space here to mention
only its major recommendations. At that,
however, we must point out that the status
of the Conference was advisory to the De
partment of Commerce and that the recom
mendations can not be considered as ef
fective unless adopted by the Department.
Broadcasting of course occupied the cen
ter of the stage. The 300-meter marine
wave was abandoned, and with the recent
abandonment of 450 m., the way was open
to assign the whole band 200 to 545 meters
exclusively for broadcasting. A new zon
ing plan was worked out, creating 30 addi
tional broadcasting channels, or a total of
100. A new classification of stations was
established: Class 1, 545 to 280 m., the
same as old Class B, the best stations (the
old Class C wavelength of 360 meters was
wiped out, its stations going into whichever
of the new class they fit) ; Class 2, 275 to
214 m., made up of old Class A and some
from Class C; Class 3, 211 to 205 m., 5
channels, for all broadcasting stations of
less than 100 watts power. Allocation of
a specific wavelength to each station is
being done by a committee consisting of
the Supervisors of Radio.
The 600-meter marine wave is to be used
hereafter for calling and distress only, the
working waves being 660, 730 and 875 m.,

as well as the already-allocated wave of
706. The band from 1579 to 2500 m. was
also assigned for various marine services.
It was believed that nationwide broad
casting by interconnection of stations de
served every encouragement and stimula
tion and to that end the Conference recom
mended the appointment of a continuing
committee to work out necessary plans for
its accomplishment. Higher power for all
broadcasting was considered desirable, to
increase the reliability of the service, and
the Department is preparing regulations
under which this will be possible. There
was a big argument over so-called "super
power" broadcasting, 25 to 50 k.w.; the
Conference declined to recommend author
izing unlimited power but did recommend
experiments along this line, under careful
regulation which will require, among other
things, that such stations be located suffi
ciently far from centers of population to
avoid abnormal interference.
The Conference assigned all the wave
lengths from 0 to 3158 meters. Those in
which our readers are particularly inter
ested are as follows:
0.0 to 4.7 meters, Beam transmission
4.7 .. 5.3
Amateur
5.3 ., 16.7
Bean transmission
10.7 ,. 18.7
Public
service and mobile
18. 7 ., 21.2
Amateur
21.2 ,. 26.8
Public
service
25.8 .. 27.8
Relay broadcasting, excl.
27.3
30.0
Public service
30.0 ..„ 33.3
Relay
broadcasting, excl.
33.3 „ 37.5
Public
service and mobile
37.5 .. 42.8
Amateur
and army mobile
42-8 ., 51.7
Public
service
51.7 ,. 54.5
Relay
broadcasting,
excl.
54.5 „ 60.0
Public service
60.0 „ 66.7
Relay
broadcasting,
excl.
66.7 „ 75.0
Public service and mobile
75.0 .. 85.6
Amateur and army mobile
85.6 „ 103.3
Public
service
103.3 „ 109.2
Relay broadcasting, excl.
109.2 „ 120
Mobile
120 ., 137
Aircraft, exclusive
137 .. 150
Point-to-point, non-excl.
150 ., 200
Amateur
200 ., 645
Phone broadcasting, excl.
These allocations are designed to hold for
one year—the Conferences probably will be
annual affairs. Government departments
are authorized to work in the waves below
150 meters "with due regard to the author
ized use thereof by other legitimate serv
ices." The "Z" band from 105 to 110 m.
was lost. About the Army's sharing of
our short-wave bands, see the statement by
Maj. Bender elsewhere in this issue. "Pub
lic service" in this allocation means toll
telegraphy; the day has arrived when we
may expect to hear trans-ocean commercial
traffic on the short waves; in fact the Radio
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Corporation is equipping all of its highpower long-wave stations with a short
wave auxiliary station and WGH, Tuckerton, is already at work. These stations
will work chiefly in the band 85.6-103.S.
There are also six Canadian commercials
now under construction for operation in
this range.
It will be noted that the amateur bands
have been altered slightly, so that the har
monics of each band fall within the suc
cessively lower wavelength bands. This
same scheme was applied to the other short
wave allocations too, and was proposed by
Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, who was the leading
genius of Sub-Committee No. 1 on alloca
tions. As John V. L. Hogan put the motto
of that sub-committee, "Everybody must eat
his own mush". It goes without saying
that it is a splendid idea.
The amateur representative on the Con
ference was our A.R.R.L. president, H. P.
Maxim, with C. H. Stewart, our vice-presi
dent, as advisor and K. B. Warner, League
secretary, as alternate to Mr. Maxim. At
the opening session Secretary of Commerce
Hoover charged the Conference with the
duty of taking adequate care of the ama
teur. At the first hearings Mr. Maxim
presented a brief on behalf of the amateurs,
asking that they be permitted to retain
their present bands, and Mr. Hoover again
commented favorably upon their work. It
was in this atmosphere that the amateur
allocation? were made, an atmosphere in
which the undoubted disapproval of cer
tain commercial interests was necessarily
subdued. Such was the course of amateur
fortune at this conference. Appreciation
must also be expressed to Prof. A. E. Kennelly, Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, and Prof. C. M.
Jansky, Jr., for very valuable services to
the amateur.
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The Amateur Sub-Committee
In charge of amateur details there was
a sub-committee with Mr. Maxim as its
chairman and Third District Supervisor
Cadmus as its secretary, the other members
being Prof. Jansky; A. H. Halloran, editor
of "Radio"; A. H. Lynch and "Zeh Bouck"
of "Radio Broadcast;" Dr. C. B. Jolliffe of
Bustands; P. C. Oscanyon, representing the
Second District Executive Council; E. H.
Armstrong; and Messrs. Stewart and War
ner of A.R.R.L. Most of the membership
of the Washington Radio Club was in at
tendance at the meetings, too.
This sub-committee recommended the
compulsory use of loosely-coupled trans
mitters on all amateur waves; the free use
of all amateur waves under one station li
cense; the confinement of phone and out
right 1CW to the band 170-180 meters;
and the confirmation of the system of inter
mediates established unofficially by the
A.R.R.L. No definite action has yet been
taken on these recommendations.
The Conference made no provision what
ever for the continuance of the amateur
spark, and it is expected that the ham spark
will speedily be done away with. (See
Editorial in this issue.)
New Regulations
In order to put the Conference's recom
mendations into effect, new regulations are
being issued by the Bureau of Navigation
and we may expect a complete set of new
amateur regulations soon. We had hoped
we might have the news for this issue but
it is not available at this writing. Watch
next QST for the dope.

The Army-Amateur Joint Bands
By Major L. B. Bender, Signal Corps, U.S.A.
THE recent action of the Third National
Radio Conference in recommending
the allocation of the same frequency
bands above 3000 kilocycles for amateur
stations and mobile stations of the Army is
a distinct innovation in the field of radio
regulation. It is also notable that this
recommendation was made with entire con
currence on the part of the amateur and
Army representatives present and without
opposition from any source. Lest there be
some misapprehension on the part of ama
teurs concerning the possible effect on them
of this agreement, the opportunity is wel
comed to outline for QST the present situ

ation and the future plans of the Army for
operations in these bands.
Since 1920 the Army has had several
hundred portable field sets of low power
operation between 3950 and 4050 kilocycles.
Recently many of these have been modified
to work in the band between 4550 and 4650
kilocycles. These sets employ a loop an
tenna for both the transmitting and re
ceiving, and the transmitting energy is de
rived wholly from dry batteries. Due to
the low power input and the small antenna
of low efficiency, the operating range of
these sets does not exceed five miles. That
range is quite sufficient, however, for the
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purpose intended and it serves a very im
portant military need.
The success attained with these sets has
led to the development of similar sets work
ing in other frequency hands and for other
purposes. The quantity production of this
design may not appear within a year but
these are the sets with which the amateurs
are to share their bands. Although the
design must cover bands not allocated for
military use in order to obtain the required
number of channels for a field army, the
actual peace-time use will be limited so
far as possible to the bands so allocated.
In national emergency we count on the
public consent to use army bands neces
sary to meet the emergency. The amateur
has practically nothing to fear in the way
of interference from these army sets in his
band. As already pointed out, the range
of the sets is so limited that only those ama
teurs located near training camps or posts
of the Army will ever hear them. Then
again, the use of these sets will normally
be in the daylight hours when amateurs
are not nearly so active as after dark. The
Army operators are probably subject by
this arrangement to more interference from
amateurs than they will cause, but the
Army is willing to take a chance on that
in the belief that a certain amount of in
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terference is a real benefit to military train
ing and that it will never be really trouble
some.
It is unfortunate in a way that the low
power of the Army equipment makes' it im
practical in all but isolated cases to inter
change traffic between Army and amateur
stations. Such an arrangement might be
a valuable aid to training. But there will
at least be some gain in the arrangement
which puts the amateurs and the Army in
the same bands. The experience each ob
tains in high frequency apparatus and its
vagaries is most 'useful when an emergency
comes and the amateurs find themselves con
verted into Army operators over night.
They will then feel much more at home
than if their training had been in fields
widely different from the military field.
There is no reason apparent why the
proposed scheme should not work out to
the entire satisfaction of both classes con
cerned. It is something of a satisfaction
to be set down among our amateur friends
who composed so large a share of our radio
operators during the last war and it will
be our ambition to so conduct our operations
with respect to the amateurs that any fu
ture emergency will find them equally eager
to join their talents with us in the common
cause.

The Conference, in Relation to Amateur Activities
By A. E. Kennelley
Professer of Electrical Engineering at Harvard University
THE National Radio Conference con
American amateurs by the conference do
vened by the Secretary of Commerce not differ markedly from those which had
at Washington during October was just previously been assigned to them; but
notable in various ways. Its attendance they have in detail certain new, interesting
was large and representative; it received and important properties. The new bands
more widespread and active public atten
are shown in the Table.
It will be observed that except for a small
tion than preceding conferences of the kind ;
it has been the first conference to recom departure in the first entry in the first col
mend the allotment of wave lengths short umn, the new frequencies assigned are in
simple binary relation. That is, the band
er than one hundred meters.
The activities of the radio amateur re ratios after the first are all 1.143, and with
ceived particular attention. Not only were the same exception, the frequencies limit
five bands, comprising collectively a range ing one band are the octaves of those in
the band preceding. Those of the lowest
of 12 megacycles per second, alloted to ama
teur operation; but in his opening speech line are the double octaves. In other words,
if we cons'der the first band as extending
Secretary Hoover referred to the import
from 1.75 to 2.0 megacys, plus a guard
ance of the amateur's work and the desir
ability of having that work preserved and range of from 1.5 to 1.75 megacys, then all
encouraged within its own proper limits. the even harmonics of the first band be
Indeed the Secretary's remarks were so longing to the series 2, 4, 8, and 32, are
justly appreciative of the best activities found in the other bands. Similar distrib
of the amateur that one might almost sup
utions of even harmonics were allotted to
pose that during his leisure moments he the other services in wavelengths below 150
was a radio amateur himself, and entered meters. As one member of the conference
into the realm of international morse-code expressed the matter colloquially, each serv
good fellowship, with the happy exuberance ice should be charged with the duty of con
of the Knights of "73", all the world over. suming its own harmonic excrescenses. If
The bands of frequency apportioned to an amateur working in the range between
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cessfully at night across the seas, with but
1.75 and 2.0 megacys unwittingly emits oc
tave harmonics up to the 32d, he will only little antenna power?
If we cannot as yet find an answer to
thereby disturb fellow amateurs and not
this question at the bottom of the ladder,
other services, such as aircraft, public serv
ice, of broadcast relays. Reciprocally, if we may attempt to find one at the top.
There is now good reason to believe that
any of these services develop accidental har
monics, they may disturb their own friends, a conducting layer exists in the upper air,
say at an elevation of 80 km. Its possible
but not the amateurs.
It is evident for the first time that the existence seems to have been first pub
amateurs are no longer the exclusive occu
lished, * 1902. If that conducting layer is
pants of the short-wave marginal region, sharply defined; so that there is a sudden
as they were at preceding conferences. transition from a lower insulating to an
They now receive band allotments that are upper conducting region, then that layer
Wave Length in Meters
Frequency in Megacycles Per Second
From
Octaves
From
To
Range Ratio
To
Range
1.5
0.415
200.0
150.0
50.0
2.0
0.5
1.333
3.5
4.0
0.5
0.193
85.6
75.0
10.6
1.143
7.0
1.143
0.193
42.8
. 8.0
37.5
5.3
1.0
14.0
16.0
0.193
21.4
2.7
2.0
1.143
18.7
8.0
5.3
4.7
56.0
64.0
1.143
0.193
0.6
1.187
12.0
69.2
dovetailed in between those belonging to should transmit radio waves like an in
various other claimants. It thus devolves verted ocean surface, without much absorp
upon the amateurs to develop and occupy tion at the boundary. Such waves should
these bands, if their claims are to be then expand in nearly flat circles like an
strengthened at future conferences. Al
expanding cart wheel, instead of in three
ready, as QST has shown, the amateurs dimensions like an enlarging soap bubble.
have made abundant use of the 80-meter The two-dimensional cart-wheel expansion
band, good use of the 40-meter band, and would greatly conserve the energy in the
some use of the 20-meter band. It will in wave. If, however, the transition from
future be desirable to expand all of these insulation to conduction in the upper air
activities, and to open up for occupation the is not sudden, but gradual, the losses of
5-meter band, which happens to be in the energy near the hazy boundary might be
neighborhood of that first revealed by the as great or even greater than the effect
experimental researches of Heinrich Hertz. of simple expansion in an endless insulat
ft is generally admitted that the present ing sky. During daylight hours the ionis
ing action of sunlight may be supposed to
rapid development of radio engineering be
tween the orders of say 6.3 and 7.0 megacys, muddy the upper air over a wide range of
(from 10 V to 10' cys., or from 150 to 30 levels, and interfere with the formation
meters in wavelength) is largely due to the of a sharp transition. At night, however,
successful development of that range by with this ionising disturbance removed,
the amateurs, in transoceanic work, and and neutralization being at work, the op
this in the face of the apparent dictates of portunity for the formation of a sharp
experience. It has long been claimed, as a boundary of conduction would be greater,
result of experience with waves of different and the long radio signal ranges of the
frequencies over long distances, that the night time may be attributable to such
tranquility. Perhaps the greater volume
absorption of energy increased approxi
mately as the square root of the frequency activity of the high-frequency waves may
exponentially; so that, other things being enable them to cut for themselves a sharper
equal, low-frequency waves always had the conducting boundary surface in the upper
advantage; while high-frequency waves air than the long waves of lower frequency.
If so, they might be able to carry further
were progressively handicapped by attenu
in spite of a gTeater tendency to undergo
ation. The well known Austin-Cohen form
ula is but a formulated statement of that absorption over the surfaces of earth and
idea, and it has been satisfactorily checked sea.
This is only one of the many and debat
in a great many cases. So far as we
know, although we are still sadly deficient able questions which today cannot be an
swered, but which the work of amateurs
in precise measurements, the absorption of may
be able to find an answer for in the
100-meter waves by surfaces of land and future.
sea is greater than that of 1000-meter
•"On the Elevation of the Electrically-Conducting
waves, and yet greater than that of 10,000of the Earth's Atmosphere," Electrical World
meter waves. If that is so, why are 100- Strata
and Engineer, N. Y., March 15, 1902. p. 47S. See
meter waves able to carry messages suc- also
"L'Onde Electriqve", June, 1923, p. 350.
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A Set That Works From 40 to 200 Meters
By M. W. Goldberg, 9APW
I AM enclosing an unimposing photo of
the 4-coil transmitting inductance used
at this station for transmission at short
waves with fairly uniform efficiency.*
The lowest coil is a 5-turn grid coil
which is wound 2" from the lower end of
the VA" tube, %" above this is a 9-turn
plate coil and \Vz" above that is the 13turn antenna coil. %" above the antenna
coil is a second plate coil, also having 9
turns. All coils are wound in the same
direction and connected as in the diagram.
The grid-tuning condenser has a cap
acity of 500 uufd.s. For the 40-95 meter
range it is connected across the grid coil
only but for the 100-200 meter range the
clip is moved up, connecting the condenser
across both the grid coil and the lower
plate coil.
The circuit operates smoothly over a wide
range of wavelengths as is shown by the
following half-power antenna currents.
170 meters
2.0 amperes
140 meters
1.72 amperes
100 meters
1.38 amperes
70 meters
1.24 amperes
For powers up to 250 watts (input) 60strand No. 38 wire works FB. (For
heaven's sake don't make the mistake of
thinking this means "Litzendraht" which
is useless below 200 meters.—Tech. Ed.)
Notice the high resistance, R, across the

is here. Key clicks are present because the
transmitter either starts or stops oscillat-

The Helix at 9APW-9ZG
Used on powers as high as 250 watts input.

in suddenly. 43y inserting a very
high resistance across the key con
W5T>
<
tacts the set is ALWAYS oscillatin weakly and therefore never stops
oscillating.
Sparking at the key
Plate.
is negligible, and the contacts can
Supply
be set very close together without
arcing, making sending much eas
ier and smoother.
RFC.
frm^^—<
Use ten times as many ohms re
Ud Imam
sistance here as volts for the plate
supply. That is, if 1000 volts is
used, use 10,000 ohms across the
key. If 1500 volts is used, use
-t-o -ss meters
15,000 ohms across the key. In
Gridclip on 3rd grid turn
9s-zoo meters
V. C. clip at A, tuning 3 turns Or/d dtp on sin grid turn
any case if the antenna goes up to
of grid.
V.C. clip at 8, tuning sgrid more than 10% of the full value
turns andalso loverplate coil. when the key is up compared
R/ -Keying resistance -see text %x -sooo-m^ooo ohm pr/dleai. to what it is when the key is
down, the remedy is to add resis
tance across the key until the de
sired effect is obtained. The wave
key. I believe this is really the whole solu
tion to the key click problem. At least it
is really a compensated one, for the
at this station between the fre
•Altho it has 4 coils this is not the usual "4 coil differencewith
key up and down is about
Meissner" set. It is much nearer the 3 coil Meissner quency
because a single antenna coil is used and coupled 10,000 cycles; in other words, just at the
to both the plate and the grid.
upper edge of audibility. The more resis
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tance that is inserted the further are the
two waves apart, but in any case they are
never more than a meter or two, different.
The tone is easier to read because the cur
rent does not have to build up through the
filter from practically zero value, and the
absence of key clicks sharpens up the wave
and cuts out interference locally.

Low

Loss

21

I use RC grid leaks in series at thes sta
tion and they certainly fill the bill. Little
as I am on the air it is always QSB FB,
etc. without my ever asking for a QRK re
port. Many have also remarked on the
clean sending which is always due to the
above.

Loops ? ? ?

By William W. Harper*
FOR many years we have known about
the absorption losses caused by poor
dielectrics in the field of an inductance
coil or loop antenna, as well as the
losses introduced by eddy currents in me
tallic objects. Even so, a great many of
us continue to violate the principles of good
design, but not without paying the penalty.
In order to emphasize the nature and mag
nitude of £ne losses caused by various mate
rials the following data will be presented.
These data are the result of an experiment
conducted with a small loop antenna, in
which a series of measurements of the high
frequency resistance of the loop were made
under various conditions. The results of
each individual measurement are shown in
the family of curves presented herewith.
The Curve A shows the high frequency
resistance of the loop when carefully sup
ported on the measuring table in such a
way as to be as far as possible from all
objects which might tend to increase its
resistance. The loop used was specially
constructed with the idea of keeping the
resistance and distributed capacity at a
minimum. The least possible amount of
dielectric and metal was used in its con
struction. It will be seen from Curve A
that the resistance increases from 3 ohms
at 600 meters to approximately 9.9 ohms
at 267 meters.
After completing the measurement repre
sented by Curve A, a piece of heavy leather
was placed along one side of the loop. The
area of the leather was equal to that of the
loop. Another resistance measurement was
made and the results plotted in Curve B.
A measurable increase in resistance is no
ticeable due to the dielectric absorption in
the leather. These curves were carefully
checked in each measurement.
In the next measurement, represented by
the Curve C, a piece of dry well-seasoned
wood was placed adjacent to one side of the
loop. The leather used in the first experi
ment was fastened to this piece of wood so
• Consulting Laboratorian, Member Experimenters
Section.

that it had the same position in respect to
the loop as it had when Curve B was taken.
A considerable increase in resistance is ob
servable due to the presence of the wood.
The wood used was about half an inch
thick and equal in area to the loop. This

ElENG'H IN METERS
HOW THE RESISTANCES CHANGE
Showing- that a good loop isn't the end of the story
means that we must be somewhat particu
lar as to the kind of wood we use in our
apparatus and especially it is advisable
to make sure that it is not so situated in
respect to inductances that we get appre
ciable dielectric absorption.
In making Curve D, a piece of one-eighth
inch bakelite equal in area to wood and
leather was also placed along side the loop,
This caused another slight but measurable
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increase in resistance. It should be noted
that the initial resistance of 3 ohms at 600
meters has now reached a value of 4.5 ohms.
A box was now made out of the same
kind of wood as used in the previous meas
urements, which was also covered with the
previously mentioned leather and a bakelite panel included in the box construction.
The loop under test was then placed in the
lid of this box. A curve was then made
while the lid of the box was open, thus
supporting the loop a good distance away
from the lower part of the box. This is the
curve E and it will be seen that the R.F.
resistance is very noticeably increased by
the additional dielectric absorption.
There was a good reason for keeping the
box open; the parts of a portable receiving
set had been placed in the lower part of the
box (not connected together) and the idea
was to keep the loop several feet away from
these things to make sure that they had no
effect.
In curve F we see the tremendous effect
of closing the cover of the box. In doing
this we bring the metal parts of the re
ceiver in close relationship to the field of
the loop. The irregularities in the curve
are due to eddy current losses in the various
metal objects in the set.
In the last curve, designated by G, the
receiver was completely wired and filament
and plate batteries were placed in the box.
The increase in resistance due to additional
eddy current losses in the wiring and the
battery sjiells is obvious.
The increase in resistance at 600 meters
caused by these various complications is
equal to approximately 6.5 ohms as shown
by the various curves.
No observations were taken as to the
increase in the distributed capacity, but
it may be safely predicted that, it was also
considerably increased.
Conclusions
After we take great care to make an effi
cient loop antenna we should take equal
care to eliminate all objects from its field
which are likely to cause a loss of energy.
This same thing applies to the coils in the
set. Some experimenters, and manufac
turers as well, design wonderfully efficient
loops and then ruin their efficiency by put
ting them in some position where the en
ergy absorption and losses are maximum.
Others have designed low loss (?) coils and
then placed a tuning condenser inside and
coinciding with the axis of the coil so as
to make a neat job, regardless of what it
will cost them in ohms. Still others try to
evade the well-known dielectric absorption
which is found to excess in certain lami
nated pheonol fibres. At least it is evident
that we will absolutely have to be more
careful in the design of some of our appa
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ratus, even though the constituent elements
may be of the low loss type. Ambitious
experimenters should confine their work
to the development of some kind of "moulded
air" which certainly should have very little
loss and would be great for loop and coil
supports. How about Pyrex for this kind
of work?
Attention
Old-Time Commercial Men
WERE you one of the many who liked
the full-page set of photos of LPZ
in our May issue?
Good—we thought you were the man.
Several members have asked for pages
of those old spark and arc stations that did
the real pioneering—in the days when we
called it "wireless telegraphy", used the
Morse code, and tho't a magnetic detector
was about the final thing in sensitivity. It
sounds good—if we can get the pictures.
The men that have them are probably
out of the brass-pounding game these days,
and we don't know just where to find them.
Therefore any advice will be greatly appre
ciated by the Technical Editor.
P. S.—The pioneering wasn't all done on
the Atlantic Coast. Gulf Coast and Pacific
stations are especially desired.
WWV and 6XBM Schedules
DETAILS of the standard-wave trans
missions are given on page 51 of tne
November issue, t* which please
refer.
Schedule of Frequencies in Kilocycles
(Approximate wave lengths in meters in
parentheses)
Time*
Dec. 5 Dec. 19
10:00 to 10:08 p. m.
300
550
(1000)
(545)
10:12 to 10:20 p. m.
315
650
(952)
(461)
10:24 to 10:32 p. m.
345
750
(869)
(400)
10:36 to 10:44 p. m.
375
833
(800)
(360)
10:48 to 10:56 p. m.
425
1000
(705)
(300)
11:00 to 11:08 p. m.
500
1200
(600)
(250)
11:12 to 11:20 p. m.
600
1350
(500)
(222)
11:24 to 11:32 p\ m.
666
1500
(450)
(200)
We had hoped that this month's schedules
would include much more short waves like
those of November 5th.
• Eastern standard time for WWV. Washington. D. C
Pacific standard time for 6XBM, Stanford Uni
versity, California
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The New Sodion D-21
THE sodion tubes are intended for de
tection only. Both the S-13 of last
year and the D-21 of this year de
pend on the presence of sodium for
their sensitivity. Other metals, such as
potassium, caesium or rubidium can be
made to serve the same purpose, but so
dium is comparatively cheap and easy to
secure.
This scheme serves the same purpose as
the small amount of gas which is left in
the usual "soft detector" tube. However
the action is said to be quite different and
the tube curves do not have the "kinks"
which provide the sensitivity of the gas
tube.
In other ways the two tubes are not at
all alike. The S-13 was a non-oscillating
tube, with a non-standard base, also it was
so designed that it required slight changes
in the wiring standard receiving sets.
The new D-21 has a standard base, can
be made to oscillate smoothly and easily,

Detector

ture being important. The inner glass shell
is the vacuum tube proper—it is sealed in
the usual fashion and contains the grid,
filament and plate. Also the "heater" is
wrapped around it. All four of these things
are different from the devices found in the
more common varieties of tubes. The fila
ment is of tantalum instead of the usual

7b -A bat
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HEATER AND FILAMENT
CONNECTIONS

. Filament
o Grit/
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5 — Fnstea'Sfieff. net oir tyr/t
LOOKING DOWN INTO THE TUBE
CONSTRUCTION AND CONNECTION OF D -21 TUBE

THE NEW D-21 TUBE COMPARED WITH THE
OLD S-13 TUBE
The hast of the D-21 is of standard siie. The
frosted shell of the D-21 has been made larrer than
that of the old tube so as to provide a better grip
when potting the tnbe into the socket. The actual
vacuum tube inside is of about the same size as that
of the old S-13.
and is so designed that no wiring changes
are needed—it can be substituted for a
"gas tube" or "hard tube" without any cer
emony.
Construction
The photographs show the internal "ma
chinery" of the D-21. The tube itself is
quite small but is surrounded by a frosted
glass shell (not airtight) which shields the
tube itself from draughts, steady temper-

tungsten, although tungsten will work
equally well. The heater is connected in
series with the filament and serves to
warm up the tube so as to keep up the best
temperature for tube operation. This is
necessary because the tube contains so
dium vapor, as previously stated. When
the tube is turned on the filament at once
glows bright yellow, the heater warms up
more gradually and after a minute or so
the tube is in operating condition. The
frosted glass outer shell then prevents sud
den changes of temperature. The grid is
made of wires spot-welded together into
a tiny "squirrel cage". The "plate" is not
a plate at all, but a larger squirrel cage of
the same sort, located so that its wires
come between those of the grid. This is
shown in one of the diagrams.
By changing the size and number of
wires in the squirrel cages, also by chang
ing the diamtters of these cases, it is pos-
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sible to get almost any desired grid and
plate impedence. The present dimensions
are chosen so as to agree with standard
practice.
Operation
The D-21 tube can be used as a non-re
generative detector, as a regenerative de-
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tage, the UV-199 choking up entirely while
the D-21 stayed clear but did not give as
strong signals as the UV-201-A. On the
whole the honors were with the D-21, it
was most sensitive where sensitivity was
most needed—one on weak signals, also the
adjustments were entirely uncritical.

THE S-13 TUBE OF LAST YEAR
1—The small base 2—The frosted outer shell, not airtight but merely cemented to the base
and acting as a protective covering for the tube itself. 3—The tube itself before the "works" are
put inside. 4—The metal parts of the tube. These are sealed into the tube (3) after which the
tube is evacuated and sealed. The "heater" wire is then wrapped around the tube and connected
in series with the filament. Next the tube is fitted into the base, the 4 wires connected to the
terminal pins and the frosted outer shell put into place. 6—The finished S-13 tube after assembly.
tector and as an oscillating detector. Since
the tube is pumped to a "hard" vacuum
there is no need for critical adjustment of
the plate and filament voltages.
Three tubes were secured at the factory
and given some rough tests in different re
ceiving sets. Of course these tests were
pretty crude—they consisted of listening
and making notes. However it is interest
ing to find that, tests made at different
places by four different men check up very
well indeed.
Two of the tubes worked best without a
grid leak, the third one worked just a trifle
better with a 2.5 megohm leak. The differ
ence between the tubes was surprisingly
small and one report will answer for all
three.
In a Superheterodyne
When used in the first detector socket of
a superheterodyne receiver for telephone
work they showed very fine sensitivity. On
very weak signals they proved very much
better than any one of six UV-199 tubes
and a trifle better than any one of three
UV-201-A tubes. A "soft" tube was not
handy for comparison, therefore this test
was not particularly complete. When
strong signals were being received the
UV-201-A tubes seemed to have the advan-

r

THE METAL PARTS OF THE D-21 TUBE
The straight tantalum filament runs thru the cen
tre of the assembly. Around this Is the grid, made
in squirrel-cage shape cf fine wires spot-welded to
gether electrically. These two elements are sur
rounded by a larger squirrel-cage with its bars oppo
site the gaps in the grid; this larger squirrel-cage
takes the place of the plate in the standard types of
tubes.
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In a Tuned R.F. Set
The tube was next tried in a set using
two stages of tuned R.F. amplification

SENSITIVITY TEST OF THE D-21 TUBE IN A
NON-KECENERATIVE LOOP SET
The method is described in the article. Referring
to the lower (horizontal) scale of the carve, when
the loop is in the position "O". it is at right angles to
the line of transmission : therefore it is collecting
only a very little energy from the passing ether wave
and this very little is due only to accidental antenna
effect. For practical purposes we can say that in this
position the loop collects no energy. Going to the
right along the scale the larger figures indicate that
the loop has been turned thru a greater and greater
angle, approaching the line of transmission. Un
fortunately the scale on the loop was an arbitrary
one and did not indicate angles directly. However
the divisions were even.
ahead of the detector. The report on this
test is quoted:
"Slightly better than a UV-200 as a de
tector, with either 22.5 or 45 volts on plate.
Seemed fairly non-critical as to both A and
B voltages.
"On weak signals very little difference
between the Sodion and a 200 was noted.
On moderate signals, using loud speaker,
the Sodion gave roughly an aural increase
of 15 or 20%. On loud signals the Sodion
still held the lead.
"Quite a difference in the tone reproduc
tion was noted. The Sodion gave a deeper

NU30*OX>«"TO«OM
PLATE POTENTIAL
tone or timbre than the UV-200. Of the
two the Sodion gave much the better tone.
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"Another peculiarity was noticed. On
tuning KDKA exactly to resonance, the
200 was almost as good as the Sodion; on
throwing one circuit (primary or second
ary) slightly out of resonance, the Sodion
was greatly superior to the 200. Did not
have chance to test on higher waves to see
if this still held good. (Note—all these
tests made on radiophone broadcasts at
usual wavelengths.—Tech. Ed.)
"In comparison with a uniform UV-201-A,
used as a detector the Sodion was superior
at all points. The sodion was tried in both
radio and audio frequency circuits (i. e., it
was tried in the amplifier sockets of the
same set, both before and behind the detec
tor.—Tech. Ed.) but was no good.
"Also tried it in short wave set as an
oscillating detector but couldn't make it
oscillate even with urgent persuasion."
The D-21 was next tried in the detector
socket of an ordinary regenerative receiv
er. When working non-oscillating it gave
results similar to those in superheterodyne.
Weak signals could be heard very nicely,
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although three specially picked UV-201-A
tubes ignored them entirely. When strong
phone signals were received the D-21
dropped behind the UV-201-A.
As an audio amplifier the D-21 was a
failure.
When an attempt was made to receive
C.W. signals with the D-21 acting as an
oscillating detector the results were most
disappointing. Few signals were heard and
these were weak. The UV-201-A and the
TJV-199 "had all the delegates" in this
field.
Summary of unofficial tests:
It will be seen from these tests that the
general effect was to make the D-21 seem
an excellent device for use as a detector in
non-oscillating radiophone reception, giv
ing the best performance on weak signals
but acting very well indeed on strong sig
nals. As an amplifier (R.F. or A.F.) it was
not a success, nor was it particularly en
couraging as a C.W. detector.
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Laboratory Tests
Some laboratory tests at the factory
gave the following interesting results: An
oscillator was set up so as to transmit a
weak modulated signal. This signal was
received some distance away on a loop re
ceiver equipped with a tube detector (nonregenerative circuit), two stage audio am
plifier and tube rectifier. The output of
the rectifier was measured as an indication
of the output of the detector. This per
formance was Tepeated with the loop set
at different angles to the line of trans
mission, thus changing the input to the
detector and giving an idea of the change
in sensitivity when different signal
strengths are being dealt with. The re
sults for various tubes are given.
Miscellaneous Notes
The grid return should be made to the
"-F" terminal of the socket if a grid leak
is being used. This means that the return
is really being made to the negative ter
minal of the heater.
In many receiving sets the return is not
made to the "F" of the detector socket, but
to the "+F" instead. The change in the
wiring is simple, but it can be avoided by

A
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taking out the grid leak and operating
with the grid condenser only. The return
can then be made to any point on the fila
ment circuit.
The tests above were made on three tubes
which came direct from the factory. We
do not know where the tubes may be
bought on the general market, hence were
unable to make the test otherwise. How
ever, the tubes were not "hand picked",
they were simply taken from the regular
production. The curves shown in this
article were also made at the factory on
regular production tubes with the bases in
place and the heater connected. Therefore
the drop through the heater should be
added to the grid biases which are indi
cated.
The measured value of the mutual con
ductance was 260 micromhos, the plate impedence 51,000 ohms, and the voltage am
plification 22.36. For the sake of compari
son, a typical UV-201-A will measure as
follows: Mutual conductance varying from
200 to 750 micromhos with a plate voltage
range of 80 to 20, plate impedence 10,000
to 30,000 ohms, with same plate voltage
change. The voltage amplification will be
fairly steady at 8.

Quick Coil Test

THE main excuse for this story is to
show how easily one can get an idea
of the goodness of a coil, and how
entirely unnecessary it is to have
any elaborate equipment for doing it.
We began by wondering how importait it
was to use the proper material for a coil
form, assuming that there was going to be
something in the way of a tube to wind on.
This was after supper and we didn't have
time to think of making real resistance

FIG. I All wiring to ie left a/one during tests.AMa
no changes except connect/hg'different coUs and
turning variable condenserhy means oflong ivoodenhand/a.
measurements. Therefore, we connected
up the apparatus shown in Figure 1; the
driver being nothing but the usual trans
mitting set run at low power, and working
on 180 meters. The reason for sticking on
180 meters, was that we were curious about

coils that tuned from 125 to 270 meters
when we used a condenser with a maximum
capacity of 500 lipids. 180 meters would
give a fair idea of the action of the coils
clear through the range.
The first candidate was a coil having 24
turns of No. 18 D.C.C. wire wound on a
tube 8% inches in diameter. This tube
was of bakelite (or perhaps it was formica)
and was about 1/16-inch thick. The wire
was spaced by its own width, which made
the coil 2% inches long. With very care
ful tuning, we were not able to get a sec
ondary current of over .26 ampere.
A glass tube was next tried and turned
out to be just a shade poorer, as the best
current was only .25 ampere. The tuning
was exactly the same, resonance being se
cured with the condenser at 43 on a scale
of 100 divisions.
Next, the winding was taken off the
bakelite tube and a layer of corrugated
paper from a vacuum tube package wrapped
on before replacing the wire. Since this
made the coil somewhat larger in diameter,
the number of turns was slightly reduced
to get the same tuning as before. The
length of wire was almost exactly the
same. The current was .3 ampere.
Finally a self-supporting coil was tried
and a current of .33 ampere obtained.
(Concluded on page 65)
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Hornless

HY do loud speakers have horns?
What purpose do they serve?
A complete answer to that
question is not easy, because the
horn does a number of things at once. One
of them can be explained as follows:
The business of a loud speaker is to
make sounds that can be heard all through
the room—in other words, the loud speaker
is expected to vibrate all the air in the
room. There is a great deal of this air,
but it only needs to be vibrated through a
small distance. Right here is the important
part of the problem, that we wish to vibrate
a large amount of air through a very small
distance.
Down in the base of the usual loud
speaker is the small diaphragm which
moves through a rather large distance
It will be seen that the sort of vibration
manufactured by the diaphragm isn't just
the thing we wanted, and some sort of a
conversion device is needed.
Very well—that's where the horn comes
in. One can push into the small end of a
horn an energetic (high amplitude) vibra
tion such as the diaphragm manufactures.
This vibration will travel the length of the
horn and come out of the laree end in
different form. It comes out as a vibra
tion covering a much larger space (the'
mouth of the horn being larger than the
entering end), but at the same time we
have converted the vibration into one with
lower amplitude, i.e. with the air particles
surging back and forth through lesser dis
tance. Thjs sort of vibration may now be
sent into the air of the room, and will be
fairly effective in vibrating all parts of it
with about the same intensity, which is
what we started out to do. For this par
ticular purpose we can look at the horn as
providing a sort of elastic coupling between
the small diaphragm and the large mass of
air.*
In general the horns that do this par
ticular thing best are very large and ac
cordingly very inconvenient for household
use.

* If one is electrically inclined the thing may be
made clearer by looking at it in another fashion.
Suppose we consider the air column in the horn as a
transmission net-work connecting the high-imocdence
input device (diaphragm) with the low-impedence
load (air of the room). It Is then evident that we
need a graduated network to make such a transition,
each mesh having a lesser inpedence than the last
and the number of meshes being large so that the
difference between successive meshes will be small and
reflection will be avoided. The analogy Is a very
long horn tapering from a small inlet to a very wide
mouth
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Speaker

Of course that isn't all there is to the
design of a horn, because the horn has
other things to do. For instance, it acts as
a resonance chamber and tends to
strengthen certain notes. This isn't alto
gether a misfortune, because a skillful de
signer can use these peaks to even out
distortions that originated at the dia
phragm. In some horn-type loud speakers
this has been done quite skillfully so that
very good reproduction is secured.
The Type 510 -AW Loud Speaker
Another way of going about the whole
thing to avoid the use of a horn alto
gether. From what has been said before it
will be seen that this can be done by the
use of a very large diaphragm, moving
through a very small distance. This has
been done in the new Western electric horn
less loud speaker, type 540-AW, which is
shown in the photographs.
The laboratory work on this speaker was
done at the Western Electric laboratories,
which previously have produced the wellknown 10-D horn and 7-A amplifier, also
the public address systems which many of
our readers have heard, and finally the
entire equipment of most of tl.e well-known
broadcast stations. (No, that statement

wasn't written at 463 West Street; the
Tech. Ed. originated it right here, just be
cause the excellent work of the "WE"
doesn't seem to be noticed as much as it
should be.)
The construction of the 540-AW loud
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speaker can be best understood by inspec
tion of the photograph which shows it
partly dis-assembled. The projector con
sists of two 18-inch cones, having their
bases cemented together. The point of one
cone has been cut away to leave a circular
opening, the edges of which are secured to
the supporting frame as shown. Ordinarily
the opening is covered by the screen (shown
lying on the table) so as to permit air to
enter and leave as the projector vibrates.
The electro-magnetic driving device is sup

ported just inside the opening, and its driv
ing rod is connected to the apex of the cone
at the point where the metal star is seen
in the photo. This rod pulls the point of
the cone in and out, thereby causing both
cones to vibrate. The distance between the
grating and the point of the cone is about
5 inches, the whole affair stands about 18
inches high.
The impedence of the windings on the
reproducer is about 10,000 ohms at average
voice frequencies, thus permitting connec
tion to the output of ordinary amplifiers.
Peculiarities of the Hornless Type
It seems that some of the sound must
come from the outer surfaces of the cones
and some from the cirwular opening. The
result is a ver.y large source of sound
which transmits about equally well in all
directions. This causes a peculiar effect as
follows.
In one demonstration two Western Elec
tric loud speakers were compared. One of
them was the well-known 10-D horn, the
other was this new 540-AW. The amplifier
was the same for both, and it was a very
excellent amplifier. When the 10-D horn
was in use there was never the least doubt
which way it was turned, the "stream of
sound" was pretty definite. The volume
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was distinctly more than enough.
The
hornless 540-AW was at first a distinct dis
appointment, with the same input it was
not as loud. However, a moment's atten
tion showed that there was nj directional
effect that could be noticed, the sound was
equally strong on all sides, it was impos
sible to locate the horn by ear. As a proof
of this we ran onto a peculiar stunt. With
the 540-AW reproducing an orchestra we
closed our eyes and walked around the
room trying to locate the loud speaker by
ear. We didn't succeed, but our imagina
tions did. Our imaginations remembered
that orchestras are usually in front, there
fore this invisible orchestra always seemed
to be in front of us, and not at all in the
direction of the loud speaker.
Of course this non-directional effect
means that the sound will not be as strong
in any given direction, hence the new horn
may be less satisfactory than the old one
where signal strength is low. With ordinary
signals the new device should have ad
vantages, and for very strong signals it
can be made to produce an overpowering
volume of sound that the horn type could
not have accomplished without distortion
of a very bad sort.
In another demonstration the 540-AW
speaker was compared wit"h a cheap horntype loud speaker, the input to both horns
being from a rather poor amplifier. Curi
ously enough, the cheap speaker sounded
better than the 540-AW. The reason was
that the bad amplifier was manufacturing
a lot of high-pitehed harmonics that had
nothing to do with the original music. The
540-AW faithfully reproduced the resultant
mess, but the cheap horn was dead to all
things at high pitches, hence it chopped off
the harmonics and actually produced some
thing that sounded a little like music. How
ever, the same horn was utterly lost if it had
been asked to reproduce violin music, nor
was it any better off when asked to repro
duce low notes. It was simply a case of
two distortions accidentally making partial
correction for each other—although the re
sult was still bad enough.
However, one must admit that this last
stunt doesn't have anything in particular to
do with the presence or absence of horns—
it simply points out the fact that it is now
up to the amplifiers to become as good as
some of the loud speakers have already
become.
We learn that the home-made filter con
denser described on page 47 of August
QST and credited to an Australian maga
zine was originated by Dr. A. E. Banks,
6XN, and first published in "Radio** a
year or so ago. This note is published to
place credit where it is due.
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The Weld in the Vacuum Tube*
THE simple vacuum tube is the result
Beginning at the left of Fig. 1, we have
of the most painstaking and detailed in turn, plate contact wire, grid support,
investigation. Its size, its gas con
filament contact, filament support, grid
tent (or rather lack of gas content), contact, and plate support.
the size and location of the wires, the kind
So far so good, but how are the small
of metals to be used, even the method of
sealing the wires where they pass through nickel and copper-clad wires to be welded
the glass—each problem has been given together? Here is where the welding
the most careful scrutiny.
flame gave another illustration of its almost
For instance: it is necessary for wires infinite versatility.
to pass through glass, yet no air leak is
It is important that the nickel and cop
permissable, no matter how small it may
per clad steel wires be neatly joined. This
be. There must be an air-tight seal.
That isn't all. The seal must stay tight not only makes it easier to mold the glass
although the tube is heated and cooled about them but decreases the tendency tomany times when used in radio
work. Therefore some kind of
wire must be used that will not
only make a tight joint in the
first place, but will stand many
heatings and coolings without
cracking out. Platinum wires
can be sealed into glass and will
stay tight, but platinum is a
very expensive metal. In spite
of this platinum was formerly
used in the following manner.
Copper wire was used outside
the tube and nickel wire inside,
the two being connected by a
very short piece of platinum
located in the glass "mash"
where the seal was required.
Even the short pieces of plat
inum became too expensive, so
a new material and new methods
were sought. Fig. 1. shows how
the thing is done today. The
wires inside the tube are made
of nickel as before. Where one
of them is to be brought through
the glass it is welded to a length
of copper-clad-steel which can
be brought through the glass
where it will make an air tight
joint. The same piece of cop
The Machine that welds the nickel and copper-clad wires to
per-clad wire is used to make
The upper picture shows the machine as a whole, the
the external connections. Where gether.
lower one shows a close-up of the welding' head. The operation
one of the nickel wires inside of the machine is explained in the text.
the tube is to be supported
(but not brought outside the tube) it is ward air bubbles and leaks. Many methods
welded to a short piece of the copper-clad of making the joint have been tried but
wire which is embedded in the glass but welding by machine has been most success
not continued through it. Contact wires
go through, support wires do not. In any ful.
case the joint between the nickel wire and
The machine pictured in Figs. 2 and 3
the copper-clad wire is embedded in the was designed by E. F. Volkmer and Sons,
glass to make the whole thing rigid.
799 Greenwich St., New York City, Auto
matic Machine Designers. Its fundamentals
may be briefly described as follows: A
♦ Courtesy Union Carbide Co.
spool of the nickel wire is mounted at one
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end of the machine while the copper-clad
wire is mounted at the other. These wires
travel toward the center of the machine
from the respective spools passing through
the same type of mechanism, so it will be
sufficient to describe the course of one
wire. As the wire leaves the spool it passes
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outer set of clamps opens, slides outward,
closes on the wires, and slides inward,
drawing the wires toward the center until
the ends are within about 4 in, of each
other. Then, these outer clamps let go, the
inner set of clamps grips the wires, and the
tip swings so that the flame impinges on
the ends of the wire. Next, the shears
clip off the wire, and the inner clamps butt
the two pieces together in the flame, the
tip moves away and the welded wire drops
into a pan—a perfectly and neatly welded
product.
One may have gained the idea that this
process is slow. Not so, however. The
output of one machine is 1000 wires an
hour.
The machine is a very cleverly worked
out affair, but the quality of its work is
dependent upon the welding flame. This
is constant and positive. The tip from
which it emerges is very simple: not much
more than a brass rod tapered at one end
and drilled out for a portion of its length
to form a straight hole, then tapered to a
small hole at the flame end. The mixed
gases are piped to this tip from a blowpipe
secured to the machine as shown in Fig.
3. That is alj there is of it, but it does
the work.
Some of the welds made by this process
are illustrated in the tubes in your set.
Note their neatness. Better tubes are made
with these wires at less cost.
Thus has gas welding benefited the radio
enthusiast.

The two-part wires welded together and sealed Into
the "mash** of a receiving vacuum tube. Note that
the connecting wires continue thru the mash and come
out at the bottom of the stem, where they will later
be connected to the contact pins. The support-wires
do not continue thru as they are provided with but a
very short length of the copper-clad wire.
around the spring tension sheave shown on
the side of the machine in Fig. 2. This
sheave maintains a constant tension on the
wire, irrespective of the amount that has
been taken from the spool. The wire then
passes between two rolls which by gripping
the wire snugly compensate for the pull of
the tension sheave. Next, the wire passes
through a set of rolls mounted horizontally
to straighten it in a horizontal plane; then
through a set mounted vertically to
straighten it in a vertical plane. From
these, it passes between clamp jaws con
trolled by a cam on the mainshaft.
Next the wire passes through a hole
slightly larger than its own diameter on
the inside of which is a small shear jaw;
that is, the arrangement is very similar to
a cigar cutter. Further on is a second
set of clamps, and, finally, the welding tip
is located in the center of the machine.
As to the operation of the machine; the

Do You Remember This Fellow?
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A Short Wave Wavemeter
By F. Dawson Bliley, 8GU
JUST as no amateur station has in the
past been complete without a wavemeter covering the 150 to 200 meter
band so today no station is complete
without a wavemeter that will cover
the 20, 40 and 80 meter bands.
Every short wave station should really
have a meter that will cover all amateur
waves. This would call for a range of 5
meters to 200 imetersf but that is not practi
cal and I will describe a meter which will
cover the region from 20 to 220. (A wave
meter for the 4 and 5 meter waves is de
scribed elsewhere in this issue.—Ed.)
It must first be understood that you have
a wavemeter at hand which will cover the
old 150 to 220 meter band and which was
carefully calibrated from WWV or other
wise so that you can really depend upon it.
The whole idea of this article is to show
how the calibration which you already have
on this meter can be transferred to a lower
wavelength.
Construction
The construction of the special wave
meter will be described first, the way of
calibrating it a bit later on.
The inductance should be 5" in diameter*
and wound with 13 turns of No. 14 S.C.
wire on a tube that has been lightly var
nished and baked. A "Mother's Oats" box
will do the trick.
This 'coil is provided with taps at the
7th and 3rd turns.
This coil is to be used with a condenser
having a capacity of 500 ujifds and a dial
or scale with 100 divisions. This scale
will be used from 10 degrees to 80 degrees
only and if the coil is tapped as described
it will have the following ranges:
13 turns—80-220 meters
7 turns—35-90 meters
3 turns—17-40^ meters
The connections' to be used are shown in
Figure 1.
Harmonic Calibration
This method is not hard to understand
and, of the various methods of calibrating
a wavemeter (other than that of direct
fundamental calibrations), is the most
accurate.
In this method two oscillators are nec
essary. The receiver can be used as one
and your transmitter as the other. Various
circuits can be used but the Hartley seems
best because of its simplicity. Care should
be taken that the antenna and counter
poise are disconnected so that no harmonics
other than those wanted will be created.
The circuit shown in Fig. 3 may be used

for both of your oscillators. Be sure that
they both have a large wavelength range
or you will be unable to use this method.
The following is an example of the
method :
Tune the transmitter (oscillator) to 220
meters and check with your regular wave
meter. (Do this very carefully). Now
with your receiver oscillating and with
13 turns

FIG. I
ff used this must be
built into meter box.

4

the phones on listen carefully at 110 meters
for the 2nd harmonic and on 73-1/3 meters
for the 3rd harmonic. (Warning—In all
of this work you are likely to find a strong
beat note at the 2/3 wavelength, which in
this case is 146.66 meters. This point is
perfectly good and reliable and may be
used but do not mistake it for the 110
meter or 1/2 wave point.—Tech. Ed.)
Now that you have located these two har
monics, tune the receiver to zero beat on
the 110 meter (or 1/2 wave) harmonic and
then use the well known "click" method to
locate this point on your new wavemeter,
setting the switch on point 3 for the pur
pose. Put down the scale reading and the
wavelength, then tune the receiver down to
the third harmonic at 73-1/3 meters; again
set for zero beat and then find this point
on your wavemeter by the click method,
this time setting the switch on point 2. To
check up the process tune the oscillator to
110 meters and listen for the second har
monic with the receiver set on 220 meters.
Go over this until you have these first
points right because everything depends
upon them. Now leave the oscillator at
110 meters and tune the receiver down to
zero beat at 55 and locate this point on the
wavemeter with the switch on point 2.
Again reverse the process on 55 meters and
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check that. All the way through be care
ful to avoid the 2/3rds wave the appear
ance of which is described in another
article in this issue.
In like manner all of the waves can be
calibrated. Start at 180 meters and listen
for harmonics on 90 and 60 meters and so
on.
Now this is all very easy but how are we
going to get. the waves between 110 and
150 meters? This also is easy. Example:
to locate the 140 meter point tune the osc
illator to 1% times that wavelength or
50
~Ji A
—fl/ a
[No. I luo3.lHo.3l

If
H KNOB

The scaJe on the meterat 8GU
Tnts willnot fityour wavemeter
FIG. 2
210 meters. Use your old wavemeter to
make sure that you are on 210 meters. The
second harmonic will now be on 150 meters
and the third harmonic on 70 meters. This
is a combination in which the 2/3 wave
may be used to advantage- in locating the
140 meter point. When you are sure the
oscillator is set on 210 meters, find this
point with the receiver, then tune down
carefully and look for the 2/3 wavelength.
At 140 meters you should get a beat note
because the 2nd harmonic of the receiver
(70 meters) will beat on the 3rd harmonic
(70 meters) of the oscillator. Make sure
that you really have this adjustment and
that you have not accidentally gone by it
to the half wave at 105 meters. It should
not be hard to recognize the difference as
you already have some calibrations up to
110 meters.
Arithmetical Calibrations
If the oscillator fails to work on very
short waves an arithmetical method may be
used to great advantage. This method is
accurate enough, there is no reason why it
should not be almost as accurate as the
harmonics method.
You will note in Fig. 2 a set of calibra
tions but this will not fit your wavemeter.
These calibrations are given as an example
only. Yours may be very much different.
In Fig. 2 it will be noticed that on my
wavemeter 90 meters on scale 2 is opposite
200 meters on scale 3. Since the ends of
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the condenser scale are not being used,
curves are uniform enough so that it is
safe to say that if 90 is opposite 200 then
45 will be opposite 100. This same system
can be extended to other points. The idea
can be illustrated by showing examples of
the work done on the meter at 8GU, re
membering that the same figures will not
fit your meter. Example: we have a 125
meter point on scale 3 and wish to know
what wave is opposite this on scale 2.
Putting it differently, we wish to know
what wave the meter tunes to with the
pointer at 125 on scale 3 but with the coil
switch set on point 2.
By using the system just described we
find that
100 : 125 = 45 : X (X is the wave
to be found)
multiplying this out we find that X =
56.25 meters.
This value was then marked on the wave
meter dial as shown in Fig. 3.
Another example: to find what wave
on scale 3 comes opposite 28 on scale 1.
We already know that 100 is opposite 22.5
so we write
100 : X = 22.5 : 28
multiplying this out we have X = 124.44.
Still another example: to find what
wave on scale 2 comes opposite 28 on
scale 1. We know that 45 falls opposite
22.5, therefore
45 : X = 22.5 : 28
multiplying this out we have that X = 56.
This can be continued until all the waves
wanted are obtained from a few "worker"
waves.
By combining the two methods errors can
be caught, making sure that one has used
the correct harmonic.
Hints
The "click" method may make some

FIG. 3 OSCILLATOR
R F C. As described by Ballantine for
waves above 30 meters. Selow that add
another choke at X. This should 6e one.
lager /Vo. 32 orsmaller wound full ■
length ofan ordinary porceloin wiring
tube
trouble on waves below 20 meters. In this
event it is best to use a buzzer which
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should be made a part of the wavemeter
before calibrations are started. It is a
nice job to calibrate the wavemeter twice.
The buzzer circuit should be composed of a
buzzer, small flashlight cells, and a switch
connected in series. Connect this arrange
ment to the wavemeter by one wire only.
Concerning the Two-Third* Waves
The scheme of using the two-thirds
waves was suggested to the technical editor
by a League member several weeks ago.
It has proven very useful although the
editor must admit having made the error
of informing our correspondents that there
was no beat-note at the two-thirds wave.
This is incorrect. There is a beat-note
there and the reason for it is explained in
our article on 4 to 5 meter work.

Southern Minnesota Convention
Reported by 9ZT.
THE Southern Minnesota Radio Asso
ciation Convention was held Satur
day, Sept. 13th, 1924, at Sleepy Eye,
Minn.
These conventions have been
held regularly during the past four years,
and through the great interest and ener
getic efforts of the members of this Asso
ciation, the convention has always turned
out to be one of the most interesting of the
year.
The Standard Opera House at Sleepy Eye
served as a meeting place for the conven
tion, and members showed up from all over
Southern Minnesota. Others came from
the Twin Cities and from the Northern
part of the state.
The convention opened with registration
at 8:30 in the morning. Some of the mem
bers were a little late in arriving, due to
the fact that an all-night watch had been
kept station 9AWM, the station of L. V.
Berkner that gained fame last year in the
Hartford-Honolulu relay. Needless to say,
the convention gang enjoyed operation of
this fine station.
At 9:30 A. M. the program started with
short talks from each of the principle sta
tion-owners present.
Mr. E. F. Johnson, Waseca, Minn., gave
a talk on a new type of primary control
for filament and plate transformer which
will raise and lower the voltage secured
from these devices.
At noon the Convention Banquet was
held. Some very humorous and enlighten
ing speeches by various members, made our
dinner most excellent. Perhaps the event
of the day was the award of the Cup for
the best all around amateur station in
Southern Minnesota. This Cup was pre
sented to radio station 9EGG. 9EGG is
located on a farm, and has operated under
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difficulties during the past year. He uses
Ford spark coils for his power supply, and
even with this equipment, has been talking
with all Districts. Recently, he communi
cated with the Canadian Arctic Expedi
tion which was 100 miles north east of the
magnetic north pole.
The code contest was held at the Banquet
and, by process of elimination, there re
mained three of the men copying. 9DSW,
9EGG, and 9BBF, ran off with the honors
in the first contest. In the elimination con
test, 9BBF easily took first place with a
beautiful copy at 31 words per minute.
In the afternoon, the Division Manager
acted as Chairman of the discussion which
embraced the latest A.R.R.L. news,
S.M.R.A. news, and operating standards.
A full discussion of the methods of hand
ling messages took place, and different ways
to help along the delivery of messages.
This was followed by a, technical discussion
under the direction of the Division Man
ager, which lasted throughout the remain
der of the afternoon. At the end of the
discussion, the convention was declared offi
cially closed, and the delegates went to the
various radio stations in Sleepy Eye and
New Ulm to spend the remainder of the
night in communicating over the most ex
cellent stations to be found in that terri
tory.

Rules Governing the A.R.R.L.
Information Service
1. Before writing, search your files of
QST. The answer is probably there.
2. Do not ask for comparisons between
advertised products.
3. Be reasonable in the number and kind
of questions you ask.
4. Put your questions in the following
form :
A. A Standard Business Size stamped,
self-addressed envelope MUST be en
closed. No stamp required from for
eign countries.
B. Write with typewriter or legible ink
on one side of sheet only.
C. Make diagrams on separate sheets
and fasten ALL sheets together.
D. Number each paragraph and put
only one question in a paragraph.
E. Keep a copy of your letter and dia
grams.
F. Put your name and address (NOT
merely call letters) on each sheet.
5. Address all questions to Information
Service, American Radio Relay League,
1045 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.
6. Please remember Rome was not built
in a day.
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A Counterpoise Investigation
By Gaston B. Ashe, 6XBN
I AM showing herewith a set of curves
giving a summary of the results ob
tained in some counterpoise work. I
believe the curves are self-explanatory.
The same antenna was used in all cases
and only the size and shape of the counter
poise changed. The measurements were
between 100 and 300 meters as shown.

fundamental and a Weston No. 425 ThermoGalvanometer was employed. Scale deflec
tion was reduced to mills in each case.
Four different readings were taken at each
wave using different values of maximum
scale deflection, each mounted separately
and the average taken. It was found that
the value R« rarely varied by more than 2.

Considerable thought has been exercised
in perfecting the apparatus for making
these measurements so that accurate re
sults were obtained and could be duplicated
at any time. The resistance board, Fig. 1,
proved very satisfactory where the resis
tance to be measured was less than 30 ohms
but for 100 meters, where 150 ohms . was
found in several instances, another method
was necessary.
The most satisfactory method was by the
use of the formulae
R I,
Rx =
IT
where—
: Antenna resistance.
Known non-inductive resisR
tance (20 ohms).
I, ■ Galvanometer reading (mills)
with R shorted.
r = Galvanometer reading (mills)
with R not shorted.
= Resistance of Galvanometer.
The resistance R was measured on a
wheatstone bridge to within .01 of an ohm.
A series condenser was used below the

of an ohm, indicating a degree of accuracy
of better than 2% in the region of the
fundamental.
A sketch of the apparatus is enclosed on
a separate sheet.
These experiments are being continued
and at a later date I hope to have sufficient
data on hand to permit the building of
Wire Shcrtinq

Heavycopper
tow-resistance,
urine

Small hiali-resisianea
wire.
FIG. I
Boars UNO to hake resistance measurements
BY THE METHOO OP ADDED SEMES RESISTANCES '
75 increase the resistance the wire shortina hridfe is
to
Me /eft.
7o fewer the res/stance /t firjhWte Che rraht
Mr/i/fer
nxitv/nentproduces
ofordinary
resSst***ces Me trvu67esonnf Ijntna effect
radiating systems with predetermined characterists and also to find the most efficient
antenna for a given wave.
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Results from actual transmission tests at
this station indicate that as the wave is
reduced the signal strength increases until
about 125 meters is reached and decreases
below that point. I believe that it is not
efficient to work more than 25% below the
fundamental as the curves show that the
resistance rises very rapidly below
that point and it is very difficult to
put the power into 'the antenna. Of
course it is realized that the lower
waves carry better than the higher
to which I believe is more due the
success of last winter's trans-At
lantic tests than to the fact that
the antenna was worked so far be
low the fundamental. I am at
tempting to design the most effi
cient antenna for 100 meters. Any
information on the subject will be
greatly appreciated.
The resistance measurements
show that something peculiar
happens to the resistance right at the fund
amental. It flattens off very suddenly and
seems to drop a bit. I noted that Mr.
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Pierce's radiation resistance curves flatten
off. It might be possible that they decrese
for a meter or two below the fundamental.
When the series condenser is cut in the
curves start on a lower plane instead of an
upper as you would think they should due
to losses in the condenser.

The Resistance-Measuring Layout
I trust that these results will be inter
esting either to you or the readers of QST,
either in whole or in part.

Where Has Interference Gone?
THIS is not a Pollyanna story of
"wonderful futures" and "unguessed
marvels". Everyone of you have
read enough such rubbish to last
for six ordinary lifetimes. This time let
us talk about the remarkable
things that are right here and
FLOOR
doing business at this moment.
After all, isn't progress most in
teresting when you can reach out
and put your finger on it?

engineer for the commercial company would
like to throw out the sparks and put in
vacuum tube transmitters, but is held back
by a Board of Direction which entertains
the peculiar notion that the stations should
be made to pay dividends.
PLAN OF THE RADIO SHOW AT SPRINGFIELD , MASS

The Old-F*»hioned Boiler Shop
In every corner of the world
ship operators are handling com
mercial traffic. They are copying
through a chaos of interference,
partly through skill, partly by
sheer bull-headed concentration
with the assistance of crimson and
magenta phrases studded with
Map showing location of different exhibits at the Springfield
crash words. Of course, sometimes Radio Show. Some other things in the hall created savage in
terference
amateur radio set vras not even heard by
the interference lets up and only any receiverbutin the
hall, because they were all modern broad
five signals are heard at the same cast tuners and the
could not be interfered with by a modern 80
time, which makes matters con meter transmitter.
siderably easier.
The commercial man is not especially
The New-Fashioned Fire Bottle
happy about this situation, but is inclined
Mr. Citizen Radio is not so. He has no
to regard it as a dog regards fleas—an in
Board of Directors unless he is married,
fernal nuisance but not to be avoided. The and even then the Mrs. may be a radio nut
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herself. Therefore Mr. and Mrs. Citizen
Radio throw out the old equipment every
few months and purchase a nice new shiny
receiver or transmitter.
That's why the vacuum tube receiver
first became popular among non-profes-
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in radio to come out right. We even think
that WBZ will sharpen up that horrible
broad wave and take out the commutator
ripple, that NAT will fix that dizzy key
they use to send Chinese with, and some
times we even think the time will come

THE A.R.R.L. BOOTH AND STATION 1AWW
This ia not the regular 1AWW bat a special station built for the occasion
and operated under special permit from Supervisor Kolster. The booth
was the center of much interest on the part of both amateurs and broad
cast listeners. The Springfield Radio Association co-operated with the
Assistant Division Manager and with City Manage) Roger Houghton in
the making of the installation and in operating the station.
sionals; that's why the vacuum tube trans
mitter today is universal amongst amateurs
—but a long way from universal com
mercially.
Free spending for apparatus helps de
velopment, for the radio game can climb
only with the aid of mounds of obsolete
apparatus. Fortunately these stepping
stones are being provided—see the piles of
mouldering single-circuit "tuners"; the
direct-coupled vacuum tube sending sets and
the crusty old spark sets?
Have we said that we are getting on?
A couple of years ago the citizen's radio
man was fighting the same sort of hash
that the commerical man is up against to
day. Because of the things we have just
talked about Mr. Citizen Radio man is just
about out of the woods today. He can re
ceive his broadcast unadulterated (unless
he lives too near a commercial or broadcast
station) or he can work his amateur "fire
bottle" transmitter in the cheerful certainty
that he isn't manufacturing interference
for anyone. Sounds unreasonable, doesn't
it? Sounds like one of these things that
happen in the novels about 1984. But it
isn't, it is right here today. Honestly, this
seems remarkable to us. It seems so re
markable that we now expect everything

when all amateurs will be compelled to
send the continental code decently and
readably.
tit Henry
I ft Henry

To
5»l

tnti |rn|

300 V .n.
Storage ^ ~
Battery

IAWW KEYING SYSTEM
THE KEYING SYSTEM WHICH MADE THE STUNT
POSSIBLE
No keying thump with this arrangement. Just
such an arrangement was shown In Figure 2H. pag?
30 of July 1923 QST. We even recommended it
strongly but nobody seems to have paid the least at
tention to It.
Of course, all this is just effervescence,
but there's a reason for it.
At the Springfield (Massachusetts) Elec
trical and Radio Show just such a com
bination was in operation.
No special
tricks were used, the transmitter being
simply a good modern amateur transmitter
and the receivers being good modern broad
cast tuners.
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Making Good
Can you imagine a transmitter set right
down in the middle of a roomfull of re
ceivers? Certainly you can, and you can
probably imagine a riot to go along with
the scene. But can you imagine all this
equipment in operation without any sign
whatever of interference? Well, the thing
is possible today, although we didn't believe
it was two years ago.

IAWW ANTENNA SYSTEM
THE RADIATING SYSTEM
Although surrounded on three aides by concrete and
granite buildings with steel frame* and reinforce
ments this system proved very effective.
The transmitter was in the booth operated
for the American Radio Relay League by
the Springfield Radio Association.
The
show was primarily a broadcast show,
therefore everybody's first thought was that
it would be best not to transmit. In the
next instant, however, it was realized that
with the modern 80 meter transmitter the
thing would be practical and, desirable.
Working Fast
No transmitter was available and one
had to be built in a hurry. In a trifle over
eight hours Isaiah Creaser, 1BSJ; T. F.
Cushing, IAWW; and Ralph Gross, 1BLU,
constructed the transmitter. In accordance
with modern practice, inductive coupling
was used. With direct coupling the whole
thing would have been impossible. A onewire antenna and a one-wire counterpoise
were hurriedly installed and the station
put into operation. The transmitter only
used a pair of little UV-202 tubes, and the
antenna current was about a quarter of an
ampere. With the old 200 meter sparks
this would have represented a few miles of
range only.
With this 80 meter C.W.
transmitter 3MQ at Allentown, Pennsyl
vania, was worked ten minutes after the
set was connected; in broad daylight.
During the week the transmitter was in
continual operation from 1:00 P.M. until
11 :00 P. M. each day, stopping only long
enough to change operators. During the
week there were many radio conversations
and 133 radiograms were handled, the

farthest station worked being 5RU at
Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
The distance is
about 1000 miles. Two and three hundred
We. the following Exhibitors, certify that the 10 watt
transmitting Station Installed' and operated by the
American Radio Relay League at the Springfield Elec
trical and Radio Show during the week of October 27th
to November 1st. 1924, caused absolutely no Interference,
nor were we able to hear this transmitter while It was
In operation.
McLean Radio Co.. 288 Main St.—A. S. McLean.
Springfield Radio Co.. 223 Main St.—J. Rolch.
R. E. Dcmarnt Co, 480 Main Kt.-^l. J. Crowley.
Whllall Radio Co.. 225 Worthlngton St.—E. Plnncy.
Carlisle Hardware Co.. 326 Main St.—Al. Baker.
J. M. Beas Co.. 280 Main St.—Oary Fortune.
Ita.Ho I>rv«lopm<-nt Co.. £15 Main St.—A. Roal SUhe.
The Radio Shop, 278 Worthlngton St.—E. H. Hathaway,
by E. a M.
Springfield
Wetinore it Radio
SavageShow,
Co., J. c/aP. L.McMahon,
Hutchlns.Gen. Mgr.
Elble Electric Company. 429 State St.—J. A. Block.
The Tuohey Comfieny, 115 State St.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, 111.—Wm. J. Gaynor.
Adaskln Furniture Co.—R. W. Wagner.
miles communication during daylight was
the regulation thing.
All this was in the midst of a dozen
broadcast receiving sets, some not more
than 20 feet away. Not a one of these re
ceiving sets was able to determine when
the station was in operation.
Think of the contrast between that and
the great smudge of interference created

-JULrfirrotaryplat*
a4fixlplatis

B.F.C.
fmmBaiUry
andKey
system

THE COUPLED HARTLEY CIRCUIT USED
Two UV-202 tubes were used in parallel. With an
input of 125 milamperes at 300 volts this set put 250
milamperes into the antenna at 77 meters.
by older types of transmitters. Think also
of the difference in the broadcast receivers
that were able to tune out a near-by sta
tion as compared with those of a couple of
years ago which merely received but did
not tune at all. Truly, we are progressing
after all.
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The 1924 Trip of the C. G. S. "Arctic"*
By Wm. Choat, c3CO, the Operator
THREE days before the "Arctic" left lower Greenland coast, this ship being in
Quebec the transmitting equipment communication with the Louisberg station
was given tests and communication in Nova Scotia on 2100 meters.
When Ponds Inlet, which is situated at
carried on with a number of ama
teurs in Canada and United States, while the north end of Baffin Land, was reached,
tied up at the wharf. The equipment in use communication with the outside was cut
off, probably due to the high mountains
has been previously described in this pub
which surrounded the ship while anchored
lication.
there. However, amateur signals were still
Sailing from Quebec on July 5th, com
munication was maintained by the 600- copied at this place although there was
continuous
daylight.
and 2100-meters, as
Continuing north from
well as the short wave,
Ponds Inlet, the ship
sets. Shortly after pass
reached Etah on Au
ing the Straits of Belle
gust 11th and found
Isle, some heavy weath
the "Bowdoin" had left
er was encountered
five days previously
and a very important
and was proceeding
long, code message
down the Greenland
was put through from
coast. All the way up
the "Arctic" to c9AL,
the "Arctic" had been
clAR, c2CG and 3AFP.
calling the Bowdoin at
Cooperation between
approximately mid
these amateur stations
night, on waves about
in assisting each other
175 meters but was un
able to get in commu
was fine business as all
nication with Mix.
of them could be heard
On August 13th we
on board the "Arctic"
headed southward and
confirming
different
arrived at Dundas Har
portions of the mes
bour, North Devon Is
sage to each other. This
land, on August 17th.
message would not
Here the "Arctic" an
have been put through
chored for nine days,
until a considerable
while the police post
time later by commer
was built and the Gov
ernment cache made.
cial channels.
While anchored here
During the time that
numerous
amateurs
the "Arctic" was pro
were
copied,
including
ceeding up the Labra
THE "ARCTIC" AT DOCK
Canadian 3 C O , my
dor Coast and over to Operator William Choate may be seen at the own station.
foremast, although his cheerful grin On August 26th we
Greenland, messages istopa ofbit the
hard to make out.
left Dundas Harbour
were sent back
through the Danish revenue cutter, "Is and that evening communication was es
lands Falk", which was stationed off the tablished with Canadian 4FV, of Regina,
Saskatchewan, thus breaking the three
•As reported in our July issue, the Canadian weeks' silence. One message Was sent
Government Steamer "Arctic", under the Northwest through this station advising of the wel
Territories Branch of the Department of the Inte
fare and position of the "Arctic" and all
rior, this year carried a short-wave radio installa
tion in addition to her regular equipment, a crack those on board. This was daylight com
Canadian amateur. Bill Choat of 3CO, Toronto, be
ing selected as operator. The "Arctic" goes into munication as far as the "Arctic" was con
the far North each summer, establishing and serv- cerned. The next evening in Eclipse Sound,
icing^ Canadian government police stations, and
carrying a# "circuit judge" who administers justice a few miles south of Dundas Harbour, the
at the various posts. In past trips great difficulty following stations were worked: c4FV,
has been experienced in maintaining communication u8CDC, c3VH and c3CO. Work was nearly
through the Arctic daylight on commercial wave
completed this night when the power sup
lengths. This is an account of the successful com
ply failed, much to the op's consternation,
munication maintained this year via amateur sta
tions,—Editor.
until the second dynamo was run up.
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On the following evening while anchored
at Ponds Inlet again, a message was sent to
c4DQ and communication was carried on
with u7GR. From Ponds Inlet the "Arctic"

THE 2200 METER TRANSMITTER OF THE ARCTIC
Antenna terminal bashing Is shown at the upper
left nide of the act. On the control panel at the top
of the set will he aeen two knobs and a pair of cords.
The left cord is labeled "Reaction" (which we call
feedback), the right one "Variometer". The vari
ometer is probablr in series with the antenna. The
upper row of jacks connects to taps on the antenna
inductance, the lower row of jacks represents plate
taps.
. .The small tube at the left la a Marconi "MT1"
and the other one is an "MT4"
The meters—left to right—are plate milliameter,
antenna ammeter and filament voltmeter.
proceeded to Albert Harbour where ballast
was taken on board and the engines over
hauled. While here the "Bowdoin" was
worked, she being then at Godhavn, Green
land.
Albert Harbour was left at midnight Sep
tember 3rd, and the following day commu
nication was carried on with c3GG, Timmins, Ontario, one message being sent un
der great difficulties. No more traffic was
sent until we neared the southern coast
of Baffin Land, when on September 9th
four messages, one very important, were
relayed through WNP, who was then sta
tioned at Indian Harbour. WNP was at
this time QSO 1RV. Two days later the
Hudson Bay boat, "Nascopie", which was
then anchored in Cumberland Gulf, was
worked on the 2100- meter C. W. set. From
the time the "Arctic" passed Hudson Strait
on its homeward journey till Belle Isle was
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reached, very few amateurs were copied
and those that were heard were fading very
rapidly, although at this time about eight
hours darkness was bein experienced. There
seems to be something funny about com
munication while off the Labrador Coast.
From the time Belle Isle was reached
till the ship docked at Quebec on Septem
ber 24th, nightly communication was car
ried on with amateurs in several parts of
Canada and United States. The record
two-way communication was made when
g2NM in Surrey, England, received and
OK'd a message from the "Arctic", which
was then off the coast of Anticosti Island
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The signals
of clAR were terrific when in the Gulf.
Extremely valuable work was done by
Mr. Harrison at 3AFP of Ottawa, Ontario,

THE 100-150 METER SET OF THE "ARCTIC".
Two 1-k.w. tubes are supplied with ISO-cycles at 10,000
volts. Antenna tuning inductance above the tubes,
with indicating meters on a bakelite panel across the
bottom. Plate transformer, etc., are mounted behind
the tube panel. This is the set that did the work.
who delivered messages from the "Arctic"
direct to the Department. During the whole
trip the CW telegraph signals from the
experimental set at KDKA, operating un
der the call 8XS, were received and from
the time that Belle Isle was passed on the
way up till the "Arctic" returned, these
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signals were of almost unvarying strength
no matter whether the boat was landlocked
or not. However, great difficulty was ex
perienced in trying to copy the short waves
(68 meters) when the ship was rolling to
any extent.
The conclusions which I have come to
from this trip amount mainly to the fact
that the short waves are greatly preferable
to the commercial wave lengths for ship-to-
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9APW's 5-Meter Equipment
AHA! 7 days after the last moment we
did get the material.
The transmitter is built like the one
constructed by Beekley t>f 1AEL and de-

\PltleSupply
i*ity-2oi
tvhen
uj/nfrheostat
UY2t>f tube

"BOISTEROUS BILL", c3CO.
shore communication provided this is not
carried to an extreme. Great difficulty was
experienced in copying waves below 100
meters in any kind of a heavy sea owin^
to the rapid changes of capacity caused by
the rolling of the vessel. The waves be
tween 125 and 150 meters seem to work
out the best for this work but no doubt
some means of combating this change of
capacity would enable shorter waves to be
used satisfactorily. Strangely enough few
stations were heard below 100 meters,
although a watch was kept as low as 60
meters. Some trouble was experienced
due to the salt water grounding portions
of the electric light circuits of the ship
when heavy seas were coming over, with
corresponding noises in the receiver.
An official report will be issued by the
Radio Branch of the Department of Marine
in due course.

scribed in QST for October. It tunes by
the same scheme, moving the tops of the
helix turns to and fro. •'' Pretty crude?
Perhaps. But what else :Ji,te you going to
do—shift the plate and grid inside the
tube? The tube itself is a UV-201 (not
UV-201-A), which can i* obtained from
anyone who is tired of supplying an
ampere where a quarter amp. will do. In
St. Paul the current price of used UV-201
tubes is $1 (American), or dos pesos. In
the set at 9APW-9£G the plate supply is
from a storage battery, hence no radio
chokes are needed. >Jf any other plate sup
ply is used, be sure'. to use very effective
chokes— see the October issue.
The receiver tunes by means of a vari
able grid condenser, somewhat as in the
other receivers suggested here.
The
diagram explains the circuit, and the
proper number of turns is marked opposite
each coil. As there are only very few
turns in each, coil, it doesn't matter par
ticularly just how they are wound. The
ones at 9APW started out to be spiderwebs, but 2 turns doesn't make much of a
web. The variable condenser can be al
most anything that comes handy, provided
you are willing to tear out all but 3 plates
and perhaps to cut down the rotary plate
somewhat.
Has it occurred to you how tremendously
easy all this is as compared to the big stuff
we formerly had to use on 200 meters?

F«ANCt,*EA(.AN0,
A EKClArtP,
AOSTtlAUA.MEW
" ARCEMTIWA, ETC.

EVERY AMATEUR'S AMBITION
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Experimenters Section
THIS month the space of this section
will be given over to the 20 meter
and 5 meter tests, because that is the
most important thing to be done.
By this time all members of the Experi
menters Sections have gotten their bearings
in the 20 meter region, having had the tests
of November 22 and 30 to work on. There
should now be a good supply of wavemeters,
tuners and transmitters for the 20 meter
band.
The December and January tests are for
all A.R.R.L. members, and the members of
the section are asked to help other A.R.R.L.
men in every way possible.
Why the Tests?
As stated elsewhere in this issue, the 20
and 5 meter bands are being ignored by en
tirely too many amateurs. There is far too
much of this thing of "letting George do it
first." Exactly that same attitude delayed
the 100 meter work for six months and ex
actly that same attitude was what probably
lost us the region below 150 meters in the
first place.
These tests are designed to cure that state
of affairs and to give all of us "the courage
to make mistakes" on the new waves.
What Circuit and Apparatus?
Even today we get letters that ask "What
circuit shall I use on —meters." Use your
own pet circuit—just cut the thing down
to the right size and use it. For details
see the following articles:
Antenna Series Condensers, p. 21, March
QST.
Loose Coupled Transmitting Circuits, p.
11, April QST.
Meissner Transmitters, p. 18, May QST.
Calibrated Oscillators, p. 54, July QST.
These articles were written for 200 meter
work but will fit the present job. However
the following articles were written for
short-wave work.
Tuner That's Different, p. 42 August
QST.
3rd Harmonic Transmission, p. 12 Au
gust QST.
20-40-80 Meter Work, p. 9 Sept. QST.
Short-Wave Wavemeters, p. 24 Sept. QST.
Tuner (cut down for 20 M.), p. 48 Sept
QST.
5 Meter sending set, p. 13 October QST.
5 Meter wavemeter, p. 13 October QST.
5 Meter antennas, p. 13 October QST.
5 Meter receivers, p. 13 October QST.

Short-wave super-regenerators, p. 32 Oc
tober QST.
Short-wave antennas, p. 31 Nov. QST.
Practical Short-wave sets, p. 44 Nov.
QST.
Short-wave Wavemeters, p. 31. This is
sue.
Just one more suggestion—Goldberg of
9APW was going to write us a story; about
a 5 meter tuner but he hasn't gotten to it,
so the idea is shown in the Figure. No ex
planation is needed except that the variable
condensers can be "high loss" with very
little bad effect, because they are series con
densers. The size of the plates, the spacing
and the coils are all up to you, that's where
the fun comes in. But it's better to start
with a "debased" C-299 tube, as explained
in the 5 meter article mentioned above.
(Note—we almost forgot that there's an
8 meter tuner in the "Amateur Builder"
section this month.)
The Schedule
The tests are so arranged that all sta
tions in the "Atlantic Intercolonial Time
Belt" send first, then the stations in the
"Eastern Standard Time Belt", then the
ones in Central Time Belt, etc. However,
all times are given in Pacific Standard—
figure out the correction for your own loca
tion and send accordingly.
In each test send as follows—
"QST QST QST u (your own call three
times only) 20 meter test."
Repeat this during your test period. It
is best to send slowly and clearly (fading is
often bad at 20 meters—and there is no tell
ing what it will be at 5 meters). Above
all—make many short calls ; don't copy those
idiots that sign for ten minutes at a stretch.
Evening of December 13—20 Meters
Pacific Std. Time.
(Figure your own time from this.)
All stations in Atlantic
10:00 to
Intercolonial Time Belt send 10:15 P. M.
All stations in Eastern Std.
Time Belt send

10:15 to
10:30 P. M.

All stations in Central Std.
Time Belt send

10:30 to
10:45 P. M.

All Stations in Mountain Std. 10:45 to
Time Belt send
11:00 p. M.
All stations in Pacific Std.
Time Belt send

11:00 to
11:15 p. M.
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Daylight Test, December 21-20 Meters
Pacific Std. Time
(Figure your own time from this)
All stations in Atlantic
Intercolonial
Noon to
Time Belt send
12:15 P. M.
All stations in Eastern
Standard Time
Belt send

12:15 to
12:30 P. M.

All stations in Central
Standard Time
Belt send

12:30 to
12:45 P. M.

All stations in Mountain
Std Time
Belt send

12:45 to
1:00 P. M.

operating with the Experimenter's Section
and receiving whatever data is now avail
able in order that the best possible instru
ment may be put at the disposal of the
amateurs.
Very truly yours,
E. F. Johnson, A.R.R.L.

qpMtrfen

All stations in Pacific
Std. Time
1:00 to
Belt send
1:16 P. M.
Evening of December 27—5 Meters
Send exactly as on night of December 13—
but use 5 meters.
Daylight Test of January 4—5 Meters
Send exactly as on December 27—but use 5
Meters.
Reports
Please make your log as complete as pos
sible and mail it to "Experimenter's Sec
tion, A.R.R.L., 1045 Main St., Hartford,
Conn." The report will be absolutely
wasted unless you date it so we can tell one
test from the other. Also please don't mix
a lot of other things into the same letter,
we don't have time to sort them out. Unless
your log is mailed promptly after each test,
it can not be used in the QST report.
Concerning Other "X Section" Affairs
The tests take up the room this month.
For information on this section please see
the last issue of QST, page 35. Please
write any letters as requested there.
Application for membership is explained
at the same place.
How About This?
E. F. JOHNSON
RADIO SUPPLIES
WASECA. MINN.
July 8,1924.
Experimenter's Section, A.R.R.L.
Gentlemen :
We are very much interested in putting
on the market a transmitting inductance
which will meet the needs of present condi
tions in amateur transmission. There is
but one prominent make now available, and
in our business we receive a great many
requests for them. However, even this is
not made in sufficient quantities to supply
the demand, and it is not entirely suited to
various desirable uses.
The writer will be interested in co
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SHUNT FEED HARTLEY TYPE
SUGGESTED 5-METER TUNERS
Notes
A 4-foot antenna may be tied to the plate aa
shown. The very small condenser may not be strictly
necessary but if nsed It can be made of two wires as
shown on pave 9, Fig. 2, Sept. QST. If the antenna
Is coupled to the coil as the diagram shows keep the
coaplinar very loose—coils at least 10" apart.
A grid leak may be used if necessary—connect aa
shown, not across the condenser.
The toning condensers should have long insulating
controlling handles. Ordinary variables are far too
large. Suggestion—two very small plates act half an
inch apart for the grid circuit, two regulation plates
set at usual distance for C 3. Metal end plates don't
fit this job—the capacity is away too high.
The shunt-feed circuit is probably best. For
ideas on building it with very short leads see the
4-5 meter transmitter on page 13, October QST.
To find out if a set of this sort is working, make
two and listen for beat notes with one of them.
C 1—Tuning condenser. Maximum capacity 10 micromicrofarada.
C 2—Bypass condenser. Any very compact con
denser of 200 micromicrofarads or more.
L 1—43rid coil. Two 3-inch turns or one larger
turn.
L2—Plate coil (tickler). One turn 2 or 3 inches
diameter.
L—Continuous helix of 2 or 8 small turns,
C 1—Same as in series-feed circuit.
C 3—Plate stopping condenser used as regeneration
control. Capacity of 50 micromicrofarads about right.
R.F.C.—One layer No. 36 D.C.C. (or other very
small wire) wound on
porcelain wiring tube.
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The Bigbill
THIS story should have appeared be
fore—but we have been hoping
and hoping for some pictures of
the transmitter, also for a bit of
news about the voyage.
However—they
may come later, so here's the first part of
the story.
The Bigbill was built at Chicago and
named after ex-mayoT William Hale ("Big
Bill") Thompson. She. left Chicago for a
two-year trip into southern seas.
Of course she carried a short-wave
transmitter; can you imagine an explora
tion outfit getting out
of Chicago without
knowledge of the
Zenith outfit? Nat
urally also the oper
ator was an A.R.R.L.
man, E. C. Page of
9BP-9XBF. The con
struction and installa
tion of the set were
due to F. J. Marco,
(9ZA) of the Bremer-Tully staff; R. H.
G. Mathews of 9ZN,
Chicago Radio and
Zenith Radio Corpor
ation; and W. E.
Schweitzer of 9AAW9XBD-9ZW.
Does this sound
like another Bowdoin
story? Have patience,
it will now become
radically different.
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Installation

into arguments with bars and other ob
structions. A hectic trip resulted, and the
outfit Teached New Orleans by the hardest
sort of work.
The set was aboard and ready for in
stallation, but the actual installation had
just begun when Bigbill left Chicago. The
set had previously been tested at 9XN, the
Research Divisoon of the Chicago Radio
Laboratory at 4829 S. Kedzie Avenue.
With the temporary antenna and bad
ground used there it was not reasonable to
expect brilliant results. However, the
antenna current was
1.5 amperes at 90
meters, 2.0 amperes
at 110 meters, and
rose as the wave went
up. The test was a
brief one, but stations
at Tacoma, Washing
ton, and Hartford,
Connecticut, were
worked easily enuf.
Everyone was there
fore confident that
the set was good.
On the trip down
Schweitzer and Mar
co and Page worked
furiously to get the
radio set into place.
When Memphis was
reached the set was
in action, and making
a great splash in the
ether. Before New
The Trip Down
Orleans was reached
THE
"BIGBILL",
WHO
Of course the Big
all states had been
bill could have gone
worked and "WHU"
to sea via the St. Lawrence river—but she was beginning to be a familiar call.
wanted to go south and not north. There
Good contact was established with Chi
fore Captain A. J. Duken took her out via cago via 9AAW, which was being operated
the Chicago Ship canal and the Illinois by Ritchie Schweitzer.
river into the Mississippi. Now here the
At New Orleans the rest of the radio
yarn begins—the ship canal has suffered gang left for home, and the Bigbill headed
from lack of use, the Illinois river also down the river for the Panama Canal and
isn't in the best navigable condition. Even the southern Pacific Ocean.
Where she is at this writing we do not
the little Bigbill had Satan's own time get
ting through, and once had to be dragged know, but we understand that radio con
tact with 9AAW-9ZW has been excellent),
over a. mudbar by a steel cable and a loco
motive. Once she got into the Mississippi using some wave near 80 meters.
it was possible to proceed by towing behind
one of the War Department's big steel towThe Radio Installation
boats that run on the Mississippi-Warrior
The
Transmitter
consists of two panels.
route. Since the. tow-boats were always The upper, or radio-frequency
panel, is
shepherding a big herd of barges, the Big
vertical. The lower panel is brought out
bill had to take potluck, and frequently* got at a slant somewhat after the fashion of
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the panel in a Zenith receiver.
Jewell
meters are provided throughout for all cir
cuits. There are two antenna ammeters,
one with a range of 0-8 amperes and the
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given the construction of the set in order
to make it sturdy as well as efficient. The
dielectric losses have been minimized by
proper design and construction. Porcelain
supports are used whenever possible, and
if porcelain is not available hard rubber is
used. No bakelite or moulded material of
any kind is found in the set. A loading in
ductance is provided to bring the wave of
the set up to 700 meters to allow com
munication with commercial ship and land
stations when amateur stations are not
available.
A complete set ■ of spares has been in
cluded with the equipment; including spare
rheostats, antenna wire, tubes, condensers,
and even a spare' key.
J
The ground consists of a two-foot copper
strip running completely around the hull
below the water line.
The Tuners
The tuner is of the low-loss type and
was built in the Chicago Radio Laboratory,

WHTJ's Zenith Transmitter with Schweitzer on the
Right and the Top Two Inches of Marco Showing in
the Center Foreground.
other with a range of 0-3 amperes. Th
reason for two ammeters is found in
very great wavelength range of the s
80-700 meters.
Two UV-203-A tubes are operated
parallel in a plain Hartley circuit,
plate supply is obtained from a 1500 v<
dynamotor which operates on the ship's
volt storage battery. The battery
charged by a Delco generator.
Quoting from a letter by R. H. G.
Mathews:—"Copper busbar wiring is used
throughout, and special attention has been
Research Department, by K. E.
Hassel, who wrote the first article
on low-loss tuners which appeared
in QST last January. This tuner
embodies all the latest develop
ments in low-loss construction and
has a wave-length range of 50-200
meters.
A second tuner is provided, this
being a standard Zenith 3-R, hav
ing a wave-length range of 200800 meters.
4
® {SiSrttZ
7
— Key
NOTES -jLsmall arid chokes are of'30 turns .Do. 28 D.CC. on a. 1" wooden com
Theset isprovidednitf> a tattery roltmeter and motor ammeter irnicA are
Dot shown in the diagram.
THE CIRCUIT OF THE TRANSMITTER
If you crpy it be sure to make yours inductively coupled as
you don't have the special license) carried by WHU.

Antenna
The antenna is a four-wire aeri
al, 68 feet above the waterline,
with wires spaced 3 feet apart. The
wire is No. 10 gold plated and the
leadin is composed of four strand
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of this same gold-plated wire soldered at
intervals of a foot, the wire not being
twisted but brought straight down parallel
through the porcelain insulator. The goldplated wire, of course, is used to eliminate
corrosion.
Burgess Helps
A two-year battery supply has been pro
vided by the Burgess Battery Company
with special attention paid to the condi
tions under which the set will operate, re
garding temperature, moisture, etc. Inas
much as the receiving set uses three "B"
batteries and a "C" battery, a number of
sets of batteries have been provided and
sealed in evacuated metal containers which
will be packed below the waterline of the
ship in as cool a spot as possible.
A.R.R.L. Affiliation
As manager of the Central Division,
Mathews issued an O.R.S. certificate to the
ship.
Accordingly the Central Division
now has a station somewhere west of
Panama. Probably this set will shortly be
the "farthest south" station of A.R.R.L.
"Each month a report ofl the traffic

Some of the Gang who had to do with the Installa
tion of WHIT. Left to Riltht they are: E. A. Beane,
9th District Supervisor; R. H. G. Mathews. 9ZN; F. J.
Marco. 9ZA; W. E. Schweitzer. 9AAW. Hiding be
hind Marco is E. C. Page, 9BP, the A.R.R.L. operator
of WHU; and at the far Right is William Hale
Thompson, the man for whom the "Bfgbill" is named.
handled will be sent to the superintendent
of District No. 7, state of Illinois. This
will be included in the regular traffic re
port of the Central Division."
Watch for WHU on 110 meters and on
80 meters.
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Fifth Canadian District
Convention
By Fred Elliott, c5HB
TO the accompaniment of tin whistle,
CQ's cat calls and much blowing of au
tomobile horns, the First Canadian 5th,
District Convention opened Sept. 20, 1924,
at Vancouver, B. C. Quite a number of the
gang turned out for the morning session in
spite of the weather QRM and it was a hap
py bunch who met in the B. C. R. A. club
rooms at 10:00 A. M. to start the most
eventful days in the 5th District's history.
After all hands had registered everybody
was loaded into cars owned by various local
hams and the whole procession headed for
the Point Grey Govt. Station VAB where
Mr. Mellish, the operator on duty, showed
the visitors over the station.
The afternoon was spent in visiting 5GO,
5GF, 5HB, 5HG and 5CN; all local Ham
stations.
At 6:00 the whole gang assembled at
the B.C.R.A. club rooms and paraded up
to the Grosvenor Hotel where the banquet
was held. The first couple of courses where
the "Quiet" hours but then things began to
get warmed up and soon a smoke screen
gradually enveloped the gang. The Host
being a Scotchman and naturally prepared
for anything started a sort of vacuum pump
outfit that sucked the smoke up through the
roof and cleared the atmosphere sufficiently
to see from one end of the table to the other.
The program was opened by a perform
ance by 5HB and 5CN, piano and saxaphone respectively. Mr. McGoughan of the
Northern Electric Company, gave a talk on
"Low Loss Condenser Construction" and
passed one around for exhibit (he eventu
ally got it back). Next followed a talk by
5BJ on "Wartime Radio Communication".
Next on the list was a code jamming con
test; 50 words straight and 50 jammed.
Sender 5GF, Jammer 5BJ, Winner 5GO,
2nd SAN, 3rd 5AK. Mr. Edgar, Australian
5AP, representing the Wireless Institute of
Australia, then gave a talk on ham activi
ties down under.
A diagram drawing contest was won by
5EJ 1st, and 5AS 2nd. The banquet finally
broke up at 10:30, the whole gang singing
"God Save the King" and cheering for the
A.R.R.L.
The very successful staging and costumes
of the R.O.W.H. Initiation was a big sur
prise for most of the gang had rather ex
pected it to be a very amateur affair.
Thanks to 5GF and 5GO who both worked
like Trojans, the whole affair went off
beautifully. The costumes were splendid,
everyone knew his part and there was no
hesitation. The only regret of those pres
ent was that the setting was not good
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enough for the rest of the affair. The parts
were taken by the following MO, 5GF; MM,
5AK; PA, 5AN; I.K.I.A, 5CN; OM, 5HG;
O.D.O., Vic Wallace; QRM, 5BA; QRN,
5HH; R.I., 5HB; F, 5BJ; C, BBF; MC,
5GO.
While enough soberness was drifted into
the R.O.W.H., initiation to give everyone
something to think about, and while we
don't admit it possible to have a better
bunch than the 5th Canadian District Hams,
still if any improvement is possible the
necessary inspiration was supplied by the
R.O.W.H.
A New Kind of Short Wave Tests
Exploring the 20 and 5 meter bands
in December
EVERY amateur transmitter in America
seems to have found the 80 meter band
—altho there may be 5 or 6 exceptions.
The 40 meter band is settling up more
slowly, but the pioneers are doing splendid
daylight work on that band.
But at 20 and 5 meters—dead silence!
What's the idea? QST has given out
every single bit of information anybody
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the section or not.
3—Report exactly in the form requested.
Thanks.
—S. K.
More Low Power Work
THIS is a continuance of the station
efficiency contest, the first data on
which was run in the May, QST.
These are all summer incidents and, for
that reason, should be all the more inter
esting. Practically all of the work was
done at night.
Receiving
Transmitting
Station
Station
9RQ, Lilse, HI.
c3GG
9BFI, Minneapolis, Minn.
9BNF
7AIB, Port Angeles, Wash.
c5BF
3AIH, Audubon, N. J.
1BQE
g5BV, Wilmerton Pk., Eng.
9CVR
8BPG, Portland, Mich.
8BFB
9CDV, E. Grand Forks, Minn.
7GR
8DOE, Fairgrove, Mich.
6BUR
Communication
Plate
Miles
Distance
Current Input per
Date Miles Tube Voltage Amperes Watts Watt

May 700 201-A 50
?
?
?
5/7
170 202
100 .002 .2 850
5/31 100 202
70
?
?
?
June 208 ?
41 .002 .08 2600
June 4100 ?
?
?
.25 124
July
20 201-A 5
?
? 12,731
Sept. 1300 203
200 .008 1.5 940
July 2000 201-A ?
?
8 250
The excellent work shown above should
be a reproach to those hams that need in
puts of 1000 watts and all kinds of excit
ing antenna currents. In most of the cases
needs to get down on these waves within 48 above, the antenna current could not be
hours—and nobody seems to give a whoop. measured on the instruments in the pos
That same thing happened when the pioneer session of the station owners.
The record of g5BV deserves special
100 meter work was being done by 1HX,
mention on two counts: he was using a
3ALN, 1XA, 3XM, 9ZN and 8XK. Every
body sat around and croaked "It can't be temporary antenna only 18 feet high at one
done". But those 6 stations went ahead end and 35 feet high at the other; and his
antenna current was .65 ampere. 8DOE
and DID IT!
One show of that sort is more than enuf. deserves some sort of an explanation in
Let's wake up and show some signs of that he used a spark coil plate supply and
the input to the spark-coil itself was eighty
knowing that we have these lower wave
watts. Because of the inductive transfer
lengths.
and heating at the contacts of his vibrator,
********
his actual input to the tube would be,
Just this once let's hold a new sort of_ test, most likely, much lower; however, we don't
one in which we don't sit back and wait for know that wattage definitely.
someone else to do it first but all try to
The record of 8BPG deserves special
gether and at the same time.
mention also. It shows what this low power
The tests come in December, the story is business can degenerate into. Someone
told in the Experimenters Section of this is going to get a 199 oscillating on one
volt B battery and work his friend two
issue of QST.
blocks away, and then we will have a
Now please:—
mile per watt record that would take a
1—Read the plans for the tests in the Ex
certified accountant five minutes to merelv
perimenters Section.
2—Get into the test whether you belong to think of. Not that 8BPG does not deserve
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credit for doing what he did—he does. He
might have made an error, however, for
he figured the plate current from the rated
value of 1600 ohms plate impedance for
the tube; which is a perfectly reasonable
assumption. Even if he erred as badly as
100% his miles-per-watt figures would drop
to 6000 odd miles; and that itself is a very
respectable figure.
Not enough really low power work is
being reported upon, and not enough of

that reported follows the form-outline
given in QST of last November. We are
still interested in these low-power accom
plishments and would like to receive re
ports of this sort of work in which the
person accomplishing the DX was using
an inductively coupled transmitter: how
ever, this is not necessary.
—L. W. H.

Quien Sabe—But Play Safe!
ONCE we knew for sure that sets below
150 meters were supposed to use tnductive coupling.
. The last conference has got things all up
set—licenses have even been granted for
capacity-coupled sets.
It seems as if it is up to the individual
Supervisors of Radio to say what they will
approve.
As soon as we know something definite we
will tell you about it in QST. Meanwhile,
we strongly suspect that the new rules are
going to call for inductive coupling on all
waves and at all times. Better play safe '
and put in that sort of a set now.
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TRANSMITTING HINTS
Removing Tube Bases
When removing tube bases for short wave
work it is a good idea to begin by heating
the pegs and then "flipping" the solder out
of them. After that the base may be heated
to soften the cement in the fashion that we
have described before.
If you start to take off the base without
unsoldering the pegs first the tube may be
seriously damaged.
Fitting the Antenna to the Set
Everybody seems to be nursing the- idea
that the antenna which will be good for a
couple of UV-204 tubes will be absolutely
useless when a single UV-202 is used.
As far as the Editor of this column is
concerned that is simply nonsense.
If an antenna is efficient when a kilo
watt is being put into it then it will also
be efficient when 10 watts are being put
into it. On the other hand if it is rotten
when 10 watts are put into it then it will
keep right on being rotten when 1000
watts are put into it.
The way to decide what antenna you are
going to want is to forget all about the
set and consider these three things:
1. The space in which the antenna must
be erected.
2. The wavelength on which you wish to
work.
3. The strains the weather' will put on
the system.
Your Space
Let us begin by being honest and ad
mitting that there is little use in talking
antenna theory when the actual antenna
absolutely must be built to fit the space.
The rules for making the best use of your
space are simple yet 95% of all amateur
antennas ignore them thoroughly. Here
they are, listed briefly; think them over to
fit your own particular job.
a. Keep the antenna in the clear, 10
feet away from houses, trees and guy
wire. If you have to cut 10 feet off to do
that, go ahead and cut off the 10 feet,
i b. Other things being equal, height is
[likely to prove more useful than length.
• c. The counterpoise needs just as much
attention as the antenna. Put it where the
wires can be of the same length and can
be kept decently clear of things. Whether
the counterpoise happens to come under
the antenna or not isn't the main t.iing
at all.
Your Wavelength
Our ideas on the proper size of antenna
for a given wavelength are shifting rather
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frequently these days. In general they
are shifting toward the idea of using a big
fundamental. It is possible to go much
further than this. At 1XAQ a 400-meter
antenna has been worked at 12 meters with
fair results.
Weather Effect!
To reduce the wind and ice load it is
desirable to use few wires and space them
rather widely. In the Editor's estimation
the small cage is a complete fizzle from the
standpoint of getting top capacity but it is
a glorious success from the standpoint of
providing plenty of wires for the wind and
ice to work on. In most cases a two-wire
L on. spreaders 3 feet long will -be as good
or better. This is said with the full reali
zation that an argument will start at once.
This is all right—arguments are harmless
when the claims are not backed by care
ful tests.
From the standpoint of steadiness in
windy weather that antenna is best which
can be most firmly secured in place. This
bars wide spreaders and it also bars large
cages. The Editor's choice would be for
a three- or four-wire flat top but two
would not make him particularly unhappy.
The fewer wires there are the easier it is
to make them behave themselves. A single
one would be ideal but of course the top
capacity is lower then. In any case the
downlead should have all of its wires
spaced within an inch or two of each other.
If there are. more than two of them this
will result in a small cage. Most down
leads are far too large; they thrash around
unmercifully in the wind and they add
capacity where it is not wanted.
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Well, that's that; now get down your
copy of Ballantine and dig out the rest of
it. It is all there.
Switching To Phone
There seems to be all sorts of grief con
nected with the transfer switch in a phoneC.W. set. About 20 times a month this
connection has to be explained.
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Corrosion
Corrosion of antenna wires is not serious
unless stranded wires are used or unless
badly soldered joints are made. In any
ordinary amateur antenna there is no ex
cuse whatever for stranded wires, especial
ly not for bronze or braided wires.
Copper or copper-clad will always give
the best account of themselves.
In addition to this it is possible to make
first-class joints in the sqjid wire, which
simply cannot be done in the braided wires
and is very difficult in the bronze ones
without destroying their strength.
It seems as if it has been said enough
thousands of times so that it would be
remembered but even today one sees an
tennas that have unsoldered joints or else
joints that are green with the corrosion
occasioned by acid soldering compounds. If
you must use soldering paste or acid in
stead of rosin, then at least scrub the
joints thoroughly with alcohol afterward.

SHUNT-FEED HARTLEY
Switching from C.W to fone with Heisino
piate modu/ation
R.F C—rfhd/o Chokes -see Ballantine fordescription
M . C - 6 to io Henry modulation choke - see BaJ/ant/ne_
orpage 2/ of Aug 19Z3 Q3T.
TT -Modulation Transformer
We have printed it several times before,
it has been in Ballantine all the time, and
here it is once more.
The Rotten Location
If your scenery is full of tin roofs, wires
and trees the station may still be good for
something.
To understand what really can be done
in intelligent work under bad conditions
read again the description of 1XAH on page
50 of July QST.
In addition to that read Ballantine on
antenna designs for bad locations.
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410 Atlanta, Georgia

410 is the Station of Jimmie Morris of 58
Frederica St., Atlanta, Georgia. It has been
in operation since 1922 when it started out
with spark and a "Spark Forever" slogan.
Since then it has passed through the usual
C.W. stages and is using a 250-watt tube at
the present.
Not so long ago a brand new tower went
up and was promptly blown down. Follow
ing closely upon that, another storm came by
and lightning lingered upon the old mast
knocking every insulator out of the guys.
Fortunately they were put in in the old man
ner, being porcelain eggs, and the pole did
not fall for the guys merely hooked upon
each other. However, the lightning wan
dered into transmitter and blew out the stop
ping condenser and knocked the grid leak off
the set but did not injure the tube. It also
touched upon the receiver, ruined the detec

tor tube, skipped the tube in the first step
and blew out the one in the second.
The antenna is a 6-wire fan some 85 feet
high at the free end and 41 at the low end.
The counterpoise is one of 28 wires, 50 feet
long, and 30 feet wide and is directly under
neath the antenna. By winter a new 100foot tower will have been installed. A great
deal of care in insulating the antenna was
taken. The lead-in insulation of the an
tenna and the counterpoise consist of two
large glass plates. The insulation of the
antenna and counterpoise proper consists of
Ohio Brass porcelain and glass.
The receiver is a "double decker." It has
a honeycomb receiver in the upper part for
reception of the long waves and a short-wave
tuner in the lower part similar to the one
used at 1MO. The end of the tube control
cabinet and of the receiver cabinet are cut
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out to allow connections to be made without
the use of binding posts on the panel. For

the longer wave arrangement binding posts
are used on the receiver panel and in the

detector two-step are anti-capacity switches
for changing from one set to the other.
The transmitter photograph shows clearly
the old spark transmitter which is kept in
condition in case of emergencies. The C.W.
set uses the four coil Messner arrangement
with a 250-watt tube. A 96 jar rectifier is
used to deliver 3000 volts to the plate of the
tube and an antenna current of 3.5 amperes
is obtained on a wave of 78 meters. The
present transmitter was preceeded by a "5watter", a "50-watter" and a transmitter
using a single 201 tube with 1000 volts on
the plate. 4IO has been heard all over the
U. S., in Europe and so on. It has been in
communication with the foreign stations
with comparatively little difficulty.
The insulators in the air are tied to
wires that support the condenser in the
spark above the Rotary gap and thus make
the leads short as is necessary.

4UA Dundee,

4UA is the Station of Eugene Hummer
at Dundee, Fla. It is in a special radio
shack which has an additional small closet
or extra room attached. Thus the trans
mitter, as can be seen in the photograph,
is flush with the wall of the shack with
the works sticking back through the wall
into the closet and all batteries and auxil
iary apparatus are also kept there out of
sight. This certainly makes a neat ar
rangement.
The transmitter is made for use with four
five-watt tubes but, due to power limita
tions, is generally operated using two. It
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use the inductively coupled Colpitts cir
cuit. A thirty jar chemical rectifier with
power transformer supplies the plates.
The receiver uses removable spiderweb
coils and has two-steps of audio-amplifica
tion in the same cabinet. Because of the
changeable coils it covers the various wave
bands very effectively.
The switches on the wall control every
thing from the transmitter to the battery
charger so that the operator doesn't have
to leave his seat to accomplish most of the
ordinary tasks about the station. Unfor
tunately 4UA doesn't have an automatic
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broom, so elbow grease does its part in keep
ing the station so very neat.
With the possible increase in power sup
ply, the station will have a fifty-watt tube
and very soon there will be a new antenna
using two lattice towers 75 feet high. We
have no description of the present antenna.
4UA works rather regularly and has ac
complished good DX over the country. Mr.
Hummer says he is always ready for traffic
and keeps it moving.
Note
With this month we inaugurate a new
policy which may or may not be liked. If
it is not liked tell us so that we may know
whether or not the majority want the de
partment run as heretofor. This policy
consists of only one thing: we will no
longer use photographs of transmitters
that do not use inductively coupled trans
mitters because we believe we have ad
vanced to the point where the conductively
coupled set is pass£. Sufficient reasons for
this have been given in various technical
articles.
We would like to publish descriptions of
those stations you would like to see. There
fore, suppose that you send in the calls of
some amateurs whose stations you would
particularly like to see in this department.
Particularly would we like to publish de
scriptions of good, inexpensively built, sta
tions using only one or two five-watt tubes.
If an obviously efficient and neatly con
structed "five-watt" station description
were received at headquarters we would be
overjoyed.
The photographs should preferably be
taken by a professional photographer be
cause snap-shots generally fail to show up
well. The photographs need not be larger
than 4 by 6" or thereabouts. The prints
must be on glossy paper. Please state defi
nitely, when you send the description in,
whether or not you expect the photographs
back. Please don't send us a description
and then send it to another magazine. If
we publish it, don't you think that we de
serve to have a "scoop" on it?
In sending in your station description, be
certain to mention those things that are
possibly unique about the construction and
those things that are original. The other
fellows are always interested in little ideas
-or "tricks" about doing different things.
This is important. The order in which
stations are run in this department has no
bearing on the importance of the station
except in exceptional cases. They are usu
ally arranged the way they fit in best or
because of the appeal to the eye of the photo
graphs. This very definitely is not a meas
ure of the worth of the station itself, as
you can see immediately. So don't feel bad
if your station is run second or third. If

various amateurs must take the order in
which these descriptions are run to heart,
then we will print only one station descrip
tion at a time and avoid any trouble.

BOOK REVIEWS
"Storage Batteries," by George Wood
Vinal, Physicist, Bureau of Standards.
Published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
New York. Price $4.50.
Once in a very Ions while I get a book that
makes me want to use ail the pleasant adjectives
in the dictionary. Such a book is "Storage Bat
teries". The book is beautifully illustrated, clearly
printed and, above all, the text is written by a man
who is an undoubted authority in his field and who
has the rare gift of saying things clearly and under
standably.
And what a lot he does manage to say in this
book I It is of interest to anyone who has any
connection whatever with storage batteries. The
title page says "A General Treatise on the Physics
and Chemistry of Secondary Batteries and Their
Engineering Applications", but that is far from all
that is talked about. To this one should add "And
a World of Clearly Put Information Useful to
Anyone Owning, Using, or Repairing Storage
Batteries".
The Westinghouse Electric and Manu
facturing Company at East Pittsburg, Pa.,
has just issued a most interesting little
booklet called "Westinghouse Fabrics and
Papers for Insulating Purposes". Those
who have not read a book of this kind will
be greatly surprised at the large variety of
such materials. For anyone using insulat
ing materials it is a good idea to write for
a copy of the booklet and get up-to-date on
an interesting subject.
"Resistors and their Practical "Applica
tions in Radio Reception", Daven Radio
Corporation, Newark, N. J. Limited dis
tribution.
Despite the formidable title this Is a booklet of 16
pagcB. However these pages are interesting, one
would be sure of that as soon as one knows the au
thor to be "Zeh Bouck". Bouck has the gift of the
trenchant pen and says things with the least possible
wasted language. Therefore the subject of resistancecoupled amplifiers is here presented with a directness
that is heaven-sent relief from all the "blah" that
other publications have printed about the same thing
in the past 6 months.
"A Quantitative Study of Regeneration
by Inductive Feedback", by C. B. Joliffe and
J. A. Rodman, both of the Radio Section,
Bureau of Standards. Also known as "Sci
entific Paper of the Bureau of Standards
No. 487" can be obtained from Government
Printing Office, Washington for 10c.
The title explains this work better than a review
could. The vacuum tube student will find the work
interesting, for it is well presented. However we
wish the conclusions had been qualified a bit—surely
BalUntine has now convinced the radio world that
(Concluded on Page 59)
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Designed Tuner

By H. P. Corwin, 2BRC and E. C. Homer, 9UN
IT may seem superfluous to contribute an
other article on a low loss tuner but we
believe that there are some ideas in this
particular one that will be of use to the
gang, now that we have various short wave
bands. We have such a multiplicity of
wavelengths that it becomes necessary
either to have several receivers or to ar
range the coils so that they can be removed
easily. If we use removable coils some
form of coil mounting is needed in which

magnet wire to avoid corrosion and the need
of dope for protection from dampness. The
winding jig was rigidly made by bolting
% brass rod into a brass base, but some
thing that will serve as well is the wellknown board with a circle of nails: fifteen
pins being used in this case on a 3%" circle.
The following table shows the range in
wavelength of the various coils we use with
the set and which are shunted by a Hammarlund 380 njifd variable condenser.

there must be a minimum of losses and the
contact must be positive.
For mounting the coils so that they may
be changed with facility, the scheme shown,
using cord-tip coil terminals and Carter
"Imp" jacks, provides a good wiping con
tact and makes for rapid coil changing. The
coil terminals are made by slipping a fonecord tip over a 6-32 machine screw and
soldering it in place. Another simpler and
cheaper mounting consists of a couple of
binding posts on a strip of hard rubber
separated about 1V£ inches. Then the coil
itself can have hook tips as in Fig. 6 for
the ordinary binding post or, for types
like Eby, simply straight ends to slip in
the binding post hole.
All of the coils for the short wave bands
are wound with No. 16 Cotenamel insulated

Other good makes of variables are okeh,
of course, and a vernier is a necessity.
Wavelength Range
Coil Turns
85-273
24
40-126
10
24-71.7
5
11-37.3
2
A single turn tickler is used for all coils
but is changeable as is the secondary, so
that others can be usfed. With 90 volts on
the detector, 201-A,; no other tickler was
found necessary for 'the range of the. re
ceiver. By the use of so small a tickler,
which proves to require very little adjust
ment, and fixed tuning in the antenna by 3
turn coil four inches from secondary, the
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receiver is virtually a unicontrol set. No
grid-leak was found to be necessary.
Notes by the Department Editor
There are several changes that might be
necessary or desirable in the receiver de-

plate voltage is used. This has been no
ticed by a number of observers and seems
to be a pretty well-proved fact: and with
the low plate voltages, in the vicinity of 10
to 20 volts, a single turn tickler is likely
not to be satisfactory.

TICKLER.
SHAFT

RHEOSTAT
CONTROL BOTH
TUBES

Pa?
-A,

FIG. I LOW LOSS TUNER PANEL LAYOUT
scribed above which will come to the mind
of the reader and which no doubt had been
thought of by the constructors but elimi
nated from the construction for simplicity
and for their own use.
First of all you must realize that this
receiver can be used on any wavelength by
making the primary removable and by pro
viding a sufficient variety of coils. Then
not everyone is going to get that single turn
tickler to working but they will be able to
work with larger sizes, these three being
suggested; 8 turns, 4 turns and 2 turns;
but don't forget that you can try others.
Also, the fact remains that a detector using

For the man wanting the sizes of coils
necessary for the broadcast band, the fol
lowing sizes are suggested: Primary 15
turns and Secondary 70 turns of 18 or 20
Cotenamel, magnet wire, and the tickler
about 22 turns.

Fl G. 3 DETAIL OF TICKLER SHAFT

a high plate voltage proves to be less sensi
tive to really weak signals than when a low

Another thing that suggests itself is the
use of two variable condensers and the
Hartley oscillatory arrangement from
which the Reinartz is derived. This forces
us to have a three terminal coil and avoids
the use of extra tickler coils. With the
plug system of mounting, it is very simple
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to make up a three-terminal coil mount
similar to the two-terminal mount and as
has been suggested and illustrated before

T
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In either this Hartley circuit set or the
set described by 9UB-2BRC the coils should
be spaced to be clear of all large solid bodies
by at least 1% inches or 2 inches. That
means that the coils should be that far
from the baseboard, the condenser, the
panel, and the cabinet. The distance the
primary is from these things is not so
important because it is in a relatively high
resistance circuit, the antenna circuit. The
distance from the antenna coupling coil
and the secondary was adjusted to avoid
dead spaces in the tuning where the re
ceiver failed to oscillate. Such dead spaces
show that the antenna is in tune either
directly or by harmonizing, and the pri
mary is to close to the secondary.

FIG 4 DETAIL OF COIL MOUNTING
in QST. 1 The circuit for such a set is
shown with constants in Fig. 7. Coils for
it are suggested as follows:
32 turns tapped at 24 giving 8 turn tickler.
14 turns tapped at 10 giving 4 turn tickler.
7 turns tapped at 5 giving 2 turn tickler.
The primary size remaining at 3 turns
for the amateur range and with the same

POSSIBLE METHOD OF MOUNTING
COILS FOR BINDING POST TERMINALS
FIG. 6
Don't get the idea that it is necessary to
wind your coils like those used in the set
described in this article. The Lorenz wind
ing, the correct name for the basket-weave,
is used for only one reason, to give a mini
mum distributed capacity. It is no better
than the straight cylindrical coil such as

center
FIG. 5 DETAIL OF COIL AND PLUG
FIG. 7
spacing and fixed coupling, four inches,
found in the set described by 2BRC and
9UN.
1. See the single control super-net. article in Novem
ber QST, obtainable from QST circulation depart
ment for regular price.
2. Obtainable from circulation department for
regular price.

pictured on page 41 of the August issue of
QST. 2 The Lorenz coil has another bother
some feature: it will often short-circuit a
turn where the wires cross giving you a
dead tuner; the cause being very difficult
(Concluded on Page 59)
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HARRY F. DOBBS, 4XS
Harry Dobbs' start in radio, as radio dates go, is
almost shrouded in antiquity. In 1908 he built his
first radio set which included coherers and, later, elec
trolytic detectors. His radio experiences were further
enrichened by war radio service, after the Naval School
at Cambridge, Mass. After his release from service
he secured the call 4DN and later 4ZA. Now he owns
the call 4XS and a good experimental layout. In addi
tion he has been President of the Atlanta Radio Club;
is the President of the Atlanta Association of Radio
Engineers; and holds a commission in the Naval Re
serve.
He is the present director of the Southeastern Divi
sion, a live amateur, and member of the firm of Dobbs
and Wey.

BERNARD S. SHIELDS, 5AJJ
Mr. Shields obtained an unusually early start in
Radio because his father was a Morse man and the
whole family could read the code. The change, then,
to Radio was comparatively easy as wires were strung
around rather generously anyhow. Before the war he
carried a crystal receiver as he traveled, which his job
required and which prevented him from owning a
station.
He is now the West Gulf Division Publicity Manager,
City Manager of Dallas, owner and operator of a good
master oscillator set, and, in his spare time, a salesman.
He has been heard by WNP, Cuba, Hawaii, and other
distant places using a so-called '20 watt transmitter.'

PAUL M. SEGAL, 9EEA
Paul Segal's first touch upon Radio was in 1911
when he built a transmitter, but no receiver, and used
it. After that he let Radio get along as best it might
without him for a number of years. Just before broad
casting came into its own he built a crystal receiver
with results that were satisfying. From then on he
advanced with characteristic rapidity through the op
erators license, station license, District Superintendent,
and Assistant Division Manager stages. Now he is
the Director for his division, the Rocky Mountain, and
owner of a Denver Station.
He is an Attorney and Counselor at Law and a mar
ried man in addition to being a sincere and alive
A.R.R.L. member.
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INTERNATIONAL
Amateur ftadio

The Station of Giulio Salom of Venice
1MT at Venice, Italy, is one of the pio
neer amateur stations of that country, and
is owned and operated by the President of
the Radio Club Veneto. It has, too, com-

per left-hand corner. In the center is a
three tube long wave set using honey
combs. To the right of it is a Marconi
G16 crystal receiver of the navy type. To
the left of the honeycomb set is a short

mtmicated rather effectively throughout
Europe.
Three different aerials are in use. One,
a "he" antenna, is a single wire for re
ceiving about 700 feet long and nearly 115

wave relay receiver which has two stages
of R. F. amplification. The set to the ex
treme left is a four tube set of Italian
manufacture that covers a wavelength
range of 200 to 5000 meters. A Grebe 13
has been purchased and installed since the,
photograph was taken.
The transmitting apparatus shown con
sists of a 300-watt spark set (4-amperes
antenna current), and three different
powers of C. W. obtainable from two sets.
One of the sets, used mainly for radio
phone, is not shown. The other set
uses either of two kinds of oscillator
tubes; one Marconi MT4 200-watt in
put tube with 6500 volts A. C. on
the plate or two French SIF 250-watt in
put tubes with 2500 volts on the plates.
Space requirements necessitated our cut
ting from the right end of the picture a
large marble power panel with a number
of switches and meters.
A new 250-watt Hartley set has been in
stalled since this photograph was taken.
It was built for communicating with the
United States.

feet above the ground; a double wire in
verted L about 160 feet long for spark and
telephony; and a 45-foot cage for the short
wave telegraphy.
Several receivers are shown in the photo
graph with Mr. Salom's picture in the up-
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Notes on Holland and Germany
R. W. Barrington of KDOB, the S. S.
Ala., took a six-day bicycle trip through
Holland and met most of the prominent
amateurs there. He writes into Interna
tional on a number of things which have
been extracted and detailed below.
The most prominent Radio Club of Hol
land is the "Nederlandsche Vereeniging
Voor Radiotelegraphie", which, in English
means the Radio Club of the Netherlands.
The majority of its members speak Eng
lish as it is taught in the Dutch high schools.
This Club has been the active instrument
in obtaining government-licensed Radio for
the amateur in its country. Licenses are
allowed only to a branch of the club and
only one license to a town. As branches
are forming rapidly, that is being taken
care of. The station must be installed in
a private house which has telephone serv
ice. The maximum power in the antenna
is limited to 100 watts and a working
period of four hours, from 7 to 11 P. M.,
except under special permit for tests at
other hours. Wavelengths up to 200 meters
may be used. The operator is required to
have a code speed of 12 words per minute
and the station license comes to about $20
of our money per year.
One Holland amateur has to send his
storage battery 35 miles by canal boat to
have it charged.
These interestingly humorous sidelights
on the trial of PCII were also mentioned
in Mr. Barrington's letter: A number of
reporters were unfamiliar with the tech
nical terms used but were familiar with
gas-engine terms. So when they heard
"three element valve", they transcribed
"three cylinder valve" as a compromise
between their brain and their ear. When
the three element valve was mentioned to
the Judge, he objected stating, "you can't
fool me and wanting to know whether one
or three valves were meant. Finally an
agreement was reached whereby the data
went into the records as "one electric
valve."
Germany licenses no transmitters and
few receivers. The receivers have the con
trols on. the inside and the set is sealed by
the Inspector after he sets the tuning to
the wave length of some particular broad
casting station. German wartime tubes
sell for lG/BOc or 54c which, perhaps, is
just cause for envy.
The intermediates used at present, in
addition to those we already know, are;
Holland N, Belgium B, Switzerland S, Lux
emburg L, Finland FN, and Denmark D.
Frederick L. Hogg, g2SH, writes that he
is beginning to really hear 9's and 5's for
the first time, now that a number of them
are on the 75 to 80 meter band. He says
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that they seldom are heard on any other
wave. He has been transmitting some on
the shorter waves and asks that a closer
watch be kept for the English stations over
here for he has had little luck. Until after
December he will be on seldom as he is
going to college.
D. Miguel Moya has been chosen to rep
resent the Radio Club of Spain at the In
ternational Amateurs' Congress. Mr. Moya
is a well-known Publicist and Engineer and
possessor of the first official license granted
in Spain. His call is EARl.
Belgain amateurs are requested to send
their address and call letters to Mons. L.
Henrotay, President of the Radio Club
Beige de l'Est and delegate to the Inter
national Amateur's Congress. Mr. Henro
tay will then supply the information thus
gained to all that are interested. Address;
Henrotay T. S. F., Verviews. Belgique.
The correct address of the Wireless
Weekly of Australia is; Publicity Press,
Limited, 33 Regent St., Sydney. This was
published before with the addition of the
name W. L. Maclardy, who was then the
Editor. He has since left the magazine
and letters that have been addressed to him
have, as a result, had to be forwarded and
an inevitable delay resulted. Mr. A. W.
Watt is now the managing editor and
called our attention to the necessity for
this correction.
Brituh 6LJ
One of the amateurs on the other side of
the Atlantic who has been doing very good
work in receiving amateurs in America is
Stanley K. Lewer, English 6LJ. To date
he has heard over 400 U.S. and Canadian
amateurs, including stations in every U.S.
district and four Canadian districts.
"My set is but a simple single circuit
tuner, detector, and one stage of audio
amplification," says Mr. Lewer. "I have
tried radio frequency amplification but I
am convinced that there is nothing to beat
the good old detector and one step. (And
this from an Englishman!—Dept. Ed.)
The hookup is shown in Fig. 1. There are
two points of special interest. The first
is that the grid lead is taken to a point
higher on the coil than the antenna tap.
This permits the tube to oscillate very easily
on short wavelengths. I can get down to
45 meters with ease. The next point is that
a lower plate voltage is used on the ampli
fier than on the detector. The detector is
a low vacuum tube of Dutch manufacture
with 20 volts applied to the plate. The
amplifier is a good high vacuum tube with
15 volts on the plate. At times this is
reduced to four volts or even less. Cutting
down the plate voltage is done to reduce all
of the unwanted background noises which,
when audio amplifiers are used, wash out all
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of the really weak signals. Of course the
signals will not be as loud when you reduce
the plate voltage, but this is an advantage,
as the local stuff is limited to a certain
strength while the weak signals are ampli
fied as usual. Reducing the plate voltage
alters the working of the tube and you will
have to do some experimenting to get the
best grid bias adjustment. Both a poten
tiometer across the filament with the lever
connected through the transformer to the

FIG I THE RECEIVING CIRCUIT USED AT ENGLISH 6U
grid, and a C battery should be tried. The
whole secret of making the thing amplify
is to place the grid at the right potential
at the outset. The rest of the tuner is con
structed in "low-loss" fashion and Brown
phones are used.
"The antenna now in use is very badly
screened by surrounding buildings. The re
ceiving ground connection is made to thirty
square feet of metal buried directly under
the antenna. The ground lead is a stranded
copper cable, twenty-five feet long and one
quarter of an inch in diameter.
"I intend to listen every Sunday morning
right through the summer to see if it is
possible to do any transatlantic work all
the year around, and will send periodical
reports to QST. Since the end of January
I have kept a complete log and will be
pleased to send reports to any hams who
care to write me. The address is 32 Gascony Ave., West Hampstead, London, N.W.6.
No bids have yet been made for the
trophy announced on page 43 of the April,
1924, QST, to be given to the first American
or Canadian amateur who definitely estab
lishes two-way radio communication on
amateur wavelengths between New Zealand
Several more reports on the reception of
New Zealand and Australian amateurs in
the U.S. have been received; some verified;
and some not. Conditions are becoming
more favorable at this end and we expect
a telegram to arrive at Quist factory at
any moment telling that the inevitable
bridging of the Pacific has been accom
plished. Who is going to be the first to do
it? That's the question.
Three new short wave stations heard re
cently are UFT, LPZ, and POZ. UFT is
the French station at St. Assise, France;
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LPZ is the new station at Monte Grande,
Argentina; and POZ is situated at Nauen,
Germany. All three of these stations can
be heard most any evening on wavelengths
between 60 and 75 meters. Argentine
amateurs and British amateurs report hav
ing heard all three of the above stations,
which represents quite some DX. We have
no idea what equipment is used at these
three stations but it is rumored that they
are using a directive system of transmission
somewhat similar to that used by Marconi
at British 2YT a few months ago when
that station transmitted to Australia on
short waves using 28 kilowatts. The signals
from the Eiffel Tower, FL, have also been
heard in Argentina.
A station signing C9G, located some
where in Venezula, was heard calling CXI
on August 24th by 6CTE of Brookdale,
Calif. This is the first indication we have
had of there being any good transmitting
amateur stations in the Northern part of
South America. Can anyone give us any
further dope on this station.
New Zealand Activity
Mr. F. D. Bell, z4AA, writes the follow
ing news:
"We are pretty much allowed to do as
we please so long as we don't worry the
BC stations. Most of us live from 100 to
130 meters and our inputs vary up to 200
watts.
"You were asking how we cut out the
'canaries' on the BC waves—well, we don't.
All that is done here is to try to reduce
the disturbance by making everyone use
[inductive] coupled circuits on the short
waves. It is the Radio Inspector's job to
pay surprise visits under any aerials that
he may see to dig out unlicensed sets and
to see if a single circuit blooper is being
used. If either such cases is found the R.
I. can make it very unpleasant for the law
breaker. On the ham waves the interfer
ence from howling valves has rather les
sened lately in most towns, I am told, and
reason no doubt is that most hams here
use the 1BGF tuner, the Cockaday, or some
other non-radiating type. It is to the in
terest of the hams to boost the use of such
receivers among themselves.
"At present all N. Z. hamdom and quite
a number of Australians are focusing their
thoughts and their signals on Mr. R. Y.
Orbell, x3AA, who has rigged up a ham set
on the S. S. Port Curtis bound for England
via Cape Horn and Montevideo. He has
left us to take up a position in the PeelConnor Telephone Co., Stobie, Coventry.
England, and letters addressed care of that
firm will find him. He looks forward to
to working us from his new home, Hi!
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"The transmitter is a '10-watter' with a
normal input of 55 watts and operating on
143 meters the last I heard. The power
supply is from a motor-generator supplying
600 volts; and the transmitter uses a Hart
ley cricuit. It was built by Mr. Orbell in
three hours! He and I, with the help of
local amateurs, made the aerial, a sixtyfoot four-wire semi-vertical cage, on board
the ship. Thanks to the kindness of the
Senior operator, the whole thing was in
stalled in a corner of the ship's wireless
cabin. The receiver consists of the usual
low-loss and two-step with an optional two
steps of R. F.
"This stunt is of course a private affair
fitted up at Mr. Orbell's own expense. Still
it is hoped that before it is over we shall
have put up some pretty good records in
short wave work. It will be some time of
course, before we receive his complete log
for we expect to keep in touch with him for
some time yet."
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Ib any review needed ? Surely every transmitting
amateur will want a copy of this booklet, for any
thing that works well at 10 meters is certainly worth
knowing about at 5 and 20 meters. Without the di
rective equipment there is still left a good 10 meter
"Practical Radio", by James A. Moyer
and John F. Wostrel, McGraw-Hill Book
Co. Inc., New York, N. Y.
The name of this book was well chosen—but it
wasn't completed. The complete title would have been
"Practical Radio Broadcast Reception". The reader
is carried forward rapidly, but in a perfectly logical
fashion, thru simple theory, circuit development and
the construction of modern receivers. The informa
tion (how unusual in a book) is thoroly up to date
and the construction of sets includes thoroly modern
types. So much detail is given that surely even the
veriest novice must be able to construct the super
heterodyne successfully.
Amateur radio telegraphy and telephony receive 18
page*, and all is done for them that such space will
permit. However the very existence of ship-board
and transoceanic radio is ignored, for which reason
I objected to the title given the book.
This does not detract from the book within its own
field tho—here it is considerably the best we have
seen and we can only wish that the authors had
taken their subject with a little less deadly earnest
ness.
"Quality Condensers", a folder issued by
the General Radio Company of Cambridge,
Mass.
It isn't often that this book review mentions a
piece of direct advertising literature.
However there has been so much discussion and so
many contrary claims on the goodness of different
types of condensers that we believe everybody will
genuinely appreciate a folder which sets down many
things about condensers and does it briefly as this
pamphlet was done.

INTERRUPTED CW.
BOOK REVIEWS
(Continued from Page 51)
one cannot make the unqualified statement that re
generation reduces the resistance. There are limits
to this thing.
"Primary Radio—Frequency Standard
ization by use of the Cathode-Ray Oscillo
graph," by Grace Hazen and Frieda Kenyon, both of the Radio Section, Bureau of
Standards. Also known as "Scientific Pa
per of the Bureau of Standards, No. 489".
To be obtained same as No. 487 above.
By all means get a copy of this report. You will
find it immensely interesting stuff if you are not
familiar with Braun tube work—and very thoroly
worth reading even if the Braun tube is an old
friend. Please don't miss it.
"Directive Radio Transmission on a Wavelength of
10 Meters," by Francis W. Dunmore and Francis H.
Engel, both of the Radio Section, Bureau of Stand
ards. Also known as "Scientific Paper of the Bureau
of Standards, No. 469," and to be obtained as the
two just reviewed.

AMATEUR BUILDER
(Continued from Page 54)
to locate. But, in spite of all this, the fact
remains that the Lorenz winding is me
chanically very strong when properly and
carefully built, as well as being an efficient
coil.
Notice
We would like to have suggestions as to
what you would like to see in this depart
ment. It is a department intended to serve
the beginning amateur, the man who has
begun but not arrived at the point where
technical articles of the usual sort are meat
for him, and the man who must have more
or less detailed information before he can
build anything because he does not have
the technical knowledge necessary to inter
polate missing dimensions. That being the
case, we want suggestions from fellows who
are themselves beginners and don't know
much about this awfully mysterious radio,
but who want to know and know what it is
they want to know. However, don't snow
ye Ed under with correspondence and ex
pect high speed answers, but be sure and
do snow him under with suggestions, even
if he can't find his way to daylight again.
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We are very sorry to announce that H.
F. Mason has left QST to go back to his
home in Seattle and that L. W. Hatry, now
ex-5XV, has taken his place as Department
Editor. Mason was extremely fortunate
in finding that he could obtain the same
call that he had previously held when a
member of the Seventh District. (Written
by Hatry—hence the modesty. Hi !—Ed. )
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and the plate current down. Naturally
the plates no longer bloom so rosily.
What make were the porcelain sockets?
Naw—you guess that.
If your receiving set is noisy, look to
the grid condenser and leak for the
trouble.
• ■

Our attention is called to the fact that
the Fourth District has opened a new office
in the Custom House at Savannah, Ga., in
charge of Mr. Paul. G. Watson, Assistant
Radio Inspector, and also 4ZD-4XX.

Norfolk hams put across a good stunt.
They sent a message to New Zealand to
the friends of an unfortunate widow who
needed help. The result was that she is
now on her way to comfort and happiness.
Another star in the crown of the A. R. R.
L., thanks to the members at Norfolk.

Your automobile blue book will show
the location of small towns in your state
for which you have messages and do not
know which way to route them. Don't let
a message die on the hook because you do
not know where the town of destination is.
Look it up.

By-the-way, our old friend 1ZE, Irving
Vermilya, is the fellow who had that idea
about putting the oath regarding message
delivery on the new 0. R. S. certificates—
as many who were at the Second National
Convention can remember.

Thermocouples for B Battery Potentials
* Advance gives the highest E.M.F.'s with
iron, copper, or nickel chromium alloys, but
the maximum E.M.F. obtainable with the
Advance-Copper combination would be
around 60 millivolts per couple. Figure up
the available spare space in your whole house
and then you probably haven't enough room
for a "thermocouple B battery". It simply
isn't.
Please say "My antenna current _ is
amperes" instead of "I radiate
amperes." The latter is all
wrong, because you cannot radiate amperes,
you can only radiate watts.

5VL complains that every one that sees
his A. R. R. L. pin wants to know what
Railroad club he belongs to. Maybe it's
these whistle notes that gets 'em.

80 Meter Sockets
Any of you been worrying about the
half-pound of porcelain in your 5 watt
sockets?
Looks sorta doubtful, doesn't
it?
Very well—at three amateur stations
such sockets were replaced by the new
Pyrex-Garod socket.
Without touching
another thing the antenna current went up

A Ford spark coil makes a good plate
transformer. Screw down the vibrator and
give it the regular A. C. with a voltage of
6 to 15 on the coil primary. The secondary
is used like any other transformer secon
dary made for the purpose. 8BLP says he
gets good results that way.
The information service has gained John
M. Clayton, a pre-war ham and a genuine
old-timer. He will answer letters seeking
information, and the information service
will be prompter than it has been of late.
Clayton's advent allows the staff to see the
tops of the desks after months of being
snowed under.
WheeeH Just found some "static con
densers" listed in the Westinghouse cata
logue under the numbers 374984 and
375743. They are made to stand 5.000
volts which ought to take care of Texas
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static and the capacity is 3 microfarads—
only gotta empty them once an evening.
How come the Kadio Corporation has
kept this quiet so long?
"Dear Sirs:
The motor you sent me only had 25 cy
cles. The company here says I must have
60. Please send me the othe* 35 cycles by
parcel post so I can use your motor."
—Trumbull Cheer
The same guy that wrote us for the rub
ber wavelength, I'll bet.
"The A. R. R. L
has rec
ommended Esperanto as the future inter
national language. Those fellows don't
need any secret language. Nobody out
side their own gang can understand that
'QRM-CQ-QSL-QTA' language they've been
using for years."—Milwaukee Journal.
Hail, hail, etc!
2CTY says to take along a solution of
!ye when you go to buy aluminum. Dip the
aluminum in the lye for about five minutes
and see what happens. If any aluminum
is left, it should not be streaked because
good aluminum will not streak on such a
test.
Correction*
In the article "Parallel Operation of
Power Tubes" on page 26 of the Novem
ber issue there appeared a formula for
calculation of the natural period of a para
sitic circuit. The first line of figures in
the formula should have read:
13 to 14 x 10'2 farads
The last line should have read:
L = 430 x 10' henries
Outside of this the formula is all right.
The Capitol City Radio Club of Des
Moines put up a station at the State Fair
that did excellent work in spite of numer
ous difficulties. Over 600 messages were
handled with the usual A. R. R. L. dispatch
and a number of subscriptions were ob
tained. The gang that ran this display de
serve a great deal of credit and our thanks,
which are sincerely given herewith.
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though, on the ground that the Seven would
have cussed if he hadn't fainted.
Someone told 5JJ that "history repeats
itself." That's why he now has fuses in
the filament circuit of his fifty-watter, we
suppose.
The new R. E. suggests that if the an
tenna were buried and the counterpoise
raised you wouldn't get out.
Most offices have an office cat to carry
off various contributions that are inadver
tently lost. We haven't a cat and were
wondering where our stuff went, but now
we have found out. There's a little Squir
rel here who claims that some of the manu
scripts are as good as his regular fodder
with the additional advantage of not need
ing shelling. We have named him "static"
but we call him "Stat" for short. If you
get a card saying that Stat got your con
tribution, we are sure you will understand
how it is now.
Don Wallace suggests that all of the QSL
cards have the address printed as a unit in
one spot so that a fellow does not have to
look in different parts of the card for the
name and the address.
Viz:
John Doe
2345 Main St.,
Soupcon, Oblivia.
The 34-year-old junior op at 8DGS saw
a broken wire the other day. "Daddy,
here's one of your wires in trouble." The
kid didn't know it but that wasn't the half
of it.
Tube Test Sets
There seems to be a pretty general de
mand for more information on tubes as sold
across the counter. The customer would
like to see a better test than just to have
the filament lit for a moment.
A convenient instrument for making
check-tests has just been placed on the

Somebody cracked this wise one: Don't
QST mean Queer Sounds Transmitted? He
learned what PDQ meant at the same time.
The Seventh District hams are thinking
of giving a medal to one of their number
who never resorted to profanity when his
fifty-watter blew. One of the Sixes objects

market by the Jewell Electrical Instrument
Co. It is known as the Type 110 Tube
Checker.
The 110 "checker" works on the principle
that a tube is all right if the plate current
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is normal under known operating condi
tions. The tube is put into a socket in the
instrument, the filament rheostat is turned
until the filament voltmeter shows the
proper reading, and then the plate current
is read. The internal connections of the
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The outcome was that the club unanimously
decided that aluminum was poor because
of its oxidizing habit and that soldered
brass plates were ideal. Our attention,
however, is called to the fact that corro
sion on brass never ceases and can become
very bad. The solution to that is to silverplate the brass used to make condenser
plates and thus make the condenser a
permanent job.
8CBE advises us that a Woodpecker is
pecking away on his tin nest. He is wor
ried lest he get into trouble with the S. P.
C. A. We don't think he should worry;
maybe Burbank has been playing around
with birds lately.

device are such that the grid is connected
to the negative end of the filament, there
fore the plate current obtained corresponds
to zero grid voltage, a common operating
condition. A 1000-ohm resistance is pro
vided to protect the tube and the B battery
against accidental mis-connections and
short-circuits.
The "checker" supplements the complete
Jewell test set, which latter is known as
type 95. This is a device with 5 instru
ments and gives all necessary readings so
that complete sets of static characteristic
curves may be run on any receiving tube.
Another interesting member of the
Jewell family is the type 20 gridleak
tester. A few minutes with this instru
ment will give one many disagreeable sur
prises about the average gridleak's ac
curacy. There are some good makes of
gridleaks, though.
Lost: A C. W. signal that started about
the time my tube went west. Any one
finding the same, please wrap it up care
fully and bring it to me. The Parcel Post
would break anything.

The Washington Radio Club held a gen
eral discussion of the use of aluminum vs.
brass plates for variable condenser plates.

The Loyal Order of the Derby, originally
introduced to the Milwaukee Radio A:.:ateurs' Club, Inc. (affiliated), from the old
Ravenswood Radio Association, Chicago,
in 1920, by H. F. Wareing, 9NY, has been
revived, and hard hats and green ink are
the rule among Milwaukee hams. Their
club has officially recognized them and
permits derbies to be worn during meet
ings. L. S. Hillegas-Baird, 9HO, and C.
S. Polacheck, 9CMP, head the Order, and
Fred H. Schnell, T. M., by virtue of his
winning a brown derby, has been selected
an honorary member.

You have heard of the rubber contact
key, haven't you? Now we have the Limberger detector for strong signals, the
Boiler Tube for damped signals, and Marshmallow ear-muffs for static.

We have heard that the Traffic Depart
ment sent out some QRS Certificates but
couldn't make them stick.

A radio teacher of a radio class had all
of his pupils subscribe to QST, which was
to be used as an aid to the text books. It
seems to us that a number of other radio
teachers ought to be able to do the same
thing and help make their classes much
more interesting. Ahem!

Clifford J. Goette, a perfectly good A. R.
R. L. member, and 2jUj has joined the wellknown affiliated organization of A. O. O.
B. (Ancient Order of Benedicts). Yes, it's
his own fault.
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A Word From An Old Timer
617 Union Ave.,
Petersburg, Va.,
Editor, QSTB
Acting in accordance with the thoughts
impressed upon my solid cranium, I chroni
cle this epistle on the Ham.
There are as many types as there are
splinters in a wood-pecker. Foremost are
the CQ artist who wants QSL cards, the
message man, and the no-message man who
wants DX.
But, foremost above all in the eyes of
the old timers is the all around Ham; the
fellow who greets you with a GE that
carries with it an indescribable personality.
He is the fellow who is looking for real
traffic and shoves it through as near to its
destination as circumstances will permit.
He also delights in getting cards, and al
ways sends one for every one received.
He is not a maniac over working DX, but
takes it in its turn, not ignoring traffic or
the calling of a nearby station. The dots
and dashes that slip from his key carry with
it good hard common sense, law, and per
sonality. Yes, we have some few of these
kind of amateurs amongst our throng.
Luck to these fellows who possess non-skid
tires.
There are times when the fireworks sub
sides from a 35 word-per-minute rapid fire
concrete mixer that we wonder, as we gaze
at the scattered letters of the alphabet we
have acrobatically been trying to copy,
whether the performer is functioning for
his health and is trying out a sure-fire
muscle builder. Just think how often you
could have copied this fellow solid through
QRM and QRN if he only knew the mean
ing of QRS instead of QSQ. Speed con
tests are never run through static and in
terference. It is not reflecting on a fellows'
proficiency as an operator to ask for a
QTA. Of course it is nice to hear the clean
cut fast sending, but when the static is so
bad that the iron ring pacifier fails to
soothe your nerves and QRM has a special
program on it is no disgrace to slow down
and consider the fellow at the other end.
Another thing, how about sticking in
front of that "5-watt transmitter here" on
your card, the input to the innocent oscil
lator? This would enlighten the new

comers and avoid their expecting the mar
vellous DX on 5 watts that you are not
doing.
When the patent runs out on that auto
matic phrase, "Nil hr CUL OM," we will
have more real features to talk about and
more real traffic to report. Let us hope
this happens soon. Why waste your energy
and wear out the old sock when there is
plenty of real live news astir and real
traffic afloat?
More power to the five watters.
—Raymond J. Carr, SBMN-SCCJ.
Re Filters
49 Avenue Georges V,
Paris, France.
Editor, QST:
There seems to be a great deal of mis
understanding among amateurs in regard
to building filters on a two wire or loop
basis. The majority of the filter formulae
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FIG. 3
that have been published, including those
in QST, have been for filters designed on
a single wire basis, such as the filter in
Fig. 1.
Now if we wish to build this filter on a
loop basis, Fig. 2, we will first have to de
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sign it on a single wire basis using one
half the desired characteristic impedance
7...
Then having determined the
2
constants for the single wire filter we only
have to double our characteristic impe
dance (2Z0) and use one half the calcu
lated capacities for our double wire filter.
The inductance values remain the same per
coil.
For a mathematical discussion of this
subject see page 20 of "Artificial Electric

PoioerAmplifier

Lines" by A. E. Kennelly or, much better,
if they can be obtained, the Western Elec
tric notes on the subject.
Last summer, in California, I made some
experiments with "push-pull' or balanced
amplifiers, with a view toward reducing B
battery noises. The amplifiers were used
for frequencies from 3,000 to 30,000 cycles
and the plate power was furnished from
storage batteries through a standard Wes
tern Electric filter as in Fig. 3. The stor
age batteries could be charged, while
operating the amplifiers with a single phase
mercury arc rectifier.
When using an ordinary amplifier the
noise produced by this rectifier was ter
rific but when the push-pull amplifier was
used it was difficult to tell when the rec
tifier was in operation or turned off. There
fore it seems to me that it should be pos
sible to build up a transmitter on this prin
ciple, using a small tube supplied by bat
teries as a master-oscillator and a balanced
or push-pull power amplifier supplied from
a rectifier.
Also, by locating the key in the B bat
tery lead of the power amplifier as shown
in the diagram, Fig. 4. we should be able
to do away with most of our "key clicks"
—E. A. Tubbs.
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The Puritans
Sandy Falls,
c/o Northern Canada Power., Ltd.
Timmins, Northern Ontario,
Canada.
Say Eddie:
This Edison battery for plate supply on
this transmitter of mine is taking hold at
the finish, and there is every indication of
it getting to be fashionable. The boys
didn't care about looking for it there for a
while. But now they are on to it in great
shape, although some of 'em come back and
say the stuff is so sharp a guy is liable to
cut his finger tuning it in if he isn't care
ful.
Which puts me in mind of a story.
There was once a town, of quite a size,
and quite a number of hams lived there.
They used sending sets of various kinds,
with various kinds of juice to rattle the
plate with. Some used motor-generators,
some rectifiers, some raw A.C., while one
fellow still used spark. Several of them
used storage batteries, like I do, to do the
trick.
Now the hams with the pure D.C. were
much respected by their fellow hams, and
were called "Puritans" by the gang because
their plate supply was as pure as pure D.C.
could be. As fast as a fellow could afford
it he got the batteries fixed up, planted
flowers in his rectifier, and became a
"Puritan."
What I wanted to tell you about was the
system they had in that town. They kept
a record of all the traffic of the "Puritans"
and the guy who handled the most real,
bona-fide messages in a year was appointed
to the post of "No. 1 Puritan." The run
ner-up was appointed "No. 2 Puritan," etc.
The reason for these appointments was be
cause the mayor of the town and the town
council had asked the radio amateurs of
the town for some emergency communica
tion protection in case of storms, fire, or
flood, so that the town would not be cut
off from the rest of the world.
And they had a good system, too. When
ever a big fire, or flood, or bad storm tore
down the telegraph poles and phone wires
of course all the boys jumped in and helped
to handle the communication. When the
power lines went out, however, most of the
transmitters were silenced and things were
in a worse tangle. It was here that the
"Puritans" came in, for they were the only
boys who could work their transmitters
without needing power from an outside
source. The first man on the air would be
"No. 1 Puritan." He was good for five or
six hours work with his transmitter bat
teries and would proceed to hook up with
the other towns and the railroads, starting
relief messages, handling news dispatches,
etc. Then, when his batteries were done
for and the job was still not done, "No.
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(Continued from page 6i)
2 Puritan" would come on the air with his
fresh batteries and hold the fort till the
town was back to normal, or until "No. 3
Puritan" fell in line with his battery oper
ated transmitter.
These amateurs have done such good
work on several occasions that "No. 1
Puritan" has a cute little solid gold star
with a diamond in its center, presented
yearly, whether any call is made on the
"Puritan" service or not. The Mayor pins
it on him, and it has the hams name on it
and the words, "For Service Rendered."
Besides which, every cop, fire chief, hospi
tal, etc., is given his name, radio call and
phone number so they can find him any
time the "Puritan" service is needed. Hw
OM?
—M. J. Caveney, Can, SGG.
Audio Frequency Fading
90 Kensington Ave.,
Jersey City, N. J.
Editor, QST:
In the August issue of QST you published
a letter from Mr. L. E. West in which he
stated that he never heard any pure D.C.
notes on the very short waves. Following
is an explanation of this phenomena which
may or may not be correct. Any one for
tunate enough to own an oscillograph can
use it to good advantage in determining
whether this explanation is the right one.
We are all more or less familiar with
fading signals, but the fading has had a
relatively slow period; that is, the interval
between maximum and minimum audibility
was several seconds or even several min
utes. Now supposing we have a pure D.C.
signal which has a fading period of only
one-hundredth of a second. The effect at
the receiver is the same as if the signal
were being modulated at a frequency of one
hundred per second, or in other words the
station would Have a hundred-cycle note.
As the fading period would very likely
change several times a second the note would

Mo Fading
Pure D.C.

Si9na/l>emgmodu/aiedby
**ry rapid fading

SECOND
TIME
not be modulated at a constant frequency
but would be modulated at different fre
quencies at different instances thus produc
ing a "rough" note at the receiver. The
diagram enclosed will make this clear I
think.
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Hoping someone will either prove or dis
prove the above, I remain,
—P. J. Falkner, Jr., SBFH.
(This matter has been investigated for
many months by Dr. Greenleaf W. Pickard
and Mr. H. S. Shaw. They find that exact
ly such fading does exist and that it amply
accounts for the fearfully bad quality that
is frequently heard on short wave radio
broadcasting, using the term "short-wave"
to mean those wavelengths below 120
meters. Many photographic records have
been made and it is found that the fading
is fairly systematic, considerably more so
than is suggested by Mr. Faulkner's dia
gram. When one is near to the station this
sort of thing does not take place and that
is why WGY, KDKA and others are able
to send out particularly perfect telephone
materials on short waves which neverthe
less sounds as if it had been run through a
meat chopper when it is received several
hundred miles away.
The Editor wonders if this is not a thing
which will permanently prevent the various
short-wave re-broadcast schemes from ever
amounting to anything.—Tech. Ed.)
Very Sad
14A. Ave. Norte, No. 21,
San Salvador, Rep. of Salvador
Central America.
Editor, QST:
It is a sad tale that I have to unwind,
and I hope you will help to make it a glad
one for all.
I have been listening with my Grebe for
several nights, and have been rather sur
prised at the number of hams that come
through in spite of the heavy QRN pre
vailing. However, I have been able to
copy only one and I was lucky to get that;
all because of the what-you-would-call-it
chain lightning sending when they make
their own calls. I am no turtle at receiving
code, and have copied many messages, but
those sines are merely streams of dots
and dashes of which I can make tails nor
heads.
There are some ones and twos and threes
whose messages are copied in spite of some
QSS and to whom I would only be too
glad to send QSL cards but they, them
selves, stop my wish rather short. That is
why I am writing,—to plead that all hams
send their own call more slowly and dis
tinctly.
I believe all hams will take note of this
as they all wish to kick out. They can depend
on me to do n.y part. p
J. Federtco Mejia, E.E.,
A QUICK COIL TEST
(Continued from page 26)
The difference between the resistance of
the coils were quite a bit greater than the

currents would indicate because these cur
rents had to flow through the fixed series
resistances of the hot-wire ammeter and
the pickup coil. The condenser was good
enough so that its resistance need not be
worried about. Of course, a real job of
measurement would have required the
measuring and subtraction of these series
resistances. In that case, the difference
between the coils would have been quite a
lot more prominent.
Some of our correspondents accuse us of
overdoing this business of good coils. We
plead "Not Guilty" because there is still
plenty of room for improvement of the
coils in most receivers. We are just con
ceited enough to believe that our insistance
on some attention to the coils is a good
thing for the industry and that eventually
coils will change just as did variable con
densers after we began harping on that
subject, and calling attention to the few
good condensers that existed at the time.
—S. K.

No. 262
2-Spring

fROST-RADIO
PAN-TAB
JACK SWITCH
AFINELY made jack
, switch with genuine Bakelite knob and
shaft, nickel plated
pointer, etched position
plate. Smooth working;
positive contact; new
type Pan-Tab extra
heavy frame; formica
insulation. Atall dealers
HERBERT H. FROST, he
154 West Lake Street

MARCONI
recommends
Short-wave reception
as being vital to the best results from
radio. The design of Myers Tubes
makes them adaptable for short-wave
as well as long-wave reception. They
achieve this result by having the grid
and plate leads extend from opposite
ends of the tube.
Amateurs using Myers Tubes get vir
tually every station on the continent.
Three types for dry and storage
batteries. Complete ready
to mount. At your dealer's
or sent postpaid for
246 Craig Street, Montreal
TT — g
Myers
Practically

The World

QaYqwDM

German 30 Watters
Are very rugged, filament voltage 10
Plate Voltage 1500
Plate connection brought out at top of tube
SPECIAL

Copper-Bra** & Fibre in Sheet*, Rods &
Tubes.
Machine Screws, Dies, Taps, and Drills.
ANGIERS, U. S. A.
MONROE STREET PLANT
STREATOR, ILLINOIS.

$12.00
Complete line of transmitting parts in stock
TILLEY RADIO CORPN.
Providence, R. L
Woolworth Bldg.

What a delight to get some surprisingly far away station ; its
program coming in with clear, natural tones. You can do it with
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Stromberrf-Carlson
HEAD SETS and LOUD SPEAKERS
These instruments have powerful magnets
giving great sensitivity and the finest tonal
quality.
They have layer wound and layer insulated
coils—a feature exclusive to Stromberg-Carlson apparatus. They stand up under high
voltage and maintain their excellence in No. 2A Head 6et
definitely.
Ask your dealer
STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFC. CO.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

No. 1 A Loud
Speaker
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More

Adventures

of

BURGESS
RADIO

BATTERIES

The same Burgess Radio
'A', 'B' and 'C Batteries
which are today faithfully
serving the nation's armed
forces on land and sea and
in the air, and used by lead
ing radio broadcasting sta
tions, experienced radio
engineers and amateurs, are
sold in your own community
by your own dealer for your
own receiving set.
When you replace your old
batteries, ask your dealer
for Burgess.

Insist upon

this brand of laboratory
products— you will receive
the same measure of satis
factory service that has
won the confidence of the
radio public.
"Ask Any Radio Engineer"
BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
Engineers DRY BATTERIES Manufacturers
Flashlight - Radio - IgiKtion • Telephone
General Sales Office: Harris Trust Bldg., Chicago
Laboratories and Works : Madison, Wise.
In Canada: Ni«gar« Fills «nd Winnipeg
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How many radio

did you

miles

go

last night?

HOW many radio miles did you travel last
night? — that's the up-to-the-minute
question. Did you voyage from New York
to Chicago? Did you look in on Boston
fifty seconds after, and on Philadelphia
half-a-minute after that? If you didn't, why
didn't you? There's fun and excitement, too,
in a De Forest Radio— and it's ready to "get
to work" five minutes after it enters your
home.
Here is a radiophone so astonishingly
simple for the work it does that it's your
best introduction to the marvels of radio
space. Here is one so perfectly developed
that it invites graduation from other less
efficient instruments.
Here is a receiving set sponsored by the
very genius who made radio, as we know it,
possible— an instrument that offers a really
remarkable demonstration in radio perform
ance at a price far less than any instrument
whose achievements compare with it. Here
is a practical, a modern Radiophone, depend
ing upon no out-strung wire to obtain re
sults, but which, with a simple loop the size
of a picture frame, opens to you a far-flung
range of concert, speech and lecture— and
all with a tonal purity, a sensitive choice, as

De forest
BKO. U. 8. PAT. OFT.

radiophone
KEG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

—

&
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For beauty and clear reproduction
Use the De Forest Loud Speaker. is free from rattles. Every De
It reproduces naturally, brilliant- Forest Loud Speaker is thorough
ly, without distortion. Its horn is ly tested, and is guaranteed free
shaped to retain the full brilliancy from defects. Sold by authorized
of the original sound, and also to De Forest dealers only. Price,
add volume. The complete unit with 6 feet of cord, $25.00.
ALWAYS MENTION Q S T WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

between station and station, that is rare to
any but De Forest users.

upkeep is low. Its tone is clear and pure.
It can be moved easily from room to room.

The De Forest Radiophone is a complete
four-tube receiver, built on the best reflex
principle. Its four tubes and crystal detector
do the work of seven tubes. We could be
extremely technical in telling you how the
four tubes do the work of seven and why
the crystal detector gives both power and
economy to this instrument. If you are tech
nically inclined we shall be glad to do so if
you will write us. Technical or not, however,
know this: You can get splendid results
from a De Forest D-12 Radiophone. Its

Why it pays to look for the
De Forest agent
De Forest from first to last stands for all
that is substantial and thorough and funda
mentally right in radio. De Forest agents
are qualified to give you sound and practical
advice and help in radio. When you find a
De Forest agent you find a man who knows
radio— a man who has given us his word
that he will see that every instrument he
sells is thoroughly inspected and properly
serviced after the sale. He has been carefully
picked and schooled in the operation and
servicing of De Forest Radiophones.
He will install your instrument and ex
plain to you simply how to get the fullest
satisfaction and enjoyment from it.
Prices on
De Forest D-12 Radiophones
(COMPLETE)
Including loop, self-contained loud speaker, four De
Forest tubes, A and B batteries, and all equipment
ready to operate.
With Dry Batteries
In two-tone grayand black Fabrikoid cabinet $161.20
In two-tone Mahogany cabinet
176.20
With Storage Batteries
In two-tone gray and black Fabrikoid cabinet 180.00
In two-tone Mahogany cabinet
195.00
De Forest D-14 Radiophone
In burl walnut cabinet with loop and loud
speaker built in. Price, including five DV-2
tubes, four B batteries, and storage batteries 371.50
DE FOREST RADIO COMPANY
Jerse" Citv N. J.

De forest
HEO. V. S. PAT. OFF.

De Forest
DV-3 Tube
for use with
Dry Cell

radiophone
J1KO. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Your set deserves De Forest tubes
The original De Forest vacuum and clarity. Use DV-3 with dry
tube was the first of many millions batteries, DV-2 with storage bat
of De Forest tubes that havestood teries. They are guaranteed against
foremost in quality of workman defects in material and workman
ship and performance. They are ship. Sold only by authorized De
noted for uniformity, volume, Forest dealers. Price $4.00 each.
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De Forest
DV.j Tube
for use with
Storage
Batteries.
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Important

Announcement

We have complied a 268 page book containing in addition to all
the information in the present issue
U. S. AMATEURS
Complete fresh lists from the nine
Radio Supervisors' offices, containing all
new calls assigned and changes of ad
dresses.
CANADIAN AMATEURS
Includes all Canada compiled by the
Bureau of Marine and Fisheries, at Ot
tawa.
ENGLISH AMATEURS
Gives call letter, name and address of
every amateur in England, carefully
compiled from several different sources.
AUSTRALIAN AMATEUR STATIONS
Gives call letters, name and complete
address of amateurs in all provinces of
Australia.

NEW ZEALAND AMATEUR
STATIONS
Shows call letter, name, address, power
and wave length of a_ll stations in New
Zealand.
FRENCH AMATEUR STATIONS
Complete and up-to-date list just re
ceived from France.
LAND RADIO STATIONS OF THE
WORLD
Shows all commercial and high-pow
ered transmitting stations giving call
letters and wave length in every coun
try of the world.
COMMERCIAL LAND AND SHIP
STATIONS
Complete list corrected right up to
date of all American ships and American
commercial land stations.

The price is 75 cents
If your dealer does not have them in stock send us 75 cents and we will
do the rest. This volume takes the place of the present coupon system.
CITIZENS RADIO SERVICE BUREAU
508 So. Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois
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Give
Radiotron WD-11
The ideal
dry cell tube.

This symbol of
quality is your
It isn't a genuine WD-11
unless it's a Radiotron.
It isn't a genuine WD-12
unless it's a Radiotron.
It isn't a genuine UV-199
unless it's a Radiotron.
It isn't a genuine UV-20O
unless it's a Radiotron.
Itlsn'tagenuineUV-201-a
unless it's a Radiotron.

233 Broadway, New York

Radiotrons

ofrr Christmas

Take a peek into any radio fan's set —
and you know what to give him for
Christmas. Note the type of Radiotron
he uses. Go to any radio store — and
when you buy, look for the name
RADIOTRON and the RCA mark.
Then you are sure to be giving him
genuine Radiotrons. And mighty sure
to be giving him the gift for a merry
Christmas.

Radio Corporation of America
Sales O/fices
10 So. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
28 Geary St., San

CsJ.

Radiotron
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
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To Our Readers Who Are Not A. R. R. L. Members
Wouldn't you like to become a member of the American Radio Relay
League? We need you in this big organization of radio amateurs, the
only amateur association that does things. From your reading of QST
you have gained a knowledge of the nature of the League and what it
does, and you have read its purposes as set forth on page 6 of every
issue. We would like to have you become a full-fledged member and add
your strength to ours in the things we are undertaking for Amateur
Radio, and incidentally you will have the membership edition of QST
delivered at your door each month. A convenient application form is
printed below—clip it out and mail it today.
1924
American Radio Relay League,
Hartford, Conn.
Being genuinely interested in Amateur Radio, I hereby apply for membership in
the American Radio Relay League, and enclose $2 ($2.50 in foreign countries) in pay
ment of one year's dues. This entitles me to receive QST for the same period. Please
begin my subscription with the
issue. Mail
my Certificate of Membership and send QST to the following name and address.

Station call, if any
Grade Operator's license, if any
Radio Clubs of which a member
Do you know a friend who is also interested in Amateur Radio, whose name you
might give us so we may write him about the League?
Thanks?

Greatest Reception Range with Maximum Selectivity
The Lopez Low Loss Tuner
Those Who Know Use the ORIGINAL Bee
LOWEST OHMIC and DIELECTRIC LOSSES—Large solid wire.
SECONDARY coil practically SELF-SUPPORTING with mininum in
sulating material.
VARIABLE ANTENNA COUPLING adapts to any antenna length—
REGENERATION secured at ALL WAVE LENGTHS.
UNTUNED PRIMARY—Easier to tune, Secondary dial may be calibra
ted.
MECHANICALLY RUGGED and ELECTRICALLY EFFICIENT—A
laboratory product for practical use. Has improved mounting bracket.
6. GUARANTEED to give satisfaction. Testimonials upon request.
6. TWO TYPES—Regular Amateur 40 to 205 meters (new) and Broad
cast 200 to 600 meters (new).
Price $10.00 each At Your DEALER'S or write
A. C. LOPEZ & CO., 334 Fifth Ave., Now York City
72
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"Gets

the

Out

Absolute

of Any

Limit

Set"

"Your Superspeaker is my biggest
help in closing the sale of any
complete set" writes in a success'
ful amateur builder. "It gets the
absolute limit out of any set in
tone, volume and distance."
Here's a frank, simple statement.
It rings true. Grasp its full sig'
nificance!
'The absolute limit of any set'!
That's what every devotee ofradio
wants with all his heart. And
The Superspeaker is the way for
him to get it — without extra
batteries and with an original
method of adjustment that never
deteriorates.
The owner of a Superspeaker'
equipped set- always welcomes
every form of competitive test.
Comparison always confirms the
pride in its performance.
Here is the reproducing instru
ment you need for 100% per'
formance.
Get a Superspeaker and reach out !
JEWETT RADIO 6?
PHONOGRAPH CO.
5680 Twelfth St., Detroit, Mich.

ouper speaker
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"CARCO"
HAM SPECIAL
SHORTWAVE-LOW LOSS
COUPLER

40 METERS
A ten turn coil placed in shunt to secondary coil
tunes as low as forty meters ; see August Q. S. T.
1924 page forty-three for detail.
The Carter Manufacturing Co.,
1728
Ave., Ohio.
East Colt
Cleveland.
Genlimnen
;
I received my coupler from you a short time ajto and
wish
to hook-up
state I with
am highly
pleased
with It.I have
Usingcopied
the three
circuit
onehooking
step
ofIt audio
UFT
Paris
every
night
since
up,
they
are
transmitting
on 95 meter*. Amateur* from every diatrict came In very
Q. B. A.
Touri very
W. A.truly,
Knight.
U. S. S. 1CNA.
Acushnet.
Woods Hole, Mass.
LAST CHANCE!
your Dec.
coupler15,now1924,
as thll
unit goea price.
into
the"HAMS"
hands ofgetdealers
at advanced

DESIGNED BY A HAM FOR HAMS
A compact unit in a space of only 3" x BVst"*
Antenna Rotor and secondary Stator designed for
"Low Loss" and "Low Resistance."
Our special single layer, multiple wound inductance
does the trick.
A "Low Loss" Condenser for secondary is the only
addition required for a complete tuning unit.
DX work requires a "Low Loss" tuner. Rebuild
your set with a "CARCO" Ham Special. An in
crease in efficiency will result.
PRICE $8.00 EACH
SPECIAL PRICE TO HAMS ONLY, $5.00
Thin Special Price is NET.
Sent C. O. D. A postal with name, address will
bring it.
$6.75
BROADCAST TUNER
$6.75
NO. 3 "LOW LOSS" 175-600 METERS
This unit is of the same type as the shortwave
tuner. The coupler is recommended for use in
congested districts where interference is bad.
THE CARTER MANUFACTURING CO.
1728 Coit Ave., East Cleveland, O., U- S. A.

LOOK WHAT'S HERE
Morse Handy Radio
Set No. 3

The Innovation or the Year

Sr.:
Morse for Quality 6\Seri>ice
ONE OF THE MOST USEFUSL SET
FOR AMATEUR RADIO USES.
1 Drill each No. 10, 16, 20, 29. 36 and 45,
and 1 Plug Tap each, 4
6 3\ 8*',
10
12 *4, and 14 '".
SOLD BY MORSE DEALERS EVERYWHERE.
IF YOUR DEALER CANNOr SUPPLY YOU. WRITE TO US.
Send for
Circular
Sti'XWXSXDRJLLaMACHJNECO.
the whole NEW BEDroRD,NASS,USA
•tar.
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One Piece Stator
(Pal. Applied for)
An EXCLUSIVE and UNIQUE
FEATURE—value Immediately
recognized by entire radio world.
Eliminates broken contacts,
soldered joints, leakage and
resistance. Found in types S
(plain) and 4 (all-vernier),
CELORON END PLATES :
Types 5 (plain) and 6 (all-ver
nier), METAL END PLATES.
CS and CV Low Price Types
always in stock.
ASK YOUR DEALER!
100% GUARANTEED
Write for Folder
U. S. TOOL COMPANY, INC.
112 Mechanic St.
Newark, N. J.
Mfrs. of special tools, dies, jigs, automatic
machinery and sub presses.
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The Springfield, Illinois, plant of Sangamo Electric Company, the world's largest
plant devoted to the manufacture of electrical meters and instrument transformers.
Sangamo Electric Company announces
A new long wave radio frequency transformer
tuned at 4500 meters
THESE R. F. transformers, the
heart of the Pressley circuit, are
used in Army airplane receivers
to build up great volume so that
long range messages can be heard
distincdy above the roaring engine.
Jackson H. Pressley, Chief En
gineer of U. S. Signal Corps
Radio Laboratories, at Camp
Alfred Vail, is the inventor.
Sangamo Electric Company has
secured the exclusive right to
manufacture for commercial
use. A set of four, with a
coupler coil, all matched and
tuned, can be bought for $22.50.
Sangamo Electric
Company is pecu
liarly well fitted to IBSHE

manufacture radio instruments
which require unusual accuracy.
This company has been making
electric meters since 1897, bring
ing to this business the training
and careful workmanship of the
watchmaker.Sangamo meters and
precision transformers, as finely
made as multi-jeweled watches,
are used throughout the world.
Just as Sangamo pioneers brought
their experience in precision man
ufacturing to the building of elec
trical devices, so they now extend
skill to the making of radio trans
formers. The Sangamo trade
mark extends its
protection in one
more market

Associated Sangamo Electric Companies
CAPACITY 3500 METERS PER DAY
SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
BRITISH SANGAMO COMPANY LIMITED
Springfield, Illinois
Pondersend, Middlesex, England
SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
ASHIDA ENGINEERING COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED Toronto, Ontario
Osaka, Japan
Domestic Offices—New York. Chicago, Birmingham. San Francisco, Log Angeles. Radio Division—50 Church Street. New York
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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DUPLEX
CONDENSERS

f

The best adjuster on the market. Spring
holds head away from dial when not in use.
With slight adjustment spring can be made to
hold head against dial if desired. Patented
65c.

Stand Every Test
For all around efficiency and the mi
crometer adjustment permitted when
unusually accurate tuning is required,
DUPLEX CONDENSERS lead
the field. Made of only the finest ma
terial obtainable under the guidance of
foremost radio engineers, they certainly
are precision instruments.

LEAD-IN BUSHING
This device makes a workmanlike finish at
a point in aerial installation that has been a
source of power loss. Adjustable to most
every normal thickness. Black Body Porcelain.
Black Glaze. $1.10 ea.

PORCELAIN SOCKETS
Lowest losses of any socket. Very carefully
made. Black Body, Black Glaze. Side and
bottom contact springs of reinforced phosphor
Bronze. Solder Tabs. Cap Nut for screw
driver or Spintite Wrench. All parts nickel
Plated. 65c. each.

PORCELAIN
INSULATORS
Lowest power losses in the antenna
Dielectric absorption reduced to
minimum because of very low phaae
difference of Fleron Porcelain. Very
tough body. Sold Black Glaze.
Seven sizes, 20c to $1.00. Each in
sulator in a separate carton.
For Sale by all Good
Jobbers and Dealers

>M r*F^ERO^&?SON4nc/
v ' / / TiiEttrrStefi/MS / //A

Price $1.50

Hv U a Little
Meter in Ur Home?
If not, here are some
brand new R. C. A. 0-2.5
hot wire ammeters which
we have secured at a
very low price. Origi
nally listed at 16.00 each.
Our price $1.50. 3H" in
diameter, projecting pan
el mounting and finished
in handsome nickel bras*.

The Utility Radio Co.
58 North 6th St.,
Newark, N. J.
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Always look for the Magnavox
Trade Mark when buying radio.

C"77"S the rapid progress of the radio art leads every experienced
Qyi/ user to expect supremely high standards of efficiency in his
equipment, it becomes of vital importance to know what appara
tus deserves your investment in hard earned cash.
Regarding the quality of Magnavox
Radio Reproducers, their distinctive
characteristics are too well known
throughout the radio world for special
explanation or comment.
Those for whom radio has become
an actual daily need, however, will
welcome a brief word about the new
Magnavox Radio Receivers and Vac
uum Tubes.
The unique feature of the Magna
vox set is the gearing together of its
several resonant circuits so as to per12R

mit positive control by a single dial.
The Magnavox Tubes have ex
tremely high amplification factors, and
as detectors, give sharper tuning and
eliminate microphonic noises.
It is well worth your time to examine these
products at the nearest Magnavox store.
Literature on request.
THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
"Sew York:
Chicago:
SanFrancisco;
350 W. 3 1st St.
162 N. State St.
274 Brannan St.
Canadian Distributors: Perkins Electric Limited
Toronto, Montreal* Winnipeg
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lURHAM^
Fixed or Variable
Grid Leaks—
WF^pp^
v/,//
Aw
vW At"
T /// or K..

There's nothing equal to
metal — and these are the 1
1 variable on
^
I Condenser Base
only metallic leaks. They're M i*«fc.»fe
bound to help your set.

Fixed Metallic*
Over % meg
50c
_.
Under !4 meg
75c
38 Size*
_
There's a DURHAM
Variables
Metallic for every high
1,000— 100,000 olims .... 75c
resistance need. Bach
100,000 ohms-5 me,; .. ... 75c
markedwithguaranteed,
_75c
tested value.
2~megt.-lO meg.
All about Resistance Amplifiers—25c
1*
Build b distortionless amplifier. Parts for two stages cost
Jme^tOsl
less than one good transformer. Complete detailed
fij;^*V5l
instruction booklet, 25c. At your dealer's or postpaid.
Dealers
Satiifaction Guaranteed
^^i^B'^jfl
Customer, would rather buy
DURHAM & CO., IllC.
your .tore. &e have "a
^93^ Market St., Philadelphia
display that help..
Canadian Distributors: DeFOREST RADIO CORP.,

wco

The New Sexton
Condenser

Make Your Radio Joy

A Sure Thing
YOU are going: to give a "radio
party," or you are point; on a
hunt for "DX", You get yourself
set for a "large" evening. Then
some little unavoidable thing happens and you blow all your tubes.
Money, fun and everything is lost.
The quickest way to spend $20 is to
accidentally drop a screw-driver in
a five-tube set. Zip and your
money is gone as well as your fun—
until the radio store opens.
Either style of KANT-BLO mean*
protection against blowing out
tubes.

For neutrodyne or any other circuit
theHICO isa real worker. Fourcapacities. Beautifully made.

Kant-Blo
SIGNAL<^>

Lire Heat, Electric Soldering
Iron, Light durable, guaran-

"Lights on anyShort Grcuif
The KANT-BLO is not an extra ac
cessory to your set. It Is designed
as a B battery Binding Post or as
an A battery filament switch. Post
Style and Switch Style—are at all
the best radio stores. If your deal
er is out of stock send us $2 for a
KANT-BLO Binding Post Style, or
$8 for the Switch Style, and we will
ship any number of KANT-BLOS
direct to you, charges prepaid.
Manufactured by
GANIO-KRAMER CO.. Inc., N. Y.,
Sole Distributors
APEX RADIO CO., Inc..
503 Fifth Ave., New York.

PRICE
$0-50
rj or j
on receipt of price
HARTFORD INSTRUMENT CO
307 Pearl St.
Hartford, Conn.
78
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These Exclusive
Features Assure Better
^ception

The More You Know About Radio
the Better You Will Like This Socket
If ever a device were designed to increase the efficiency of all receiving
sets, it was this new socket by the Master Builder. Radio Engineers praise
it — new set builders marvel at its ease of installation and the clear, loud
reception obtained that bespeaks the absence of losses —many old-timers
have even rewired their sets to establish new distance records and enjoy
clearer reception with this better socket.
You'll like its construction, embodying a minimum of both insulation
and metal —capacity absolutely minimized without sacrifice ofmechanical
strength. And its base of ebony Thermoplax in beautiful color contrast
with the thin shell of orange Bakelite adds greatly to the appearance of
any set as the construction does to its efficiency.
You'll like its contacts (the source of losses and noise in most lockets);
they are radically new in design, formed of phosphor bronze and silver
plated—because the contact resistance of silver does not increase as it
stands exposed to air. Then, too, electrical losses are minimized by provid
ing maximum spacing between terminals, both in insulation and in the air.
which
You will
prevents
like thetwisting
way thethe
tube
bulb
is inserted
from itsand
base.
removed
You will
without
liketurning
its ap
pearance— its small size—its neatness. You will like its silvered posts with
slotted nuts that are fastened will with either screw driver or wrench.
You will like the way these terminals are arranged for soldering—extra
long so that they may be bent down where under-wiring is desired—and
provided with ears to hold the wire in place for soldering. And best ofall
you will like tbe price, 90c. This socket that meets the specifications ofthe
most exacting radio engineer costs no more than most ofthose on the market
today! If your dealer has not yet been stocked, you can be supplied direct
from factory at regular price plus 1 oc for packing and postage.
THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.
Radio Section, Associated Manufacturers ofElectrical Supplies
Works: MILWAUKEE and NEW YORK
"Built By The Master Builder"

Perfect contact. Both sides of
tube prong cleaned when in
serted—no contact or wear on
soldered end.
B
All metal parts illvtr platedperfect contact for the life of
the set. Silver may tarnish but
its contact resistance docs not
change.
c
One piece contact construc
tion. The binding post Is NOT
a part ofthe circuit—the wire to
the socket always touches the
contact strip which carries the
current direct to the tube prong
— no joints to cause losses.
D
Convenient terminals for
soldering—full length to allow
bending down for under-wir
ing. Ears hold wire In place for
soldering.
E
Extra handy binding posts—
tight connections with either
wrench or screw-driver. Lock
washers hold terminals rigid.
F
Wide spacing of current car
rying Darts both in air and
-true low-loss con
insulation—ti
■traction.
A minimum ofboth metal and
insulation for low capacity.
Shell ofthin Bakelite—the base
of genuine Thermoplax,
H
The tube is held in place by
merely a vertical motion—no
twisting to separate bulb from
base.
The attractive orange shell
helps identify this better
socket, hut the famous C - H
trade mark both on the socket
and on the orange and
blue box is your genuine protection.

OH
RADIO
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NO

(

DISTORTION
WITH

DAYEN RESISTANCE

TRADE
MARK
CO U. S »AT
OF»

COUPLED AMPLIFICATION
Radio &
Daven
Amplifier Kits
For Those Who
Build Their Own
Complete with soc
kets and conden
sers.
3-Stage ... J12.50
4-Stage ... 16.00
Without sockets
and condensers.
3-Stage ... $ 8.00
4-Stage ... 10.60

Resistance Coupled
audio frequency am
plification has as
sumed the promin
ent place in the field
of radio reception
that its merits of
efficiency and perfect
quality have long jus
tified.
The Daven Super Amplifier illustrated
below is the neatest and most compact
amplifier ever offered to the public.
The base is of molded bakelite and so
designed that it will fit within any
cabinet. All connections complete
ind assembly labor is eliminated.
By the use of this amplifier, distor
tionless amplification is assured, thus
making the reception of broadcasted
concerts a joy that will be forever
permanent.
SOLD EVERYWHERE
Ask your dealer for the Daven
"RESISTOR MANUAL" By Zeh
Bouck. It gives you the how-tomake-it data on Resistance Coupled
Amplification.
PRICE 25 CENTS
DAVEN RADIO CORP.
"Resistor Specialists"
NEWARK,
NEW JERSEY

Audio Frequency

TRANSFORMERS

Buy One NOW
Price $3.00
Up to $6.00

I MARIE ENGINEERING CO.
ORANGE,
NEW JERSEY

H from Coast to Coast
n^from Gulfto Hudson Bay
BRAtH
i f vacuum arresters
Kiave prote'cHted j,
>rincipal
Systems,Railway
Police Signal
and f/L
.•fl
Fire Circuits,
fH
nts, Iand
RADIO

lFETY
Jethindsthe
J3RACH
■ vacuum radio^rrestcr \
US.BRACHMFC.CO NEWARK. N;
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Manhattan Junior Loud
Speaker—A real musical instru
ment containing a specially de
signed reproducer unit for loud
speaker work. Not just a headset
in a base. Has "Concert Modula
tor" adjustment giving best re
sultsunder all conditions—$10.00

oAt Last— an ideal vernier to
control

a

low -loss

You haveprobablyoftenwished
for such a combination. Now for
the first time the vernier ofthe Red
Seal enables you to easily take full
advantage of high condenser effi
ciency without turning right
through the sharp peak of the
wave.
No more slipping, lost motion,
or tight bearings. No more tuning
with one knob and adjusting with
another. All the adjusting may be
done with the vernier knob alone.
The above does not give you
an adequate picture of the Red
Seal Condenser. Go to your dealer
and ask to see it. As you operate
the vernier for yourself, note these
six important features which make
it the ideal control for this effi
cient, low-loss instrument.
i . The action of the vernier is posttire, giving delicate, smooth adjustment.

condenser

2. There is no lost motion or play
at any point.
3. All tuning may be done with the
vernier alone.
4. Only oni dial
easily logged.
5. There is no fibre, rubber, or gears.
Nothing to wear or get out of order.
6. Plates turn freely. Balanced ver
nier eliminates need for friction at
The Red Seal has four other
points of note:
1 . Plates are of brass and are soldered.
2. Spring "pig-tail" connection em
ployed.
3. End plates are grounded, elimi
nating the effect of hand capacity. For
supercritical work, insist on the Red
Seal Variable Condenser.
4. To facilitate tuning the movable
plates are given a special shape, making
the Red Seal of the "straight-line" type.
Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.
Incorporated
New York
Chicago
St. Louis
San Francisco

Manhattan
^fr^^r RADIO PRODUCTS
MADE BY THE MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS RED SEAL DRY BATTERIES
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

Red Seal Headset — Designed
for "DX" work. Tone quality/
excellent. Workmanship the best,
Nodistortionor chattering. Bakelite case, soft rubber sanitary
headband-16.00

Red Seal Phonograph At
tachment—Makes a loud speak
er of your phonograph. A high
grade reproducer; reproducing
the work of the broadcasting art
ists with fidelity—$5.00

Red Seal Batteries—The de
pendable dry battery for "A"
circuits. Long operating life and
great recuperative power make
Red Seals ideal for radio work
Sold by all classes of dealers.
Remember, fresh Red Seals bring
in f
81
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RIPPLES. D. C. Generators operating under normal conditions have three sources of disturbance, La. commutator
ripple, slot ripple and the noise of moving contact
COMMUTATOR RIPPLE. Armature windings are a series of coils around the armature, forming one large coil,
with taps brought to commutator segments. The voltages induced between commutator segments are not equal,
and vary as the'armature revolves. The voltage is maximum at A, 'minimum at B, and maximum, but in the oppo
site direction, at C. The series parallel battery connection is analagous. As a brush leaves one !
to the next the voltage changes slightly. The resultant ripple is known as commutator ripple.
SLOT RIPPLE. As each slot passes a pole tip there is a slight interruption of the field at this point Each surge
in the field slightly changes the value of the voltage induced in the coils. The resultant ripple is known as slot ripple.
The frequency in cycles per second for the above ripples may be expressed—
Fc - •No. of segments X r.p.m.
Fs =■ No. of slots X r p m.
60
NOISE OF MOVING CONTACT. The infinitesimal sparking caused by microscopic uneveness in the surfaces of
both the commutator and the brushes produce an audible noise in the transmitter
The ratio of ripple voltage to maximum voltage for AX. equals 200%.
The ratio of ripple voltage to maximum voltage for R.A.C. equals 100%.
THE AVERAGE RATIO OF TOTAL DISTURBANCE, AS OUTLINED ABOVE, FOR ESCO GENERATORS
IS a OF 1%.
ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY
— "ESCO" —
M SOUTH STREET
STAMFORD, CONN.. U. S. A.
M„V„rs of Motors, Generators, Dynamotors and Motor-Generators that give the maximum miles per watt

We

repair

the

following

RADIO

TUBES

and Guarantee Them
UV-20IA
$2.50
DV-6
$2.50 0-30
WD-II
$2.50
1A
2.50
DV-I
2.50
WD. 12
2.50 DV-2
Marconi
2.50
2.50 Moorhead
UV-200
2.50
2.50
DV-6A
2.50
UV-201
2.50
UV199
2.50
6
v.
Plain
Detector
2.50
C-300
2.50 C-299
6 v. PlainJ3.50
Amplifier 2.50
2.50
C-301
2.50
UV-202 Transmitter and C-302,
Mall Orders solicited and promptly attended to.
Dealers and Agents write for Special Discount.
Tube Repair Laboratory
P. O. Box 119, Weehawken, N. J.
The Ideal CHRISTMAS GIFT for the Amateur Radio Operator your station CALUn solid gold letters!

RADIO CALL PINS
Slip $2 00 into an envelope with your call to
u
QC7
R. C. BALLARD
1
The INSIGNIA of RADIO OPERATORS Everywhere VT/Uy |522 W. Sunnysldc Ave.. Chlcaio, III ■

KESTER Radio SOLDER
(Rosin-Core*
If your dealer cannot supply you
send us 25c in postage
Chicago Solder Company
Chicago. U. S. A.
32

SupenHeterodynes
We use only proven circuits in our Super-Heterodynes. We
Specialize in building to order any type Super-Heterodyne
and guarantee them. Dealer's prices on most equipment.
Ensall Radio Laboratory
1208 Grandview Avenue
Warren, Ohio
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Quality -Easi'ly Rgco^nized,

Radio

Christmas
'.
Practicability

Acceptability

n
w

In selecting articles for Christmas
giving, those who choose with the
t true Yuletide Spirit consider ac\ ceptability and practicability.

than General Radio parts, which
are scientifically designed by radio
engineers.

To the radio builder who knows the
necessity of good apparatus, noth
ing isimore acceptable and practical

A set built with General Radio parts
is your unfailing assurance of qual
ity reception. Ask the man who
has built one..

General Radio Co
Cambridge, Mass.,
IK.
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TRADE MARK
B9
LOUD
SPEAKER
DISTINCTIVE
IN DESIGN
14-INCH BELL
VOLUME, CLARITY, BEAUTY
The loud speaker that will fully satisfy
you. Equal to hearing the original tones.
No. 205B—Polished black flare. . . $22.50
No. 205D—Shell pyralin flare .... 25.00
MAKERS OF TELEPHONES FOR 30 YEARS
irfmericaa&/eclfic
COMPANV
State and 64th Sts.
Chicago, U. S. A.
Clear reception and selectivity
are what every radio fan wants.
To obtain these advantages,
every part should be chosen
wisely—beginning with
the
panel.
Electrasote Panels are unaf
fected by climatic conditions,
they will not warp or change
color. Due to their electrical
qualities they reduce surface
leakage to a minimum. And yet
they cost less than other stand
ard panels.
Electrasote is one of the famous
"sote" products introduced by
The Pantasote Company, Inc.
On sale at good Radio Dealers
M. M. FLERON & SON, Inc.
Sole Sales Agents
Trenton,
84

New Jersey.

Wm i
In She
Conies!
TIP your whisker to almost
anypoint of an NAA Meter
tested crystal and the full flow
of the impulse instantly hits
your phones, clean, clear,
steady.
Reason—no guesswork in the
test;—every. EVERY crystal
meter-tested singly by specially
made electrical instruments to
a point away beyond normal
sensitivity. In addition, the
Newman -Stern mounting is
new — patents pending — cold
assembly, provides forrefilling,
and avoids damage to crystal
by hot alloy; recessed for pro
tection.

NAA
Meter
Tested
Crystals

At
all good jobbers
and60c.dealer*,
in
neat
if dealer
can'tturned
supply,wood
orderbox.
direct
and
send
dealer's name.
1746 East 12th Street
Cleveland, Ohio
Originators of
tested crystals in 1914,
OldestProducers.
and Largest
Pioneers in Radio
Equipment in Ohio
PAT PINO |1

in
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New York City, Sept. 25, 1924.
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.,
600 W. Huron St., Chicago.
The transformers which you supplied to equip the Radio on the
schooner Bowdoin stood the extreme temperature of the Arctic with
out the slightest mishap. These transformers are in exactly the same
condition today as they were the day they were installed. May, 1923.
Sincerely yours,

(signed)
fa
MURDOCH

IhMheirkul

Michigan
— Amplify with Thordarsons!

MUSIO
PFANSTIEHL
PHOENIX
ANDREWS
MALONE LEMON
AODIOLA
GATES
HARMONY
ODELL FERRY
PEERLESS
DUCKS DELUXE

Can you imagine nationally famous builders of sets cost
ing up to hundreds of dollars each, jeopardizing the tone
quality of their instruments with anything short of the
best amplification? Of course not! Then remember, in
buying transformers, that Thordarsons are standard on
thirty-four makes of high grade sets. That leading set
manufacturers use more Thordarsons than all competitive
transformers combined.
Replace your present audio frequency transformers with
a pair of Thordarsons. You'll be astonished, delighted.
Distorted speech will disappear. You will find they amplify
with even volume over the entire musical range. Note
below some of the reasons why.
Buy a Thordarson-equipped set—or follow the lead of
the leading makers and build with Thordarsons. Increased
production this season enables any store to supply you.
If your dealer has not yet received his stock you may or
der from us by mentioning his name. Interesting bul
letins sent free.
They Are Unconditionally Guaranteed

BJ>„0RDARSL„
AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS
Standard on the majority of quality sets
Thordarson "Super" Audio Frequency Transformers are now
to be had in three ratios: 2-1, $5; 3%-l, $4; 6-1. $4.50.
Thordarson Power Amplifying: Transformers are $13 the pair.
Write for latest bulletins.
EXCLUSIVE!
THORDARSON SQUARE COIL LEAKPROOF CONSTRUCTION
The
Thordsrson-made
layer-wound
SQUARE
around
core. No coll
air fits
spacesnugly
between
colltheandsquare
core
(exclusive!)—no
lost
energy,
no no
lost leaks
vol
ume
(especially
on
low
notes),
from
primary
to cause50%
howlslarger
In set.magnetic
Over
size core
provides
circuit—minimizes
core losses,
prevents
over-saturation.
Nocauserivets
orcircuits
screws
throughcurrent
core tolosses
short laminations
or
eddy
between
(exclusive!)
Do
you
wonder
Thordarson
[jro
'uces of more
for nmre
makers
quality transformers
gets than all competitors
combined?

New !
We announce the Thordarson IN
TERSTAGE Power Amplifying
Transformer. Provides two stage*
of POWER amplification when in
serted in circuit between Input and
Output Power Amplifying Trans
formers. Four tubes are required,
but the quality of the reception
more than repays you. Only Thor
darson builds a transformer of this
type. Price $8. Write for free
hook-up.

Six floors, 100,000 square feet, de
voted to making transformers.

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
Transformer specialists since 1895
WORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST EXCLUSIVE TRANSFORMER MAKERS
Chicago, U.S.A.
ALWAYS MENTION Q S T WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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Why

it

is

"A/TASTER of Every Note
1V1 in the Orchestral
Range" is the proven claim
of the Federal No. 65 Audio
Frequency Transformer :—
Volume without distortion
is the basis for the beauty,
of Federal Tone.
From its oversize locking nuts to
its heavy brass mounting feet the
Federal No. 65 Transformer incor
porates the same engineering sicill
that has made Federal the recog
nized leader in electrical communi
cation apparatus snice 1890.
Insist upon Federal parts for your
"pet" hook-up. There are over 130
standard parts bearing the Federal
iron-clad performance guarantee.
FEDERAL TELEPHONE &
TELEGRAPH CO.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Better

Primary and secondary fed thru
hollow screws and dip-soldered1
making complete protection
against b

Oversize locking nuts, stottetf
1or screw driver, eliminating
use of pliers to tighten
Large laminated silicon steelshell type core.
In general the larger the core
the better the transformer Federal No. 65 weighs exactly
H pounds — guaranteeing a
pre-eminent among trans-

Boston New York Philadelphia
Chicago Pittsburgh San Francisco
Bridgeburg, Canada

^federal
Standard R A. f} J Q Products

NOW IS THE TIME, AMATEURS!
To Do Your Experimental Work on Your Receivers in Anticipation of
Better "DX" This Winter
Parts of every description and at prices that are right to rebuild or add to your
present equipment.
You Will Work EUROPE THIS WINTER
With a Good Set—
Look over a few of the items worth while.
Variometers
Reinartz coils
Formica Panels
Varioconplers
Condensers
Jacks
Cock-a-day coils
Rheostats
Plug's
ROSE RADIO and ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
129 CAMP STREET,
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Pioneers in the Radio Field

Get oar new Amateur Catalog
the HAMALOG
Full of good thing* you need
Some Leaden—
No. I 2 solid copper enameled wire 1 000
ft. $6.90. Less at 75c per 100 ft.
20 in. Sure Fire Insulators, $1.15 four
or more, $1.00 each.
E-2 I 1 I Power Bradleystat,
$6.50
Ballantine's Radio Telephony for
Amateurs, latest issue,
$2.00
Don't Mitt Our HAM-ADS
E. F. JOHNSON
9 ALD
Waseca, Minn.

Open circuit Keys are recommended when it is de
sired to have two way communication between points
without the use of closed circuit batteries.
Other types carried in stock.
No. 0037 Legless Key Polished Brass Body
$6.00
No. 9035 Leu Key Polished Brass Body
6.60
Send stamps for Telegraph Manual 43-Q
Special Price to Dealers.
J. H. BUNNELL & CO.
32 Park Place, N. Y.
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Dubilier

Condensers

In Far-Off Government Stations

VOLT* "J?
580
5000 ... JULY
PATENTED
J> 6,l«°
Type 580 condenser made
in capacities of .0005 mfd.
at 5000 volts to .02 mfd.
at 2500 volts.

Type 577 condenser made
in capacities of .0001 to
.01 mfd. at 1000 volts and
2000 volte.

REGIONS such as ice-covered Alaska—
where governments outposts are main
tained—miles from supply depots—these are
places where Radio assumes a vital import
ance. These are the places where life de
pends on the power to send and receive mes
sages—under all circumstances—at all times.
In these places—wherever there are govern
ment posts—the powerful transmitting sets
are equipped with Dubilier Condensers. Gov
ernment experts know the merits of Dubilier
Condensers.
Dubilier specializes in condensers for amateur
low power tube transmitters. Types 577 and
580 have fixed capacity and low loss. They
excel in their field—and have no rivals for
efficiency, performance and reliable service.
Ask your dealer to show them to you.
Or write for information to 49-51 West
4th St., New York.

Dubilier
CONDENSER AND RADIO

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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RADIO
HANDBOOK.

CONDENSER
A LABORATORY INSTRUMENT
AT A POPULAR PRICE
The superior features of the CONTINENTAL Lo
Loss Condenser are so pronounced that the ex
perienced operator can comprehend them at a
glance.
The general design of the instrument insures me
chanical strength, rigidity, extreme accuracy and
long life. This mechanical perfection was attained
only by using quality materials, expert workman
ship and many rigid inspections.
Write us if your dealer does
not carry Continental Lo Loss.
GARDINER A HEPBURN, Inc.,
•h S&AW Philadelphia 2(0O w.Si(.o„Av,

1
1

>4/i capacities
are exact
13 Plate—cap. .00025—$5,50
15 " — " .00035—$5.75
25 " — " .0005 —$6.00
45 " — " .001 —$7.00
Prices without Vernier $1.00
less.

A practical,
authoritative book on

1

RADIO
514 pages. Price only $1
Compiled by HARRY F. DART, E.E.
Formerly with the Western Electric Co.,
and U. S. Army Instructor of Radio
TtckmicMj edited by F. H. DOANE
"GWERY member of the American
-I-J Radio Relay League should have a
copy of this I. C. S. Radio Handbook.
Price only $1. Written, compiled and
edited by practical radio experts of
national reputation. A handy refer
ence book that will help you improve
your sending and receiving apparatus.
Explains the operation of dozens of
circuits. Filled with interesting ex
periments. Note this list of contents:
Electrical terms and circuits, antennas,
batteries, generators and motors, elec
tron (vacuum) tubes, every receiving
hook-up, radio and audio frequency am
plification, broadcast and commercial
transmitters and receivers, wave meters,
super-regeneration, codes, license rules.
Many other features.
Send the coupon to-day with $1 and get this
514-page I. C. 5. Radio Handbook.
TEAR OUT HERE
INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE
Box 6128-C.
Scranton, Penna. SCHOOLS
Ipaid—the
enclose One
Dollar.
send me—post
5 14-pagetbatI. CPlease
It Is understood
If S.I Radio
am notHandbook.
entirely
satisfied
days
and 1youmaywillreturn
refundthismybook
money.witbln five

Check here □ and ."<■•' 11.50 if you tcith the de luxe
edition. bound in Leatheroid.

WORLD'S RECORD

,

COILS FOR ROBERTS 2 TUBE REFLEX
1 STEP RADIO, DET.. 1 STEP AUDIO
Using these coils W. B. Magner, 6BCP,
San Pedro, Calif., and F. D. Bell, Waihemo, New Zealand held two-way com
munication for first time in history over
6900 miles, Sept. 21st, 1924.
We are now prepared to furnish these
coils using new LOW LOSS principle
designed especially for hams.
Broadcast Band 200 to 600 Meters
Amateur Band 60 to 200 Meters
Using those coils the following stations
have been copied consistently, 100 to
120 meters, z4AA, Argentine CB8.
Complete set coils, instructions and
blue prints, postpaid $8.00.
Worlds Record Coils Co.
W. B. MAGNER, 6BCP, Pres.
464 6th Street
San Pedro, Calif.

I_
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BAKELITE
that* mark reo. y s. f*t. ott.

K. & C. DeLuxe and Bakelite
For clear radio reception, re
liable insulation is essential.
That is why the Kilbourne &
Clark Mfg. Co. uses Bakelite—
Radio's premier insulation—for
this DeLuxe receiving set.
Manufacturers who use Bake

lite insulation guarantee good
results from their radio sets.
Amateurs will do well to profit
by the experience of these radio
experts and use Bakelite when
building their own sets.
Write for our Booklet "C."

Send for Our Radio Map
The Bakelite Radio Map lists the call
letters, wave length and location of every
broadcasting station in the world. En
close 10 cents to cover the cost and we
will send you this map.

BAKELITE
Condensite
RgDMANOL
arc the regiitered
Trade Marka for the
Phenol Ream Producta
manufactured under
patent! owned by
BAKELITE
CORPORATION

THE

BAKELITE CORPORATION
247 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Chicago Office: 636 Weit 22d Street

MATERIAL

OF A THOUSAND
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SIGNOLA Portable Loop Aerial
Folds like an umbrella- -has third tap for use on
super and other sets.
100 feet of silk covered, flexible, non-kinkable wire
wound on genuine Formica spreaders, entirely in
sulating windings from frame.
Wood parts are hand rubbed, dark mahogany
finish. Metal parts are highly polished heavily
nickel-plated- Binding posts are insulated from
base by Formica strip.
Turns easily in metal socket. Can be taken
apart and put together in a few seconds.
Price $8.50
Your dealer can supply. Write us for folder of this and
other Signal radio products.
Factory and General Offices
1915 BROADWAY
MENOMINEE, MICH.
Pittsburgh

Chicago
Seattle
Minneapolis
Montreal
New York
Havana, Cuba
St. Louis
San Francisco
Toronto
Philadelphia
Los Angeles
You'll find our local address in the Telephone Directory
Winnipeg

Introducing the

^

MANNING

5

VARIABLE

With Shall Removed
Note Pillar Insulation

Completely Shielded
No Stray Coupling

Give Your Set a Christmas Gift '
U. C. 1806 R. C. A.
mica condenser, ca
pacity .002 mfd.,
6000 volts effective.
Used principally as
grid and plate
blocking condensers.
$7.50 value for
Price $1.00
$1.00.
The Utility Radio Co.
58 North 6th St.,
Newark, N. J.
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CAPACITY
250 Mlckomikes at 2 Cent* Per Mike
By Mail Post Paid from the
MUELLER INSTRUMENT CO.
206 Ashley St
Hartford, Conn.

There is only one
GENUINE
EBY Binding Post
"With tops which Don't Come Off"
Eby Posts are scientifically designed,
beautifully finished and their price is
right.
This is our Ensign post which can be
furnished either plain or engraved in
twenty-five different markings.
EBYS Are Binding Posts PLUS
H. H. EBYMFG.C0.,PhiIa.,Pa.
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The Musical In
strument of Ra
dio"— amplifying
horn of natural
wood, mellow and
resonant
MODELVKI4"Horn)
$30
MODEL VII(21"Horn)
$35

AMusic Master for Christ
mas I A gift the whole
' family will enjoy. Had
you thought of that?
Music Master embodies all
the proved principles of sound
reproduction.
The sensitive reproducing
unit responds to the faintest
impulses. The tone chamber
is heavy cast aluminum, unequaled for developing sound
waves free from distortion.
And the amplifying horn is
natural wood, mellow and
resonant like a violin.
Broadcast reception is at its
best only with Music Master.
Your dealer will be clad to demonstrate it
for you, or to place one in your home (or trial.
Dealers Everywhere
Music Master Corporation
Makers and Distributors of High'
Grade Radio Apparatus
10th and Cherry Streets
PHILADELPHIA
Chicago
Pllbhurgh

The New Music
Master Cabinet
model, with "Full
floating" horn of
natural wood,
possessing all
the wonderful
reproducing
qualities of the
famous horn type
Music Master.
Handsome mahog
any cabinet.
$35
Coennct any Music Mas
ter in place of Headphones.
No batteries required. No'
adjustments.
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The Tool Every
MODERN
RadioBuilder Nee ds
RADIO

RECEPTION
A New Book
By
Charles R. Leutz

264 PAGES

rReachitmakesitaasyto
place nuts and screws
deep down in where
fingers and pliers can't
reach. Has a 9-inch
reach. Press the top and
the steel jaws grip hold.
Then turn. Saves time and
trouble, prevents damage.
Reaches it— Holds
A practical mechanic's invention. Handles any
nut or screw up to three-eighths inch diameter
— square, hex or round. Made of finest tool
steel, knurled grip, handsomely nickeled. Every
radio builder, mechanic and electrician needs one.
JOBBERS—Write for oar attractive proposition

150 ILLUSTRATIONS
-4

FULLY BOUND
■
■

KJiACHIT
►

Partial List of Contents:
Radiola Super-Heterodyne Dia
gram
Western Electric 4B Receiver
Model C Super-Heterodyne
Model C7 Super-Heterodyne
Long Distance Reception
Short Wave Reception
Long Wave Receivers
Pliodynes and Super-Pliodynes
Laboratory Equipment
Broadcast Transmitters
High Efficiency Amateur Trans
mitters
Model L Super-Heterodyne
and
Everything of importance relating
to Broadcast Reception

Price $3.00 Postpaid

The GREA TER Neutrodyne
(7 \ /"> f T7"
Balanced Receiver
HiA*jL.Ili Model B, 5 Tube* $ 1 75
GREATER because of exclusive Eagle fea
tures—Multiple (filament control) switch,
ball-bearing, die-cast condenser, rheostat with
revolving resistor element. Found ONLY in
the Eagle Model B. NOT obtainable in any
other way. Write for Literature
Licensed by Independent Radio Manufacturers,
Inc., under Hazeltine Patent Nos. 1,450.080.
dated March 27, 1923. and 1,489.228. dated
April 1, 1924. Other patents pending.

._►
EXPERIMENTERS INFORMATION
SERVICE, Inc.
476 Broadway
92

New York City

Eagle

Radio Co

23 Boyden Place, Newark, N. J.
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40 It. Mast in Yard

20 It. Mast on Root of
Apartment House

IFe

HERCULES

AERIAL

MAST

This mast is made in sizes to get 20 ft., 40 ft. or 60ft. clearance and is the answer to
an efficient aerial system. This graceful mast is an improvement to any property,
whether it is installed on the roof or in the yard. A pulley is furnished at the top
for raising and lowering the antenna. All parts are made of steel and are light and
strong. The mast will safely stand a 500 pound pull at the top and will support a
6 wire cage antenna. We furnish complete blueprint plans for erecting the mast
and it can be erected in a few minutes. It is shipped in sections for convenience
in handling. The 20 ft. mast weighs 40 pounds, the 40 ft. mast weighs 100 pounds
and the 60 ft. mast weighs 200 pounds. Guy wires are spaced 120 degrees, or three
equal Bpaces, 4 ft. from the base on the 20 ft. mast ; 8 ft. on the 40 ft. mast and
10 ft. on the 60 ft. mast.
Long Range Radio Reception
Ittained
has only
been byRaidthetimeIntelligent
and again
results are
ob
use that
of thethebestbestapparatus
procur
able.
Thla
applies
not
only
to
the
receiving
equipment
proper,
but
also to ifthethe antenna
T1JK AERIAL
MTJ8T HB
EFFICIENT
reception system.
of Ions distance
stationa, theoretically
within range of the receiver, is desired.
Proper Aerial Clearance
Very
few
novices
importance
of a good
aerialwillInstalla
tion. The feeble realize
currentsthefrom
long distance
stationa
never
reach the objects
receivingthatset tend
If theto aerial
Is the
strung
too close
to this
sur
rounding
absorb
energy.
It
is
lnteference that we have experimented with for years an<J—present
the answer—THE HERCULES AERIAL MAST.
Have Built Radio Towers for Years
For yearsstations.
we have Included
been building
important
broadIs
casting
among-ra<Mo
the towers
names for
of our
customers
the
UNITED
STATES
GOVERNMENT
SIGNAL
CORPS.
after years of experience and development work have we Only
been
able
perfect
price towithin
reachthisof wonderful
the amateur.steel aerial mast to sell at a

20 ft. Mast $10
40 ft. Mast $25
60 ft. Mast $45
Order direct from
this "Ad" and we
will ship Freight
Prepaid.

Give Your Set a Chance! Get Result >
Not only Trill the proper aerial clearance, thus obtained, give you
the tills
pleasure
of long
radio reception,
but the appearance
oftion.
beautiful
mastdistance
on
a reputa
This
reputation
will your
growproperly
as you will
bringgivein you
stationa
such
as you never hoped for.
Ma/I

tor Liter*

8. W. HILL & COMPANY, DrJlT. CI
2048 E. 79th St., Cleveland. O.
Without cost or obligation on my part,
aend me full partlrulars of the HERCCLES
Aerial Mast and your FREE FREIGHT
PRErAID offer. I am interested in a
( ) ft. Mast.
Name.
Address-

S. W. HULL & CO. Dept. CI
City .
79th St.
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A Real Amateur Wavemeter,
Range 140-230 Meters, One
Meter Division Scale. Also
Reads in Kilocycles.
AT the request of a number of prominent amateurs,
we have developed a special amateur range wavemeter, which is equipped with a special condenser
arrangement whereby the scale is broadened, enabling
accurate readings to be made with considerable ease.
The one meter divisions are approximately one milli
meter wide.
D. C. Wallace of 9ZT-9XAX. winner of the 1923 Hoover Cup, made
a test of this wavemeter against the most elaborate standards avail
able, showing the instrument to be far more accurate than would
be expected from its low price. The experiences and statements of
other prominent amateurs show this special amateur wavemeter to
be quite accurate and so built that the accuracy will be retained.
Jewell Pattern No. 90 amateur range wavemeter, price $25.00.
Range, 140-230 meters.
BROADCAST RANGE
TO cover the broadcast range, there is a wavemeter similar to the above with a range of 150-626
meters, as well as a special type equipped with a self-contained buzzer and dry cell for checking
receiving sets and having a range of 200-625 meters.
The instrument for checking transmitting sets is priced at $20.00 and the wavemeter complete with buzzer
and dry cell at $30.00.
Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.
1 650„Walnut St.
Chicago
Manufacturers of the Jewell complete line
miniature switchboard instruments,
Jewell radio test set, wavemeters, etc.

Greatest Catalog M )*
of Radio

Wm\

oA nonBargains ^f|'
indu&ive

Potentiometer
that insures noiseless tuning
The Centralab Non-inductive Potentiometer for panel
mounting has no wire wound resistor or sliding con
tacts. It makes tuning noiseless. It permits the free
flow of high-frequency radio current without choking
or retarding waves. Itmakes possible adjustmentof the
resistance, without steps, for the finest gradations. It
does away with the need for a shunting condenser.
Single hole mounting.
No. 110—400 ohms (for ordinary use) - - SI. SO
No. Ill—2000ohms (for special applications) 1.7S

CENTRAL RADIO
291 Sixteenth St.
94

LABORATORIE S
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Send for i
It Today
It contains Ina thousand
bargains
of com
everything
radio:
parts,
supplies,
plete
parts
for
sets,
complete
sets,
etc,different
also a
mine of very
latest list
Information
on all
circuits,
complete
of
broadcasting
stations
and other valuable data. Send your name and
and we'll send FREE

With American Adjustable
Unit. reception.
WonderfulSpeaks
volume,
clear
for
itself
without
coaxing.
1 0inch bell—made of nonvibrating material
HEADPHONES
Hundreds off Other
"Randolphspecial"
Bargains
2200
moulded
Our these.
catalogOrder
is filled
withfrom
bargains
headset,Ohm
properly
de
like
direct
this
signed
to
give
strong
ad.
We
prepay
charges.
Don't
buy
and
clear
reception.
anything
radio before
see Biggest headphone val
our
catalog.in FREE
ServiceyouDept.
ue ever offered.
RANDOLPH RADIO CORP.
159 N. UNION AV.GCTEJcH/CAGO./ii
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A Battery for Every Radio

Need

It makes no difference what set you are using;
whether one or nine tubes, whether two or six volts,
single or multiple circuit, regenerative or reflex, or one
of the numerous "dynes", there is a Westinghouse bat
tery to fit it.
Furthermore: If you are not already a user of
Westinghouse Radio Batteries, you have no idea of the
increased economy, reliability and all-around satisfac
tion to be had by using storage batteries, particularly
Westinghouse Batteries, for all receiving sets.
THE

WESTINGHOUSE

UNION

BATTERY

CO.

Swissvale, Penna.
Dittributor for Canada
Dittributor for South America and Cuba
The Canadian Westinghouse, Co., Ltd.
The Westinghouse Electric International Co.
Officet in all principal Canadian Citiet
Mexico City, Buenot Airet and Havana

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO
"A',' "B" and "C"
BATTERIES
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CiafiER

Amateurs!

wo
We have a large
quantity of

Western Electric
Greater Volume
A Celoron Radio Panel helps you
get the best results from your
instruments. Its high dielectric
strength gives your set greater vol
ume. Celoron, a bakelite product,
is approved by the U. S. Navy and
Signal Corps, and used by leading
radio set manufacturers.
Celoron panels come in nine
standard sizes, in black, mahogany
or oak. Other sizes cut to order.
Ask your dealer.
DIAMOND STATE FIBRE COMPANY
Bridgeport, Pa., and Chicago, 111.
Branches in Principal Citiei
Toronto, Canada

and R. A. C
TRANSMITTING

TUBES

VT-2
N Tubes — VT-1
AND OTHER TYPES

900 Cycle Va, KW complete aero
plane spark transmitter gener
ator
F. B. for I. C. W.
$25.00

I

Westinghouse 30-32 volt dynamotors with 350-425 volt out
put. Price $15.00—2 for $25.
AMRAD NEW TYPE "S" TUBES
AND R. C. A. U. L. 1008
INDUCTANCE
IN STOCK

TROY

RADIO

TURN-IT"
ADJUSTABLE
%
GRID LEAK JL
Changes the Range ot
Resistance to Suit the
strength of Reception
Constructed along entirely new lines
which avoid all use of graphite or
carbon and the microphonic noises
generally attending the use of these
materials. Turn-it greatly increases
the volume, secures greater distance
and reduces noises in your set. A
Turn-it gives constant and undim
inished satisfaction. There is noth
ing to wear out. Absolutely guar
anteed.

CO.

Complete Hat of Transmitter
Parte tent on request
1254 St. John's Place
BROOKLYN N. Y.
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Turn-It Grid Leak Is Only $1
At Your Dealer or
Direct from Us.
TURN-IT RADIO SALES, Inc.
71 Murray St., N. Y.
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une in
4U
with MICARXA" 1,MHal
ofEndless Possibilities
MICARTA tubes, plates and
Micarta is easily machined, drilled
other forms are appreciated
and punched. It takes a high polish.
by radio amateurs. They know
It does not expand or shrink due
that Micarta affords that splendid
to contact with oil or moisture.
insulation so vital to perfect
Micarta can be engraved with great
receptivity. They know Micarta
facility, giving clean cut, sharp
is not a substitute, but a better
characters. Ask for booklets F 4566
material.
and F 4621. Free on request.
Westinahouse
Electric 8c Manufacturing
Company
Eatt
Pittsburgh
Pennsylvani*
Sales
OfficesStates
in AllandPrincipal
Cities
of
the United
Foreign Countries

Westinghouse
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On the ZR-3
Weston
Thermo
couple
Antennae
Ammeter

Antenna
Ammeter
Circular J is an attractive 24-page
booklet that explains in detail all
Weston Radio Instruments. Sent
free on request.

The safe arrival of the Zeppelin ZR-3
marked tho end of a most wonderful
flight A real tribute to her designers
Nothing wag left to chance, so carefully
was this ship designed and equipped.
To maintain communication with the
outside world was absolutely essential.
That la why a Weston Thermo Couple
Antennae Ammeter and other Instruments
were selected for use on her transmitting
set
To Insure proper contact with the world
during
flight, was
an accurate
tennae the
Ammeter
necessaryrugfted
and Anes

pecially one that would not be affected
bvcountered.
the wide range of temperatures en
Preliminary
sailing to 36-hour
Americaflight.
the
ZR3 made ato continuous
The management of the Luftschlffhau
Zepi>elln G.m.b.H. Informed our Berlin
lepresentatlve without solicitation of the
behavior
value
ofexcellent
the Weston
Modeland425 inestimable
Antennae Amme
ter on this trial flight
An accurate and dependable Weston In
strument is a good investment—imitations
do not approach the quality and perform
ance of the original.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., 158 WESTON AVE., NEWARK, N. JElectrical
Indicating
Instrument
Authorities WESTON
Since 1888
STANDARD - The World Over

National

Electric

INCREASE
TRANSMISSION
YOUR RADIATION

WITH
PYREX ALL WEA THER
TRANSMITTING INSULATORS
LOW PHASE ANGLE DIFFERENCE
PERFECT MOISTURE RESISTANCE
LIGHT IN WEIGHT BUT STRONG
$1.50
C. O. D.
CORNING

GLASS

WORKS

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
CORNING, NEW YORK
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CONDENSERS
For Radio Filter Circuits
Less QRM
More DX
No More "Break-Downs"
Are you tired of "break-downs"?
Here is a special, high-dielectric, lowloss condenser that will end your
troubles. Under tests at double their
rated voltage, their phase angle does
not exceed 20 minutes—which means a
loss of not over % of 1%—or an effi
ciency so close to 100% as to be negli
gible. With National Electric Condens
ers you send out less QRM and gain the
good will of every BCL around you. And
you get more DX because a properly de
signed filter circuit gives a clearer, more
understandable note.
No. 1, 1000 V. DC Service, per 2.5
mfd. condenser
$7.00
No. 2, 2000 V. DC Service per 2.
mfd. condenser
$8.00
Order direct by letter
We will ihip C . O. D . or on receipt of your remittuce.
National Electric Condenser Company
New Haven, Connecticut
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Ok
GRR0D

^Perfect
PYREX
Sodiet*
GLASS
to complete
Loir Loss
the Perfect/
Tube-Socket
Set/

r

Top View
REPLACE your pres. ent sockets with
Garod "Pyrex" sockets
— or — if you intend
building a set — be
sure to get Garod
"Pyrex". They are solely
controlled by the Garod
Corporation.
If your dealer cannot
supply you — send us
$1.50, plus the parcel
postage for each socket
wanted.

Garod Engineers, after intensive research, announce
the perfection of the ideal tube-socket. In Pyrex glass
they have adapted to use in radio frequency circuits, the
finest insulating material commercially obtainable, and
have placed it in one of the weak spots of the radio cir
cuit: the V. T. Socket.
Exhaustive tests, covering a period of more than twelve
months, prove "Pyrex" to be the lowest loss insulating
material for R. F. C. yet presented, with the exception of
quartz. It is strong and heat resisting, and does not ab
sorb moisture. Even the heat of a soldering iron does
not affect it. It is entirely free from surface condensa
tion, and is unaffected by those influences which common
ly make rubber, rubber derivatives and compounds, por
celain, phenol products, and the ordinary vitreous
products so inefficient. Indeed, the perfect socket to com
plete the perfect set, and exclusively a Garod product.
Made by the
GAROD CORPORATION
120-124 Adams Street,
Newark, N. J.
Makers of
The Powerful Garod Neutrodyne Receiver
The Powerful GRR0D Neutrodyne* Receiver
Neutrodyne Radio Sets, Ltd.
Montreal, Canada
Continental Equipment Co., Ltd.
357 St. Catherine, West
Montreal, Canada
Factory Representatives.

Bottom View
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FRESHMAN
Noiseless Tested
Mica Condensers
FRESHMAM
TESTED MICA
CONDENSER
M*o. mv
CHAS.FBESHMANCO.ini
M(W VOMf"
maintain their fixed capacity due
to scientific design and construc
tion in which constant equal pres
sure is exerted on the condenser
plates over the entire area; mak
ing the Freshman condensers the
only ones that avoid noises due
to variable pressure on the plates.
A metal casing protects the plates
and reduces hysteresis losses to
a minimum.
Capacity
.00005
.0001
.00015
.0002
.00025
.0003
.00035
.0005
.0006
.0008
.001
.0015
.002

Each
.35

40
40

Capacity
.0025
.003
.0035
.004
.005
.006
.0075
.008
.009
.01
.015
.02
.025

Each
$0 50
60
.70
75
.75
.75
1.00
1 00
1.00
1.00
1 50
.... 2.00
.... 2.50

Exclusive Features of
Freshman Noiseless
Tested Mica Condensers
No losses through di-electric hysteresis of
fibre covers.
No insulating binder to melt at the applica
tion of heat and by releasing pressure, change
the capacity.
Capacity fixed and invariable.
Metal case protects against accidental in
jury.
Direct connection to copper plates avoids
losses through inefficient eyelet contact.
Application of soldering iron does not affect
condenser.
At your dealers—otherwise
send purchase price and you
will be supplied postpaid.
tfids. Freshman (o. Inc.
Y&adicX Condenser Wvduck
106 Seventh Ave., New York
100

rE challenge comparison with America's best
known headphones. Globe Phones always
show up best where the opposition is greatest.
And the quality is there to last for years.
There is long experience in making hearing aids
for the deaf behind the amazing tone purity and
reaching qualities of Globe Phones.
As beautiful as they are efficient. Leather cov
ered head bands, heavily nickeled parts, extra pow
erful magnets.
If your dealer fails you, write us.
Sales Department
THE ZINKE COMPANY,
1323 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago
Distributed in Canada by
Otto Higel Co., Ltd., Toronto
Manufactured by
GLOBE PHONE MFG. COMPANY
Reading
Massachusetts

LANE 100 Volt
Non-Aoitl Storage
"B" BATTERY
IIA lflU33
Ml ICC CLEAN.
NO SPILLING—
f*\M
ATTRACTIVE
Makes
a
wonderful
improvement
inlistening
your radio
sot.
Gives
it
more
life
and
pep.
Makes
in a
real
pleasure.
Gives
a
clearer
reception
than
you have
ever
experienced.
Brings In oat
moreofdistance
stations loader
and
clearer,
takes the guesswork
reception.
Life of Battery Unlimited
LITTLE OR NO REPAIRS EVER NECESSARY
No
deterioration
easiest,
quickestfor
to charge
wB
operate
a 3 tubs— set
continually
over 50— hrs
Ordinary use one to four months without recharging.
PANEL SWITCHES t^ST^*
A v..
great
and necessary
Improvement
on batteries.
CI
instantly
correct
voltage
ati nalltwo
times
andparts.
per
fect reception.
Allows
for
chargingAt
Comes
in handsome
ftOC
youreqaal
dealer's
or
MndeBtructible case,
direct. 160 v. 137.60.
Attractive Proposition to Dealers and Jobbers.
LANE MFG. CO., Dept. II 2941 W. Lake St., CHICAGO
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Made by the makers of

Laboratory

NOLOSS
TRADK HARK
TYPE 51
PYREX INSULATION

1/

NOLOSS
TRADE MARK
TYPE 56
ISOLANTITE INSULATION

Equipment

IT is now possible for the
amateur to get results for
merly reserved to labora
tories.
The experimenter who re
quires every micro micro watt
of energy to bring in hereto
fore inaudible signals must
turn to General Instrument
NOLOSS Variable Air Con
densers.
They are constructed with
laboratory methods, and in
sulated with laboratory insu
lations—Pyrex or Isolantite.
Products worthy of your
purchase.
General Instrument appa
ratus costs a little more but
is worth infinitely more.

A
\

mvmx
Manufacturers ofLaboratory Equipment
423 BROOME STREET
NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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KIC-0"B" Battery and Charger
—the ideal Christmas Gift
Nothing gives more pleasure or lasting sat
isfaction to the radio fan than this outfit of
KIC-0 nickle-zinc "B" Battery and Charger.
Battery is of the alkaline type giving
constant current and long life.
Heavy glass jars are completely en
closed in a highly finished cabinet.
Nothing but new 2500 M. A. H. ca
pacity elements used.
KIC-0 Multi-Polar Double Poten
tial Chargers recharge storage "B" Batter
ies quickly and economically. They use both
halves of the A.C. cycle and operate from
the ordinary electric light circuit. Fully
guaranteed.
Ask your dealer or write for further information
KIMLEY ELECTRIC COMPANY Inc.
2666 Main Street
Buffalo,N.Y.

GLOBE LOW-LOSS
TUNERS

PZ indicates panel type with switches.
CZ Is plain type without switches.
VOLTAGE M.A.K. PRICE
TYPE
PZ
130
2500
(36.00
CZ
130
33.00
PZ
100
27.50
CZ
100
24.50
70
PZ
21.50
70
18.50
CZ
PZ
16.00
45
<:■/.
14 50
45
7.50
CZ
KIC-0 CHABGEB8
Type
K-l
Slnnle
unmounted
J1.50
Type K-2 Klimle mounted
3.50
Type K-3 Multi-Polar, mounted
5.00
KIC-0 Special Charger Chemicals .75
GUARANTEE
i"our money back on any KIC-0 Battery
If not foraatisfled
within 30on daya'
'Write
full information
"B" trial.
Bat
teries.

UNOED ROTOR

am
*ay £ardwmlf
Patent Applied For
A Model of Efficiency.
Wound On Air.
No Metal—No Eddy Current Losses.
Little Insulation —Low Distributed Capacity.
Larije Wire—Self Supporting.
Anti Capacity Windings — Low R. F. Resistance.
Imitation is deceit.*
GET ORIGINAL GLOBE COILS
PRICES:
Standard Tuner ( Broadcast Range > . $7.00
Short Wave (70-250 Meters)
..$7.00
For Superdyne> Circuit
$8.50
Circular oo Request. Dealers and Jobbers Write.
Allied Radio Co.
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR
Globe Radio Equipment Co.
162 West 34 St., N. Y. C.
*Legal Action Pending.
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The
exclusiveM. Cockschoice
of Lawrence
flav for his new Four Circuit
Tuner, described
In
the October Popular Radio. This aftafn emphasires
the
fact
that
of
all
the
various
kinds
of
radio
apparatus on the market today the CARPWELL
CONDENSER
is the ONLY
unit which Is recog
nized
.nglncera
Nationalby prominence
asandthe technical
ONE beat. Editors of
.1/.Juration
rmteatd onbrings
you a*
Conaenters.
Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp.
81 Prospect St..
Brooklyn. N. Y.
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Kennedy
Universal
Receiver
Type 110
Formerly $285.00
NOW
O.NL Y

Two-Stage A.

F. Amplifier

Type 525. Formerly $85.00
NOW ONLY
Both Formerly $370.00 — Now Reduced to $115.00
Here is that Famous Kennedy Universal Receiver—the set that will get
those European long-wave stations—the instrument that universities buy
to receive all wave lengths from 175 to 26,000 meters. Formerly $285.00,
now $94.00
Many experimenters have wanted for
tual cost of building it. This is not a
years to own one of these famous Kencheaper model made to sell at the price
nedy Universal Receivers because they
•— it is the original incomparable Kenare highly efficient on every wave length
nedy Universal.
from 175 to 26,000 meters. Universities
Only a few of these splendid instruand scientific laboratories have gladly
ments are left—no more will be madepaid the high price for this receiver beand it is worth while wearing shabby
cause there is no other set that will do
clothes and going without shoes to get
so much. It has been beyond the reach
one at this bargain price. Don't let this
of thousands of other experimenters
opportunity slip awav or you may rewho long to own one.
gret it for years. You could not build
The decision of this Company to conthis set yourself for twice the price,
centrate
for
Hurrv—onlv
left
the
B. C. onL. short-wave
gives you anreceivers
opportunity
Hurry—only aa few
tew are
are leit.
to buy the finest code and voice receiver
Send your order today with 10% reever constructed at far less than the acmittance, balance C. O. D.
The Colin B. Kennedy Company
6400 Plymouth Avenue
Saint Louis
Write for a circular if you want more information

K

E

N

N
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Buy aHeadseTX

afe^cf
World's
GREATEST
HEADSET
STANDS SQUARELY BACK OF EVERY HEADSET
now $2.95, with Notable Improvements VALUE
Longer Cord (full 5 feet). Stronger Magnets, Higher Resistance, Increase of Sensitivity, Perfect Tone Mates
EVERY SET TESTED BY LICENSED RADIO OPERATORS

Our$2oo,ooo.oo Company

Send no money- Order on a iPosl-Card
THE TOWER MFG. CO. : 98 G BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.

NODUST Will Keep
Your Radio Set
CLEAN
Everyone who builds a radio
set needs a NODUST! You
cannot get the most out of your
set unless it is kept clean in
side. Each stroke of a NoDUST produces a powerful blast
of compressed air that removes
every particle of dust and dirt
from places that cannot be
reached with a cloth or brush.

Hendrick

Low

Loss

Tuner
Tested ratifies
175—600 with .0005 mfd.
with Hammarlund
75—205 with .00025 mfd.
Condensers. Lower ranges to order.
Secondary wound on squirrel caee form.
Heavy wire. Single layer solenoid. No inefficient
basket weave coils to get out of shape or de
velop shorted turns.

NODUST
Made
to lastanda simple
lifetime;
light,
to
operate.strong
Wood mountings
that
cannot
short
circuit.
your dealer cannot supplyIf
you,
$1.00, NODUST
and you
will send
recetvous your
by return mailt
PEIFFER & COMPANY
84 Liberty Street
New Jersey v

Iff"/"'/'*
V r
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180 Rotors-Dial uses all indications. Makes
tuning easier. No useless marks on dial. Sec
ondary dial may be calibrated. Uses 8 or 4-inch
dials. Leads all marked and very short. Very
ruggedly constructed of finest materials. Wiring
diagram furnished with each order.
Stuart A. Hendrick, 85 W. 181 St., N. Y. City
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

m Give him All-American Super'
It can be made a better one by
installing All- American Audio
Fine Parts, and he can build an
Transformers— the most efficient and intermediate frequency receiver em
dependableaudioseverdesigned. Two bodying all the newest and most ad'
ofthese instruments, fitted into any set vanced features known in Radio. His
not already equipped with them, will set will be the envy of all "distance"
give the receiver greater volume with fans; its tone quality will please his
remarkable purity of tone. 3 to 1 musical friends. Super-Fine Parts
Ratio, $4-50; 5 to 1 Ratio, $4-75; provide the ultimate in broadcast'
reception.
Price, $26.00
10 to 1 Ratio, $4.75
And the Ideal Gifts for Anyone-

All-Amax
J u nior
A gift thit wltl be appreciated by the
becinner In Radio. It tf a one-tube
re Hex receiver and comes mounted on
panel and baseboard, with complete
Instructions. Ic can be wired by any
one in a few hours. Easy to tune—
loud speaker volume—"crystal" tone
—cuts, through the locals and brings
In the distant stations.
Price complete ^ * ^
(semi-finished) $22.00

\\T '>

The Radio Key Book
Will help anyone to hear farther and
better. Contains practical hints for the
set builder—tested hookups—diagrams
of AII'Amax and other circuits. Sent for
cents, coin or stamps.

All-Amax
Senior
The set to give If you are looking
(or a complete receiver of the higheat type. It is a three-tube reflex with
great range and selectivity. Brings
'In far distant stations on the loud
speakerwith undistorted tone quality.
Only two controls. Completely as
sembled—ready to be wired; full In
structions aie provided,
Price complete a - — r\r\
(semi-finished) $42.00
RAULAND MFG. CO.
■2642 Coyne Street
Chicago
Pioneers in the Industry

Largest Selling Transformers in the~Wor2d
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NOW you

can

build

YOUR

"One Control" Superheterodyne
SPECIAL parts AS SPECIFIED and RECOMMENDED by
Mr. J. L. McLAUGHLIN, Research Engineer, Precise Mfg. Corp.,
each having his personal approval. These are now ready, including
SPECIAL DUAL CONDENSERS, No. 285 "Precise" Transformer
SPECIAL INDUCTANCE COILS—OSCILLATOR and TUNER
200 M.H. Choke coils-"FILTOFORMERS"
These special accurate approved parts, together with "how to build" in
structions, are now ready for amateurs and experimenters.
Because of the wide interest of thousands of "hams" in this great devel
opment of Mr. McLaughlin, as featured in "Q.S.T." for November, we
have prepared this special material. All values are accurate.
Full prices and details mailed immediately upon request.
NIAGARA SALES CORPORATION
Eastern Representatives, Precise Mfg. Corp.
3-5 WAVERLY PLACE
NEW YORK CITY

^FERBEND^
C^l/t/S
TRA0E
0
fTlax><nvvi\j
All

know that it doesn't pay to buy cheap
stuff. Roller-Smith 3H" Ammeters,
Voltmeters and antenna Ammeters are
not cheap, neither are they expensive.
The prices are right and so are the in
struments.
Send for Bulletin No. AG-10, pick out
what you need and ask us to quote you.
We'll treat you right—we're radio fans
ourselves.
ROLLER-SMITH COMPANY
16 Park Place,
NEW YORK

Range

Condenser

Hero is a now type of low loss condenser embody
ing exclusive features ranking it supreme among
low loss condensers. It is the same condenser
used in the Fcrbcnd Wave Trap, and is largely
responsible for its remarkable success. So con
structed thai it is DUSTPROOF and FOOLPROOF. Absolutely eliminates body capacity.
Cannot short-circuit.
Takes place of any condenser from 5 to 43
plate, giving vernier adjustment over whole
scale 1
May be used in any circuit regardless of capacity
specified. Simple in design. Compact. Low in
ternal resistance. Ideal for quiet, clear reception.
Can be used for transmitting up to 250 watts
power. Sent postpaid for $2.75. Money back
guarantee. Illustrated folder on request.
FERBEND ELECTRIC CO.
23 E. So. Water St..
Chicago.

RADIO SCHOOL
Send for Catalogue
MASSACHUSETTS RADIO
and TELEGRAPH SCHOOL

Offices In principal cllln In U.S. and Canada, ilso In Havana. Cuba
1 8 Boylaton St.
106

Boston, Mass.
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Imported D. T. W. Collapsible Loop
It does not matter if your set is the finest that money can
buy. In the final analysis, the receiver is dependent upon
the antenna system for signal strength and for distance.
The new 1925 D. T. W. Collapsible Imported German Loop
is the one piece of Radio Apparatus acknowledged uni
versally by Radio Manufacturers to be Superior.

Height 42 inches
Width 40 inches
The inductance consinta of 14 turns of REAL Litzendraht which is made up of 60 strands of Num
ber 38 gauge enamelled copper wire woven into three cables of 20 strands, which in turn are wound
into one strand with double silk insulation. The wire is connected into plots or sections to a flerie*
of binding posts located on the upright arm, giving a wave-length range of 100-400, 200-600, and
250-800 meters. Our method of not tapping, but cutting the inductance prevents dead end losses. A
table graduated into the degrees of an arc is placed at the base of the loop so that the angle of re
ception can be accurately determined. Carefully designed and fitting for any type Super Heterodyne
for this loop has a center tap.
The loop is a distinctive instrument of truly scientific nature and uncommon beauty which will add
a thrill to the performance of your set, and bring in stations you never heard before.
From the Boston Traveler: "Masterpiece in Construction, having no equal made
in this Country."
John Schantz, American Institute of Electrical Engineers: "Nothing more can
be, nothing more need be said about it. The results are beyond my expectations."
Manufactured by the Deutsche Telephonwerke und Kabelindustrie of Berlin, Germany. Makers of
telephone and scientific apparatus since 1867 and now employing over 6,000 skilled mechanics.

Shipped in a permanent cylindri
cal container. Money back guar*
antee.

If your dealer cannot supply you*
order direct and we will ship Par
cel Post C O. D.
(Formerly $35.00)

Discounts to Dealers and Jobbers

Cofce C 2Beutecfjmann
American Repersentative and Distributor
46 C Cornhill

Boston

Reference: Firet National Bank, Boston, Mae:
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Airtron Radio Tubes
With the new highly developed dielectric moulded bakelite
base which eliminates all kinds of electrical losses.
Airtron Tubes
Speak for quality, volume and all other characteristics demanded of a Radio
Tube. Designed and manufactured to give the highest efficiency that a
tube at the present time can possess.
1 Amp. Detector
200 — 6 Volt
Type
Type
201A— 5 Volt .25 Amp. Det. and AmpL
-12 — IV2 Volt
.25 Amp. Det. and AmpL
Type
199 —3-4 Volt
.06 Amp. Det. and Ampl.
Type
Standard Base
List Price $4.00
Every Tube Guaranteed
Sold by all dealers, or shipped C. O. D. direct by Parcel Post. When
ordering mention type
Discount to Dealers
H. & H.
CL. HILL STA. BOX 22

RADIO COMPANY
Dept. 108
NEWARK, N. J.
We are still Repairing
$2.50
ALL TYPES OF RADIO TUBES

Locke
LOW LOSS

'^CROSLEV . JZjjLi
Radio
n*»»^M
It is a delight to operate a Crosley. The immediate
response to the turn of the dials ; the clearness of
reception from far distant points ; the real ease
with which interference may be tuned out ; all
help to make Crosley reception distinctive and
exceptionally pleasurable. The very low cost at
which this really remarkable radio performance
can be obtained places Crosley sets within the
reach of all—the ideal Christmas Rift.
Brine Continued Happiness to All with a Crosley
Radio.
FOR SALE BY GOOD DEALERS EVERYWHERE
Write for Complete Catalog
THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
POWEL CROSLEY, Jr.. President
1218 ALFRED STREET
CINCINNATI. OHIO
Crosley Owns and Operates Broadcasting Station WL W
Crosley Model 52
S30.00
WithPrice
three tubes
end Crosier
Dud Pinna. $45.75
Crosley Regenera
tive Receivers are
licensed under
Armstrong U. S.
Patent 1.11S.H9.
Prices West of the
Rockies add J0%
108

Sockets
SURE CONTACT

At Inst a socket with these exclusive features:
A phosphor bronze WIRE, silver-plated. Contact
Prong—assuring wide spacing of parts, a mini
mum of both metal and bakelite insulation for low
capacity. Self-cleaning ; easily shelf or base
mounted; makes contact at tube base; direct sold
ering connections. Seven sockets mounted like cut
on 6 x 20 1-2 x 3-16 inch bakelite base panel. $12.
75c each, plus postage
Locke Low-Loss Coils
to match Super Transformer ; Tuner 59-T Sec..
8-T Prim., of No. 18 DCC ; Oscillator 60 turns-40
turns No. 18 DCC, $5 ea. Coils made for Single
or Double Control Supers. Coils mounted free if
ordered with panel and sockets.
Locke Radio Shop, Victor, N. Y.
RADIO MASTS
When yon buy a Whittlesey Self-Supporting- Standard
Steel Mast you buy a mast-head pulley, raising cable,
and hoisting reel as well. This is the Whittlesey Sys
tem. Patents pending. Never climb up except for
painting, then "use the cleratOT." These masts are
solid, stiff, rigid and beautiful. 50-75-100-125 feet.
THE WHITTLESEY ENGINEERING CO.
Cleveland, Ohio
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Achievement!

A Record for Efficiency and Endurance

NATIONAL CONDENSERS and VELVET VERNIER DIALS

a

m

e

r

Endurance!
At the Radio World's Fair, New
York, two National Velvet Ver
nier Dials, driving two National
DX Condensers operated by an
electric motor, ran for the seven
days of the Show for a total of
324,429 revolutions. At the finish
they showed no evidence of lost
motion or back lash. And they
still possessed that velvety smooth
ness that makes Nationals so de
sirable.
Sizes:
.001
.0005
.00035
.00025
Prices:
7.00
6.00
5.75
5.50
Complete with Velvet Vernier Dials. Write for
Bulletin No. 104 Q

Ef f ■ c i e n c y
3623 Miles on broadcast;
B182 miles on code! These
records were made by re
ceiving sets of which Na
tional DX Condensers and
Velvet Vernier Dials were
parts. Nationals made the
achievement possible. To get
distance clearly buy Na
tionals. They give supreme
satisfaction.

by NATIONAL COMPANY, INC.
Engineer* and Manufacturers
Estab. 1914
110 BROOKLINE ST.,
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
ALWAYS MENTION QBT WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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GET CLEAR RECEPTION
ALL
"OH BOY,
What a dif.
ference ! ' '

THE

TIME!

For $1 you can now obtain clear reception from
your phones EVERY TIME you "listen in."

Here's a Wonderful Invention
OLDRAD PHONE SNUBBERS are guaranteed to clarify reception
and to soften static sounds to a surprisingly low degree. Very
easy to insert. Once installed, they require no further attention.
The rubber disk in this phone snubber allows the diaphragm to
function properly, but stops excessive movement, which is the cause
of improper reception.
OLDRAD PHONE SNUBBERS
SOLD WITH A MONEY-BACK-GUARANTEE
Send ua $1. for a pair, postage prepaid. Be Bure to mention the make and model num
ber of your phones. If you are not entirely satisfied, return them within 6 days and 3
money will be promptly refunded.
THE 0-D RADIO RESEARCH LABORATORIES
South Attleboro, Massachusetts

LARGEST RADIO STORES IN AMERICA
How to Pass

STORES
509 S. State St.
CHICAGO, U. S. A.
Dept. Q-6
We guarantee O A T\ I f\
our new 68 page *^ *V LJ 1
Catalog will save you money
on brand new fully guaranteed, nationally advertised
radio apparatus. We buy up manufacturer's and govern
ment surplus stocks, jobber and dealer bankrupt stocks,
etc. Our enormous buying power permits us to pay spot
cash and get rock-bottom prices—even way below manu
facturer's costs. That's why
our catalog is crammed with
thousands of wonderful radio
bargains. That's why we
GUARANTEE to save you
money.

U. S. Govt.
Radio License
Examination
by E. E. Bucher
Of inestimable value to those desiring
Commercial or Amateur Radio License.
Covers transmitters, receivers, storage
batteries, motors and generators, radio
rules and regulations. 316 actual ques
tions answered! Written by a radio ex
pert, author of Practical Wireless Teleg
raphy, etc. Over 150,000 copies sold.
Send 50 cents in stamps or coin for
your copy, postage prepaid to any point
in the U. S., Canada, or Mexico.
RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
326-A Broadway
New York City

/hfiteforyour
FREE
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CRESCENT LAVITE RESISTANCES
Absolutely non-inductive.
12.000 i
48,000
50,000 Ohm
100,000

a to order bear
f2.60.theWhen
better
real
Crescent
label.
CRESCENT RADIO SUPPLY CO
1-3-5 Liberty St.,
Jamaica. N. Y.
ALWAYS MENTION Q S T WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

Christmas

that

demands

money

can

the

best

buy!

Precise instruments are laboratory
instruments

at

commercial

prices

PRECISE SUPER-MULTIFORMER NO. 1700
Maximum Amplification—Stability of Performance
circuit.
This amazing new instrument is the only great
It cuts in half the time and eliminates all
advancement that has been made in Super
trouble in building a Superheterodyne. Yield
heterodyne design since the circuit was con
ing
results that can only be secured by Precise
ceived. Precise Super-Multi former No. 1700
instruments. Precise Super-MHiItiformer, at
replaces all long-wave transformers in any
only $20.00, offers the best buy of the season.
type or modification of the Superheterodyne
PREC1SB "PUSH-PULL" TRANSFORMERS
PRECISE TRANSFORMER NO. 285
For perfect amplifica
Used by Mr. Cockation and volume, you
day, one of the lead
want Precise Bal
ing radio engineers,
anced Power Ampli
in the construction
fying' Transformers*
of the great Cockaday
for "Push-Pull" au
Circuit as the only
transformer fulfilling
dio circuits. The ex
every requirement.
treme care used in the
Distortionless re
construction and bal
production and fine
ancing of coils is such
tone quality are pro
that no other Transduced by this little
formers approach
giant. It reproduces
Precise results. Only
perfectly every note
$11.00 per pair.
in the orchestral range.
Sold by the better dealers
Precise

Manufacturing

Corp.,

Rochester, N. Y.
BRANCHES:
821 Market St., San Francisco j
53 W. Jaokion Blvd. Chicago
Canadian Distributors'
Easttrn Salts Office
Perkins Electric. Ltd.
Niagara Salea Corp., 3-5 Waverly Place
Toronto, Montreal. Winnipeg
New York City
SOUTHERN REPRESENTATIVES:
Seal Products Sales, Inc., 35 Warren Street, New York City

ALWAYS MENTION Q S T WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.

Here it is at last!

The

Sharp

Radjo

Low

Loss

Tuner

You will never know what Low Loss means until
you have equipped your set with a Sharp Radjo
Tuner.
ft will assist you in tuning out the locals by mini
mizing the losses, thereby allowing a maximum of
signal strength and increasing the range and selec
tivity of your set.
The only tuner which can be mounted into any
previously wired set without changes, as it is mounted by a single panel
mounting and the rotor and stator are suspended by a single mounting.
Sharp Radjo tuners are furnished as follows :
Type A—Single or Double Circuit
$6.00
Type B—Three Circuit
6.00
Type C—Radio Frequency Units
2.25
Manufactured by
The Sharp Spark Plug Co.
Licensed Manufacturers
Bennett St, Wellington, Ohio

CONDENSERS
THE RELIABLE "ILLINOIS"
We use no useless metal or dielectric
to lessen efficiency. 43 PL. $3.50,
23 PL. $2.75, 13 PL. $2.25. Vernier
$1.50 extra. Without Dials 25c less.
Discounts on orders of 2 to 5, 20 per
cent; 6 or more, 25 per cent. Prompt
Shipment. Send for Bulletin.
G. F. JOHNSON
625 Black Ave. - Springfield, 111.

"Dont Be A Hamjammer, Say It
With Filters."
Whether it be filters, aerial equipment or
any kind of ham stuff, we have it. Price
list is yours for the asking.
E. J. Nicholson
1407 First North St.
Syracuse, N. Y.
"The Eight That Payi The Freighf'
12

REPLACE YOUR B BATTERIES with a Kellogg
Trans-B-former. Furnishes necessary plate volt
ages from your 110 A C 60 cycle socket at an
enormous saving.
Price $50.00 At your dealers.
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.
1066 W. Adams St
Chicago, III.

" WARRANTED "
RHEOSTATS
6 ohm and 30 ohm
For any
type
tubes, 60c. Ten
days
money
backvacuum
guarantee.
Dealers write
C. C. ENDLY, SL2SES?

ALWAYS MENTION »ST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

NEWS!

9ZA

Got

English-French
and Mexican
Stations

with

a

B-T SHORT WAVE LOW LOSS TUNER
Hams and B. C. L's! Here's a short wave tuner that gets 'em all from
50 to 150 meters. 9ZA did it with our first tuner from our regular
factory run.
The reasons for his success are obvious. The size of the wire in this
new B-T product is right. The coil form has a minimum of dielectric.
The windings are spaced and the rotating tickler is the right size. Ad
justable "fixed tune" primary gives any desired degree of selectivity!
Best of all B-T make a real low loss condenser to go with the tuner.
Type 7-L tuning from 49 to 110 meters, or type 11-L tuning from 50 to
151 meters. Straightline wave length plate design; adjustable life
time bearing; soldered pigtailed connections and clear "Redmanol"
insulation with low phase difference, low dielectric constant, and low
hygroscopic properties, make this the ideal working mate for the type
SW, B-T Low Loss Tuner.
See these precision instruments at
your dealers or write us for full in
formation. Sixth edition of our book
"Better Tuning", containing con
struction, tuning and general infor
mation on crystal to multiple tube
R. F. Circuits, postpaid for 10c.

BREMER-TULLY MFG. CO.
"Pioneers of Better Tuning'*
532 Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL

ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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"ROICE" Rad io
Tubes
The Royalty of Radio Tubes. A powerful and durable tube that
will greatly improve reception, increase range and volume with a
maximum of clearness.
Our direct sales plan enables you to buy "Roice" at the lowest pos
sible price.
Typo—200
Ampere Deteetw
Tuba
Type—301. A
5 Volte, .255 Volts,
AmpereI Amplifier
end Detector
Type— 199
3-4 Volte. .06 Ampere Amplifier ami Detector
Type—I99A
3-4 Volts.Ampl.fler
.06 Ampere
with Standard Base
and Detector
Type—12
1% Volte. .23 Ampere Platinum Filament
Amplifier and Detector
ALL TYPES $2 50
5 Watt. Transmitters, $3.00
EVERY TUBE GUARANTEED
to work in Radio Frequency, especially adapted for Neutrodyne,
Reflex and Super-Heterodyne Sets.
Shipped parcel post, C. O. D. When ordering mention type.
Roice Tube Co. Dept. S.
21 Norwood Street Newark, N. J.
Type—202

SURPLUS
NAVY RECEIVERS
For Broadcast Music and Ship's Code
CN-113 300-2500 Meters $21.50 (Cost (ISO)
CS-1012 60-1000
" $55.00 (Cost $500)
SE-143 250-3000 " $60.00 I Cost $500)
For Long Wave Arc Reception
CN-239-240 1000-10.000 Meters $45 (Cost $500)
Complete Airplane Telephone Transmitting Sets with Hi-Voltage $35
Shipping Charges Paid
GEORGE W. EATON ELECTRIC CO.
1915 So. 12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
,tH^

8Ji„ 1

tHltra^ano Conbenfier
A balanced precision instrument scientifically
designed, having minutely small losses.
Can be used in 8 separate capacities from .001
to .000125 mf.
And can tune several stages of R. F. with a
single control.
Bruno Radio Corp.
NEW YORK CITY

<f>ADIO TUBE
K> exchange:
We Repair All Standard Makes
of Tubes, Including
w.D. 11 or 12
U.V. 199 or C299
U.V. 201A or C301A
C. 11 or 12
2°i
D.V. 1 or D.V. 2
U.V. 200 or 201
C 300 or 301 U.V. 202 Repaired. $3.00.
All tubes guaranteed to do the work.
RADIO TUBE EXCHANGE, 200 Broadway. New York
All Mail Orders Given Prompt Attention
Orders Sent Parcel Post C. O. D.

RAW0 ENCYCLOPEDIA
KESTER Radio SOLDER
(Roein-Corel
.
1 If your dealer cannot supply you
*«
broadcast^
and rtabow
grtawlMi«h«rr~*Suable>>"*data:bam
FKE
pTtti uwvict
otrucnmm.
*li2
send us 25c in postage
w
Chicago Solder Company
NORWALK RADIO CORP
Chicago. U. S. a.
Dept. 58 66 READE ST.. NEW YORK
ALWAYS MENTION (jST WHEN WRITING TO ADV
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^Engineers

developed

this special

panel material for radio only
npHERE is nothing quite like Radion—
-L "the supreme insulation" — for real
results. Authoritative laboratory tests con
clusively prove highest insulating character
istics. In the set you build, it may give you
just that extra energy needed to tune in a
distant station. When you see Radion in
a ready-built set, it is usually an evidence of
general good quality in that set.
You can see the difference between Radion
and common panel materials, if you will look
at the finish Radion has a high, polished
finish. That keeps out dirt and moisture,
which even in little particles on the surface,
sometimes cause short circuits and reduce
good reception. Look at Radion and other
panels under a magnifying glass if you can.

Everyone knows Radion is the easiest
panel material to drill, cut and saw. There
are eighteen stock sizes, two colors, black
and mahoganite. Sold universally by dealers
who know radio. Better performance will
make it worth your while to ask for it by
name, and to look for the name on the envel
ope, and the stamp on the panel.
Radion dials to match, also sockets, binding
post panels, insulators, knobs, and new
Radion built-in horn.
Send for Booklet
Mail coupon below for our catalog and book
let. "Some Insulation Stickers Explained".

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO.,
Dept. Q12 11 Mercer St., New York City
Chicago Office: Conway Building
Pacific Coast Aunt: Gocdyiar Rubber Co., San Francisco—Portland

Had i on
'The Supreme Insulation

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO..
Dept. Q12, 11 Mercer St., New York City
Please send me your catalog and booklet
"Some Insulation Stickers Explained".
Name.

Panels
Address.
Dials Sockets, Binding Post Panels, etc.
City.
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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Price
S8.5
^Jblding Jbpp
Famous for its great conven
ience, handsome appearance
and superior performance.
Standard loop for super
heterodyne. Has concealed
hinge. Rotates on base. Has
dial graduated for calibration.
Handle permits adjustment
without body capacity effects. Fine silver and mahog
any finish. We also manufacture TINY-TURN, the
superior vernier control. Write direct, if your dealer
cannot supply you.
RADIO UNITS, Inc.
1304 FIRST AVE.,
MAYWOOD. ILL.
(|APEX VERNIER DIAL^)
Do not bother with Reared condensers, requiring
many
carefulinstrument
lineup of
pinion holes
shafts,in the
whenpanel
tins and
marvelous
provides
the
one
adjustment
for
tuning
in disto
tant
stations.ForRatio
10
toall1—quickly
applied
any
shaft.
sale
by
(rood
radio
dealers.
If unable to obtain, nil in coupon and enclose
$2.60 fornickle finishor $3.30for Gold Platedfinish.

Coast To Coast On An is-lnch Loop
Assemble Tour Own 7 Tube Super-Heterodyne
—on a 7 x 18 panel In three hours, $97.60 buys the
parts
including;
and engraved
panels,complete,
condensers,
sockets,drilled
transformers,
dials,
connecting;
plugs,
cables,
etc.,
with
drawings,
diagrams
and
instructions.
Price
of
cabinets
to fit—furnished
on application.
Ifcomplete
your dealer
cannot
supply
these
parts
for this moil
Microdyne
Radio
Set,
fill
in
coupon,
money order and send dealer's name. check or
Apex
Co.,Chicago.
Dept. 1209
14JO Electric
W. 59th Mfg.
Street,
Illinois.
W
fJfr.tUwn: Enclosed find 9
for which send me

This
little aurequlres half the siuro
of any other. Unsur
passed for volume and
tone Quality. Unique
construction.
Self
shielded core. Light and
compactMounts
any
where. Ideal for port
ables. Write for bulletin
No.
of 91 showing full line

PREMIER

Ratios 1 —3
1 —4, 1 —5
$3.50
Ratio 1 —10
$4.50

PREMIER
Quality Radio Parts
3811 Ra

WIMCO Announces
Our experimental laboratory is de
veloping instruments for short wave
transmitting and receiving.
A real Wave Meter will be ready
soon. We know that all hams will
be interested.
Send um your namm for our mailing limt
The Wireless Mfg. Co.

Canton, Ohio

AMERICAN BRAND
CONDENSERS
with the
-lOOtolWorm Drive Vernier
Finest Condenser Made
and the
Greatest Radio Value
Offered the Public
23PLATE.oniy$5— In Canada5?**
AMERICAN BRAND CORPORATION
NEWARK. N.J.
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Bi>, complete Btock. Standard prices. And :
sure it's reliable if it comes from Andrae.
Send for our catalog
JULIUS ANDRAE & SONS CO.,
133 Michigan St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Volume and range are
both secured with BMETAL
dealer
hasCrystals.
or will get Your
them.
B-Metal Refining Co.,
tin Floor 525 Woodnrf Ansst j

ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

The

Set

That Got Across!

On September 21st, 6BCP, San Pedro California,
worked New Zealand 4AA, staying QSO for one
hour and twenty minutes, establishing a new long
distance
record for two way amateur
com
munication.
Magner gives due credit to the short
wave set designed by Zeh Bouck, 2 PI.
6BCP claims three times the audibility of
the standard 3-circuit tuner.
We told you in the July "QST" that this
radio frequency set was a humdinger.
We have a few copies of our August num
ber left for the ham who is after records.

RADIO

BROADCAST

Magazine

A magazine written and
edited for the progres
sive

(Coupon)
Circulation Departmerit, Radio Broadcast,
+ Garden City. N. Y.
4 I enclose twenty-five cents
^ (st-amps or coin). Please send
S me the Aufrust issue containing
^ 2PI's article on tho short wave set.

enthusiast—

whether amateur,
engineer or fan.

^

Name
Address

ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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HAM-ADS
Six cent* per word per insertion in advance.
Name and address must be counted. Each
initial counts as one word. Copy must be
received by the 1st of month for succeed
ing month's issue.

ALL HAMS TAKE NOTICE. NEW U. V. 208-A FIF
TY WATTERS NOW AVAILABLE. LINE FORMS
AT THE RIGHT, NO SHOVING ALLOWED. TUBE
ONLY PULLS 8.25 AMPS FILAMENT. 1000 VOLTS
ON THE PLATE, VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION CON
STANT OF 25. BUILT MUCH MORE RUGGED,
LARGER PLATE, ANCHORED GRID AND FILA
MENT. ETC., IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DE
LIVERY, PRICE F. O. B. FT. WORTH, $J8.00. MAKE
URSELF AN XMAS PRESENT OF ONE OR MORE.
OM'S, IF YOU'VE NEVER TRIED OUR SERVICE
YOU HAVE MISSED A LOT. WE SHIP TO MEXICO.
CANADA, CUBA, PORTO RICO, NEW ZEALAND,
AND ELSEWHERE, NOT TO MENTION THE GOOD
OLD USA. ALL ORDERS ARE SHIPPED THE
SAME DAY THEY ARE RECEIVED, NO WAITS,
NO DELAYS. AND WE NEVER SUBSTITUTE. You
GET REAL SERVICE AND A SQUARE DEAL. FROM
THE ONLY HAM STORE IN THE FIFTH DISTRICT.
FT. WORTH RADIO SUPPLY CO., 104 EAST TENTH
ST., FORT WORTH. TEXAS.
"RADIO CALL PINS." u9FZ (see Page 82).
RADIO GENERATORS—500 volt 100 watt. $28.50 Bat
tery Charging Generators $8.60. High Speed Motors.
Motor Generator Seta, all sizes. Motor Specialties Co.,
Crafton, Penna.
MAKE YOUR NEUT KEACH OUT—Same panel,
layout, fewer parts. Our $5.00 Kit includes the one
different part, 22 feet real gold sheathed wire, litho
graphed print of Kladag Coast to Coast Circuit, and
complete, simple instructions. Nothing else to buy.
Gives selectivity with deep, resonant volume. NOT ob
tainable elsewhere. We originated this and can name
scores of buyers it has delighted. Satisfaction guaran
teed. Details 10c. Kit prepaid anywhere (5.00. New
48 page catalog, thousands of items, many exclusive, for
stamp. We accept postage stamps same as cash.
KLADAG RADIO LABORATORIES, Kent, O.
TELEGRAPHY—Morse and Wireless—taught at home
in half usual time and at trifling cost. Omnigraph Auto
matic Transmitter will send, on Sounder or Buzzer, un
limited messages, any speed, just as expert operator
would. Adopted by U. S. Govt, and used by leading
Universities, Colleges, Technical and Telegraph Schools
throughout U. S. Catalog free. Omnigraph Mfg. Co..
16M Hudson St., New York.

HO HUM—60 cycles. DONT HOOK THAT TEAM TO
YOUR SET. NOISY JAZZ MAY DROWN IT OUT,
BUT FOR REAL DX YOU NEED AN EDISON B
(THE 8ML KIND). A CHRISTMAS PRESENT FOR
YOUR SET, A LASTING GIFT. 54 VOLTS $8.75 (HIPOWER GAS FOR THAT LOW LOSS TUNER). 100
VOLTS $16.00 (JUST THE RIGHT SIZE). 180
VOLTS $20.00, 160 VOLTS $28.00. THE CABINET IS
FUMED OAK WAX FINISHED, COVERED, RIBBED
RUBBER MAT. LARGEST SIZED PEPPY EDISON
ELEMENTS, WIRED WITH PURE SOLID NICKEL.
GENUINE EDISON ELECTROLYTE. (THAT'S NO
LYE). PERFORATED HARD RUBBER SEPARA
TORS, WHITE SEALING OIL.
CAREFULLY
PAOKED FOR SAFE SHIPMENT. INDIVIDUAL
CELLS. 16c. THAT NEUTRODYNE AND SUPERHET NEEDS A HUSKY B. DOUBLE CAPACITY 2000
MILIAMP HOUR 100 VOLTS $24.00. CELLS IN
HEAVY GLASS JARS, %" THICK, A BANG-UP B.
BUILD YOUR B FROM 8ML SURE-FIRE PARTS.
LARGEST LIVE, CLEAN EDISON A ELEMENTS
6c, DRILLED AND CUT IN UNITS, 7c, WUtED WITH
PURE SOLID NICKEL, 10c pair. DOUBLE 2000 MILI
AMP HOUR UNIT READY TO WIRE 14c. G ELE
MENTS, 4c. 2 POSITIVES. 1 NEGATIVE, 6c, HICAPACITY UNIT READY TO WIRE. 10c. HICAP
CELL PARTS 17c, DRILLED READY TO WDSE 19c,
CELLS WIRED 24c, INCLUDING GENUINE EDISON
SOLUTION. GREAT FOR SUPERS, POWER AMPLI
FIERS. TRANSMITTERS. 8000 MILIAMP HOUR SUPERCELL FOR THE SUPERHET AND HIPOWER
TRANSMITTER, SOc CELL FOR PARTS, 40c WIRED.
ANNEALED GLASS TEST TUBES INDIVIDUALLY
WRAPPED TO REACH YOU SAFELY Kx6". 8c, lx
t\ 4c FLAT BOTTOMED HEAVY GLASS JARS
%' THICK, MOULDED ESPECIALLY FOR THAT B,
AND FOR RECTIFIERS TOO, 1x6", 4c, H4x6«", 5c.
FOR A LASTING JOB WIRE YOUR ELEMENTS
WITH NO. 20 PURE. SOFT, SOLID (NOT ALLOYED
OR PLATED) NICKEL WIRE l^c PREPAID. PER
ENVELOPES—100 good white envelopes with name and
FORATED HARD RUBBER SEPARATORS He PRE
address printed, SOc postpaid. Emblem or call in red
PAID. STEER CLEAR OF LYE FOR SOLUTION. $ .26 extra. Guy Sherman, Clinton, la.
TO REALIZE THE FULL CAPACITY OF YOUR
EDISON ELEMENTS IT IS IMPERATIVE GENUINE
EDISON ELECTROLYTE BE USED, CHEMICALLY STORAGE "B" batteries at dry cell prices. Purchase
a rechargeable "HAWLEY" storage "B" battery. NonCORRECT COMBINATION OF LITHnJM AND PO
TASSIUM HYDRATE. $1.60 PREPAID TO MAKE 5 sulphating or buckling of plates, which means clearer
reception with unlimited life. Sold in com
lbs. ELECTROLYTE. SAMPLE CELLS—A or G, 26c enjoyable
knock-down units which requires no former ex
—supercell 40c. YOU CAN'T TAKE OUT MORE plete
perience
to
together. These units contain every
THAN YOU PUT IN. REALLY CHARGE THAT B thing for theputactual
construction of battery such as
WITH A WILLARD COLLOID, $2.00. JUMBO SIZE
$8. FULL WAVE COLLOID CHARGES 100 VOLTER large size tested Edison elements, special molded flat
IN ONE BITE, NO SWITCHES, $4. JUMBO SIZE bottom glass cells (not ordinary test tubes), punched
insulating fibre board for support of cells, pure an
$6. USES BOTH HALVES OF CYCLE. EVERY
THING FOR THAT EDISON B. FRANK MURPHY, nealed solid nickel wire Rubber stoppers, perforated
hard rubber separators, full strength chemical electro
RADIO 8ML, 4887 ROCKWOOD ROAD, CLEVE
lyte. With all orders there is included free an 8 page
LAND, O.
illustrated folder showing simple putting together mak
of charger and charging. Prices of units as above
QST BACKS US UP. READ PAGES. 81, 82, 66 NOV. ing
—22 volt 92.95 ; 45 volt $5.75 ; 90 volt $8.95 : 100 volt
QST. THE LOW WAVES POSITIVELY DEMAND $9.96;
volt $11.60; 1S5 volt $12.75; 160 volt $13:90:
NO. 12 SOLID COPPER ENAMELED AERIAL WIRE. 200 volt120$17,50.
voltage units put up at no in
PURE COPPER COATED WITH ELASTIC NON- crease in price. Special
sample cell, 85c prepaid.
FLAKING ENAMEL BAKED ON—TESTED A YEAR Complete non-heatingComplete
"B" battery charger $2.75. Extra
AT 8ML. EACH ORDER SHIPPED IN ONE PIECE special 100 volt whitewood
at $2.75 only. Abo
BURLAP-WRAPPED COIL, PREPAID TO 8rd ZONE, "A" batteries at attractivecabinet
prices. Order direct or
lc FOOT. IF YOU ARE PROUD OF YOUR STATION write for my literature, 80 days'
trial offer and guaran
YOU MUST HAVE THE BEST IN INSULATORS— tee.
Orders ship same day received. No waiting. B.
THAT MEANS OHIO BRASS CO. PORCELAINS. 6", Q. Smith,
31 Washington Ave., Danbury, Conn.
76c; 10", $1.60 PREPAID to 8rd ZONE. FLUX DIS
TRIBUTING SHIELDS $1.00 ATTACHED TOTALLY
ELIMINATE CORONA. LOW LOSS TUNER WIRE SEND me your burned out or broken Power tubes—60
NO. 12 DOUBLE COTTON. $1.26 100 FEET, PREPAID.
NO. 16 60c. SILICON STEEL LAMINATIONS FOR watt or over. Will pay liberally. W. Baker, S6 W. 20th
THAT CHOKE AND TRANSFORMER 20c lb. 2^4x10" St., New York City.
STRIPS, 114" to 2" widths U SHAPED CORE WITH
CLOSED OR ADJUSTABLE AIR* GAP. RADIO 8ML
GENUINE Foreign Stamps. Mexico War Issues.
NOW YOU CAN INSULATE PERFECTLY EVERY 158
Venezuela. Salvador and India Service Guatemala, China,
POINT OF YOUR RADIATING SYSTEM. A NEW etc.,
only 6c. Finest approval sheets 50 to 60%. Agents
LINE OF X INSULATORS—DENSE NON-POROUS wanted.
72p. Lists Free. We Buy Stamps. Es
PORCELAIN, BROWN GLAZED. 5" 25c In 10 lots, tablished Big
years. Hussman Stamps Co., Dept. 151,
75C PAIR. 9" 40C IN 10 LOTS, $1.00 PAIR. 18" 90C St Louis, 20
Mo.
IN 10 LOTS. $2.00 PAIR. 20" $1.60. GUY INSULAT
ORS 4 AND 8C. A REAL FIND, GANG. RADIO FOR SALE—Westinghouse dynamotors 10-12 volt drive,
8ML. 4887 ROCKWOOD ROAD. CLEVELAND, O.
860-450 volt output with Alter system at $15. A few
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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30-32 volt drive with 850-450 volt output at $15.00 ; also
General Electric double current generators and dynamotora 12 volt drive 500-550 volt output each equipped
with Dubilier filter system, $15.00 each, all generators
are new. Western Electric Navy submarine chaser CW
986 outfits complete with tubes, wired for 1CW, CW,
Phone, Outfit is brand new, first $200 take* it. Navy long
wave receivers type CN240 range 1000-20000 meters, bar
gain $70—1-200 watt continuous wave transmitter, panel
outfit, the finest transmitter you ever saw, $125.00 ; 1
Western Electric M KW type 1 tube $65, also 60 watt
tubes $28.00 ; all Grebe receivers at $0% off list—all
types Navy wavemeters, range 100-4000 meters, the finest
meters you ever saw at $50.00 each. First money order
takes them. 2AGD.
100 VOLT EDISON Type "B" battery, knocked down.
Parts and plans complete, $12.60. LANE MFG., 2940
W. Lake, Chicago.
NEW RECEIVING SETS, FULLY GUARANTEED.
Zenith 1-R Receiver and 2-M Amplifier $90.00, Jones
No. 60S-J (3 stages audio) $125.00, Kennedy Intermedi
ate $76.00, Grebe CR-6 or CR-H $60.00, Grebe CR-12
$126.00, Federal No. 8 Detector and 1 step $20.00, Grebe
RORN radio freq. amplifier $25.00. The Radio Store,
660 E. Colorado St., Pasadena, Cal.
"RADIO CALL PINS," u9FZ (see Page 82).
FOR SALr3—15 watt CW and fone transmitter, trans
former, tubes, three meters "S" tube, rectifier, etc., bar
gain for $55.00; DX New Zealand, Hawaii, Greenland,
etc., also eight DeForest Honeycomb coils, 100 to 1260
turns, the set for $7.00; (9cfk) Clarence Arundale, Lewistown, 111,
GENUINE SILICON Transformer steel cut to order 25
cents lb. 10 lbs. and over, 4 cubic inches, weight 1 lb.
postage extra. Geo. Schulz. Calumet, Mich.
No. 12 Double cotton covered wire l'ic ft. No. 16 double
cotton covered wire 70c lb. No. 12 enameled solid copper
wire lc ft. No. 12 Hard drawn tin copper wire l^c ft. Low
loss tuners and coils made to order—all kinds and sizes.
For best results on low waves. Pyrex transmitting and
lead-insulators. 8AGO, 3046 Centre Ave., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
DEALERS—write for our illustrated catalogue of reli
able radio merchandise. Rossiter-Manning Corporation,
Dept. B, 1830 Wilson Ave., Chicago. 111.
SELL—National Radio Institute course of 14 textbooks.
No instrument, otherwise complete. Ten dollars. Want
honeycomb coils. Pliny Goddard, Jr., Leonia, N. J.
FIRST CHECK FOR seventy dollars take SUV204 used 4
hours. Guaranteed never overloaded and in perfect con
dition. 9AUL.
COUPLED INDUCTANCES: $16.00. PHOTO ON RE
QUEST. CAPITOL RADIO, LANSING. MICH.
RADIO MECHANIC—four years experience, fair drafts
man would like steady position with manufacturer, can
furnish hand tools. Address J. L. Teats, P. O. Box 106.
Elk City, Kansas.
$4.60 New United States Aviators leather helmet with
head phones and microphones, cost $25.00, postage free.
Send at once, limited supply ; other radio bargains. Weil s
Curiosity Shop. 20 South 2nd "St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
•PUREST VIRGIN ALUMINUM FOR SALE. PAR
TICULARS UPON REQUEST. 2EM."
CORE IRON—taken from large commercial choke 6" wide
three different lengths. 8c per lb. plus postage. Smith,
c/o Dilley. Barton. Vt.
WESTERN ELECTRIC 2M.F. rolled condensers. Tested
to withstand 660 volts, guaranteed new and condition per
feet. Postpaid $1.00 eBch. 6 for $5.00, 14 for $10.00
Peerless Radio Lab., 208-26 104th Ave., Bellaire, L. L

MADE TO ORDER Q-S-L CARDS. 6A-Q-C PRINTS
'EM. 500 TWO COLOR CARDS $4.00. SAMPLES ALL
DISTRICTS, 10 CENTS. CURTIS, 1109 EIGHTH
AVENUE, FORT WORTH. TEXAS.
HELLO GANG I CATCH THESE GOOD ONES! USED
APPARATUS BUT ALL IN FIRST CLASS OPER
ATING CONDITION. MAGNAVOX R3 AT $19.00; RA
DIO CORP. AR-1800 TUNER AND CRYSTAL DETEC
TOR AT $86.00; AR-1400 DETECTOR AND 2 STAGE
A.F. AT $60.00 ; AA-1620 THREE STAGE RF. AMPLI
FIER AT $64.00 ; UC-1820 FARADON PRECISION CON
DENSER VARIABLE TO .0006 MFD. AT $6.26 ; WESTINGHOUSE MG SET 110 VOLTS AC. 600 VOLTS DC.
100 WATTS AT $72.00. LOTS OF NEW APPARATUS
AT 10 PERCENT DISCOUNT AND IF I DON'T HAP
PEN TO HAVE JUST WHAT YOU WANT. WILL GET
IT FOR YOU QUICK. SHOOT YOUR ORDER IN NOW.
ALL SHIPMENTS C. O. D. J. F. DAVIDSON, 9CEK.
LOW-LOSS SHORTWAVE UNIT with which you can
tune down to 10 meters and will oscillate from 25 meters
up to 125 with a low loss 11 plate condenser, price to
hams $6.00 prepaid. RAY-DEE-ARTCRAFT MANU
FACTURING CO., 1005-17 Tribune St.. Redlands. Calif.
RADIOLA V detector and 2 stages—audio and crystal
detector like new list complete $142.50 ; sell for $55.00 ;
less tubes and batteries ; but with 3000 ohm Frost Phone.
$5.00 deposit with express agent, balance C. O. D. subject
examination. Geo. Schulz, Calumet, Mich.
GENERATORS, MOTOR-GENERATORS and Dynamotors, 600 to 1500 volts. $45, $75. and $85, new and un
used machines, as you can see these are real bargains and
ivill not last forever. State your requirements. 9CJJ.
W. G. Mulks. Whitewater. Wise.
COUPLED INDUCTANCES; $15.00, PHOTO ON RE
QUEST. CAPITOL RADIO. LANSING. MICH.
BUILD YOUR OWN rechargeable "B" batteries from our
large size Edison elements, wired with pure nickle wire,
ELECTRICALLY WELDED CONNECTIONS. $.07 hi per
pair, prepaid. Instructions with order. Sample $.10.
Arthur Chapelle, 7NX, Woodburn. Ore.
TRANSMITTER AT BARGAIN—20 watt fone CW. on
bakelite ; 6 meters, 500-1250 volt plate supply, from 4NEW "S" tubes well filtered, 4-coil Meissner circuit.
Complete, $125.00; less than parts cost wholesale. Guar
anteed to "perk" from 80-200 meters. Also 600 volt 200
watt Robblns-Myers Motor Generator—$86.00. 9QI.
Greentown, Ind.
FOR SALE—Acme HWA O-10 amps. $6.00. RCA rheo
stat PT637, $5.00 ; 1IV, 66 Vine St., Bridgeport, Conn.
FIVE WAITERS—you saw the ad in October QST—
plenty of them on hand. Filament 7-H volts, 2- hi amps.
Plate 800 to 500 volts. Every tube actually tested on a
ham transmitter. Your money back if you are not
satisfied. We ship C. O. D. Parcel Post $8.50 and
charges. No delay. The day the orders come in the
tubes go out. Radio Vacuum Tube Co., 55 Halsey St.,
Newark, N. J.
SWAP OR SELL—Radiolas RC - RT and A.R.
WANTED—Grebe C.R8 and Grebe RORK 2 stage ampli
fier. Geo. Woodbury, Union City, Ind.
PURE DC FOR THE PLATES. GE 12/860 volt—.148
ampere dynamotors with filter $18. Holtzer-Cabot 12/500
.07 ampere $20. GE 24/1500 volt. .238 ampere 750 volt
tap. Original boxes $45.00. adapted for belt drive $3.00
additional. Just the thing for 82 volt plants. Limited
number slightly used, while they last $26. Guaranteed.
Crocker-Wheeler 500 cycle self excited and motor gen
erators. Navy flame proof keys with "blinker" light
$1.60 : hi KW 500 cycle airplane transmitters $65.00 ; cost
$1650. ship transmitters. Henry Kienzle. 501 E. 84th St,
New York City.
GREBE RADIO DEMONSTRATOR CR-8 WITH RORK
AMPLIFIER $65, BAUMGARTEL RADIO CO., 637 Coit
Ave., Grand Rapids. Mich.

NEW FAD—An 8UX~ comic cartoonlet for your call card
envelopes or letterheads. Small .75, large 1.00 postpaid. LOWEST LOSS VERNIER CONDENSERS. Acme $4.95 ;
Have your local engraver make plate. Make your card General Radio—$4.59 ; Hammarlund. $4.95 ; plain $4.49 :
distinctive. D. A. Hoffman, 1551 E. 93rd St., Cleveland. Fox Instrument Company, 1665 Third Ave., New York
City.
O.
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SELL—Two AMRAD "S" TUBES AND RCA RHEO
STAT FOR $7.50 EACH. 9BR.
GREBE CK-12 with shipping box $95.00 ; Western Elec
tric 10-A $90.00 ; both practically new ; Sodion DR-6 set
with tube, new $16.00 ; three circuit regenerator in 6x9
cabinet guaranteed thousand miles $10.00. Lieutenant
Wenstrom. Fort Bliss, Tex.
$10,000 worth of radio transmitting, receiving sets and
parts, bought from U. S. Government Aircraft Depart
ment. We sell at reduced rates. Send 2c stamp for
list and prices. Mail orders answered. Weil's Curiosity
Shop, 20 S. 2nd St., Philadelphia, Pa.
SA, OM—if you should ever send one of your good cards
to 8AYN in Cleveland you are making one helluva big
error because 8AYN doesn't live there. 8AYN has been
assigned to Don Mackenzie—3JX—1332 Duncan Ave., Cin
cinnati, O.
COCKADAY FOUR CIRCUIT WITH TWO STAGE
AMPLIFIER $60.00. John Young, 28 Spruce St., At
lanta, Ga.
500 WATT PLATE AND FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
$16 and $10 respectively. No. 12 ENAMELED WIRE
$.75 100 FT. $8.60 600 FT. WILSON ELECTRICAL
LABORATORIES. HAM DEPT., 1416 MORSE AVE.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
COUPLED INDUCTANCES; $16.00, PHOTO ON RE
QUEST. CAPITOL RADIO. LANSING. MICH.
BAKELITE STRIPS—for sub panels and antenna insu
lation to 5" wide any length 3/16 inches thick 100 square
inches $1.26 prepaid. Geo. Schulz, Calumet, Mich.
COILS FOR ONE CONTROL SUPER HETERODYNE
AS PER SPECIFICATIONS NOVEMBER QST WOUND
READY TO MOUNT. $10.50 SET. STUART A. HENDRICK. 85 W. 181st St., N. Y. C.
GET THOSE CARDS FROM 9AQB—red call and border,
with blue lettering. 200-$2.00, 600-$3.50. write for sample
cards. Bill Lippman, Jr., 6 Thornby PI., St. Louis, Mo.
GREBE CR 13 in perfect condition forty bucks f. o. b.
Pittsburg, Pa. 8AGO.
CHICAGO HAMS—A.R.R.L. emblem engraved on mem
bers' panels $.50, finest Gorton machine engraving. Also
larger emblems with call letters for station signs. Prompt
service on original "50 watt bottle" call pins, $2.00.
A. L. Woody, 20 So. Wells St., Chicago.
"RADIO CALL PINS," u9FZ (see Page 82).
FOR CASH—GREBE CR3 ; RORN : INCLUDING
TUBES $100 EDISON MOVIE PROJECTOR WITH
NEW LAMP ADAPTER AND ALL EQUIPMENT FINE
CONDITION. ANY OFFER. WRITE, A. W. HYNDS,
SEWARD, N. Y.
YOU need these bargains, Jewell meters ; 0-5 antenna
$7.00 ; 0-10 antenna $7.00 ; 0-500 milliammeter $4.60 :
RCA 750 watt power transformer $15.00 ; RCA micro
phone transformer $3.50 ; Federal microphone $4.50 ;
Myers choke coil amplifiers with sockets $2.75 each ; 7
inch throw lightning switch $1.00 : all new goods. DuBuclet, 8722 Concord Place, Chicago.
TUSKA 2 step amplifier with tubes, $32.00 new: RADIOLA III, new, $29.00 : Brandes Horn nearly new, $5.75 ;
guaranteed tubes $3.25—types 12—199—201A. Cleartone and Independent tubes $3.25, tube repairing, $2.75,
adjustable horns, $16.95 ; complete C. W. station for sale.
Macks' Radio Shop, Box ISO, Hartford, Conn.
LOW LOSS (Squirrel Cage) COIL FORMS. Similar
to those used in One Control Neutrodyne, page 9,
August issue. Carefully constructed of seasoned ma
hogany "strips and Formica rings. Stock sizes : (4"
diam. 4" long) (4" diam. 3V<" long) (3hi" dinm. 4"
long) (3H" diam. 3V." lonor). Price $1.50; cost no more
than tubing and infinitely better. Try one in the
secondary circuit with a low loss condenser and hear
for yourself. Use the 31-," diameter sizes for neutro
dyne coils. Special (3 for $4) or (4 for $5) for neutro
dyne builders. All forms complete with terminal screws
and drilled for mounting posts ready to wind. Care
fully packed and shipped postpaid. Quick Service.
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Special sizes made to order. Low loss sets made to or
der or designed at reasonable prices. STUART A.
HENDRICK, Radio Equipment, 86 W. 181st St.. Bronx,
N. Y. C.
EDISON BATTERY SUPPLIES. LARGEST SIZE
TYPE A ELEMENTS 4c A PAIR. 5c DRILLED. PURE
NICKEL WIRE lc A FOOT. PERFORATED HARD
RUBBER SEPARATORS ^c EACH OR 5%x6%"
SHEETS Sc. TEST TUBES %x6", 3c. CHEMICALS
FOR FIVE LBS. EDISON SOLUTION 75c. ALL AR
TICLES POSTPAID. BERNARD STOTT, 60 PALLISTER AVE., DETROIT, MICH.
CODE MADE EASY and interesting. Alphabet in 15
minutes. Easy to remember. Boy of eight learned ten
consecutive letters in five minutes. Copyright 1924. $1.
Cheques $1.10. Dept. Q., KWIKKODE, 724 Beresford
Ave., Winnipeg, Canada.
COUPLED INDUCTANCES: $15.00. PHOTO ON RE
QUEST. CAPITOL RADIO, LANSING, MICH.
POWER AMPLIFIER. Western Electric 10A new, $100.
and EIS superheterodyne, $110. Lease, 725 N. Main St.,
Niles, O.
SELL—following used goods. Acme 1.5 henry, 150 mil.
choke $2.00 ; Baldwin loudspeaker unit $4.00 ; one :UV202
$2.00 ; Murdock type 65 headset $3.00 ; Hoyt peephole volt
meter $2.50 ; original homcharger $10 ; Jewell type 90,
150-625 wavemeter $15.00 : All Radiotron receiving tubes
direct from factory $3.60. P. S. Van Deuscn, 327 S.
Willow St., Kent, O.
FIRST CERTIFIED CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
GETS IT. Panel mounted 20 watt C. W. fone complete.
Tubes, mike, key. Acme plate, separate fil. transformer
chokes, condenser, sockets for S tubes, Jewell meters,
1 DH circuit $96.00 ; 24 jar rectifier in rack with elec
trolyte $10. ; 20 watter CW fone fil. transformer, panel
mounted ; 1 DH circuit $45.00 ; 50 watter, filament
transformer, new stuff, 1 DH circuit $53.00 ; also sev
eral smaller transmitters : low loss short wave $12.00 ;
Joe Ballard, 110 Malone St., Sikeston, Mo.
BARGAIN—DEFOREST TYPE 0-20 WATT TRANS
MITTER 3 meters, key, modulation transformer, etc.,
less tubes $65.00; JOHN P. MATTHEWS, Newton, la.
NEW TUBES CHEAP—50's and 250's. W. E. and
others—act quick. Rdo 8BHN.
LIMITED QUANTITY—following new Radio Corpora
tion apparatus: 0-2'^ Radiation ammeters $2.25; 0-5
$2.00 : 0-500 voltmeters $9.00 ; chopper wheels $2.75 ; H
mfd condensers $ .75 ; filament transformers $5.00 ; sili
con steel 20c lb. A. Schumacker, 1917 54th St.. Brook
lyn, N. Y.
QSL Cards—Send for samples and price list. Large
red call letters. 2AOT, 2748 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
GREBE IN ORIGINAL FACTORY CARTONS—CR3,
$35.00; CR8 $45.00 : RORN, $35; RORK. $35: closing
out line. Remit in full or 20% cash, balance C. O. D.
The Radio Shop, 792 Locust, Dubuque, la.
SELL New equipment. UL 1008 inductance $8.00 : C302
$5.00 ; Jewell 0-15 volts AC $6.50 ; UM630 0-2.5 amps
ammeter $4.00 ; UC1806 .002 mfd. 6000 volts $2.00 ; UC
1014 .002 mfd 3000 volts $2.00 ; 1 mfd. filter condenser
$1.50; 6000 ohms grid leak $1.00; what offer? Write
Melbourne Renken, Cole Camp, Mo.
COUPLED INDUCTANCES: $15.00. PHOTO ON RE
QUEST. CAPITOL RADIO, LANSING, MICH.
$25 takes complete ten watter ; tubes, meters, etc Sell
separately. 9CMN.
250 Watt, 1000 volt Westinghouse motor generator set
used, only few hours. Cost $175.00 ; price $96.00 ; other
transmitting apparatus for sale. Write for list. H. M.
Warner, Great Notch, N. J.
MOTOR GENERATORS—New Rob. & Myers 600 volta
150 watts with 110 volt A. C. motordrive $36.00. Gen
erators without motors $25.00 : motors and generators
repaired and rewound 1 year's guarantee. MORTON
ELECTRIC CO., 4832 Rice St., Chicago, IU.
WESTERN ELECTRIC CW 936 Set—transmitter and
receiving tuners, amplifier, two dynamotore, power
SNTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

switchboard, loud speaker, hand net, transmitter, wall
type transmitter, 6VT-1 tubes. 3 VT-2 tubes. Jacks and
plum all for (200.00 ; send for photograph. A. Ackerman, Belmar, N. J.
EDGEWISE WOUND copper ribbon the only really sat
isfactory antenna inductance 5/16 inch wide, 4 inch
diameter 12 cents, 6 inch diameter 13 cents, 6 inch
diameter 16 cents, 7*4 inch diameter IK cents per turn,
prepaid, any number turns in one piece. Geo. Schulz,
Calumet, Mich.
Slightly used Grebo CR13 like new. Need money. Fifty
dollars. C. O. D. 9DLF, Aneta. N. D.
WANTED—GOOD VIBROPLEX. STATE PRICE AND
CONDITION. 6AJQ.
HOT PUPS—10 latt transmitter $50.00. E. S. Guilford, Farmingdah N. J.
GENUINE "RADIOTRON" TUBES $3.40 POSTPAID.
MACCLAREN, ONSET, MASS.
ACT QUICK -200 Watt mounted Acme Power trans
former filament winding, $11.00; Mod. trans. $3.00,
Tuska CW inductance $3.00. 6BRC.
200-20.000 METER receiver, including radiotron $25.00;
two step amplifier $18.00. Smith. 4416 Market, Phila
delphia, Pa.
FOR SALE— three tube honeycomb receiver complete
with tubes, storage battery, charger, Magnavox and
phones. Also many extras $85.00 or best offer. A. Mai
ling, 17 Dodworth St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
GRAB THIS I 3 Kcnotrons U. V. 217, $14 each; 1UV
203A $20; 50 watter Bockets $1.40; G. E. Thermocoupler
ammeter $6.00, worth $15.00 ; Everything above guar
anteed absolutely brnnd new, never used a minute; also
3000 volt plate transformer middle tapped, etc., $15.
Filament transformer tapped five places $10 ; both ex
cellent transformers. Sacrificing everything. B. T.
Vail, 1761 State St., Schenectady, N. Y.
LOW LOSS INDUCTANCE FORMS. Linen Impreg
nated Bakelite, 50c each. The Kehler Radio Lab., Abilene
Kansas.
COUPLED INDUCTANCES: $15.00. PHOTO ON RE
QUEST. CAPITOL RADIO, LANSING, MICH.
KENNEDY RECEIVER type 110 with amplifier and
tubes— receives 175 to 26,900 meters, new condition :
cost $400.00, sell for $100.00. Westinghouse R-C T-R
and A-R with londing coil ; new condition cost $275,
sell for $65. New Grebe CR-13 original case $65.00.
Dr. Sceleth, 25 E. Washington St.. Chicago, 111.
TWO! PRACTICALLY NEW ACME TRANSFORMERS
550-750 VOLTS, CENTER TAP $12.00, 375 VOLT CEN
TER TAP $6. POSTPAID. R. HA1LE, 6670 Scanlan,
St. Louis, Mo.
8ATL quitting radio selling 20 watt transmitting set
mounted in cabinet, complete, includes 3 Jewell meters. 3
5-watt tubes-—250 watt 550 V. transformer, choke, relays,
fones, etc. $75.00. Hrd in New Zealand. Low loss
tuner 90-300 meters 2 step with tubes $30.00. 200-600
meters, variometers, 2 step in cabinet $25.00, f. o. b.,
Fred Brettschneider, 6059 30th St., Detroit, Mich.
R-2 Magnavoxes $46.75, Robert Wood, Knoxvillc, Pa.
"RADIO CALL PINS,'- u9FZ (see Page 82).
FOR SALE:—Type thirteen Esco Motor Generator. Motor
110 Volts sixty cycle. Generator three hundred Watts,
one thousand volts, with taps at four hundred and six
hundred Volts, in perfect condition, used about three
months. Price Ninety Dollars. D. W. Pinkerton, 8 UQ,
Sta. B. Toledo, O.

Also other miscellaneous material. Floyd L. Vanderpoe!,
Litchfield, Conn., Radio 1BEP.
450v EDISON BATTERY in five sections, complete with
magnetic rectifier, sell $100.00 or consider exchange deal
for 1000-1500 v DC 110 v AC motor-generator, ESCO
preferred, also have New rotary gap with llOv Universal
motor $7.00, 10,000 v open core transformer, $15.00 .01
glass plate condenser $3.00. G. Arnold Edwards, clAW,
North Sydney, N. S., Canada.
FOR SALE—New Grebe CR8 perfect condition $30.00.
T. T. Ryde. 14311 Terry Ave., N., Detroit, Mich.
PARAGON RA 10 three circuit tuner for both amateur
and broadcast waves. Has received both coasts. Only
$30.00. H. Meyer, Jr., Rockdale, Tex.
RECEIVING APPARATUS New RCA UV712 Audio
transformers $5.00, UV1714 Radio Transformers $4.00
UV1716 for superhct $5.50. 100 volt Kimley B Battery
$14.00; 140 volt Kimley Battery $17.60. Both are panel
type. Van Blaricom. Helena, Mont.
Swap or Sell : Motion picture camera A-I con. and
motion picture machine. Want Grebe CR9. C. Cary,
Orland. Ind.
SELL,—Western Electric 10 D loud speaker. $25,
guaranteed; Jewell O-100 milliameter $4.75, slightly
used. W. A. Ritzi, Crcston, O.
3-HK'S COMPLETE 100-WATT CW. Phone, and ICW.
Actual cost $290. Send offer or write for list. James
Thomas, Ambler, Penna.
Thordarson C W Transformers, National Condensers,
Jewell & Weston Meters, Radio Corporation transmitting
parts and broadcast sets, Radiotron tubes, Pyrex insula
tors, enameled antenna wire, etc., at substantial reduc
tions. A card brings my list. D, W. Pinkerton, 8UQ.
Sta. B., Toledo, Ohio.
SELL—Complete parts, ten watt set. 1BHM.
CHEMICALLY PURE ALUMINUM % inch $1.80. 1/16
inch 90 cents ; sheet lead $ .95 per sq. foot, postage paid.
Geo. Schulz, Calumet, Mich.
MAGNET WIRE ALL KINDS AND SIZES No. 10
DCC 50c lb., add 2c lb. for each size up to No. 20, 100
ft. No. 12 enameled aerial wire 85c ; best grade Silicon
Transformer Steel cut to size 22c lb. ; special japanned
radio frequency transformer steel cut to Bize 45c lb.
Cash with order. MORTON ELECTRIC CO.. 4832 Rice
St., Chicago, 111.
AT LAST 1 Real Ham wavemeters, range 76 to 226
meters, solidly built, accuracy guaranteed within 1%.
$7.00 postpaid. Edward Bromley, Jr., Whitewater, Wise.
FOR SALE—4 WD-12 Radiotrons used 6 hours $10.00
500 cycle 1/10 KVA motor generator, new condition. A.
W. Gavett. Leeds Center, Me.
FOR SALE—Western Electric 10-A power amplifier com
plete with horn and 216-A tubes. $75.00, C. O. D. Also
RC set with Uncle Sam Litz wound vario-coupler sub
stituted for tickler coil and variometer, affording sharper
tuning, $35.00, C. O. D., P. H. Chase, St. Asaph Rd.,
Bala, Pa.
EXPERIMENTAL RADIO. Page 63 July QST.
EDISON BATTERY FOR SALE. BATTERY CON
SISTS OF FIVE A-8 CELLS WITH NEW CASE,
SOLUTION AND CONNECTORS. IN PERFECT
CONDITION. CAPACITY 325 AMPERES. $60 PRE
PAID. BERNARD STOTT, 60 PALLISTER AVE.,
DETROIT, MICH.

YOU SHOULDN'T BE SATISFIED with "just any kind
of sigs", om. Get 'em "QSA es FB", OM. Our lowloss coils do the "trick" and grab that DX. 5 inter
changeable secondaries cover the range of 12-220 meters.
O YES, they'll oscillate over entire range, too. You can't
APPRECIATE 'EM till you own a set. Price, with
blueprint and instructions, $4.00. Sent C. O. D., AMES
FOR SALE!—I have the following material, no junk, all RADIO SHOP. FRANCESVILLE, IND.
in as good condition as new, 1000 watt, 2000 volt motor
generator. Zenith special and two step, 125 to 700 meters, AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE—Just what your rectifier
Westinghouse RC & two step, DeForest 3 tube Reflex. needs. Has everything else skinned a mile. Two pounds
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HR YA OMS Selling a-4-5 watt set, a clean record break
er. Complete with tubes, chokes, meters, etc., $80.00.
Write 3BOV, S. Strobcl, 3923 N. 6th St. ; Philadelphia,
Pa.

for a dollar, postpaid. Use half pound to the gallon of
water, SQC, L. M. Klinefelter, 86 LaSalle Ave., Norfolk, Va.
ATWATER KENT four tube regenerative $35.00. Fada
Neutrodyne, $65, both o. k. Cunningham tubes, $3.60,
cash with order. Send for list of standard apparatus
at greatly reduced prices. Tully Battery Co., Tully, N. Y.
SACRIFICES—Baldwin phones, $4.00; WE216-A bulbs,
$5.00 ; UV 200, $1.50 ; UV201, $2.00 ; ateo sacrificing :
Cardwell Variables, Honeycomb coils, Thordarson A. F.
Transformers, sockets, socostats, rheostats, cabinets,
inch spark coil, write, L. Sharp, Greenwood, Ind.
FOR SALE —New direct current generators, ball bear
ing type. Gn 2.275v Plate and 26v filament designed
for five tube transmitting and receiving sets, the fila
ments in series, $16.00 ; R. Wood, 88 Way Ave., Corona
N. Y.
BARGAIN—Honey comb coil receiver, detector and two
step, with ten coils. Guaranteed ok, must sell, fifty dol
lars gets it. Carl Cardin, Cushing, Okla.
$6.50 ACME LOW LOSS condensers $5.25 new. Limited
supply, guaranteed against defects by Acme Co. A. E.
Cooper, 6232 Beaumont Ave., Phila., Pa.
SELL—Kennedy receiver, type 281 with 521 amplifier.
A bargain at $48.00; C. Bailey, 412 11th St., Niagara
Falls, N. Y.
HALF HORSE POWER MOTOR, Westinghouse 110
volt 60 cycle single phase speed 3400 RPM. Will drag
a big generator fine. Rebuilt and in Al condition. $17.50
takes it. Van Blaricom, Helena, Mont.
REMLER, GIBLIN and DeForest coils, new mounted
only few left as follows—100-150-200-800-400-500-750
turns half list price. Postage extra. Geo. Schulz, Calu
met, Mich.
"THE BEST IN REAL HAM EQUIPMENT MEANS
GOOD DX THIS WINTER"—THE ENSALL RADIO
LAB. SPECIALIZES IN BUILDING "REAL HAMSTUFF. MANY OF THE GANG REPORT OUR
EQUIPMENT VY F. B. IF YOU WANT REAL HAM
EQUIPMENT AT HAM PRICES LOOK OVER THE
LINEUP. SUPERHETS THAT ARE GOING TO
HELP LOG THE AUSSIES AND N. Z. BROADCAST
TYPE WHEN YOU SPECIFY. HAM SUPERHETS
THAT GET DOWN TO THE LOWER WAVE
LENGTHS. LISTED FROM $65.00 UP. TYPES, FROM
SIX TUBES TO 10 TUBES. USE HIGH EFFICIENCY
LO-LOSS COILS. THESE COILS SUPPLIED FOR
ANY CIRCUIT NO "DOPE" USED ON THEM. IN
THE TRANSMITTING LINE: ANTENNA INDUC
TANCES FOR DIRECT OR INDUCTIVELY COUPLED
CIRCUITS. INDUCTANCES FOR THE MEISSNER
CIRCUIT, 3 and 4 COIL TYPES. WAVEMETERS
FOR THE LOW WAVELENGTHS. BE SURE THAT
YOUR SIGS ARE ON THE RIGHT WAVE, OM.
DON'T GUESS I KNOW WHERE YOU ARE ATI IF
YOU WANT TO USE A. C. ON THE SET GET OUR
DOPE ON CHEMICAL RECTIFIER POWER UNITS.
COMPLETE. INCLUDE JACK IN THE 110 VOLT
LINE. ALSO TUBE RECTIFIER POWER UNITS
COMPLETE. RECTIFIERS FOR ANY VOLTAGE.
SPEECH AMPLIFIERS TO HELP PUT THAT FONE
ACROSS, WHY NOT USE TWO TRANSMITTERS,
OM? YOU'LL FIND IT SAVES TIME WHEN YOU
WANT TO CHANGE FROM THE SHORTER WAVES
TO THE OLD WAVE LENGTHS. WE WILL BUILD
YOU AN OUTFIT AT PRACTICALLY YOUR OWN
PRICE. THAT IS WHY WE ARE REPORTED F. B.
WITH THE GANG. "IF ITS HAM WE ARE THE
HAMS TO GET IT FROM" WE DEAL EXCLUSIVELY
IN THE AMATEUR LINE. SEND US YOUR IN
QUIRIES. ESTIMATES GLADLY GIVEN. QSO.
THOS. ENSALL, (ENSALL RADIO LAB.), 1208
GRANDVIEW AVE.. WARREN. O.

IVORY RADIO PANEL—Grained white "IVORYLITE"
makes most beautiful set of all. Guaranteed satisfac
tory. Any size 3/16" thick sent prepaid 8c per square
inch. Sample free. E. P. Halton, Dept. T, 814 Main St.,
Fort Worth, Texas.
FIRST $25 takes low wave three circuit detector and two
step in cabinet. Has filament ammeter. UV-202 $6.
8DGV, 1159 East 145th St., Cleveland, O.
PYREX your antenna system. Pyrex Lead-in Insulators,
$8.75. Pyrex Strain Insulators $1.60. Unit of four
Pyrex Strain and two Pyrex Lead-in Insulators for
$12.50. Prepaid in U. S. P. F. Bechberger, 8BFH,
Norwalk, Ohio.
FOR SALE—The following new R. C. A. transmitting
apparatus at half price ; UT601 tube mountings ; UT
1367 Magnetic Modulator; PT537 rheostats; UC490 con
densers; JL1665 choke; UT541 socket; UC1831 con
denser; one tone wheel and brush; UP1718 grid leak;
UC1014 condensers ; UC1806 condensers ; one UV203 ;
one UV204 ; UL1008 oscillation transformer. Cash with
order. Theodore H. Cowee, Box 82, Berlin, N. Y.
COUPLED INDUCTANCES: $16.00. PHOTO ON RE
QUEST. CAPITOL RADIO, LANSING, MICH.
A FEW GENUINE EDISON TWIN CELL STORAGE
"B" BATTERIES, in Nickeled Steel containers. 82 cells,
in Edison Tray and Enameled Metal Box, $19.00, 40
cells, $28.00, 48 cells $27.00. Some are new ; all guaran
teed. Treat yourself to a really good charger, requir
ing no "attachments". Bulb type, charges 4, 6, or 12
volt "A" batteries and up to 120 volt "B" batteries
Variable rate up to 4 amps. Special price, $16.00, with
out bulb, $12.00. Send for circular. Special chargers
of all descriptions made to order. A. R. Spartana, 615
N. Washington St., Baltimore, Md.
RENT ME YOUR NO. 2 Omnigraph long enough to
learn code. Earl Deakins, Macedonia, la.
HIGH VOLTAGE—Lead type batteries ready to use.
All connections Welded. Four ampere capacity. 40
volts, $4.90, 80—$9.26, 600 volts. $50.00. Plates 6 cts.
each. Two year guarantee. Howard Fraxler, Bogota,
N. J.
HAMS—Let me make your tools Radio parts and equip
ment, bronze, brass, steel, aluminum, wood,_ bakelite,
rubber, machined or welded, to specifications—send
sketch. For estimate prices consistant with workman
ship. Precision where required. D. M. Barclay, 1812
Washington Ave., Ft. Worth, Tex.
SELL:—ACME Cw transformer, $7.00; chopper and
motor, $6.00 : complete ten watt transmitter, $40.00.
2BZJ.
SELL GREBE CR 18 practically new $30.00. L. Southwick, 460 19th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
BRANDES Superior phones $4.75, Radiotron or Cun
ningham tubes any style $3.25. Send for price-list.
Radio Engineering Co., P. O. Box 197, Berkeley, Calif.
"RADIO CALL PINS." u9FZ (see Page 82).
RELIABLE OT's, heavy aluminum strip, constructed
per QST, only $6.00 ; WHY WASTE TIME OR MONEY.
SATISFACTION AND PROMPT DELIVERY GUARAN
TEED. 8DDV. Rensselaer Falls, N. Y.
HIGHEST OFFER takes my Briggs & Stratton Motor
Scooter. 1924 model, slightly used, excellent condition
cost $125.00. Edward Moxey 6629 Quincy St., Mt. Airy.
Philadelphia, Pa.
THE BEST SUPERHET YET. GETS DOWN TO 40
METERS AND "PERKS". THE PRICE IS LOW
ENOUGH FOR EVERY HAM TO HAVE ONE. WE
ALSO BUILD THE E-I-S INC MODEL C-7 AT LIST
PRICE OF PARTS WHEN YOU BUY THEM FROM
US. ENSALL RADIO LAB.. THOS. ENSALL. 1208
GRANDVIEW AVE.. WARREN, O.

"FOR REAL SHORT WAVE WORK" A RECEIVER
THAT GETS DOWN AND "PERKS" QSA. EM
PLOYS HIGH EFFICIENCY LO-LOSS COILS. HAS
BUT TWO TUNING CONTROLS. WORK 'EM FROM EXPERIMENTAL RADIO. Page 68 July QST.
200 METERS DOWN. THE PRICE IS LOW. GET
THE DOPE. WE BUILD ANY TYPE RECEIVER,
TRANSMITTER OR WAVEMETER. FOR DOPE ON ROICE 6 WATT TUBES OUTSTEPES DX—FULLY
ANYTHING, GET QSO WITH ENSALL RADIO LAB. GUARANTEED—TRY ONE $8.00. CARDWELL LOTHOS ENSALL, 1208 GRANDVIEW AVE., WAR
LOSS .00025 $8.85. JEWELL 0-500 MILLIAMPERES
$6.97. JEWELL 0-15. AC-VOLTMETER $6.97, STAND
REN, O.
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ARD KEY 12.48, No. 4000 "S" TUBES. PAIR $20.
JAMES RADIO CURTIS. RA-Q-C. 1109 EIGHTH AVENUE. FORT WORTH. TEXAS.
MASTER CODE IN FIFTEEN MINUTES—TEN WORD
SPEED in three hours. These world records made by our
students. Code learning story as told by 150 students,
all now licensed, mailed free on request. Method 12.50
Kills Hesitation. Dodge Radio Shortkut, Dept. SC,
Mamaroneck, N. Y.
ARE YOU ANCHORED AT 10-15 PER—REPORTS
FROM ANOTHER HAMS WHO BY BRIEF STUDY AND
LIMITED PRACTICE INCREASED AND IN SOME
CASES DOUBLED SPEED MAILED ON REQUEST
METHOD S2.50, KILLS HESITATION. Dodge Radio
Shortkut, Dept. SC. Mamaroneck, N. Y.
DID YOU KNOW THE CODE BUT SOMEHOW FAIL
TO PASS? Many Previous Failures thanking us for
License have told story of QUICK SUCCESS, which will
mail on request. Method $2.50. Kills Hesitation. Dodge
Radio Shortkut. Dept. SC, Mamaroneck. N. Y.
KNOW THE CODE OUR WAY—KILL HESITATION.
Ask for list many students who won appointment as
O. R. S. AM. RADIO RELAY LEAGUE and have re
ported made rapid progress to quick success—mailed on
request. Method $2.60, Kills Hesitation. Dodge Radio
Shortkut, Dept. SC, Mamaroneck, N. Y.
INTENSIVE SPEED PRACTICE—Something new.
When properly used enables Hams to quickly develop.
Code Speed for Commercial First or Extra. Supplement
to and sold only in connection with Dodge Radio Short
kut. FREE COPY to FIRST FIFTY HAMS who pur
chase D. R. S., state are trying to reach 80-S5 per will
give fair trial and report results. C. K. Dodge. Ma
maroneck, N. Y.
FOR SALE UP 1016 760 watt transformer $17.50 : 2
UV 217 (new) Kenotrons at $17.60; UT 1867 Magnetic
Modulator $8.60; UL 1008 Inductance $8.60; Illinois IS
plate condenser $1.00; Illinois 4S plate condenser $1.60;
Harry Todd, 1015 North Sixth Street, Springfield, Illinois.
RADIO CORPORATION CONDENSERS UC EIGHT
EEN TWENTY, PRICE ONE FIFTY—UC 18S1 Price
one twenty-five—UV216 Kenotron. price three dollars—■
all new postpaid. D. W. Pinkerton, Station B, Toledo.

ter fill oat an order too—we'll ship it C. O. D. Please
INCLUDE POSTAGE when you send cash with order.
C U next month. E. F. JOHNSON, 9ALD, Waseca
Minn.
WESTERN ELECTRIC 10A Loud speaking outfit; new
$96.00 ; General Radio type 174 B wavemeter—1608000 meters new $66.00 ; 986CW Power control panel ,
$26.00 ; 600 v. 200 watt generator, Crocker Wheeler,
$20.00 ; 2—82-850 volt generators in cradle, $25.00 ; DeForest MR6 receiver 150-20000 meters. $50.00, coils for
same $1.00 each 16 dial omnigraph new, $20.00 ; 2 large
Edison A batteries. 6 volt 400 A. H., $30.00 ea., any of
above shipped upon receipt of money order ; want two
new fifties, S tubes and power transformer. W. E.
Thompson, 2629 Sedgwick Ave., New York City.
ESCO MOTOR GENERATOR set 1000 v. 100 watts 110
volt 60 cycle A. C. motor and field rheostat new. used
on* month, perfect condition $100. 9EV, R. Ballard,
404 E. 94th St., Chicago, 1)1.
HAMS TWO COLOR QSL cards with name and address
76c per hundred. Write for free samples. T. Parker,
28 East St., Fitchburg, Mass. 1AOP.
USE PYREX AND DITCH YOUR MOLASSES AND
MUD "INSULATORS". PYREX LEADJN INSULA
TORS $8.76; PYREX STRAIN INSULATORS $1.60;
TWO LEAD-IN AND FOUR STRAIN INSULATORS
FOR $12.50 ; PREPAID IN USA. P. F. BECHBERGER,
8BFH. NORWALK, O.
NAVY TYPE CW 936 TRANSMITTER AND RE
CEIVER COMPLETE. Can be used for broadcasting.
Includes receiving and transmitting cabinets, power am
plifier, loud speaker, two generators, switchboard, remote
control box, two pairs phones, antenna switch and two
phone transmitters. Made by Western Electric. Have
only SIX COMPLETE SETS left at $200. Macksoud
Radio Laboratories. 84 Washington Street, New York.
COUPLED INDUCTANCES; $16.00. PHOTO ON RE
QUEST. CAPITOL RADIO. LANSING, MICH.
"A BRUTE GENERATOR. Esco, rebuilt, double com
mutator and fields, thousand volt, split two fifty seven
fifty, four hundred watt, speed eighteen hundred, ring
oiled. One ten two twenty volt, half horse, thirty cycle,
single phase, new Master motor. Perfectly mounted
on massive base. Power panel includes field rheostat,
fuses, switches. $125. complete or $85. without motor,
otherwise complete. Photo on request. Vernon Foote,
Imperial Furniture Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan."
EXPERIMENTAL RADIO by Professor Ramsey, Indi
ana University. £5 experiments mimeographed, $2.00
postpaid. For review see July QST, page 68. University
Book Store, Bloomington, Ind.

QST SAYS—either use enameled wire, or polish your
antenna every day. If your time is worth more than
a cent a day Bend in your order NOW for the only real
antenna wire. No. 12 solid copper enameled. Here's
where it costs only $6.90 per 1000 ft. or 76 cents per
hundred for less : You don't need to be told that the
long skinny glazed porcelain insulators are the only
type to use. Sure Fire insulators are made of the SELL—10 Watt Transmitter with Motor-Generator $110.
highest grade porcelain, 20 inches long, 1 inch diameter, T. W. Dresen, 2210 West Lawn Ave., Madison, Wis.
yet 1500 pounds strong. Only $1.15 each, or $1.00 if
you get four or more ; Westinghouse $5.00 lightning TRANSMITTING AMATEURS Attention—Don't Leave
switch for $1.60; Get a new power Bradleystat (Radio- those costly tubes and meters lying around to be broken.
stat) E-2111 for the filament transformer primary, Mount your transmitter on panel. Looks better, works
$6.50, capacity 600 watt transformer. E-210 Bradley- better. QST says so. It's easy to cut those peep and
meter holes with my panel tool. Cuts smooth hole one
stats too, for the little transformer ; Transmitting in
ductance, twin brother to RCA, $8.70 ; 4000-1 S tubes to five inches in diameter ; only $2.50 postpaid or C. O.
$10.00 mogul sockets for them, 90 cents ; Sixteenth inch D. Homer H. Malcomb, Whitewater, Wise, 9EKH.
99% pure aluminum 75 cents per square foot, lead 90
cents ; RCA 0-250 or 0-500 DC milliammeters $6.00, FOR SALE—ATWATER KENT mounted vario coupler
0-2.5 Thermo-ammeters $8.00. 0-5 Thermo-ammeters $5.00 ; 2 Atwater Kent variometers, $4.00 ea. neutrodyne
$9.00, 0-2.5 or 0-5 Hot Wire ammeters only $2.00 ; 6 kit $10.00 ; 2 Acme transformers, $1.76 each, Jefferson
watt grid leaks $1.10, 50 watt leaks $1.65 ; General
$1.50, .001 mfd, mounted Perlco con
Radio 247-W wavemetera 75-250 meters, or 150-600, or transformer,
denser, $8.00 ; .0006 mounted Perlco condenser $2.00,
87^—125, for checking both receiver or transmitter, .0005
Perlco
condenser,
$1.50, triple socket, $1.00 ; rheo
any range $9.50. Extra coils for any range $2.85 ; All stats $ .26, All A-l condition,
Merrill Hayes, Box 166,
General Radio condensers in stock, and say, they are Upland, Pa.
still the LOWEST LOSS condensers at RADIO FRE
QUENCIES, despite all the new fancy ones which give
the resistance at 1000 cycles ; Cardwell transmitting
SALE—two French fifty watt tubes never used,
condensers $15.00 : UC-1806 .002 mfd 6000 volt Faradon FOR
fifteen dollars each, express collect ; for particulars
condenser $1.50, regular price $7.00 ; UC-487 % mfd write
L. J. Peek, Patoka, Ills.
750 volt filter condensers $ .85. UC-490 1 mfd 1750 volt
$2.50. Western Electric 1 mfd 1000 volt $1.90 ; PX-1688
"RADIO CALL PINS," u9FZ (see Page 82).
chopper wheel and contact $2.00 : UP-1868 power trans
former $14.50. UP-1016 power transformer $17.60, Thordarson 80 watt filament transformer $6.80 : UP-1626 160 FOR SALE—Grebe 13, $40.00, with Grebe two-stage
mill, filter reactors $6.00, UP-166S 160 mill. 40 henry amplifier $70.00. G. L. Hight, Rome, Georgia.
reactors $7.26. UP-1654 800 mill. 50 henry $10.46: Jewel
thermo-ammeters $10.80, DC milliammeters and AC fila
ment voltmeters $6.75 ; PR-585 5 watt rheostat $1.20. SELL—Esco Motor generator 850 volts 40 watts, one
Get our new real Ham Catalog, the HAMALOG. full unit, cost $60.00 ; sell $30.00 ; Esco motor generator 600
of dope you'll delight in. A card will bring it, and bet- volts, 200 watts 2 unit, cost $121.00 ; sell $70.00. Both
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operate on 110 volt 60 cycle A. C, like new and guar. anteed in perfect condition. Send post office money
order. Carl Tunwall. 9UL, Ft. Dodge. Ia.
HAMS: Get our Samples and Prices on Printed Call
Cards made to order AS YOU WANT THEM. Radio
grams, 26 cento per 100. HINDS & EDGARTON, 19 S.
Wells St., Chicago, 111.
"Second hand radio goods bought, sold, and exchanged.
All goods tested and guaranteed : perfect condition. What
have you? What do you need? Minnich-Seyse Company.
460 Woodlawn Avenue, Buffalo, New York."
ENAMELED WIRE NO. 12 2000 FEET $17.50: 1000
FEET $9.00; 500 FEET $4.75: PREPAID IN USA; P.
F. BECHBERGER, 8BFH, NORWALK, O.
NOTICE:—A card from anyone hearing 3SD or 3XX will
be appreciated by the owner of these stations. Special
apparatus is being used. C. A. Johnson, 6332 Gainor
Road, Wynnefield, Philadelphia, Pa.
SELL—Old type Zenith three circuit receiver. Paragon
type, 180-600 meters. Best offer takes it. Geo. Adgate, Box
372, Wheaton, Illinois.
GENERATOR—General Electric heavy duty belt driven
500 volt 250 watt 58 bars. Shopworn but never used.
$50 with rheostat. F. J. Hooven, 140 Lexington, Day
ton, Ohio.
HAMS I Before buying CW parts elsewhere, write for
advance information on our new line of transmitting
parts out soon. Seattle Radio Laboratory, 3335 33rd
Avenue South, Seattle, Washington.
WESTERN ELECTRIC 10-A loud speaking outfit com
plete $60.00, D. McJilton, 2227 Adams St., Chicago, III.
ARRL PENNANTS MAKE EXCELLENT CHRISTMAS
GIFTS. You will be well pleased with one of these beau
tiful and best quality felt wool pennants. The colors of
which are yellow on black. Your call letters are in hood
at top and large, gold embroidered league emblem be
neath. Two sizes, 8x24" $1.35 and 9x27" with letters
ORS under emblem $1.60. Postpaid M. O. or check. 10%
discount on all club lots of 10 or more. Eric Robinson,
135 Jefferson Rd., Webster Groves, Mo.
SELL*—Acme 600 watt CW transformer perfect condi
tion, first money order, 8BXA.
"Transmitting Tubes : All sizes, new and guaranteed
hard. Prices reasonable. Kenotrons rectifying up to
14,000 volts. Special sale UV-204A tubes. 600 cycle
Generators and Transformers. 1600 Volt—500 Watt G.
E. self-excited Generators, new $45. We have been sup
plying most of the larger DX stations with tubes for
several years. Get our prices. J. K. Hewitt & Co.
252 Neptune Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 2RK-2FP."

check for $160.00 gets set including tubes. KELLEYVAWTER JEWELRY CO., MARSHALL. MO.
12-350 volt Dynamotor, never been used. A bargain at
$9.50. 9DFE.
SELL—Five disk Omnigraph. New, never used. Highest
offer takes it. Stanley Putnam, Tonasket, Wash.
SPECIAL BARGAINS IN RADIO. QSL CARDS for
the month of December, ONLY. ANY style of two color
cards for these prices : stamped 250—$4.25, 600—$7.85.
Unstamped 250—$2.60, 500—$5.00. Order DIREOT
from this ad. 8 regular styles. Letterheads ; Envelopes ;
and Radiograms, 3 forms 20c per 100.—RUBBER
STAMPS—Send for samples. LOWEST PRICES. Best
QUALITY. The ARTHUR PRESS. 1453 Arthur Avenue,
LAKEWOOD, Ohio. COD orders direct to 8BOQ. Branch
office: C. M. RUSH, JR., 855 S. Broad Street, MOBILE,
Ala. 5QF.
NUMBER SIXTEEN DOUBLE COTTON COVERED
COPPER WIRE 100 FEET 75c, 50 FEET 45c. PRE
PAID IN USA. P. F. BECHBERGER, 8BFH, NOR
WALK, O.
WAVEMETERS! 200 METERS. DOWN. PRICE ON
REQUEST. ENSALL RADIO LAB., THOS. ENSALL,
1208 GRANDVIEW AVE., WARREN. OHIO.
EMERSON 100 W 500 volt motor generator AC drive
good as new, $35.00, R. C. A. 750 watt transformer 1016
$14.00, Philip Stout, Knoxvillc, Tenn.

FOR SALE—Two hundred watt AC CW set with three
meters, one fifty watt tube. Cash Seventy-five dollars.
Ray Y. Leonard, Morristown, N. J.

STILL GOING STRONG on brand new Radio Corp.
transmitting parts, guaranteed. UP1368 325 watt trans
former, for four five watters, $10 ; UP1016 750 watt
transformers, for two fifty watters, $15 ; UP1654 fifty
henry 800 mil choke, $9 ; UP1627 forty henry 300 mil
choke $8 : UP1653 thirty henry 160 mil choke $7 ; UP
1626 25 henry 160 mil choke $6.50; UP1656 75 watt
filament transformer for five watters, $5 : UP1658 150
watt filament transformer for two fifty watters $6 ; UM
630 0-2.5 hotwire ammeter, $1.50 ; UM533 0-5 hotwire
ammeter $2 ; UM578 0-500 DC voltmeter $7.50 : UM576
0-500 milliammetcr $5 ; UC487 '4 mfd. 760 volt filter con
denser, 60c; UC1803 .000025 mfd. 10,000 volt antenna
series condenser, 75c : UC1846 .000075, .000037 and
.000018 mfd. 10,000 volt antenna series condenser, two
section, $1 ; UC1806 .002 mfd. 6000 volt plate and grid
condenser, $1.50 ; UC1015 .0003, .0004 and .0005 mfd.
7,500 volt antenna series condenser (also very gud for
closed circuit in coupled Hartleys) $2; UC1S66 two
section filament bypass condenser $1 ; PX1638 chopper
wheel and brush $1.25 : SA lightning switch $1.25 ; UV
712 9 to 1 A. F. transformer $2.50; UT1648 1V4 amp.
magnetic modulator 25c; I T 1357 3% amp. magnetic
modulator, 50c ; UT1367 5 amp. magnetic modulator, 76c ;
PR535 6 watt rheostat $1.10 ; PR536 200 ohm potentio
meter $1.10 ; PT537 fifty watt rheostat $550 ; UC1873 .05
mfd. filter trap condenser for 60 henry choke $1 ; heavy
duty jacks gud for transmitter panels 25c; 1.2 amp.
3.5 ohm rheostat gud for VT2, with dial 25c; PR539 80
ohm rheostat $1.10. W. M. DERRICK, 68 NORTH
SIXTH STREET, NEWARK, N. J.

SUPERHETS C7 Antenna Inductance $1 ; EIS Special
condensers and dials half price; UV1716's $5; Write for
quotations on any superhet equipment 15 to 25% dis
count. Some slightly used parts at 50%. Bargain list
on request. What have you? ROBERT BARROWS,
Columbia Road, Portland, Maine.

HI OMS. 2 New Double filament audiotrons going at
$4.00 each with adapter ; Proudfoot detector and 2 step
amplifier in walnut cabinet, practically New $20.00 :
750 honeycomb mounted—$3.00 ; consider trades for
Weston Meters, etc., 8BOV—S. Strobel, 3928 N. 6th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

SELL JEWELL METERS AS FOLLOWS: 0-16 DC
VOLTMETER $4.50. 0-600 SAME $12.00, 0-G00 SAME
$15.00. 0-2600 SAME $25.00, OLD STYLE T. C. AM
METER 0-8, $8.00. NEW ONE NEVER USED 0-10.
$9.00. 26 W. E. 21AA 1000-V. 1-MFD FILTER CON
DENSERS AT 90c EACH. R-C-A RHEOSTAT P-T-637
$6.00, MAGNAVOX FOUR BUTTON HAND MICRO
PHONE WITH HANDLES, ONE AMPERE, MODU
LATED CURRENT EASILY $18.00, WESTON T. C.
GALVANOMETER. GOOD FOR WAVEMETERS, ETC.,
$12.00. ALSO 0-600 D. C. MILLIAMMETER $6.00. WILL
TRADE ANY AND ALL OF ABOVE FOR GOOD
PLATE TRANSFORMER, 60 WATT TUBES, FILA
MENT TRANSFORMER. 9CRF. W. L. HOLST, 4042
N. BERNARD ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

GREAT REVIVAL! Audio transformer revived. Your
burnt out transformer brought back to normal activity.
The charge is only $1.50. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. Standard makes only. The Radio Re
search Laboratories, Box 507, New Bedford, Mass.
PLEASE YOUR AMATEUR FRIEND BY GIVING
HIM A HUNDRED ACKNOWLEDGMENT CARDS
FOR CHRISTMAS. GET OUR SAMPLES—CHRISTMAS
ORDERS. IF SO MARKED, GUARANTEED BEFORE
CHRISTMAS IF RECEIVED BEFORE DEC. 20th.
WIRELESS ACKNOWLEDGMENT CARD CO., 325
SIXTH AVE.. McKeesport, Pa.

XMAS SPECIALS. Radion panels 25% off list (send for
all sizes in stock. C302 tubes $6.85. Pyrex
For Sale—No. 10 Watt Transmitter, C. W. and Phone, prices)
Hand Microphone, Key and Record Microphone. 110 Ham Insulators $1.35 : three tube low loss tuners,
Volt A. C. furnishes plate and filament voltage, Keno- mounted in 7x24 cabinet, best of parts used. Wave 45tron rectifiers used. Operated as W. J. A. T. Heard 225 meters, $45.00 : Acme 1% henry 500 watt m. a.
regularly four to six hundred miles on phone. First chokes, $5.00 ; 6 ohm rheostats with gunmetal dial 89c,
ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
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Jewell meters 12% off list (send for prices). Let me
know your needs, transmitting and receiving. Geo.
Voiirt. 66 Maiden Lane, Maspeth, N. Y. Dept. 12.
CARDS PRINTED—Call in 2 inch type, border, any
color, 11.50 for 100, $2.25 for 200, $4.00 for 500, $7.00
for 1000. also made to order, $8.00 per 1000. WRITE
FOR SAMPLES. QRA 5AEQ, 2190 HARBERT AVE..
MEMPHIS, XENN.
QRA SECTION
50c straight, with copy in following form
only: CALL — NAME — ADDRESS. Any
other form takes regular HAM-AD rates.
1CAK-1ZD-1XAX—John M. Wells, 40 Main St.. Southbridge, Mass.
lWR-Portable transmitter 5 watt. Floyd L. Vanderpoel,
Litchfield, Ct.
1 ZL-1A VW—Carlton A. Weidenhammer, 33 Washington
Place, Bridgeport, Conn.
RADIO 3FF Sherman Holland. Crisfleld, Maryland.
4NJ-4VN—Thomas B. Wetmore, Arden. N. C.
»UC—D. B. Whittemore (ex 2CUZ). 925 Grandview Ave.,
Seabreeze, Fla.
5ABE—A. CAMPBELL. 621 Seventh St.. Perry, Okla.
5CK—John Mitchell, Havana, Ark.
6BAF—St. Clair Adams, Union Labor Hospital, Eureka,
Calif.
6BEV—Jay Peters, Route 8, Box 6. 842 Stepney St., Inglewood, Calif.
6BOM—HERBERT PERRY, Dorm. Polytechnic School.
San Luis Obispo, Calif.
6VW—Morris Houser. 830 Boston Place. Pomona, Calif.
8AQG—R. P. Lippelman, 876 Glenwood Ave., Cincin
nati. O.
MISTAKE IN LAST CALL BOOK. Should be 8BFE,
Raymond Bell. 282 Union Ave., Williamsport. Pa.
8BWI Barney H. Warner, 14 N. Grant St.. Wilkesbarre.
Pa.
8BWW—Robert T. Ferguson, Moxahala, Perry County. O.
8DG—Noel J. Groh. 151 Bradley St., Buffalo, N. Y.
9DJS—William M. Cronin, 633 Lakewood Ave., Chicago.
m.
SIE—Thomas J. Boerner, 1236 Grand Ave., Port Wash
ington. Wise.
Coil
Back and Front
Panel Mountings
Plain or Geared
Genuine Bakelite
The
Universal
all-wave Inductance—accepted
standard
Inmeasurement
regard
to superior
and electricalasfriend
unitswhyof
Ask yourconstruction
sets using honeycomb
colls"Oldare Timer"
better; radio
they give doner
tuning,
selectivity
andmounted
range. and
No dead
end losses,
easy
to greater
operate.with
16allsizes,
unmounted.
In
terchangeable
mountings.
Be sure
the set you
buy or build has them.
Send Honeycomb
25c for Super
Heterodyne.
Radio Frequency
and
Coll Circuits
and Complete
Catalog.
Chas. A Branston, Inc..
Dept. 3—815 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.
" "
L To

Bargains!!

WAVECHANGER
One (1) 2-kilowatt. type SE 89 or SE 90, Wave
Changer and Loading Coil, Inductive Coupler, 9
Wave Lengths, manufactured by the Electrical
Industries Company.
This outfit originally cost $900.00.
Our Price $350.00
Brand new. never used, condition guaranteed.
AMMETERS
Eighteen (18) only Radio Frequency Ammeters,
0-20, manufacturers price $50.00 each.
Our Price $25.00 each.
INSULATORS
4,500, "ELECTROSE", 18" Column Strain In
sulators. Manufacturers price $2.50 each.
Our Price $1.40 each, Postpaid
All of the above material was purchased by us from
the U. S. Navy Department, and made in ac
cordance with Navy specifications.
Writ; 'Phone or Wire
J. C. BERKWIT COMPANY
25 Beaver Street
New York City

Send

No

Money
We trust all ama
teurs. We print to
please you. Call Cards:
red call, name and
address, black printing,
high quality, latest
design. These cards
bring replies. Radio
grams: bond paper, at
tractive printing. Tou
will enjoy them. Sta
tionery: letterheads,
Stt x
good quality
bond, envelopes 6 \i
RADIOGRAM Inches, white good
grade, made especially
for am.it i :urs. Logs:
STATION 9AHQ +
»Iumns for call, time,
W K D-H R D, QSA.
QSB. QRH, QTC. Re
marks. Popular design.
Arrl Emblem Added
Whenever Requested by
League Member.
ORDER NOW
YOUR OWN Name, Address
and Station Printed FREE
on any of these. Just a small chareo for materials. Cards: 100—
$1.75: 200—$2.65; 300—$3.50. (Gov. cards lo each eitra).
Radiograms:
100—$1.35;
200—$1.85;
300—$2.35.
100
envelopes and
100 letterheads
only $2.25:
200 each Stationery:
$3.25; 300
each
$4.25.
Logs:
100—$1.45:
200-$2.10,
300—$2.75.
one cent Pay postman when printing arrives. If youDon't
prefersend
to
send check with order we prepay postage.

MONEY REFUNDED if not DELIGHTED
Send order today—NOW, A postal will do.
RADIO PRINTERS, 19 Mud St., MendoU, HI.
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Eveready
Heavy Duty
"B" Bat
tery, 4 5
toltt. Three
Fahneetoch
dipt. Length,
8 3/16 in.;
width,
4 7/10 in.;
height,
7 3/16 in. ;
weight,
13 3/4 Ibe.
Price 14.75.

REDUCE
Operating Costs
Thousands of people are already
cutting their "B" Battery costs onehalf, or even two-thirds, by using
the new Eveready "B" Battery No.
770 on their heavy drain sets.
This new Eveready Heavy Duty
Battery marks a marvelous advance
in reducing "B" Battery costs.
If your "B" Batteries have lasted
only two months on a five or six
tube receiver, this Eveready Heavy
Duty "B" Battery will increase the
service two to three times.
Use this Eveready Heavy Duty
"B" Battery on any receiving set
on which the "B" Batteries last less
than four months. When thus used
to its full capacity, it is the cheapest
as well as the best source of "B"
energy ever offered.
Manufactured and guaranteed oy
NATIONAL CARBON CO., Ikc.
Headquarters for Radio Battery Information
New York
Saa Francisco
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited
Toronto, Ontario

EVEREADY
Radio Batteries
—they last longer
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A Low-Loss Condenser
for Selective Receivers

Allplates are solid brass,
carefully soldered at all
joints* The I
resistance does not increase,erenafterlonguse.
Standard Ratings
and Prices
0.00025 M-F. $4.50
0.0005 M-F. 5.00
0.001 M-F. 6.00
The Bradleydenser has no
vernier plates. The shaft is
H -in. to fit any Standard dial.

Sales Offices
Knoxville
Lot Angeles
Boston
New York
Buffalo
Philadelphia
Chicago
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati Saint Louis
Cleveland Saint Paul
Denver
San Francisco
Detroit
Seattle

THE New Bradleydenser embodies many
new and important features that contribute
to its high efficiency and low loss. One of the
most significant innovations is the omission
of the outer end-plate and the substitution
of a unique bearing that maintains rigid align
ment of the rotor plates without the use of
unnecessary insulating or di-electrie end-plates.
There is almost no di-electric material in the
Bradleydenser to absorb energy from the
antenna oscillations.
The minimum capacity also is low, affording
a wide range of control. This is an important
advantage in sets to be operated from loops.
We shall be glad to send you
complete information about
the Bradleydenser. Drop us
a line, to-day !

e^n-Bm^rCo.
Electric Controlling Apparatus
277 Greenfield Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Nolle* the amazing
reduction of insulating
material to two small
spacers. The dielectric
loss is, therefore, verylow.

^Another Allen-Bradley Radio Device ofthe same perfection and quality as the Universal Bradleysta.
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Department
F. H. Schnell, Traffic Manager
1045 Main St, Hartford Conn.

Outshadowing everything; that has gone
before, in the way of work for our U. S.
Navy, was the work of the radio amateurs
in keeping watch on NERK, the U. S. S.
Shenandoah, during her flight from Lakehurst, N. J., to Tacoma City, Washington,
and return. The co-operation extended by
the amateurs to the Navy Department is
very well defined in the following message
which was broadcast from NKF on Navy
Day, October 27th:
"From: Secretary of the Navy.
To:
Amateur Radio Operators of
the United States.
1. The co-operation of the amateur
radio operators with the Naval Re
search Laboratory has resulted in in
creasing the communication efficiency
of our Navy. The new long distance
communication records made by the
Shenandoah are a direct result of your
co-operation.
2. Interest such as you have shown
in the Navy in time of peace is the
country's best guarantee of our Navy's
readiness when called upon for our
country's defense.
3. It seems appropriate, therefore,
that on Navy Day, which coincides with
the completion of the wonderful trans
continental flight of the Shenandoah, I
congratulate and thank you for your
contributions toward a better and more
efficient Navy.
Curtis D. Wilbur."
At the request of Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor,
Radio Division, U. S. Naval Research
Laboratory, the A.R.R.L. supplied the calls
of stations operating on 75 to 80 meters
for communication with NERK, who was on
91 meters. NKF, on 54.5 and 82 meters
was the station to be relied upon for all
communication, and only in event of failure
to hookup with NKF was NERK to work
amateurs.
However, things went so
smoothly that there was plenty of time for
NKF and amateurs to work NERK. At
times NERK'S note seemed a bit wobbly,
but all during the voyage from October 7th
to October 25th there wasn't a minute of
the day or night that some amateur wasn't
on watch for her. Not once was the 91
meter wave used, unless some amateur
heard it. It was great work, gang, and
while the T.M. was at NKF October 25th,
Dr. Taylor said that he was more than
Q S T for December, 1924

pleased with the splendid co-operation of
the amateurs.
Of the logs received, we arp able to give
some information as to what stations were
on the job for NERK. Since we are not
mind readers, and because logs from other
stations have not been received, although
we put in a plea for them, we cannot give
full credit to those stations because we
have no details and next month will be
too late. MIM!
7GQ seems to have the best reception
record, he having copied NERK each day
or night from October 8th to 20th. Too
bad he didn't get a chance for QSO, L-ecause he surely was on the job every
minute. 6YB did some fine work in all
departments.
A complete station was
rigged up in eight hours; a blinker was in
operation and a motorcycle and rider was
available for any emergency. In addition,
six operators stood watches.
6YB was
QSO NERK October 9th, QSR'ing a Gov
ernment message, and again on the 22nd.
NERK was heard on the 8, 10, 11. 12, 14, 18,
19, and 20. 6YB's log was complete and
nearly the whole story is told therein.
7EO heard NERK on the 10, 15, 16, 17, and

A.R.R.L. Headquarters Station, Call
1MK, 1045 Main Street, Hartford,
Conn., is on the air (75 to 80 meters)
every noon from 12:00 to 1:00 P. M.
and from 5:00 to 6:00 P. M., E.S.T.
Let's have your traffic, OM ! The op
erators and their personnel signs are:
A. A. Hebert, "AH"; C. A. Service, Jr.,
"CS"; F. H. Schnell, "FS"; F. C.
Beekley, "BEEK"; K. B. Warner,
"KB"; L. W. Hatry, "KN"; S. Kruse,
"LQ"; A. L. Budlong, "BUD"; J. M.
Clayton, "ZL".

finally on the 18 got his chance and took
a load of press from her, which he had to
"haul" to McMinnville, Oregon, seven miles
away, because his W.U. man was off watch.
(FB, 7EO!)
6BUR took two Govern
ment Msgs October 10 after hearing her
on the 9th. 5AFN, with his gang, didn't
I

let a thing get by on the 9th when they
were QSO NERK, also copying everything
on 975 meters. IXW intercepted press on
the 7th and copied her nearly every night
during the trip out; and QSO NERK while
she was near El Paso, Texas. 4XE reports
NERK every night but one up to the 14th.
No further reports. 7ZU logged her Octo
ber 9 and 10; 6AWT, 9; 6WI, 9 and 22;
5AJT, 8, 9, 10; 3BZ, 9; 6ZZ, 10; 5XBH, 7
and 8. The following stations seemed to

have some connection with NERK: 7AFO,
7AFN, 6AGE, 6CMU, 5JF, 6CGW, 6BBH,
5DW, BHW, 6CFZ, 6ALV, 5UE; but since
we are depending upon amateur telegraphy
and not mental telepathy for our informa
tion, we are only sorry they didn't give us
copies of their logs for this story.
Certainly some of us have poor fists!
But it goes further than that—some have
rotten, terrible, sloppy fists, and if we were
to sum up the kicks from the amateurs of
Australia, New Zealand, South America,
England, France, Holland and Italy, we
would have to go still further. Aside from
our fists, some of us don't seem to have
much gray matter. The past month has
brought us a whole swarm of this sort of
stuff, and it must be true. The foreign
hams tell us to tie a can to the bug and
cootie key, unless we are absolutely sure
we know how to use them. That's right!
Just for the sake of verifying some of
these kicks, this T.M. went home with the
idea of listening to this gang to see if it
was so. Well, the things we heard in the
course of about four nights were not as
bad as the foreigners had said—it was
worse!
Terrible!
Funny, too, we had
often heard these same things but just
passed them by hoping they would im
prove.
What we ought to have is a code instruc
tion class for some amateurs who think
they know how to send, but really we've
heard riveting hammers that were far bet
ter. There ought to be a class for "CQ
Hounds". Haven't we tried and tried to
get over to you the proper way to use
CQ without making a hound of yourself?
Get out May 1923 QST and read the story
on page 20. That is the way the foreign
amateurs want you to do it. Don't try to
see how long you can call CQ without signII

ing, and see how long you can keep it up
at one stretch before your arm gets tired.
Ye Gawds!
Why do we have to keep
using valuable space, that could be put to
better use, by telling you these things
month in and month out?
In the four nights we listened at 1XW1MO, we logged 67 amateurs, who, in our
judgment, had rotten fists. While we do
not claim to be FA on good and bad fists,
we do believe we know a rotten one when
we hear it. There are times when two
hams are working together and who un
derstand each other and know how to chop
their stuff so each will understand the
other, and we are not counting that, but
we refer to amateurs who have rotten fists
right along. Then we ran across the "CQ
Hound"—we logged 81 of his kind, some of
which were in the R.F. class. Along with
them was the long caller and short signer—
the chap who calls about 40 times and signs
once, and then so poorly his call could not
be recognized. We were able to count 26
known and perhaps that many more un
known because of bum fists.
The four nights were so interesting that
we've decided to make a habit of logging
these chaps under three different heads,
Rotten Fists, CQ Hounds, and Long
Callers, and if we have any luck, providing
it is bad enough, we hope to be able to
present the calls in this department next
month.
Now for more pleasant things. Word
comes from French 8AB, our good friend
Deloy, that he also is QSO Argentina and
New Zealand as are the British hams. By
the way, F8AB and the two New Zealand
hams we heard have very good fists, Z2AC
and Z4AA. A great many British amateurs
are using code words and transmitting them
practically every night in order to deter
mine the most consistent transmitter for
the entire season. Code words are on file
with the T.M. for verification. The waves
in use are between 90 and 120 meters.
F8AB will be on the air every Wednesday
and Saturday night at 10:30 P.M'., E.S.T.,
on about 85-90 meters. B. D. Vermani of
Lahore, India, probably is. on the air now
with 350 watts on 100 meters.
Several
Egyptian amateurs have broken into the
game, too. We're getting on toward that
"Round the World Relay by Amateur
Radio".
A complete list of every O.R.S. station
has been sent to every O.R.S. This list
appears in alphabetical order by calls. If
vou are interested in becoming an O.R.S.,
write to your D.S.. A.D.M., or D.M. There
is plenty of room for more O.R.S.'s, but we
want only those which can and will be a
credit to amateur radio and the A.R.R.L.
How about you, OM ?
Official A.R.R.L. broadcasts are
sent every Saturday and Sunday
night (75-80 meters. 8:00 P.M.; 150200 meters, 10:30 P.M.)
Q S T for December, 1924

ATLANTIC DIVISION
C. H. Stewart. Mgr.
The DM was out of commission with an attack
of grippe that put him out for two weeks, the result
being that many of the divisional affairs suffered a
set-back. However, the time of getting ORS Cer
tificates out to the follows will be reduced to make
up for lost time and no trouble should be experi
enced in the future.
The report from West. Penn. is missing this month
—something unusual must have happened with PEW,
as he always gets them through on time and in fine
shape. Eastern Penn : DX traffic has taken a de
cided increase on short waves. Many stations are
prepared to get down and use the 75-80 meter band
and still further increase is expected. 3QV has com
pletely remodeled, from antenna to ground. SADP
is getting out great on 78 meters. 3HAQ will be
on the air with a complete new outfit, also. 8CMT,
8BPN, and 8DBN keep traffic going ok. 30G worked
all districts and Canada in three hours, using
2 5*ers. 3AUV continues to bat 'em out in all di
rections. 3CCU, 2 5'ers. has reached England and
New Zealand. Old 3DM and 3BRF are opening a
new station together. 3ARP will assist at 8XE.
Most up-state stations are operated over the week
end because of the gang being away at collie dur
ing the week. In district No. 6, the short wave
fever is breaking out all over. 8CCQ worked a bunch
of west coasters and G2SH the first crack out of
the box. 8BFE, 1 5'er, has been heard across the
Atlantic. 8BFE has been appointed CM of Williamsport. QRA, C. R. Bell. 282 Union Ave.
Traffic. 3ZM. 15 ; SQV, 9 ; 3BNU. 49 ; 3BLC, 19 :
8CTZ, 2; 8AVL. 8; 8CJN. 24; 3MQ, 12; 3TP, 28;
8BPN, 10 ; 8DBN. 9 ; 8CMT, 62 : 3AUV, 22 ; 30G,
16; 3Z0. 103; 3CCU. 83; 8CCQ, 32; 8BFE. 17;
3BTU, 22; 3HD. 9; 3FS, 11. (Fine msg report—
T. M.)
DIST. OF COLUMBIA: Practically every active
station is down on the short waves. 3BWT is the
most active. 3BE, 8BPP, and 3HS, have been go
ing all summer and there will be no let-up this
winter. 3BHV has been doing some nice work,
although he is a newcomer. Miss 3CDQ. the "OW"
of the District, has put up a man-sized antenna
and threatens to DX or bust. 3BPP and 3CEJ have
put up new antennas. SAB is getting back into
operation, too. Welcome, OM ! 3BWT will have
a dual system, one on short waves and one on
about 180 meters.
Traffic: 3BWT. 10; 3BFP, 16.
Dist. No. 6, of New Jersey, is the only report
on hand. More traffic than ever Is going through
this section and with good speed, too. SCS-3ZI Is
on the air and with a nice new 50 footer is going
good. 3CB X is doing good work with his new
antenna also. Reaches 9's every night and has
been heard in England. 3XAN has been going
strong and handling his share of traffic. 8XAN,
2XBF and 3XP are organizing a storm route along
the transmission lines of the Public Service Elec
tric Company, between Newark and Camden. Sev
eral test messages were started from headquarters
without pre-arranged schedule. These messages
were addressed to the respective heads of the dis
patchers along the route and in less than an hour
and a half answers were received back by tele
phone stating that all emergency test messages had
been received ok. (Vy FB—T. M. and lets have
more of this RR dope).
Traffic: 3CBX, 14; 3XAN, 44; 8ACC, 9; 8BAY.
36; 3BEI, 4: 3HTQ, 19; 3BWJ. 5; 3CHH. 7; 3AIH,
32 : 3AS, 32 ; 3BCO, 60.
CENTRAL DIVISION
R. H. G. Mathews, Mgr.
MICHIGAN--The Fourth Annual Michigan A. R.
R. L. Convention will be held in Lansing in Feb
ruary. We are trying to make this the best yet.
Dist. No. 1 : The report this month looks prom
ising, however, there are too few report cards com
ing into this office for the number of O.R.S. in the
district.
It is time to boast for the next Michigan con
vention at Lansing in February. If we all begin
plans now this convention will be the biggest yet ;
give Lansing a helping hand fellows and all plan
to be there if possible.
Q S T for December, 1924

Dist. No. 2 : On October 6 the Third District
held a meeting at 8CPY, Kalamazoo, at which 12
members of district No. 2 were present. A hilar
ious time was had by all. 8CY won the lair's contest
only because 8ZF and 8NZ could not take part. The
gang, outside of 8ZF, don't seem to be doing much
on short waves, although several are still experi
menting. 8FS worked three sevens the first time
he tried his new 5 watt set—8 inch coupling, too.
8CED leads the district this month.
Dist. No. 3 : BCPY is back on now for the fall
and winter and working out great. 9CNO and
8BUC are putting in a big station at the aviation
field at South Haven. 8AEB is working in fine
shape. 8ZK will be out of radio for some time on
account of school. 8CWK worked NKF in day
light on 5 watts.
Dist. No. 4: 9BOH and 9CWI are both off the
air at present.
Traffic : 8CED, 102 ; 8AZW. 64 ; 8DOK. 59 ;
8DGT. 56 ; 9CE, 44 ; 8CPY, 38 ; 8BDO, 36 ; 8AEB.
35 ; 8DCY, 32 ; 8NX, 31 ; 8DOO, 29 ; 8BTF, 26 ;
MDEP. 23; 8CWF, 22; 8DDT. 18; 8ZZ. 17; 8ZF. 16.
8BUC. 15; 8BD. 14; 8CEP, 13; 8BRD, 12; 8CCW,
12; 8AUB, 11; 8ZH. 9; 8DJH, 7; SAMS. 6;
8WA. 3.
ILLINOIS — The general condition seems to be
on the upgrade.
The D. S. of Dist. No. 1 has resigned. 9NQ on
with spark some but is getting 3.1 amps from one
5 watter. 9DAY just returned from a Pacific
coast trip. He and 9VM are attending the U. of I.
9CTF is arranging schedules for the winter and
will be on with a good set. A lot of stations could
take a lesion from 9CTF*s method of handling
traffic. 9DLO says no ink on the messages ever
fades at his station. 9BUK is getting great DX
on 80 meters and has worked all districts in U. S.
and Canada, but the 5th. also Mexico. 9BRX is
working on 77 meters. 9AIC is very QRW and is
only on early Sunday mornings. 9DXL has been
reconstructing for the past month. 9ARM has
changed to the 4 coil Meissner and finds it so
sharp he can't raise anyone. 9DZR is also using
the 4 coil Meissner with CRAC. He is using the
Low-loss described in August QST and is the "ber
ries." The report from district No. 3 was returned
by the A. D. M. because it did not follow the
proper form. 9BHX opened up this month with
two 50's and is knocking the bixcs for a goal.
9CLJ erected a stick and strung up a couple wires
and is working on 80 meters, which is far the
better. 9DQU on Sept. 24th worked 6VC at 6-45
P. M.. C. S. T. and as the sun set at 6.00 most of
the distance was covered in sunlight. 6LJ was
worked a few days later at 7 P. M. All this on
80 meters. 9CZL had a little hard luck when his
radio shack burned down and he will be out of the
game for the time being. 9AP is on 80 meters with
two fifties. 9BGC is attending the U. of I. The
report for district 5 did not come up to standard
form and was returned by the A. D. M.
Bill Ridgway of Dist. No. 6 is very QRW with
work. 9BQW went off and came back in a tightly
coupled circuit—Mrs. Wisman. We are glad to
hear 9CLX on the air again. 9COW put up a new
tower. 9BNA got out to 48 states. Although
9DHQ is chasing the OW. he still has time for the
C. W.. Schweitzer. 9AAW, has put in a Ham
Squaker. He says there is a method in his mad
ness though. By talking of the Chicago Radio
Traffic Association and the A.R.R.L. to the sta
tions he works, the B.C.L's get an earful of in
structive information. 9RC is still tonking on
ICW. 9DWX is still on the high waves and for
that reason can only be on in Ham hours. We
wish someone would steal 9BUK's spark—A.D.M.
The C. M's report that a number of stations report
direct to the D. M., A. D. M.. or D. S. Report
only to your C. M. if you have one and get your
report to him by the 15th of the month.
Traffic: 9CZL. 176; 9BNA. Ill ; 9CTF. 86 ;
9DQU. 48 ; 9BRE. 86 ; 9AHQ, 32 j 9DLO, 32 ; 9BGK.
29 ; 9RQ, 27 : 9DVW. 23 ; 9RC, 22 ; 9DHZ, 20 ;
9AAW, 19; 9CDY, 19; 9ATT, 18; 9DWX, 17;
9DNP. 16; 9CVF. 15; 9APK. 15; 9BUK. 15. 9BRX.
15; 9TW, 14: 9DHQ, 13; 9CLZ, 12; 9MC, 12;
9DAY. 12; 9EDG. 10; 9CA. 6; 9DKK. 5; 9AHJ. 5;
9CXT, 4; 9ALL. 3; 9ABF. 3; 8EFQ, 3; 9TS. 2;
9CVS. 2; 9BHX, 2; 9AIC. 2; 9DXL. 1; 9ARM. 1.
SOUTHERN INDIANA — 9BRK is back on the
job as D. S. of Dist. No. 3 and things there are
looking up. 9CHK is handling the bulk of the
traffic in the south end. 9ES is putting in part
time at 9BBW working 50 watts on 80 meters.
9BVZ. on 80 meters, works the west coast quite
III

regularly. 9ASJ has just started up at the Speed
way with a G watter and raw A. C. 9BCC is off
to Purdue Univ. SAUK is married, has sold his
outfit and will be off indefinitely.
Indianapolis Radio Club has established two loop
stations, 9ASJ and 9AXH to locate strange noises.
They also have appointed a committee to help keep
peace
with 9CKH,
the B. 36;
C, L's.
Traffic:
9EJI, 35; 9PB, 24; 9BVZ,
14;; 9CSC. 12; 9ES, 10; 9AWG. 10: 9BK, 10;
9BRK. 16 ; 9CUR, 8. 9UT, 8 ; 9AQU, 8 ; 9BJL, 7 ;
9BBW, 6 ; 9ADK, 6 ; 9AUW. 4 : 9CJA, 2, 9ASJ. 1.
KENTUCKY—Traffic has been moving very slow
ly. 9WU has been doing very good work. 9ELL
is busy with football. 9ARU is going FB with 6's.
9MN has been doing great DX on 80 meters —
works west coast nearly every night. 9DJN is
hitting the sixes too. 9TT is on again and going
good. 9DAW has moved his set to Willmore while
at school and will soon be operating under a 9 call.
9EP has been having generator trouble, but the
reliable chem. rect. has been called back into
service.
Traffic: SEP, 46; 9DTT, 19; 9MN, 18; 9WU, 16;
9ELL, 14 9HP, 11; 9DJN. 10.
OHIO—Dist. No. 1 : 8MQ is ready to go with ■
new mast. 8CIE is out with a blown fil trans
former. Defiance is - going full blast. On 76 me
ters, 8ZY, cannot move the meter but works both
coasts easily. 8FU is going on 200 but is going to
rebuild so as to have two sets—luo watts on 200
and 250 watts on 78 meters. 8AND blew his tube
and was out most of the month. Findlay is mostly
rebuilding, 8ARO and 8DFF in particular. 8BQI.
a sure-fire station, cannot get traffic. 8BN sends
in a nice bunch of messages. 8CCI is the only live
station in Lima. BAA is rebuilding a 75 meter
antenna and transmitter with 50 watts for power.
Dist. No. 2: 8DBM is trying to arrange sched
ules but hasn't had much luck. 8ANM is using
the 4 coil Meisner circuit. 8XT-8ZE-8GX is back
on the air again on 78 meters. 8RY will be off
the air until 8XT is finished. 8BIE has been re
building.
is on leads
75 meters.
Dist. No.8BCE
8: 8DMX
the district this month.
8CYT worked VDM and is knocking off 6's and 7's.
8BNH comes home from college over the week-ends
and ties up with many of the boys out west. 8TT,
8BWK, 8ADA and 8DAE are also getting their
signals out to the Pacific coast. 8BVR is back
from Europe now and is on the air regularly.
Ashtabula is getting in shape. 8ATW has a new
antenna.
Dist. No. 4 : 8CVH expects to be going good
soon. 8CWR is pretty busy. 8YX has 10 opera
tors. 8GW is rebuilding set so as to handle more
traffic. 8CNR has been on a vacation. 8AIW will
hit them again since the convention is over. 8ANB8ZAB is putting up a new steel tower.
Dist. No. 5: New D.S. for this district is H. C.
Storck, 694 Carpenter St., Columbus. Ohio. 8DO
lost most of his set in a fire. 8BYN will have a
second operator in 8DEM. 8BYN is working both
coasts FB on 75-80 meters and 150-200 meters.
8CWP and 8PL are FB on 80 meters. 8BBH is also
FB on 80 meters.
Dist. No. 6: The new D.S. is H. J. Mitchell, 253
Perry St., Alliance, Ohio.
Traffic: 8GZ, 70; 8BN, 49; 8DMX, 37; 8CCI, 81;
8BKM, 29; 8TT, 29; 8CYT. 28; 8BOQ. 22; 8HN. 20;
8ANB, 19; 8DBM. 18; 8DHS, 15; 8BWK, 14; 8ADA,
14; 8YX, 13; 8DCF. 11; 8ZY. 10; 8AAJ, 9: 8COJ,
9; 8ALW, 9; 8CNL. 9; 8TJ. 8; 8BQI, 7; 8FU, 2;
8DND. 2; 8ANM, 2; 8HS, 2; 8BVR, 2; 8GW, 2;
8BNH. 1.
WISCONSIN—The most important event of the
season took place during the past month when the
amateurs of Wisconsin and a few from surrounding
territories gathered at Madison on August 31st to
hold their second annual state traffic meeting. It
was a three-day affair starting Saturday night with
a supper nt the Madison Y. M. C. A. and following
with a traffic meeting on Sunday afternoon. The
meeting was presided over by Clarence N. Crapo.
A.D.M. of Wisconsin, and the following men gave
interesting addresses: R. H. G. Mathews. B. M.
Miller. R. D. Lighty and short talks by all the
prominent
operators
present.
The Technical
meeting
was very well attended
and among those who spoke at this meeting were:
E. T. Flewelling. R. M. Miller, W. B. Schulte, Prof.
W. H. Lighty, Robt. E. Knoff, Mr. Hoffman, R. H.
G. Mathews. C. S. Polacheck.
At the organization meeting the Wisconsin A. R.
R. T.. Assn. was thoroughly organized and the fol
lowing officers and directors chosen: President, C.
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N. Crapo, 9VD ; vice-president, K. C. Maas, 9AZA ;
second vice-president, M. H. Bishop, 9DHG ; secytreas., O. C. Austin, 9AKR. Directors, V. Wright,
9DST; W. C. Bridges, 9BTH ; E. T. Howell. 9CVI;
K. C. Maas, 9AZA; M. H. Bishop, 9DHG ; O. C.
Austin, 9AKR; C. S. Polacheck, 9CMP ; and C. N.
Crapo, 9VD.
The first five directors represent each of the five
A.R.R.L. traffic districts in Wisconsin and the next
two representing the publicity department and the
A.D.M. for Wisconsin to preside at all traffic meet
ings, being an ex-officio director. Membership in
the organization is limited to A.R.R.L. members.
The association is to be incorporated as soon as
possible and affiliation with the A.R.R.L. has been
applied for. Dues are a dollar a year payable in
advance. All Wisconsin men desirous of support
ing the organization are requested to communicate
with the secretary, Mr. O. C. Austin, 1316 Drake
St., Madison.
Dist. No. 1: 9CII works 1000 mi in daylight on
short waves and easily works all districts. 9HW
works first district in daylight on new short an
tenna. 9DTK has new 50 ft. mast. New aerial and
counterpoise using enameled wire and working all
districts on 80 meters. 9CVI has been laid up in
the hospital. 9BKR reports rebuilding station an
tenna system.
*
Dist. No. 2: 90M Is using five watts and getting
out fine although western traffic is rather bum.
9EAR must have been in a hurry as he says he has
rebuilt everything and in as many words. 9BMF
and 9DCP, going strong. 9CWZ, our star station,
says traffic is picking up and just about ready to
put up a new 80 ft mast. 9DZV had hard luck try
ing to raise an 80 footer, it came down in three
pieces. He is swinging down to 80 meters. 9EGH
is putting in a 2B0 watt bottle with M.G. 9CCF is
operating on 80 meters now with 9EQG nelping
him out. 9AZA has succeeded in raising a 74 foot
mast and will be on the air soon.
Dist, No. 3: 9BYE says that on 80 meters its
hard to connect under 500 miles but easy up to
2000. 9ALA is doing real DX now connecting with
the first and fifth districts easily. 9AGT says every
thing is going fine at his station. 9BVA has over
hauled his antenna system and is doing better work.
9AEU is working on schedule and reports traffic
scarce. 9BQG sends traffic total by radio but no
news. 9BYJ is overhauling his set in preparation
for a 50 watter. 9CIU hasn't started up yet but is
getting ready for the winter session.
Dist. No. 4: 9ALI has a card from Madrid.
Spain, verifying reception of his sigs at that place.
9AZN handles most of his traffic in daylight work
ing as far east as Schnectady. 9DSO can wirk the
coast easily. 9DST, newly appointed Q.R.S. is
erecting a new mast. 9AKY Is back on the air with
a 50 water RAC. 9BKC is using 50 watts this sea
son on 160 meters. 9CFX is rebuilding again.
Dist. No. 5 : 9ELI is using a ribbon antenna on
80 meters with considerable success. 9CYG reports
damage by a storm but will be back with two 60's
soon. 9BTH is operating on 76 meters. 9DPR is
on 155.
Traffic: 9CWZ. 91: 9ALI. 69: 9CII. 47: 9AZN.
42 : 9HW. 40 : 9ADP. 36 : 9ELI, 22 ; 9BYE. 22
9DTK. 22: 9BMF. 22; 9COI, 22: 9EMD, 19: 9ALA
18; 9AGT. 17: 9BVA, 16; 9CDP. 13; 9CCF. 12
90M. 10. 9EAR. 10: 9NY, 10; 9CVT. 9; 9BSO. 9
9DKT. 9: 9AEU, 7; 9DHG, 6. 9DPR, 6; 9VD. 6
9BKR. 4 : 9DCV. 4 ; 9AKY, 4 ; 9BQG. 2 : 9BKC, 1.
NORTHERN INDIANA—Dist. No. 1: 9UC Is
attending Purdue University. 9DJZ has resigned
as CM. of Fort Wayne. Munice was visited by
RP<3. 9DDA is going but the rest of the Muncie
fellows nre bnrd up. 9CLN is waiting for a new
Kenotron. 9AZX the D.S.. moved to 2803 W. Sixth
St.. Mnrion. Ind., and will be going soon.
9APD is back again but reports no traffic moving.
Traffic: 9BKJ, 98: 9DLW, 70: 9DBJ. 22: 9AEI.
20: 9QRS. 16: 9CLN. 14; 9AFY. 12: 9CNV. 10:
9AZX, 8: 9APD. 6: 9CZF. 6.
DAKOTA DIVISION
W. C. Wallace, Mgr.
NORTH DAKOTA—Dist. No. 1: Things rather
quiet but seem to be improving. Our main stations
are all busy with things besides amateur radio and
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it is telling on our record. 9CSI, 9AEJ, 9DNX,
9AMP, 9CRG are all doing fine work.
Dist. No. 2: 9DM has never failed to send In his
report even through the summer. The district super
intendent is having trouble with his antenna but he
swears he will be on the air soon.
The A.D.M. believes that the Minneapolis conven
tion will do more to awaken the amateurs to real
work than any one thing that could possibly be
done. After the convention undoubtedly every sta
tion will be going fuU blast. The amateur needs
something at least once a year to pep him up and
get things going again. 9AHM has been appointed
O.R.S.
Traffic: 9AMP, 81; 9CRG. 6; 9CSI. 2; 9DNX. 2.
MINNESOTA—O.R.S. certificates have been issued
to the following: 9ABK, 9SW, 9CMN, 9BFU, 9BQY,
9DYZ. 9SE. 9DEQ. 9AWM.
Dist. No. 1 : D.S. Hayes says his gang In the
first district is slow in getting started this year
and they are even slower with their reports. He
intends to get after them. The D.S. is also plan
ning several through routes for reliable communi
cation between what were formerly dormant com
munication centers.
Dist. No. 2 : D.S. Schensted is regularly on the
job trying to get both his own and other stations
in his district lined up for traffic. 9DDP has worked
Mexico City, MLB, using 40 and 80 meter waves.
9DCH had bad luck with his 60 foot mast which the
wind wrecked the day after it was put up. 9ANJ
has worked Kentucky in daylight and 9CMS is re
modeling the station for short waves. 9BZJ is back
from camp and 9CPO has a new 80 foot lattice
mast sticking into the clouds. 9BAB wil not be on
this year. 9CMM Is now 9BLV.
Dist. No. 3 : D.S. Smeby reports very little doing
in the Twin Cities territory this month but this is
doubtless the calm before the storm, as the Dakota
Division convention comes oft* the latter part of this
month with a record crowd expected. There is great
activity on 80 meters, however. 9SE is moving to 78
and Lyndall Sts, Minneapolis. 9ZT is working Mexi
cans fairly regularly.
Traffic : Dist. No. 1 : 9CDV, 226 ; SCO, 84 ; 9EGU,
14; 9DXT, 11; Dist. No. 2: 9COF, 2; 9BLV, 27;
9DDP, 32; 9CMS, 6; 9BNF, 34; 9EGG. 3; 9UBF9BKX, 4; 9SW, 1; 9CAJ, 51; 9CPO, 8; Dist. No. 8:
9BMX. 91; 9DPX, 5; 9BOB, 2fi ; 9BPN, 37; 9DEK,
4; 9aSW. 4; 9BQY. 3; 9DNV, 1; 9CCX, 18; 9ZT,
81; 9BIS, 17; 9BPY. 89; 9BQJ, 20; 9SE, 8.
SOUTH DAKOTA—The new rules cut down our
reports some but with the new D.S's on the job
and a lot more new O.R.S. we will be back again
stronger than ever in the near future.
Dist. No. 1 : 9BOF leads the state by a wide mar
gin this month and is a good way to route your traffic.
9CKT haB been QRU but is back again for keeps
this time.
Dist. No. 2: 9AGL is putting up a new enameled
antenna and expects to get out better though we
don't know what better he wants. 9CGA is getting
ready for some short wave work and is getting the
60 all Bhined up. 9DBZ is a new O.R.S. but just
got his appointment. 9CKD, the DS., is lining up a
bunch of new O.R.S's and will have a good organi
sation going in his district and with the good sta
tions in that part of the country ought to turn out
a good total. 9CJS was reported very QSA in Eng
land with one so-called 5 watter but hns had mov
ing QRM and is off the air for a while.
Several good reports were sent in but could not
be used on account of the new rules. Get that
O.R.S., OM. 9AYD is on regularly again. 9ADZ is
a new O.R.S.
The personnel of South Dakota is as follows:
A.D.M.-M.J. Junkins.Bryant, S.D. ; Diet. No. 1; W.
E. Marquart, D.S. 103 S. Union St. Madison ; C. M.W.E. Eymer, 811 Douprlas Ave., Yankton ; C. M.H.B. Manning, 114 S. Euclid St. Sioux Falls; Dist.
No. 2; D.S.-W.F. Mathemeir, Webster; C.M-Merle F.
Buck, 677 Lawn Ridge St. Huron ; C.M.-Ted F.
Anderson, 404 S. 8th St. Aberdeen.
Traffic: 9BOF. 93; 9CKT, 7; 9CJS, 6; 9AGL, 11;
9DBZ, 27; 9AYD, 8.
DELTA DIVISION
W. W. Rodgers. Mgr.
MISSISSIPPI—This state came through FB this
month. SKR's 20 watter beats his 100 watt outfit so
the big heap is for sale. SAGS is arranging traffic
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schedules for the work this winter. 5AKP sayB that
business is QRMing his work. 6QZ is having an
awful time getting his O. R. S. certificate, but Uncle
Sam is to be blamed for the trouble—punk mail
service.
Traffic: 6ALZ. 64; 5KR, 28; DAGS, 16; 6AKP,
14; 6QZ, 12.
TENNESSEE—SKA used his convention-gained 50
watter to come in at the head of the list. H. H.
Sutton, 6JV, has been appointed C. M. of Memphis
in recognition of his League spirit in the settling
up of the convention matters. 5EK went down to
150 meters and will go lower whenever possible.
6APC operated but half of the month due to a
shortage of tubes. 6CN is with us again. Broken
antenna ropes and remodeling of his transmitter
mark the work at 6CN. He is reaching England
FB on 80 meters with 150 watts. 6AAZ, 5AQY, and
6AIY complete the Tennessee bunch.
Traffic: 6KA, 81; 5EK, 32; 6APC, 20; 5CN, 5;
6AAZ, 4; 5AQY, 8; 6AIY 1.
ARKANSAS—Old Man 5QH is hitting it hard.
5ANN comes through with another mighty welcome
report. 5WK refuses to stay up all night, so turns
in a total of 26 for the month.
Traffic: 6QH, 66; 6ANN, 80; 6WK, 26.
LOUISIANA—D. S. Greenlaw, 6ZK, complains of
the poor cooperation he gets from his stations and
officers. (How about battering this, gang—D. M.)
6ZK has been licensed for 75 to 80 meters and 106
to 110 meters for the new low wave work. 6UK,
5WT, 5KC. 5ARL, 6NJ and 5ZK are all very active
but only 6ZK reported any traffic.
Traffic: 6ZK. 18.
HUDSON DIVISION
E. M. Glaser, Mgr.
At this writing the O.R.S. in the division total an
even hundred. Every officer is co-operation and
things are going over strong. Every owner and
operator of an O.R.S. will please copy the following
regulations and observe them :
There are certain types of messages that Bhould
not be taken or given out. 1. Thanks for card, etc.
2. Please QSL card, etc. 8. Greetings by radio.
4. Your Bigs heard hr. 6. Any message that
has little or no sense, is not in the correct form,
or if the origin, to, address, or signature is incom
plete or lacking. It is quality that we are going to
be after and not quantity. Don't send or originate
any local messages unless they are addressed to an
active station—deliver them. Sometimes a message
travels thousands of miles to the city of destination
and then goes around circles and is finally lost. De
liver all messages for your immediate vicinity and
don't pass them on. In your regular monthly re
ports Btate the number of messages delivered as well
as those sent and received. This includes delivery in
person, by fone, or by mail. Use the method of
numbering messages as described in June QST. If
possible get down on the lower bands and do better
work than ever before. But, watch your wave
length carefully. A few certificates are on the verge
of cancellation for violation of wavelength law.
In a previous report 2AV was accused of violating
ths law in several respects. This was an error as
2AV wasn't on the air and there are several clues
as to the fellow who has been using 2AV'a call.
(Sorry that happened, 2AV.) 2AAI is doing good
work on 78. 2BBX is on seldom due to college.
2CRQ was inactive this month. 2CVU works lota of
sixes on 75. 2CWR will be going soon. The four
nite owls at 2CYX aro going strong including the
YL. (FB, Marty, keep 'em at it.) 2CEI is still
rebuilding. 2BRB heads the traffic list for the
division, with 205 and 114 delivered. This is the best
ever dona at the D.M's station. Many sixes and
sevens report 2BRB the loudest east coast station.
Z4AA and 4AG have been copied several times.
2WZ has a few new fifties after wrecking the other
with 400 watts input! 2CHY likes the pure peep
on a bug key. 2ABR was getting two nmps on a 6
watter for a few days. Ho doesn't now though!
Hi. 2WC reports nil due to change of QRA—new
QRA 30 Linden Ave, Brooklyn. 2CPQ is operating
1CPQ. 2AAY has just been appointed O.R.S. 2KR
has changed QRA. 2BNL is the same old standby.
2AUY is feeling around the low waves but doesn't
seem to establish himself. 2CIZ has been away on
vacation. 2AQL promises to get down. 2CHK is
knocking 'em dead with his low wave outfit. Works
many fives in spite of numberless B.C.L. aerials
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running circles around the antenna aystem. Only
100 watts input, too. Manhattan is certainly wide
awake. (FB. Gang!) 2BSL is a new O.R.S. 2RB
has been doing fine work. 2AVE is rapidly getting
into shape. 2CEP gets the honors for being the
only active station in Richmond. (FB, OM, keep
the boro alive.) 2CEV seems to be dead to radio.
Must bo the Y.L's again.
Traffic: 2AA1, 98; 2BBX, 54; 2CUV, 12; 2CEI
28; 2CYX, 108; 2BRB, 205 ; dlvd 114; 2WZ, 94dlvd 8; 2CHY, 65 dlvd. 18; 2ABR, 16; 2ADC. 42CHK, 15 ; 2BNL, 20 ; 2CNK, 11 ; 2KR, 6 ; 2AUY. 6 ■
2RB, 49 : 2AVE, 8 ; 2BSL, 9 ; 2CEP, 86.
EASTERN NEW YORK—Dist. No. 1: Things are
still slow hero but few active stations being on the
air. 2KX is tho most active with 2BPB next, but
*"v°;RS Jin..ti;S district a™ very QRW with school.
^CAB and 2ABD have combined stations.
Dist. No. 2: This district is waking up, Yonkers
taking tho lead, being very much alive with 2CIL
2AAN and 2APY doing tho best work. 2BQB is
on XSJSS*8 ^"ut
YL'8 QRM him some. 2UA is
so QRW with his Evening World ham column that
ho has practically no timo for operating. 2CFE is
having hard luck losing his mast just when he had
his transmitter perking FB.
Wo need more O.R-S's and tho material is here
so go to it D.S, and C.M's.
Dist. No. 8: 2CDH is consistent and doing com
mendable work handling a nico bunch of traffic each
month. 2ANM is doing tho best work of his Ham
career, working tho west coast and G2KF and G20D
Dist. No. 4: 2CXG is doing good work with his
5 watter, handling a good bunch of msgs and getting
out in fine shape. He recently spent a lot of time
on his antenna system and is now reaping tho re
ward. 2CHZ is working tho BX by the dozens with
his 100 watter. 2AQR blew a tube and hasn't done
m«u™ Jhla month- 2CYM just received his O.R.S.
2AGQ handled the most traffic and says he is doing
good DX on tho side. (There's a tip for you, DX
hounds—A.D.M. )
Dist. No. 5 : All tho active stations who can be
relied upon aro now on the air. Albany still has its
lone representative, 2AWF. the CM. but he promises
Bomo more soon. Schenectady is tho little town
that kepes this district on the map. About 20 sta
tions are now on the air, only 5 of whom are O.R.S,
the rest will receive appointments when they show
themselves worthy. 2BY is our prizo station. He
received about a dozen reports from Australia in the
last month and also ono from Chilean 9TC. 2BY is
after traffic too. 2AIF is QRW with college and
football. 2CPA has tho true ham spirit, ho finally
got his 70 foot mast up after it collapsed 8 times.
Ho is a new O.R.S. and doing good work. 2ACS
is not a world beater but his lone 60 watter gets
out in fine style. 2GK is almost neck and neck with
iHX in the DX game, Italy and Argentine being his
latest catches. His 80 meter signals are described
as the best ever heard on that wave by many who
havo heard him. 2BXW is on again with a 100
watt outfit on the low waves. 2CGH is the boy
who handles the traffic in this district.
Traffic: 2KX, 20; 2BPB, 6; 2CXB, 1; 2BQB 14iiAA£;,?£: 2APY' 6' 2CIL' 43 : 2CDH. ISO; 2ANM',
88 ; 2AGQ. 131 ; 2CXG, 66 ; 2CHZ. 16 : 2AQR 12 •
2CGH. 179; 2ACS, 81; 2CPA. 43; 2AWF, 12; 2BXw'
11; 2BY, 46; 2GK-2XAB. 82.
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY—This report of Jer
sey activities is much better than tho previous month
and indicates that the new Hudson division is get
ting the ball rolling and getting stations to report.
AH O.R.S. should bear in mind that their appoint
ments aro subject to cancellation if no reports are
received in two consecutive months. 2FC has a new
transmitter but can't try it out as he has no tubes.
Hi. 2BGI has coupled his transmitter and reports
that DX is very much better. 2BZJ is on the job
and will prove to be a valuable O.R.S. 2AUH works
on schedule with 8DGO who clears all of his
western traffic. 2WR is still not in opcratoin due
to loss of a few 60 watters. 2KK has just received
a licenso for all of the new short waves and will
operato with 250 watts. Induction troublo has
forced 2BGO to abandon short waves and weekly
attempts are being made by 2XBF and 2AHO to
locate tho source of trouble. 2CDR has just been
appointed superintendent of district No. 2. 2CRP
has been operating steadily and iB heard on the
Pacific coast regularly. 2BAW reports things slow
and is rebuilding from antenna to counterpoise.
2AJF is brushing the dust off things after a long
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rest from radio. 2ADU has been reported heard in
England. 2CJX never fails with a good husky re
port. 2CXY handled the largest number of messages
this month, with 2CMK runing a close second. 2AXF
is now stepping out in fine shape.
Traffic: 2CXY, 132: 2CMK. 101; 2CTQ, 67;
2BAW, 63; 2BMR, 51: 2CRP, 42; dlvd 8; 2BGI, 38:
2CJX, 38: 2CRW. 38; 2AUH, 81: 2ADU. 20; 2CXE,
19; 2AJF, 17; 2BZJ, 14; 2BGO, 12; 2CHG. 12;
2CQZ. 13; 2FC, 11; 2EY, 8; 2ACO, 8; 2ATE, 8:
2KK, 6; 2AHO, 6; 2WR. 6; 2CGK, 4: 2CDR, 2;
2AXF, 6.
Fine work fellows, we'll show the rest of the
country some activity ! Keep up the good work—
D.M.
MIDWEST DIVISION
P. H. Qninby, Mgr.
NEBRASKA—Dist. No. 1 : The D.S. reports very
little activity in his district. Very little traffic han
dled, although weather conditions have been favor
able. 9BNU heads this district School is taking a
great deal of time which accounts for part of the
slump. We are all sorry to hear that 9COU is dis
mantled. He was one of Omaha's most consistent
stations. Traffic routes are in very poor shape and
are being reorganized. Few stations working on
any of the low bands. 9BNU seems to be doing very
good work in the 75-80 meter band, and other sta
tions are changing over to the new bands.
Dist. No. 2: D.S. reports considerable activity to
be going on but traffic reports are very poor. The
D.S. is doing some very good work organizing this
district and must have the support of all A.R.R.L.
stations.
Traffic: 9AKS, 41; 9EAK, 20; 9BNU, 13; 9EB.
10; and 9NL, 9.
IOWA—Traffic seems to have slumped off this
month for some unknown reason. Des Moines is
doing half the work of the state. CM. of Des
Moines reports the gang, 9CLQ, 9APM. 9BPF,
9AYE, 9BKZ, 9BAC, and 9BRS all set for any traf
fic. 9CLQ is doing long distance relaying on short
waves. 9DMS reports traffic moving ok in all direc
tions except east into Iowa. 9ATN reports being
heard in New Zealand again. At present there are
31 O.R.S.'s in Iowa. However, a good many of them
have ceased to be active, due to their leaving for
college so we need more applications for appoint
ment.
Traffic: 9DMS. 34. 9CLQ. 85; 9APM, 1: 9BPF.
19; 9DIP. 84; 9CZO, 88; 9ATN, 12; 9CTD. 55; 9CS,
14; 9AED, 17.
KANSAS—This state is picking up very much for
the DX season. 9BRD and 9AFP are running a
schedule for the exchange of school news between
Newton and Wichita. 9HN reports lots of DX but
no traffic on 80 meters. 9AFP blew four fivers and
a transformer during the month. All the southern
Kansas gang are using the four coil Meissner cir
cuit now. 9AIM is doing the DX work on his 250.
The R.M. is getting the routes working in fine
shape. 9BVN has schedules with 6GT and 6CFS.
9CFI. on 80 meters, with a 250 and 3.5 amps in
tho antenna is QSO both coasts. All Kansas relay
routes are open for immediate QSR of QTC any
direction, so pass your msgs. to Kansas. 9AOD and
9BXG QSO in all dists. 9CCS is working the two
coasts on 180 and 150 meters. He is on every Satur
day and Sunday morning from 3 A. M. on. Ha will
QRX for schedules and traffic. 9BIO is putting up
a new aerial system.
Traffic: 9BVN, 156: 9BGX. 41; 9DLM, 10; 9CVL,
20; 9AOD, 12; 9EHT, 6; 9DNG, 25; 9BGX, 10;
9CFI, 26; 9CCS. 25; 9DHW, 60; 9BRD. 20; 9AFP.
13; 9CEA. 1; 9BIO, 1.
MISSOURI—Traffic in Missouri has taken on
much greater activity this month due to the decrease
in QRN and resumption of work by many inactive
stations. The changes in O.R.S.: added. 9DOE.
9AYK, 9CRM. Delted. 9ADC—no report for 3
months. Beware, the ax. East Missouri is kept on
the map by many good stations among whom we
note 9DWK. 9BDS, 9BSH, 9DCW. 9DXN, 9EKF.
9EKY, 9BHI, 9IMJ, and 9DLB. Most of this is
done on regular waves. 9AAU-9ZK works mostly
on 80 and got a good total. Each one of the above
stations has been logged handling traffic at the sta
tion of the A.D.M. 9DWK is keepintr up the old
relay route cross-state with 9CCS. 9CCW left for
the first district. 9BRU has abandoned keeping
count of blown tubes. Got too monotonous and so
he uses 201 A's now. 9DXN and 9BLG are handling
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N.Y.C. emergency work in St. Louis. 9AAU-ZK are
heard on the P.R.R. work. 9DXN thought he didn't
have enough handling N.Y.C. at home so he helps
AAU with the P.R.R. too. South Missouri is a minus
quantity but for one station 9CRM who maintains
a fairly consistent schedule with 9RR. 9EDH and
9BUX north and east, and with 4FG to the south
east. His worst trouble is QSS. Western Missouri ;
St. Joseph come to life with a good report from all
hands. 9DLT moved to Kansas. 9DLH is a new 5
waiter in St. Joe. 9CHE (old 9EX) is QSRING on
60. 9LJ is heard frequently handling traffic, but
some fellows say he is fooling with fone. 9CTG is
on with 15 watts. Rebuilding is keeping out 9DRW
and 9BYN for a while. 9EAO is active and has no
local QRM to fight 9CKS is on 80 meters regularly
with a 50 watt and 9CYK is at liberty at last with
his own set—also 50. 9DIX was chewed up In a
football game and was laid up for most of the
month. However, he had been logged often at the
A.D.M.'s station and worked all districts in one
sitting on 77 and 170 meters. 9DAE and 9DZO
joined forces for a week or two working a 50 watter.
9DAE and 9DZO are again operating an Amrad
spark coil station, but are expecting more power
shortly. The lif=t of O.R.S. is voted FB by the D.S.
9ZB-DJB in KC and 9ZD-SS are doing most of the
short wave work in K.C. getting good results. 9ZB
was logged in France. Numerous calls are arriving
in KC. 9ACX moved to a better location and will
be on again soon—he is using a Ford coil tempo
rarily. 9BDZ completely rebuilt his antenna system
and put up a new pole. 9AHZ is away attending
Kansas U. at Lawrence. He is 9BCG there and
keeps a regular 5 P. M. schedule with 9AYL. 9ST
is also away at college. Missouri University has a
gang of transmitters available 9ST reports ; 9XBQ,
9BNX. 9EFC is having a hard time to get on and
attend to school. 9AOJ the other of the old time
Amrad QG fellows has moved to Schnectady. 9RT
and 9AJD work early mornings.
Traffic: 9IB, 6; 9RR. 16; 9ZB. 1; 9ZD, 19; 9ACX,
1; 9AYK 2; 9AYL, 83; 9ADR. 23; 9BKQ, 2; 9CDO,
12; 9CHE. 118; 9CKS, 20; 9CTG. 60; 9DTX, 7;
9DLH. 72; 9AAU. 35; 9BHI. 16; 9BRU, 13; 9DCW,
21; 9DLB, 5; 9DMJ. 22; 9DXN. 30; 9EAO. 25;
9EKF, 10 ; 9EFC, 2 ; 9RR. 1 ; 9CRM. 8 ; 9DAE. 10.
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
I. Vermilya, Mgr.
RHODE ISLAND—Things in Providence arc pick
ing up while the rest of the state remains about the
same. Everyono is installing new tubes and putting
up new aerials for the coming DX. One by one the
gang are succumbing to the short waves. 1 BC
worked six sixes and two sevens in one week on the
short waves. lAWE's battle cry is "Low Waves For
ever". 1AWV will be ofT the air for a short time.
1BHN is back again with two 5o's. 1 AID was
heard in England the first night she was on the
short waves. She now has a schedule with 1AH,
8BOE. 3CKL and 1BVB. 1ABP has erected a new
aerial and counterpoise which is fixed rigid to pre
vent swinging of sigs. 1BCR, 1RF, portable 1AHW
is now located in Providence. Ill is now in Brown.
He says school QRM is bad but pounds brass when
ho gets time. He is using 500 watts and raw A.C.
too. 1QV had a truck back into his counterpoise
and put him out of commission for a while, but he
is going strong again. 1AAP rebuilt his antenna sys
tem in favor of the short waves and spoiled every
thing. Says he can't get out of the yard now. 1BVB
has worked all districts on the low waves.
Traffic: 1BIE, 12: 1CAB, 11; 1BHN. 15: 1AWV,
53; 1AWE, 14; 1AEI, 13: 10W, 5; 1BCC. 10: 1ABP.
11; 1AID, 76; HI. 4; 1QV, 30: 1AAP, 2; 1BVB, 71.
MAINE—Conditions are picking up in Maine as
usual in the fall and all stations show an unusual
amount of interest. Very few are working on the
short waves at tho present time.
Dist. No. 1 : 1ALK is experimenting on 5 meters.
1AUR is QSO England since October 4th, also
worked 1HT off coast of Africa and Porto Rico 4SA.
1PD is hearing foreign stations on 75 meters,
Dist. No. 2: 1APM is having hard luck with
coupled circuits and is going back to 1DH. 1CKQ is
another 5 meter shark. 1APF will soon be on regu
larly in their new quarters. 1FM can't find re
ceiver to suit him, has built 13 so far. (Better stop
on the 13th, may be lucky—A.M.M.). 1BN expects
to bo hack soon. 1BTT is experimenting with dif
ferent kinds of antenna wire. 1KX has rebuilt his
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transmitter and is replacing his steel poles with
wood. The transmitter at 1KX is novel it uses 1-50
or 2 5 watt tubes throwing one switch changes fll
and plate voltage and takes H second without chang
ing the wave.
Dist. No. 3: 1BDH expects to drop to 80 meters
soon. 1CRU has been experimenting on 60 meters
with 5 watts but will change to 50 soon.
Dist. No. 5: 1AUC is on 80 meters. 1CX is us
ing '*S" tubes. 1EF will soon increase power.
Dist. No. 6: 1IB is putting in a 1 kw tube. Dist.
No. 6 boasts of the only active spark in Maine. We
won't give his call as we are ashamed of him.
Traffic: 1ALK, 29; 1AUC, 20: 1AUR, 6: 1BDB.
3; 1BDH, 10; 1BHR. 22; 1BKK, 28; 1BTT, 32;
1CKQ. 1; 1CRU. 3; 1CX, 8; 1EF. 5; 1FM. 20: 1HB.
10; 1IT, 8; 1KX, 1; 1AXQ, 20; 1PD, 4; 1VF, 2.
CONNECTICUT—Summing up all reports the past
month has been a quiet one. Every one reports
traffic as being small. Most of the O.R.S. are on
the air and DX is FB, but messages are few and far
between. IAEA, the latest addition to the O.R.S.
ranks, is doing some fine work. He is confined to
a wheel chair all the time and can be heard most
any time. IBM says he hears great DX but the old
go-getter won't raise 'em. 1XW is on most every
night and works 'em all. He handled close to 800
messages with WNP, while at Wisrassett, Me. 1MY
never misses a day and has worked England five
times. 1CDE is building a new set and will be back
on tho air again soon. 1IV has worked a bunch of
stations. 1AVJ cannot make his set perk on 75
meters so he is back on 150 again. 1APO is on re
porting, like the cow's tail, "always behind." Red
is thinking of putting a box in his front yard with
a sign on it "Drop your messages to your friends
and sweethearts in here, we send 'em all over the
world freo of charge."
Traffic: 1BGC, 21; 1CTI. 7; 1CKP, 24: 1AVJ.
20: 1AH. 85; 1CDE, 8; 1XW, 26; IAEA, 15. 1MY,
118.VERMONT—Not so hot this month. Seems like
a sort of lapse between the summer and winter.
Either the whole gang too busy with school and the
like, or else have not had time to get going, Bince
school has begun. 1ARY just taking a few first
gasps and starting to turn over. 1YD Is in the
same fix. 1AJG and 1BDX valiently trying to up
hold the reputation of the state. Dont know whether
1 APU has his one kw tube in yet or not, but
ho is going strong anyway.
Traffic: 1BDX, 16; 1AJG, 28; 1APU, 16.
NEW HAMPSHIRE—1YB has been doing some
good work this month, on 80 meters. They worked
G20D and G2MN using 2 fifties. 1ATJ is also
getting out using two 5 watt tubes. He was heard
by GSH London England, also worked 7AFO.
Traffic: 1YB, 90; 1ATJ, 15; 1AVL, 25; 1AER,
30 ; 1BFJ, 36 ; 1AER, 21.
EASTERN MASS. Everyone seems to bo enthu
siastic and altho the traffic is small, the fellows are
reporting in fine shape. Even tho they don't handle
any traffic for the month, they report just the
same. The star stations being 1 AJ A, 1AAC,
second, and Miss Hannah, IKY, our newly appointed
O.R.S. a close third.
Tho 75 meter band is opening up fine. 1AAC re
porting that as more stations get on down there,
traffic increases, which is a big help. IKY, D.S.
Dist. No. 1, is tho first American station to
work across the Big Pond this fall. He has worked
G2KF and G20D. Another station that is doing
fine DX is 1ALL, the whole country and Europe
are his meat, 1AQY jjust got thte transmitter
going, so no traffic from him this month. 1BZQ has
been away on a vacation for three weeks, so his
traffic is light. 1LM reports traffic about normal
at his station. 1CIT complains of the lack of
traffic. 1BBM is on again and is doing his usual
stunt of DX every month. 1SE blew 8 trans
mitting tubes, and 9 receiving tubes. Hi. 1SE says
that Attleboro has turned into a regular experi
mental lab. for the short waves and that he has
somo pretty good stations in his city now. 1 A HL
is canning the Telefunkens and installing a 203A.
1ZW seems to be having quite a lot of trouble in
getting his aerial to stay elevated. Therefore his
traffic is nil again this month. 1PP, a newly ap
pointed O.R.S. has had to cancel his O.R.S. as his
teachers are jealous of the time he spends on
radio. 1GA reports fine DX on the short waves,
and says it is good for traffic as well. INV, on a
little bit, but reports traffic as nil. 1SN has a sched
ule with G6LJ.
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Traffic: 1AJA, 90; 1PP, 7; 1CIT, 1; 1BZQ, 18
1GA, 36; 1ALL, 24; IKY, 41; 1LM, 27; 1BBG, 35
1BDU, 7; 1AHL, 6; 1SE, 13; mlUW, 3; 1AIR, 16.
1SK, 8 ; 1AEO, 29 ; 1CEA, 6 ; 1AAC-ZPO, 45 ;
1AQ1, 12.
WESTERN MASS.—Dist. No. 3: Not many sta
tions are operating in this district. 1ARE is most
consistent operating on 77 meters, during silent
hours and 150-163 meters at other times. 1CLN has
been heard some.
Dist. No. 4: This district has the high total
for messages this month, regardless of the fact that
nearly everyone is trying to make short waves and
coupled circuits work. 1ABF, 1BLU, 1PY and 1AWW
are already on short waves and getting out fine.
1BWY is expected to be back on the air soon.
Dist. No. 5 : 1KC in on over the week-ends and
can be found on short waves. 1BIZ continues to be
the most active regular station in the district.
Dist. No. 6 : 1BOM is the only station heard and
he can be relied on to handle traffic for his district.
Dist. No. 7 : At an informal meeting held in
Worcester Mass. Y.M.C.A., Saturday, Oct. 4, 1924,
Mr. C. J. Green, 1ASU, 11 Greendale Ave, Wor
cester, Mass., was chosen as the new D. S. of Dist.
No. 7. Mr. D. Haywood Carr also received an unani
mous vote as an expression of opinion for his good
work as C. M., and was asked to continue. There
has been one new O. R. S. appointment during the
last month, namely: 1BBP, who is very active hand
ling traffic 1BIP on short wave, worked G20D dur
ing the month. 1YK will be on short waves with a
new antenna system. 1AAD and 1ADN are at school.
1AFD is a new station on the air. 1JE is on with a
50 watter. 1BDP is on with 5 watts. This district
seems to be getting back to business, and stations
who have been off the air for the summer are now
heard again.
Traffic : 1AAL, 15 ; 1ABF. 28 ; 1AWM. 8 ; 1ASU, 2 ;
1AWW, 48; 1BBP, 10; 1BQK, 6; 1DB, 14; 1IL, 42;
1PY, 12; 1VU, 6.
NORTH WESTERN DIVISION
Glenn E. West, Mgr.
The past month has been full of many interesting
things for the transmitting amateur. The winter
season has opened with a bang and is now in full
swing. Many of the gang have tuned down to the
76-86 meter band relieving the conjestion between
150 and 200 meters. This has improved reception
in the 160-200 meter region and more reliable com
munication has resulted.
7FD is easily the star station of the North Western
division. He has been down on 78 meters for some
time and succeeded in working Porto Rican 4SA
and New Zealand 2AC.
Mr. O. R. Redfern, Supervisor of Radio for the
seventh district, visited most of the larger cities
in the northwest and licensed a good number of
new amateurs.
The viBit of NERK, the Shenandoah, has created
a great deal of interest. Some of our best short
wave stations handled gobs of press and other mate
rial from the Navy air ship. A great deal of credit
is due those stations which maintained a twenty-four
hour watch and kept the Shenandoah Q. S. O.
Washington, D. C.
There is one thing however, that the Div. Mgr.
is not pleased with, and that is the message report.
In the mad scramble to get down to shorter waves,
everybody Beems to have forgotten traffic work.
Traffic handling is an important part of our work
and we can't afford to neglect it. Let's keep a plenty
of traffic on the air.
Another thing men, we haven't enough official Re
lay Stations in this division. The official list of O.
R. S. published at Headquarters shows a very small
number of O. R. S. in the Northwest. Come on
men, let's get those tickets. Rite your D. S. or A.
D. M. promptly.
WASHINGTON—More activity and participation
all around marked this month. More stations than
ever are going down on 80 meters with all doing DX
that was never accomplished before. 7FD pushes out a
real wicked signal. His latest DX worked is Porto
Rican 4SA and New Zealand 2AC. Wow! Wat next?
We greet 7BK ol mn at QST factory back to
Gawd's Country. He will be on soon under his
old call (Tks to Mr. Redfern) with a couple of
208A's and with all his experience will knock 'em
all dead. 7ABB is back trying to make up for time
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lost this summer. His 75 meter sigs cut thru to
east coast every nite. 7QC is star traffic station.
He has dismantled his set and moving to northern
part of Idaho. (We regret to lose you OM but glad
that you still stick to N. W. Div.) 7RY and 7GE
both report empty sockets. Ditto 7JS, 7FN es
7AIB. 7AX is back. (Welcome OM) 711 a new
comer in Vancouver helps 7GR and 7GY boost the
traffic report. 7BJ has assumed new radio duties
so his transmitter is at rest. (Teaching radio at
Y at Portland, FB OM). 7PM, 7DC es 7NG showing
signs of life but no traffic. 7PZ and 7GY are heard
on low waves. 7DM es 7IX are remodeling. 7AFE
es 7UU are experimenting on 6 meters. 7ADQ not
on much for school QRM. 7KU is hrd at 200 plus.
(Thot those days were gone forever.)
Traffic: 7QC, 74; 7RY, 37; 7AJY, 25; 7AX, 22
7GR, 22; 7ABB, 20; 7DM, 16; 7GE, 16; 7FD. 11
7GY, 10 ; 7KU, 9 ; 711, 3 ; 7BJ, 3 ; 7ADQ, 2 ; 7PZ, 1
7IX, 1. Total 202.
OREGON—The past month has been exceedingly
good for ; DX , as there has been just enough rain to
clear up the weather and not enough to effect the poor
insulation of some of the antennas. 7AKK has been
working out well on 80 meters, 7MF has worked all
districts but the first, and is increasing his QSO by
the addition of another 50 on 80 meters. 7ABY
reports that he has been trying to get down to the
75-80 band but hasn't had much luck as yet. New
ORS appointments have been issued to 7ALD and
7AKH, who are both on the air constantly between
150 and 175 meters. 7AEK and 7AVV are on reg
ularly and report that they are ready to go on 80
meters. 7FR-ACM is on 77 meters and reports being
heard in New Zealand, besides working all districts
and Mexico in three and one-half hours. 7SY maintains
a schedule with 7IS of Washington on Mondays,
Wednesday, Fridays, and Saturdays—hours not
known. 7EM and 7TQ are going to O. A. C. and
are pounding brass now and then at 70H. 7IS and
7UN are still on the higher waves, and report few
messages handled. One of the greatest events of
the year has been the trip of the Shenandoah—
NERK**. To the pacific Northwest. When NERK
was in this district 7GQ and 7IW held a continuous
watch for her press. NERK was worked by 7GQ
and a lot of press was turned in to the Western
Union according to addresses given the press. Much
credit should be accorded 7GQ for his good work,
as NERK was copied under very unfavorable con
ditions. 7GQ is working on 78 meters, using only
one lone fiver, and finds little difficulty in working
lots of DX. 7IR has just got started on 80 meters,
but finds little time for working late owing to his
having to train for Football.
Traffic: 7SY. 22; 7FR-ACM. 18; 7MF, 23; 7IS, 7;
7ALD, 20; (MSG. reports) from Portland were lost,
IDAHO—Due to the change in the office of assis
tant Division Manager the reports from the stations
are missing. Several new stations are heard on the
air and they are requested to get in touch with either
the D. A. or A.D.M. We need more official Relay Sta
tions in Idaho so let's snap out of the rut men and
get lined up. Traffic seems to be very scarce.
In southern Idaho the only stations heard are 7GW
and 7AHS who seem to be getting out well and are
on regular.
Around Boise the active stations are 7ZN-70T and
7PJ, 70B. 710 is heard once in a while. 7FT is
back from Alaska and has a first commercial ticket.
He will soon be on again for the winter. There will
be several new stations around here after the R. L.
has held exams here next month.
In Northern Idaho, 7IU who is attending the
Idaho University is the only active station. He is
going strong and has schedule with 70B to clear
traffic for the University.
MONTANA—Stations in Montana are now lined
up for the winter season. Many have gone to the
shorter waves while a few are still heard between
150 to 200. Traffic is a minus quantity in almost
every case. Nobody seems to have any traffic. Let's
start some men !
Montana State College seems to be a rendevous
for hams. Among those registered of Helena, Benning of Red Lodge, Keith of Chalk Buttes and
Crouter of Billings. They aught to keep 7XB hot
this winter.
7ZL has moved eight miles out into the country
where there is less QRM. 7MB is doing nicely for
a beginner. 7MP has a new antenna and counter
poise. 7AGF and 7AFP promise to be on the air
soon. 7ACI of Butte has been appointed D. S. for
district No. 2. 7DD received an O. R. S. ticket dur
ing the month. A good number of Butte amateurs
took license examinations Oct. 25th. 7NT is down
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to 75 meters and kirks thru fine- "IF has been heard
recently. 7KZ handled his share of traffic this month.
7C0 has been on regularly and handled considerable
traffic but failed to report. Several distinguished
visitors called at 7ZU during the month. Among
them were Howard Mason recently of QST staff,
7NT A. R. Willson of Butte, and 0. R. Redfern.
Supervisor of Radio, 7ll of Stevensville, has been
on the air fairly regularly.
PACIFIC DIVISION
M. E. McCreery, Mgr.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA—Traffic is moving in
all directions and messages are cleared without much
effort. Routes have been established by some sta
tions In almost every direction. Many individual
schedules have been arranged between stations
which is a great help to clear the hooks. This is one
thing that can not be emphasized any too p'rongly.
A meeting is being arranged for all superintendents,
city managers and official relay stations in order to
establish regular route in Southern California.
Since communication with New Zealand has been esestablushed regular routes in Southern California,
for most of us. We are glad to have the star stations
in our territory who have broken the ice. The
whole division seems to be cooperation in an unsur
passable manner.
Dist. No. 1 : 6CGO is now using a 60 watter on
75 meters and has a regular schedule with east coast
stations. 6BIK is rebuilding and will be on the air
soon. GCDV has had hard luck with tubes and was
forced to use a spark until he is rich again. 6AIB
and 6CGC are two good stations to get your traffic to.
6CGC takes most of San Diego's traffic. 6CHX and
6ADT are handling their share, but have no regular
schedules. 6VD and 6VL are new O. R. S.'s and are
taking a lot of traffic. 6ZH has fallen off on his mes
sage report. He usually takes San Diego's share at
all times. San Diego is a bard place to get traffic
into.
Dist. No. 1A : 6XAD is kept busy fishing although
he has been heard frequently with the old kick.
Dist. No. 2 : 6ALF is a D. S. who is hard to beat.
Organization in this district is perfect. Traffic in
and out of Los Angeles has taken quite a slump,
when considering the number of O. R. S.'s in the
city. A game of elimination is going to be the sys
tem from now on. There is only to be a limited
number of O. R. S.'s in LA. The one that doesn't
prove his worthiness is going to have to forfeit for
a better station. The cause of the slump might be
because of too many fellows moving down to 80
meters. It has been suggested by 6ZP that O. R. S.
reporting also include the number of messages that
are delivered by them. With the two lists in hand
we can tell who is doing the most efficient work.
6BRF again heads the list of traffic with 122 mes
sages. Some of the LA gang have made schedules
with Oakland. This works out very well to clear
northern traffic. 6CAE has been appointed CM. of
Long Beach as 6CNH has gone away to college.
6CGW also felt the call of higher learning, but he
worked Z4AA before leaving. The gang at Santa
Monica are all rebuilding for 80 meter work.
6AGK is the new C. M. there. Glendale is in the
same position as Santa Monica with all stations re
building. Only three stations reporting from Pas
adena but those are old standbys. 6BBQ is doing
DX and handling traffic as ever. 6RN just got back
from the east and will be on soon. GCMQ is a new
O.R.S. who does good work. 6BUR reports ND.
6CDY is the third (and last we hope) CM. to leave
us to go to University. The Oxnard hams are fight
ing B.C.L's. In Riverside, 6AJI is the high point
man in amount of traffic handled. He is going to
school too. His traffic report is from daylight work.
6CIA has combined with 6BEB. 6CIA will stand
watch up till 8 P.M. and 6BEB will stand watch
after 10 :30 P.M. 6BLW has increased power and
reports his radius increased considerable. He Is reg
ularly QSO the east. 6US hasn't been able to do
much the last month on account of rebuilding.
6BKX sends no report for the second time. We
hate to lose him as an O.R.S.. but we will have to.
6GT finished rebuilding and has managed to be on
the air often the latter part of the month, but didn't
have any time to do his share. 6ZP-6IV expects to
be on the air after rebuilding. 6BNY is having hard
luck getting tubes for his station. Hurray for our
side. We now have with us our old friend 6AQW
in Big Bear, way up in the hills where DX pounds
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in, who reports that he will be with us soon again.
He will be QRV for Bear Valley msgs soon. 6PL6MG have worked a bunch of districts on their har
monic. They will be down on 80 meters shortly.
6MH expects to be on soon again. 6AAO Is on 80
meters now working tons of new stations. 6AFG
finished raising a new stick after moving into LA.
Some of the O.R.S's. failed to report. Two times
is final for them. Wake up, men I O.R.S's don't
grow like mush-rooms. 6CMU is now using 100
watts in tubes and handling part of LA's msgs.
6IN is stepping out as well as any of them and an
efficient relay station.
Dist. No. 8: Traffic has been moving in about the
same manner it previously has. Working conditions
have become better and more stations are worked.
By next month traffic should be moving with ease.
6ZBT has resigned as CM. and 6CMD has taken his
job. We hope 6CMD makes good at his new
job. 6CDG is on occasionally and managed to handle
a few. 6CMD is the high man in this district and
Is doing good work. 6AKZ, 6ZBT, 6JJ and 6CGD
have been on occasionally but handled no traffic.
Everyone in district No. S is in favor of a traffic
meeting, which looks like business. 6CDG promises
to have a better report next month.
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA—DiBt. No. 4: A re
sume of the station reports indicate that all stations
are experimenting on the low waves and that very
little traffic is moving down there. 6ABD using 6
watts on 80 meters and working good DX. 6LV
worked 25 states in 10 nights on 80 meters. 6ALW
still on 160, new antenna and more power planned.
This station carried a test with NDF USS Califor
nia reports NDF vy QSA on 165 meters. 6CIE is
rebuilding for short waves. 6CFI is not on the air
very much—rebuilding for short waves. 6CJV work
ed two eights and a bunch of nines and fives. Ex
perimenting with short waves also. 6ZAU (Note
A.D.M.) got a kick out of Los Gatos only on two
weeks In August using 50 watts on 156 meters.
6ZAT Is waiting for a 1000 volt 600 watt generator.
New antenna going up for short waves. 6ZAH just
got back from China as 2nd operator on Pacific Mail
Steamer, is down to 80 meters with 100 watts report
ed vy QSA. 6AFQ is 50 watts preparing for 80
meters. 6BON is preparing for short waves. 6BCL
is only O. R. S. that did not report. That spoils a
good record. The following stations in Stanislaus
county are actively operated. 6FY, 6ANE, 6AME,
6CLP, 6CKH, 6ACU, 6BNH. The Merced bunch is
absolutely dead but will probably be back on the air
for winter DX. 6BTP is a new station starting up
on five watts. 6CTE is having a vacation hence he
is ND.
Dist. No. 6 : Things are going along FB in this
district at last, but there are still Borne stations
which fail to report. 6BQL has been appointed
O.R.S. 6RY is doing fine work on 150 meters hav
ing been heard in Oklahoma on voice, and his C.W.
Bigs are going east in fine style. 6BQL is using a
60 watter in the 4 coil Moissner and gets 8 amps on
150 meters. 6AWT put up two commercial type
pyrex glass antenna insulator and then the fun began.
Everything started sparking in the station. Hi.
The coupled Hartley was then put in and after the
transmitter was re-wired the whole panel was shot
to pieces so the transmitter was rebuilt. With 10
inches of coupling on 150 meters. The radiation
varied from 10 to 12 amperes. Everything is going
along FB Nw. 6CHL is having good luck with his
250 watt tube. He is radiating 5% amps on 196
meters and has done fine work with it having out
worked his 100 watt set which was radiating 6tt
amps.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA—Dist. No. 6: Due to
the fact that only the reports of the D. S. will be
considered in a particular district, the Oakland gang
is going to have a short report in this months QST.
D.M. is not entering a report from CM. and O.R.S.
stations—we hope this will be a lesson to you fellows
and that you will send your messages to Poage 6HP,
in the proper routing. He makes a kick on this
and he has one coming. If anybody is to be ridden
it is the C. M. who disappoints the O. R. S's. Get
after them and see that their reports are turned in
right. We hate to do this but we think to do things
right you have to have a system to go by, and then
live up to the system—D.M.
Dists. No. 7 and No. 8 : A few have received the
short wave license and are rebuilding. 6DD is on
again. 6AVM, 6GR and 6BKB are all working.
6BQB is putting in 50 watts. 6FH is a 50 watter
now and ready for business. 6AGE is on Bhort
waves with 5 watts and will be on 76 meters soon
with 250 watts. ALU has been on with CW. and fone.
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6APE is off at present rebuilding for low waves.
6BUA has been on with 85 watts but a storm took
his antenna. 6BAF in Eureka, a new station, is
the farthest north O.R.S.
Traffic: 6CGO, 103; 6AIB, 30; 6CGC, 23; 6CHX, 16;
6ADT.10; 6VD.8 ; 6VI.6 ; 6ZH.3 ; 6CDV.S ; 6BBQ.18.
6CGW.61 ; 6CNH,4 ; 6AKQ,2 ; 6CAE,14 ; 6AHD.2.
6AGK.17; 6BRF.122; 6IH.12 ; 6AA0.62 ; 6CMU.26 ;
6PL.102. 6MG402 ; 6AJI.32 ; 6CIA.28 ; 6BLW.15 ;
6US.3; 6CMD.20; 6CDG.10 ; 6NX.6 ; 6LV.47 ; 6ADB,
28; 6ALW,40; 6BON.5 ; 6CIE.7 ; 6CFI,7. 6CJV.B2;
6ZAU.36 ; 6AFQ.28 ;
ARIZONA—This is our first report from old 6ZZ
now 6FP. He is moving and rebuilding his house so is
off the air temporarily. He is busy scaring up sta
tions in Arizona and says that the Cottrell Plant
situation looks very favorable and as he controls it
I believe he will be able to be on the air again soon.
Glad to have this report from him this month but
hope for a bigger one next month.
NEVADA—We have a new A.D.M. in the state
of Nevada, 6ATN M. E. Smart. Have two O.R.S"s
in that state now and prospects for more. The
O. R. S's. are 6ATN and 6UO, so traffic is open in
that district. Things as a whole seem to be pretty
well settled for the winter DX season and organizaion is about completed. In the future please make
all reports short and snappy as we are limited to
space in QST and nothing but pertinent facts must
appear and only those of O.R.S. will be considered.
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS—6ALS was again QSO with
the mainland via 7FR and 6CGW. 6ANY has left
for the mainland and traffic from the coast can be
sent to 6AOF, 6CEU of DX fame, is back from the
states and is pounding brass again. He is QSO
coast. 60A has completed installing a hundred watter. 6ASR has plans for a 250 watter. 6CCR and
6TQ have installed chemical rectifiers and are put
ting out a better signal than pure A.C. 6TQ reports
logging the following New Zealand stations : 2AC,
2AK.4AA. 4AG, 4AK. Sigs were QRK, free from
QSS and on a wave length from 100 to 120 meters.
ROANOKE DIVISION
W. T. Gravely, Mgr.
A. D. M. Simpson of North Carolina has resigned
and a new A. D. M. has been appointed in R. S. Mor
ris, Gastonia, N.
4JR. Kindly send your reports
to this station not later than the 20th of each month.
NORTH CAROLINA—4BX and 4RW are the only
two O. R. S. at Wilmington to sent a report. 4RW
is off the air at present. 4BX is going full blast
and is on every night. He is coming down on
short waves soon. 4UN is going FB and yelling for
traffic. 4TJ is working 75 meters and says its the
real stuff. 4AF is at State College and will help
at 4UN and 4RU. 4RU should be on again nowWEST VIRGINIA—A. D. M. Bock threatens a big
shake up in the O. R. S. if the necessary reports
are not received. 8CFE, a new station is on with
50 watts. 8CQH has been out of the game for
sometime on account of an auto accident. 8DKB is
still buying HG's and motors. Any junk? 8ATC
is off at school. 8AMD is on 75 meters and says it
is FB. 8DKB, 8DOI, 8CQH, 8CFE and 8AMD, all
attended the convention at Cincinnati and came home
full of pep. 8WZ reports very little doing. 8BLI
uses a MO set three 202's. He will come down when
he gets receiver rebuilt for short waves. 8AIP and
8CXM are away at school. 8DSM is off the air,
blew up his tubes. 8ATP is on with 75-80 meter
Bet with a 50 watt bottle.
VIRGINIA—3CKK has up an 80 foot mast, has
worked all districts but sixth and seventh. He wants
schedules with anybody at 5:00 and 5:30 A. M. 6U0
to 8:00 P. M. and after 10:30 P. M. SABS h-\s
started up again with chemical rectifier on 150
meters. 3AUU is working 78 meters and designing
a wave meter for 4-5 meters. 3ATB is waiting on
a 10 watt transmitter that 3BCH is building for him
will be on this coming month. 3BCH is still work
ing on the code. 3BMN lost another 5 watter, mak
ing a change in aerial to get down on 80 meters. A
new transmitter using pyrex glass insulation
throughout is being built. 3BGS pulled his transmit
ter down from 186 to 80 meters but she would not
perk so will rebuild, and use another circuit. 3BVL,
the only O. R. S. at Richmond, is off at school but
will be on the air during the holidays. 3A PR has
returned to South Boston. He sayB he logs them
in nil districts and expects to work them nlso on
short waves in the near future. 3BZ is working all

around the lot. 3CKL worked 6XAD using one &
watter. This is the way he celebrated his first an
niversary on the air. He is on 150-200 meters and
no way to get him down on shorter waves. SDT
will be going soon on 75-80 meter wave, and 3FV
will also work on the short waves.
Traffic: 4BX, 7; 4UN, 3; 4NJ-4VN, 6; 4JR, 25;
4TJ, 76; 3CKK, 12; 8BMN, 17; 3BFE, 11; 3BZ, 6;
3CKL, 27.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
N. R. Hood, Mgr.
COLORADO—Denver: Due to the C. M. of Den
ver being out of the city the report for the City
of Denver is almost Nil. 9CAA takes the box seat
for messages this month and 9DED is the only other
Denver report received. The stations have been
on the air consistently and better arrangements
should be made for reporting when any official is out
of the city. Make it double next time, gang !
Dist. No. 1 : 9DTE now 9AOI is the only station
reporting from this district. Traffic has moved reg
ularly through 9AOI which has been open nightly.
Dist. No. 2 : All stations in this district have put
through traffic in varying amounts. 9CHT, 9CDE,
9CLD, 9DFH and 9EAE have all been on nightly
and traffic has moved through this district in reg
ular fashion. O. R. S. for 9AZG has been cancelled
due to the station not being in operation any longer.
UTAH—Salt Lake City—Reports from three sta
tions only out of the entire Btate—6FM, 6BUH and
6AJA reporting traffic. The A. D. M. is out of
the state on an extended vacation and report was
forwarded by C. M. of Salt Lake. The stations have
been active but reports not forthcoming.
WYOMING—7HW is back on the air. 7NR also,
and traffic has moved through this state fairly reg
ularly. 7AJT has been handicapped by power wire
leaks and has gained valuable experience in locating
them. 7ZO has moved a bit of traffic. A new sta
tion will soon open in Casper with 10 watts. 7LU
is also in Casper and may open up this winter. 7DH
is back in the state and has been on regularly.
Traffic : 9CDE, 4 ; 9CHT, 20 ; 9CLD, 15 ; 9DFH, 11 :
9EAE, 7 ; 9AOI, ex-DTE, 23 ; 9CAA, 93 ; 9DED, 10 ;
7AJT, 3; 7ZO. 15. 70H, 21; 6FM, 12; 6BUH. 20;
6AJA, 12.
SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION
H. L. Reid, Mgr.
ALAR AMA —Some good radio weather has been
experienced during the past month and as a result
traffic has increased quite a bit. 5ACM leads the
state. 5VV comes second with 5AMH falling into
third place. Traffic on the low waves increases as
each station gets down and experiences that grand
and glorious feeling. A total of 473 messages were
handled in the state.
Dist. No. 1: Stations 5AM H and 5UP are combin
ing and are planning to open in several weeks with
a new low wave set. These stations are noted for
their ability to handle traffic consistently. 5VV and
5ADS continue to operate regularly and handle their
part of traffic. 5MI, while low in messages this
month, did a nice bit of DX. He worked IHT for 45
minutes on October 3rd, while IHT was off the coast
of Africa. Anniston stepped out this month with
5ACM handling messages and operating on the
higher waves too. Gadsden reports only one sta
tion working- 5QP. 5ARI is down on the low waves
and ready for work. 5ARI has been appointed as
O. R. S. Mr. Johnston is also the new C. M. of
Tuscaloosa.
Dist. No. 2 : Only two stations handled traffic
for the month, 5AR and SAC. 5AC is now located at
958 Marine St., Mobile, Ala. Several Mobile Stations
have combined and are now operating as 5QK. 5QK
has been appointed O. R. S.
Dist. No. 3 : Supt. Brooks reports plenty of interest
in his district, especially in Montgomery, where a
real live club has recently been organized. 5WI has
apparently not recovered from a recent storm but
is expected to be on the air at an early date.
Dist. No. 4 : 5XA is on the air now and reports
traffic. Many old timers may be found on the oper
ating staff of 5XA. These are 4GN, 5JR, 5HL and
5GP.
Traffic: 5AC, 20; 5ACM. 120: 5ADS. 10; 5AJP.
446; 6AMH, 57; 5AR, 6; 5MI, 17; 5VV, 68; 5ZAS,
13.SOUTH
5XA, 116.
CAROLINA—4SH, 4PV, 4IT and 4DX are
away enjoying (?) college life. 4DX, however, has
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his portable 4SY with him and is on with three
202's. 4RR-4VL broke his arm playing foot-ball and
is now operating with the left.
Traffic: 4DX, 3; 4RR, 84.
FLORIDA—Mr. Herbert has just visited us and
lent us a helping hand, resulting in considerable
improvement in our stations. We are indebted to
him for enlightenment on matters of both technical
and organization standpoint, and the gang thoroughly
enjoyed his visit.
One noteworthy fact which we are proud to re
port is that all Florida O. R. S's. are on file in the
F. E. C. Ry offices, to be called on in emergency.
Florida stations have also aided in following NERK's
sigs throughout her voyage, reporting her position
regularly to NKF, and handling traffic for her. 77%
of all Florida O. R. S's. are on short waves. 4FS
keeps a schedule with Porto Rico and is copied fre
quently in S. A. and Europe. After blowing his
last 50 he put in a 5 waiter on 80 meters and worked
Mexico the first night. 4EZ is back on the air and
in reliable touch with Cuba. 4KK is doing some
splendid relay work north and west. He has for his
motto "Immediate Delivery," and the boy lives up to
it. 4PK is on but little. There is a great boom in
amateur activities in Jacksonville, many B. C. L'ft.
installing transmitters, two of which are soon to be
O. R. S. Jacksonville O. R. S. want it known that
they will accept no msgs which do no comply with
standard A. R. R. L. form. St. Augustine has two
excellent short wave stations in 4SB and 4PI. 4SB
has just been made O. R. S- 4P1 puts his station
to practical use and orders merchandise direct from
Jax and Atlanta by radio. 4XK has worked every
U. S. district by daylight with M. O. since October
1st, and has schedules with NKF. 4PB and 4PY are
on some. D. S., 4QY, is getting South Florida lined
up in good shape. 4CH of Miami is heard often on
short waves.
Traffic: 4IU, 4XE. 29; 4FS. 26; 4KK, 12; 4QY, 11;
4SB, 9; 4EZ, 9; 4PI, 8; 4PB.7.
GEORGIA—More stations have been on the air
this month than have for the past several months.
Most stations are using the short waves and are
doing excellent work although some stations in going
down on their wave length lost tubes and have been
forced to use smaller tubes temporarily. Among
the stations making excellent distant records are
4DT, 4BW. 40A and 4IO. 410 has worked IHT,
FHCS, G20D and also seven other British stations
and two French stations. IHT was worked off the
coast of Brazil and Africa. NERK was worked by
4KU and 4IO and was heard by any number of
other stations on his trip to the west coast. No
trouble was experienced in maintaining communica
tion for distances of several hundred miles and quite
a few messages were handled.
4JD and 4DT have been appointed O. R. S's, which
opens the route for traffic to Montgomery, and Selma,
Ala., and other points west. Mr. J. S. Morris has
been appointed D. S. of District No. 1 and all C.
M's and other stafions not having C. M's should
forward their reports to Mr. Morris.
Traffic: 4EQ, 38; 4HS, 8; 410, 27; 4SI, 310;
4HS, 6.
WEST GULF DIVISION
F. M. Corlett, Mgr.
Two outstanding events occurred during the month
of October, the Navy's pride of the air, U. S. S.
Shenandoah, known to us hams as NERK, passed
over our division twice and found a number of sta
tions ready to assist in maintaining communication
and some traffic was handled with her. Then, Mr.
A. A. Hebert, field man and treasurer of our AR. R. L., visited Houston, Dallas, San Antonio and
El Paso, where great amateur gatherings took place,
real hamfests. In Dallas, every traffic officer of
Northern Texas Section was present except D. S.
Martin of Dist. No. 5, Amarillo.
This report is being written on the 31st of Octo
ber and up to this time traffic reports have not been
received from the A. D. M's of Oklahoma and New
Mexico. These reports must reach division head
quarters before the last day of the month or they
cannot be included in the division report. Only O.
R. S. activities are included in this report, activities
of other relay stations appear in the sectional bul
letins issued by the A. D. M's of the respective sec
tions, if you are not on your A. D. M's mailing list
drop him a card and request that you be put on.
5GU ex-5ADO, Roswell, N. Mex., is back on the
air and ready for traffic. He reports handling 18.
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NORTHERN TEXAS—Cool weather has at last
hit this part of the country and DX sigs once more
pound in. 6JF worked NERK when he was coming
through Texas. 5DW was QSO NERK as well as
with NZ 4AA. The latter he worked on the morning
of October 13th. Several other stations stood watch
for NERK and logged him. School is making its
claim on the ops and several stations have been
closed. Traffic is picking up slightly this month,
although fewer stations reported than did last month.
Traffic is moving in fine shape all over the state from
indications. Daylight and night routes are both
working well.
Traffic: 5DW, 14; 5AMB, 10; 5JF, 20; 5QY, 2;
5ADH, 7: 5PH, 67; 5VU, 53; 5AJT, 70; 5UO, 71;
5XAJ, 12; 50Q, 3; 5VF, 12; 5AJJ, 45; 5HY. 44;
5QI, 10; 5AKZ, 25; 5SD, 3; 5QW, 11; 5CV, 2;
5AJH, 56.
SOUTHERN TEXAS—The opening of college has
wrought havoc in this section, at least half of the
O. R. S. had their certificates cancelled because they
will be away from their stations. But to compensate
at least in part for this loss we have with us again
oar old standby 5XAU, the station of the A & M
Radio Club. Among its operators will be 5GE, 5KG,
5VO and 5NN. D. S. Sherrod of Galveston, is at
Rice. We will miss 5VY-5ZG. New stations that
have applied for O. R. S. are 5JT at Cuero, 5EW at
Brownsville, 5MS at Corpus Christ!, 5APM at San
Marcos, 5FT and 5ALR at Austin, 5NK at Houston,
and 5XAU at College Station. With this new addi
tion the section will doubtless recover from the sum
mer slump.
Two important meetings were held, one at Hous
ton on the 27th and one at San Antonio on the 31st
of this month. Mr. A. A. Hebert and the A. D. M.
visited these meetings. From the lively interest shown
by amateurs in these meetings we have every right
to expect a very good season this year.
Traffic—5APM, 19; 5EW, 24; 5XAV—5GW, 2.
CANADIAN SECTION
There is little to report this month, the
main thing being the coming division man
agers' meeting at Winnipeg on the 1st of
December. There will be present at this
meeting the five division managers, the
Canadian general manager and the A.R.R.L.
field man, Mr. Hebert, and at this meeting
all branches of Canadian affairs will be
taken up and discussed and an endeavor
made to straighten up any difficulties which
have arisen in the past in Canada. Any
A.R.R.L. members are invited to attend the
general meeting to be held in Winnipeg
during the sessions above mentioned.
Good news also comes from Mr. Hebert,
the field man, who advises us that he is
intending to visit the Vancouver and Win
nipeg divisions this fall and also the Mari
time. Quebec and Ontario divisions within
the next eight or nine months, so that we
will have a complete tour of the Canadian
divisions at an early date. The Quebec
and Ontario divisions report that a radio
show to be held in Montreal and Toronto
will have a representative of the A.R.R.L.
there to tell the story of the League with
demonstrations of amateur apparatus.
The short waves are engrossing the at
tention of most of the progressive amateurs
in Canada with the preference at the pres
ent time being shown for the 75 and 80
meter wave band. The thing is so com
paratively new in Canada that little of a
startling nature has as yet been done but
those who are on the short waves are noting
the freedom from swinging and the appar
ent ease with which daylight work is car
ried out.
XI

MARITIME DIVISION
W. C. Barrett, Mgr.
Radio, especially in the outlaying districts is tak
ing a good hold. New Brunswick in Particular is
coming along well. Only the activities of O.R.S's
can be mentioned in traffic reports and all Maritime
hams are requested to apply for O.R.S. certificates.
1AW has been appointed D.S. of Cape Breton, N.8.
and also an O.R.S. All <XB. stations please get in
touch with him. 1EI sent his report by radio to the
D.M. (F.B., other A.D.M. and D.S. might do the
same.) 1AF is rebuilding. These are the only two
O.R.S. station in N.B., but there are also some
eight or nine stations in N.B. now in different stages
of construction. A few more O.R.S. would be in
order. 1BZ and 9AK report no traffic. Several
new stations are reported from Cape Breton, New
foundland has three stations but noe QSO rest of
Maritime yet. Halifax City has only 1EF doing
much work. Other Halifax O.R.S. are rebuilding
including 1BQ, 1EB and 1DJ. 1DD is on handling
the weekly QST at 8 P.M. Atlantic Standard Time,
on Saturday and Sunday on 80 meters. 1DD works
on 80 and 180 meters. IAR is by far the star
O.R.S. this month. IAR works on 140 meters.
He has worked Canadian 4AA direct and also a
complete message of his was copied solid by NZ 4 AG
during September. Joe was working C2nf at the time
and was relaying a message from VDM for C P.
Edwards of Ottawa. The Halifax gang were honored
with a visit from Bill Choat of V.D.M. and C8CO
fame during the month, and he was duly initiated
into the ROTAB's. He having worked G2NM from
VDM. Bill gave the local gang a fine lecture on
"Up nort" and presented some two hundred photo
graphs.
Traffic: 1EI, 4; 1DD, 24; IAR, 86.
ONTARIO DIVISION
C. H. Langford, Mgr.
Another month has turned around and radio
weather is getting better every day. More enthusiasm
is shown on the short waves this month. One setback
is the fact that quite a few former men have let
up on their transmitters or have other work that
keeps them away. Several fellows are attending
University in other cities and their work will be
missed. In spite of this, the A. D. M*s are very
optimistic as to work in their districts this winter.
(FB fellows.)
3BQ is in Toronto attending University. 3ADU
has been appointed C. M. in his place. 9BC has a
new aerial and is crying for traffic. 8WV is raising
two new steel masts. SLY and 3VH are QSO west
coast regularly. 3KQ is doing fine work with ampli
fying tubes. 9CC and 3AFP are chief experimenters
on 20-40 waves. 8NF has a new 80-foot latticed
mast. 8AEL, radio editor on daily paper is doing
good publicity work. 8HE has a new aerial system,
which gives better results on traffic work. SAD is
doing real DX to west coast regularly. SAD and
8X1 are on 50 watts. STB and 8XN are doing experi
mental work on short waves. 3NI and SWS are com
bined. 3WS is also at Toronto University.
Traffic: Eastern Ontario—18. SLY. 12; 8KQ, 16;
8VH, 5 ; 9AL, 40 ; 8FC, 28 ; 8WV, 10.
QUEBEC DIVISION
J. V. Argyle, Mgr.
The past month has been a monentous one for
this division for we have pulled off something which
we always greatly wished for but for which the op
portunity had not yet arrived. Our booth at the
Montreal Radio Show, to sum up, was a huge success
We were informed by hundreds of people that it
was the liveliest feature of the show and this could be
easily proved by actual count of the numbers of
people at the various booths. Our Geiasler tube out
fit attracted immediate attention and the interest
of the public was retained by good friend 2FL,
while he showed them the difference between the oldfashioned spark transmitter (none of which, he
explained, had been in operation in Quebec since
1923) and the new C. W. transmitter which was
working full blast handling traffic with outside.
315 messages were filed in all and to the gangs
credit, they were all hundreds of miles enroute to
their destination by Sunday night. 2HV supplied
the transmitter, 2CM and 2EV the receivers, while
the "Ancient and Historical Tube and Junk" exhibit
XII

was contributed to by the entire crowd of Quebec
brass-pounders. Much publicity did we get and a lot
of fuss was made of our only OW, Mrs. Sturgess of
2CN, who sat in and handled our traffic with us every
night. 2CM's receiver was shoved into the B. C. L's
competition at the last moment, just for the fun
of the thing, and ft won second prize. Hi. Yes
boys indeed the gang had fun ; what with George
his batteries and the ostrich, the Tesla and the
jolts, the radio airplane, minus antenna, 2AG and
2HV, the black-eyed twins, and say who was it
shoved his hand into the tarpot fixing the antenna
on that Windsor Hotel roof? 2DO showed us how a
set could be wired without having to bend down to
throw the antenna switch, though we did have to
curl our toes up a bit to prevent them getting a
bite from Fred's rectifiers. 2BE, 2CG and 2AZ
shot out most of the traffic and a hard time they had
as very few of our friends across the line seemed
inclined to accept traffic from us and in despair the
D. M. had to broadcast a QST to all O. R. S s for
assistance. We thank 9CEK, 2KU, c8LY, clAR.
2CVS especially for having done their best and
greatly helped us out when we were CQ'ing to get
someone to QSR messages per night. 2AG is ap
pointed an O. R. S. He is ex-commercial and a
real op.
VANCOUVER DIVISION
A. J. Ober, Mgr.
The whole division is away to a good start quite
equal to midwinter season of last year. Most all
stations are QSO in daylight from coast to Sas
katchewan.
ALBERTA—4IO spiked 35 this month and is work
ing schedule with C5DS every night. 4AX hands
in a fine traffle report and is doing good DX. 4CW
is with us again after rebuilding—small report, but
a good one. 4GT is also on again after moving to
new quarters. 4DQ has been cutting down aerial
and power, now down to 5 watts and single wire
and has worked CSAD, Kansas, and through to
Kentucky.
Traffic: 4IO, 85; 4AX, 28; 4GT, 4; 4DQ, 12;
4CW, 1.
VANCOUVER—5GF hands in a brief report of
"who's Bpearin* all the messages?" Total 8. BAN
is on 80 meters and reports more traffic down there.
5GO did not hand in a full report, but N. Z. reports
his Bigs vy QSA on a non-oscillating receiver. The
new O. R. S. stations are: 6AN, 6BZ, 6AY.
Traffic: 5GF, 3; SAN, 19.
VANCOUVER ISLAND—When four flve-watters
signed off at 5CT, he slapped in a lone one and says
she twists and squirms but delivers the goods. 5HK
has run into some more transmitter trouble.
Traffic: 5CT, 17.
EDMONTON—4CL is a ship operator and his
fist will no longer be heard on amateur waves. 4HF
is still the only active station and gets out fine with
50 watts.
Traffic: 4HF, 17.
PRINCE RUPERT—All active stations please get
in touch with Mr. P. Black of Prince Rupert who is
the new D. S. for this district.
WINNIPEG DIVISION
J. E. Brickett, Mgr.
WINNIPEG—The majority of stations here have
been inactive this summer. A few of the old timers
are on occasionally but QRN has been hitting pretty
hard, making traffic handling rather spasmodic. 4AW
4CH, 4FZ and 4CO are inactive but are polishing
up for the winter season. 4AG-9AD-4CI has gained
an additional operator in 4EA, who will handle the
set all winter. 4BI is still having trouble in getting
out. 4DY is working 4AA and 4CR on regular
schedule and can give 9VA QSR on westbound traf
fic, although it is difficult to work east at present,
REGINA—4BR and 4FV are going strong here.
4FV is being handled by ex-G5MX who apparently
never sleeps.
MOOSE JAW—4HH, 4AO and 4BF have kept traf
fic jumping through here and are QSO in all direc
tions. 4EZ is putting up those new big sticks and
will be on shortly. 4GH is on the air regularly.
4AA has a new 80 ft. lattice mast up and is putting
Unity on the map. 4HZ has the city juice attached
to his house now and will be on the air soon. 4CB9BX is going when time will permit, but the OH
is alone now and is pretty busy keeping the wheat
heading east so cannot arrange for schedules just yet.
Traffic: 4DY, 25; 4HH, 29; 4FN, 9; 4CB, 6.
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Calls

Heaid

Important Notice
It is necessary to emphasise the rules of
this department with special notice this
month.
1. American and Foreign amateurs
should make their call heard lists like that
of g6LJ published below: in numerical order
according to districts and alphabetical
order for each district, with separate list
for each country included in the list.
2. The list must be well spaced horizon
tally with a comma between calls, and each
line should be spaced a line from the fol
lowing—typewriter double spacing. If the
list is hand done it .should preferably be
printed and not used for writing practice
with an assortment of fancy letters. I
wish I could show you the hand-made copy
sent in by g6LJ, u2AGQ and u3TY, as they
were extremely legible and well done.
3. Calls heard lists must be in our
hands by the FIRST of the month follow
ing reception so that they will not be over
two months old when published. Start
them from your location in time to reach
our office by the first. This is the same as
saying that they must be in by the first of
the month preceding publication. Foreign
amateurs, due to the slowness of the mails,
can ignore this rule. It applies to U. S.
and Canadian amateurs only.
4. Men sending lists heard on shipboard
are the only ones with reason for giving a
separate list for each date, as their position
varies daily. Ship operators should specify
whether or not their name is to be pub
lished.
5. Let's make the calls heard lists just
that, and leave out stations worked. The
people directly concerned already know
about the station worked and no one else
is interested, so why let the stuff take up
space that could be used to present more
heard calls? Leave your best worked dx
in the list and surround it by asterisks like
this *7FOB*. That puts in only ONE sta
tion worked in a "heard" list. Now, what
do you think .of the idea?
The American and Canadian gang are
sticking to the rules commendably with but
few exceptions, who fail to get their lists
printed. No foreign amateurs, with the
exception of British 6WJ and British 2WJ,
obey the rule of double spacing, and the
majority break all of the rules. The
British amateurs are the chief offenders
because they send in the majority of the
foreign lists. The time has come that so
many are sending in lists from around the
world that a carefully prepared list is going
to become the only one used.
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If the above rule were not enforced, it
take two people four days every month to
prepare the lists for printing in QST.
C'mon, fellows, co-operate with us.
Rene Burlet, fgC9. Le Bis Roe Tarbe, Reims
Marne, France.
laac, lard. lare, larf,, laip laid, lall.
lamw, lazl, labs, labt, labk, lakz, laur, lah,
lamw, lahl, lahw, lahi, larw, laaj, lajw, laap,
lapr, labf, lbfq, lbgo, lbad. lbkr, lbbo, lbip. Ibis,
lbhd, lbjg, lbgl, lbqi. lbep, lbgt, lboa, lbvl, lbht,
lbhn, lea, leg, leu, lepo, lcre, lckp. lemp. leak,
lcgi, lego, lde, ler, lfd, lgv, lkc, lmy, low,
lrp, lse, lsf, law, lvj, lxw, lxz. lxae, lxav, lyb,
lyk, lze, lzz, 2abi, 2aay, 2abd. 2apy, 2agw, 2agb,
2awf, 2adp, 2anm. 2brb, 2be, 2byw, 2brc, 2bpz, 2ku,
2kj, 2kv. 2mk, 2mu, 2mw, 2pd, 2pk, 2wc, 2xq, 2cqr,
2cmy, 2cik, 8adp, 3ari, 8aha. 8ajd, 8auv, Sbta,
8btu, 8bg, 8bva. 8bsb, 8bdo, 8cia, 8cmg, 8cbl, 8cdg
8hh, 3ii, 8kd, 8mb, 8mw, 8og, Soq. 3wb, 3zs, 4ai,
4bq, 4ch, 4eb, 4fm, 4io, 4ku, 4oa, 4sa, 4tj, 4ue. 4xe
4xx, 4zd, Bkq, Smi, 6uk, 5zas, 8avl, 8ajn, 8bbe, 8bpa,
Hbbn, 8bce, 8bja, 8cml, 8cyi, 8clc, 8dhw, 8dme, 8da,
8gz, 8nb, 8pl, 8vt, 8zz, 9aaw, 9azx, Qei, 9bwx, 9emr,
Bom, Canadians, lar, 8bi, 8gc, Sbp, 9av, Miscel.
nkf, nfv, iht, wgh, wgy, kdka, ckac.
J. L. Mcnara, F8FJ, Le Blaneat, Can. (B.-P.)
France.
Last Half September.
laac, lagd, lagk, laox, larf, laur, lbkr, lbsd
lckp, lmy, lsf, lxae, lxav, lxz, 2aay, 2bl, 2apy,
2brb, 2dx, 2ku, 2mu, 2pd, 2si, 2xnb, 8adp, Sajd,
8bb, 8bg, 8bsb, Sbta, 3btu, 8bva, Sbwj, 8mb, 8qv,
8sp, Sss, 8wb, 4adp, 4cr, 4fg, 4fs, 4io, 4ku, 4oa,
4sa 4tk, Sen, 5fk, omi, 5rh, 6xe, 5za. 6aao, 6anb,
61v. 71.j, 7gcp, 8add. 8aol, 8bkh, 8cei, 8gz, 8xb, 8zd,
8als, 9bcd, 9big, 9bfx, 9cm, nkf, nfv, Canadians
lar, ldq, 2bg, Sbp, 8bq, Italian acd. All cards an
swered. QRK my 600 watter.
R. W. Bates, Pendarves St.. New Plymouth, New
lxnt. 2ou, 6aab, 6abe, finny, 6aof, 6arl,
6avj, 6awt, 6bwl, 6cbb, 6ccr, 6cct, 6cfi, 6cgs, 6cgv,
6chl, 6cmh, 6cnl, 6gr, 6gu, 6oa, 6pl, 6xad, 6xbn,
7ar, 7ct, 7qc, 7sf, 9eky.
John L. Liestra, WaJnehnrgstreet 4, Rotterdam,
Holland.
Three coil tuner, 1918 style, no amplification,
laa, lam, lazl, lbbo, lbec, lbdt, lbgq, lbkb, lcjl,
lco. lfd, lse, lvj, lze, lxw, 2aay, 2brb, 2gk, 2ku,
2pd, 2pk, 2xd, Sbg, Shg, 8cbl, Schg, 4sa, 8xc, 8xs,
iht, nkf. Canadians lar, 1dm.
James Steffcnson, Ehlersvej 8, Hellerup, Denmark.
laac, laap, laez, laer, latj, lbep, lbhn, lbip,
lbqi, lbsd, leak, lcre, ler, lfd, lii, lkc, lmy, lrp,
lsf, l8w, lxab, lxam, lxav, lzz, 2aay, 2apy, 2brb.
2gk, 2kj, 2pd, 2mu, 3bdo, Sajd, 3cdg, Shh, 8vw, 4sa,
4xe, 8bjv, sbnc, 9zt, nkf, Canadian ldq.
Ing. Santangeli Mario, S. Euphemia 19. Milano,
Italy.
lare, laur, lbkr, lboa, lepv, ler, lmu, lsf, lyb,
lyd, lxav, 2anm, 2bnb, 2brb, 2bva, 2byw, 2cg, 2dx,
2gk, 2pd, 2yb, Sbg, 3bdo, Sbp. Sbta, 8bva, Soq, 8gc,
4ek, 4fs, 4eq, 4fg, 4io, 4oa, 4tj, 4zd, 6aao, 8add, 8cel,
8cmi, 8cyi, 8dx, 8gz, 8nb, 8pl, 9ekf, 9eld, Canadians,
lar, 8bp, Sbq, 5kq, 9bq, nkf.
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J. V. Newson, G2GF, 139 Ormgide St.. London, S.
E. IS, Ens.
laac, laea, Inez, lar, lajm, laur, lard, lbdp,
lbja, lbip, lbsd, lbqi, lcfn, lcop, ler, lew lii, lfd,
lmb, lss, law, lxu, lss, lbop, lbgq, lbg, lboa,
lbkr, lbsr, lckp, leak lcre, ldq, ldqc, lfd. lgw,
lgk, Ike, ljw, lmj, low, lrw, lsf, lxam, lxav, lxz
lyb, lzym, 2agb, 2ana, 2anm, 2axp, 2be, 2bgg, 2brb,
2bqu, 2brc, 2cnk, 2dr, 2fo, 2em, 2gk, 2gu, 2kd, 2kj,
2mu, 2my, 2pd, 2am, Sari, 3aun, Sbdo, 8bh, 8bvs, 8bwo,
8cdg, Scb, 3cdn, 3chg, 3fr, 3hh, 311, Sjh, Sjs, Skq
3ku, 8jw, 3mb, 3oo, 3og, 3sf, 3sh, 3wb, 8wd, 3zz,
4aic, 4ba, 4bdo, 4bta, 4fg, 4fu, 4fs, 4io, 4ja, 4ka, 4mi,
4oa, 4ot 4tj, 4uk, 4xe, 4zd, 5cn, Bex, 5mi, 5qk, Bilk,
6bqr, 6zy, 8aim, 8ajn, 8bkh, 8bpl, 8bfe. 8cmi, 8czl,
8dh, 8dhw, 8dm, 8ef, 8jm, 8mi, 8nb, 8pl, 8ss, 8vr,
8x8, 9av, 9by, 9cm, 9em, Can. lar.
G6QB, L. H. Thomas, 33 Harpenden Rd., West Nor
wood, S. E. 27, London, Eng.
laja, lajp, lakl. lalj, lare, laur, lbcf, lbcn, lbsd,
lbtr, lecx, lckd, ldq, lbf, IJv, lmb, low, lyb, lxah,
lxak, lxam, lxav, lxm, lxw, lxz, lzt, 2abd, 2agb,
2apy, 2awf, 2awl, 2ayv, 2by, 2bco, 2bnl, 2bqh, 2brb,
2cv, 2fs, 2pd, 2xd, 8aa, laid, 8bq, Sbtu, Siu, 3mb,
Sot, 3pz, Sby, 4by, 4bz, 4fs, 4hn, 4hs. 4sa, 4xe, Sen,
5mi, 8bkh, 8xap, 9abg, 9zd, Canadians, 2bg, 9bl,
9xw, nfv, nkf, wgh.
GSNF, Bank Bouse, Horne Bay. Kent. England.
laal, lare, laur, lbep, lbrc, lbqi, lckp, ler, lgv,
lmyl, Its, luw, lxz, 2aet, 2agb, 2awf, 2brb, 2buy, 2by
2gk, 2kj. 2pd, 8ar, tad, 8ats, 3bta, Sbdo, Scdg, Sell,
3hh, Swb, 4zd, 4oa, 8bpv, 9em. 9bgl, iht.
G2WJ. K. L. Roylle, Aldcrmans Hill, Palmer's Green,
London, England.
laay, lajw, laro, lboa, lbgq, ledp, lckp, ldd,
lii, lpy, lsf, lsw, lvj, lxw, lzt, 2agw, 2ary, 2brb,
2cv, 2cla, 2em, 2gk, Sbdo, 8bta, Sbsv, Scdg, 8ch, 8js,
8qv, 4sa, 5nl, 8xs, nkf. Canadian, lar. New Zealand,
4aa, 4ag, 4ak.
S. K. Lewer, 6LJ. 32 Gascony Avenue, West Hampstead, London, N. W. 6., England, Sept. 28-Oct. 19.
laac, laaj, laaw, lab, labt, laea, lahi, lahl, lajj
lajw, lakz, lall, lare, lark, lasp, lasu, latj, lau,
laur, laww, laxa, lbgq, lbgt, lbhb, lbhn, lbip, lbja,
lbkr, lboa. lbqi. lbrk, lbsd, lbse, lbvl, leg, lckp,
leak, lemb, lemp, leu, leuf, ldq, lei, lii, Ike, lmy,
low lqi, lrj, lrp, lse, lsf, lsw, lta, lvj, lxav, lxl. lxw.
lxu, lxx, lxz, lyb, lzz, 2adj. 2agb, 2ajf, 2ana, 2anm,
2apr. 2apy, 2axf, 2bq, 2bqb, 2bqu, 2brb. 2brc, 2by,
2ce, 2cei, 2cms, 2cnk, 2eqz, 2cvs, 2cyw, 2gk, 2jr, 2kj,
2ku. 2mu, 2my, 2pd, 2pl, 2wz, Sadb, Sajd, Sari, 8auv,
Savk, Sbdo, 8be, 8bhv, 8btu, 8bta, Sbwj, 8cc, 8cdg,
8cia, 3cjn, 8dz, Shh, 3ii, Skd. Soq, 8qr, Svw, Swb,
4ad, 4ai, 4fg, 4fs, 4io, 4ku, 4kt, 4oa, 4rh, 4sa, 4sb,
4ta, 4tj, 4xe, 4zd, Bajh, Bkq, Bmi, Btr, Bzas, Bzb,
6ao, 6bjj. 6bka, 6wt, 7su, 8ajn, 8auf. 8bfe, 8bhp,
8bjv, 8bpl, 8cei, 8clc, 8dhw, 8nb, 8pl, 8zah, 9aal,
9aue, 9ei, 9eky, 9elb, 9vc, 9wl, 9xx, 9zt, Can: lar,
ldq, 2be. Saa, iht, lpz, nfv, nkf, wgh. Single tube
onli. All cards answered.
Heard by 1ABC at Sea with a UV199.
Sept. 18, 200 miles east of Delaware, lanm, land,
lare, lawq, lbgt, lbkr, lbvr, lii, lmy, lsf, lte, lxw,
lzz, 2brb. 2bs, 2xs, Bda, 8bpf, 8bup, 8ccq, 8ccz,
8dmx, 8dqk, 8xb, 9aau, 9awm, 9bvz, 9dda, 9dfq,
9dpx, 9dxn, 9yi.
Sept. 19, 400 miles east Jacksonville, Fla., laac.
lazl, 2agw, Sadt. Sauv, Sbpp, Sbva, 4kk, 8ccq.
Sept. 20, BOO miles east Palm Beach. Fla., lbkr.
lbgq, lfd, 2brb, 2ku, 8bg, 8cmi, 8cyi, 8gz, 8vt, 9em.
Sept. 21 BOO miles s.w. Key West, Fla., labt,
2agb, Sbg. Smb. Bacm, 8cnw, 8cyi, 8dnf, 9eky, Can.
lar, lbq.
Sept. 22, 100 miles n. w. Jamaica, lajp,
lbgq, lxam, 2brb, 3bg, Sbta, Bli. 9eky.
Sept. 24, 100 miles n. e. Panama, lbgq, ler, lsf,
lii, 2cqz, 2xd. 4eq, 4tj, 4qy, Same, 8cmi, 8gz, 9dxn.
Everything heard through terrific QRN, 78.
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Heard by P. A. Field, c4CL, on SS Vancolite, VGLJ.
Sept. 17th. 138 miles west of Pt. Aguja, Peru.,
Lat. 6:69 s. long 83:29 w. 2XD.
October Bth. Lat. 20:29 n.. long. 107:21 w., P. R.
4io, 6jf, 6ph, 6ps, 6aak, 6arb, 6bcp, 6bfw, 6bra,
9agl, 9edo, 9cld, 9clq. 8th., lat, 14:31 n., long. 96:26
w., lmy, low, lte, lxw, lxav, 2aay, Sbtu, Bajj,
5dw, Bot, Bov, Bza, 6bra, 6cgw, 8xs, 9ow, 9xw, nfv,
fone 8xs, Mex. lb.
9th. lat. 12:46 n., long. 93:01 w., lmy, low, lte,
lxw, lxav, 2aay, 2ana, 4xe, Same, Samw, Bot, Gph,
Srh, 6adt, 6age, 8xs, 9bm, 9cj, 9cfi, 9cii, 9dxy, 9eld,
9xun, 9zd, nerk, nkf, wly QRA7
10th. lat. 11 :02 n., long. 89 :8S w., lbad, 2gk, 3adb.
Sbg, Scdg, 4kl, 4ku, 6awt, 8cys, 9ars, 9aru, 9bch, 9by,
9cw, 9cii, 9cjc, 9dyn, 9ei, 9eld, 9mc, 9xm, nkf, wgh,
P. R. 4io.
12th. lat. 7:41 n., long. 82:44 w., laac, laur, lbgq,
4ku, Bama, Buk, 8dhi, 8dhw, 8xs, 9cm, P. R. 4io.
12th. lat. 7 :41 n., long. 82 :44 w., laac. laur, lbgo,
lbgc, lxak. lxav, lxw, 2brb, 2gk, 2pd, 4fg, 2ku,
Bdm, 6gai, 61j, 8cys, 9bi, 9fn, nfv, nkf.
13th. Bay of Panama, 1ml, lxw, 2blm, 2cxe, 21e,
Sauv, Seh, 8zac, 4ft, 4my, Baju, Bov, Scse, 8dgo,
9bmx, 9cee, agz, nfv, wcj.
14th. Panama Canal, 9cai.
17th. lat. 20:4B n., long. 74:28 w., lbgq, lbhn,
lcab, lemp, low, 2bqb, 2byc, 2bgx, 2bc, 2crp, 2cty,
2gk 2gl, 2pd, 8bco, Sblu. 8bno, Scj, 8du, 8hg, 4bw,
4je, 4kt, 4qf, 4tj, Bjf, Bph, Eqk, Buk, 8cjp, 8ckm,
8dln, 8pl, 8xb, 8xe, 8xs, 9dfq, 9duq, nkf, Dutch hm8
loudest station on air.
8BWB aboard KFLL SS Unpenning, Marine, P. O.,
Detroit, Mich.
m
liv, lkl, lmy, lsf, law, lvj, lxw, laap, laes, lagg,
lahi, lahl, lajw, laou, laqi, lare, lauc, lavx, lbep,
lbgc, lbga, lbgt. Ibis, lbiz, lboa, lbvb, lcea, leme,
2am, 2cj, 2ej, 2gk. 2hv, 2ku, 2mu, 2pd, 2aai, Each,
2alr, 2anm, 2axf, 2brb, 2bum, 2byn, 2cnk, 2cqj, 2cxe,
2czr, Sbb, Sbg, Sbz, Sea, 3dj, Shh, 3hg, Sog, Soq.
Suv, Swb, Sadp, Saih, Salx, Sasi, Sauv, Sbdo, Sbsb,
Sbtu, Scdb, Scdg, Scjn, 4ai, 4eq, 4fg, 4hr, 4ku, 4mw,
4rr, 4sb, 4tj, 4va, 4zd, Bac, Ben, Bfv, Bkq, Bmi. Bot,
Bajh, 6vo, 6wi, 6apw, 6bar, 6clb, 7cw, 7fr, 7ij, 7ajy,
8fm, 8jq, 8na, 8nb, 8pl, 8rv, 8ve, 8vx, 8wa, 8wx,
8zz, 8act, 8ajf, 8ajn, 8alf, 8apt, 8apw, 8apy, 8aqm,
8avl, 8bau, 8bce, 8bit, 8bkh 8bll, 8bna, 8boc, 8bos,
8boy, 8bzf, 8cci, 8ced, 8ckl, 8clc, 8coj, 8cpn, 8cwl,
8cyi, 8daa, 8dha, 8dmt, 8dpn, 8dpv, 9ei, 9em, 9hn,
9hw, 9mc, 9qb, 9yb, 9zb, 9zt, 9aal, 9aau, 9abf, 9axt,
9ayx, 9bch, 9beg, 9bju, 9bkr. 9bnf, 9bnk, 9bmu,
9bmx, 9bty, 9cco, 9cdv, 9cdy, 9cii, 9cjc, 9clo, 9cpg,
9ctr, 9ctu, 9dap, 9bek, 9dhy, 9dmj, 9dxn, 9dyy, 9dzg,
9efy, 9egg, 9eji, 9ela, 9eli nfv, nkf. Can. Stb, Stc
1 ABC at sea with one UV199.
Sept. 26 (100 miles W Panama) lii, lsf, 2gk,
wgh.
Sept. 27 (100 NW Panama) laac, 4sa, »efy.
Sept. 28 (300 NW Panama) lbgq, lxav, 2ku, 4sa,
Bame, Bin, Bzai, 6apw. 6vc, 8avl, nfv. Sept. 29. (60
W Nicaragua), 4xe, 6ame.
Oct. 1 (1600 SE San Diego) 4tj, nkf.
Oct. 2 (1300 SE San Diego) 4fs, Banh, 6alw,
6cto.
U. S. S. Rochester, c/o Postmaster, New York, N. T.,
Panama Bay. Panama.
2bgo, 2by, 2cgb, 2cqz, 2xbf, Szo, 4ft, 4hr, 4kt, 4pt
4tv, 4ua, Saj Bamp, Sari, Ska, Blh, 5nj, Bnt, Bqi,
Brg, Bsk, Sue, Buk, Bxa, 6cms, 6pl, 6xad, 7aci, 8ap
8bp, 8cqh, 8cwu 8dmx, 8dtg, 9aau, 9atn, 9awg, 9bk,
9cbp, 9cky, 9cym, 9dix, 9drx, 9dsa, 9ekr, 9eky, 9xad.
U. S. S. Wood No. S17 Vallejo, Calif.
lbgc, lbvl, ler, low, lxam, lxw, 2aay, 2be, Sbhv,
4cb, 4cr, 4iz, 4ku, 4pb, 4pd, 4tj, Bafh, Bef, 6ew,
Bgu, 6hk, Bjf, Bnj, Bog, Soq, Box, Sph, 6qk, Sue,
Bxa, 6yd, Bza, Gaff, 7abb, 7adf, 7afb, 7afo, 7ahc, 7aho,
7ahs, 7aim, 7aix, 7aiy, 7ajy, 7akk, 7ao, 7ar, 7av,
7cf, 7cw, 7dd, 7df, 7do, 7fd, 7fg, 7fj, 7fr, 7gj, 7gk,
7gq, 7gv, 7gw, 7ho, 7ij, 7iw, 7ku, 7kz, 71q, 71s, 71w,
7mf, 7mp, 7mv, 7nh, 7no, 7nx, 7ob, 7ok, 7pj, 7qc,
7qf, 7ry, 7sf, 7sy, 7un, 7uv, 7vn, 7zm, 7zu, 8aav,
8ah. 8bgn, 8ced. 8ese, 8cva, 8dat, 8dea, 8dpn, 8gh,
8tt, 8vy, 8xs, 9ado, 9aiw, 9and, 9atl, 9azr, 9bcd,
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9bce, 9bcf. 9bch, 9bji, 9bkx, 9bkz, 9bnk, 9bob, 9bso,
9bu», 9bvu, 9caa, 9cek, 9cfi, 9cfy, 9cii. 9cjs, 9cju,
9cld, 9clq, 9cqk, 9cro. 9ctr, 9cyk, 9dat. 9dbz, 9ddp,
9del, 9dfw, 9dhw, 9dte, 9dun, 9dvi, 9eam, 9eat, 9ejn,
9eky, 9hn, 9mc, kdsv, ndf, nfv. wgh. Canadian : 4aa,
4br, 4cr, 4cv, 4go, 4hh, Sas, 5ba, 5bf, Sep, Bfi, Bgo,
5ha. Foreign : 16a. Received on one tube.
Daylight log by OW. at Canadian 4DQ, Vulcan
Alberta.
2cvj, 8adp. 4mi, 6as, Beg. Bzas. 6im, 7mf, 7cf, 7qd.
7ec 7ahs. Scvm, 8uf, 8zp, 8zah, »aen. 9a*y, 9agl,
9adu, 9ach. 9ado. 9ayq, 9bew. 91>zm, 9bpf, 9bdq. 9bob
9bzf, 9cdv, 9cpm, 9cdu, 9ce, 9cmx, 9cdw, 9cip, 9dpr,
9dwx. 9deq, 9dxr, 9dbz, 9ph, 9zt, Can. 9al.
Can. 3MR. IS Chnrcfaill Are., Toronto. Ont.
4ai, 4bq, 4eq, 4gk, 4srl, 4gw, 4hw, 4js, 41k. 4mit
4mv, 4oa, 4pi, 4rr, 4uk, 4un, 4vn, 4vw, 4zd, Sac,
Sen, Bgq, Shy, Sjf. Ska, Skq, Sli, 5mi, 5mv, Sot, Bov.
Sph, Bpv Sru, Ssp, Sue, Suk, Bvv, 5wy, Baal, Baaj,
Saaq, Sacl, Sadh, Sagj, Sagl. Sago, Sahw, Sail, Saio.
Sajh, Bajp Sanh, Sans, Same, 6vc, 6aao, 6age, 6agk,
6apw, 6bka, 6bqr, 6bur. 6cax, Bcdn, 6cei, 6eej, 6cft,
6cgo, 6cgw. 6cms, 6cmu, 7gk, 9ay, 9bm( 9bw, 9cg,
9ej. 9ek. 9cm, 9er, 9gh, 9hk, 9hp, 9hw, Ohy, 9ih
9kq, 9mc, 9ny 9pb, 9rc. 9ti, 9tf, 9vc, 9ws, 9xi, 9yb,
9za, 9zt, 9aau, 9aav, 9abf, 9abt, 9adp, 9adu, 9ahj,
9ahqf 9ajk, 9akn, 9aod, 9apk, 9aqv, 9avb, 9avw,
9axt, 9axx, 9ayx, 9azj, 9azt, 9bbj, 9beg, 9bex, 9bez,
9bga, 9biq, 9biu, 9bjr, 9bkj, 9bmh, 9bmv, 9bqj. 9b3m.
9btd. 9bva, 9bvz, 9bwa, 9bye, 9cac, 9cbl, 9cbz, 9cci,
9ccm, 9ccq, 9ccsf 9cdb, 9ceb. 9cee, 9cep, 9cii, 9cip,
9cja. 9cjs, 9ckd, 9clk, 9clq, 9clx, 9cmd, 9cmx, 9cov
9cpq, 9ctr, 9cvf, 9cvh, 9cyg, 9cyk, 9cym, 9dad, 9ddp,
9ded, 9dfz, 9dhg, 9dif, 9diw, 9dkk, 9dlc, 9dlj. 9dnK,
9dnv, 9doy, 9dpr, 9dqn, 9dqu, 9drc, 9dtk, 9dxn, 9dyj,
9dzn, 9eep, 9efy, 9egu, 9eht, 9ehy. 9ejy, 9ela, 9elr,
9xbg. Can. lar, ldd, lei, 2am, 2ax, 2cg. All in
quiries answered.
L. R. Virgin. 1AER. 270 No. State St.. Concord, N. H.
2ay, 2bc, 2bv. 2eq, 2fj. 2iu. 2kf. 21d. 2sy, 2wz, 2aav,
2aco, 2 acs, 2act. 2aek, 2aeo. 2aey, 2agw, 2alk. 2ams.
2ans, 2azz. 2bco. 2bkl, 2bqu, 2bqz, 2brs, 2bsj, 2byc.
2cdp, 2cdw, 2cee, 2cgi. 2cpa, 2cpm, 2cpx. 2cty, 2cua.
2cvh, 2cvj, 2cwj. 2cwt. 2dij. Sbo. 8dq. 3ia. Sjg, 3kj,
81k. Sod. 3oq, 8qk, Ssp, 8tp, Suy, Suz, Sxx, 8aay. Saky.
Sats, Savm, Sbco. Sbel, Sbmz, 3buv 3bwt. 8cbx. Sccv.
Scdn, Scex, Scfc. Schg, 4bx, 4eg, 4ft, 4gw, 4hr, 4tn,
4un, 4ur, 4vk, Sek, Snj, Sno, Bqd, Svv, Szz, Rak. 8aq,
8kj. 8nz, 8pu. 8qb, 8qr. 8si. 8vq. 8vw. 8zy. 8zz, 8acm.
8add, 8aey, safb, 8ahj. 8ajf, 8ale, Sams, Ranb. Raoz,
8apy, Raqd. 8aqm, 8art, 8atr, 8aua, 8avx. 8awa, 8ayi.
8ayt. 8azw, 8bcr, 8bgn, 8bhg, 8bjz, 8bmy, Rboy, 8bpu.
8bpv, 8Bqi. 8bqr, 8bsf, 8bxl, 8bxp. Rbxw, 8bzf, 8bzu.
Sect. 8cko. 8cns. 8cni, 8cse, 8csl, 8cuk, 8cve, 8cwl, 8dah,
8dal, 8dat, 8ddq, 8dea, 8dfi. 8dhg. 8dnf, 8dnh, 8doo.
8dpo, 8dqp. 8drc, 8dwq, 8xbc, 9em, 9ez. 9qr. 9tf, 9vc.
9vk. 9ws. 9zj. 9zt, 9abj. 9aed. 9afy. 9aij. 9ale, 9auy,
9awf, 9awu, 9bdb, 9bfg. 9bjr. 9bmx, 9bob. 9boy. 9bqr,
9bsw, 9buh. 9bvu. 9bws, 9cap. 9cbz, 9cdx, 9cja, 9clk,
9clx, 9cyd, 9cyq. 9cyx. 9dhg, 9dln. 9dlw, 9dmi. 9dnb.
9dnn, 9duj. 9dwb. 9dwx. 9ebt, 9eib, 9eky. Canadian :
2am, 2fj, 8gg, Sgv, vnd (qraT).
1ARE, IS White Terrace, PitUfleld. Maaa.
Saai, Saal, Saaq, Sac, Saec, Bagj, Basel, Bai, Saij, Salj.
Bamg. Bamw, Satj, Sau, Sek, Sew, Sin, Sjf, Skq, Bmi,
Sot, Bov, Sph, Suk. Swy, 5xa, Szas, 6aao, 6abc, 6adm,
6age, 6agk, 6alw, Came, fianb. Barb, 6asv, 6bft, 6bfw,
Sbjj, 6 bjx, 6bka. Cbql. 6bqr, 6bra, Sbrw, 6bur. 6cae.
6cdn, 6cei, 6cgp. 6cjv. 6ckh, 6cms, 6cmu, 6cng, 6gg,
6gt, 6hp, 6oh. 6pu. 6uf. 6vc. 6vo, 6wt, 6xbn, 7abb, 7bj.
7eq. 7fd, 7gk, 7mf, 7qc, 7ud, 7zm.
2AGQ, Milton-on-Hudson, N. Y.
4db. 4jr. 4kt, 4mi, 4rf, 4rl. 4sl, 4sn, 4ts, Babe, Babn,
Bac, Bad. Sacm, Bads, Saex, Sagj, Sahj, Sajt, Bakn,
Salz, Bamg, Bamh, Saph, Sapm. Saqy, Basd, Beg, Bfs,
Bin, Bio, Ska, Sis, Sox, Sqh, Sqk, Bqw, Sqz. Sse, Bsi,
5tn, Bvu. Bvv, 6ab, 6akw. 6avb. 6avj. 6awt, 6bbh, 6bcp,
6bfw, 6blw, 6ccb, 6cgw, 6csw. 6ctl, 6cto. 6fh, 6gt, 6ih.
6mg, 6pl, 6pq, 6rn, 6ti, 7ahs. 7akk, 7co. 7io. 7no, 7qc.
9abk, 9ado, 9adp. 9aed. 9afe. 9afy, 9agl. 9ahd. 9ahe.
9ali, 9aim, 9akn, 9ala. 9aii, 9aob, 9aqr, 9arr, 9ars,
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Sash. 9asy, 9att, 9aus, 9auy, 9axh, 9axs, 9avb. 9bbj,
9bbr. 9bcb, 9bcj, 9bdj, 9bdu. 9bhi, 9bhx, 9biu, 9biw.
9bjl, 9bkj, 9blb. 9blk, 9bmc, 9bmh, 9bmp. 9bmv. 9bof,
9boy, 9bpm, 9bpu. 9bqj. 9bqn. 9bre, 9be, ! • I ■ J 9bsp
fone. 9bvk. 9bvn, 9bwp, 9bwt. 9bwv, 9bwx. 9bxg, 9bxs,
9ca, 9caj, 9cap, 9cau, 9ccj, 9ccs, 9ccu, 9cdb, 9cfy, 9cg,
9cgr, 9cja, 9ckm. 9cld, 9clk, 9cmb, 9cov, 9cpi, 9crp,
9csg, 9cvf, 9cvl, 9cxg, 9cyq, 9czk, 9daj, 9dbz. 9ddv,
9ded, 9dsq, 9dex. 9dfh, 9dfv. 9dim. 9dja. 9dkl. 9dl, 9dlj,
9dln. 9dmi. 9dnn, 9dnp, 9doa. 9dpc. 9dpr, 9drc. 9drj,
9dtt9ear.9it.9ech.
9ejr,»,
9ejx. 9dsa,
9ejy. 9duj,
9cm. 9dvu.
9er. 9dwx,
9fj, 9ie,
9jg, 9ei,
9kp,9eji,• 91a
9nl. 9pj. 9qi, 9tf. 9tv. 9tw, 9wo, Can. 3gg, 4aa, Sba.
R. E. Groebe. 338 El Mora Ave. Elizabeth. N. J.
(New QRO of 2 AEY)
Hrd on det. only. All crda ansd.
4ai, 4bq, 4cu, 4du, 4dy, 4ea, 4eg. 4eh, 4eq, 4fg,
4fy, 4gw, 4hr. 4io, 4ja, 4ka. 4kk, 4kl, 41p, 41x, 4mb,
4mi, 4my, 4oa, log, 4pd, 4pi, 4pv, 4qf, 4qw, 4rl,
4rr, 4sa. 4ab, 4si, 4tj, 4un, 4us, 4ux, 4v], 4vn, 4xe,
4zd, Saai, Saaq, Sacm, 6aeq, Sagj, Sago, Bail, Sair,
oajn. Sakw, Salr, Salt, Same, Bamf, Bamh, Bac, 6aw,
Sen, Sek, Sgk, Ska, Slh, Bot, Sqh, Bqi, Brg, Srh, Bw,
Sxa, 6xad, 8abf, 8abm, 8acn, 8add, 8aey, 8afn, 8ahq,
8ahr, 8aig, 8aih, 8aju, 8akk, 8akr, 8ale, 8alf, 8ali,
8alk, 8alw, 8alx, 8aly, 8amq, Hnms, 8anb, 8apn, 8apo,
Kapr, 8aqp, 8aqu, Harn, 8asz, 8atp, 8 atz, 8avd, 8avj,
8awa, Raxa, 8axf, 8axo, 8ayw, 8bau, 8bbm, 8bbw,
8bdv, 8bff, 8bgz, 8bjt, 8bjz, 8bkm, 8bky. 8blg, 8bmi,
8bmy, 8bnu. 8boq, 8boy, 8bqi, 8bsc, 8bsf, 8bsu, 8btf,
8bwk, 8bxp. 8bym, 8byn, 8bzg, 8cbm. 8cbp, 8ccl
8ccn, 8cko. 8cmt, 8cng, 8cni, 8cnl, 8cqh, 8cse, 8cta,
8cuk, 8cvh, 8cvm 8cwl, 8cwx, 8daw, 8dbl, 8dbo,
Rdbp, 8dcz, 8dea. 8dfo, 8dga, 8dgo, 8dhb, 8dhg, 8dhj,
8dhs, 8diz, 8dmh, 8doq. Sdqv, 8dzi, 8xba, 8ah, 8bf,
8bn, 8bo, 8bp, 8ef, 8ea, 8fg, 8fs, 8gz, 8jq, 8kj, 8mc,
8na, 8nz, 8oa, 8pj, 8qd, 8rc, 8rj, 8rv, 8uq, 8vy, 8wo,
8wz, 8xs, 8yv, 8zy, 8zz, 9aaw, 9aau, 9abf, 9abj, 9aei,
Uaen, 9aey, 9afy, 9ahef 9nim, 9aio, 9akd, 9ana, 9aor,
9apd, 9apk, 9aqu, 9ars, 9aav, 9atn, 9ats, 9auc, 9aul.
9auy, 9avb, 9awf, 9awg, 9ayb, 9bcb, 9bcc, 9bcd, 9bfb,
9bhb. 9bhx, 9biz, 9bjq. 9bjr, 9bkj, 9bks, 9bkx, 9bmk.
9bmu, 9bna, 9bnk, 9bof, 9boy, 9bpm, 9bqj, 9bqr,
9bsm, 9cee,
9bvn, 9cep.
9bvz, •9cgr*.
9bwu, 9bwv,
9caa,9ckh,
9cci, 9clk,
9ccm. 9cmd,
Bees,
9cdv,
9cjc, 9cjs,
9cog, 9cro, 9cad, 9ctd, 9ctr, 9cvf, 9evs, 9cwz, 9cyh,
9cyi, 9cyq, 9dcp, 9ddl, 9del, 9dfq. 9dfz, 9dhy, 9dkt,
9dlj, 9dln, 9dlw, 9dnn, 9dno, 9dpl, 9drj, 9daa, 9duj,
9dvp, 9dw, 9dwz, 9dxn, 9dzt, 9ear, 9egn, 9eji, 9ejy.
9eky, 9eld, 9bm, 9cp, 9em, 9ep, 9er, 9ex, 9ei, 9fj,
9hk, 9hp, 9ih, 9jm, 9jg, 9mn, 9nu, 9ny, 9qr, 9su,
9vc, 9ws, Canadians—lar 2am, 2au, 2ax, 2be, 2bg,
2cg, 2do, San, 8bi, Sbq, Sbp, 3ei, 3fc, Sia, Skq, Snf,
Sph, 3vh, 3wv. Eng. 2kf.
STY at Asheville, N. C.
labt, lagg, lagk, lajo, latj, lavp, laww, lbcc,
lbie. Ibis, lblx, lemp, lsz, 2acs. 2aey, 2ag, 2axf,
2beo, 2bgo, 2bjo, 2bqu, 2ceg, 2chz, 2gk, 2mc, 2xay,
Saaz, Bac, 5acl, Bada, Baek, 6afv, Bagj, Bail. Bair,
6aiy, 6ak, Bakf, Bakw, 6alm, Same, Bamh, San), Sapc,
Sek, Bdp, Bfh, Sgj, Bgu. ."Jiw, Shy, 6jf, Bid, Bnj, Snt,
Spu, Soq, Sox, Sqz, Srv, Svv, Bwk, fiwy, Bxa, Bxat,
Bzs, 6ab, 6afq, 6ajh, 6alg, 6avb, 6bbh, 6blg, 6brf,
6bsg, 6cc, 6cdg, 6cgw, 6cnl, 6cqe, 6ii, 6pl, 6xad, 6zh,
7cf, 7co, 7cz, 7dh, 7hx, 7mp, 9aau, 9abf, 9ado, 9adq,
9adr, 9aed, 9afi, 9afy, 9agt, 9ahy, 9aim, 9aio, 9ajk,
9aU, 9ali, 9aol, 9apa, 9apy, 9aqr, 9arm, 9ars, 9asv,
Onto, 9auc, 9auy, 9avb, 9awp, 9axd, 9az, 9azj, 9bbj,
9bbr. 9bcd, 9bch. 9bdb, 9bdu. 9be, 9bha. 9biq, 9biu.
9biz, 9bjk, 9bjr, 9bk, 9bkj, 9bks, 9blg, 9bmk. 9bna.
9bnk, 9bof, 9boy 9bs. Obsn. 9bsp, 9buh. 9buk, 9bvn,
9bwu, 9bwv, 9bxi, 9bzi, 9ca, 9cak, 9cb, 9cbz, 9cci,
9ccj, 9ceb, 9cfd„ 9cfk, 9cfy, 9cgr, 9cib, 9cik
9cbt, 9clz, 9cmd, 9col, 9cop, 9cov, 9csg, 9cxa, 9cyd,
9cye, 9cyq, 9czk, 9dbj, 9dfh, 9dhw. 9djg, 9dip, 9dlj,
9dlw, 9dnn, 9dnp, 9doz, 9dpr, 9dps. 9dqu, 9dro, 9dtt,
9dun, 9dw, 9dwk. 9dwz, 9dyy, 9dzt, 9eji, 9ejy, 9ekf,
9eky, 9eld, 9em, 9ems, 9cp, 9er, 9ev, 9hp, 9ih, 9kq,
91j, 9mm, 9pj, 9pn. 9qr, 9rt, 9vc, 9vk, 9wo, 9wy,
Canadian : lar. Iff. 2ax, 3ach, Saec, Sgg, Stf, Sxi, 9bc.
Hrd at BDW Greenville-, Texas, October Det & 1 Step
over 600 miles.
labf, lahr, laww, lbc, lbgc, lbgq, lbhk, lbhn,
lbiz. lbkr, lboa, lbwj, lecx, lcln, lemp, lddm, ler,
lgv, lsz, lte, lvc, lwr, lxae, lxam, lxaw, lxz, lxw,
2aay, 2afp, 2ais, 2ana, 2anm. 2bgg, 2bqw, 2brb,
2byw, 2cei, 2cfa, 2chk. 2cjj, 2csr, 2cwk, 2gk, 2ha,
2hr. 2kd, 2ku, 2mu, 2pd, 2wz. 3acy, Sadb, Said, 8bfe,
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3bg, 3cej, 8chc, Schk, 8ckj, Scrz, 8hq, 3kq, 8mo, 8og.
3qg, 8zr. 4af, 4ai, 4aj. 4bq, 4fg. 4fl, 41o, 4ku, 41y,
4os, 4pi, 4rr, 4sa, 4si, 4sh, 4tj, Buk, 4xe, 4xu, 4zd,
6akw, Baw, Bxat, 6zai, 6zas, 6aao, 6ac, 6adb, 6age,
Sack, 6ajf, Bajh, 6akk, 6alu, 6alv, gaoc, 6apw, 6bbc,
6bbh, 6bcs. 6bdt, Gbff,, 6bfc, 6bfw, 6bjx, Sbl, 6bnu,
6bq, 6bqa. 6bru, 6bur, 6cbb, 6ccy, Sett, 6ego. 6cgw,
Gchl, 6cjv 6cne, 6cqo, 6cto, 6cz, 6fy, 6gg, 6ja, 611,
6of, 6ry. Bui, 6vc, 6vo, Gwi, 6xab, oxad, 6yb, 7abb.
•Tafo*. ?fd, 7fr, 7gr, 7ij, 71q, 7tk, 8abm, 8ada, 8afn,
Sajr. Sale. 8alw, 8apw, 8atp, 8avx, 8avy, 8axf, 8bdt,
8bhj, 8bjv, 8bp, 8bpa, 8bqr, 8byn, 8cbp, 8cii, 8coi,
8cwp, 8cxi. 8cxp, 8cyi, 8dal, 8dc, 8dfq, 8dha, 8dhw,
8doy, 8dpw, 8gz, 8ug, 8vq, 8wv, 8wx, 8xb, 8xn, 8xs,
8xts. 8zy, 8zz, Seventy-eight nines. Cannuck : ldq,
2cg, 9ch. English: 2od. Chilean. 9tc. Argentine:
cb8. French : Bnf. Italian : iht. New Zealand : 4aa,
2ac, 4ag. Will QSL crd on request.
5AQA—Ray Adams, 837 Grape St., Abilene, Texas.
toe, tzo, 4akk, 4al, 4ft, 4jcv, 4rl, 4si, 4wt, 6afg,
6afh, 6ajh, 6ajj, 6ahp, 6alf, 6alw, 6ano, 6bas, 6bgm,
6bhz, 6bqr, 6cc, 6chb, 6cmc, 6fz, 6ih, 6iuh, 6ti, 6ry,
6uw. 6vf, 6vo, 7ct, 7co, 7ct, 7df, 7ds, 7go, 7mf, 7ox,
8acm, 8afq, 8ard, 8bau, 8bf, 8bcu, 8bgt, 8bkc, 8bzk,
8cly, 8cyi, 8dfo, 8dse, 8dt, 8dte, 8er, 8kz, 8nx, 8pu,
8uq. Mexican: ie, if, bx. QrkT OM.
SJF—1607 Fannin, Marshall, Texas.
laww, lbgt, lbgt, lbj, lblu, lemp, lfd, 1U, lkc,
low. lsz, lte, lxu, 2ana, 2brb, 2brc, 2cyc, 2cyw,
2ku, 8auv, 8mo, 4ai, 4bw, 4cr, 4cs, 4eq, 4ft, 4ku, 4oa,
4qf, 4rr, 4tj, 6aao, 6age, 6agk, 6ajh, Sapw, 6bjj,
6bka. 6bnu, 6buy, 6cft, 6cgc, 6cgw, 6cmu, 6cng, 61j,
6pq, *7abb*, 7ij, 8aey, 8bau, 8bpa, 8bpv, 8buk, 8bxh
8byn, 8cdt, 8cmi, 8dfo, 8dhw, 8hn, 8kl, 8xb, 8yx.
6AWT, 6S3 Union St., San Francisco, Calif.
lei, lsf, 2by. 2brb, Shg, Soo, 8bco, 4ct, 4qf, 6aw,
Bck, Bek, Bfm, Bgt, Bhy, Bjf. Bka, Blh, Bnt, Bnw,
5oq, Box, Bqi, Srh, Sne, Bvo, Bxa, Bacm, Baex, Balz,
Bamh, Bzai, 6any, 6bdt, 8er, 8uq. 8aeb, 8aua, 8bfk,
8bit. 8btf, 8con, 8czy, 8dea, 8doo, 9ei, 9rt, 9vc, 9wo,
9xm, 9zb, 9awm, 9axs 9bbz, 9bcd. 9bjb, 9bjj, 9bkj.
9bmk, 9bwj, 9coc, 9cpm, 9dbr, 9dbz, 9dhw, 9doz,
9dlm, 9dpx. 9efz. Canadian Saa. 8gg, 4fv, 4gt. Au
stralian, 2cm, nkf, nse, nerk.
Stations heard by 7ZU from Sept. 5 to Oct. 2S.
labe, lajy, lar, lavr, lbdq, lbdx, lbgz,
lbw, lbze, lemp, lfd, lsf, lxw, 2aay, 2ag,
2ame, 2anm, 2apy, 2bqw, u-2by, 2by. 2cce,
2crk. 2ct. 2ha. 20, 2kee. 2kf, 2ku, 2kv, 2nu.
2qs. 2sa, 2yb, 3afj, 8aq, 8bhv, 8bdo, 8bta, 8cel.
•"•■•) n. 3ck, 3d, Sdq. Siq, Slg, 3wb, 3xe, 4ab, tax,
c-lax. 4br, 4cb, c-4ads, c-4dq, c-4pq, 4eq, e-4fn, 4io,
c-4hh, 4kt, 4kv, Bmy, Bmi, 4oa, 4rr. 4tj, 4wb, 4xe.
4zd, 6abe, Bac, Bail, 6aj, Bafn, Bajp, Bamo, Bah.
6aqa, Bamb, 6ap, Baw, Sanw, 6ce, c-Bds, Bfn, 61a,
Bni, Bnt. Bot, Box, Bov, Sse, Bue, Bw, Byd, Bza, (6abe),
6aad. 6abe, 6aao, 6adm, 6adb, 6ad. 6adt, 6acu, 6afq,
6oge, 6agk, 6alw, 6amo, 6awk, 6awt, fibua. 6bua. 6bou.
6bae, 6bg. 6bqr, 6bna. 6bka, 6bma, 6buh, 6chl, 6cbb,
6cpw, 6cjv, 6cmi, 6cax, 6cmv, (6cuf). 6cgs, ficto. 6can,
6cei, 7gr. 6ey, 6gr. 6gi. 6gg, 6im, 61v. 6nx. k-*6o, 60s,
6oh. 6wt. 6wr, 7ajy. 7asv, 7ar, 7acf, 7ac. 7aim, 7age,
7abb. 7adf, 7ao. 7ali. 7ajt. 7akk, 7ald. 7bz, 7cw, 7cu.
(7co), 7cf. 7dd, 7dz. (7df), 7dm, 7ed, 7er, 7fa, 7fd.
7gr. 7gn, 7gq, 7gv, (711), 7iJ, 7ie. 7iv. 7js, 7kr, 7md,
7hf, 7mp, 7nx, 7no, 7nq, 7nt, 7ob, 7pp, 7qd, 8acv,
8avx, 8apt, 8anp. 8ars, 8aps, 8ah. 8apr, 8atp, 8axo,
8bfe, 8bjy, 8bau, 8bs. 8byn, 8bfe, 8bqr. 8bxh. Sect,
8chy. 8cyt. 8ced, 8ckd, 8cao. 8dat. 8dbm. 8dgo, 8df,
8dfo, 8dwr. 8dkn. 8dnx. 8dal. 8drt. 8dea. 8do. 8dfe.
8dgo, 8dea. 8ed. 8er, 8fm. 8fd, 8gh, 8hf, 8nx, 8ro,
8sf, 8wx. 8wz, 8xe, 8zy, nerk, nkf.
L. F. Strobel. 680 Yale St., Akron, Ohio. 8BSR
laac, lafi, lajo, lajt, lajx, lapc, lare, laur, lawq,
laww, lbc. lbdx, lbgq. lbie. Ibis. lblu. lboa. lbvb,
lchl, tel. lemp, lcoj, lfd, lhn. lorn, lqr. lve, lxam,
lzm, 4db, 4h8, 4kk, 4my, 4pb. 4pd. 4si, 4vn, 4xe.
Baaq. 6abc, Bacm, Badw, Baeq, Baex. Bag], Bahj, Bail,
Baiq, Bair, 6aiy, Sajn, 6ajp, Bakn, Balz, Bamg. Bamh,
Bamw. Rape. Baqy Sasf, Baw, Bba, Bck. Bey, Bdw, Bek,
Sgk, Bgu. Shj, Shr, Bin, Bio, Bly, Bnj, 6oq, Box, Bpa,
Bph. Bqh, Bqj. 5qk. Bqp, Bsh, Buk, Bvv, Bwy, Bxa,
5xw, 6yd. Bzr, Bza, 6afg. 6akz, 6alw, 6awt, 6bkb, fibrf,
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6bsg, 6bts, 6cch, 6cci, 6cgw, 6ehl, 6chx, 6cnl, 6eqe,
6cto, 6kt, 61i, 6ne, 6pl, 6ux, 6xad, 6zh, 7acf, 7ahs,
7co, 7dd, 7dh, 7gu, 7hx, 7kz, 7mp, 7qc, 9aal, 9aau,
9abk, 9acq. 9ado, 9adp, 9adq, 9aed, 9aef, 9agt, 9ahx.
9aim, 9aje, 9akf, 9akn, 9ala, 9and, 9apa, 9 aqr, 9asw.
9atl, 9auy, 9avb, 9awl, 9axd, 9axs, 9azf, 9bcd, 9bds.
9bdp, Obex, 9bfb, 9bfg, 9bie, 9bji, 9bjk, 9bkx. 9blg,
9bmf, 9bmx, 9bnk, 9bof, 9bpf, 9bpr, 9bqj, 9bsp, 9bvk,
9bvu, 9bwv, 9bwx, 9bxi, 9byc, 9ccs, 9cdc, 9ceb, 9eee,
9cgn, 9chd, 9che, 9chx, 9cjs, 9ckd, 9cld, 9cmd, 9cme,
9cmx, 9cnt, 9cmp, 9cpo, 9cpy, 9cpz, 9crg, 9cro, 9ctf,
9ctg, 9cvl, 9cwn, 9cws, 9cxg, 9dac, 9dau, 9bdz, 9dcw,
9ddk, 9deq, 9dgb, 9dgr, 9dhw, 9dmh, 9dno, 9dpr, 9dqc,
9dsd, 9dte, 9duj, 9dun, 9dvu, 9dwk, 9dwu. 9dyy, 9dzg.
9eak, 9ecv, 9eky, 9ely, 9epa, 9ex, 9jg, 9nv, 9tf, Porto
Rico 4je, 4kt, 4rl Can. 2fo (3gv) iht.
8DCF, 31 Klngsville, Ave, Ashtabula, Ohio.
laae, laco, lacs, lagg, laou, lare, laxa, laxx, lbbe,
lbdx, lbjo, lbkk, lbqe, lbqq. lebb, lfb, lhn. lyk. lzk.
2aan, 2acs, 2agw, 2bck, 2beo, 2bgi, 2blm, 2bsc, 2buy,
2byg, 2cdp, 2cee 2chz 2cqy, 2crp, 2ctq, 2cty, 2cvj,
2cxe, 2ff. 2gk, 2kx, 2sy, 3acr, 8acy, 3adv, Sagf. 3ahp.
Saih, 8apc, Sauv, Sbbs, 8bco, Sbhv, 8blc, Sbsf, Sbwt,
3buv, Scex, 3cfc. 8cgs, 8chg, 8cjn, Scka, 8ckl, Shg,
Sbh. Sic, 3kj, 3kq, Slg. Sqt, 8sp, 8ti, 4ai. 4db, 4gw,
4mi, 4pd, 4si. 4tn, 4ua. 4vl, 4xe, Bacm, 6ads, Seaf.
Baeu. Bafh, 5agj, Sair, Bakf, Balz, 6amg, 5amh, Baqy,
5bq, 5er, Efh, Bfs, 6in, Ska, Bmi, 5mm, Sox, Sqh, * 5uj *,
Bvu, Byd, 6ac, €adt. 6ahp. 6cgw, 6cjy, 6fh, 6rn, 9ach,
9ado, 9adq, 9agj, 9agt Oaim, 9arj, 9att, 9atx, 9avb,
9awf, 9axf, 9bdu, 9bji. 9bns. 9bpf, 9bqh, 9bvn, 9bvu,
9caa, 9cap, 9cbz, 9ccj, 9cdp, 9cee, 9cgn, 9cp, 9cpm
9ctr. 9cxt, 9dap. 9dbz. 9dct. 9del, 9djl, 9drc. 9dsx,
9dtt, 9dwz, 9dxy, 9dyt. 9eht. 9ei, 9elj, 9elv, 9em,
9hp. 9mm, 9oa, 9rt. 9ta. 9ut, 9uz, 9wu, 9yb, Can : Saa.
8ad. 8gv, 81y, Sxi.
9APT—3337 Oak Park Ave., Berwyn, IB.
All heard and worked daring October.
C. W. lavl, 'laxa^, lbet, lbiz, lemp, ldb, lez,
lhn, lmy, lorn, 2bqh, 2buy, 2cbk, 2cor, 2cv, 2wz
3aha, Sdo, 4gw, 4hr, 4jr, 4si, Sacb, 6aef, Baeq, Bafv,
Bakn Bakw, Bamw, Baqw, Beg, Bck, Bnt, Bqk, Btx, Sua,
7cf, 8aly, 8boy, 8bpn, 8bqp, 8cmt, Canadian. C-Svh.
A crd awaits every QSL. QRK?
9BVA, N. Main St., Amherst. Wis.
lajg. lajp, 1 nil. lasr, lawe, laww, lbdx, lblx,
lbqe,
lgh, 2cee,
lgk, lgv,
lsf, 2crp,
2abt,
2ana. leez,
2axf, ldb.
•2bkr*.
2chu,lmo2cjj,lqx,2cnk,
2cua, 2cxy, 2cyw, 2bm, 2cy, 21d, 2qd, 3abh. 8abw.
Sagf, Sauv, 8bbt, 8blc, 8blu, 8bly, Sblp, Sbnu. Sodn.
3dq, Slg, Sph, 8tf, 8zo, 4dx, 4hs, 4jr, 4oa. 4rr. 4sa,
4si, 4tj, 4vm, 4wr, Bagj, Sail, Bamb, Bamw, 6apc,
Baqw, 6aqy, Bmi, 6za, 6ahp, 6aji, 6blw, 6bdt. 6bjx,
6bth, 6cdg, 6cgo, ficto, 61j, 6ti, 6ts, 6ux, 7ahi, 7co,
Sdaa. Canadian : 81y, Sxi. British, 2bm. All cards
QSL'ed.
9ECA, Grandy. Missouri.
All C. W. laac, laal, laap, lasa, lawe, lbgq.
lbgt, lbkr, lcab, lecx, leg, ler, lfd, lgu, lmy, lsf,
lxu, lxz, 2.-1:1 i. 2aay, 2aco, 2ag, 2bgg, 2brb, 2byg,
2crp, 2czr, 2gc, 2gk, 2mc, 2wz, Sadp, 3adv, Saec,
8afg, 8afj, 8ajf, Sbdo, 8bsb, Sbuv, Scdg, Schg, Scia,
3cjn, Scjw 8ckl, 8hd, Sbh. 3kq, sir, 8mo, Sog, Soq,
3<iw. 8uy, Svb, 8vp, 8zo, Sai, 8bg, 8ch. 8eh, 4fs. 4Jk,
4pd, 4qf, 4rr, 4sb, 4si, 4vn, Baai, Baaw. 6abi, Bacm.
Sndh, Baek, 6afu, Bagj, Bahw, Sair, Bajh. Baii, Bajj.
Sajn, 6ajt, Saju, Sajv, Sakb, Bakf, Baku. Bamb, Same,
Bamh, Bams, Bamu Baog, Bapg, Bbj, Bcc, Bck. Bek,
5ew, Bex, Bfc, Bgc, Bhj, Ska, Skq, Smz, Soi, Bot, Bov,
Sox, Bph, Bqz, 6tn, Sua, Bue, Sua. Bxbh, Bza, Szas.
Bzav, Bzk, 6aao, 6agk, 6ahx, 6ajh, 6ame. 6bap, 6bqr,
6brf, 6bty, fibuo. 6bur, 6cax, 6cdn. 6cfz, 6chx, 6css,
6cxv, 6fy, 6ih, 6ka, 6rn, 6ry, 6vw, 6wi, 7ahi, 7db,
7gk, 7hx, 7ij, 7ot, 7qd, 7zl, 7zo, 8act, 8acu, 8aee,
8ajf, 8ajp, 8al, 8amn, 8apn, 8apu. 8aru, 8atp, 8auk,
8avx, 8bhu, 8bjv, 8bkh, 8bpl, 8bqr. 8btu, 8byf, 8cci,
Seek, 8cdd. 8cdt, Seep, 8cfe, 8chb, 8cqh, 8cwk, 8cww,
8cyo, 8daa, 8dcv, 8ddm, 8dfm, 8dfo. 8dga, 8dgo. 8dha.
8dhw, 8die, 8dif, 8dig, 8dlx. 8doi, 8dpn, 8ef, 8er
8fm, 8fy 8tj, 8uq. 8vq, 8vt, 8wa, 8xe, 8zo, 8zz. Can.
CW. : clef, c2ax, c2az, c81y, c4cr, c4db, c4dq, c4hh, U. S.
Fones. 9ahj, 9bsp, 9cbr, 9cfi, 9cnt, 9cym, 9ddc, 9dhl,
9did, 9dyy, 9efe, 9emd, 9dg, 9aj. 9ua. 8dat, 8bss.
Sajf, 8brt. Bamw, Badz, Samf, Bkp, Bake, Sajv. English
CW. : g2nm.
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Millions

will

listen-in

on

the

broadcasting

of

the

Presidential Campaign
The vacuum tube has made
This year, for the first time in
possible this broad and far reach
history, it is possible for millions
ing
application of radio telephony
of United States citizens to hear
PRICES ON
and plays the most important part
every word of our statesmen in
CUNNINGHAM
in
the
operation of your receiving
their oratorical battles for the
set.It is now your privilege to en
honor of the presidential nomin
RADIO TUBES
ations and elections.
Now in Effect
joy this wonderful opportunity of
Radio has created a situation
Radio broadcasting. Specify Cun
that founders of the Nation would C-301 A 5 Volts 1-4
Radio Tubes for clear
consider ideal. It has destroyed
Ampere filament
$5.00 ningham
reception.
the sinister isolation that in de
C-299—3
Volts
.06
amp.
PATENT
NOTICES. Cunningcades past has caused strife, mis
Dry Battery Dot. and
ham tubes are covered by patents
understanding and even civil war.
Amp
6.00 dated 2-18-08, 2-18-12. 12-30-18,
Today these entire United States
10-23-17, 10-23-17 and others is
are listening in on the political C-300—6 volts Gas Con
sued and pending. Licensed for
campaign. Sectional lines are
tent Detector
5.00 amateur,
experimental and enter
swept away. A united nation will
-1.1 Volts .25 amp
tainment use in radio communi
hear, will ponder, will judge, will C-llDry
Battery
Det.
and
cation.
Any
vote, from a knowledge of real
Amp. Special Base 5.00 infringement. other use will be an
issues and vital questions.
C-12—Similar
to C-ll
Cunningham 40-page Data Book
Radio, the Wonder-Worker, has
with standard base 5.00 fully explaining care and opera
brought the forty-eight States in
tion
of Radio Tubes now available
to a radius no larger than a
by sending 10c in stamps to
Colonial town-hall. A new politi
San Francisco office.
cal era dawns, thanks to its magic.
HOME OFFICE :
182 SECOND ST.,
SAN FRANCISCO

Branch,
Erartf, New York

5 RadioWinners !

Micrometer Control With One Knob
Noiseless — Stepless — Selective

pcnncf foamut com.at
Noisales*.
etepleae
filament
current
control
lor ALLtube*.
Isnanystandard
equipment
on
set*,
including
Console model*. Amrad
■ • Sl.SS
=3g
Bmtodeak
the rutrecTORio leak
—condenser
'» to 10 Megohms.
ARange
grid
olEndorwd
0 00025
supplied
**tra.
byml CocVaday,
Amrad,
Flew
fllmc Cros"
Price
3*

Many new radio circuits have been introduced and
numerous modifications of the old ones have been
developed, but the need oi micrometer control oi
current and voltage in radio circuits remains un
changed.
The Allen-Bradley line of radio products now in
cludes five super-devices for radio control. The
Bradleystat for filament control and the Bradleyleak for grid leak control are known the world
over for unrivalled control and marvelous range.
The well-known Bradleyometer also marks a dis
tinct advance in potentiometer construction.

THE PERFECT RESISTOR
An
reaietor
(or
radioadjustable
circuit*. Made
in thiee
ranee*.
10.000 to 250,000
100,000 ohm*
23.000
ohm*
50,000 ioto 500,000
ohm*

Now comes the Bradleyohm in three ranges to
meet the demand for an adjustable resistor for
resistance coupling and other applications. The
demand for the Bradleyohm has grown to enormous
proportions. The Bradleyswitch, also, is a marvel
of compactness and convenience.

Bra^leyomefer
Till PERFECT POTENTIOMETER
A atcpleaa, non-inductive
potennometer
lor ,11rangeradioin Kali
cir
cuits.
Complete
turn oi knob. Made in 200 and
400 ohms.

Your radio set will be tremendously improved il
you standardize on Allen-Bradley products. Ask
your dealer about them or write us for descrip
tive circulars.

Mall
BituUgjcswoteh the Coupon
peufi
Now!
For AONE
and Bhole
batteryrequired
circuit*.in
Only
panel
10 mount
thetotally
switch.
Nickel-plated
and
en
closed.

Electric Controlling Apparatus
277 Greenfield
Avenue
Use the Allen-Bradley Line

Milwaukee
Wisconsin

Manufacturer*
ofgraphiteforditcmare
rhtotteli
tUctric
controllm* tfparctmt
than 20andyean

ALLEN-BRADLEY CO.
177 Greenfield Ave, Milwaukee. Wia.
We surely wanl 10 know more about the AllenBradley line ol radio products. Please aend ua
your latest bulletins about .hero.

Basketballs

Used

In the popular "Inductrole" illustrated
above and the new AMRAD Console
Models — the "Cabinette" — the
"Jewel"— the "Console"—the "Con
sole Grand"—and the "Supreme",
BASKETBALLS are specified. Their
exclusive use is one of the reasons for
the efficiency of the AMRAD Sets.
BASKETBALL VARIOMETERS and
VARIO-COUPLERS are particularly
suited for amateurs. The experts use
them.

Exclusively

Due to their basket-weave design and
construction,
AMRAD
BASKET
BALLS have the very minimum of
dielectric losses, and therefore function
at peak efficiency.
Average wavelength range 150 to 600
meters, depending upon type of cir
cuit and other circuit elements in
which they are used. Range of in
ductance 100 to 1100 M.H. Price only
$3.75 and $3.85 respectively.

Order from Your Dealer
BASKETBALL VARIOMETERS AND COUPLERS are worth waiting for.
If your dealer can't supply you at once, place your order with him, and he will
obtain them promptly.
See them at your dealer's. Ask your friends about them.
Write for descriptive Bulletin V
American Radio and Research (orpoimtion
205 College Ave., Medford Hillside, Mass.
AMRAD Dealers in Principal Cities and Towns
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Christmas
— and the whole
world is young again
THE Air Is a-qulver, the Ether crowded,
with the Yule-tide Music. The carols,
the simple songs, that carry us back
to a rose-tinted childhood are beating . . .
.... beating
beating
their
soundless tattoos at our Hearth-Stones.
Radio is Ihe Magic-Key that translates
it all into vibrant glorious sound.
Only a Scrooge, untouched by the
Christmas Spirit, will leave the Key
unturned.
Of course, for the utmost in radio enchant
ment, you will equip your set with tubes of
the rarest scientific accuracy —

RADIO /TUBES
•Patent Notice: Cunningham tube* are covered by patents dated 2-1R-08,
2-18-12. 12-30-13. 10-23-17, 10-23-17. and others issued and pending.
Licensed only for amateur experimental and entertainment use in radio
communication. Any other use will be an infringement.
Cunningham 40-page data book fully explaining care and operation of
Radio Tubes now available by sending 10c in stamps to San Francisco
-Office.

Price the ramo on all five types —
C-301-A, C-299, C-300, C-11, C-12

Home Office :
ond Street. SAN FRANCI

NEW YORK

Bradjpsfc
Supreme in design and performance

Important Features
Two terminals suffice for ALL
1 tubes.
Back panel extension is 11/162 inch.
Holes for table mounting are
3 provided.
Graphite discs give stepless, noise
4 less control.
Internal switch opens battery
5 circuit.
One knob provides control lrom
6 V4 to 100 ohms.
One locknut holds Bradleystat
7 securely in position.
8 Drill only one hole in panel.

A SIDE from the novel "one-hole mounting" that characterizes the Allen-Bradley line of radio devices, the
most striking new feature is the extreme compactness of the
graphite disc container. When mounted on the panel, the
new Bradleystat extends less than three-quarters of an inch
behind the panel. The same is true of the Bradleyleak and
the Bradleyohm. And the Bradleyometer extends only
seven-eighths of an inch.
You can improve your radio set immensely by substitut
ing a Bradleystat for your present wire rheostat or a Bradleyleak for your old grid leak. There's plenty of room. Try it!

Bi
boston

Electric Controlling Apparatus
277 Greenfield Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Buffalo
Cleveland Knoxville Philadelphia Saint Paul
Chicago
Denver
Los Angeles Pittsburgh
Detroit
New York Saint Louia

Re*. U. S. Patent Office

Circuit Usinjf AMRAD "S" Tube and Mershon Electrolytic Condensers. *'A*' is a 100 to BOO
V Transformer ; "B" a 10 H Choke Coil ; "C" a 19,900 ohm resistance unit ; "D" a .005 mfd.
by-pass condenser ; and "E" a one mfd. paper condenser.

S-Tube

as

"B"

Battery

Supply

One of the most popular uses of the "S" Tube and Electrolytic Condenser is
to eliminate B-Batteries. The circuit above shows the wiring and indicates
the necessary parts.
A similar B-Battery eliminator, using "S" Tube and' Electrolytic Condensers,
was described in September "Radio Broadcast," P. 369.
To get rid of the Batteries and use the usual 110 a.c. of the house lighting
circuit to supply the necessary detector and amplifier voltage, has long been
the idea of the amateur. Results obtained have been most satisfactory, thus
opening an entirely new field.
Other Applications
The "S" Tube, which has "no filament to burn out" operates
on the new principle of gaseous conduction.
It was for transmitting that the ' B" Tube was first put to
work—as a rectifier to produce pun D.C. for power tubes. It
Is now so used by thousands of dyed-in-the-wool amateurs
from coast to coast.
It may also be used to charge storaoe "B" Batteries, or for
other purposes where pure D.C. is desired under conditions
requiring economical, dependable performance.
Place orders at once for "S" Tubes and Electrolytic Con
densers with your nearest Denier. If he Is not stocked, place
your order just the same and he will obtain It as promptly as
possible. This will help build a convenient sourco of supply
for yourself and your friends.
(Orders filled in rotation.)
New "S" Tube
4000-1
$10.00

Write for latest "S" Tube
Literature

Electrolytic
Condenser
$8.00
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